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Visual Education in Europe

(II)

London
W. M. Gregory
Museum, Cleveland Public Schools

Director Educational

IS
ITvisualizes

interesting
to the

how London

general geographic conditions of

world

each dominion.

im-

its

portance as a political center in
Houses of Parliament, as a

the

financial

Bank

center in the

of

England, as a trade center in the
London Docks, and as a religious

The men

center in St. Paul.

of

England who have achieved fame
are crowded into the Westminster Abbey which is England's
treasure house of honored memWhile the London Tower
ories.
pictures the gloomy side of England's history and a record of political

inconstancy.

world's

greatest

which embraces

diora-

and
Changes in the displays are frequent and all London is fascinated in learning
about its tinned butter, cocoa,
coffee, frozen mutton and other
illustrate typical scenes

industries.

all

collection

phases of

life.

The Science Museum, which is a
new idea, reflects the part that
science takes in modern life. The

Excellent sets of postal cards

for

instruction

visual

utilize

this

in

the

British

Empire are sold

to

Information of
these can be obtained by addressing Major Keating, secretary of
the Imperial Institute.

The Science Museum
The Science Museum is located
on Exhibition Road in London.
It

is

story

a four

rectangular

stories.

izes the application of science to

industry.

It

is

a

real thrill

to

country.

trace the struggle of

The Imperial Institute
The Imperial Institute in London resembles the Commercial

from the beginning to the final
result in the exhibits which are
working models. The latest of
modern machines are working by

Museum

of Philadelphia.

The Im-

Institute has its exhibits
arranged to assist in teaching the
economic geography of the Britperial

ish

Empire and

it

many

attracts

thousands of visitors. Its close
connection with the schools is an
excellent means of supplying information of the British realm to
congested London. Each' dominion of the British

resented

by

ducts and

^m^s^nd

its

its

Empire

is

resources,

people.

rep-

pro-

Excell

large models

revolution.

material

historical

is

the

developments as well as the older

set is

descriptive leaflet.

This institution visual-

we might

chines that aided in the industrial

ducts from the various parts oi

Each

ing paragraphs, particularly as to
the things which

ning jenny, Maudslay's first
screw cutting lathe and other ma-

accompanied by full
Sample pro-

are sold by the Imperial Institute.

tions are described in the follow-

of these institu-

a replica of Hargraveare's spin-

museum. The
machinery illustrating modern
development is loaned. Each exhibit shows the latest modern

Gothic building. Its central open
exhibit
hall is surrounded by
rooms extending through the four

most important

Billy,"
"Rocket"
Stephenson's
and other locomotives of 1829,
Arkwright's first spinning frame,

The

supplies.

British schools.

London contains in its museums a record of all civilizations.
The famous British Museum is
the

mas

Life-like

ian

inventor

property

the

of

apparatus.

This

museum

issues illustrated

some

of

which are valuable to those
terested in the development

in-

catalogs of

its

exhibits

The

applied science.

to

relating^

land

transportation

recommended.

are especially

The

Pictorial material.

cards are

made

A

ant exhibits.
cards

would

classes

in

of

publications

postil

of all the import-

collection of such

be

interesting

and

science

also

to

to

special departments in technical

and

schools, colleges

The museum

libraries.

two

sells for

shill-

ings each, excellent 9x10 photo-

graphs

of

subjects.

most important

the

The

subjects

of

list

two

collections.

thousand
titles.
A short list of twenty is
suggested as follows
3688 J.
Priestly; 2316 Model of ancient
blast
furnace
326 Astrolabe
1844 Hedley's
Puffing Billy;
Brest Plow 3757; 1948 Tread

collections have many ormodels of famous inventors
such as Watt, Arkwright, Stephenson, Maudslay, Bessemer, Babbage, Hershel and Kelvin. Workmodels of the early engines
ewcomb and Watt, "Puffing

Mill; 19363
Water
wheels; 863 Water wheel; 19263
Cugnot's engine; 1737 Montgolfier's Balloon (133)
3 Ancient
Blast; 20506 Matches
tinder
box; 19939 Printing Press Caxton
of 1444j^jl Brush Dynamo Bust

the side of their

The
follows

exhibits
:

first

models.

are classified as

Industrial

machinery

Mechanical engineering Water
and land transportation; Science
;

The

iginal

comprises

about

:

—

;

Wooden
;

—

;

January, 1950

Newton

of

2875 Statue of Gali-

;

At the present time

collection.

museums

3209 Shadow clock from
Egypt; 1880-52 Gun Sun Dial;
1664 No. 15 Chinese Wheel Bar-

nearly one hundred

row 1004 James Watt 1976

photographs
and other material are sent annually to secondary schools in Eng-

leo;

;

;

(66)

Old Bess.
It

recognized that the Sci-

is

Museum

ence

and

its

that

it

is

something new

supplied with art material from

Post-

this circulating collection.

lantern

ers,

The

land.

slides,

modern

The

industry.

is

outstanding

in

it does not
have an institution like the SciChience Museum in London.
cago and New York have projects
under way.

we

In this connection

tention to the

at-

call

report pub-

1921

the

It

lists.

circulating collection loans

that

more

is

loaned to British in-

one year.

ly every

museum.

object in the

memory

museum

in

be an institution or a

of

King Al-

a

houses

it

col-

more than 20
pounds. The layman is
the displays which appeal
specialist

the

or

located on

craftsman. It

is

Road,
London.

South

super-

loan department has ma-

which are used

ing collections and

in circulat-

it

has been

maintained for 50 years. Approved museums, training
schools, secondary schools and
art schools are supplied with materials to supplement their own

1

one of

Sheffield

lace,

ment

also maintains a depart-

for the sale of casts

sculpture in the British

The

The

British

British

crowded and so poorly

played.

It is

possible

is

tion

undis-

quite likely that

secure

to

The

it

informa-

and a specimen here

of any-

institution

a scientific organization seek-

and of

Museum.

Museum

Museum

is

of materials which
do with nearly every
of ancient and modern civilization.
Its maps, manuscripts,
and rare books vie with its remarkable art collection. If one so
desires, he may purchase facsimiles of some documents and the
autographs of famous people.

of Natural His-

South Kensington, 8x10
photographs of almost any exhibit

in

many

different phases.

Students of natural history will
find the colored postal cards contain

some

of the finest material

in print of birds, insects, butter-

wild flowers, trees, reptiles,
frogs and mammals. "Flint in the

flies,

Stone Age,"

which
a vast

Museum

British
tory, at

is

a small publication

illustrates

the close con-

nection of the small printed book-

store-house

lets

have
phase

hibits.

to

is

fortunate that the collections are

tempt to interest the masses. It
is possible to procure through the

of

picture

Brom-

Kensington,

of NatSouth Kensingthe most complete

picture

series

museum

more than a

are

Museum

British

ing information and does not at-

million

galleries

mile in length and

The

ural History at

The museum

lections valued at

men.

ject.

is

of the special series of pos-

cards in color.

Each
plate, etc.
book consists of a short
introductory sketch and twenty
A list of booklets and
pictures.
photographs for sale may be obThis
tained from the museum.

store-house of materials for the
assistance of students and crafts-

be greatly enriched by purchase of prints easily procured on almost any sub-

know
tal

in-

could

stitution

thing on earth.

books which include many different subjects as dolls and dollhouses, English brass, Englisii

bert

partment of any educational

Teachers of applied art should

also issues

established this

Egyptian, Greek, Medieval and
English history. The history de-

so

Excellent black and white photographs may be obtained of near-

Mu-

a wealth of material in

collections in the world. It

The Victoria and Albert Museiun

terials

catalog of colored postal

ton, has

All

Queen Victoria

The

The

lantern slides than any other or-

stitutions for

well

lantern slides for British schools.

ganization in Great Britain.

for

This report can be obtained for
one shilling on application to the
British Association, Burlington
House, London, W. I.

estimated

about 20,000 slides are circulated
each year. The slides are carefully chosen and include the famous Bliss art collection. This

material

advancement o f Science
which is a full report on charts
and pictures for use in schools.

is

is-

sued by the museum. This institution has a loan collection of

lantern slide collection

lished by the British Association

the

books, and other publications

seum has

dustry, and to date

to

sum

small

which are classified according to
periods and the artist. The slides
are sent to schools by post after
selections have been made from

filling a

application of science to in-

lost in

by

place in stim-

of

Its

sources can be
purchasing for a
the catalog, guide

useful

cards issued by the British

is

to

Many

examined

consists of about 50,000 subjects

United States
its

are

large attendance indicates

ulating the British youth in the
field

i8f«8

ae-

of the

museum and

its

ex-

Many pamphlets of Economic
Natural History, instructions for
collecting Natural History specimens, and picture postcards in
colour, illustrating Medieval Natural History, and of Precious
(Concluded on page 14)

and

"*
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The Educational Screen

A

Motion

Science Department and

Pictures

William A. Redenbaugh
Supervisor of Science, Seattle Public Schools

"POR

years there existed in the

Broadway

-»

small

High

School

a

Science

sentatives

met

nominated

the

The

in

council

and

of

the

officers

subject has

The

day.

its

grams during the

last

pro-

semester

Club of about
members. It held
monthly meetings and listened to

Club.

the discussion of various topics

present, the Science Council tran-

air,

followed by a short lecture

the business of the Club,

and

liquid air experiments.

twenty-five

Out

of scientific interest.

of sev-

by

members of the
As organized at

all

science classes.

sacts

all

were elected

officers

by

ballot

en or eight hundred pupils studying science a very small number
were getting any benefit from the

the representatives reporting back

organization.

the

Council

conference was held and a
plan was formulated for the pur-

from

their

much larger
number of the pupils. As the
school did not own a moving pic-

sponsible for collecting the dues

A

pose of reaching a

ture machine, they set

up as

their

objective the acquisition of such

machine for the purpose of
showing films of a scientific nature before the Club. They found
that a satisfactory machine would
cost about four hundred dollars.
a

3wo plans

for raising the

mon-

They could

ey were presented.

have been as follows:
In

September

In October the botany teacher

to their classes all the doings of

showed some

the Council, and carrying up to

plants,

The

groups.

representatives are also re-

own

their

in

recommendations

constituent

The

group.

first

membership drive netted six hundred members and that number
has been maintained for several
years.

At the beginning of each semmovie program

ester a scientific
is

put on, and

sciences classes

all

This is immeby a membership

invited to attend.
diately followed

drive which brings in about one

buy the machine on the installment plan and pay for it from the

hundred and

uncertain proceeds of motion picture
entertainments,
or they
could make a drive for a sufHci-

have bought and

With

semester.
projectors

— 16

millimeter,

dollars

fifty

this

money

paid

for

each
they

two

millimeter and 35

have

many

rented

chemistry

the

teacher showed a film upon liquid

selected

films

on

followed by some filmslides, and the micro-projection

some pond scums upon the

of

screen.

In

November

the

teacher

of

General Science gave a talk on
"Our Earth and its Neighbors" illustrated

by a

"Trip to the

film

depicting

h

Moon" and one on

"The Birth of the Earth".
I n
December the zoology
teacher induced a local scientist

on
"Animals of the Northwest", and
showed a film on "Wild Animals

to give an illustrated lecture

of the Yosemite".

In January comes Physics day,
and there will be films and electrical experiments by the physics
teacher.

On the day following movie
day the program is discussed in
all
the science classes.
These
programs are always entertaining as well as instructive, and

membership to pay
membership fees. A

films, subscribed to six scientific

tentative plan, stating the objec-

tributed twenty-five dollars year-

tives of the Club and the proposed method of raising the nec-

the Science Club book shelf in the

serve three purposes.

the pupils taking science. A canvas was made to ascertain how

and awarded two scholarship prizes ($25.00 and $20.00)
each year to the graduating sen-

supply a large amount of material helpful in building up the ap-

many would

iors

in

of

tific

ently
for

it

large

out of

essary funds,

was

laid before ail

be willing to join the

Club and pay a membership

fee

of twenty-five cents a semester.

The response was
was decided
membership plan.
that

it

so encouraging
to try the club

Accordingly, the Science Club

was reorganized upon a representative basis.
Each of the thirty
science classes elected a Science

Club representative.

The

repre-

magazines for the
ly for the

library,

con-

purchase of books for

library,

making the highest number
Torch points in science sub-

One day each month

On

is

movie

day all the science
classes go to the movie room inthis

stead of their regular recitation

room.

they

perceptive mass of the pupil, and

forming a background of scieninformation which is very

valuable particularly to the pu-

jects.

day.

First,

Each science teacher

is

held responsible for one program

each semester, and the programs
are arranged so that each science

pils

who happen

the

subject treated

to be pursuing
in

the

pro-

gram.
Second, pupils are enabled to
get a glimpse of other sciences
than those they happen to be
studying.
This is helpful in
choosing future science courses.

January, 1930
Third, pupils feel that they are
worth while

getting something
for the

money they have

membership fees,
large membership
Club

and
in

thus

a

the Science

addition

Life of Edi-

Power", "Work
and Energy", "Communication",
"Transi^ortation", and others.
son",

"Water

The classroom

assured.

is

In

paid in

"The

When

"The Birth

Eclipse of the Sun",
of the Earth",

films are not in-

the

used as described above

moving

becomes

picture film

a part of the assimilative material
for the pupil to master, just the

same

as a laboratory exercise, a

lecture

table

demonstration,

or

to

these main prolarge
grams
a
number of films,
mostly 16mm, are
shown in t h
classrooms. These
<;

are

incorporated

into

the

subject

matter being
the

at

studied
time.

In chemistry, in
connection with
the atomic theory,
a

film

entitled

"Beyond the Microscope", depicting the structure
of the

atom

in an-

imated diagrams,
shown. Some
is
S.

from
Bureau

Mines

such

of the films

the U.
of

as

"The

Class at

work with equipment

Deadly Carbon Mon"Mining of Sulfur"

troduced

(Bell and Howell) used in

until

the

pupils

have

oxide", and

proceeded, in their study of the

are incorporated into the units to

unit involved, to the point

which they apply.
For use in the physics classes
we have been able to secure a set

the showing of the film will help

of films

covering the entire sub-

ject

electricity.

of

Other films

on "Transportation", "Communication", "Water Power", "Work
and Energy" and some of the industrial films have proven very
satisfactory.

In physiology we have used
films on "Posture", "Health Habits",

"How

Body
the X-

the Fires of the

are Fed", "Revelations of

ray" and others.
In General Science

found the following films useful:
"All

Aboard

^Moon

and

Moon", "The
Tides", "The

for the

the

up points which the pucareful study, have
to comprehend because of

to clear

after

pils,

failed

inability

to

visualize.

In

some

cases the films serve as a review
of

some part

Frequently,

a

the

of

set

of

bearing on the film

is

work.

ter the film is

shown

tions are discussed,

points
may

missed, the film

Seattle.

supplementary reading.
fails to

arouse interest,

It

never

helps to

it

visualize the idea the teacher

trying to get across, and
ly

it

is

usual-

shows some things which can-

not easily be demonstrated in the
laboratory or classroom.

The
worked

success
in

the

of

the

plan

as

Broadway High

School has clearly demonstrated

moving

questions

the value of the

placed in

classroom when it is properly correlated with the regular
school work. As most moving
pictures have been produced for
entertainment, those on the market for rental are not as satisfactory for school use as they might
be.
The ideal films will be those

the hands of the pupils in advance in order to focus the attention upon the salient points. Af-

important

we have

where

Broadway High School,

the ques-

and if some
have been
be shown a

Sometimes the puare required to write a com-

picture

in the

second time.

that have been specially prepared

pils

for classroom use

position on the film.

under the su-

pervision of cpmpetent educators.

The Educatianal Screen

Where Does

Progress Lie In

The Development

Talking Pictures?

of Educational

(II)

WlLLIAM LeWIN

WHEN

was

I

at

Stanford

University last summer,

had originally planned

to

I

show

tion destined to

A

less?

grow

greater or

leading authority on ad-

ministrative

problems

tells

the talking picture only once, but

that

the demonstration before the fac-

ments are unnecessary.

much

ulty resulted in so

that

interest

put on a series of twelve
I
obtained a

I

demonstrations.
great

many

interesting reactions,

and these are now being studied
by Western Electric research
workers under the direction of
Colonel F. L. Devereux of Electrical Research Products, Inc.

Dean Elwood

P. Cubberly, of

the Stanford School of Education,
stated that he saw in the talkie

an extraordinary means for democratizing education, by carr}'ing up-to-date information on all
subjects and in the most author-

from the lips of
specialists, along lines of university extension work.
This phase
itative

style,

of the talkie,
interests

As

a

me

am

frank to say,
more than any other.
I

Newark

teacher,

like to use this

new

I

would

vehicle not

only as a means of bringing the
world into the classroom for ob-

visual

education

me

depart-

"Why

worth-while industrial and educational reels.
Mr. Arthur G. Balrom, assistant superintendent of

Newark,

.schools at

has

contributed

for example,

many

He has an exhumor. His inter-

valuable
suggestions along pioneer lines,
and he will undoubtedly do a
great deal toward improving the

esting and stimulating challenge

technique of classroom film pro-

not have departments of scratch-

pads?" he asks.
cellent sense of

should not go unheeded.

All in-

stitutions, organizations,

and de-

duction.

am now

I

picture in which Mr.

planning a

Balcom

will

partments grow as long as they

be seen and heard.

serve.

the publication of the
report of the scores of 11,000
children in the Eastman experi-

If the test of success for
a department of visual instruc-

tion

a measure

is

of its ability

grow through

to

With

full

ment by Dr. Frank N. Freeman
Chicago and Dr. Ben Wood of

service, then
such departments of New Jersey
schools have been outstandingly

of

successful.

effectiveness

So

far as I can

likely to

grow

or audiocinematic,

is

teacher has been swept away, and

called visual

it

will contin-

doubting Thomases mtist
buried under an avalanche of

Experiments

different films
ject.

may

be counted on to use their

'sion

servation, discussion, and analy-

educators

and to act progressively.
we should encourage

from

now

on

should be confined to comparing
the educational effectiveness of

New

visual

feel

sta-

tistical ratios.

ue to function progressively and
up with the times. In

to keep

Jersey,

the motion pic-

and rapid-

Administrative problems will
no doubt be met with the introduction of the talkies, but wheth-

department

of

ture as an aid to the classroom

ly.

er the

question as to the

all

they are

see,

steadily

Columbia,

on the same sub-

The Eastman

may

example,

be better or

films,

for

be demonstrated to
worse than other

est teachers in all subjects assist

classroom teachers to think creat-

me

ively in relation to the talkies and
to make constructive suggestions

What remains is to improve the quality of our films by
means of the experimental technique as well as by use of com-

as soon as the inevitable experi-

mon

sis,

but
in

I

would have the great-

stimulating

my

pupils.

We

are at the threshold of a
new era that will add both sound
and color to classroom films.
Vitalizing rays are already

[

believe

ments and investigations begin.

films.

sense.

Dr.

Freeman helped me with

have felt the stimulus of encouragement, and I know what
it means.
Supervisors of visual education
should not be merely distributors
and exhibitors of films and slides.

the experimental demonstrations

They should

participate

tures.

s'^hition

of

actual

research

problems.

Are departments

available

They should help make
a greater number of

and application of sound
as an accompaniment of motion

brightening our educational horizon.s.

Meanwhile, along what practidoes progress lie? Howcan we, as visual educators, make
cal lines

the greatest strides?

we

How

can

contribute to the large-scale
work that is going on?
of visual educa-

I

in the
production

of the

Kitson film at Chicago last

summer, and

at the close of the

demonstration outlined to
the audience a number of suggestions for evaluating sound piclast

To

establish the distinctive

value

pictures

some

interesting experi-

[anuary, 1930

^^fe ents

will,
I
believe, be arnext
six
ranged within the
months. That educators generally
are ready to cooperate in this direction is indicated by answers

contained
naires

the 2,600 question-

in

sum-

collected during the

I

once the possibilities in relation

Many

of

these questionnaires

contained interesting suggestions
For example, Profesfor talkies.

W.

Kibby, chief of the
Bureau of Business Education of
sor Ira

Department

the California State
of Education,

on

films

would

business

have

like to

activities

in

brokers' offices, banks, transportation companies, post offices,

He would show

the like.

and

clerks

and stenographers at work. Alvan W. Clark, Reference Librarian of the University of Arizona,

would

like a

film

reference

library

on the use o
books,

indexes,

card

catalogs,

Teachers College faculty, sees
the talkies a

ing

with

and anxieties.

Miss Ethel
McCormack, a teacher in Oregon,
suggests showing an actual day's
work in the life of a stenographer.
Another teacher suggests
sound pictures of the technique
of champion typists.
All sorts
of occupations are, in fact, sug-

gested for analysis by means of

sound pictures. Everett B. Cowan of Berkeley suggests actual

in

of standardiz-

and enuncia-

cartoons as a clever
presenting

of

grammar and good
could
have men
George and

points

usage.

If

Lloyd

like

Shaw

Bernard

of

we
ad-

dress our pupils, say the educators,

we should have

lessons

voice-production and

in

On

page 222 of their new book
Eastman experiment.
Freeman and Wood, without
mentioning the talkies, have interestingly anticipated the need
for talkies and have presented the
l)est scientific statement thus far
on

the

made

as to the educational super-

sound films over

They
to

is

silent

point out that the

immediate function of the
picture

silent

present clear-cut,

Moulton

believe,

becomes

at

once so

as to render the silent film obso-

many important

lete in

fields of

instruction.

With

the

traditional

the

New

cedures will disappear. Textbooks will become thinner and

may

tence,

some
They

a

guides,

gests, in a single enthusiastic sen-

making a silk stocking and
symphony concert, as well as

will

disappear

which, after

subject

best part of

mentioned

Many

Every
the curriculum was

in
the suggestions.
educators recognized at

entirely.

be replaced by study

outlines,

art exhibits with lectures.
in

classroom pro-

style,

sug-

all,

and

exercises,

constitute

the

any textbook today.

Boards of education will, in the
spend less money on text-

future,

effectiveness varies

the

skill,

energy,

cheerfulness, enthusiasm, and re-

In

schools

university
in

fact,

the

of

some

individual

our leading

of

of

education,

there are eminently suc-

cessful specialists in educational

who, in spite of their
renown, make very poor

classroom teachers. All the statistics and standardized tests in
the world cannot take the place
of the true teacher,
electrical devices

Miss

Women

to

science,

bodies.
of

its

scientific

other

Mildred

ence, and

according

of concrete ideas, the talking pic-

demonstrations of the process of
law-making in Congress and in

Jersey College for

classroom teaching procedure remains mainly an art, not a sci-

a concomitant to the presentation

I

a

ogists in the science of education,

teacher.

vastly superior to the silent film

say

over-emphasizing the use of formal tests and measurements in
the study of educational talking
pictures?
We must not forget
that sciences are but the handmaidens of art and philosophy,
and that in spite of the extraordinary advance made by psychol-

sourcefulness

ture,

I

to the possible danger of

aspect of the world, but state that
pictures cannot supplant language as an instrument of abstract
thought. By adding language as

may

conclusion,

word as

concrete notions of the physical

coming of the talkies,
textbooks were destined to be
radically modified, and the old-

legislative

In

great object

oral eflFectiveness.

films.

tions

means

pronunciation

tion,

etc.

those in the ship as to their emo-

the addition of color

and sound, the film will tell more
about the world in ten minutes
than any ordinary book could tell
in a whole hour. Teachers will
thus be enabled to spend more
time on actual discussions and
exercises, and pupils will be enabled to answer questions with
greater ease and rapidity.

period-

Miss Theta Harrison, Director of
Elementary Education at Palo
Alto, suggests a film on an airplane trip with conversation of

With

ecke, of

iority of
ical

books and more money on textfilms.

means

mer.

Miss Mary L. Kleinthe San Francisco State

to English.

in

and
the

all

the

world,

whether

silent or talking, are cf
value without the personal
touch and the guiding hand of

little

the teacher.

Let educators use this wonderful

new

invention, the talkie, as

an instrument for vitalizing and
democratizing the work of the
classroom along free and liberal
lines. Let us not waste too much
time with slides, only to discover,
that,

after

all,

a

good teacher

better than a picture.

is

:
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Government Motion Picture
Division Reports

As
for

a result of the big

and

educational

films,

it

demand

industrial

has become one of the

functions of the Motion Picture

Department of
Commerce to sponsor and promote the production and distribuDivision

of

the

The Division

tion of these films.
is

now sending

out a question-

purpose of which is:
first, to assist the educator as a
supplement to the regular classroom work; second, to assist the
producer in determining the type
of pictures desiredi
Producers
who desire to be put in touch
with prospective clients have
only to register with the department. It is also suggested that
manufacturers of industrial and
educational equipment and film
might do well to get behind the
naire, the

drive in various sections for visual education, or to start a

ment where none

move-

mation on the prospects of marketing both sound films and reproducing systems abroad, with
the further result of widening the

exists.

contacts

through inclusion of companies
making sound apparatus.

New Museum

A

Planned for Chicago

visual history of the United

States will be presented through

new

the

which

museum

and

library

to be erected in Lincoln

is

Park, Chicago.
Christian

According to the

Science

for the building

Monitor,

plans

were outlined by

Charles B. Pike, president of the

Chicago Historical Society, at a
meeting attended by Louis L.
Emmerson, Governor of Illinois;
William J. Bogan, superintendent of Chicago schools; Dr.
Walter Dill Scott, president of
Northwestern University, and
other leaders in Illinois' civic and
educational

To

Furthermore, the department is
approaching
foreign
countries
with a view of stimulating busi-

circle of

division's

life.

enable the visitor to review his-

tory visually

He may

is

the plan of the

museum.

take a rapid course covering

400 years of progress in North America

by following the chronological arrange-

ment

educational subjects between the

provide opportunty for the display of

of the exhibits.

series of unusual period

historical

nations.

objects

in

rooms

their proper

will

set-

tings.

In the theatrical field, the revolutionary changes in the industry brought about by sound films

have caused the work of the Motion Picture Division to undergo
considerable modification from
what had been originally planned.

The advent
ished in value

of

sound dimin-

much

information

previously collected but of use
only to producers and distribut-

type,

increased the

demand

for

infor-

of

red

with

brick

limestone trimming, with an attractive
portico supported by colonial columns.
In an appropriate setting opposite the
statue of Lincoln by St.

south end of the park,
site

tary science in other countries.

A policy, under which films are
exchanged with the armies of foreign nations, has been instituted
to enable the various arms of the
service to study progress and
practice abroad and to build up
an historical motion picture library.

Pictures of the French, Finnish,

German and

Italian Armies have
been received and will be exhib-

set

aside for this

Gaudens

at the

occupy a
purpose by the

it

will

army

ited at the

service schools.

College Protests Against

College Life Films

A

Mr. Will Hays from
Leazer Literary Society of
the North Carolina State College
of Agriculture and Engineering
protests against motion pictures
dealing with college life, contending that such films do great injustice to the students and portray
letter to

the

school
Some

activities

inaccurately,

of the objections raised are

"That athletics
to

are

usually

falsely

occupy about 80 per cent of

the students' time.

"That most of the athletic contests
are

ridiculously

captain

inaccurate,
is

rarely

the

since

ever

kid-

napped the night before the game;
since most touchdowns are not made
the last minute of play; and since most
universities have an elaborate coaching
staff in addition to the sole coach shown
in motion pictures.
"That almost invariably students are
falsely shown to have an excessive in-

m

members

park commissioners and approved by

terest in

the Illinois Legislature.

and that their conduct as pictured would
normally lead to expulsion from school.
"That the wide-awake and mentally
vigorous college leader, whether man

In the library will be space for 100,-

000 volumes, in addition to up-to-date
facilities

ors of silent pictures and heavily

building is to be of co-

built

Army

The moving picture is being
put to use by the army in keeping
up with the advancement of mili-

football

The museum
lonial

ItllllllllllliniMlllllllllllllllililiiiiiliiiiiiiKiiiiMQ

Using Movies to Train

made

ness in general by arranging an
interchange of industrial and

A

I

STAFF

for

research and

study.

A

manuscript room is provided for students doing original research work.

or woman,

is

of the opposite sex,

rarely the type portrayed

by our leading motion picture

stars.

;
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"That the many brilliant thinkers and
found on the faculties of

teachers

American

are

colleges

misrepresented

by

the

Fox Production Wins
Photoplay Medal
For the second successive year
the Photoplay Gold Medal has

been awarded to the Fox Film
The
Corporation production.

award

for

the

best

picture

re-

"Four

leased during 1928 goes to

Sons," directed by John Ford.
Last year the medal was awarded
to the Fox Studios for Frank Borproduction,

zage's

Heaven."
This latest award

"Seventh
is

the ninth

described by Photoplay.
est

the

of

Filmland's Nobel Prize as

come

it

It

is

has

to be regarded as the high-

honor

merit

world as

it

in

in Paris

The following account has

New

cently appeared in the

re-

York

Morning Telegraph.
Moral movies were the object
of an unusual congress just held
in Paris at which the audience
was composed entirely of priests
and influential Catholic laymen.
The new Auditorium of St.
Leon, in the Place du Cardinal
Amette, was chosen as the seat
of the second French Catholic
Cinematograph Congress. During
the sessions long black-robed provincial

the

screen

represents the choice

of the millions of readers of this

guished
General

Herr Jacobson, invented a special
radio-photographic proceeding on
film which it is claimed enables
one to follow the movement of
organs inside of the human body.
The film demonstrated at the
Vienna Congress, for instance,
showed the action of the heart and
the development of an embolic
process in the lungs.
Films Train Salespeople in Styles

The

Christian

tells of

Monitor

Science

a series of films dealing

with ready-to-wear garments
both from a style point and a
selling point which are being

prominent mon-

used to train salespeople in large

bishops and distinFrenchmen, including

department shops. The various
uses of each garment are ex-

priests,

signors and

inauguration

the

since

Movies

grossly

often

comic 'college

"

professor.'

Catholics Hold Congress on

came

fans, in

plained by clearly worded captions, which also serve as excel-

their efforts to organize a whole-

lent talking points for the sales-

some

woman.

went

Castelnau,

like ordinary

movie

and

influence in moving-picture

production and also to ascertain
to just what good purpose the

moving

picture could be used in

A
films

unique feature of these instructive
use of "flashis the frequent

backs" to emphasize how the garment
worn and the occasion to which

will be

magazine throughout the world.

the church, particularly for pur-

New

poses of instruction.
A letter was read from Pope

are carefully chosen with this pictorial
feature in view, so that each of the se-

Pius giving Apostolic approval to

ries

Screen Advertising

Bureau Formed

The Campbell-Ewald Company
and the Chevrolet Motor Company have cooperated with eight
leading motion picture advertiiing "distributing service companies", so-called, to form the National Screen Advertising Bureau
with headquarters in Detroit.
This organization has announced
a plan for national advertisers to

motion picture advertising
throughout the United States.
The service rendered by the
Bureau includes furnishing the
advertiser and his agency an anuse

alysis of cities,
aters,

cost

analysis of the-

data,

publishing

of

Deputy Lefas, of
the Commission on Moving Pictures of the Chamber of Deputies; priests and chaplains and
moving picture operators assemthe congress.

it

is

The

suited.

subjects for the films

of 12 will have

its

distinguishing

seasonal environment.
In

order

interest

to

fabric

depart-

ments in this new feature and promote
yardage sales, an advance synopsis is
sent to each shop using this film service, so that not only may the ready

bled and heard various projects

to-wear garments be

tending to adapt the cinema to a
stricter observation of religious

director of service, or the stylist, will
be able to anticipate the demand for

in

stock, but the

and will have time to
an active campaign to promote
merchandise featured in the coming
certain fabrics

responsibilities.

plan

New X-Ray
At the

Film Invented
radiological

congress

film.

Style authorities of the highest order

held in Vienna and attended by

German

and

Austrian
specialists, interesting demonstraleading
tions

were made recently of a

radiographic film invention, which

have been chosen as a committee
pass on the merchandise displayed
each

ed

in

ness"

film,

what

may

to
in

so that every detail includis

now termed

"S'tyle-right-

be relied upon as correct.

As

agent and
advertiser in production of films
ordering of space through distributing service companies; and
handling the shipping of films
and trailers through these com-

marks a considerable progress
the technical field. Until now,

be photographed if previously submitted
to X-rays. A Berlin physician. Dr.

20 prominent importers and manufact-

panies.

Gotthainer, assisted by a chemist,

urers.

rate cards

;

assisting

is

in
it

said the interior of organs or

objects

could

only

a proof of the reliability of the envir-

onment
films,

it

feature
is

of

these

interesting to

college "shots" for the

informative

know
first

that the

film

were

taken at Smith College, and the garments used were borrowed from about

;
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Review of EducaCinematography (October

International
tional

and November) This publication
of the International Educational
Cinematographic Institute of the
League of Nations, with headquarters

in

Rome,

ed monthly
Italian,

in

Italy, is print-

English, French,

German and

The

Spanish.

Educational Screen has referred
to it before but wishes, this
month, to devote more space to a

itiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiii

magazine to

all

readers of

cinematic educational news.

and

tail

pages of
this paper, the imaginative lift
and the emotional stretch of international mindedness. "In any

we are not so much concerned with the actual number of
the persons employed.
as
case,

by

"thrilling".

Next,

we

find the distinguished

Cuban scholar. Professor Baralt,
commenting upon "The Value
of

any idea, group of ideas, and
development of significance in the
educational film world is presented when it is of international, or

Be

In

—

rights of labour."

—

Its

How They May

Dangers and

"T he

Obviated".

which

Film

Educational

the

;

rather, universal importance.

.

.

from the German, "Cultural Film
Some Considerations on
Pan-American Film Problems,"
which is the most warming and
heartening of essays, and so on.
Space will not permit a full resume of the October issue, but it
sustains throughout a spiritual,
Policy

with the adherence they have
given to the great social concept
of modern economic life of the

Experts write the contents experimentation is reported; in
fact,

One

stirring terms.

in

..Q

ItllllKlllltllllllllllllllll

feels constantly, in the

fuller introduction of this excel-

lent

LANPHIER

F.

menace

dangers

educational

the

film are in proportion to this im-

portance, unless those

who

purposes
to avoid them.

instructional

for

use

it

know

and

philosophical,

intellectual

be classified only
much abused word

level that is to

that

The November

with

issue

its

word from the German on "The
Film as a Teacher", from the
French, "The Marvelous Story of
Imagery and the Educative Role
of the Cinema", and "The Red
Cross and the Cinema," from the
Italian, "The Franchetti Expedition in Ethiopian Dankalia," fur-

nishes

the

same

reading.

fine

the October issue, for example,

how

we

"The Cinematograph and

dren remember better what they

the integrity of

Copyright", by M. Van der Moesen, taken from the French, an

what they hear. But
they remember best what they
see and hear simultaneously. This

Review.

explains the great recent triumph

partments of "Institute Topics",
taking up such subjects as "Legislative Aspects of the Cinema",
"The Technical Aspects of the
Cinema", "The Use of Educa-

find

article dealing

with the philosophic considerations
underlying
the difficulties of the copyright
problem in the arts. "Modern law
has consecrated the principle of
artistic and literary property. We
look to the present, and more especially to the future, to show us
the rights of authors protected

Hot only on paper and in the texts
of laws, but in actual life.

We

have to thank

artists for procur-

.

Chil-

.

see than

of

the

tone',

talkies

which

and the 'moviecontemporan-

are

eously visual, oral, pictorial, literary and musical". Prof. Baralt

and the talking film

pers",

in education.

Again, from the French, an aron "Colour C i n e m a t ography"; from the Portuguese,

safeguarded."

"The Use

the

"Conditions
tracts in

German
and

we

find

Labour

Conthe German Cinemato-

graph Industry" dicussed

in

de-

International

Motion

two

special de-

Pictures

by

the

United States Department of Agriculture", et cetera; and "Notes
Taken from Reviews and Paa splendid

catalogue

of

resumes of important artiappearing
currently in the
cles
magazines and daily press of the
brief

ing us the finest emotions of our
it
is
only fair that we
should see that their rights are

ticle

of

The

In addition to the features of

tional

of the silent

could never doubt

the paper are the

presents both aspects of
both types of cinema with his
suggestions for realizing the best
and avoiding the worst in the use

then

lives;

From

Somehow one

the

Film

in

the

Study of Nervous
from the French again a most
charming and scholarly article
"Recreational Films"
entitled,
Diseases";

world.

our review of this publication seems a bit extravagant, it
is to be forgiven on the score of
If

the real impossibility of presenting, properly, the spirit

and men-
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a magazine that must
be read by the individual himself
for adequate appreciation.
of

tality

The League

"The Motion Picture Problem"
by Maude M. Aldrich, Field Secretary, Federation of Motion Picture Council in America and National Director of Department of
discusses

of

W.

C. T. U.,

and

concisely,

fairly,

unsparingly the movie situation

under the sly campaign of "Boost
the best, and ignore the rest", induced by the Hays organization.
"The cinema has become the most

medium

fluential

expression

of

in-

the

in

world" says William Marston Seabury
recent book. "It is in daily com-

in his

munication with countless millions of
of all

peoplfc

degrees of intelligence."

There are 20,000,000 people attending
motion pictures per day in the United
This

States.

the people in

about one-sixth of all
the nation. Three-fourths
is

of this vast audience

under 24 years

according to the estimate of
Trade Commission. That

age,

of

is

the Federal

means

of

15,000,000

the

younger gen-

eration.

and practically

all

of the

distributors

monopMost of the first run theaters are
owned by these same men so that they

are organized into one gigantic
oly.

are able to control exhibition in these
theaters and determine the terms under

which independent exhibitors procure
films. This is true not only in the United States but throughout the world.

The amazing question we at once ask
is, how
has this industry

ourselves

to be the fourth largest financial

interest

this

in

nation

of

wealth

a

;

greater influence in the character, habits,

dress, morals

and general conduct

of our youth than the public school

;

a

America to the nations of the world, and yet we have not
now and never have had as a nation
any legal regulation of motion pic-

misinterpreter of

tures?

The author then answers
question fully, stating
the

first

the
that

American public has allowed

the industry to monopolize pro-

r

without

•*"""""

duction

to con-

banners

false

as a

over

pass

period

a

marked by minor

In

regulation.

legal

more productive

1921

and ward

we

find

off

an

The

actual falling off of gate receipts.
patient public had

grown weary of

the

trashiness and low moral standards of

Something had

the films.

The motion
thirteen

picture

wonderful

to be

industry

ever, they never lived

done.

released

How-

promises.

up to the prom-

Apparently the object was only

ises.

to restore public confidence and interest.

About

this

interference.

The Educational Screen

in motion picture circles and a
growing dissatisfaction with the product of the studios demanded something
more. Mr. Will Hays was hired at a
salary of $100,000 a year and I understand $50,000 more for expenses. The
impression that Mr. Hays was to clean
up the morals of the movies was given
wide publicity. Subsequent developments, however, gave abundant evidence that Mr. Hays was not hired to
clean up the morals of the movies, but
to make the public think that the morals of the movies were being cleaned

of the cleverest plans

for pub-

co-operation suggested by the Hays'
office is "Boost the best, ignore the
lic

They claim that they are producing wholesome pictures as fast as
gate receipts justify. This is untrue, for
the best pictures morally have always

rest."

need to present, in
these columns, the long quotation
from Miss Aldrich's article, for
there are splendid organizations

and committees, one from a most
distinguished eastern school,

have fallen prey to the subtle

efforts

morally that they have
However, "Boost the best
produced.
and ignore the rest" is a wonderful
plan to increase the gate returns of
if

we

will advertise the

that

Federal control of movies, and declares that a proper method of
governmental regulation must be
sought and achieved, as the only
possible

in the direction of

remedy

for the situation.

Living Age (October 15) "I
with Charlie Chaplin", by

Work

Egon Erwin

Kisch,

is,

as

its

sub-

an account of
"Hollywood through German
Eyes", but more particularly, is it
an account of Mr. Chaplin seen
at work and reacting to his good
friend, Mr. Upton Sinclair, who
was guiding the author about the
cinema city. Written in a sharp,
almost brusque manner, the article leaves one with a strikingly
title

suggests,

picture

piques

the industry, for

legislative

have been

real

pictures

call

Miss Aldrich then outlines the
various

ly proven,

best

who

of this disastrous slogan.

paid the best.

This has been repeatedyear after year, as the list
of best sellers published by the industry have almost invariably been the

feels

deeply the

time a series of scan-

dals

One

of desired results.

years

of

efforts of the indus-

try to quiet public anxiety

worse films to retard and restrict the
character development of our youth.
Clearly there must be a plan of activity

protection for the industry.

up-

About 90 per cent of the producers

grown

tinue under

We

Scrip (November)

Motion Pictures

improvement began only

the

of

curiosity

more than any

man who

and

interest

artist in the film

business.

For those who like impressions
aggressive
sketched
in
swift,
strokes, this article

ommended

is

to be rec-

enthusiastically.

good pictures and get every one we can
to go to the good pictures they will get
all the money they can out of good pictures.
If we will say and do nothing
about the bad pictures, but let them
produce and advertise the bad pictures,

Vanity'Fair (December) "The
Extremely Moving Pictures",
by Thomas Mann, is, to quote the

know how, they will get
money they can out of the bad
pictures. Having gotten all the money

tive

as they so well
all

the

they can out of the good pictures and
all

the

money they can out

of the bad

pictures, they are satisfied, but

we

con-

tinue to get a flood of worthless and

own
German author

author, his

story of

"how

a

of the conserva-

group discovered the emotion
motion picture." Whether
you agree with the writer or not,
still you must be delighted with
in the

They are concerned
with a point of view, fresh, unihis remarks.

I

H
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que, and thoroughly stimulating.
I have sometimes thought in my capacity as a literary man of making a
statement of my views about
motion pictures, but that must be reserved for more leisurely days. To-day
during the
I will say only this much
last few years my interest in this modern form of expression has become a
real obsession, in fact it has even assumed the character of a gay passion.
I frequently
go to motion picture
theatres and for hours I do not tire of
these spectacles spiced with music. Film
precise

:

actors

dom

may

be vain, but they are sel-

So

unnatural.

even

concerned,

extreme,

it

if

far as the story

be

it

always

nearly

in

silly

has

is

the

other

values to offset the poverty or sentimentality of the plot.

Its

details

are so real, so true to

inridents

human

that the

and

most

and exalted kinds the
the world of understanding ("For it comes from understanding," says Goethe). Art is significant, aristocratic, chaste, and sensi-

single flashes, triumphs over the child-

tempered;

moves

the

—

—

and I consider it a mistaken idea
approach them with criteria taken
from the sphere of art.
For my part, I am contemptuous of
the films too, but I love them. They are
art,

to

and actuality.
Their effect in their ever-moving silence is crudely sensational in comparnot

they

art,

are

life

ison to the intellectual effect of art, but
it is

real.

It is

the effect

which

life

and

actuality have on the passive observer,

assuaged by the comfort of his surroundings and the attendant emotional
encouragement supplied by the music.
I went to see the opening of The Big
Parade not long ago. Olaf Gulbranson,
the caricaturist,

him

in the lobby.

was there too. I met
That jolly, muscular

Norseman was bathed

in tears

;

"I hav-

en't dried

myself yet," he said, excusing

himself.

Side by side

we

stood there

for a long time with moist eyes, sniffl-

ing like children.

emotion

Is

that the state of

which one takes leave of a
work of art, turns one's back on a
in

painting, puts

down

a book, or departs

from the theatre? It's true, old gentlemen weep, when
alte Burschenherrlichkeit is sung in Old Heidelberg, but
they are not

moved

to tears

by Shake-

Hauptmann. Art is of
a colder sphere, say what you will. It
belongs to the world of intellect and

speare, Kleist, or

high interpretation

;

the world of style,

the world of letters, of creations of the

through

are finely

the presence of art one

conscious of

different

is

ma-

its

the screen

1

and in particular, mopictures have nothing to do with
drama. They tell the stories in
the

pictures

;

The historical development of
London and the English nation is
presented in its exhibits which
range from tools of the stone age
to the latest royal costumes. The

museum
periods

the visible

likewise excellent photographs of
its

historic exhibits.

presence of the

from being epic;

and if the motion pictures touch poetry
at any point, it is here in their actual-

They are much too

ity.

real

to

be

theatre.

We

do not offer

this article as

serious gospel, yet, like

many

half

serious, half whimsical musings,

The Wallace Collection

contains

many

stimulating

his gay and inconsequential close.
And, despite one's determination
to read him only as gentle and
genial fun one suspects that perhaps he is right about art.

—

as

I

observed at the

—

beginning of this article
to examine
more thoroughly my feelings about the

motion pictures, and to disclose them
more fully. I should like to do this,
and in a more leisurely moment
shall.
But there is no time now, for I
am on my way to see a new film.

—

Wallace Collection at
Manchester Square, London, is a
unique collection of famous pictures which have been acquired
and are exhibited for the pleasure
they impart.
It is an excellent
idea for

bits.

it as "smart dleck" stuff, but its
author would be wrongly accused. The whole essence of his
picture philosophy is sounded in

should like

The

consider.

The pedantic mind might brand

I

—

(Concluded from page 5)

Ornamental

Stones,

British Trees, British Orchids
and other Flowering Plants, British Spiders, and British Birds
(Game-Birds, Residents, and Summer and Winter visitors) and
in Monochrome of Oceanic Angler-Fishes and reproductions of
portraits of famous Naturalists.
All British Butterflies and nearly
;

British Birds'

Eggs

are

now

We

authorities to

might suggest to

of

consider

carefully

ance and

some

appreciation to

art

The

here shown.

the

pictures

large attend-

shown

enthusiasm

is

indication that the results

are favorable.
It

is

possible to purchase ex-

cellent reproductions

any picture shown

(12x10) of

for 2s. each.

Colored reproductions are more
expensive,

and

colored

postals

are sold in packets of seven for
Is.

The National

Portrait Gallery

This gallery of portraits on
Trafalgar Square is a rich source
materials

England.
are of

Crystals,

museum

teachers

of

Visual Education In Europe

all

English history and

in

rest

their best effects,

it,

publishes excellent sets

of colored pictures for each of the

characters does not prevent their spir-

it

spoke of a "form of expression", for
if you'll pardon me
I believe that
motion pictures have little to do with

How

For
tion

of the creator,

carefully,

jesty.

passing

vibrations,

in

The London Museum

;

world,

medium

the

ish incredibility of the story as a whole.
I

Its

tive.

life,

element, in a hundred

intricate

objective

its

for

the

history

of

The

excellent portraits

men

of letters, science,

arts, politics, etc.

The National Gallery

The National
collection.

Gallery on Tra-

a world famous
Turner and Reynolds

falgar Square

is

outstanding attractions.
photographs (12x10)
of any subject can be obtained for
are

the

Excellent
2s6d.

The above

is

the second article in the

illustrated in colour in the picture

teries

postcard series.

appear in the February

of

seven.

The third
issue.

article

vrill

)
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Theatrical Film Reviews for January
THE TAMING OF THE

[235]

SHREW

ty of production in general

(United Artists)

of the

Certain

knowing ones

have been annoying certain oth-

knowing ones for the
twenty years by asserting

ers of the
last

Shakespeare were alive today, he would certainly be writAnd probing for the movies.
ably, they might have added, be
getting a better break than a
that

if

good

many modern

ones;

for

even with the changes revealed in
the Pickford-Fairbanks talkie
version, I doubt if the eminent
author's

much

work has

as

suffered

as that of the average pres-

ent-day writer. At least he would

None

recognize his brain child.
of

which

is

intended to belittle

The

the production in the least.

of these

two

which

vinced that they must have had
an awfully good time making it.
(All talking)
(See Film Estimates for December)

FLIGHT

(Columbia)

Jack Holt has

a nice,

tough

part as a flying marine sergeant,

and Ralph Graves is only a little
less tough as the sergeant's protege, although he is supposed to
be a blue-blooded gentleman who
went to college. He ran the

wrong way

in

a football

game,

and joined the marines to

live

text has, of necessity, been cut,

down

but that is nothing new. Probably there isn't an audience any-

is

are both in love, but as the rough-

where today, who ever saw a

neck

the disgrace-

Well, there

a pretty nurse with

whom

they

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

(

A

a fine cast

stars,

chosen largely from the stage,
and good direction. You go away
from it quite cheerful, and con-

[236]

MARIANNE

[237]

of the pictures

characteristic

is

musical version of the war,

and Marion Davies' first talkie.
Miss Davies wades valiantly into
the job of sustaining a French accent throughout, and does quite
well with it, albeit in one of the
gruffest voices I have heard since
Al Jolson first turned this evil
loose on a trusting world. Lawrence Gray who, as far as this reviewer was concerned, has always been just another leading
man, emerges as the big hit of the

show

in the part of the singing

Benny Rubin and
Edwards furnish some hi-

doughboy.
CliflF

larious

comedy, and Miss Davies'

gruflfness has its inning

when she

masquerades as a French

officer.

(All talking)
(See Film Estimates for November)
[238]

WELCOME DANGER
(Paramount)

sergeant

goes tongue-tied
when he tries to propose, he persuades his young friend to do it

first

side,

for him. This, of course, is a well-

voice you'd expect.

It

worn situation, but there must
be some people still, who never
read
The Courtship of Miles
Standish.
Then the marines are
ordered to Nicaragua, and the
younger man crashes in a remote
canyon infested with bandits.

however, that sound does a great
deal for the comedy, except perhaps at one point where the scene
is totally dark and the voices carry on the action. And that seems
to bear out my inner conviction
that nine times out of ten the way

Miles
Standish
swallows his
grouch at the last minute, rescues
his friend, and gives him the girl.

to get the greatest satisfaction
out of talkies, as they are at pres-

Shakespearean play complete. It
is very much
on the slapstick
but that's no novelty either.
has no subtlety whatsoever,

but there

is

of the bard

much

And

obvious.

in the writings

which
so,

is

very, very

these

points

being settled, one may freely express the opinion that Douglas
Fairbanks is probably the most

Petrucchio

delightful

that

ever

Miss Pickford, although
thoroughly charming as the petulant Katherine, holds something

was.

in reserve.

You

feel that

she

is

playing a part, and playing it extremely well, whereas Mr. Fair-

banks

is

Petrucchio through and

through. There

is

the usual beau-

The

air

scenes

are

especially

good, and the cast is adequate,
including Lila Lee and Harold

Goodwin,

among

others.

(All

talking)
(See Film Estimates for November)

Harold Lloyd

talks, too, for the

time, in just the nice sort of

ent constituted,
the eyes

and

is

I

can't say,

either to shut

listen, or to

ears and look.

Most

stop the

of the

gags

Welcome Danger have been
used before—some of them a
good many times but Harold
has a way with him that puts

in

—

—

a

The Educational Screen

THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films
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(The film Estimates,

in

whole or in part, may be reprinted only by

F«r
TitlM of Films (Acton) (Prodocen)

Applause (Helen Morgan) (Paramount ) Grim portrayal of backstage life, powerfully told and acted, but made quite unfit for public
showings by the lowest sort of
Vulgarities.
drunken
sexy
and
scenes,

For
Vouth

Adults

(IS to 20)

Offensive

No

Condemned (Ronald Colman) (U.
Excellent meodrama of much
interest,

for

Intellisent

For
Youth

Adults

(IS to 20)

For
Titles of Filmi (Actors) (Producers)

No

Heaven (Charles
to
(Paramount) Thoroughly
wholesome and lively love story of
circus life with obvious and elementary roles adequately played
Half
Rogers)

Way

Entertaininc

Excellent

For
Children
(under IS)

(^ood

—

entertaining throughout and
out objectionable elements.

Good of
its

kind

Unwholesome

No

His

Command

First

Boyd)

(Pathe)

cellent

cavalry

with-

(William

Very

Very

good

KOOd

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Hardly

Hardly

No

Fairly

Doubtful

Amusing:

Thoroughly wholesome and human romance of a recruit in the Cavalry, moat engagingly played by William Boyd. Ex-

robbery in

French penal colony on Devil's Ishas thrilling romance with

land,

warden's wife.

arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For

and notably acted.

Hero serving time

special

Chi Id -en
(under 15)

story.

A.)

human

Intelligent

and a sordid, unwholesome

and depressing

lllllllllltlllllltlHIIIIIKIIIIIMtlllllMIHIIIttlKflllll

Decidedly for ma-

ture audience.

riding.

A

violent

merely
reported,
not
shown, is a startling bit of originality in this unpretensiouB but
fist-fight

Coortin' Wildcats (Hoot Gibson)
(Universal)
Inane but harmlesd
Western of show-life with speed
auto-driving to furnish thrills.

Stupid

Dance Hall (Olive Borden) (RKO)
Wholesome, well-told story of "puppy" love and fine devotion, laid in

Rather
good

Hardly

Perhaps

amusing

rather clever

Good

Rather
mature

less

amusing

film.

—

Amnsing

Entertaining

More or

Hurricane (H o b a r t Bosworth)
(Columbia) Violent melodrama of
life.
The tough sea-captain heroically defeats a mutiny and just
escapes marrying his own daughter
to one of the most repulsive of his
crew.

querades as great Parisian actress
resists wealthy suitor until her first
love has proved
Not
unworthy.
cheapened by sex suggestion, and
wrong-doing is made thoroughly

sea

unattractive.

Hardly

White)

Unwholesome

No
In Old California (Henry Walt(Audible)
Highly
colored

hall)

melodrama

chance.

The Great Gabbo (Erich Von
Stroheim) (Sono Art- World Wide)
Wholesome enough picture of stage
life
the hero a ventriloquist of

—

colossal conceit, the charming heroine devoted to him until his treat-

Von
unbearable.
Gabbo so utterly
at the start that hia
pathetic
end hardly
wins sympathy. Otto, his dummy,
The
is almost a real character.
story is seriously overloaded with
irrevelant chorus scenes and elaborate ballets.
ment

becomes
Stroheim makes

disagreeable
lonely and

Good of
its

kind

good

of old California, fairly

some slight historical
and with some lovely sets

well acted, of

smart-aleck
Cheap,
dialog, in which "yes" is always
*'0.
K." or "An* how I" spoken
through the corner of the mouth.
Shows that a girl may take any
risk, come through safely, and that
the experience is highly interesting.
her

A

notable achievement, in
matter, difllcult photography and method of presentation. A
great "educational" film that is
equally entertaining. It shows vividly and comprehensively not only
the hunting of elephants, rhinos,
tigers, etc., but fascinating crosssections of the life of India's millions
not only by remarkable picturea but by Dyott's own excellently spoken comment
and explanations that accompany the whole

ferent part.

The Girl from Woolworth's (Alice
(First Nat'l) From counter
to cabaret stage, and only her honest fiance saved her from having t-o
"pay" the night-club owner for

film.

Hunting Tigers in India (Com.
George Dyott)
(Talking
Picture
Epics)
subject

convincing dance-hall atmosphere,
of strong human appeal and free
from cheap or objectionable elements. The veteran, Joe Cawthorn,
as the very human proprietor, is a
delight.
Olive Borden has a worthwhile role, for a change, and Arthur Lake is satisfactory in a dif-

Footlights
and Fools
(Colleen
Moore) (First Nat'l) Good romance
of
stage
life,
with outstanding
work by Colleen Moore and Frederick March. Irish chorus girl mas-

little

value,

and scenery.

Rather
good

Very

Mostly

good

amusing

Is Everybody Happy (Ted Lewis)
(Warner) Wholesome, human little
story of immigrant musician with
classical ideals, who must turn to
jazz to succeed in America. Clean,
amusing and unobjectionable save

Ordinary

Passable

Good of
iu kind

Excellent

Passable

for its obvious effort to glorify jazz
as America's true music.

(Rosetta and
It's a Great Life
Vivian Duncan) (M-Ci-M) Finely
produced "musical comedy'* that
gives the clever Duncan sisters opportunity for some excellent work.

Clean and wholesome picture, with
of genuine human appeal
as well as almost continuous fun.

moments

Good
thoueh
partly

beyond

them
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For
Titles 9t

Films (Actors) (Producers)

Intelligent

Adults

(ParaKibitzer (Harry Green)
Amusing
piount)
_ Jewish comedy
of much human quality and character interest in which the comical
hero blunders into wealth from the
stock market.

Rather
amusing

Kiss. The (Greta Garbo) (M-G-M)
Sophisticated situation of heroine
unhappily married but faithful to
her husband, yet largely free from
objectionable actions or sex suggestion 8o usual in Garbo films.
Story rather false and feeble. Silent

Hardly

^

For
Youth
(15 to 20)

Very
amusing

Doubtful

For

For
Children
(under 15)

Beyond
them
but funny

No

Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Shannons

The

Broadway,

of

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

Amusing

(Mr. and Mrs. Gleason) (Universal)
Wholesome and human farce-comedy of a vaudeville pair always
wrangling but devoted to each othslangy back
their
er under all
Amusing struggle against
talk.
hard luck, and they win.

For
Child r«s
(under 15)

Very

Amusing

good

though
a bit

—

beyond

them

Skinner Steps Out (Glenn Tryon)
egotistical
Another
(Universal)
hero, trying to bluff his way to
largely
succeeds
and he
success,
because of his staunchly devoted
producPretty stupid
little wife.

only.

Intelligent

Probably

Rather

stupid

amusing

Perhaps

Perhaps

Doubtful

Mediocre

Fair

Passable

Mediocre

Unwholesome

No

Clyde)
(June
Legs
Cheap, unwholesome story
father,
of a family of philanderers
mother and two daughters which
preaches that young people know
how to take care of themselves in
love affairs but their elders do not.

Cheap

Unwholesome

No

Thirteenth Chair. The ( Conrad
Nagel) (M-G-M) Tense and grip-

Fine of
its kind

tion.

Long

Long,

Gibson)

The

Trail,

(Universal)

(Hoot
Ordinary

Hardly

Amusing

Amusing

Love Parade. The (Maurice Che(Paramount) Extremely so-

Very en-

Sophisti-

tertaining

cated

Hardly

Marriage Playground. The (Mary
(ParaMarch)
Brian-Frederick

unwholesome
Thoroughly
picture of rich, gay and vacuous
American life with endless intriques, philanderings and divorces
and with seven smart-aleck and

See

it

and think

Unwholesome

Decidedly
not

Good of
its

Amusing

kind

Amusing
though
rather

beyond

them

Fair

Doubtful

No

)

and characters, but fairly free of
offensive
gestures
and
actions.
Only merit is the splendid human
acting of

Sam Hardy

American proprietor
can gambling house.

Song of Love, The (Belle Baker)
vaudeville
Another
(Columbia)
and little
mother, father,
boy break up so mother can give
boy good school environment and
father can team up with a blonde.
Sentimental songs by mother, deperformance by Ralph
pressing
Graves as father, extraordinary
work by David Durand as the boy
and final reunion.

—

South Sea Rose (Lenore Ulric)
(Fox) Highly colored melodrama
made to exploit Lenore Ulric in the
usual way of little dramatic value
for a critical audience nor of any
other value for others.

Tanned

(RKO)

Ames)

Their
Passable

(Fox)

Life
in
cheap theatrical
tx>arding-house. with terrible Eng-

Entertaining

Entertaining

spoken by all, but somewhat
redeemed by the convincing devotion of the two acrobats to each
Bitter

and then each
Heels

(William

Powell)

Better not

(Paramount) The great theatrical
manager, famous for his philanderings. learns real love at last and

Unsuitable

are of no importance dramatically,
and the rest of the cast is poor.

—The Film Estimates

NOTE

tically all films are

permits.

made

trashy picture, showing two generations of sex appeal father left
mother for an adventuress, and
daughter rather outdoes him. The
slangy, wisecracking dialog brazen defiance of convention by young
hero and heroine conduct planned
to be "shocking", supposed to typify and glorify "modern youth."

—

No

well to
see it

Thoroughly
unwhole-

Mediocre

Perhaps

Harmless

Worth-

No

Might be

some

Vagabond Lover, The (Rudy Vallec)
(R-K-0) Feeble stuff, largely
hokum, concocted merely to capitalize

on

the

popularity

of

the

much press-agented jazz band leader — who amuses many with his sen-

sacrifices
himself for the chorus
girl he really wanted to marry. Sophisticated but not offensive.

Seven Faces (Paul Muni) (Fox)
Tame,
slow-moving
story,
with
some very human touches through
the fine acting of Muni as old Chibou.
The six other roles he plays

(Norma ShearUnwholesome and

Desire

—

misunderstandings,
marries the

finally

right girl.

Pointed

Own

(M-G-M)

—

lish

other.

Perhaps
too
exciting

well acted, especially by
Margaret Wycherly in her original
modifications
with
certain
role,
from the stage play supposed to
enhance the thrill. Above average.

His devotion

(Robert

Thrilling

turized,

er)

Dames

—
—

ping murder mystery, skilfully pic-

as the rich
of the Mexi-

to his fine kid brother defeats the
wiles of the cheap and worthless
siren in the case.

Nix on

i

—

of incredibility.

Mexicali Rose (Sam Hardy) (Columbia
Unwholesome situations

crude
but

taste,

—
—

children.

Married in Hollywood (J. Harold
Murray) (Fox) Sprightly, fast-moving romantic musical comedy, with
coincidence greatly overworked and
some stupid improbabilities. Wholesome enough and amusing in spite

much
bad

team

—

sophisticated

less

vulgarity.

avoids

—

brazenly

them,

appreciate

to

humor, more or

"continental operetta*'
made very interesting by the great
Lubitsch and Chevalier.
skill
of
This film is thoroughly risque and
unwholesome for the youth who
will flock to see it, yet quite successfully avoids being otfensive to
good taste. The kind of film that
leaves the censors rather helpless.
phisticated

mount)

)

(

)

livened

Quite innocuous.

valier)

So Long Letty (Charlotte GreenWarner Broad farce, enonly by the clowning of
good
her
Greenwood,
Charlotte
voice and hilarious antics. Rest of
Mediocre story of
cast ordinary.
two wives teaching their husbands

wood

Western with shy hero who nearly
loses his girl through his pretended
Usual lively riding.
love of drink.

timental songs but is a pitifully
poor actor.
Marie Dressler's comedy work is the only element of in-

Fair

Passable

terest.

Wise Girls (Elliot Nugent) (MG-M) A poor picture, showing unhappy and disagreeable family situation even its humor is in bad

less

—

taste.

will hereafter omit the notations, "talking" and "silent," unless required in particular cases. Pracavailable in both versions and tb» **t»u»d" version will generally be shown wherever the theatre equipment

—
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them

Go, and be amused.

over.

(All talking)
(See Film Estimates for December)

RIO RITA
(R. K.O.)
Hearing Bebe Daniels sing for
the first time is a happy surprise.
Hearing John Boles for the secFor these two
ond is a delightalone
Rio Rita would
reasons
have been memorable. But you
must add to these the further attractions of beautiful costuming
and setting, a touch of really
lovely color work, and what I
suppose the people will consider
the very funny scenes of Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey.
For myself, I am always disposed
to look with suspicion on comedians who laugh as heartily at
[239]

their

own

But

that's

jokes as these

two

do.

brothers would act if they were
acting as three brothers. In the
story they are Jimmy, a plainclothes policeman, John, a police
surgeon, and Dennis, the best be-

loved

THE MIGHTY

[242]

tailored to his measure, but with

more

(Paramount)

Gary Cooper, who is genuinely
pleasing as the famous cowboy.
The production is most satisfactory as a whole, although

it

the usual tendency to slight

has

some

of the interesting bits of action

and to rely upon the dialog to
explain away the gaps in conThen, too, I thought it
tinuity.
particularly stingy with the scenSeveral beautiful long shots

ery.

were spoiled by being snapped

off

short so somebody could talk.
:The cast is capable, including
Mary Brian whose work is much
the best she has ever done, Rich-

ard Arlen, Walter Huston, Eu-

gene Pallette, and Mary Ware.
(All talking)
[241]

It

the

(RK. 0.)
SIDE STREET
was a very good idea to have

Moore

brothers, Matt,

and Tom, play together

Owen,

in a pic-

ture, because it satisfies a general
mild curiosity as to how three

of a love interest than he

usually has time for.

He

is

a

gangster, drafted for service, and

dragged into the war by main
He comes out a major and

city,

In the wide open spaces with

(Paramount)

He

a hero.

is

offered a job as

Sam Hardy, Wade

—

his

nature

better

The

unusual.
ther

asserts

itself

Interesting but not

just in time.

Ralston,

[244]

(First National)

The usual

with freshman initiations,
co-ed vamping, brilliant last-minute play by quarter-back, and

fade-out clinch.

Young are featured, but even
with them things are pretty dull,

etta

and the football game itself can't
compare with the ones they are
showing in the newsreels. (All
talking)
(See Film Estimates for December)
[245]

THE KISS
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Greta Garbo,

As

surely as he goes

on a spree and gets fired, so surehe comes back with a piece of
big news and is taken on again
by an indulgent editor. Then the
editor is murdered and the unmanageable reporter is accused.
ly

But don't

worry you. With
a few drinks, he bril-

the help of

the difficulty

way

out of

and puts himself on
Among a good

the front page.

plays

in a highly

complicated French story.
She
murders her husband to protect

boy who is infatuated with her,
and is defended in court by her

a

who

obtains her acquittal
Interesting

suicide.

some extent, and capably acted
by Conrad Nagel, Lew Ayres,
Holmes Herbert, and Anders
to

Randolph. (Silent)
(See Film Estimates in this issue)
[246]

THE GIRL FROM WOOL-

WORTH'S
I

(First National)

think you

about the cute
worth's

who

know

this

little girl in

one

Wool-

sings so terribly at

the music counter that a wicked

night club owner hears her and
gives her a chance on Broadway.

And you know how
with an

honest

she's in love

subway guard,

how the wicked
man makes advances?

and

let it

liantly Sherlocks his

silent,

still

woman

the seductive

[243]

job or not.

yet cracked a

book in a college movie, and it's
probably too late to start now.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Lor-

by proving

(Pathe)
BIG NEWS
a
does
Robert Armstrong
time
newspaper reporter this
one of those carefree fellows who
never knows whether he has a

But no studying.

Nobody has ever

lover

talking)
(See Film Estimates for December)

com-

football story

plete

Dorothy

Warner Oland, Raymond Hatton,
Morgan Farley, and others. (All

Ken-

THE FORWARD PASS

cast includes Es-

Revier,

Tom

Charles Sellon, and

chief of police of a crime-ridden

and makes jubilant arrangements with his old gang to "clean
up".
But his plans fall through
because ah, you guessed it!

Lom-

Boteler,

nedy. (All talking)
(See Film Estimates for September)

un-

George Bancroft has a story

of the season. (All talking)
(See Film, Estimates for November)

THE VIRGINIAN

is,

talking)
(See Film Estimates for November)

force.

[240]

who

all,

bard,

to his family, a racketeer

and rum-runner. The honor of
the force and the lives of Jimmy
and Dennis are involved, of
course. It's nicely done, and just
dripping with sentiment. (All

minor point, and
shouldn't be held against one of
the most diverting musical shows
a

them

of

known

supporting cast are Carol

I

night club

Well, then

neeedn't say more, except to

mention that the players are Alice
White, Charles Delaney, and

Wheeler Oakman.

(All talk,ing)
(See Film Estimates in this issue)
(Concluded on page 28)
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Philadelphia, on "MiniStandard Equipment" by
Herbert L. Spencer, Principal of
Frick Training School of Pittsburgh, on "Teacher Training"
by R. A. Waldron of the State
Teachers College at Slippery
Rock, on "Use of Motion Picture
tion

Visual Instruction at Recent Educational Meetings

ABOUT

400 members of the
Ohio State Teachers Association, meeting at Columbus on
December 26 and 27, composed
an enthusiastic audience that attended the Visual Instruction
Section in the Senate Chamber of

The morning

the State Capitol.
program included

Practical Demonstration for the

Song-slides,

Use

of
Reading-slides

and

Map-slides,

— by

Hamilton, Educational

Keystone View
group of pupils participating.
Co.,

of the
a

George
Director

Demonstration

— Civics

Films

of

with

session.

by the DeVry Com-

Physics by Eastman, and Biology

re-

ceived a large share of attention.

Mr. Charles Roach conducted a
session for Los Angeles City
Teachers at Metropolitan Hall
from 9 to 12 Wednesday morning.
On Thursday morning.
Marion
Israel presented a
Miss
instruction
in which varunit of
visual
aids were
ious types of
used, and the afternoon session
was devoted to a consideration of
Motion Pictures, with a demonstration of portable sound equip•

•

State

were given by James G. Sigman. Director of Visual Educa-

on "Shall we have teacher training

courses

visual

in

the
the

State Department of Education on "What
are some objectives in Visual Instruction?" A school journey to

various

State

the

institutions

•

•

of Public Instruction

of Pennsylvania.

Address-

•

•

«

The Wisconsin Teachers Association held the

annual meeting

EYE remembers what

EAR forgets

.

.

PATHE

took

place in the afternoon, following

the Visual Instruction luncheon.

Instruction,

Pathe' Exchange, in collaboration with the world's
premier educators, puts at your command a wide
range of educational motion pictures. Each classroom subject is graphically covered in a way that
fixes facts and nourishes ideas in the young mind.
Accompanying Teachers' Aid pamphlets explain,
step by step, the most effective use of this material.
Complete list of titles, prices, etc., on request.

—

of

Visual

The use of visual aids through the medium of motion picture film constitutes a momentous advance in
modern instructional methods.

instruc-

—

Aughinbaugh

of

Department

es

by Sup't. J. H. Henke of
Sidney on "Is Visual Instruction
Experiment?" by
B.
A.
an
tion?"

Director

visual instruction sessions during

the forenoon of Friday.

—

—

met at New
December 26-27, with

Round Table Discussions were
conducted by M. R. Van Clevc,
Toledo, on "County and City
Visual Instruction organizations
and how to secure them" by W.
H. Blough of Wittenberg College

—

Edu-

by Spiro.

Co.,

by Charles R. Toothaker of the
Philadelphia
Commercial Museum, on "Use of Objects, Specimens, and Models" by William
M. Davidson, Sup't. of Schools in
Pittsburgh, on "The Challenge of
the Eye-minded Child" and discussions were led by C. F. Hoban,

cation Association

Castle on

Keyon "Use of Lan-

P. Hill of the

J.

tern Slides and Stereographs"

•

The Pennsylvania

—

Films"—by
stone View

ment included.

Educational

pany, Physical Geography by Pathe,

Instruction

Visual

in

mum

Educational

MOTION PICTURES

•

The annual meeting of the
Southern Section of the California Teachers Association, occurring on December 17-19, opened
with breakfast at the Los
Angeles City Club, said matutinal
repast counting as an institute

PATHE' EXCHANGE,

Inc.,

(ES 130)

35 West 45th St., New York City
Please send me full information on Pathe' Pictures
for Classroom Use.

Name
Address.

Name

of Projector.
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Division, University of the State

"MOUTH HEALTH"

New York, stressed many
phases of visual instruction work.
Mr. Abrams urged still wider use
of

Film for use on 16 mm. standard projector, demonstrating accepted
methods of securing a healthy mouth, including both operative treatments by dentist and home care of the teeth and gums by patient. Lent
free of charge to responsible parties.

Educational Dept.

Milwaukee, November 6 to 9,
parts of two days being given to
at

visual instruction.

Postage charges paid.

PYCOPE' INCORPORATED

The use

of vis-

Education,
State

many

ored slides of "Faust" with ac-

State

companying phonograph records,
and one of the famous "Music
Master" films was projected.
Dudley Grant Hays of Chicago
discussed "The Teacher's Needs
in Visual Education", and Principal Schlecht of the Emerson
School at Madison spoke on
school equipment for visual instruction. Burton Holmes, the famous traveler and traveloguist,
took the teachers on an adventurous and
romantic journey

through "Siam

— Land of Chang",

illustrating his talk with his

and

slides

New

the

Jersey
Association re-

Teachers

enjoyed an elaborate program of

The work

features.

Museum

at

of the

Trenton,

uses of slide, film slide,

the

still film,

motion picture film (16 and 35
millimeter widths)
were ably
treated.
Song slides were demonstrated.
Electrical
Research
Products Inc. demonstrated the
application of sound to the educational motion picture, both before the department alone and be-

The New York
their

18th

State Associa-

Annual

•

Meeting

held at Lake Placid, included vis-

An

•

Department

of

Visual

address by A.

W. Abrams,

tures

cussed the various kinds of maps
available from

methods

many

teacher

of

use,

training

in

Di-

rector of the Visual Instruction

Decennial Dinner of the Visual
Instruction Association
OF America
its

Instruction Association of

How

to Fight

were present.

tion

was

Full particulars, lists

and dates of future

The

releases from:!

AMKINO CORPORATION
New York

City,

of the eve-

Daniel

C.

Yale University.
stressed the need of taking
of

He

"People are sold on the value of visual instruction and want
us to bring on the goods. Teachers want and will use good visual
materials. It is up to us to supply their needs and to tell them
how to develop a technique of using visual aids."

Dr. Knowlton

also told of an experiment

It.

EDUCATIONAL FILM DEPARTMENT
723 Seventh Avenue

Professor

said,

N. Y.

which

being conducted at New Haven,
Connecticut,
on the classroom versus the auditorium
method of using motion pictures.
The results show the classroom
method to be way ahead of the
auditorium procedure.
The report on this experiment is soon to
appear in print.
is

.

Amer-

stock of progress at this time.

and educators.
Afghanistan; Forest People;

ten

Hotel McAlpin, New York City, on Thursday evening November 21st,
1929.
Over one hundred members and guests of the Associa-

He

Geographical, medical, biological and physiological
films, edited and produced by Russian

Problem of Fatigue and

first

existence, the Visual

ica held a dinner at the

Knowlton,

Russian
Educational Films

use of
elemen-

tary grades.

ning

RECENT RELEASES:

the

slides, especially for the

The main speaker

experts

publishers,

and urged
especially the need for thorough

years of

tion of District Superintendents,
in

department in the way of picand slides carefully selected
and prepared for teaching of
Geography,
History,
English,
and allied subjects. He also dishis

In celebration of the

fore the general convention.
*
*

ual instruction in their program.

films.
•

The

own

by the schools in the State of the
immense resources available from

Mo.

cently meeting in Atlantic City,

in Music Appreciation
was shown with beautifully col-

ual aids

of

Joplin,

.
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At the Snap

become

JVords

Kotiascope^

MoJfl A,

of a Switch

Reality

the

standard i6-millimttcr
projtctorfor schools

u

DRIVING an

airplane

is

like drilling

.The man who moves a
massive beam with a crowbar, thus
a hole.

Noiv a special motion picture Joes

.

illustrating the principle of lever-ful-

crum-resistance, has that same mechanical triplet in his own arm, in the
form of bone and muscle. .The tongue
of a steam shovel, the cutter of a milling machine and the prow of a swift
coast guard chaser are all exainples of
the same device the wedge. .The old
well and the modern crane hold an
astonishing kinship in their common
employment of the wheel-and-axle.

fifteen

it

in

Now

when the science hour begins,
the teacher can simply step up to a device and snap a switch. Immediately
the subject leaps to life on a silvered

.

—

.

Formerly there was no adequate way to

explain these principles

The

principles employed in simple
are extremely important.
are extremely simple, too, when

machines

They

understood. But until very recently the
teacher had no means of explaining
them adequately, vividly. They are
only a small part of a single subject
that can, at best, be given only a small
part of the school day. And, they involve motion an element difficult to
convey with either the spoken or
printed word.

—

screen, in

motion

pictures. In fifteen

minutes the children see more than
they could read in fifteen hours. A lesson that would otherwise be simply
words becomes reality an instructive,

—

personal experience linked to every-

day

life.

Any

teacher can use these special

classroom films

Simple Machines

is

important

ering

topics in General
Geography, Health and Civics.
Any teacher can show them with the
aid of a simple, efficient Eastman projector and screen. Any class can derive
from them the important advantages
demonstrated by the Eastman educational experiment of 1928.
Science,

minutes

Send for this

list

If you arc not familiar with the
scope of these films, clip and mail the
attached coupon for "A Descriptive
List of Eastman Classroom Films."
Eastman Teaching Films, Inc., Subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

only one of the

many Eastman Classroom Films

cov-

Gentlemen;
Without any obligation on

¥.astman
Classroom

my

Classroom Films."

Name.
St.

Films

part, please send

Descriptive List of

.

.

.

& No.

City CT* State

me "A
Eastman
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The second

speaker,

Gross, Associate in the

Dr.

J.

Hudson

ment

of the

using

of

auditorium method

motion

pictures.

He

ium teachers could not be trained
teach everything and that

to

mov-

called attention to the "adaptibil-

much

ing pictures given by the Guild

ity" of the motion picture to the
work of the auditorium teacher
and expressed the belief that the
motion picture "came into the
schools as an accident" at the
time the Gary Plan was evolved.

tion

Guild, told of the success of

for children in its neighborhood.

In introducing Dr. Gross, the
toastmaster Dr. William E. Gra-

Superintendent of
Newr York City, commented at length on the develop-

dy,

District

Schools

in

It

was

his opinion that auditor-

of the auditorium instruc-

had

Dr.

Knowlton

Daylight Lanterns
Stereographs

Lantern Slides
Stereoscopes

A Visual Aid for
Every Visual Need

in

favor

of

the

classroom use of visual aids.
Arrangements had been made
to close the program with a dem-

some new

onstration of

instruc-

but the
operators had the misfortune to
burn out a tube, thus rendering
the apparatus temporarily hors de
combat.
In spite of this disappointment, the session was a pronounced success and the Visual
talking

tional

Visual
Instruction

educative value.

little

Dr. Grady thus cast his vote with

pictures

Amer-

Instruction Association of
ica

is

to be congratulated

on

its

ten years of notable service.

Slides on Animal Life
"Animal Life" is the title of a
new publication, Study Number
61, from the Visual Instruction
Division of the State Department

Education of the University
New York. This
new publication which will be
of

of the State of

welcomed by teachers of biology
and nature study was released by
Director A. W. Abrams on September 10th, 1929. It lists 579
on animal life. In order

slides

may

that the reader

get a notion

of the comprehensiveness of this

Social Sciences

study, the following paragraphs
are quoted from the introductory

Primary Reading

note:

High School Sciences

this

The

Map

A

Slides

Write for further information

titles

of the 579 slides listed in

study are arranged systematically.
teacher of a particular school grade

or subject might prefer a grouping that
more specifically his particular
fits
It should, however, be recogneeds.
nized that a publication like this one,
while containing certain information

for the use of the pic-

and suggestions

KEYSTONE VIEW

COMPANY
Meadville, Penn.

tures, is first of all a catalog to be con-

sulted by teachers for a wide range of
class exercises

and by others

interest-

ed in a popular or a technical treatment of various phases of the subject
covered. The problem has been to organize the collection of slides on ani-

mal

life

in

such
j:t-.

a
1

way

that

.,.u«

any per-

—
2S

January, 1930
available

for

any purpose

be

to

North American Recent Mammals was
followed for the mammals, with the ad-

ac-

complished.

dition of such orders as are not repres-

The

table of contents at once

indi-

ented in North America.

cates the richness of the collection. The
Division has been collecting negatives

For generic and

As

the

work

making

of

titles,

pictures that have been acquired, con-

the best quality

cance.

As

the

announced to those of
and the largest signifilist

stands

represents

it

an important addition to the general
collection of the Division and one that
should be of permanent value for educational use.

The scheme

.

.

.

of classification used in

this list follows that of

Hegner

names

of the

En-

tomology was followed consistently with
the exception of a few species not mentioned in that work. For North American birds the A. O. U. check list was
For North Amerthe final authority.
ican reptiles, amphibians and mammals
the two works cited in the paragraph
above were used as authority. In certain cases where decision was troublesome the recommendations of specialists on the staffs of the New York State
Museum, the American Museum of Natural History and the New York Zoological Society were followed.

deter-

mining the importance of specimens and
preparing notes has proceeded, it has
seemed advisable to omit certain of the
fining the ones

specific

insects Comstock's Introduction to

for this field of study for several years.

in his

College Zoology with the exception of

The

classification

used

Two Recent Publications
An Outline in Semester Hours

mammals.

the amphibians, reptiles and

Stejneger

by

— Laboratory — Re-

and Barbour in their Check List of
North American Amphibians and Reptiles was adopted for the two groups

search Units, of a course in Vis-

Miller's List cf

ual Education has recently been

covered by this book.

MOTHER^^
MINE

-

i-^W^

of

Recitation

of

ciative audience.

from your

Mine" for most appreScenic beauty of Swiss

Acting of
Alps makes fine backsronnd.
children quite unusual.
Lessons taugrht
from educational view decidedly worthwhile.
Would be glad to show such good
material every Friday.
(Mrs.) Gondii Voorhees.
Norwood Park Community Center Council,

nearest Universal
Branch or

for

Teachers

and

Service

in

mimeographed course of Study on visual education which has been
used this past summer in the normal schools in the state of Penn-

Teachers

in

Training,

a

sylvania.

How

to

Use

the

Motion Picture

in Instruction, is the title of a

new

page leaflet prepared by B. A.
Aughinbaugh. The bulletin is
published by the State of Ohio,
Department of Education, Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Aughinbaugh
Instrucis Supervisor of Visual
six

tion in Ohio.

The

bulletin

contains the fol-

lowing sub-headings

in the

order

—

Accept hearty consratulations upon wonUniversal
"Mother of
picture,
Mine".
It la a Ion? time since we have
shown such an inspiring picture.
Stanley Kush.
Holy Trinity Church, Chicago. 111.

if

of the
Department of Public Instruction. This
is Supplement Number One to A
Summary of the Technique of
Visual and Other Sensory Aids

unusually entertaining picture for churches, schools
and children of which Educational Screen Magazinesays
adults

derful

Get

Hoban

F.

C.

Pennsylvania

of

An

A

Ran "Mother

by

issued

State

Chicaffo,

111.

Thrilling

drama

against

hack-

ground of

ex-

ceptional natural

heauty^^
Send

for

BIG

-

-

-

free

booklet of complete
list of Universals

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPORATION
Non-Theatrical Division

730 Fifth Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

—
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mentioned

:

"Why Use

Films?",

Available

for

"Organization

Handling Films," "Preparation
of Teachers and Pupils for the
Film Lesson," "Showing the
Film," "The

Recitation,"

Problems,

relations,

Projects,

'Ifs' ".

This

leaflet contains

"talkies", radio

for

they

replace

will

printed

textbooks,

blackboards' and other instruments

em-

ployed in schools.

niany use-

suggestions for users of mo-

and will serve well
the teachers and principals for

"Every

knows

real teacher

senting information so that it can be
grasped by the pupil. Education is a
matter of give and take, a reciprocal
relation between teacher and taught.
The more effortless it becomes for the

That

whom

Recent Writings
" 'Talkie'

W.

Versus Teacher"

Belding,

Associate

—by Anson

Editor of the

there

it

be.

is

tication has

been increased, but

ligence

much

at

is

"The presence
'in

person'

—

the

of a

same

human

is essential

the exercise of the brain.

intel-

level.

teacher

to stimulating

The

best teach-

porter's suggestion that "in the course

ing will continue to be done by teach-

of time the talking pictures will render

ers."

teachers superfluous, or nearly so." Mr.

Belding denounces such a statement as

He

declares there

is

a

a picture

"Around

"Our United States Fair," by Mary
Felix Kidd in the Progressive Teach-

for

9

3

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON
BOSTON

NEW YORK

state.

World

the

—

a

Project

in

Geography," by Eoline Wallace
Moore in School Life for November, is

another visual study by a geography
class.
In this instance, a third-grade

group worked out pictures of
different countries

life in

the

and thus became

ac-

quainted with the activities of children
in

other lands.

"Equipping
Pictures"
in

— by

Classrooms
Dr.

for

Thomas

Motien

E. Finegan

School Executives Magazine for Sep-

tember, discusses clearly and concisely
six points to be considered in the school

use of motion pictures.
are:

electrical

outlet,

These points

window

shades,

motion picture screen, motion picture
projector, stand for motion picture projector, and library of classroom motion
pictures.

DELINEASCOPES
1

sample of

or small

Human

sitting before the silver screen. Sophis-

Journal 0/ Education, appears In that
publication's October 7th issue.
This
editorial was evoked by a newspaper re-

utter nonsense.

involved making booths for each state
and placing therein, after careful re-

cation does not consist solely of pre-

no royal road to learning is
well illus'trated by the mental condition
of movie audiences. Their condition has
not improved alarmingly after years of

written.

a report of a project

that edu-

pupil, the less effective will

was

is

on the United States developed by a
sixth-grade geography class. The work

each noteworthy product of the

tion pictures

it

er for October,

search,

"Cor-

and Games," "Some Projection

ful

place in education

and other modern devices but they will
never displace teachers, any more than

—

:
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—

the commercial firms whose activities have an important hearing on progress in the visual fieldare free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necersary space limitations^ such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers
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Howell Accessory
Solves
Filmador
New Bell
Amateurs' Problem of Preserving Movie Films.
TN the Filmador. a name which
• is obviously a combination of
the words film and humidor, the

&

Howell Company, makers
well-known Filmo motion
picture cameras and projectors,
Bell

of the

new

present a

accessory for pre-

which

motion
picture
films
every amateur projector

owner

will

serving

He

sity.

will

welcome as a neceswonder how he ever

got along without

He

that

fact

films

his

— films

moments

in

his family,

it.

be quick to note the

will

precious

personal

treasuring

notable

the

life

of himself or

and which often cannot

be replaced

if

destroyed

—are

sured of ideal preservation.
course,

other

films

intrusted

way

any dibetween the two
units.
A generous humidor pad
is mounted beneath an aluminum
cover in the bottom of the inner
container.
This pad is slightly
moistened with water. The film
a

is

that they prevent

contact

rect

placed in the inner container

ered inner unit

The

cov-

onet locking cover of that unit
film

is

down

snugly.

then ready to be

until needed,

and

filed

is

The
away

will not require

further attention until the Film-

any

locality,

regardless of

how

dry or moist, hot or cold, the air

may

be.

It

eliminates the neces-

semi-weekly attention to
stored films, even in the warm,
dry atmosphere of a steam heated
home or apartment in winter.
The films stored in the Filmador
are always ready for projection,
sity of

as they contain

just

the

right

amount of moisture to make
them pliable and strong.
Two aluminum containers, one
comprise the
Filmador. Between the two, on
all sides, is a dead air space cf
approximately o n e-h a f inch.
Corks, excellent non-conductors
of heat, are cemented into place
inside the outer container in such
within

the

other,

1

is

opened.

Moisture cannot possibly escape, nor can dry air enter. The
dead air space prevents rapid
changes in temperature which
could disturb the moisture content of the film. Not only will the
Filmador preserve film in good
condition

—

it

ability of film

will restore the pli-

which has become

dry, except; of course,

in

cases

where the film has deteriorated
so seriously from excessive dryness, heat,

yond

and age that

it

is

be-

possibility of reclamation.

The Filmador
heavy

is

aluminum,

built of pure,
is

reinforced

with ridges to increase
ability and rigidity, and

its
is

dur-

beau-

many

films,

of

which could never be retaken
only against atbut also

fire.

Government Adopts New
"Talkie" Unit.

then placed in

is

the outer container, and the bay-

Of

storage conditions in

for

protection

against

ing an air-tight joint.

will

many

times over in furnishing perfect

between the container and a rubber gasket in the cover, produc-

ador

film

purchase price

its

conditions

excellent condition.
right

repay

and cans are

The Filmador

not

is

also turned

just the

reels

also available.

mospheric

the cover

is

the Filmador are kept in equally

The Filmador provides

and

tainers

protection

cover

as-

to

has been placed on the item and
several diflferent combinations of
the inner and outer Filmador con-

onet lock effects a snug contact

its

II

mits writing thereon, for identifi
cation purposes, the titles of the
A popular price
films contained.

then put on. As
turned down its bay-

and

iiiitQ
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Talking motion pictures, presaged at their very advent to play
an important part in education
and in industry, has already realized this prophesy, according to
an announcement from the Stanley Educational Film Division of

New

York, whose portable talkdevice, Stan-a-phone,
has been adopted by the Department of Agriculture. It will be
ing

used

film

to

expedite

the

presenta-

tion of the department's researches and developments to farmers

and

agricultural

institutions

throughout the country.
Commenting on the advance
that talkies have already made
outside the theatrical field, A.
Pam Blumenthal, President of
the Stanley

Company,

"Even

recently

days

so

said

as

a

few

ago, talkies, insofar as their

application to education and in-

designed and polished. Its
capacity is 1200 feet of 16 mm.
film—three 400-ft. reels. A mattt

concerned, were menterms
of "futures". But
tioned in
are
now a practical
here they
example,
the BankFor
reality.

surfaced area on the cover per-

(Concluded on page 28)

tifully

dustry

is

;
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Q)nduaed by Dwight

R.

B

Furness

Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education
{JIHIII III
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Striking and
vies

pleasing results

be secured in amateur moif

course,

of

takes

the

place in large scenes of plenty of
illumination, but even here, the

placing of the lighting units has
to

do with the

results.

For large areas portable arc
lamps are most satisfactory. Two
will take care of most amateur de-

mands but

more, are
needed for some rooms. These
lamps draw from 10 to 20 amperes
each and so are out of the question except where house wiring is
such as to allow for the heavy
drain of current of several lamps.

With
500

or

four,

fast lenses, f2, or f 1.5,

watt

concentrated

mazda lamps with
flectors

two

filament

suitable

re-

give sufficient illumina-

tion for small groups. Close ups

may

be secured with f3.5. lenses.
These lamps, even without reflectors, are valuable accessories
They may be
for home movies.
placed in reading lamps or other
fixtures near the principal subject
in a scene to accentuate the lighting.

II

I

III

inn III

until sufficient

is

lights are used judiciously.

Nothing,

much

I

gained to know
just what can be expected from
them.
experience

may

way

the only safe

Artificial Lighting

til

Two

or three

when properly

placed give illumination enough
to secure indoor pictures.

They

a

is

Good

a

good deal of a gamble because
taking them one never knows

in

the beginning of a play just

at

how

going to end. About all the
movie photographer can do is to
start the camera and hope for the
best.
The photographer does,
however, control the position of
it is

his camera, the choice of view-

point,

and the focal length of the

An

elevation

the

possibly

The

football movies.

top of the

press stand in large stadiums is
good, or the top of the bleachers,
provided a place can be found
where the spectators do not block

the camera
cheer.

A

when they

rise

to

two or three inch lens

for such positions will cover

most

Longer focus

lens-

in the picture.

to keep the ball

If

working from

the sidelines do not be afraid to
shoot against the light, using care
of course not to shoot directly into the sun.

Movies

of plays are especially

valuable to coaches for studying

the impression of being stronger

their

i.'j

and for demonstrating to teams how plays
execution

players

might study their

part in the plays.

New

equipment announced

re-

cently increases the field of choice
for the

amateur cinematographer

in selecting

equipment.

The Agfa Ansco Corporation
has announced a new automatic

16mm camera which

provides for

taking

normal

pictures

at

and

four times normal speeds. It also

an
mount.

interchangeable

has

A foreign
is

from which to take

best place

The films taken at each
shown to the team benext game so that indivi-

are

fore the

dual

lens he will use.

are deceiving to the eye and give
actual test

game

New Equipment
are

pictures

football

more panoraming

An

motion picture record of every

game played during the past season. At double speed, from six to

prove his results next year.

shadows in pictures taken indoors by daylight.
The amateur who plans to take
pictures by artificial light will do
well to make a few tests first with
the light conditions under which

are.

should be carried out. One midwestern university made a

dle

good time of the year
for the amateur who has been taking movies of football this fall to
go over his results carefully and
make notes that will help him imThis

es give larger images but require

than they

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiQ

eight hundred feet of film are re-

lights. Artificial light also helps

Artificial lights

t,ii,m

quired.

of the action.

he plans to work.

""'•

nil Mill nil I II Mill I III

Taking Movies of Football

are best however as supplemental
to soften

I

lens

camera announced

the American market

is

to

the Cine

Nizo 16c made by Niezoldi and
of Munich. It takes 100

Kramer

feet of film

;

gives

all

speeds be-

tween 8 and 64 pictures a second
has two view finders and an interchangeable lens mount. Focusing may be done directly on the
film.

Pathex, Inc. announces a perfected automatic camera for

9mm

its

and a motor driven proThe two sell for about
jector.
the price of the lower priced 16
mm cameras alone. The camera
is spring driven and compact.
The Victor Animatograph
film

Company is now delivering a
new 16mm projector incorporating various interesting features.
claim made for the projector is

A

that

it is

very easy on

film.

.
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filmo il-E School Projtctor in use in typical
primary grade schoolroom^ projecting movies as
part of a physical geography lesson.

^ilmo at

CORNELL
UNIVERSITY
Six Filmo School Projectors and
five Filmo motion picture cameras

major departments and colleges of Cornell University. The Military Dept. uses
both a Filmo Projector and Camare in use in seven

era; Dept. of Civil Engineering,

Projector and Camera; Sibley College, Projector; Dept. of Rural
Engineering, Projector; Dept. of

FiLMO School Projector
has proved

Psychology, Projector and Camera; Dept. of Geology, Camera;
N. Y. State College of Agriculture, Projector and Camera.

itself in

American Schools and Universities
its quiet operation is due not alone to
design but also to the precision of its
parts and the strength and resistance

Filmo School Projector and Filmo
motion picture cameras do a giant
teaching task in hundreds of leading
American colleges and Universities. In

wear of its materials. Set up and in
operation in but a moment, it requires
no further attention until the theaterto

every phase of the higher educational
program, Filmo has proved its worth
over and over again for these pro-

clear, flickerless pictures it projects are

gressive institutions.

completed.

And

The two-year

for every college or university

factory guarantee

is

an

there are dozens of American grade,
high, and private schools enjoying the

indication of Filmo quality, but the
years and years of efficient service it

i amp. lamp, fixed

measure of Filmo's precision and
world-famous dependability.

will render are the fullest measure of

geared rewind, large type sprockets,

There is no secret in Filmo success.
Quickly evident to the most unpracticed eye is the superiority of Filmo
School Projector. The simplicity of

Send coupon today for literature on
Filmo in Schools and Colleges, and for

full

BELL &

its

shutter.

excellence.

details on the extensive educational

film libraries at

Special Filmo

your disposal.

HOWELL

57-E School

Projector.

250 watt,

45-iO

resistance,

I

1

Bell

Howell Co.

Si.

M

Dept.
1817 Larchmoiit Ave., Chicago
Please send rac the booklet "Filmo in
Schools and Colleges" and details on

educational film libraries.

Name..

yfilm
BELL &

HOWELL

EW YORK

.

CO.. DEPT.

HOLLYWOOD

•

M,

18 17

LONDON

LARCHMONT
•

(B.

&

School
Street

AVE..

H. CO.. LTD.)

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ESTABLISHED 1907
•

condenser,

and safety
With case $205. Other models $190 up.

City

L.

..

.

State..
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Among
ers

York

Stan-A-Phone unit

several weeks.

have

ties

New

City, has been operating a

portable

Several universi-

asked

plans for the

for

us

to

making

outline

of talking

films for classroom presentation

on biology, chemistry and bacter-

Newspapers are

iology.

institut-

ing talking pictures for presenting circulation analysis. It is
plain

to

see that talkies in the

schools and
are

now

New

the Producers

(Concluded from page 25)
Industrial Exposition,

in

business houses

Productions

The

motion picture entitled
"The Service that Makes Tractor

Farming

Profitable."

It

deals

with the ever-timely subject of
horseless farming in a way that is
sure to win the attention and interest of any gathering of farmers, and illustrates the close connection between successful tractor farming and adequate, contin-

uously available service by the
local dealer.

a part of the American

Arrangements have been completed whereby Tone-O-Graph,
subsidiary of the North American
Sound and Talking Picture
Equipment Corporation, will

make

talking versions

educational

films

of Ufa's

available

America. The films will be synchronized to the voices of the

most distinguished educators who
will explain the films'

demonstra-

.Among such men whose

services

are

contracted

already

W.

for are Professor F.

Pike of

Columbia University and Professor Baker of Harvard University.
It is also

mous

expected that such

fa-

Raymond
Roy

scientists as Dr.

Ditmars, William Beebe and

Chapman Andrews

will

be

se-

than transportation charges.

subjects cover animal, bird

and marine

life,

astronomy,

of biology,

electricity,

psychol-

ogy, the drama and travel. To
this list educational subjects pro-

duced in this country will be addBoth films and equipment will
be sold by the North American

"The

America
Photoplays," produced by Yale
Chronicles

spoils his characterization of the

dumbbell by coming completely
out of character when he
does an inimitable
is

(All talking)
(See Film Estimates for October)

SUNNY SIDE VP

[248]

Why

this picture,

talent

show

is

features

the

and

neither of

tra charge.

These materials inbackground

of each episode, a complete out-

and numer-

line of the photoplay,

ous suggestions

as

to

ways

in

which the pictures may be used

home

picture's one,

just one of those mysteries.

3Smm. The

clude the historical

as a

for the benefit of the

orphanage, should run four

size as well as

is
ten dollars an episode,
with the accessory materials for
the teacher furnished without ex-

(Fox)

which resem-

much

bles nothing so

Gaynor

cost

Zasu Pitts
and there

a thrilling chase after a runfreight car for a windup.

available in

singing

of

Charles

whom

is

a singer, as both of

It

Janet

Farrell,

any sense
them would

in

no doubt promptly admit.

One

can see

over

them

it

sticking out

— the conviction

are quite

all

that they

out of their element.

But having been commanded to
and get
on with it, with results that are
fairly worth weeping over wher
one recalls the charm and delising, they smile bravely

tional program.

cacy of Seventh Heaven.
(See Film Estimates for December)

The Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York City has pro-

[249]

duced a series of motion picture
films which are now available in
16mm width for a nominal rental

Some

charge.

organization while physical disthe

bit,

away

now

University, are

16mm

of

"Daily Life of the Egyptians,"
"Firearms of Our Forefathers,"
"Making of Wrought Iron" and

will be through
Eastern Division of Ufa.

the

weeks to any other

ed.

tribution

good scene is the
brakemen and
their girls gather around a pile
of blazing ties and sing railroad
ballads, although Mr. Armstrong

as well as the

more abstract aspects

A

few times.
one where

local

as a definite part of the instruc-

cured.

The

S.

for

schools, colleges and churches of

tions.

new U.

Department of
Agriculture film, "Date Culture
in Iraq", the primitive and picturesque methods followed by date
growers in the Mesopotamian
valley are shown.
This 2-reel
film may be borrowed from the
Office of Motion Pictures of the
Department without cost other
In a

Tone-O-Graph to Synchronize
Ufa Subjects

Robert Armstrong and James
Gleason are amusing as a pair of
wandering railroad
brakemen.
There is nothing much to it, but
it'll probably make you smile a

sings his love song.

scene, and not merely an eventuality."

Theatrical Field

(Concluded from page 18)
[247] OH, YEAHf
(Paths)

The International Harvester
Company has recently completed
a 3-reel

Screi

of the titles are:

"The Pottery Maker."

YOVNO N0WHERE8
(First National)

In which Richard Barthelmess
elevator boy
whose simple romance drags him
Ample
into jail and out again.

plays a friendless

short story material in the hands
of a writer like
is

I.

A. R. Wylie,

it

too unsubstantial for the literal

minded movie producer.
(See Film Estimates for December)
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to
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Film Sources
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Screen,
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installment of the most com-

first
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motion pictures, duplicators, exhibits.

present
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The Educational Screen from January
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dministration
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in school activity, the factors of visualization, the place of the teacher, standards

for selecting visual aids, sources of visual
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like.
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819-35,

:

April, 1927.

Aughinbaugh, B. A.: Visual instruction
study

—

May

Better

Schools Bulletin,

9.

Ohio State Department
of Education, Columbus, Ohio.
Betts, George H.: The distribution and
Cofunctions of mental imagery
4,

1929,

—

lumbia University, Contributions to
Education, No. 26, 1909. 100 p.
Drayer, Jean L.: Sense impressions apEduc. Screen,
pealed to by writers

—

4: 76-78, Feb. 1925.

Douglas, Aubrey A. and Dealey, William

L.:

plied

to

Micromotion studies

—

education

Seminary,

23:

241-61,

ap-

Pedagogical

June

1916.

illus.

Experi-

Fenton, N. and Hill, V. D.i

Latin

method
Re-

a visual

instruction

— School

view, 36: 675-78, Nov. 1928.

Thomas

An experiment

E.:

in

the development of classroom films
New York State Education, IS:

—

Dec.

239-44,

Also

1927.

Assoc.

Educ.

Nat.

in

Proceedings,

1928:

958-59.

January,

some of the best
contributions to the visual aids movement. It was absorbed in December.
azine

Chicago,

of the book appears a syllabus for a col-

Finegan,

That marvel

1920 to December, 1924.
•

Picture values in

J.:

experimental study of stereographs,
photographs, and lantern slides, so written
as to provide the ambitious classroom
teacher with procedures for conducting
visual research of her own.
At the close

in

XV, 257 p. illus.

Putnam's Sons,
Visual

Screen,

illustra-

A glance at its reckless
promising present, and its
New York, G. P.
significant future

past,

—

education

mental study of

—New York,

Sons, 1921.

Van

schools

1927.

Sullivan,

in

M'Eay, Herbert C: Amateur movie
making New York, Falk Pub. Co..
1928.

Christ in the movies.

the movie.

— Growth

—Educ

142 p.

1925.

and bold efforts to interpret his
life—World's Work, 66: 68-74, May,

—New York, Mac-

visual education

Mifflin Co.,

New

to experi-

millan Co., 1923. xiv, 281 p.
M'Clusky, F. Dean: Finding the facts
of

Mifflin Co.,

Simons, Gilbert:

)f

Re-

1

—

13 p.

How

M'Call, William A.:

ment

Chs.

Vitalized teach-

Houghton
and 2.

Boston,

Houghton

Angeles

City School District, Department

Psychology

—

Rugg, Harold O.: A primer of graphics
Boston,
and statistics for teachers

Tests in funda-

S.:

C:

Ruediger, William
1923.

in visual instruction

illus.

p.

Routzahn, Evart G.: The A B C of exNew York, Russell
hibit planning
Sage Foundation, 1918. xiv, 234 p.

cational films.

Johnson, William H.:

974

Co., 1927.

schemes

Varioua

—

Visual Instruction. E. C. Dent, secretary. University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.

1926.

A

given.

Simple directions for
Nat. Acad.
slides

Rupert:

making lantern

Dec,

sci-

and the museum.

ence,

p.

plates.
the book discusses the
motion picture as a teaching instrument.
A prepared list of films is recommended.
number of sample lesson procedures are
1926.

Co.,

literature,

Peters,

Weber, Joseph

lege course in visual instruction.

and the

aids

geography, health, history,
mathematics, music, nature study and

P.:

for instruction

I

ics,

Visual instruction number.

HoUis, Andrew

Sept., 1927.)
deals with sensory

6,

learning process. Part II treats the school
journey, including type lessons on art, civ-

available in reprint form from Keystone View Co., Meadville, Pa.)

—

No.

Mathewson, Winship, Mann. Rogers,
Weber, and Weiss. Bibliography in Vol. 1.
sey,

An

Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction: Visual education, and the
school journey
Harrisburg, Pa.,
1927. 94 p. (Educ. Monographs, Vol.

:

Hays, Dudley G. and M' Andrew, William: Suggestions on visual aids for
Chicago,
principals and teachers

v.).

(q.

City.

Contributions by Boone. Crandall, Hochheimer, Ellis, Thornborough, Perkins, Dor-

Freeman, Frank N.:
of visual

A

education

scientific study

—Journal

Educ.

Research, 10: 375-85, Dec. 1924.
Freeman, Frank N., editor: Visual education

;

a comparative study of

tion pictures

instruction

—

vestigation

grant

mo-

and other methods
The report of an

made with

of
in-

the aid of a

from the Commonwealth

Fund. Chicago, 111., University of
Chicago Press, 1924. viii, 388 p. illus.

Others

who

aided in this experimental in-

—

—

—

::
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January, 1930
were F. Dean McCIusky, E. H.
W. James, H. Y. McCIusky,
Jean A. Thomas, A. P. Hollis, Lena A.
Shaw, D. K. Walker. E. C. RoUe, Nina
J. Beglinger, Caroline Hoefer, and Edna
vestigation

H.

Beeder.

Also condensed in Freeman, Visual education, pp. 89-166.
M'Clusky, F. D. and M'Clusky, H. Y.:
thesis, 1923.

Comparison of motion pictures, slides,
stereographs, and demonstration in
In Freeman,
teaching handwork

Keith.

David:

Sibbs,

An Experiment

economy of time
use

pictures

motion

of

Screen, 4

—

lo

as

instruction by

in

—

Educ.

Visual education, pp. 310-34.

M'Clusky, H. Y.:

S20-26, ^Iov. 1925.

:

Gow, Roland: The educational use of
Educ. Screen,
the cinematograph
6

71-73, 80, Feb. 1927.

:

A. P.:

The

analytical study

—In

The

Marchant, Sir James, editor:
a

of

effectiveness

ma

intro-

—

Visual

Freeman,

education, pp. 377-88.

as an
motion picture used
In Freeduction or as a summary
man, Visual Education, pp. 275-81.

education

in

—

by the cinema commission of enquiry
established by the National Council
London, George
of Public Morals.
160 p.
Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1925.

—

The psychological research committee was
composed of Charles Spearman (chairman),

cation, pp. 190-228.

Jones, H. E. and others: Psychological
Part 2.
studies of motion pictures

—

C:

Improving

cially for schools. It not only supplies

instructional films in comparison with lan-

information to the teacher, but supplements the class work. It includes
excellent geographic studies of coun-

(investigator).

tern slides and oral instruction.

The

chief

means of measurement was the written

the aid of the photoplay

essay,

Outlook,

May,

20:

229-39,

167-79,

and the treatment of the results is
an outstanding contribution to educational

Historical

April

1929.

One

of the best planned and conducted experimental studies in the history of visual

science.

Mead, Cyrus D.: Visual versus teaching methods
Educ.
an experiment
Administration and Supervision, 13

—

—

.

research.

Knowlton, Daniel C: Motion Pictures
in History Teaching
New Haven,
Conn., Yale University Press, 1929,

—

185 pp.

of

A

study of the Chronicles

America Photoplays as an aid

seventh

grade

work

table

A

instruction.

of research on

in

no-

methods

and values.

The

value of

relative

motion pictures as an educational
agency an experimental study;
Teachers College Record, 20: 45265, Nov. 1919.

—

presentation
readine the printed page,
oral presentation, and presentation by
means of a motion picture. A pioneer

Three different
were compared

methods

of

:

Lewerenz, Alfred

The educational

S.:

effect of coloring stereopticon slides

—Educ. Research
Los

Bui., 8: 8-14, Oct.,

Angeles

Public

City

Schools, California.

Lewerenz, Alfred

S.:

Objective meas-

urement of visual education methods
Bui., 7 2-S, Dec,

—Educ. Research
1927.

Los

:

Angeles

City

Public

M'Clusky, F. Dean:

methods of visual instrucUniversity of Chicago doctor's

different

—

Comparisons of

The

Clarence A.:

attitude

of

high school students towards motion
pictures
New York, National Board

—

of Review, 1923.

54 p. tables, dia-

— Educ.

Cutting the time of
Screen,

4:

13-15,

J.

The teaching

W.:

ciency of the film

—Educ.

176-80, June, 1922.
Skinner, Charles E.:

education

visual

illustrated

tries, regions, industries, cities, etc.;
actual illustrations of successful methods of teaching; sources of geog:raphy
material; discussions of the latest and
best advances that are being made in
the teaching of geography; and in all
a body of information that enables a
member to enrich his work in a manner that places him far in advance of
others less fortunate.

The Journal Gives You
Supplementary material that can be
used by students and teachers
.
Photographs, maps and diagrams for
class use

.

.

.

versity doctor's

effi-

Illustrations of the

—

1

The problem of
York Uni-

— New
thesis,

.

.

.

Screen,

1924.

.

methods so complete
you can use them
Sources of
numerous teaching aids such as new
books, maps and pictures
Confidence by enabling you to know the
best and thus keep several leagues
ahead of the non-subscribers
Success to teachers and students who

best teaching

.

Jan., 1925.

Shepherd,

PHY, an

.

grams.
Sogers, Rowland:

.

.

.

sincerely

want

it

.

.

.

.

.

Prestige to

you as a Geography Teacher.

Skinner, C. E. and Rich, S. G.:
in

geography

—Elem. School

Jl,

Visual
experiment

—an

25: 700-705, May,

f-^'JOUKNAL/ GeOGKAPHY

1925.

Sumstine,

David R.:

A

comparative

study of visual instruction in the
School and Society, 7;
high school

—

235-38, Feb. 23, 1918.
Apparently the first recorded experiment
involving the use of motion pictures in
education.
A pioneer study.
Wang, Chang Ping: General value

visual

Schools, California.

tion

bibliography.

Perry,

aids

study.

1928.

505-18, Nov., 1927. Tables, diagrams,

learning

Lscy, John V.:

JOURNAL OF GEOGRA-

gate the

consisted of a series of experiments with

(secretary),

quality of instruction in history with

—

you teach or direct the teaching of
Geography, you will want to investiIf

monthly magazine
owned by the National Council of Geography Teachers, and published espe-

Philpott

the

Geography?

and S. J. F.
The investigation

Burt

Cyril

University of California, 1928.

Do You Teach

cine-

the report of the

psychological investigaton conducted
by special subcommittees appointed

James, Henry W.: The relative effectiveness of six forms of lesson presIn Freeman, Visual eduentation

Knowlton, Daniel

films

picture

—

Hollis,

An

of the content of educational motion

sense training

Baltimore,

Md.,

in

of

children

Warwick & York,

Inc.

(To be coHtinued next month)

One Copy FREE
you touch or direct the teaching of geography, pin this coupon to your letterhead, send it
to us, and we will send you a
complimentary copy of the Journal of Geography. See for yourself how it will help you in your
If

teaching.
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SLIDES and FILM
111.

(See advertisement on page 2)

Amkino Corporation

New York

723 Seventh Ave.,

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Co.

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

111.

See advertisement on page 23)

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

York
New „
,

St..

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave., New York City

(See advertisement on page 27)

City.

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
4829 S. Kedzie Ave.. Chicago 111;

_.

City

111.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.
(See advertisement on page 22)

James C. Muir

&

Co*

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

76, S. Pasadena, Cal.
Visual Aids for Arithmetic,
Reading, etc.

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin

SUDES

Arleigh

Box

City

(See advertisement on page 20)

Carlyle Ellis
130 W. 46th

iimiihhQ

••<.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

FILMS

BeU & HoweU

mill

for the Visual Field

Sims Visual Music Co.

& Company

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

0.'

Eastman Kodak Co.

R. S.-DeVry Corporation

333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Rochester. N. Y.
(See advertisement on Outaidc

Quincy,

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,
111.

(See advertisement

„ ,. „
Co»«r)>
Back

'on- -^age-

111.

2)

'

Spencer Irens Co.
19 DoatSt., Buffalo, N.Y.
'

Eastman Teaching Films,

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 21)

STEREOGRAPHS dni STEREO-

'

Howe-Steyens Service Inc.
311 S. Sarah St., St. Louis, Mo.i

-

International Projector Corp.
Acme Division, 90 Gold St.,
.1:

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St.. Chicago,

York

New

City.

(See advertisement on Inside Back Cover)

SCOPES
"
Keystone View Co.
'

BeU

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

III.

III.

(See advertisement on page 27)

Dr. Thos. B. McCrum
^
4144 Charlotte St., Kansas City, Mo.
Producer and Distributor ofc'
Dental Health Films

Home-Talkie Machine Corp.
220

W.

4^nd

New York

St.,

City.

"

'

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

Pathe Ezctaaage Inc.,
35 W. 4Sth St. New York City

James C. Muir

&

STEREOPTICONS and OPAQUE
PROJECTORS.
Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
James C. Muir

Co.

Cal.

IlL

Mo.

.

Bernard Sullivan Company
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Sims Visual Music Co.

Herman Ross

New York

Sothacker Film Corp.
7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,

111.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Island City, N. Y.

SCREENS

City

James C. Muir

&

Doat

Sims Visual Music Co.
111.

,

'

St.,

Buffalo,

NY.

(See advertisement on page 24)

SWISS NATIONAL PARK
From

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Quincy,

,

111.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Enterprises

729 Seventh Ave.,

Long

19
St..

111.

Spencer Lens Co.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin

IlL

(See advertisement- on page 2)
III.

111.

Minn.

Co.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St.. Chicago,

(See advertisement on page 20)

=

10 S. 18th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Quincy,
Inc.,

&

'"

-

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.,
Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

St. Paul,

ft>i

^'^

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 Univer«ty Ave.,

'

Visual Education Service, Inc.
,i
Carmel, Monterey County, CaL

Rochester, N. Y.

111.

(See advertisement on page 19)-

Joplin,

:,/:!.!

•>

(See advertisement on page 22)

&

(See advertisement on page 1)

Pycope'

V
•'

Meadville. Pa.

111.

International Harvester Co.
606 S. Michigan Ave., Chicaga,

Henry G. Peabody
P. O. Box 111, Pasadena,

(See advertisement on page 24)
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private collection, also Two original
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Education

Is

Life

Visual
Instruction
Daylight Lanterns
Stereographs

Lantern Slides
Stereoscopes

Visualize Life

V\^ith

FILMO
A Visual Aid for
Every Visual Need

School Projector
Education

is life.

And life is

idealistic, friendly,

dynamic, prac-

and co-operative. This commendable new philosophy of education
the keynote theme of the
sixtieth annual meeting of the Department of Superintendence
of the N. E. A. finds its most able expression through visual
instruction with Filmo School Projector.
For, as thousands of leading educators can testify, Filmo School
Projector makes it possible to bring life itself into the class
room to augment the spoken word and copy book text.
Sensibly designed and finely manufactured for this very purpose by the same master Bell & Howell craftsmen who, for more
than 23 years, have furnished the professional studio cameras and equipment used in producing a majority of
the world's feature photoplays, Filmo
tical,

recreative, progressive

—

—

Social Sciences

Primary Reading

High School Sciences

Map

Slides

57-E School Projector stands in a class
by itself
the most complete, compact, precise, versatile and easily oper-

—

ated motion picture projector yet
offered for school use.

Write for further information
Filmo 57-E School Projector.
250 watt, y amp. lamp, fixed
resistance, 45-50 condenser,

KEYSTONE VIEW

t^eared rewind, tafety shutter.
Vfilh special new type base
caie $205.00. Other models
from $190 up.

See Filmo 57-E Demonstration at Booth No. K-29,
Dept. of Superintendence, N.E.A. Meeting, At/antic
City,N.J., Feb.22to27. Ortt>ritetodayfordescriptivt
literature, list of t'ducationalfilm supply sourcesand
the name of a nearby Filmo dealer who wilt gladly
bring Filmo to your school for free demonstration.

BELL &

COMPANY
Meadville, Penn.

Fi
BELL &

New

HOWELL CO.,

HOWELL

mo

Dept. N, 1817

York, Hollywood, London (B.

&

Urchmont Ave, Chicago,
H.

111.

Co., Ltd.) Esfahlished 190-'
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When

your Class Comes to

make

Geography*

worth while with

it

PICTUROL

Insure Pupil Interest This

and its inhabitants, the
relation of the pupil to the world and the people
that is the study of Geogwho live on it

A

raphy.

pie

of the earth

.

.

.

—

teach

difficult subject to

folding of an age-old romance

^but

is

an

form

all

that they

the

facts

.

.

wealth of Geographical material is available in
still filmslides covering every phase
of Geography. With each set comes a convenient teaching manual. Write now for complete
data on the new, comprehensive United States
Geography Set and other filmslides that will
make your geography teaching simpler and more

brings to pupils in picture
of geographical importance

Makes

easier to

to them knowledge
Makes facts usually

it

easier for

them

life

to

productive.

A

SEND THE COUPON

sim-

VVISUAL EDUCATIONS

Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
Dept. ES2, 327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.

I

INC.
Manufacturers, Producers, and Distributors of

I

Visual Aids
327 S. LaSalle St.

at once, please.

mas-

WSOCIETYFORW
ES2

Send the coupon

be-

remember.

Picture] can help you teach Geography.

Dept.

simple to

A

Geography

considered dry and uninteresting, leap to

.

it is safe,

operate and inexpensive.

it

in a vivid, fascinating form.

ter

from any convenient

...

the en-

when taught with

efficient

must know. Brings

fore their eyes.

operating

the form of

unusually

For

teaching tool.

projector,

light socket or battery

the aid of Picturol.
Picturol

Way

Send the Coupon

Just

The study

more

111.

2

Please send me free full details on how Picturol Filmslides can help me in teaching
Geography. Also send along list of Film-

|

slides available.

I

Name
Address

Chicago,

I

I
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Z
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Motion

Theatrical

Pictures for the Educational Field
Charles Roach

Director,

EVERY

who

teacher

thought

serious

Visual Education Division, Los Angeles City Schools

has given

motion

to

pictures as a visual aid in educa-

always confronted with
problems of cost, pedagogy, mechanical apparatus, physical manipulation and satisfactory subAll who have haJ
ject matter.
experience with so-called educa
tional film soon come to the same
conclusion that he is fortunate,
tion

is

indeed, who has solved two
even one of these problems.

or

In the early period, schools had

depend upon the free advertising reels, industrial or propaganda subjects. Next came a period

to

when numerous educational

Most

companies were organized.

now

of these are

film

defunct. Theat-

then established

rical distributors

what they chose

educa-

call

to

tional departments.

All features

;which failed in the theatres were
put in the educational depart-

ment along side the topical weeklies, news reels, and novelty short
subjects. Theatrical subjects pre-

pared for entertainment became
non-theatrical subjects overnight.

Hundreds

of

schools

installed

projectors without carefully analyzing the potentialities as well
as the limitations of the motion

Teachers began to run
shows which for all purposes and
intents differed from the local
picture.

only

theatre

in

that

the

local

theatre charged a higher admis-

and gave a better show
It was the
difference between a professional
and an amateur presentation.
sion fee

than the school could.

Periodical

,

contentions

between

local exhibitors

district

exchanges

theatre

men

felt

arose

and the

because

the

the schools gave

him unfair competition. For the

most

was ample

part, there

fication

for

justi-

argument,

this

al-

ly

business point of view,

not

though there are two sides to that
story which time and space forbid

films

more than

it is

a passing notice just

now. The picture-show

py to say,

among

is

now

school

struction by

idea, hap-

losing favor

authorities.

means

In-

of visual aids

classroom is taking the
place of the "movies" in the auditorium.
Teachers are more
concerned with the job of teachSharp
ing
than
entertaining.
lines are being drawn between
])hotoplays and visual instructionThe phrase ''entertaining
as well as educational" is now reversed to "educational in spite of
entertainment" with major emphasis on "education". Pupils are
taught to study pictures rather
than to merely look at them. The
the

in

transition

and

real

between
visual

a

show

free

instruction

has

wise to re-issue

which would

new productions

in a

it

was

many old
way force

the screen

off

not possible for the uninitiat

ed to understand

•

the alleged

all

reasons for what seemed poor
judgment on the part of the dis-

but suffice

tributors,

the film

men never

it

say,

to

felt justified

permit the old releases to be
on a wholesale scale.
Thus, millions, and perhaps billions of feet of positive and negative film representing millions of
dollars were either destroyed or
to

reissued

deposited in vaults, there to re-

main buried, never to be seen
again except by the junk man.
Such waste

of

priceless

film

negatives seems appalling and

al-

most criminal, yet what could be
done with them? There appeared
to be no outlet whereby the material could be marketed without

been filled with a lot of very painful experiences for those whose
enthusiasm has carried them beyond the point of good judgment.
All the while there have been
many photoplays produced which,

causing a precarious situation for

were prepared for the theatre do contain
elements of value in the study
of art,
history and literature.

the situation can begin to com-

in spite of the fact they

Some

portray certain facts, prin-

and feelings in a manner
which no other medium may con-

ciples,

vey.

Divested of the non-educa-

tional elements incident to a pho-

toplay, they

may

be adapted to a

school presentation

most

effect-

the

show

business.

plans

All

heretofore submitted to the motion picture producers

seemed im-

practicable, but as has been said
before,

no one who

prehend just

how

is

not close to

involved any

plan really becomes regardless of

how

simple and workable

it

pears to the casual observer.

ap-

An

approximation of the intricacies
may be guessed by those who
work in a very large city school
system, or have had occasion to
cut red tape in a government de-

partment.

The

motion

picture

of these superior photo-

producers have not been blind to
the huge waste, but there never

plays have been withdrawn from
service and at no time since has

has been a really satisfactory solution offered which could be en-

the material been accessible, eith-

dorsed

ively.

Most

er for theatrical

theatrical release.

release or non-

From

a strict-

whole-heartedly by the
producers and distributors. Furthermore, the theatrical market
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has always offered a lure

Men

oU greater returns.

non-theat-

see that the

market

rical

neither

is

even

nor

standardized

reasonably profitable. In
non-theatrical

the

fact,

market has complicated
and it
their problem,
would seem foolish for
them to give it too much
encouragement. There
ample eviis, however,
dence that the producers

do recognize a potentiality in the non-theatrical.

Periodically, a distribution

manager

ven-

will

ture to give the educa-

department of

tional

company
on

life,

asm

new

a

his

lease

but his enthusi-

wanes

soon

and

nothing very definite

is

accomplished. Everyone
believes there

is

undeveloped

field

a great
i

Victor ia the tournament, Huntington

education, but no one seems to be
able to unlock the secret.

Two
made

years ago an appeal

to the

was

Motion Picture Pro-

ducers and Distributors to permit
schools to salvage the old negatives

after

rical potentialities.

there

mem-

the respective

bers had exhausted

all

At

the theatthat time

was no machinery

whereby such

a

made workable.

set

up

plan could

be

With

the

com-

ing of sound films, an opportunity
afforded itself to

make one more

attempt to recover the veritable
silver

mine

of

motion

picture

new sound
would feel constrained to throw away the negatives which now contain even

Douglas Fairbanks, president of
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, in the name of
Mr.
the school boys and girls.
Frank Wood, executive secretary,
and Mr. Donald Gledhill, educational secretary, were authorized
to proceed.

The Academy

by the way,
ors,

is

composed

authors,

artists,

non-commercial, non-prof-

It is a
it

organization committed to the

best in motion pictures.
its

of

The University

appeal

was

made

Under

sponsorship, the professional

studied.

jiersonal

of act-

and other persons who have made
some very worth while contribution to the motion picture art.

aspects

value than ever.

Mo-

directors,

film

interests

of

Picture Arts and Sciences,

tion

negatives before the

less theatrical

awarded the wreath

is

at the

hands

of

Lady Marion.

n

e r n

motion

California

wherein

the

pictures

offers

best

are

of South-

courses

brains

are

A

trained for the picture industry.

to

These

courses

were

initiated

through

efforts of the

Remembering
readily
peal
in

this,

understood

was warmly

.\cademy.

can

it

why

be

the ap-

Withwas action

received-

a few days there

and plenty of it. A conference of
heads of visual education departments in several city schools of
Southern California pledged support. Immediately a familiar photoplay, "Robin Hood'' was offered to the group and all the
facilities of the United Artists'
laboratory were freely given to
the school representatives,

who

in

proceeded to
work out a revision which could
be used as a classroom device.
They did this free, purely in the
turn

immediately

interests of visual education.

One

of the conditions

imposed

by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences was that
the films so revised shall never be

3»
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placed into theatrical competition

icy of the

with current or future photoplays.
Quite naturally this condition did not even demand a
concession, because the aim of
schools is, or should be, to use
pictures for teaching purposes
rather than for entertainment. It
is apparent there is a most defi-

ment.

demarkation between

nite line of

means
if

of

those

individuals

con-

are

cerned.

practical ad-

ary

modify their

After prints

policy-

worn out by

are

use, the film

in turn will destroy same.

price per reel

modification and

number

While there
part

is

Academy

to be returned to the

which

to

controlled by

is

prints

of

leased.

disposition on the

is

Academy

the

of

subject to

is

to

lease

prints to the larger city systems
for exclusive use, provision

be

made

Acadeni)'

requires

also

that the activity shall

own
the

In other
negatives which
of

dollars

without

available

its

words, if
represent

costs.

millions

carry

made

are

any

fee

at-

it

more expedient
weekly

daily or

arrange for

to

rental.

The

revising,

negative,

and

together

with the laboratory costs of printing and handling.
This is also
very fair. It would certainly be
expecting too much to ask for

any

additional

burden

to

be

borne by the Academy.

accompany.

A

complete synopsis,

references, suggested meth-

ods of presentation, lists of proand sundry devices will be
enumerated.
jects

The

first film is

an experiment.

If it is successful,

schools will be

of the positive

prints.

to continue,

the

care

A service

fee attached will

the costs of the print

for

plus distribution.

The

directors of the visual edu-

cation

mentioned

centers

given their time

have

From

freely.

the

room use

in

schools to have physical posses-

has been

made

mind.
to

No

of a

To the end that teachers may
be able to make the most effective use of the film, an outline will

tension division,

permit the

will

upon the formal exhibition
reel of film.

of film for the

outset, they have kept the class-

The Academy

upon attitudes, reand results rather than

amount

areas.

editing,

actions,

almost

volved

the

the study where major emphasis

offered

or a reputable

some

centering around

activity

will be placed

short-

commercial exchange located in a
key city serving surrounding

in

presupposes

term leases will be handled
through some non-theatrical exchange such as a university ex-

tached, the schools are expected
to take care of the expense in-

cutting

It

the teacher will precipitate

will

to care for the needs of

projected.

is

titles,

the small school units which find

The

preparation before the pic-

pupil

organizations

film

that the clasf

have given proper prelimi*-

spective

the

derstand the difference, or will
not be able to see the difference,
then this entire plan falls as far

will

ture

who do

not un-

all

ment presupposes

lease will

vantages gained by an outright
sale, yet will not compel the re-

The

there are those

as

give the schools

show" and teaching by
Visual Aids. Of course

a "picture

United State Govern-

The long-term

an

unlimited

mere

cost

This is
the closest that schools have ever
been to a solution of their problem of an adequate source of supply, and a solution of their problem of distribution. The Academy is now in the frame of mind
if

schools

are

ready to support the idea in a
tangible way- This is without a
doubt a most significant move in
the

field of visual

education.

attempt

The schools

keep to the

of

Southern Cal-

ifornia will be able to use

enough

sion of prints, although the tran-

original

saction will be in the nature of a

but rather to preserve those ele-

of

long-term lease, rather than an

ments

expense.

outright sale.

is

that portion of the medieval his-

other sections of the country will

entirely as a matter of pre-

tory text with a picture interpre-

he given the opportunity to par-

made

cedent.

This imposition

Ever since the

film in-

theme
which

of the photoplay,

supplement

will

tation of a tournament,

life in

and

prints from the original revision

"Robin Hood" to care for the

ticipate.

The

If

schools located in

the proper response

dustry was established, the pol-

about a medieval

icy of selling the service rather

eantry of the period and a sketch

a position to carry on indefinitelj',

than the ownership of the film

from

and the schools

has been maintained.

Hood".

much

is

as

a part of the motion picture

business, as the
is

It

Monroe Doctrine

a part of the established pol-

the

castle, the

legend

The

film

of
is

pag-

"Robin
separated

is

forthcoming, the

Academy

will

have access

to a priceless storehouse of film

into three sections, each one of

which money cannot buy.

which may be considered a

film industry is giving

nite teaching unit.

defi-

The arrange-

is in

an investment

in

good

it

The
away as

will.
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Visual Education in Europe

and Leipzig

Berlin

(III)

M. Gregory
Museum, Cleveland Public Schools

\V.

Director Educational

Central
THE
cation and

Potsdammer
clearing

Strasse, Berlin,

center

lantern

films,

Edu-

Institute of

Instruction at 120

pictures,

slides,

charts, models,

and

terials that are

made

a

is

educational

for

all

ma-

visual

in

northern

and central Germany.
The Central

German

schools

and Cenare

censorship

mitted for

sub-

to the

picture department of the Central
Institute.

partment

The

cities

exhibits

ize

departments o f
might well organ-

visual

American

of

ma-

illustrative

and arrange such displays
the use of teachers. Firms

terials

for

where

The state picture deMunich is the clear-

pass upon them.

could

teachers could

If

purchase

if

Berlin has

a.

state organization

source of the best pictures for

is

in
German
Ludwig will supply
data.
The Central

Dr.

schools,

authoritative
Institute has

a large pedagogical library and is
responsible for the publication of
three magazines pertaining to

The Central
bition

halls

played

the

illustrative

Institute has exhi-

which are
most modern

in

material

for

buildings.

The

ma-

includes

castles,

mu-

seums, libraries, churches, monuments, bridges, streets, etc. This
department supplies reproductions
of masterpieces in art, but the
.selection is

limited

to

works

in

The Lantern

Slide Bureau of Berlin

tern slide bureau at 8

St.

The

school

collection

instruction

geography, science,

is

i

n

history,

art, literature,

used to exhibit school work submitted from different parts of

Each slide is accompanied
by a descriptive card, suggestions
and references. The office has
bound volumes of paper prints
of these slides, for use by those

Germany.

who

the cooperation of
firms.

The

many

different

large central hall

is

These exhibitions are
the basis of conferences and are

of lan-

slides

are appar-

machines

are

The Berlin Picture Play Bureau
for Schools

The

Berlin

Play Bu-

Picture

reau, under the direction of Dr.

Walter Gunther, is located in the
same building as the lantern slide
This organization supmotion
pictures to the

bureau.

list

The

projection

plies

selection of subjects easy.

Bochumer
composed of
carefully chosen slides numbering about 12,000 and adapted to

an attractive permanent display through

The use

seemed to be an event rather than

make
The

of

in

and circula-

tern slides in the Berlin schools

pictures are catalogued so as to

Berlin has a well organized lan-

botany,

best of Germany's objective

shown here

historic

dis-

biology, chemistry, mineralogy,
physics and other subjects. The
terial is

German

German museums.

educational affairs.

responsible

is

rather clumsy.

director of the Central Insti-

tures

who

tion of the slides.

The
The National Picture Department
at 69 Wilhelm Strasse

tute

and if one desires information
concerning the use of motion pic-

the director

ently used as a basis for lectures.

The

Professor Doctor Ludwig,

is

for the organization

struction.

in the

arranged by the Central Institute.

i.s

to schools

and are sent by post. Dr. Ella
Tretchner is one of the workers
in this bureau, which serves the
city of Berlin only.
Herr Thiel

fewer mistakes

visual materials.

which supplies excellent 8x10
photographs of famous buildings
and their interiors. This is the

yearly

made into unit sets for
The slides are loaned
for two tu five months,

a practical aid to every day in-

in

Bavaria.

slides are

upon materials offered for sale it would be a splendid service and there would be

in

Southern Germany and
The program for the
picture week conference

experts

data

obtain

ing center for motion pictures to

be used

new

circulation.

materials

Institute

to be used in northern

extending

in

should be invited to display their

All motion pictures which are
tral

very valuable
ideas.

schools of Berlin.

Most

of the

width
and average approximately
800 feet in length. The bureau
has about 620 subjects for school
use.
During August, Dr. Gunther held a series of meetings for
teachers and instructed them concerning the use and projection of
films.
This department has a
large staff and is growing more
rapidly than that in any other
subjects are on

stalndard

filrri

type of visual work.

The

films

are used entirely in large audito-

riums in
manner.

a

semi-entertainment

W.

L. of Berlin

etc.

make

.school.

selections

Relatively

few

for

the

of

the

T.

T.

W.

L.

is

a central organiza-

tion for the distribution of visual

material for technical workers.
This material consists of lantern
slides, photographs, and a few

The Educational Screen
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models.

All

industries

the

of

which require technical skill are
represented by sets of slide pictures interspersed with diagrams
and made into sets which are
used widely

in the

schools in Ger-

The diagrams

many.

are excel-

the

Docks, loading
marine engines, signaling appaing.

and many

nautical

instruction

in

the

sesses

material

visual

adapted

to technical

as the T.

W.

L.

well

so

instruction

Those

interested

Professor G. W.
Hanffstengel of T. W. L., Berlin,
Excellent
S. W. for information.

may

write

to

models

different types of fish-

machines,

and accuracy. Each set of slides
is accompanied by a booklet for
For example, "Gas
instruction.
from Coal," consists of lantern
slides which are photographs and
diagrams accompanied by an explanatory text. This is material
detailed

and

displays

showing

of

are represented by

fisheries

splendid

ratus,

manufacture of coal gas, to be
used in the technical high school.
No institution in this country pos-

and practical aspect

scientific

lent in their clearness, simplicity

for

The

ing of commercial leaders.

different types of

instruments are so displayed as to be used for practice
and demonstration. Such an institution as this museum renders

commerce
a country. The mu-

restored rooms, so that the evo-

seum has many

issued

value

practical
cost.

j)ublications

Dr. Albert

low-

at

Penk was

oi

for

.i

long time the Director of this museum and his efforts to obtain

high standards in the material
displayed and the publications issued have given the institution
an excellent standing. Teachers
interested in trade and

might

some

find

of

commerce
postal

the

from the

hibited

much

ex-

Berlin schools

rooms

exhibit

these

use

is

earliest to the

The

present time.

with

German

profit in their

his-

Photographs may be obtained of any of the collection on
tory.

application

Brunner

Carl

Director

to

Closter

au

Strasse,

Berlin.
Dr. Franz Stoedtner

valuable service to the

and trade of

customs

lution of domestic

The members

Univer-

the

of

and
with
deposited
have
art schools
Dr. Franz Stoedtner their photographs.
This has resulted in a
of photographs
collection
large
has organDr.
Stoedtner
which
for colavailable
made
ized and
is
material
The
leges and schools.
sity of Berlin, high schools

excellent in the classical subjects,

history of
art
is

and

Germany, geography,
This material

literature.

of service

students

to

inter-

diagrams are used
technical sets, and are of a quality that our chart makers might

cards and publications useful in

ested in ancient history and the

This museum
example of one of the great

classics.

well copy.

ences

in

Some
would

trade

find this material

ful as a

room

our

of

of the

all

schools

very use-

pattern for practical class-

ideas in the different trades.

Vocational counselors would extend

influence

their

their

in

would

organize

sets of slides, pictures

and films

schools

which

if

they

told the story of different

occupations

type are

in

and lead
their

Museum
is

Germany which inspire
the Germans to expand

overseas

trade

com-

and

might greatly increase their results if they had such an institution

leadership.

for

growth

the

of

The

rapid

departments

commerce and industry

of

our

in

universities indicate the need of

Visual aids of this

higher training so well done here.

and

demand because

of

Museum

of

Oceanography

200 miles

of

German National Cos-

from

the

German

Houses,
utensils, vehicles, popular medicines, and restored interiors are

Universitj- of Berlin, permits the

interesting

highest tyj>e of instruction for the
officers of the navy, and a train-

figures in

all

combined

life.

to depict the differ-

ent phases of the peoples'
It is

life.

unfortunate that so
material

into small rooms.

is

Many

much

crowded
life size

costume are placed

Mnsettm

was

institution

estab-

lished t)rigiiially to train officers

German

of the

railways.

It is to-

day a storehouse for transportaIt has a large
tion machinery.
collection of full-sized locomocars

tives,

different

of

turn

bridges,

-

types,

switches,

tables,

macoal-loading
has an extensive display of signal apparatus and
apparently vast quantities of dupand

signals

chinery.

It

apparatus which have been
preserved for no specific use.

This institution is devoted to
preserving and exhibiting the folk
mores of

(

Traffic Engineering

This

licate

tumes and Domestic Industries

and yet it has a Museum f
Oceanography. Its purpose is the
scientific stud)- of the ocean and
to promote the practical aspects
•A trade and commerce. The connection of this museum with the
sea,

influ-

merce. In this country our chamber of commerce organizations

their social usefulness.

Berlin

in

an

is

inspir-

in a clear

ing manner.

their classes.

in

The

collection of full-size rail-

properly laid is a superb illustration of the evolution

road

rails

Water transpor-

of the iron rail.

by working
models of canals, locks, dams,
docks and bridges. The museum
tation

issues

is

illustrated

postal

cards,

and photographs

catalogues
may be

which

(Concluded on page 60)
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Experiments with Talkies in American Schools

First

WlLLIAM LeWIN
American school to
THE
be permanently equipped for

ready

showing talking pictures

produced,

first

School

Hotchkiss

is

the

Lakevills,

at

Connecticut, where the Western

The

first

experimental program

The
shown

of educational talking pictures to

be scheduled in the public school
system of an American city will

Newark, New
May.
G. Balcom, Assistant

be conducted

at

Jersey, in April and

Arthur

for the schools,

scene correlates with English, by

and Newark continues
leader.

has been installed.

first

tions
with geography
scene.showing Indian dances correlate
with history and virtually every

Yale

the

Newark was

buy these

city to

system

sound

portable

Electric

When

owns.

Chronicles of America films were
the
to

be a

scheduled to

first talkie

be"

on "Administrative Departments of the
Federal Government." This is a
civics film prepared from the
standpoint

of

the

The

high

junior

film

is

designed

not only to impart concrete

in-

Superintendent of Schools in
Charge of Visual Education at
Newark and President of the National Academy of Visual Instruction, has arranged to secure

formation as to the functions of
the various officers of the president's cabinet, but also to stimu-

and teachers, in cooperation with Wendell
G. Shields of Electrical Research

interest in the subject of

can government, to lead pupils to
read books of general information

Products,

in this field.

the reactions of pupils

Western

subsidiary

Inc.,

of

used in a series of twenty schools,
including elementary, junior

and

high,

The

high

senior

recently

schools.

perfected portable

discussion

intelligent

of

current events and, by arousing-

The

Electric. Talkies will be

film

Ameri-

two

junior

the Interior Department
Washington and proceeding to

fices of

visit

the

concrete

affording

a

exercises

in

Office

Education,

of

type of apparatus, similar to that

where they

used in securing reactions to the
Kitson film at various universi-

liam Cooper, United States

Dr.

W.

J.

ciation,

Education Asso-

interestingly

is

Products,

Inc.,

to

illustrate

of material

to the

needs of the

schools.

talk to Dr.

John Wil-

Com-

made

of

some

of the extraordi-

nary films being created by
America's great producers of
Fox,
sound newsreels today
Paramount, and Pathe. That this
material will be invaluable to future historians should not blind

—

will increasingly take

com's regular staff of projectionists, will handle the reproducing

their questions,

apparatus.

He

is

now

being

in-

structed in the use of the new
equipmetit by Electrical Research

Mr. Alston, in turn,
will instruct John H. Peck and
Arthur L. Millmore, who now
engineers.

travel

from school to school on

regular circuit
lent pictures.

show the siNewark has long
to

been a leader in visual education,

and

it is

likely that

will before

sound prints

long be added to the

800,000 feet of film

Newark

al-

of the govern-

ment, and as Dr. Cooper answers
the

film

shows

its

current educational val-

It is likely

ue.

that the schools

advantage

of the wonderful material being

made

available

by news-record-

concretely what* the commissioner

ing units operating sound

means.

at

Within the space

of

half

an

hour, the film vicariously enables
a class to meet, see, and hear the

President,

and

The

five

the

Vice

members

class

the

possibility of adapting this type

trative branches

be used at

intro-

duced in the film. He and Dr.
Cooper and the boys are the special characters around whom the
story is woven, mostof the material being taken from the library ui
Fox-Movietone newsreels and assembled by the educational department of Electrical Research

Newark.
Robert L. Alston, of Mr. Bal-

will

for
oral

Crabtree, Secretary

of the National

us to

summer,

and

composition.

missioner of Education. The boys
ask questions about the adminis-

ties last

basis

written

School use should, indeed, be

shows

high-school boys entering the ofat

;

in the schools is

school pupil.

late

:

President,

of the cabinet.

learns realistically of

strategic

points

truck,-:

throughout

the world.

Pending
actual

development .)f
experiments

be conducted,

will

with

No

the

text-films,

in part at least,

semi-educational

material.

educahas yet

scientific evaluation of

Uncle Sam's problems, and ma-

tional

provided for correlation
with subjects other than civics.
For example, scenes showing the
transportation of cattle over the
Mexican border suggest correla-

been- made, and none is likely to.be
completed during the present academic year, but it is likely that

terial is

much

talking pictures

pupil-interest in civics, cur-

rent events,

science,

geography,

—A

A
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vocational guidance, music, and

English composition will be
stimulated meanwhile.
That progressive educators
may count on the cooperation of
our great industrial leaders and
newsreel editors in providing experimental sound reels is indicated by the reports of leading
field.
This is in
with the dictum of Colonel

licensees in this
line

(5)

(6)

sound pictures would probably be worked out in connection
with industrial and intramural
porations.

films for

Such

cor-

films are already

providing a fruitful
experimentation.

By

large

field for

early

of

industrial

sound pictures and other nontheatrical productions made on
the Western Electric system up
to February 1, 1930:
A
(1) "Finding His Voice"
one-reel animated cartoon
showing how talking pictures
are recorded and

—

projected.
(2) "Servicing
reel

new
neer

—

Sound" A oneshowing the

picture

occupation of the engi-

who

services

sound

(3)

(4)

describing

picture

modern

(8)

newspaper plant.
"Graham-Paige"

— A three-

production wherein the
Graham Brothers address
reel

their
dealers
on various
phases of their business.
(9) "Chevrolet Motor Car"—
one reel production showing

of the tests to

"Safety"— A
duction

the

National

Congress held

Safety
fall in

for

three-reel pro-

"Characteristics

of

Sound"

—A one-reel picture describ-

last

Chicago.

—

"Gas Appliances" A onepicture showing various
gas appliances and

reel

(12) "Birthplace

of

Sound"—

one-reel picture illustrating

and describing some of the
functions of the Bell Laboratories.

Benning"—A four-reel
production made for the
United States Army, illustrating machine gun assembly and various army

(13) "Ft.

maneuvers.
(14) "Studebaker

Special"

—

A

condensation of
Studebaker four-reel pic-

i

The

show

their beauty

is

Light

Electric

Association"

—Ten

reels

in

which many of the activities
and addresses of the NELA
convention are recorded.
A two(16) "Majestic Radio"
reel production describing
the Majestic radio and illus-

—

trating

its

quality.

(17) "Cancer Operation"

—

A

three-reel picture describing

the operation for cancer.
(18)

"Oakland

Motor

Car"—

production similar
to the Chevrolet picture.

one-reel

In addition to the above, four

suund pictures have been produced by the American Telephone & Telegraph Company ilphases

lustrating

of

telephone

transmission and service.
The National Education Association convention at
Atlantic
City this

month

mark an im-

will

portant turning point in the de-

their use.

ture.

finally

(15) "National

which

Chevrolet cars are put.

track to

and endurance,
into the show-

illustrated.

pictures

one-reel

theatres.

ways

of the

talking

the functions of a

(11)
will be interested in

some

which

—

licensees.

list

room where

one-reel

(10)

following

and

"Introducing Dr. Kitson"
A two-reel production dem-

be of advantage in
teaching certain subjects.
(7) "Chicago Daily News"

experimental
classroom talkies will have been
completed in Electrical Researcli
Products, Inc., through its

the

gical operation.

may

the time this article appears

Educators

the cars are built and tested,
to the race

illus-

their speed

some

print, additional

in

picture

trating and describing a sur-

in

tional

educational

one-reel

onstrating

Fred L. Devereux at Columbia
University last summer, that the
first steps in the development of
a technique for producing educa-

"Hernia of the Diaphragm"

—A

four-reel picture

velopment of visual education.
of progresThe eyes and ears

—

sive

educators

—not

educators, but of

—

all

only visual
progressive

—

educators will be attracted by
the new experiments about to be I
the world's
launched.

When

greatest business men, the world's

motion picture engiand the world's greatest
educators join hands to bring
greatest
neers,

new

instrumentalities to the ser-

vice of youth,
tion

of

the

democratiza-

educational

opportunity

moves on apace.
It will

a complete presentation

be interesting to observe

ing and explaining some of

is

the fundamentals of sound

of

story.

the accession of strength that will

and its transmission.
"Hollywood Sound Studios"

cjme to the visual education
movement with the perfection of

studios of various producers

Various executives of that
company address the public on many phases of the
motor car industry, take
them through the Studebak-

on the West Coast.

er plant,

—A

one-reel

picture illus-

trating and discussing the

the

\

Studebaker

showing them how

the classroom

A.
ual

talkie.

Probably

W. Abrams,

Chief of the VisInstruction Division of the

New York

State Education De-

—

:
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partment and a leading authority
on visual education, will rejoice
that he is no longer forced to
state what he has long considered
the chief handicap of the silent
classroom movie:

"For educational uses, aside
from the question of expense, the
chief weaknesses of the motion
picture are the absence of discussion while observation

is going
on and the consequent lack of
training in observation and in the

power

The

of verbal expression.

deeper and more significant features to be observed are ovei^looked,

true

weak, and

The same

mental reaction is
study is superficial.

results

may

ise of still pictures,

less likely."

(Vol.

Encyclopedia

attend the

but are

much

and

p.

Americana,

in

soon measure. The ability of the
talkie to develop powers of verbal
expression will likewise be
tested before long.

The fundamental

principle

to

be borne in mind while experi-

menting

probably
N.
University of

in this field is

by

stated

best

Freeman

the

of

Frank

Dr.

Chicago

"The

essential contrast

is

not

between the senses of vision and
hearing.
tion

.

.

Direct percep-

.

on by means of

carried

is

various senses

—not

—while thought
largely by means
23,

144,

1925

will pro-

it

observaexperiments will

scientific

tion,

(Vol.
28,

what extent

to

vide direct training

carried

on

of language."

Encyclopedia

217,

p.

vision alone

is

Brittannica).

Dr. Freeman

edition).

out

points

that

"sense perception of concrete ex-

To what

extent the sound track
the film will provide the necSsary authoritative
discussion

I

observation

vhile

is

going on,

Minimum

perience alone has

meaning

little

while an overemphasis on verbalism without
sufficient concrete experience
or

significance,

leads to error and confusion of

thought.

... A

well rounded

education employs

each for

its

prdper purpose."

Let this principle of securing a
happy balance between the verbal and the concrete, between the
contemplative and the active
phases of life, become one of our
axioms in the development of
text-films.
The corollaries and
the more intricate psychological
implications of the development
of

classroom

talkies

we

—and

when we

learn

see

shall

hear

the results of the researches to be
conducted in connection with the
ever-changing subject-matter of
our enriched curricula.

Let us hope that, in setting up
their classroom experiments, viswill follow the
ual educators
techniques established by Freeman and Wood and outlined in
that classic text, William A. McCall's

"How

to

Experiment

in

Education."

Standard Equipment for Visual Education
James G. Sigman
Director Visual Education, Philadelphia Schools

gradual
THE
struction

only expensive to buy, but carries

aids in all

problems with

growth of inby means of visual
schools, public and pri-

vate, has focused the attention of
superintendents and budget-mak-

everywhere upon their cost
and maintenance. Visual equipment has ceased to be an extra
ers

item or a luxury, supplied per-

haps by the generous ParentTeachers Association or from the
School Fund. Its use has become
.so important and so nearly universal that visual aids are

now

being installed with the initial organization of practically all modern schools, higher and lower.

With

this

tance has

increasing

come the

careful .selection
icp.

iriif'

impor-

necessity for

and constant up

Visual equipment

is

not

a

host

ery

of

attendant

school

its

projection

purchase. Ev-

executive

naturalh^

wants to obtain the most and the
best for his outlay, and to see his
new equipment housed and used
with 100% -efficiency. But while
the old slogan "Every visual aid
has its value", is undoubtedly
true, the fact remains that there
are some devices which are far
more valuable than others. Therefore the study of state and city
authorities

to

evaluate

visual

equipment, and to create standards for the most valuable types,

and for
schools,

their exact allotment to

has

taken

on

definite

form and being.

One

of the first directors of vis-

ual education to undertake this

task

was Mr. Abrams, the pioneer
field in New York

Director in this
State.

He had

discovered early

in his official career that a state-

wide distributing agency for
ual material
sorts

is

vis-

likely to find all

and conditions of projection

apparatus in use under widely
varying conditions, many times
unsuitable for school instruction
at all.
In an effort to raise the
standard of visual equipment everywhere, he offered two types of
school service, the monthly and
the weekly, to school committees.
Schools must have certain standard equipment in regard to four
items in order to obtain the better service.
These were divided
into the following: I, Lanterns;
2, Screens; 3, Dark Shades; 4,

,
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Lantern Stands. To have these
four requirements present in every
room in every school building
scored perfect equipment and
complete state service for such a

Public Ins'tructioii

city.

this division.

was

It

my

pleasure and privi-

lege to visit one of these standard-

equipment

my

cities in

observa-

tion of various visual systems in

the

of eastern states

cities

last

This place was Schenec-

spring.

where

tady,

schools

the

all

actually are equipped and stand-

100%

ardized

service. It

is

that

ever,

for the state slide

only

fair to say,

how-

100%

splendid

this

school-room equipment has not
yet been extended to include mo-

equipment everywhere in the .Schenectady schools,
and also that the General Electric
tion-picture

Company

factor in the standardizing

Other

ment.
tunate
if

may

move-

not so for-

cities

therefore take heart

they have

not

reached

these

high standards.
In our own state the pioneer in

was Pittsburgh. Our
chairman, Dr. John A. Hollinger,
this

field

gave the speaker mingled feelings
of envy and despair upon the occasion of his visit to that progresin the same study of
systems which has just
been mentioned. As Dr. Hollinger
unfolded the story of Pittsburgh's service and delivery system; its personnel, supply, and
capital outlay budget its teachertraining and museum service; its
film and slide library; and its
fine school equipment in both the
lantern and motion-picture pro-

sive

city

visual

;

jectors field,

made

I

in

less

to

Dr.

Hoban

field of vis-

and has

ual instruction,

in the

placed

Directorship of

Among many

im-

mediate contributions of value

to

the literature of this professional
field,

Dr.

Hoban has

outlined the

standard

equipment

minimum

for all types of schools in his re-

published

cently

"Summary

of

Techniques of Visual and
Other Sensory Aids for Teachers
in Service and Teachers in Training."* This attempt to)standardize
the visual equipment in all our
schools of all grades and sizes

the

will doubtless
last

an

serve to

offer at

effective chart for school

administrators to follow in their
initial appropriations.

The

characteristic

feature

of

Dr. Hoban's program for Visual

Education

Pennsylvania is its
breadth.
It
is
not merely a
teacher- training program, nor n
in

slide-circulation

system.

It

in-

cludes these in manifold measure,

but

also

provides

for

pictorial

materials, for the use of object-

specimen-model

materials,

for

and
blackboard
for the
traditional
and laboratory equipment, with
hints for their correct classroom
use.
The emphasis seems to be
placed where it belongs, not
merely upon their purchase, but
upon their correct and constant
motion-picture

projection,

teaching needs" in the wide!}'
varying communities of a great
,

state.

After some nine months of
study and experimentation in one
of the school districts of our state
upon this very problem of equipment, I am going to present
briefly what have seemed to be
the

needs

visual

of

own

our

schools, reduced to lowest terms.
shall follow Dr. Hoban's method of dividing the schools into
two types, elementary and higher,
although departing from some of
his sub-divisions and suggestion.s
I

for local visual libraries.

There are seven distinct sides
equipment and ser-

to the visual

vice

required

every

in

school.

Visual education to be effective

must be well-served, and
automobile,

its first

cost

like the

is

not

al-

ways the greatest consideration.
The following phases of visual
needs might be summarized
1

:

Proper

projection

apparatus,

(still or motion)
2, Proper darkening devices for class-room 3.
Suitable screens, purchased or
;

;

improvised 4, Stands for propurposes
Storage or
5,
;

jection

;

delivery facilities

borrowing of

;

6,

Buying

or

sufficient slide an<l

film material for projection pur-

poses;

7,

Demonstration

teacher-training in

ment and

From

their

and

adjust-

use.

this list of necessities for

total installation

organized visual instruction, two
will be passed over rather lightly,

might never
reach the Schenectady standard

vice of delivery and repair, since

use.
of

While the
visual

material

the teacher-training and the ser-

had

room in every school,"
variety and economy also have to
be served by all school administrators as twin divinities. Dr. Ho-

than ten years in

ban thus begins with minimum

the State Teachers Colleges are
doing such a splendid work in the
former field, and so many indu.>trial and museum agencies are
cooperating with the schools in

standards, within the reach of

the latter.

realized

visual

strides

supervision to the

its

been a generous

has

come

has

realize the necessity of extending

what great

equipment

Pittsburgh, and that

I

was

face

of "every

all

The

other five points

in-

communities, adding the
recommendation that others be
purchased "sufficient to meet

concern our subject of minimum
standard equipment more diand will be reviewed
rectly,

our forwardlooking State Superintendent of

See note on page 23 of The Educational Screen for January, 1930.

rapidly as listed.

to-face in Philadelphia with a tre-

mendous problem

in

an infant

dustry of vital value.

More

recently

school

*

(To be concluded in March issue)
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Second Semester Visual
Education Courses

Many
come

announcements

have

to us of courses in visual

education which are being offered

semester at various colleges.
From Dr. C. F. Hoban, Director of Visual Instruction for the
state of Pennsylvania, we have
this

received a program of a meeting
of college representatives

which

be held February 13th and
14th under the direction of Dr.
Hoban for the purpose of training
college teachers in the new course
on visual and other sensory techniques. This credit course is
established in all State Teacher
Colleges in Pennsylvania and
several accredited colleges, and
in extension by some of them.
At Boston University Mr. Abraham Krasker is conducting a
Visual Education course, which
will discuss the place of motion
will

I

pictures

teaching, history

in

their use in schools,

tures

available

for

16mm

Mr.

35min
and oper-

word from

W.

sion

H. Blough of the ExtenDepartment,
Wittenberg

College,

Springfield,

Ohio,

of

their plan to include a course in

"Visual

Aids

in

Education"

in

their teacher-training curriculum
this semester.

Ifew Little Theatre Openings

Two more
added

theatres have been

cinema"
group. The Film Bureau launched
to

the

"little

include

Miss

Elizabeth Perkins, Mrs. Stephen
F.

Miss

Voorhees,

Smith

W.

Roy

and

among others.
The Motion

Sophie

K.

Winton

the

fourth

Picture

Theatre

The Cinema, which
of

their

chain

is

and

which, like the other three, will
present silent films only.

A

fe.i-

ture of the architectural aspect of
the

Cinema

is

the absence of seats

outside the direct line of vision.

Wide
down

aisles are at the sides

the

two blocks
rectly

middle,
of seats,

before

George

the

of

life

to
of

under the
Burkner Mc-

VV^ashington

direction of William

Groarty, president of the Washington Society of Alexandria, one
of the oldest patriotic societies in

America.

The

film will be in

two

sections, the finst of which, clos-

Guild has opened a little theatre
in Chicago on East Chicago Avenue, called

"talkie"

a

the

and

making only
which are dithe

screen,

auditorium being rectangular

in

ing with General Washington
reviewing the .Alexandria Light
Infantry, will be available to pa-

and

triotic

and

organizations

civic

The second

schools.

will picture the

part

busy .'\lexandria

of the present.

Transmission of Color Pictures

Color television, making possiby wire and
the reproduction of moving objects in their natural color, has
ble the transmission

recently

been

demonstrated

at

the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

The apparatus, except

for the

isms,

size vs.

also have had

enterprise

now under way

Plans are

make

shape.

ation of machines.

We

new

directors of the

George Washington
Filmed

Life of
to be

A New

safety vs. inflam-

size, state regulations,

The

ity of 300.

•B

sub-

need of a visual department in ..
school system, how to organize
it,

its second Little Picture House
on East Fiftieth Street, New York
City,
during Christmas week,
equipped for sound and silent pictures and having a seating capac-

l(**«<4««lllllll tit) tint l***<**tillll«*i

addition of special color mechan-

jects, criteria for selecting films,

and manage
mable films,

ItllttllllKdtllllllllltllMKIIIIIIIIIIIIIMItllll

pic-

motion
school

of

STAFF

Radio Correspondence
Motion Picture Course

The course

Aspects
of the Motion Picture" given at
the University of Southern California,

in "Social

described

previously

The Educational Screen

was the same

dem-

as that

onstrated three years ago in

for

in

No-

is now being concorrespondence and
radio under Dr. Boris V. Morkovin.
It consists of twelve radio
lessons (one-half hour each Wednesday evening beginning Jar
uary 1st and lasting through
March 26th), twelve written lessons, two conferences, one supervised examination and collateral
reading.
The credit granted for
the completed course is two semester or three quarter units.

York and Washington.

a

New

wire and radio test between

The

dif-

ference between the color television

and the regular
machine is merely the

apparatus

television

vember

1929,

addition

ducted

by

each transmitting a current corresponding to the amount of the

of

three

electric

eyes,

natural color in the subject.

The

color picture

is

restricted

at present to the size of a postage

stamp, but eventually,
the laboratories,

it

ble to project on a

it is

said at

will be possi-

much

larger

screen.

A

Berlin

engineer,

Herr Ah-

ronheim, has discovered a new
process for transmitting colored

—

—

—

:
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films

He

and pictures over the

radio.

Academy

National

of Visual Instruction

claims that the process con-

a constructive element not
used for telegraphy before and
which entails very little expense
above the apparatus now^ in use
for sending black and white pic-

Meeting

sists of

THE

official

announcement from the

Academy

reads as follows

Work, Newark Museum, Newark, N.

J.

SECOND SESSION

:

Tuesday, February 25th at 6 P. M.

Radio Instruction in

The National Academy

New

New^ York

City

fine start in radio

has

made

of Visual In-

meet concurrently with
the Department of Superintendence at
struction

York Schools
a

education with

will

Atlantic City holding

meetings the

its

afternoons of February 2Sth and 26th at

the series of educational lectures

2 o'clock with a banquet on

which are being broadcast to the
high schools since November.
The lectures are given by specialists on museum staffs and are

ning of February 2Sth at 6

illustrated

with

lantern

slides.

permit members of the

new

the

schools re-

ceiving them by radio.

Other courses

of instruction for

those of high school age have also
been broadcast, ranging in scope

and psychology.
the museums on

art to civics

Lectures from
general topics, musical programs,

in

the

spacious hall

of

the

M. Davidson, Superintendent
Pittsburgh,

work

in child

psy-

Academy meetings(A) "Contributions of Visual Aids
and Other Materials to Instrucand
tion,
Culture, Recreation

sub-divisions

their

as

A talking picture of child growth
would be able to show (1) the development of speech, by means of recording
the utterings of children;

(2)

the de-

velopment of social behavior, by means
of pictures showing the child's reaction
in play and study to adults and other
children, and (3) the growth of play v<
work, by means of pictures showing the
child's master\' of materials.

J.

—

of

Hot

Dr. C. F.

Harrjsburg,
Pa.—William
Dudley, Chicago, Ill.^Daniel

H.

Knowlton, New York City— Alfred
Abrams, Albany, N. Y.

C
W.

THIRD SESSION

—

—Range and Character
—Organization and
Appropriation
—Teacher
—

"Application of Sound to Educational
Motion Pictures" under the direction
of V. C.

;

5

4

in

State

Education,
A.

Hine,

College

Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C.
Clyde Fisher, Cur-

J.

—John

E.
of

charge

of

President,

—

Atlanta,
In

:

—W. W.
—
Museum
Mass. —
Way,

—
— R. EnVisual
Department
Ga. — Mrs. Sarah

Philadelphia, Pa.

Director,

o'clock

1

of Executive

Jersey Society of Visual Instruc-

tion

HoUinger, Director of Science, Nature Study, School Gardens and VisualPittsburgh, Pa.
Charles K.
ization,
Toothaker, Curator, The Commercial

Museum,

M. Special Session

M. Speakers will be
Lawrence R. Winchcll,

New

.\.

low,

P.

2 P.
;

—

Montclair, N.

invited at

Committee.

:

Teachers,

are especially

this time.

1

Training

of Re-

Academy and

FOURTH SESSION

Tuesday, February 25th at 2 P. M.
Speakers will be
James G. Sigman, Director of Visual
Mrs.
Instruction,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Kathryn B. Greywacz, Curator of New
E. Winifred
Jersey State Museum
for

Director

of the

Wednesday, February 26th at

Personnel.

Crawford, Instructor

Arnspiger,

Members

search.

so

of Service
Distribution; 3

2

from the broadwalk. The

Electrical Research Products, Inc. will
give a special demonstration of the

work

in

of

field

FIRST SESSION

actions.

Superirttendent

ban,

their friends

Use of Leisure Time"
(B) Speakers are requested to touch

chology.
Mothers or guardians of the very
young would be able to understand the
actions and answer the needs of growing children if they had an opportunity
to observe their natural, spontaneous

Logan,

ter the hall

visual instruction in conwith Univers'ities, State and
City Public School Systems and Museums, this will be the topic of the

1

the use of sound films in record-

H.

John

Schools, Newark, N.

applies

University of Vienna, advocates

will

'^

be:

administer

for Psychology

the

of Schools,

Other Speakers

Pa.

nection

far

of

—

Principal Address
"Significance of
the Picture in Teaching", by William

Place
Booth M2, Exhibition Hall,
Atlantic City Auditorium. This booth
is immediately to the right as you en-

upon these

Buhler,

Room, Ambassa-

Wednesday, February 26th at 10 A. M.

Academy meetings in the
afternoon. Since the Academy personnel is made up largely of those who

Sound Films Urged

Charlotte

^Japanese

at 6:30 o'clock.

attend the

lessons in training the speakint;-

ing research

to at-

—

.\tlantic City Auditorium (S minute
walk from the Ambassador Hotel) and

and singing voice, English literature, psychology and correct
speech have been included.

Dr.

Academy

tend the inspirational meetings of the
Department of Superintendence held

the schools and the lectures are
in

o'clock-

in the Japanese Room of the Ambassador Hotel. This arrangement will

Copies of the slides are sent to

synchronized

:30

the eve-

Banquet
dor Hotel

all

mornings

from

City

February 25th and 26th

National

tures.

at Atlantic

Educational

Whittinghill,

Head

of

De-

partment of Visual Instruction, Detroit.
Michigan
Ruth D. Crawford, Director
of

for

E.

I.

Educational

Chief, Industrial

Section

Division,

Cambridge,
and
Motion Picture

Children,

—

ator Visual Instruction, .American

seum
City

of

Natural

—Ellsworth

History,

Mu-

New York

C. Dent, Secretary of

Bureau of Visual Instruction, Extension Division, University of Kansas—^
F. Dean McClusky, Director of The
Scarborough School, New York.
Reports

o

f

Committees,

Business. Election of Officers.

General

47
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FOREIGN NOTES
CONDUCTED BY OTTO

bly accompanied by the

Cinematographic Institute, organ

League of Nations,

is

ning to make a regular survey oi
what has been achieved by the
various nations, with regard to
the production of educational,
scholastic, documentary or purely
recreative films.

To

appeal to all
editors of such

producers and

of

and by photographs, must
be sent to the International Educational Cinematographic Insti-

Villa Torlonia, Via
tute
Lazzaeo Spallanzani 1. (Docu:

,

mentation Office)

The Educational Screen

tional

has

refer, in

Interna-

to the

previous issues,

Review mentioned above.)

begging them to communicate with the International Insti-

Immense Program of New

own

Cultural Films

films,

tute

their

program

of

production.

To encourage

the

creation of

such films and make known what
is being produced in that line, the
Institute will dedicate some pages

Review
Educational Cinematography

of

International

the

of

to

advertisement of the films
which are being prepared, also
publishing photographs to illusthe

trate their educational, scientific,

documentary or technical character. The Review is a
monthly publication edited by the
scholastic,

Institute.

appears

It

in English,

German. Italian and
Spanish. Thousands of copies
are being circulated and it is read
by 52 various nations.
French,

In this way, a general propa-

Russia was the first to move
forward, to leave the old psychological dramas, the eternal triangles, and

crowd

the

to

give the cinema

films.

Potemkin

and

the other epics of the period,
were films of the masses; in the

all

evolution
this

of

intelligent

cinema

was extremely important, but

not the last word. Before the
rest of the world has even accepted the crowd film Russia has
it is

into

moved

the

general-economic,
sanitary-e d u c a-

tional, political-educational, scientific

and popular

intellectual

cinema.

The film is no longer to be a
purely emotional affair; Russian

nary educator to realize how
completely Russia is covering the
field of visual

education.

Almost

subject

receives

possible

For example there is
new cultural film called The
Morning of a Healthy Human
attention.

a

was

which

Being,

by

directed

The theme

Roshal.

of

this, pic-

ture is the problem of normal,
healthy rest and healthy sleep. It
is

shown how important

it

clean the teeth properly, to

is

to

wear

low heels, etThere is a subtitle at the
end which reads: "Go home and
think over how you ought to begin your day tomorrow mornAmong the hundreds of
ing."
hygienic clothes,
cetera.

other subjects one can find a new
Mezhrabpom film. Poultry Breed-

an anti-alcohol production.
Kno7v Thyself, which is being
prepared with the help of the PeoCommissariat for Public
ple's
Health, and a series of propaganda pictures, Collective Farm

ing,

producers will use the film as a
machine to make people think.
Emotions have been analyzed,

Agitation.

and the films can be cut

A

accordint;-

scientific,

expeditional and school themes.
It is very difficult for the ordi-

every

had frequent occasion to

we

this end,

list

titles

plan-

agricultural,

ethnographical,

All kind of information, possi-

International Educational

of the

be circu-

will

lated in every country.

an Invitation
The

and

tional value,

and

FORKERT
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An Announcement

M.

Moreover, every care

is

taken

that these films reach the villages.
boat, called "The Cultural
Campaign of the Mezhrabpom",
made trips up ond down the Vol-

is

to formulas of emotion, so that a

being organized by the Institute,
which offers in an entirely disin-

milk separator can be made dramatic and can be made instantly
desirable to the conservative

ga, last year,

peasant.

screened in the smallest hamlets,

Vufku, the most important producing firm in the Ukrain, plan

while exhibitions on agriculture,
industry and cultural construction
were organized on the boat.

ganda

for

terested

ducers

educational

way
of

every

eventually be
of

the

country.

catalogue

international

Institute

help

to

films

published by

all

films

pro-

An
will

the

which are

<leemed to possess a real educa-

158 culture films for the coming

year

;

they will have industrial-

ber.

from

The very

May

to Octo-

best pictures were

OSWELL BlAKESTON

:

4S

:

:
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS

1

CONDUCTED BY MARION
iniHiiiiMfiiiii

for use in teaching occupational

department "Parents' Questions"

information

a sane

students.

discussion

offered

is

in

answer to a question which must

The

trouble parents frequently.

boy of twelve wants

to

go

to

His mother prefers that he
have more active forms of recrea-

noon.

but does not
him of enjoyment.

deprive

like to

tion,

points of the

intelli-

Movies may as well bo recognizea by
parents willing to face facts as part of
the child's environment.

mean

that

frequent

But

does

this

indulgence

"Going to the movies"

the

fre-

The

solution

is

not to for-

movies

question asked,

it

often the adults

is

who make

the movies a problem. It is
deny movies to a child in a
"movie-minded" household or to seek
idle

to

more effective amusement in a home
where the parents have little else to
turn to for their

To meet

own

pleasure.

moving picture amusement, parents must be clear
as to their

home a

the challenge of

own

standards'.

In such a

child will gradually develop a

cultivated taste which will help

him

dis-

criminate against the shoddy and banal
in

movies as

in

twelve

materials,
full

prepared to supply and that they also
report any other sources of similar
materials so that the report to teachers

and counselors might be as complete
and useful as possible. The officials ot
the twelve selected sources were both
prompt and generous in their response.

Some

dictated letters suggesting other

eographed or printed lists of additional
producers and distributors. The twelve

other matters.

The Vocational Guidance Mag-

The

article suggests all sources

including

available,

and normal
which were

Long
sented

lists

of

school

not

university

extensions
investigated.

subjects

are pre-

with the number

of

and the distribution arrangements. This is a
sources, the kind

very valuable source list with its
addresses and classified materials.
Twentieth Century Progress
"The Crusade for
(January)

Wholesome Motion

Pictures" by

the President of the Federal
tion Picture Council of

who

is

of the
liance,

Mo-

America,

also the General Secretary

Women's
is

Co-operative Al-

prefaced by an editor's

A

feature of the

Annual Federatian

W.

We

Inis

a detailed report of a thorough in-

address

for better movies
by Mrs.
Catheryne Cooke Gilman (Mrs. Robbins Oilman).
It was a message from
the heart of one who has given years
to the study of this gigantic problem.

are glad to be able to pass this

speech in part on to our readers.

The

article presents clearly

excellent resume', indeed, of

the situation
It

assume

to

character of

the

for

as follows:

is

within the jurisdiction of any

is

government

responsibility

the

citizens,

its

quality of their education and their general social welfare.
is also

It

important that every gov-

ernment establish wholesome
with

relatiotis

other peoples of the world.

all

The government

is

within

quite

its

power over public

utilities.

The motion picture industry has frequently stated that trade follows the
film rather than the flag.
It is the
serious concern of the

Government that
be

shall

accord

in

United States

the character of films

with

the

America and Americans have
industrially,

politically,

socially, religiously

best

to give,

educationally,

and morally.

Catholic School Interests (December) In a comprehensive article on "Health Education in the
Elementry School," the author

every

presents

coming

health,

aspect

child

of

finally to the im-

portance of "visual health."
The eyes make an excellent exampU
of the educational value of

The normal

child

the sens'-

has

eyes,

school,

splendidly the outstanding facts

form

of pictures as a welfare problem.

but

it

is

the business

of the

teachers to see that he gets from his
subject matter a percept

—

sensation

a

with a meaning.

The
lated

a

visualization

and

real,

may

be

so

corre-

socialized that the child lives

complete, and healthful

life

at

Content and method must join
inspiring the child to adopt a health-

school.
in

and

vestigation to determine the materials available in suitable

An

the ability to see, before he comes to

Rally on December 13 was a stirring

dustrial Institute, Minneapolis,

—

organs.

(December) "Visual Aids
in Imparting Occupational Information," by Grayson N. Kefanner of Teachers College,
Columbia University, and John
azine

Dunwoody

and blind booking, the
censorship under the

rights in exercising

note

Curtis of the

of

"endorse the best, ignore the rest"
guise, the responsibility of governments
these matters are
warmly and thoroughly stated.

more than 250 additional

reports yielded

(•ll((lllllll«l]

helplessness of exhibitors be-

fore block

mim-

sources.

and leave the child
nothing but sheer boredom.
Although this is not implied in the

bid

I

is'

quently represents not a real interest
but simply an eflfortless way of getting
rid of time.

to

sources, and others sent lengthy

gent reply are

inevitable.

made

was

sources of such

information concerning what they were

the movies every Saturday after-

The high

school

The

failure

Application

recognized

high

to

with the request that they submit

question was

not

LANPHIER
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Child Study (December) In the

A

F.

|

ful

attitude

that

will

function

out of

school as in school.

With

the

growing use

of the

February, 19 iO
film as a visual

how

know thoroughly

must
use,

to

^healthfully, the moving picture.

W'

BOOK REVIEWS

supplement on the

child's curriculum, teachers

Board o
(December)
Magazine
National

f

Review

Two

very

pithy articles appear in this issue
"Filming Children for Children—
The Delightful Pursuit of Madeline Brandeis" is, as well, a delightful account of Mrs. Brandeis'
efforts to promote world peace by
presenting, in book and in film,

Motion

children

of

the

nations

to

each other. "Children's Instincts
True in Screen Choices" is a most
challenging discussion of its subject. "Do Moving Pictures Incite

Crime" might he mentioned
A very meaty issue of the
also.
magazine for those thinking seriously of the film and its problems
to

for the child.

Review of EducaCinematography (December) Im the December number of
International

tional

paper we find the
educational film of Greece reviewed, the use of the cinema for
teaching in France commented
upon extensively, the education
of Rural Uruguay, and the artisthis excellent

activity of the Soviet Cinematograph discussed. For one who
desires to keep pace with the
tic

cinema

in

all

lands there

is

no

publication to take the place of
this one.

Junior
Clearing

Senior

High

School
(September)
This magazine, makes a second
bow, so to speak, in the world of
-

House

educational publications, for

it is

volume under this new
but the fourth number continuing the Junior High School
Clearing House. It is a magazine
the

first

title,

with a nice "feel" as one reads it,
its materials and its
contents
most satisfying. It
should prove the aristocrat
well laid out,

among high

school journals.

Problems

—

of
Nations, by William Marston
Seabury, published by The Avondale Press,

New York

I^Iere is a

:

the

Picture

The Cinema and the League

volume

ing significance in

City.

of outstand-

not

field,

its

lem is, of course, to induce the
production
and exhibition of
Avholesome and; desirable pictures
rather than unwholesome and unto solve this

many
tremely

awake

men and

to the vast

influence wielded by the motion

throughout the world and
who recognize the grave and unsolved problems that have arisen

-picture

therefrom.

The

author's previous

Mo-

book, "The Public and the
tion

Picture

Industry",

easily

established his reputation for in-

and authoritative treatment
of such a subject. Mr. Seabury 's
former official position as General
Counsel to the Motion Picture
Board of Trade and the National
Association of the Motion Piccisive

ture

Industry

rare

degree to

qualifies

him

in

the

discuss

matter from intimate personal
knowledge.
The former volume, as its title
suggested, concerned mainly the
local and national aspects of the
question.

The

"deals chiefly

difficult

present volume
with the interna-

tional phases of the subject

and

It

a sizable

is

tents

rich,

pertinent

rigidly
in

hand

;

it

tion

The author groups

final

prob-

lems involved under two broad
classifications
"those which primarily affect the public welfare
from an educational, moral, artistic and cultural
point of view,
and those which primarily affect

—

trade, which involve economic, industrial and commercial

the

considerations."

The major prob-

con-

always

the subject

to

difficulties

in

the

way

of

solution, searching analysis

of solutions previously

attempted

or proposed, together with exten-

Appendices with complete
from documents and
records of all countries. But the
greater part of the 426 meaty
pages is devoted to the elabora-

sive

quotations

tion

of

a

constructive

plan

of

procedure.

Mr. Seabury aims at nothing
than a fundamental and final
solution for the whole critical situation in motion pictures. As the
jjroblems involved concern the
publics of all nations, the governments of all nations, the moral,
less

commercial and
economic welfare of all nations,
he insists upon treating the matter on a strictly commensurate
scale.
He demands an internarived

the

its

needed, exposition of the

is

many

tional committee,

jurisdiction."

but

tion
of
hard
facts
and the
problems resulting, fearless condemnation of the industry and
its methods wherever condemna-

world of the necessities of
the present situation, and to induce the League of Nations to
create a cinema committee to deal
will all phases of the subject now
of the

its

in

offers vivid presenta-

cultural, political,

within

solution

book,

varied,

written to appraise the nations

is

of

themselves.

ing public of thinking
are

But the attempt
problem brings up
others,
minor but ex-

desirable ones.

only for students of the subject,
but for that great and fast-grow-

women who

49

18028

32-

from

the

its

power

full,

de-

official

co-operation of all nations concerned this committee to be

—

charged with the regulation of
motion picture production by inspection of pictures at the source
of production, and with the direction of world-wide distribution
of films under conditions that will
be equitable, just and profitable
{Concluded on page 51)

—
)
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Theatrical Film Reviews for February
[250]

VXTAMED

suits in Paris,

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
C. E. Scoggins writes of a wild

jungle maiden who goes about
dispensing socks on the nose to
any who happen to cross her im-

She

perious will.

inherits a for-

tune and comes under the guardianship of Uncle Ben Murchison, one of Mr. Scoggins' favorite
characters. Making her wild way
to

New York,

with a nice,

man who

the girl

falls in

love

commonplace young

can't give her anything

but love. She pursues him, but
he can't stand the idea of marrying all her money. So she takes
out her little gun and wings him
in the shoulder to make him think
better of it. And the interesting
thing about it
well, it's only

—

it

a

movie.

is

does.

Oh,
Joan

Crawford, Robert Montgomery,
Ernest Torrence, and Holmes
Herbert head the cast.
{See Film Estimates for December)
[251]

THE LOVE PARADE
(Paramount)

This reviewer's hope that Maurice Chevalier might have for his
second picture an idea suited to

was apparThe Love Por-

his particular talents

ently

radc

quite
is

a

vain.

nice

little

show,

but

almost anybody c o u 1 d have
played the Prince Consort. The
songs, by Victor Schertzinger
who is by turns a motion picture
director and a composer and

sometimes both
ful,

at once, are tune-

but they will not be sensa-

Mr. Chevjflier as the
military attache who is recalled by
his queen from his naughtv purtional hits.

entirely subordi-

is

nated to the demands of the plot.
As a result he merely stands
around and looks bothered. He
has little of the sparkle which
Innocents of Paris permitted him.
This, too, in spite of the fact that
the picture

was expertly

directed

Ernst Lubitsch. Jeanette McDonald as the queen has a pleasant singing voice, but is a
disappointment in dialog.
I>y

(See Film Estimates for January)
(252]

—whose

Sergeant Quirt of IVhat
Price Glory and whose policeman
oi A Kiss for Cinderella are treas-

ured memories, shows to little advantage in his first picture, chiefly

because his part appears to
have been hurled into the plot
at the last moment.
Irt comparison with the high-powered mystery stories you have been seeing
this is a mild affair.
Zasu Pitts
istically

THE GAMBLERS

her time.

(Warner Brothers)

The game
several

and characterimproves every bit of

also in the cast,

is

money played by
reckless gentlemen who
of

(See Film Estimates in this issue)
[254]

GLORIFYING THE AMERI-

CAN GIRL

(Paramount)

step across the borders of the law

After two or three years of ad-

themselves pursued by a

vance publicity. Paramount has
finally got together a picture purporting to exemplify the various

and

find

diligent

member

service.

An

of

the

secret

old love affair be-

tween the wife of the secret service gentleman and one of the
gamblers sufifices to bring about
the denouement. Among the principals are Lois Wilson, H. IJ.
Warner, Jason Robards, and
George Fawcett.
(i^ee Film.

[253]

Estimates for September)

THE LOCKED DOOR
(

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Rod LaRoque

has gone back

and plays
as sleek a man-about-town as
you'd care to see, and gets himto his early villainies,

self nicely

shot for

bara Stanwyck

is

it,

too.

Bar-

pleasing as the

whose indiscreet evening
with Mr. LaRocque starts all the
trouble.
Betty Bronson has
grown up sufficiently, it seems, to
wife,

have a clandestine affair with
dark gentleman. William Boyd
not of the screen

Init of

a

the stage

stages in the career of a Ziegfeld
Follies

Eaton.
in

girl,

The

played

idea

is

department

a

through

all

the

by

Mary

that she starts
store,

goes

disheartening

jjhases of small time vaudeville,

her supreme moment when she appears in a Ziegfeld revue wearing a few strands
of beads and a monumental feath-

and achieves

There is a vague
love interest with no particular
reason for being, and the ineviter headdress.

able revue in full color.

To give
Rudy

a semblance of reality,

it

Vallee

sings

Vagabond

Lover,

Helen ^lorgan (on the piano)
sings What Wouldn't I Do for
That Man, and Eddie Cantor con-

which last is,
worth
all the rest
mind,

tributes a sketch,
to

my

put together.
(iSec

Film Estimates in

this issue)

)
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[255]

and Conway Tearle

(First National)

Billie

hostess

Dove does a night club
named Rodeo West. It

out of her beaten path
and Miss Dove does not appear to
be quite up to the requirements
is

a

little

such a role. The story is by
Fannie Hurst whose stories sel-

of

dom have much
way

present in a

to boast of in the

Edmund Lowe

of plot.

is

somewhat thankless

thought it is only fair to say
that he makes the most of it, and

part,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

other considerations being apparently subordinated to Mi.ss
Wycherly's voice. It's a good

and knows a lot of tricks,
but that hardly compensates us
confirmed movie-goers for the abvoice,

The cast includes
Hyams, Conrad Nagel, Bela
Lugosi and a number of other

sence of action.
Leila

good players.
{Sec Film Estimates for January)

OOr.D

Winnie Light-

who is very funny, and could.
I'm sure, be funnier still if she
were given the opportunity. The

ner,

is

about as

it

was, but

it

includes endless scenes from
'he stage revue which the gold
diggers are supposed to grace.

now

given to Nick Lucas over whose guitar-accompanied crooning there seems to be

Prominence

.

is

an unaccountable furore.
Pennington dances on a

some

extent in a musical revue thinly

The

disguised with a feeble plot.

plot is that a decorous New Englander falls in love with a French
His Puritan mother aractress.
to
put
an end to the aflfair,
riving
overcome with
thoroughly
is so

the delights of Paris that the hor-

breaks off the match

stage standards.

The comedy

(See Filvi Estimates
[259]

in this issue)

MARRIED IN HOLLYWOOD
(Fox)

The Viennese

operetta arrives

on the scene with the regulation
plot.
A prince, enjoying himself
in Vienna, falls in love with an

American actress. They are torn
apart by the royal parents, and
the girl returns to America and
goes into the movies. Revolution
in the prince's country sends the
royalties scurrying, aitd the hero

pleasant but undistinguished.

Ann
table.

Norma

Terriss

Murray

head

adequate

and

J.

Harold
an

satisfactorily

cast.

THE MARRIAGE PLAY(Paramount)
GROUND

A

most entertaining affair has
l)een made from Edith Wharton's
novel, The Children, with excellent casting and good direction
by Lothar Mendes. The children,
eight of them, are the results of

the marriages, divorces, and remarriages of an irresponsible couple

whose main

social

that they have always

is

sacrificed everything for the chil-

dren. The eldest tries to keep the
group together, and with the help
of a family friend succeeds in the

Frederick March and Mary
Brian do good work in the leading parts. Huntley Gordon and
Lilyan Tashman are amusing as

end.

the parents,

Kay Francis, WilArmand Kalicz

liam Austin, and

are satisfactory, but Seena
is

Owen

unfortunate in an overdrawn

role

which

illustrates the Holly-

wood tendency

to

suppress

all

subtlety in characterization.
(See Film Estimates for January)

Book Reviews
(.Concluded from page 49)

to all concerned.

Motion Picture Problems is a
book to be read carefully,
weighed and pondered. It cannot fail to interest, stimulate and
inform. It should prove a powerful factor in bringing about the
ultimate solution of a mighty
problem, which must, somehow,
be solved. The book was published in 1929 by The Avondale
Press, and is distributed by The
Educational Press, 8 East 12th
.Street, New^ York City.

Children and Movies, by Alice
Miller Mitchell.

The University

Chicago Press (1929).
This study, objective, honest,
and reliably controlled, delves

of

into

the

experience of the city
The subjects

child in the movie.

(See Film Estimates for January)
[260]

delusion

of

Jack Buchanan is sadly limited,
and Jason Robards is only so-so
as the prim lover.

is

talking screen

version of Ina Claire's old stage
The Gold Diggers, has
success.

story

(First National)

Irene Bordoni shines to

(Warner Brothers)

as its chief appeal,

as

eventually turns up in Hollywood
as an extra. The musical setting

DWdERU OF BROAD-

The singing and

PARIS

[258]

all

WAY

work

Louise Closser Hale ^s
mother
is immensely funny if
the
measure
her performance by
you

Bayard Veiller's mystery melodrama is played strictly according
to stage tradition, with Margaret
Wycherly in the role of the medium, which she created on the
stage. It is a little slow moving.

[257]

present but

herself.

THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR
(

is

Color

usual in the stage scenes.
(See Film Estimates for November)

rified actress

gets the girl in the end.
(See Film Estimates in this issue)
[256]

uninteresting.

interests are their

engagements, and

whose

were chosen from the neighborhoods different in environmental
matters, with even the type and
number of picture houses and the
distance to them included in the
calculations. Space does not permit any exposition of the method
But one could
or the results.
hardly find a more suggestive
volume to read,, rich, with the
experiences
and
unadulterated
ideas of t'le movie-going child
j^re^vnted.

—

:
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The Film Estimates,

in

wbele or in part, may be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
TitlM of Films (Actors) (Producers)

(CoAcqalttcd (Lloyd Hughes
lumbia) Another crook-drama- docimprisoned on false
is
tor-hero
charges bjr the Kang-leader-villain
srirl-convict saves him, etc.

Medio

The (E. E. Horton)
Warner) "The Hottentot" was a
"The Aviator" is
success, hence
produced by mere substitution of

Good

I

Haidiv

For
Children

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

No

Glorifying

Excellent

Excellent

Girl,

For
ChlMren

(15 to 20)

(under 15>

Mediocre

Medi<

No

Passable

Of

Of no

of backstage life hopelessly
clogged with extraneous matter
complete vaudeville acts lugged in
color inserts on the whole rather
unintelligent and boring. (See Review No. 254),

—

Harmony
lier,

Sr.)

realistic

at Home (William Col(Fox) Rather human and

story

of

home

little

interest

interest

Perhaps

Better not

No

Fair

Amusing

Harmless

Hardly

Unsuit-

No

based
on "The Family Upstairs"—mildly
amusing and unobjectionable save
in mattor of good tasto.
The humor consists mainly of crudities of
conduct and family quarreling.

thrilling.

(William
The
(Columbia) Poor story
of a salesman-hero helped to suchis
but
cess by his sweetheart
egotism keeps him unconscious of
Bachelor

Medic

No

No

Stupid

No

No

Fine of
kind

Very good Good but

Jr.)

Collier,

For
Youth

AdnlU

story

One of
airplane for race-horse.
Horton's fineet bits of work in
hiehly improbable but highly amusing farce of unusual character inWholesomely

American Girl
(Paramount) Cheap

the

(Mary Eaton)

I

terest.

(Producers)

(under 15)

—
Aviator,

Intelligent

I

life,

the fact.

Heroes (Charles Bickford)
Grim Western melodrama of three thieving and murdering outlaws who, when lost and
Hell's

Tal-

(Richard

Bachelor's Club
madge) (Security)

melo-

Cheap
nearly

ilrama, terrible in
spects.

(Universal)

all

re-

Bishop Murder Case. The (Basil
Kathbone) (M-G-M) Mystery story
above average, with suspense
and climax finely handled, excelNotable
lently acted and spoken.
work by Rathbone as the great detective, Philo Vance, and by Alex
Perhaps too thrilling in
Frances.

very
ing

its

well

thrill-

City Girl

(Mary

(Fox)
inadequately

ing,
fairly

of

human and

Duncan-Chas.
depressGrim,

acted,

but

realistic

story

No

Hardly

(RKO)

Another musical comedy stage-hit
picturized, which suffers from trying to ape the stage.
Stage episodes insetted bodily clog the rather
human little story.
Jack Oakie

and Polly Walker do rather well
but some of the operatic efforts are
silly.
A mixture of the amusing
and the inane.

stem father on the farm who

sends his son to Chicago to sell his
Son sells wheat low, and
wheat.
home waitress in cheap
brinsps
restaurant as his bride, to meet
rage and insults from father and
an attempt on her virtue by the
fists
Son's
roughneck foreman.
solve

baby in the case. Strong, realistic,
but depressing and hardly suitable
for any but adult audience.
Hit the Deck (Jack Oakie)

spots for sensitive children.

Farrell)

facing death in the desert, prove
themselves thoroughly human and
heroic to the end by saving the

Hot

for Paris (Victor

(Fox)

Broad,

which

will

vulgar

McLaglen)
sex-comedy

able

entertain all who are
not disturbed by the question of
good taste.
"A lot of trash with
some good comedy," says one judge.

situation.

Come Across (Lina Basquette)
Universal) Negligible underworld
drama of society heroine involved
with crooks.

Poor

Danghters of Desire (Irene Kich)
(Excellent) Giddy young girls fretting themselves into sexy situations
and out again. Pretends to point
moral for wayward youth.

TrBshy

General Crack (John Barrymore)
lWaiiM»r) Elaborate romantic cos-

Very good

No

No

1

Laaghing Lady. The (Ruth Chat-

No

Entertaining
terton) (Paramount)
picture with fairly convincing story
made interesting by the excellent
acting and voices of Ruth Chatterton and Olive Brook. The entirely
innocent heroine becomes seriously
involved in scandal through an accidental encounter with a drunken

Interest-

Interest-

Of

ing

ing and
probably

intorest

little

wholesome

life guard.
Genuinely human, with
character interest paramount.

tume

meVoHrama in technicolor,
with Barrymoio as the swashbuckling hero, lover ol -war and women,
commander-in-chief
o«
Austrian
armies and controlling the S!niperor
Barrymo^c's
with a high hand.
voice a great asset, but picture is
better scenically than dramatically.
^

Doubtful

Doubtful

of iU

kind

Little Johnny Janes (Eddie BuzLively, whole(First Nat'l.)

zcll)

and
ends with thrilling horse-race, and
the trials and
tells convincingly

some comedy,

whick

begins

tribulations of a loyal little jockey
in his struggle for success and the
he really loves.

i^irl

Fair

Good

GMd

—
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Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

Very good

Very good

For
Films (Actors) {Producers)

Titles of

Lone StAF Ranger. The (George
O'Brien) (Fox)
One of the very
beet Westeme with all typical elements and extraordinary frun-play
well acted by O'Brien and Htwton
but Sue Carol is quite inadequate
to her small role.
Unusual for its
human quality and touches of his-

—

of

thrilling

kind

—

torical

The
(Rod
La
Locked
Door,
Roeqne) (U.A.) Sophisticated melodnuna of supposed society in which
heroine risks her own reputation to
save a sister from a roue'. tSee Review No. 258.)

Hardly

Zeppelin.
The
Lost
i Conway
(Tiffany)
The triansrle
Tearle)
tlieme of "Conquest" done over
and rather better with a
aerain
Eeppelin instead of an airplane for
wrecking the
husband and
the

Fair

Antarctic

Some unusual

RKO

Mediocre

)

.

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

(Alice
White)
Playing Around
Fine example of bad

Cheap

Unwholesome

No

Wortli
seeing

Too
mature

Beyond
them

Excellent

Very good

Good but
partly be-

(First Nat'I.)

and distorted ideals of life.
Hero made absurd, even to the end.

taste

a brazen, bluffing, cheap,
wisecracking stick-up man, has all
the charm and holds audience sympathy throughout.
Heroine's playing around with the villain shown
to be merely interesting, not dangerous and the story
is
largely

—

preposterous.

Perhaps

Hardly

Sacred
Flame.
The
Frederick-Conrad Nagel)
Strong picturization
of

(

Pauline

(Warner)
Somerset
Maugham's play, excellently done
by Pauline Frederick and an able
Gripping, thought-provoking
rather than amusDecidedly for adult audiences.

cast.

and

interesting,

ing.

story

of

Good ex-

how a ample

of

Seven Days' Leave (Gary CooperMercer) (Paramount)
Ex-

Unwholesome

Beryl

cellent

bad taste

picturization

of

yond them

Barrie's

"The Old Lady Shows Her Medals,"
with notable roles by Beryl Mer^
cer as the old lady and Gary <>x)per

interesting American sailor from
the evil attempts of a licentious
Spanish governor of
Fome hazy
town in the Indies. Excellent example of bad taste in pictore-making with hardly a single redeeming feature.

as the adopted soldier-son. Delightful

and

intelligent

—

entertainment.

Seven Keys to BaldpaU (Richard
(RKO) Thrilling picture with
plot, made from the familiar
stage play, of the author who un-

Amusing

Good fan

Might be
well to see
it

Unwholesome

No

trick

complacently with

the pair. "Then
and
the
heroine
nobly secures acquittal of the other
girl by ov«--senti mental and unsound evidence.
One judge says,
"Proves that the wages of ein is

—

Show

acquittal."

Lncfcy in Love (Morton Downey)
Sentimental story of IreAmerica, of very uneven
interest, coincidence greatly overworked, with tenor ballads helping
the Irish hero win his Mary.

Ordinary

Navy Bines
(William
Haines)
(M-G-M) Feeble story of the philanderings of William Haines as a
sailor.
His
usual
Rmart-aleck,
wisecracking stuff in talking form
is more tiresome than ever.

Mediocre

(Pathe)

land and

complicated

dertook to write a novel in 24
hours in the spooky surroundings
of a lonely mountain inn in the
dead of winter.

and

think

Harmless
and
amusing

Harmless

Unwhole-

No

some

and
amusing

of

Shows

(All Star)

(War-

ner ) Elaborate spectacle, all
in
gorgeous cok>r, with sound, dialog
and song, and crowded with scores
of "screen stars" of very uneven
brilliance.
A conglomeration of
isolated vaudeville acts, monologues,
and countless chorus girls in endless gyrations.
Some very striking
effects impossible
to
the
stage.
Though cheap and inane in spots,
it
is
practically
unobjectionable
throughout, always eye-filling, and
about as
intelligent
as
musical

comedy usually

Very
exciting
but too

Dix)

Love Racket. The (Dorothy Mackaill) (First Nat'I.) Dorothy Mackaill good in a thoroughly unwholesome story of two k>ve-nest8--in
one of them the girl's mother lives

murder— trial

For
Children
(under 15)

photof^raphy.

cheap heroine was saved Ly an un-

•

No

icebert^.

L«ve Comes Along (Bebe Paniels)
(

Unwholesome

—

among

rival

(Producers)

Villain,

interest.

—

Titles of Films (Actors)

Good but
very

its

Intelligent

For

For
Children
(under 15)

Fine of
its kind

Bnterlaininsr

Harmless
but not
very
Buitablt;

is.

This Thing Called
Love
(Constance
Bennett-Edmund
Lowe)
Pathe)
Sophisticated
story,
thoroughly suggestive but avoiding
coarseness and vulgarity, tending
to show that marriage is a failure if love comes into it. Much impertinence and absurdity.

Hardly

Better
not

No

Interesting

Doubtful

Very

Better not

No

(

Painted Angel. The (Billie Dove)
(First Nat'I.) Glorification of nightclub life, jazz, whooi>ee. nudity and
sex though
heroine is carefully
shown to be innocent throughout

See

it

Pernicious

No

and think

—

her

checkered

and

present.

cabaret- career past
She has "it" and
but does
not
overstep.
Flbn contains one of most pernlcl009 spoken lines that have yet been
heard in the talkies. (See Review
No. 255.)

needs

Virginian.

it,

^ris (Irene Bordoni )
( First
Lightweight
but
lively
farce-comedy, with some mere slapstick, of Puritan mother who goes
to Paris to save her son from wiles
of a French actress, but falls in
with the gay life and outdoes even
Parisian ways. Louise Closser Hale
very
amusinf?
as
the
mother.
Ratiier sophisticated.
(See Revlew

The

(Gary

Cooper)

A picture of western
far above average
stem, convincing, and true to spirit
of the book.
Notably acted by
Mary Brian and Gary Cooper.
Strong and very thrilling in spot^
but not overdone.
(Paramount)

frontier

Hardly

Doubtful

Doubtful

doubtful

life

Nat'I.)

Nc

NOTE—The
all

permits.

More or

less

convincing story

who rises to
in Wall
Street,
drives
a
rival to suicide, and seeks hand of
his widow.
But she proceeds to
ruin him then learns
his
true

of rough steel worker

power

—

quality

258.)

Ueaiiy

Wail Street (Ralph Ince) (Columbia)

and marries him.

Film Estimates will hereafter omit the notations, "talking" and '^silent," unless required in particular eases, Pracflmt are made avaUabU hs both versions and the **sonnd** version will generally he shown wherever the thosMro eqtUpment
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Evolution of Housing
Classroom Project
Mae Ganss
Garfield School, Forest Park, Illinois

IN THE

presentation

problem

class,

my

project

to

of

my 6A

aim was to have the

pupils realize the stupendous ad-

vance

in

housing conditions due

to civilization.

I

knew

the chil-

dren would be interested in anything pertaining to their homes,

One
because the

home and

the child

placed on the board the following introductory questions
I

suggested by Compton's "Practi-

Problem Projects"

1.

Why

2.

What

3.

Why

4.
5.

materials ?
Why did men want better homes?
What kinds of homes are used

6.

now?
To what

do men build homes?
materials do they use?
have they used different

are the differences in
present homes due ?

answers

the

were

dis-

cussed in class the next day,

T

know that
man's home has

was placed on the board,
the members

gested by

we

class,

you

a study of the following:

realize that
not always been of the same type

Who knows
what man's ver\' first home
was made?" Everv one in the
that

we have now.

of

model dwellings

class

knew,

—

1.

2.

5.

of

the

make

Cave of Primitive Man.
Lake Dwellings.

3. Cliff
4.

finally

sug-

all

decided to

said to the pupils, "I

of the series of

are closely related.

cal

After

this

Dwellings.
of Ancient Egyptians.
of Ancient Greeks

Homes
Homes

and

Romans.

modem- -made by the children
6. Medieval Castle.
from pre7. Homes
Queen
of

primitive to

of course,

vious study.

Elizabeth's

Day.
First Step

8.

Then our real project began. It
was suggested by one of the boys
that we make booklets showing
the different types of homes from
the cave to the modern home. I
agreed that it was an excellent
idea.
It was also suggested by
various pupils to draw these
describing
homes themselves,
them in their own words, getting

In answering these questions,
the pupils had free access to the

any information necessary from
the encyclopedias and histories.

reference books in the room. The
questions were answered as an

Then the question arose as to
just what types of homes we

.English assignment.

would study.

After a long

list

9.

10.

Homes of American Colonists.
American Indian Tepee.
Modern Homes.

As a means of gaining accurate
knowledge of these homes, slides
were used, and a film on "Homes"
was shown, which gave the puan excellent idea of the
appearance and construction of
the dwelling places of men from
the cave on through the ages to
the modern home.
j

pils

Our Art

periods were spent in'

making the covers

of the booklets,

and the drawings
inodels of homes.

of the various

Our English

February, 19 iO
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assignments dealt with the writ-

5.

homes and furnishings.

many

of

tions

and

Tepee

Geog^raphy recitastudy periods, the

how

homes

the

were
Study of

constructed and built.

who

the people
different

lived

types

these

in

homes

of

was

taken up during History periods.

The

were

pupils

discovering

new

continually

things about the

Designs painted

sticks.

on

the

pedias and reference books find-

out

per

During
6.

American

tent.

Lincoln logs.

Home
7.

8.

which before this time
had not been greatly thought of,
but had been taken too much as
a matter of course.
to them,

my mind, is one of the
aims of the problem project
in the curriculum that the pupils
gain greater knowledge of a subject which will be of direct benefit to them.
This, to

Colon is't

children referred to the encyclo-

ing

Brown wrapping paFrame
shellacked.
work of small flag

American
Indian

ing of the descriptions of these

chief

Modern
Bungalow

Cardboard

Apart-

Paper bay windows
and curtains painted on.

doll

house.

;

ment
Building

were atorder,
n
arranged
having as their background, the

These eight models

tractively

i

whose

booklets

titles,

"From

The knowledge gained from
this

study

the pupils

Caves to Our Homes" et cetera,
explained the display. There were

and

also illustrations of the different

functioned.

right to live in a tent for a

through the ages, which included
some verj' attractive Indian

all

wedc or two, because it's an unusyal experience. But I'd surely

home

soft bed at
an animal on

for a skin of

the ground."
Second Step

'^^L,

^^^fter the booklets were well on
the way toward completion,
I

asked the pupils

if

they

would

ious

make models of the varhomes they had studied.

My

suggestion

like to

was

designs.
Conclnsion

have worked out many problem projects, but do not believe
there have been any so vital and
near to the children's experience
as this one. When it was comI

what their
modern
conveniences and comforts meant
pleted, they all realized

own homes

was

class

divided

with

good thinking and wise judgment.

I>welling

Material

Clay

Log cabin arranged
on sand. Glass and
green paper representing water. Boats carved
of
wood.
Ladder
of
paste sticks.

3.

Cliflf

Medieval
Castle

School Notes
Children's Program in the Field
Museum of Natural History
Provided for by the James NelAnna Louise Raymond
Fund for Children's Lectures and
Entertainments, a series of free
moving picture programs were
given on consecutive Saturday
mornings through the autumn
season at Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.
son and

'*l.t

EYE remembers what

EAR forgets

.

.

.

M»**

PATHE
Educational

MOTION PICTURES

Clay

I>welling
4.

topics,

The use of visual aids through the medium of motion picture film constitutes a momentous advance in
modem instructional methods.
Pathe' Exchange, in collaboration with the world's
premier educators, puts at your command a wide
range of educational motion pictures. Classroom
subjects are graphically covered in a way that
fixes facts and nourishes ideas in the young mind.
Accompanying Teachers' Aid pamphlets explain,
step by step, the most effective use of this material.
Complete list of titles, prices, etc., on request.

be most interesting and typical.
Their choices, I believe, showed
Models
Cave
2. Lake

their

the
the

into

groups, each group making one
type of home. Not all the types
could be modeled. The pupils
chose what they thought would

1.

Cardboard boxes covered with white shelf
paper. Towers of card-

board

with

cream

parchment

cones atop.
Windows painted on in
India ink. Wall of cardice

hoard.

back-

accepted

enthusiastically.

The

a

handwork made by man

my

hate to give up

as

drew for other subjects
showing that it really

homes of long ago.
I
remember one girl saying
while working diligently on the
drawing of an Indian tepee, "It's

types of

served

ground or reservoir upon which

PATHE' EXCHANGE, Inc., (ES 230)
35 West 45th St., New York City
Please send me full information on Pathe' Pictures
for Classroom Use.
-Name
Address

Name

of Projector

;
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RUSSIAN

each

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

in

and produced by Russian

New York

accommodated each week.
come alone, accompa-

be

Children

by
or
groups from schools, playgrounds
nied

their

parents,

in

or other centers, either with or
without teachers or other adult
escorts.

The
5,

first

program, oh October

consisted of four

tures,

as

follows:

moving

pic-

"Sea Birds,"

"Undersea Life of the
North Atlantic," and "The Inter"Seals,"

shown

also will be a leaflet with four

City, N. Y.

pages of

Wild," "From 'Paddy' to Bowl"
and "In a Drop of Water."
of Steel," a multi-

moving picture,
was the feature on November 2.
On November 9 the moving picfeature

ple-reel

written by well-^

text,

on bird-life.
This will tell in an entertaining
way about the habits of the birds,
authorities

their courtship, their songs, their

and.
homes, their travels,
their enemies and many other
nests, their food, their winter

summer

tures were "Nesting of the Sea

Turtle" and "The Cruise of the

The program for
November 16 showed the films
"Our Chicago" and "Story of the
Four Seasons." On November
Princess Pat."

23 there were three films

:

"Beau-

"The Cliff Dwellers" and "Berber Mountain Peoples."
For November 30 were
scheduled the pictures
"King
Snow Holds Court," "Roads to
Wonderland" a n d "T h e Pilgrims." The last entertainment,
on December 7, was an illustrated
tiful

Catalina,"

:

talk

on "Giants of Long Ago."

Audubon I^rd Pictures and

national Ice Patrol."

—

reproduced in black and
white from the original in color

The Robin

Leaflets

On

Accompany-

leading bird-artists.

the motion pictures "She's

"The Story

October 12 the moving pic"Columbus" and "Philadelphia" were shown. The October
19 program consisted of the pictures "The Panama Canal," "Pillars of Salt," "Some Wild Babies," "The Spider" and "The

friends

school teachers and pupils of the

tiful

Ant-Lion."

United States and Canada.

favorite bird in color

tures

A

special feature

of the

pro-

gram on October 26 was an

illus-

by Dr. Clyde Fisher,
of the American Museum of Natural History, New York, on "Our
Earth and Neighboring Worlds."
On the same program were
trated talk

from
America's

by

ing each of these pictures, there

known
announcing the programs,
to the number of ten, Stephen C.
Simms, director of the museum,
invited children from all parts of
Chicago and its suburbs to attend, no tickets being necessary
for admission. Two performances
were given each Saturday, one at
10 a. m. and one at 11 a. m., in the
James Simpson theater of the
museum. The Theater seats 1,150,
and therefore 2,300 children could

made

bird-pictures

original paintings

AMKINO CORPORATION
In

en-

must bring a fee of ten cents
return for which he will re-

ored

Educational Film Department
Avenue

be

ceive a set of six beautifully col-

experts and educators.
Full particulars, lists and dates of releases from:

723 Seventh

that

esfplain

wishing: to

rolled

Geographical, medical, biological and physiological
films, edited

will

alsi)

child

The National Association of
Audubon Societies announces

nished, too, with each leaflet

that through the generosity of

outline

nish

it is

large

again enabled to furnumbers of colored

and

bird-pictures

The

plan

teacher

may

its

is

leaflets

very simple.

to

The

explain to the pupils

form a
Junior Audubon Club and have a
few lessons, from time to time,
about some of the more common
North American birds. The
that they are going

to

interest.

of

facts

drawing

the pupil

may

There

fuV'

is

ati

of the bird whicl

fill

from the colored

in

by copying
Every

plate.

child in addition receives a beau-

Audubon Button

badge of membership

A new

of

some

which

is

a

in the Club.

set of pictures

and

leaf-

furnished every year to all
wish to repeat this plan of

lets is

who

bird-study.

Every teacher who
ful in

is

success-

forming a club of twenty-

;
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more

receives free a year's

subscription

magazine

five or

the

to

which
popular

world's

the

Bird-Lore,

is

leading,

periodical

de-

voted entirely to birds. When a
teacher is unable to form a club
of as many as twenty-five a subscription to

Bird-Lore

not given,

is

but the bird-study material

many

the children where as

plied

sup-

is

as ten are enrolled.

Audubon

Junior

have

Clubs

become very popular

in

many

.f

the schools of the United States

and Canada, and altogether more
than four million members have
been enrolled
this

in bird-study

arrangement.

explanation,

A

ple leaflet

teacher

will

with sam-

be sent to any

making request

of

the

National Association of Audubon
Societies, 1974 Broadway, New

York

F'inegan,

— by

Thomas E.
appearing in the November
of the New York Bulletin to
Films"

"Classroom

15th issue
the Schools, is an abstract of

an ad-

dress delivered by Dr. Finegan at the
University Convocation in Albany. "A
classroom film," he declared, "should

be a film which

may

be used by a teach-

It
her regular daily teaching."
should be shown in the classroom
where the lesson is progressing and

er in

should represent motion or action. It
is
important to discriminate betweeen
the classroom film, which

along pedagogical
torium film, which
instruction

or

to

lines,
is

is

developed

and the audi-

intended for mass

City.

In another article in the same issue,
"Supplementary Materials in the Social Studies" by C. E. Rothwell, visual

—

instruction

aids

prints

and

flat

graphs,

are

as

listed,

motion
the

as

tained.

"General Science Equipment as an
to Teaching"
by Marion Janney
In the Baltimore Bulletin of Ediication
for November devotes a paragraph to

—

Aid

the

importance

form

of

visual

or

films

of

slides

aids
in

in

the

science

teaching.

—

Instruction Objectives"
by
A. Aughinbaugh in the December
number of Better Schools Bulletin,

"Visual

B.

"Sources of Teaching Helps in Science"
by Edgar R. Means, appears in
the November issue of The High
School, published by the School of

—

Education of the University of Oregon.
Included in the materials suggested
are the slides and film strips available

from the

State

Extension

University

and the traveling films distributed by many industrial organizaEWvision

gives the three following objectives of
visual

instruction as

the aesthetic side of the child by teaching it to love that which is beautiful
(2) to

develop the child's powers of ob(3) To present the child with
;

servation

definite visual

experience by means of

realia or visual aids.

A

Model

Lantern

B

for

and

Every
Purpose

other

and

Spencer
Delineascopes

for

at the

^

^
PERMITTING
^ THE
LECTURER

^

TO FACE
CLASS AND
THE LANTERN

Every
Purse-

HIS

Get the

There

Details

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
Booths 33 and 35

Avenue F
Atlantic City Auditorium
Atlantic City, N.

J.

February 22^27, 1930

among the most
To develop

important and worthy: (1)

THE

...

Meet Us

well

charts,

stereo-

from which they may be ob-

.sources

See

NEA Convention

and

filmslides

slides,

—

pictures

wall

posters,

photographs,

entertain-

provide

ment.

under

circular of

"An Announcement

to Teachers," together

tions.
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|
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Sound Films

Editing Films
Most amateurs look forward to
when all their films will

a time

be edited and

most

A

titled.

task that

of us put off for an indefi-

nite millennium.

Editing films is
not a difficult job but usually
takes more time than one thinks.
The first thing to do is to run
the reel to be edited and study

each scene.
Stop the projector
from time to time and jot down
notes for guidance in cutting and
rearranging scenes.
If you use
a dictaphone you may talk into it
as the film runs and later listen to
the instructions through the head

phone as you
there are

If

scenes to be

rearranged a simple editing board
will help. This can be made from
a board two feet by one and :i
half into
nails

which rows

are

driven

of finishing

about 2 or 3

inches apart.

Next rewind the film and start
and cut out of

at the beginning

the film

each

scene

that

shifting in sequence. Roll

scene and place

So

far

no equipment has be^n

Xor

sound pictures.

needs

up each

is

microphone can be used for picking up the sound and the recording done electrically.

likely

it

Film Cement

that inexpensive equipment with

which he can do
oped

in the

it

will

be devel-

Sound accompaniment

for

tion pictures is produced in

One way

ways.

motwo

to record the

is

The average amateur uses
cement

near future.

sound

on a phonograph record
synchronized with the action in
the picture. The other is through
an intricate arrangement by
which sound vibrations are translated into light impulses that are

along-

itself

Should

make
ing

work

formula will be found to
well on both flam and non-

flam film.

Amyl

Glacial Acetic Acid

1/3

The

latter

method

the

is

more

complicated of the two.
The
former offers more possibilities
for the

amateur inclined

periment.

If

to ex-

the experimenter

is

versed in radio he will first of all
build a pick up arrangement for
picking up sound recorded on the
record like electric phonographs
do,

and amplifying

it

for a loud

speaker.

To this mixture should be
added some film from which the
gelatine emulsion has been removed with
wise

the

least

yellow

inserted in their proper places as
the film is assembled.
Before

used for recording or

inum

splicing

each

market for

through

the

in

projector

run
and see

it

that only that part of the scene

that

makes

a definite contribution

to the development of the subject
is

included.

ingenuity he will

to record the voice

few

that

same speech so

voice and picture
With a proper pick
dictaphone cylinders may be

As

the

disc

records

alumon the

flat

now

too
at

Snow

Pictures

re-

hearsals photograph the speaker

the

is

weakened

determined by experiment. Two
16mm. base for
each ounce of cement can be tried
as a starter. Shake from time to
time until the film dissolves.

up,

little

first

is

Other-

or three inches of

and have been made they may be

a

action

The quantity can be

the splice.

synchronize.

With

hot water.

solvent

rapid and the film

together.

scene

/3

side the pictures.

delivering

in

1/3
1

When the scenes have been cut
apart and put in proper order one
is ready to start splicing them
go

Acetate,

Acetone

of a speaker, then after a

are to

amateur wish to
cement the follow-

the

his oAvn

finished film.

titjes

in

sold by dealers last a long time.

be able

If

film

such small quantities
that the one or two ounce bottles

over a nail on
the editing board in the order in
which it will appear in the
it

"B

In such a case a radio

esting.

placed on the market with which
the amateur can make his own

recorded on the film

edit each scene.

many

inillllllMIIIIIIMIIIHIIIMIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIItlllllllllllM

this purpose.

a project for a physics class

Snow

scenes require

much

less

exposure than ordinary landscapes. Stop down the lens to at
f

16

in

filter

sunlight or use a
to

cut

down

the

exposure.

Questions and Answers
The Educational Screen
department

will be

the working out of a driving me-

through

chanism synchronizing the record
and picture, so that both can be

glad to answer questions in regard to the problems of the

made

amateur movie maker.

at once, should

prove inter-

this

—
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THE PRODUCERS
AMONG
—

—

the commercial firms whose activities have an important hearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, loithin
necersary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to onr readers

Where

••O

New

Portable

had the
pleasure of seeing and hearig a performance by Bell and
Howell's new Project-O-Phone
have

ITV/E

recently

tW

which stands as a practical solution to the important problem of
making "talkie" equipment availThere is little
able to schools.
question of the high value and
large place

talking films

for

Sound Movie Equipment

This attachment does not
interfere with the normal opera-

shaft.

tion

of

projector

the

thus

as

equipped it can be used to show
both silent or sound film at will.)
The Filmo projector and play-

pick-up and tone arm

electrical

complete

A

case.
fier

constructed

in a sturdily
rectifier

and three ampli-

tubes are used in the amplifier

which

is

located

immediately
and easilv

inider the turn table

in

American education and the Project-O-Phone comes as an immediate answer to the need.
In the rear of the room, side by

on a table, sat the picture

lide

projector and the speech player-

Between them, merely a
shaft
and the synchronization of sound and picture was
kept permanent and perfect. A
unit.

—

flexible

slender cable to the front of the

room

connected

dynamic

the

behind the
screen, completing an equipment
of the
utmost simplicity. An
Hour's critical watching and listening failed to reveal a flaw in
the synchronization, and the total
apparatus needed to produce

ing unit are driven by separate

accessible.

these splendid

motors, each motor designed for

fier is of special

speaker,

invisible

results

have been reduced

to

But

simplest terms.

Howell describe

it

seems to
its

very

let Bell

and

their

own

in

words.

The complete Project-O-Phone

Inspecting the

work

of the

Project-O-Phone

of a flexible shaft so that positive

required.

purpose.

ing

unit,

are

The

two

and the play-

then

coupled

which can be easily carried from
Any Filmo projector can be adapted for use in
this equipment as one of the three

gardless of the length of the pic-

units.

(The
is fitted

necessary

attach-

to the front plate .o

permit the coupling to the playing unit by means of the flexible

Although the amplidesign, any one

together mechanically by means

special

synchronization

ment

and Howell

can make tube replacements as
they become necessary and any
good radio man can take care of
any repairs should they be

its

units, the projector

outfit consists of three small units

place to place.

in the Bell

reviewing room.

ture or record.

is

A

assured,

re-

standard 16 inch

phonograph record of the 33-1/3
revolutions per minute type, is
perfectly synchronized

with the

projected pictures.

The playing
power pack,

unit consists of a

amplifier, turn table,

The turn table and
motor are mounted as a unit and
suspended on springs so as to
withstand the shock and hard usage of transportation.
The unit is designed to operate
on a 60 cycle alternating current,
but where it is necessary to use it
in districts

only

is

where direct current
the manufac-

available,
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supply

turers

The dynamic speaker
and

perior design

The

unit itself

Leipzig
of su-

is

construction.

mounted on

is

Leipzig

portable

small

a

converter for the purpose.

a

and fitted snugly into a carrying case of pleasing design and

material, from sea lions to infu-

the educational pub-

is

lishing center of

Germany.

It is

the meeting-place for an annual

book

fair in

which

all

the

German

baffle

publications are displayed for the

proportions.

book
from

The whole equipment

unusu-

is

nothing essenoperation has been

ally portable, yet
tial

to efficient

omitted.

It is practical, efficient,

and easily transported. The three

dealers,

gather

here

parts of the world each

all

Leipzig

fall.

who

also the center

is

for the publication of charts, dia-

grams, colored pictures and

fine

At

and easy.

charts illustrate botany, zoology,

the prin-

and geography.
These charts are imported into
the United States, and used widely throughout the public schools.
Rudolf Schick has produced some

Project-O-Phone
the business and

cipal uses of the

center in

will

educational

fields.

Visual Education in

charts

history of

(Concluded from page 40)

on

biology, history

striking

Europe
secured

The

extremely simfirst,

application

the

very

grams

director.

Rath

ingenious
of

the

illustrating

man from

times. Paul

to

the earliest

making some

is

dissectable

applied

dia-

electricity,

in

a complete history of the devel-

which the diagrams consist of a
dissectable motor, dynamo, currents and
wires which show

opment

currents.

Post

Museum

of Berlin

The Post Museum

contains

of postal service in Ger-

The development

many.

of types

by many

The

evolution

mail

is

cars,

The railway
by

illustrated

from the

those of today.

carry-

the

of

postman and the postrider
models.

is

done

postal

earliest

It is interesting

tory

and geographical landscapes.

to note that Franklin

The animal and

master

done

1757.

general

He had

was postAmerica in

of

producing

charts are on juvenile stories, his-

is

models.
in

is

to

ing mail

service

Wachsmuth

full-size

in

illustrated

E.

S.

some of the finest charts made in
Germany. Famous educators and
scientists have worked on the
charts of this company including
Lehman, Kunert, Muller and
Dombrowski. Wachsmuth's

of transportation used

established a post

plant charts are
All the

in excellent colors.

charts of this firm are imported

The

Philadelphia in 1737. The
German system seems to have
started in 1770. The old German
post-wagon was the father of our
Conestoga wagon. The colored

and used

cards of the Post from 1770 to

1865 are of interest to students of

The firm of Koehler and Volckmar is one of the oldest of German

European

houses

office in

history.

Photographs

any subject related to
the post can be secured on appliof almost

cation to the director.

displayed

is

appa-

physics,

for

zoology and
have no firm in this
country which displays so wide
a collection as this one in Leipchemistry,

botany,

We

geology.

The consulting
member of this firm

educational

zig.

me

assures

the

poses that are unexcelled.

ple

ratus

The German

arate case and can be quickly set
is

Much

are especially fine.

that use of objective materials in

publishers have produced charts for educational pur-

Operation

charts,

reproduction of art masterpieces.

units are contained each in a sep-

up.

The

soria, are displayed.

models and biological, materials

work

in this country.

of Dr. O.

cially fine

aeology,

in

Houser

the

ancient

is

espe-

field of

arch-

history,

and

anthropology.

which

devote

atten-

German

schools has increased

rapidly since the war, and he considers this an excellent

omen

for

better teaching.

The Seemann Company

The

of Leipzig

teacher in this country

familiar with the

Seemann

is

Print,

which is of such excellence that
it is always a delight to the class.
These prints have been used so
widely in this country that a

visit

to the great plant in Leipzig

was

an event to the writer.

The com-

pany specializes in reproductions
thousand of the old masters and the modern artists. These

of three

pictures are reproductions in col-

or from the finest collection of art
pictures
schools.

suitable for use in
The Seemann Company
some time been organiz-

has for
ing a pedagogical
library of one

lantern

slide

hundred thousand

subjects, including all of the See-

mann

The slides of this
made into sets which

Prints.

library are

Germany.
accompanied

are rented throughout

Each

set of slides is

by a manual which is prepared
by a German scholar who is a
specialist. The manual is the only
source of help
teacher.

supplied

The manuals

heavy and could
proved in style

to

the

are rather

be easily im-

and content.
However, the pictures are well

chosen to illustrate various
of art

and

fields

literature.

tion entirely to objective mater-

This organization has a large
exhibition hall, in which visual

ials.

The above

is the third article in the
The fourth article will
of seven.
appear in the March istue.

series

——

—

:

::
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Bibliography

on the Use of Visual Aids in Education
By Joseph

Weber, Ph. D.

J.

Copyright, 1930, by Joseph

Note

Editor's

—This

the

is

setond installment of the Bibliois appearing serially in The Educational Screen

graphy which

from January to June, 1930. The
Table of Contents for this com-

was printed

plete Bibliography

with the

installment.

first

(See

school — Educ.

GENERAL)

Report of a survey of fourteen different
visual aids in intermediate schools in vari-

ous cities throughout the United
Contains an interestinR chart.

—

Dec, 1923.
the area devoted to illustrations has

482-85,

How

A

and Lashley, K. S.: A
psychological study of motion pictures in relation to venereal disease

*.

— Amer.

Jl.

Hy-

Social

giene, 7: 181-219, Apr., 1921.

eber,

Joseph

tivcness of

Comparative ettecJ.:
some visual aids in sev-

enth grade instruction

Educational Screen,
p. tables, diagrams.

—

Chicago,

Inc.,

Ill-

131

1922.

A Columbia University doctor's thesis. The
study deals with six major problems, namely: the distribution of primary sources of
word meanings, the value of informational
films in combination with verbal instruction, the value of a simple drawing in
developing a substantive concept, the value
a complex diagram in developing a relaabstract concept, the comparative
effectiveness of four different methods of
presentation, and the interest-stimulating
effect of a visually-aided lesson in comof

tively

education

—

J.:

111.,

Educational

Screen, Inc., 1928.
160 p. illus.
This is a supplement to the Columbia University doctor's thesis <q.v.)
and deals
mainly with static visual aids in contrast
with one another.
The investigation was
conducted at the University of Kansas in
1921-22 with elementary school pupils and
college students. Five experiments are successively described and then re-interpreted
in a summary chapter.
At the close of the
book appears a syllabus for a college course
in visual instruction.

Weber, Joseph

Relation of experiJ.:
Educ. Screen, 1
ence to learning
284-88, 315-17, Nov., Dec, 1922.
Wilbur, Howard: An experiment in the

—

use of visual methods of instrucJournal Educ. Method, 7 83tion
Also in General Sci87, Nov., 1927.

—

ence

Quarterly,

Wilbur, Howard:
of

visual

1923.

12:

480-84,

Mar.,

aids

The
in

the

intermediate

Nation's
N.:

rated American cities, participated in the
main experiment, during which ten geography and ten general science films were
regular
used as supplementary
aids
in

classroom instruction.

Education, 3

Jl.

321-26, May, 1926.
Report of an experiment involvinR varied
instruction in corn culture.

VISUAL THEORY
Abrams, Alfred W.: What
tion

Educ. Screen,

?

3

:

—

72,

510,

is

visualiza-

258-60, Sept..

Pictures in visual educa-

Sierra Educ. News, 23
Oct.,

469-

:

1927.

—

:

Mar., 1925.

Matilde:

Somt psychological
visual

—

1:

6-9,

Louise:

—

Making education

Visual Education, 4

:

36-39,

Crandall, Ernest L.: Essential elements
of visual instruction

— Educ.

Screen,

2: 86-87, Feb., 1923.

166-fi7,

proach

Douglass, Karl R.: Modern methods in
high school teaching. (See Teacher
Training)

Downing, Elliot R.: Visual education
and clear thinking Visual Educa-

—
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2: 8-10, Mar., 1921.

Duffey, William R.:
visual

of
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—
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:

1924.

Freeman, Frank N.:
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Methods of
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educatioh

visual

in
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instruction
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York State Education,
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:
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172-74,

:
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Hays,
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—Cen-
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Scope and outlook

217-24,

visual education

Halloran,
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15:

Nov., 1927.

Gilman, C. P.:
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Foundation

E.:

function of visual instruction

—
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Visual Education.

1920.

C: Visual educaEducation, 106: 165-

Charles

—Journal

Aug. 29,
Dudley,

instruction

1927.

G.:

Correlated

— Visual

visual

Education.

3:

Hays, Dudley G.:
scope,

purpose,

Visual education, its
and value Educ.

—

Screen, 2: 56-60, Feb., 1923.
visual

instruction.

Fundamentals in
(See Teacher

Training)

Imagery in education
Educ. Screen, 2: 202-206, May, 1923
Jordan, R. H.: Visual instruction and
classroom instruction Amer. Educ.
Digest, 46: 156-58, Dec, 1926. Also
Jones, R. G.:

Feb., 1923.

2:

Teacher

(See

schools.

Johnson, William H.:

101-106, Mar., Apr., 1922.

is

1926.

Visual instruction in

193-98, Apr., 1922.

and pedagogical aspects of
Educ. Screen,
education

tangible

Experience and
PsyJl.

^Amer.

330-44, July,

V.:

public

—

Training).

67,

Balcolm, A. G.: The use of visual aids
in teaching
Educ. Screen, 4 148-49.

Connolly,
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the

1

tion

Castro,
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Dorris,

tury, 111

1924.

Allen, H. S.:

perception

visual

Primary Plans, 35:

Six appendixes.

Teaching with motion

L.:

— Peabody

Dickinson, Charles A.:

tions

1929.

xxi, 392 p. plates, diagrams, tables.
Report of an experimental investigation
ss>onsored by the Eastman Kodak Company
of Rochester, New York, and conducted
during 1926-28 under the supervision of
Approximately 11,000 school
the authors.
children, in grades four to nine inclusive,
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Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,
City

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on pa^e 83)

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

Company

and

(See advertiscmnit on Oatilde Back Covar)

Meadville. Pa.
(See advertisement on pa»?e $8)

James C. Muir

&

Co.
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111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S La Salle St., Chicago.

III.
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& Howell
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Rocliesier, N. Y.
Bell
1815

Boat

New

(See advertisement on Inside Back Cover)

Inc.

19

SUPPUES

International Projector Corp.
Acme Division, 90 Gold St.,

York

Eastman Teaching Films,

St..

III.

Spencer Lens Co.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

Rochester, N. Y.

46th

City

City

Eastman Kodak Co.

W.

New York

St.,

Keystone View Co.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

130

46th

10 S. 18th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Producer of Social Service Films

&

City

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
4829 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 111.

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.

New York

New York

730 Fifth Ave.,

W.

130

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago.

Universal Pictures Corp.

&

DeFrenes

SUDES

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

New York

(See advertisement on pase B6)

St..

SLIDES and FILM
111.

(See advertisement on paee 84)

723 Seventh Ave.,

Carlyle Ellis
130 W. 46th
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Amkino Corporation

Bell

for the Visual Field

Co.

Larchmont

(See advertisement on page SB)

Ave., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on paere 88)

Visual Education Service, Inc.

Carmel. Monterey County. C*L

City

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

Howe-Stevens Service
311 S.

Sarah

St.,

St.

130 ,W. 46th

New York

St.,
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City

Inc.

Louis,

Mo.

Home-Talkie Machine Corp.
220 W. 42nd St.. New York

City.

Bausch and

Ideal Pictures Corp.

26

i:.

K.ighth St.. Chicago.

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

111.

International Harvester Co.
606 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
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35

W.

111.

Inc.,

St..

IlL

Bernard Sullivan Company
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
III.

St.,

111.
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111.

III.

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Boat

St..

Buffalo, N. Y.
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Buffalo. N. Y.

Paul, Minn.

Rothacker Film Corp.
7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,

III.
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United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin

St.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Society for Visual Education
327 S, La .Salle St., Chicago.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

C. Muir & Co.
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Quincy,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Optical Co.

James

C. Muir & Co.
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

James

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth. Minn.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 r-'orbes

111.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.,

New York

City
(See advertisement on paKe BB)
45th St.

Lomb

Rochester, N. Y.

SWISS NATIONAL PARK

SCREENS

100 SLIDES FOR SALE
private collection, also Two eriainal
Films showing Geneva and environs, Zer-

From
111.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
I^ng Island City, N. Y.

&

James C. Muir

Co.

10 S. 18th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

III.
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KEYSTONE

FILMO
SCHOOL PROJECTOR

STEREOGRAPHS

conquers Vime and space

and SLIDES
Give the Teacher a Chance

To Work Out Her Own Ideas
About the Sequence of Pictures in

The

Visual Lesson
Pitm«pnjectinga biology Uisonfrom
Library, Ditmar's Natural
Hiitary Series. Mrs. Mary E. Brftg.
tiaeber, at Ctrleirs Junior High
School, New York City.

FUhw

"New

"bAaterials

now

Available in

Primary Reading

The

English

Social Studies

Vocational Guidance

Thirty students in a line, one by one taking a peck into a single microscope. Each gets a moment's glimpse at the turbulent world of living things contained in a drop of water.

The

class

But

hour

flash a

is

For Each Grade

Nature Study

Biology

Penmanship

Classroom Demotistration Arranged

life

the essence of the experience of Mrs.

on

a.

Mary

other educators the country over who are supporting their
work with Filmo School Projector, overcoming the limits
of space and time to bring the world into the school room.
Any pupil can operate Filmo. Its powerful lighting sys-

images on the screen. There is
may be run forward or backward, or it may be stopped on a single frame for protracted
discussion without damage. Its precision and all round dependability insure long life under all conditions of use.
Write for folder "Filmo in Schools and Colleges" and for
the name of the nearest Filmo
^^^—-^^
clear, brilliant

absolutely no flicker.

The

film

He will give a free demonstration in your school at

|(*L

literature

well started.

E. Bing, teacher of biology, Corlears Junior High School,
New York City. It is likewise the experience of thousands of

tem produces

-^

it is

picture of this microscopic

class-room screen and you give each student a 15 minute
study of the phenomena in just 15 minutes elapsed time.
Briefly, this is

Art and Music Correlations

gone before

moving

dealer.

your request.

upon request

Filmo 57-E Specia I School Projector,2iO watt,
5 amp. lamp, fixedrmstartce, 45-50condenser,
gtartdrtwind, large type sprockets and saftty
shutter.

With special new styltschoolbasecasi,

%20i. Other modils from tl98 up.

KEYSTONE
VIEW COMPANY

BELL

Meadville, Penn'a.

HOWELL
Filmo
&

'5LL «c HOWELL CO., Dept. 0, 1817 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
oJew Vork Hollywood London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.) Established 1907
•

..
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Throwing the Light
OF Understanding

ON Every
A Way

to

Subject!

Put Punch

in

Teaching

MAIL THE COUPON
SWITCH ON PICTUROL

— throw

on every subject

—make

— every

more enjoyable!

'

lesson

nary storage battery. Films are available
wide variety on almost any subject,
practically every course of instruction.

light

in

learning easier

Use

Picturol as hundreds of successful teachers do.

Let

it

supplement text

—add

perplexing subjects

—

PICTUROL

puts punch in teaching. It
solves the problem of arousing interest

clarify

fascination to

with less effort on your part.

more pupil

the daily round of classroom recitations

for infinitely

and assignments.

now, for the sake of your
won't you get the facts?

PICTUROL

is

film projector.

a simple, inexpensive

It

progress.

own

makes

And

progress

There

is

no

obligation.
still-

Easily operated, light in

weight, you just plug
light socket or connect

it

in

any

electric

up with an ordi-

igmHEOQUTOg
Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
Dept. ESS, 327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.

WSOCIETYFORW

Please send me without obligation full details about Picturol and lists of Filmslides
available for classroom use.

vVlSUALEDUCATIOW
INC.
j

Dept.

ES3

327 S. LaSalle St.

Chicago,
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Visual Education in Europe (IV)
Nuremberg, Vienna, Budapest, Berne, Zurich

Jena,

W. M. Gregory
Museum, Cleveland Public Schools

Director Educational

The P'anetarium

THE
company

at

Jena

famous Carl Zeiss
is

Old Nuremberg
optical

located within the

shadows of old Jena,

the

former

German intellectual
This company has developed
center of

life.

the

Nuremberg
perial

cities

include

to

one of the old imof the middle ages
is

which has a five-sided turreted castle on a hill, enclosed by a high wall
and a broad dry moat. The narrow

town within the old

globe

the

place.

Nuremberg

in

Martin

was

streets of the

the marvels

walls are lined with Gothic frame

negatives for nearly

houses

terial in the

the

The Planetarium

is

solar

system.

a large

dome

beneath

which are comfortable
seats for 800 people.
The lights
are dimmed and the starry heavens
are perfectly projected on the in-

dome.

side of the

This spectacular

exhibition of 54,000 stars with the
familiar constellations in place, al-

ways causes exclamations of won-

The

derment.

stars are not only in

place, but they

have the correct
movements. The sun, planets and
moon can be added to this motion
picture of the heavens, which demonstrates many astronomic movements.

The changes

are done

months.

in

of the seasons

minutes

rather than

The mysteries of

the uni-

verse are laid bare without regard
to time or weather.
The instru-

of

the

century,

fifteenth

by

studied

Christopher Columbus before starting his voyage to the New World.

Zeiss Planetarium which visualizes

of

Behaim's

(1491) which was not in
This globe which was made

Christof Muller of

Nuremberg has
all of the ma-

Germanic Museum and

wood beams
embedded in plaster. The overhanging wooden galleries and oriel

This
an excellent source for photographs of Nuremberg, old build-

windows are marked features of

ings, castles, wall

which were

of

built

which

were the
homes of Albrecht Durer, Martin
Behaim and Hans Sachs. The many
street statues and church decorations indicate that the stone masons
the

houses

old

furnished the sculptures.

The

medieval

architecture

and

preserved

well

is

present

the

building regulations require

all

re-

he will supply photographs.
is

Martin Behaim might prove of inCavi 3369 3871 and 3876.
The Germanic Museum is a treasure house for materials relating to
German civilization. A. Wahrischrafife issues an excellent catalogue of the famous Nuremberg's
terest

metal

of machinery,

industries

ware,

toys,

lead

pencils,

;

Vienna Technical Museum for
Science and Industry

500,000

are prosperous in the

inhabitants

modern

Its

;

:

toys.

constructions to be of the old type

within the city walls.

The

and moat.

following numbers which relate to

The Technical Museum

building

has about 16,000 square feet in the
three-storied

edifice,

which

is lo-

a dumb-bell shaped projection lan-

and gingerbread, the famous
Lebkuchen.
The Germanic Museum is an ex-

tern which

beneath the center of
the dome. The southern and northern heavens are represented by the

tensive collection of the history of

arranged to make possible comprehensive exhibits which illustrate

German

the

collections of ecclesiastical figures

place

The

from famous cathedrals of early
Germany, indicate how important

science

planets,

by

the early church considered the vis-

would serve a small town of 10,000
people. The building was provided
by the city of Vienna, and the ex-

ment for

visualizing the heavens

is

respective ends of the lantern.

movements

moon and

is

of

the

sun,

stars are controlled

art

and

civilization.

Its

the speaker.

ualizing of sacred figures in statu-

This "canned" astronomy is very
popular and more than fifteen German cities have their Planetaria.

museum

ary

and

wood

carvings.

The

has excellent collections of

medieval fire-arms, hunting-weap-

models of weights and meas-

This country has three Planetaria
now under construction in New

ons,

York, Chicago, and Philadelphia.
In the Planetarium the facts of

equipment. The collection of rustic

astronomy have replaced the mythical stories of the
Greek or the

tum/sd peasants

fancies of astrology.

scientific

ures,

vehicles

utensils,

furniture
is

of the style mores.

and

jousting

and 365

cos-

a vivid witness

The

instruments

is

display of

supposed

cated in a large park.

and

galleries

is

halls

of this building are

evolutions

within

The

which have taken
fields where

many

applied to industry.

electricity

used

in

hibits are supplied

The

building

the

by technical or-

ganizations and industries.

The

large

central

machine

illustrates transportation

from

hall

the

modern utilization of
wind, heat and water power. Each
model is actual size and can be
slave to the

operated by
tions

show

electricity.

dearly

the

Cut

sec-

interior
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working of

attention has been given to the ex-

planations of each machine, so as to

bring out the

features.

essential

Lantern Slide Bureau of Vienna

Special

machinery.

all

The Lantern
Austria

located in

is

The

Sensendasse.

This

Bureau of
Vienna at 3

Slide

director

The

is

Dr.

Colored drawings, descriptions and

Alphons Lhotsky.

legends are concise, attractive and

consists of 50,000 well chosen sub-

distinctly visible.

jects

Under

these conditions even the

layman is interested. A full size
Bessemer converter is cross-sectioned models of the first rolling
mills and some of the great Krupp

which are

collection

fully classified

indexed. About 100,000 slides

and
were

modern times are

of the

Some of the most striking
are Steinbierbrauerei,

shown.
exhibits

Turkische Turbinemuhle, Alte Papiermuhle, Lavoisier Laboratoriuni,
Alte Kaffeekuche, Alchemistisches

Laboratorium,

Lilienthal-Gleitflie-

ger and Model Feuermaschine. Ex-

photographs

cellent

may

exhibits

of

nearly

all

be obtained on appli-

cation to the director.

Everywhere

in this

museum one

impressed with this story of social advancement due to the im-

is

and

quality

are

adapted to

well

educational purposes in schools and

The

colleges.

larger part of

The use of
more

is historical.

collection

the

the lantern slides seems to be

on the lecture plan
than

schools

as

Austrian

in

regular class

a

Dr. Lhotsky realizes the

exercise.

value of the classroom use of the

and

slide

adapting

is

modern

to

it

Dr. Lhotsky welcomes infrom America and would
be interested in exchange of materneeds.

quiries

ials

as well as ideas of organiza-

tion

and use of

all

types of visual

materials.

The Art Museum, Vienna
The Historical Art Museum of

plays of each of the technical de-

partments and the modern develop-

Gypsy
Madonna, Virgin with Cherries and
Ecce Homo, Giorgione's Three

trated

and

illus-

by many experiments which

is

ings, sculptures, tapestries, ivories,

A

Verde,

few of the many great mas-

many

Philosophers,

Titians,

Madonna
e.

nl

g.

Velazquez'

Infant

much prominWelsbach, Mitterhofer, Von

Rembrandt's Self-Portrait,
Reproductions of any of these
etc.
famous masterpieces in Viennese
from
be secured
galleries can

try

out.

Reis, Ressel

and others.

This technical

museum

is

by no

means a graveyard of antiquated
machinery.
scientific

Austria visualizes
progress

to

its

its

youth

meteorites

is

collection

of

The

lisse,

Kunstderlag Wolfrum at Kohlmarket 4 Vienna. The armory collec-

museum

tion of this

through these interesting displays.

finest in the world,

Too much can

is

one of the

and many

inter-

collection of

poorly displayed.

The

one of the
world and most

fishes

the

in

is

extinct animals are well rep-

from
famous
dodo, the white rhinoceros and
others.
Many groups have the
mounted animals and the skeletons
arranged side by side for compararesented by the

Wyoming,

tive

diplodocus

the great auk, the

The

study.

tirely systematic

displays are en-

and

to the

layman

are as interesting as a stuffed circus.

A

bels,

habitat

wide use of interesting lasettings, maps and
other educational aids would make
the

of

collections

greater

value.

However, one marvels

at the pres-

ent fine condition of

the

collections

all

museum

Vienna considering

in

the aftermath of the war.

rich in magnificent paint-

Austrian

may

inventors are given

ence as

Vienna

Balthasar Carlos, Rubens' The Pe-

visitors

The wonderful

cases.

complete.

terpieces are Raphael's

in different fields. Physics

Zoological collections which

largest

high photographic

slides are of

etc.

chemistry are systematically

The

are formal are displayed in dingy

The

provement of machinery to replace
manual labor. The reconstructions
of the ancient workshop, the old
mill, and the historic laboratories
serve as an introduction to the dis-

ment

Natural History Museum, Vienna

circulated in Austria during 1928.

;

hammers

material for teaching med-

is

ieval history.

The Urania of Vienna
a building which com-

This

is

bines an observatory, concert hall,

and a motion picture
is situated on the
banks of the Danube Canal in a
very conspicuous place and is
lecture rooms,

auditorium.

It

widely used for lectures, free motion

concerts and as an

pictures,

observatory.

Widow and

A. Pichler's

This

interesting

supplies

visual

Sons, Vienna

organization

material

to

all

branches of education in Austria.

The apparatus
but most of
school

it

grade.

is

cleverly designed

of Junior high
This organization

is

esting photographs can be secured

has been especially active in orga-

institution

showing the development and

nizing

to

significance in the medieval times.

its

tally

not be said for an

which gives inspiration
youth in those things that vi-

concern

the

life

of

all

the

people.

The museum

is

at present limited

its

which

charts

are

largely

from Germany.

Excellent catalogues are available

Budapest

for selecting photographs of handi-

the East and West
rub elbows in the shops, markets

craft, planetaria, horoscopes,

in its services due to the war, but
crowds are always present when

astronomical

the opportunity offers.

watches,

instruments,

ematical

all

clocks,

math-

sundials,
travelers'

of about the year

1

500.

At Budapest

and

streets.

Magyar

is

The

influence of the

reflected in the brilliant

(Concluded on page 90)

:
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Minimum

Standard Equipment for Visual Education

(II)

James G. Sigman
Director Visual Education, Philadelphia Schools
(^Concluded

THIRST, proper
-^

projection appa-

ratus should be carefully consid-

educational

ard

these

the

possession

list

is

should
adaptable for

imperative.

be of a type that

is

It

issue)

Their use in boys' camps and Y.
M. C. A. work preceded their
school adoption, but now that the
enlargement of the libraries of

For the elementary school
of at least one
lantern from Dr. Hoban's standered.

from February

film

mm.

16

made

has

projectors

very

valuable to schools and colleges,

both glass slides and stillfilm or
filmslide attachments, and should
be sufficiently brilliant and pow-

their rapid introduction as stand-

erful

from
$180 to $205 list, with a fair introductory discount for schools,
especially when secured on com-

for

projection

so-called

upon

"daylight"

necessity.

Hoban suggests one

Dr.

lantern for

schools of less than eight rooms,

and more lanterns for larger elementary schools. It might be
added that this second lantern
might wisely be chosen from the
o p a q u e-projector
combination
type, opening a new field of valuable

projection

with

the

for

so-called

ard equipment will surely follow.

The

school

This combination lan-

needs of the school
film

slide,

materials.

in glass

and also

The

all

in

the

and

pictorial

cost of the

first

mentioned (with
attachment) would be

lantern above
Stillfilm

about $65.00, and the second or
combination opaque and slide
projector with filmslide attachment should not exceed $135.00.
For the larger elementary
schools Dr. Hoban has added to
the projection equipment a portable
motion picture projector
(16mm.) with suggested lists of
the best offerings
for higher

A

large elementary-

therefore be supplied

$350, as follows
1.

2.

Standard

stereopticon

tern with

Still

lan-

film attach-

—

than $500. well-adapted for use in
the ordinary high school assemhall.

The use

of

standard

is

for

These classroom projectors have passed the
teaching

needs".

experimental

tests of instructional results.

understood that the

which

adelphia,

required, in order to

make

a

of Phil-

be

will

the

largest in the city

and one of the
most modern in the United
States, is to be equipped with the
Simplex, wired for sound effects,
in case the energetic Fathers Association of that

make

to

community

cares

this addition at a later

In general, the high cost of

date.

sound equipment and the meagre
educational offerings in this type
of film

will probably postpone
any such ambitious expansion in

the

schools

some

for

in the

time to
medical and

other college departments where
the lecture system obtains.
In
schools the teacher will

wide

projectors

It is

audito-

new Olney High School

the

stage of development, and their value has been
clearly demonstrated by nation-

;

"efficient

riums.

throw

successful
galleried

Second lantern (opaque and

(35mm.) machines opens a wide
choice of industrial and theatrical
film, which in the past has not
been made in the narrow width.
For the larger senior high schools
of from two to four thousand students, the Simplex or some other
booth machine of theatrical type

schools

their

ment

glass slide) with filmslide
attachment $135
3. Standard 16 mm. classroom
motion picture projector—
about $150
In the equipment of Junior and
Senior High Schools it is wise to
add the standard (35mm.) motion
picture equipment for auditorium
showings to the required list.
These are now being supplied in
the semi-portable form for less

bly

across

come, except

—$65

"daylight"

tern will cover practically

may

better

is

with at least three standard projectors for less than a total cost of

screen to accompany this second
lantern.

projectors

petitive bids.

grades,

all

range for the

price

class-room

and

brilliant

elementary

main

and

secondary
still

,

|

re-

as the best "talkie" yet de-

The

vised.

motion

cost

of

standard

equipment for
high schools ranges from $1,000
to $1,500, exclusive of booth, and
about $3,000 for sound equip- |
ment on a long-term lease basis.
picture

The foregoing paragraphs on
projection equipment for Junior

and Senior High Schools have
made no mention of purely scientific
apparatus, such as microscopes and micro-opticons, neither
have they outlined the needs of
the schools

in regard to maps,
and globes for use in
geography, history, health, music,

charts,

or other special subjects.

These

very important, but belong
to departmental rather than to
are

all

visual budgets for universal use.

Probably

when
for

the

time

will

come

these departments will ask

still

and motion projectors

oi

I

i
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types distinctly suitable to their
specific needs, especially in the

many

large school units. Already

and

science

the

of

depart-

art

many

also been used in

of the re-

cent classroom motion picture tests.

has the double value of aiding

It

wooden

may

which

shutter

hinged to clamp

down over

be

the edge

Draperies are su-

of the shade.

auditorium darkening,

classroom discipline during visual

perior

since total darkness
is
sometimes an excellent opportunity

and classrooms may similarly be
darkened by cheap draw curtains
of dark material attached by the

for

ments are supplied in the high
of Philadelphia with
opaque projectors in combination
with glass and film slide attach-

for mischief-makers, and at the
same time making note-taking and

ments, because of the rich array

other forms of immediate class in-

the entire wall.

of pictorial material available in

struction possible at

Returning to our original minimum equipment of one standard

schools

But

those departments.

tom

this cus-

of course cannot always pre-

lessons,

all

times dur-

ing the projection period. But most
of the school systems

common dark

still

rely

upon

usual curtain rings to a wire across

modern

'
.

lantern

(with Stillfilm at-

vail in the smaller schools of the

the

hence our concern
requirements in
is for minimum
discussion,
rather than
this

opticon work. These are quite ex-

pensive

maximum.

are forced to equip only one or two

project glass slides

Assuming that every graded
school, however small, has been
equipped with at least one

rooms on a

a

and

city

lantern

state,

and

classroom
of

slightly

second

the

administrative

solve

is

$200,

authority

to

the proper darkening of the

Two

or rooms to be used.

observations are almost axiomatic
in this matter

first,

;

many

room,

darker

that

rooms always mean sharper

delin-

many

schools

floor or to a depart-

Philadelphia schools

visual education

successfully

cost

the lo-

for

ment. In

picture

more than
problem

cal

room

at

installed over a large

school building, and

a

motion

one

projector,

when

shades for stere-

carried on very

is

a

in

visual

special

with black shades and

fitted

movable chairs, sufficient for the
use of two parallel sections and
their teachers at one time.

the

all

for

Where

rooms cannot be equipped
this method has

lantern use,

proved to be very satisfactory.

The
calls

tachment)

for

'

school,-

wherever no opaque projection is'
undertaken and no motion pictures
are available,

room

and stillfilm in
darkened by the cus-

tomary green window shades only.
These modern lanterns are equipped
with

a very powerful 500-watt
lamp, which makes a clear picture

under

electric light or daylight

petition,

although

the

latter

comis

a

more deadly foe than the former.
But even these so-called "daylight"

service

to

always improved in
and in saving

classes

by

from, eye-strain

reduction

of

tern directly in the classroom, tO

such competition with

on the pupils' eyes second, that
motion pictures and presentation of

be used just at the time and place
in the lesson or

motion pictures there should always
be darkness. We have all witnessed

opaque

materials

more

require

ual

education

course where visbe

will

applicable,

without the delay and holiday

spirit

which

tern slide projection, due to the loss

inspired by

moving

room

opening of a door

of brilliancy because of

or the auditorium.

intermit-

tent shutter-action or of mirror-re-

The

of

the

translucent type of screen has

made

flection.

the

problem

of

somewhat

less

high cost,

its

at

invention

room darkening

troublesome, but

an angle of vision,

for

auditorium

widespread

its

small size

pictures,

fragile composition

its

its

distortion of pictures

and

its

have prevented
introduction

in

regular classroom

is

ture

jacent to the screen.

and some

either

in

draperies.

its

made

original furnishing,

form of shades or

the

The former method

is

theatre,

when adThe picture

especially

seemed momentarily
out before us.
use of

16

sudden
motion pic-

With

mm.

to

be

wiped

the increasing

projectors in the

schools of our state as

minimum

standard equipment, our Boards of

preferable from the standpoints of

Education should not

convenience and .good housekeep-

our classrooms, or as an alternative, a propeach
erly-fitted
visual room in

ing,

but care should be taken that

the black shades are properly

hung

schools.

and oversize

While its many good points have
been somewhat obscured by these

are fitted to the

drawbacks, the translucent screen

sagging or gaping by being run in
grooved stripping, or by reinforcement on each side by a narrow

has gained considerable popularity
for opaque projection, and it has

For

the

in a

the best place

for the use of visual aids,

possible at

accompanies

Therefore the

degree of darkening should be

light.

the instant loss of clear visibility

darkness as a general rule than lan-

to another

self,

they

if

may

possible.

If

they

window frame

it-

be prevented from

'

lanterns or the so-called "daylight

eation of pictures and less strain
;

''

'

quite possible to

it is

slightly

screens" are

equipment of course
for the placement of the lanrr
ideal

small

the

vide black shades

fail

to pro-

for

school.

Standard equipment in screens
indicated by the improvement in
projection equipment. Wherever a
is

classroom has
it

its

own

black shades,

follows as a matter of course that

»--

;
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should have

own

screen, al-

vas kind, which tends to become

school

ways ready for use at the proper
time and place in the lesson plan.

unwieldy and to crease badly in

twelve white canvas roller screen,

large sizes.

costing about $25, for small audi-

it

its

Improvised screens may be made by

The

and

auditoriums,

smaller

auditoriums

the

;

toriums and combined class-rooms

painting a six-foot square on the

classrooms which are thrown to-

and the adoption of a

by using the reverse side of a map by stretching
a square of canvas or sheeting

gether for assembly purposes, are

metallic

classroom wall

;

;

across the front of the

room

or

;

equipped, however,

still

with the

spring roller screen in the nine-by-

twelve foot

This size

size.

just

is

even by employing the blackboard

about the limit of efficiency in the

or plaster wall surface for a re-

roller type.

flecting

screen.

gallons

of

Pittsburgh

aluminum

year in carrying out the

buys

from

each

reasonable.

paint

all

Its reflection

angles,

and

With

its

is

cost

is

nine-by-

screen

-

surfaced,

six-by-six,

spring

mounted on a

-

roller

plain black-

board, for classroom use, at a quotation of about

The

$10 each.

fourth

menwas

requirement

good

tioned for classroom projection

very

a metal stand for the lantern or pro-

the introduction

These are now being made

jector.

of these

of classroom projectors the need

a part of the standard lantern equip-

many

developed for more brilliant reflec-

schools find that the height of the

proper

and for smaller screens to be
used in one classroom only. With
but one such machine furnished to
any school, it might be wise to se-

ment for all Philadelphia schools,
and offer several distinct advantages over the old custom of projecting from a pupil's desk.
They
are adjustable for height, and ma;

The

cure a higher grade portable screen

be disassembled easily for storage^

methods are more or less
makeshift in character, and should
be avoided by the installation of
good screens in original equipment.

which could be taken with the pro-

or moving.

original

methods,

first

although

blackboards in classrooms prevents
the painting of this six-foot square

on the classroom wall

at a

point

eyes.

for the

pupils'

other

New York

State has solved the

tion,

jector

from room

These

to room.

may now

be secured in the metal
map-case variety which may be at-

metal projection tables are a good

the top of the blackboard in each

after

A

and

room.

much experimentation with

boxed

beaded

and

screens of

metallic-surfaced

sizes,

all

six,

the writer

is

the screen

is

height, braced

investment at a price ranging from

by metal or wooden

$15 to $25. Two other types are
also on the market, both with tripod support, one being more ex-

its

supports on the sides or rear.

permanency of

third type is

equipment.

Philadelphia

now

"buildings equipment standard

One

car-

two standard screens on

ries

is

its

list."

the large silver-surfaced so-

mounted on a

backbone to which
is

attached,

pensive of
It

is

slides or reels of film,

complete

raised to

almost convinced of the wisdom and
this type of screen

at

second portable screen

in a

metal shelf under-

is

when

the adoption of

canvas screen, six feet by

A

convenient for boxes o

long case, from which

tached and detached quickly

two hooks are properly spaced

standard roller

is

and the narrowness of the table allows it to
be placed in classroom aisles anywhere, while its solidity and strength
will support any lantern or projector without vibration.
These

;

screen problem in class-rooms by
a

neath

and

A

plain

spring roller

pensive and the other less expensive

this is the least ex-

than the four-footed metal table just

its

described.

all.

evident that the standard

mm.

The cheaper one

easily toppled over

is

too

for classroom

called "Superlite" screen, for high

classroom screen for 16

school auditoriums.

up-

tures has not yet been evolved, since

pensive variety

on a rigid wooden frame, located
permanently on the rear wall of the

the portable box-type that pleases

priced beaded screens; too costly

It is built

pic-

comfort,

however,

while

the

ex-

like the highly-

is

the lecturer or demonstrator does

for universal use in the pressure of

other needs.

ward out of harm's way along two

mapcase variety is not immune from the

grooves in the two upright posts.

ills

stage,

Over

where

it

may

be pushed up-

frame the metallic-suris stretched and atIt
tached to drumlike tightness.
comes in sizes of twelve by fifteen
and also fifteen by eighteen feet, depending upon the size of the stage
and the auditorium. This type of
screen has been far more servicethis

faced screen

able than

t'le

old spr'nj-roiler can-

not appeal to teachers, and the

that spring rollers are heir to,

without the easy accessibility
repair

for

possessed by the ordinary

window-shade.

Our Department

of

Supplies and the Division of Visual

Education are just about decided

upon a three- fold screen program
for Philadelphia, which will include
the

large

costing

rigid

Superlite

from $200

screens,

to $300, for high

Storage

facilities

have been men-

tioned a fifth standard essential for

good visual equipment. Each school
of smaller size, and each department in a large high school, should
have ample storage space for the
visual materials which may be supplied.
This should include cabinf^t
or closet storage

for glass slides,

frequently furnished with unit sets

by the

company

selling the slides.
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metal cabinets for storage of films,

even though

mon

may

it

metal

be only the com-

with

locker

pairs

of

but only a few have sets of slides,

by

largely

The

gift.

library

of

slides is practically all con-

glass

cross-rods spaced five or six inches

centrated in the offices of the Divi-

apart for rows of reels placed on

sion

edge

and a good metal or wooden
11" by 14" type

;

filing-case of the

for the storage of pictorial material

for opaque projection.

economy and convenience,

well as

demands
cases,

Safety, as

all

these measures. Larger

fitted

with glass doors for

display purposes and ready consul-

should be constructed in ev-

tation,

standard equipment for individual
although

schools,

compliance

in

with the rules of the Fire Marshal
Philadelphia,

in

film

cabinets are

from

placed in each motion picture booth.

which they are distributed by truck

constant care and
and may best be cared for
and repaired in some central agen-

Visual

of

Education,

various schools of the city

to the

on order weekly.

This system of

Film

requires

repair,

The formation of a

course requires the possession of

cy.

many

of 16

duplicate sets of slides, since

schools reach a given topic in

all

the

geography

course

or history

within approximately the same peri-

od of time.

This condition leads

mm.

mm.

or 35

film library
film

also

is

a staggering proposition financially
to

any school system of any

because of the cost per school

such library

size,

when

duplicated in each

is

murecommended by Dr. Ho-

ery school for a small school

seum, as

ban

object-specimen model

his

in

summary.

This

may

be located in

the school library, office, study hall,

main
permanent acquisi-

visual room, or even in the

corridor, as a
tion.

In conclusion, as a sixth essential

of standard equipment, and in

many ways most important
must be

listed the

of

all,

accumulation of

a proper library of visual materials

housed

to be

in these cabinets

Opinion

cases.

is

still

and

divided be-

tween the two schools of thought
that claim, on the one hand, that
every school should own its own
library of slides, films,

sensory and visual aids,

and other
and on the

other hand, that any school will be

Visual Instruction Headquarters in the Philadelphia Schools

at times to delay

and

dissatisfaction,

school

owning a

tically all

circulat-

seem
pleased with the promptness and

ing library of greater variety and

completeness of our lantern slide

library,

In the Newark and Pittsburgh schools, a happy solution is
reached whereby each school has its

ery of these requested slides to a

own

better served

by a central

richness.

unit

but in general our principals

We

service.

school,

believe that the deliv-

ready for instant use, im-

slide collection in the

form of

poses a moral obligation to use them

map,
primary

history,

at the right time

reading

course of study.

of

sets

geography,

song,

and

and a school appropriation
of from $50 to $259 annually per
school for enlargement of the same.
At the same time a central slide
library supplements this local library
upon request with loans of circuslides,

lating sets.

In Philadelphia, over

fifty sets

of stereographs and stere-

oscopes

are

now

established

permanent equipment

in

as

schools,

the

human

and place

On

failings

in the

hand
of laziness and
the other

city

Prac-

projector.

systems are agreed

upon the wisdom of a central
although they

upon the policy

to be

the case of slide sets.

and

Stillfilm are so

cost, that

they

may

may

film

differ

pursued

in

Filmslides

much lower

in

be accumulated

by separate schools without serious
outlay,

prints

and the same is true of
and pictorial material in

forgetfulness will frequently allow

general.

permanent school slide set to
remain untouched in the principal's

The advent of the 16mm. or
classroom motion picture projector,
with its lower-priced reels of strict-

the

office,

or in the storage closet, be-

cause of the trouble involved in the

ly educational film,

proper selection and preparation of

attitude of the authorities

visual materials.

the safety and

economy of storage

and usage of

films

For these reasons
best

not

to

make

it

also seems

film

libraries

has changed the

toward

by one school

as standard equipment.

Where

the

)

!

;
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city

one of considerable

is

size,

district or central office circulation

but

favored,

is

smaller

the

in

towns, the high school would be the

such central stor-

logical place for

Where

without subsidy or
of

Philadelphia

nized

has

recog-

and

museum

three

District

long

obligation,

this

maintains

compensation

The School

of some sort.

now

and a clerk constantly at the Commercial Museum, where over one
hundred thousand public school
children attended lectures and les-

down

sons last year, under direction of

there

is

the high cost of purchasing

motion pictures outright. The rental

system, like house-rental, leaves

the efficient Curator,

This

Toothaker.

spirited institution has also placed

nent visual property in the end,

The

use of free films from indus-

hundreds of specimen cabinets in
the schools of its own city and the
state, which should be made standard equipment in every school with

trial

or commercial sources

the

New York

method

heres to this

fairly

City

but

universal,

ad-

still

exclusively.

it

is

still

involves

museum

adequately
In closing

questions of advertising and prop-

their

may

I

vision for this group of educators

the standard of strictly instructional

stalled as visual

reels.

school

The formation
and

slide

western

of circulating film

graded

equipment

school,

the

in

Picture a

throughout the

wealth of Pennsylvania.

the great state

room

museums,

and

is

a

hopeful sign of the times.

New

made a

begin-

Jersey has already

mm.

ning of a 16

film library at the

Trenton Museum,

Museum

and the

Com-

tion

fitted

to

auditorium,, or

preferably

it

black shades or draperies for quick

out the state of Pennsylvania. This

darkening as the pupils are seated

small

town

in

units

which rural and

may

ever acquire

and
is

by

possesses

wise

the

called to attention.

The

adjusted in a moment's time, and

a great variety of film oflferings for

place.

owes

it

to the

and

inaugurate

communities to

organize

central film library at once.

of larger size
their

own

may

(if

no opaque projectorstereographs and scopes, at
is

5)

is

A

small unit collection of ev-

eryday slides-classified for use
(supplemented by State and

Museum

A

circulation)

proper attention to acces-

—screen,

lantern stand,

dark shades, outlets at proper
end of room, folding chairs,
and the like
7)

A

and

principal

teachers

trained and interested in visual aids

and

their use, not for

entertainment,

but

for

in-

prefaced by

structional value.

In the nearby Junior or Senior

High Schools

this

work of

concrete

education goes forward, with some-

the proper approach, and then fol-

what more advanced and more ex-

Cities

lows a fifteen-minute period of pictures, with the minimum of oral

pensive equipment

libraries

in

proportion to their financial strength

explanation.

This

is

followed by

an equal period of rapid review and
clinching of subject-matter, which
has just been presented in a vivid,

the above

:

to

more lanterns

supplement
as needed,

a standard motion picture machine
as well as the 16

mm.

projector

be expected to replace the city or

instruction as an everyday diet for

opaque projectors for Art and Science; abundant chart, map, globe
and pictorial material.
Boards of Education, you will
receive rich dividends from these
very modest investments in visual

matter

every school unit in Pennsylvania?

education

if

they care to do

material

pictorial

a

such

of course form

circulating

reel of educational film

or the set of slides

the

screen

the use of their schools, and the
state

made up by

storage cabinet for prints

there

fore-

necessary

the metal lantern table pushed into

The

A

and

base-

sight,

way

4)

sories

has circulated slidesets and standard film for many years throughthe only

film

Commercial Museum-supplemented locally)

if

receptacles,

is

safety

A specimen cabinet of objectspecimen-m o d e
materials

recrea-

board

of

educational

1

6)

Philadelphia

mercial

pos-

\6 mm. classroom projector

(perhaps

Already equipped with

electrical outlets,

if

for opaque projection)

request)

3)

whether

uses,

tion room, even in the basement,

necessary.

A

Still-

attachment

filmslide

only (reels to be supplied by
a great state library on

for rapid transforma-

projection

classroom,

minimum

standard lantern, with

for

smallest

Common-

at

universities

2)

in every

the

libraries

states,

—a

least)

even

unit,

this

(with a second lantern

should be happy to see in-

I

A

sible

installation.

undertake to en-

is

approximately as follows:

film or

more

compensated

for

aganda which color the tone of the
films offered, and lower them below

what

1

Mr. Charles
same public-

the school district with no perma-

although

terials,

teachers

no visual supervision, an exchange system of
reels between schools, or even between districts, will operate to cut
age.

The answer

investment of a few hundred dollars, wisely used for standard ma-

so,

but neither

should be compelled to rely upon
advertising

sources

ment.
state

and

never-to-be-forgotten

manner.

for

non-educational
proper visual equip-

What

Local

museums should not

properly balanced oral and visual

responsibility in

this

is

needed

to

bring

such
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The Function

of the Picture in Science Instruction
Aaron Horn

OCIENCE

have

courses

for a

'^ good many years been constructed along objective lines. Lab-

work,

oratory

and

experiments,

form a basis for the extension of
knowledge with relative ease.
The experiments are done by the
his

use

of

standardized

laboratory

demonstrations have been the focal

equipment or by specially designed

points around which city

apparatus for the laboratory

have been

syllabi

built

minimum

frequently prescribe

quirements in these

and state
and these

Recent years, especially in connection with the introduction of the

an

Often,

re-

activities.

illus-

tration of certain principles.

may

experiment

in-

human

application to the service of

needs.

It desires,

that

also,

the

knowledge

and understanding of
these phenomena be logically organized, and such organization can
indeed be effected around experimentally derived principles. But the
basis of such organization is knowledge, experience and the purpose

volve the use of apparatus that is
too expensive or dangerous for the

of such organization

classroom,

the proper assimilation of further

for

or,

other

reasons,

;

experience.

is

encourage

to

here

general science course, have seen a

such as lack of

number of changes

cal skill involved in execution, can-

classroom

not be performed in the classroom.

haps by the duplicative moving pic-

in the tradition-

methods of science instruction.
One very important change is the
increased use of the slide and film.
al

may

be that this recognition of
the projected picture is merely a reIt

5suit of the increased availability of

and

ilides

form of
its

films, that this particular

visual education

is

taking

place along with the other ob-

methods of science instrucany serious

jective

tion without involving

change

in attitude.

that the

new emphasis upon

ture

is

poses

Or,

it

may

be

the pic-

a reflection of changing purin

this

field,

changing

of

contents and of changing methods.

Let us examine the use of pictures in

relation to the classroom

its

experiment

Here

or techni-

visibility

moving picture comes in
to assist the traditional methods of
science instruction. A film showing
the experiment is a more or less
the

adequate

substitute

for

the

real

however, the element of personal planning and parthing.

It lacks,

ticipation

and

not as well suited

is

method

to training in scientific
is

actual

as

use of the film involves no change
in the

aims of science teaching;

it is

a continuation of and an addition
to

previous

experiment

methods.
as

the

to

help

organize

While

it

demonstrates,

it

does not

represent the forces that are work-

human

ing in the environment for

harm or

welfare.

here that the picture enters

It is

from
and of more fundamental importtake a position different

to

ance in the lesson than that of the
ejcperiment.

duction of the

knowledge of the pupil

does not pro-

While it employs coneven breakable materials, it is
thoroughly abstract in meaning.

the

science

the

per-

experience.

of

the

It

that

aided

crete,

the

teaching unit, the purpose of which
is

down.

ture, falls

With

basis

is

vide the pupil with environmental

This

experimentation.

It

experiment

It is

into the definition

course,

it

is

from the

intro-

word "environment"
of

the

science

from the change of

and
demonstration,
recognized as "the very foundation
of the teaching unit" in science

tematized study, the film or slide

to "air as related to life",

may assume

the frequent organization of science

study.

in the

An

important

of

clas^i

demon-

stration given in the science course
is

whose purpose

that

laws

scientific

These

The

ments
pupil

to derive

generalizations.

demonstrations

experiments.

ning

or

is

constitute

process of plan-

and executing such experiis

reputed

with

method.

to

training

The

provide
in

the

scientific

generalizations

de-

from them furnish the organization to the pupil's knowledge
concerning natural phenomena, give,
unification to his concepts, and
rived

in a sys-

the function of an aid

duplication

of

the experi-

mental conditions.

What

to the pupil as such

is

offers

it

not different

kind from what he derives from
the classroom experiment.

in

such a traditional topic as "gases"

function

of

the

course as today conceived

however,

merely

framework
which

make

o

to

science

knowledge around such topics as
and "Commun-

ication" that

Jnder such a redefinition of the

science course, the plan of the indi-

is

not,

vidual lesson and the organization

the

of the course from the elementary

theoretical

ence but to provide

sci-

through

for an

orga-

sequence

It is

perience,

interested in the

phenomena of na-

cance, in their

human

control

and

signifi-

their

the

high

school

grades

must be based on the psychological

nized study of environment.
ture which are of

the increased use of

the projected picture originates.

furnish

generalizations

f

up

from

"Transportation"

1

The

it is

( 1 )

environmental

ex-

(2) experimental deriva-

tion of physical law,
tion of these

(3) applica-

laws to previous and

(Concluded on

pac/c 80)

;
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The

broke

large increase in exports of

American motion pictures for 1929
is

attributed to the popularity of

sound and dialogue films throughout the world coupled with the in-

number of

creased
pictures

those

silent

abroad

sent

houses in

to

foreign

motion
supply

markets

to show sound
The Motion Picture Divi-

not yet equipped
films.
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Record Exports of
American Films for 1929

The

records.

all

result

that

is

American revenues from such countries
as the United Kingdom, Australia and
New Zealand showed an increase far
exceeding that of the year 1928. This
increase materially outweighs any loss-

from certain continental European
countries where legislative difficulties
and other factors curtailed somewhat
films
from the
the
distribution
of
United States.
es

The wiring
countries

theaters

of

foreign

in

going along at such a rapid

is

New

to operate till July, 1930 on a
system of import restrictions on films,
under a law which went into effect on

Germany, however,
January 1, 1929.
must either abolish its regulations or
enact new ones before July

1930-31

ton reports the preliminary figures

by

However, researches made

published.
this

is

Division

that

indicate

as

of

of motion picture exports for 1929

December

to be 282,215,480 feet of films at a

United States and Canada, approximately 2,200 theaters werp wired with

declared

value

of

$7,622,316 as

against 222,122,586 feet valued at

$6,473,990 during

1928.

It

is

m

our positive exports that the big
increase for 1929 wil be found
273,772,283 feet with a value of
$6,501,714

were exported

during

this period as against 214,410,785

some

$5,253,094

for

the

year 1928.

A

Division, which dominated

Ameri-

can foreign trade in motion pictures
during the past year

is

the contin-

uation of repressive legislation in
the leading countries of
the spread

of

Europe and

such legislation to

and New Zealand, the
two markets in the Far East which
supply the bulk of motion picture
revenues from that region. The
first factor, that of sound pictures,
Australia

very

well

counter-balances

the

the

of

sound device. Of these
about 1,500 are in Europp. 400 are in the
Far East, 250 in Latin America and the
remaining 50 in other parts of the

Touching on

there

legislation,

reason to believe that greater
will be

ties

is

presented in 1930 than

The determined stand

no

difficul-

of

in

Amer-

ican distributors and the French Exhi-

against

a

tightening

up of the

French quota was the outstanding legislative problem in the European market during 1929.
During the progress
of settling the terms of the quota legislation no new contracts for distribution of American films in France were
made for a period of over six months
and the temporary settlement on the
basis of the status quo placed a decided
check on the spread of such legislation
in
other countries which considered
the

adoption

France

was

of

quota

successful

laws provided
in

carrying

through her new quota demands.

Hungary during

1929

enacted

more

stringent

Early in 1929, American "talkies"
were beginning to make their appearance on the screens of the few foreign
This
theaters which had been wired.

and Spain made gestures in that direction, and Italy has prohibited foreign
dialogue in talking pictures and even
decreed that songs in a foreign tongue
be banned. The latter ban however was
recently removed.
Regulations based
on those in effect in the United Kingdom were put in force in Australia and

ly

in

of entertainment, especial-

English speaking countries was

immediately successful, that the
wiring of motion picture houses abroad

so

quota

rules,

bearing

on

promulgated

quota

type of

German

the

in

have

will

the

market.

Systematic Use of Radio
In School Work

A

Chicago newspaper. The Chi-

1

own

i

cago Daily Neivs, through
broadcasting

its

JVMAQ,

station

has

developed a systematic radio serfor

After

schools.

several

years of serious and conservative

experimentation,

now reached

mands and deserves
tention of

all

has

service

this

a point

where

it

com-

the serious at-

school Principals and

Superintendents

within

range of station

IVMAQ.

The programs

effective

offered

for

the

present school year correlate with
the standard school curriculum at

many
the

The subject-matter

points.

broadcasts

Music,

Geography,

Literature,

of

includes

Science,
Science,

Social

ican History,

work.

already

Art,

Amer-

and foreign language

The time-schedule

various subjects

for the

planned to

is

fit

the school-day and the school-week

second.

new medium

of

vice

world.

bitor

second factor, according to the

outside

sort of a

1929.

feet valued at

1929,

31.

litigation

American pictures

considerable

soon

as

Patent

season.

on
sound systems in Germany
which has greatly curtailed the distribution

almost

Late

1930.

lations will be carried through for the

come out

date

1,

reports indicate that the existing regu-

Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce at Washing-

of

the

finally

tinue

pace that anv figures on the subject be-

sion of the

Germany

Zealand.

originator of the quota system will con-

Czechoslovakia

as perfectly as possible. Complete
details

of

matter,

schedule

together

mentary reading

and
t h

w.i

matter

subject-

supplefor

the

teacher's use, are supplied to users

of the service far in advance.
schools equipped with

can thus

radio

All
sets

make schedule-arrange-

—

—
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The suggested reading

obtained from Messrs. Harris and

ments and give proper preparation
to their classes so as to get maxi-

for the teachers' benefit to supple-

Gillow,

mum

ment data already given

London W.

of

out

values

radio

the

The

vance schedule.

periods.

Most of

the broadcasts are verbal

only and are

But

limited

appeal.

to

—visualization

teacher finds

classes for the broadcasts.

—Geog-

New

by

raphy

Film

ad-

preparation

the

in

in the

auditory

one subject

in

useful

it

largely

is

of

Introduced

Bill

accomplishes the auditory appeal by

igan, has introduced a film bill into

an ingenious and simple method.

Congress for the regulation of the
motion picture industry much along

The Geography

subjects

come

at

9:10 and 9:55 A. M. on Tuesdays
and last 20 minutes each, one being
for elementary grades

and one for

High School. They are
given by Roy J. Snell. the well
known lecturer and prolific writer
Junior

of travel books for boys and

the lines

—

of the

Com-

Interstate

merce Commission for the control
of railroads. He suggests a commission of nine members, four of
them women, appointed by the
President for a term of six years.

No

girls.

Mr. Snell has selected significant
slides from the Keystone 600-Set
which is owned by so many schools
arranged them in the order in
which the pictures will be discussed
in his talk, and the list of these
slides by number is given in the

film could be distributed un-

this

til

commission had granted

Among

a license.

the

it

number of

raphy work merely picks out these
sets the stereopticon before

disturbs

slides,

friendly

the screen, and projects the slides

nations."

Mr.

The

voice

Snell's

public

peace

relations

Authority

man-

life, literature,

or impairs

with

foreign

method of

is

specified

for

tion for the rental of films

enhancing the radio voice by put-

prohibit "block booking."

ting pictures before the eyes of the

all

same time can be

listeners at the

the

regulatory authority

and

to

Finally,

now

exer-

by the following excerpt
from the advance program sent to

Trade Commission over the moving picture
industry would be transferred to

schools

the

seen

:

1—9:55

April

to 10:15 A.

M.

Junior High Schools

"Ships on Seven Seas". Slides: 26,

New York;

cised by the Federal

proposed

Motion

Picture

;

;

559, Suez

;

342, ships

and ice; 344, icebound; 415,
whale ship; 295, loading produce; 430, little ships; 525, Japanese ships
100, battleships."
;

Suggested

reading:

"Historic

"Boys with the
Navy", Wheeler.

When

Rollins College,

Park, Florida, held

Winter

second annual Institute of Statesmanship
during the week of January 6th,

considerable

its

attention

Among

ticipated in the

was

de-

who

par-

round table

dis-

those

cussion were Huston

Thompson,

formerly with the Federal Trade
Commission, as chairman, Carl
Milliken of the Hays organiza-

Abram

Myers, head of
and
Dr. William Sheafe Chase, of the
tion,

F.

Reform Federation.

International

Mexico

Association,

States

to

Use Talkies

Education

in

Education

one of the principal planks in Mexico's revolutionary program and Mr. Padilla,
is

Mexican Secretary
stated

at

of Education,

a recent luncheon

New York

City,

dustry, that

Day

Historical Collec-

Cinematograph and Moving
Picture Equipment. We are pleased
to announce that this sale will not
close until noon of May 3rd.
A
handsomely illustrated catalog of
tion of

Ships", Holland.

the collection, containing a detailed

U.

description of each item,

S.

at Rollins College

attended

in

by

to adopt audible films as an aid

of the Will

;

boat

Round Table on Films

leaders of the motion picture in-

Gun

514,

of talking pictures.

Catalog Available of
Will Day Collection

In a previous issue of The Educational Screen (December 1929)
appeared a news item on the sale

Hoboken;

subjects on the

Commission.

Canton; 511, Ceylon; 154, "Soo"
Canal 253, Panama Canal 254,

52,

new

the

program of instruction announced
by New York City Board of Education for the new school term is
a science course for seventh and
eighth grade pupils on the making

Allied

committee to require open competi-

simplicity of this

City Schools

opinion.

is "any motion picwhich is harmful to the public
or to any part thereof in any respect which distorts representations

ners and customs of this country or

air.

in Talkies in

ture

of the national

as directed by

five

ship provisions

schedule sent to schools in advance.

over the

Street,

for

voted to the motion picture because of the role it plays in public

prohibitions included in the censor-

The

teacher in charge of the Geog-

Course

Among

Representative Hudson, of Mich-

England,

1,

shillings.

New York

pictures

Wardour

80-82

may

be

in

Mexico had decided

building up

Padilla has

its civilization.

made

be used

in the schools

Mexico

in

an

Mr.

a lecture film to

eflfort to

throughout
further the

purpose of education. His aim
is not only to disseminate learning among the children, but

among

adults as well, thus preparing the peasant class to share
in the

task of administering the

country's affairs.

The Educational Screen
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The Illinois Teacher (January)
"Better Films" by Stella Levy,
State Chairman of the Illinois

rounded program.
7. Know your theaters.
to

as

Congress of Parents and Teachreviews the need for an educational program for parents and
teachers in order to protect the

against

child

the

unwholesome

and undesirable film which gives
a distorted and perverted aspect
of life, and provide educational as
well as entertaining pictures.

The

should consist of a chairman and

It

three inembers.

In her report at each

meeting the chairman should
the

list

the

in

article closes

8.

mittee

conducting a survey to get an

is

organized expression on motion pictures
offered to the public as entertainment.

This survey will be expressive of our

do and do not want for ourselves and

Your co-operation

of

recommended

films published

month's

current

include

issue

the

of

protection
the

against

child.

over-stimula-

One Better Films

program should be provided during the
Intelligent,

discriminating parents

can be instrumental in bringing the
producers to a realization that only
high grade pictures are desired as public

entertainment.

To

assist parents in

making a careful and wise
films

the

child sees, the

Co-operate with the exhibitor

your
give
6.

district,

get

his

viewpoint,

in

and

him yours.

The Juvenile

tional,

Legislative,

and

Recrea-

Better

activities are closely linked.

Films

Whenever

an opportunity occurs these committees
should co-operate to develop a well-

15)

the statement that

come to stay.
Not only have the most important pro-

of the fact that they have

the

make anything

else,

"wiring" of even the village

the prospects

under
and
;

are that the talkie, de-

veloping under

same

the

will continue as

it

conditions,

has begun

—

that

it

merely a movie made more
ghastly because it has learned to say in
words the nonsense which it formerly
could only imply in pantomime.
will

be

that the silent

never showed the slightest sign

of materializing,

and

audiences', instead

themselves

about the
alleged threat to an independent art
form, accepted dialogue as an obvious
troubling

addition to their favorite entertainment.

Further the editor feels that the
are

"talkies"

creditable

tech-

nically.

Yet, despite these happy

aspects

of

the

situation,

the

like

sound picture

film, the

the silent
is

doomed

to mediocrity.
is not,

is

destined to rise above the artistic level
its

silent progenitor.

The

best dia-

logue pictures yet seen are not in any
S'ignificant respect

superior to the best

of the old-style films, and the pity of
that,

sibilities

it

whatever the theoretical posof

the

new device may be,
more likely to b-

they do not seem any

realized than those possibilities which

enthusiasts
past,

medium

merits of the

It is a

discussing

the

that, like

predecessor, will never be

its

al-

lowed to demonstrate its merits
unless a sudden and drastic rescue is affected somehow by
someone!

Church Management (January)

An
is

article stating that

about to happen

something

in the field of

religious pictures arrests our attention, for that field has

made

but meager use of the cinema.
The church, states the editor, has
invested in machines and reels,
but has not been able to compete

with the theatre.
Attractions which have filled theaters
seldom have been listed for non-theat-

This has forced the

church to use exclusively films prepared
for propaganda, educational and religious purposes.

at present, the slightest

reason for supposing that the talkie
of

business

rical presentation.

writer feels that,

There

futile

on so rapidly
movie house is already

almost a thing of the past. The wave
of public protest predicted by certain

of

truth, the dismal truth.

has gone

nickelodeons

is

Protective,

(January

ularity of the "talkies" gives evidence

selection of

Better Films

committee should post in school buildings, churches, and community centers
the list of films recommended by the
national Motion Picture committee and
keep the list up to date.
3. Recommend to parents the Motion
Picture booklet published by the National Motion Picture committee and
take orders at your meeting.
4. Give the
Motion Picture Censor
Board in your city your moral support.
5.

urged.

the "talkies" will never pass.
The immediate and overwhelming pop-

critics

year.
2.

is

developed

certain definite limiting conditions

Surely The Nation has told the

The Nation
Again we have

but

of

we

opinion as to what kind of pictures

ducers ceased to

tion

inherent in the medium, but because the

moving picture has

minder that "No school child at the
movies on nights preceding school days"
a

fol-

The national Motion Picture com-

Child Welfare Magazine, and the re-

is

with the

with the traditional cinema. The word
"movie" remains synonymous with all
that is cheap and vulgar, not because
cheapness and vulgarity are obviously

local

mind.
1.

The

lowing appeal.

children.

committee in every
case should have certain aims in

well

ventilated,

and clean?

lighted,

ers,

properly

exits,

Are they safe

lllllllttlllllllllll

have been, for ten years

vainly discussing

in

connection

In the effort to

make

pictures which

are morally inoffensive

the

producers

have usually made those which are also
uninteresting. Pious pictures are something like pious books.

ommends them

to

Everybody

rec-

children,

but

their

no one likes to read them.
After the first novelty of the situation
wore off many ministers sought to find
a way to use motion pictures in the
educational and worship programs of
the church.

One way was

to find suit-

able films for use in the church schoo'.
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A

volume and with

second method evolved was the synchronizing of the motion picture in the

the authors of this

worship service.

from the
Yale University Press and from the
Principal of the school and the six

relief

Picture and Distributors

of America, under the direction of Will
Hays, has started a movement which

participating

actively

teachers

permitting

be most vital in the entire use of
pictures in the church. This organiza-

nearly

tion recently selected a committee from
the many walks of life to discuss the

the results obtained

may

whole relationship of motion pictures
and the church and to make a survey of
present uses and suggest means for
improvement.
All this is a mighty
If

order.

a big

the

religious

forces

churches and the motion picture producers get together?

of

Motion

Picture

Arts and Sciences (1929) This
Annual Report states the purthe business and the
pose,
achievement, to date, of this or-

The Academy's mem-

ganization.

bership

list,

its

committees and

executive board are made up of
the distinguished names in all departments of the moving picture
world.

A

most needed Academy

—success to
BOOK REVIEWS
it.

notable

work of research on

the teaching of history with films,

here recorded with satisfying

makes

this

full-

book an outstand-

ing contribution to the literature of
the visual

field.

Ten of the famous Chronicles of
A 1)1 erica Photoplays were used as
the basis of the experiment
the

made

at

Troup Junior High School of

New

Haven, under the direction of

first

describes the

chapter

experiment, its purpose and methThe work was based on 20
od.
specially

made

and

phy

films, 10 in

General

10 in

GeograScience,

these to be used in strict accordance with a definitely laid out pro-

gram

The

of procedure.

subjects

—

nized as sound and conclusive evi-

dence for the subject-area of the

consin

experiment.

Bread, Cattle, Corn, Cotton Growis

a

and

scholarly

presentation of

scientific

data

all

order to

in

appraise the value of the results.
It

describes the films used, the plan

measurement of enrichment, of

Bituminous Coal,
(In General
Pig
Iron
Iron Ore to
AtmosHeating,
Air
Science) Hot
ing,

of retention

—with

full

voluntary

material,

ment.

and

complete

the

etc.,

It is

text of

readings,

Compressed Air,

Pressure,

inta-

Planting and Care of Trees.

and analyses of same. Section
XIV summarizes the interesting results and conclusions, which are
overwhelmingly favorable to the
films.
An Appendix of 90 pages
tests,

Irrigation,

pheric

Water

the

control

as used in the experi-

Cycle,

The experiment involved nearly
more than 300

bles

carries

11,000 children in

4 to 9), taught by
nearly 200 teachers of the public
classes (grades

school systems of 12

namely,

cities,

Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, Detroit,

Kansas

New

Newton,

Lincoln,

City,

Oakland,

York,

Rochester,

an extremely significant

San Diego and Winston-Salem. In

volume, which

every city the pupils were divided

interesting

should be in the hands of every

accurately into the customary

serious student of the visual

groups

field.

—the

taught

hensive account of the most elabor-

controlled,

the

work of research
value

of

yet

made on

motion pictures

in

book the history of the experiment
is traced from 1922 when the National Education Association appointed its first Committee on Visual Education.
Conferences with
the Industry were held, and George

Eastman finally sponsored a program of investigation and research,
covering the period from 1923 to
1929, which has culminated in the
interesting

and important findings

two

groups

experimental

using the film, the control groups

room, by Ben D. Wood and Frank
N. Freeman. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company. 392 pages.
This volume presents a compreate

to

Water Supply, Purifying Water, Limestone and Marble, Sand and Clay, Reforestation,

of procedure, methods of control,
terest,

Wheat, Wheat

Dairies,

;

needed by the reader

teaching.In the Introduction to the

pages.

ness,

control,

must be recog-

Motion Pictures in the Class-

Motion Pictures in History
Teaching, by Daniel C. Knowlton
and J. Warren Tilton. Published
for the Department of Education,
Yale University, by Yale University Press, New Haven, Conn. 182

A

thorough

scientific

The

(in Geograof the 20 films were
WisFisheries,
England
phy) New

The book
program and

could get together with the motion picture producers it might revolutionize
the use of pictures in churches. But to
our mind that is the real rub. Will

Academy

ideal,

supervision and

further

fine

in

Under conditions very

the work:

here presented in full detail.

mem-

bers of the Yale faculty,

The writer then promises
in a new plan.
The Motion

cooperation from other

full

the

same

without use of

matter

subject

Though con-

film.

ducted on such a vast scale,

whole

was

experiment
the

the

expertly
of data

collection

was complete, and the mass of material

derived

has

been collated,

analyzed and presented in skillful

condensation and

summary

within

the 400 pages of this book.

This

chapter of

first

the

book

contains a full reprint of one of
the guides supplied to experimental

teachers on one of the Geography
topics,

and on one of the General

Science topics.
the films

The

character of

is

discussed, likewise the

size

and the apparatus used

16

mm.

in

projection.

The time-schedule

80
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Summary

of classes and a 23-point

thoroughly proved by their

Some

perience.

and IV inclusive discuss the comprehensive tests used,
both initial and final, their character and purpose, method of scoring and tabulating, analytical tables
of results, and the character of the
experimental and control groups as
determined by the tests.

so in no uncertain terms.

Chapters

The

used

Tests

Topical

V

clusive.

to

with a

scoring are explained,

sample

are

VII inTheir purpose and method
Chapters

treated in

of

II

secured, interpretation of the evidence,

and

comparfrom the

and topical tests,
marked agreement.

comprehensive

showing

their

Elaborate

of

tables

results

are

intensely interesting part

is

Chapter VIII which, together with
the 53 pages of

Appendix 6

end of the book, gives

at the

full details

on the Questionnaire answered by
the Experimental Group teachers
regarding the value and elTectiveness of the picture method.

answers

are

overwhelmingly

The
fa-

vorable to the films, in some cases
practically

unanimous.

Chapter XI gives

summary

a

masterful

of results of the whole

investigation,

and

is

followed by

some 160 pages of Appendices
which contain the full text of all
study guides used in both Geography and General Science, verbatim

comments by

teachers, etc. etc.

An

Index is provided at the end.
"Motion Pictures in the Classroom" is an outstanding book, in
some respects the most significant
contribution yet

made

to the liter-

ature of visual education.
teachers,

tures

who have been

and

films

To many
using pic-

for years past,

it

appear merely as a hardly
needed confirmation of what was
already perfectly well known and
will

—not yet

The Function

of the Picture
in Science Instruction

But, for

awake

really

to

(Concluded from page 75)

further

In the

environmental

and third

first

experience.

steps, the pic-

the potentialities of pictures in the

ture occupies a position of unique

book

and fundamental importance, serv-

should be a tremendous stimulus to

ing a purpose completely distinct

educational

bigger

process

—

this

The book

things.

prove a major influence
of

the attention
field as

in

should

educational

the

from

focusing

a whole upon certain missed

is

that of the experiment.
Aside from the experiment, there
the classroom demonstration, the

which

of

intent

to

is

show the

opportunities in the traditional pe-

application

scientific

law

to

dagogy of the

environmental processes.

The

ob-

past.

Sound Motion

by

Pictures,

Harold B. Franklin. Doubleday
Co., Garden City, N. Y. 1929.

"From

is

for

set

himself, and the book presents

what

probably the premier attempt

—the

first

o

f

servation in action of a real geyser,

a

dynamo cannot

a caisson, a

still,

give the pupil as clear an under-

the scope of the

is

Mr. Franklin has

subject

&

laboratory to their

the

presentation,"

a text on the talkies

given with the discussion.

An

profession

finally a detailed

ison of results obtained

ex-

the great majority of the teaching

Then

test reprinted in full.

follow a discussion of the results

own

of them freely say

conclude the chapter.

how

standing of

these things

work

as does the laboratory model, which

makes the operations more

visible

or analyzes the total process into

more understandable pro-

;it

simpler,

at

cesses; but

which may resemble the

gen-

real thing in hardly any other re-

inform

spect than principles of operation.

himself on the subject, as well as

Again the film, and especially the
animated cartoon, is capable in its

least, to

address

who wishes

eral reader

the

itself to the

technician 'who

is

to

intimately

all the new wheels
which necessarily go around within

concerned with

the industry as a result of this

new

technique, both in the studio and

duplicate capacity of assisting this

method of teaching. But
again must it be pointed out that
the provision of a laboratory dem-

essential

Being the
president of the Fox West Coast
Theatres, Mr. Franklin naturally
enough looks at the subject also

onstration of a caisson without ex-

from the exhibitor's standpoint,
and surveys the changes which the

standing of his physical environment. Just as the derivation of a

sound motion picture has brought

law without

the

projection

booth.

to presentation,

to

the short sub-

periences with a real caisson falls
short of the aim of science instruction to give

applications

pupil

the

an under-

experiences
valueless,

is

with

its

the

so

and

understanding of a process is useless unless one has experienced

chapters on standard sound

devices and the principles of studio

and knows the process.
Thus the increased use of the

technique will be a welcome source

picture in science instruction rep-

ject,

the music in the theatre

to theatre advertising.

The

of information to the reader

has perhaps tried to find his

through

the

on

treatises

maze
the

of

who
way

technical

subject.

Mr.

Franklin also indulges, and not too
weightily,
future,

on the outlook for the

the

foreign

market,

tele-

resents a true change in purposes

and methods.
aid

the

to

achievements
theirs.

more than an

It is

methods

older
are

Without

different
it,

the

;

its

from
science

working with
concrete, visually observable ma-

course, while actually

vision

and the commercial possi-

terials, is

bilities

of soimd.

pupil,

an abstract and, for the

meaningless study.

—
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LUMMOX
(United Artists)

The

beautiful

Westover
ant

work of Winifred

as the inarticulate peas-

woman

of Fannie Hurst's novel,

the outstanding feature of a pic-

is

many

ture excellent in

suppose there

no need

is

1

to relate

and

extent, jerky, but the char-

some

acter of Bertha holds

it all

together.

Herbert Brenon has directed it with
fine sincerity and unusual common
sense. There are one or two really
memorable bits of photography.
The cast includes Dorothy Janis
and Ben Lyon in more prominent

many

parts with a great

well

known

and capable people appearing very

FOOTLIOHTS AND FOOLS
(First National)

Colleen

Moore

plays over a wide

New

the character of a

range

in

York

actress

who

good-for-nothing

whom

sweetheart,

society

man

in color,

with

March and Ray-

Frederick

mond Hackett

offer

good support.

especially outstanding.

(See Film Estimates for January)

tering cave-in of one of the lower
levels of a coal mine.

of

a

wealthy,

willful

young woman who has to have a
husband in order to win her inheritance, and not being able to get the

man

This alone

worth the price of admission

if

is

you

Charles Bick-

care for cataclysms.

Conrad Nagel, and Kay John-

ford,

son are the principals.
(See Film Estimates for September)

of her choice at the

because of

his

marital

[266]

(Paramount)

enjoyed

rather

I

this

for

a

William Powell as a theatrical producer, making refined advances to
Fay Wray as a show girl. She
spurns him and marries an imprac-

young musician

to support

while

whom

she has

he composes

a

symphony.
This brings the producer back into the picture, and he
almost succeeds in winning her

Upon

his final re-

moment
entangle-

work

is

good.

(Warner Brothers)

Maugham's

story

of

an aviator, crippled by an accident
a few hours after his wedding, the
love

fice

of his wife and his
and the tremendous sacri-

affair

brother,

who

of his mother,

sees the tri-

and removes the invalid son

from the

POINTED HEELS

[264]

color

THE SACKED FLAME

Somerset

angle,

moment

situation

at

the

crucial

by giving him an overdose

of sleeping tablets.

The

aviator

is

capably played by Conrad Nagel, as
are the parts of the wife and
brother by Lila Lee and Walter
Byron, but the finest work is done
by Pauline Frederick as the mother,
with second honors, perhaps, to

Dale Fuller as the nurse. This
heavy fare, but satisfactory of

is

its

kind.
(See Film Estimates for February)
[267]

LILIES OF

THE FIELD
(First National)

from the
Helen Kane and Richard
scene.
Gallagher furnish some lively comedy as a stage team, and Phillips
Holmes is the young husband.

Corinne Griffith plays a wronged
wife who consoles herself with a
gilded youth whose philosophy of
life doesn't include marriage.

(See Film Estimates for January)

Fairly dull. Ralph Forbes and John

buff, he fades gracefully

The charming Marilyn Miller
and her exquisite dancing make
The story,
this worth your while.
inconsequential as musical
stories are,

furnish

Loder

SALLY
(First National)

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
tale

own way. The

It is full of

DeMille contrasts and exaggerations, ending with a soul-shat-

DYNAMITE

The

of a job to follow in his footsteps,
but is on the whole amusing in his

and the laboring

she has married.

[265]

[263

butterfly

but only almost.

songs and dancing are a part of the

Not

thick with

Joe E.

in the part created

on the
stage by Leon Errol has something

between the

the conflict

be-

the girl has to choose.

Stage scenes, as usual

plot.

Brown

tical

pretends to be

French and becomes a success on
Broadway.
There are the usual
wealthy man-about-town, and the
tween

pleasant, not unusual voice.

death sentence. The condemned
man is unexpectedly reprieved, and
from then on the melodrama is

change. It has the always satisfying

briefly.
[262]

ments, marries a convict under a

typical

It is episodic,

the story here.
to

details.

IIIIIIIHMIIIKIM^

t

March

Theatrical Film Reviews for
[261]

IIMMUIIMIIIi

comedy

merely serves to string

[268]

CONDEMNED
(United Artists)

One

hardly knows

classify this as

The

exander Gray

P'rench

hero has a

masculine

(See Film Estimates in this issue)

together the songs and dances. Alas the

the

interest.

two

central

convict

whether

to

comedy or tragedy.
figures

sentenced

are
to

a
the

—
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

-O
(The Film Estimates,

in

whole or in part,

Anna
(M-G-M)

Garbo)
(Greta
Christie
famous play
O'Neill's

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(IS to 20)

For
Films (Actors) (Producers)

Titles of

may

Vey
Interesting

Unwholesome

For

For

Fair

Unsuitable

Entortainine

Embarrassing Moments (Reginald
Denny) (Universal) Denny's notably fine voice and presence is chief

Hardly

Hardly

No

Hardly

Better not

No

Amusing

Very Good AmnainK

Worthless

No

No

Hardly

Fairly

Of

amusing

interest

Pernicious

No

No

No

No

rather unwholeao-me story of winning bAck her lover from another
girl of Paris' underworld in war

(Producers)

Excellent

Children
(under IS)

Good
though a
bit beyond

them

farce-comedy that starts
original little story but
into mere slapstick.
Inane

merit in
with an

Much hokum.

time.

For

Devil May Care ( Ramon Novarro) (M-G-M ) Romantic, pleasantly
sentimental, semi-historical play
the hero, loyal to Napoleon, falling
in love with a Royalist girl. The
complications are interesting, muaical interpolations good, and the
whole is quite delightful entertainment.
It is based on the French
classic. "La Bataille des Damee."

adults.

(Gertrude
Battle of Paris, The
Lawrence) (Para.) Only merit is
heroine
in
a
work
of
charming

(15 to 20)

No

with fine cast, Garbo and Dressier doing notable work.
The rehabilitation of a prostitute
makes a sordid theme but dramatie and character values are very

Worthwhile for

For
Touth

AdulU

Titles of Films (Actors)

finely pictured

high.

IntelliKent

Children
(under 13)

lapses

but probably harmless.

Behind the Make-Up (Hal Skelly)
Rather complicated
(Paramount)

Fairly

Unsuitable

No

good

story of backstage

life, well acted
rather depressing and futile.
Its good points
are
rather
outweighed by its shortcomings.

but

(Marie
Hoofer, The
(Columbia) Heroine is a
Broadway star vacationing in counShe gets drawn into playing
try.
incognito with a little road show.
Love affair with the manager in

Broadway

Hardly

Passable

Hardly

Saxon)

Grand Parade, The (Helen Twelvetrees-F'red
Scott) (Pathe) Another backstage story, with herosinger of a mi nstrel troop in the
'90*3
brought to the gutter by
booze and a blonde queen of burlesque but the loyal little heroine
saves him with the help of baby
clothes.
Only merit in film is fine
work of Helen Twelvetrees as heroine.
Otherwise lacking in good
voices,
good singing and good

—

taste.

the story.

Go Places (Joseph Wag(Fox) Amusing farce-comedy
the manager who gets his star
singer into the movies—but accidentally under the name of a really
Lively action, kept
great singer.
free from the cheap or the risque
and with one notable stage-chorus scene not too long to be good.
Let's

Brian-RichLively little
makes a
love
which
comedy in
crooked auto racer turn honest. It
and
he wins.
struggle
is a thrilling

Amusing

Harold Murray)
Another romantic story of
(Fox
the South in 1850. with Mardi Gras.
gamblers and river boats pleasing
costumes, photography and
color,
singing, but not a great production.

Good of

Burning

ard

Up

(Mary

Excellent

(Para.)

Arlen)

Good
though
exciting

Btaff)

of

—

•

Cameo Kiiby

(J.

)

its

kind

Rather
mature

No

Lilies of the Field (Corinne Grif(First Nat'l.) Preposterous at-

—

fith)

tempt at
Etage-life,

False,

Griacha,
The
of
Sergt.
Case
(Chester Morris) (RKO) Grim and
tragic picture of world war time
showing the long strugin Russia
gle of a prisoner (Chester Morris
miscast in other than a thug
is
Quite antirole) for his freedom.

Fair

Unsuitable

No

by Corinne Griffith's poor
and ordinary acting. (See Re»
view No. 267.)
helped
voice

—

war

in

effect,

and anti-German

PretensiouB picture,
spots.
fully done, but not great.

Men Are

—

in

farcical
and silly at
Rather inane but harmless.
is

Hardly

Better

no

No

in

spots.

)

(Un-

Worthless

Cheap,
suggestive,
and
more or less vulgar throughout.
Not worth reviewing, much less

iversal )

Unwholesome

No

The
the white American
roll)

(Para.)

old sex stuff of

girl and South
Sea lust with murder, depravity
Spotless heroine is
and the rest.
supposed to redeem the trashy pic-

—

ture.

Nights (Norma Taland
Cheapness
vulga! ity in fine clothes and jewels
elaborate jazz scenes^ oceans of
booze and the villain is the best
Heroine supthing in the film.
posed to be of fine quality, and to
love a hero who is an impossible
hopelessly
Values
cad and liar.
jumbled and distorted. Thoroughly
and still
for
youth,
unwholesome
worse for export!! (See Review No.
(U.

A.)

See

it

and think

—

278.)

seeing.

Dangerous Paradise (Nancy Car-

times.

New York

madge)

— —

story of a loyal heroine sticking to
a hero who is an impossible ass.
Very funny, but rather false, cheap,

Dames Ahoy (Glenn Tryon

super-egotistical

hero a bit more exaggerated and
tiresome than usual in a story that

Charles

and vulgar

Like That (Hal Skelly)

Another

(Para.)

care-

Chasing Rainbows (Bessie LoveKing! (M-G-M) Backstage

combining mother-love,
whoopee and prostitution.
cheap and not

incredible,

No

Unwholesome

No

Night Ride, The (Joseph Schildkraut) (Universal) Another heroreporter beats another super-gunman in a hashy concoction of
thrills

romance.
and
and painful

unreality,

bv

Schildkraut — with

Brutality,

overacting

cheap and

fensive lines in the dialog.

of-

No

little

—
)
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Marchy 1930

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Films (Actors) (Producers)

Titles of

Fair of
its kind

No, No. Nanette (Bernice Claire)
(

The
Nat'l.)
well done in

First

fairly

stage

success

Amnsinff

Obvious

farcical.

and
Review

Very Good Good

Fairly

though a

amusing

bit

farce the famous comedy of "Dulcy," so finely
played by Lynn Fontanne. As the
well-intentioned, bromidic - minded
fiancee who complicates every situation she tries to help, but blunders
end,
the
at
through to success
Marion Davies is merely funny, not
subtly interesting.

turned

into

Officer O'Brien

be-

yond them

Better not

No

Son of the Gods (Barthelmess)
(First Nat'l.) Barthelmess as a culChinaman
tured son of h-'gh-class
is
humiliated when he aspires to
marry into Occidental society. But
he isn't Chinese after all!!! hence
happv ending.
Rather interesting
for bits of Chinese home life and
ideas, carefully done and well acted.

Rather
good

Passable

Beyond
them

(William
Street of Chance, The
Powell) (Para.) A thrilling picture
obviousplay,
of gambling and gun
ly based on the Rosenthal murder.
Powell does notable acting as the
gambler.
Film exploits the thrills
and dangers of the gambler's life,
and portrays so much sterling quality in the gambling hero that he

Fine of
ita kind

Doubtful

No

Mediocre

Mediocre

Hardly

to

a rich

society

girl.

—

(William Boyd)
improbable stuff,

Doubtful

Hardly

Highly
(Pathe)
of the heroic cop whose father is
a jailbird and incurable crook
and hence embarrassing to his son.
Many guns and an exceedingly
hard villain make plenty of arti-

commands immense sympathy and

thrill.

Girl (Douglas Fairbanks,
Another flaming(Tiffany )
J r. )
story,
portraying the hired
youth
jazz-girl as the key to big sales in
ImAmerican business circles.
unwholesome, and an
pertinent,
outrageous example of a film that
should never be exported, but will

Party

By no
means

Trashy

appeal. His death is a blow to the
audience, not poetic justice.

No

Tiger Rose (Lupe Velez)
(Warner) Romantic melodrama, containing some fine scenery of the northwest and the
Redwoods, much

hokum and

artificial

thrill

and

some poor acting by Monte Blue
and others.

be.

Serves no visible pur-

pose.

Peacock

Murray)

(Mae

Alley

Unsuitable

Cheap

No

Vagabond
King)

(Tiffany) Possesses only the cheap
appeal of an embarrassing situation, in which a rural bridegroom
is
Robards)
by
(crudely played
threatened with ejection from a
New York hotel on his wedding
night because of his bride's wellknown and lurid past.

—

many

Poor

No

—

misfits in
crudity.

A

tion.

the

Royal Box, The (Alexander Mois-

(Warner)

First

talking

made in America with
Made from
German dialog.
costume

play

on

the

life

of

Probably
beyond

Notable

pic-

Beyond
them

the
the

Worthless

Second Choice (Dolores Costello)
(Warner) A cheap comedy, in execrable tasle, which makes a hero
of a roughneck, crook with pomade
hair, burlesques heroine's father and
mother, and gives Dolores Costello
a ridiculous role.

(RKO)
plea-SinK

Con rad

little

domestic

An Annual Review

Rather

and

drama

Good

i

Mediocre

No

No

HANDBOOK OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS
14th Edition, 1248 pages. 4000 schools— $6.00
A Guide Book for Parents

Nagel

Realistic, unpretensious

Excellent

For 15 years Porter Sargent has helped parents the country
over with their educational problems.
Through an experienced staff of educators, we maintain an
intimate, personal acquaintance with hundreds of schools. Confidential reports come from parents whose children we have
placed in schools.
Free catalogs of camps and schools on request.
Consultations on a professional basis.

title role.

(

Excellent

The

EXPERT ADVICE ON THE BEST SCHOOL FOR YOUR
BOY OR GIUL

English actor. Edmund Kean, it ia
tragi-comedy of great appeal.
wonderful work in
Moiiisi
does

Wife

(Dennis

Which School?

them

all-

a

Second

The

masterpiece.

Woman Racket, The (Blanche
Sweet) (M-G-M) Just another night
club-gangster melodrama^first called "The Come-On," then "Night
Hostess," finally as above, but it
doesn't matter at all.

synchroniza-

ture

A

tumes, dynamic in action.
Excellent singing enhances and does not
interfere with the dramatic story.
Notable acting by Dennis King as
Villon and O. P. Heggie as Louis
XI. with fine supporting cast.

(

)

King,

(Para.)

finest romantic comedy made since
the talkies came.
Based on the
famous historical romance of the
15th century in France, "If I Were
King," the picture is gorgeous in
color, beautiful
in
sets and cos-

Phantom of the Opera (Lon Hardly
Universal )
Painful
atChaney
tempt at reviving some ancient
photography hardly worth it to begin with by patching it up with
groteBQue sound and some very
poor speaking voices.
Lon Chaney
does not speak at all and there are

si)

Hardly

Guns bring "happy ending."

Not So Dumb (Marion Davies)
(M-G-M) The screen version has

licial

For
Children
(under 15)

affections

No. 272.)

largely

(15 to 20)

(Winnie
She Couldn't Say No
Lightner) (Warner) Another backstage-racketeer-night-club
concoction, with Winnie Lightner's laughable sayings as the chief relief.
She is a humble nightclub entertainer, raised to stardom by her
crook-backer, who then turns his

fun

(See

harmless.

probably

For

Perhaps

laughs and little else. The central
idea of the bald-headed Uible publisher having "affairs" with other
women than his wife is made utterly

For
Youth

Adults

(Producers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

many

color,

Intelligent

For
Children
(under 15)

in

teresting

Of
to

in teres

some

Of

HANDBOOK OF

little

7th

interest

Edition.

of

A

the hard position of i-he second wife
when there was a child by vhe first,

even though the husband is fine,
genuine, and well-intentioned. Light
but intelligent entertainment.

11

C; itU-nl

799

of the Private Schools

SUMMER CAMPS
4000 camps — $5.00

pages.

An Annual Survey
Description of 4000 Summer Camps

PORTER SARGENT

BEACON STREET

BOSTON

HAYMARKET

0727

I

NOTE—

The Film Estimates omit the notations, "talking" and "silent," unless required in particular cases. Practically
and the "sound" version will generally be shown wherever the theatre equipment permits.

are available in both versions

all

films

)
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The

Henry VI.

penal colony at Devil's Island, and

the fifth act of

the intimidated wife of the brutal

picture's greatest attractions are

the

Certainly

governor.

prison

background is tragic enough, but
Ronald Colman plays Michel the
convict in the same vein as Bulldog
Dnimmond, and he doesn't fit. Ann
Harding is pathetic as the wife, and
Dudley Digges excellent as the govLouis Wolheim as another
ernor.
convict adds his usual colorful performance. The picture has no
if that is any attraction.
{See Film Estimates for January)

theme song,

THE LAUOHINO LADY

[269]

wrong, and

who

cee

this story of the divor-

seeks

revenge

her

for

ruined reputation by throwing herself at the lawyer who ruined it,
profits exceedingly

from

produced.
(See Film Estimates

for

well-

February)

Norma

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Shearer is not entirely at

her best as the flippant daughter of
a novelist

who

outgrown

has

wife and discards her.
falls in love with a boy

his

The girl
who turns

out to be the son of the other woman. They do a good deal of agonizing over the situation, egged on

by the emotional abandoned wife,
but finally decide to consult their
own desires instead of those of
families.

their

The

sup-

dialog,

posedly that of cultivated people,
largely

is

school.

of

the,

"And

how

!"

Lewis Stone and Belle Ben-

nett are adequate as the incompat-

parents,

ible

and

Robert

Mont-

gomery

is the boy.
(See Film Estimates for January)

[271]

THE SHOW OF SHOWS
(Warner Brothers)

One

of the most lavish of the

current deluge of sound and color
revues, showing off
the

Warner group,

Barrymore
tion of

of

stage devices for changes of scene.
(See Film Estimates for February)
[272]

NANETTE

NO, NO,

Alexander Gray, Bernice Claire,
Lilyan Tashman, Bert Roach, Louise Fazenda, Lucien Littlefield, and

Zasu Pitts cavort through the music and dialog of this familiar comedy with fair success. The color
badly blurred, but

are

might have been the fault of
the particular print I happened to
that

You

see.

though

it

will

probably

differs

like

in

little

al-

it,

general

make-up from the rest of the converted stage shows we are seeing
just

now.

new-born

dying

its

baby is taken to its father in the
town from which they have just

may

In order that the child

fled.

have their meager supply of milk
and water, one of the men shoots
himself, and another wanders away
into the desert. The third, dying of
thirst, drinks from a poisoned well
hope that the water

in the

will give

him strength enough to reach the
town before the poison does its
work.

Well done but not pleasant. |
Bickford, Fred Kohler,
Raymond Hatton are very,

Charles

very good.
(See Film Estimates for February)
[275]

THE BISHOP MURDER CASE

This
Dine's

is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

that mystery story of

in

Van

which the murders

correspond

grimly

in a

all

fantastic

way

to nursery rhymes, beginning I
with Cock Robin and ending with '
Little

Miss

It

Miiffet.

is

nicely

Rathbone performing excellently as the famous
Philo Vance. Alec Francis, George
Marion, Roland Young, and Leila
Hyams are only a few of the

done,

with

Basil

fine cast.

NEW YORK NIGHTS

[273]

(United Artists)

Norma Talmadge
a mediocre

wife of

song writer,

The

does not shine particularly.
role,

for one

thing,

trite,

is

and

Miss Talmadge's conception of
for another,

Roland
Roscoe

is

plugger,

is

not original.

Gilbert

Karns as another song
and Lilyan Tashman as a
chorus-girl

were much more

Wray

it,

only fair as the husband.

plain-speaking

to

my

as a racketeer

interesting of

friend

liking.
is

John

the most

all.

(See Film Estimates in this issue)
[274]

HELL'S HEROES
(Universal)

Godfathers.

(See Film Estimates for February)

as the actress-

Realism with a bang! Made from
Peter B. Kyne's story. The Three

from

and

child

mother, and agree to see that the

(See Film Estimates in this issue)

including Mr.

soliloquy

make
They come upon a

the cashier, and

kill

for the desert.

and

(First National)

the stars of

all

in a theatrical presenta-

Richard's

most antiquated

the

to

sequences

THEIR OWN DESIRE

[270]

command,

of the camera at their

a bank,

(

their pres-

and

Sophisticated

ence.

movement, and rhythm, of
which the black and white ballet,
the military number, the Chinese
fantasy, and the Carpentier number
are the best examples. There is a
new idea, too, in the dance arrangements by which the figures move
up and down vertically against a
dark curtain most effectively. The
chief drawback is the way in which
the producers, with all the ^icks

color,

cling

(Paramount)
With Ruth Chatterton and Clive
Brook, no picture could go far

its

Three desert

rats rob

Visual InstructionSection at the

Ohio Educational Conference
Due

to the increasing

import-

ance of moving pictures in education, an additional section. Visual
Education, has been added to the
Tenth Annual Ohio Educational
Conference to be held under the
auspices of the Ohio State University at Columbus, Ohio. April
Mr. B. \.
and 5, 1930.
3, 4,

Aughinbaugh, director of visual
education. State Department of
Education,

is

to

be

chairman.

Speakers for the section will he

announced

later.

search Bulletin.)

{Educational Re-
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March, 1930
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conduaed by Dr.

Dean McClusky

F.

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson,
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N. Y.

on almost entirely by a committee on

A Survey

of Visual Instruction

composed of principals
The department of
Visual Education for the Oakland
Schools was organized in 1928 with a
visual education

and
{Editorial note)

T
-^

N THE

Visual Instruction in City

spring of 1923 a survey

instruction

United

the

in

the

Editor of the School Depart-

He was

ment.

assisted

by Miss A.

Loretta Clark of Los Angeles and

Mr. Charles Roach, then of Ames,
Iowa, now of Los Angeles. The
survey was made at the request of
the National Education Association

Committee on Visual Instruction.

The

were
form to

results of the survey

reported

type-written

in

the National Education Association

Committee of which Dr. C. H.
Judd of the University of Chicago was chairman. Last February the National
ual Instruction

Academy

became

as

it

Birmingham

was valuable to directors of
departments and bureaus of visual
instruction. However, as nearly six
years had elapsed since the report
was written it was thought desirthat

up

has given

centrally

located

district.

— Earl

E.

sent to city
visual

me

Visual Education

throughout

from the returned questionnaire, indicate some
gleaned

of the tendencies in visual instruction in various parts of the country

In each instance, the

location of the "bureau"

name and
charge

is

title

given.

T. Granger, Supervisor

Colorado
Pueblo City
ber 1929.

—

Schools

—Our

is

AH

until

depart-

Septem-

materials are requisitioned

by classes for dates which will suit the
Max D. Morton, Dicourse of study.
rector of Visual Instruction.
Connecticut

—

the result of the

—

In 1924 we
Bridgeport City Schools
used theatres for this work. In 1926
the state law was amended so as to

need for objective rather than subjective pedagogy
Charles Roach, Director Division Visual Education.
Oakland City Schools Our work
along visual lines until 1928 was carried

—

—

the
the

make

possible the use of acetate film,

and we were presented with the Chron-

EYE remembers what

EAR forgets

and the

of the individual in

.

.

The use of visual aids through the medium of motion picture film constitutes a momentous advance in
modem instructional methods.
Pathe' Exchange, in collaboration with the world's
premier educators, puts at your command a wide
range of educational motion pictures. Classroom
subjects are graphically covered in a way that
fixes facts and nourishes ideas in the.young mind.
Accompanying Teachers' Aid pamphlets explain,
step by step, the most effective use of this material.
Complete list of titles, prices, etc., on request.

PATHE

the

The following paragraphs, which

since 1923.

—Roy

Visual Education Department.

erably since 1923.

felt

another agency to as-

ment was not organized

California

education

the teacher in helping youngsters

develop.

a

country by Mr. McClusky.

have been

terials simply as
sist

Los Angeles City Schools Amount
of all equipment has increased consid-

was prepared and
and state bureaus of

instruction

has

Visual Instruction.

Accordingly, i

to date.

It

new office
the down-town
in
Sechriest, Chairman

intendent

able to bring the fundamental statistics

—

visual

of Vis-

contained information

questionnaire

Schools

City

of

objectives

are to emphasize the classroom aspect
of the work and the use of visual ma-

been the policy of the schools to buy
their own apparatus and the Board of
Education furnishes the film. The super-

interested in

the publication of the report inas-

much

The

Alabama

States

was made under the direction of

director in charge.

School Systems

of the administration of visual

supervisors.

Educational
PATHE' EXCHANGE,

MOTION PICTURES
Inc.,

(ES 330)

35 West 45th St., New York City
Please send me full information on Pathe' Pictures
for Classroom Use.

Name
Address

Name

of Projector

—
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companies and continually
Lorin Ashbaucher, DirectOT
Department of Visual Education.
East Chicago City Schools
The students in our high schools are trained
to be operators by the director. In the
elementary schools the teachers are
vertising

wdd

more.

—

—

The develop-

trained by the director.

ment of the department has been steady
and rapid. We have developed the use
of opaque projectors in several of our
schools,
especially
in
the
primary
School journeys are undertaken rather systematically.
Katherine
MacDougall, Director Visual Education.

grades.

—
—We found

Indianapolis City Schools
rhe Arctic Schooner "Howduin"

COMMANDER DONALD

MACMILLAN

B.

The

eelebrated explorer has consented to the release of his personal exclusive moving pictures of the Arctic.
Educators everywhere will readily grasp the ineetimable
value of these authentic films of the Far North for the instruction of the young minds
entrusted to their care.
Vital, alive with action and full of interest these pictures show the life, work and
play of the Eskimos of North and South Greenland as it has never been presented before.
The polar animals of this territory are depicted in their natural environment
gaining their livelihood in their own curious ways.
Commander MacMillan has had
these films prepared under his own personal direction, which fact is perhaps the finest
guarantee of their worth and excellence.
These pictures are particularly recommended for all types of educational institutions,
churches and clubs, and will be available in both 16 mm. and 35 mm. widths.
Write us and we will send complete literature. Address your inquiry care of Dept. 11.
Distributed Exclusively by

ATLANTIC MOTION PICTURE SERVICE

BOYLSTON STREET

739

method very unsatisfactory

the circuit

CO.

as classes had to be interrupted to suit

the time of the operator, going from
building to building and on several occasions films failed to arrive, and after

groups had been assembled in the auditorium they had to be dismissed.
We have developed in our own production department new and original
series of charts on nature study, science,
industries,

BOSTON, MASS.

music,

art,

civics,

etc.

Roderic H. Rae, Director Visual Education department.

of America.

icles

Since then

we have

made

slides.

Michigan

been slowly getting away from the view
that motion pictures are to be used for
entertainment.
Edwin W. Johnson,
Supervisor Visual Instruction.

Visual Instruction puts the spirit of
life into the studies through which stu-

Georgia
Atlanta City Schools
Motion pictures are no longer regarded here as
mere "extras", and are usually shown

good

—

—

now

to the single class scheduling them.

Visual Instruction has come to a place
of recognition as an integral part of
classroom procedure and not as mere

addendum.

It

was usually referred

to

as a "frill" in 1923, but not generally

considered so now.
Objectives in visual
inseparably interwoven

instruction are

if not identical
with the objectives of education in gen-

eral

and of the subject taught

ticular.

Hence

in par-

to assign a separate set

of objectives for visual instruction, as
such, tends to set apart visual instruction as a distinct

method of instruction

or as an addendum to educational procedures, the very notion which we have

—

been trying to dispel.
E. R.
Director Visual Instruction.
Illinois

Enlow,

—

Chicago City Schools The trend of
visual education in Chicago has been
toward conservative lessons in film
series

;

and the development of home-

dents learn to live most effectively and

how

render most efficient service as
Dudley G. Hays, Dicitizens.

to

—

Detroit City Schools
terial

—

j^^j^^

;

;

ma-

way

In this

the visual materials

....

ence

establishing

power

a curricula sci-

is

an unusual agency for

reservoirs

....

retentive

of

The experiences

re-

sulting from the use of visual aids de-

velop in the children, social attitudes,

—

Bloomington City Schools A club of
7th and 8th grade boys was formed
which met weekly, led by the Director,
Twenty
called the "See More" Club.
nine boys were taught lantern and movslide
ing picture machine operation
and film repair; sorting and filing and
caring for material and equipment;
making;
appreciation;
film
picture
photography etc. The Club had boy
officers, committees and each boy made
picture collections on a subject of his
choice, which were donated to the Visual Education Department of the School.
Some did mounting, sorting, filing, etc.
We have constructed a projection
room in the dark basement room of the
High School for classes to view films
and slides; we have plug fixtures in
nearly every school room we have collected over 125 fine exhibits from ad;

All visual

correlate with the courses of study.

Visual Education

—

Moline City Schools The department is very small but we have added
one more part time employee to our
Dolph Lain, Director Visual
staff.

—

and approved by a

selected

committee on each of the different subjects.

rector Visual Instruction.

Education.

is

self-appraisal,

and a better understand-

ing and appreciation of the rights of

—

W. W. Whittinghill,
Head Department of Visual Education.
Hamtramck City Schools We orgatheir associates.

—

nized a department in 1927.

We

equipment for every school

in the sys-

tem.

a circulating sys-

a course of study
Visual Education in September 1929.

tem.
in

We established
We established

The department moved
its

bought

own

in

September

to

1929.

an

office

We

of

added

a Children's museum in connection with
Visual Instruction Department in SepGeorgina Lannin, Sutember 1929.

—

pervisor of Visual Instruction.

Missouri

—

Kansas City Schools Less material
is shown, but more good is got from
what is shown. Rupert Peters. Direc-

—

tor Division Visual Education.

J
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New York

on the use of stereographs and motion

—

toward classroom use of
and use of slide material

—-Alan

Ohio

H. Nicol, Supervisor

of the

effort

City Schools

Bureau

at

—The

present

Supervisor of Visual Instruction.

Cleveland City Schools

con lanterns,

main
is

correlate visual material with the

—The number

of motion picture projectors, stereopti-

of Visual Instruction.

New York

in

—

bert,

in-

struction. Also to the establishment of
permanent department, equipment and

personnel.

money

are investing

motion pictures very carefully, purchasing 16mm. films only. ^A. E. Gil-

film subjects
in basic

We

pictures.

The trend of
Buffalo City Schools
Visual Instruction in 1928-29 has been

slides,

other equipment

throughout

to

new

the

and

exhibits,

has

all

been increased
department.
W. M.

—

Gregory, Director Educational Museum.

Dayton

Schools

—Each

course of study in geography, nature
We have been spreading
study, etc.

has

visual instruction service to a greater

organizing a department which will pro-

number of
16mm.

schools,

the

The

Instruction.

instruction

are just

Carrie B.

—

Toledo City Schools ^We are expanding classroom projection of 16mm.
films and building a slide library to
supplement the Keystone sets.
M. R.

;

:

—

;

use of correct English, oral and writ;

school

Hilkey, Chairfan Committee on Visual

of visual

;

ten

We

vide motion picture service.

accuracy of observation self-reliant thinking; leading to intellectual
honesty; broadening the child's horiincreased
zon
increased vocabulary
are

own equipment.

—

we have been adding

film service.

objectives

its

City

sometimes additional factual
sometimes motivation

formation

;

—

Van

Cleve, Director Visual Instruction.

.

Pennsylvania

in-

to

Philadelphia City Schools

Education.

The

objectives of Visual Instruction

are to aid

staflf

—

Virginia
real

—

ual Instruction.

Washington
Seattle City
visual

consisted in 1923 of two full time and

organization
fitted to

has

its

in

—The

trend of

Seattle has been

There is now some
16mm. film but so far the

the film.

interest in the

one part time employee. In 1929 there
were eleven full time employees.
We have made great strides in adding to all our equipment.
James G.
Sigman, Director Division Visual

—

Schools

instruction

E. L. Crandall, Direc-

—

—

We have no
department of Visual Education.
Practically all of our schools
are
equipped with motion picture machines
and stereopticons. The visual education committee of the principals conference makes suggestions and orders
films.
H. J. Binford, Director of VisRichmond City Schools

and Visual Education.
Since the
Schenectady City Schools
organization of the Department in 1927,
we have placed special emphasis on the
use of slides, with a growing emphasis

right conduct.
tor Lectures

developing appreciation

in

what progress has cost the human
race.
John A. Hollinger, Director Department of Science, and Visualization.

of

away from

—Our

—

Every elePittsburgh City Schools
mentary school and junior high school
has been equipped with a permanent library in the school building of Eastman
Teaching Films.

fill

of

the

slide

library

Slides are sent out in very small groups

and every slide in the slide library has
a heavy turnover each year.
^Julia A.

—

Shourek, Supervisor Visual Instruction.

advantages

instructor, for example, may proceed at a speed which best
the subject which he is discussing.
He may dwell on any
particular illustration as long as he sees fit.

The

suits

^olS^"""

And

easy to obtain for the Bausch & Lomb
Slides may be obtained at a, small cost,
photographs, pages of a book, postcards or the specimen itself will

LRM

subject material

is

Combined Balopticon.

do.
If a film attachment
subjects can be used.

is

used, even film which

is

many

available on

SEND FOR OUR BALOPTICON CATALOG

629

St.

Paul

St.

is

the needs of the teachers.

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

:
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Audible Moving Pictures
Audible Moving Pictures

Dr.

is the
leading editorial by
Charters in the Ohio

of the

title

W. W.

and the

subtitles,

adapted

to

directions

obviously, cannot be

every
to

teachers help to remove

obstacle, but,

this

Printed

classroom.

at

the

best,

limita-

tions are serious.

room.

In

states,

definite

leading educators writes as

provided through legislative funds, and
equipment is being installed in thou-

lows on

fol-

this topic

Moving

pictures have been added to
teaching materials of many progressive schools with excellent results.
particularly useful

where

fields

learning

in

those

assisted

by
demonstration and illustration. In art,
physical education, nature study, industrial processes, and in many similar

they

fields,

is

now

is

provide

media

of

so

new

that

It

the laboratories, in athletics, in art, and

has

This medium is
not yet passed

will bring children into per-

sonal touch with interesting personalin a

ities

manner

quite superior to the

instruction which are not available i)i
other form.
They are substitutes for
travel to distant places and time-con-

will develop as the

suming visits
They bring the

inability to appeal to the eye. In

to

industrial

activities.

realities of the

world

to

the classroom.

One
icant,

average

however,

is

teacher

tent of the film to be a

signif-

frequently

know enough about

does not

The
fields

Other substantial uses

page.

work

it

must be a form of

the con-

good interpreter

vantage
a

is

medium

so serious that

The audible moving

Or do you simply

follow the

is,

lie

how-

the action and explain

its meaning. His
superb artistry will then be available

for

exhibition in

Slides

o.\

B.\sketball

An

unusual series of 74 colored
on basketball plays and
fundamentals is now available
slides

of

Visual In-

struction of Indiana University.
The set contains pictures illustrating correct form in the execution of fundamentals, and charts
showing offensive plays.
special study manual which explains
details of the pictures, accompanies the slides-

A

crowd

in

A

your teaching methods?

Leader

a part of your daily program.

She

us-

also

is

noticing

in-

of all pupils, even those who
were formerly inattentive. A
general improvement in the

work

Such

value

illustrations can be ob-

very reasonably in
Spencer Filmslide Lilist

of

of all proves to her the
of

this

method

of

teaching.

tained

A

every corner of the

The moving picture and the
radio thus seem to be merely the forerunners of the audible moving picture.

nation.

satisfactory.

brary.

The master
can show

studio

supplement the
work and is
system highly

to

class

the

fields.

the

creased interest on the part

regular

this

is

picture

in

illus-

trations

finding

is

easily

other

demonstrator

A Leader?

You Are Not
unless visual instruction

far-seeing teacher
ing carefully selected

future as

chiefly in the field of music.

Are You
The

many

This disad-

may

of instruction

its

lecture, with

its

in a score of

from the Bureau

continues.

limitation of the radio lies in

the lecturer out of sight.

limitation,

the

printed

and the sound of the radio
supplemented by sight. Its use

a teacher,

will be invaluable in demonstrations of

beyond the stage of experimentation, and
what its future status will be we do
not at present know. Certainly it will
provide the average school with better
music than it could hope to secure for
itself.

be explained by a master rather than

some other
programs are

in

school

it

coming medium in these fields.
used, the moving picture will

it is

entering the school-

and

Ohio,

sands of schoolrooms.

the

They are

radio

When

will be

State University, Educational Research Bulletin for Dec. 4, 1929.
Dr. Charters who is one of our

The

ever, the

If

subjects

you are not one of the
and happy teachers

setisfied

—write

available will be sent gratis.

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Branches

New York

Chicago

San Francisco

Boston

Washington

Minneapolis

^
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Coach Dean, who produced the
film King Basketball a few years
ago,

is

also responsible for this

contribution

to

increasing

the

supply of visual aids distributed
by the Bureau.

Study in Geography," by
Lora M. Dexheimer, appears in the
Journal of Geography for November.
writer believes that these two con-

The

siderations alone should give illustration a place of large importance in the

—

namely "good pictures, probably
more than any other phase of our subject matter in geography, put man and

study,

his activities in the place of

importance

were pasted on the

which

fit

ticle

explains the various methods ot

putting

the

pictures

to

use

profitable

from

and mentions several sources
which they may be obtained.

the classroom

velopments

in

Eastman

MOTHER^/^

and the recent dethe field as backed by

film

Kodak Company.

Two

Geography and Science,

were made and supplemented by teachers'
guides. Space does not permit
exposition of the experiment nor any
statement of the results.

real
it

In the same issue of the Journal o;
Oeography, Grace Markwell contributes
a little writeup by the title "An Inter-

tape.

—

ten omitted in textual material for lack
ar-

film

"Experimental Evaluation of Classroom Films" by Dr. Frank N. Freeman, of the University of Chicago, in
the December number of School Executives Magazine, presents a history of

series of film.

of the

The

film.

the projector, pasted together

gummed

with

to the child; they also offer detail of-

The remainder

the

long strips of cardboard

of

the

of space."

by

written

children were printed on small pieces
of white paper which, together with p'
consisted

"Picture

Scenarios

projector.

tures,

Recent Writings

—

Device The SchoolShe describes how this
interesting project in geography was
worked out with the aid of an opaque
est-Stimulating

Made Movie."

Suffice

to say that the visual aid proved lo

be an indispensable aid not to displace
the teacher nor to take the place of oral
discussion or reading, but to give the
basic

experience

to

be

elaborated by

means

of language.

"Visual Aids in the Teaching of History-Geography in the Primary Grades"
by Miss Mildred E. Tyson, appearing
in the Baltimore Bulletin of Education

—

for December, reiterates the truth implied in Dr. Freeman's article.

"Through motion

comes face to face
with processes, activities, and realities.
In the motion picture, it is true, he is
denied a variety of sense contacts, but,
on the other hand, he is exposed to a
wider range of ideas and information."

"Commercial Geography in the Forest
Park High School" by Chester H.
Katenkamp, in the same issue of the

—

Baltimore Bulletin, discusses the use
of visual aids in revising the courses.
"Pictures, lantern slides, moving pic-

and field trips are all considered
valuable material upon which to build
the understanding of any particular
tures,

problem.

These materials, though, are
merely aids they do not form the most
important part of the work, for the
;

desired understanding
tion

to

a

problem

is

and

one of reacnot one of

acquiring processes or facts."

"Many comments on

MIME

pictures, as in ex-

cursions, the child

the

beauty of the picture,

V

and

the suitability of
the subject matter for
use in our service*^

Special for Lent

"A

WOMAN'S
FAITH"

Blinded.

Daniel

Steele

loses

his sight, his

faith.

But

sweetheart's

faith

prevails

and a cure

is

his

effected at the

Anne de BeauWith a great cast in-

Shrine of Ste.
pre.

cluding

says Eleanor R. Gregory, Assistant to the Pastor, Church of the
Pilgrims, Brooklyn, New York

Alma Rubens, Percy

Marmont, Jean Hersholt.

"Mother of Mine" has received many other commendations
from civic and religious bodies.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPORATION
Non-Theatrical Division

730 Fifth Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.
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The most important

RUSSIAN

sists in

and 5,000 objects to the schools annually. These are sent by post to
any school in Switzerland. All
charts are rolled up and put in
heavy card-board tubes and sent by

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Geographical, medical, biological and physiological

and produced by Russian

films, edited

experts and educators.
Full particulars, lists and dates of releases from:

The use

mail.

Educational Film Department

New York

of the chart

is

very

extensive in the Swiss schools and

AMKINO CORPORATION
723 Seventh Avenue

service consending some 14,000 charts

the charts are

all

made

in

Germany.

In the United States charts of this

City, N. Y.

made

type are

part of the school

equipment and are not sent from

Visual Education in

Europe
{Concluded from page 69)
colors in art, the singular costumes

house

distinctive

and the lack of
furniture.

visualized

of

anniversary

thousandth

by

their occupation of the country

a great semi-circular colonnade 118

crowned by the

height,

in

feet

this

Museum

of Agriculture

is

not

only a store house of exhibits but

The Hungarians have
the

problems of breeding and adaptation are illustrated by exhibits of
horses, cattle, sheep and poultry.
Many experimental institutions cooperate with the museum.
Thus

equestrian statue of the

and the

thirteen

what

is

more

farmers in
exhibits bring

to

Its

all fields.

minded

the practical

can give au-

it

advice

thoritative

nearly

vital

in contact

the latest discoveries in

first chief-

of agriculture.

Hungarian

factor in the

all

with

phases

This institution

is

a

the center of this colon-

culture in

advancement of agriHungary. Careful study

nade the Hungarian flag is at halfmast for the provinces lost in the

has been

made

tain

kings.

At

World War.
The Hungarian

Museum

Industrial

displays excellent

Art

exam-

ples of the Hungarian applied arts
in textiles, glass, pottery, leather,

wood

carving,

lace,

enamel

and

brass. This institution also acts as
an artist's exchange and from their

catalogues one may select some exexamples of Hungarian
cellent
hand-craft.
Agricultural

The

Museum

Agricultural

Budapest

is

the world's

of

among
museums. The
unique

all

in its

and

state.

of

All the

and

practical arts

to

agricultural

played here
ship.

In

pursuits

in their

animal

are

dis-

many

authentic relics of this educa-

collected

The manuscripts

tional reformer.

of his noted works, his furniture,

and library are carefully

paintings,

The modern

preserved.

result of

memorial is a large library of
educational books which are availThose inable to Swiss teachers.
terested in objective teaching which
this

advocated,

find

will

States has a parallel

any school
slides are

sets

and apparently

are carefully chosen.

We

tion

we

issue bulletins but

now

slides

has

The

Switzerland.

in
in

about

The

institu-

330

sets of

slides are

and about 30,000

charts are largely of the conventional German type and six are sent

Agri-

ual materials in this institution are
chosen by a committee of teachers

we made an

art of

if

to a school

This institution has a large

col-

and

vis-

lection of school apparatus

school children
ing

husbandry,

difficult

for

come

number of

to the build-

which must be
the crowded quarters.

lessons
in

large

The 4,000

on one order.

Stettbacher

Ruhl who

of Berne,

Switzerland

A

year.

acting with the director,

it.

The School Museum

ual materials.

each

circulated

fessor

proper relationthe

institu-

has

do not have any great agricultural
exhibit planned on a scientific basis.
It is true that at Washington
there are some displays in storage
but there is as yet no appreciation

build-

which are related

This

and preserved

tion

attractive

of

sciences

a memorial to the famous

experiment stations in each

is

beautiful parks.

is

Pestalozzi

Department of Agriculture

its

This

educator, Pestalozzi.

a large collection of charts, slides,
objects and pictures for the use of

culture would not need a subsidy

a Gothic castle built on the
edge of a lake in one of Budapest's
ing

The United

Pestalozzianum, Zurich

resources

of agricultural exhibitions.

Budapest

Museum

of exhibiting the

Hungarian agricultural
and it is done in an
manner.

school to school except in the large
city systems.

is

and

The

vis-

Herr Pro-

Madame

assistant director.

The

Pestalozzianum has interesting paper cut models for children to use.

A catalogue of these may
cured from the secretary.
The above

is

series of seven.

pear in the April

be se-

the fourth article in the

The

fifth article will ap-

issue.

"

.
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'Half the world's cars come from

Unless they

live

.

.

new

visit

America's great automobile plants

hut you can give them something even

better

than a trip

to

this small area'

within that area, your pupils

cannot
.

Detroit

.

.

.

IVith

this

teaching device you can bring Detroit

.

.

Other Advantages

That, however, is only one advantage of Eastman
Classroom Films. They cover their topics in fifteen minutes.
In that time pupils see more than they could read in fifteen
hours. Moreover, they remember what they see... for
these films capitalize the liking all children have for
it to the needs of classroom instruction.

TO THEM.

movies, adapting

a small percentage of American children live
ONLY
within reach of the great automobile plants of

Michigan, Indiana and Ohio. Yet many millions of pupils
can see how cars are made.
They can do more. Without leaving the classroom, they
can not only visit an automobile plant, but also make
rapid side trips to a Malaysian rubber plantation ... an

Akron tire factory... a plate glass plant... a
whence comes the gasoline that drives the car.

refinery

A

Large Series

About one hundred Eastman Classroom Films

Usual Means Do Not

are

now

on topics of Geography, General Science,
Health, Biology and Civics. All are planned for use by
available

the teacher, in her own classroom.
If you have not received "A DescriptiveList of Eastman
Classroom Films," clip and mail the coupon below for
your copy.

EASTMAN TEACHING
Subsidiary 0/ Eastman

Words

:

ROCHESTER, N.

Suffice

books alone cannot bring this about. Recitations, maps, still pictures. .all these help, but they do
not cover ground rapidly enough for this rapid age, and

Eastman Teaching Films,

they leave the topic in the abstract.

Gentlemen:

FILMS, INC.

Kodak Company
Y.

in

.

Pictured in Motion

Here is a new device that presents such topics as the
automobile in a concrete way. At the proper time the
teacher snaps a switch. The topic flashes to life on a
silvered screen. It is pictured in motion, in such a way that
no child can fail to grasp its significance.

Rochester,

Inc.

New York

Without obligation on my part, please send me
Eastman Classroom Films.

scriptive List of

Name
St.

&No
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Harvard Series of
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Educational Sound Films
Announcement has recently
been made of Pathe's plan to produce,

vard

in

with Har-

cooperation

two

University,

motion

educational

which talk

will

series

of

pictures

in
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Industry."

first,
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separately;
basic

the

in
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be discussed.

two
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of

constitute
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be used

second,
the

the

country

Together the
a complete

presentation of the physiography,
resources and commerce of the

and their relation to the
development of cities and the

nation,

The

Dean

Wales has embarked

& Howell standard motion picture
camera with ultra speed attachment
and two Eyemo turret head camAlso, His Royal Highness
eras.

of

Pathe through

its

offices.

Cooperation

in

own

per-

some

for

satisfactorily

so

the production

educational

The cameras,

together with nec-

essary lenses and accessories, were

purchased direct from the Bell

in-

cluded in the equipment.
be interesting to note that

It will

the preservation of the expedition's
will be

films

designed
tainers

assured by specially

and
which

deteriorating

moisture.

con-

constructed
will

effects

eliminate

the

of heat and

The importance of this
understood when one

will be better

Sa

gers

that

are

frequently

experi-

enced to secure sometimes
just a few feet of extremely

even
inter-

Chicago. Nego-

esting or scientifically valuable film

were conducted by cable
and were completed in three days
after an initial inquiry was received
from Commander Glen Kidston of
the British Navy, sent from Chalet

which would be hopelessly ruined

Howell

offices

in

tiations

Valerette,

where

the

Chesieres,

Switzerland,

Commander

was

evi-

dently enjoying the winter sports.

Howell Company makes most of
the professional cameras used in
producing theatre movies and has
had a wide experience in outfitting
tropical and other expeditions, including that of the well-known
explorer, Martin Johnson, Comof

the

left the

selection

camera equipment

to

its

technical service department.

A

big
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is

not re-

merely to the pleasures of
sport, but has a tremendous scien-

stricted

nearly three years the educational
institution has been advising and
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directing the business organiza-

of animals in their habitats, as well

tion in the production of pictures

as the natives and

which
time the series on Human and
Physical Geography were made.

and conditions of

for educational use, during

have

considers the hardships and dan-

time.

mander Kidston

motion pictures
between Harvard University and
Pathe is not a new step. For
of

undoubtedly carry his

sonal Filmo camera which he has

used

mem-

will

two hand-held Eyemo cameras,

carries a Bell

&
of

ing of the films. Distribution will
be handled by the Educational

Department

to East

In view of the fact that the Bell

the Department of Geography at
Harvard, will supervise the edit-

branch

game expedition

big

bers of this expedition

available at a second's notice the

Africa upon which the Prince of

country as a whole.
Dr. Kirtley F. Mather,

Prince of Wales' African

Expedition

the eight

separate geographic regions will
be the subject of sixteen reels of
film,

The

will

advisable.

Ones

B

•

purpose as well, and the study

important part.

their

customs
an

living, plays

Just as the wise

hunter will always have his gun

in

if

not properly protected.

Department of Agriculture
Making Poultry Movies
for

The

World Congress

Motion Pictures of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture is making a series of poultry
films for the Fourth International
Exposition of the World's Poultry
Office of

Congress, to be held at the Crystal
Palace, London, July 22 to 30.

Eight new films will make up the
Two have been finished,
though not yet released The Turseries.

key

Business

and

Breeding

More and Bigger Eggs.
films in production

are

for

The other
The Egg

Marketing of the United States,
The Poultry Marketing Industry of
the United States, and Cooperative
Marketing
Eggs and Poultry.
Films on which scenario work has
been done, but on which production
has not started, are Brooding and

—

Rearing Chicks, Eradication of
Poultry Parasites, and Rearing
Chicks in Confinement.

—

—
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probwhile the
thinking
investigation,
distribution
The
terns.

—

Justice,

Bra-

growth,
plant
and
population
products through

HoUis, Andrew P.: Motion pictures for
instruction
New York, Century
Co., 1926.

the

the

lation

pictu.e

26:

of

nom PROBLEM
PROJECTS pupils

1913.

the reverse side (in blue). Size of each
map is 91/2 X 12% inches. If you teach
Geography send the coupon below for

picture

sample maps.

1917. 38p.

Branom

—

Geography Map
Problem Projects

—

Montanye, Edwin Y.:

80-83,

;

Do You

111.)

Educational Review: Film

May

1923.

Dec

Dudley, William H.: Visual education
Visual Review, 1928:
in Wisconsin
13-22.
(Society for Visual Education, 327 So. LaSalle St., Chicago,

Society, 16: 589-94,

Nov. 1921.
Lawrence:

chology

in

pictures

—

view,

Screen, 6: 121-22, 150. 165Mar., Apr. 1927.

Educ, 4

1927.

in

—Educ.

Oct.

1928.

enth

—

68, 204,

Sargent, Epes W.: Sizing up the talkies
—Movie Makers, 3; 574-75, 603,

1913,

Countryman, I. N.: Visual education at
Educ.
Yale University in 1924-25
Screen, 4: 519-20, Nov. 1925.
Dransfield, J. Edgar: A technique for
the use of motion pictures in schools

adelphia

school

:

How

one Philmotion pic-

uses

tures—Visual Educ,

3:

6-10,

Jan.

:
:
:

:

1922.

I

Peck, R. S.: The use of motion pictures
Tranfor governmental purposes

—

sactions

Soc Mot.

Pict.

Engineers.

10: 55-60. 1927. (No. 26)

(To be continued

in April)

'

Sample Maps

FREE

Teachers of Geography will find our
booklet of six complete PROBLEM
PROJECTS a convenient and useful
Pin this coupon to your
reference.
letter, send it to us. and we will send
you the free samples by return mail.
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Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St.. Chicaeo.

SLIDES and FILM

SUDES

111.

(See advertisement on page 66)

Amkino Corporation

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

New York

723 Seventh Ave.,

for the Visual Field

City

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 90)

Atlantic Motion Picture Service Co.
/J9 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Fifth Ave., New York City
(See advertisement on page 89)

(See advertisement on paere 86)

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

Universal Pictures Corp.
7.iO

130

City

111.

Keystone View Co.
MeaHvillp. Pa.
(See advertisement on page 66)

Y.

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave., Nevir

York

City.

C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
4829 S. Kedzie Ave.. Chicago 111.

M.

Sims Visual Music Co.

Carlyle Ellis
130

W.

46th

Quincy,

New York

St..

City
Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

& Company

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St.. Chicago.

Spencer Lens Co.

Rochester, N. Y.
(See >dTerti>em*nt on Ontsid*
Back

Eastman Teaching Films,

International Projector Corp.
Acme Division, 90 Gold St.,

Inc.

York

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

&

Bell
1815

New

City.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville. Pa.

Howell Co.
Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Visual Education Service, Inc.
III.

Carmel, Monterey County, CaI.

(See advertisement on page 66)

City

STEREOPTICONS and OPAQUE
PROJECTORS

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

City

111.

Bausch and
International Harvester Co.
606 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pathe Ezchange
35

W.

4Sth St.

and STEREO-

(See advertisement on page 65)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

New York

Buffalo, N. Y.

SCOPES

(See advertisement on Inside Back Cover)

(See advertisement on page 91)

St.,

(See advertisement on page 88)

STEREOGRAPHS

SUPPUES

and

Com)

Roche.<!ter. N. Y.

St.,

Doat

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

Eastman Kodak Co.

46th

111.

111.

19

W.

111.

(See advertisement on page 66)

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

130

&

Co.
C. Muir
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

James

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

Lomb

Optical Co.

Rochester. N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 87)

111.

111.

James C. Muir
Inc.,

&

C. Muir & Co.
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia. P*.

James

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

New York

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

City

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
Za N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.,

(See advertisement on page 86)

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

IlL

Quincy,

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

Bernard Sullivan Company
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

lU.

Sims Visual Music Co.
111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago.

III.

(See advertisement on page 66)
III.

Spencer Lens Co.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

St. Paul,

Rothacker Film Corp.
7S10 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,

Minn.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

SCREENS
111.

Ix>ng Island City, N. Y.

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 88)

SWISS NATIONAL PARK
100 SLIDES FOR SALE
private collection, also Two oriffliial
Films showing Geneva and environs, Zer-

From

James C. Muir

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,

19

&

Co.

10 S. 18th St.. Philadelphia, P*.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

matt and Matterhorn.

For

full

informa-

tions address
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Life at Hrst

KEYSTONE
STEREOGRAPHS

hand

with

Filmo School Projector

and SLIDES
Give the Teacher a Chance

To Work Out Her
About the Sequence

The

Netv

Own Ideas
of Pictures in

Visual Lesson

"bAaterials

now

Available in
Fi/mo 57-C Pniector

Primary Reading

The

English

Social Studies

Filmoil-E

SchoolPro2}0- Watt, } amp.
lamp; geared reTuittd;

showing a Wm.L.Finley
Bird Life Film, a Fitmo

jecior.

RudolphS.WaltmPublic

fixed resistance; 4^-^0
condenser; and special

School, Philadelphia.

case $20}. Other models

Library subject, at the

H9Sup.

Vocational Guidance

Art and Music Correlations
For Each Grade

Nature Study

Biology

Penmanship

I^NOWLEDGE

is

acquired best at

first

hand.

-'^

When

circum-

stances prevent, education strives at least to be realistic. It is
realism which best characterizes the movies shown on Filmo School
Projector ... a realism which frequently is more effective than "life
at first

hand".

Rudolph S. Walton Public School, Philadelphia,
a case in point. Tiny details and minute aaion which the untrained
eye might miss are emphasized and caught forever in the brilliant
illumination and clarity of Filmo reproduction. Steady, flickerless
pictures of theater-like quality, on large screens or small, are the
best recommendation, after all, of Filmo projection.
Bird study at the

is

Classroom Demonstration Arranged

Consider these points of Filmo superiority:

1)

(

Single-tooth shut-

movement, eliminating all damage to film. (2) Direct 250-watt
illumination, no reflectors. (3) Automatic regulation of feed and
tle

take-up reels. (4) Automatic

movement.

(6)
fan. (8)

Literature

upon request

fire safety-screen.

(5) Reversible film

Quick-focusing Greatlite lens. (7) Turbine type
Geared rewind. (9) Hairline precision and unri-

cooling
valed stamina in every part.

These are some of the reasons why the Filmo 57 Projeaor is so
simple to operate, and why Filmo continues to operate at peak
efficiency long after cheaper projectors have been discarded.
Write for name of nearby Filmo dealer, who will give free demonstration in your school, and for the booklet "Filmo in Schools and
Colleges."

KEYSTONE
VIEW COMPANY

BELL &

H

OWE

L L

Filmo

Meadville, Penn'a.
BELL &
New York

HOWELL CO., Dept. P,
•

Hollywood

•

Loadon

1817 Urchmont Ave., Chicago, lil.
(B.

&

H. Co..

Ltd.)

•

Established 19K7

-

.
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Throwing the Light
OF Understanding

ON Every

Subject!

A Way to Put Vunch in Teaching
MAIL THE COUPON

-

SWITCH ON PICTUROL

— throw

on every subject

—make

—every

more enjoyable!

'

lesson

nary storage battery. Films are available
in wide variety on almost any subject,

light

learning easier

practically every course of instruction.

Use

Pictufol as hundreds of successful teachers do.

Let

it

supplement text

—add

perplexing subjects

—

PICTUROL

clarify

puts punch in teaching.

It

solves the problem of arousing interest
with less effort on your part. It makes

fascination to

more pupil

And

the daily round of classroom recitations

for infinitely

and assignments.

now, for the sake of your own progress
won't you get the facts? There is no

PICTUROL

is

film projector.

a simple, inexpensive

obligation.
still-

Easily operated, light in

weight, you just plug
light socket or connect

it

in

any

electric

up with an

ordiSociety for Visual Education, Inc.,
Dept. ES4, 327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.

WSOCIETYFORW
Nj^ISUALEDmilOW
INC.
Dept.

ES4

progress.

327 S. LaSalle St.

Chicago,

111.

I

Please send me without obligation full details about Picturol and lists of Filmslides
available for classroom use.

I

I

Name

.—

Address
Manufacturers, Producers, and Distributors of
Visual Aids

I

Position

J
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Visual Education in Europe (V)

Munich

W. M. Gregory
Director Educational

The Deutsches Museum
Deutsches Museum of

THE
nich

modern

the

illustrates

point of view that a piuseum

The

educational service.

seum

idea

was

of

that

should

Mu-

is

old
a

have

the

Wright,

mu-

DeWitt

of the different displays.

Peter

Cooper,

itive

Clinton,

Brush, and others.

achievements

part of education.

To
is

dramatize

a necessary

building contains be-

The main

exhibits so arranged that the

sides the hall of fame, a barometer

may come and

and thermometer tower, astronomical observatory and a planetarium.

ing them.

learn by us-

The Deutsches Museum

Germany's answer to the modern
problem of the effect of machines
upon life. The machine basis of

3

modern civilization is its theme.
There is no conscious effort to make
it a museum, but each room shows
and

material

the

machines

•'•^.^

which produce certain results. Such
exhibits have an important place in
the life of each community as they
present a vivid history of the mechanical progress of man.

.^

J

The

institution has

amazingly and

now

has 340 exhibit

rooms in the main building. It has
an annex for large trade exhibits
and likewise a complete scientific
and commercial library.
A Hall of Fame for Germany's Scientists

The

exhibit

halls

are arranged

around the central hall of fame
which contains statues and paintings

illustrating the

achievements

of Germany's most famous scienGutenberg, Kepler,
tists
as

Bunsen, Liebig, Leibnitz, Krupp,
Helmholtz, Hertz, Ohm, Fraunhof er, Zeppelin and others.
In the United States our youth

photograph,

clever use
label,

plan,
is

col-

statistics

what makes

museum

the displays of this

out-

These exhibits should be studied by those
advancing popular
interested in
standing and attractive.

^B''

Paper Making
All

the

through

steps

making paper
shown by

in

ages are

the

models and excellent painted panThen comes a thrill to see an
els.
original paper mill of 1700 in

He

grown

The

diagram,

science in this country.

All of the simple oper-

operation.

founded the Deutsches Museum at
Munich to give an inspiring point
of view to Germany in science and
industry.

All the visual

making impressive

and motion picture

cation of an understanding of scisocial influences.

covered and applied.

ored

perceived the lack in modern edu-

its

through the ages. Sometimes these
advances were very slow because
fact and principles must be dis-

of the model,

Founded in 1905
In 1905 Dr. Oscar Von Miller

ence and

is

emphasized and easily grasped
by the visitor who can follow the
development of each improvement
fully

the ideas involved.

^^k\

The prim-

beginning of each industry

aids are used in

is

the

determine the contents

Morley,

and the people were invited to come
and look. The modern museum
people

important to grasp the prin-

It is

ciples that

Westinghouse,

their

its

Skillful Visual Exhibits

of

comes from
the inspiration
by Edison,
done
what has been

house of rare and costly objects

has

benefit

full

that

for

store-

Museum, Cleveland Public Schools

involved

ations

A

The barometer can be read from
considerable distance and the

a

mam-

moth thermometer gives the temperature to the passerby.
Exhibits That Move

A

museum

would be a

dedicated to science

failure

if it

were a colhence in

lection of old machinery,

the Deutsches

Museum

all

the

ma-

chines move. Each visitor can put
a machine in operation if he so deThe
sires by pushing a button.
oldest

of the engines as well as the

most modern may be operated in
Puft'ing Billy puffs
this manner.
and Watt's Old Betsey wheezes and
groans.

making paper

in

are seen and the crude machinery

Scriptoritim

operates as

it

years

dred

did nearly three hun-

Small

ago.

models

which are working show the evolution from the old mill to the modern
paper making machinery. The use
of wood, papyrus, linen, cotton and
other fibers for paper manufacture
Germany's paper indusis shown.
try

The

is

very intelligently presented.
is a model of a

scriptorium

monk's

cell

where copying of the
was done.

ancient manuscript

Gutenberg's printing room and
press are reproduced in exact size.

The development

of

many

different

phases of printing and printing processes

is

shown

in

a

series

of
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Germany

working models.
leader

color

in

is

a

reproduction and

the processes are

fully

displayed.

interested reader could easily

The

vision

what

this

country could con-

The

splendid models of the

Krupp

tribute to the evolution of printing

spiration to obtain within a reason-

press

able time a comprehensive grasp of
mining as applied to the geological

Benjamin Franklin's

in

first

with his composing table; the

first

steam printer and the modern rapid
multiple presses. The quill pen and

American

the

typewriter

part in

important

an

movements

Germany's great
Clear diagrams show
advances.
modern Germany's place in iron
and steel production. It is an in-

the

earth,

This

is

stars,

the most

elaborate time device in the

seum and is the master
Munich time pieces.

mu-

control for

Chemistry and Chemical Industries
The remarkable growth of industrial

chemistry in

Germany

represented in the Deutsches

resources of Germany.

seum

obtain views of

The reader can

of

planets, sun, etc.

represent

plant

in fifteen

is

Mu-

rooms, which cover

have

writing

development.
Geology Hall
the

Geology

Deutsches

Museum

In

Hall
is

tion of the earth at

of

the

a cross-sec-

Munich which
The

occupies one side of the hall.

rock strata are built of the actual
bed rock. The explanations in pictures and labels all combine to give
an excellent idea of local formations.

The Deutsches Museum, Munich

The economic phases

are

illus-

by the first crude mining
shaft and pits. Exact duplicate of
a chamber of the Salzburg salt
mines is arranged so that one may
descend into it and observe the
primitive methods once employed.
There are two other mines shown
by full-sized shafts, drifts and gallery, built in the basement of the
museum. The attempt to drain and
ventilate the first mines is clearly
shown. The ancient man-tread
pump is working beside a modern
The step-hoists and
electric pump.
trated

the

modern

the

with

electric hoist illustrate

aid man by mining
new machinery. There are

effort

to

working models of primitive rockcrushers and separators operated
by hand. The first crude hand
ore

blast for

metallurgy.

smelting introduces

An

old bloomery with

hammers operated by water
power is an introduction to old and
new methods of iron puddling.
The primitive *blacksmith's shop
trip

of 1803

furnace

and
all

the

first

water-blast

serve as background for

Germany's modern iron

industries.

1.50

phases of chemical knowledge
from the old alchemist to the modern worker in synthetic compounds.
The first experiments of Bunsen

writer will gladly supply to those

they

any displays.

In

the

small

size

all

twelve pictures can be purchased

mark and the large size for
mark each. Catalogs may be
obtained from Director Miller. The
for 1.20

and others are so arranged that
may be repeated by the obser-

interested,

ver.

The

in

many

pioneer discoveries are ar-

numbers of photographs
any of the fields of applied

evolution of time-telling de-

sented by

ages

the

many

styles

is

for

easily repeated

Clocks and Time Devices

The

apparatus

ranged so that experiments may be
by touching a but-

sciences.

vices through

original

repre-

of water-

ton.

The spectrum of

gases

is

different

thus easily observed.

distillation

The

of water, a flame test

glasses, sun-dials, etc.

for various metals and the oxo-hy-

The first of the wooden clocks
made by Gerbert in the tenth cen-

drogen flame are arranged as experiments to be performed at the

clocks,

hour

tury, is represented

by an

original.

The application of the escapement
movement by DeVick and Galileo's
pendulum to the clock were great
improvements. Then comes Peter
Henlein who made the "Nuremberg Egg" which had only an hour
hand.
The modern time devices
and chronometers are represented
by a variety of time pieces from
tower clocks to the world's most
accurate

astronomical clocks.

In

one hall is the famous Munich clock
which shows the time and the

pleasure of the visitor.

In theoretical chemistry many
rod and ball models both of the

molecule and the atom are arranged
.

on a large

scale so the student

study visually the

difficult

may

formulae

many compounds.
Organic chemistry is given skillful attention in
remarkable diagrams, pictures, and models to
represent the achievements of Ger-

of

many
tial

The coal
shown from its ini-

in this difficult field.

tar industry

is

beginning to the complicated
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In one room the en-

Industrial Museums In America
Industry in America must give

devoted to the coal tar

the mass of people a greater appre-

modern

processes involved in
tar distilling.

wall

tire

is

coal

products, among which are aspirin,
vanilla, indigo, saccharine and sev-

The

chemistry show

common
ancient

pharmaceutical

of

exhibits

the source of

The

drugs.
pharmacy

many

restored

stocked with

is

herbs and mineral remedies alongside of which there stands the

modern pharmacy with its remedies
derived entirely from coal tar.
Shipping in Munich

worker
sible the

the

modern steamer. All phases of

and navigation are given prominence in the
water transportation displays. The
ocean steamer is presented by actshipping, ship-building

cross-section

ual

So

etc.

engine,

of

hull,

complete are the ship dis-

Henry Ford,

museums.

Mr.

Dearborn,

Michigan,

as Cleveland.

These displays which

are so far in-

land are perhaps
that has caused

the

stimulation

German

shipbuild-

is

in

the

industry

wonders

is

of

obvious.

modern

engineering are displayed, interest
is

always aroused.

While some

methods of modern industry are
very complex it is interesting to
see how these have developed
from simple conditions.

Museum

Industrial

An Art Museum

Cleveland

in

the cultural

is

center for a community.

Art

If the

Mr.

Chicago

In

Walgmar

Kaempffert is bringing into existence the Rosenwald Industrial Museum which will reveal the technical
It is intended lo
ascent of man.

make

this

that will

an educational institution

make

clear the social re-

New York

In

the

Museum

of

Peaceful Arts will demonstrate the
remarkable progress in industry

due

to technological research.

F. C.

the

The purpose

industry.
lustrations

includes

il-

endeavors

man's

of

scientific

latest

time to the present.
exhibit is to be
working
visual
The
with the
visitor
impress
the
used to
earliest

importance of science in modern
life.

enjoyment and

in Philaits

plans

lin in

Benjamin Frankwhich the application of sci-

ence

to

for a memorial to

scheme.

industry

is

the

special

Mr. Howard McClenahan,

the secretary of the Franklin Insti-

has plans for grouping about

the original apparatus of Franklin,

the dramatic story of electrical dis-

Mill

then a scienpeople

gives

understanding of

work

their daily

a very essential

is

institution.

The
be

a

Museum

Industrial

great

scientific

should

center

in

a

Cleveland whose growth

city like

and wealth has been from the development of great enterprises
whose success has depended upon
knowledge.

scientific
life

The

daily

of the people in Cleveland

closely related to the

science

of

plication

youth

Cleveland's

The Franklin Institute
delphia has commenced

tute,

An Ancient Water

Museum is necessary,
which
tific museum

Dr.

director, has tried

Brown, the

from

Where

will be installed

told by

Museum

cation

which

building.

remarkable working collections of
pioneer and modern machines.

discoveries and their possibilities in

are so displayed that their appli-

new

story of the growth and the

place of machine in life

such an effective manner.
The People Are Interested
The exhibits in the Deutsches

This interest is due to
the attractive and dramatic setting given the principles of science as they are applied in modern
life.
The scientific fundamentals

the

in

a dramatic presentation of in-

to dramatize

numbers.

the displays

dustrial evolution in this country.

ing to advance so rapidly and in

attract the people in large

science

ot

to industry.

museum. Munich is
distance from the sea

original

apparatus which will form part of

under

has

may

same

other

Insti-

ing extensive plans for industrial

sults of the application of science

about the

The

machine which he controls.

plays that a course of navigation

be conducted entirely in the

has

tute

of

application

Plans in United States
In the United States we are mak-

The

a remarkable col-

and shipping. The
evolution of water transportation
is shown from the simple dugout to

makes pos-

the

New Museum

Museum

is

intel-

needs

ideas of science which

way

there

make him

machine world. The
fundamental
the

ligent in this

Munich is five hundred miles
from the sea but in the Deutsches
lection of ships

non-techni-

person should have enough of

cal

scientific ideas to

hundred others.

eral

The

ciation of science.

and

coveries

these ideas to industry.

what her leaders

in

industry.

should

know

in science

have

Charles Brush and the elec-

done.

tric arc,

motor

Alexander Winton and the
Warner and Swazey,

car,

of

builders

giant

is

modern ap-

ore

Hulett,

t

great

telescopes

;

the

unloading machines by
h

e

revolutionary

iron

working devices of Wellman and

many others.

Bridge-builders,

{Concluded on page \22)

I

;
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High School

Pictures in a Junior
S. Bragdon
High School, New

Clifford
Principal Central Junior

SOME may contend that the use
of Motion Pictures in schools
is

just another

modern fad for the

purpose of amusing the pupils.

My

experience shows that, with careful

planning and proper selection of

motion

material,

may

pictures

prove a distinct improvement over

methods of instruction as
well as an important supplement to
other approved methods of classroom teaching. I shall endeavor to
prove these two assertions by deolder

scribing the plan used in

a Junior

my

school,

High School of nine hun-

dred pupils.
First, let

and

at a

Rochelle,

low rental so that the ex-

pense was not a deterrent factor.

Moreover, a
of

type

trial

proved that

projector

was

this

equally

me

state that

our audi-

booth for standard 35

mm.

films.

But the inconvenience of securing
a licensed operator, as required,
during school hours, and the expense of rentals of standard films
combined to keep the machines idle
except for an occasional assembly

program or a program for which
an admission fee was charged after
school hours. It was not until our
Parent-Teacher

Association

pre-

sented our school with a Bell

&

Howell Filmo projector for 16 mm.
films that the value of

motion

pic-

tures in teaching History, Geogra-

phy, Science, and Health began to

manner

tive

physical

instructors

con-

diet, exercise,

com-

training

cerning posture,

to an end, the pupils

Our

was

plan of procedure
:

all

as

teachers were supplied

with an outline of the proposed film

program with subjects and
dates for each film

tentative

also with a di-

;

gest of the important features of

each film several days before

This made

to be shown.

it

it

was

possible

so as to prepare the pupils for the
film,

thus bringing them to the au-

an excellent attitude
and eager to find out for themselves what they had already been
ditorium in

Geography

film

was

to be

shown, all seventh-grade pupils
went to the auditorium and witnessed the showing of the film, the
total

time

required

being

about

twenty-five minutes or one-half of

Then

all went back to
rooms where the
main features of the film were discussed, checked up with the outline
previously given, and thus fixed in
mind, as we believe, more firmly
than would have been possible by

the period.
their

respective

was

etc.

the series as planned

came

were asked to

write frankly their opinions of the

They

value of the films to them.

were unanimous in saying that they
had not only enjoyed them, but had
received much benefit from them.
Furthermore,

more

that

they

recommended

films be used in the fol-

lowing year.
of all came
program described above, when we borrowed a
motion picture camera and made a
film in which our own pupils were
Every Junior High
the actors.

But the greatest

as a climax

thrill

the

to

School has clubs for improving the

taught to look for.

Ha

When

effec-

teaching of the

the

auditorium.
follows

most

giene, reenforcing in a

municable diseases,

class-room study alone.

be realized.

York

adapted to a single classroom or to
a group of several hundred in the

to arrange the classroom teaching

torium is equipped with two firstclass machines in an asbestos lined

New

If a His-

social contacts of its pupils, as well

more life into classroom activities. Our Classical Club
worked out a simple yet interesting
project based on "The Story of
Atalanta". About thirty-five pupils
took part, in costumes made by
themselves with some help from

as for putting

their

Five

parents.

produced, depicting:
ta's

Childhood

the Oracles

;

;

Episode

of

Atalan-

second, Consulting

third,

The Race,

fourth.

were

scenes
first,

the

The

Golden

The Wedding.
were shown

Suitors

including the

Apples;

When

these

the

entire

shown, then all
eighth-grade pupils were sent to
the auditorium and a similar procedure followed.
The Science films were shown to
seventh, eighth, or ninth grade

bilities

possible to use

groups, according to the nature of

ing interest in -all phases of school

the projector at any time, a most

the film and its bearing upon the
class work.
Sometimes two grades
combined.
would be
Not less interesting and valuable
from the teaching point of view
were the films on health and hy-

activity.

tory film

We
this

found that the operation of

projector

was

so simple that

almost any teacher, or even a Junior
High boy with some mechanical
aptitude could readily learn to operate

it,

thus making

important

factor

it

in

any teaching

device.

We also found that there was an
abundance of excellent educational
films available in the 16

mm.

size

to be

fifth,

films

to

school in an assembly, the enthu-

siasm was indeed intense and we
realized as never before the possi-

sult

of motion pictures in arous-

of

One very
this

practical

re-

experiment was the

interest aroused

among

the parents

so that our Parent-Teacher Association voted

chase

of

a

money

for the pur-

good motion picture
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camera in order that more might be
done along this line.
While the foregoing gives the
favorable reaction of one Junior
High School to a series of rented
can see

films, I

still

greater possi-

form of teaching
of films owned by a

and could be kept long
any school so that each
teacher might show them to her
cessible

enough

in

own

pupils in her own class-room.
This arrangement would upset no

though

Such an arrange-

expensive for
small school systems, might prove
too

more economical than renting
city of 50,000 or more people.

would

since there

class schedules,

films to be used.

ment,

In conclusion,

let

me

in a

my

state

be no combination of classes needed

firm conviction that our experience

and would permit of greater teacher
freedom in presenting the subject

proved beyond question the value

this

method, films would be more ac-

matter as well as in the selection of

device in a Junior

bilities

for this

from a

library

By

school or school system.

The Use of Motion

of educational films as a teaching

High School.

Pictures in Business Courses

J. G. Glover
Department of Management, New York University

ABOUT
INture
was

1919 the motion picintroduced

first

to

American schools for the purpose
of

Since

instruction.

advantages

many

brought to

light

by

this

that

time

have

been

method of

writer

is

interested in set-

method of presenting

ting forth a

the

jected

the running time

;

mately forty minutes.
operator

is

Three

week.
are

reels

changing the

is

pro-

approxi-

While the
reel,

a dis-

cussion concerning the previous picture or the text material

visual instruction.

The

during

periods

one-thousand- foot

is

carried

tative

some instances a represenfrom the industrial plant

shown

in

In

on.

the film personally ex-

commercial work by use of motion
method which gives the
student a better and more vivid

processes, methods, machinery, and

conception of business processes.

the problems

pictures, a

The Department of Management
of the School of Commerce of New
York University offers a course
known as "Manufacturing Induswhich moving pictures are
is an orientation course
for the freshman who intends to
make business his life's work. The
purpose of the course is to acquaint
tries", in

with

student

the

important

raw material
in

used, the

management and

marketing peculiar to that particuA remarkable amount
of information on a scientific subject can be acquired by a student in
lar industry.

a relatively short period of time.

Over a period of about five years
Department of Management,

This

used.

the

plains the

developing

course

a

would

that

give the student of business during
his

year of college work a
of industry as a

first

bird's-eye-view

whole.

It is believed that such a
course would help the student to

make up
field

mind concerning the

his

of business which he

is

in,

tion to specialize

in

phase of business

activities

a

particular

during

the remaining years of his college

work.

As a result of experimentation
with visual instruction methods, a
full-point course appeared in the
curriculum of the School of Com-

merce of

New York

University

September. About seventy students

under the guidance of Professor
W. B. Cornell, has carried on ex-

one hundred the second term.

tensive experimental

work

in

and over

registered the first term

the

The course

consists of a well-

use of motion pictures as a means

rounded schedule of motion

and

to bring out the characteristics

of

of

the

dent

development of the United States
and closing with the latest discov-

from a school of commerce should
have a knowledge of what goes on

eries in the field of aviation.

clearly pictures the so-

surroundings of the in-

inside a large manufacturing plant.

Industrial Progress",

worker and greatly broad-

This knowledge cannot be gained
by means of reading books, and

textbook.

a

industries.

designed to give the stucultural

desirable
it

;

The
back-

ens the student's viewpoint, thus

making

it

preciate

more

possible for

the

him

to ap-

fully the significance

many important

ing in

daily

articles appear-

newspapers and

elsewhere.

The

matter

tures, starting with the agricultural

ciological

of

subject

in

is

dustrial

presenting

pic-

seems
essential that a student graduating

various

ground

last

the

manufactories of the United States

course

inter-

and perhaps best fitted for,
and thus put him in a better posi-

ested

class

meets for two one-hour

business administration.

It

F.

W.

Wile's book,

each week.

A

"A

chapter

Dr.

Century of

is

used as a

is

The motion

assigned
pictures

not sufficient time for ex-

are carefully chosen to supplement

The momeans of
bringing the factory and factory

the book material. This combination

operation into the classroom.

velopment

there

is

tensive plant visitation.
tion picture

The

writer

is

the only

was given the task of

affords the students an unexcelled

opportunity to appreciate the de-

of industry and the
methods of manufacturing on our

I
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present day scale of mass produc-

Sveam and

tion in the particular line of busi-

Power Transmission

ness activity

shown

in the

motion

picture projected during the class

The

session.

majority

of

large

concerns are very willing to lend
their reels of films to educational
institutions without charge.

The schedule of text book assignments and motion pictures covering
work

the year's

follows:

IS

and 16

Works
Motorizing the Farm
Mechanical Cultivation of Virgin Soil
Business Management Applied to the

Farm
October 8 and 10 Chapter II
"The Lumber Industry"
The Forest and Wealth
The Forest and Water
Telephone Poles as a Part

of

Commerce
Preparing Telephone Poles

Commercial Cedar
Lumbering in British Columbia
October IS and 17 Chapter IV

"Manufacture in Special Fields"
Manufacture of Standard Plumbing
Equipment
Manufacture of Canned Milk
Manufacture of Stetson Hats
Manufacture of Hosiery
December 3 and 5 Chapter VI
"The Steel Industry"
Sltel

Tubing

December

10 and 12 Chapter VIII

"Cotton Industry"

The Manufacture of Cotton
The Textile Manufacturing Plant
December 17 and 19 Chapter IX
"Paper and Rope Industries"
Manufacture of Paper
Another Use for Paper
The Manufacture of Rope
Oxygen and Its Uses
January 2 Chapter III
"Manufacture of Meters"
Manufacturing the Electric Meter
January 7 and 9 Chapter X

Carrying American Products to Foreign Lands
Laying the High Speed Ocean Cable
Inspecting Foreign Food Products
Inspecting Foreign Plants
Pipes and Cigarettes in the Making
October 22 and 24 Chapter V "Mining"
Ford Way of Coal Mining

Anthracite

Bituminous
Salt Mining

Making the "New York Times"
Making a Book
The Historic Development of Books
January 14 and 16 Chapter XII
"Railroads"

Manufacturing a Locomotive
The Electric Locomotive
Freight Car Distribution

in the

Mine

of Anthracite

October 29 and 31 Chapter VI

"The Copper Industry"
The Story of Anaconda Copper
Oxygen Breathing Apparatus
November 7 Chapter VI "Lead"
The Manufacture of Paint
November 12 and 14 Chapter VII
"The Metal Cutting Industry"
Speeding Production with Carboloy
Grinding as a Part of Industry
1/20,000

Part of an

Use and Abuse of Twist Drills
November 19 and 21 Chapter VII
"Power"
Water Power

Sorting Cattle

Manufacture of Leather
XII)
April 1 and 3 Chapter XX

"Building Construction"

Company's Plant
of Sulphur
April 8 and 10 Chapter XXI
"Laborand America's Century of Industry"
Waste Elimination in Industry
Electric

The Manufacture

Accident Prevention in
Plant
April 15 Chapter XXII

Exchange

The Federal Reserve System
Making a Bank Note
Modern Banking
18

and 20 Chapter

U.

Steel

S.

"The Electric Industry"
Making Gray Iron Castings
Making Mazda Lamps
Making the Largest Power Transformer
Automatic Arc Welding
April 22 and 24 Chapter XXIII
"Telegraphy and Telephony"
The World's Telephone Workshop
Manufacturing a Telephone
Mass Production in Telephone Manufacture

February 11 and 13 Chapter XIII
"Banking in the United States"
History of the New York Stock

February

(Chapter

The Manufacture of Alpha Cement
The Construction of the Western

Transportation

February 6 Chapter XXIX "Radio"
Manufacture of the Vacuum Tube
Manufacture of the Alkaline Storage
Battery

Twelve Points of Safety

Management

Manufacture of Rayon Silk
Manufacture of Flour
Manufacture of a Pencil
March 18 and 20 Chapter XVIII
"The Rubber Industry"
The Manufacture of Rubber
Manufacture of Linoleum
March 25 and 27 Chapter XIX
"Meat Packing Industry"
Inspecting Animals
Inspecting Meats
Preparing Animals for Meat

Selecting the Cotton Seeds

"Printing Industry"

"Foreign Trade"

Cutting to the
Inch

Coal to Electricity

Steel Ties

October 1 and 3 Chapter I "Agriculture"
A Trip Through the International
Harvester C o m p a n y's Tractor

The Wonders

Retail

November 26 Chapter HI

Making Steel
Making Seamless

A SURVEY OF BUSINESS
Management

From

Electricity

XV

"The Petroleum Industry"
Petroleum and Its By-products
February 25 and 27 Chapter XVI
"Research, Science and Invention"
The Life of Thomas A. Edison
Electric Heat in Industry
March 4 and 6 Chapter XVII
"Chemical Industry"
The Story of Dynamite
March 11 and 13 Chapter XVIII
"Department Store Merchandising"

Making a Lead Covered Cable
Planning Telephone Production
May 1 Chapter XXVI
"The Automotive Industry"
Manufacturing a Spark Plug
On the Proving Ground, General

April 29 and

Motors
Manufacturing

of

Willys-Over-

the

land

May

Chapter XXVII
"Motion Pictures"
Making the Motion Picture Film
Motion Picture Industry
Men and Management
May 13 and 15 Chapter XXVIII
6 and 8

"Aviation"
Construction of the Aeroplane

The Aeroplane— Its

Place

in

Com-

merce

An
will

examination of

show

years
summed up in

teen

this schedule

that approximately

of

experience

fif-

are

about thirty weeks.
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Showing

The

victims, the strip

of Surgical Talkies

talking picture film to

first

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

be used by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia
University in surgical and medi-

is

especially for

adult audiences.

The

strips

may be borrowed

with the lecture at no charge by
responsible persons and organiza-

cinal lectures

was shown privately
by Dr. Clay Ray Murray, Assis-

tions.

tant Professor of Surgery, in a

not held longer than one week with-

projection

room

Seventh

729

at

Avenue.

The
and

a fracture of the lower fibula with

backward

outward,

ment of the
ing

is

The

foot.

straightening

pulling,

shown while

displace-

process of

and

splint-

the physician's

heard explaining the diag-

voice

is

nosis

and the procedure.

A

series of films, including such

subjects as delivery, treatment of

nervous
of

and instruction

diseases

nurses,

will

be prepared

/for

exhibition at the college beginning

next September.

The medical schools of Johns
Hopkins, the University of Pennsylvania, the University of Michigan and Ohio State are among
those which are expected to make
and exchange films. The Medical
Centre will have a talking picture
projection

within

apparatus

ten

days for the exhibition there of

such

films,

it

was

said.

and
strip,

9

it

imperative that they be

out advance understanding to that

consisting

of

explanatory
together

18

pictures

slides.

The

mimeoaccompanying it,

with

the

graphed outline
forms a complete illustrated lecture
on hazards in the modern American home. Since special emphasis
is placed on practices that cause
falls, and since persons more than
55 years old are the

A New
The

Discovery in Photography

discovery recently

made

at

more frequent

voltages.

Investigations

phenomenon and
of

its

develop a theory

to

confident the metal plates or films
in future be

used to record these elec-

and in some cases with greater
advantage to experiment, because the
metal parts record in broad daylight as
readily as in darkness.
Thus danger
of spoiling by light is averted.
films,

chosen

and arouses
a world of speculation. Dr. P. H.
Carr, a graduate student working
under the direction of Dr. F. K.
Richtmyer, professor of physics,
made the discovery one day while
looking at the rough spots produced on the metal target of an
X-ray tube by electron bombardment.
Such spots are commontation with electrons

place,

familiar sights to labora-

tory workers.
It

the

occurred to Dr. Carr, says
Christian Science Monitor,

that perhaps long before the electrons

produced the rough place they made an
invisible impression, which might lie
the still invisible image on a photo is
brought out by putting it into a developing bath. From then on the story
is

short,

years.

but the

work

took

several

Dr. Carr shot the electron rays

The

ten best pictures of

of

poll

editors

Disraeli,

and

Rita, Gold Diggers of
Broadway, Bull Dog Drummond,
In Old Arizona, The Cock-Eyed
World, The Last of Mrs. Cheyney
and Hallelujah.
It is

claimed that this annual poll

was the most extensive in scope of
any previously conducted by the
Film Daily.
George Eastman Honored

George Eastman was awarded
American Institute of Chemists in recognition of
being one of the greatest lay-scienApproval
tists of the present day.
in 1918 of the establishment by the
the medal of the

research

laboratory of a

These marks were
where the
places

synthetic

organic

chemicals

electron

lines,

the

streams

re-

quired for research purposes in the

U.

S.

was
to

his most noteworthy serAmerican chemistry, it

was pointed

out.

Engineers to Meet

The

vertical

depart-

ment of synthetic organic chemistry
to manufacture and supply various

Society of Motion Picture

metal surfaces the previously invisible
mark made by the electron "shot."

are:

dame X, Rio

with iodine, used hydrochloric acid to
develop zinc plates and iodine to deIn each case he brought out on the

critics

Broadway Melody, Ma-

and developed them with
mercury vapor, at silver and developed

velop copper.

1929,

through the Film Daily's

vice

at gold plates

is

may

tron beams the same as do photographic

can be taken directly on cold,
hard, untreated metal without the

medium of sensitized plate
opens a new field for experimen-

pro-

in

Dr. Richtmyer says he

action.

The Ten Best Films

usual

are

gress to study the peculiarities of this

Cornell University that pictures

"developed" in the same manner that

New Film Strip on Safety
The National Safety Council has
just completed a film strip on home
safety,

makes

however,

demand,

effect.

reduction

the

depicts

film

splinting of a Pott's fracture,

an

The

struck; very slim lines for high powered beams and broader lines for low

spring meeting of the Soci-

ety for Motion Picture Engineers
is scheduled for May 5-8 at the

Wardman Park Hotel, Washington. Many of the papers will con-
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sound

cern

and

pictures

is

it

expected that the society's committee on standards will submit
for approval its report fixing
wide-film standards.

A New

York

Section of the So-

was formed at a recent meeting of more then 150 Eastern members. The geographical boundaries
of the New York Section were defined by the Board of Governors
ciety

as an area enclosed within a circle

having a radius of 50 miles from
Times Square. With the formation of the

be

will

Members

New York

possible

Section,

for the

become

to

ac-

the society.

Motion Pictures at
Chicago World Fair
Development of the motion picindustry

ture

being

in

considered

form

display

one

as

of

is

the

forthcoming attractions at the Chi-

World Fair

cago

of

Progress."

will include

Cen-

display

every step in the var-

processes

ious

"A

The

It

from manufacture

chosen from various educational establishments by the central board, for instruction not only
in the science of handling the ap-

making

in the art of

pictures suitable for the

It is understood that the art of
teaching by means of motion pictures taken by men who would

formerly have written text books
is being adopted by the German
authorities as

normal part of

a

the educational system and will,

within a short space of time, be
regarded by children as a natural
feature of school life.

The

deputies

schools

as tuition

means.

in

Pro-

in the

popular

a part of the

Motion Pictures foi Shut-Ins

rapid progress.

of moving pictures as

try's leaders

movement to curb
Most of the counBulgaria's

that

feel

by the mo-

sudden plunge into modernism was

tion picture industry during 1930

responsible for the spread of anar-

will

go

to entertainments

the auspices of charitable organizations
tre

cooperating

with

thea-

owners during the holidays

only

support this

to

organization, but also to

make

the

use of educational films compulsory

A

in schools.

petent

officials

commission of compresided by Mr.

was
was decided
possible means
Veniselos,

recently instituted.
to support by all

It

of educa-

Different projectors

films.

tional

the use

ular model
its

is

made

use

and

to be approved

general.

Szveden

The exhibition of school films in
Sweden is making great progress.
theater
in the

is

rented by

all

community and

to different subjects are

as

cooperate

in

rural districts of

many

as 20

this

school

film

shown. In

Sweden

some

schools

the schools

films relating

exhibition,

thus

a few years ago in the country.

The State has undertaken the
showing of pictures with educa-

through the

tional value to the peasants.

Skolfilm,

chism,

communism and

During the

under

decided not

making these performances possibecause, as a rule, no fee is
charged and the expenses are defrayed by the school authorities.

motion picture theatres.
of the footage available

education.

In the larger cities a motion picture

Bulgaria

strict control

Some

of

body on Sunday mornings in Athand children are invited to attend.
The Government has now

jectors of various systems will be

ativity.

orphanages, hospitals, homes for
the aged, sanitariums and penal
institutions, who cannot visit the

instrument

decided to

exhibition

introduce film

terpreting Einstein's theory of rel-

such as

an

were examined by the Ministry of

just passed a law providing for the

institutions

the forwarding of the use of films

Public Instruction and one partic-

science will be talking pictures in-

in

orga-

of

City

the

of

(Germany)

Dresden

The Bulgarian Parliament has

shut-ins

An

already in existence for

is

ens,

march of

for the entertainment of 500,000

nization

on the screen, but

outstanding feature in the

will be supplied gratis

introducing educa-

tional filnis in its schools.

Screenings are organized by this

and high schools.

a billion feet of film

now

is

paratus for projecting the picture

product.

More than

Greece

Greece

as

installed for test

exhibit dramatizing the

their Avays of living.

regular

a

ers,

of film to the projection of finished

An

Berlin this

in

constitutes

headed villagers to try and better
methods of work and better

their

training college for school teach-

be held in

to

1933, to be headed under

tury

rope was opened
year.

Eu-

in

classroom.

quainted with each other and the

work of

Germany

The "Film Seminary"

moving pictures may become

a strong factor in inducing hard-

it

Eastern

better

state

Foreign Notes

last

radicalism

year the Ministry

of Education has

shown

films to

532,000 people living in 567
lages.

This

is

this activity

in

vil-

only the beginning of

and

conjunction

and at different intervals through-

societies,

out the year.

teachers, priests

it is

believed that

with

co-operative

farm agents,
and the army, the

country

ble,

All school films are distributed

Svensk Filmindustri
of Svensk
Filmindustri, which is reported to
be the largest Swedish film producer in Sweden. The organization
controls 104 motion picture theaters
and is distributing 1,000 school
a subsidiary

films every

about

week

1,500

Sweden.

for exhibition in

schools

throughout

'
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THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
AMONGCONDUCTED
LANPHIER
BY MARION

I

1

F,

I

QllMHIIIMIMIIt

The

HlllllflHIl

Parents' Magazine

(Feb-

ruary) "The Crisis in the Movies",
by Walter B. Pitkin, sounds over
again the old challenge and assertion that the public must be educated to better pictures before the
movies can be made safe for chil-

dren and reliable for adults.
is sweeping through the
began with the talkies. It
may not end until the entire structure,
policy and personnel of Old Hollywood
have vanished. When may this occur?

Revolution

movies.

It

all

It

depends

on

of

parents

the

America.

You want your children to see interesting, wholesome pictures. You find
that perhaps 95 out of every 100 pic-

tures are stupid or dull or perverted or,
at best, designed for adult appreciation.

The other

you
movies as

five are so delightful that

realize the possibilities of the

artistic and educational influence.
In spite of the defects of the 95, your
They
children persist in seeing them.
respond to the speed and thrills of the

an

incidental

action,

even when the main

story goes over their heads.

You won-

der what you can do about it.
This calls for new producers

who

have never learned the ways of the old
movies. (Or, if they have learned them,
they must have failed to satisfy the big
companies.)
era must be

The
made

HIIMHIIllllll

llfMIIIIUMIMIIIIIItfllMIt

I

I

Nil

John B. Watson and the more composed, but no less accurate affirmative answer of Lee F. Hanmer,
director of the

Space does not
permit of quotation here, but we

recommend

this

symposium

to ev-

opinion accepts the age of ten as
the logical limit below which child-

ren had better not attend theatrical
movies the age limit adopted by

—

some four

Estimates"

the "Film

The Churchman (February
"The

indicates,

is,

as

an account of

its subtitle

"How

the

Your Local MoComing from the

Industry Shackles

Manager".
former General Counsel for the
Motion Picture Board of Trade

vie

and the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, this article carries more than ordinary
The

"Why

question

is

asked,

frequently

trol of

quite simple.

in

neighborhood

from the conHollywood.
Turn a deaf ear to the propagandist
who advises you to help Hollywood
make "bigger and betfer pictures." That
won't work! Educate a new public to
prefer better films. It will take time and
money, but will be worth the while.
In this same issue
interesting

Children

we

find a

symposium on

Go

to the Movies".

most

"Shall

The

opinions of experts in the field of
child welfare, in that of child psy-

chology, and in the most important

The producers not only make

characteristicly cynical

realism of

the pic-

tures that' are exhibited but in conjunction with their own distributing agencies

own

or otherwise control large numbers

of the best theatres in which their own
pictures are exhibited. In addition to

independent exhibitors
are completely dominated by the producers who also control large numthis the so-called

bers of theatres.

There are said

to be

from

16,000 to

20,000 motion picture theatres in
ica.

one of the child's court, are preAnswers vary from the
sented.

Hays

Seabury then gives a deand

Mr.

tailed account of the legal fight
its

present deadlock and general fu-

The

tility.

article

a brief but

is

very meaty review for any reader

who

wishes to become quickly cog-

nizant of the situation to date.

In this same issue "Mr. Hays and
Cooperating Groups", by Catheryne Cooke Gilman, discusses the
subtle craft of the

Hays

organi-

using women's clubs
Church people to enhance

zation

in

Groups

all

campaign.

over the United States are

forming and declaring that the
youth of this country shall be released
quietly

from the

results of cooperation of their

well-meaning mothers and certain religious leaders with the motion picture
industry. It is well known that without
this

motion picture prowould have been forced long

cooperation,

ducers

ago to make better

pictures.

It

has been

this insidious cooperation with the

tion picture industry on the part of

mowo-

that has supported "children's matinees,"

theaters which are free

Hollywood studios and managers.

the

men's clubs and religious organizations

weight.

new

They must be shown

members of

Association.

their vicious

Futile Exhibitor", by William

Marston Seabury,

controlled by the pro-

or

ducer-distributor

1)

do not the motion picture theatre
proprietors use better judgment in the
selection of the pictures which are
shown to the public?" The answer is

ing

now owned

and

years ago.

of these first-run theatres are

all

negative replies.

ery thinking parent and teacher. It
will be noted that the majority of

i
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most

recreation depart-

ment of the Russell Sage Foundaa greater number of
tion,
to

apart from the exist-

pictures of the

IIIMIIHIIMIIf

I

a

Upwards

Amer-

of seventy-five per cent

of the total revenue resulting from the
exploitation of a picture in America,
comes from these theatres. All or al-

"family nights," "selection not censorship," "constructive cooperation," and

"promote the
These jingoisms, known as "slogans" and "formulae," have been responsible for delaying
legislation to restrain the industry from
producing and distributing undesirable

the

deceptive

policy

of

best and ignore the rest."

pictures.

Not long ago the editor of this
department sat at a table of seriousminded New Yorkers, discussing
this

identical

situation,

and wit-

nessed the whole-hearted and somewhat vehement resistance that a

committee from one of the

finest

experimental schools for children
offered to these statements.

were

solidly for

They

Mr. Hays and his

see-the-best-ignore-the-rest scheme.

:

!
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The Pied Piper of the Movies has not
only enticed our children into the mountain fastnesses and employed a "woman
to take charge of the pass,

ambassador"

but has subjected the whole nation to
the censure of all civilized countries. It
is time that action be instigated to bring

end speedily the misrepresentation
of the life of the American people at
home and abroad.
to an

denominational
Slogans, politicians,
cloaks or brilliant ladies are equally objectionable. The issue is clear-cut and
the responsibility rests

upon the home,
Are you, as

the school and the church.

member

a

of these institutions, cooper-

ating with the industry to exploit youth
and menace the good will and peace of
the world, or are you cooperating with
your government in bringing about the

appointment of a Federal Motion PicCommission t o regulate and
ture
supervise public utility entering its product in interstate and international

BOOK REVIEWS
The Pageant
umes

14 and

2,

versity Press,

New

Haven, Conn.,

1929.

interesting article about

difficult

projects achieved in

the annals of

American publishing.

most

As

America

it

is

a colossal

work, entirely unique among historpublications to date.

ical

^^^JB"^
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detailed reference to the pre-

May

department

laud this in-

now

out in a

1_

^^T

-^y 3p

^^^

viously issued volumes in the series,

of individuals

this

1

has

of January and De-

to

editor says, of the

^M

a technical accomplishment the

cember 1927,

February) Again
must take space

human

in

and human

nature of the volumes, one of the

in its issues

Review of EducaCinematography (January,

Its

sacrifice

\
M^

American history and national development, but also, from the very

the problems of a neglected group

International

human

research in the sources of pictorial
touching all phases of

made

tional

daring,

but

questions,

political

material

the extra situation in the film busi-

An

told the story of the ad-

suffering.

history of

Vocaitioiial

is

There have appeared the final
volumes of the magnificent fifteenvolume series of The Pageant of
America, which as a whole is not
only the product of the most painstaking, extensive and exhaustive

Guidance Mag(March) "Employment
azine
Problem of Motion Picture Industry", by Marian L. Mel, discusses
ness.

of America, VolThe Yale Uni-

15.

series is noteworthy, as a pictorial

commerce?

The

Here

vancing tide of settlement, not in
terms of territories or treaties or

1928,

The

The Pioneer Woman, from a statue by
Harmon A. McNeil (1866-), courtesy of

last three

volumes follow the

same general plan as the foregoing

—each

is

The Lure of the Frontier

Vol. 2.

and Janu-

ary 1929.

introduced by a foreword

the Reinhardt Galleries,

New

York.

scope of the volume, "Within the

pages at hand an effort has been
made to chronicle only the work of

most effective as to size, paper,
type, set-up and cover design. We

from the pen of the editor of the
each
series, Ralph Henry Gabriel
includes from 600 to 1000 pictures
with accompanying text, and each

of the fur trader, the westward pro-

the ta-

contains a supplementary section of

gress

to

"Notes on the Pictures," as well as
an index. Volume 15 includes as

ment, and the long, sad story of

spiring publication,

new

dress

The improved format

!

is

cannot take the space to
bles

of

contents.

list

Suffice

say, as

we have heretofore

there

is

in

no

this

it

declared,

paragraph

smallest

international

publica-

tion but stimulates, in striking
ner, the serious reader.

One

manis

in

touch with the varied aspects of the

cinema from every corner of the
Occident and orient. One longs for
adequate superlatives and then realizes

that the publication deserves

that highest of tribute,

statement

of

and

without

integrity

adornment.

its

—a

simple

excellence
rhetorical

;

well

a

General

for

Bibliography

each of the volumes in the

exploration which preceded the ad-

vance of civilization
of

the

—the

fringe

activities

of

settle-

race conflict."

Frontier

life

is

pictured

as

it

series,

existed in successive stages through

and a Topical Guide to assist the
reader in locating more readily the
particular volume which contains
the
material
for
which he is

tidewater, to the Piedmont, in the

searching.

ness,

The

three final volumes to

from the press are
summarized below

Volume 2

—"The

Frontier," by Ralph

327 pages with 598

come

individually

country of the Iroquois, through the

Great Lakes region,

still

Henry

more

Alaska.

ume
Lure

in

the Great

and the mountain wilderin Texas and California, and

Plains

tells

recently, the frontier of

In each instance the volin

picture

form,

that

the

"story of race conflict" which ev-

Gabriel.

erywhere has marked the struggles

of

illustrations.

of pioneering forces.
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an intimate human qualvolume which enlivens
many a character and many an in-

notable structures in theatrical his-

bound up

for existence

known

American history and gives them a
permanence they have lacked in the

somewhat
more limited in range, it would
seem, than that covered by some of
the other volumes of the series. The
book is history to the minute as

cursory treatment of the average

current as today's playbills in

with equal ardor by the schoolboy

There

is

to the

ity

cident

in

stirring

this

aspect

For the

historian heretofore.

dent of history, this volume
apt to be

among

of

series

the

is

of

stu-

quite

the most popular

—there

action

is

a

tory,

matter

subject

—

The student

final chapters.

theatre will delight in

of the present day and no less in

picture

the

a stirring quality about the narra-

gives of early the-

which

will not

fail

to attract

illustrations.

completewith which
the authors of The
Pageant of Amertreated
ica have

interested not alone in the theatre
itself,

but the theatre as

flected the

it

has re-

changing temper of

life

through the various stages of
America's development, and as it
has in turn been influenced by the
forces of history since early colonial

times.

torial

is

material

profuse

—

in

the

in its pic-

face

of

.

,,

but her
J

I

tellectual

tural

in-

The

Voi. 15.

volume

first

of the

—
15 "Annals

of

Amer-

360 pages, with 747 illustrations.
Dedicated to Walter Camp,
"whose faith and vision find fulfillment in these annals," the volume
is

a fitting addition to the series as

Sport has made

a whole.
nificant
life,

contribution

and

its

to

its

sig-

American

development, during

the past half -century particularly,
is

what must have been
ial

an outcome of our increasingly

complicated industrialism and the

growth of

dealing with matters of acting

and stagecraft, famous figures and

Sport takes

its

social

place along with

Annals of American Sport

other factors in national
so,

have shaped our national character,
consideration

As

the editor states

duction

:

aids the

"Sport

the volume,

reflects

work

new

in the

revealed by

the forces at

nation.

To

pioneer his play was his work
fishing,

the

—

his

hunting and trapping were

America.

in his intro-

unquestionably

American people

to con-

serve the ideal and carry on the
practice of democracy.

If

warped democracy,

trialism

indus-

con-

it

fined individualism within vast
intricate

organizations.

men and women

matic

machines.

ground and the

On

to auto-

the

athletic

and
har-

It

nassed

play-

field

the

individualism of frontier America
lives

as

it

a com-

in

plete pictorial history of

again as the narrow specialist

of the industrial
sport,

and

life

along with other forces which

city life.

American
difficulties in

and

forces.

deserves

Volume

assembling a variety of such mater-

mature

the

life

Stadium at the University of California, from a photo^^^p^ ^^ Gg^.g, Stone, from Ewing Galloway, New York.

„..i

and culdevelopment

.

ican Sport," by John Allen Krout.

Public Library.

sports enthusiast and

student of social

not only is the
material progress
of America chron-

life.

Joseph Jefferson, I, 1774-1832, from an
engraving by D. Edwin after the portrait of John Neagle, in the New York

be followed

their subject, that

well-rounded picture of national

The American Stage

will

the

series takes its logical place in a

14.

which

ness

as well.

Vol.

transition

those early

a most interesting

It is significant

icled,

The volume

this, lies

acters.

of

The authors have obviously been

From

to him.

days to

organized rec-

such was entirely un-

as

history

atrical

and its no less
well-known char-

—

every-day struggle

—and

it

more mature.
"The American
Volume 14
Stage," by Oral Sumner Coad and
Edwin Mims, Jr. 362 pages, 1027

the

of the

treatment

of famous personages of the stage

aplenty for the youngest reader and

tive

its

its

reation

in his

world

finds

new

opportunities to develop his powers

and express

his personality.

The

evidence suggests that only a beginning has been made. In Amer{Concluded on page 122)

—
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Theatrical Film Reviews for April
[276]

BURNING UP

(Paramount)

Speed and thrills in the good old
Wallie Reid style are offered you
in Richard Arlen's first starring
He and Tully Marshall,
picture.
Sam Hardy, and Francis McDonald are as engaging a bunch of
crooks as ever swindled a small
town banker. The banker, played

by Charles

Sellon, has a daughter

—and that daugh-

longed to do her bit in the war but
didn't know how. In order to main-

among her

tain her standing

name

chose a

at

random from

the

newspapers, invented a soldier son
to

fit

and wrote herself

it,

letters

purporting to come from him. Unexpectedly the soldier turned up on

London

war and

leave, sick of the

they always have

ready to desert, but his brief con-

none other than Mary Brian.
When Richard and his racing car
come to town to inveigle the banker
into betting twenty-five thousand
well, he
dollars on a fixed race

tact

ter

is

—

when he

sees

mind
Amusing and

changes

just naturally

Mary.

his

peppy.
(See Film Estimates for March)
[277]

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATR
(R. K. O.)

Richard Dix puts

somewhat

ancient

life

into this

thriller,

with

capable assistance by Miriam Seegar, Margaret Livingston, Dewitt

Lucien Littlefield, and
Surely everyone knows the

with the game

woman changed
him back

story of the writer

who wagers

that

he can go to a deserted inn at midnight in the dead of winter, and

turn out a ten-thousand-word story

by midnight of the next day.
even

body

But

know it, nobored
by Mr.
going to be

everyone does

if
is

Dix's sprightly presentation of

it.

{See Film Estimates for February)
[278]

SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE
(Paramount)

One

of

the

year's

gems from

Mercer

Beryl

is

of

the

brilliant

prime minister is subtle, suave,
edged with a biting humor, tempered with a whimsical sweetness,
and mellowed by years of playing
it

always with his utmost

The

skill.

secure England's world position by

obtaining control of the Suez canal,

remembering, and Mr. Cooper's is
unusually fine, despite his handicap

his employ.

the

as

picture

such

in playing opposite

skill

and

{See Film Estimates for February)
[279]

{

sings

and
way through a roman-

as a staunch Bonapartist,
pursued by the King's men, masquerading as a servant in the house
of a royalist friend, and employing
tic affair,

most of

his time

singing love

in

The Shepherd's Serenade and How Can You
Be So Charming are the melodies
songs to a fair guest.

most

likely to linger in

ory after the picture

Dorothy Jordan

believe,

and

maker

with a clever

woman

as a

match-

efforts

his

in behalf of a

young man

is

is

in

His own tender love
story runs through the background
of the play, Mrs. Arliss playing

Joan

beautiful

Lane

Bennett,

Chandler, and David Torrence are

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Novarro

chuckles his

spy,

delicacy.

DEVIL-MAY-CARE

Ramon

his encounter

Lady Beaconsfield with

experience.

your

mem-

forgotten.

petite

as

the

voice.

London charwoman who

characterization

Mrs.

of

you consider Barrie too sentimental
Barrie wrote into
for your taste.
The Old Lady Shows Her Medals
old

(Warner Brothers)

story deals with Disraeli's fight to

heroine, but not outstanding as to

little

DISRAELI

George Arliss gives a magnificent performance in the play that
served him so long and so excellently on the stage.
Mr. Arliss'

the

every standpoint, unless, of course,

a

{See Film Estimates for March)
[280]

Dowie, and Gary Cooper tops her
by a foot and a half at least, as the
disgruntled Highlander. Miss Mercer's performance is a thing worth

center

Jennings,
others.

sent

the trenches to die.

to

Diminutive

scrub-

little

mind and

his

nation.

asso-

with sons at the front, she

ciates

a not altogether believable combi-

Marion Harris, recruited, I
from vaudeville, sings the

supposedly Napoleonic ditties
approved 1930 "blues" fashion.

in
It's

splendid in the supporting cast.

no means overlook

By

this.

{See Film Estimates for December)
[281]

THE SHIP FROM SHANGHAI
{

A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

rip-roaring

which

five

melodrama

people are brought up

superficial

against reality with a

bump when

the crew of their sailing vessel
tinies

in

very smart and very

mu-

under the leadership of an

The idea, I supshow how each of the
five meets the situation.
So far as
I can see, none of them meets it;
insane steward.
pose,

is

to

they just drift along with

something

Wolheim

will

as the

turn

it,

up.

madman

hoping
Louis

is

given

the doubtful benefit of innumerable

—
)
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films
X

-D
(The Film Estimates,

in

whole or in part, may be reprinted only by

Intelligent

For
YoDth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
(Producers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

Climax.

The

Hersholt)
(Jean
Pleasing and whole-

(Universal)

some romantic comedy

Enter-

Wholesom«

taining

who

Little
interest

Hello Sister (Olive Borden) (Sono
and convincing
Art) Improbable
story of a jazz-mad girl who tried

Amusing

Intelligent

For
Tonth

AdnlU

(15 to 20)

Children
(under 15)

Passable

No

Mediocre

For

interest

for six months to win
Unobiectionable
an
inheritance.
but poorly acted and unimpressive.

reform

Her Unborn Child (English cast)
(Windsor Pictures) A serious and
dignified picturising of the problem of the unwed mother propaganda against birth control and
abortion.
Uneven in quality but
delicately done and notably acted
especially by the mother and the
doctor.

Rather
good

Doubtful

High Treason
(Benita
Hume)
(Tiffany) Unusual, elaborate fantasy of 1940, done with dignity and
real power, strongly anti-war in
intention and effect.
Some overcomplexity of plot, but interesting
for imaginary developments of the
future such as television
Strong,
convincing, wholesome and unob-

Interesting

Interesting

No

—

like that kind.

Doubtful

Streets
(Jack
Mulhall)
Ordinary gangland
Nat'l)
with dual role for Mulhall
as policeman -crook hero.

The Educational Screen)

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

to

Dark

-with

For

in
setting, of simple people with artistic aspirations.

Amusingr

arrangement

Children
(under 13)

Italian

Cohens and Kellys in Scotland Hardly
The
(Sidney-Murray) (Universal)
annual installment of the HebrewIrish
partners and their wives,
same cast, same gags and some
new ones, with a story somewhat
more wholesome and less vulgar
than usual. Very funny, for those

special

No

(First

thriller,

Fighting Legion, The (Ken Maynard
(Universal
Usual western
gunpowder-heroics, with the horse,
Tarzan, featured. The mnrderer of

Exciting

Exciting

)

)

an

Hardly

law is finally capMostly free from objection-

officer of the

tured.

jectionable.

(Evelyn

(RKO)

Brent)

Racketeer-night-life-in-big-city
odrama above average, with
notable bits of acting.
Furies, The (Lois Wilson
H. B. Warner) (First NafU
der-mystery triangle, full of
pense and notably well-acted.
ping plot is really out of the

nary,

but

strains

mel-

some

Good
of

Doubtful

No

its

kind

and Rather
Mur- good

Gripping;

Hardly

ordicredulity
in

No

Girl in the Glass Cage, The (Loretta Young)
(First Nat'l) Sordid,
unhealthy story of small town life
and the city-underworld, with plenty of sex element.

The

William
Haines )
( M-G-M )
Usual Haines
story, largely silly and impossible,
exploiting brazen conceit and roudy
conduct as something clever and
Parents will hardly wish
funny.
their

Said

children

No.

to

follow

(

his

No

Nancy

ability

Lummox
Hardly

Not

No

advised

Amusing

Very

Good

good

Carroll.

Lord Byron of Broadway (Charles
Kaley)
(M-G-M) Another rather
cheap backstage story, with a tinpan alley song writer as hero.
Little to redeem it from mediocrity
save a few tunes.
Kaley shows
little

or

Mediocre

Better
not

No

Interesting

Doubtful

Beyond
them

Rather
good

Fair

Unusual
and in-

Strong
and in-

teresting

teresting

Perhaps

Decidedly
not

personality.

(Winifred

Westover)

(U. A.) Realistic story of the hard
and disappointments of a humble servant girl, notably played by
life

A

Winifred Westover.
study

in

character

and

worthwhile
self-sacri-

fice.

pat-

Melody Man. The (William ColJr.
(Columbia
Very human

of offensive modern youth
breaking every law of safety, convention, good manners and good

tern

lier.

)

I

Beyond

them

appealing character-story of a
Viennese musician, contrasting classical and jazz music.
r.nd

citizenship.

Golden Calf, The (Sue Carol
(Fox) Cheap, preposterous farcecomedy, largely silly, contrived to
make "legs" the centre of attraction.
Stupid rather than harmful
and poorly acted by Sue Carol.

Cheap

Green Goddess, The (George Arliss)
(Warner) Grim situation of
three British subjects in the power
of a hostile merciless Rajah in the
Himalayas.
Made gripping and
tense by the masterful acting of
Arliss and an able cast.

Inter-

Good un-

esting

less too

Happy Days (All Star) (Fox)
Elaborate, picturesque, lively, noisy
story of a showboat stranded on
the Mississippi. Financial situation
saved by former members of the
troop who have now become famous. (See Review No. 283)

Honey (Nancy Carroll ) ( Paramount) Much movie-ized version of
the charming stage play "Come Out
of the Kitchen." marred by some
interpolations but made thoroughly
entertaining by the actors, especially

susGrip-

spots.

Girl

but

them

.

able elements.

Framed

Thrilling

beyond

Better
not

No
Men Without Women

(Kenneth

MacKenna) (Fox) Grim and gripping story of men facing death in
sunken submarine.
True heroism
without mawkishness. Opening cabToo
mature

Good
but
very
strong

aret scenes somewhat objectionable
but quite obliterated by effect of
film as a whole.

mature

Montana Moon (Joan Crawford)
(M-G-M)
Thrilling
out-of-doors

Rather
novel

Entertaining

Harmless
and
probably

amusing

with

beautiful western settings, of spoiled daughter of Eastern financier— but it is made chiefly
a vehicle for exploitation of Joan
Crawford's two specialties, sex-appeal and jazzy conduct. Shows parents as helpless in the hands ot
their children.
John Mack Brown
is painfully ineffective as the western diamond in the rough.

story

No

—
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Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Titles of Filnu (Actors) (Producers)

Hoot
The
Stranffcr,
MoDitted
Gibson) (Universal) More western
warfare between hero and villain
the sort that children will enjoy
as long as it is fed to them.
(

Murder on the Roof. The (Ray-

mond Hatton
lent

"murder

Excelwell played

(Columbia

I

thriller."

i

No

Fair

For

Good of
kind

Unsuit-

Brave (Gary Cooper)
Thoroughly charming

the

Pai amount )

War

Civil

of

picture

Very
good

Slightly Scarlet (Evelyn Brent)
(Paramount) A crook sto"ry rather
above average, with unusually good
dialogue.
Clive Brook is now used
as one of the crooks.

Good of

They
Learned
About
(Van-Schenck) (M-G-M)

Hardly

No

able

days,

Enjoy-

Excellent

Very
good

able

well-

iU

Thrilling

Good

and
good

unless
too
exciting

Doubtful

No

Doubtful

No

kind

its

kind

On the Border Rin Tin Tin)
Lively melodrama, with
(Warner
smuggling Chinamen over
Mexican border, with Rin Tin Tin
a major factor in the solution.
(

Mediocre

Perhaps

No

its

wife was

and

kind.

Rich People (Constance Bennett)
comedy-drama
Ordinary
(Pathe)
where the heroine nearly marries
the rich fiance' and has a hard
time convincing the poor but worthy young rival that she really
loves him, etc. etc.

Mediocre

Roadhouse Nights (Helen Morgan)
Above average underworld story in which the gang

Fair

Paramount
is

Hardly

Hardly

finally

Fast,

Perhaps

No

tense,

Excellent

bett }
( M-G-M )
Perhaps the best
film of its kind yet produced (from

Very

Probably

good

too

mature

Franz Lehar's opera, "Gypsy Love")

made notable by Tibbett's singing.
The music is of high quality, the
color-photography

excejlent.

and

and

Fine of
kind

its

running low, at the mercy of an
armed lunatic with bestial intentions who has seized control of the
ship and crew. Harrowing throughout, with
fantastic solution supposed to be psychological.

— The Film

NOTE

No

Interesting

Unwholesome

No

Hardly

Fairly

Fail

effects.

Entertaining

Good

(E. E, Horton)

(War-

ner) Thoroughly implausible farce,
with some utterly absurd elements,
but quite laughable.
Horton and
Patsy Ruth Miller do all that could
be done with the story.

amusing

BEST RECENT FILMS FOR THE FAMILY

Notable

Good
and

Little
interest

probably

The Aviator
Burning Up
Devil

May Care

The Great Gabbo
Half Way to Heaven

esting

His First Command
Hit the Deck

Hunting Tigers

Not
worth

Unsuitable

Too

It's

Go Places
Johnny Jones
Lone Star Ranger
Not So Dumb
Let's

Little

Footlights and Fools

inter-

gle to get back her child, after
poverty had forced her to give it
into the keeping of others, is genuine and convincing. The dialog is
a joy to the ear.

Ship from Shanghai, The (Conrad Nagel) (M-C;-M| Five English
people becalmed on ocean, supplies

By no
means

dramatic conflict is between the
admirable sister who loves the man,
and the younger who tricks him into marriage for his money.
Unconventional situations and conduct
make it thoroughly unwholesome
for youth.
Olive Borden is not
equal to her role of the cheap and
contemptible younger sister.

with fine work by Marilyn Miller.
One of the best productions of its
kind to date.

Sarah and Son (Ruth Chatterton)
(Paramount) A splendid picture of
mother-love, finely acted by Ruth
Chatterton and Frederick March.
The mother's suffering and strug-

camera

Weddins Rings (Lois Wilson, H.
B. Warner) (First Nat'l) Triangledrama decidedly above average,
notable for fine work of H. B.
Warner and Lois Wilson. The

Wide Open

the story and action are distinctly
entertaining throughout.
Sally
(Marilyn Miller)
(First
Nat'lt
Complete musical comedy,
a la Ziegfeld, gorgeous in color and
settings, sometimes garish, with a
little thread of a story that is incessantly
clogged with elaborate
ballets, songs and dance&.
Many
laughs, some of them cheap, but

Interesting

(Silent).

plenty of suspense, and exceptionally well acted.

Rogue Song. The (Lawrence Tib-

No

Mediocre

found temptation

Village of Sin. The (Russian cast)
( Amkino )
A realistic, grim story
of Russian peasant life in war-time

photography

out-smarted by the

reporter.

lonely,
regrets, etc.

meaning to show
the
changing
morality of Russia.
A father seduces his son's wife while son is
away at war. Some very striking

(

newspaper

Undertow ( Mary Nolan ) ( UniThe
lighthousekeeper's

versal)

I

Rather ordinary of

Women
A base-

—

nicely blended.

leader

of

For

ball-vaudeville hash, devised as an
excellent
vehicle
for
Van and
Schenck. Full of songs and many
laughs with vulgarities more or
less in evidence.

villain

(

Children
(under 15)

Sky Hawk. The (John Garrickt
(Fox) Notably good picture of wartime (comedy, not melodrama! with
the hero saving London from destruction by Zeppelins in thrilling
and convincing style.
Fine lovestory and character interest prevents any effect of glorifying war.

rec-

acted, beautifully photographed, and
with romance and convincing heroics

(15 to 20)

life.

Only
(

For
Tooth

Adults

Not

and directed, but with unwholesome
central situation of cabaret dancer
"kept*' by the night club owner,
though no offensive scenes are
shown. Plenty of booze and wild
night

Intelligent

Titles of

ommended

its

For
Films (Actors) (Producers)

Children
(under 15)

in India

a Great Life

Married in Hollywood
Nix on Dames
Seven Days Leave
Seven Keys to Baldpate

Shannons of Broadway
The Vagabond King

brutal

seeing
Especially good for children

Estimates omit the notations, "talking" and "silent " unless required in particular cases. Practically all films

are available in both versions and the "sound** version will generally be shown wherever the theatre equipment permits.
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Casualties include Con-

close-ups.

who

rad Nagel,

sustains

arm and a broken
head. Kay Johnson, Carmel Meyers, Zeffie Tilbury, and Holmes

wound

the

in

[282]

this issue)

(Paramount)
is

the one about the retiring

who

fellow

(Paramount)

lives alone in

In addition to a superb performance by William Powell, who never

a south

sea island paradise nursing a bro-

ken heart and a consequent hatred
of women. His solitude is invaded
by a helpless girl who has been
pursued by men until she loathes
them all. Get these two together,
and guess what happens. You're
Richard Arright the first time.
not overly convincing as the
woman-hater, and Nancy Carroll

ditto as the man-hater, are the cen-

fertitz,

cis

with Gustav von Sey-

Lionel Belmore, and Fran-

McDonald among

the support-

ing cast.
(See film Estimates for March)
[283]

A

HAPPY DAYS

are

on the troubles of the moneyless

show boat.
Some enterprising young members

proprietor of a

river

teenth century costuming and setting are very beautiful.

has a well-knit

and
So whether or not you

interested

in

the

of

ethics

gambling as a profession, you can
hardly help

appreciating the fine

Those
who keep abreast of the volume of
crime in the newspapers may be interested to know that it is based on
Kay
the famous Rothstein case.
Francis, Jean Arthur, and Regis
Toomey help to make it well worth
points of this production.

while.
(See Film Estimates for March)

GENERAL CRACK

[286]

From

George

(Warner Brothers)
Preedy's novel

RuAdolph Christopher Ketlar,

dealing with Prince Christian

dolph

the illegitimate son of the

or

social

(Fox)

Armida as the gipsy and Marian
Nixon as the Archduchess Maria
Louise are adequate. The eigh-

(See Film Estimates for February)

story, unusually fine direction,

Kurland.

musical conglomeration based

his character a real

picture

this

len,

tral figures,

make

fails to

a good cast.

DANGEROUS PARADISE

This

THE STREET OF CHANCE

one,

Herbert are the other players.
{Sec Film Estimates in

[285]

a bullet

Duke

of

Having no

prospects,

otherwise.

Christian

adopts the military profession and
becomes one of the most famous
mercenaries in Europe, known by
his

initials

as General Crack.

An

ill-considered marriage with a gipsy

[287]

THE LOST ZEPPELIN
(Tiffany-Stahl)

Taking advantage of the current
interest in exploration by air, this
picture features a naval exf)edition
to the south pole in a Zeppelin.

It

wrecked among ice peaks in the
far south, and all the crew are lost
except the commander and one
is

other

officer,

rescued.

who

The

are eventually

other officer hap-

pens to be the commander's rival
in love, and what might have
been a very dramatic scene
is precipitated when it is found
that the rescuing plane has
room for only one passenger besides the pilot, making it necessary

The

for one to be left behind.

air

scenes are interesting though not
entirely convincing.

Conway

Tearle,

Ricardo Cortez, and Virginia Valli
are the principals.
(See Film Estimates for February)
Film Archives

The

in the Netherlands

recently published report

of his troupe send an S. O. S. to

dancer, the

and put on a
monster benefit performance which
features all the Fox stars from Will
Rogers down. Not especially in-

ployer Leopold of Bavaria, through

of the board of the Dutch ZentralFilmarvhic (The Netherlands) for

whom

1928, states that the ten-year acti-

teresting.

chief incidents of the story.

all

his old

friends,

(See Film Estimates
[284]

in

this issue)

LOVE COMES ALONG
(R. K. O.)

Bebe
has a

Daniels sings again and
Spanish-American romance

with a musical sailor in the person
Neither music
of Lloyd Hughes.

tlefield,

but the Warners prefer a

more banal ending. Mr. Barrymore gains immeasurably in the
quality of humanness with the use
of his voice, although he bellows

and unexpectedly upon occa-

sion, to the

is

a disappointment to
for the best.

Mon-

tagu Love supplies the villainy with

an accent,
comedy.

and Ned

Sparks

the

(See Film Estimates for February)

em-

duchy of Kurland are the
Mr.
Preedy charitably allowed his embittered hero to die alone on a bat-

standard set by Rio Rita, and that,

who hoped

his

ancestral

lustily

naturally,

of

he loses his bride, his revenge, and his attempt to regain his

nor story comes anywhere near the

those

intrigues

amazement of

his audi-

He

consistently presents his

left profile,

and there are only a few

ences.

times

when he

is

actor on parade.

anything but the

Of

the cast Otto

Mattieson, Hobart Bosworth, and

Lowell Sherman are easily the

best.

vity of the organization has been

extremely successful. The domestic
and foreign film industry
showed an ever increasing interest in the film archives,

number

and the

members doubled
past year. The Arch-

of its

during the

ives possess 852 films, of

113 are negatives.

which

An agreement

has been concluded with the City
of Rotterdam, according to

which

valuable films from a cultural
point of view are to be given to

all

the care of the Archives. It is a
significant fact that old films

stored up in the Archives often
are required for exhibitions of historical or similar character.

;
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
GjndtKted by Dr.

Dean McClusky

F.

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson,
mil
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The National Academy
fllHE

^

tenth annual meeting of the

Academy

National

was held

Instruction

room

nese

of

of Visual

in the

Japa-

Ambassador

the

Hotel at Atlantic City, February
25 and 26. President A. G. Bal-

com had arranged four

sessions;

two afternoon program meetings,
an evening supper session, and a

morning meeting
Hall.

ings

the

at

The attendance
was good and

Exhibit

at the meet-

interest

ran

counted over fifty-five at
each of the afternoon program sessions and fifty were served at the

high.

I

A

number of factors operated to
make this meeting the best and
most enthusiastic the Academy has

many who

ever held, according to
were present. In the
visual

instruction

first

place,

been

"has

ac-

cepted" by educators and superintendents as an important factor in
instruction

;

secondly, through the

foresight of President

Balcom the

meetings were held in a place centrally located with respect to the
meetings of the National Education
Association's Department of Superintendence which was in session
at Atlantic City at the

same time;

announcements
the meetings and the
struction supper were
the official program of

concerning

then,

ment

of

finally, a

printed

and
oflter-

who

Screen.

comDean

McClusky, Director of the Scarborough School, Scarborough-onHudson, New York; Vice President, Mrs. Charles Joe Moore,
Director Bureau of Visual InstrucExtension Divition, University
Texas, Austin,

sion, University of

and Treasurer,

Secretary

;

Ellsworth C. Dent, Secretary of
Visual Instruction, Extension Division, University of

Kansas

rence,

;

Kansas, Law-

and members of

presented

Certainly President Bal-

Pittsburgh, re-

in

ported that every student from the
Pittsburgh

Normal

City

School

must be able to operate a motion
picture machine before graduation.

M. Davison, Superin-

William
tendent

of

Schools,

Pennsylvania,

Academy on

Pittsburgh,

congratulated
its

the

progress both as

and in quality. His stirring
which was given at the
banquet meeting was of great into size

address

spiration

to

Academy.

the

The

members of the
Academy voted

unanimously to have

it

printed.

William H. Dudley of Chicago,
emphasized the need of

Illinois,

providing a visual instruction serv-

communities which
would save the time lost in transportation and the money spent on
postage and express. He advocated
that such communities should buy

Los Angeles,

manent possession and

Notes on the Convention

The academy went on record <as
favoring

apparatus

16mm.

ice for the rural

visual materials outright for per-

California.

development of an
for sound films using

the

use.

Professor Daniel C. Knowlton,
Fieldson School of Ethical Culture,

New York

City,

emphasized

in his

talk at the dinner meeting, the point

film.

RUSSIAN
EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Geographical, medical, biological and physiological

and produced by Russian

experts and educators.
Full particulars, lists and dates of releases from:

the

The Educational

John HoUinger, Director of Visual Instruction

G.

films, edited

material,

•llllllltlllllfllllllllHIIlllllllllllllllltlllllllMKIHllltlllMQ

Balcom, Assistant Superintendent
of Schools, Newark, New Jersey,
in charge of Visual Instruction
and Charles Roach, Director of
Visual Education Department,

the executive committee, A.

the Depart-

Superintendence;

in

President, F.

in

majority talking from written papers which will be abstracted and
published

officers elected for the

ing year are:

Visual In-

strong program was

ed by the speakers
carefully prepared

zation.

The

I

of Visual Instruction Convention

com, Secretary Dent and the Executive Committee of the Academy
are to be congratulated on the
excellent progress which has been
made in the conduct of the organi-

Texas

banquet on Tuesday evening.

tlltlllllllllll

N. Y.

Educational Film Department

AMKINO CORPORATION
723 Seventh

Avenue

New York

City, N. Y.
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that pictures have an honest place
instruction

in

and must

neces-

if

course in Visual Instruction.

I.

Way,

and Educational
A.

W. Abrams,

Director Visual

New

Instruction Division, Albany,

York, urged members to

insist that

purchase

superintendents

visual

materials with school funds rather

from candy

funds

than

parent's entertainments.
sized the point that

struction

should
for

which

or

visual in-

definite appropriations

Visual instruction will dein this
it

way

the respectability

deserves.

of Visual Instruction, Kansas
reported

that

City,

in

Kansas City Normal school no

r

Motion

Department of

Division,

Commerce, Washington, D. C. de-

Auditorium

exhibits

were well

scribed an extensive survey by the

interest

from those

at the National

Education Association Convention.

The

sound

"educational"

films

which were exhibited caused much
comment.

motion pictures in the schools of
the United States which is being
conducted by his division.

Lawrence R. Winchell, President
of the

on
Clyde

Curator

Fisher,

Instruction,

Visual

Jersey Society of Vis-

museum's work
City Schools.

Rutgers

at

in

the

New

The museum

The following
of

version

is
a condensed
one of the addresses

given at the convention.

issues

Screen, and

Six trucks are used

Other ad-

dresses will appear in succeeding

of forty persons engaged in educa-

work.

giving a course

University.

has a five story building and a staff
tional

is

education

visual

American Museum of

Natural History, New York City,
told of the tremendous growth of
this

New

ual Instruction

reprint

The Educational

of

of

the

to transport materials to and from

pamphlet

girl

the schools.

Academy

it

all

form

possible that a

is

will

be

made

for

the

National

of Visual Instruction.

SAVE THEIR EYESIGHT

W^ ##

f

^^

By Careful

Examination

This can best be

accomplished with

THE
HARRINGTON
A WONDERFUL
A group of 15 pupils

VISION

TESTER
TIME SAVER
tested in only 6 minutes.
Send for K-65

—

grivinK

details

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
BUFFALO,
Newr York

Chicago

at-

questionnaire method on the use of

York

Rupert Peters, Director Division
Missouri,

Picture

Chief Industrial
Section,

He empha-

worthwhile then schools

make

it.

mand

is

if

sales

instruction

tended and attracted widespread

Eugene

and devices.

visual

at the

sary even supplant other instructional materials

The

can graduate until she has had the

San Francisco

Boston

N. Y.

Washington

Minneapolis

Los Angeles

in
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The

Contribution of the Motion Picture Division, Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, to Visual Instruction

Eugene

I.

Film Notes".
It is

much

being done at home in the
development of educational films,
it is equally true that almost all
other nations of the world are pro-

Way

Chief, Industrial and Educational Section,

Motion Picture Division,

United States Bureau of Foreign and Dcmestic Commerce
doesn't seem reasonable to be-

IT

lieve that the full responsibility

of

the

of

production

successful

pedagogical films should rest with
the producer.

I

proper direction

believe that their
is

a responsibility

gressing along the same

(as an

newly formed "International Cinematographique Institute" operates
under the auspices of the League
of Nations to make research into
the
educational motion picture
activities of all countries.
Govern-

sound in this field,
example the comparison of

the relative markets for sound-on-

and the disc method)

film

advice

;

as to the types of projection equip-

ment; copyright and tariflf regulacolor photography and a
host of other subjects. There is a
tions

that advice should be given to the

constant in-flow of inquiries as to

producer as to the direction of the

where

way

that that film

include those features which

will

embody

fundamental

The

methods.

educational

obtaining of such a

consensus of opinion as expressed

by educational film users in these
groups and individual schools can
well be determined by such an unbiased governmental organization
as the Section which I represent.
It

is

suggested that acting in the

capacity of an intermediary agent,
this Section can place

ual

and

collective

your individ-

suggestions be-

;

films

may

be

seen that this Section

is

may

Some time ago our

mediary agent

between the producer-distributor on one side and
the exhibitor on the other.
In

of

foreign

educational policies.

be
an inter-

it

organizations

powers are studying and are producing films to coincide with their

on

secured

Thus

specific subjects.

mental

line.

Section re-

quested the various foreign

or not foreign films could be se-

A

"Markets for Industrial and Edu-

cured on an exchange basis.
number of offices reported that a
considerable interest had been dem-

cational Films Abroad,"

onstrated in

addition,

publications

been issued on

have

such subjects as

"Trade

Opportunities" and a "Composite
List of
Non-theatrical
Film
Sources". Foreign and Domestic

news
title

posed.

project as pro-

this

The advantage of such a

under the

it, would be that
would permit educationalists to
study at first hand and to use the

"Industrial and Educational

best product of other nations in the

itemsi are issued

consideration.

project, as I see
it

GEOGRAPHY

in film

half

practically
affect the

all

of

their

members of

remembered

is

.

.

.

long after textbook geography has been forgotten
Pathe' educational motion
pictures cover faithfully and authoritatively
all classroom subjects. Teachers' aid pamphlets
give complete instructions for making this
visual material most effective.
Send for list
of titles, prices, etc.
Use coupon below.
.

'*!..

.

.

M»»*

PATHE

activities

the National

Academy of Visual Instruction in
one way or another.
These in-

MOTION PICTURES

quiries have related to such subjects as sales policies in the

expan-

sion of foreign markets by individ-

ual companies; comparisons of the

PATHE EXCHANGE,
35

West

4Sth

St.,

Please send

me

full

Name

films for production purposes

Address

the

Inc.,

New York

use of standard and narrow width
;

offices

of the Bureau to determine whether

fore the industry as such for their

During the brief two-and-oneyears
of
our existence,
many major problems have been
brought to us with the request
data
that
fundamental
be secured for members o f
the non-theatrical motion picture
trade.
Because this industry represents a group primarily engaged
in the promotion of visual education by means of motion pictures,

The

possibilities of

which should be shared by those
interested in visual education and

film in such a

interesting to note that while
is

(Dept. E. S. 430)
City

information on Pathe Pictures for classroom use.
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of films, supplemented
by continuous field work on the
part of the Bureau staff is adding
to a fund of information now on
file in the Motion Picture Division,
exhibition

>

This

you

-

,

'--

3.

The Most Northern People in the World.
Bird and Animal Life of the Far North.
Eskimo Life in South Greenland.

4.

Traveling with the Eskimos.

2.

The "Visual
is

the

to

Your

in-

Kansas.

ATLANTIC MOTION PICTURE SERVICE

Instruction

News"

of a printed bulletin

title

struction

BOTLSTON STREET

available
it.

issued by the Bureau of Visual Inin

the

of

University

It serves to give publicity

about visual instruction activities in
the state and to arouse interest in

Complete literature on request.
Distributed Exclusively by
73*

is

to use

Visual Instructiok News

Eskimos with MacMillan

of visual education thest^ Arctic motion pictures of the arreat explorer
are unexcelled. Vital, alive with action, these pictures show the natives, customs*
birds and animals of the Far North with a reality that is long remembered.
Particularly recommended for all types of educational institutions, churches, and
clubs, the following releases are available in both 16 mm. and 35 mm. widths.
field

1.

you care

attention.

THE MACMILLAN SERIES OF MOTION PICTURES
Visiting the

information
if

quiries will be given every possible

The Arctic Schooner "Bowdoin"

In the

and experiences of the trade
and

ducts,

in the production, distribution

-•^^
^^^^

Ippw—
^^B^^^^

activities.

obtained from such re-

search, trade reports covering pro-

m
V*
I_L^

r

our program of future

The data

CO.

instruction.

visual

BOSTON, MASS.

The

editor

is

Ellsworth C. Dent, Secretary of the

making of educational films, and it
would, at the same time, assist
American producers to place their
product before the foreign buyer.

A

Indications will be

made

as to

the extent of exhibition in states

and

cities,

as to the use of films in

Bureau of Visual Instruction.

At

our request he has written the following note describing the success
of this paper:

the

teaching curricular and extra curricular subjects such as physical

found it necessary to issue, from
time to time, mimeographed or printed

and Educational Section

survey

is

being

made by

We

education, adult education, social

bulletins

determining the

sciences, natural sciences, English,

service

value of motion pictures in educa-

mathematics, vocational education
and other subjects in kindergarten,

enterprise to publish this bulletin regu-

Industrial

with a view

of

Over 26,000 questionnaires

tion.

have been mailed to the primary
and secondary schools in the
United States; over 10,000 returns
have been received to date.

Our

report of this survey will

include a

summary

ual returns

subjects as

and

of the individ-

such

will discuss

—the scope of exhibition

of motion pictures in primary and

secondary schools, a comparison of
the general

attendance figures to

motion picture exhibitions
state,

state

giving in this instance a

ing of the names of the

cities

by

list-

using

elementary, junior and senior high
schools.

number of

exhibitors in that city last year as
well as the average

tendance.

and

total at-

made

improving of exhibition values to
the student, which give consideration to the study of teachers' aid

pamphlets, including such items as
their value, percent of teachers us-

ing

them and suggestions for

their

Outstanding reimprovement.
search experiments will be reviewed
with the idea of developing constructive suggestions on the im-

provement of visual methods used.

was considered

research

projects,

all

other branches of the produc-

tion, distribution

non-theatrical

and exhibition of

films,

are

included

our

be a worthwhile

1927-28.

Our

schedule for 1929-30 included the

publishing of four issues starting out
in the fall with an eight-page folder,
changing to sixteen pages in December
and holding that size through the year.
Next fall we expect to start out with a
twenty-four-page bulletin.
Visual Instructioii News is mailed to
superintendents and principals of
all
second and third class cities in
first,
Kansas, to about 400 school executives
in Oklahoma and to any others who
may have requested the bulletin. It is
our plan to increase the distribution just
is

a

demand

The growth

de-

signed to develop information in

in

It was started in the fall of 1927
and two numbers were released during

as there

Similar

to

changes

to the service, so

larly.

of individual methods used for the

motion pictures, setting forth such
other information as the

Discussion will be

it

announcing
and additions

in

for

it.

circulation

value of Visual Instruction
is

indicative of

complished

Dent

is

in

and

News

what could be acMr.
states.

other

to be congratulated.

AprU, 1950
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Furnbss

DirtctOT of Ptitlieity, Mtthodist Episcopal Board of BducatioH
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Church Movie

hears so

much

talk about

movies and the Church, and so
happens, that when one
church steps out and makes a
real movie, it is time to take
little

heart.

To

celebrate the 80th anniver-

founding Fayette
(Iowa) Methodist Episcopal
Church has made an historical
sary

of

its

"The

titled

film,

Call

Memories", depicting

The

High

of

its

history.

was written by the
pastor, John D. Clinton. The filming was done by Professor G. C.
Mirick, a local bandsman and
movie enthusiast.

for existence.

of the brethren to drive to the

field

next town rather than try to worship in the same room with such
a mechanical distraction; the Indians lurking outside, the sleigh
bells mingled with the church

The Rev.

Clinton writes,

"We

one Saturday and the
following Sunday. We needed a
Milwaukee train in one shot and
all

money

Summer Movies
Many

spend

their

to their

know-

teachers

summers adding

fourteen

ter

men

in

uniform,

some record this far afthe war and so it went. For

—

become more

famil-

teacher

tion picture

who

takes a

camera on

mo-

his jour-

ney increases the benefit from it
in two ways.
A ceaseless quest
for

things

to

shoot develops a

The

vides in

five-dollar

families

contributions

who have

sickness in the

as a basis for the 100th anniver-

sary 20 years from

now and won't

be some show then for
us?"
it

The

film

tion of the

all

jf

shows the organizachurch

habit of observation and evaluation

in a pioneer's

cabin with five members, by John
Hindman, the circuit rider; the

of

things

seen.

The

film

many

cases valuable maclassroom work.
Let's consider some specific in-

terial for

from

home and want a home show that
much worth. We plan to use it

regions

here

in

rock

—

formations

all

Only living persons use languThe language teacher who

ages.

The botanist goes to a
region on a collecting trip and
takes his movie camera with him.
Ordinarily he would bring back a
stances.

few dried herbarium specimens
and copious notes but if in addition he has taken movies, he can

show

his classes actual

pictures

where the collecting was done.
The habitat of the plant becomes
a dramatic set where this or that
of

that creates interest in a language.

Not only where one goes
oneself to study but in

off

by

summer

schools or laboratories are movies

with the languages.

The

record of a summer's travel pro-

picture cost $100.00 and it
has been practically paid for by

way through

old geologically,

give his students a background

we needed another
Saturday afternoon. I had bankers and printers make the titles.
re-shooting

new and

for classroom demonstration.

ial

The

Legion

is

cessantly on the shore, rivers are

cutting their

adds movies to his pedagogical kit
makes the study of speech more
interesting because he is able to

iar

out

a particularly happy

for the amateur movie
maker. The forces of nature are
ever at work. The sea pounds in-

The teacher of Botany may do
some collecting to provide mater-

ledge of the subject they teach.

senger half an hour to accommo-

which

is

struggle

subjects for the movie maker.

countries to

needed for a military funeral got

Geology

its

corded

the

Vice-president Gillick authorized

American

carrying on

to the town.

for

the stopping of an afternoon pas-

The

is

new church; and the service
which the modern church gives

the raising of the

;

Geology teacher collects
rock and mineral specimens. The
language teacher visits different

date.

plant

and there man has built great industries on mineral resources,
vast panoramas tell a story re-

bells

scenario

shot solid

•••••"•"•("•*MtltlllllllMIH(llllllllllflllltlltHtnfllfllllll«tllllllllllllllllllllllll[

removal to the chapel of Upper
Iowa University, where the advent of a reed organ caused some

At many such

useful.

centers

teaching materials of great value
have been accumulated over a
period of years.
effective

Rare specimens,

demonstrations,

and

methods of procedure when recorded in motion pictures are
more graphic than even copious
notes and make it possible for one
to take back to his classrooms
teaching films of great value.

An

A

Interesting

Hobby

motion picture of a sunrise

on the moon was made recently
at Princeton with the aid of a
telescope. Films made through
the aid of microscopes are common. By varying the speed of
cameras action may be speeded
up or slowed down. Different
color filters may be used to secure unusual effects.
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

I

Where

—

the commercial firms whose activities have an important hearing on progress in the visual field
are -free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necersary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers
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This method of testing the acu-

Harrington Group Vision Tester

ity of vision

A. O. Potter

instrument
THE
accompanying

shown

is

manufactured by Spencer Lens
Company, Buffalo, New York, after recommendation
by F. E.

M.
Hygiene

Harrington,
School
sioner

and

Health,

of

Director of

D.,

Film No. 1 is composed of all
from the largest (150')

in the

illustration

Commis-

Snellen size to the smallest (20')

tests are

This

Snellen size.

commonly
to

all

is

is

used.

considered

the one most

It is

adaptable

grades.
is

similar to No.

1

numbers instead

all

This film

ters.

of

let-

to be used for

is

was

The

reported.

very satisfactory and it
is a great time-saver by testing
the eyes of fifteen pupils in about
six minutes.
Dr. Harrington has

many

as

six

hundred

pupils in a day.
Its practicibility

as regards size but the characters
are

result

tested as

Film No. 2

children

the Minneapolis

Public Schools and a very favorable

the standard and

school

of

first tried in

letters

Minneapolis,

Minnesota.
It has been designed for the
purpose of determining the acuity

was

has been prov-

For group vision testing, it
meets a demand when large num-

en.

of vision of school children after

bers of visions are to be checked.

the Snellen type test, but in such
a manner that groups of fifteen

consideration the normal

may

and

be tested.

Months

of careful tests

and ex-

collaboration of Dr.

with the
Harrington

to

many

times to prove

examination,

The

are produced

on loops of standard Motion Picture film and projected onto a
screen in the front of the tester.
The pupils are arranged in a semicircle on a radius of twenty feet

child

;

Business and Industry

vision testing.

who

small children

test letters

the

for
Harrington apparatus for group

its

efficiency.

vision

Talking Pictures

announcement was
the schools, and each

step in the examination has been
tested

further

vision needs assistance.

any

before

made

whose

from

pick out for more de-

will

tailed

tensive research were carried on

by the manufacturers

eliminate

will

It

miliar with

able

to

A

are

more

fa-

numbers and who are

write them better than

letters.

Film No. 3

the

is

same

as No.

1

as regards size but the characters

are mixed

letters

deal has been consummated
between the Western Electric organization,
Electrical

through its subsidiary
Research Products, and

Studios of
Metropolitan Sound
Hollywood whereby Metropolitan
will

immediately launch production

and numbers

of business and commercial talking

recommended
The idea is to

films.

from the screen and are given an
eye shield and a test sheet.
The left eye is shielded and the

and

prevent the cautious child from

ing outfits which will be used by

right eye tested, then a shift

finding the test too easy.

business firms, factories, civic and

made and

The

the

left

size,

is

Film No.

tested.

n progressively
are projected on the

letters,

smaller

eye

is

i

screen and the pupils record

what

particularly

is

for higher grades.

4,

with

bureaus to show the pictures which
will be made, and which will be an

the

;

that

is,

smallest,

be-

it

(20')

of test characters

for the different

if

Many

arrangements
were tried and
grades and types

different

size.

possible,

of pupils, four separate films are

manifest

supplied.

picked up.

when

by

re-

professional associations and trade

the sizes reversed

gins

has

but with

this film are all letters

Snellen

see.

Electric

the characters in

This film is used
as a recheck on certain groups of
advanced students to determine,

they

Western

cently introduced portable project-

the

clear vision

footage

is

first

and distinct field
from the entertainment branch of

entirely separate

the industry.

The
tures,

filming of
it

is

industrial

pic-

expected, will stimulate

business expansion abroad as well
as at home, because

it

will

now

be

April, 1930
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on

possible for the star salesman,

carry the factory and pro-

film, to

around the world,
addressing the people in any languducts

visually

The

age.

will

talkies

be

thus

sort of super-salesman of

a

modern

Great avenues are also
opened up for use by civic, professional, and trade associations in
educational work, explaining facbusiness.

tory processes,

health talks,

sales

ard

manufacturers

planning to have pictures

are

made of

and processes,
accompanied by sales talks,
their factories

run regularly at their branch

to be

and

offices

various widely scattered terri-

in

by the use of small portable

tories

projection outfits.

Plans are

being

also

made by

several large organizations for talk-

ing pictures as demonstrations of

moving

pic-

tures which are either

new or

old

of related subjects.

shown

their products to be

at the

next World's Fair in Chicago, and

recent example of the value of

talkies

Many

was when John D. Rocke-

Business Has a

New

exhibits

similar

at

in

other

localities.

—

Q R

S DeVry Corporation of Chicago has just released
an announcement of their new 16

mm.

Cinetone

talking

equipment which

Ally in the

110

DeVry

picture

The

rent.

transformer

The Cinetone

is one combined
comprising a 16 mm. projector and 16 inch 33-1/3 R. P. M.

phonograph record turn table.
Synchronous motor operates both
projector and turn-table simultaneously.
There is no chance
synchronization.

and

turn-table

cannot operate except at a fixed

has

Instead of several units to assemble, the Cinetone is one integ-

The

amplifier

is

of the

a

modating 400

feet of 16

mm.

(the equal of 1000 feet of 35

film

mm.)

In other words, the record will

operate

throughout

showing

of

one

the

entire

full reel of film.

The DeVry Cinetone

is

already-

being accepted by manufacturers

and other users of industrial and
educational

films

esting

It is

note

to

with

unusual

further inter-

that

dealers

in

Cinetone

which

110 volt to

Absolute control of

volume

to

meet

quirements
size

or

of

all re-

room

accoustics

is

provided by a volume

The DeVry Cinetone

control at the base of

making pos-

the cinetone, thereby

sound from a whisper to such
volume as is suitable for large

of

gatherings.

is

necessary.

Brilliant illumination, to

requirements,

meet
is

ac-

complished through the use of a

The

erful

New DeVry

Condenser,

makes the most perfect optical
system ever employed in DeVry
projectors.
So powerful is the
light that at a 50 foot throw, a
brilliant illumination

over an area

home

use.

Several

producers

are

already

Cinetone for

the fade out or swell out

with the

mm.

professional in

self-contained

As in the case of radio amplifiers, when used on direct curtube.

16

is

and speed, thereby accom-

cur-

lens used is the new pow"Big Bertha" Graf 2 inch
Anastigmat. This in conjunction

all

size

are ordering and delivering the

latest design, employing only one
224 screen grid tube, one 250 amplifier tube and one 281 rectifier

rent a converter

M.

33-1/3 R. P.

20 volt.

sible

speed.

ral unit.

16 inch record operating at

is

unit,

projector

The

amateur motion picture apparatus

alternating

converts

imperfect

clearly projected.

projector lamp

focus

publicity.

Both

is

on the screen

feet

20 volt. 250 watt pre-

an innovation
in its forceful effectiveness as an
aid
to sales,
advertising and

for

more than 8

enthusiasm.

Industrial Cinetone

The

of

Cleveland,

in

all

kinds, synchronized to

A

home, addressed via

his

Company

Oil

Ohio.

messages, as well as addresses at

conventions and gatherings of

from

feller

the talkies a gathering of the Stand-

film

equipped and making releases on

16mm. and 16 inch 33-1/3 R. P.
M. records of comedies, etc. This
coming advent

of the

use of talking movies in the

home

foretells the

and which

will

result in

some

ductions

in

field

being

consumption.

doubtless

soon

of the larger pro-

the
released

professional
for

home

—
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ENCYCLOPEDIA
CAMERON'S

SOUND MOTION PICTURES

What do you want

to

know about

Motion Pictures with soundZ
This book will answer all your

CAMERON'S
l^ /

questions.

Price Three Fifty

*^'

MOTION PICTURES
WITH SOUND

"% 1

2000

SOUND MOrmPICTURES

i

WOfiDS. PHRASES.

DEFINED

/

By James R. Cameron

ENCYCLOPEDIA

TERMS.ETC.

AND EXPLAINED

i

Introduction by William Fox (Fox Film)

400 Pages-FuUy Illustrated
Used throughout the Industry as
"The Standard Authority"

PRICE 3i

PRICE FIVE DOLLARS
[

Cameron Publishing Company
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Visual Education in Europe

have made
tha

chemists and others

,nstitutions

Schools,

and Training
by the large

Cleveland.

It

is

corporations are an indication of

is

the great need of the present, of

of

our people must have
which honor the in-

the invention.
is

High

Schools established

industrial progress

ventor and spread appreciation of

seum

ness

The

industrial

mu-

more knowledge by
training

Adult

more

is

the

in

practical

arts than the liberal arts.

peculiarly adapted to en-

thuse the youth and the worker.

adults in the

of science in industry.

field

The
nich

Industrial

Mu-

of

to interest adults in the facts of in-

Adult Education Seeks Practical
dustrial

life.

Application of Knowledge

besides

Germany's remarkable advance
in commerce and ship-building, in
chemical industry, and in many
fields of applied science is due to its
educational ideals.
We have criticized the thoroughness in the basal

schools,

it
we
The wide use of

but the results of

cannot ignore.

concrete materials and the practical application of their
is

Training

This institution has

attractive displays, spec-

its

courses

lecture

motion pictures and

makes
classes

dren.

for adult

and groups of school

The museum

museum

is

chil-

also publishes

and

pictures

by

It also

slides.

special provision

excellent

This

illustrated

booklets.

the best illustration

of applied visual instruction in

sci-

(Concluded from page 110)
has helped to carry into

ica sport

a

new

is

series of seven.

pear in the

May

the
The sixth article will ap'
the

fifth

issue.

some of the

best

Words

of commendation are

all

too feeble in attempting to do justice to the scholarly excellence of

A

the series.
will

reviewer's enthusiasm

be more than justified in an

which can be truly appre-

selves,

ciated only

and once

when

seen,

it

they are seen

would be

article

ft

difficult

to imagine a library, public, institutional

or private, which could be

considered complete without them.

Not only do the volumes

re-cre-

ate history in a pictorial record that

sheds

remarkable

upon the

light

past, but interprets the present for

us as well.

authors,

Lasting glory

editors

who have devoted
made

The above

civilization

elements of a vanished age."

and

is

due to

publishers,

nine years of un-

tiring effort to the project

ence on the continent.

knowledge

The growth of Air
Schools,
Auto Repair

noteworthy.

ial

iMIItlf*!

llllllltlllllllllll

examination of the volumes them-

Museum

an institution well designed

is

New York

Book Reviews

Trade

A.

C.

to

if

to continue

M.

Y.

Courses,

their' contributions

welfare

clear that

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIKIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Courses, Vocational Courses, Busi-

{Concluded from page 102)
ship-builders,

Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn,

iiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

historical literature

and have
immeas-

urably richer for their enterprise.
M. E. G.

I

—

:

——
:
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Bibliography

of Visual Aids in Education

on the Use
By Joseph

Weber, Ph. D.

J.

Copyright, 1930, by Joseph

classroom

—This

Note

Editor's

the

is

fourth installment of the Biblio-

graphy which

appearing

is

seri-

The Educational Screen
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Young, D. R.: Motion pictures; a study
tion

in

social

legislation

Westbrook Print

—

Philadelphia,

films

—

:

:

—

:

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Screen, 6:

Mar.

132,

371-72, Oct. 1927.

Paul,

1927.

German

—

—Educ.
Also 6:

activities

with educational films
Mov. Pict.
Age, 4 15, 30, May 1921.
Freyer, M.: The film projector and its
:

use in the

common

—

—

Universitaires

Paris,

les

France,

de

1927. 100 p.

Sawaker, D.

Baroda

—

S.:

Visual instruction in

Supt Gov

Calcutta, India.

Print Office, 1920. 2

p.

3 p. (Bur.

1.,

Educ, India. Pamphlet No. 10)
Schmidt, W.: The picture as observageographical intion material
in
struction

—Muenchen,

1921. 104 p.

School and Society: Children and motion pictures in foreign countries

27: 718-19, June 16, 1928.
School and Society: Motion pictures
and English children 27
622-23,

—

May

:

26, 1928.

School and Society: Motion pictures in
the schools of France
14: 89-90,
Aug. 20, 1921; 26: 645-46, Nov. 19,

—

instruction of the

D. E.:

Sellnick,

the school

—

Cinematography and

Leipzig, 1926. 104

UNCLASSIFIED REFERENCES

and the cinema A report of the Oxford meeting
Educ. Screen, 6 6-8,

American Review of Reviews: Cinema-

—

p.

;

:

57, Jan. 1927.

Haefker, H.: Geography and the motion picture
Muenchen, Gladbach,
1914. 77 p. (Kino and Weltkunde)

—

Imperial Education Conference, London,
1923

Report of the committee on

:

the use of the cinematograph in edu-

cation

—London,

H.

M. Stationery

graph

On

the use of the cinemato-

in the school

del, 1916.
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—

Paris, C.

Men-

;

its

illus.

maps.

—

:

1897.

Blanchard, C.

J.:

tion pictures

—

Government uses moScientific Amer. Sup.,

80: 120-22, Aug. 21, 1915.

W.

S.:

The

soul of the

picture (translated)

moving

—New York,

P. Dutton, 1924. xx, 168

didactic

—

35-37, Apr. 1920.

moving picture

;

E.

in

its

field

commer-

educational and artistic scope

Century Mag., 86: 66-78,

1

see

ture create a literature of

its

own?

Dencb, Ernest A.: Advertising by moCincinnati, Standard
tion pictures

—

Pub. Co., 1916. 255

p.

Educational Film Magazine: Films at
3:
last in the New York Schools

—

12-13, Oct. 1920.

Educational

Film estimates.

Screen:

(published every month)

World

Educational Screen:

—
French, Mary M'Kenzie:
—yesterday and
gress

The motion

—

today

picture

Educ,

3

film con-

June, 1926.

5 :347,

Vis-

126-31, 169-71, 204-209,

:

242-44, 258-59, 279, 290-92, 311, Mar.,

Apr.,

Grow,

May, June 1922.
The early days of the mo-

L.r

tion

pictures

Mar.

1915.

Howells,

W.

—Photo-Era,

34:

125,

D.: Cinematographic show,

essence and influence

—

Harper's
Monthly, 125 634-37, Sept. 1912.
Kent, Charles A.: Moving pictures
Amer. School Board Jl., 48: 17-18,
its

—

Scientific

Amer.

May

1913.

Sup., 80: 184-

do^Mov.

will

it

Pict.

Age, 4:

18-19, Feb. 1921.

11,

W. D.: Edison versus Euclid.
Has a moving stairway been in-

Lane,

vented?

—

Survey,

30:

681-95,

Sept.

1913.

Lindsay N. V.: The art of the moving
picture
New York, Macmillan Co.,

—

How

Digest:

Literary

helped win the war

—

60

movies

the
:

25-26, Feb.

Literary Digest: Movies as a bridge between farmers and consumers 64:

—

126-28,

Mar.

6,

1920.

Literary Digest: Microscopic movies
61 95-96, June 28, 1919.
Marey, E. J.: The history of chronophotography
Smithsonian Institute's Annual Report, 1901: 317-34.
National Education Association Proceedings: School faculties for in1912:
struction by motion pictures
:

—

—

The man who

Nelson, Otto:
pictures

first

(a

Thirty years of motion
movie)
Educ. Screen,

—

6: 177, Apr. 1927.

Pan-American
applications

—

Union Bulletin New
of moving pictures

41 92-97, July 1915. illus.
Parsons, F. W.: Motion analysis in in:

dustry

85, Sept. 18, 1915.

Current Opinion:

Jan.; 19-20, Feb.; 15, 64, Mar. 1914.
Kimball, Francis T.: Film trailer and

1230-35.

p.

Claudy, C. H.: Motion picture magic:
what we see and what we think we

and methodology

Wiener Bildwoche, 1925. 67 p.
Primm, C. J.: Visual education
North Russia ^Visual Educ.

of the
cial,

Current Opinion: Will the motion pic-

22, 1919.

Brewer, Charles B.: The widening

p.

Liesegang, F. P.: The motion picture
DiesselJorf, 1910, 68 p.
The instructional
Meister, Richard:
film

Feb. 1920.

:

microscopy: an adjunct of the classroom—60: 539-40, Nov. 1919. illus.
PopBarr, J. M.: Animated pictures
177, Dec.
ular Science Monthly, 53

Bloem,

Office, 1924. 59 p.

Kress, E.:

—

106,

63: 31-

1922. xliii, 289 p. (rev. ed.)

American City: Motion picture film in
highway bond campaigns 22 105-

Leipzig, 1922. 16

—

July 1917.

what

p.
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Bildwart, Kinotechnik, and Geographischer Anzeiger in Germany, Cinematographie Francaise and Revue Pedagogiquc in France, Journal of Education,
Kinematographic Weekly, and School
World in England.
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volksschule

Gow, Ronald: The

32,

:

1919.

18,
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revolutionized photography
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—

(A regular feature)
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and edu-

cultural

cational motion picture

School and Society: Moving pictures
in English schools
10: 457-58, Oct.

American Education Review: Moving
pictures in London public schools
34: 295-96, Mar. 1913.
Forkert, Otto M.: Foreign notes

The

Reboul, Eugene:

Presses

made moving

69: 69-92, Nov. 1920.

1927.

Co., 1922. 109 p.
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Edmond: Educational

from a French viewpoint Educ.
Film Mag., 1 8, 30, Apr. 1919.
Rebillon, L.
Teaching by the cinema
11-14,
Educ. Screen, 1
in France
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Jan. 1923.

M'Gregor,

Ratisbonne,
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:
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34-37,
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7,

Evening
1920. illus.
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—

—

:

:
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Pettijohn, C.

governs

ture

itself

the motion pic-

—Annals

Amer.

Acad. Political Social Sciences, 128
156-62, Nov. 1926.
Phillips, W. B.: Dramatizing the unseen
Illustrated
by means of the movie

—

World, 36 246-48, Oct. 1921. iUus.
School and Society: Classroom films
and the Eastman Kodak Company
:

24

386-87, Sept. 25, 1926.

:

Seymour, Flora W.: Some of the pitfalls— Visual Educ, 3: 24-27, May
1922.

H. Dora: Newer

Stecker,

motion

picture

issues in the

situation

— Educ.

Screen, 2: 113-15, 160-62, Mar., Apr.
1923.

Elem.

School

—

Office, 1916. 303 p.

new

of a

art

—Educ.

Screen,

1

:

253-

Oct. 1922.

films

—Educ.

May

:

—

PROJECTION ASPECTS

—

—

R.:

Motion

picture

Fourth edition with an
introduction by S. L. Rothapfel
Manhattan Beach, New York, Cameron Pub Co, 1928. 1248 p. 500 illus.
CofEman, J. W.: A "Rendering unto
Caesar"
Educ. Screen, 6: 248-50.
projection.

;

—
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1927.

Kodak

—

Rochester,

Company:

New

About

York, 1922.

Educational Screen: Disc motion pictures in the classroom
212-13,
7

—

:

—

1921. ix, xiv, 507 p.

:

illus.

Lescarboura, Austin
18-20,

Mar.

19-22,

July;

C: Mechanics

—Mov.

18-21, Apr.

;

12-13,
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Age, 5
15-16, June

Pict.
;

;

14-15, 22,

Sept.;

W.

23-24,

fires

Mar.

Why

R.:

are important

—Mov.

1921.
'Jr.: Reducing film
Amer. Acad. Political

Sciences,

96-99,

128:

Moving Picture Age: What
needs to know about the

the
lens

Nov.
user

—

3

Primm, C. J.: A home-made humidor
for films— Visual Educ, 5: 107-108,
Apr. 1924.
Richardson, F. H.: Handbook of projection
New York, Chalmers Pub.

—

Co.,

974

1927.

p.

illus.

Roach, Charles: Visual instruction in
the schoolroom
Mov. Pict. Age, 4

—

Apr.; 10-12,

13-14, 27,

Science n

s:

May

23,

Panoramogram

—

68:

1921.

sup

Nov. 9, 1928.
Sloane, T. O'Conor: Motion picture
projection
New York, Falk Pub.

Enlow, E. R.: Optics of the projector
Educ. Screen, 5: 453-56, Oct. 1926.
illus.

R. E.:

—

Picture projection

Amer. School Board Jl., 72: 68-69,
Mar. 1926. illus. diagrs, tables.
Farnham, R. E.: Picture projection for
education, business, and the

home

Educ. Screen, 5: 178-82, Mar. 1926.
Haskin, F. J.: Self-operating motion
pictures
Educ. Screen, 4: 508-10,

—

Oct. 1925.

Howell, C. E.: First experiences with
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pupils

of

nom

Age, 4:

Thomas

—Annals
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pression
while the prob- ^
lems require investigation, thinking —
and reasoning.
S
TWO SERIES — IN BOOK FORM E
=
OR LOOSE LEAF
These Problem Projects are divided ^
for lower —
into two series—Series
grades consisting of 28 Problem Pro- s
S
jects, and Series 2, for upper grades
Problem ProjecU. =
consisting of 32
These Problem Projects may be had in S
loose leaf form for teachers who so Z
prefer them, or in book form, one ^
The Problem Pro- —
series to a book.
jects consist of printed directions on ^
one side (in black) and the map on ^
the reverse side (in blue). Size of each ~
map
9^ x 12^ inches. If you teach ;s
Geography send the coupon below for ~
sample maps.
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PROBLEM

1,
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I

Branom

|

COLOR AND SOUND

I

i

M.: Movies and talkies
North
American, 226: 429-35, Oct. 1928.
Anthony, Earle C: Vitacolor movies
Movie Makers, 3: 771-72, 826, Dec.

i

Geography Map
Problem Projects

Co., 1922. 303 p. illus.

Oct. 1928.

1

May 20, 1922.
C: The cinema
New York, Scientific

10-12,

p.

Famham,

you teach or direct the te&chins
Geography, you will want to in-

Lescarboura, Austin

handbook
Amer. Pub. Co,

|

If

24-25,

:

1

|
S
—
of
vestigate the new BRANOM GEOG- —
RAPHY PROBLEM PROJECT Desk —
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and (2) Supple- S
lem-Pioiect method
mentary notebook material which uni- X
Z
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S
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^
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=
the =
Throueh

:
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15-22, Oct. 1920.

Apr. 192S. (Projection)

lenses

Teach
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1926.

Balcom, A. G.: The use of visual aids
in teaching
Educ. Screen, 4: 215-

May

Do You

—Photo-Era, 57: 193-97, Oct. 1926.
Donald A.: Why the movies
move Scientific Monthly, 14 364-

Social

P-

i\

i

1

Kolb, M. A. Motion in motion pictures

78,

1

^^^1^
'r^

—

plates.

Laird,

i'--'^^

13-17,

3:

How to make and opermoving pictures New York,
Funk Wagnalls Co, 1916. 216 p. illus.
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M'llvaine,

252,

Mag.,

'

1920.

Welch, R. E.: A-B-C of motion pictures
New York, Harper Bros, 1916. 120

Eastman

^

'

r:

Oct. 1922.

—

James

Film

Jones, B. E.:

Lightfoot,

Cameron,

A

general discus-

sion of standard and safety standard

Weir, Hugh: The story of the motion
picture
McClure's Mag, 54 81-84,
Nov. 1922.

16,

Oct.

101-12,

•.#!

Jenkins, Charles F.:

visualization

Vail, George: Visible music; the birth

27:

Jl.,

1926.

gest, 73

U. S. Congress: House of Representatives.
Committee
Education.
on
Federal Motion Picture Commission.
Hearings before the Committee on
education
Washington, Gov. Print

56,

portable motion picture projectors

—

Bell,

1928.

(A new

color process for the

amateur)
Davis,

W.

:

Success

of

the

new mo-

tion pictures in color

—Current His-

tory, 29: 110-13, Oct.

1928. diagrs.

Literary Digest

:
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movies, and television
11,

films, talking

—

98: 8-9, Aug.
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Trade Directory
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FILMS

.^'•-

(See

I

II III! III!

advertisement on page

•••••••• •Hllinilltllll

City

SLIDES and FILM

730 Fifth Ave.,

Bray Pictures Corporation

New York

New York

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

New York

Y.

advertisement

(See

M.

C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
4829 S. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 111.

&

on page 97)

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

City

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

& Company

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St.. Chicago,
advertisement

(See
111.

on

Doat

St.,

Buffalo. N. Y.

(See advertisement on page

Eastman Kodak Co.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

Rochester, N. Y.

York

Rochester, N. Y.

New

130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

BeU

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St.. Chicago,

& Howell

1815

City

Keystone View Co.

Ave.. Chicago,

advertisement

130

W.

46th

St.,

111.

Carmel, Monterey County, Oil.

STEREOPTICONS and OPAQUE
PROfECTORS

New York

City

Bausch and
International Harvester Co.
606 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pathe Exchange
35

W.

4Sth St.

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St.. Chicago.

111.

James C. Muir

111.

C. Muir & Co.
10 S. 18th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Inc.,

(See advertisement on

City

page 117)

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

St. Paul,

Rothacker Film Corp.
7S10 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,

Minn.

Optical Co.

&

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago., IlL

Sims Visual Music Co.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

Bernard Sullivan Company
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Quincy.

111.

111.

111.

advertisement

(See

on

111.

page 98)

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

Lomb

Rochester, N. Y.

James

New York

on page 97)

on page 97)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
III.

advertisement

(See

Visual Education Service, Inc.

Co.

Larchmont

(See

and STEREO-

Meadville, Pa.

City.

(See advertisement on Inside Back C^ver)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

116)

SCOPES

International Projector Corp.
Acme Division, 90 Gold St.,

Inc.

STEREOGRAPHS

SUPPUES

and

Oonr)

111.

page 98)

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Eastman Teaching Films,

111.

Meadville. Pa.
City

James C. Muir

City.

Producer of Social Service Films

(See advcrtiaement on Oatilde Back

City

Keystone View Co.

paee 118)

Universal Pictures Corp.

DeFrenes

SUDES

City

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo. N. Y.

Boston, Mass.

(See advertisement on

St.,

llQ

98)
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New York

1540 Broadway,

Atlantic Motion Picture Service Co.

Carlyle Ellis
130 W. 46th

IMIIill I II lill III lllllllltMllllltllll III I llllllll I

111.

UFA-Films

(See advertisement on page 115)

729 Seventh Ave.,

III

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

New York

723 Seventh Ave.,

St.,

||| III |||||||lllllllllll

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

Amkino Corporation

/39 Boylston

for the Visual Field

Doat

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

St.,

Buffalo. N. Y.

(See advertisement on pagre 116

)

SWISS NATIONAL PARK
,

SCREENS

111.

James

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

100 SLIDES FOR SALE
private collection, also Two oridasl
Filmi showing Geneva and environs, Z«r-

From
C.

Muir

&

Co.

10 S. 18th St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

matt and Matterhorn.

For

fall

informa'

lions address

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
S

South Wabash, Chteago

May, 1950
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Visual Instruction ««
HOSE
which

progressive schools

use

Visual

instruction

room study
find the especially designed
model LRM Balopticon ideal

to supplement class

Primary Reading

The

English

Social Studies

Art and Music Correlations

Its

special construction pro-

duces brighter^ clearer images

For Each Grade
Biology

purpose.

for the

Vocational Guidance

and permits the use of

Nature Study

pictures in lighter rooms.

Penmanship

larger

Makes

note taking easy.
Projects both lantern slides

and opaque objects, giving
wide choice of subjects from

Classroom Demonstration Arranged

the abundant supply of material

"Literature

"^

on hand.

upon request

Take advantage of the experience of leading users of Visual
methods of teaching and write to-

day

for

Bausch

complete

& Lomb

literature on
Balopticons and

accessories.

KEYSTONE
VIEW COMPANY
Meadville, Penn'a.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
688

St.

Paul Street

Rochester, N. Y.
]
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Throwing the Light
OF Understanding

ON Every
A Way

to

Subject!

Put Punch

in

Teaching

MAIL THE COUPON
SWITCH ON PICTUROL

— throw

on every subject

—make

— every

more enjoyable!

'

lesson

light

learning easier

Use

Picturol as hundreds of successful teachers do.

Let

it

supplement text

—add

perplexing subjects

—

clarify

fascination to

nary storage battery. Films are available
in wide variety on almost any subject,
practically every course of instruction.

PICTUROL

puts punch in teaching.

with less effort on your part.

more

the daily round of classroom recitations

for infinitely

and assignments.

now, for the sake of your
won't you get the facts?

PICTUROL

is

film projector.

a simple, inexpensive

It

solves the problem of arousing interest
It

pupil progress.

own

makes

And

progress

There

is

no

obligation.
still-

Easily operated, light in

weight, you just plug
light socket or connect

it

in

any

electric

up with an

ordi-

WSOCIETYFORW
vVlSUALEDUCATIOW

iSENDTHECOUPOi
Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
Dept. ESS, 327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.

me without obligation full deabout Picturol and lists of Filmslides
available for classroom use.
Please send
tails

INC.
Dept.

ESS

327 S. LaSalle St.

Chicago,

111.

Name
Address

Manufacturers, Producers, and Distributors of
Visual Aids

Position

„

i
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Visual Education in Europe (VI) Paris
W. M. Gregory
Museum, Cleveland Public Schools

Director Educational

PARIS

visualizes her art to the

world in the Louvre; her religion in Notre Dame her military
achievement in the Arc de Tri;

omphe her streets in the famous
Champs Elysees and her engineer;

;

ing

tower which

in the Eiffel

skill

Parisian styles attract the attention

of the world.

The French have an

artistic sense

of display that makes

Paris a style center for women's
the fine accessories

all

The

of dress.

clusive and,

shops are ex-

finest

some

like

museums,

the articles are not well labeled but

are exceedingly well displayed.

The
clean

streets of Paris are far

or

boulevards are in

from

The grand

well paved.

proportion

fine

and they were a great advance at
the time of their construction. To-

swarm

day, the

boulevard

The

the

pictured through the ages the religious

of

spirit

the

collection of photographs of

Bois

is

the favorite

of 2,115 acres.

Le
Parisian Park

It is

a well kept

forest, largely of oaks. Its

winding

any other city in the world. The
He de La Cite' is the island in the
Seine upon which Caesar found a
settlement, and about which the
in

has grown.

city

The Trocadero
is an imposing

The Trocadero

building on the Seine which con-

a

sections of the city.

This great park has a bird pavilion

and a famous aquarium.
Notre Dame
Notre Dame is the religious center of Paris.
Every carved stone

m

this venerable cathedral is

ual story that has

the ages.

lasted

The church

a visthrough

itself

is

a

story of architectural growth and
religious development.

of Notre

Dame

is

The facade

the oldest of

its

collection

of

museum

of

Indo-China

and an ethnographical museum which is interesting for its
groups of costumed figures in their
homes. It has a large collection of
French dolls dressed in the national
costumes of the different provinces
casts,

lovely lakes are in pleasing contrast

in other

are

bridges

Its

afford vistas that are unsurpassed

without

dens

the

;

sive block of red porphyry.
faint bluish light

one

power of the

military

In the

feels the past
little

general.

cured of

blocks.

famous for their beauty and harmony, rather than size. The bridges

—

and formal gar-

has

form of a great cross beneath the
dome, and at the center, is Napoleon's crypt. It is an open circular
pit 36 feet in diameter and 20 feet
deep.
The sarcophagus is a mas-

granite

roads and beautiful walks, with the
to the ornate parks

tomb of

poleon's achievements in the peo-

an atmosphere which is at times
dusty and noisy but the French
the

the

is

interior

The Seine
The winding Seine is held in its
course by walls and quays built of

casts,

sociable.

Notre

The

It

tains a great theatre, a

The Bois de Boulogne or

et

Invalides in which

Napoleon.

Dame.

the artistocrats or laborers dine in

must be

Les

city.

supply a complete

d'Histoire will

have the pic-

restaurants where

street

vividly.

During the Age of Reason it suffered many mutilations which are
still to be seen.
Notre Dame has

almost a menace.

streets of Paris

turesque

make

of taxis

traffic

one

impresses

tory that

Archives Photographiques d'Art

dominates the landscape.

clothing and

kind and pictures ecclesiastical his-

all

poorly
spirit.

labeled,

The

and
from the

dusty

vista

Trocadero across the Seine
fel

Tower

is

to Eif-

unrivaled.

and wounded
soldiers. Today, a few soldiers act
as attendants and the place is an
army museum and a Napoleonic
shrine. Its displays of weapons and

war materials give the impression
war has been an important
business in France. The climax of
that

the

all

the Napoleonic displays

and the War Museum exhibits.
Such materials would be an excellent aid in the French classes and
in

various

the

history

classes

in

high schools and college.
Arc De Triomphe

The most impressive monument
in Paris is the Arc de Triomphe
which

located on a

is

at the fo-

hill

This

cus of twelve great avenues.
is

the world's largest arch built by

Napoleon
military

proclaim the French

to

victories.

This

160 feet in height.

Its

arch

is

sculptures

are bold and striking. It must have

much

required

the streets to

political

local

co-

and lay out
The
focus upon it.

operation to locate

it

tomb of the unknown warrior of
the World War is beneath the arch
and it is marked by an eternal flame
which

is

a

shrine

for

the

whole

The Louvre
built

to care for 7,000 old

is

minds.

Excellent photographs can be se-

world.

Hotel Des Invalides
This great institution was

the military spirit

ples'

Na-

a display that will keep

is

Dome

dcs

It is the art treasure

The Louvre

world.

house of the
contains the

works of Rubens, Raphael,
Leonardo da Vinci, Correggio, Titian,
Murillo, Van Dyck, Rembrandt, Corot, Millet and many
finest

other

masters.

The

collection

sculptures, tapestry, jewels,
ture,

ceramics,

bronzes

is

enamels

of

furni-

and

world famed and copies
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of any of the masterpieces can be

from

secured

36

Chalcographic,

Quai du Louvre.

Casts of sculp-

French schools use occasionally, a
glass stereograph of small size.

stereograph

is

viewed

ture can be procured from Ateliers
des Moulages, 34 Quai du Louvre.

holder and the affair

The

lantern material in the

cost of such reproductions

is

small and any period of history or

any phase of art may be greatly enriched by wise selections.

for

extensive

in a

The

special

too clumsy

is

None of the
museum was

use.

dustrial

parable

Musee Pedagogique's large

to

those

of

United

the

Jardin Des Plantes
This large 74 acre tract contains

library of films in connection

with the

the exhibits

States.

of this type.

The

Among

art.

was one of the art of the Frencli
cinema in 1924. The French films
which were seen were hardly com-

a Zoo, a Botanic garden

and several

Musee Pedagogique

The ministry

of public instruc-

Musee
Rue Gay-Lussac

tion for France maintains a

Pedagogique at 41

This institution has a

in Paris.

hundred

li-

thousand

of one
books which are available to students in the nearby Ecole Norma) e
The museum has beSuperieure.

brary

sides the library, collections of lan-

tern slides, films, charts,

and some

exhibit material.

The

was

lantern slide collection

founded

in

1895 by the Society of

Popular Lectures and the Visual
Society.
The museum
many machines for use

provides
as well as

the slides.

The

lantern slide collection

bers about eighty

arranged in

thousand

and designed for

sets

The

purposes.

instructional

numslides

sets

examined were photographically
good and of educational value.
Some of the views in geography
were old and out of date. The history and fine art material is excellent.
Pasteur and Papin are
popular sets and so is alcoholism.
The printed texts which accompanied the lantern slides are well

The lantern slides are packed
wooden boxes and shipped by

done.
in

post to any part of France.

by

service

About

post

is

This

inexpensive.

seventy-five thousand slides

number

slides has
during the

director

growth

increased

all

very

a

is

very

noting

French educational

institutions

the spot booking plan.

Many

These

material.

films

cover Eu-

rope and the French Colonies.

few

on

of the

rather poor educational

are

films

standard

films are sent lo

devoted

are

to

the

A

United

States but are very poor representatives of

There

is

our industries and people.
a circulation of about

forty-three thousand reels of film

each year.

Hewig Hauck

is

the

present librarian in charge of the

purposes than any other institution

that

materials which are circulated.

in France.

rapid

types of visual in-

worth

The

much

struction in the French schools.
It

films.

for

requests

few years and the

last

reports
in

of

width

of

consists

collection

—The Heart

Cit6

The
Musee Pedagogique is circulating
more material for visual education

are circulated each year.

The

La

It

The French Cinema as Art
is worth noting that Musee

Galliera

the

in

Paris holds periodical

temporary exhibits

of

modern

in-

of Ancient Paris

museums. The Botanic garden concommon trees and plants
of
Central
Europe,
numbering

tains the

about 19,200.

den

is

The

Zoological gar-

not as well done or kept as

those in

London or

Berlin.

The Natural History
are splendid,

very

carefully classified.

collections

complete

The

and

geological

collections are well arranged, labels

are dim and explanations of interest

The

are scarce.

gems

presented by Pierpont
interesting as

sented by

is

collection

Morgan

is

the diplodocus pre-

Andrew

Carnegie.

The

combination of a Zoo and the Natural History collections is a better

working combination than
them widely separated.

to

have

The Museum of Comparative
Anatomy was founded by Cuvier
{Concluded on page 151)

!
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The

and Education

Picture

Terry Ramsaye
Editor-in-Chief, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

HAVE come to
I

Columbus

to use

a lot of words to complain that

education has too

many words

in

it

am

going to be bold enough

to suggest

some of the things which

and

I

The word

tion.

portion of

by which education may presently
be concerned less with words and
more with ideas and intelligence.

special custody

motion

industry

picture

could stand considerably more in-

tional

Educa-

and education.

telligence

institutions

could

stand

more showmanship.

great deal

a

a tool and the

time,

that

written

under

the

of the priestcraft.

No wonder literacy, and literature,
and books are held in veneration
But the tool has no importance
beyond the work it can do, and
we

after sixty centuries,
literacy

is still

The motion

If

find that

limited to minorities.

and

picture as a tool

some reasonable part of the showmanship which the schools are ex-

instrument of expression has been

pending on their football stadiums

forty years, so

could be transplanted to the class

room, the coonskin coat and hip
flask full of

second class gin would

not be in any large measure a part
of college

life.

Too much

educational processes

has

is

eral lack of understanding of the

motion picture and

in the service of all those interests

peculiarly

shall

I

of

its

with educa-

you know,

as an exponent of the motion pic-

which admittedly and properly has little or nothing to do with
orthodox literacy, but which may
have a great deal to do with the
concerns of intelligence and educature,

certain to prove a superseding ag-

ency.

There

Editor's

Note

—An address given

be-

the

Ohio State University Educational
Friday April 4th,
hundred persons attended

Conference,

Eight

sectional meeting.

1930.
this

are

that

many

decided

modern pressures

and demands on educational

make

it

insti-

almost imperative

that they seek to avail themselves

of the capacity of this

Education
opinion,

On

it

new medium.

under fire as, in
very well deserves to
is

my
be.

every hand, from within and

without academic institutions,

we

hear of the shortcomings of the

down
As long

schools and the breaking

of

educational standards.

as

few persons could go to
school, their shortcomings and their
failures were relatively inconspicuous. Today's tremendous enrollments have made these school
problems mass problems, and have
only a

fore the Visual Instruction Section of

the peak

and education, and I am going
to be bold enough to insist that the
motion picture is likely and almost

ing with literature.

tion nor the purposes of education.

venture to say that the

ture

tutions

all

specially

probable efficiency in litera-

beyond their power and value. Literacy means familiarity and dealnot at

and

word has reached

written

evidences

here, as of course

potentialities

a dis-

There is a strange and tenacious
orthodoxy of the ivord. Words are
so worshipped and venerated that
they are given an importance far

am

its

served by the written word.

and shortcomings of the word,
whether spoken, written, or printed.

I

should not be

now

tions

necessarily concerned

we

approximately

of the

a fault of the limita-

It is

for

surprised and impatient at the gen-

agreeable medicinal flavor and very
largely this

existence

in

made

them

many

fold

more

conspicuous.

word enjoys some sixty centuries
of priority and was, for a large

are likely to happen in the process

The

is

motion picture is a tool.
The language of the

An

and intensely sigsome phases
of the educational problem was recently presented by Max McConn,
dean of Lehigh University, in an
interesting

nificant exposition of

article published in the

Times, under the

Kindergarten
Dr.

McConn

New York

title of,

for

"A Super

College

divides

dents into three classes

Men."

college stu-

—saying

"A few of them, ranging from 5
to 10% in some colleges and as
many perhaps as 25% in others,
are seeking education for its own
sake what used to be called "culture".
much larger number are
aniinated by a purpose less exalted
and esoteric, but still thoroughly
admirable
bread-and-butter
a
purpose."
The third classification he calls

—

A

—

the

"rah-rah boys",

referring

to

wide trousers, coon-skin coats, hip
flasks, ukuleles and motor cars, and
concerning the "rah-rah boys",

seem

to

who

occupy the largest sector of

his attention, he says this

"The fact is they are nearly all
very nice boys indeed, from our
very best families. They are generally in fine health, having been
well nourished and carefully
tended. They are well dressed and
well mannered. Very few of them
are,

to

any serious extent,

dissi-

pated or immoral.
They are not
even lazy. In fact the only thing
wrong with them is that they are
not high brows. Please do not understand by that the opposite extreme
that they are morons.
On the
contrary, most of them will impress
any observer as alert and keen,
quick to understand what you say
in ordinary matters and to respond
appropriately in word or action.
Their intelhgence quotients will
range around 110, that is to say
10% above the general run of the
population. Nevertheless, they are
not high-brows not intellectuals
which means chiefly that they are
They learn quickly
not 'bookish'.

—

—
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things or doing
things or even from talking with
people, but the process of sitting
down to a book, which is after all
a highly artificial and, biologically
considered, unnatural method of
learning does not appeal to them.
Many of them have never, as they

enough

Dr.

seeing

—

say 'cracked a book' in their whole
lives except under some measure
of compulsion."
Dr. McConn assumes that if the

McConn

to the

refers

we must have
Once upon
books.

the

that

short-cut

a time books

well afford to consider

stripped the strictly academic and

using the short-cut of pictures, be-

cultural educational activities, very

cause the motion picture can be just

largely because scientific education

such a short-cut.

has been

that

we can

It is

well for a

moment

to

exam-

character and geneal-

ine, into the

and-one-half centuries to education,

the latest machine fool in the serv-

I

am

ice

is,

continually insisting, simply

We

of the art of expression.

ing, instead of

have not the time here to go into
all the ancestry of the motion pic-

have done.

ture, but

more

and thoroughly by doreading what others

vividly

must be

it

fully realized

"But, as things are, we must use
the short-cut of books, from which
those who have the knack of using
them can acquire in a few hours
or days some dim recapitulation, at
least, of what it has taken others
a whole lifetime to learn."
While he has not said so. Dr.

that the motion picture

McConn

of the pre-historic

has, in this discussion, set

since grandfather's day.

slightly

Scientific

education has almost obviously out-

It

human span were 700 years instead
of 70, and if we could devote twoof our learning

methods have changed but

seems now

were a short-cut.

ogy of the motion picture, which

we might do much

In general, however, educational

fact

a thing apart, as

is

it

erally considered, but

is

not at

and actual experience of the laboraTechnology
tory and work shop.
breathe
live
and
has been made to
and
action,
in
terms of things
classics
the
arts
have
while the
and
lifemusty
and
continued to grow
printed
They
less between
pages.
are cursed with their orthodoxies,

when they might be made

express,

to

its

in reality,

new

tools that science has provided.

events,

recreate

to

—begin-

communicate

to

to the utilization of the

find

a direct descendant of the original

endeavor

way

living

only education could

actualities, if

so gen-

now
is,

all

forced to visualizations

ning with the cave wall drawings

man and

evolv-

was brought

I

forcefully

face

to face with this attitude of ortho-

doxy

in

education the other night

dinner in

at a

New

York, where an

institution conspicuously

concerned

had

forth with great clarity the neces-

ing thence into pictograph, cunei-

with

modernization of edu-

form alphabet, phonetic symbols
and the alphabet as we know it toPrimitive man was a bad
day.
artist with a great deal to say, and

together a large array of persons

habilitation

and extension of said

he had to evolve the alphabet as a

institution.

shorthand for pictures that told the
story.
Of course, we should be

of the evening

The principal speaker
made it the burden

sity for the

cation by the adoption of the newest
tool in the art of expression

—the

motion picture. The fact that other
portions of the student body are
willing to "crack books" and to

them

struggle with

is

merely evi-

dence of their acceptance of the
discipline of orthodoxy in education.

It

does not at

the existing routine

or

prove that

all
is

either

The handicaps

efficient.

good

of the

method are there even if they are
accepted in silence and humility.
It is not becoming the educator or
the educational institution to com-

grateful that,

having

evolved the

alphabet and written language, the

word began
cific

ized

to lose

some of

its

spe-

character and permit general-

and abstract thought.

willing

concede

to

that

I

this

been a benefit to a few of

am
has

us, but

only a few.

for

adult

the

education

purpose

of

called

encouraging

subscriptions to bonds for the re-

of

his

address to point out that

was important, beEngland village
where he spent his summer, he was
unable to borrow a copy of Milton's Areopagitica,
and that he
subsequently
found there were
twenty-eight school teachers and
college students in town who might
have heard of Mr. Milton, but had
adult education

cause at the

New

plain of the quality of the student.

Never before in recorded history
was it so necessary and desirable

In institutions dedicated to the pub-

for the great majorities to have a

believe that a careful investigation

always
always

mass of general information. There
are more problems to be encoun-

of the reasonably successful, happy,

right in a college or university as

tered in one day's work, or ten city

he

blocks

lic

customer

is

the customer

is

service, the

—and

right

is

in a Statler Hotel.

It is

the

proper business of the educational
institutions

to

interest,

serve and

educate the "rah-rah boy" quite as
efficiently

as

it

does the

plaining book-worm.

uncom-

of

travel

grandfathers

today,

than our

encountered

in

a

decade, and the type of education

never heard of his Areopagitica.

I

and otherwise admirable population
of this country would reveal several other persons who have thus
far struggled on without an intimate knowledge of either Mr.

which sufficed for them, when they

Milton

needed any,

would be even daring enough to
add that I think it is perhaps pos-

today.

is

decidedly inadequate

or

his

Areopagitica.

I
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moderately

feel

to

sible

without

educated

quote from

being

well

able

to

Areopagitica

Milton's

any great length.
But I will absolutely guarantee,
assuming an adequate appropriation, to
make a motion picture
which will familiarize the United
at

Mr.

with

States

Milton's

best

the motion picture a tool in his

must come to consider the
motion picture camera and the film

much

as

indicate

reports

that

Mr. Milton's Areopagitica did not
very many bonds for the school

sell

concerned.

know

I

am

I

vantage

of

education

taking unfair ad-

about

talking

you,

when you have

so

many

page

—and,

the

yes,

spoken word.

The

subsequent

and

the printing press

printed

the

instrument as the

their

typcivriter,

which

add, parenthetically, that

own
now

tures,

my

may

can

write text books and deliver lec-

thought, including the Areopagitica.
I

man who

hands, and the

to the public the emotional

mimic-

Bow, Ann Harding

of Clara

ries

and

Boyd, is hardly to be
properly burdened with producing
Bill

satisfactory

screen

problems of

the

of

expositions

and

descriptive

analytical geometry,

or to be the

things you might have to say to
me about the motion picture. But

breath of

have already

to learn a

technology.

them myself, and that if
you want somebody to talk about

to be so

trouble to read and

what's the matter with the motion

the old world

employed slaves

do

when they could no

please realize that
said

all

picture
in

I

of

I

will

be glad to help you,

due season.
I

am

the

the Areopagitica.

life in

a painful and tedious thing

new
much

constructive

important,

endeavors

that

being

made

toward the

utilization of the

motion

are

used

It

write that the kings and queens of

it

for them,

amusement industry

Notably

until 1920.

in the case of the colla-

borative arrangement between Harvard University and Pathe in the
production of motion pictures re-

and in
motion picture course of the
University of Southern California,

lating to the natural science,

to

recognition of the
cation

is

new

tool in edu-

growing.

Yet another factor of great importance

is the remarkable impetus
which has been given to the utilization of the motion picture in merchandising,
advertising,
and by
propaganda through the advent of
sound in pictures. The power of
the merchandiser and advertiser
has been one of the greatest creative influences in the development
of the art of printing and the dissemination of the printed word.
The history of that development

is

will be paralleled in the field of the

worth going to as much trouble to
learn the camera and the screen as
it takes to learn to read and write.

motion picture. The screen advertiser, and the
developments and
betterments which his influence will

Tremendous
made in this

bring to both production and dis-

longer trust the priest.

not entirely unconscious of

really

It is

nology which was the monopoly of
the

the

motion picture industry
concerned with purveying

is

only forty years old and for a tech-

But,

progress

it

being

is

of motion pictures,

tribution

Ohio,

under the ministrations of
your Mr. B. A. Aughinbaugh, the

due chiefly
to the economic influences which
are always behind the diffusions of

State Supervisor of Visual Instruc-

cultures.

educational forces in this country.

picture in education, as notably in

tion.

There

is

indeed increasing

endeavor to make the motion
ture really serve

and

it

is

In

this

instance,

of cameras and films seven or eight

the hope

years ago found they had achieved

we can spur that movement
onward that we venture to be so

a saturation

pointed and emphatic today.

not

not look too hopefully

market

of the

at that

Probably

more than two thousand

per-

sons in the world might have been

making a

called really capable of

industry for an intelligent further-

motion picture.

ance of the use of the motion
The motion
in
education.
ture

manufacturers

Today, since the
machines and
films have exerted merchandising

picture industry of today

pressure on the public for the sale

is

strictly

of

with selling admissions at the box

probably more than one hundred

The

motion

picture

will

become of wide value as an instrument in education only when
educators become motion picture
minded. The educator must make

amateur apparatus, there are

thousand

people

States alone

in

who have

the

terms of the screen.

tremendous

tool of the

real

The

New

—

Service

bringing six Film
Estimates each week
on a postal
which cuts up into six miniature
cards
giving you automatically
has started

—

—

cumulative, alphabetical cardindex of the 300 leading feature
films of the year's production.
a

United

progress

You can now have your Film
Estimates always "on time"
your local showings.

for

Send for sample of

for

This
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at least the

beginnings of an idea of expression
in

motion picture a

of

an amusement industry concerned
office.

making the

professional

period.

towards the existing motion picture
pic-

will

be a great aid towards

manufacturers

pic-

that

You must

direction

5
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Our

Films

RONALD Gow,

B. Sc.

Altrincham County High School for Boys

THE

AT

end of six years of
a

production as

film

school

educational activity, with nearly a

dozen films

our

to

good, some bad,
repentant, and

I

some

credit,

am

wholly un-

quite willing to set

about another dozen if only the
school curriculum could give us

more

If any doubt our en-

time.

thusiasm,

let

me

not

say that

a

been

minute of school

time has

given to the films

we have made

tional

own

films.

Why

anxious to make a

make our

not

We

teaching film?

were

all

real story film,

and the boys clamoured for something with a fight in

my

saw

the

to

boys

I

better.

scenario

of

I

Age

people

worked out the
perfect

the

I

explained

Redskins were

that

played out, that Stone

were far

Frankly,

it.

opportunity.

history

teaching film, and with tremendous

they are entirely a spare-time prod-

been made at the

They

coast.

in

teurish

able

we were

forts

able

command

to

valuable box-office support at local
picture

theatres.

of the matter

work
in

films,

Our

philosophy

very simple.

is

We

masters and boys,

together,

enthusiastic

co-operation.

We

the

tempted to declare war on

is

world.

(From

the film,

"The

Glit-

tering Sword").

good fortune enlisted the aid of Sir
William Boyd Dawkins, an eminent
British

archaeologist.

was the Neolithic

film.

The result
The People

of the Axe, the story and producwhich have already been

processing

enough

make

to

and
the

experiment interesting, but not to

We

work
as a team, because there never was
a game like film making for rethe extent of drudgery.

vealing the least trace of slackness

and

inefficiency.

And we

are

all

interested.
It

some time

ing films

for

school

an educational

came

lake-village dwellers

!

Age and the
The story of

making of shields and spears
and helmets and costumes in preparation for this film would take too
the

long to

tell.

Likewise to relate the

building of a lake village, in what

was

surely the muddiest lake in the

the

parents as certainly as

it

de-

the

lighted the hearts of the boys. Per-

aid,

we

haps

to the conclusion that all

was

as

in

not well with the supply of educa-

of

subtitles

and
for

classroom work.

Here again we

were honored

by

having the film

shown

Oxford Conference

at the

of the British Association, as the

example

sole

a

of

teaching film.

I

British

made

do not think

it

is

wrong to say that these are the only
made in this country purely

and simply for educational purAnother experiment was
poses.
the pirating of junk film and edit-

world, would break the hearts of

happened about 1926, after us-

in nature study

fully described in these pages.*

ing year to the Bronze

—

the

one of

films

amount

just

made two smaller
which. The Sundezv,

tion of

What more natural than that
we should progress in the follow-

of

invalu-

by the

I

proper use

the

The king

do all our own camera work with
our own cameras. We do a fair
printing

but

teaching

history

was an essay

work has been on standard
ef-

be,

better, they are

After that

Mr. Eastman of Kodak
fame, and our earliest co-operative
eliforts as a school were the making
enrich

first

Amafailing

cinema.

by that must have done much to

stock and even with our

in

may

they

something

ten-year old hobby of mine, a hob-

All our

Association

the value of history films.

a

of scenes in the life of our camp.

really

in the present research into

films,

holiday

originated

now

competent, and it had an appealing
and exciting story. It is enough to
say that this film. The People of
the Lake, with the earlier film. The
People of the Axe have already
run into over two dozen copies.
They have been used in Sweden,
Vancouver, New Zealand, Germany and Switzerland. Our last
sale was to the municipal authorithe English
ties of Geneva, and
uses them,
University
Yale
together with the

camp, at various places on the English

our technique was

Historical

uct, the gift of boys and masters
in their after-school and holiday
Most of our films have
hours.

school

films,

* In

this was the best of
The Educational Screen

vember, 1927.

ing

it

for our

own

private use with

moving maps and
diagrams. The expense was the
chief drawback and the film that
was to be called Ancient Empires
was never completed, but we have
found the section dealing with Roman history a good recommenda-

the addition of

tion for the method.

Of

course

bitious,

and

we became more amwhen in 1928 we

all

our

turned

for

No-

])ropaganda film,
the

our thoughts

to

we had

"box-office" as well.

a

Scout

to study

We

in-

The Educational Screen
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tended our film to carry

message

its

to picture theatre audiences,

Visual Aids

in

a subsidised advertisement

not as
but

film,

as an entertainment that exhibitors

Education

would pay

J. Weber, Ph. D.
1930

This is the newest contribution to the literature of
the subject, and one of
Dr.
the most significant.
Weber has succeeded splendidly in his purpose "to compile for the progressive educator a balanced sxunmary
of the available scientific
evidence on the values and
limitations of visual aids in
education, and then to ela-

borate upon the evidence by
-way of generalization and
application so as to inspire
this educator in making a
common-sense adaptation of
visual materials and methods
the
purposes
of
the
to

succeeded, and

moment

at the present

By Joseph

We

for.

the film has

upwards of 250 British
and the Universal Film
Company are still making bookings.

shown

in

theatres

The Scout Movement
ceedingly well

High

flourishes ex-

Altrincham

in the

School, and

we

when

sub-

mitted the scenario of our three-

Man Who

The

reel film,

His Mind,

Changed

Scout Head-

to Imperial

quarters, they at once offered their

More-

approval and support.

full

over,

we

make

a brief appearance in the film,

person

the

in

secured a star actor to

Powell,

known

better

human

English

to

We

boys as the Chief Scout.
a simple

Baden

Lord

of

told

in this field.

Every forward-

thinking educator will enjoy
it from cover to cover.
This
tion,

mimeographed edibound in attractive

cover, is offered in
the hope that "a multitude
o f constructive criticisms
will be forthcoming to the
end that all the errors and
shortcomings embodied here
can be eliminated and compensated for in the final reflexible

vision."

220 pages, S'/zxll inches,

Scouting

activities, the

a

fire,

driven by our

own

knowing the

stolidity

fea-

scenes.

Anyone

boys.

civic authority will

British

of

appreciate the

amazing triumph represented by the
latter.
And our photography was
hailed by the film trade press as
equal to the professional product.

was

Certainly our acting

better.

At the time of writing we have
just completed our

work.

most ambitious

Once more we have made a
and we have
our capital and all our

film with a "mission",

thrown

all

ment" as
Available front

problem.

its

theme.

How

tain

Educational Screen

a certain

ILL.

How

was a pretty

be
?

interesting

How

to

main-

educational digfnity

and value, and yet
office"?

South Wabash Avenue

It

to

without being banal

The

CHICAGO,

We

gang

comical

energy into a film with "disarma-

$2.00

5

of the conversion

of the man, to Scouting.

pirates,

to

to

be

"boxambitious

be

without being "amateurish"?
afraid

we do

our greatest work, and

we have a

feeling that to go one better

be to go "bust".

we have had
cate that

The

would

press opinions

so far certainly indi-

it is

regarded as the high

water mark of amateur cinematic
endeavor in this country at least.

We have

moulded our morality, for
the form of a
it is, in
medieval legend. A mighty sword
is hidden somewhere in the world,
and the boy King, (who represents
morality

mon-

the mentality of the militarist

arch), would have this sword. Life
palace becomes almost un-

in the

who

bearable, until a boy
his

is

seeking

fortune offers to go in search

of the glittering sword, which he is
told is just what is wanted to bring

of the tempting riches offered him,

"Visual Aids in Education"
the most comprehensive,
the most interesting, and the
richest in variety of contents
of the many contributions
already made by Dr. Weber

tured some

undoubtedly

Chief Scout,

who

of the gang leader, and ultimately

is

It is

and a fire-engine

man

school."

;

Sword.

Glittering

peace and security to the world.
Aided by two mysterious strangers,
who are none other than the Devil
and Death, he finds the sword and
The King
brings it to the King.
would then declare war on the
whole world, but the boy, in spite

story of a raga-

muffin boy and his gang; of a

hated boys

only point to the three reels of The

not

yet

I

am

know

the

We

can

answers to these problems.

sword and appeals to the
is fickle and they
too cry for war, so the boy throws
the sword into the sea.
siezes the

The mob

people.

We

have crowded into the three
and magic and

reels all the fantasy

humour of fairy tale legend that
we could command. We do not
mention the word "disarmament"
and the only problem we give to the

whom

child audiences, for

was

designed,

last sub-titles,

the film

contained in the

is

which run, "And the
must decide

Children of the Future

Sword

the Fate of the

And now come

the Talkies

making

I

the apparatus!

is

it

wonder.

good-bye?
.

.

.

.

.

1

.

Al-

me about
Do we go

ready the boys are asking
on, or

.

.

.

for they alone can answer
is it Peace or War?"

May, 1930
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Army Making War Film
Warfare of the future, with parguns

ticular attention to anti-craft

"robot"

of the

type,

will

be de-

ested

the

in

various

steps

distributing
section

guns and

The

War
ice

fire

control equipment.

film will be

used at the

Army

College and the General Serv-

Schools at Fort Leavenworth,

and

be

available

for

instruction

purposes to the National Guard,

Organized Reserves, Reserve Officers'
Training Corps,
Citizens'
Military Training Camps and inter-

pany has been obtained

to

insure

the
in-

the

One

Scriptures.

the

to

rendered

special

n providing
and other sys-

i

Scriptures in Braille

tems suitable for the blind. Persons
desiring to use this lecture and will-

ing to

pay

return

charges

may

secure

transportation
it

free of cost

from any of the agency

secretaries

of the Society or through a request

American Bible Society,
Bible House, Astor Place, New

sent to the

York
tin,

City. (Federal Council Bulle-

April 1930.)

Device Which
Uses Sky for Screen

new

is

demBoston with which it

possible to project in the sky ad-

the suitability of the film for civil-

vertisements to an altitude of about

ian as well as military audiences.

2,000

Visual and Radio Education

casts a strong

An

experiment on the synchron-

moving picture and
was successfully conducted

ization of the

radio

feet.

The huge projector
beam of light through

a series of finely adjusted lenses

and then through a metal stencil on
which the desired words appear.

recently in the schools of Cleveland

With

when

vertisements are readable for miles

was given
at one school and was seen and
heard at four others. The speech
was carried by telephone to a
broadcasting station where it was
relayed and picked up by the other
a lecture with films

schools.

Simultaneously copies of

the film

were shown which were

perfect

synchronization

with

in

the

the sky as a screen such ad-

In

both

marred

by

Radio-Television Tests

of Philadelphia has started a circulating library of pictures to stimulate

art

children.

pictures

among

appreciation

The service loans the
for a week when they may

be exchanged for others.

make

maximum

its

description goes
larly if

it

the

picture

usefulness,

with

it,

a

particu-

happens to be of historic

value, so that the child

may

learn

something of the picture's origin or
something of the story which it
illustrates.

The young people have shown
movement and
want as many pictures as they can
have.
They particularly like pic-

great interest in the

tures of

farm and country

life

and

International Film Congress

During the past month two public demonstrations of talk and television have been held, one in Jersey
City and the other in London, Eng-

The mayor inaugurated

the

Jersey City program, his image be-

same time

Held in Brussels
Representatives of

to be

cinema

scope,

In London, the radiocast
was made by the Baird process and
it was reported the program was

recorded

in

every

home

be

Congress to be held in Brussels
from June 2 to 7 this year. Orig-

gress will

the city.

world's

present at the International 'Cinema

receiving sets in different parts of

as his

The two were picked up

the

interests are expected to

together on Jenkins radiovisors and

clearly

effect of

New Picture Loan Library
The Western Community House

The American Bible Society has
prepared a new stereopticon lecture
"The Old Book Finding New
available to

lines

Only the heads
and shoulders of the speakers were
reproduced on the screen.

New Stereopticon Lecture
on the Bible

now

horizontal

pic-

were
and

early cinema films.

ing sent out at the

is

loud

the

recognizable,

streaks similar to the rain

address.

pastors and religious workers inter-

experiments

while

tures,

lecture.

Friends," which

ordinary

an

those rich in color.

around.

land.

with

speaker and a "televisor."

serve

projector has been

onstrated in

equipped

In order to

New

A

of a news reel com-

and processes

devoted

is

service

ested civilian organizations.

The approval

way

volved in translating, printing, and

duced by the army at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, Md. The picture
will portray the development of
anti-aircraft artillery from the improvised weapons of the World
to the present highly effective

This lecture

Bible.

pictures in an interesting

picted in a sound film being pro-

War

!

inally intended as

an international

conference of exhibitors, the Con-

now embrace a larger
and will include all aspects
of sound and silent production, it
is stated by
the Motion Picture
Division of the U. S. Department
of Commerce. According to an-

:
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nouncements

received, 20

far

so

rect

standard of speech

in

the Philip-

education with the introduction of

nations will be represented.

pines as elsewhere.

talking pictures

New

Visual Course at Clark University

use

Government Pamphlet

A

very helpful pamphlet has just

been issued by the United States
Department of Agriculture entitled

"Lantern Slides and Film Strips."
No.
Publication
(Miscellaneous

The

Office

of

Extension

Work

of

72).

Cooperative

Depart-

the

ment has prepared and made

avail-

163 series af lantern slides,
each series covering some impor-

able

farm

tant phase of

mentioned above conof these series arranged

publication
tains a

by

list

with

subject

slides in

The

The

activity.

number

the

of

each series given.

loan collection of the glass-

lantern-slide series

mented by

being supple-

is

film strips or slides for

the use of those

who have

made by

or through the State di-

rector of extension to the Office of

Work,

Extension

Cooperative

United States Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.

"Talkies" Aid Teaching in the
Philippines

Wilma

Spicer Nissley, former

principal of the Jefferson

ing School
the

in

teachers

Train-

Manila, writes, in

Christian

Science

Monitor.

may

be useful

that the "talkies"
to

in

the

Philippines.

She says

A

to

the

school

sys-

of this period being required for teach
to become accustomed
Most Filipino pupils do
contact with an American

and pupils

come

in

high
school, and teachers and pupils have
difficulty in understanding one another*'
pronunciation. The sound pictures or
talking motion pictures, synchronizing
the motion of the lips' and the pronunciation, as they do, will doubtless be of
instructor

much

previous

to

entering

assistance in establishing a cor-

haj

forth the present investiga-

Lewis H. Carris,

tion," explained

Managing Director of

"Under

the Society.

supervision of Dr.

the

materials for use as visual aids in

graphic Institute of the League of

The

classroom work.

class will be

and
classifying of printed matter, raw
materials and manufactured products available, mounting them into
permanent exhibits for classroom
Selection and use of lantern
use.
slides and stereographic views will
be discussed, and the proper manipulation of the lantern demon-

instructed

selection

the

in

Nations, the study will seek to de-

termine whether any disturbances
of sight are provoked by watching
a brilliantly lighted screen in absolute darkness, the

that a

show can

last

maximum

time

before produc-

on sight, and
which may influence the use of motion pictures for
ing a

tiring

effect

similar answers

juvenile education."

strated.

Leading
Film Exhibition at American Fair

At

the

forthcoming
in

American

Atlantic

City,

July 17th to August 27th, a motion
picture theater

is

to

authorities

scientific

throughout

world

the

are

being

The opinions expressed
report will be made public

consulted.
in the

when

the research

is

completed.

be operated

showing of
Continuous pro-

daily for the exclusive

Cameras Aid Anti-Aircraft Fire

industrial

The Army Department has announced a method by which motion
picture cameras are used to study

films.

grams will show the making of
American products, where raw materials come from and how they
are handled, transported and manufactured. Travel reels, news
be
features and comedies will
included in the entertainment features run with the industrial films.

No

admission charge will be made.
This is said to be the first attempt

make a comprehensive showing

of industrial films to a consumer

the
fire

effectiveness

of

on planes in the

The "cinematic

spotter" consists

two motion picture cameras, one
at the battery position and another
a measured distance away on the
The cameras are synchroflank.
nized by an electrical device. They
have proved

highly

public.

much
Study of Effects of Motion
Pictures on Eyesight
The League of Nations
that

is

under-

motion pictures may

produce on the eyesight of children

and young people, it was disclosed
recently by the National Society

experience

difficulty in spotting all bursts

modern

fire,

which

four-gun battery.

The motion picture cameras
work as rapidly as the guns and
show accurately on the films
whether

"The widespread use of the
cinema throughout the world now,

enough

additional possibilities for visual

anti-aircraft

reaches 100 shots a minute with a

for the Prevention of Blindness.

its

successful in

who

about targets, due to the speed of

taking an exhaustive study of the
effects

anti-aircraft

air.

of

replacing observers,

to one another.

not

called

increased

colleges

tory course in the preparation of

to

disadvantage

tem is the frequent changes in the
American personnel in the high schools,
many o^ the teachers remaining only
their contract period of two years, much
ers

the

Fair to be held

Application for the slides should

be

in

its

Lucien de Feo, Director of the International Educational Cinemato-

film-strip

equipment.

Summer

School
courses to be offered by Clark University, Worcester, Mass., is one
entitled "Visual Aids in Geography
and History." This is a laboraIncluded

on Slides

and
and

schools

in

the

shots

were

close

an enemy plane
with shrapnel or fragments of high
to spray

explosives.

:
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(March) George
Abbott, who says "The finest authors of two continents have been

Vanity Fair

Jrom Galsworthy down

hired

to

me", presents to us some old know-

new manner much

ledge in a vivid,

quoted statement,

in the tone of the

but with none the less serious a

He

punch.
"If

God

thinks that

really

was

hurry to get

in a

bigger and better miracles on the screen,

I

As

motion picture

knowing

public,

were discovered,

"tastes"

The

periment.

matinee

child's

achieve

obvious

ibut

it,

"Wanted,

A

bell

have improved, but in no other aspect have
they advanced much.
The writer
however, that the organiza-

tain well

known

the

money and

producer's

path,

make

number of bad pictures, but an amazing number of good pictures. At
and snappy

this is a fair

account of a

much bemoaned

con-

the letter from the firm of Cook,

Nathan and Lehman,

civil

is

at the direc-

Hays, Joy and MilliThe Churchman with
and The Churchman's

libel

answer

quoted here.

In reply to the above communication

The Churchman can say only

that

its

motive in dealing with the motion
picture problem and the men who are
responsible for creating it, has been to
sole

promote the

interest of public morality,

the welfare of the young,

the

Parents' Magazine (March)

In June, 1922,

Screen
titled

The Educational

published

a

report,

"An Experiment The

Matinee".

:

The

en-

protec-

editor of this de-

partment had followed closely the
experiment of the Balaban and

Katz theaters
was designed

which
to determine what
types of presentation brought the
heartiest reactions from children.
in

Chicago,

moralizing

arrayed

influences

against

them in the interest of a sordid moneymaking combination which stands conUnited States Courts of
It has done
this, and proposes to continue, under
the right of a newspaper as laid down
by Alexander Hamilton, in the case of
victed

Child's

It will

in

the

conspiracy and coercion.

Thomas

Jefferson,

President

!

The Churchman (March
Presbyterian Writes"

lish

:

of

"It consists in the right to

with

impunity,

the

motives, for justifiable

pub-

good
ends, though re-

truth,

is

"A

1)

a welcome

response on the part of one

who

Hays

efforts to silence the Presby-

terian

Church on the motion picture

with

The

problem.
Aldrich,

Field

Churchman
thanks

if

God

in

Federal
America,

assist The
Hays regime
seriously. The writer

ready

stands

Inc.,

Maude M.

writer,

Secretary,

Motion Picture Council
to

the

for the fearlessness of

The Churchman, and

all intelligent

readers should thank

God

persons as Mrs. Aldrich,

for such

who

will

stand with the fearlessness regardless of costs.

In this same issue an editorial,
from the Reformed Church, entitled "Movie
Men Threaten to
Sue", comments upon the libel
charge and the future possibilities.
.

As we have

suggested, the editor

feels that the battle will

be no medi-

ocre affair and wonders which side
will eventually

"Hays

stand secure.

Should

Go",

reprinted

from the Christian Register Unitarian,
"The Movies
the
Churches" from the Christian Century, a page of letters entitled "The
Churchman's F r ends Rally",
"Some Comments on the Movies"
from the Editor and Publisher, and
"The Critic of the Movies" from

Warn

i

the

Roman

all

review the situation and take

United States, against Henry Croswell,
to wit

be strangely fascinating to

watch results within the next
months or years
Will the combination of subtlety and money outstrip decency and justice?

;

to aid the churches in resisting the de-

The

on government, magistracy, or

individuals."

American home to prevent
spreading of ill fame abroad, and

tion of the

the

dition of affairs.

flecting

threatens too
15)

The cover of this issue titled "A
Letter and an Answer", presents

ken, charging

the real miracle, not a surprising

any rate

The

what must be done before any such
dream can be realized.

tion of Messrs.

all kinds of minor
and "must nots" thrown

across the

under the catch-

further suggests to parents

article

cer-

business demands,

at

Seitz,

slogan of "children's hour".

exi-

together with
obstacles

C.

The Churchman (February

it."

Mechanically pictures

production,

ier

Don

.a

iiiiiiiininiiinniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiKiin

has been an intimate witness of the

Hour

Children's

sounds the old

behind

obstacles

prevent the matinee as such.

tomers want and can appreciate better
stories, more honest directing and acting of integrity, those commodities will
at once be forthcoming.
"The truth is that the men in charge

gencies of time and

almost as old as

For years, thinking individuals have known that some
day it must come and for years they
have tried out various ways to

by

tion

the

the movies.

Movies",

feels,

of

question
is

the

twice as anxious to improve

sur-

despite the faulty set-up of the ex-

that precisely as soon as the paying cus-

of picture production are as conscious
of its deficiencies as are its critics, and

some

the article reported,

prising

he would turn his immediate attention
to the

null niiiniiiiin 1111(11111111111

their

Catholic

Commonweal,

stands as thinkers,

commercial

restrictions,

free

with

of
the

!
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"Let the Movie

anti-Hayes war.

Producers Sue All of Us", from
the Christian Leader, Universalist,
a

is

short,

thrills

terse

that

challenge

any reader:

Motion Picture Producers start
The Churchman they will
have the whole religious press on their
necks, and a chance to start suit against
The movies
all the rest of the papers.
are bad. It is time we waked up to the
facts.
A law suit would arouse the
country. Think of Hays on the stand
If the

suit against

"Wanted—A Leader" from
Harrison

many

Reports,

suggests

the
that

among

independent thinkers

the producers are willing to desert
the

Hays camp

if

only a leader,

strong enough to mete out defeat,
is

found.

The Educational Screen

can

only hope, with the others, that the
right

man

wins, and there

little

is

doubt, in this particular brawl, as
to the identity of the "right

The March

man".

First issue also con-

tains an editorial

from

a

again of the symptoms that are the
present war being

need of the

waged by The

Churchman.

BOOK REVIEWS
Film Technique, by V. L
Pudovkin, Victor Gollancz, London,
England.

For many moons the literati
have chattered of montage, and it
is rather a good thing that they
now have a chance to find out
what this over-exploited word
is

more

fitted to tell

them

than V. L Pudovkin? Others may
have won a reputation talking
about montage, but Pudovkin made
his

name

The End of St. Petersburg, and
Storm Over Asia. All the knowledge he gained, from these titanic endeavors, he has peptonized in several essays, some of
which have just been translated
into English.

For Pudovkin the whole
the film

is

—editing. By

actually montaging

(if

I

this

art of

what
words are to the poet. By placing two bits of film next to one
celluloid are to the cineaste

the

can
experienced
visual w i t, metaphor,
comment. The film, according to
another
achieve

Mr. Pudovkin,
the film

way

is not shot, it is
an example, from
Mother, of the Russian

Here

built.

is

by

of affecting the spectator

plastic synthesis

"The son

through editing.

sits in prison.

Sud-

denly, passed in to

him

surrepti-

tiously, he receives

a

note that

next day he

problem

is

w.as

to be free.

the

filmically, of his joy.

The

expression,

The photo-

graphing of a face lighting up
with joy would have been flat
and void of effect. I show, therefore,
the nervous play of his
hands and a big close up of the
lower half of his face, the corners
These shots I cut
of the smile.
in with other and varied material
shots of a brook, swollen with

—

the rapid flow of spring, of the

play of sunlight broken on the
water, birds splashing in the

vil-

lage pond, and finally a laughing
child."

Naturally some of the book
it

Moreover, the translator's notes
overlook some bad slips. Pudovkin is allowed to say that, in a
sequence of mixing shots, the

cameraman, having taken one
shot, must immediately begin to
take the

is

For one thing,

On

next.

apart from

whole,

the

minor lapses,
the work of annotation and translation

word

he means the arrangement, of the
various lengths of film, in sequence and rhythm. Strips of

slightly out-dated.

really means.

Who

permitted that nice word). He
of Mother,

has been the director

Lans-

downe. Pa. correspondent, "Children and the Movies", another
article entitled "Movies Condemned
by Actors' Chaplain," and a third,
titled "Bishop Stires Against the
Movies". These three articles tell
real indicators of the

am

these

excellent.

is

Gollancz

The
a

has

published,

also.

Political Censorship of

Films

pamphlet which

most

little

industriously

is

Facts

compiled.

about the stupidities of British
regulations are carefully grouped.

The Film

opened its
Although
better late than never, one can
still grumble that the presentaSociety

season with Potemkin.

tion

was not sooner.

It is a pity

to let all the films wait so long be-

fore they are
dilettante

:

shown

to the artistic

not because

it is

bad for

but because

the dilettante

bad for the prestige

it

is

of films.

OSWELL BlAKESTON

My Workbook

in Phonics, by

Marjorie Hardy, Wheeler Publishing Company, Chicago. 1929. Again

Miss Hardy adds to her already
extensive and efiicient contribution
to

training

the

phonics

and

the

of

reading.

child

in

The com-

bination of tiny pictures and cut-

outs for filling in the spaces in the
sentences,
idea.

fulfill

the wiser phonics

Without any

splitting of the

words, the child will

still

discover

those similar elements present in

words.
tion of

The contextual presentaword and illustration dis-

tinguishes Miss Hardy's work.

Silent Reading Hour Series,
Library Edition, by G. T. Buswell, Wheeler Publishing Company,
Chicago. 1929.

has been about a year in trans-

The

lation.

films

is little

sion

of

made

in

the

section on sound and

more than an expanfamous declaration

Close Up, October 1928.

"Happy Days"

for the first

and

second grades, "True Stories" for
the second and third grades, and
(Concluded on page 146)

J

;
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Theatrical Film Reviews for
(Paramount")
"

A

— Deserve the

Fair," of course.

flashes the informa-

newspaper

Fort Moultrie has
tacked Fort Sumter; a rehef

at-

that

tion

of

the

southern

map

begins to

states

around the edges
bewhiskered
and uniGuy Oliver,
blaze merrily

formed,

writes a letter to the effect

that he proposes

along this

line,

to
etc.

it

All

this

called

close

student of

movies

War

is

may
on

out

fight

symbolism, and from
the

is

the

it

symbolic in

deduce that the Civil
Should
once more.

there be any

further doubt,

is

it

soon dispelled at sight of Gary
Cooper, at first in sideburns and a

dark uniform, and later in sideburns and a light uniform, endeavoring to get himself arrested as a
spy because

he

is

carrying

ment and color

and overflowing

with that

golden

of his

him he merely
laughs and says, "Wouldn't you
like to hear a song I made up about
you?" and then he sings, gorgeously.
Lawrence Tibbett, of the
Metropolitan Opera, has a glorious
luck in the

him as possible
with him on sight,

perfectly nice Southern suitor

notwithstanding,

—

and doing

she can to prevent his capture.
of this

stories

end one way,

I

all

But

kind always

needn't

tell

you,

I

suppose, that the Brave escapes the
firing squad,

is

wounded

in a skir-

mish, and faints gracefully in the
arms of the Fair just as the Union

troops are victorious.
is

cute as the Southern

Holmes

is

Mary Brian
flirt.

Philips

very good as the disap-

pointed lover, and Gary Cooper

is,

as always, the answer to a maiden's

prayer.
(See Film Estimates for April)
[289]

THE ROGUE SONG
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
lusty legend filled with move(

A

of

selection

and great
his

first

—

It suits him
or he suits
Anyhow, the combination is
irresistible. The color photography

picture.
it.

and the supporting
cast,
headed by Catherine Dale
Owen, is fine. Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy, however, have no
legitimate place in the story, and
one wonders why they are included.
beautiful,

is

(See Film Estimates for April)

(Pathe)

Sophisticated

comedy revolving

around two people who think they
are

about

disillusioned

entirely

and who marry upon an
agreement to consider themselves
employer and employee, the wife
love,

undertaking the job at twenty-five

thousand dollars a year.
beautifully

comes along.

the

until

It

other

THE GIRL SAID NO

[291]

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

works

man

Constance Bennett

William Haines

is

this

is

—nonchalant

by

everything.

and a

Edmund

bit

bored

Lowe

makes an easy transition from barracks to drawing room, with only
an occasional remark out of the
corner of his mouth in the manner
of Sergeant Quirt. Zasu Pitts and
Roscoe Sarles are also present with
good eflfect.
(See Film Estimates for February)

makes

a talkie

is

much harder
annoys

it

just that

Leila

to bear.

whom Mr.

the pretty girl

throughout

the

Hyams
Haines
picture.

Once

in a while he
is
subdued
enough to let you see that he could
be a good actor if he wanted to, but
in general

he effervesces

over the

all

you would just love to
kill him.
Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
is in the cast, and Marie Dressier
contributes some rowdy comedy.
place until

(See Film Estimates for April)

SLIGHTLY SCARLET

[292]

(Paramount)

More

sophisticated comedy, con-

cerned this time with two crooks

who move

the best society, on

in

—independently—of an exThey meet

pensive pearl necklace.

and

and

know

the

you don't
power of love in such

cases,

you

certainly haven't been to

fall

in love,

the movies much.

if

Clive

Brook and

Evelyn Brent do well with this, but
first honors go to Eugene Pallette
as the

ron.

minor

from

millionaire

town, Ohio

—or maybe

Paul Lukas

it

Youngswas Ak-

effective in a

is

role.

(See Film Estimates for April)

a typical exponent of this sort of
thing

at large again

is

as the fresh guy, and the fact that

the trail

THIS THING CALLED LOVE

[290]

Mary Brian makes

by falling in love

since

his fair

berates

voice, youth, personality,

May

of

voice

own making. When

captive

things as hard for

—a

great

Yegor, the singing bandit Cossack,
who warbles continually the songs

false

dispatches which he hopes will mislead the enemy.

[l
I

ONLY THE BRAVE

[288]

IHIiiltlllllillllfilltlllttllllltlllltlllinilll

[293]

An

THE SKY HAWK
interesting

convincing

World War

if

cross
as

(Fox)

not, at all times,

of the

section

waged

the air

in

over London, dealing chiefly with
a young

officer

who

crashes in his

plane almost on the instant of his

departure for France.
himself

unfit for

He

renders

service,

accused of having done

it

and

is

to evade
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THE FILM ESTIMATES

r

Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

1

a..

(The film Estimates,

in

whole or in part, may be reprinted only by

Intelligent

For
Youth

Children

Adults

(15 to 20)

(under 15)

For
Titles of

Films (Actors)

<

Producers)

Benson Murder Case (William
Powell)
(Paramount)
Detectivemystery story above averagre in all

Excellent

Good of
its

kind

Good

if

not

too

kind

Better
not

No

Cheapness and vulgarity which many
Captain of the Guard (Laura LaJohn Boles) ( Univ.
Stir
unobjectionable
picture
of
stormy birth of the French Revolution, with composer of "La Marseillaise" as central figure.
Costumes,
sets and atmosphere good, but story
drags, clumsily written and directed,
and clogged with songs. More of
Laura LaPl ante's charming work,
and less of John Boles, would have

Fair

)

Entertaining

Hardly

ring,

improved

it

(Prodncers)

The Isle of Escape (Monte Blue)
(Warner) Another South Sea Island
rum-and-sex orgy, with heavy villain
(Noah Beery) and equally heavy
Betty

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

Trash

Unwholesome

No

Excellent

Total ef-

Too strong

Compson wasted.

Ladies Love Brutes. (George Bancroft )
Stupid title for Bancroft's
finest picture.
Italian immigrant,
risen
from steel -worker to contractor
by sheer power, despite
underworld enemies, foolishly aspires to marry society woman temporarily estranged from her fine
husband. Tough stuff and violence
a-plenty, but convincing human inFine
terest and appeal dominate.
dramatic crescendo and climax.

Ladles of Leisure (Barbara Stan(Columbia) Unusual picture
technically, finely acted (notably by
Barbara Stanwyck), of sincere and
human struggle of "party girl" to
leave her shady past when real love

wyck)

think funny.

Plante,

Titles of Films (Actors)

hero.

Funny of

Intelligent

For

thrilling

its

arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For

respeetB. Initial situation skilfully
built up, suspense well managred.
well acted by whole cast and notably
by Powell as Philo Vance. A better
picture of this kind could hardly be
made. Violence and shooting" kept
down to minimum, but possibly too
thrilling- for sensitive children.

Be Yourself (P'anny Brice) (U.A.)
Cabaret-singrer (heroine) lives with
the lazy prize-fighter (hero), and
gold-diggine vamp with the other.
When her fig-htcr loses, vamp steals
heroine's. Three fig'hts in ring, three
in cabaret, mawkishly sentimental
songs, continuous night club life,

special

fect

good

By no

Interesting

Dangerous

Perhaps

Perhaps

Hardly

Good

Very good

Good tho

mesiM

comes. For the immature, fun lies
in morally lawless conduct, risque
drinking.
wisecracking.
hilarious
Wealth and pleasure seem sufficient
in life, no need for moral considerations.

The Last Dance (Vera Reynolds)
(Audible) A dance-hall Cinderella
aspires to secure a 'refined' husband, pretends to be engaged to one

much.

'

'

Crazy That Way (Joan Bennett)
(Fox) Stupid story ridiculously loid.
badly over-acted by Jason Robards
and others. As poor as a movie in

Stupid

Stupid

and finally wins him.
moments, but uneven.

Light of Western Stars (Richard
Arlen and Mary Brian) (Para) An
excellent Western, with usual gunplay and villainy, but above average
for convincing action and appealing
human quality. Richard Arlen acts
and speaks as well as he can in an
excellent role, Mary Brian and Fred
Kohler are good. Vigorous and

the early days.

Double Cross Roads (Lila Lee)
(Fox) Super-crook melodrama, with
two gangs instead of one. and not
an honest eharacter in the cast.

Trashy

Unwhole-

some

Plenty of action, with ingrained
crookedness back of practically every
n>ove and motive. Hero and heroine
win by triple-crossing the double-

wholesome picture of

crossers.

Free and Easy (Buster Keaton)
Mostly inane and harmless, but attains cheapness in spots.
Probably stupidest Keaton picture to
date. Poor Buster Keaton's voice!

Stupid

Harmless

Hardly

Hardly

No

(M-G-M)

Hold Your

Man (Laura

LaPlante)

(tJniv.) Cheap story of young wife
leaving home to study art in Paris,
near-divorce and final reconciliation.
Waste of Laura LaPlante who can
do such charming comedies as "Scandal" and "Finders Keepers."

Ingagi
(Sir
Hubert Winstead)
(Congo) Another one of the epidemic of African-hunt pictures, full
of striking and thrilling scenes, with
good spoken English accompanying
it,
but unfortunately more or less
"faked"in spots. Gorillaa-and-women
element very objectionable. Some
close-ups of death struggles rather

Rather Interestinff

Doubtful

Doubtful

In the Next

Room

(Jack Mulhall)

Ordinary

Fair

Doubtful

its

Western

exciting

kind.

Loose Ankles (Loretta Young and
Doug Fairbanks Jr.) (First Nat'l)
Stupid comedy, poorly acted, cheap
and vulgar at times. Its high point
Is the drunken antics of two old
maid aunts in a cafe.

Stupid

Trashy

No

Lovin* the Ladles (Richard Dix)
(R. K. O.) Far-fetched and silly
story of cultured electrician and
butler supposedly superior to their
rich employers. Hired to make love
to one "society" girl, hero is pursued by three others and marries a
fifth.
Nothing objectionable save
one cheap exhibition of girl forcing
ardent caresses on unwilling hero.
Dix overacts considerably, trying to
make the merely ridiculous funny.

Stupid

More or less
amusing

interest

Mamba (Jean Hersholt) (Tiffany)
fine actor. Jean Hersholt. here
used as swinish, despicable rich German (South Africa, 1013) who replaces native mistress with girl he
bought in Europe to marry. Cruel
and bestial toward every one. he
loses her to young German officer
and dies himself. All color, striking
photography.
The

strong.

(First Nat'l) Mysterious murders in
old house, weird characters acting
weirdly to produce artificial thrills,
young reporter solves it.

Some good

Strong but
unpleasant

Of

little

—

)
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For
Titles of

Films (Actors) (Prodocers)

Antonio

intelligent

For
Tonth

AdalU

(15 to 20)

Hardly

(Leo

Carrillo)
of a wanand his
half-wit brother. More or less human interest, but Carrillo's acting is
its only merit.

Mister

I

;

For
Children
(nnder 15)

dering- Italian organ-grinder

(Billie
Other
Tomorrow
The
Dove) (First Nat'l) Charming, romantic picture of real life in Georgia, sincerely and wholesomely done,
with fine dramatic climax, tragic
but true and naturally achieved.
The jealous husband theme, well and
convincingly handled, with some fine
character work and good singing besides. Charming rural backgrounds.

Puttln*

On
(U.

(Harry
Ritz
Painfully con-

the
A.)

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

Notable

Strong
but ffood

Beyond
them

Fair

Harmless

Little
interest

Good of

Entertainins

Doubtful

French spy and German countess
during the world war in which
duty tragically wins out over love.

—

Light but

Very good

rharming

Beyond

them
Three Sisters ( Louise Dresser
fFox> Poor picture made with best
intentions to portray humble life in
northern Italy during great war.
Clumsily told, poorly directed, amateurishly acted except by Louise
Dresser. Could have been very human and appealing.

Perhaps

PfUnted Faces (Joe E. Brown)
(Tiffany) A circus story of a miu"der and jury trial. The vote stands
eleven to one to convict the clown
but the twelfth juror finally confesses the murder and the details are
pictured in flashbacks.

Richman)

(Producera)

Thip. Mad World (Basil Rathbone)
Strong, interesting, beau( M-G-M )
tifully spoken, finely acted, closely
knit, Romeo and Juliet theme—of a

Hardly

The adventures

(Tiffany)

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

Pretentious

Hardly

Tnder a Texas Moon (Frank Fay
and Raquel Torres) (Warner) Glorified, romantic Western in full color,
with Frank Fay perfect as the

kind

its

happy-go-lucky, dauntless, philandering hero-bandit. Incessant kissmg. but otherwise unobjectionable
and not suggestive. Story weak
dramatically, with some silly moments, but runs smoothly, entertain-

doubtful

ingly,

ceited hero climbs from "song plugging" to Broadway stardom, drop-

and with much human

interest.

ping his old friends as he
new and richer ones from the night

collects

Vengeance

Disillusioned at finding he is
merely a clown to them, he proceeds
to go blind from drink. Richman
acts, speaks and einge with much
self-assurance, but little charm. One
beautiful color sequence of "Alice
in Wonderland."
clubs.

Show

Hollywood

of

Amusing

Hardly

No

Stronsr but

No

No

Perhaps

Perhaps

Young Eagles

(Charles

Rogers)

(Para) Another airplane-spy-great
war romance decidedly below par.
Buddy Rogers' limited acting and

Mediocre

speaking ability are quite eclipsed
by Paul Lucas' work as the German
airman. Plot confused, picture as a

Hardly

Son; of the West (John Boles)

unpleasant

and east, showing utter
disintegration of character and conduct in men marooned on a rubber
plantation in hottest and wettest
Africa. Thoroughly unwholesome for
the young, morbid and depressing
for everyone.

regular musical comedy style. More
or less amusing and harmless.

all

Hardly

producer

—

futile

(Colum-

White Cargo (Leslie Faber) (Brttish) Well acted and faithful pictxirizing of the stage play, by English

(

(Warner) Costly but

Holt)

etc., etc.

(Alice
First
White and Jack Mulhall )
Nat'l )
Moviedom again exploiting
itself, with the movie-mad girl lured
to Hollywood by man who offers to
put her in pictures it is hie specialty.
Usual big-eyed, "cute and
cunning" vapid acting by heroine.
No offensive scenes of sex-appeal.
fighting, drinking, or gunplay. Some
color scenes of stage dancing in the
Girl

(Jack

bia) Sexy drama laid where African
heat disintegrates men into beasts.

Western,

in color, beautiful scenery, gor-

whole quite disappointing.

geous costumes, full ballets doing
modern dance steps in frontier barrooms, up-to-date jazz songs and
music throughout supposed to be

—

California in '49
Dramatically, a
hash of hokum and wooden acting
by hero, who appears contemptible
most of the time.
!

!

Spring Is Here

(Bemice Claire)
Very thin and largely
silly
farce-comedy of two lovers
after one heroine. Misunderstanding
achieved by having the shy lover
caught kissing most of the other

BEST RECENT FILMS FOR THE FAMILY
Silly

(First Nat'l)

women

to make heroine
Some funny work by Ford

Perhaps
funny

Of

little

interest

The Aviator
Burning Up
Devil

Footlights and Fools

The Great Gabbo
Half Way to Heaven

jealous.
Sterling.

His First Command
Hit the Deck

much

ordinary singing and mediocre
acting by moat of the cast.

Hunting Tigers

Such iMen Are Dangerous

(

Warner

Fox
Rich but hideous
husband loses his bride disappears
from airplane in mid-channel seeks
revenge through plastic surgery but
Baxter )

(

)

— —

Go Places
Johnny Jones
Lone Star Ranger
Not So Dumb
Let's

Little

May Care

Entertaining

Probably
harmless

Beyond
them

It's

in India

a Great Life

*

'

Married in Hollywood
Nix on Dames
Seven Days Leave
Seven Keys to Baldpate

Shannons of Broadway
The Vagabond King

Especially good for children

finds happiness instead. Farfetched
but well acted and interesting.

NOTE—

The Film Estimates omit the

notations, "talking**

and

^'silent" unless required in particular cases. Practically all films

are available in both versions and the ''sound** version will generally be shown wherever the theatre equipment permits.
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Everybody

service.

patriotically

shuns him except his

sweetheart,

but he buys a useless plane, secretly
reconditions

it,

self splendidly
lin

and redeems himby battling a Zeppe-

single-handed in

of

full sight

all

Helen Chandler, John
and Gilbert Emery are

London.
Garrick,

on

The

battlefield.

story

is

on the framework of his trial,
all but the ending being told by the
This is a real
defense attorney.
tear-jerker, although

it

has

its

brief

comedy moments. Betty Compson,
Henry Walthall, and Ferdinand
Schumann-Heinck in support.
{See Film Estimates in this issue)

featured.
{See Film Estimates for April)

[297]

Paramount)
of the most melodious of

recent operettas reaches the screen

highly

in

Dennis King, the

McDonald

Jeanette

Villon,

Lady

as

of the

creator

part, as Francois

with

form,

attractive

Catherine, and

O. P. Heggie as Louis XI. This
romantic and delightfully sugar-

who

coated tale of the poet-rascal

became king for a
day, and saved Paris from the Burgundians, has the charm of fine
settings and color, and gorgeous
medieval costumes, and is further
enhanced by the fine voices of Mr.
King and Miss McDonald, and the
lovely melodies of Rudolph Friml.
so amazingly

{See Film Estimates for March)

(

Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer)

King Vidor's saga of
race
It

Negro

the

interesting but long-drawn.

is

catches very well the essential

characteristics

of

happy nature,
high

his

his

simplicity,

his

emotionalism,

The

show.

—

Negro

the

cast, all

of

love

his

Negro,

is

Nina Mae McKinney

[296]

BLAZE

0'

GLORY
(Sono-Art)

Eddie

story

little

singer

he

DowHng

—that

who

has

theater,

has a rather sad
of

a

f

Dorothy

story, cen-

tering around the trek to California
in '49, is decrepit

and quite

illogi-

and not Mr. Boles, nor Vivienne Segal, nor Joe E. Brown, nor
the rest of the good cast can do
cal,

much

anything

to help

"Adventure Stories" for the third
and fourth grades, furnish the
modern child with reading material
to build his vision, enrich his back-

home

ground, and bring

him,

to

it.

not only the "smallness" of his

{See Film Estimates in
[298]

{Concluded from page 142)

own

this issue)

broad country, but the nearness and

ANNA CHRISTIE
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
fine performance of Eugene

The

kinship of the world.

set-up

{

A

O'Neill's well

one

known

concerned.

upon

naturally

cause

it

is

her

play by every

Interest

first

centers

Garbo be-

Greta

talking picture.

vibrant

of these readers

particularly

illustrations,

ful.

Done

subjects

in far perspectives, the

treated

to

thoroughly suited to the character

pictures present as

George

Marion plays
it,

stimulate

the

imagination of the child in no ordi-

nary

Chris again as only he can do

the

in

"Adventure Stories", most delight-

voice with an occasional guttural R,

she plays.

charming, the

is

"bookish"

these

fashion,

happy an experience as must the smooth and well
balanced pages of print.

The

child's

and Marie Dressier has an individCharles
ual triumph as Marthy.

eager curiosity must pass from the

Bickford

more remote and unfamiliar with

is

excellent as the stoker,

{See Film Estimates for March)

SARAH AND SON

impressed more and more
with every picture she makes, by
the conviction that Ruth Chatterton
is

truly a fine artist.

ization of

Her

Sarah Storm

device like

"Happy Days",

that of suspense in

yet suspense not too sustained for

(Paramount)

is

A

keen appreciation.

Matt.

[299]

near-at-home-subject matter to the

the span of the child's reading at-

An

tention, interests a

reviewer.

story

presents

the

Scissors Grinder, the Balloon

Man

introductory

character-

and the Pop Corn Man, leaving

magnifi-

the reader with a question as to

is

in

eventually leaves her, taking their

character training in their "lesson".

In a des-

baby which he gives to a wealthy,
childless couple. The main part of

One

in

when
the

and comes back broken

moment he kills a man, a
German whose life he has spared

perate

o

what the new day

success

health, his voice gone.

direction

Arzner.

As a German girl making her
own way in New York, she marries
a shiftless vaudeville performer who

vaudeville

goes to war just

reached

telligent

BOOK REVIEWS

The

in other pictures.

One

{See Film Estimates for November)

Phillip de

theme has received better treatment

in the leading

parts.

and

Jr.,

{See Film Estimates for April)

well

handled, with Daniel Haynes and

incidental to

son,

song and John Boles' voice, this
The
picture has nothing to offer.

She reveals a heavy but

HALLELUJAH

[295]

her

which are her great success as an
opera singer, and her love affair
with the lawyer who helps her to
find the boy.
Miss Chatterton is
to be congratulated upon the fine
supporting cast which
includes
Frederick March, Gilbert Emery,
Lacey, and upon the extremely in-

(

One

search for

Fuller Mellish,

SONG OF THE WEST

(Warner Brothers)
Aside from one rather tuneful

THE VAGABOND KING

[294J

the

built

cent.

the story

is

taken up with Sarah's

for each worker.
follow,

stories

cannot

three stories

that carry implied

find

reading series
of today.

will bring forth

The

for

too

many such

the youngsters
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of the Commercial

Museum

Charles K. Toothaker

Museum

Curatqr of the Commercial

tN PHILADELPHIA
X

years

began sys-

work for the
The Museum has

educational

help of schools.

The Museum

thirty

Philadelphia

Museum

Commercial
tematic

the

ago,

veloped

Museum

in
Pennsylvania more than six
thousand collections of specimens

most important
commercial products and industries
of the world and showing the materials which make up the bulk of
the world's commerce. These collections accompanied by a series of
the

work

of

A

lesson

given to

is

which arriving

class,

prepared and distributed to schools

illustrating

plan

"lessons" in contrast

call

to "lectures".

one

has, therefore, de-

another

which we

of Philad elphia

accordance

at the

Museum has presented a series
of lectures on commerce, geography and industry for the
the

schools

These

vicinity.

fully

of

with

this

work and

always absolutely

is

Education, the pupils learn the fun-

the

in

past,

Here the

pupils are to study.

chil-

dren are seated on chairs placed
temporarily

among

the cases

and

Museum is roped
an hour so that other visi-

this part of the
off for

One

tors will not interfere.

in

of our

the glass cases, but illustrated

also by

specimens temporarily on

and

the

damentals

of

some

industrial process.

important

They

learn not

merely by hearing or by seeing but
by actually doing. If the lesson is

on silk, every child unwinds silk
from a cocoon; if the lesson is on
rubber, the pupils add acid to the
milk and make plantation rubber
themselves; in a lesson on wheat,
they grind the grain, sift it through
bolting cloth

and make

flour.

Reach the Mind Through

class

lectures

the Eye!

is

usually attended by about five hun-

Do it with the help of Pathe educational films.
Teachers aid pamphlets on all classroom subjects explain, step for step, the most effective
Lists, prices, etc. on
use of this material.

dred pupils, the group being composed of classes of the same grade,

from a number of

different schools.

After the lecture, the pupils study
the exhibits in the Museum which
apply to the same subject. Helpful
as

the

lectures

.Museum's
evident to
to

exhibits
that

all

it

it is

should

—

Atlantic

PATHE EXCHANGE,
35

Editor's note
^Abstract of an address
given at the Tenth Annual Meeting of
the National Academy of Visual In-

February 25-26,

MOTION PICTURES

be

not possible

large groups.

City,

1930.

New

Jersey.

Use coupon.

PATHE

see the

do the best of teaching with such

struction,

request.

are to the pupils

who hear them and who

lesson,

study prescribed by the Board of

lectures are care-

Each of these

of

benefit of

Philadelphia

correlated

work.

course

closely correlated with the

is

rangements made

teachers takes charge of the class

the

class

is

conducted to the exhibit which the

and gives a lesson illustrated not
merely by the specimens placed

years,

the

an integral part of the course of

with

been sent as gifts to the schools en-

For more than twenty-five

In

which

ar-

in

carefully chosen photographs have

tirely free of cost.

where the things may

o])en tables

be touched and handled.

West

45th

Please send

St.,

me

Inc.,

New York
full

(Dept. ES-530)
City

information on Pathe Pictures for classroom use.

Name
Address

Name

of

Projector

We
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from a discarded

RUSSIAN
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

wooden frame. This frame

and produced by Russian

necessary to transport the

it

City, N. Y.

is

screen

through doors, the upper portion
swung down on hinges.

AMKINO CORPORATION
New York

When

center of the screen.

Educational Film Department
Avenue

made

is

of two sections which meet on a
horizontal line somewhat above the

experts and educators.
Full particulars, lists and dates of releases from:

723 Seventh

filler

material and stretched over a light

Geographical, medical, biological and physiological
films, edited

piece of canvas,

treated with a suitable white

is

This screen, when placed in front
of the auditorium curtains,

course of study

that the

find

In cooperation

in

Philadelphia describes the study of

Wildman,

with Dr. E.

E.

Educa-

Director, Science

an elementary grade.

tion,

Philadelphia Board of Educa-

It

became evident that the teachers
the schools had never seen
enough of quarries and had too litof the subject to
tle knowledge

tion,

we have given

in

science for the help of Junior

quarrying

make

in

understandable

really

it

to

So we built a minquarry and arranged that in

young

children.

iature

every lesson, an actual blast of real

powder

shall be set off

rock

of

in

the

and a piece

quarry

shall

be

the pupils use small drills to bore

small
drills

holes

rock but the

soft

in

are of exactly the same type

as those used in a quarry.

We

be-

by these methods we are
processes and
giving a true understanding of
commercial materials which the pupils will get in no other way.
lieve that

teaching

This science
on commercial products
and industries, aiming to bring out
the
connection between botany,
chemistry and other sciences on the
one hand, and the actual nature and
use of commercial materials on the
Schools.

touched

The Museum has been requested

industrial

so frequently

to

of specimens that

cabinet

the

sell

we have

our-

felt

forced into the business of

selves

some such material

offering

for

school use outside of the State of

Pennsylvania.
able to

we

In the State

same lessons of

service to the

State and

schools of the

we

are,

therefore, supplying to teachers in

is

impossible.

institution.

rubber

cotton,

other substances as

we

milk

Those

interested

in special details are

always invited

Museum

or to write to

to visit the

more

New

and

use in the

Screen for Schools

To meet a problem which is rathcommon to the schools of recent

er

At the request of Dr. Edwin W.
Adams, of the Philadelphia Normal School, we have prepared a

construction which have a combi-

on the suband organizamuseum and
of lessons on

special series of lessons

tion

of

the content

a

school

another brief series
the

making of

projects.

expense of placing dark

to the

nation stage and auditorium, Louis

A. Astell,
at

the

West
signed

in

charge of Visual Aids

Community High
Chicago,
a

The

School,

gym windows.

Recent Writings
"The Need of Teacher Training in
Education" by Lawrence R.

—

Winchell appears

New

of the
tion.

the January issue
Jersey Journal of Educain

Mr. Winchell

states that capable

teachers need training in the
of

visual

education,

new

only

not

field

the

in

handling of machines but in the technique of teaching with visual aids.

"Our normal schools and

colleges

have

matter, and text books, but practically
is

being done in training teach-

ers in the proper use of such tools as

and projection aphave found visual materials
and apparatus used in a haphazard
fashion and with little knowledge of any
definite technique governing their employment. This must not continue."
objective

paratus.

materials

We

Stereopticon

of the

at

Brooklyn Technical High School," by
Wesley E. McArdell, in the November
issue of Bulletin of

how

High

Points,

tells

certain problems in instruction

i;i

machine shop have been satisfactorily solved by special applications of
the

the stereopticon.

This school has also

evolved a unique method of projecting

meters and pyrometers so that
an entire class can witness phenomena.
electric

has

Illinois,

semi-collapsible

screen surface

de-

screen

The author
work of this

declares

own

was made

optical bench

and

which stands firmly upon
feet.

the

all

the

definite information.

lesson described.

ject of

went

curtains on

"Special use

Pennsylvania such samples of un-

ginned

unless

nothing

side of the State this

us for

impossible

be trained in the proper use of subject

this

these

was
community

picture curtain in the daytime

do a certain amount of work
Out-

without cost to the schools.

ban, has asked us to try to

Homake

torium are unified, whereas formerly the use of the regular moving

recognized the fact that teachers should

tion in Pennsylvania, Dr. C. F.

Instruc-

pictures at

are

The preceding is a brief summary of the educational work of

The Director of Visual

show

Visual

other hand.

In the same lesson,

blasted out.

work in
High
work has

special

makes
any
time of the day in schools where
the basketball floor, stage and audipossible to

it

its

sort

is

a

a

requisite

for

a lantern with an

powerful illuminant.

[
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FILMO
SCHOOL PROJECTOR
speeds learning

"Under
the
A Fitmo Library Educational Film temg shown by Dr.
to

a High School

5. itnce

Redenbaiigh

Southern

Class with Filmo Projector

SCIENCE — history— civics — any

class using Filmo
School Projector is bound to be hours, days, often
months ahead of classes without it. It puts life in action
before an entire group. It takes students to foreign ports
and into inaccessible laboratories. It supplants "still"
photos and lengthy explanations with living demonstra-

tions that are instantly understood.

Wm. A. Redenbaugh, head of the Science Depanment,
Broadway High School, Seattle, says:
"We have been using the Filmo Projeaor in our science
classes for nearly three years and have found the machine
very satisfactory. Both students and teachers learn to operate the machine very quickly and get excellent results. It
throws a well illuminated and steady picture, and owing
to the simplicity of instructions does not easily get out of
order. We have as yet had no repairs on our machine."

Write for folder, "Filmo

in

Cross"

The

Startlingly Different

Drama of Untamed Maoris
A N INTENSE New Zealand drama depicting
* the lives of the Maori tribes show^ing their

^

unusually w^ild state of life, 'weird dances, unusual betrothal ceremonies and methods of
primitive w^arfare.
Highly recommended by
Censor Boards, Boards of Education, and the
Motion Picture Bureau of the International
Federation of Catholic Alumnae, it is now^
available for immediate use at a very nominal
fee.

Schools and Colleges" and for
the

name of the

free demonstration in yourschool.
Fitmo 57-E Special School Projector, 2^0 watt,
^ amt> lamp, fixed resistance, 4^-50 condenser,
geared rewind, large type sprockets and safety

With special new style school base
$20}. Other models from i 198 up.

shutter.

BELL &

OWE

H

case,

L L

\lewYork

HOWELL
•

•

London

(B.

&

H. Co.,

Ltd.)

•

Estahlished 1907

—

UNIVERSAL

PICTURES CORPORATION
730

CO., Dept. Q, 1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III

Hollywood

of Maoris of New Zealand, have juat
'Under the Southern Cross' a wonderful picture and
remarkably faithful record of old Maori customs and traditions.
Because you attempted a great undertaking in sending a company far across the seas in order that the Maori
may be visualized on the motion picture screens of the world,
we send you our eternal gratitude, Kia Ora."
<7(tc/ Mita Taupopiki.

"We. the Arawa Tribe
seen

Carl Laemtnle, Pres.

Filmo
BELL &

Read This Wire

nearest Filmo

dealer who will gladly arrange for a

FIFTH AVE.

NON-THEATRICAL

NEW YORK

DIV.

CITY
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The

Film Review

The National Parks
for

Under the Southern Cross
reels)

Visual Education
Lantern Slides,
Travelogues,

Universal Film

(7

Exchanges

—Here a feature of exceptional quality and entertainment
value — likewise of marked educavalue—and
has been
Inc.

film

is

tional

Moving Pictures

nitely

defi-

it

assigned

by Universal

for

non-theatrical distribution.

LANTERN

SLIDES

Under

MOVING PICTURES
both

3 5

mm.

(standard)

as actually

Southern Cross

lived

New

Maoris of

is

a

by

famous
man-

the

Zealand.

It

ages to portray, not only the phy-

and its
inhabitants, but in large measure
the distinctive temperament and
character of the Maoris as a race.
facts of the country

sical

and 16 mm.
Published by

Henry G. Peabody
p.

the

O. Box 111

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

It is

a film-document in Anthropol-

ogy of unusual quality and at the
same time intensely interesting as
sheer

—

entertainment

common

Send for Catalogues

achievement

a

New

official

none too
picture

in

preserving faithfully racial

life

before

disappearing

ually

march of

To

civilization.

matic story value, the scenario uti-

an ancient legend of two war-

lizes

opposite sides of an active volcano
called

The Dragon's

(Some

Pit.

necessary faking here

is

non-genuine stuff in the

the only

film.)

other a daughter, and the two
young people furnish the charming
romance that runs convincingly and
by no means smoothly throughout
the story.

The
of

picture

domestic

is

replete with bits

activities,

weaving, and manual

cookery,

—

odd imequipment
plements and primitive
arts

A T
Now

I

N

Available

A

Use of these illustrations -will aid you in your efforts and 'will result in vast improvement in
the general -work of your Latin students.
Full details regarding the various topics included in
K67 a booklet which you may have for the asking.
this set of 20 filmslides 'will be found in

THE AENEID OF VERGIL—is

—

especially adaptable to the 'work this year in connection w^ith
of celebrating the Bimillennixtm Vergilianum. You w^ill surely 'want this set of
two films as a basis for your Vergilian program. This will give you 84 carefully selected pictures.
Take advantage of them.

many methods

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

Branches

New York
Boston

L,

—

Chicago

Wa shington

One

of the tribal chiefs has a son, the

complete visualization of First Year Latin is no'w offered for the use of teachers in conjunction -with their regular class program. The illustrations contained in these filmslides 'will do much
to increase interest in Latin and 'will tend to add life to the subject.

the

the

get dra-

(Concluded on page 154)

Filmslides

—

and

primitive customs which are grad-

production.

L

in

Zealand for the purpose of

ring tribes of Maoris that lived on

vivid picturization of primitive life

TRAVELOGUES,

was proposed by the

film

daughter of an English

Minneapolis

San Francisco
Los Angeles
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Visual Education in Europe
{Concluded from page 133)

and shows by skeletons, wax models, casts and prepared dissections

man and

organs of

different

the

of

the development

This

animals.

finest

evidences of

evolution in animals.

Fine statues

is

one of the

are dedicated to Cuvier,

Lamark,

sistance,

and other original apparatus.
The original apparatus of Lavoisier, Coulomb, the first sewing

eries, 41031.

machine of Thimonnier and the beginning of the dynamo by Gramme
who made the ring armature m

scenes and places are available.

1851,

1871,

conditions

reconstruct

in

the Arctic, the Sahara Desert, and

The monotony

the African Sudan.

of formal displays

The

attractive scenes

and

interesting

replaced by

is

animals, the plants, and natural

landscapes,

wonderfully well ar-

all

ranged and lighted, give a vivid and
true picture of the different regions.

The

halls

or galleries in which

these panorama displays are shown
are 75 by 100 feet and great care is
given to the correct details and the

The experiment

scientific facts.

by Pascal.

who
The

museum

educational

the

to

general

public.

This

the

is

first

established

in

PRINTS," which has been

development of motors.

it

is

a

only asset and they are poorly ar-

ranged and displayed.

tures with real art value.

in

the

museum

are

specific

Les Archives Photographiques

As the

d'Art et d'Histoire

The

source,

ofificial

Rue de

is lo-

it

Valois, Paris.

This remarkable collection of negatives is housed in the former royal

The

Palais-Royal.

many

sub-

and nearly all of the art treasures of France are included. Mile.
curator and the
J. Fischbacher is
jects

are wonderfully well made, really

be listed here. These are 9x12 and

works of

are sold at about 5 francs duty free

general

all

time.

art; but the displays for

educational

purposes

are

defective as very few labels, almost

no diagrams, and no clear explanations are used.

Part of the building

is

an old

photochrome

control of the Minister of Public

bis

sonable.

Some sample

to educational

prints

institutions

United States.
Trocadero, 41093

;

may

in the

Arc de Tri-

omphe, 31002; Groups in relief on
Arc de Triomphe, 41179; The Re-

project,

an

being offered. The complete
series of beautiful seven-color

lent

1

initial

entirely new and modern set
of 30 religious Art pictures,
in large and small sizes, is

and one of

prices for excellent prints are rea-

paratus of

recently

its

machines and apThe models

lection of tools,

founding

organized for the
purpose of meeting
the need for educational pic-

materials

200,000 negatives are of

that

article will

issue.

The

in the

and displaying tools valuable in the
arts and trades. The greatest value
is

The seventh

appear in the June

"INTERNATIONAL ART-

stables of the

storehouse of a very extensive col-

the sixth article in the

pioneer

a

as

place

its

1794 for the purpose of making

of the Conservatoire

is

All friends of visual education will take great interof
est in the

cated at

of the industrial

museums and was

The above

series of seven.

work of Daguerre and other photoThe original
pioneers.
graphic
made in
Cugnot
of
vehicle
motor

Instruction of France and

Conservatoire of Arts and Trades

of the Napoleonic pictures
which are extensive and authentic.

made

Announcement

1770 has

A

may be

large amount of original apparatus
relative to the daguerreotype, the

photographs, is the Archives
Photographiques d'Art et d'HisThis institution is under the
toire.

value

series

historic

a

display;

photographic

tensive

a prophecy

It is

historic

The marmite by Papin,

the best sources in Paris for excel-

of what the museums of the future
will do to make their displays of

Jardin des Tuil-

masterpieces,

splendid

weights

of

;

Complete catalogs of monuments,
buildings,

Very extenand

there.

display in natural his-

tory in Europe.

Pantheon, 41031

discovered expansion of steam.
galvanic pile of Volta. An ex-

a relief

tive

first practical

measures and the basis of the metric system. The counting machines

is

from the formal scientific
It is the most attracclassification.

all

collection

sive

Musee D'Orleans
This is a unique museum adjacent to the Jardin des Plantes. Its
displays

which was the

dynamo, are

Buffon and others.

41104; The Peace, 41103;

church beneath the dome of which
hangs the Foucault pendulum of

'

prints,

depict-

ing the Life of Jesus, will
number 60 pictures, the first
edition of which has already
been fully subscribed in Europe.

Another leading feature is
250 Art subjects, beautifully reproduced
in colors, made from the
original paintings of famous
old masters and outstanding
contemporary artists.
to be a series of

International Artprints
For full informatioH address
59 E. Madison Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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the commercial firms whose activities have an important hearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, toithin
necersary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers
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Films for Educational Use
field

of

education are already begin-

ning to loom large on the horizon.

culum for the public

Two
are

schools.

of the films, for example,

"Our Government

now studying what used to
known as "Civil Government."

sters

be

at

Two

other films of the five are

Work",

particularly significant

and unique,

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,

prepared by Dr. William

Cooper,

for they contribute to the training

a subsidiary of the Western Elec-

U. S. Commissioner of Education,
and J. W. Crabtree, Secretary of
the National Education Association and "Old Tunes for New"
which is an analysis of popular
music for classes in music appreciation.
The former film gives the

of teachers, instead of the teaching

have completed production
of a number of special films, with
complete equipment needed for
tric Co.,

school projection and sound-repro-

by

duction

the

Western

Electric

Five of these productions

system.

J.

of pupils, and should find a con-

spicuous place in the professional
side

of

education,

the

teacher-

;

and
Pedagogy departments of universities.
These experimental film-

training schools, the Normals,
the

productions are called
Professional Study

"A Case

—First

for

Grade",

and "A Case for Professional
Study Sixth Grade".

—

The
cussed

Grade picture is disand explained by Louise

Stone,

of

First

Schools,

The

the

New

first

Bronxville

Public

York, as follows:

grade film shows you

a part of the school day, beginning
with the period preceding the opening of school and extending thru a
group meeting. This is followed by
definitely

planned

activities

which

take place while the teacher works
with a reading study group. The
majority of the children are six
years of age and have been in the
four
first
grade approximately

months.

were shown to assembled educators
N. E. A. convention at
Atlantic City.
To smaller groups
they had already been demon-

at the last

strated previously.

Not only did

the films receive general approval

from

the

aroused

educators

genuine

but

have

enthusiasm

in

So much so that
definite surveys are under way in
at least two cities where the showings were held with the idea of

many

quarters.

dialogue between the U. S.

Com-

missioner himself and two Junior

High School boys supposed

to visit

him with various suggestions on the
government.

workings

o

questions

and answers

f

The

are

then

richly supplemented in the film

by

pictorial presentations of the actual
activities

in

Washington

that

are

including provisions in the budget

under discussion. The President,
Vice-President and many other
government officials appear per-

mo-

sonally, giving the film vivid reality

next year's curri-

and strong appeal for the young-

for the introduction of sound
tion pictures

in

of interests and
are displayed as soon as
the children enter the room. They

The wide range

Sixth Grade students as they appear in the talking picture,

abilities

immediately

You

choose

their

work.

how each

child pursues his own interest in spite of the
noise in the room, and in spite of
will notice

unusual conditions prevailing
during the taking of this picture.

the

Many of the children's interests
carry over from day to day. This
is shown by the boy who is making a slide for his sister's doll, by
the girl who is illustrating her origthe teacher has
inal story which
typed for her, and by the child who
set of clay dishes.
is finishing a
Even in this individual period,
there is a need for co-operation and

:
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Several of the boys, hav-

see that children, interested in the

ing similar interests, have planned

same kind of expression, have
formed small social groups and are
working together to solve some
common problem and to answer
questions that members of the class

sharing.

to

A bed for the
together.
and the big chair are being

work

doll

constructed

in

co-operative

this

manner.

have asked concerning the subject.

The plans for the day include a
demand for group reading, nature

second group under observaare making linoleum block
prints of undersea life. In connection with life science, an extensive
study of this life was made during
Practically every
the fall term.
child has used some of the facts

study, English and social activities.
During the class meeting, the individual is eager to share the result
of his work period, to accept the
children's approval, their criticisms

and suggestions.

genuine
helps

This

of the child

the case
tributing

an
give

original

seen in
is con-

story.

and take of

establish

to

is

who

standards

The
ideas
for

improve-

contacts and for
ment of technique.
social

Comments on the Sixth Grade
picture are made by Margaret Batten, also of the Bronxville Schools,

as follows

the picture we see three
groups at work. The first group is
composed of children interested in
their electrical experiments. All the
pupils in the class are studying
electricity, thus making this subject the present paramount interest.

In

First Graders, very busy.

Since the entire class must master
certain

facts

and terms

in

this

study, they must all participate in
class discussions, required readings
and in finding answers to questions
that arise in the solution of problems. Thus the entire class is
engaged in the study from the
factual side, but the work period
supplies to individuals and groups
opportunity to express their findings and interests in experiments,
pictures, oral and written English,

dramatics or any
pression that they

medium

may

of ex-

elect.

We

A

tion

learned as

imaginary

a

basis

for

own

his

expressing
The process

picture,

thru this medium.
simple and is an excellent
developing co-ordination.

way

it

of

at

A

teacher has encouraged him by having some of the pictures framed
for room decorations. The paintings of horses is another illustraThis is an interest carried
tion.
over from a study of animals made
Such indiseveral years before.
vidual studies give the pupils an
opportunity to utilize their own
experiences and their own particular aptitudes.

In this sixth grade class, there is
no end to a school day as far as
In
the actual work is concerned.
all subjects, the pupil starts each
day's work exactly where he left
Thru the use
oflf the day before.
of the goal card, every child knows
what is ahead and he plans his
work accordingly. The pupils like

and assume

all

re-

for their work that
under any other organization would
be impossible.
sponsibility

The Educational Screen,
Date

Chicago.

Enter
my subscription at
(new or renewed) this
coupon entitling me to free copy

—

$2.00

new
Films" when
of

the

edition
it

of

appears.

"1001

is

giving special attention to

developing Stillfilm Teacher Aids.

The manufacturers

of Stillfilm are

going about this matter of furnishing Teacher Aids in a most sys-

tematic manner.
Stillfilm is a continuous strip of

non-inflammable

two and one-

film,

quarter inches wide, on which
series of

is

a

views and descriptive cap-

pertaining

tions

to

subject or a phase of

some
some

specific
specific

subject of the school curriculum.
Stillfilm

the bulletin
board is an illustration of such interest.
study of boats was made
in the third grade. Since that time,
this boy had continued the study
as an individual and he has become
the boat expert of the school. The

this definiteness

wood

Teacher Aids

Incorporated, of Holly-

is

In all this work, there are evident traces of interest that have
carried over from other grades.

The boy working

Stillfilm
Stillfilm,

Name
Address
State and City

that the
larger,

same

from other

different

is

film materials for

projection in

still

pictures are considerably

approximately

being

This

size as glass slides.

the
in-

creased size affords the very best
possible projection results.

Anyone
Stillfilm

interested

may

secure a

and

Catalog

Stillfilm

Teacher Aids free of charge by addressing Stillfilm,

Inc.

at

the ad-

dress below.

This firm have just announced
of a Stillfilm on

the production

"School Libraries", which consists
of 24 pictures and 24 descriptive
captions dealing with every phase

of the organization, operation and
administration of a
library.

oped

This film

to be

shown

modern school
is

being devel-

at the

American

Library Association convention to
be held in Los Angeles, California,
early in June

and

will

be exhibited

for the first time at that date.

How-

ever, school librarians or others in-

terested

may

arrange to secure ad-

vance copies by comunicating with
Stillfilm, Incorporated, 1052 Cah-

uenga Ave., Hollywood, California.

— —
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JUST PUBLISHED

SOUND

PICTURES
and

MANUAL

TROUBLE SHOOTERS

PICTURES

By

OVER

1,200

CAMERON & RIDER

PAGES

500

-:-

ILLUSTRATIONS

The -whole subject of Recording and Reproducing Motion Pictures -with
Sound covered in such a manner that the subject is easily understood.
If you are interested in Sound Motion Pictures, then you -will find this book
invaluable.

Cameron's books have been used in the Motion Picture industry throughout the world since 1916 and are universally recognized as the standard
authority in the subject.
D. C:

DEPT. OF COMMERCE, WashinKton,

in the possession of every projectionist, theater manager and everyone
first hand authentic information regarding the application of sound
Cameron's books are a very worth-while contribution to the motion

"These books should be
interested

^930

motion

to

in

receiving

pictures.

picture industry."

DEPT. OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, Washington.

D. C. Soys:
"There are no series of books on Motion Pictures in the whole library of confress as much
We recommend them a^ a complete guide to the Motion Picture
used as those by Cameron.
Industry."

We

shall be pleased to send

you a

list

of our publications on request.

Cameron Publishing Co.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHRIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

School Department
from page

(^Concluded
ill

making and

the

150)

Of The Educational Screen, published monthly except July and August,

mzvaX

use

in

customs of marriage,
and
warfare
feasting
of
of worship,
of
paraphernalia
weird
and its
and
canoes
giant
and
weapons
religious

—

—

above

all,

incessant Maori dances,

joyous,

wild, violent,

or

as

sad,

occasion demands. Most characterthese dances

istic,

pourings

—primitive

out-

of primitive emotions

and the same

instinct

for intense

physical expression appears in the
vigorous and tireless gesturing that

accompanies practically

all

Manhattan Beach, n.y.

Maori

American jazz steps are all
visible in the Maori dances, with
many more that have not yet been
speech.

at Morton,

III.,

for April

1,

1930

State of Illinois, County of Cook, ss.
Before me, a notary public in and for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
Nelson L. Greene, who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is
editor
of The Educational Screen, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
the
belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation),
of
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act
August 24, 1»12, embodied in section 411. Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse
of this form, to-wit:
1.
That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and businesa
managers are:
Publisher. The Educational Screen. Inc.. 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Editor, Nelson L. Greene, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
2.
That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per
If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses
cent or more of total amount of stock.
If owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated
of the individual owners must be given.
concern, its name and address, as well as those of each individual member, must be given.)
The Educational Screen, Inc., 6 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Herbert E. Slaught, 6548 Kenwood Ave.. Chicago.
Nelson L. Greene, 5836 Stoney Uland Ave., Chicago,
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do not appear upon
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that of
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than
securities
other
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bonds,
said
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indirect
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the
interest
direct
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has
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as DO stated by him.
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That the average number of copies of each i«8ue of this publication Bold and
5.
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months preceding the date
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shown above is
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adopted here.

Under

the Southern Cross

is

im-

pressive as a strong, true picture of
primitive life and

very

much worth

versal

is

to

be

manners

—a

film

the making. Uni-

congratulated

adding this picture to their

on
non-

NELSON

(SEAL)

theatrical collection.

L.

GREENE,

(Signature of editor, publisher, businese manager, or owner.)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st day of April. 1930.
„.„,
,,

ELIZABETH DICKSON.

(My commission

expires July 17, 1980.)
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on the Use

Bibliography

of Visual Aids in Education

By Joseph

J.

Weber, Ph. D.

Copyright, 1930, by Joseph

—This

Note

Editor's

of

installment

fifth

graphy which

the

is

the

Biblio-

appearing serially in The Educational Screen
from January to June, 1930. The
Table of Contents for this complete Bibliography was printed
(See
with the first installment.
page 29 of the January issue).
is

MOTION PICTURES)

(II

home

—

98: 18-19, Sept.

Literary

and

con—90:

1,

the

in

1928.

—pro

28-29, Sept. 25, 1925.

—

to
3

Peck, A. P.: Sounds recorded on movie

American,

Scientific

137:

—

Popular Mechanics Amazing story of
the talkies— 50: 938-45, Dec. 1928.
illus.

Popular Mechanics: Color for your mo529-31,

:

Oct.

1928.

illus.

diagrs.

Science n

10,

American: Using both sides
of the film to produce motion pictures in color
117: 104, Aug. 11,

—

1917.

American: Adding color to
the motion picture screen -122 591,

Scientific

—

May

29,

:

1920.

—

diagrs.

American: Motion pictures
color and relief
116: 263, Mar.

Scientific

—

James

in
10,

1917.

Cameron Pub Co, 1928. 142 p. illus.
Homer: How moving pictures
are made
New York, Harper Bros,

—

Eastman Kodak Company: Junior scenarios for home movies
Rochester,

—

New

York,

1928.

south—Asia,

Aughinbaugh, B. A.: Possible answers
to problems
facing producers of

—Visual

Review,
1928: 36-40, (Society of Visual Edufilms

cation, Chicago,

Bechdolt,

J.

motion

E.:

picture

to

make your own

plays

;

including

twelve scenarios for amateur actors
York, Greenberg, 1926. ix,

—New

130 p. front, illus. plates.

of the

25: 638-51, 746-53, 858-

—

historical teach-

—
—

:

Lescarboura, Austin
picture

tion

C: Behind

screen

—New

the

American Pub Co,

420

illus.

300

Edwin

Lutz,
tion

mo-

York,

Scientific
p.

1919.

G.:

—

Feb. 1928.

M'Kay, Herbert C: Amateur movie
making New York, Falk Pub Co,

—

460

1928.

Noel,

p.

B. L.: Photographing the Epic

J.

93

36-44,

:

—

Asia,

Also

1927. illus.

May

27:

film

— Educ.

366-73,

May

in Literary Digest,

7,

1927.

Orndorff, Marguerite T.:

a

How

Screen,

1

:

to

;

a

F.

T.:

book

make

Cinema craftsman-

for photoplaywrights

New

York, Harcourt Brace & Co,
1920. vi, 277 p. plates, bibliography.
Peak, M. O.: How moving pictures are

produced

—

43

—Current

History, 26: 59-

83

p.

Uncle

—

1925.

Frank

Philadelphia,

Popular Mechanics:
movie producer

illus.

Sam

as

a

Apr.

618-22,

:

illus.

they are

Moving pictures; how
made and worked Phil-

adelphia.

J.

Talbot,

p.

F.

A.:

—

Lippincott, 1923. 429

P.

illus.

Watson,

The amateur takes

S. Jr.:

J.

—Movie

Makers, 4

847-

:

48, 887, Jan. 1929.

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Gregory, Carl L. Motion picture photography (new ed.)
New York,
Falk Pub Co, 1927. 382 p.
Haines, R. T.: Stereoscopic kinematography
Photo-Era, 43:288-90, Dec.

—

—

1919.

Charles

course

phy

in

—New

W.: Condensed
motion picture photograYork Institute of Pho-

tography, 1920. 382

p. illus.

Edwin G.: The motion
cameraman
New York,

Lutz,

—

Scribner's

Sons,

1927.

xiv,

picture

Chas.
248

p.

illus.

Herbert C: Motion picture
photography for the amateur
New
York, Falk Pub Co, 1924. 225 p.
Neblette, C. B.: Micro-kinematography

M'Kay,

—

—Photo

Era, 59: 162-63, Sept. 1927.

photography

—Educ.

Slow-motion

Screen,

2

:

79-

Feb. 1923.

80,

Photo-Era: High frequency photography for the analysis of motion
60: 360-62, June 1928. illus.
Talbot, F. A.: Practical cinematography and its applications Philadel-

—

phia,
p.

J.

B. Lippincott, 1913. xii, 262

illus.

Wriston, R. C: Air cinematography
Movie Makers, 2: 7-9, 46, Aug 1927.
illus.

PHOTOGRAPHY

114-15,

Apr. 1922.
ship

(13th ed. rev.)

Orndorff, Marguerite T.:

Cinematic composia guide for the advanced amaMovie Makers, 3: 82-84, 133,

;

—

Poore, Henry R.: Pictorial compositions

Hoffman,

illus.

Educ. Screen, 8: 70-71,
Mar. 1929.
Gow, Ronald: "The People of the Axe"
an English school film production
Educ. Screen, 6: 413-15, Nov. 1927.
Johnson, Martin: Filming the south sea
islands
Educ. Film Mag., 1 16-17,
ing films

life

137: 127-29,

illus.

Motion pictures record
American,
Scientific
Aug. 1927. illus.

:

Moana

—

Patterson,

III.)

How

131 p.

69, 954-63, 1084-90, Aug. to Dec. 1925.
George, Ross F.: Making your own art
titles
Movie Makers, 3: 90-93, 127,

Feb. 1928.

P.:

leadership

illus.

p.

of Everest

FILM PRODUCTION

educational

Amateur movie

R.:

—Manhattan Beach, New York,

Croy,

teur

American: Color movies for
amateurs
139: 351-52, Oct.
1928.
illus.

craft

Jan. 1919.

Scientific

Scientific

Cameron,

Apr. 1927.

64,

Peck, A.
jungle

V. Chambers, 1927. 282

illus.

—

Natural Color Movies
Aug. 3, 1928.

s:

68: Sup.

1927.

Gow, Ronald: Making

284-86, Sept. 1927. illus. diagrs.

vies— 50

:

Flaherty, F. H.: Filming

569-72, 614, Sept. 1928.

—

May

177

Maxim, Hiram Percy: Color comes
the
amateur Movie Makers,

film

—

Dencb, Ernest A.: Making the movies
York, Macmillan Co, 1915. vii,

The vitaphone

Digest:

George A.: Development of the
motion picture raw film industry
Annals Amer. Acad. Political Social
Sciences, 128: 50-53, Nov. 1926.
Brownstein, Mina: Filming with Fla7-8, 44,
herty
-Movie Makers, 2
Blair,

—New

(Continued)

Radio movies

Weber

1918. 365 p. illus.

(COLOR AND SOUND)
Literary Digest:

J.

Anderson, Paul L.: Pictorial photography its principles and practice
;

Philadelphia,

302
Bailey,
art

J.

P.

Lippincott, 1923.

p.

Henry

T.

:

Photography and fine
Mass. Davis Press,

—Worcester,

1922.

124 p. illus. (2nd edition.)

—

——

——
:
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Eastman Kodak Company: Elementary
photographic chemistry
New York, 1920. 83 p.

—

tures

—

graphic Pub. Co., 1916.
French, George W.:
the amateur

205

X,

mysteries

its

&

vice

Photography and
London, Seeley Ser-

Co., 1924. 256 p. 30 illus.

—

27: 958, Feb. 24, 1923.

Arthur:

Photographic
49

p.

—

Pub.

Boston, Amer.

Co.,

1920.

xiv,

illus.

Hersey, P. T.: Photographic department
of a modern museum
Photo-Era,

—

53

261-63,

:

Johnston,

J.

tograph

Nov.

D.:

the earliest pho-

it

—Camera,

?

29

Nov.

257,

:

1924.

and

dustry

education

Chapman and

scopic photography
230-35,

Nov.

London,

—

:

87:

26-27,

years of
Oct.

10,

Marble, Arthur L.: Elements of pictorPhoto- Era, 60: 82ial composition

—

Feb. 1928.

—

Era, 59: 69-72, Aug. 1927.
Neblette, C. B.: Photography;

—

prin-

its

ciples and practice
New York, D.
van Nostrand Co, 1927, xviii, 644, p.
illus.

Influence of photogra-

phy on modern

life

—World's Work,

45 399-416, Feb. 1923. illlus.
Wall, E. J.: The history of three-color
photography- Boston, Amer. Photographic Pub Co, 1925. 747 p.
Wall, E. J.: Practical color photogBoston, Amer. Photographic
raphy
:

—

—

Pub Co,

1922.

Joseph

education

248
J.:

Photography
3

:

and

261-65,

Apr. 1928.
Winchester, Walt: Photography
world peace Photo-Era, 59

—

Oct.

92-94,

:

Mar.

1924.

Sight-seeing

L.:

in

taking twenty million chil-

;

dren on a picture tour of the world.
Nat. Geog. Mag., 35 489-503, June

—

:

Casey, William C: Masterpieces in art
Chicago, A. Flanigan Co., 1915.
xiii, 267 p. illus.
Children: Should kids read comics?

—

Lantern slides and stereoPhoto-Era, 49:
181-84,

—

Oct. 1922. illus.

—

Educ,

Jl.

107:

257.

Feb.

1928.

:

and
285-

View Company: Visual inTeachers' guide to Keynew 600 set Meadville, Pa.,

stone

—

1927. xxii, 418 p.
Earlier editions are 1920 and 1917. Viaual
education through stereographs and lantern
slides
school work visualized cross reference classification on different school subjects
edited by leading
educators
and
based on the Keystone "600 Set."

Pictures in place of objects

—Library
Dollison, H.

Norma!

Jl.,

47:

C:

Visual

705-708,

Oct.

1,

instruction

;

Feb. 1920.
Picture study and

B.:

school decoration

No.

13,

—U.

S.

Bur. Educ.

1914. pp. 198-212.

Gause, Frank A.: An experiment in the
use of the eyes
Western Jl. Educ,

—

Oct. 1920.

Hamilton. George E.: How to use stereographs and lantern slides
Educ.
Screen, 5: 525-29, Nov. 1926.
Re-

—

print available.

27

:

—

115-16,

1921; 3: 11-16, 75-

193-98,

Jan.,

Mar.

Feb.,

New York

(State)

Hubbard, Hesketh: Color block print
making from linoleum blocks
Breamore, England, Forest Press,
p.

Indiana University Extension Division,
Bureau of Visual Instruction lan:

tern

slides

Bloomington,

and

picture

Indiana,

prints

1925.

Division Bui., Vol. XI, No.

1,

Slides

—

A series of pamphlets, each dealing with
a particular school subject.
William:

Sargent, master

Mentor, 12:

modern

Singer

painter

See also

1-20, Oct. 1924.

(Six

30-44,

John

portrait

American

portrait painters)

C: Value

Strachan, Grace

maps,

etc,

in

of pictures,

teaching

Educ, 82: 214-15, Sept. 9, 1915.
Wadsworth, B. M.: Mosaic project
School Arts Mag, 27: 186-88, Nov.
Jl.

Watson, Mrs. A. E.: Report of research
committee on visual education appointed by Oregon state teachers association

—Educ.

May, 1925.
Weber, Joseph
education

—

Screen, 4

Picture

J.:

Chicago,

:

304-308,

values

Educ.

m

Screen,

Inc, 1928. 160 p. illus.
Some educative values of stereographs,
photographs, lantern slides, charts, and
diagrams.
(See Teacher Training).

Winch, William H.: Children's percep-

—

Md.,

Baltimore,

and York, 1914. x, 245
An experimental study of
report

in

school

children

Warwick

p.

observation and
by an English

psychologist.

LANTERN SLIDES
General

Abrams, Alfred W.: State service in
slides
and photographic prints
Educ. Screen, 3 90-92, Mar. 1924.
Cox, Henry J.: Lantern slide illustra:

tions

for the teaching of meteorol-

(Ext.

ogy, prepared by a committee of the

Sept.

Geographic Society of Chicago,

1906.

130 p.

W. F.: What's in a picture?
Three determining factors in paintAtlantic Monthly, 137 646-54,
ing

Isaacs,

—

May

University:

1921.

—

226

of

Libraries,

and photographs on a number of
subjects
Albany New York, 1912-

1922.

1927,

illustrators

—

books
Public
526-27, Nov. 1922.

children's

tions

Hays, Dudley G.: Visual methods in the
Chicago schools Visual Educ, 2:
6-12, 52-55, Dec.

Some

Kidder, H. L.:

1927. illus.

Primary Plans, 29:

Instruc.

Farnum, Royal

6,

;

charts,

C:

J.

77,

294-302.

Keystone

pp.

Currey, Margery: The charm of good

Dana,

:

Starkweather,

3: 16-17, 41, Nov. 1928.
Cline, R. L.:

1925.)

p.

—Movie Makers,

Dec. 1927.

Screen, 3

Jessie

school

20,

The still picture in educaNat. Educ. Assoc. Proc, 1925

;

—Educ.

26:

illus.

Marble, Arthur L.: Some present-day
photographic activities in colleges
Photo-Era, 60: 255-64, May 1928.
Neblette, C. B.: The need for a college
Photoof photographic technology

Slosson, E. E.:

Visual

18-20,

Sept.;

18-20,

The

S.:

—

Barns, Burton A.: Making visual aids

Bui.,

1925.

87,

2:

36, 62,

One hundred

—

presentation

1922.

1921.

Literary Digest:

photography

—

Hall, 1926. 256 p.

Experiences in stereoPhoto-Era, 47

A.:

Jupenlaz,

Weber,

Educ,

—

struction.

visual

pictures

Judge, Arthur W.: Stereoscopic photography; its application to science, in-

87,

of

positives

1924.

Is

330-34,

2:

1919.

Pictorial composi-

tion in photography

218

art

Burall,

Gregory, Carl L.: Principles of physics
and chemistry intimately related to
photography
Motion Pict. News,

Hammond,

Screen,

1921.

R.:

—

tion

to use pic-

Auerbach, H. B. and Chiles, G.

p.

Co., 1922. 417 p. illus.

Gibson, Charles

—Educ.

cation

Sept. 1923.

Photography for
York, Falk Pub.

— New

How

Abrams, Alfred W.:

William R.: Chemistry for photographers
Boston, Amer. Photo-

Flint,

STILL PICTURES
GENERAL

Ill

Rochester,

:

1926.

Kansas State Teacher's College, EmDepartment of Visual Eduporia.

Crandall, Ernest L.:

The stereopticon

view as a device for providing inEduc.
tenseness of pure sensation

—

Screen, 3: 347-49, 394-95, Nov., Dec.
1924.

See also 4: 22-23, Jan. 1925.

(A handle

for

memory).

——

:
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Crawford, E. Winifred: The teaching
Educ. Screen, 3 383-84, Dec.
slide

—

:

1924.

Cummings, Carlos
a

national

slides

—Educ.

E.:

Suggestions for

exchange

for

lantern

2

321-24,

Screen,

:

Sept. 1923.

Emery, James N.: Some uses of slides
Mov. Pict. Age, 4: 18, 20-23, July

—

1921.

Holtz,

Fred

Lantern slides

L.:

—-School

Science Math., 6: 262-67, Apr. 1906.
King, Elisha A.: The stereopticon comChurch
ing into its own again

—

Management,

Sept.

1928.

Lantern slides: See Encyclopedia Brit.\mericana,
Encyclopedia
tanica,

New

Encyclopedia,

International

A

S.:

Ralph

compiler

S.

catalogue

tive

lantern

slide

raphy

Ithaca,

—

A

:

descrip-

hundred

twelve

of

geogYork, Geogra-

illustrations

New

phy Supply Bureau. 72

of

—

May

704-10,

1928.

—

May

—

84,

:

Dec. 1924.

—

—

—

May

ington,

Cummings, Carlos
in

E.:

lantern slides

135-40,

May

A

loan service

—Educ.

Screen,

1

1922.

Davison, George M.: The stereopticon
in the public school
Educ. Screen,

—

6: 313-14, 346. Sept. 1927.

Dullard,

Anna

F. and Mitchell, Kath-

work illustrating the
use of lantern slides in studying the
eiine: Unit of

—

western states
In New Jersey Dept
Public Instruction Monograph, The
Teaching of Geography; for Grades
1 to 8, pp. 64-70. Trenton, New Jer-

1919.

12-15,

60-67.

pp.

opticon in the Seattle public schools

—Educ.

Screen, 4

Townsend,

May

266-68,

:

Emery, James N.:

Some

suggestions

—Educ.

for using the historical slide

Screen, 7: 252-53, 257, Dec. 1928.

Hays, Dudley G. and M'Andrew, William: Suggestions on visual aids for
principals
and teachers— Chicago,

Board of Educ,

1924.

20

p.

Hobles, William H.: The use of lantern
views with
science
lectures
^Jl.

—

7

:

180-86, Apr. 1909.

Photo-Era, 61

W.

244-47,

:

Nov.

1928.

H.: Lantern slides in natPhoto-Era, 34: 60-61,
ural colors
113-16, Feb., Mar. 1915; 39: 266-68,

Spiller,

—

museum

by

STEREOGRAPHS
Balcom, A. G.: Use of visual aids in
The stereograph Educ.
teaching

—

;

Screen, 4: 9-11, Jan. 1925.

Benha.m, C. E.: Stereoscopic drawings

—

Amer.

Scientific

Nov.

Sup., 78: 350-51,

1914.

28,

1925.

Misuse of lantern

C. H.:

il-

lecturers

Science n s, 35 529-31, Apr. 5, 1912.
Valentine, Charles F.: The stereopticon
Educ.
as an aid to physics teaching

Booth, Grace, E.: Stereographs in the
144,
classroom ^Educ. Screen, 7

—

:

170, June, 1928.

:

—

Screen. 6: 357-58, Oct. 1927.

The lantern

J.:

—

slide as

In Picture Values

Ch.

in

Teacher

(See

VI.

Training)
Mechanical Aspects

Buchanan, R.

with transparent

—Pho-

Drawings

Burling, L. D.:
slides

—

Science n

47

s,

on

:

639-40,

Quantity

L.:

quality in stereopticon views

June
and

— Educ.

Screen, 3: 93-95, Feb. 1924.

:

282-86, 349-55,

Cummings,
slide

—Educ.

May, June

Carlos

E.

Screen,
1925.

Lantern

:

and

—

;

how

to

Rochester,

make and

New

—Educ.

con

color

them

York, 1921. 36

Emery, James N.: The
Screen, 5

p.

film stereopti197-200, Apr.

:

1926.

projection

the

—

731 p. illus.

:

slides

—Mov.

Pict.

Age, 5: 14-15, 22, Oct. 1922.
Peters, Rupert: Simple directions for
making lantern slides Nat. Acad.
Visual Instruc, E. C. Dent, secretary, Lawrence, Kansas.
(Pamph-

stereoSept.

10,

—

Bulletin,

Keystone

Co, Meadville, Pa.

Jefferson,

schools

M.

W.:

S.

—

Stereoscopes in
151-56, Dec.

6:

Geog.,

JI

Evolution of the modern

Lockett, A.:

stereoscope

—

Scientific

Instruc.

41-61, Jan.

Amer.

Sup.,

1913. illus.

1,

Visual instruction

Osborne, A. E.:

Primary Plans, 29:

1920. illus.

Osborne, A. E.: The stereograph and
stereoscope

the

—

Keystone View Co,

Pa,

Meadville,
1909.

288

x,

p.

illus.

Weber, Joseph

The stereograph

J.:

—

as

Austin, University of

Texas, Extension Department, VisDec.

a visual aid

Education,

15,

J.:

—

Bulletin

Division.

Instruction
2,325,

Weber, Joseph

1923. 12 p.

The stereograph as

In Picture Values in
Ch. V. (See Teacher

Training)

Weber, Joseph J.: Stereoscopic perspecEduc.
tive and the attention span

—

Screen, 5: 586-90, Dec. 1926.

—

let)

Age, 4:

Pict.

sculpture

sun

No.

lantern

Using the

J.:

—Mov.

scope, the stereograph, sun painting,

ual

ix,

Screen, 6: 261-62,

1927.

1921.

and use of the magic
Ithaca, New York, Corn-

Gray, A. W.: Celluloid lantern slides
Science n s, 48 43-44, July 12, 1918.
Hoopingarner, Newman L.: How to

make

graph

principles,

;

installation,

lantern

—Educ.

June

a visual aid

Gage, Simon H. and Gage, Henry P.:
Optical

E.: Imagery, thinking, vis-

ualization

Normal

Educ. Screen, 3: 66-67, Feb. 1924.
Eastman Kodak Company: Lantern
slides

W.

Graves,

76: 276-79, Nov.

the cleaning of cover glass

;

122-23,

:

1917.

Crandall. Ernest L.: Types and uses of
projection apparatus

Sup., 76

23. 1913. illus.

View
Ernest,

Amer.

Scientific

Aug.

Holmes, Oliver Wendell: The stereolantern

1918.

Crandall,

—

Greene, Walter

coloring

oil

Campbell, F.: Curiosities of binocular
vision, stereoscopic and other effects

299,

Coloring lantern slides

J.:

stock Pub. Co., 1914.

sey, July 1926.

Geography,

Wash-

Bur. of Educ,

Also in Educ. Film Mag., 1 :21-23,
30, June 1919.
Shourek, Julia A.: The use of the stere-

4

Screen, 4: 223-28, Apr. 1925.

slides

Prior, P. B.: Coloring lantern slides

Americanization

Proceedings,

In

Conference.

28,

Boden, Clarence H.: The stereopticon
in the classroom
Educ. Screen, 2:
434-36, Nov. 1923.
Crandall, Ernest L.: Content of slides
for
lesson
Educ.
a
on
cotton

lantern

40: 73-78, Feb. 1918.

Dec. 1917.

to-Era, 40: 81-82, Feb. 1918.

1920.

Balcom, A. G.: The use of visual aids
in teaching
Educ. Screen, 3 381-

Making

Photo-Era:

Richard, H. D.: Use of the stereopticon

Education,

Abrams, Alfred W.: Studying South
America with lantern slides Educ.
Film Mag., 2: 25-26, Oct.; 25-26,
;'
27-28, Dec. 1919; 3: 22-23,
Nov.

stereop-

25: 771-74,

—

a visual aid

Classroom Use

th.e

Jl.,

June 1925.
Myers, Stella E.: Types of slide lessons
Educ. Screen, 6: 48, Jan. 1927.
Reeder, Edwin H.: A stereopticon lesson
Teachers College Record, 29:

Weber, Joseph

p.

year with

ticon— Elem. School

lustrations

etc.

Tarr,

Moore, B.

illus.

BOOK ILLUSTRATION
Auerbach, H. B. and Chiles, G.
art

of

visual

Educ, 2:

presentation

18-21, Sept. 1921.

S.:

The

—Visual

—

—

—
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Carpenter, Flora

—

Stories

L.:

pictures

Books 1-7.
Chicago,
Rand McNally & Co., 1918.
HoUiday, R. C: Short course in book
illustration
Bookman, 57: 295-300,
tell

Series

—

May

1923.

Independent: Pictured world of story,
land— 115: 551-54, Nov. 14, 192's.

Engineers, 29

W.

39th

St.,

New York

How the graph aids
lame or lazy mathematics 3: 210-

Visual Education:

City.

Campbell, Fay: Charts for
raphy,

ence

arithmetic, and general

—Wheeler Pub.

Co. 96

12,

geog-

civics,

Wadsworth, B. M.: Demonstration
drawing School Arts Mag., 25 149-

sci-

—

p.

—Educ.

sketching

illus.

R.: A study of visual aids
elementary school histories
of the United States
Master's the-

Kelly,

James

found

in

sis,

1928.

170

p.

—

University of Chicago,

:

—

83, Oct. 1926. illus.

—

means

What

7Z-77,

for

Mar.

the photograph

magazine

to the

55: 121-26, Sept. 1925.

Sullivan,

— New

books

bibliography.

Roberts. M. F.:

Edmund

— Photo-Era,

Scribner's

Sons,

1921. XV, 257 p. illus.

Swanson, A. M. and Weber, J. J.: Textbook aids
Mov. Pict. Age, 5: 11,
Nov. 1922.

—

L.

tions

D.:

Spatter

—Schools

work

illustra-

Arts Mag, 25: 408-

409, Mar. 1926.
Weitenkampf, F.: Trend in American
book illustration
Internat. Studio,

—

82: 199-202, Dec. 1925. illus.
Whitfield, Ruth M.: Old school books

—

and their illustrations
Visual
Educ, 3 387-89, Dec. 1922.
Wolfe, Julia W.r Historical and artistic
book decoration School Arts Mag.,

Mag.

IV.

Visualizing

—

conditions by graphs

ods

Visual Educ,

Graphical meth-

J.:

versus pictorially presenting

Sdiool

Board

Jl.,

74:

Mar.

Lemos, Pedro

1927. diagrs.

its

Rugg, Harold O.: A primer of graphics
and statistics for teachers
Boston,

—

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1925. 142 p.
Thompson, Blanche J.: The use of
charts
Normal Instruc Primary

—

Plans, 35: i2. 86, Nov. 1925.
Walker, C. H.: Sketch map as an aid
in teaching historical geography
School Review, 24: 315-20, Nov. 1916.
Walker, Rayan: A cartoonist of social

protest

— Arena,

33:

Apr.

392-406,

aid

345-46,

—Educ.
Sept.

6:

Screen,

1927.

Also

in

Pennsylvania's experience in working out
type of visual education, which the
writer considers one of the most important and valuable types of visual aid.

—Amer.

63-64,

visual

this

speaking

Statistically

a

School Life, 13: 32-34, Oct. 1927.

1921. vii, 253 p. illus.

Arthur

OBJECT MATERIAL

309-312,

— New York, McGraw-Hill Book

Co.,

Peel,

8: 253-60, Jan. 1917.

Ernest L.: An excursion
Educ. Screen, 2: 488-91, Dec 1923.
Hoban, Charles F.: The school journey
as

C:

in

Teachers'

Crandall,

industrial

2: 26-29, Nov. 1921.

Marshall, William

—History

THE SCHOOL JOURNEY

Screen, 6: 14-16, Jan. 1927.
B.:

W. W.: Blackboard work

s,

47: 642-45, June 28, 1918.

E.

of

history teaching

— Science
— Educ.
n

collection

Wuesthoff,

Jurica. H. S.: Biological charts

illus.

Art of illustration

J.:

York, CHas.

Tessin,

gram or expectation

Mass.,

blackboard sketches with
prepared for teachers who
must educate themselves in the art of
blackboard sketching. Very useful.

Mag., 27: 45-47, Sept.

.Arts

Blackboard

Springfield,

instructions,

Hun, R. Von: New graphical method
for comparing performance with pro-

Leigh,

Moore, A. C: Illustrating
children
Bookman, 57:
1923.

School

A

—

achievement

of

1927.

J.: French illustrators revive
an old art Internat. Studio, 83 6467, Mar. 1926. illus.
Lemos, J. T.: Putting poetry into illustration
School Arts Mag, 26: 76-

—

Pictorial chart with efficient

111.

illus.

Leautaud,

C:

measurement

—

Milton Bradley Co., 1908 and 1923. 60 p.

Screen, 2: 442-44, Nov. 1923.

Gould,

:

Nov. 1925. illus.
Whitney, Frederick:
52,

Crandall, Ernest L.: Graphic representation in the thought process

—

Apr. 1922.

•

J.:

craftsmen

Marvelous Acoma and

— School

Arts

Mag.,

27: 351-58, Feb. 1928.

Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction: Visual education and the
school
journey
Harrisburg,
Pa.,
1927. 94 p. (Educa. Monographs, Vol.
No. 6, Sept. 1927.) (See Teacher
1,
Training)
Ruckmick, H. C: Inspection trips
through industrial establishments
Industrial Arts Mag., 17: 248-49,

—

July 1928,

:

—

27

:

274-77, Jan. 1928. illus.

39, Jlly,

Edsc, 5: 190-91,
Aug. 1924.

Arts and Decoration:

ment

in

207, 238-

Modern

illustration

moveand posters

Barns, Burton A.: Use of cartoons
visual education
Visual Educ,

—

in
5

:

99-100, Apr. 1924.

C: Graphic methods

of presenting facts

—New York, En-

gineering Mag. Co., 1914. 371

p.

An

authoritative and comprehensive treatment of the art of visualizing abstract
facts and relationships.

Brinton, Willard

on standards
tion

bulletin

C:
for

Joint committee

graphic presenta-

—Amer.

Weber, Joseph
tiveness of

Soc.

J.:

some

Comparative

Mechan.

effec-

visual aids in sev-

—

Elem.

W.: School excursions

School

IV

Thralls, Zoe A.:

Elem. School

Inc,

1922. pp. 50-63.

Wigginton, Elizabeth:
graphs in business
3

:

Sections

The

of

Waugh,

Educ,

ideal

place

—Visual

40,

Harold: Graphic methods
education
Boston, Houghton
J.

—

BLACKBOARD SKETCHING
An

introduction to

—

high school teaching
New York,
Macmillan Co., 1919. Ch. 7.
Dease, Dorothy: Putting the blackboard to work Visual Educ, 4 8788, 95, Mar. 1923.
Hoisholt, E.: Blackboard sketching and
Christmas decoration
School Arts
Mag., 23 206-210, Dec. 1923. illus.

—

:

—

:

451-56,

Feb.

The school journey
Jl,

28:

Dec

290-95,

R. A.: Visual education in

—

form
Educ. Screen,
Mar. 1926.

5

:

its

134-

MODELS, EXHIBITS, PAGEANTS
B. R: Educational exhibits
School and Society, 17: 418, Apr. 14,

Andrews.

Mifflin Co., 1924. 319 p.

Colvin. Stephen S.:

22:

1927.

17-20, 52-53, Jan. 1922.

Williams,

JL,

1922.

and V. Chicago, Educational Screen.

in

17: 436-38, Oct. 1922.

Brinton, Willard

Stillman, B.

enth grade instruction

GRAPHS AND CHARTS
Ankeney, J. V.: The A B C of graphing

—Visual

1905.

1923.

Atwood, Wallace W.: Habitat groups
in the teaching of geography
Visual Educ, 1 30-36, May 1920.
Bennett, J.: Activities of first grade
School
motivated by puppet show

—

:

—

Life, 13: 38-39, Oct. 1927. illus.

Bonham, Milledge L. Jr.: Inexpensive
model of a medieval castle— Visual
Educ, 1 28-32, June 1920.
:

————

——

:

:
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M. Agnes:

Campbell,
project

visualization

in

Screen,

1

23-25,

:

I

Mar.

—

Educ.

—Educ.

581-84,

4:

Screen,

C:

Hamlin,

museums

Focal

—

Play-

Association Pro-

Education

ceedings: Relationship between museums and schools— 1915 500-504.
:

Museum

new

as a

Dec. 1925.
Connolly, Louise: We call this work
Visual Educ, 4:
visual education
120-22. 126-27, Apr. 1923.

Osbom, Henry

Hard. Ruby: The use of real situations

Pearce James E.: Museums, their use
and place in learning and in the
University
transmission of culture

—

—

Normal
in teaching
man- Plans, 35 46-47,

Instruc.

Pri-

Nov.

1925.

94,

:

Higgins. B. H.: Pageant in rural life
School .\rts Mag., 23: 561-64 May
1924. bibliography.

Jewell, F. M.: Models as visual educators—Visual Educ, 3: 21-24, 50-52,

F.:

force in public school development
Nat. Educ. .'Sissoc. Proc, 1916; 739-

—

Texas
20

No. 2133, June

Bui.,

1921.

10,

(Austin, Tex.)

p.

Museum

Porter, D. L.:

of art as con-

—

School

ceived by school children
Arts Mag., 27 41-42, Sept. 1927.

Jan. 1922.

throughout

illus-

Christian progress

in

trates events

Pageant

Age:

Picture

ages

all

—

3:

Au,§.

14,

1920.

Robbins.

J.

history
159-60,

—

M.: Using the pageant in
Nat. Educ. Assoc. Jl, IS

May

1926.

of ex-

Routzahn, Evart G.:
New York, Russell
hibit planning
Sage Foundation, 1918. xiv, 234 p.

—

illus.

project

Smith, D. R.: Russian doll
School Arts Mag., 25: 423-24, Mar.
1926.

Theoretical

Henry

T.: Report of the joint

committee on better cooperation beNat.
tween schools and museums
Educ. Assoc. Proc, 1926: 243-45.
Belfield, L. M.: The visual idea funcVisual
tioning througJi museums

—

—

Educ, 2: 6-14, Sept. 1921.
Boas, B.: Art museum and the school
Nat. Educ. Assoc. Jl, 15 269-70. Dec.

Educ. Screen, 7 181-82, Oct. 1928.
Coleman, Laurence V.: Schools and
museums working jointly for visual
:

education

Mar.

— School

124-26,

13:

Life,

—

117

Development of the mu-

I.:

seums and their relation to educaScientific Monthly. 5: 97-119,
tion

—

Aug.

1917.

Snedden, David: Place of museum education in a total scheme of educaSchool and Socitional objectives
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ONE VIEW TELLS
THE STORY

/Viodern means for
/VVodern methods!

KEYSTONE
STEREOGRAPHS
MAKE THIS SCENE REAL TO THE PUPIL
LET HIM SEE

IT

FOR HIMSELF

Fiimo School Projector in use in San Diego Public School, showing one
of the

many industrial subjects available in 16 mm.

film.

Filmo School Projector!

Plowing Rice Field
Philippine Islands

ment.

would be as much in line as school
room movies without modern

powered by a 2 50- watt mazda,
means a striking increase in screen
illumination. In every phase of
Filmo's design, science and practicability merge to provide a
machine immediately adaptable to
everyproblem in visual education.
Filmo Projector can give you
the same satisfaction which thou-

projection equipment. The Filmo
57 School Projector is not only
abreast of the latest ideas in visual
education, but is a stride or two
in advance. For day in and day
out. Bell
Howell engineers
scruti nize its every part in order to
bring to the school room the
latest idea in projector design.
Side-tension, for instance, in

&

Keystone Stereographs Individualize
Education

Filmo'sshuttlemechanism, means

minimum of strain on the film
and a tremendous gain in control
and in efficiency of the film movea

Keystone Slides Socialize

It

sands of other schools are now enjoying in its use.
nearby Filmo
dealer will arrange for demonstration, or write today for booklet
"Filmo in Schools and Colleges."
See Filmo Booth C-2 at Columbus
meeting, N. E. A.,June 28-July }.

A

All Filmos use

50 or 100 foot films

For black and white pictures, Filmo cameras use
Eastman Safety Film (16 mm.) in the yellow box
both regularand panchromatit^-obtainabieat practically all dealers' handling cameras and supplies.
Filmo cameras and Filmo projectors are adaptable,
under license from Eastman Kodak Company, for
use of Kodacolor film for home movies in full
color. Cost of film covers developing and return
postpaid, within the country where processed,
ready to show anywhere with Filmo projeaor.

When Used

in Combination, Leaiming
Naturally Follows

Films 57-E-Special School Projector, 2^0 watt, .5 amp.
lamp, fixed resistance. 45-30 condenser, geared rewind,
lar%e type sprockets and safety shutter, Witkspecialnew
jtyu school base case, $20}. Other models from $19^ up.

Complete Lists of Views on Most School Subjects
Information on Request

KEYSTONE VIEW CO.

And Filmo's direct lighting,

Fire drills without fire escapes

BELL

HOWELL

&

Filmo

MEADVILLE, PA.

BELL & HOWEf.L CO.,
New York
Hollywood
•

Dept.
•

R,

London

1817
(B.

&

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
H. Co.,

Ltd.)

•

Established 1907

..
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— every

more enjoyable!

^

lesson

nary storage battery. Films are available
in wide variety on almost any subject,
practically every course of instruction.

light

learning easier

Use
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Let

—

supplement text

it

—add

perplexing subjects

PICTUROL

puts punch in teaching. It
solves the problem of arousing interest

clarify

fascination to

with

less effort

on your

more pupil

part.

It

makes

And

the daily round of classroom recitations

for infinitely

and assignments.

now, for the sake of your own progress
won't you get the facts? There is no

PICTUROL

is

film projector.

a simple, inexpensive

obligation.
still-

Easily operated, light in

weight, you just plug
light socket or

progress.

it

in

any

electric

connect up with an ordi-

ISENDTHECOUPON
Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
Dept. ES6. 327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.

WSOCIETYFORW

me without obligation full deabout Picturol and lists of Filmslides
available for classroom use.
Please send

VVISUAIEDUCATIOW

tails

INC.
Dept.

ES6

327 S. LaSalle St.

Chicago,

111.
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The Motion

Aid

Picture as a Classroom
James Newell Emery

Principal James C. Potter School, Pawtucket, R.

DURING

the last three or four

we have been

years

treated to

several surveys designed to ascer-

on a

tain

scientific basis the practi-

and actual value of the motion

cal

picture

an

as

aid

classroom

to

teaching.
The results have been
measured and evaluated by authori-

of national reputation as psy-

ties

and

chologists

As

educators.

a

drawn from

schoolroom.

as far as they go.

a

The writer of this article feels
that he may lay some claim to being

evaluated

one of the veterans in the practical
use of motion pictures as teaching

graphs or figures of any sort. In
our present imperfect knowledge of

aids

in the classroom, in a thoroughly unscientific way. For nearly
ten years, almost from the time

ments we find established, without
substantial contradiction or fear of

in

result

of

those

experi-

away with him from the
Some of these, in fact
great many of them, cannot from

carry

out contradiction or controversy

when
made

concrete

experiment with-

this

I.

was

the motion picture

first

their

the

in

terms,

percentile

human mind or its emotional
we cannot chart or meas-

processes

ure these reactions.

not desirable that

and possible for use

practical

the non-theatrical field, he has

very nature be measured and

perhaps

It is

we do

so.

In our school curriculum there

we group
The

are certain subjects which

been using them and experimenting

or classify as form-subjects.

with the aid of motion pictures as

as to methods and practical

a teaching device, scored a certain

for their use

percentage

numbered from a thousand to
twelve hundred pupils, from the

examples of these are arithmeand spelling. We can measure
the pupil's work from day to day,
month by month, in these subjects

it.

groups

that

higher

than

jects

of pupils,

other

similar

ground as

sub-

in certain

covering a similar,
parallel

taught

or

as

groups,
nearly

possible, without

the aid of the films.

The

percentage of improvement, as brought out by these
surveys, is not alarming or revolusize of the

in

means

school which

a

primary grades through the eighth.
A good many schemes have been
tried and rejected.
On more than
one occasion he has been ready to

best

tic

with a certain cold accuracy.
out of ten problems in a given

If,

les-

son, the pupil succeeds in complet-

we

ing .seven correctly,

feel justified

him a rank of

forswear the practical value of mo-

in giving

tion pictures, at least such as could

of one hundred spelling words, he

tionary. In the earlier experiments,

be obtained withovit prohibitive ex-

misses eleven,

improvement was

pense, in classroom work, in favor

89.

the percentage of

worked out to a fraction of a per
and the difference was not
high.
The most recent experiment,
that carried on upon a large scale
by the Eastman Kodak Company,

cent,

shows, to quote the terms of
report,

"The

pupils in

its

own

Geography

gained 33 per cent of one standard

more and those

of other visual devices.

And

again

and again he has gone back to the
motion picture with belief sometimes challenged, sometimes
dimmed, but never quite extinguished, in

classroom

practical value as a

its

aid.

This discussion

of

motion

the

If out

70.

we may grade him

ground,

we

if

consider history,

geography or science as a certain

number of facts to be assimilated,
we may reach in the same manner
and on the same basis, a moderately
accurate

estimate

percentile

Gen-

picture will not be a scientific one,

eral Science gained 15 per cent of
one standard deviation more than
an equal number of pupils covering

from the angle of the psychologist

what he has accomplished.
But on the other hand

or the research worker, in terms of

courses

deviation

the

same

field

of

in

instruction

in

these subjects, but taught without
the use of the films."

The Eastman

[Q's, EQ's,

curves.

norms

When

or

all is

frequency

said and done,

laying aside technical formulas or
professional jargon, there

Teaching

Films,

is

some-

as

His answers are either right or
wrong, and may be coldly computed
on that basis. On a certain middle

include

literature,

oral

such

language,

subjects

written

We

composition.

appreciation, selections

we

study,

of

our
as

and
for

from what

consider the world's

best

lit-

Can we

thing

about

and the exhaustive research con-

virhich

from the

nected with their initiation are a

as being of practical value in enab-

ues the impression

notable contribution to the field of

ling the school pupil to get a better

Vision of Sir Launfal, with

visual instruction in the

imderstanding

things

etic

jects

about which he

in lay-

rhythm
and martial swing, make upon the

two subthey cover, geography and

general science.
cept

the

We

scientific

may

well ac-

conclusions

the

.

motion

picture

start impresses

of
is

certain

studying

;

me

ing a richer background of experi-

ences and impressions that he

may

erature, prose or poetry.

estimate in terms of percentile val-

Lowell's

that

imagery, or Horatius

Bridge, with

adolescent?

its

its

at

pothe

stirring

The noble

self-sacri-
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of Horatius and his two com-

panions against hopeless odds defies

any attempt at mathematical evaluation, and it is well that it does.
After all, life is not quite all mathematics or logarithmic tables.

Why

do we study geography or

history?

Is

the basic

to learn

it

productions of certain

cities

or sec-

is

drowsy quiet of an inland
How the Eskimo makes his
ing from skins, catches

seals

and of little use in the classroom. But in the study of Egypt
and Northern Africa, and in the

the great ice-

historic land of Greece, there is a

through the

pack walls

cold
facts
about Columbus,
Washington, Franklin or Lincoln?

the

of

I

my

prefer to take

living,

history as a

breathing drama of the lives

of those

men

culties they

dramatic

of the past, the

episodes

the choices they

of

their

and

how

lives,

were compelled

make, the temptations
them,

diffi-

met and conquered, the
to

beset

that

conquered

they

them.

want

I

my

pupils,

for example,

recognize Paul Jones as a figure

to

who, under

all

sorts of discourage-

ment, conquered insuperable obsta-

with the makeshift navy that

cles

was at his disposal. How Ericsson's
Monitor prevented a wholesale destruction of the Northern navy at
a time when it seemed as if nothing
on earth could stop the all-conquering rush of the Virginia-Merrimac.

How

Robert E. Lee, America's
foremost general and gentleman of

was forced

time,

his

to

make

the

heart-breaking choice between his
state

and

his nation,

and how he

fought a constantly losing battle for
the Lost

Cause against overwhelm-

ing odds that crushed
end, but in so doing

and

won

him

in

the

the respect

affection, not only of his

own

followers of the Southland, but of
his

Northern opponents as well.
teach geography with what end
view? Not, except incidentally,

I

in

that the capital of Florida

is

Talla-

and that raising fruit is perhaps its most important industry. I
would have my pupils see something of the life as lived under the
palms and along the sandy beaches
of the Florida coast what an orhassee,

—

cloth-

daring

in the explorer's

the swarthy

river.

Arab

rides

camel over the burning sands of

his

Or an

country?

how

ice,

How

ship.

array

tions of the

Mines, "Through Oil Lands of Eu-

ange grove looks like, the surf rolling in on Daytona's marvelous
beach, or an alligator breaking the

and what those sands

desert,

look

like.

Burmans

An

Indian temple, skirted

or Sinhalese, the sun set-

rope and Africa."

Part of this

frankly devoted to the

oil

indus-

try,

A panorama
Arabs in their white
veiled women, city gates that
at night, the Sphinx and

wealth of material.
of

Cairo,

robes,

close

Pyramids,

the

caravans,

desert

these held classes of fifth

and sixth

They

ting behind the Pyramids. In short,

graders spellbound.

how

Egypt, they talked of Egypt, they

other people in the world live

I

cannot evaluate in

would

percentile terms, nor

if

I

I

have no quarrel, nor disagreement with the statisticians nor
the research workers. Their problems are well solved, as far as they
could.

I

are solved. But

do know, with-

I

out factual examinations, that the
pupils of

come

my

school

intimately

who have

acquainted

be-

with

on the screen have a
richer background and a deeper apthese things

preciation of

life,

even

if I

or they

cannot put into black and white a
coldly

statistical

measurement of

recall

I

certain
in

time to time

talked

We

used

films

which I
from

the classroom

which

possess

teaching value, at least in

this

my own

judgment, to a marked degree. A
few highlights it may be well to
mention, as bearing out this claim.

There are many others that might
well deserve mention.
These are
picked merely at random. And it
happens that most of them are of

the

great

elephant

bull

was,

corporations.

propaganda or argument for certain commercial firms.
I would be as
frank to criticise
this

am

to point out

teaching possibilities

in

these

are carried through
the natives dancing

by the light of flickering

year,

fires after

had been slain.
Again we used a film, "David
Goes to Baffin Land," put out by

Putnam

the
is

used, with certain classes this

a film from the Bureau of

Much

concern.

frank advertising

book.

_

Yet we got a

of

of

it

a boys'

real vision of

Eskimo life, of the great ice pack,
the swash of ocean waves, a polar
through

bear thrashing
cakes.

I

the

ice-

could not get a percentile
if I had the
But there is no
saw the Eskimo

response to the facts,

hardihood to

try.

who

on a rock, tearing with

teeth at the

raw

his

leg of a caribou,

with a smile of delight on his dusky
face,

who

will

be likely to forget

that sight for a long time.

The General

Electric

has a three-reeler,

reels.

We

safari

saw

sitting

the

the

at

how goods

the tropics,

youngster

their defects as I

or a

vegetation,

They knew what a

charge.

the industrial type, supplied gratis

is

film,

lu.Kuriant jungle, with lions creep-

ing through

by certain firms or

Nor

Patterson

the

"Hunting Big Game with a Camera."
Teachers and pupils alike
gained a knowledge of the dark,

a lion

their impressions.

have used

to their classrooms and
and wrote about what they
had seen, and life as it is lived in
Cairo and the desert's endless space
was very real to them.

went back

besides ourselves.

These things

lived in

tor."

which

Company

"The Benefac-

portrays

graphically

{Concluded on page 183)
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Visual Instruction in the City Schools, Pasadena, California
Harry Hopkins Haworth, Supervisor
and Margaret Sloan White, Teacher

A HUNDRED
in

tiie

percent increase
visual

of

circulation

conferences

aids, as a result of the

beginning to

of Visual Education
of Visual Education

non-pro-

feel that the

jection visual aids are the better,

for the

especially

grades.

reported by the Visual Education

showing the important third dimen-

An

Department within three weeks.

average of 1500 pictures, exclusive
of

motion pictures,

week

out each

being sent

is

semester, as

this

week for the

against 750 per

close

of last term.

mentary grades and representatives
of the departments of the secondary schools meet once each semester

room of

in the exhibit

the

where instruction

department,

is

view,

stereographic

indispensable.

practically

sion,

is

Used

for individual study,

or

picture,

enough for
one time. We

the class to see at

find that a 16"

by 20"

recommended

for

stration of the

new

have been added

many

of

to

pictures which

So

our library.
express

teachers

the

a

city schools

average

classroom of from twenty-five to
thirty pupils.

If a stereopticon

can

be brought to the class a lantern
slide

may

view

be used for this dis-

of

setting

teacher

is

that

is

up the machine, the
tempted to use too many

or slides of unrelated sub-

slides,

thinking to save time and pre-

jects,

independently occupies half of a

Besides the
of

fulltime

five

rection of the office activities.

has

projectionist

subjects

the

il-

are

they

and are very appreciative

teaching,

of the opportunity of using them.

Aiming

to provide proper visual

"from

for every grade,

aids

kin-

dergarten through the junior college",

we

secure

only

there

is

ulated,

have

endeavored to
for which

material

a definite need, and to

fit

and the

class period

becomes

supervisor and

a period of entertainment.

Visual aids which must be pro-

may

be called in at

any time to advise us

new

in

purchasing

material, in organizing

the best methods of using

What
own

into

that the class has to be

moved

to

another room or to the auditorium,
or has to be

which

with another class with

has not been working, or

it

has to see something about which

it

have, in
studies

many

at

times desirable,

is

not the goal

of education.

When

every

from

ting

up orders. The library and loan

records, together with the regular
secretarial duties are

performed by

the secretary.

To

accomplish our aims,

found

it

advisable

we have

include the

to

following types of visual aids. (The

numbers after each
proximate number

indicate the ap-

we have

in cir-

culation.) t-The types are: exhibits

teacher

the

in

every

kindergarten

(76), stereographic' views
flat

pictures

(3,000),

(3016),
mapslides

is

best?

through the junior college, has the

(292), charts and posters

our

proper amount of the finest type

slides (3150), stillfilms (577), film

observations over a period of

of

Pure entertainment, while

taining.

grade,

three years, together with the ex-

periences

the negatives.

files

devotes most of her

consideration

type of visual aid

Taking

or in

it,

it.

colorist

time to coloring lantern slides and

son tends to become purely enter-

best teachers,

The

photographs and assists with put-

such

ing volunteer committees for each

composed of some of our

the

jected certainly have a place in edu-

has not been studying, and the les-

grade,

Our

cation, but if conditions are

Stand-

the aids to the curriculum.

of

The photographic
performs the laboratory
work under the direction of the
the laboratory.

assistant

lustrating

charge

maintenance and repair of all projectors in the system and of the
motion picture films and assists in

vent further inconvenience, and as

pictures which are available for

The

assistants.

Miss White, divides her
time about equally between supervision and instruction, research and
organization of visual aids and di-

a result the children are over-stim-

the

at

is

teacher,

great

surprise

of

who

supervisor,

the photographer, the staf? consists

quantity of instructive and artistic

feeling

Visual

the

librarian,

two story building, and is looking
forward to even greater expansion.

can be

size

the

because she has gone to the trouble

study of visual aids, and a demon-

beginning three years

it

flat

several pictures, large

equipment,

the

its

ago as a small collection of heterogeneous material, circulated by the

making use of a

should

cussion, but the danger here

for

been

has

goal

be followed by a discussion period

it

given in the operation of projection
suggestions

present

Education Department of the Pasadena City Schools has grown until

all

All teachers of each of the ele-

The

Having

elementary

being held with the teachers, was

our

that

reached.

those
cases,

teachers

made

who

careful

and experiments, we

are

of visual aids,
best

way

them
and yet

uses

possible,

in
is

the
al-

ways alert to discover new materials and methods, we of the Visual
Education Department will feel

slides (35),

films

mm. motion

35

(400),
picture

16

mm.

The following

pro-

(250), and

width

(48).

jection

equipment

short time loans

:

in

is

the

circulated for

35 stereopticon.s
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— for

for

jector

&L), one

or

slides

(B&L),

tures

pro-

only

pictures

V. E. film

pic-

flat

opaque

one

flat

S.

combined

1) one

Lomb-34, Spencer
projector

(B

slide projec-

B&L

film slide projector,
tor, one
one Eastman Model A Kodascope
16mm. motion picture projector,
2 Bell & Howell 16 mm. motion

and two SuperDeVry 35 mm. motion picture pro-

picture projectors,

Many

jectors.

of the schools are

own

provided with their

New

projectors.

of pictures are being

sets

A

(Bausch and

for slides or stillfilms,

added constantly, especially

flat

and

16mm. motion

picture

possible

it

for the Supervisor, with one lab-

make

oratory assistant, to

lantern

slides

and various sized

tures,

which, organized into small

pic-

flat

used quite extensively in
the schools. In addition to a saving
in money, it is possible by making
sets are

own

our

sub-

include

pictures to

of local importance and in-

jects

flowers and

wild

such as

terest,

and civic activiwould be difficult or
secure from any sup-

bridges, buildings,

which

ties

it

impossible to

company.

ply

our

All

material

circulated,

is

A

films.
We are emphasizing a wellrounded and well-balanced program

thirty-five schools of

using

Education Department and the City

all

types of visual aids.

In

Pasadena.

truck which serves both the Visual

every

cooperation with other departments

Schools

we plan

school twice each week, to deliver

to greatly increase

lection of exhibits,

for

we

our

col-

believe

that they are essential in subjects
like

nature study and science.

and

Library

at

calls

For the best

collect materials.

and for convenience

results in use,
in

ordering and shipping, our ma-

The Economic Aspect of
From a

small

in

varying

sets,

from 3 to 15 pictures each, depending on grade and subject. Catalogs
conveniently posted in each school

make

it

possible for teachers to or-

der directly by telephone, but
prefer to

make

many

regular visits to the

Department to see material, schedule it for weeks in advance, secure
help in the ways to use the material,
or to

make

suggestions for the im-

provement of the department.

An

extension class of the Uni-

versity of California

conducted

is

each year by the Supervisor of Vis-

This

ual Education.

class,

attended

by teachers in service in
Pasadena and near-by cities and
towns, gives upper division credit.
Being of definite service to teachers, and through them to the children, the class spends most of its
chiefly

one-week periods, among the

for

are

terials

shrubs, geologic formations, roads,

wall pictures, lantern slides, stereo-

graphs, and

and well equipped photo-

large

graphic laboratory makes

time in determining the best types

when

of visual aids,

these should

be used, in the lesson or unit of

work, and

how

they

may

be used to

the best advantage.

Visual Education by Motion Pictures

QQ

Viewpoint

Parent's

WoLCOTT

Chapman

P.

Formerly Editor of "Export Trade and Finance"

THE

F
I'

philosophy

i)olitical

Lincoln

of

to be accepted as

is

a

guide to the conduct of the electorate,

I

am

of opinion that consid-

considerable

a

citizen

personal

eflfort

;

but

is

degree
it

of

not a re-

which he must necesassume?
Can the citizen,

sponsibility
sarily

as to the profitable resultfulness of
this educational

medium when em-

ployed in a systematic manner.
It is

obvious that here,

if

ever in

eration of the educational purposes

with propriety,

and methods

that his contribution, through tax-

educational

ation, to the support of the school

schools, there arises practical need

of his

the public schools

in

community

is

necessary

a

concern of each individual

citizen.

system

is

interest in the

duct must obviously be delegated by

now

the

layman and entrusted

to a corps

of trained educationalists.
the final analysis,
citizen,

the

ployer,

who

it

parent,

is

But, in

the private

and the em-

the

position

the end of his practical

The formulation of a competent
educational program and its con-

Among

take

matter?

the questions which are

one of very

portance

is

definite

im-

method

in

the public

for consultation of the tax paying
citizen.

being canvassed in educational

circles,

the history of the development of

The inauguration

of the

use of motion pictures in any school
involves appropriation
erable

sums

for

of

consid-

equipment,

and

that of introducing vis-

for the provision of suitable condi-

means of motion

tions in classrooms or auditorium

ual instruction by

pictures as a part of the school cur-

for the exhibition of the curricular

in the

And beyond the initial
equipment expenditures lie the per-

appraise those

technical journals of their profes-

petual costs of film rentals or pur-

results with a reasonable degree of

wide interchange of experiences and theories

tlie results'

is

best fitted to judge

attained

tional processes.

from the educa-

To

intelligence requires of the average

riculum.

Educators

monographs
sion

;

which

and there

is

are

appear
a

writing

films.

chases.

Such

financial

facts

are

not to be lightly dealt with, in a

—
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of adventure in educational

spirit

novelties

nor

;

is

ditures involved.

the possible enthu-

the subjects studied?"

was, therefore,

I

especially

"Does

in-

give a quickened orig-

it

siasm of the professional educator

terested in the current undertaking

inality

to be accepted as final proof of the

of the Motion Picture Division of

need for the adoption of the neces-

the

"Does it lead to a greater desire
and ability to discuss the subjects"
in
which the motion picture is

expanded budget program.

sarily

From

every

practical

United States Department of

Commerce,

point of

in making an analytical
survey of the public school use of

motion

view, therefore, educational meth-

educational

ods must be subject to analysis on

throughout the United States.

pictures

.

.

.

?"

correlated with the usual classroom

presentation

"Does

?

ing the desired data, has been sent

produce an increase in
the quantity" together with "an improvement in the quality" of the

of expression as to be intelligible

to the superintendent of schools in

student's outside reading?

must

every community possessing such a

economic grounds
detail

—and

—

and

in gross

in

reduced to such form

to the tax paying citizen.

It

am

told that a questionnaire, seek-

be the sensible aim of educational

functionary.

processes in the public schools to

as a citizen,

prepare students

fitting that

participation

for

an economic world, rather than

in

I

From my
seems

it

afTord a clearer appre-

it

viewpoint

ciation of the 'significance' of per-

particularly

sonal experiences" and of accuracy

such an investigation

made by

being

"Does

it

is

the Department of

Commerce, which I recognize to be
(and which should be) the econom-

in their interpretation?

"Does

give a greater facility in

it

them with accomplishments which are largely cultural.
It must be recognized as the duty

ic

of the educational superintendents,

national government for the benefit

the

perhaps even of each teacher, to so
present their case for the appro-

of the private citizen

ences which are

to provide

priations needed

the

for

carrying

well

sense

community which they
It is

of

the

for

as a citizen,

no way concerned with educa-

Perforce of
tions,

industrial

))ractical

considera-

guide the

to

the

ever, such

pediency of the use of educational

adjunct to

industry comprising

producers and distributors of

and as the parent of a school
age child, I have endeavored to gain
some ideas as to the profitable exity

must be

tionnaire, in this instance,

tional matters except in that capac-

as an

selected

manifest that the direct

is

it

educational

motion pictures

such, as

objective of the Department's ques-

serve.

by virtue of this process of

reasoning that, merely
in

as

as

groups.

out of their plans, as to satisfy the

economic common

fact-finding organization of the

how-

Equally,

films.

guidance

of

non-

the

theatrical industry, along practical

fund of

contributes to the

paths,

information having
educator.

And

utility

finally,

inevitable,

it

because

to
is

the

prac-

of

correlating the features of lessons

with community conditions?"

"Does

it

make

a contribution to

understanding of

experi-

life

often im-

difficult,

.?"
apprehend
And, a question which impresses
the layman as, in the very nature
of things, irrelevant "Does it afford an improvement in the range
and accuracy of vocabulary?"—
and which suggests the further

possible, to

.

.

—

question

—"And how

!".

!

Finally, in this particular

of questions, "Does
ity to

it

group

give an abil-

concentrate" more

eflfectively,

more accurately, and to
In other
reason more soundly?"
"to think

words, does
say "I see"

it

enable the student to

—and mean

the usual public school curriculum.

tically

A

with

economic considerations which are
the Department's especial concern,

indication by each school in

the matter, has been couched in a

that the findings will aid the tax-

subjects and grades the motion pic-

paying citizen

ture has been used.

considerable percentage of the

published authority,

dealing

phraseology of pedagogics just sufficiently

unfamiliar to a lay mind

to obstruct comprehension.

that experience
belief that a

I

From

have come to the

more popular version

in his

to appraise the

tional

personal

the

eflfort

worth of the educa-

"movie" for

his local school

system.
I

shall

await with interest the

summation of the answers

the field of visual instruction

would
means
of an extended use of the method

questions, as the following, which

aid in securing the financial

appear

the results to be attained are de-

monstrably satisfactory and desirable.

Contrariwise,

if

the results

observed do not justify the expen-

in the

to

such

Motion Picture Divi-

nate that

it

It is

"Does

the

educational

for the

what

unfortu-

could not have been

found feasible

to relate the answers,

dividual subjects

of

to the in-

study,

as

it

might often happen that result ful-

commended from a general viewpoint,
ness, in directions highly to be

might not be of any considerable

sion's questionnaire.

motion

picture bring to the student an in-

creased interest in his school

and aid

it.

questionnaire calls

to the questions above,

of the findings of investigators in

if

The

work

in sustaining his interest in

value in a particular subject.

Another

group

of

questions

bears on difficulties experienced

in

the educational use of motion pic-
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school purposes.

for public

tures,

"Does the rapidity of
motion

the

in

make

picture

accurate and

call

.

.

impres-

definite

system.

educational picture which might be

are included

make

it

mind?

possible for the teacher to

a sufficiently detailed study

of the film" in advance of

use in

its

the classroom "to enable the

value to be secured from
In other words,
ture projector,

is

its

.

.

use?"

the motion pic-

and the

film subject,

to be a toy for the teacher to play

with

—or

she effectively exert

will

of

And among

I

showings

the

in

classroom are a

composite of educational and en-

Such a jux-

tertainment features.
taposition

o

amusement

and

instruction

f

school

those questions
relative

the

to

have

I

was provided through the beneficence of a local citizen. The burden
of upkeep and of the rental of film
provided

is

by the

for

charging of an admission
five cents

posite

way to do so. Many schools
have continued to use this plan to
money

raise

of

fee

entertainment

the

a result, the effort

which

not

is

It

will be

Sechriest
sentence,

refers

during

my

It is

that this

is

school

virtually

personal be-

a distinct imposition

is

upon the child and its parents. A
public school is what its name im-

Whatever transpires therein, during and as a part of the
school day's work, must be free of

plies.

If the charge of

special charge.

an

to

pedagogfically

is

to

which Mr.
opening

his

in

of motion picture ex-

given outside

hibitions

school

of

hours, frankly for revenue produc-

equipment and
objection which

school auditorium,

As

made

noted that the enter-

tainment practice,

ing

hours, and attendance

often

sound."

entertain-

the

is

educate and entertain at the same

The comin

been

has

idea

carried over into the classroom.

and

ment exhibitions are given

other

and unfortunately

;

per showing.

educational

various

for

school projects

the projector

previously referred,

subjects

equipment, they have foimd this an
easy

time,

In the school, to which

lief

thoroughly acquainted, the

some

the

in

city

financing of the method.

use of the equipment on sound peding motion pictures, with which

or

school,

compulsory.

am most

includes a se-

instruction

visual

her mentality so as to justify the
agogic grounds? In the school, us-

using

purposes,

school

the

The

auditorium.
I

have voiced does

not apply to the employment of the

community
But even here there is a
the use of the
potential danger
school facilities as "an easy way"

school premises as adult
centers.

—

to raise

money

school

projects

for

all

varieties of

— often

without

urgency or importance giving

their

justification to the "drive".

the

word

use

I

"drive" advisedly, because

admission fee be explained by the

the school staff, in such situations,

(the curriculum show-

introduction

of the entertainment

almost invariably seek to bludgeon

ing includes such pictures as the

feature, -the

imdesirable aspect

is

the parents of their pupils into buy-

"Our Gang" comedies) impresses

but emphasized.

not within

ing tickets for such entertainments

me

the province of school authority to

as a matter of

reduce the time

tion.

as the reverse of desirable

from

every intelligent point of view.
"Is the expense of the films, or

I

The questionnaire

enable him to gain a value from the

"Is

be

ries of questions as to the organiza-

individual

adult

can

conditions

tion

simple to the

not sufficient that

It is

slower mental operation of a child

That is a very practical question,
and is basic in the economic appraisal of the method.

;

"is".

proper

the

sions?" In other words, does the

quite

,

word

secured.

.

the pupil to re-

difficult for

it

movement

It

is

for

allotted

the

purpose of instructing the youth of

community

difficulty of projection, a difficulty

the

which prevents a more adequate
use ?" It is my opinion that it would
have added materially to the value

for a profit,
theatrical

in

order to compete,

with

legitimate

the

motion picture business

of the town.

on

Little

to convince the parent of the im-

portance,

if

any, of the object for

which the funds are sought.
the weight of
is

my

community obligaor no effort is made

visited

tutorial

upon the

And

displeasure

child, if the par-

answers secured, if
question had been split in two.

this

of

sug-

find the following statement in the

chases, to the teacher's accomplish-

gests a very vital question for the

.Annual Report of the Director of

ment of what may,

of

the

"Difficulty

citizen's

projection"

this point,

When we

consideration.

Substantiating

Visual

position

have been pleased to

I

Education

of

the

Public

consider the average school class-

Schools of Birmingham, Alabama.

room

Says Mr. Earl

or auditorium, not designed

for such purposes, is

its

use for the

E.

gentleman referred

the

Sechriest,

"Many

to,

of

ent proves recalcitrant and refuses
to contribute,

through ticket purin

an unbiased

judgment, be merely a "hobby".
Therefore, in

ment,

if

my

personal judg-

the theory of visual in-

means of motion picsound and worthy of adopdoes not by the same token

struction by

showing of motion pictures under
daytime conditions ordinarily ac-

our schools are using the motion
picture for entertainment purposes.

tures

lompHshed without material eye-

Where

the

imply that the school become "a

had to

raise

strain

on the pupil?

I

stress the

individual

money

school

has

buy

their

to

tion,

is
it

(Concluded on page 183)
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Texas Visual
Instruction Conference

The Bureau
tion, of the

Visual Instruc-

of

University of Texas,

ference June 16-21 inclusive. Lectures on recent advances in the visfield,

ta

has also obtained 500

islation

types of visual aids and

"stills,"

or

close-ups, of the ceremonies of the

its

Dr.

Daniel C. Knowlton, of Yale Uniseveral talks on

versity, will give

Under

the

direction

Mrs.

of

Joe Moore, Chief of the
Visual Instruction Bureau, there
Charles

be demonstrations, discussions,

will

and

experiments

involving

An

lems of projection.

prob-

illustrated

by Mr.
Clark on "Lenses" and Dr.

lecture will be given

Kuehne

W.

A.

J.

M.

explain color photog-

will

on the

third annual publication

European motion picture

situation

rai)hy, illustrated

with slides he has

industry in each country of Europe.

We

have recently received an anfrom Mr. Ellsworth

nouncement

C. Dent, Secretary of the National

Academy

in

the

European motion picture

last

year, according to the report,

field

was the advent of the soimd film.
While American film importation
into Europe showed an increase
over 1928, European j^roduction of
films was considerably less than in
1928.
Exhibitors found difficulty
in obtaining enough silent films to
satisfy demands, but were hesitant

of

Visual

Instruction,

that the 1930 Visual Instruction Di-

rectory

in 1929.

The outstanding develojjment

the Photoj)lay.

and distribution of films, legand general trends of the

Now Ready

Industry Report

the six days of the

the

session.

tion

Visual Instruction Directory

European Motion Picture

University of Texas faculty during

members of

gives complete da-

on theatre construction, produc-

tribes.

The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the U. S. Department of Commerce has issued

principles underlying their use, will

be given by various

The pamphlet

is

holding a Visual Instruction Con-

ual

companiment to movies and lantern
slides which he will show in museum lectures later. Mr. Hambly

is

ready for distribution.

is

made up of

lows

:

Part

Officials

I.

Charge

in

State Visual Instruction

Part
City,

It

six sections as fol-

11.

of

Service.

in Charge of
and County Depart-

Officials

District

ments of Visual Instruction.
Part III. Oflicials in Charge of

Museum

Visual Instruction Service.

Part IV. Unclassified Visual Instruction

Workers.

sound-

Part V. Directors of University

public

synchronization equipment in their

school art supervisors and teachers

theaters until they could be* sure the

Extension Divisions (N. U. E. A.)
Part VI. Institutions Offering

about installing

made.

A
will

ley

course

special

for

be given by Miss Thelma Whacomprising "Public-School Art

Taught with

Museum Expedition
Returns with Native "Talkies"

West

Expedition to

brought

has

Africa,

would

oflFset

the

expense.

industry

ture

Mr. Wilfred D. Hambley, leader

Museum

additional revenue

Great Britain was the only European country whose motion pic-

Slides."

Field

of the Field

expensive

back

made any progress

during the year.

All other coini-

either through legislative dif-

tries,

ficulties,

patent

litigations,

credit

Courses in Visual Instruction.

The Directory contains in all a
of more than 1000 directors and

list

prominent

users

of

visual

ganization

sending

which

is

interested

in

such

a

information

to

from Portuguese Angola not only
hundreds of feet of motion pictures, showing many native cus-

stringencies, or a caution resulting

group.

from the imcertainties

all active, institutional,

toms, but has also recorded native

pace with the world development in

sounds and voices

drums
gola,

—the

the

in

Native

Ovimbundu Negro
at their

games

;

An-

ceremony
equator

in a village

below

beating of

;

children singing

tales of

primitive

tribes told in their peculiar tongue

—on

These
use as an ac-

dictaphone cylinders.

records he expects to

film entertainment,

of

failed

soimdto keep

aids

throughout the United States.
It
should be of great value to any or-

and

life

of charge to

It is sent free

members of

contributing
the National

new field of sound films.
The report shows that European

Academy of Visual Instruction.
Those who are now members of the
Academy may secure copies of

production continues to cen-

the Directory at $1.00 each, post-

this

film

ter in

Germany, France and Great

Britain. It

is

believed that the out-

put of the other countries had very
little,

if

any, first-run success out-

side of their country of origin.

paid,

from Mr. Dent, 1400 Oread

Ave., Lawrence, Kan.

The Directory
each year and

mav

it

will
is

be

issued

hoped that

it

be issued hereafter very soon

:
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winter meeting

the

after

of

the

over-age

Academy.
for Arithmetic

and motion
Arithmetic
presented
was
of
study
as a vehicle
Angeles
on
in
Los
exhibit
in an
color

in

April 24,

The

the State University.

at

made

had

children

toy

ma-

chines that add, subtract, multiply

and

divide, both fractions

and

in-

There were toys that calculate longitude and time, discounts, cube root, and all the other
processes, more than a hundred
There were
kinds on exhibition.
tegers.

and

films

Even

The National Academy of Vis-

and

ual Instruction. Ellsworth C.

Children

not given

are

and other

tions

abled

discover them

to

each

for

himself as need arises.
Congress Approves Historical Films
The usefulness of the movies

eliminates need for dull
is

drill.

such a varietv of material that

it

Kansas,

of

Kans.
II.

Minimum Standards

for Crea-

tive Learning as a Vital Value

Visual Instruction.

in

of \'isual Instruction. Public
Schools, Philadelphia, Penn-

held by the international congress

sylvania.

for historical studies,

annual

conference

which held

last

Cambridge, England.

month

Several

its

in

offi-

representing the gov-

and Great Britain, said they would
ask the governments to assist in the

daily joy,

Lawrence,

teaching elementary history was up-

and
There

makes arithmetic a

new

Univer-

Instruction,

James G. Sigman. Director

Arleigh system of toys and tricks

teachers claim that this

sity

in

ernments of almost every important
countrv except the United States

The

Visual

combina-

facts, they are en-

Bureau of

Dent, Secretary,

the brightest chil-

dren gain a deeper comprehension
of the principles of mathematics.

cial delegates,

slides.

awakens

failure

speeds up.

Toy Calculators

The

attracts children of every type.

production of historical films.

SECOND SESSION
Tuesday, July

1,

M.

2:00 P.

The Art of Living as a Vital Value
In Education
in
the
\"isual Aids Helpful

Wise Use of Leisure

Blanche B. McFarland, Rocky
Ford, Colorado.

Training Teachers to

Program of the Department of Visual Instruction of the

nize Vital Values in

National Education Association

Principal,

ing

—

OFFICERS
Nature Study and Vis-

rector of

Public

ualization,

Pitts-

Schools,

burgh, Pennsylvania.
Vice-President, F.

Dean McClus-

Scarborough School,
Scarborough, New York.

ky,

Director,

W.

Secretary- Treasurer,
Whittinghill,

Head

Visual

of

\V.

of Department

Education,

Public

Schools, Detroit, Michigan.

Executive Committee
Lihinbaugh,

B. A.

Au-

State Director of Vis-

Instruction,

iiil

:

Dudley Grant

Columbus, Ohio;

Hays,

Director

of

\'isual Instruction, Public Schools,

Chicago.

Illinois

;

Mrs.

Anna V.

Dorris. Director of Visual Instruction,

State Teachers College,

San

Francisco, California.

Knovvlton,

New

York,

N. Y.
Progress of Visual Instruction
in

United

the

States

1923 to 1929. F.
Clusky,

M.

Spencer,

H. C. Frick Train-

School

Teachers,

for

Director

from

Dean Mcof

Scar-

borough School, Scarborough,
New York.
Report of the Committee on

An

Experimental Study of the
Teaching of Spelling. Mrs.
Zyve,

Clare

Meadow

Fox

Principal,

Scarsdale,

School,

N. Y.

Museum

Service to Education.
Charles R. Toothaker, Curator

Museum,

Commercial

Philadelphia, Pa.

Discussion.

Business.

Demonstrations of Recent De-

Asst. Superintendent, Public

George W^
velopments
Hoke, Eastman Classroom
Films, Rochester, New York.

Schools, St. Louis, Missouri.

George E.

W. M.

stone

School

Museum

Chairman

:

C. G.

Rathmann,

Gregory, Director of

Educational
land

Relations.

School

Museum,
of

Cleve-

Education.

ville,

Hamilton,

Hoban, Di-

Key-

View Company, MeadSound
Pennsylvania.

Pictures will be demonstrated
in the projection

Cleveland, Ohio.

Instruction. C. F.

:

Electrical

room of

The

Inc., in the exhibit hall.

projection

the

Research Products,

room of

the

RCA
De-

Creative Learning as a Vital Value

rector of Visual Instruction.

will be reserved for the

In Education

State Department of Public

partment of Visual Instruc-

Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa.

tion at

I.
I

30, 2:00 P.

C.

Fieldston School,

Report of Committee on State
Visual
Administration
o f

FIRST SESSION
Monday, June

Daniel

:

L.

RecogEduca-

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Report of the Committee on Research and Guidance. Chair-

man

Herbert

tion.

Columbus, Ohio
June 30 and July 1, 1930
Auditorium Central High School
President, John A. Hollinger, Di-

— Mak-

ing Living a Real Art. Mrs.

Reports of Committees

4:30 P. M.
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Church Management (May

1)

Motion Pictures Move a
Rural Church
Here is the Answer", by George A. Crapullo, reviews the plan, approach and the
"Will

II III

I

Mini III nil iiiiiiifiiiiiiii nil

nil I lit III! II 1 1 III 1 1 II I III I

nual of The Educational Screen, called
1000 and One, which is a yearly cata-

ences?

Foreign

said to

logue of non-commercial films.

Italian

chuckling with glee.
The
dramatist, Pirandello, perhaps

;

fulfillment of said plan, conceived

and executed by a church whose
evening services were rapidly becoming a negligible part of its program. The article presents a constructive and reverent solution to
similar situations for other church-

urban as well as suburban.
From a churchless Sunday night

Incidentally,
fine

has been another

there

unexpected result from these mo-

Our high school
auditorium and machine

tion picture services.

using our

is

for a series of educational
the

benefit

the

of

Our experience has amply justified
our confidence in the motion picture as
an effective vehicle for expressing and
teaching Christian truth.

News (May

Sierra Educational
to

—

programs for
and their

students

parents.

es,

a popular and successful Sunday evening service
that is what has happened in our church this fall. The
attendance has never been less than
seventy and it has reached as high as

"Spanish and the Talkies", by
Professor Alfred Coester of Stan1)

ford University, discusses the influences of the

upon the

talkies

language of the country and the im-

have accomplished this through
the inauguration of what we have chosen
to call the "Popular Religious Motion
Picture Service". This service is informal in character with the following
features

A

:

song service of previously
hymns, special instrumental
or vocal sacred music and a short pertinent spiritual talk by the pastor based
on the picture and preceding its
short

requested

showing.
A deeply spiritual atmosphere pervades the entire service. Every item in
the order of service contributes to the
creation of a worshipful spirit.
We

have had many messages testifying to
the uplift and helpfulness of the service.
We are convinced we are fulfilling a distinct need and one which
could not be met in any other way.
there
In rural communities, where
seems to be an instinctive resistance to
innovations, one must work his way
carefully through this natural conservatism.
In introducing the idea in our
church we used caution.
At first we did not even use the term
"motion picture".
Our approach was
by way of our responsibility for reaching the many who did not go to church.
The expenses of these services have
been more than met by the offering. In
In
fact, just now we have a surplus.
selecting our pictures

we

use The

An-

plied

for

possibilities

constructive

of

its

aid

to

film

manufacturers are

be

from professional jealousy, says that
American moving-

the supremacy of the

picture industry has received

death-

its

blow.

On

other

the

hand,

foresees

journalist

a

Argentine

an

different

result.

Spanish and English, he thinks, are the
languages of the future, at least on
this continent. This is easy to concede.
The truth of it forms one of the most
cogent reasons why the study of Spanish (in. preference to any other foreign
language) should have a place in our
high schools.

But

to return to the

As

nalist.

the

Argentine jour-

modern world

largely

is

occupied with business, English is gaining ground as a world language. English and business are almost synony-

144.

We

kQ

>

the "movies" all nations be-

influence

mous,

language

came accustomed to read a few words
of English from the "talkies" they will

.^t

;

teachers.

"movies" have any influence on
of young people (and some
persons call them one source of "the
crime wave"), the "talkies" will have
more. The picture will no longer be
merely a suggestion; words will make

learn to understand English speech.

If the

the

lives

subtlest

its

meaning clear to the

stu-

The "slang" of the talkies will
spread rapidly.

pidest.

But why not make use of this educapower of the "talkies"? One electric company, I understand, is already
tive

advertising
yet,

"educational

however,

the

talkies."

foreign

As

is in the
future.
Every language teacher knows the value of plays
and, alas (if he has ever tried to have
his pupils produce one) the drudgery
!

drilling

for

"talkie" film to
a

play,

the

production.

accompany the study

scene by

scene,

day

A
of

by day,

what a marvel!
Just now, speaking about foreign
languages to a moving picture producer
might be disagreeable or even dangerThe Spanish have a proverb,
ous.
"Don't say rope in the house of the

man who has been hanged."
port of

moving

individual in being able to speak

the visitors language and the possibility

for

of the talkie as a

medium
with

familiarizing individuals

simple
guages.

vocabularies

in

other lan-

The conclusions

are

not

very clearly put, but the suggested
viewpoint is interesting and sound.

language

"talkie"

of

The article closes with further
comment upon the courtesy of the

The ex-

The New York Times

From

Superintendents
Various Centres Endorse Productions", is an account, written by

"School

Diana Rice, of the recent developments in the talking film field accomplished by the Research Bureau
of the Electrical Research Products, Inc., under the direction of
Mr. V. C. Amspiger. This report
reads most happily for this

picture films has been a

very profitable line of the business. But
can a "talkie." squawking English, be
shown to German or Spanish audi-

(May

18) "Educational Films", subtitled

weak infancy but

still

in its

the

certain

future.

cinema

field

field,

easily

of

the
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Review of EduCinematography (March)

International
cational

Among

an imposing array of vividly interesting articles and some
eight reports of experiments and
research regarding children and
the cinema, appears Mr. L. M. Bailey's "The Beginning of Amateur
Educational Films in the United
In his

States."

work with Movie

realizes an intimate and wide range of contacts
with this field. His article, therefore, is a first hand and authentic
resume of the present standing and

Makers Mr. Bailey

and colleges

beginning to serve a

is

number of purposes. Professors are
commencing to record experiments for
personal reference, exchange of ideas
and for teaching purposes in their own
Filming of physical eduinstitutions.
cation activities by

of slow morecord of anal-

means

tion, so as to secure a

ysis

by which faulty muscular control

may

be pointed out and corrected, film-

ing of activities, such as

and

fire drills

among

therein

publicity

and stimulus of alumnae
schools,

their

more

important

school and college film production.

has,

as yet, merely been touched.

One

films

of the most important aspects of

personal film production

is

its

use

in

microscopy and
Surgery,
neuropsychiatry, to mention only a few
important branches of medicine, are
medicine.

employing
as a

and

films with the greatest effect

medium

teresting
for

for teaching, recording in-

cases

for

future

reference,

exchange of

interprofessional

ideas and experience concerning constantly improving medical technique.
In teaching

surgical

Another large
filmers are those

technique, for

aspects

of

present

group of
engaged in producing
individual

of industry.

It

is

quite

men should

that business

in-

the

constitute

plished in the field of personal educational film production, the surface of
direction

phases of educational effort
ice to

mankind

couraging

natural

utilize

their

hobby to record the business they have
built up and with which they are so

is

the

camera compresses

into

feet of film significant subject

a

mat-

which would rehand. Conuse of film. Dr. Smith Ely

ter for leisurely study

quire days to observe

first

cerning this
Jeliffe, noted neuropsychiatrist of New
York City, says, "No phase of medicine
has found the cinema of so much value

and mental disThe student of the nervous sysease.
tem is almost exclusively guided by his
studies of sensation and motion."
as the field of nervous

Personal

film

production

in

schools

New York

City, 1930.

as the authors chose to

make

it,

but,

as they say in the preface,

is

not

In large orgawith widespread branches, a
sense of unity and cooperation with the
central plant is stimulated by familiarizing employees with
other branches

and with the

officials

in

charge of the

entire organization.

Art also finds an ally in films. As a
source of inspiration for workers in the

exhaustive.

colored, are serving as reference

dance.

Likewise film records are pre-

serving for future generations for ap-

work of great
and the theatre.

preciation and study the
artists of the ballet

Municipal and civic interests also find
motion pictures of value in
furthering their aims. Court decisions
have been rendered upon evidence presented by film.
Civic improvement is
accomplished in various communities
by demonstrating to their governing
bodies, considering proposed improvepersonal

ments, films of existing similar projects
in other cities.
Films have been used

check

functions, such as fire

municipal
prevention, gar-

bage disposal,

and other

to

the

efficiency

traffic

services.

Chambers

employed

film to

of

of

civic

Commerce have

publicize their cities

A

splendid,

compact

aid indeed.

Sound Pictures and Trouble
Shooters Manual, by J. R. Cameron and J. F. Rider, Cameron Publishing Company, Manhattan Beach
N. Y., 1930, is a thick volume of

treating

few

indeed, en-

intimately acquainted.

An

cases,

is,

magnitude".

nizations,

works
in the studio.
The slow motion camera is exposing faulty muscular control
in the mimetic
the
arts, particularly

In recording the reactions of neurotic

that

its

plementary materials for teachers of
the commercial subjects. It is one
of a series of hand books for high
It is as complete
school subjects.

serve most admirably. Films, frequently

value.

in

This
book
of supan excellent source

versity,

by means of film, every seat becomes a
front seat and antiseptic measures no
longer hamper the view of the student.
In pictures of micro studies, the closeup enlarges infinitesimal objects so
that they may readily be observed by
large groups without the necessity of
expensive equipment in the hands of
each student, an advantage of obvious

afforded

.

Enriched Teaching of Com-

esses of all the arts to students, films

formerly

.

mercial Subjects in the High
School, by M. N. Woodring and
G. Harold. Bureau of Publications,
Teachers' College, Columbia Uni-

Now,

subject

students in the operating theatre.

.

BOOK REVIEWS

distant

the

sites.

their future holds a promise of serv-

graphic and plastic arts, as a means of
correcting technique in the mimetic
arts and for presenting production proc-

example, the close-up proves invaluable,
in contradistinction to the scant view of

home

"amateur educational films in the
United States are serving many

structures,

in

this

for

facilities

"In short", concludes Mr. Bailey,

students, filming of

the

camps, commencement exercises and other special fetes
to go into periodical newsreels, later
to be edited into school film histories,
college

terest

in

their

conventions, industries and

military training, to stimulate interest

accomplishment in this field.
While much has already been accom-

the possibilities

by demonstrating

technical guidance,
style

of

any
its

written

scientific

subject

excellent source

in

the

textbook

exhaustively.
for

informa-

and aid, to both the expert and
the layman interested in the science
of sound picture making.
Cameron's Encyclopedia of
Sound Motion Pictures, by
James R. Cameron, Cameron Publishing Co., Manhatten Beach, N.
Y. 1930. Literally as its title indicates, this compact little volume
lists the terms and facts of the science of making sound pictures in
tion

alphabetical order in true Brittanica
style

and with the completeness of

that veteran publication.

Like the

textbook of which Mr. Cameron

is

a co-author, this should prove of
immeasurable assistance to the expert

and the interested layman.
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PUTTJN' ON THE RITZ

[300]

A

story of the stage

York

and

New

night clubs, that has as

its

Richman,
more familiar, no doubt, to Broadway habitues than to the movie aucentral

Harry

figure,

The

dience at large.
the usual trend

story follows

—the vaudeville per-

former down on his luck, who presmakes a big success and lets

ently
it

go to

ment

in

includes

The

it.

Joan

Lilyan

Bennett,

Tashman, James Gleason, and AiThe songs, some of
leen Pringle.
them by Irving Berlin, are tuneful
and stay in your memory. And
Mr. Richman does have his own litA
tle way of putting them over.
delightful bit

is

the Alice in

Won-

derland number in color.
(See Film Estimates for

May)

MONTANA MOON

[301]

sashaying around as a mushy
Mexican vaquero. Practically all
ter,

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

(Paramount)

George Bancroft is the brute in
question, one Joe Forziati, who
builds skyscraper apartments for
the

elite,

but doesn't get invitations

He

Mexican, but
they speak to each other in broken
I think that
English exclusively.

to dinner inside them.

just about grades the production as

falls in love.

a whole.

ning her he arranges to have her
small son kidnapped so that he can

characters

the

are

(See Film Estimates for
[303]

May)

(Warner Brothers)

Lenore Ulric's old stage success,
with practically n o

screened

Lupe

changes.

cial aspirations,

woman

a society

Velez

does

the

some of

has so-

and presently meets

whom

with

he

In the hope of win-

play the spectacular

TIGER ROSE

example,

cast, for

LADIES LOVE BRUTES

[305]

(Warner Brothers)
Comic opera stuff in color, with
Frank Fay, who should know bet-

—

head but it is skillfully
and has lots of entertain-

his

treated,

UNDER A TEXAS MOON

[302]

(United Artists)

iiQ

llllllllllflllllllflllllllllltlllllllflllllllllllll

but

rescuer,

underworld enemies
step into the plot and ruin his efhis

He

fects.

doesn't get the lady,

must

you

Mary

know.
March,

and

if

Astor,

Lawford

French Canadian girl, Monte Blue
policeman (Royal Northwest
Mounted, of course) and Grant

Frederick

Withers the fugitive lover. The cast
also includes H. B. Warner, Gaston
Oh
Glass, and Tully Marshall.
There are
yes, and Rin-Tin-Tin.
some thrilling long shots of a canoe
shooting some tumultuous rapids,

Durand.

but otherwise the course of the pic-

the familiar story about the small

the

smooth and correspondingly

Davidson
Freddie

in

support,

Frederick

and

(See Film Estimates for
[306]

well

as

as

George

May)

FREE AND EASY

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Buster Keaton rushes into speech
and song in a musical version of
girl who wins a beauty conand hurries to Hollywood to
Anita Page
conquer the movies.
Buster is her
is the beauty and
manager. Miss Gopher City does-

town

Crawford, again as the
bored and unmanageable society
girl, picks out a cowboy on her
father's ranch, and marries him.
He's a diamond in the rough (why
must the good men always be so
clumsy?) and he doesn't hold with

ture

the goings-on of Joan's house-party

John Miljan who puts on the most
outrageous parody of a movie diAfter the
rector ever conceived.

Robert Montgomery add to the
merriment, as well as various MG-M stars and well-known direc-

routine disappointments she really

tors

and everything ends in
a blaze of lights and color at a Hollywood premier, with all the Warner stars taking bows and blahing
into the microphone.
Jack MulMiss White, with
hall opposite
Blanche Sweet doing a fine char-

produced, sometimes tuneful, usu-

Joan

friends.

of eastern

And

so

the

busted up at the
is
John Mack Brown is the
westerner with no sense of humor.
Benny Rubin and Cliflf Edwards
furnish the comedy capably. Doro-

honeymoon
start.

,

thy Sebastian has a brief part un-

necessary to the plot, and Ricardo

Cortez
of

is

the menace.

suggestive

spots

A

number

could

omitted and never be missed.
(See Film Estimates for April)

be

is

test

dull.

(See Film Estimates for March)
[304]

SHOWGIRL IN HOLLYWOOD
(First National)

iVlice

White goes west

the movies

does get

at

the

to get into

suggestion of

in,

acter part.
(See Film Estimates for

May)

n't

make good, but Buster

a comedian.

in the

does, as

Trixie Friganza and

studio

scenes.

Well

amusing, but never the scream
that most of Keaton's silent films
ally

used to be.

The

addition of sound

away from him that
something that made him

takes

certain

unique,

and reduces him to the ranks of the
merely good comedians. Too bad.
(See Film Estimates for May)

—
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SPRING

[307]

HERE

JS

The Grays

—Lawrence and Alex-

—Bernice

ander

YOUNG EAGLES

[310]

(First National)

Claire, Inez Court-

cerned, this

is

(Paramount)

a satisfactory succes-

sor to Wings, although

nothing

way

it

attempts

of thrills that

Frank Albertson, Louise Fazenda, and Ford Sterling make

the

former picture did not

pleasant entertainment out of this

The

story,

love and
you with the
memory of a few good laughs and

stretches the credulity of the audi-

ney,

foolish

bit

little

springtime.

about

It leaves

the tune of that lingering melody,

"A Song

in

My

May)

{See Film Estimates for

by S. S. Van Dine. Story
by Bartlett Cormack. If you exTitle

man who

was shot between the eyes as he

sat

Not disappointed, howfor Mr. Cormack's story is
the minute in thrills, and

surprised.
ever,

up

to

moreover,

the

chief

characters,

Markham, and

Philo Vance,

Ser-

geant Heath, are played as usual

by William Powell, E. H. Calvert,

and Eugene Pallette.
good mystery stuflf.

Exceedingly

(See Film Estimates for

May)

THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND

[309]

(

Ever

since

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
I

saw some of the

miniature sets for the bottom-ofthe-sea scenes in this Jules
I

on edge

to see the finished

has

Well,

Jules

Verne doesn't

it

—

more we have
beyond some of

What

Verne

have been more or

thriller,

tion.

its

Elliott

offer.

White Springs,

has its redeeming feaFor once the German is pre-

sented as a

human

being instead of

Buddy Rogers

less

produc-

moments, but
thrill us any

actually got too far
his wildest dreams.

he offered as wonders are

is

Stuart

Erwin

is

American

Arthur

is

the

German

is

most

ef-

Jean

ace.

girl.

May)

(Warner Brothers)

George Arliss brings

a

successful stage play to the talkies,

having already done

it

as a silent

His subtly amusing characterization of the Rajah of Ruhk,
and the cleverly written melodrama
that surrounds him are heartily
recommended for your entertainment. Ralph Forbes, H. B. Warner, Alan Simpson, and Alice Joyce
movie.

are excellent in support.
(See Film Estimates for April)

(Paramount)

Come Out

has

of the Kitchen
suffered violent changes. It is

now

which
anybody is likely to sing a song at
any time for no reason.
And, it
one of those hybrid things

in

few talking sequences. Lionel
Barrymore, Montagu Love, and
Lloyd Hughes.
(Sec Film Estimates for September)

Paramount

beginning with

stars,

Maurice Chevalier, whose song*
Sweeping the Clouds Away, is the
most satisfactory musical number.
The most amusing is the mystery
about Dr. Fu
Vance, Sherlock
Holmes, and Sergeant Heath.
skit written especially

Manchu,

Philo

(See Film Estimates

[315]

in this issue)

CRAZY THAT WAY

Adapted from
Love, and with
Bennett,

Jason

Love

In

With

the help of

Joan

Robards,

Regis

Toomey, Kenneth McKenna, and
Lumsden Hare, made into one of
the most highly diverting comedies
of the season.

Just the tale of a
with two suitors madly in love

may

as well be confessed, the songs

are

nothing to

and widly jealous, but cleverly done
by all concerned.

They are hard

get

excited

to sing,

over.

and with no

picture also harbors that horror of

a

much)

girl

advance of his imaginary marvels,
that most of his devices appear a
little clumsy to us. The whole thing
except for

less (but still too

(Fox)

HONEY

[312]

smacks

of the stage than previous efforts.
It
exhibits the entire string of

THE GREEN GODDESS

Again

PARAMOUNT ON PARADE

[314]

It

(See Film Estimates for
[311]

this issue)

(Paramount)

buddy, and Paul Lukas
fective as the

(See Film Estimates in

Probably the best of the talkie
revues to date. More imagination
has been used in its construction.

don't go over so very well.

is silent

Francis are the principals.

delightful as his

uity of the real thing is so far in

and

Malcolm

flyer,

outstanding voices in the cast, they

in color,

—

Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee,
McGregor,
and Alec

that.

all

commonplaces today, and the ingen-

is

require

pick out

.

and

provided with a

suitable role as the

going to be

you're

slippers,

Allister.

gown

in his easy chair in dressing

and

ence, but
tures.

by

—"Aufwiedersehn"

(Paramount)

pect this to be about the

mediocre story made from
The Purple Hieroglyph. It doesn't

rather touching note of friendship

THE BENSON MURDER CASE

[388]

(First National)

A

much imagination, and you
Noah Beery as one of the
villains the moment he steps on.
The others are TuUy Marshall
wouldn't you know it J and Claude

the

in

a fiend, and the picture ends on a

Heart."

MURDER WILL OUT

[313]

air scenes are con-

So far as the

(See Film Estimates for

The
Nancy

[31fi]

the talkies, the precocious child.
cast, if

you

insist,

includes

Carroll, Stanley Fields,

Zasu

May)

The

Pitts,

A

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN
STARS
(Paramount)
nice,

Brian,

byna

Skeets Gallegher, Lilian Roth, JoHowland, and little Mitzi

Kohler.

Green.

thrills,

(See Film Estimates for April)

Zane

easy-going

western, with

Dick

Arlen,

Regis Toomey,

No

and

particular

Grey

Mary
Fred

frills

but good enough.

(See Film Estimates for

May)

or

)
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(The Film Estimatesy

in

whole or

in part,

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Prodoeers)

may be

Intelligent

For
Yoath

Adolts

(15 to 20)

Alias French Gertie (Bebe Daniels)
Fairly good crook melodrama. A pretended French maid.
everything she can lay
stealinghands on. reforms and then tries to
her
crooked "sweetie." Usual
cure
"tough" style of dialogue. Shows
criminal life as dearly paid for. but
srlamorous and fascinating also.

Fair

AU Quiet on the Western Front
(Lewis Ayres and Louis Wulheimj
(Universal) Another great achievement screening Erich Remarque's
novel in masterful style. Grim, piti-

Excellent

Doubtful

reprinted only by tpecial arrangement with

For
Children
(under 15)

No

Very

Perhaps

strong bat

too strong

good

—

—

Columbia
AroanrI the Comer
(Charles Murray and George Sidney)
prize-fight picture that can be
(

recommended

Amaslnc

Tery good

Very good

amusing
—wholesome,
York's East

of New
Humor drawn

farce-comedy
Side.

largely

liceman

The (Nancy

Devil's Holiday.
roll)

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

(Para)

Much

over-praised

Funny
its

of

For
Children
(under 15)

Doubtful

Doubtful

kind

Car-

Only

fl,lm

fair

Better
not

Unsuitable

Pretenlioui

Pernicious

Unwholesome

More or

Amusing

less

but
doubtful

Better
not

amusing

Hardly

Passable

of gay city-girl living by her wits,
careful to be innocent but not to
appear so presented as an essential
factor in American sales-methods.
She loses heart to country boy. suffers insults from his rich family
but finally wins out. Poor motivation and acting only fair.

(Norma

Divorcee
(M-G-M)
Shearer) Glorifying brazen sophistication, risque wisecracking, and unwholesome conduct by cheap, rich

young people.

from

Wife meets former

mistress of husband, then proceeds
to "balance the account." Presents
life as a continuous party, dotted

character, rather than from slapstick and horseplay, with a human
romance throughout. Sidney
little
as pawnbroker and Murray as poat their best

Films (Actors) (Producers)

—

deeply human story.
real,
lessly
one of the
finely acted and directed
fnce-l arraignments of the brutality
and futility of war.

A

Intelligent

For
Titles of

The Cuckoos (Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey) (RKO) Hilarious,
fast-moving musical comedy hash,
with idiotically funny gags, slapstick and horse-play, elaborate stage
dances and songs, and risque wisecracks. Very lively and amusing for
those who do not mind vulgarity
with their fun.

(RKO)

The Educational Screen)

marriage and divorce, with
jazz and booze as the only resource
when trouble comes. Good acting
with

and funniest.

wasted.

Bad One. The (U.A.) (Dolores
Objectionable

Rio)

stuff,

del

Trashy

Pernicious

Bad

about the

cheap lovemaking of a U. S. sailor
and a cafe dancer in a foreign port,
n-ith murder and prison melodrama
thrown in. Vulgar wisecracking and

—

unwholesome close-ups calculated to
keep young minds thoroughly cen(Sue Carroll)
Party, The
Suggestive and rather dull
story of shop girls betrayed through
"innocomplete
incredibly
their
cence." A tawdry attempt to capithe bad taste of the
talize on
audience.
Big

Fox

Worthless

!

!

—

extended burlesque of "reformers'
making them ridiculous, and a cigarette-smoking,
flapper-grandmother
who is the most charming character

tered on "sex."

(

Dumbbells In Ermine
(Robert
(Warner)
Armstrong)
Amusing
comedy of crude prizefighter's love
affair
with no prizefight
but
cheapened with wisecracking dialog
and poor diction. Two features, an

Unwholesome

of

all.

)

Blaze o' Glory (Eddie Dowling)
(Sono-Art> Another war story of

dramatic

Gay Madrid (Ramon Novarro)
(M-G-M) Mediocre story of young
Spanish Lothario whose reputation

Passable

Perhaps

Hardly

times,
super-sentimental at other times,
straining coincidence, and spoiled
with song numbers for Dowling's
benefit. Gassed hero tried for murder of supposed rival. The defenso
Bticech of Henry B. Walthall ia beet

uneven

merit,

for philandering in Madrid hampered
affair
Santiago.
his true-love
in
Novarros singing, and his charming
accent in speaking, are the chief
points of interest.

at

Glrl of
O'Neill)

(Edmund Lowe)

The

(Sally

from

Worthless

Certainly
not

By no
means

Good of

Probably

Of

amusing

interest

the theme.

the

terror

of

fire,

boarding-house landladies, who rise
to sudden wealth in stocks and drop
back again after the crash with
fine comedy from Marie Dressler's

—

inimitable acting, and n.ere noibe
and slapstick from Polly Moran.
Hilariously and ludicrously funny.

No

acquired

Harbor (Lupe Velez) (U.A.)
bits of work from

its

kind

little

Mediocre

Unwholesome

Enjoyable

Excellent

Some charming

heroine utterly outweighed by continuous exploitation of violence, depravity and sordidness among the
human scum of a miserable waterfront somewhere in the West Indies.
Mostly unpalatable, unwholesome,
and stupidly improbable.

High Society Blues (Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell
(Fox) Delightful farce-comedy of newly-rich family from country trying for recognition by New York society
combining both real and burlesque humor
with genuine character interest, with
embarrassing
momenta
properly
painful, and with one of the most
charming romances Gaynor ana Farrell have yet done. Excellent of its
)

Canght Short (Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran) (MGM) Farce-comedy
of the daily life of two cheap-

No

during horrible experiences in the
war, by the help of a girl.

(Fox) Melodrama laid (,n with a
heavy hand. Underworld theme, redeemed only momentarily by war
sequence. Hero the reformed leader
of a band of thieves and murderers
who "get" him in the end. Dialogue
does nothing to redeem the sordid
triteness of

Port.

Mediocre and unconvincing film of an officer saved

Hell

ReckleNS

the

(RKO)

thing in the film.

Born

Little
interest

—

kind.

No
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Intelligent

For
Tooth

Adalts

(15 to 20)

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Prodacers)

Hold Everything (Winnie Liffhtner
ami Joe Browne) (Warner) All-color,
broad farce about two prizefighters
and their sweeties, with endless
wisecrackingr and gags getting a bit
tiresome, night clubs and prize rings,
elaborate dances and singing such as
Slow in action and low in
it is.
taste. Very funny for general movie
audience not for those at

all

Hardly

Belter not

End

Jonrney's

(Tiffany)
cast)

No

sophisticated in spots, but avoids
any really offensive scenes, and is
probably wholesome as a whole.

drama

of

life

line dugout
at its true

Personality

Notable

Good tho
depressing

Stem,

Perhaps
too strong

a front
great war.

in

Too

What

phisticated

They

with the unconventionjil
handled with skill and
Robinson's acting of
the excitable grape-grower is partaste.

ticularly good.

Mammy (Al Jolson and Loia
(Warner) Irving Berlin's
music and Al Jolson's singing com-

Entertaining

Excellent
of its Iciod

Harmless,
not too
strong

if

bine to make entertainment calculated to please the latter's admirers.
Pretentious production, partly in
color, plot based on back-stage life
of black-face minstrel troupe. Displays complete range of Jolson's
style.
Objectionable drunken scene
the only jarring note.

Murder WUI Oat (Jack Mulhall)
First Nat'l

A

mystery- thriller built
with more skill than usual
suspense well handled and ending quite
original
less hokum and less use
of childish "scare" devices. Healthy
excitement for everybody, unless for
a very nervous child.
f

)

—

Very Good

Rather

Good

Good

tlio

exciting

—

New Adventares

of Dr. Fa Mancha
(Warner Gland and O. P. Heggie)
Para) Elaborate, well-made and
well-acted
crook -detective thriller,
that
presents
fine
suspense a n J
thrilling situations without unduly
harrowing scenes of torture or
cruelty.
Tense, gripping portrayal
of struggle of wits between archcriminal and great detective.

ExcUlng

Good of
its

kind

May

be
too strong

(

One Romantic Night (U.A.)

(Lil-

Good tho

Excellent

mature

Clean, enjoyable costume
made
from
Molnar's
"Swan." Mythical kingdom story of
"shall the princess marry the philan-

romance.

prince

Five

'

or

the

intellectual
finely
acted.
to
flaw.
Gish.

roles

Sympathy swinging from prince
tutor,

only

dramatic

with charming voice, more impressive than in former "suffering" roles.

On
and

the
Pifl

Level

D'Orsay

(Victor
)

(

Fox

McLaglen
Adven-

Doubtful

Perhaps

No

)

turess lures iron-worker into real
estate "racket" with results amusing at times.
Fifi D'Orsay supplies
most of the comedy, as well as a
song or two. Unwholesome "vamping
objectionable feature. Nothing
in the film to distinguish it par"

ticularly.

Faramoant on

iraraae rAll-star)
(Para) Probably the best "revue"
yet done, ani excellent exploitation
of itself by Paramount. Much is in
color, great variety of contents, with
very clever transitions and expert
camera-effects. Many amusing numbers,
some dull ones.
Decidedly

NOTE—
«rtf

Redemption (John Gilbert (M-Gordinary filming of the
great Tolstoi work, which was primarily novel, not drama. Hero.
poorly played and spoken, disintegrates under drink to final suicide,
bringing grief on all concerned.
Heavy, slow, depressing and rather

Hardly

Fairly
good of

it

Entertaining

Entertaining

ThrtUlng

Perhaps

kind

The

Seeontl Floor Mystery (Grant

Withers)

(Warner)

A

pseudo-mys-

Good of
Us kind

too strong

of the type of "Seven
Keys to Baldpate" but more cleverly
complicated. Young American writes
a yarn merely to entertain the girl
of his choice, but she turns tables
by contrii^ing a tragic situation with
the hero as the center.
Well for
children to know in advance that the
stuff does not really happen.
tery-thriller,

Strictly

Modem

(Dorothy Mack

Fair

Hardly

Not the

Doubtful

(First Natl)
A considerably
movie-ized version of the charming
stage comedy. Cousin Kate. Much
amusing complication in the efforts
of the heroine to straighten out two
love affairs.
ail)

The Texan (Gary Cooper) (Para)
Old fashioned western thrill stuff
with romantic mot her-and -lost-son
theme, with motives badly distorted.
Mother and daughter are charmingly
played, but Gary Cooper plays stolidly, and rather stupidly. spoIUn?
some of the best situations by lack
of response. Unfortunately he has
become a "type" of wooden, change-

Fair

best

less expression.

lian Gish)

dering
tutor ?'

Little
interest

character interest,
attaining suspense and interest without cheap
or objectionable scenes
Innocent
hero and heroine find their romance
badly tangled up in the doings of
a gang of crooks.

Wanted,

Moran)

Ordinary

M) Very

little

situations

some

Arthur)

Rnnaway Bride, The (Mary Astor
and Lloyd Hughes) (RKO) A lively
crook -murder-story of considerable variety and thrill, some original turns to
the plot and real

so-

Fairly well-done version of the stage

Knew

(Johnny

For
Children
(under 15)

dull.

Lady to Love, A (Vilma Banky
and Edward Robinson)
(M-G-M)
They

(15 to 20)

Mildly
amusing and
unobjectionable littlefllm of domestic
life, in which the mother's interference makes trouble for the young
married couple. Husband finally gets
a new job and everybody is finally
happy.

during the
worst.
Notably acted,
tense and convincing i icture of the
horror and futility of war.
Great
anti-war propaganda, depressing but
healthily thought-provoking. One of
the greatest pictures yet made.

play.

For
Yoath

Adults

(Columbia)

faa-

(Colin

English

and

splendid

(Prodacers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

tidiouB.

Clive.

Intelligent

For

For
Children
(onder 15)

Very good
of

its

kind

The Film Estimates «mit the

Mostly
good

Probably

amusing

notations, "talking"

and

Tme to the Navy (Clara Bow)
(Para) Just about what one would
expect from the title.
Clara has
"a sweetheart on every ship" which
complicates matters when the entire
Pacific fleet is ordered to manoeuvres
in San Diego Bay.
Cheap comedy
over Clara's soda fountain, dance
hall fight, etc. Most of the honors
belong to the battleships, which
furnish some interesting scenes. Little else to recommend it. No tax on
the mentality.
White Hell of Pits Palu (foreign
cast) (Univ) Mere thread of a story
laid in the Alps, but well acted and
with extraordinary photography of
thrilling scenery and the perils of
mountain-climbing. Tense and grim
in mood, novel and striking in effects. Notable and unusual picture.
Young Man of Manhattan (Claudette Colbert and Charles Ruggles)
Newspaper story glorifying the "gay
life."
with young married
pair
agreeing to be "broadminded" about
each others conduct. Incessant
drinking, girls drunk in men's hotel
bedrooms, heroine going blind from
drink, etc. Good work by Colbert
and Ruggles cannot redeem the mess.

^'silent,**

Waste of

Not the

time

best

No

Interest-

Good

ing

not too
strong

Ordinary

Bad

if

unless required in particular cases. Practically all filn

availabU in both versions and tbt "sound" version vHll generally be sboum wberever tbe theatre equipment permits.
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Picture No. 24.

International
Artprints Catalog. " The Healing
of the Blind."

From

the Original

Painting by Hans Lietzmann.

GREA7

CHANGES
ARE TAKING PLACE IN VISUAL EDUCATION
now
of all
International Artprints
THE Latest Achievements
being put
use
with the exclusive subscripare

the fine arts are

to

offering,

in the public schools of America.

tion rightSjthe

Large and small

Is Religious Education keeping pace

Send coupon

in this progress?

we anof a new and

In answer to this question,

nounce the publication

first

remarkable series of sixty photochrome pictures from the paintings of
the renowned artist, Hans Lietzmann.
The first edition of these sixty art
pictures, in seven colors, has already

been fully subscribed in Europe.

.

American edition.

sizes are available.

for full

information

with subscription and price

lists.

International Artprints
59

East Madison Street

Chicago. Illinois

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS
59 East Madison Street, Chicago,
Please send

me

free

Illinois

information about your Religious Art-

print Series, with subscription

Name^
Address
City and State_

and price

lists.

—

::

:
:
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conduaed by Dr.

I

I

WE ARE
Nicol,

indebted to Alan H.
Director

of

Instruction

of

Answers

Visual
City

Buffalo

the

you play with

Where
//

Schools, for the following detailed

plan of a typical reading lesson as

conducted

Aims

What

To

Answers
clarify ideas

through the use

What

of the visual aids

To

b.

give children opportunities

for

To

To

enlarge the vocabulary of the

What

increase the interest of the chil-

Answers
Answers

review the following vocabulary

Mother

Jack
Father
Santa Claus
To develop the following vocabulary
a newspaper the floor

b.

a
III
1.

is

stocking

toy

a

Boy playing with

a

In

brief

ask about

like to

it?

vary.

the black-

us Jack's picture.

us Jack's name.

his

name.

you know ?

know

RemoVe

the pic-

The

Summary:

Have
Have

child say all the

new words.

child read the entire story.

the story to put into note books.

train

to

the

Reach the Mind Through
the Eye!
Do
the

lesson

pupils

on a

it with the help of Pathe educational films.
Teachers aid pamphlets on all classroom sub-

jects explain, step for step, the

use of this material.

previously studied, which showed

request.

group of children playing tea-party.
pupils recall that Betty's doll and
dishes came from Santa Claus
Today we will see what
Santa Claus brought to

Lists,

most

prices,

effective
etc.

on

Use coupon.

a

PATHE

The

MOTION PICTURES

Jack.

(Teacher flashes the picture
on the blackboard not on a

—

What

directly

screen)

did Santa Claus bring to Jack?

Santa Claus brouyht Jack a

How many

West

45th

Please send

have a toy train

like

this

Inc..

New York

(Dept. ES-630)
City

put your toy train

me

full

information on Pathe Pictures for classroom use.

Name
Address

vary.

Where do you

St.,

train.

one?

Answers

PATHE EXCHANGE,
35

when

Name

of

Projector

When

they can read the story, allow them
to take the story home to read to

mother.

the zvords.

floor;

introduction

If
chil-

Give children mimeographed copies of

have a story for you about the picture.
Before you can read it what must

»l|j^\

teacher questions

slide,

Jack.

a toy

on the

the

dren then find the new words in the
story on the blackboard, and study and
read the sentences containing them.
V.

I

IV Procedure:
the

about

like to tell

vary.

Materials:
Slide showing living room
Fireplace in background
Father reading a paper
Mother darning stockings
electric train

is

word Jack on

necessary, use phrase cards.

she mending?

would you

IVc must

name

rest of the vocabulary.

vary.

What would you

Specific

To

else

is

ture and drill on the same words.

the picture?

dren in reading

a.

vary.

stocking

What

Proceed in a similar manner with the

mother doing?
mending a stocking.

Answers

children
d.

is

Whose

free oral expression
c.

is

She

Say

he reading the newspaper?

is

boy's

will print the

Show
Show

reading a newspaper.

is

the blackboard)

name ?

board over the picture of the boy.

train.

Jack's father doing?

is

He

General
a.

is

I

child point to the picture of the

on

The

vary.

Jack doing now?
playing with his toy

is

He

boy
Boy's

Answers

Why

:

(Have

did Jaclf put his toy train on the

What

SLIDE LESSON IN READING
FIRST GRADE
Subject: Playixc With a Toy Train

the story,

floor?

classroom with a

in the

stereopticon.

II

Why

the words and can read
you may take a copy of the
story home.

vary.

Jack's toy train?

is

i

When you know

it?

on the floor.

is

N. Y.
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Dean McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson,
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The Educational Screen

Educational Films From the
Union of Socialist Soviet
Republics
May O'Callauhan
In the United States at the present

moment

there

a widespread

is

endeavor on the part of
inent

movie makers

prom-

all

to join in the

great drive for the production of

The U.

educational films.

S. S. R.

has long realized the great import-

ance of visual

No

doubt

the

fact

may

this

that

were

there

methods
in

in education.

be ascribed to

U.

the

absolutely

masses who had

to be

R.

S.

S.

illiterate

educated.

Visual methods ensure speed, and
if

90%

become

of the population

was

was enthusiastic. The New
York Sun wrote " 'Afghanistan' is

dom does one have the chance of
seing primitive people depicted in
such a natural manner.

interesting as a novelty as well as a

are a true record of daily

"Forest

Peo-

what mattered most.

much
much more
vey

to

the

fascinating as only an old crumbling but struggling civilization

"shot".

be

.

.".

.

termed

.

.

can

The New York Times

as "well filmed and highly

it

informative study of
ghanistan

during

life

tke

Af-

in

rule

of

Amanullah."
This film portrays life, customs
and events in Afghanistan as seen
by a Sovkino expedition which
went there at the express invitation
of King Amanullah.
The expedition spent four

months

in the

coun-

est People' is easily the

come

New York

the

wrote

"The

:

American

picture presents a fas-

removed from

far

airplanes,

rail-

and motion
photography

roads, telephones, radio
pictures.

.

The

.

good, and the director has succeeded in getting people to go
is

routine without

life

that

of

frequently

into strange

Russia has not confined

Soviet
its

Films of unknown regions stim-

-inter-

cinating history of primitive man,

classroom and for the edu-

cated public generally

" 'For-

to the local picture houses."

And

marks camera visits
and distant places."

how

:

most

esting picture of this type that has

self -consciousness

must they be

effective

The "New York Telegram"

lengthy review wrote

in a

through their

was

If films conilliterate,

All scenes

life, no
one shows any consciousness of observation, not to mention of being

record of a fascinating place

literate within ten years, as

originally contemplated, speed

in the

to

"Afghanistan" and
ple"

educational productions to films

ethnographic

but

expeditions,

ulate a healthy curiosity as well as

has produced scientific films cover-

broaden the outlook. In Soviet Rus-

ing medical, biological and physio-

sia,

that vast territory that covers

one sixth of the globe, there is ample opportunity, and one might say
necessity,
citizens of

to teach let us

Moscow,

say the

the nature of

logical experiments.

A

From "Afghanistan",
try and had the good fortune to be
able to record the phenominal modScene

of

ernisation

this

land

eastern

King was accomplishing.

the country termed the U. S. S. R.

which

and to a large extent to make a permanent visual
register of territories visited by ethnographers, fine travelogues and
scenic films have been made. Many
of these films have been brought to
the United States as a result of the
enthusiasm of American educators
who saw them when visiting the U.
S. S. R. The territory covered by
these films extends from the wild
Karelian north to Siberia and even

We

see the almost mediaeval side

by

side

For

this purpose,

to Afghanistan.

were released in New York theaAnd though movie critics
might be expected to have lost all

tres.

taste for non-sensational films, the

was given both

to

with

ma-

ultra-modern

chinery and methods

—the

nomad

States

which

unparalleled attempt to modernize

the Physiological

of

tories in the

is

"The Problem of Nutrianother

scientific

in his

ious substances on the

The other film shown in New
York City "Forest People" is a

ganism.

thrilling pictorial life history of the

tamins in foods.

far

Ude, a

eastern

tribe that dwells in

Siberia.

numbers but 1,300 and

This
still

a most primitive fashion.
at the film

it

is

tribe

lives in

Looking

as though one lived

through all the events depicted. The
photography is beautiful and sel-

film,

which reproduces Professor Pavlov's famous experiments on dogs

his throne.

—

Labora-

Russian Academy of

an attempt which cost Amanullah

—

condi-

illustrates

Professor Ivan P. Pavlov, Director

Sciences.

a historic record of an

the

the United

reflexes

tion"

It is

Amongst
in

and methods employed by the famous physiologist.
tioned

with elephants and camels mingling
rollers.

now

the film "Mechanics of the

is

Brain",

with motor cars, bicycles and steam

tribe of

Recently two of these pictures

reception that

its

films

scientific

study of the effects of var-

human

or-

This film also gives very

vivid examples of the value of vi-

unique

picture

Perhaps the most
in

this

scientific

group is that which deals with "The
Problem of Fatigue." Experiments
illustrative of the

tional

effects of

irra-

working methods drive home

the lesson of conservation of ener-

gy by

scientific

working methods.

.

.

June, i9}0
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Your pupils

can't

spend a day

in

a coal mine.
...but this

.

new teaching device

can, in fifteen minutes, enact
the whole story of coal vividly
before their eyes.

"By no other

thoroughly, as

method can such
is

subjects be covered so logically, or so

possible through the use of Eastman Classroom Films.

ADAY

actually spent in a coal mine could not
give your pupils such a well-rounded idea
of the way in which our chief fuel is obtained
as they derive from the film on Anthracite Coal,
supplemented by books, maps and recitations.
Pictured in Motion

With

this

new classroom

tured in motion.

shown

as

On a

aid the topic is picsilvered screen the miner is

plete concentration, as it is covered with the
aid of this special school film.

May
Anthracite Coal

Classroom Films available on topics of Geography, General Science and Health. They are
planned for use in the classroom, as a part of
the regular daily program.

he comes to work. He dons his work-

ing clothes, his safety lamp. He rides down the
shaft on a curious inclined railway, and through
staunchly shored passages to his gallery. Hepref)ares a blast and sets it off. The loosened coal is
oaded into cars, hauled away by a mule, dumped
Presently it emerges from the shaft in another car
and is hauled up into the "breaker." It is culled,
broken, graded, washed, dumped into chutes,
thence into long trains of railroad gondolas.

A Day

vs. Fifteen

Send for This Information

have not received A New Descriptive List
of Eastman Classroom Films, " or if you wish to
'

If you

'

see a complete, illustrated outline of the film
Anthracite Coal, clip and mail the coupon.

Eastman Teaching Films, Inc.
Subsidiary of

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N.
EASTMAN TEACHING

Minutes

These, and many other scenes, pass before the
pupils' eyes. Eventually the miner comes up the
shaft. He has spent a long day below, but theclass

has been given the whole story of his work in a
quarter of an hour. In fifteen hours of reading
even in fifteen hours actually spent in the mining district. .the children could not cover
the subject so thoroughly, or with such com.

.

Used by Any Teacher
only one of the many Eastman

be
is

.

FILMS, INC.

Rochester, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

my part, please send me:
Descriptive List of Eastman Classroom Films
on Anthracitt Coal

Without obligation on
(
(

)

A

)

Illustrated Folder

Name

.

Street and

Number

City and State

Y.

—
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Among them mention

RUSSIAN
and produced by Russian

"Visual Education," as represented at

experts and educators.
Full particulars, lists and dates of releases from:

Convention of the NaGuidance Association
by Mary Rogers Lane in the Vocational
Guidance Magaaine for April

the Atlantic City

tional Vocational

—

Educational Film Department

AMKINO CORPORATION
New York

Avenue

the

picture.

Geographical, medical, biological and physiological

723 Seventh

of

—

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
films, edited

made

is

advantages of the visual method as discovered by many experiments, and the
rise of the new instrument
the talking

with

begins

City, N. Y.

visual

the

writer's

exhibits

aid

at

visit

to

the

the convention.

Regretting the lack of

still

or motion

pictures that have been taken for use

"The Story

Recent Writings
"School-Museum Relations in Countries of South America"
by Lawrence
Vail Coleman in School Life for March
is an interesting article on the work of
a few South American school museums.
Prints, photographs, lantern slides and
motion picture reels form a large part
of the collections, supplementing mount-

—

ed animals, plants, models and charts.
Lending of these materials is not at-

tempted save

in

Many

museums

of the

and

material

instruct teachers

forming their own

in the art of
tions,

two or three instances.

in

the

use

of

collec-

such visual

the classroom.

in

of

Wisconsin Visualized"

—by Florence M. Whitney

in the

April

issue of the Wisconsin Journal of

Edu-

is

Such

sin.

opportunity

excellent
art

visualization
for

afforded
correlating

and nature work with history.

"Education Moves Forward with Raby William John Cooper,
United States Commissioner of Education in School Life for April, is a brief
survey of education, comprising educational achievements in many cotmtries.
pidity"

—

commercial firms. A paragraph is devoted to the two latest developments
the sound film and the National School
of the

in

.^ir

room movies.
with

a

conjunction with class-

The

discussion

article

concludes

the

principles

of

which should be considered in the selection, use and production of visual
aids for occupations classes, and the
hope that at least one constructive research project in

visual

education for

vocational guidance courses be

made

E
Lanterns

Classroom

MODEL DC
MODEL

MODEL D
For glass

For glass

slides.

You may have complete

details

B

For glass

and

slides.

and literature without charge

if

you

slides, filmslides
micro-slides.

will write

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
BUFFALO,

New

York

Chicago

San Francisco

N. Y.
Boston

Washington

in

order to find out the effectiveness of
both still and motion pictures.

XT
11

T

goes on to

the visual aids ready for use from

list

an account of a project worked
out by fourth grade pupils on the exploration and development of Wisconcation

in vocational guidance, she

Minneapolis

Los Angeles
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The Motion

a Classroom

Aid

That

{Concluded from page 165)

Thomas A.

the early struggles of

how

I

emotions, a

his efforts to give

tism.

mankind more and better light were
I
finally crowned with success.

girls

Edison, and

have used that film several times,

and

we use it, the
away a sense of

time

every

youngsters carry

struggle against difficulties, of the

and the
undaunted
manhood.
makes
that
final success
In our school, Edison is one of our
favorite characters, and small wonperseverance

And

der.

that

is

impression

the

would have them carry away,
rather than Edison was born at
such a time and in such a place,

that

that

tric light in

who saw

don't

the classroom.

Economic Aspect of
Visual Education

that film became, for

anyway, better Americans.
their percentile

improvement was over those who
didn't see the film, and merely read
the story in a history reader, and I

know

I

that the ideals

be proud of them.

believe in the motion picture in

the boys and

that

know what

don't care.

I

lesson in patrio-

real

know

I

the time,
I

in the list

(Concluded from page 169)

under

except

theatre",

little

dis-

tinctly xuiusual or emergency con-

ditions.

The

question of the financing of

of

the equijiment

public

schools

with motion picture projectors and

—involving,

of courage, unselfishness and true

film.s

were vicariously, if in
taught and taught
other
way,
no

expenditures for adequate curtains

patriotism

powerfully to them, in better fash-

comment

any

mine

of

as

it

does, special

darken classrooms and auditoriums is not a simple one. It is not

to

—

practical elec-

non-technical argument for the use

merely a question of competition
between adjacent schools as to
which shall possess the most expensive and comprehensive accum-

1879, that he invented

of motion pictures in the classroom.

ulation of the latest pedagogic ap-

I

he made

film

and others

worth-while education of the

call

may

country

the historic expedition.

Picture as

the

first

than

ion

could bring about.
All this

is

and

a very unscientific

the phonograph and the motion picture projector, and certain other

classroom

inventions.

teaching device of magnificent pos-

The Colgate Company has a film
entitled
"Good Teeth, Good

sibilities.

I

believe in the motion picture as a
aid.

I

believe

I

cannot evaluate

terms the impression

my

it

it

is

a

in cold

making

is

pliances.

the

It

is

directly related to

whole question of the school

budget.

Can

the individual school afford,

within the bounds imposed by

its

do know that
they have a richer background.
They have something to write
about and talk about intelligently.
Their interest is ui'held, their emo-

budget, to introduce the motion pic-

tions are stirred, there

a subtle

employment of the necessary equip-

on film and tartar, and a deeply
formed impression that teeth must

appeal in the beauties of tossing

ment? Will the community come
forward and, intelligently, from be-

and should be kept clean.
In the Yale films there is the
stirring one of "Vincennes." I followed Clark's dramatic expedition

mits,

Health."

It is

an entertaining mix-

ture of life in the zoo

and humor-

ous cartoon comedy. Utterly unscientific,

Yet the aftermath
showings of that film

perhaps.

of several

always results

that

won

interest

the

in a

wholesale attack

West with

as

much

and even excitement as

eighth grade boys.

And when
men that

my

Clark

on

But

pupils.

I

is

ocean, snow-capped mountain sum-

gloomy

waterfalls,

jungle,

finally,

sound, and the investment

In the

reconstructed

history they have

come

men

scenes

with the great

men

of

into contact

city streets.

of our nation.
their

and tene-

They have

boiled

and blase old projectionist

learned that

that

have become through many

not hesitated to risk their lives for

I

years of operating the machine,

I

their country.

committed the unpardonable professional sin of becoming so inter-

to get

ested in the picture myself that

to die,

let

go

the arcs burn out

and the

I

light

out, in following the fortunes of

is

gone places and seen things."

lives of factory

hard-

that such visual instruction

ter of voluntary contribution?

ment and

it,

lief

and

company of adventurers who "have

humdrum

do

tained to enable the purchase

at least vicariously, in that glorious

Vincennes, that couldn't be done,
to

Can

work?

increased appropriation be ob-

an essential, foot the bills as a mat-

They have been swept out of

—they were going

other phases of the school

towering icebergs, which puts them,

announced to his
there
was a task ahead, that of capturing
but

ture without essential sacrifices of

some

patriotism

try,

if

is

of

And

all

times have

they have begun

the

if

And,
method be provably
justifi-

able on proper grounds of economic
judgment, is the teacher callable of

using the

new

tool entrusted to her

hands?

The survey to be issued by the
Motion Picture Division of the Department of Commerce should materially aid in the

the citizen

formulation, by

and taxpayer, of some

faint inkling that true

concrete ideas as to his countenanc-

not alone being ready

ing the further increase of taxation

necessary, for one's coun-

but to live so that they

may

be

proud of their country and their

(direct or indirect)

in

order that

the educational motion picture

be used in the public schools.

may
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Where

AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

—

the commercial firms whose activities have an important hearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, uHthin
necersary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers
tllllltllllMKIIIIIIIIIKIIIIIItllllllllll
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Opened by Rothacker
COINCIDENT with the an-

world's total. Sulphur

is

mined by

nouncement of the establishment of an eastern distribution center for films which have heretofore

underground with superheated water and the reservoirs are
shown which insure a continuous
supply of water as well as the treatment plants which purify it be-

been distributed by the Circulation

fore

Department
through

its

melting

it

it

has

serve the rapidly growing
of schools,

churches,

number

what

groups looking toward

this de-

partment for film service.

From

borrowers east of Pitts-

from the new
company at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
will be served

offices of the

Several outstanding productions
recently been added to the
Rothacker Library of films, supple-

have

menting more than fifty film subjects with which Rothacker borrowers have been served. Copies of the
films described below are available
on the same terms as others from
the Rothacker Library at no cost

—

borrower except transporta-

The Cathedral, Facing the Plaza de
Constitucion, Mexico City.

la

Sulphur mines are seen to be
much as are oil wells. Ani-

which

uses

pulp

in itself

essential

to

film

is

admirably

con-

prove illuminating material for
who will be

the average audience

interested
facts

mated diagrams play a large part

known

in

demonstrating the penetration of

and also the
methods by which compressed air
and water are forced down to melt
the sulphur which is brought to the
top. Animation also shows the well
made up of three casings the outer through which water descends,
the center carrying the compressed
air and the intermediate through
which the liquid sulphur comes to
the

various

strata,

in

learning

fascinating

about one of the less well
minerals.

Mexico (3

reels)

Produced for

the Missouri Pacific Lines.

Travel films are always popular,
particularly

when they have

to

do

—

the surface.

Liquid sulphur
the storage vats

One

solidifies.

is

then piped to

where
vat

in

it

cools

and

particular,

lidified

in

will

drilled

The Story of Sulphur (2 reels)
Produced for the Texas Gulf Sulphur Company, and available in
both 35 and 16mm. widths.
The scene of the film is the Texas field which produces most of the
which

of

scores

The

containing one million tons of so-

supply,

sulphate

acid,

structed for teaching purposes, and

tion charges.

States'

amount

industry.

clubs, civic

organizations and other non-theat-

United

—and

manufacture of

explosive,

rubber,

and sulphuric

has necessitated the estab-

to the

put

is

that goes into the

in the Circulation

lishment of an eastern exchange to

burgh

which sulphur

material for orchards, the

Department of the Rothacker organ-

1st,

clear the various interesting uses to

phur and Molasses" of our childhood days to spraying and dusting

that

Avenue, Chicago.

May

country served through seaand by all-rail shipments.
.Again by animation the film makes

ports

purposes, from the familiar "Sul-

The expansion

rical

other countries and the territory

in this

organization

of

announces a change in its Chicago
headquarters. Beginning May first,
the offices of the company have
been located at 113-15 West Aus-

ization

to

central office in Chicago,

the Rothacker Film Corporation also

tin

of United States' exports of sulphur

percentages are used for different

forced into the mines.

is

I
3
iiiiiQ
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1929 was more than 807<5 of the

Eastern Exchange

t

shown. The
sides are removed and the mineral
Loading
is blasted for shipment.
machinery picks up 4000 pounds at
sulphur,

water.

it

to cars

Mon

is

one bite of the steam shovel and
transfers

El Obispado. the Bishop's Palace,

bound for

tide-

A map shows the distribution

Terrey.

with a neighbor country as fascinating

in

its

various

aspects

as

Mexico.

The

trip of the film starts

from

St. Louis from whence the traveler
is taken to the border, either by

June, 19 iO

1S5

and there the beau-

train or plane,

of the country begin to unfold

ties

before him.

Mexico City comes

in for a con-

(and
colorful life and

siderable share of attention
rightly so) with

the beauty of

its

its

situation as well as

the majesty of its public buildings

and

parks.

its

The

film will prove

a revelation to those

who have

themselves had the privilege of

not
first

hand acquaintance with the country
and will carry an impression not
soon to be forgotten.

The

three reels are divided into

two parts

:

Reel

1

takes the specta-

and 3 are
devoted to scenes of Mexico itself.
The Story of Monel Metal (2
reels) Produced for the Internator to the border, Reels 2

The Newest Thing in HomeMade Lantern Slide Material
An interesting new aspect of
lantern slide projection

home-made

ing of

circular

ful

is

by

made by

for

slides

is

Keystone View

the

slide

very

is

and drawings

pupils. It is the sim-

and can be made
by writing or drawing on etched
glass with a pencil. \\ hen colored
plest possible type

The

clearly.

ink slide

is

also a useful type

and is made by drawing or writing
on plain cover glass with specially
prepared chemical ink which adheres readily to the smooth surface
of the cover glass. The ink comes in
six colors.

The cellophane

slide

is

a valuable

teaching tool for the teacher as

all

may

be

sorts of reading exercises

typed on
use. It

is

and kept for repeated
made by typing on a celit

lophane sheet through a high grade
carbon paper, after which the sheet

bound between two pieces of

is

From

the Furnace the Metal is
Into Ingots.

Poured

cover glass.
All the material needed for these

Nickel Company.

tional
in

Available

both 35 and 16mm. width.

This age of metal

—a term which

aptly describes the mechanical age

—

which we live <lemands for a
myriad of industrial uses a matein

rial

of high tensil strength, and last-

ing non-corrosive qualities.

To

three

kinds of slides

has been developed, an alloy of copper and tin.
The film shows its

can be ob-

from the Keystone View
Company, Meadville, Pa., who will
tained

be glad to furnish further information

Victor Announces

New Model

Cine Projector
Projector

3

that

it

is

manufacture in one of the largest
non ferrous electric furnaces in the
world, and illustrates its many uses
in the home and in industry. Even
as a building material Monel Metal

claimed for Victor Cine' Projectors

takes

are

place, as is evidenced by
views of the beautiful new
Union Trust Building in Detroit.
its

interior

threading

splicing,

superior

sirable features.

finished

entirely

enamel with

all

in

Crystal

Black

and

brass

steel

:

A

insures

the exclusive advantages

film

moving mechanism

perpetual

Victor projectors

have double claw film movement,

and reverse

iable speeds

action, a

framing device, racket pinion focusing, and all other requisites of a
high

grade

$25.00

will

than the

less

A New

New

The

projector.

Model 3 Projector

for

retail

Model

3-B.

Exposure Meter

The B & H Photometer is announced by its manufacturers, the
Bell & Howell Company, as "the
greatest forward advance in exposure meters yet witnessed
whole era of photography."

in the

Movie makers everywhere will
welcome this instrument and its
elimination of guess work in determining exposures. While experience sometimes develops a certain
ability

guess

to

phragm

the

correct

dia-

most amateurs are
in despair when it comes to determining exposure by this "hit and
miss" method. This new, compact.
Bell & Howell pocket exposure
meter will make possible instantansetting,

eous readings of almost infallible

The operator can now

accuracy.

be

sure

of

correct

exposure

on

every shot.

H

that

Photometer

a

person's

is

so sen-

face,

for

example, can be exposed for the
effect

desired.

Dark

areas and shadows can be exposed
specifically

—

an

unprecedented

achievement.

This Photometer
tirely

new

type.

It is

is

on an en-

based upon a

simple laboratory method of light

parts chromeplated.

Among

defective

illumination,

and other de-

built-in film rewind,

particular

Victor Cine

identical with the pres-

is

Model 3-B except

ent

or

correct

sitive

The new model

light

film fails to track because of in-

The B &

on request.

ans-

wer these demands, monel metal

if

pencils are used, the colors are re-

produced

power and

trip that cuts off

universal over-size motor with var-

practical for sketches

be

help-

giving directions

Company.
The etched-glass
to

A

slides.

making various types of
furnished

mak-

the

film at the aperture, an automatic

steadiness,

that

absence of damaging pressure on the

intensity

measurement.

The

light

intensity, or brightness, of a small

surface, in the instrument, furnished by the incandescent filament

{Concluded on page 191)
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Silhouettes
Possibly the simplest way in
which to dramatize action is

through silhouettes.

It

sur-

is

how effective shaare when filmed and

prising to see

dow
how

pictures

easy they are to make.

All that is needed to make
movie silhouettes is a white sheet
and a strong light source. The
sheet should be hung and carefully stretched to remove wrinkles.
Behind the screen put a
1000 watt bulb, a single arc lamp
or any other light source that will
cast sharp shadows. Needless to

IIIIIIMUIMIIIIIIIIIIK
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nearer or farther from the light.

speeds accelerate the action of the

By jumping over the light a person appears to jump in or out of
a picture.
Only when you start

projected picture.

taking silhouettes do you begin to
realize the possibilities in them.

At

least

an

f

3.5

opening should

be used for exposure to insure
good blacks and whites.

The Question
The

of a Camera
and various

large variety

models of amateur movie cameras
now on the market are likely to
confuse the person starting out to
take his

T

own

h e

movies.

question

always

arises

where

valuable

Slow speed

longer

is

exposures

are necessary in very poor light.

The beginner

will do well to masone lens and one speed before
attempting many lenses and speeds.

ter

An Aid to Editing
Here is a trick that simplifies the
marking of scenes or parts of
scenes to be cut while editing a film.

Project the film to be edited in

manner. Watch the film

the usual

on the screen for parts that should
be trimmed at the beginning or end

When you come

of scenes.

part you want to

mark

to a

no other
illumination in the room.
The action takes place between
the light source and the screen.
The movie camera is placed on
the side of the screen away from
the light and focused on the

era with a turret of lenses of differ-

you want

ent focal lengths.

jector,'

wishes to take pictures around his

This can be done by watching the

screen.

home or on

picture on the screen.

say

should

there

When

be

the light source available

does not cast clear cut shadows

it

ma\' be placed behind the sheet or

and

screen

staged

action

the

in

In this case the camera should be

focused on the figures instead of on

done when the

is

ures are behind

There

no

is

that

can

them

w

t

i

h

fig-

limit to the effects

secured

simple

should

single

be

satisfied

speed camera with

lens, or a multiple

speed cam-

The average amateur who only

no mistake

trips will usually
in selecting the

make

camera

Then

with the least adjustments.

there will be fewer things to take
into account

and

The advanced amateur

— most

of

properties.

will of

course find lenses of different local
lengths

a

in varying
Lenses of short

convenience

focal length take in a

the

same

back to the beginning of the part
to cut out. Stop the pro-

then raise the safety shutter

just long

enough

to blister the film.

Now

run the
end of the
part to be cut out and again burn

camera forward

to the

the film.

When you

have so marked the

beginning and the end of each part
is taken from
and as it is being rewound and marked parts are torn
out and the film re-spliced.

to

be cut out, the film

the projector

wider angle

than those of longer focal length.

From

for cutting

out of the film run the projector

less likelihood of

the angle of view.

it.

be

with a

one

one

going wrong in exposure or speed.

front of the illuminated screen.

the screen as

whether

jiosition

one

may

The New

photo-

secure with a longer focus lens less

"1000 and One"

graphed, cardboard cut-outs serve
excellently for scenery or other
Weird dragons that
properties.

of a particular scene and so larger

(Seventh Edition)

smoke, tropical foliage,
mysterious houses^all are easily
portraj'ed by simple cut-outs.

special cases. Football pictures are

Since only the shadow

is

breathe

Variation

images
ting

may

the

•

in

the

size

of

be secured by

shadow-castiiag

the
jiut-

object

images within the narrower

Varying

speeds

are

field.

useful

in

smoother when taken at double or
four times normal speed so that the
action is slowed down. High speeds
are useful too in motion studies.
Slower than normal
camera

WILL APPEAR IN
SEPTEMBER
Renew Your Subscription If
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Quincy,

111.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Eastman Kodak Co.

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St.. Chicago,

(See advertisement on Outside Back Cover)

Eastman Teaching Films,

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

York
Edited Pictures System, Inc.

New York

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St.. Chicago,

City

Bell &
1815
I

35

W.

4Sth St.

P. O.

G.

130
111.

STEREOGRAPHS

Howell Co.
Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

and STEREO-

SCOPES

III.

Keystone View Co.

See advertisement on page 161)

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

(See advertisement on page 161)

City

Visual Education Service, Inc.
Carmel, Monterey County, Cal.
111.

Inc.,

New York

City

James C. Muir

111,

&

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, P«.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.,

Pasadena, Cal.

STEREOPTICONS and OPAQUE
PROJECTORS

111.

Bausch and
Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

C.
111.

228 Franklin
St. Paul,

Rothacker Film Corp.
113 W. Austin Ave., Chicago,

Muir & Co.
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Buffalo. N. Y.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

Minn.

SCREENS
111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 162)

&

Co.
C. Muir
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

James

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Island City, N. Y.

Optical Co.

111.

United Projector and Film Corp.
Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

Lomb

Rochester, N. Y.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

Bernard Sullivan Company
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Long

Buffalo, N. Y.

New

City.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

Peabody

Box

St.,

Meadville, Pa.

III.

(See advertisement on page 179)

Henry

Doat

(See advertisement on page 182)

(See advertisement on Inside Back Cover)

International Harvester Co.
606 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pathe Exchange

19

International Projector Corp.
Acme Division, 90 Gold St.,

(See advertisement on page 181)

St.,

Spencer Lens Co.

and SUPPLIES

Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.

130 \V. 46th

111.

(See advertisement on page 162)

Rochester, N. Y.

Spencer Lens Co.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 182)
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A Comparison of Colored
W.
problem
THE
objectively

was

to determine

whether

colored

p.

and Uncolored Pictures X

MacLean

were not so clear and
every

of

detail

distinct

outline

as

Two

in

the

direct questions

were askec

concerning each of the ten pictures

pictures were pedagogically super-

originals.

In nine cases of the twenty, the

col-

ior

In the results, the superiority of
the colored pictures, "A Sicilian

ored pictures were superior in

elic-

Landscape," "Beautiful Lake Garda," and "He Seized the Hilt and

rect questions, in five the uncolorec

and,

similar pictures

to

if so,

uncolored,

how much and why?

In the experiments, 152 boys of
the various classes of

Sterling

J.

Morton High School of Cicero, 111.
were subjects. There were 76 in
the experimental group and a like
number in the control group. Pains
were taken to adhere strictly
law of the single variable,
personnel, the

Instantly

Drew Forth

evident.

is

In

all

in the

Lake Garda

540

He Seized the Hilt and Drew the Sword
Country Club House

Colored

537

Colored

524

D

similar

E

a colored and

an uncolored copy of Trumbull's
"Signing the Declaration of Independence," a colored and an uncolored copy of the picture, "He
Seized the Hilt and Instantly

Drew

Forth the Sword," colored and uncolored picture

Chicago

postcards

of

two

"Washington's
"Country Club

scenes,

Monument," and

The

presentation

was

ranged that for each boy

so

ar-

who saw

a picture in color, a boy similar as

and I. Q.,
observed and reported upon the
same picture uncolored.
to age, class in school,

Landscape
at

Mostar

Narrow Highway to Castle Tyrol
The Bridge at Mostar
Narrow Highway to Castle Tyrol

G

Signing the Declaration

H

Monument

I

Verona's Chief Market Place
Verona's Chief Market Place

r

to Italy's

Unknown

J
G'

The Washington Monument

E'

The Country Club House
He Seized the Hilt and Drew
The Washington Monument

J'

C
A'

Lake Garda
A Sicilian Landscape

H'

Monument

to Italy's

Unknown

role and, in the last, costumes are
an important part of the scene.

The order in which the pictures
were shown was such as to fur-

colored,

ther eliminate variables because of

Unknown

individual

counted for by either of the above

differences,

since

each

reporter whether good, bad, or indifferent, reported

on as many

ored as uncolored pictures.

photographs

From

of

the

col-

The

autochromes

dissertation submitted to the
graduate faculty of the department of
education, the University of Chicago,
in candidacy for the degree of master
of arts; prepared under the direction
of Doctor Frank Nugent Freeman.
a

Soldier

The marked superiority
"A Monument to
Soldier,"

characteristics

and

may

the

of the

Sword

Soldier

was

30, insignificant

among twenty
An

not be ac-

Why

be dealt

when

519

483
481

456
453
445
444
443
4.42

441

435
434
430
423
333

divided

questions and sev-

enty-six students.

Italy's

will

544

Uncolored
Colored
Colored
Colored
Colored
Colored
Uncolored
Uncolored
Uncolored
Uncolored
Uncolored
Colored
Uncolored
Uncolored
Uncolored

Signing the Declaration

D'

House."

Sicilian

C
F

F'

of

578

C

photographs of

Number

Uncolored
Colored

autochromes

uncolored

superiority of the colored picture;

Colored

A

these autochromes,

wa;

tota!

Scor<

The Bridge

were six
selected
from The
National Geographic Magazine, six

The

di-

Class

B'

pictures used

flat

in six there

difference.

little

Title

A

The

very

Total Scores on 20 Pictures Arranged in Descending Order of
Correct Statements Obtained

to the

material of the experiment.

were superior and

the Sword,"

three of these,

natural scenery plays an important

and the

procedure,

answers to the

iting the correct

Analysis of the

Kesults

are certain questions more

succesfully answered from colored

and

pictures

others

from

un-

with at some length later on in this

colored ?

discussion.

In the reports upon the pictures,
"Lake Garda", the first two super-

For the others, the uncolored
tures produced nearly equal
slightly

case.

superior

results

in

pic-

or

every

All results were tested by the

iorities

for the

uncolored

picture

are, "a beautiful, small lake",

"a

beautiful

Holzniger formula for the P. E.

color and

of an observed frequency.

picture

large

house."

and

The

shading in the colored

add greatly

to the illusion
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The absence of

equally obvious

lake."

This fact

the

in the

uncolored picture.

appearing uncolored pictures

server

of depth.

sense

or

lusion

of

this

depth

in

il-

is

An

ob-

two

superiorities of the uncolored

picture of

view, "There are

this

around

due to the greater distinctness of

garden," and
"There is a large mountain in the
background," are due, more than

being perceived as smaller and the

the reflection of the reddish walls

anything

background nearer, therefore composed of smaller objects comparatively, the house in the uncolored

in the

"There is snow
on the mountains." Here we have

was a dearth of
clear perceptions and most minds
were left free to dwell upon these
more obvious features of the scene.

flatter

leads the observer to perceive the

The

pictured lake as smaller.

picture

is

lake

The men

in the picture are
in

more

the uncolored

picture because of the greater contrasts

ofTered

figures

by

a

to

black-clothed

light

grayish back-

ground and to white-shirted figures
by the darker background for example, if we compare the visibility
of the man on the pier in the two
pictures, we find that the one in the
;

uncolored picture stands out strikingly

against

the

back-

lighter

ground.

Other

superiorities of

a greater degree by this proximity

the col-

ored picture refer to the color of
things, in depicting which, the col-

another 'striking instance

in

red

sail

The white boat with

shows up better

The

water.
sail in

reflection

in the blue

of the red

the blue water aids in iden-

"Trees at the side of the house"
chargeable to the greater contrast

of the colored surroundings in the
colored

picture.

yellow

foliage

clearly

ture almost entirely lacking in nat-

toward evening." The
blues and grays combine to convey
meaning in ways which fail the
gray picture. In observing the un-

ural scenery, the so-far well-estab-

"It

the

smoke or

a

dark

"Logs on the pier"

is

due to the

contrast in the contiguous mater-

offered by the colored picture.

The various materials on the pier
are too nearly the same colors in
is

where everything

gray and the only contrasts are

differences in the shades of gray.

I

is

colored picture one

may

impressed by

is

and warmth.

the lack of light

It

be early morning, late evening

lished stronghold

of

colored

the

and yet the colored one of
this pair of pictures is superior by
120 points in the general score and
by many important items in the
picture,

replies.

to

Here we have a splendid example
of the superiority of color in pre-

the lighter grays in the colored pic-

senting materials, and in presenting

ture give the observer a clean cut

detail

or any time on a very cloudy day.

The

rich

warm

blues shaded

oflf

summer evening

perception of a

at

by

just sun-set.

is

their

"The mountains loom very large"

color.

explained by the greater illusion

there

of depth offered by the colored picture.

One

more

sees

distinctly the

mountains behind mountains.

Ob-

great distance are per-

ceived as larger.

Besides

various

the

enumerated above

principles

account for

to

by the contrasting of various
which is made possible

materials

presentation

In the

natural

in

uncolored

picture,

is no means of telling that the
mounted figures are bronze. The

black groups of figures do not present clear-cut outlines,

and they are

not so readily distinguished against
the lights

and shadows of the back

ground.

In the colored picture the

structure seems to

sit

farther back

The

Were

the gray picture

Monument to Her
we have a pic-

Soldier",

ture, there is a psychological prin-

blotch on the mountain side.

ials

"Italy's

out

brought

uncolored picture are easily
for

In

Unknown

from the people and loom

by the red walls and dark

mistaken

fact that in

the superiorities of the colored pic-

mountains and walls green the result had
been different.
As it is, the trees
in the

to the

this picture there

The green and
is

blue mountains.

on dark blue

better

else,

the

than on gray.

jects at a

tifying the boat.

is

the

of

walls

presenting features by contrast.

White shows up

ored picture has an incomparable
advantage.

blue water.

superiority of this colored picture

perceived as larger.

readily observed

apparently, stimulated to

is,

...........

ciple

of cumulative

operates.

For

which

eflfect

certain subjects, the

colored pictures

offer

contrasts, better

space

more

vivid

perception

and a better perception of things as
they are, e. g., warmth, color, and
life;

more

therefore
facile

;

perceptions

the observer

aged and enthused
self

into

restraint

the

and

;

is

are

encour-

he throws him-

game

with

less

"freedom

greater

from load."

"A

slight tint of

ble causes the decorative freize to

stand

out

Landscape", likewise

tends to prove the colored picture

n

presenting

superior

i

scenes of

warmth and

natural

color.

The

better

colored

the

in

picture.

The

superiorities

of the uncol-

ored picture of this subject are

all

architectural in their nature,

g.,

"The building
"It

is

pillars rise

elevations."

The

e.

in a semi-circle,"

has large columns in

"The

up from

front,"
step-like

attention, not di-

verted by the colorfully contrasted
materials,

Sicilian

larger.

pink in the mar-

is

free to dwell

upon the

purely architectural aspects of the
scene.

The

superiorities

of

the

uncol-

ored picture seem to be chargeable
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red and yelllow, and blue and or-

colored picture attracts more atten-

statues, the observers

ange render the lances unmissable.

tion to itself

concen-

That the knights are behind the boy
is as apparent in one picture as in
another. Why ten more observers

color on the lower half of the spare

to the fact that not seeing fruits,

and

flowers,

of the uncolored
trated on

picture

There

who occupy

the people

the center of the

vision.

observations

however,

are,

of

field

in the colored

column which tend

to balance the

uncolored superiori-

with a very generous margin

ties

of

better presentation

uniforms
helped

spatial relationship is

"There

excel

to

it

colored

the

in

picture

the

in

the

direct

question concerning the profession

As

to

whether the market

was

little

choice between the answers

from

place

the

was busy,

there

two types of

pictures.

Forty-

two observers of the colored picture and forty-one of the uncolored
agreed that it was not very busy
at the time this picture was taken.
In

"He

servers

colored

Seized the Hilt" the ob-

of

uncolored picture

the

falls

nat-

The

picture.

golden

and scabbards show up

hilts, belts,

worn

sharply against the blue mail

by

knights

the

colored

the

in

picture.

or occupation of those in the front

row.

inexplicable.

green grass,"

is

this

urally into the peculiar province of

the

to boot.

The

the colored picture noted

of

is

regard to that

five observations in

storied

also

for the

weapon.

In the colored picture

noted that

the

it

will

rock

slate-colored

contrasts with

be

environment of

its

green so sharply that the observer
perceives

the

material

of

pile

as

hard rock rather than clay or hay.

The

old

church

is

revealed

not

alone by the contrasting surround-

clothing

more nearly

women

of

men

the

more

are offered a

favor-,

ably contrasting background by the

white

clear

may

The same

sidewalk.

be said of the parked automo-

biles;

the

tennis

courts

are

pure

white in the uncolored picture while
colored they are tinted with

The same may

the driveways.

either case

;

be said of

It is

the

colored picture

obvious in

is

observers of the

may have

paid more

up better

in the

uncolored picture

because of the better contrast be-

tween
black

grass

and

water

white

it

The barber

barn,

village,

as

against

pole decorations

in

The white papers and

edged book are
attention

and

below,

drums, and bugles

the

are

That "The Street and side-walk
to

buildings"

is

obvious

in

either case, but the central building

and decorations

ture.

flags

Perhaps

it is

is

for this reason

that the observer of the uncolored

picture

pays greater attention

The "auto

in

flags,

only

the

from the drab and colorless in the mural decorations.
The
drum does show up more distinctly
variation

in contrast to the colorless flags in

the uncolored picture.

For the pictures entitled "WashMonument," we are again

ington's

confronted with the vagaries of attention.

The

observers

of

the

colored picture noted the colors- of

and

sky.

They

man and
material

because they were a different color
than the base of the monument.

The

attention

of the observers

by striking color contrasts, studied
the monument and its surroundings
in greater detail and were enabled
to report more exactly as to the arrangement of the various features
which comprise the picture.

water and green grass.

lead

white-

that attract his

all

greenish

to

the other buildings.

etc.

lar.

of the uncolored picture, unclaimed

its

named

velvet

almost

eye-filling in the colored pic-

picture

red

rugs,

noted that the figures of
horse were of different

with

group of buildings,

plush

trees, grass, flowers,

more

of the observers of the uncolored

gray,

red

"There are two American flags," is wrong. The pool of
water in the left foreground shows
servation

but by the representation of

many

green

chairs,

black,

color,

attention to the flags since the ob-

streaming through the stained
this clue,

plum

pressed by any of them in particu-

The

light

Lacking

snuff and

red and yellow
of

suits

and

Club House," the

ings,

windows.

commanded by

waistcoats,

equal.

In "Country
superiorities are

are several buildings

and the sword, which

is

and their surroundings are alike
drab and colorless. The observer
is aware of the men, but not im-

three people ten times oftener be-

accounts, in part at least,

In the colored picture the attention

superior though slightly smaller.

observers of the uncolored reported

picture

superiorities

etc.

more obvious
that they are paved when the
greenish tint is absent. That there

to the three central figures of the

of

men

better on white faces than do red-

was confined

list

In the uncolored picture, the

in the

their, attention

entire

In this case, the colored picture

green.

cause

The

under "Signing the Declaration of
Independence" may be explained
upon the basis of multiple choice.

doors,

because the black beards show up

The

tire.

drapes, large panelled

perceived the two knights as elderly

dish beards on reddish faces.

by reason of the red

the street" in the

We

have nearly similar condi-

tions presented

"The Bridge

at

by the two pictures,
Mostar." The at-

tention of the observer of the col-

ored picture seems to have been
concentrated

upon

those

things

;

:

;
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He

which are colored.

excelled in

reporting those items to which color
serves as the main clue.
The column to the left constitutes the most reliable description

The

of the "Bridge."

ment per picture per person more

scene are not attended

than the uncolored.

the

due to the diffusion of attention
as opposed to its concentration. If
one feature stands out emphatically,
the observer seems inclined to give
is

Colored pictures are superior

7.

the color is used so as to enhance existing contrasts and inferior when so used as to lessen or

destroy these contrasts.

objects in a

all

in

Color

"A Narrow High-

way

to Castle

main

Tyrol,"

foci of attention

pictures

visual experience desired

in

"Country Club House."
12. Statements from reports of
the uncolored "Sicilian Landscape"
and "Castle Tyrol" reveal a lack of
ability in the

arouse

uncolored picture to

perceptions

The two

heat.

of

and

light

scenes mentioned

is

the

are

and

"cold

of

reverse

bination of natural scenery

veying impressions of sunlight and

and

warmth.

the

"A

features

from the un-

Sicilian

I.

sharp contrast between

both

wrought and assembled as

tures

A

C.

to

Her

combination of scenery,

decorative effects, materials,

When

involved interior deco-

men

ration appears with

varying materials artistically
in

valuable in con-

is

Conclusions

Landscape"

"Italy's

better in the

twelve observations

design, as in

Monument
Unknown Soldier";

Insofar as contrast applies, the
superiority of

A

B.

groups.

A

artificial

dreary." Color

"Beautiful Lake Garda" and

castle,

was noted by equal
numbers of the observers in both

show up

donkeys

two

the

snow-

the crucifix

colored picture.

pendence,"

"The Bridge at Mostar", the castle
in "A Narrow Highway to Castle
Tyrol," and the several buildings in

A. Natural scenery, or a com-

these are the important

castle should

in

"Signing the Declaration of Inde-

appear to be

splotched mountain, and the bloom-

Aside from

from which the dominant

three

the

the colorful native, the blue,

ing tree.

a distinct advantage

is

presenting to high school boys

picture.

In the colored

of

illusion

when

8.

equal attention to

the

producing

distance.

superiority

of the uncolored picture in this case

Colored pictures are superior

6.
in

as with

to,

and drums

bugles,

flags,

constituting

of

same

the

in action,

important

fea-

as

scene,

in

"Signing the Declaration of Independence," or beautiful and profuse
natural scenery, as in

"A Narrow

Highway

to Castle Tyrol,"

pears that

it

it

ap-

colored picture, therefore, can only

and

be accounted for by the fact that

Seized the Hilt and Instantly

to present the scene

Drew Forth

and without color.
II. Rather than its place in the
book or lesson, the nature and pur-

the

the observers of

attention of

was caused to
The same holds

the colored picture

dwell elsewhere.
for

true

the

superiorities

other

1.

of the Findings

The colored

flat

pictures pro-

duced a greater range and accuracy
of report with 57 percent of 152
subjects.
2.

the desired visual ex-

and
"The
Bridge at Mostar" or "Washington's Monument", color is of less
is

chiefly architectural
detail

as

In the number of

different

were superior

in

four of ten

statements

produced,

the

of

all

colored

tute the chief factors to determine

whether
III.

10. In certain instances

such as:

(A) recognizing the number and

distinguishing

and

between

(B)

and
the

small

between superimposed objects

trast

their

background thus render-

ing their perception less facile.
11.

number

pose of the picture should consti-

is

it

to be presented col-

value.

pictures.

In the total

both in colors

ored or uncolored.

pond and the grass at the "Country
Club House", color may defeat its
chief purpose by lessening the con-

of twenty questions.

would be advantageous

in

In direct questioning, the col-

correct statements, the colored pic-

5.

the Sword."

boat on "Lake Garda",

in eleven

tures

"He

in

Four of the ten colored picwere markedly superior.

ored pictures gave superior results

4.

as

sex of the passengers in the sailing

tures used
3.

When

perience

engineering

scored by the uncolored picture.

A Summary

9.

costumes

in

Profuse color, especially red,

a picture,

may

concentrate the

attention of the observer

upon the

Sets of pictures for educa-

tional purposes,

rather than being

colored or

uncolored, should,

all

all

most cases, be mixed, the nature
and purpose of each picture determining whether it should be colin

ored or uncolored, or presented in
duplicate,

i.

e.,

both

colored

and

uncolored.

IV.

Of

presented,

the
the

colored

pictures

autochromes

are

superior.

V.

Of

tracts the

amount

the colors used,

red at-

most attention

for the

used.

pictures produced on the average a

objects so colored to such a degree

VI. Color aids a picture in arous-

more than one-half a

that other significant items of the

ing sensations of light and warmth.

little

state-
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An

Activity That Functioned

Initial

Mahoney

Gail

WE ARE

all

more

or less con-

cerned at this time with the

Activity Program.

hear

discussed.

it

On every side we
No small amount

of this discussion and excitement

due

understanding of

to a lack of

the real

meaning of an

gram.

Teachers

should

be

up

activity pro-

to

and place

date

activity basis, but

how

since

this

the class felt

The

then

discussion

revolved

they are not

mean-

soon discovered that the only ma-

quite positive as to the real

to

ing of the term.

The

members of

would be wonderful to make
a motion picture on South America.
This was discussed from various
angles and it was finally
decided that the development of a
motion picture that could really be
projected was too expensive and
too complicated an undertaking.
it

around the possibilities of making a
stillfilm on South America.
It was

are naturally puzzled as to

go about

they

that

feel

work on an

their

is

Several
that

required

terials

superintendent's

has

office

been most considerate

in

urging

stillfilm

was

A

kit.

make such

to

a

a stillfilm construction

stillfilm

construction

two

kit

teachers and principals not to per-

consists of a container,

mit themselves to become excited

a ceramic pencil and twenty feet of

or perturbed over this more or less

film 234" wide on which
drawings and titles may be placed
by means of pen and India ink or
ceramic pencil. The class then de-

method of

established and familiar

education under a
superintendents

new name. The

have

that teachers develop
ties

suggested

their activi-

by degrees, beginning with a

spools,

clear

make

cided to

a stillfilm on South

America.

A

simple class activity and gradually

An

to

working into a full fledged activity.
Teachers and principals are cau-

the planning of the stillfilm.

tioned not to attempt to place their
classes or schools on an activity

The members of the
class then agreed to make a stillfilm
that would deal with South Amer-

program overnight.

A

simple,

tivity recently

though effective acobserved in one of

our schools might prove suggestive
to those who desire to approach this

method
ner.

in a modified but safe

man-

Neither time nor space will

permit the presentation of this particular activity in

attempt will be

detail.

full

made

to

An

convey a

general picture of the procedure.

The

activity referred to

veloped

in

connection

was

with

study of South America in an
class.

To

would

class.

stillfilms

whole and

edi-

editors

the principal

each

South

separately.

They
would

of

American country

the

went over these early contrithey found that the pictures and even the titles were hurriedly made and in most cases were
not sufficiently inclusive or were
only partly true. For example, one
youngster submitted a drawing of
an Argentine cowboy. The child's
drawing was a fairly good picture
of a wild west motion picture cowboy.
He showed no background,
no people nor anything else that
might indicate his cowboy to be
from South America. Practically
all of the early drawings presented
were lacking in a similar manner.
The teacher and editors took two
staff

butions

recitation periods to talk over these
first
It

contributions

with the

class.

was not long before the young-

make

a

still-

would give a true picture
of South America it was necessary
film that

first

to

know

something

about

South America.

When

this realization struck the

children the real fun began.

They

began tugging to school everything
they could locate that even slightly
savored of South America cocoa-

—

of about fifteen

drawings

be

made by

silver nuggets, etc., etc.

fifteen

members of

member

to

the editorial

arrow heads, travelogues, histories, maps, gold and

also agreed that the stillfilm

and

When

titles

to

Every

the class.

could submit as

many

class
pic-

and titles as he wished. It
would devolve upon the editorial

tuies

be

coffee,

nuts,

This great

influx of materials called for fur-

ther

organization.

The

materials

must be placed on exhibit in an orderly manner and they must be
labeled as to subject and owner.

staff to select the best fifteen to

used

AS

The stillfilm when finished would
be shown to the student body in the

about a deeper interest on the part

auditorium.

at things

were shown the

in

the

finished

production.

to

draw and submit

The

title

objects on

display brought

to the editors

Amer-

additional information on the ob-

pictures dealing with South
ica.

The

They were looking
were really from
Their work beSouth America.
came more involved in searching for

Immediately the children began

like to build

or develop, a few motion pictures

and a few

a

characteristics

consist

editorial staff.

the

arouse a general interest
class

assistant

elected.

as

being a wise young

had herself elected

de-

in the subject as well as to discover

what the

and

tor-in-chief

ica

teacher,

lady,

sters realized that to

few days was given over

were

The

writers also got busy.

of the pupils.

that

jects displayed.

Their compositions
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invariably

something

with

dealt

South American

work

art

their

;

was usually based on one of the

At

books for books dealing with
South America; a request was
that the one set of encyclo-

pedia belonging to the building be
in the

room and

who had been

rail

how

ulty

presence of the fac-

grade.

No
many

attempt has been
to

activity

this

made in
show

re-

the

correlations, such as spelling,

dictionary, reading, geography, his-

worked

of the class were invited to criticise

tory, safety, thrift, art, etc.,

the arrangement.

out by means of this particular ac-

Finally the editors appointed the

two best

dealing

in the

and students above the second

they should appear

The members

auditorium on a Friday af-

ternoon

lating

ideas as to

stillfilms

the class.

The premier showing was held
in the

staff's

in the finished film.

regular

They

according to the editorial

During the weeks consumed by
the activities described above the
children continued to draw and
present their ideas of South America.
They viewed and reviewed the
with the various countries of South
America.
These supplied them

members of

preview the principal and

this

building were invited.

were displayed on the blackboard

in

Brazil, to talk to the class.

several

held by the

To

the other fifth grade teachers of the

the

been finally decided upon.

one youngster even volunteered to
bring his father,

that

ideas

attaining their

same time the editorial
staff was busy rejecting and selecting pictures and titles to be used in
the proposed stillfilm. About three
weeks before the close of the term
the fifteen pictures and titles had

table

permanently

in

real objective.

teachers to exchange the browsing

left

and

information

were invaluable

objects on display; they asked the

made

with

room

the

Space does not permit.

tivity.

to

is

sufficient to

the titles and original
drawings onto the stillfilm. When
this .was completed a preview was

is

certain that

artists

in

transfer

learned

It

say that the teacher
the

pupils

really

something

about

South

America.

Talking Motion Pictures as an Aid in College Education
John

G. Glover

Assistant Professor, Neiv York University

progress of modern science
THE evidenced
by the enormous

in a specialized field.

growth of industry and education.
In the past twenty-five years the

ficulty

worked day and night
develop machines and processes

scientist has

to

have proven fruitful with

the result that specialists

walks of

life

from

all

may now be heard

in

produce goods on large scale
production at an economical cost
As industry exto the consumer.

our college lecture halls.
The beginning of this change was

demand

equipped with radio talking devices

to

panded,
trained

the

for

men and women

ialized fields

was

felt

country and colleges

college

spec-

in

throughout the

were

seen in

in

the

each of

its

cipal sitting

modern

high

classrooms

;

school

the prin-

can pick

in his office

duled to talk over the radio might
disappoint his audience through illness and the possibility of obtaining
last

not satisfactory.

This fact urged

the scientist to delve

reproduction of sound vibrations
and through further research the
photocombined the
scientist
graphed sound with the motion pic-

care of the increased enrollments.

students to assemble in a central

its

The

hall

were then faced with

the problem of procuring desirable
facilities to

modern methods
The commercial or

teach

of commerce.

President Hoover addressing

;

Congress
heard

in

in

with

this

step of

one

can

fice his

executive

familiar

present position to go into

the field of teaching because of the

small

amount of remuneration

fered by colleges.
course,

greatly

administrative

This

fact,

curtailed

body

in

of-

of

college

obtaining

can

be

through means of the radio. With

business practices would not sacri-

industrial

Washington

each and every classroom

of

radio

progress in teaching,

hardly
as

a

doubt

the

value

of

modern

was not

satisfied

tool

The

scientist

with this achievement, because of
the uncertainty of the

ment.

A

The human

human

ele-

prominent speaker sche-

now

voice can

be pictured, then reproduced with

every tonal quality and

inflection.

The

its

every

roar of a giant en-

gine can be imprisoned on a tiny
strip of film or the

almost inaudible

heart beat be captured in the miracle of light.

reproduced

in

Then they can be
their

fullness

of

sound.

The problem

education.

deeper into

sound, which re-

search produced the photographic

ture.

colleges

of

the analysis

increase their facilities to take

forced

moment was

a substitute at the

up the microphone and address the
whole school without requiring the

to

I

men

the best

However, the unceasing efforts of
the scientists to overcome this dif-

is

of acquainting the

student of business with the physiindustry was one
which caused a great deal of
annoyance to the business college

cal activities of
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The Department
Management of New

administration.

of Business

York University under
supervision

worked

Cornell

direct

the

W.

Professor

of

for

diligently

At

solution of this problem.

B.
a

first

the various classes personally visited

many

and com-

large industrial

mercial concerns

metropolitan

throughout

This

area.

the

solution

New York University for the
purpose of delivering a lecture on
their methods of manufacture and

getting one point of view

systems of earring on business.

the student will see

The problem was not yet fully
it was practically impossible to find an instructor who had

or sixty outstanding educators talk

knowledge of the enormous ramifi-

broader education on the subject in

to

ness

of the time involved and the atten-

finally

many

was

of the students

With

proved

given the educator a

group of

students through these concerns so

and retain

that they could obtain

thought.

new

field

that talking

pictures

will

our

present

methods

education.

Then the stereopticon machine
was introduced in the classroom for

in the field of education, the student

the purpose of overcoming the dif-

out of plant visita-

ficulties arising

tions.

problem
to

this did not solve the

Still

who

instructors

acquainted with
ness

was hard
were

satisfactorily. It

find

activity.

all

of busi-

fields

were

Slides

damaged and broken and

easily

With
will

assembled

of

the adoption of sound films

have the opportunity of
visualize

words of
book.

idea a great

in the lecture halls,

sonal contact

ness of the

sfeeing

vantage

from

pictures

the

his professor or his text-

He

have the privilege of seeing and hearing the most
prominent and distinguished men

is

factor

alone

If the student

lights

process will

in the lecture halls

listen to those

Cornell, realizing the value of this

new

professors of the future.

device, offered a course in the

and organize

prominent educators

from abroad. Leaders in and authorities on each subject will be the

Professor

Even

cause the good

will

more

dili-

imdivided attention to the screen.

Not
and

country, but he will also see and

used

but the

gently on the subject and give his

hear the leading educators of this

first

as being a disad-

student to concentrate

will also

slides to suit his lecture.

as an aid in teaching.

other

Still

of the opinion that this

only will he be privileged to see

were

room

writer

an instructor could not easily find
pictures

lost.

is

in visual education,

in his particular field of study.

motion

one

educators will object to the dark-

naturally

In about 1919

will

can realize that the factor of per-

things in actuality instead of trying
to

this

considers our present
J
system of mass education, where
one or two hundred students are

revolu-

ticular business.

much

by the use of talking pictures, but

for

tionize

This

him a

when one

In fact, the writer feels

the important operations of a par-

subject.

number of
frown and say
that the personal contact between
the student and his professor is lost

The

problem.

the

solve

attracted to irrelevant activities. It
difficult to pilot a

At

our educators

will

sound motion picture has opened
up a new era in education and has

give

from him,
and hear fifty

question.

the ad-

Management Department

particular

that

in-

year on one subject and

all

will naturally

vent of talking pictures the Busi-

did not prove satisfactory because

tion of

on

solved as

cations of industry.

same

stead of listening to the
structor

is

required to outline

his material after the

turned

are

on,

the

recall

more than compensate

for the loss of notes during the lec-

In a lighted

ture.

room many

little

things will attract the attention of

the student and he therefore loses

the

program of the Business Management Department known as "Man-

small and remote colleges through-

the

out the length and breadth of the

under consideration. The classroom

ufacturing

of the future will be so arranged

course

Industries".

motion

jected of

pictures

In

this

country will be able to offer courses

pro-

of study given by the best author-

that the student will have a small

from all quarters of the globe.
This development will naturally
tend to deeper study on the part of

electric light

of the United States showing the

methods of manufacture and
ties
necessary to produce

activi-

their

This naturally gave the

product.

young

prospective

executive

clearer

conception

o

operations.
tion of

Through

these

f

a

business

the coopera-

industrial

concerns,

"Manufacturing Industries" has been most successful
and in many cases representatives
from these companies have come
our course

in

significance of the point

are

the leading industries

all

main

ities

the present professor

may

so

that

He may

work.

inate the

mediocre

From

'

the standpoint of the stu-

dent, there

seems

to be a decided

advantage derived from the use of

sound pictures

in

education.

In-

also have a telephone for

and perhaps take notes
by means of the noiseless type-

instructor of

our present age.

desk shaded so

the picture,

It

have a tendency to elim-

will also

his

the purpose of asking questions on

he

be classified as an authority in

his particular phase of

on

as not to interfere with the screen.

Or
may

writer.

these talking picture lec-

tures

be given with the aid of

a daylight screen, thus eliminating

the

so-called

disadvantages

of

a

darkened lecture room.
In using sound pictures to supplement our present methods of
{Concluded on page 211)
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NOTES
AND
NEWS
THE
CONDUCTED
STAFF

BY

I

Puppet Projects for Children

An

amusing and fascinating visworked out by
Miss Jean Harden, a teacher at
Kenmore School, Boston, an ac-

ual project has been

count

which

of

given

is

in

the

Christian Science Monitor. In cast-

which
would afford both education and
fun for the children, Miss Harden

ing

something

for

about

film by a group of young men and
women, with the cooperation of
Henry Ford and other prominent
The siory
residents of that city.

Photography School on Cruise

begins with the building of a log

phy, both

on the banks of the River
Rouge by William Bucklin, the first

leaves on October 8th

cabin

settler, in 1818.

white

Whole

street

scenes are to be reconstructed from

faded photographs and

from the

conceived the idea of puppet plays.

memory

who

For five months the children
worked enthusiastically on the puppets and then set them in motion to
enact such familiar tales as Jack
and the Beanstalk and Alice in

help direct certain scenes and take

Wonderland.

struction.

From

these plays Miss

Harden

went on to devise a play related to
early American history, called "A
Day in a New England Home,"
which pictured the furniture and

of old settlers,

stacks of the largest

motor factory

romance beginning in the
first settlers and carry-

tiir.iufirh

to the present.

petual record of events.

be a play
compatible with the historic events

"Talkies'" to

film will

Hiss

Although

The

Harden never
Tony Sarg or to

Fire Chiefs

is

planning the productalking picture

tion of a two-reel

did results that one settlement after

vage. This picture will be the

another has asked her to put into
the regular program a course in the

of a series demonstrating different

departments

which

will instruct fire

in the

modern methods of

branches

making and the subtleties of
managing such individualities as

also

puppets.

tween

The hundred-year

safety

of

fire

methods.

show the

fire salfirst

department and

The

series

fire-fighters

corps in various situations. Several
fire

beginning and growth of Dearborn,

vention, safety equipment,

etc.,

is

being

of

visualized in

The

varied

of

ship will be pro-

vided with the necessary darkroom

developing

facilities

still

cine work-

The group of

ers will avail

which

of

themselves

the

various processing stations for cine
film

which are located

film

be either picked up before the

cruise continues

or

at points all

The developed

trip.

may

on to the next stop

be forwarded to a later port

call.

Each passenger taking the course
is to prouucM
a complete photographic history of the cruise. Mr.
La Varre will work directly with

cursions they will have the benefit
of his selection
places

and

greatest

of

possibilities.

guidance to
photographic

Under such

excellent

tutelage the students should acquire
more knowledge concerning the

correct operation of

their

equip-

ment than would ever be gained by
them in individual and untutored
filming.

and the salvage

organizations interested in

story

will

close cooperation be-

the

Michigan,
ll

Teach Fire Salvage

International Association of

went to school to
any of the masters of the puppet
show, she has achieved such splen-

Story of Motor City Filmed

photographer

achievement.

them, carefully instructing them in
the fundamentals of every branch
of photography. On the shore ex-

ary observance should
being celebrated.

for

lance

of

their contribution to the tercenten-

group, consisting of

will

La Varre, former camera-man
Burton Holmes and now a free

may

and 17 years, who had decided that

fire

eight girls between the ages of 11

Makers,

The

become the property of the city and it will be
brought up to date at regular periods in the future to become a per-

by a camp

ie

dre

along the

The

The ten
Movbe directed by An-

weeks' course, as described in

in the world, is already completed.

story will contain a thread of

it

trip

around South America.

workers.

The part of the film dealing with
modern city with its tall smoke-

mg

when

for a

be at the disposal of the

plot

play

cine,

still

the

—a

and

still

will

time of the

the close.

a sea-school in amateur photogra-

contribute to the recon-

industrial

Los

conduct

and

century and showed the cycle of the
Pilgrim day from the early hour to

was performed

now

S. S. City of

will be the first to

museum,

his

in

also

will

antiques,

of

collection

housed

industries of the early seventeenth

The

Mr. Ford's exten-

part in others.
sive

will

The steamship
Angeles

financing the enterprise.

pre-

are

Geographic

News

Bulletins

The National Geographic
ety's bulletin

the

service

Geographic

to

News

Soci-

teachers,
Bulletins,

;

The Educational Screen
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movmeans of inform-

will be

renewed in September. Five
accompanied with illustrations and maps are sent each
week for thirty weeks of the school

cently inaugurated the use of

bulletins

ing pictures as a

year.

the

who wish

Teachers

the bulletin

ing the deputies on matters relating

A

to legislation.

Chamber

room

special

in

of Deputies has been

One

tures.

cation to the Society's headquarters

depicted

of the

first films

technical

the

shown
of

details

the thirty weeks.

To another group
were shown a number of films
which had been rejected by the censor and which the Deputies will be

Films Instruct French Legislators

asked

in

Washington, D. C-, as early as
accompanied with twenty-

possible,

five cents to

cover mailing costs for

The French Parliament has

re-

is

seen on the

screen in a non-theatrical picture;

and when

this

achieved

is

surely

it

be a Russian film.

will

Distribution

equipped for the exhibition of pic-

service are requested to send appli-

be a long time before any-

It will

thing so impressive

of

the United States

this picture in

through

is

Am-

OswELL Blakeston.

kino.

naval armament.

The

ex-

public

for

release

to

Argentine Promotes Educational
Films

Argentine

Educational

Council has approved the project

hibition.

Rueda and Dr. Rodriguez

of Dr.

Jauregui for the creation of an of-

A Russian

the task, that

Film

"These images are not projected
watch thought

itself,

thought

Thus wrote H.

D., in the pages

Russian document directed by V.
Turin.
of Turkestan

cotton, but the natives

is

its

have to use

the precious water for their erain
tViero ;.i only th« -wdter from the

melted snow of the mountain tops

and the people must live. Clever
photography makes the cotton fields
like fields of flowers thus our sym;

won

for the cotton.

Mules, slipping

on

the

stones,

take the cotton over the hills into
the
is

desert.

Here, again, the reel

turned into the virtues that the

dilettantes

manufacture.

The

ery of a san'd ridged desert

is

human drama.

storm

;

There

is

The cameraman,

wheeled

are

Lines of

planks.

;

all

a sand

too,

is

the things the

people of the desert need.

along
rails

Bar-

narrow

medium

of education.

posed to

install

converge.

tablishments

relentless drills.

dously excited

;

The

cutting

is

so

we become tremenexcited aa we watch

the stupid

jaw of

swing past

;

is

a

pro-

es-^

projectors in

che metal scoop

excited as

we

realize

men and machines are winning.
There is a terrific moment before an explosion.
The hill has
been mined with dynamite. The

vice

upon the choice of

The

office is also to

assist

them

An

Independent

lin

—so

—

;

will

League

Film

and Munich, reports the U.

Chamber of Commerce.

work

of

commercial consid-

The German League

in cooperation

will

with the Inter-

national Film League, of Paris,

on

S.

Its object

the furthering of cultural films,

erations.

in the audience

who

choice of subjects.

has been created recently in Ber-

snake wriggling through the grass.
Sky high the hill and the snake.

We

in the

Germany Organizes Cultural
Film League

regardless

the

be connected

with film editing firms

is

is

films that

various courses, and to distribute

director cuts to the impassive face

Nomads, from the corners of the
come to look at the marvel,

the

the same.

of a camel, then to a shot of a

desert,

on

depending

are to be purchased to illustrate the

that

train.

It

Council of Education, to give ad-

Workers, with gleaming backs, use

propaganda of the
Russians ^feel proud
just as if
Capitalist states had never built
railways.
(Such a primitive railway, really; the first storm will
bury the sleepers.) The art, howThe nomads,
ever, is magnificent.
on their camels, try to race the

In Siberia there are trains with

and grain

T

the train.

fighting.

fuel

the abstractions of

square and compass dissolve to the

subtle

to demonstrate the

the fight.

fully

but no storm of wind ma-

chines.

is

trac-

exploited; an abstract film within
a

way

dexterous that

The wealth

is

film

velous

rows

of Close Up, about "Turksib", the

is

that

work of muscle and mind.

progression."

pathy

is

project

power of the motion picture as

shows the work of the
surveyors. H. D. spoke of the mar-

The

after they have been manufactured.

We

The

BREAK THROUGH;

Turksib

of educational motion pictures.

fice

FOREIGN NOTES

and

lines similar to those of already

existing organizations in Great Britain, the

Netherlands, Sweden, Den-

mark, and Switzerland.

Branches

are being, or will be instituted in

German

provincial

cities.

Head-

quarters are at Berlin-Charlottenburg, Sybelstr. 56. Dr. Blumenthal

has been elected president of the

German Organization.
{Continued on page 220)
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED

MARION

BY

LANPHIER

F.

"i-

Management

Church

(July)

John D.

by

"Pentecostal Films",

Clinton of Fayette, Iowa,

tells

a re-

ances at hand. The scenario was written with the church doors as a focus
point.

how

of

pictures

adapted to local church work got
"people into the movies and into the
church".

camera

The ingenuous use of

the

to take scenes depicting the

facts

historical

of the town's re-

ligious life to the last current

min-

when eighty people had moved
down the line and joined the
ute

church

is

surely the best adaptation

of the movie for church use that has

church doors

And back

the entrance into the

Sunday, December

for

3

:25

4

:30

Dr.

1877
arrives

to

raise

Cautious brother plays safe
Christening Class Closeupa
People come out as of 1925
Choirs in processional

—

Legion

Men

neral
War Service

—

Military fu-

— 1914 — Service

11—12:00

Flag
Taking

12—

1

$600
At the Cabin in

13

2 :30

M.

picture, 81

Christ and go through "The Door, into
His Church."

of Vanity Fair

newsreel

in its struggle

show us honest news".

A

potentially vigorous agency for the

dissemination of news and the formation

public

of

opinion,

for ten years has been

the

newsreel,

under the severe

recurring

Through

warimprovements, the content of the newsreel has
remained static. State occasions, arfare

Subscription

1860— Indian
Grand Army and Boy Scouts

and despite

riving

and

political

technical

departing

rulers,

fires,

trained animal acts, beauty contest winners and newly born humans have been
for

First

and

financial

years the only subject matter al-

lotted to this

At

medium.

the present time there

devoted to the newsreel in

is

a theatre

New York

with not a speck of sun, but with the
accurate photographic equipment of our
age, saying the day. It was the small

City, where for twenty-five cents you
can see fifty minutes of international
snapshots. The Newsreel Theatre is
packed night and day, although the patrons are furnished with nothing but an

size film used, 16 millimeter, but

elaboration of the usual newsreel.

And we

finished at 3 o'clock exactly

already

projectors are available for the enlarge-

ment of
and the
easy
outfit

this size to regular picture size

cost of the

transportation

along

commends

in

film

of

together with
the projection

ministerial calling, re-

this

type

especially to the church

All the pictures
in that

patriotism.

Mr. Lorentz feels, however, that
Mr. Hays has only protected, in
sensible manner, the business interests

of the producer,

we had no

of

equipment

field.

were taken outside
inside lighting appli-

court

since

decision has stated that the movies

control of the movie owners.

Ives

money

:30 P.

moving

formed

folks have proceeded to actually accept

to "aid the

Church in 1867
The first funeral
Wagons and sleds unload in

10—11:40

of these doors which

cetera.

15.

7

a

revealed in

crime.

the calling of journalistic tradition

The schedule

:35

hung

set,
is

the concluding moments as the doors
automatically open and show Christ as
the center of "High Memories Call."

to

— 10
— 10
5 — 10
6— 10 :40
—11:00
8— 11:10
9— 11:25

last

would never carry scandal, politics or
He did not add that he had no
objection to a little army and navy
propaganda or frequent speeches from
members of the administration, since
after
all,
that
is
no more than
it

made

will suffice to

the task an easy one.

2—10:20

the

earthy level

any movie may

program

ning and good management

1— 10:00 A.M.

in

large head of Christ that

announcement that
would never stoop to the
of -the newspaper, and that

scheme. Careful plan-

permit of further accounting but a
illustrate the

that focus point. Jesus Christ once said,
"I am the door."
Back of these old

the newsreel

Vanity Fair (July) In this issue
we find Pare Lorentz writing of "The Freedom of
the Screen", in which he discusses

ever been devised. Space does not
single day's

the film could be taken over,

do not believe we could improve on

I

markable story

If

clothing Hollywood in white robes of
chastity, carried the

This emasculation of the newsreel
not the result of sheer lethargy.

is

The

movie producers, supported by the political sagacity of Will Hays, have not
allowed news and opinion on the screen
simply because
for them.

One
Hays

it

woiild

mean

of the first bulls issued
after

he

took

over

the

trouble

by Will
job

of

are not

for

news

dissemination,

that dialogue as well as film

may be

censored, that any part or

all

be destroyed,

of
et

There are two probabilities which
might destroy the present descipline of
the newsreel.

One has

do with a

to

rumour leaking out of the late Fox
war to the effect that William Randolph
Hearst has more than a casual interest
in the Newsreel Theatre, and that in
the near future he intends to establish
a chain of Newsreel tabloids. This may

be

idle

office

gossip,

but

the

rumour

seems to come from reliable sources.
The other probability that would do
much to shake the Hollywood industry
is that some newspaper syndicate may
go one step farther than the New York
Evening World, with its Universal movie tie-up, and actually put its headlines on the screen.
The day unemployment, murder and crime reach the
screen, that day the vacuous, insipid
counterfeits of life which now supply
our movie fare will be relegated to the
past.

Mr. Lorentz then suggests two
murders that the screen,
via the camera, would have caught
startling

at a glance, so to speak.

cates

He

indi-

further the "comic opera of

the Scopes trial". These two suggestions serve well to illustrate an

important consideration. The free-
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dom

of the screen, whether

it

be a

belong

subjects

the

to

many

silent

exactly as

authentic and unfettered newsreels,

the spoken dialogue of the talkie.

must always be subject

Escape, he

to censor-

ship as long as our theatres are ad-

mitting children

at

all

perform-

lend themselves to

such a play. The

feels, is

legitimate

Mr. Galsworthy
from the talkie in

stage,

feels, will benefit

ances and are furnishing no mati-

that the latter will "readily reduce

programs to take care of
children. At such programs proper
newsreels would be selected. After
all, censorship, however unintelligently it has been managed, must

the audiences

nee

stay with us.

With

comes from
Hampshire, a lita few miles west of Con-

tle

village

cord.

A

New

complete lack of recrea-

tional activity led to the establish-

afternoon programs, together with
the use of educational films in each

recreational

of the

program and the use

Harmon Foundation

Age

Living

(May

Germany"
and

ious films during

Holy week,

nish a convincing series of

furfacts

concerning the inestimable value of
"the 16 mm. in a Rural Church"
and the need of the motion picture
in

settlements

of

this

very

rural

character.

The Living Age (May 15)
"Galsworthy on the Talkies" is an
editorial comment upon the remarks of Mr. Galsworthy whose
now

being filmed by

a British company.

"I appear to

play Escape

is

have a very constructive type of
mind where new forms of art are
concerned"

said

then explained

the

author.

further

his

He
reluc-

tance to see the silent film displaced

by the talking production. With
others, Mr. Galsworthy feels that
this

cannot happen, because

manv

1)

also strikes

definite influence

of the speaking film upon language.

The

many

talking
is

vogue

Gerrapidly affecting the language

A

nique.

picture

its

operetta

recent

Licbeswalzer

in

tech-

film

called

the

theme
song
around the familiar Americanism "O.
K.," which is rendered in German as
"Oh Ka"; the photographers who take
these

Franklin

B.

—The

of

Fox

the

Coast

the Society at Washington. Tracing

built

its

are invariably referred
'camera men'; and the world of

which the

sport,

movies

make even more

to

Mr. Franklin passes

added groggy to

its

have

helped

popular, has

now

already extensively

.Anglicized vocabulary.

But there are other tendencies also
at work.
Russian influence is making
itself

felt

in

the

internationalist than the silent films.

For years, the silent picture was
working a leaven of world-wide propaganda, unnoticed. The internationalism
of

though

influence,

this

realized,

were

long

until

after

obvious

so

as

Perhaps

internationalism

strong a word.

An

of appreciation

fits

has for years
country with

entitled

each

acquainting

neighbor's

peoples,

and clothing, as nothing before

habits,

ever did.

in history

now we

But

enter a more definite
more acute and a more tel-

A

|)hase.

ling

been
its

influence

is

on the way, because

miracles.

released a film

The ex-

better.

it

change of pictures between countries

and thus furnish an atmosphere of verisimilitude.
Another
development is the hiring of average
young people to perform before the
camera the same routine that they follow in their daily lives.
An experimental
studio
in
Berlin
has just
in real life

too

is

internationalization

portray for the films the part that he
fills

daily

be

memoranda.

unsung,

roles

results

its

to

talking pictures are here.

the

in

tremendous,
of, or even

was never taken advantage

which they
assume.
A celebrated newspaper editor, for instance, has been engaged to
professionals

the

even a greater potential

talkies as

introduction of ama-

to the art of acting but

is,

to his thrilling

concerning

prognostications

pictures

teurs, that

relig-

Pictures

seen growth of the picture industry,

The

to as

ment of Saturday evening motion
pictures, made up of rented picChildren's'
tures and local footage.

"Talking

is

Great Internationalist", by Harold

quickly the astounding and unfor-

of the nation as well as

interesting report

efficient, official or-

types of playgoers."

at this subtle

An

gan

articles ap-

technical

a paper read by the author before

must grow

Contoocook,

the

pearing in this

more melodramatic type of play
and consolidate the more fastidious

"Talkies in

Church Management (August)

yVmong

Theaters, Los Angeles, California,

well as the feature film, censorship

where it can
be tolerant without license and discriminating without becoming ridiculously bigoted and narrow.

tion

for the coarser and

the newsreel, as

to the point

Journal of the Society of MoPicture Engineers (July)

art

matter of a feature production or

influence

also be

will

long

until
.\

And

this

new

unrealized,

and

after

it

starts

its

talking picture intensifies

whatever a silent screen would do.
There is a belief among all of us
that no matter what our differences may
be with other people, if we could but
sit down and talk with them we could
wipe these differences away.

Menschcn am

*

Sonntag showing how the white-collar

*

Such a medium

*

for understanding

is

population of a big modern city spends

the

Sundays picnicking in the woods.
Meanwhile, the more ambitious Mr.

world will speak to each other for the
first time in the whole history of the

its

talking

Eisenstein of Russia has been attempt-

world.

much

ideals,

ing

a

similar

production

on

a

more ambitious

scale depicting the de-

velopment
n-ovement.

the

of

collective-farming

Hopes,
will

customs,

of

the

traditions,

be exchanged. Familiarity,

sympathy, will come from them. Talking pictures will have the same effect
as

if

nations visited

Russian technique influencing
them on one side and American markefs tempting them on the other, the
talkie producers of Germany are in a
position to combine the artistic and the

other nations.

nrofitable.

like itself.

With

Peoples

picture.

that
table,

in

the

The homely

make us human,
the iamily

life,

the
will

country a chance to see that
bor and

its

homes

little

of

things

breakfast
each

give
its

neigh-

enemy are human exactly

Ik
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way

a long

is

off;

much

have to happen first. Trade embargoes will have to be lowered; languages will have to, and will be, alwill

tered, unified.

may

It

be centuries, but

the United States of the

World

is

go-

ing to come, and when, the history of
vivid

its

arrival

picture will

is

have,

it

written,

a

talking

seems to me, the

star role.
If

cate,

may

I
I

be permitted to prognosti-

think the

step will

first

be

a

unification by languages. All countries

speak Spanish, for instance, will
same kind of Spanish motion
picture; all countries that speak English, will see the same kind of English
motion picture; and so on, throughout
all the major languages we have. Long
after this unification by languages is
accepted, there will begin a gradual
breaking down of even those few divisions which will remain due to the
language barrier.
What that language will be, and
uliich civilization will so dominate the
world as to dictate its syllables, no man
can say. There is no doubt in my own
mind that its course of accomplishment
will be such as to reiterate the age-old
that

"An Endeavor

ticle,

to Define the

Educational Cinema",

Anna

Dr.

ema".

well as

Yannopoulo's

paper,

and the Cinany single title

School

Selecting

from the contents of this publication is always a distinctly arbitrary
performance, for no reader can afford to omit any page of a magazine that garners from the world
of the educational cinema the best
expressions from the best experts

the

see

fittest.

The Churchman
Motion

eral

Guy

by

address

(July 5) "Fed-

Picture

Emery
which

Inspection",

Shipler,

an

is

author

the

de-

before a large convention

livered

of social workers.
a suggested

as subtitled,

It is,

method

for the correc-

tion of abuses.

The

interest

of

motion pictures

is

social

workers

in

not on the side of

industrial technique, they are concerned

primarily, and in no puritanical
the

dinary

effect

sense,

exerted by this extraor-

Review of Educational Cinematography ( May
and June) The May issue of this

on public or
on morals and
popular education; its influence on juvenile delinquency and crime and on
the development of a national culture
worthy of the name.
Eight years ago the industry cmployed Will Hays. He was, so the
;)ublic was told, to clean up the movies.
He was, so Mr. Hays was told by his
employers, to stop censorship. No one
could have been more faithful to his
employers. Women's clubs and church
groups, unused to such high-pressure

magazine

public relations genius as that repres-

Surely

it

is

a heartening thought

to recognize these infinitesimal be-

man has.
when he was

ginnings of the best that
at times,

dreamed of

not engrossed in the selfish pursuits
of the nationalism that has been a

phase

necessary

of

his

march

through time.
International

is

])hysiological

the

cinema.

devoted entirely to the

and medical uses of
"The Treatment of

Cancer by Rays", "The Anti-Alcohol
and Anti-Drug Campaign",
"The Cinema and Eye-Sight Ef-

—

fect on Children's Sight", "Surgery
and the Cinema", and "The Red
Cross and the Hygienic Education
of the People by Means of the
I'ilm" are some titles,
chosen at
random, from this fascinating table

The June
iilightening

a

public

service

governmental regulation and control.
is gratifying to see men like Mr.
Young and General Harbord recommend
the governmental regulation of a branch
to

It

of the

great business enterprise with
which they themselves are identified,
and it is to be hoped that the time may
not be far distant when one or more
persons identified with the motion pic-

may

express a similarly en-

;

effect

its

ented in the person of Mr. Hays,
into

line

and became ardent as

operating groups."

fell

"co-

Slowly but
surely within the past year it has been
dawning on the women's clubs and the
church groups that they have been used
by the Hays office to maintain the status
.

.

.

quo.

A

study of the subject indicates clear-

that the trade

ly

must be subjected

to

an effective but sane regulation, both as
to matters which affect the public and
as to those which affect, primarily, the

was impressed with the statements
Mr. Owen D. Young and General
James D. Harbord made last December
before the Committee of the United

There is found in the book entitled
Motion Picture Problems, the Cinema
and the League of Nations, by William
Marston
Seabury,
a complete
national and international program designed to bring about a much-needed
measure of governmental regulation of
the trade.
I
would urge upon public welfare
agencies the support of what Mr. Seabury calls "Federal Motion Picture In-

spection," with an

added clause which
would give a Federal motion picture
commission power to regulate the trade
in all matters of trade practice, having
due regard for the best interests of both
the public

and of the

trade.

The author then discusses Mr. Seabury's plan in detail, following with re-

marks about the Hudson Bill now
pending before Congress and Mr. H. L.
Mencken's criticism of its censorship
proposal. The
mangled notions that
other nations acquire of us due to our
pictures

is

presented,

as

well

as

the

whole subject of international influences.
To serious students of this whole
deplorable situation Mr. Shipler's article is a detailed and spirited account
of the problems involved. His address
also gets before us compactly Mr. Seabury's excellent solution of the trouble.

The
vies

Magazine

Rosicrucian

"Degeneration of the

(July)

Mo-

or Regeneration", by Joseph

Darrow, affords an interesting diits subject from the view-

gest of

points of several articles appearing
in other

magazines.

The

author

discusses crime and sex problems,
stating that

these films

form the

bulk of production at present and

I

issue

is

devoted to the

-chool field essentially. Particularly
(

instrumentality

50cial welfare

trade.

of contents.

was

business and as such should be subject

lightened point of view.

in

theory of the survival of the

world frankly admitted that

enterprise

ture trade

in their fields.

Commerce.
American

of these leaders in the

business
his

New

"The

as

States Senate on Interstate

Each

is

Jules Destree's ar-

of

further supporting

the

statement

with quotation from The Reader's
(Continued on page 221)
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The Film EstimatcSy

in tvhole

or in part,

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adalte

(15 to 20)

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

may be

Animal Crackers (Marx Broth- Absurd
crude
Cheap,
(Paramount)
nonsense with more or less vulgar

ers)

reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For
Children
(under 15)

Not the

Not the

best

best

Woman

(Ruth Chat- Interesting
Anybody's
terton) (Paramount) Strong story
of able lawyer who, in a drunken
orgy, marries a chorus girl of loose
Together they work out
morals.

Too

so-

No

amusing burlesque

live

More

Amusine

Amasinsr

or less

amusing

stuff.

(Warner Bax- Fairly
(Fox) Tries to repeat "In Old good of
save in its kind
short,
falls
Arizona," but
Baxter's fine voice, Spanish accent,
and engaging acting. Too nearly
character,
frontier
in
the same
Mexican border atmosphere, etc.,
and
naive
is
too
and the humor
Beautiful scenoften over-noisy.
ery and photography.

Pay

Griffith) Dull
(Corinne
and unDull
National)
(I*irst
wholesome story about a shop girl
of easy virtue, who enjoys for a
time a luxurious apartment with
a rich profiteer, but returns to her
first love when he returns gassed
from the war. Poorly written
spoken and acted.
Big House, The (Wallace Beery) Fine of
(MGM) Grim, convincing, thought- its kind
provoking picture of the realities
with exceedingly
life,
of prison
tough characters as the chief actors.

Entertain insT

Entertaining

best

Chevalier's

work

Unwholesome

No

Doubtful

No

—

Perhaps
funny

Hardly

Funny

Funny

is

Mediocre

No

No

Perhaps

Unsuitable

No

Very good

Doubtful

No

resumed.

Pleasure (Lawrence
crude story of
musicians, and society

bad taste and

little

etc.

Common

Clay

(Constance Ben-

Excellent filming of
( Fox )
somewhat out-dated sex-problem stage play of the same title,
as played by Jane Cowl. Intelligent, human, fairly well acted, and
nett )

the

Trial scene is strong,
for mature audience.

interesting.

healthy

di^ma

Courage (Belle Bennett) (Warner)

A
Very good

to

action,

Silly

stocks,

of

folk
done with
talent.

etc.

Entertaining

Doubtful
interest

human

Good

Good unless too
exciting

interest

with splendid

mature

and

work by

as the struggling
who
children,
seven
against heavy odds.

nett

Czar

Fair

Good, but

Fairly goot

mother-love picture of consider-

able

Broadway,

appeal,
Belle Benmother of

wins

out

(John Useless
attempt to

No

No

Trashy

No

No

More

Hardly

The

of
(Universal) An
cash in on the love exploits of a
Mawkishly
disreputable racketeer.
sentimental in many spots. Worth
nobody's time.
Dancing Sweeties
(Sue Carol)
(Warner) Dancing spree of jazzmad youth results in snap marriage in a dance-hall, etc. etc.

Wray)

phisticated.

lively

in

Cock o* the Walk (Joseph SchildSophisticated
(Sono Art)
kraut)
story of flirtatious musician, who
marries a girl to savq her from
suicide, and she tries suicide again
when she thinks it will help him,

to

Much

Lucky
plumber gets

style.

Irish

tinpan-alley

America to
cure the infatuation between him
and the daughter of said king. The
scheme does not work well, but the
entire cast does. Only mildly so-

the heroine.
shooting, etc.

Stupid

Gray) (MGM) Very

a thoroughly human and
comedy that enjoyably
American
satirizes "big business."
chewing-gum-king brings charming

Border Legion, The (Jack Holt)
(Paramount) A Zane Grey western
thriller, above average, of a cowboy hero who is saved by the legion during a raid, joins the legion
in gratitude, then proceeds to save
the leader and rescue and marry

Murray

Children

in

Frenchman

Wall Street (Charlie
Hilarious
(Aristocrat)
farce, full of humorous gags and
in
the regular Charlie
slapstick,
in

partnership

appealing

young

Good

(Ramon No- Pleasing

(MGM)

rich quick
and leaves his Scotch partner. After the market crashes, the old

acters.

mount)

Flerfi

it

Cheer Up and Smile (Arthur
Lake) (Fox) Incredibly stupid "college" story, painfully overacted by

the

Tense action, coarse, brutal dialog
and conduct, endless shooting, as
would be expected from such char-

date,

some of

singing,

the

of

Clancy
Murray)

it.

A love affair is lugged in.
very strong picture of its kind.
Big Pond, The (Chevalier) (Para-

Entertaining

picture,

many.

The Arizona Kid

A

No

it

Lake, but unobjectionable since the
few cheap scenes are too absurd to
be harmful. Will be "funny" to

Mack

ter)

Back

For
Children
(under 15)

By no
means

See

and think

Ridiculous title for
wholesome little love story against
Spanish background, of a conventbred girl and a dancing boy. Novarro charming as the "Singer of
Seville," the original and appropriate title.

Wholesome nonsense about life in
the trenches as Moran and Mack
might

unwholesome

Much
ever.
terrible.
Call
varro)

phisticated

The sordid theme
their salvation.
is
made interesting by splendid
acting of CHve Brook. Ruth Chatterton and Paul Lukas.

war-film, with Moran and
characteristic
their
doing

(15 to 20)

all

"good".

clean, frequently

For
Youth

AdnlU

in color, using moral laxity of
a regiment of Hussars to achieve
continuous sex thrill. Flaunts lawlovemaking, riotous drinking,
less
and apparently no principles what-

slapstick
nothing censorable, but
It
perfect example of bad taste.
will be immense box office success
as the general public has been
trained to think this sort of thing

War (Moran and
Anybody's
Perfectly
(Paramount)
Mack)

Bride of the Regiment (Vivienne
Segal) (First National) Gaudy and

thoroughly

—

Intelliarent

For
(Producers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

Helen
Dangerous Nan McG rew
Kane) (Paramount) Hilarious farce
primpair
the
barnstorming
in
of a
itive West,
winning $10,000 for
capturing an outlaw. Full of mediocre singing, talking and acting
(

Cheap

or less

funny

)
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For
Titles of Films (Actors)

ridiculous

who

story,

(Producers)

amusing

to

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

Dawn Patrol, The (Richard Bar- Fairly
National) Tries good
thelmessi
(First
for air-fiRhting what "JourEnd" did for trench warfare,
Sonne
with only partial success.
fine moments, notable air photogfaking,
raphy without overmuch
but some things absurdly overdone.
Suffers by comparison with "Jour-

Thrilling

Too
strong

color.
cost.

Dixiana (Bebe Daniels) (RKO)
pretentious and poor costume-music-revue laid in the south
sequences
with some
technicolor
and some terrible "sound." Noth-

Hardly

Mediocre

Hardly

Costly,

ing

objectionable,

particularly

Even
cheap
flat.
and
Wheeler and Woolsey seem a bit
merely
stale.

Maurier)
Escape
(Gerald
du
(RKO
Made in England, from
very undramatic Galsworthy play,
merely portraying the vicissitudes
who, imprisof English ex-officer
oned for trying to help a street
girl, escapes only to be captured
again after long chase. Grim and
depressing but notable for continual glimpses of
typical
English
rural landscape, fine English speech
and the rare acting of du Maurier.

Interesting

of the World
Nance O*
U. A. ) Queer and complex
mixture of sentiment, romance and
melodramatic violence and thrill, in
typical Harold Bel! Wright story.
Some excellent acting and beautiful
photography, and
freedom
from
cheap or unwholesome suggestion
are its chief merits.

Fair

Guy,
The (Jack Mulhall)
A mixture of bootlegging,
crooks, dope and cheap wisecracking dialog supposed to be funny.

Mediocre

)

Eyes

(

Fall

(RKO)

Widow,

Flirting

Doubtful

Of no
interest

Entertaining

Too
involved

No

Floradora Girl, The (Marion Da(
A nonsense comedy.
)

MGM

to

all

women.

irresist-

Tire-

No

Worthless

No

No

(Ann Harding)

f

Pathe)

Excellent

Good

Beyond
them

Very good

Good, un-

made,

Of

little

spoken and directed.
Harding's role as the rebellious
daughter of wealth is an outstand-

Ann

example of screen

ing
its

acting at
intelligent production.

An

best.

Inside the Lines (Betty O)mpson) Very good
(RKO) Decidedly above average of its
war story without battlefield shots, kind

—

Rather
good

Follow Through (Nancy CarrollStupid
Buddy Rogers (Paramount) Naive,

lovable

Better
not

)

(

Holiday

interest

Entertaining

Fairly

amusing

Laid

inside

great

war,

Gibraltar

showing

during

complex

thrilling activities of spies. Rather
incredible but satisfactorily
mystifying.
Fine suspense, good acting, and striking climax.

King of Jazz (Paul Whitman)
(Universal) Finest of its kind to
and fitting climax to present
epidemic of musical revues.
All

Many

in color.
effects
in

Doubtful

No

Fine of
kind

its

really

color,

(

)

No

Entertaining

More or
less

amusing

exquisite

dance-rhythms,

stage-sets and camera angles, with
many of the entertaining numbers
clever. Stupid episodes, risque dialog and cheap sophistication kept
down to minimum.

Lady of Scandal, The (Ruth
Chatterton
)
A treat for
the intelligent, in the fine work of
Chatterton
and Rathbone, in a
screen version of Lonsdale's "High
English
Road."
aristocracy
is
amusingly burlesqued. Rich in charHardly

less too
exciting

the
but

date,

law and order.

ibly

Entertaining

cellently acted,

Amusing

scenes particularly fine. Very doubtful iniluence on public's respect for

Merely exploits Rogers as

Excellent

of the best character comedies
accurate and delightful
screening of the stage play, ex-

For the Defense (William Pow- Very good
(Paramount) Powell excellent,
time as a super-clever lawyer
intimate
with
the
underworld,
specializing
in
defending crooks.
His liaison with the heroine (well
played by Kay Frances) is made
clear
but
not
offensive.
Court

some.

Excellent

One

this

over-acted comedy,
all
in color,
with elemental dialog and amateurish singing, about the love-affairs of a golf instructor. Strains
continuously
to
be
funny,
with
some cheap attempts at the risque.

Doubtful

kind

Wholly dominated and beautifully
played by
Sherman in his best
suave, deft manner.
Next to him,
Frances Dade does the best work.
Alice Joyce the worst.

yet

ell)

I

Thrilling

its

lish.

No

Accidental
only objec-

using the old Floradora Sextette to
make fun of the life, manners and
costumes of the gay "90'8'* in a
harmless, amusing and often clever
fashion. Much burlesque and hokum, but on the whole good fun.

Good of

comedy,

)

sister may marry.
Fiance
and the situation becomes thoroughly funny.
Picture
weakens at end and does not rea-

aunt

No

production.

Hell's
Island
(Jack Holt-Ralph
Graves
Columbia
Another attempt to "cash in" with a re-hash
of
"Flight." "Submarine," "Condemned" etc. Two tough soldiers,
one girl, rrvisunderstanding, suffering, prison, and terrible Eng-

The (Dorothy Rather
amusing

possibilities.

No

highly sophisticated
but not vulgar. Well-knit plot, with
only four characters and entire
action occurs
in one
apartment.

materializes,

its

Absurb

Grumpy (Cyril Maude)
(Para- Excellent
mount) Excellent screening of the
famous stage play, splendidly acted
by Maude and fine cast. Eminently
worthwhile comedy for everybody,
and an all too rare example of in-

social

younger

of
tionable feature.

Good Intentions (Edmund "Lowe)
(Fox) Another crook thriller, with
hero truly in love and wanting to
go straight "for her sake." Usual
violence and gun-play, tough dialog,
with heroic sacrifice at the finish
fairly convincing.
A bit above the
average of its kind.

He Knew Women (Ijowell Sherman)
(RKO) Sprightly, smooth

Mackaill)
(First
National)
Well
acted and quite amusing comedy of
family life, in which older sister
invents a fiance
for
herself so

drunkenness

For
Children
(under 15)

incessant noise and riotous
Not worth a fraction of its

telligent

(

)

vies)

( Vivienne
Segal
Pretentious and elaborpreposterous hash

to 20)

but
about Anglo-German relations
in
South African jungles during the
great war. Negroes, brutality, grotesque character and conduct, terrible singing especially
by Noah
Beery,

ney's End."

lize

Dawn

as

largely

ate,

to do
ney's

For
Youth

Intelligent

Adults

(Warner)

is

funny.

Neill

For
(Producers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

Golden

those

"boop-a-dooping"

think

Intelligent

acter

interest

and love
nity

and

human

Excellent

Good

if

not too

Beyond
them

mature

appeal,

portrayed with a digin
the films. Decidedly

is

rare

unusual

MGM

film.

Lawful Larceny ( Bebe
Lowell Sherman)
(RKO)
light crook-comedy deftly
whole cast in the Sherman
Very sophisticated, but

DanielsClever,

done by
manner.
without
vulgar or offensive scenes. Fast and

Amusing

Very

so-

Hardly

phisticated

sparkling.

(Continued on paoe 212)
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THREE GREAT WAR PICTURE^
It is significant

few
on to

that the last

years have brought into print,
the stage,

and now inevitably

into

through the snow-covered forests.

change

The

school boy, such as he once was,

rest of the story is well told

joins his

afraid of

some

nate hope and despair, and above

men and women who

lived

all

through the war, and refused for
years to talk about

Whatever

for keeping

their reasons
fact

it.

remains that

at last

the

still,

they have

And the sum
become articulate.
of what they have to say, now that
the waves of glamour and romance,
and the high spirit of sacrifice have
subsided, is that war may destroy
men and nations more surely than
death itself. That far from being
the brave, glittering adventure the

world

insists

war

is,

it

only a

is

hideous mixture of blood and tears
and anguish. The moral, for a peo-

enough

ple intelligent
is

to discern

Unfortunately,

obvious.

believe that

—as

we

telligent

I

it,

don't

are sufiiciently in-

yet.

Still,

we

may

l)ossibly absorb from them something of what their authors in-

tended, and anyhow, here are three
v\ar pictures that
if

we ought

to see

only for the reason that they are

artistically well done.
[.M7]

machine

military

whether for good or

function,

[318]

The

story of a

Their discovery of a new

of their ideals and nothing they had

ever learned seemed to be of any

Fear and pain
and disillusionment and death came
to them and not one, in spite of all
their arguments, ever really knew
why he died. It's no use to try to
describe the picture. It's an experipossible use to them.

The cast
Ben Alex-

ence to be lived through.
includes Lewis Ayres,

ander,

Russell

William

Gleason,

whose name,
is

Raymond

Chester

Hersholt, Gustav von Seyfertitz, and
Hetty Compson. If there is a lack,
perhaps it is most felt in the failure
to emphasize sufficiently the susMorris, Alex

of

Francis, Jean

Grischa's

terrible

flight

One

does

believe,

I

not

His

Griffith.

pressive.

including

Wol-

Bakewell, John Wray, Louis
Mercer.
Beryl
heim, and

CRISCHA

cast

of the bloodiest plots and

some of the most

exquisitely photo-

graphed scenes imaginable. Lupe
Velez, somewhat subdued in conperformances, is
trast to
earlier
nevertheless a very lively child of

nature as the daughter of a disreputable shop-keeper in the south sea
island port

The

known

as Hell Harbor.

some

includes

plot

pearls of

;

portrayal of a dying poilu

splendid

ex-

terrifying world in which none

and

(United Artists)

One

Ger-

class of

little

left school at the

hortation of their school master to
enlist.

HELL HARBOR

[320]

(Universal)

THE CASE OF SERGEANT
(United Artists)

(See Film Estimates for June)

ALL QUIET ON THE WEST-

ERN FRONT
man boys who

staflf,

the principal characters.

ill.

(Sec Film Estimates for March)

appear,

Arnold Zweig's history of the
Kussian who escaped from a German prison camp, to be captured
and condemned as a spy, has a

pense

the insistence of the officials that

their

another

until

and he finds himself
what the boy will see.
Colin Clive, Ian MacLaren, David
Manners, Billy Bevan, Anthony
Bushell, and Charles Gerrard are

the technicalities involved in Gris-

cha's sentence, the delays, his alter-

the talkies, the expressions of

of those

himself

in

is

im-

great price and another disreput-

Lupe

The

essentially the

see

boy

a

plunged
terrible

point

British

John Holland, as the
American
trader so necesyoung
never saw.

plot,

unusual.

you can overlook the

If
this

killings,

into

same

as the rest.

fresh

a

that he

We

from school
world so
all

personal

ideals of manhood. To go on at all,
he must keep his fears and his
He
doubts subdued with drink.

does not

realize

how

great

very

fair

enter-

.

THE DIVORCEE
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

By

is

reeking
loses

is

is

(See Film Estimates for June)
[321]

view

but not

nice

sary to the

(Tiffany)

of

the jewels.

and an unlovelier pair you

tioned,

tainment

JOURNEY'S END

wishes to marry

for the sake of

Gibson Gowland and Jean Hersholt
are the two gentlemen aforemen-

(See Film Estimates for June)
[319]

who

able character

the

and

virtue

of

careful

direction

intelligent acting, the question

of the single standard

is

discussed

a manner to give the least offence to the most people. Most of

in

the dirty

Norma

work

is

by inference only.

Shearer, Conral Nagel, and

Chester Morris are the principals.
(See Film Estimates for June)
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THE DEVIL'S HOLIDAY

[322]

her

(Paramount)

Nancy

Carroll does rather well

Rathbone

Basil

talent.

much

black sheep of an aristocratic Eng-

as the clever girl living by her wits,

lish

who

things pleasant for an actress

induces

farmer lad of

a

wealthy family to

The

her.

with

in love

fall

a

interference of his strait-

relatives and the inevitable
denouement are by no means a new

laced

han-

idea, but they are interestingly

dled. Philips

Holmes

satisfactory

is

Ned Sparks does

as the youth, and

very good work in a minor

role, as

does Paul Lukas. Hobart Bosworth
and James Kirkwood are less effective than is their wont, owing, no
doubt, to unsympathetic parts.
(^(•i'

A

O. Henry's
ceiver finds

time to

its

the

names and

of a scripture-quoting sheriff

are

features

of the

who

as the

new version.
cowboy bandit

poses as a long-lost son

for

the sake of the fortune involved,

is

standing with another

fair of long

woman

proves a strong enough bar-

he nobly

rier to their marriage, so

gives her up, the

young cousin hav-

—

ing previously renounced her

nobly

—

his

in

extremely

The

favor.

well

cast,

also

film

is

Frederick

SHADOW OF THE LAW

[326]

(Paramount)
I

seen
it

knew all the time
somebody do this

wasn't

until

that

man

hunted

the

had

I

before, but

work

Fay Wray

ness.

Emma D u n

is

n

attractive,

quietly

James Marcus does the
good effect.

and

pleasing.

sheriff with

(Sec Film Estimates for June)
1324]

IN GAY

demand
1

(

Decidedly

for his finger prints, that

Thomas Meighan of romemory in the same role.

dull,

the implied gaiety.

notwithstanding

Moreover,

takes

Madrid.

place

far

away from

Ramon Novarro is the
student who roman-

susceptible

serenades

tically

young

lady,

and

an

inaccessible

fights a duel with

her brother. Not very interesting.
(See Film Estimates for June)
[325]

THE LADY OF SCANDAL
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Ruth Chatterton has
terial in

little

ma-

Frederick Lonsdale's The

High Road upon which

to exercise

—

row of

pencils in his vest pocket,

speaks the true Yankee disdain of

French competitor as that Frog.
which is too much for his
American girl who considers that

a

All

he has lost

all

his

How-

romance.

methods win in the
end.
There isn't a dull moment.
Chevalier absolutely sparkles. His
songs two of them fit in as
ever, business

—

supporting cast

is

slot.

His

splendid,

with

George Barbier as the chewing
king

easily

the

best

(See Film Estimates

of

gum

the

lot.

in this issue)

Talking Motion Pictures as an
Aid in College Education

his usual dignified

manner.

(Concluded from page 202)
teaching,

the

instructor

ticular

subject

beforehand

requiring each student

Moorhead capably divide
tween them the comedy and

place.

Shilling plays opposite

alie

bevil-

and

ansvyer

them after the projection has taken
This idea

may

supplant our

present quiz sections.
It

in this

issue)

THE BRIDE OF THE REGI-

MENT
With

(First National)

and a
change of title, the erstwhile Lady
in Ermine emerges on the talkie
full

color,

music,

screen as a rather dull affair, un-

duly

prolonged. Vivienne Segal,
Walter Pidgeon, and Alan Pryor
have a song apiece, and Louise Fazenda. Ford Sterling, Myrna Loy,
and Lupino Lane supply a little
comedy.
(Sec Film Estimates
[328]

to

Quite interesting and well

(See Film Estimates
[327]

can help

the student a great deal by preparing a list of questions on the par-

Mr.
Powell, and Paul Hurst and Nat-

all

the action with the exception of one

night

self in

Marion

played.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

pond at
American sweetmake good in her father's
crosses the big

the behest of his

recalled

lainy.

MADRID

bubbles

plunged his fingers into the gears
of a rolling machine to forestall a

However, William Powell gives an
exceedingly good account of him-

his

man who

neatly as a nickel in a

of the wrong director, the restraint
all

froth and

an impoverished French-

—

(See Film Estimates in this issue)

mantic

runs into a tendency to wooden-

an utterly delightful

heart, to

not overly interesting. In the hands

which characterizes

in
all

chewing gum factory. And make
good he does too good. He acquires American slang, wears a

for a second

Changes of
and the introduc-

—about

—

group as the fiancee of his
young cousin. Of course he falls
in love with her himself, but an affied

(Paramount)

tion

Gary Cooper

make
who

own

into his

concoction

has been introduced into the horri-

screen.

locale,

tries to

lightful performance.

Double Dyed De-

way

when he

family,

Bunston among others giving a de-

Film Estimates for June)

THE TEXAN

[323]

has

the best of things as the titled

in this issue)

THE BIG POND

Maurice Chevalier

(Paramount)
really

comes

seems

fair to predict that in

the near future most of our leading

business concerns will have talking
pictures in their natural color made,

covering the important activities of
their

company

and

have

available for schools, colleges,

them
and

universities.

Teaching by means
pictures
field

of

is

of

talking

a progressive step in the

education.

Schools,

col-

and universities can now
augment their educational equipment with the sound motion pictitre, as personal and adequate as if
leges,

the great educators
lectures

who made

were present

in

the

person.

)
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For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

Intelligent

Adults
Oakie)
nonsense

More or

Enter-

less

taining

objection-

amusing

(Jack

Native

Go

Let's

(Paramount)

Hilarious

farce-comedy that

avo'ids

For
Youth
(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

Amusing

features, full of "gags" and
unexpected turns in the flimsy plot.
Theatrical troup, shipwrecked en
route to South America, land on
an island of jazz. Songs, dances,

Us Be Gay (Norma
comedy

Society

Shearer)

—of

Amusing

Doubtful

over-

through
separated
wife
husband
from.
misunderstanding
She turns to
still loves her.

(Doug Fairbanks Dull

An inane picture,
newspapers as highhailed
by
grade and stupidly labeled "Adults
only" by some censor boards. Concerns baby born in a hospital before
father's marriage to another womMost of cast overacts desperan.
ately to be funny, silly dialog and
Almost nothing of the
action.
and some
Bisque,
sug^gestive or
minor incidents and situations are
genuinely funny. Picture can succeed only by attendance of those
who will rush in thinking it is
It will bore the in"Naughty."

Possibly

Of no

amusing

interest

Millionaires
Trite
waitress falling in
little story of
president,
railroad
of
love with son

the

him
some

it

a

Mediocre

Hardly

No

—

all

Amusing

Good

Lois
Moran
story of the
girl"' of the men's
shirt counter, who risks accepting
millionaire and
attentions
of
a
finds
him honorable after all-^
hence the chance was worth taking.
Mediocre in all respects with comedy of the crudest sort from the
heroine's girl friend.

Worthless

By no
means

No

Mediocre

No

No

No

No

Pernicious

No

Better
not

No

Entertaining

Good

Amusing

Amusing

and on some dialog and action of
most questionable taste.

his

sian

Damaged

(

trite

A

(Billie

Dove)

—

loyal wife to live with a Ruscountess for a while then

—

back home again.

Conrad Nagel) No
Numbered Men
(Warner) A poor attempt to imi"The Big House", full of hokum and old thrill devices, with
(

Some genuinely human moments by
Clara in a type of part new to
her,

Inane

laid

Notorious Affair,

No

brakeman.

Night
Work (Eddie Quillan)
Pathe)
Much over-acted comedy
of serious-minded young clerk committed to the financial support of
an orphan. Funny and thoroughly
human at times, inane at others.

if

not too
exciting

(First National) A triangle drama
of little originality or value, in
which the violinist-husband leaves

slapstick

not belong,

did

No

Not

inserted
charlow alike talk
acters high and
same cheap English, and Clara's
drunken scene is not elevating.

"sex",

where

Better
not

kind

isle

(Fox ) Cheap,
"poor working

(Paramount)

supposing

Hardly

its

(

telligent.

Among

Good

Good of

its

unwittingly brings the couple
ier,
together again. Lively and sophisticated, but not offensive.

Bow)

Entertaining

(All-star)
Follies
Movietone
(Fox) A lavish revue, not worth
its epihigh cost, but strings
sodes on a mere thread of dull
It depends for success on
history.
the most elementary humor of El
Brendel. on very ordinary acting,

gay life until a dowager countess,
amusingly played by Marie Dress-

Love

For
Children
(under 15)

is maintained. It is thrilling from tense situations and character-play, rather than from scare
devices, violence, or cheap use of
sex and sensation.

devoted

(Clara

(15 to 20)

suspense

who

Little Accident
Jr.) (Universal)

For
Youth

Adults

in lonely mansion
on a stormy night,
with a distinctly clever and unusual plot. Murderer is known, yet

choruses, etc.

Let

(Producers)

Midnight Mystery ( Betty Compson-Lowell Sherman) (RKO) Wellmade, well acted murder mystery

melodrama,
on a rocky

able

(MGM)

Intelligent

For
Titles of Films (ActorsJ

tate

and some amusing situations,
enough to make the film

not even a convincing story to re-

are not

deem

it.

significant.

Our Blushing Brides (Joan Craw- Hardly

Man from
Barry more

Blankley's.
(

)

Warner)

The (John
Deliberately

farce-comedy laid in
London in full costume. Much
character and action interest, in a
wholly preposterous situation, painfully overacted at times, even by
Barrymore. Decidedly different and
old-fashioned

Interesting
of its

Good

kind

mature

if

not too

Beyond
them

old

Moviedom
novel.
"sexless".

criticizes

it

as

Man from Wyoming, The (Gary Hardly
Cooper) (Paramount) War picture.
a bit different from the ordinary,
and wholesome
thrilling
mainly
save for jazz scenes lugged in
through false motivation. Marred
story, inthe
in
by absurdities
credible actions, and rather colorless acting by Gary Cooper.
Manslaughter
(

Paramount

)

(Frederic
does

March

March)

Good

another

Fair

Too
strong

(MGM) Third pernicious picsupposedly
series.
ture
of
the
the
morality
through
teaching
mouths of three very blase, cheap,
Two of
wise-cracking shop girls.
them merrily go wrong, and pay
for it melodramatically. The stolidly virtuous heroine is Kood, but unhappy, then marries the man who
had spent three-fourths of the picCheap.
ture trying to seduce her.
sexy and suggestive throughout.
ford)

On Your Back (Irene Rich)
(Fox) Irene Rich fine as East Side Fairly
dress-maker who climbed to good
Fifth Avenue modiste by sheer individual ability the heroic mother
working to put son through college.
But it is cheapened by some suggestive lines, cheap intrigue and a
fashion show.
slum

—

Entertaining

Good

if

not be-

yond them

fine role, as honest district attorney
compelled by duty to send to pris-

Parade of the West

(Ken May-

A

pretentious

nard)

making.

Perhaps

if

not too
exciting

story woven in among thrills of the
rodeo, circus, etc.

(Charles Buggies) Mediocre
ridiculous
Mostly
but very funny in spots of
two warring business partners who
let one poker hand decide which
shall be boss for a year with the
Elementary
other as his butler.
acting, except by Ruggles, and very
crude song-interpretations. Moviedom seems to think anyone who
can carry a tune has a "voice."
(

Queen High
Paramount)

farce,

(Mackaill-Sills) Hardly
Trouble
Man
(Fox) Crook melodrama, with Milton Sills at his natual worst as
gangrum-running
super-tough,
Many crudities, cheap wisester.
cracking, endless booze, and some
Decidedly not worth
offensiveness.

(Universal)

Western of more than average interest.
Rather human, sentimental

on the girl he loves. She is a rich
and unspeakable snob, but made
Story is
as charming as possible.
strained and incredible, but good
acting and voices, with strong emotional situations, make it a thoroughly interesting film.
Better

not

By no
means

—

a

September 1930
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For
Youth

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

Intelligent

Adults
RaflFles (Ronald Coleman) (U. A.)
classic of crook stories finely
screened, with Colman doing one
of his best roles to date. Some excellent comedy to relieve the strong
suspense at really logical moments.

Good of

Rain or Shine (Joe Cook) (CoHilarious
and brainless
lumbia)
farce comedy of circus life incesand crude
wise-cracking
sant cheap
action funny or stupid according
to the spectator.

Worthless

The

its

kind

(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

Entertaining

Good of

Hardly

Hardly

its

kind

—

—

Man
(MGM)

World (Louis
Old-fashioned, very
parental
of
self-sacrifice, but wonderfully acted
typical
his
by Mann in one of
roles.
Painfully pathetic at times,
but genuinely human, dramatic and
convincing. Fine of its kind
kind that is rare nowadays.
Richest

Mann)

in the

Fine of
kind

Excellent

Notable

Very good Good
unless
too sad

Too
mature

Beyond
them

Hardly

Hardly

ers) (Paramount) Mere exploitation
of Rogers as the matinee-idol type,
with
three
worldly-wise
young
actresses, charming and cheap, all
making love to him at once. Well
calculated to keep the 'teen-yearolds in
a continuous sex-flutter.
Crude singing, unconventional conduct, and wise-cracking dialog as

Amusing

Passable

Good of
its

notable

scenes.
It
at closely.

She's

is

Song

Doubtful

No

(

Excellent

Excellent

Better not

No

AmusiniT

Good but
beyond

)

life,

without

Unwholesome

Amusing

of

the

(First
all-color

Flame

(Bern ice
Preten-

National)

Hardly

mixture of lively
events
during
Russian
Revolution.
Endless songs and music,
some of it very good, but they fea-

No

Noah

Beery's singing

I

So This is London (Will Rogers) Amusing
(Fox) Rogers' best to date, gently
burlesqued comedy, ideal for his
type of humor. Most of it human
and delightful study of contrast
between
England and
America,
likely
to
promote better understanding on both sides.

them

Very good
Strictly

Stone)

Unconventional
(Lewis
Dull, thoroughly un-

(MGM)

wholesome picture that has

Dull

No

lost all

the

deftness of the original Somerset Maugham play, showing love
affairs and infidelity
in
Enp-'*"'*

high

No

No

life.

an**
Wives (Billie
Sweethp*"-*»
(First National)
Burlesque
detective yarn,
well
acted
and
spoken by Billie Dove and Clive

TTo^e;

Rather
fun

Amusing

No

but
doubtful

amusing throughout,
but
cheapened by a few risque lines and
suggestions.
Two wives playing
around with other men get into
embarrassing though innocent comBrook,

Enter-

Good

taining

not too
tense

if

plications.

Troopers Three (Rex Lease) (Tiffany) Rollicking, far-fetched com-

throughout,

Ordinary

Doubtful

Doubtful

Hardly

No

No

edy of cavalry-life, with no attempt
to refine it.
Some good riding and
much wise-cracking dialog and

suspense in certain
acting worth looking

practical joking.

My Weakness

(RO)

Very

ligent

stuff

elementary

Fair

nature
acting
naturally.
Best picturing of Irish life and
character yet made, gripping, sincere, appealing, with Irish sentiment
and sentimentality at their best. McCormack's voice beautifully reproduced in a dozen songs, and these
are none too many.
A splendid
achievement, that makes average
movie production pitiful.
Claire)

kind

Sea Bat, The (Charles Bickford) Hardly
Far-fetched
and labored
thriller of the South Seas. An unpleasant
and unconvincing
portrayal of the reformation of an
escaped convict through religion.
Shadow of the Law (William Fine of
Powell!
More of its kind
(Paramount)
Powell's excellent work, this time
as the hunted instead of the hunter.
Falsely convicted of murder,
he serves prison term and escapes.
His suave, restrained acting gives
with

Good

murderer.

ture

(MGM)

moments

Soldiers
and
Women ( Aileen
Pringle) (Columbia) At a tropical
army-post, two oflficers' wives seek
relief from the galling monotony
by love affairs with the hero, heavily
played by Grant Withers.
A

tious,

usual.

fine

Very good

human

—

many

Amusing

comedy

a cheap moment or trace of slapstick, merely

Royal Romance (Buster Collier) Hardly
(Columbia)
Hashy
mixture
of
ghost thrills and romance laid in
a mythical Balkan kingdom of a
young writer who buys a "haunted"
castle, then falls in love with and
marries the princess who had been
doing the haunting. Mainly harmless and funny.
Safety in Numbers (Buddy Rog- Cheap

I

Oakie)

(Jack

Rollicking

prize-fighter
and
polo-player,
whose success leads him into social
climbing. Then disillusion, and he
goes back to the "real girl" of his
humbler
days.
excellent.
Oakie
The usual slang and wise-cracking.

)

Elementary

Sap from Syracuse, The (Jack
Oakie) (Paramount) Good nonsense
comedy, funny and unobjectionable,
of a genial nonentity traveling in
Europe and mistaken for a great
engineer. Jack Oakie adds to his
laurels
as
a
distinctly
original
comedian.

The

Lion,

Song o* My Heart (John McCk)r- Excellent
mack
Fox Charming comedy of

values.

^

No

most violent and longest fist-fight
ever screened.
Hardly a foot of
it worth seeing.

simple

no character or acting

thrills only,

Better
not

suicide result. Notable
for Pringle's acting and for
suspense,
sustained
interest
and judicious comic relief through
the long procedure of detecting the

gun-shooting type.
Of little
interest except for the mountain
scenery of logging camps in winter, with the spring break-up of
river.

Cheap

)

fine

fisted

in

For
Children
(under 15)

only

I

jams

RKO

(15 to 20)

murder and

Rough Romance (George O'Brien) Mediocre
(Fox Rather out-dated, rough-andtumble melodrama of the two-

log

Intelligent

with Oakie as the egotistical sap-

—

Romance (Greta Garbol (MGM)
work by Greta Garbo as
fascinating
diva
talented
and
whose past interferes when real
love comes.
The crinoline costumes of 1865 and the smoothflowing dialog complete a picture
well-worth seeing.

Shooting Straight (Richard Dix)
Arch-gambler, driven out
of New York, passes as a ministerreformer in a small town and finally
marries the real Iminister's
daughter.
Detailed workings of 8
gambling house shown, and the
(

Social

its

(Producers)

Adults

(Paramount)

comedy

sentimental

For
Youth

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

thin,

that

way

(Sue Carol)

largely
is

unintel-

funny

in spite
direction, free

in

of

an
poor

acting and
from objectionable elements save an elaborate drunken scene by the hero.

Stupid

Hardly

Hardly

Unholy Three, The (Lon Chaney)
(MGM) The doings of three utterly
disagreeable crooks, as unpleasant
as it is thrilling.
More grotesque
and gruesome than entertaining,
and the "talking" version is inferior to the silent original.

—
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For
Titles of FilRiB (Actors)

(Prodncers)

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

Way of All Men, The (Doug Mediocre
Fairbanks Jr.)
(First National)
Another artificial melodrama on the

Your

idea

woman,
saloon

is

face of danger.

in

group

laneous

Guide

human nature

that

formed

of

men

imprisoned
in
by a supposed

For
Children
(under 15)

No

No

Worthless

More

transMiscel-

and one
basement
flood
from

broken
doomed,

levee,
think
they
are
and act accordingly. Emphatically
pre-prohibition,
otherwise undistinguished.

Wnv Out West (William
(MOM) About as bad as

to the Biggest

Haines)
a

and Best

What

a

Sono Art
a penchant
(

in Current

)

but Denny

Man (Reginald Denny)
A society woman has

worthless

Fair

Amusing:

Amnsinff

No

No

No

Hardly

No

No

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Doubtful

No

No

No

for helping "tramps",
is so interesting and at-

tractive a tramp that amusing complications result. Wholesome fun.

What Men Want (Pauline Stark)
(Universal)
Stupid title for un"For
adulterated
twaddle, shown
adults
wasting
Pauline
only",
Stark on a futile story which was
never worth screening.

Motion

Wild Company

Pictures!

(H.

Warner)

B.

(Fox) Supposedly a moral lesson,
but even fine acting fails to make
convincing.
Shows that youth
it
can get into very serious trouble, if
the parents are sufficiently rich and
unbelieveably stupid. A hash of the
serious and the sensational.

Write today for free
non-theatrical Catalog to the
atrical

Worthless

talkie

can be, with Haines back in his
outworn.
role.
An
smart-aleck
emasculated Western, in spite of
If
fist-fiprhts and a near hanging.
Mr. Haines' "future" on the screen
is of any importance to anyone, it
would be wise to change the formula of his plays immediately.

Non-The-

Department.

With Byrd at the South Pole
(Paramount) A splendid subject alRichly
most perfectly picturized.
and
life
picture
of
educational
struggles in the polar regions, with
the thrill of success for the climax.
Justifies the Byrd expedition merely
as a glorious adventure and

courageous achievement whether its
scientific value proves to be very
material or not.

Women Everywhere (J. Harold Hardly
Fox Fair melodrama of
gun-runner hero, who survives grim
Foreign Leservice with French
gion to win love of cabaret-dancer
Murray

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
(CARL LAEMMLE.
York City

detestable
particularly
at adventure-thrill

against

a

Aims

Murray's singing
rather than sex.
notable, but most of the acting
is
ordinary, especially by heroine.

is

Nolan)
Desire
(Mary
Young
Fox
Very slangy heroine quits

(

New

)

(

villain.

Prea.)

730 riftK Ave.

)

Hardly

)

with
cheap carnival
job
promptly meets rich young man on
who falls in love with
^^r.
Parents object, girl agrees
promptl>, 0OCK4 ba^k frt carnival and
commits suicide in parachuw act.
her

the highway

ririm little story but too many
cheap elements to be worthwhile.

Producers of

"ALL QUIET

ON THE
WESTERN
FRONT"

4.

1

"1001

AND ONE FILMS"
Seventh Edition)
IS READY
(

i

I

j
!
!

1

Has your

subscription expired?
Secure your free copy of the book by
sending in your renewal.

(To the general public the booklet

will sell for

75 cents.)
i

i

.

M
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Dean McClusky

Conducted by Dr. F.

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hndson, N. Y.

Progress of Visual Instruction

the United States from

in

Department of
•T^HE

1923 to 1930'

with pictures has

come

an accepted pro-

cedure

modern

the

in

school.

In

the larger cities visual instruction

has become so important that

been necessary

has

organize and to equip

to

officials

it

public school

for

separate bureaus with the paraphernalia necessary

visual

them

as

the

to catalogue

(2)
done in a well organized

is

and (3)

library

house

(1) to

materials,

of transporting

these

aids

structional

means

to provide a

effective in-

and from the
These bureaus

to

schools of the city.

or departments of visual instruction

of a

have recently been the object
survey conducted under the

auspices of the National

Academy

of Visual Instruction.

The study has

Association held

cation

TEACHING
to be

Department of Visual In-

Edu-

struction of the National

Frederick Dean McClusky

convention

annual

eighth

its

Columbus,

Ohio, June 30th and July 1st in the

Auditorium of the Central High
School.
There were two sessions
at the Central

High School,

the

first

being held on Monday, June 30th
at

2:00 P. M.. the second on Tues-

day July

The

2:00 P. M.

1st at

annual breakfast was in the Grille

Room

of the Virginia Hotel at 7 :00

A. M. Tuesday.
ing occurred

6:30

in

and

The dinner meet-

Monday evening

Pomerene Hall of

at

Ohio

the

State University.

Hollinger

of

were

meetings

Pittsburgh,

the

by

over

presided

Vice-President F.

Dean McClusky

of the Scarborough School.

Asst.

Newark was

toastmaster at the banquet.

All of

are as follows

ident,

geles

is

had

The papers

forty-five present.

;

W. W.

Vice-pres-

An-

there were over 225 paid-up
in the

Mr.

Department.

This

record and a bit of tangible
the

to

fine

Whittinghill

as

efforts

of

Secretary-

Treasurer for the past year. Mr. L.
D. Shuter of Columbus, Ohio, was

the

the

President,

Mrs.

testimony

the breakfast and dinner sessions

in

drew

:

Secretary-Treasurer,

;

a fine

and

attended.

sessions

The

year 1930-31

Charles Roach of Los

members

an attendance of seventy-five while

cities

to be con-

Mr. W. W. Whittinghill reported
that

the public school bureaus in fourlargest

of

Grace Fisher Ramsey of New
York. Mr. H. W. Norman of
Bloomington, Indiana, and
Mr.
John Hollinger of Pittsburgh were
elected to the Executive Committee.
Mr. B. A. Aughinbaugh of Columbus is chairman of the Executive
Committee.

The two afternoon

the

the

this past year.

Whittinghill of Detroit

the

meetings were well

made

has been

have been spent for visual education during the past seven years by
of

above
sessions

it is

officers elected for the

that over three millions of dollars

teen

previous

of

the Department and

In the absence of President John

A.

were

addresses

standard

gratulated upon the progress which

at

Supt. A. G. Balcom of

disclosed the fact

Instruction of the N. E. A.

Vi.'^ual

chairman

local

arrangements

on

was due to
sessions were

his efforts that

it

so

effectively

conducted.

During the school

United States.

year 1922-23 the annual expenditure

three

in

these

fourteen

hundred

dollars.

cities

was

thousand

seventy

This sum has increased

annually so that over six hundred

thousand dollars

will

pended when the

have been ex-

current

conies to a close this month.
cities

New

York.

The

Atlanta,

ing and Berkeley.

The survey

also

included

the

where the work

not so highly organized.

The

is

public

A paper

located

for

the

most

made an investment
five

of one million
hundred thousand dollars dur-

seven

ing the
state

year

period.

The

bureaus have spent from one

schools in these twenty cities have

Chicago, Philadelphia,

spent a half million dollars during

hundred ninety thousand to two
hundred seventy thousand dollars

Louis,

the past seven years and will have

annually.

Pittsburgh,

St.

ex])ended one hundred twenty-two
read at the eighth annual meeting
uf ihe Department of Visual Instruction of the
National Education Association in Columbus,
Ohio. June 30th. 19.10.
1.

instruction

part in the state universities, have

visual instruction activities in twenty smaller cities

twenty-three state bureaus of visual

study were

included in the

Detroit,

school

Kansas City, Buffalo,
Newark, Oakland, Read-

Cleveland,

thousand dollars during the current
school vear. It

was

also found that

The sum

total

of expenditures

for visual instruction in the public

schools

of

thirty-four

cities

and

:
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twenty-three

Learning
Geographic Principles

Through

the

all

pass examinations in visual instruc-

includes

Since this

work of

only the

organized bureaus or departments
of visual instruction and does not

many

include the expenditures of
state

and

museums which

city

individual schools within the larger

and of schools
in the thousands of smaller towns
and rural districts which have

city school systems,

invested in visual instruction equip(Constantinople)

Istanbul

ment, one cannot
pressed with

GEOGRAPHY

could best

be

Obtaught "on location."
viously this is impossible in
most cases, but pictures of the
actions and results of the dynamic forces which operate to
change the earth's surface, the
environmental controls and man's
reaction to them can be brought
into the classroom for viewing
and group discussion. In this
way many geographic principles
and factors can be illustrated.
picture which appears above

The

shows how a great

when

situated

at

city

the

grows up

crossroads

which has been made

in

which

interest.

The

&-

Co

Chicago.
Illinois

is

cities is of

em-

salaries of those

Another

fifty-one percent.

thirty-

eight percent goes to the purchase

new

of

materials such as motion

me additional informaas indicated below

jection

apparatus,

bureaus

Name

dollars.

in

larger

the

The

remainder.
cities

In the smaller

have

cities

collections are valued at three

dred thousand dollars.

own

The

the

Address
FG-28 Special catalog of Im-

n
n
D

ported Pictures.
Also interested in your geography

maps.

Send

literature.

Also send your FH-28 catalog of
History Pictures.
K6c

In view of the interest in these

new

instructional materials, a

num-

made

since

ber of studies have been

1922 for the purpose of testing the
of

effectiveness

visual

Weber, Free man,
Knowlton, Tilton and

lessons.

McCIusky,
Wood have

conducted extensive investigations.

These

show

studies

that

visual

materials are of distinct value in

St.

budgets

penditures

in

visual education. Their

year called

ranging

for

from

exsixty

thousand to one hundred ten thousand dollars.
Angeles and

lacy of the assumption that pictures

themselves. Other studies
showed gains for the visually aided
lesson of from fifteen to nineteen

teach

percent

over the

In Pittsburgh, Los

Kansas

geography,
athletics.

unaided lesson.

City

and

surgery

history,

The

stereopticon slide

particularly adapted

to

is

analytical

study by the class, while the stereograph and the photograph permit

make

the individual to

detailed ex-

future of visual instruction.

attempts are being

the

made

to

Many
intro-

sound picture into

duce the

the

The important

educational

field.

thing

produce good instruc-

is

to

tional pictures.

When

this is

the schools will want them.
in

Los Angeles, Detroit

Louis are outstanding
this

thinking.

No one can predict what effect
sound pictures will have on the

—

work of

for

studies demonstrated the fal-

state

—

and

Some

hun-

six

Pittsburgh,

perience as a basis

aminations and analyses.

hundred thousand
dollars worth of materials and
equipment.
While much of this
material is semi-permanent films
wear out, slides break, stuffed birds
become moth-eaten the point is
that the bureaus are fast becoming
vast museums of great value and

the

P. O.

normal schools,

to be effective in teaching science,

one million four himdred thousand

Signed
PoBition
of School

state

universities.

stereographs,

Operating ex-

accumulated equipment valued at

Kindly send

Official

and

in

offered in

Motion pictures have been shown

slides,

of educational importance.

tion

seventy-one
colleges

Courses

now

visual education are

pro-

stereopticon

pictures,

bureaus

A.T.NY5TROM

money

this

ployed in the bureaus account for

A. J. Nystrom & Co. has assembled the finest series of geographical pictures which the publishing world has to offer. They
include such outstanding series
Frass,
Wunsche, Lehmann,
as
Wachsmuth, Geistbeck-Engleder,

mail to

edu-

in visual

being spent in the large

penses take the

A new geography catalog, FG-28,
of imported pictures and maps is
now ready. If you desire a copy
fill
out the coupon below and

tion before graduation.

laying a foundation of concrete ex-

The way

exhibits, et cetera.

Tauber, Lutz, Meinhold, Johnston.

progress

cation during the past seven years.

of world commerce.

Gerasch-Pendl,
Hirt,
MuUer,
WoUensack, Brinkmann, Hoelzel,

be im-

to

fail

sound

the

students to take courses and to

con-

duct school service departments, of

LG16.

teacher training institutions require

five millions of dollars.

figure

Pictures

during

states

period from 1923 to 1930 was over

done
But

the meantime our schools will

use illustrated books, photographs,
lantern slides, stereographs, models

and the other cheaper forms of

vis-

ualization with increasing effective-

ness and
facts

in

show

visualize instruction
its

own.

The
movement to

large amounts.

that the

is

coming

into

:
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(B)

Revised Standard Equipment for Visual Education

Same
Art Department
(b) Science Department
(c) General school use
(a)

As adopted by

the Division of
Visual Education, Board of Public
Education, Philadelphia, Pa. and
presented at the eighth annual
meeting of the Department of Visual Instruction of the National
Education Association at Columbus, Ohio, June 30, 1930, by James
G. Sigman, Director of Visual
Education in the Philadelphia Pub-

—

lic

4.

One Balopticon

5.

BTD, for departmental
One film lantern for

II.

One standard

35mm.

booth equipment and Superlite
screen 12'xl6' for auditorium

new

the

in

3.

(front

classroom (16mm.) prowith metal table, and
6'x6' portable classroom screen,

2.

One

ing dark shades, in

for general school use.

ignated

Three opaque projectors with
fan and slide attachments, and
translucent

screens,

as

Outlets
part

and

follows

way

down

auditorium,

classrooms on each

the older

the special visual

recreation

floor,

and

room when

out in basement or elsewhere.
fitted

in

auditorium

in

recreation

2.

III.

placed

auditorium,

—

any school).
3.

roller screen 9'xl2' for

small

room or combination of classrooms for mass assembly.
Dark shades supplied for two

and

laboratory

Canvas

For

schools (and also in any desvisual

lantern, with

attachment.

1.

room hav-

outlet in each

jector

One Balopticon

room, or combination of classrooms.
Dark Shades and Draperies

each room in

schools

(16mm.) pro-

classroom

stillfilm

II.

outlets

One

screen 6'x6'.
2.

Outlets

Two

attachment,

slide

jector with portable classroom

laboratory in any school).

1.

:

Projectors and Screens
1.

shades for classroom
(one room in each
department supplied in addition to any specially equipped

III.

read

fan and

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
I

rear walls).

One

three

(C)

projection

use.

3.

use.

depart-

Dark

motion

picture machine, with standard

to

Normal

under I) which
One opaque pro-

3,

and one translucent screen.

dows and doors.

Projectors and Screens

2.

model

Draperies for auditorium win-

1.

SENIOR HIGH AXD NORMAL
SCHOOLS
1.

changed

Draperies and Dark Shades

schools.)

I.

is

jector with

mental use.

2.

(A>

lantern,

Senior High and

as

Schools (except item

1.

Outlets

Two

outlets

in

each

(front and rear walls) for

center aisle

room
new

buildings.

in orchestra pit.

TWO NEW PROJECTORS
For Both Opaque Material and Glass Slides
The Classroom Model

QA

The Lecture Table

Outfit

QB

More Illumination
Simple Operation
Portability

Efficiency

Eliminates Dark

-

Price
Model
ties

QB

Room

Reasonable
all

the quali-

mentioned and

in addition

has

PERMITS THE LECTURER
TO FACE HIS CLASS AND
TO HAVE MATERIAL
RIGHT SIDE UP.
(Full details on either instrument will be sent upon request

^™"Si

for

K-68)

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
BUFFALO, N.
Branches:

New^ York

—Write

Chicago

San Francisco

Boston

^=™""^

Y.

Washington

Minneapolis

Los Angeles

:
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2.

and Game Commission,

Two outlets to every floor in
older buildings, preferable in
dark
rooms equipped with

The

shades.
3.

4.

room

whenever equipped
ment or elsewhere.

base-

in

Tide Pools

room or

way down

contains same) part

and

aisle

;

•stage.

Unique

Schools--by the Department of Visual InUniversity
of California, Berkeley
struction,
to

Service

The Current Events

Illustrated

service furnished to the schools of
California last year proved to be
quite a success, according to

Mr.

Edward Mayer, Executive Secretary of the Department of Visual
Instruction, University of Califor-

Berkeley.

The

of

news
which
motion

issue

for the

service

weekly printed on
produces still instead

a

is

safety film

pictures.

The

first

present school year (1930-1931)

is

August 25 and
will be that of June 8, making 40
weekly issues. Each will contain
from fourteen to eighteen pictures
bearing on national and internaimportant
tional news, the most
the last issue

that of

events being illustrated usually by

subjects.

The

pupil then

to the entire class

reports

a general discus-

;

and questioning follow under
the supervision of the teacher. Pusion

pils

look forw^ard to receiving these

week and
some schools show them to the
student body in their auditoriums.

current event films each

Another project which the Department is undertaking is a monthNature Study
ly film strip service
Illustrated, which begins with September and ends with June, mak-

—

ing a total
It

is

of ten

issues

similar to Current Events

lustrated, in that

it is

Each

not a motion picture.
contain

from

Il-

printed upon

motion picture film but

safety

will

yearly.

A

twenty-five to

Nature Study Illustrated will be
by Dr. Gayle Pickwell, a
graduate of Cornell University and

current history, and an incentive to
a more thorough reading of news-

now Associate Professor of Natural

events,

the

notes leading pupils
the

The

pictures

accompanying
to delve

into

newspapers and weeklies for

Science at the State Teachers ColDr. Pickwell is
lege in San Jose.
the

author

of

numerous

additional details.

pher of note.

Current Events Illustrated has
been used mainly in the classroom,
in grades from the fifthi through

Study Illustrated

high school.
in

It

has also been used

Amercanization work and in the

history classes of evening schools.

Teachers usually assign two

to four

pictures to a pupil, allowing him
time in which to read about the

articles

published in magazines devoted to
nature, and is a nature photogra-

The
inal

will

photographs,

be from orig-

e.,

i.

pictures of

by such
eminent naturalists as William L.
Finley, Wright M. Pierce, Gayle
Pickwell, and others. Several or-

actual

specimens, taken

ganizations
tion,

notably

accompanies

each

and contains

from

devoted
the

to

conserva-

California Fish

of as

understandable

These

syllabus

month's

two

thousand words, written

issue

to three
in

a clear,

style.

film

become

strips

the

property of the subscriber in both

For

services.

presentation,

their

schools must be equipped
film slide projector.

with a

They are

light

simple in operation, and

in weight,

can be used in both classroom and
auditorium. Information as to fur-

may

ther details of the service

obtained by writing to Mr.

be

Mayer

mentioned above.

at the address

Canned Education
Professor Robert E. Rogers ot

Massachusetts

of

Institute

Technology condemned the robot
school

before

lecture

a

in

the

joint convention of the teachers

and Middlesex Coun-

of Norfolk

was

The speech

Massachusetts.

ties of

reported

in

the

Christian

Science Monitor as follows
"

'Canned education',

robot

teachers,

in

the

form of

radio and the talking

movies may soon displace teachers
the

pictures published in Nature

it

A

of the high schools.

the

edited

find

value as the biology teachers

issue

questionnaire sent to teachers
reports that this service gives pupils
an added interest in the study of

papers and weeklies.

school teachers will

much

is

thirty pictures.

three or four pictures.

;

;

of

left

at

;

and Salamanders;
Clouds
Spring Flowers
Some
Nesting Birds Trees of Valley and
Foothill Yellow Jackets.
Nature Study Illustrated may be
used in all grades. Elementary
;

center

vivify

Ferns and Horsetails

;

Toads

Frogs,

Outlets in recreation

Snakes, Lizards and

:

Turtles; Spiders; Dwellers in the

auditorium (wherever building

nia,

subjects selected for study

are, in order

Outlets in special visual

co-

will

operate in securing material.

American educational

as 'canned music'
today.

.

.

is

sys^tem,

in

just

replacing musicians

.

"Visualizing a school where the pupils sat listening to the

standard daily

lesson sent out in the form of talking

motion picture films from New York,
or perhaps radiocasts from a single
source to

sat

all

schools

in

the

country,

normal school graduate
turning the crank or changing the

while a

little
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YOUR NEEDSn^Qg
NON-THE/mnon:
PICTURES FOR

HAVE BEEN ANTICIPATED

32
48
26

S/7enf feature

pictures

Dialog feature pictures

One

reel

silent

scenic

.

and

travel subjects

4

One and two

reel

talking

comedies
Fox Movietone
News, talking, twice a week.
.

.

.

Whatever your needs, Fox

is

ready with the

right kind

of

Among them ore such proven successes as THE ARIZONA
KID, IN OLD ARIZONA, ROMANCE OF RIO GRANDE and the
remarkable Arctic explorotion feature, THE GREAT WHITE NORTH.
picture.

The pedagogical pictures are unrivalled teaching aids.
Fox has a special department, organized to give you constructive

service.

Our new catalog
will

of Non-Theatrical pictures

is

now

ready.

It

be sent on request.

F«X#

Non-Theatrical Department

FOX FILM CORPORATION
444 WEST 56th STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

.

a
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•

Power Farming

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
•

particulars from:

Full

human

a story of

interest,

—

story of the swift rehabilitation of

Department

1

is

title,

tells

Educational Film

I

South

in the

and the subject of a recent
motion picture produced by the International Harvester Company. It
the

I
I

small quarters, without the benefits

Film Reviews

RUSSIAN

a section of the Yazoo-Mississippi

Amkino Corporation

delta, following the disastrous flood

I

723 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

I

of 1927, through the use of

.j

the north or south, the picture

in

Professor Rogers warned the
thousands of teachers present that the
picture was no more ridiculous than
reels,

work by

and talkies would have seemed

radio

ten years ago.

"The blame

.

.

for the present tendency

education

mechanicalize

to

.

is

placed

chiefly on the educational courses in the

normal schools of the country which he
declared, teach a 'bewildering mass ot
little
facts,' a confusing and useless
mass of 'tricks of the trade' under 'the

The training

science of pedagogy'.
the youth

der the

is

of

not nearly so good

now un-

system

'scientific

present

pedagogy' he said, as

it

of

was under

should be most interesting, portraying as

taking place in the cotton fields of

shows the relative efficiency of mules and tractors in
farming operations, and makes
Dixie.

interest-

ed in the progress of the educa-

motion picture, particularly

not

unaware

of

the

dangers

mechanized instruction.
ten

years ago

that

inind than that of

son

declared

It

methods

as

it is

tions of the northwest.

to learn of a teacher

and
in

placed by motion pictures.
talking

motion picture

will

re-

The
be

used by teachers as a tool and an
aid to increase the effectiveness
of their

work.

presents

an instructive and interesting study
of cotton growing under the

old

An

the country.

in

live

aunt and uncle visiting them are

the happy participants in a secret,
and the aunt makes it her interest
to demonstrate the necessity of sun-

shine not only to growing plants,

human organisms

but to developing
as well.

The question

how

of

may

sunshine

of

through a food

the benefits

be

secured

solved by the un-

is

and Bob who visit the laborawhere yeast is prepared.

cle

tories

Industrial

Power

power

bile

In—"A mo-

(2 reels)

ternational Harvester Co.

unit," declares the film,"

with 101 uses

All of

in industry."

which one can easily believe when
he sees how the machine is put to
work transporting goods from

—

ship

warehouse,

to

acting

as

a

switch engine, cleaning pavements,

keeping roads open

snow

the

in

country and clearing the streets in

our large

and new regimes.

clearing

cities,

land

in

Canada, pulling stumps, operating
Universal Pictures,
its

Inc.,

through

Non-Theatrical Department, an-

nounces the availability of a singleeducational

reel

subject.

World

As suggested by the
made up of a num-

Wanderings.

this reel is

ber of scenes covering a wide range
of interesting activities both in this

morants, some very interesting pic-

and

its

in

the

digging holes and

railroad yards,

comand road mak-

setting poles for ptiblic service

panies, excavatioti

maintaining race tracks, parks,

ing,

golf

and

courses

—and

grounds

country

dozens of other

club
in-

dustrial jobs to its credit.

An

excellent

portrayal

of

the

varied uses of a power unit in industrial pursuits.

recent

rodeo

Sunshine
reels of

held

at

Burbank,

(Issued

in

1

and

2

35mm. width; and 2

reels

for

the

16mm.)

Fleischmann

Produced

Company by Roth-

acker Film Corporation.

This film follows the story, acted
by a professional

cast,

of the young

Mary and Bob, who live
do many other city dwellers,
couple,

Foreign Notes

habits, with the last scenes

California.

in

work

portable sawmills, at

of the osprey or fish-hawk

being some exciting "shots" of a

Ten

have yet

being

It

sec-

cluding Japanese fishing with cor-

our schools by the motion picture

I

more progressive

in the

country and in foreign lands, in-

textbooks would be replaced

years have passed and

as

was

A. Edi-

within the next ten years.

is

rapidly in large areas of the south

tures

teachers

proceeding

of

no greater

Thomas

that

are

picture,

farm-

fact that the motorization of

ing

title,

the talking motion

known

not-so-generally

the

the

and simpler form of education,
wherein the individuality of the teaclier played an important role".

tional

It

plain

older

Those who are deeply

now

does the development

it

who

by those

farming machinery. Whether shown

j

that of musicians put out of

power

of fresh air and sunshine enjoyed

{Concluded from page 204)
Another forward step in the pro-

motion of educational films in Berlin has been the introduction of
Sunday educational matinees at

which only educational films are
shown. The Ufa Company, who
have instituted this innovation, assumes that the community of educational

generally

as

many

in

the

fans

is

much

anticipated,

intellectuals

number of

may

larger than

and

that

be added to

film friends, if they

221
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are occasionally offered a

gram
Film

full

pro-

of educational shorts.

will

of 6 educational pic-

series

tures on agricultural

been produced by
Italian

cial

These

films,

tivities

subjects has

LUCE,

the

offi-

newsreel organization.

which

illustrate the ac-

of pests and dangers to crops

Among

plants, will be of particular in-

terest

Activities in Italy

A

and

and value

to

be demonstrated

tural schools.

in the

Large motor vehicles, each fitted
up as a moving picture hall with
"talkie" apparatus and screen, will
tour Italy to

and

fisheries

spread

An

agricultural

of

Italian

industrial

food-

a

matter of foodstuffs.

company

recently

formed plans to create and carry
on systematically an archive of all

propaganda. This has

been the contribution

the Magazines

ernment to show the progress Italy
has made during the last few years

agricul-

in

concern to the Italian Gov-

stuffs

farmers and

and

educational

films

released.

{Continued from page 207)

The Christian Century, and
The Woman's Journal. Mr. Hays'
farcical performance is depicted in

Digest,

very direct terms.
The old sores
of the block system, the failure of
censorship and other familiar ail-

ments of

this

industry

are

pre-

sented, together with an appeal for

help to children in film enjoyment

and a

fair appraisement of the new
Hays' code.

The Nation (May 1) "Antique
Oak" is a sharp com-

or Golden

ment upon an article in the Theatre
Guild Magazine of April, entitled
"Siam Prefers the Movies".
The ballet, the acrobatic pantomime,
and the shadow picture were regarded
for a few minutes with languid interest
and then the crowd drifted away
toward the cinema where Tom Mix was
being lustily cheered as he galloped
across the screen in the general direction of distressed virtue.

Siam
rage

is

The

westernized.

royal ga-

stables

something to the psychology of the population.
Formerly the people had delighted

When

you cannot
view you can find

visit

a factory use the best

SHOWING HOW THINGS ARE MADE

now

far more important than
where the royal elephants
are kept and westernization means more
than improved sanitation and new
means of transportation, for it does

the

is

131 from Keystone "600" Set
Stereographs and Slides

View No.

in

the

traditional

tion of the familiar tale

;

Each view

is

rich in content, reliable as to

and helpful. Each stereoaccompanied by free textual

details, interesting

graph or

slide

matter suggestive of teaching

possibilities.

representa-

now,

like the

demand the surprise innew story and they find it

Send for new

literature on

westerner, they

herent in the
in the

products of Hollywood.

What

General Science

English Literature

(For Junior High School)

(Covers C. E. B. requirements)

happening there is, of course,
happening in every out-of-the-way coris

ner of the earth. Whenever primitive
people are supplied with the products
of the machine civilization they accept
them with uncritical enthusiasm, and
they value our vulgarities quite as
highly as the benefits of our labor-saving devices.

{Concluded on page 223)

Keystone View

Company

Meadville, Pa.
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on froyrcss in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.
!

UFA

16mm. Educational

Films

Now

Distributed

& Howell

by Bell

certainly as do this organization's

In addition to the

as

Studios have been added to the Fil-

ment

&

Library of the Bell

Company.

Howell

In line with the great

shown

interest being

mm.

16

in

talking pictures, 52. of these films

have sound-on-disc accompaniment
in the form of lectures by outstanding American educators. Practically

every

field in the scientific

cational world

talking pictures

—animal,

der-sea and insect

life

geography and travel

The following

and edu-

touched by these

is

;

;

bird, un-

astronomy,
botany,

etc.

are typical of the

sound subjects "Killing the Killer"
(A mortal combat between a cobra
and a mongoose), with accompanying lecture by Paul G. Mann, As:

sociate in Education at the

ican

Museum

New York
(Naples,

Vesuvius

with lecture by

J. J.

"Bella

Napoli"

and

Capri),

Quinn, of Bos-

ton Teachers' College;

"A

Jungle

Round-iq)" (Animals of the Amazon Valley), with lecture by James

John Hay High School,
Cleveland, Ohio.
The sound pictures are on appro.xiniately 400 feet
C. Adell,

Ufa

& Howell Company

now

films, the

announces

available twelve entertain-

sound-on-disc

"That's

follows:

pictures,

Funny",

as

"The

Happy Ranch Boys", "The Dizzy

"Bum

Four",

Business",

"The

"The Cuckoo Nuts",
"The Wise Crackers", "The Royal
Flush", "Irish Romance", "Gypsy
Troubadours", "Gypsy Melodies",
and "Down in Dixie". These subLion's Roar",

jects

are

film.

The

all

on 16

released

length of film

mately 400

is

mm.

approxi-

Also four 16

mm.

Felix the Cat

animated sound cartoons have been
added to the Filmo Library listings.
These sound pictures make the inFelix

imitable

more

interesting

than ever.
All the

Ufa sound

pictures

and

sound pictures noted
above, are admirably suited for the
Project-o-Phone, the portable sound
the

silent

well adapted

room work.

Ufa

films are likewise

American classnumber of them

for

A

other

movie projector which was recently
announced by the Bell & Howell

Company.

New Health Film Production
A film on "Camp Sanitation" has

its

raphy, and these

surpassing photog-

new Filmo Library

offerings reflect the fremendous artistic

achievements of Ufa just as

is

available

Sound Films Planned for
Mathematics and Basketball
Mathematics and basketball have
fields of knowledge Electrical Research Products,
Inc., proposes to exemplify in sound
pictures,
an ambitious
project
which its recently created educational department hopes will embrace practically every phase of
man's activity.
been added to the

Electric subsidiary

has arranged with

W. L. Hughes,
Paw Univer-

former coach of De
sity, to

make a

series of

sound films

illustrating the finer points of bas-

and demonstrating how it
should be taught. Leading coaches

ketball

of several large universities will collaborate

in

providing

the

thesis.

Executives of the company believe

game

that the fundamentals of the

can be caught and reproduced in

such

efficiency

and

the

theories

being sought throughout the country,

where high schools and

laboration with the Indiana State

has not been selected.

Board of Health.
picture

This one-reel
contrasts

the

This

is

a very timely production,

A

similar film devoted to track
is

to

follow.

The mentor
Swimming is

another subject slated for treatment
in the

near future.

Dr. David Eugene Smith, professor Emeritus of the Teachers' College,

Columbia University, has been

demonmathemat-

as the gathering together of thou-

retained to lecture on and

sands of people from

strate the intricacies of

the country in

tourist

all

parts of

camps has

col-

leges are active in athletics.

sports

poor camp with the approved one
where everything is as it should be.

startled the photographic

film

produced by National
Motion Pictures Company, in col-

tary

Ufa has

The

of expert advice to warrant the film

educational

world with

importance.

on either standard or 16 mm. width
from National Motion Pictures
Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

given sufficient authority by virtue

have advanced as well as elementitles.

created a health problem of growing

The Western

feet.

just been

of film.

The

Bell

Amer-

of Natural History,

City;

pro-

theatre

ductions.

More than 120 super-educational
16 mm. films from the famous Ufa

mo

professional

greatest

ics,

especially geometry.

.
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Among

Bausch and Lomb
Projector on Market

New

A

new machine which

{Concluded from page 221)

great ease in lantern slide projecIt

is

Overhead Projector manufac-

the

Lomb Com-

tured by Bausch and

pany of Rochester, N. Y. Instead
of throwing the image forward,
this machine projects it up and over
the head of the operator onto the
screen, which is placed back of and
above his head. The lecturer can
thus face his audience and handle
the projector himself, without the

The

help of an operator.
inserted right side

ator sees

them

slides are

up and the oper-

just as the audience

does.

addition

In

complete

the

to

Overhead Projector Unit, there is
Overhead Attachment which

the

may

be used on several models of

Bausch

& Lomb

Balopticons,

the

of this attachment making a

use

regular overhead equipment out of

any of these models.
information

Additional

may

be

secured by addressing the Bausch

Lomb

and

New
A

Optical Co.

The Living Age

"Why

(July

Jannings,

translated

is

Mr.

eral Daily.

Jannings

Sound Products,
P>each,

in

been

Herm who

F.

known

with this

field

to

has

been

fect of the silent film for the actor

have
feels

As long as films were silent the
spoken words of even the most expert

harmed.

actor lost a good half of their effect

and

in this

way

the actor's

out

two.

in

my

part in silence before the

cam-

I

an
remember, for

instance, an episode in

The Last Com-

mand.

The

trenches.

final

The

Sternberg, and
not

a necessity to me,

is

requirement.

artistic

scene was laid in the
director,

I

There

Herr

von

stood there together,

knowing how my madness should

Suddenly I had an inGrasping a flag in my hand
I
imagined myself acting the part of
King Lear on the heath, and I played
this part and spoke its lines just as I
have played it on the stage. The public,
of course, was not aware of this
fact, yet the scene itself, where a Russian grand duke in the trenches spoke

is

cause

to

issues.

will

that the

The

big,

first-

disappear sooner or later. Anyone

On

the other hand,

son.

spiration.

nounce even the
records

if

we gladly

first-rate artist in

person at theatre or

concert hall. In like fashion, even the
three-dimensional colored films represent no danger to the best theatres but
only to the mediocre and second-rate
stage.

Over 25 STILLFILM ROLLS on "Children of All Lands'

Now

and an
in

Available

Japanese
Chinese

is

Indian

long

Eskimo
Mexican
French
Dutch
English
Scotch
Swiss
Jungle

ideal

biology,

From

human and
Further

follow

in

"Chaiiir

and the Jungle Children"

Etc.

Now over 400 STILLFILM Rolls covering all grades from Kindergarten to University. Send for free copy of Catalog 30-B.

anlater

STILLFILM, INC.
1052

Cahuenga Ave.

re-

phonograph
we can see or hear some
loveliest

Italian

now ready

physiology.

all

would rather stay at home and listen
to a record of Caruso than go to hear
some mediocre singer perform in per-

be portrayed.

location for such production. Sub-

nouncements

at

endlessly tiresome theatres are destined

educational work, elaborate equip-

l)lant

no question

lamentation.

of

everyone familiar

embryology,

Hammond

rate theatre will remain, but the little,

years of experience in this phase of

botany,

somewhat the

Percy

mate theatre, but they will harm only
bad pictures and therefore there is no

Back of the new company are

jects are

takes

Mr.

talking pictures will change the legiti-

as an expert producer

facilities,

Jannings

theatre will not be

does.

I

Speech

era.

Mr.

cured.

He

that

new

these growing pains

that the

view

its

power was

experienced that sensation myself and bent all my energies to
correct the deficiency by never acting
cut

pains",

for the sake

of sound, he feels that, in his

of biological subjects.

ment and

"growing

its

obsession with noise

trained for talking interpretation.

makes its
Bio-Cinema
of Daytona

The President

Florida.

Charles

dicates

talking film,

—

Inc.,

points

rescue and while Mr. Jannings in-

out very clearly the inhibiting ef-

the educational film field

year

the

has come to the

filin

CHILDREN OF ALL LANDS

new producing company
this

from

Presse, the Vienna Lib-

Neue Freie

The sound

First)

Left the Films", by Emil

I

Productions in the
Science Field

appearance

was the high

soliloquy,

point of the picture.

affords

tion has recently appeared.

King Lear's

the Magazines

Hollywood, California
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HERE THEY ARE!
A

Trade Directory

FILMS

Chicago,

St.,

New York

advertisement on

City

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

UFA-Films

page 220)

New York

1540 Broadway,

City

St.,

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Mass.

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.,

City.

730 Fifth Ave.,

New York

130

W.

46th

New York

St.,

City

Producer of Social Service Films

W. Adams

& Company

DeFrenes

City

Bldg., Chicago,

III.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Eastman Kodak Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

St.,

&

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 194)

(See advertisement on page 217)

111.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

Inc.

111.

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on Outside Back 0)ver)

Eastman Teaching Films,

Muir

C.

10 S. 18th

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

Wilkes-Rarre, Pa.

Chicago,

St.,

(See advertisement on page 221)

James

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
300

City

Mcadville, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 213)

Carlyle Ellis

New York

St.,

Keystone View Co.

Universal Pictures Corp.

New York

46th

26 E. Eighth

Atlantic Motion Picture Service Co.

Boston,

W.

Ideal Pictures Corp.

(See advertisement on page 218)

739 Boylston

FILM SLIDES

and

111.

(See advertisement on page 194)

Amkino Corporation
(See

SLIDES

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle

723 Seventh Ave.,

for the Visual Field

Stillfilm Inc.

Cahuenga

1052

Ave., Hollywood, Cal,

(See advertisement on page 223)

Rochester, N. Y.

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

International Projector Corp.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

Acme

New York

City

York

26 E. Eighth

St.,

St.,

111.

New

on Inside' Bacic Cover)

&

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Bell

Chicago,

Gold

City.

(see advertisement

Ideal Pictures Corp.

90

Division,

Meadville, Pa.

606

S.

Visual Education Service, Inc.
Carmel, Monterey County, Cal.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

W.

130

46th

New York

St.,

(See advertisement on page 221)

111.

(See advertisement on page 193)

International Harvester Co.

Keystone View Co.

City

STEREOPTICONS

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Pathe Exchange
35

W.

4Sth

St.,

Inc.,

New York

26 E. Eighth

P. O.

G.

10

Peabody

Box

111,

Chicago,

S.

C.

Muir

18th

St.,

&

Co.

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Rochester, N. Y.
0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pasadena, Cal.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
111.

(See advertisement on page 193)
III.

James C. Muir
10

S.

18th

St.

Paul, Minn.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

&

Co.
C. Muir
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

James

&

St..

Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

SCREENS
Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

111.

City

James

Henry

St.,

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
(See advertisement on page 194)

Spencer Lens Co.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 217)

111.
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Mental Attendance
I

A New Set of

|

guaronfeed by

I

Lantern Slides for

|

|

FILMO

I

General Science

=

in the

E

I

School Projector

Junior High School!
In Units of 20 Slides Each

i

I

This new set is the work of Dr. H.
A. Webb, Prof, of Science, Peabody
Teachers College and Editor of
"Current Science."

This Latest

'

I
I

Member

E

of the

Keystone Family of Visual Aids

S
E
S
E
E

is

the result of months of research

and comparison of Courses of
Study, both published and unpublished,

from hundreds of

cities

in

the United States.

|
E
E
=
E
S

Fiimo 37 Projector in operation in Wyomiaing iPa.) School, under
direction of j. L, Appenzellar, Principal. On the screen is a
Ditmars natural history subject, No. D-4S, from the Pilmo Library.

the child at school, but it is left to the
teacher to insure his mental attendance by a sound appeal to his
active interest."

Visual instruction with Filmo School Projector splendidly
supplies this "active interest," making school life "an interesting and absorbing experience to the child." To the last detail
ofits design and manufacture, Filmo accomplishes the perfect
projection which so absorbs the child's interest, leaving his
experience un-marred by eyestrain or other by-products of

8.

SOUND

poor projeaion.

9.

WEATHER AND

with Filmo because of

2.

THE AIR
ASTRONOMY

3.

ELECTRICITY

4.

HEALTH

10.

LIGHT
LIVING THINGS-

11.

6.

7.

LIVING THINGS-

13.

15.

WATER

5.

Flickerless, steady,

CLIMATE

12.

ANIMALS

PLANTS

14.

•

DEWEY has said: "The law and parents may guarantee
JOHN
physical attendance of

List of Units
1.

11

\\

shuttle

HEAT AND FIRE

unique

CLOTHING
THE EARTH'S
CRUST
FOOD
MACHINERY

and

brilliant

motion pictures are assured
designed shutter and

its scientifically

movement, and its powerful direct lighting system. Its
safety screen means still projection without damage to
the film. Side-tension film movement means complete freedom from
scratched and worn film surfaces.
Any Filmo dealer will gladly
demonstrateFilmo in your schoolroom. Or write today for folder
"Filmo in Schools and Colleges."
• Filmo il-E School Projector- 2}0 Watt,
5 amp. lamp; geared rewind; fixed resistcondenser; and special school
—4y30
$20i. Other models $198 up.

ance;
ease

Send for Complete Description of Set

BELL
I
[

Keystone View Co,

f

MEADVILLE, PA.

|

Ife

iiiiillliiliilllllliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

HOWELL

FILMO
Professional Results with

Bell
nllli

&

New

Amateur Ease
1817 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
York, Hollywood, London (B & H Co., Ltd.) Eitahlished 1907

& Howell

Co., Dept. V,

11

1
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1

i
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Throwing the Light

1

OF Understanding

I

1

ON Every

1

A Way to Put Punch

i &

'""

N't

AIL THE

—

throw light
I SWITCH ON PICTUROL
i on every subject—make learning easier
I

_ every

lesson

more enjoyable!

—

Use

|

|

|

Subject!
in

Teaching

1

COUPON

^ i

with less effort on your part.
for infinitely

more

It

pupil progress.

makes |

And

|

^®^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^^ °^" progress =
won't you get the facts?
There is no =
s

I PICTUROL is a simple, inexpensive still= film projector. Easily operated, light in

I

•

'^PJ!f.P™ffliJ^
Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
Dept. ES 8,327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.

l^iro'SOCIETYFORli^
X^ur/
\MC/ '^^^-'^^ *-'* » *

Please send

•^^M.-w.

=

|

puts punch in teaching. It I
goiyes the problem of arousing interest |

I the daily round of classroom recitations
i and assignments.
I

Y/VI^IIAI PHIirATIONv/

|

pjcTUROL

—

I weight, you just plug it in any electric
= light socket or connect up with an ordi-

|

nary storage battery. Films are available |
in wide variety on almost any subject, =
practically every course of instruction.
|

successful teachI Picturol as hundreds of
clarify
ers do. Let it supplement text
I
= perplexing subjects
add fascination to

-

^

>*<'>***'<* <''>'*>'<<<>•< >*>**><*><>><**> (>*<<*<><***)**•******< >l<<>l<>l>l*>ll*l<ll<>l<<*l>**)IIMIIIIIitllllllllllllllllllllllllMMIIHI CI

I

*^'^^

me

without obligation

^^°"* Picturol and

lists of

i

E

1

full de-

1

Filmslides

1

=
=

INC.

327 S. LaSalle St.
I Dept. ESS
=
=
= Manufacturers, Producers, and
E
Visual Aids

Chicago,

111.

Distributors of

J
|
I
|
Z

^^™®

«

=
=
=

Address

|
1

Position

"E
I

E
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The Motion

B. A.

MAN

first

messages

coniiminicated

by

and the School

Picture

AUGHINBAUGH

his

The

latter

gestures which

tail,

such detail being

contained very

de-

little

to the

left

however, that the former process

more nearly

were later supplemented and almost supplanted by speech. The
gesture remained very powerful as
a means of expression, however,
for we find Demosthenes stating
that they are the first, second and
third most important factors in efficient oratory. But neither gestures
nor speech could be recorded by
early man since the one died with
the effort which produced it, while
the other ended with the breath
which gave it birth. Records are
essential to overcome time and
space, two things with which man
has ever contended, and so he set
to work developing means whereby
records might be made. He first

the experienced

sketched his gestures in sand and

pression on the inexperienced.

real pictures.

on wood, bone
Thus were pictures

ments

and

own

reader to supply from his

ex-

periences, should he have any for

purpose.

this

Poetic

expression

gradually ascended until

climax

its

in

it reached
William Shakespeare,

the greatest poet of

word

magnificent

bounding
varies

with the experience of the

may become
is

it is

as, "I

that so power-

dare do

who

a man,

that

all

another to the mature

man, and a third
with

to the aged.

significance
it

as

Teemto

is

it

makes no im-

definition

latter.

topsy-turvy

of

type

It

is

of
a

instruction

which gives only grafted thoughts

and sends the

child forth into the

world for experiences with which
This is a sciento interpret them.

—

age

tific

that can not be denied.

Carlyle told us years ago that there

would be no more great poets since
was not the environment to
This age demands
create them.
there

things

—not

When

dares do

none," means one thing to

the youth,

ing

world-

Their meaning

outlines.

phrase

more

The

times.

with

sketches

reader and thus
ful a

all

pictures of Shakespeare are

the

fits

education than the

thoughts about things.

science sought to use po-

forms of expression, namely
word picture and figure of
speech, it felt itself cramped, and
therefore sought to
supplement
these sketchy word images with
etic

the

At

first

such supple-

these pictures failed to express the

Contemporaneously with Shakespeare came Francis Bacon who
gave to the world the idea of induc-

continuity given by the active verb

tive

of speech or the motion of gestures.

ginning of science, and from that

of the camera obscura, and so at-

Without the

moment

tain a short cut to picture

later

tion, the

ability to

stone.

But

born.

express mo-

expression of thought

is

restricted.
Moreover the pictures
showed everything as having taken
place
it was impossible
for them
to show things as taking place, and
man, who lives in the present, longs

—

to relate of the present.

a semblance

To

of action the

sounds,

which are
and these

ascendancy of the other.

The

entist required detailed facts.

of

ture writing to alphabetic symbols,
he changed from artist to poet. No
longer did he make real pictures,
instead.

limited

number,
draw.

in

since pictures

were

difficult to

To

this

condition

correct

sought feverishly to

Daguerre

fix

men

the image

making.

Fox Talbot were

and

sci-

successful in this search and pho-

His

tography was born.

But science

be misunderstood.

demanded something more than a
supplement, it demanded the pic-

of

torial equivalent

expression could leave nothing to

to the

alphabets

made word images

exact proportion to the

picto-

which are collections of sound symbols.
The ideograph continues to
live in the Chinese writing and the
phonograph in the Japanese.
W^hen man changed from pic-

but he

in

attain

pictures
to

wane

the star of poetry began

Newton's laws
motion must be expressed in
such terms that they mean the same

graphs gradually changed to ideographs, which are pictures of ideas.
These in turn changed to phonographs,

to

This was the be-

reasoning.

were

youth as to the mature man.

Sketchiness

is

taboo.

The

scien-

whereas the poet
told about things.
There is a vast
difference. In one case we are given the experiences from which we
produce thoughts, while in the
told

tist

other

we

we

things,

are given thoughts which

interpret

by experiences.

It is

so

trayed.

ond case the experiences
for interpretation

countered.

suitable

may never

There

is

be en-

no denying.

be

por-

this

picture

tion

ties

and

it

was not found many
it

finally

was.

came

In the nineforth,

a

new

on the long-growing
tree of communication. The world

at

at least equally true that in the sec-

might

strange, considering

is

years before

it

is

It

persons were working
problem and how earnestly
they were searching, that the mo-

on

may

it

of the active verb

processes

how many

true that in the first case thoughts

not be forthcoming, but

that

fair flower

once took

it

to its

bosom because

answered the longing of a million, million years.
It was the
form of communication which man
sought to create in the very beginning,

and

from

which

he

was

—

—
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switched by his lack of

Pic-

skill.

and
the motion picture became, what it
ture palaces filled all the lands

was,

really

under-

universally

a

stood form of communication.

mo-

not only carried the appeal of

found

tion

the active verb, but

in

it

was

it

carried through the eye to

transmitted

light, visually

brain.

The

being

sound,

It

or printed

oral

aurally

the

word

transmitted,

always raised the com])laint from
man that "only seeing is believing"

and "one picture
dred

written,

and

is

that extent lacks

or

may

this

man

regard

as educated

be sheer hearsay worthy

stake of ridicule.

While the school lingers and debates, the world moves on.
Already evolution has resumed its
onward march. The personal, liv-

word has taken

ing

the

place

of

form through the motion picture.
The world has accepted and welcomed this innovation.
There remains but one step
the symbolic

to complete the cycle.

This

is

—

ience

comes

a problem which usually

come

In spite

of

popular success

its

any given period of an
Small projectors have
serve the home and office,

school did not

the

There may

main one was due

Nowhere

school

the

itself.

do we find the works
of the poets rubbing elbows with

and social sciences. For
many years have these contended
a

place

Whether

in

the

school

sun.

a

is still

mooted ques-

tion with school authorities.

retain Latin

has caused

Shall

is

a question which

many

a school super-

intendent to lose sleep.

Therefore
throw overboard

to be so bold as to

that

classical

chart

— the

printed

word, has been indeed unthinkable.

But the printed word is only a chart
and the school authority unconsciously so recognizes it by ever
increasing the
tions

number of

on the printed page.

these

illustrations

illustra-

Each of

an acknowl-

is

edgment of the limitations of word
images.
These still pictures are
but crutches or possibly patches as
it

were to make the old cloth hold

out a

little

icr
-,iiech,

—good

schooling was based on the three

and calculating

R's, but typewriters

machines have limited the value of
two of these R's perhaps the third
;

"may

by

their example."
Tools are merely a means to an
end and the motion picture is
profit

merely an improved tool
typewriter and

like

the

the calculator

de-

vised to meet the needs of the present age.

It

saves time and labor

the labor involved in the mechanics

of communication

Some

tell

of reading, "for which," says Huey,

human mind was never

"the

in-

of

it

persistence

is

must

attain the

will

it

boy or

girl learns

page.

never

a long time and

men

which

with

Even now they have

tackle even the impossible, such as

perpetual motion, shows that "no"

not considered as an answer. Already small direct-viewing niotio

much

lost

When

their one-time prestige.

the printed

us that this

But "never"

evolution going on the

of
the

more of geogra-

phy, history, biology, physics and
so on

from the theater around the

corner than he does from his school
the latter

bound

is

estimation.

to suffer in his

Institutions

which

fail

keep abreast of the times are

to

is

to teach the classical or

the scientific

we

picture

medium

the

great an essential as reading

schools can not afford to tarry long.

motion

do.

Then, too, there was a time
when writing was considered as

not the

is

else

the natural

for

Before the

convenience

peculiar to

tion

to a condi-

produced good

could neither read nor

write.

\\'ith this

this

t

other reasons for this but probably

who

the latter will ac-

if

can serve as an adequate

end.
'

thinkers

tended."

But

them.

readily accept

the motion picture.

the

to

and the school
cept

overlook the fact

that every age has

in

evolution.
best.

sential to thinking

the

solution of the problem of conven-

hearsay evidence at

is

who

those

perhaps of professional death at the

the

which one's eye

essential authority
It

orai

auditory and not visual

just to

gives.

worth a hun-

is

Speech,

tellings."

To

ertheless.

only a "well read"

longer.

crutches

True they are

than

figures

of

but they are crutches nev-

picture de'vices are beginning to ap-

These may unchain the motion picture from the wall and give
it from the group to the individual
pear.

a

in

convenient

way

just as

the

printing press unchained the book

from the wall and gave
group to the individual.
not

desire

it

from the

Man

supplements,

does

but

he

and time-saving
substitutes.
To him supplements
mean more time and more effort,
longs

for

labor

but acceptable substitutes save both.

The motion

picture

is

undoubtedly

a time saver and psychologists
us that

it is

dangering our position
ent.

for thinking.
es-

the

if

it

does not

it

will

be because these continue to function efficiently

and not because of

editorials, orations or other things

denouncing the motion picture and
its abilities

What

is

motion picture

the

womb

possibili-

lies

hidden

in

we must
when we cease

of time, but

never forget that

is

and

to be the future of

the

to evolve

Those who consider reading

in the pres-

remember

to

place of the printed page nor the
teacher, but

ridiculing

mechanics

well

is

and consider what has gone
before,
but to worship bygone
methods, tools and forms, is to
court stagnation and death.
The
motion picture may never take the

tell

involved in reading and frees the

mind

It

past,

also a labor saver since

sets aside the difficult

we can

not wyorship the past without en-

ties.

it

Like China

swiftly passed.

we

are through.

There

nothing so constant as change.

—

:
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How We
Showing

How

Visual Aids

Are Sheltered

Were Used by

Grade

First

at

Thomas Edison

School,

Altadena, Calif.
Gertrude
H, YES, let's make a house
and furniture, then we can
play in it," was heard from the
group after we had discussed their
vacation trips. After showing them

niture

was not added.
I secured some heavy Processed
Board (the same as Beaver Board).

The Caretaker very

that

The

children

furniture out of boxes

Mr. Anderson, of the Model

Grocery, sent up to them.

The

dren wrote him the following

My

chil-

letter.

dear Mr. Anderson

Thank you very much
boxes you sent

We

us.

for the

are

mak-

ing furniture for our play-house.

children

reading

in

are

We
We
We
The

lovely

from Mr. Anderson

letter

in reply to our

children

have

My
I

was delighted

to receive

nice letter thanking

your

The Model

Grocery Company for the lumber for your toys for your playhouse.
We hope that you will

When
you a

Our Trip

went

We
We

nails.

made many

stoves,

said.

and one father came to take us
down. Mr. Morris, the Vice-President, took us from the top floor
ers

We
dren

As we

started

home John said, "My, what a lot
of things we will have to tell our
Mothers and Dads."
got back to the school

I
mensome one had been very
kind to us and they immediately
spoke of Mr. Morris. They suggested we write him this letter

talked over our trip.

got

pictures.
clocks.

Do, mi,

many

went

to

sol,

do.

and the chilwork with added
ideas

(Result of

interest the next day.

Visual Aid)

This morning one

to the first, all the time telling

such interesting and

boxes,

ice

tea-wagons, chairs,
lamps, and
dressers,

swings,

One

which follows:

Furniture

the

saw rugs.
saw beds,

saw
saw

tioned that

to

Store.

We
We

children

send

make.

dena Furniture Company's beautiful store. {Visual Aid) Wednesday
morning October 17th three moth-

the

will

IB Boys and Girls.
They then made a story for us
to put in our book we are going to

incentive to take a trip to the Pasa-

it

we

done,

letter.

desks.

thought

play-

done.

is

it

is

it

would be a great

we

dear Little Friends:

had a nice time.
come and see our

We

lovely things for their play-house.
I

show-

Please

have windows.

When we

letter.

We

see our play-house.

have doors.
have furniture.
Pound, pound with

for

ing us the furniture and rugs.

or

making a play-house.

Come and

instructive things.

this

chart

Our Play-House

We

Our dear Mr. Morris,
Thank you so much

house when

it

Rose and Palm Avenue.
IB Boys and
received

a

"our" dear

it

again.

friend,

made

and Elean-

started out,

I

Mr. Morris because he was so
good to all of us. So I started

Anderson, Vice Pres.

S.

down

We

or said, oh no, put

will be

Come and see our play-house.
Our school is on the corner of
Girls.

can

and they take such pleasure

story

fourteen feet long by six feet

the

I

the

visit

Hugh
The

wide. It has no roof but the boards

no need of a roof.

it I

Your

but they cut the windows and door.

made

if

dear Mr. Morris, this

way

this

happy to come
you and see your
splendid work. Thank you very
much for your kind invitation.
With my best regards to you
boys and girls, both from The
Model Grocery Company and
myself, I am, as ever.
arrange

kindly helped

are very wide so the children feel

My

lots of nice fur-

for your play-house

by and

the children get the house put up,

It is

Cook

winter and some day

many pictures of different houses
we talked about the kinds of material their houses were made of.
Some were of brick, stone, stucco,
wood and so forth. (FiVwa/ Aid)
I asked, "How many rooms shall
we have," and they said, "Let's
have a living-room, a bed-room and
a kitchen with a breakfast nook.
They wanted a bathroom but that

make

be able to

"O

S.

to

me and

said,

Book?"

little girl

"Where

is

came

the Fur-

had
Mr.
given us a little magazine and I
had told the children when we
wanted to know things or get suggestions we always went to books.
So I was delighted to have her ask
I had placed it on
this question.
(Visual Aid)
the Library table.
niture

Morris

She studied it for a while then
came to me and said she was going
to make a telephone chair. (Result)

I
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I

asked her

she got the sugges-

if

from the furniture book and
she said, "Yes". Another child
came later and did the same thing.
tions

afternoon

the

In

mail

came from Mr. Morris
our

The

letter.

a

letter

in reply to

I

finished

reading it, they said, "Oh and Ah"
and "Let's be sure and write him
a letter when we are through," and
some said, "Do you suppose he
will give

illy

us a carpet?"

Mr. Morris impressed upon the

make

hildren that to

I

tractive

feeling

the house at-

and make it give forth a
of cheer and comfort, we

must have pretty bright colors in
our rooms in the way of curtains,
rugs and so forth. He had showed
samples

tis
(

I'isual

of

lovely

materials.

Aid)

from our
have thought of
and have brought many bright
Since

returning

the children

ored

of

pieces

for

silk

trip

to

in,

make

col-

drapes,

pillows for the divan

to use for stuffing the chairs.

He showed

us

made from

how

morning (the 11th) and gave

the

children a wonderful talk on

the pigs hair, cot-

Visual Aid)

interested.

The

He

children were so

explained to

also

them the proper method of keeping
tood in a refrigerator.

Many

process.

{Visual

A

great deal

of

dramatic

play

went on in our play-house. The
Thanksgiving time of the year
brought out the idea of baking a
turkey in our oven.

One boy (Donald) came to me
and said he had baked a twentypound turkey. "You know", he

clouds.

Christmas

very

holidays

children

the

Many new

pieces

furniture

of

were added all the time.
After Christmas I asked my
room Mother if she would ask the
Edison people if they knew some
one who could talk to us in a simple

A man
directly.

over,
I

electricity.

(Mr. McPhee) came up
He looked our play-house

much

being very

shyly asked

sible to

if

it

interested.

would be pos-

He

wire the house.

said,

"yes" but he would like a day or

two

the furniture

We
day.

way

and so

to assemble

forth.

took a short walk the other

On

our way

we passed a cethis way we found

ment mixer. In
how cement and stucco is made.
{Visual Aid)
A little farther on
a child picked up a piece of tile.
When we returned I told them how
tiles and bricks are made, also the
method of making adobe brick was

out

explained.

so

Our play-house is made of paper,
we discussed in a simple way

to think

it

over. In a

we have

a light in each

explained that the sun's

water up forming

the

When

these

cold

strike

currents of air as they pass over the

the

mountains

high

Snow

formed.

winter

falls

time,

weather comes

The

friends.

little

They

wanted me to leave the drawing on
the board after he left.
{Visual
Aid)
Mr. McPhee started by drawing
the ocean over which he drew the

He

as a result

the

pressed the children greatly.

draw

dren appreciate the proper care of

home and

He used the blackboard,
drawing as he talked, and this im-

rays

would so often go into the playhouse to work on their Christmas
gifts they were making for their

Edison

at eleven o'clock

electricity.

sun.

gestions he gave to help the chil-

the

Company came up

us going to

the beach

few days
he returned with two line-men, and

sug-

were in the play-house.
Mr. McPhee from the

and I have to see that
there is food enough for them all."
During our week preceding

said, "there are nine of

mattresses

ton layer on each side and so forth.
(

that

fibres or

see the

to

way about

(Result)

are

down

made, either

is

and

Aid)

this

pieces of cloth with bright figures

and

they were not busy with me, they

were

children

When

simply delighted.

from
from woodpulp. Our sixth grade was making
paper so we were kindly invited

how paper

linen rags

Edison

it

snow

is

very thick

then

as

in

warm

begins to melt.

Company

has

built

wonderful dams to store the water,
and has also bored large tunnels
through the High Sierras which
have cost more to build than the

Panama Canal. Mr. McPhee told
how some men must stay up in

of

the mountains all winter and are
snowed in. They could never get
to them through the winter until
a few years ago they brought an
old Eskimo Musher down with his
dogs.
Now they can take mail and

supplies in to the men.

Mr. McPhee then explained how
they built an immense pipe, large at
the top of the

mountain and grad-

room brought down from an electric wire they placed from black-

ually getting as small as six inches

board to blackboard starting from a

the foot of the mountain

floor plug.

The

lights are

tree lights with a

wee

Christmas

tin

pan over

the top to look like a fixture.

From

two drops were
made, one to light the floor lamp
in the living room and one to the
bedroom lamp. {Visual Aid)
This was done one afternoon in
January after school. The next
morning when the children came,
there was great joy. Every minute

the overhead wire

when

it

reaches the power house at

where

this

tremendous water force is used to
turn the big dynamo which makes
electricity.

The Edison Company has been
make 220,000 volts to go

able to

out onto the big wires running on
the big poles.

how

Then he explained

the linemen have to place

a

box on the pole (called a transformer) to lower the voltage on the
wires that enter a house (to about

—

:

!

—

!
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Then
work for

ready

Z-Z

W'e wrote Mr. McPhee a "thank

We

the electricity

110).
to

is

enjoyed talking about

it

a

telephone

the

to

trip

office

By

is

a second

this time

lo-

tele-

phone had been made to go in the
bedroom, the first one still being

The

left in the kitchen.

use the two telephones

back and forth.
"alright,"
can't

1

in

will hear,

"what did you

come

One day

for

in

the

I

am

thing.

mediately said, "Oh, our thank you
letter," so

we wrote

Dear Mr. Morris,
(Manager of the Telephone Co.)
Come and see our play-house
some day. We have lights.
Thank you for having your

and

We

Company's

arrived about 9:30

were

shown every-

started in the

that

make

basement
for the

electricity

speaking part of the phone and for
the ringing of the bells.

had a very nice time.
lA Boys and Girls.
Now, you see we are in the A
class and really feel quite grown
up.

my

say," "no,

February we started

We

We

We

truck.

truck into a

fire

engine, because

our house should get on

if

the

put

fire

"Why, I'm

putting out a

saw

I

asked him

me

ceiving calls. {Visual Aid)

we returned to the school
over all we had seen and
talked
we
made
a reading chart which
we
then
\\'hen

follows

Our Telephone Trip
W'q know all about the

he would
them down

if

saw big dynamos.
saw big batteries.

the

to

Indeed they

had many questions asked as

to

we

started out in three machines.

We

Edmundson showed

us the

apartment of the firemen,
arrangement being
sleeping

living

very

was so anxious

interesting,

boots and trousers

particularly
at

each

the

bed

In

John

later

to be "the

man who

room day and night"
told him he was the operator.
Chief Edmundson next took us

stayed

in the

down

stairs to see the engines, and
showed us how the hook and ladder

He

machines work.

with several

men showed us the working
of a fire-net. A man went up to
the
second story window and
jumped down into it. This imother

pressed the children greatly as you
see they spoke of this in the

will

letter

they wrote. {Visual Aid)

Jean slipped up to me while we
were there and said, "Let's write

him a letter when we get back."
As we were thanking him before
leaving, Jean said, "You'll have a

surprise

two or three days."

in

Edmundson

Chief

promised

he

would be waiting for it.
As we were going home Jean
spoke of several things he had seen,
particularly the 800 feet of hose on
one engine. {Result)

Winston
a fireman

mother
class)

a

told

me

I

grow

(who

make

to

big".

is

His

and

his

also in

my

he

that

worked for

a wonderful

{

"I'm going to be

said,

when

fire station at

several days on

home and had made
one.
The children
one

in

our room.

Result)

On
work

were met by Chief Edmundson, as
I had phoned down the day before
to ask if we might come.

interesting

we dramatized

the play

I

very

{Visual Aid)

to the children.

want

could not go right away but

Chief
tele-

like to

when we were going.One morning in March

the

phone.

We
We

We
I

take

"Yes."

said,

board (that registers

was

fire-alarms)

cousin Orain

Central Fire Station.

are re-

of

fire,

course."

wires come into the building and
are carried up to the next floor,

girls or "central"

out."

!

have

where the

I

So he
started to change it.
He had only
made a few changes when I saw
him putting a stick in through the
tsh
window and saying, "tsh
!"
he
was
I
asked
him
what
tsh
his
looked
with
doing.
He
up
said,
great big brown eyes and
could

the very large pipes through which

where the dialing of the phone was
We went into a room
explained.

fire

a moment's notice. The operator

at the switch

the following:

"Yes,"

where the children saw the dyna-

mos

They im-

talking

going away,"

Telephone

building.
o'clock,

did.

Jean had made quite a good sized
The other day he came to
me and said, "I am going to change

children

"alright, good-bye."

for

at

picture taken for us.
possibility

where the Pasadena Central

I

we always

thing

cjuite often.

had talked of the

cated.

the bells ringing!

had our pictures taken.
Good-bye to all.
We liked our trip very much.
After a few days I reminded the
children we had forgotten some-

{Result)

We

ready for the firemen to jump into

ting-a-ling-ling

Hear

us.

you" letter
Dear Mr. McPhee:
Thank you for wiring our
play-house and giving us lights.
Thank you for telling us about
electricity and for the picture
you drew on the blackboard.
IB Boys and Girls.
The children had me leave the
drawing Mr. McPhee made on the
i)lackboard for a week or so. They

of

;

mask.

returning John went right to
to

make

a fireman's hat and

Martha wanted

to

make up

a story about our trip but the boys

make up a play. {Result)
Here it is
Velma (looking out of the window) "Oh! My goodness! There

said let's

on fire
alarm
the
box."
is

a house

Ting-a

ling, ling

!

Let's run to

goes the alarm.

(The children worked out

quite a

—

—

:

—
li'i

October, 19 iO

scheme for

this

and for

recep-

its

tion in the operator's room.)

Donald

—"Come

on boys, get into

—"Boys,

making a

on your rubber

get

and

—Z-Z-Z-Z.
—
"Get the hose, boys."
LeKoy — "Let's get the chemicals."
—
Fred "Men, get the hose."
—
Donald "Get the
boys."
—
John "Run and get the ladder."
Boys
John

—-"Now

the fire

go

out, let's

is

meantime the

making

in

jumped into the net.
They showed us the long hose.

So many

will slip up to me, after
some work that has been
planned for them to do, and whis-

finishing

per,

son

Dear Mr. Edmundson
Thank you for your kindness
to us.

you very much for
showing us how they jumped
liked

Jean knows how
truck now.

Thank you

for

fix

his

showing

us

to

I

Boys and

Girls.

children are playing every

play-house.

has started in

fire

The

fire

engine

is

rushed out of the clock room where
it

is

kept and the

hose

(a

long

piece of heavy black cotton roving
string)

is

the house

unwound and taken
and the

fire

is

into

put out.

Ladders are being made and the
firemen

put them

house, then

I

up against the

hear tsh-sh-sh (the

-tream of water.)

The

please play in the play-

gathering about the radio, listening.

children are

The next day he did the same
came to me and said,

lovely

course the

garden

room

We

play-house.

just the

is

outside their
also have

lit-

a

garden desk made by John. How
he does enjoy. going' to this desk he
has made, to draw. He spends

many happy minutes

there.

mail box has been added, so

often you will

see

Dick walking
in his hand

about with some mail

assume the role of
Postman and as he comes to the
mail box he slips something in and
passes on. However, he keeps his
eves on the house and if no one
comes out he will call out, "There
as he likes to

Our

mail in your box."

is

box

is

mail

used by our dilTerent special

teachers and the children are

made

very happy by this procedure.

Before the term was completed
we decided we would like to know
how children lived in other coun-

We

tries.

studied

Eskimos,

the

Dutch or Holland children and
about the French as we were dancthe

May

ing a

dance for our

festival.

We

was at the radio again today, but
nobody turned me on !"
Still another day Jean came to
me and said, "May I please play
this harmonica (he had one in his
hand) for the radio when they turn
me on?" I told him he might if
he would play it softly. After he
liad done this for a while he came
out and said, "This time you hear

study, but space precludes details.

me

it

will be the piano."

He

used

many

And now

visual aids in our

come to
The
come and

the term has

an end, a very happy end.
children had their folks

help them carry

home

the furniture

Although several
children often worked on the same
piece of furniture there was always
they had made.

one

who had

making

slipped
felt it

it,

taken

the

lead

in

so the children always

belonged to that child.

back of their piano they had made,
beside which stands the piano lamp,

was seated at the
piano playing when I peeped in on
and a

little

girl

the scene.

making other

So many

but later he
"I

everything.

rthe

I

I looked up
and found Jean LeVegue had
pushed the radio out a bit from the
wall and was sitting in back of it.
He was leaning forward a bit talking and singing into the "loud
speaker" they have fixed for the
radio.
A group of children were

into the net.

few days that a

"May

house?" The other day

have written the
to Chief Edmund-

Of

A

matically in the play-house lately.

Fred came

the

setting

tea-wagon has been made, also

a garden tea-table.

started the engines.

fire"

our play-house.

l.V

the pole with

we have been

have

noon and made a hatchet, Jean
had made an alarm box out of a tin
can, put it on a stick, and set it by

The

down

slid

A man

to

this

We

stories.

There has been an unusual
amount of interest in playing dra-

busy with reading.

following letter

Fire Engine

saw big engines.
There were ladders that went
up six

were

fish

soon be

will

parties are arranged in the garden.

We

They

been playing "putting out the

children

to the

have the

I
it

table.

tle

Auxiliary

children

by themselves while

after

Others

done."

House.

the tired firemen.

Again today the

frying for dinner,

.space in the

Donald.

and serving

coffee

"Do you know

said,

A
made

Fire Engine Trip

went

have

girls

Woman's

been on the

The

It is nice

as follows

The

A man

the

truck,

is

We

back."
In

an
and thick

net, a fire net out of

chart story they

the trip

net,

Jean

am

will hold."

it

The

hats and coats."

as a result of this

Jean said the other day, "I

old mattress.

the truck."

Jean

home

things at
trip.

Donald came

to

me one day and

Editor's

an

Note— We

early

issue

a

hope to present in
second article by

Miss Cook on "How We are Fed"
showing how her first graders studied
this question.

:
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Teacher Training in Use of Visual Aids
L.

THE

extended

rapidly

aids in

visual

all

grades and

these

After

use of

Paul Miller
demonstrations,

types of instruction in the schools,

practice teachers discussed (I) val-

now

ues and outcomes of visual aids,

calls for effective

training

new

teachers

methods of
the use of

iji

(II) types of visual aids,

and (HI)

Types of visual aids:

II.

All references above. Teaching
Secondary Schools, Chapt. X, Muel-

See

which occupied several weeks, the
in

:

A. Reading references on use of each
of these types. (Suggestion

such aids. Teachers' colleges and

sources

departments of education are meet-

with reference to their subjects of

to which

apply

during

major interest. The following guide
mimeograph
was prepared,
n
form, and the blank spaces filled in

in addition to the

by the student teachers taking the

pub.

course

Add:

ing

d e

that

ma

n

Numerous

d.

courses were offered'in visual education in
the past

summer

summer,

now

courses that are

many

ularly in

sessions

included reg-

instructors in this teacher training

might be of value, due to the

virgin nature of

the

field.

One

method of attack, used during the
pa.st summer, is presented here.
Before there were any class discussions of any sort with practice
teachers,
demonstration
lessons
were given, with actual classes of
varying ages.

Lessons

were taught, not on special topics,
but on whatever topics are regularly scheduled for the pupils at the

An

time.

opaque projector was

glass slides bearing directly

used,

in hand were shown,
and 16 mm. films on the lessorts for
those days were run.
Follow-up
tests were used, and practice teach-

on the subject

This

brief

outline

for

who want

learn

to

is

intended

teachers

starting-point

ways

in

as

a

training

of enriching

guide may be used somewhat as a laboratory manual. The blank spaces, for
are intended to

encourage reading of references, and
correspondence with U. S. and State
government departments and commercial concerns for the purpose of building
up files of informational material, catalogs, price-lists, and lists of slides and
films available in subjects of the teacher?'

I.

major

interests.

Values and outcomes of visual aids:

Quite a

See Visual Education and the School
Journey,
Monograph .No. 6, Penna.
Dept. of Public Instruction, Harrisburg.
Summary of the Techniques of Visual

were conducted, also having to do directly

and Other Sensory Aids for Teachers
in Service and Teachers in Training,

ers

observing the

demonstrations

evaluated the outcomes.

few

school

with

subject-matter being studied

journeys

by the demonstration school pupils.
Practice teachers, as well as pupils,

answered

during

sets of questions

these journeys.

:

Penna. Dept. of Pub. Instr., Harrisburg.
Visual Instruction in the Public Schools,
Dorris, (Ginn.) Progressive Practices
in
Directing [^earning,
Chapt. VIII,
Palmer, (Macmillan.) Visual Aids in
Education,
Weber,
(mimeographed).
(Educational Screen, 5 S. Wabash Ave..

One Films, 7th Ed.,
(Educational Screen.) Monthly issues of

Chicago.) 1000 and
Editor's No'.e:
tor

of

Central

Visual

— Mr.

Miller

Education.

High School, and

Bucknell University

Summer

is

Direc-

Scranton
Instructor,

School.

to

Fundamentals in
Instruction, Johnson, (Educa-

Educational
Visual

Screen.

t'onal Screen.)

.^dd others

Weber,

Education,

in

Screen, Jan. to June,

by

Use

Educational
or

1930,

Educational

reprint

Screen,

50c.

and

of object-specimen-model,

Then plan your own

subject.

which may prove to be of
value to them and to
their
pupils.
Sources of information and of materials are given, which are in no sense
comprehensive, because the sources have
become so numerous, and because they
are being added to each month.
This

fill,

of

b'ackboard. (Study type lesson in major

instruction,

student teachers to

On back

:

in publications

you have access, that seem to
your major subjects.)
See:
Bibliography on the Use of Visual Aids

1.

Introductory Guide for Student

Teachers In Use of Visual Aids

Comparisons of methods used by

of

this sheet, note articles

of the winter and

sive schools.

pupils

particularly

materials,

i

spring terms of the most progres-

field

of

Add:

(Century).

ler

in

outline

lesson,

form, on other side of this

See:
The Object-SpecimenModel and a Blackboard Technique,
w'th Type Lessons, Monograph No. 8
sheet.)

Penna. Dept. of Pub.

Harrisburg.

Instr,,

Add:
Use of lantern

2.

and colored,

plain

micro- projection,
with kit supplied

slides,

(b)

(d)

glass,

(a)

(c)

film-strip,

home-made, as
Cambridge Co.,

by
Waverly, Mass or
See Picture Values in Education, Ch.
VI, Weber,
(Educational
Screen)
Teachers' Guide, (Keystone View Co.,
:

.

:

Add:

Meadville, Pa.).
3.

Use

(c)

portable

for

silent,

mm.

of films,

safety,

silent,

.......
mm.

16

(a)

projectors,

portable

safety,

(b)

35

booth.

or

35 mm., theatrical stock, silent, for

use only in booth, (d) 35 mm., theatrical
stock,

sound,

for

booth

equipped

for

sound projection. As, films recently released by Bell Telephone, General Electric, and Western Electric, and others.
See following books, and outline ways
films may aid in teaching your major
subjects
Motion Pictures for Instruction, Hollis, (Century) (Note: Present
trend toward 16 mm. safety film in
:

schools,

makes obsolete the preferences

mm.

standard width stressed in
work, issued 1926.) Visual Education,
Freeman,
(Univ.
Chicago
of
Press.)
Visual
Education,
Merton.
Monthly issues of Educational Screen.
Visual and Radio Education, a note on
recent development in synchronization
for 35

this

of

moving

schools.
139,

pictures

and

Educational Screen.

May,

1930.

radio,

in

IX

P.

Add:

(Concluded on page 237)

:

5,
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NEWS
AND
NOTES
CONDUCTED
THE
STAFF

BY

Talking Pictures Demonstrations

rural,

"Talkies" were a feature of the

program enjoyed by the teachers of
the Chester County, Pennsylvania,

held

Institute

the

pictures,

Some

recently.

secured through the

Research Products, were

Electrical

proach to

Mearns,

of the Creative

Professor

New York

of

Education,

University; "The Test-

by Mrs.

ing of Child Intelligence,"

Craig

Assistant

Sartorius,

of

Principal

School

:

ApEducation," by Hughes

"Some Aspects

Ina

of

Mann

Horace

the

"The Woodwind Choir,"

;

by James A.

formerly Direc-

Brill,

High School Music in OklaAlmost all of the
homa City.

and

elementary

education

;

secondary
for

pictures

suitable

schoolroom decoration

;

an automatic projec-

;

tor loaded with

48

slides,

of

the

Department.

Two

attendants travel with the

present

talking

picture

means
topics

of

agreed that

the

and methods

to a

educational

county

in-

Another

demonstration

new and

"talkie" as a

the

of

active part

modern school curriculum,
took place last month at the Ventnor City, New Jersey, High School,
with a special program of educain

the

tional

those

others

Sound

including

among

mentioned

above.

pictures,

film

equipment has been

stalled in the

answer questions pertaining

work of
hibit

The

the department.

has aroused

every fair where

much

ex-

interest at

has been dis-

it

The Pennsylvania Department

of

Traveling Exhibit for showing at

County Fairs throughout the state.
This exhibit, in which visual instruction

plays a

prominent

part,

consists of chart material covering

through

posterity

Hugh

Brig.-Gen.

army

L.

retired

Scott,

and member of the board
of Indian commissioners, has finished
officer

directing the taking of the first set of
pictures

Blackfeet Reservation.

Engineers Fall Meeting

The

Fall meeting of the Society

of Motion Picture

Engineers will

be held October 20-23 at the Hotel

New York City. The
Program Committee announces that
Two-Way

Tele-

vision by the Bell Telephone

Lab-

oratories will be one of the

many

a demonstration of

interesting

Wide

features.

standards will also receive

its

film
fair

Memorial

to

A

is

to be placed

on the walls of the workshop of
the French motion picture pioneer,
Louis A. A. LePrince, who perthe

camera for taking
rate of

with arc lamp to exhibit them. The
workshop, where he worked from
1887 to 1890, is located at 160

Woodhouse Lane, York, England.
The subscription list is open and
the treasurer is John H. Horsman,
31

\\'esley

it

the syn-

will permit

General Scott to tell the stories in EngIndian chiefs are picturing
their ancient language.

in

The work was undertaken

at the request of Congress, which appropriated

$5,000 last session in order that a per-

manent record relating the theory, history and practice of the Indian sign
language might be preserved. General
who was designated to do the
work, is himself able to converse in
the language. The films will probably
be turned over to the Smithsonian InScott,

it

The

tinct.

tablet

When

completed

is

said.

Fourteen tribes were represented at
the gathering called for recording the
sign language that is fast becoming ex-

Motion

memorial

is

lish that the

stitution,

share of discussion.

twelve to
twenty per second, and a projector

Public Instruction has organized a

for

for

now

chronization

pictures at
Visual Exhibits in Pennsylvania

preserved

is

Society of Motion Picture

fected a one lens

versities.

communication,

sign

at
a special grand council
meeting of Northwest Indians on the

and study of the

and consideration of theif
increasing use in schools and uni-

centuries

played.

Picture Pioneer

pictures

used for

inter-tribal

to the

in-

of educational talking

Indian

fast-vanishing

by the Christian Science Monitor.

auditorium after care-

ful investigation

possibilities

The

language,

in place, operate the

it

Pennsylvania,

stitute.

Sign Language

machines, distribute literature, and

exhibit, put

was a worthwhile

presenting

subscribe,

will be sent.

talking motion pictures, as reported

tor of

teachers

who

"Talkies" Preserve Indian

and the

and publications

bulletins

those

an interesting pamphlet

moving

a

picture machine showing four educational films

To

England.

Road, Armlev, Leeds,

chiefs

sat

together,

ex-

changed greetings and related tales of
bear hunts, bufTalo chases and tribal
migrations. They took keen delight in
posing for the pictures.
The language in which they told their
stories is quickly becoming a thing of
past.
The younger generation of
Indians converses in good English and
some of the older members are mixing
English with the sign talk. There was

the

however, when motions were
way they had of conversing
with other Indians who did not understand their tribal language.
a

time,

the

only

The

talking motion picture,

offers a far

more

effective

it

way

is

felt,

of pre-

serving the language than any yet used.

;
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Sound Films Make Movies
A Most Complex Business

The

talking cinema has

made

the

motion picture industry the most
complex corporate machine in the

Time was when

world.

mov-

the

ies, in matters of control and management, were based on relatively
simple contractual agreements. But

todky, says Dr. Franklin S. Irby,
associate editor of Electronics, in

announcing the results of a recent
world-wide study, the industry is a
vast international network of interlacing of patent agreements ^nd
extending

its

influence

to 57,000 theaters serving

hundreds

licenses,

in

These
companies set up licensing machinery which is dominated by the
Klangfilm - Tobis - Kuechenmeister
could be no talking cinema.

of millions of people in every center of population outside the jungles

They have effected agreements with the American licensing

groups.

units and the result is an industry
which blankets the world.

In the United States, the sound
picture set-up ties in

all

of the well-

known producing companies with
Erpi

either

Research

(Electrical

RCA- Photobackground of
RCA-Photophone is the Radio
Corporation of America, of which
Products,

or

Inc.),

In

phone.

the

31.9 per cent

owned by General

is

and of which

Electric

19.5 per cent

patents, all based

applications of the
tronic tube,

vacuum or

on

elec-

form the foundation of

the talking picture industry, a field

which American and foreign
companies today have an investment
in

stake variously estimated at $100,-

The names

000,000.

Amer-

of the

Telephone and Telegraph
Company, General Electric Company, Western Electric Company,
Siemens and Halske, the great Ger-

ican

man manufacturing

organization

the Radio Corporation of America,

Allgemeine

Elektricitats

Gessell-

(Tobis )and Kuechen-

of Europe figure prominently in the

development of the talkies.
German, Swiss and Dutch capital
plays an important part in the world

sound

There are 22,624 theaters in the
United States, Dr. Irby shows. Of
these, 12,448 are equipped for the
A
presentation of sound films.
total

of 5,805 are under chain con-

Of

total,

this

chains control 2,773

smaller

A

theatres.

of 3,032 chain houses have

In Europe as in America,

Dr.

They

producer

affiliations.

pictures

which, in the phases

all

offer

of

States

in

the

the

number

United

of motion

film,

patents covering tubes, amplifiers,

theaters within the

recording and other de-

are

without

which

there

Russia has a negligible portion of
its

2,131 theaters wired for the talk-

In

ies.

houses

Spain,

80 of

equipped

are

2,074

the

sound

for

France has 300 of its 3,113
cinema pro-

films.

theaters, giving talking

European

Other

grams.

states,

with a total of 6,702 theaters,

oflEer

talking picture programs in approx-

The

total.

countries of Latin-America have a

these,

Of

4,402 movie houses.

275 present talkies

in

their

programs.

FOREIGN NOTES
Exhibition

ganized by the British Institute of

Adult Education.

There were bad gaps in the orFor example, the mak-

ganization.
ers of a

new kind of

demonstrated

And one
tee

with

daylight screen
soiled

slides.

wished that the commit-

had not so obviously despised

cellent.

with

sound picture industry came
through large electrical companies.
These controlled a great number of

velopments

borders 1,100

license machine.

picture theaters equipped for sound

electrical

its

such a humble thing as showman-

Irby points out, the foundation of
the

Canada has within

motion picture theaters, of which
450 give talking cinema programs.

manufacture, production and presentation, come under the control of
the great world-wide patent and

Compared

film situation.

number, 550 theaters have inmechanism.
film
sound
stalled

this

The Exhibition of Mechanical
Aids to Learning, held at the London School of Economics, was or-

;

meister patent and finance combines

Of

4,000 motion picture theaters.

for the Erpi licensees.

the great Klangfilm Tobild Syndicate A.-G.

a total of

total of

total

in

is

background of Erpi, is the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company. Tied in to the American
sound picture industry, through A.
T. and T. and Western Electric,
are the Bell Telephone Laboratories, which furnish the research, engineering and science background
the

which
and

German company

General Electric has a share

In the far East there

film.

imately 400 of that

trol.

schaft,

theaters equipped

of 5,266

sound

for

owned by Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company. In
is

and deserts.
Hundreds of

many comes next with 612

Dr. Irby pointed out. Great

comes second in the list.
In a total of 4,426 motion picture

Britain

Britain,

sound

1,400

picture

boundaries of
today

presentation.

giving

Ger-

ship.

However, the intention was exTalkie publicity films were given
prominence (it is an odd point that,
in England, as soon as an educational

film

is

designed for adults

Propaganda and instantMr. Ronald Gow conly banned).
ducted a model class so that teachit is

called

ers could learn how talking films
could be best used as a blackboard.

:
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The Baird

This "Unit Portable Lantern"

process was

television

made by Visual Information Serv-

The manufacture of gramophone

ice,

and

discs

ideal

broadcasting were

While the"
which shows
the lineage of the cinema from the
Wayany Golek figures from Java,
was on loan for the occasion.
displayed to the public.

Day

Will

The

Collection,

discovery of the exhi-

real

London.

five shillings.

of the lantern

that

the cost

of

hundreds without adding

in

seriously

to

weight

the

of

the

••luipment.

I
I.

Something
For many

New

marionettes have achieved internaIn almost every coun-

tional fame.

have delighted audiences

try the}-

of adults no less than children, but
it

not until the year

is

Mimeone has realized

1930 that

their

filmic

possibilities.

The

picture even in daylight.

is

it

Now,
I

Industries, a

add
this

S. F.

-^essed just that

I.

am

not, alas, going to draw any
commission on the results.
OswELi, Bl.akeston

who

tion,
(

possesses vision, imagina-

and a superb technical

Who

dios,

A.

irresist-

Wem-

of

intelligence

too rare in British stu-

S.

F.

I.

Gorno and Grier-

work on

at

itself.

the set

is

an edu-

They seem

to un-

derstand each other perfectly. Little
time

is

tiful

One

wasted.

decided to give

princess

or perhaps

gallop-

ing across the great open spaces of

Ramsay MacDonald

the prairie.

and Jimmie Maxton

in

a political

Sources of materials which may be
used as visual aids in my own teaching.
A. Purchase. H. Rental, with fee. C.
Loan, carriage cost. (Suggestion: Write
III.

government agencies and commercial
concerns handling materials you can use
in

own subject, for complete
Volume on your major in

your

lists.)

See:

series,

Enriched Teaching

School,

Science;

of

Mathematics,

the

in

High

English,

of

of

Commercial subjects, (Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia Univ., N. Y.) (Note:
These are most valuable lists, by subjects, published to date.) 1000 and One
or

of

Films, last Ed., Educational Screen.
Sources of Visual Instruction Materials,
Weber, Educational Screen, IX, 6:190191.
Some Sources of Free Films and
Slides, Penna. Dept. of Pub. Inst, Harrisburg.
Educational Screen, monthly

At

logical

creatures,

figures

of

the close of the

summer

ses-

now

seems

available

source

—sent

a questioimaire form

to all

institutions

is

from

anv

running summer

The information

courses.

tained

.-'.atire.

being used

in

so ob-

a survey of

methods of teacher training

in the

fan'riby, are these

use of visual aids, to be published

tesque,

shortly.

cifrl

puppets. So groand yet so human. So fanand yet so real. Every move-

timed.

impossible to think of

Tom Mix

the evil dragon.

ment,

is

To watch

son will produce results.

the marionettes in a series of short
It

made

Britain?)

in

John Grierson the job of directing
films.

skill.

will ever forget the brilliance

of Drifters, the best film yet

^

all

one

is

of the few directors in this country

own

to

Grierson

a better choice.

my

Places to visit in the vicinity of
school

cure inore comprehensive data than

bley.

is

I

Add:

345-46.

12,

from the clutches of

no family were summoned to

that

teachers.

all

6,

Harrisburg.

(Possibly the most
comprehensive and valuable contribution on this important type of visual
aid,) The School Journey as a Visual
Aid, Hoban, Educational Screen, 6:309(a)

intense interest to

Visual

School Journey,
Penna. Dept. of Pub-

sion the writer, in the effort to se-

element of fantasy

display

will be of

See:

trip.)

the

Huster Keaton rescuing a beau-

appeal to the fans, so the Gor-

a

it

this

and
Monograph No.

executive with

London.

and magic that provides an

With

feel

I

following-up

Education

two rehearsals for each scene, and
then "Camera."

the

iliat

ible

or-

and enterprise recognized
Gorno marionettes pos-

vision

remains for

of school journeys. (SuggesStudy type lessons making use of
school trips, in your major subjects. On
other side, outline your own lesson plan,
for a trip. List 10 points you would kce))
in mind, in planning, conducting, and
:

Wem-

with studios at

bley, just outside

me

to

them

new and progressive producing

can be

it

have spoken at length of

cation in

Some A.

so compact that

it

Use

4.

tion

Instr.,

mistaken for a small suitcase.

puppets to the screen belongs to As-

ganization

It

makers

the proud boast of the

is

acrobatic contortions of the Italian

Sound Film

pounds,

The optical efficiency
makes it possible to

Phis alliance of

credit for transforming the

sociated

silver pro-

nine

in Marionette Films

Gonio's

generations

show a

costs

lantern because

Slides can be car-

glass slides!)
ried

with

this

lamp,

Lantern,
contained,

self

and

unspillable battery
jection

(Concluded from page 234)

The "Standard

11.

with 12-volt

fitted

the cost of three pence per picture.

Compare

W.

Outfit," comprising Unit

that

(

S.

in the

Use of Visual Aids

168a Battersea Bridge Road,

was a lantern which took
slides made up as strips of celluloid.
Thus each slide only costs a
penny, and pictures can be made
from the lecturer's own material at
bition

Teacher Training

is

on view to indicate future methods.

every

gesture,

perfectly

And when sound and music

been added perhaps
<:omething

has

new under

we

shall

see

the sun!

R.

Bond
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION
The Theatre Guild Magazine
(September) "Charlie", by Barnet
Braver-Mann,

G.

as

is,

subtitled,

"a close-up of the greatest of comedians as director". After a
sketch of the familiar figure

ceeds

pro-

it

:

That grotesque

we

figure

call

"Char-

has carried into cinema one of the

lie"

and most characteristic traditions

oldest

of pure theatre, that of the

Arte.

dell'

Chaplin

in

is

Commedia
direct

line

from the mimes of Roman comedy, the
players of the Italian Covimedia dell'
Arte of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and the English pantomime
Occasionally

of the eighteenth century.
it

happened

in

comedy

Italian

the long history of the

masks

of

that a gifted

would add another character to
the collection of stock
types around
which the scenarios of the Commedia
dell' Arte were built.
In France, Gannassa bestowed Ganache upon future
players, and in Italy Tabarin and Scaramouche gave their names to the characters they had invented.
Like these
actor

players of other times Chaplin has built

and foibles
the frame-work

certain elementary frailties

of
of

human nature

into

conventional

a

whose

Charlie,

figure

known

costume

shabby

discussion of the comedian selects

nected to insure perfect quiet and free-

certain "principles" of psychologi-

dom from

to

Chaplin.

of

tradition

"The

chologists

when

his

for

gift

on

the

submitting

But. Chaplin builds

.

'feeling,' that

is,

on

v^^hat

he begins

he
.

calls
.

.

with Charlie, and studies the emotional values that his
will yield

in

the

their
:

by

satisfactorily

fun to the simple

"Does

this bit pro-

various

own

creation

situations."

This fascinating and distinguished

ing

character selected as a start-

point

for the proposed picture.
Often these debates begin early in the
morning and continue well into the evening, always in the stark atmosphere of
the Sweat Room. So it goes on for days
and weeks. After a time ideas begin to
unfold and slowly develop into tangible
working plans. One idea follows upon

Even

another.

after the production of

and shrieks come of themselves, then
the wise player knows that emotion has
been genuinely stirred. Therefore, Chap-

ferences in the Sweat

proves himself

lin

not

only

rare

a

clown but a practical psychologist when
he makes his working basis for a film
the result of an amazing thinkingthrough of all the possible emotional
responses which were peculiar to an individual character.

Instead of beginning with a specific
story or with a script in which every
situation

think

I

is

built,

Chaplin asks

marized

:

"Do

I

can get any feeling out of that

character?" His procedure

may

be sum-

:

He

begins with "feeling" or emotion rather than with business or

1.

From emotion

2.

he passes to situa-

of

thinks like a juggler

who does

likely to use

film

to

fifty feet as

not

eighteen thousand
secure three hundred

feet

and

in City Lights.

Chaplin studios.
It
is
an
absolutely bare room, save for a table
and a few chairs. Particularly to be
noted is the complete absence of anyto

the

thing to attract the eye or disturb the
Even the telephone is discon-

mind.

con-

daily

Room and

some-

when

up to the date
ready for release.

right

the

When Chaplin started out in cinema,
he had no particular ideas as to style.
The

public immediately accepted

him

as

a great clown.

But with the passing of
the years he has developed wings that
have lifted the character Charlie into
the

company

Shakespearian

of

among whom he

takes his place

fools,

as

a

pensive symbol of the underdog.
It is Charlie Chaplin's distinction to
have given cinema its one great comic

creation in the character of Charlie, the
grotesque little image of the average

man

that has flitted its way through The
Kid, The Circus, The Pilgrim, and The
Gold Rush to immortality among the

Space does not permit a further
perusal of this article, but

After Chaplin settles upon the character he wishes to use, he and his associates gather in the Sweat Room, as
Chaplin has named an institution peculiar

film is

Chaplin and

hold

to

which he may appear.

be logical in

allow his balls to set in a definite pattern and perhaps that explains why he
is

times

continue

He

may

relationships.

He

staff

in full force,

a given situation.
seeks to fit one situation into
another by emphasizing emotional

3.

his

on

is

precious things of imaginative art. To
spectators the world over he is the one
indispensable element in any picture in

upon the kind of

tion, speculating

individual

which Chaplin goes about building
.

all

emotion which

There could

sions concerning the emotional possibili-

a picture

most

more striking contrast
to Eisensteinian montage than the
apparently unmethodical manner in
.

analyze

to

Here Chaplin

interruption.

his advisers hold protracted discus-

duce spontaneous laughter?" or "Does
it
produce pathos?"
If the chuckles

di-

improvisation

set.

his films together

trying

but searching test

fur-

scarcely be a

a film.

are

answered the question

in

puts

in-

reasons, but for centuries clowns have

which he makes his own
pictures and in the use to which he

way

knows

comic effect
lies in the relation between emotion and
laughter.
Why do we laugh? Psy-

influ-

appears

highly

strongly in the

the films

tuitively that the secret of

as

Mr. Chaplin as a

and

ties of the

The harlequin of

situation.

rector the author says,

ence

employed by Mr.

cal significance as

nishes the needed mask.

Turning

LANPHIER

F.

to

recominend

it

we wish

to serious students

of the silent film,

for

it

follows,

by step, from the so-called
"Sweat Room" of the Chaplin stustep

dios,

the

producing of a Chaplin

picture.

McCall's

(September) "Motion

Pictures", by Robert E. Sherwood,
discusses

"Suitable

productions.

As

for

Children"

the author states

such films are few and far between,
yet Peter

Pan and

A

Kiss for Cin-

—

:
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were lovely and were, as

dcrella

well, successful as possible for the

child.

Peabody Journal of Education
(September) On the heels of Mr.
Sherwood's cry comes Mr. Ferrell
"The Need

Bolton's
Both these worthy films were rejected
scornfully by American audiences, and
Mr. Lasky lost money on them; so he
returned

Bow's

production

the

to

Clara

of

lingerie displays.

On many

observers

film

have

with

pleaded

producers to do a real Alice in Wonderland.
There is hardly another story
in all literature that could be adapted so

We

magnificently to the screen.

are in-

variably told, however, that such a ven-

would involve

ture

what the

"It isn't

:

public wants."

One mustn't be

too harsh

with the

movie producers. They are in business
to make money, as are so many other
reputable citizens, and they consequently
do their utmost to provide pictures that

number of peonot only on the North American
continent but in all parts of the world.
will please the greatest

ple,

And

in

the

researches,

the

one

interest

course of their numerous
they have discovered that

which never

quality

classes

all

of

fails

to

populations,

all

which knows no temporal limitations
and no political frontiers, is sex appeal.
a sweet thought, but
escapable one.
It

isn't

The author

it's

an

in-

public,

small section of
dren.

and not for any
it

as for

its

chil-

This obvious fact has been

biting us since first the

came an

—

many

first

There are three possible solutions to
the problem. The first is the Saturday
morning matinee for children. The
movement fostering the Saturday morning matinee for children

some of

in

progress

in

is

the larger cities, but

be e-xtended to the smaller
adjustment is all right if
buildings

are

seats should be

should

it

cities.

This

theatre

the

Adjustable

rearranged.

added and lighting and

ventilation should be improved.

A

second

solution

made by

could be

to

problem

the

establishing a junior

department in connection with the adult
theatre on a plan similar to that of the
junior departments of some of the
larger and more progressive churches.

The

third suggestion for solving the

problem is to have separate buildings
and equipment that are arranged primarily for the needs and comfort of
children.
This last adjustment would
be more expensive and may prove impractical, but if no other arrangement
is made, the welfare of the children will

gent

years.

Just

when some one

is

a scholarly

discussion

and

and

survey,

in

some of the experiments
which have been carried on by
American and foreign interests.

Monthly (September)

Atlantic

".\ Tourist In Spite of

Himself

In Standard Land", by A.

Newton,

is

Edward

a whimsical account of

the author's

very serious impres-

of America as the land of

blind and hopeless standardization.

philanthropic production,

ican life discussed, that of the

.Among the many aspects of Amermov-

what it will be, is a question. The
only hope is the educational film
field.
Some day when that field is

ing picture, particularly in

richly supporting its producers they

reader,

is

may

be able to take a fling at the-

atrical films for children

them

at a loss.

and carry

its latest

developments, promises something.

"And pray do
in

me

What

terday.

row? What

shall

have upon the

see tomor-

gen-

lives of future

No man

erations?

we

effect will these things

living can

tell,

amazing beyond belief.
What would we not give to
hear and see the great actors of the
past, to hear and see the great
but

it

will be

Lincoln deliver his immortal Get-

tysburg address,

to hear

and see

Charles Dickens read his Christmas
Carol? By means of pictures war

may

be stripped of

its glamour and
naked hideousness;
a new heaven and a new earth may

revealed in

its

be created

.

."

.

Especially interesting, in the light

of an experiment with

war films
for children, also reported in this

is Mr.
Newton's prophecy
concerning the future of war.

issue,

The Living Age (August
intelli-

is going to step
forward and plunge thousands into

for that

Those of
Disraeli on

it.

brief, of

sions

the use of the radio either

who have enjoyed

us

call 'the

English, 'the pictures'

the screen have seen the art of yes-

possible solution.

The

need for a children's matinee, regularly and specifically, is the only
answer, another
fact
that
has
been gnawing at our intellectual
consciences for

the

is

cinema be-

established industry.

what we

with or without them.

This

general

—the

—and

although the latter

—which

alter the course of his-

refer to

which the gentleman advocates an

demand

be made for that vast entity, the

I

even greater Eutopia than the mat-

with the

us

tory.

movies'

dismal statement that pictures must

leaves

may, indeed,

hun-

of

dreds of millions of people

Picture Theatres for Children", in

inee,

occasions

(myself included)

Moving

for

pleasure and cultivation

not laugh, dear
mention among the arts
which we e.xcel, two which bore
if I

unutterably but which

believe are destined to

I

add

like to.

to the

"Children

Cesar

War

and

Santelli, is

First)

by

Films",

an experiment by

him in the
Mercure dc France and translated
the author, reported by

of the Living Age.
This experiment was reported,

in this issue

in

a long article, on the editorial pages
of the New York Times, Sunday

July 20,

1930,

the

author's

conclusions being given

in

four

some-

what abbreviated form. The experiment as outlined by the experimenter, together with its purpose,
was as follows
What impression do war

films

make

upon children and adolescents? How
does war, which they have known only
through books and oral tradition, appear
to them when they see it depicted on
the screen? What effect do war scenes
have on the childish mind? Light has
been thrown on these difficult questions
by an experiment based on the showing
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of Verdun, visions d'histoire, a

war

generally considered a model of

its

film

kind,

hundred school children. The
from seven to
nineteen years of age, came from lower
and upper primary schools, ecoles noriiialcs, and secondary schools.
The experiment was conducted under
as natural conditions as possible, and of
the five hundred papers received, almost
all
seemed spontaneous and personal.
It was not a class assignment. The day
after the performance the pupils were
to several

who ranged

children,

It

1.

always unwise to show war
young children, even when

is

films to very

such films are perfectly impartial. There

much danger

too

is

of awaking dormant

A

2.

war

well planned

film can, since

deals with events to which action

is

enlighten the youthful imagi-

essential,

war

nation as to the realities of

far bet-

books or oral accounts or even

ter than

direct contemplation of

The young people who saw Verdun,
away with them,

3.

time to write a few lines.
be noted that almost all

horror of war. They considered it a
crime against humanity.
Not one of

should also
students

witnessed the film voluntarily, no pres-

having

been exerted.
Furthermore, their behavior while watching it
left no doubt but that it interested them
intensely, though the older ones reacted
sure

from the younger, and the
from the girls.
The
latter, more reserved than the former,
did not often show their emotions, while
differently

boys

differently

boys expressed themselves openly,
sometimes noisily, but never inappropriately.
A few brief explosions of
chauvinism occurred, but they were not
contagious and found no echo.
Long
applause greeted the appearances of
Foch, Petain, Clemenceau, or Driant on
the screen, but the enemy never met
with any hostile manifestation, even
the

when

role

its

villain.

It

recalled

that of a stage

should be added, however,

some of the children could not always tell Germans and French apart,
and the enemy may have received the
benefit of the doubt on some occasions.
Silences also occurred more eloquent
that

than noisy demonstrations, particularly
when the chaplain gave the last rites to
the dying on the field of battle, and

during the scenes of civilian distress.
The sorrowful lines of refugees and the
evacuation of family estates such inci-

—

produced a severe emotional
And, at the end, when, as a sym-

dents
strain.

bol

of

the

return

of

peace,

applaud.

Santelli's

conclusions

them desired

it

all

conclusions,

drawn? Or would
each read his
terial?

down

own

I shall

it

if

are

to

not be better to

lesson

from

established.

own

its

dread

sake, though

absolutely and

it

irrevocably.

War, when

4.

it

presented as ac-

is

and therefore as frightfully, as
possible, incontestably
evokes
keener
and more profound reactions in young
curately,

than

people

There

is

this

about peace,

feel deeply

hope

it

We

not return.

will

it

when they
They do not
even when they

will

forever.

last

the

section,

simple

Daily News'

of

the

history,

method, and problems of television.

doubtless

we do

this

feel

And

heroes.

way because

who

even those

can

peace-time heroism im-

a

deny it the virtues and grandeur
of the heroism of war. To me this is
the saddest and most disturbing symptom of all.

plicity

Truth

is,

often, stranger than

Would

it

testimony

of

the

must take

in

the

film

church program.

Close

Up

(August) Like the In-

ternational Reviczv of Educational

Cinematography,

this

magazine

month

to

do

it

justice.

much

life if

lowbrow

and

abused

deem themselves on

their ridiculous

throne to assume that sublime role
freeing

the

from war

nations

which so many worthier mediums
have attempted so

the theatrical film

does for

It

field

what the

other publication does for the edu-

and does it with
same high standard of selected
material and the same internation-

cational film field,

the

ally-minded viewpoint.

movies, gone loquacious, should re-

of

unquestionable
place the

Robert

fic-

not be an astonishing

somersault in the affairs of
the

This issue publishes the sec-

ond and third prize letters concerning the use of motion pictures in
the church.
One from Girard,
Kansas, and the third prize letter
from Oil City, Pennsylvania, give

not perceive that peace also has

conceive of

tion.

Church Management (September)

should be reviewed completely each

futilely.

Something Quite
Different is Needed", Mark Segal's
"The Future of the Film", and
Clifford Howard's "Eisenstein in
Hollywood", are three titles, chosen
at random, from a table of contents,
no single item of which
should be overlooked by those wishing to read the best thought on the
fiction film the world over.
Herring's "But

Hygeia (September) "The Movies

in

Medicine",

by

.

D.

Carl

Journal of the Society of MoSeptem-

Clarke, discusses the advantages of

tion Picture Engineers

the film over lantern slides, the ad-

ber)

X-

let

of

which seem to be

clear,

peace.

deeply about war, even

feel

hope

its

of

representations

ray photography, and the inability

ma-

presentation, in

no question but that people

be

content myself by noting

certain results

definitely

any,

for

vantages of photomicrographs,

are best given as he states them.

What

an impression of the

part,

they did not

there

Monsieur

most

for the

scarred,

naked trees give way to apple blossoms,
was embarrassed silence, as the
audience wondered whether or not to

a

is

truth

As would be

deserted

silent,

visions d'histoire took

the

expected, this

magazine

"the

presents

battlefields.

simply asked quite unexpectedly, "What
are your impressions?' and then given
It

A. Maloney,

about television".

warlike propensities.

it

Midweek (September 17) "Now
Come Out of Air" by John

Pictures

the

efficient,

talking
to

Method and

result,

however

film,

replace

the

together

artist.

with

theory, are concisely presented.

Of

(

particular interest to our

readers should be

"The Storage of

Valuable Motion Picture Film", by
J. I.

Crabtree and C. E. Ives, and

and Future Economic
Changes in the Motion Picture
Field", by Franklin S. Irby.
"Recent

—

.
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Movie Makers

(

tention should be

Mr.
to
"Educa-

called

Louis M. Bailey's

BOOK REVIEW

September) Atarticle,

tional Films", dealing with

to

The Film

medical

Bailey's account of the "Cine Sea-

Three articles may be selected from
October table of contents.
the
"Some Experiments in Medical
Motion Pictures in Color", by Harris

B. Tuttle, "Progress in Indus-

Cinematography
in France" by Marcel .\briat, and
"Some Experiments in Motion
Photography of the Vocal Cords",
by G. Oscar Russel and Clifton
trial

and

Scientific

furnish instructive reading

Tuttle,

for the film student.

stills;

concise information under one at-

which recapture, for

more
helpful than bickering about some
personalised, obscure favorite which

15s.)

beautiful

stills

The Stone Rider and SiegThey alone make this magfried.
nificently produced work a memorable

A

;

a unique list

Notice

Information.

in

of

office

of

has

The Edu-

the expansion of educa-

The Extension

is

to

furnish instructors by airplane to

nearby centers.

^_ea
each week

On

four days of

four instructors will be

nt each day, one being landed at

one

city,

a second at a further stop,

and so on. They

will give

afternoon

or evening courses, remain in their
respective cities until the following

morning, and

will

contains

be picked up in

reverse order to return for day's

ork at the University.

point out how never before has the
ciiieaste been presented with such

unobtainable names of cameramen,
In
art-directors, scenarists, etc.)
a word, this

book

is

a fine job as

well as a brilliant achievement

The

task

authors'

is

—

now that we know each
we can drop the Mr.
has not cataloged. (A stupid form
of scratching indulged in by many
Londoij critics, who, if one may re-

Rotha

other better

turn

for

cattiness

cattiness,

has been

'to

and theory, the professional
book of charming memories and

we must

If

in

fight

with Mr. Rotha,

order to show the knockers that

we are

impartial,

we would pounce

method of
For example, about
the coming of stereoscopy and large
screens the author writes, "Gradually the powerful resources of cutting and editing will be forgotten
and instead there will be long

on

authoritative

the

of grat-

scenes lasting for minutes."
the film

is

considered from the Commercial
and the Aesthetic viewpoints. Intro-

ductory history

put pithily with

is

plenty of needful moralising.

Then

follows an assured analysis of the

various forms of cinema

:

the ab-

and absolute film, the cinepoem, the cine-surrealist essay, the
stract

cartoon, the epic, the document, the

document-story,
the

raido-ear,
art film,

the

cine-eye and

decorative film, the

the cine-fiction film, the

melange.

musical-singing-dancing

.\fterwards, the author details, in
separate

chapters;

the

American

German

film,

the

Soviet film, the

film,

the

French

film

("supported by the flatulent

flapdoodle

of

film,

the British

newspaper

have

their reasons!)

stating theory.

give the amateur a background of

many hours

Surely, this

tractive cover.

ing films-till-now, with the usually

itude.

cational Screen by this bureau
of an article which presents a new
phase

a'.;o,

of the most outstand-

The development of

New York University Bureau

tional facilities.

(One appendix

pendices.

the litterateur

in

Education

Public

are,

history

Very New Procedure

been sent to the

But there

record.

310 pages of sincere text, together
with a number of invaluable ap-

a

to

is

In this book there are 84

don.

lights of

Journal of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers (October)

that remains to be done,

Lon-

the cinema devotee, the early de-

School".

all

Cape,

(Jonathan

Rotha.

films, Mr. Paul D. Hugon's "Tabloid Industrial Scenarios", and Mr.

Now, by Paul

Till

cinema and Rotha's relation
cinema. All that can be done,

plain

writers

Is not

however, applying the yard-

this,

measures of the old to the new?
No one will deny that the grouping
of film strips {montage) belonged
to the fundamentals of the old cinema, but, with the coming of the
new cinema, is it not up to us to
discover fresh, compelling tech-

Rotha fears that

nique ?

copy and large screens
nate the close-up

;

well,

stereos-

will elimi-

what about

a non-representational use of light

which rhythmically sweeps sections
of the screen into prominence?
it

not, therefore,

Is

our failure when

we autocratically reject and define?
Can we ever feel (rest after roast
pork) that

we have done

the most

we

thing with a theme until

vital

have

racked

our

brains

for

a

flame-Hke form fashioned anew for

and

and by the indifferent goodwill of
the English people") and "Films
from other Countries."
This must appear to be an ex-

only accessible by plane, will be a

ceptionally unintelligent review of

this contribution to all picturegoers'

forward

Mr. Rotha's worthwhile effort but
Rotha has written his book to ex-

book shelves.

Adverse criticism of the scheme
has been plentiful, but the University feels that this service

tion

to

many

definite step

programs.

of educa-

teachers, easily

in

extension

;

the

new matter?

Still,

as theory-till-now

it is

uni-

formly as excellent as the rest of

OSWELL BlAKESTON

—

—

)

)
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THE FILM ESTIMATES

]

Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The Film Estimates^

in

whole or in party may be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For

For
Titlw of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Intelligent

Adalta

Abraham Lincoln

Walter

(

D.

Excellent

W.

Paul Hoefler
Africa Speaks
(Columbia) Graphic filming of Colthrough
Expedition
orado-African
almost unpenetrable regions of Cenother
and
Pygmies
Africa.
tral
strange tribes incl uding one with
are
enunique duck-billed women
countered. Big game caught by the
camera. A real lion hunt by native
warriors is photographed with wild
thrills and excitement.
(

Rod LaRocque
Beau Bandit
(RKO) Romantic and none too con(

(15 to 20)

For
ChUdren

Fins of

Its

Kind

(Bessie Love)

(M-G-

M)

Screen adaptation of stage mu-

sical

comedy by same name. Absurd

Very good Very good

Half Shot at Sunrise (Wheeler
and Woolsey) (RKO) Burlesque war
story, laid in Paris and at the front
built solely on the antics, wisecracks, and occasional vulgarities of
these slapstick comedians.
So utterly nonsensical that even doubtful
scenes are probably harmless. Funny
for those who like the idiotic and
naive type of humor.

Lady

Only fair

—

Perhaps
amusing

Hardly

Hardly

silly

Surrenders,

Conrad

A (Generlere
Nagel ) ( Univ

No

Waste of

Last of the Duanes, The (George
O'Brien) (Fox) Thrilling story of
frontier days. Young Texas ranger,
outlawed for avenging with murder
the death of his father, falls in with
highway robbers. Discovering bandit
chief holds a girl against her will,
decides to rescue her. He succeeds
and wins the girl's love.

The

(

Entertaining

Ken Mur- Hardly

wisecracks

Perhaps

Hardly

Inane but

amusing

More or less
amusing

Entertaining

Entertaining

By no

No

—

and
songs somewhat
than is usual in such

less vulgarity

—

1

Love in the Rough (Robt. Montgomery (M-G-M) Light, entertaining
golf comedy. Young clerk by means

the picture

Doughboys (Buster Keaton) (MG-M) Buster Keaton in typical solemn-faced role as a doughboy
burlesque of army life and trench
funny in spots and harmwarfare
less, but largely stupid.

Perhaps
amusing

Probably

amusing

of his golfing prowess wins love of
beautiful and wealthy girl. Good
fun.

Madam

Satan (Kay Johnson-Reg(M-G-M) Sublimated
bedroom-farce melodrama, in Debooze, jazz and
Mille'a worst style
dramatic value
frequent slapstick
culminatsacrificed for sex appeal
ing in maudlin sensationalism of a
riotous ball in storm-tossed Zeppelin, hundreds of guests parachuting
safely to the ground. Roland Young's
clever humor and some good acting
by Kay Johnson only interesting
inald

—

Hardly

means

Denny)

—
— —

For the Love O* Lll (Jack Mul
(Columbia) Spirited comedy of

hall)

the matrimonial complications arising between a young but old-fashioned husband and his ultra modern
wife. Some drinking scenes and a

gay party.

role quite unsuited to her finest talents and James Rennie is disappointingly inadequate as the road agent
hero.

No

absurdity
nonsense
pictures
and
that is funny in spots, and with an
elaborate Technicolor ballet on a
desert island after a shipwreck

work by Dorothy Maekaill and
Frank Fay. some funny comedy.

and many moments worth watching.
Unfortunately. Ann Harding has a

Probably
funny

time

(RKO) Slapstick musical comof the Marines in Hawaii
burlesque, with entire dialog in

Perhaps

funny

—

Leatherneckers,

—

Girl of the Golden West (Ann Harding) (Warner) Excellent screening of
the old stage melodrama of the
Western frontier, with skillful acting, excellent sets and photography,

Entertaining

Beautiful clothes and sets, good acting and excellent spoken English,
are all that can be said for this
rather boring story
of husbands

edy

make

Fair

Funny and Probably

ray)

fi.lms.

Bright Lights (Dorothy Maekaill)

For
ChUdren
(under 15)

and wives shifting their affections
with no very good reasons shown.
Cheap playing-up of sex interest,
both in story and title.

More or less More or less
amusing
amusing

—

(First Natl.) Musical comedy meloof back-stage life and chorus
in
starting
color
full
girls
in
South African dance hall and ending
Some
good
life.
York
high
in New

For
Youth
(15 to 20)

—

Tobin and

(Warner)
Big Boy (Al Jolson)
with much
Typical Jolson film
singing and some songs much resome spoken lines rather
peated
cheap and vulgar as usual, but no
He is a
objectionable sex stuff.
colored jockey and trainer who wins
a horse-race for his mistress in spite
of two villains, etc. Not one of his

hardly suffice to
worthwhile.

AdulU

(under 15)
Excellent

Hero's attempt at Mexican
stincts.
dialect is a bit painful, and the action borders on the burlesque.

—

Intelligent

but entertaining version of college
life.
Light plot of football
hero's love affairs overshadowed by
youthful humor, comic tricks and
dancing.
Songs and varsity drag.
not new but entertaining.

of a Mexican Robin
Hood whose sense of justice is
stronger than his own natural in-

drama

(Producers)

campus

vincing yarn

best

Titles of Films (Actors)

Good News

Hus-

GriflithB most
masterful production. Entire life of
Lincoln, showing the human side of
the great emancipator as well as his
firmness and authority during his
presidency and the days of the civil
war. Historically excellent. DramaOne of the
tic and spectacular.
greatest talking pictures yet made.
(U. A.)

ton)

For
Yoath

features.

Fairly good

Doubtful

No

(Frank
Matrimonial Bed, The
Fay) (Warner) Smart French comedy somewhat misnamed. Fay. supposed to be killed in a train wreck,
suffers from amnesia.
After five
years,
during which he marries
again, returns to his former home.
Restored to memory he learns his
first wife is married again.
Overwhelmed by complications he pretends to revert to his unbalanced
mental state and joins his second
wife and children.

Entertaining

Better not

—
)
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Intelligent

For
Youth

Adulta

(15 to 20)

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

Melody of the Heart (German
(Ufa) A notable picture from
abroad dialog' in both German and

Interesting

east)

——
peasant

Beyond
them

For

For

Children
(under 15)

(

.

telling- charming love-story
girl and army officer in
of
authentic sets and beautiful backgrounds of Budapest and the Danube.
Fine acting-, subtle direction
it

richly worth intelligent viewing.

Good if not
too strong

Moby

Dick
(John Barrymore)
Talking version of MelAhab. maddened with
hatred for the sea monster that tore
off his leg pursues the beast with
insane fury through all the seas.
Finally capturing his prey, he returns home to find his faithful Penelope. Filled with realism and ffrue

(Warner)

Sea
(Fox)

ville's classic.

some

drama

MacDon-

open ocean

of

played
starts

a

Secretary

Sills)

—

Entertaining

Mediocre

By no
means

mouth, by Grant Withers especially.
Painful or amusing, according to the
spectator.

No

Spoilers.
The
(Gary
Cooper)
(Paramount) Old Rex Beach story
Alaskan gold rush thrillingly

and Gary Cooper less wooden than
u^ual.
Longest and most violent
fist-fight yet screened
"sound" absurd at times dance-hall and drinking scenes not overdone, and no ob-

industry's
offerings to America's
people.

some

Outside the

of

(Univ) Above average
crook -picture, but all the sympathy
is with the crooks.
Hero and heroine live together, relation convincingly shown as platonic. Opens with
usual
swaggering gangster stuff.
cheap wisecracking, terrible English,
But becomes sentimental and
etc.
very human story.
The little-boy
actor is extraordinary, reminding of
Coogan at his youngest and best.
Pay Off, The (Lowell Sherman)
(RKO) Another masterful crook

its

of

Doubtful

Doubtful

kind

Interestinc

Doubtful

Doubtful

love,

Hardly

No

No

No

Fairly

Thrilling

the girl-in-love-with-sailor films,
with complications from the doubtful intentions of a wealthy rounder
and Alice White and Marie Prevosl to furnish the sex appeal.

—

good

and enter-

Perhaps

taining

Top Speed (Joe E. Brown) (1st
Cheap and silly hash of inces-

Cheap

Natl.)

Good of
its

kind

Entertaining

Good

if

not

too exciting

sant wisecracking, and more or less
risque dialog and situations. Potboiler farce. May amuse those who
think Joe Brown is funny.

What a Widow (Gloria Swanson)
lU. A.) Goes to Paris for gay life,
firmly decided not to marry again.

Has numerous
ican lawyer.
plications.

—

rather

Perhaps

Not much
interest

suitors. Marries AmerFarce with many com-

Funny

risque

in spots.
Some
incidents
treated

Over-acting and continuous
drunkenness tiresome. Too silly to
be very entertaining^. probably amusing to some.
lightly.

in his acting.

In tracing the reason for the crime,
which is justified by the court, the
girl is identified as adopted by the
murdered man but in truth the
daughter of her defending lawyer,
fending with acquittal of girl and
happiness for all.

Worthless

No

outwits and kills German-spy-villain.
Suspense and thrill, but not a notable picture. Free from objectionable scenes or suggestions.

Waste of Belle Bennett.

Scarlet Pages (Elsie Ferguson)
(First
Nat'l)
Intensely dramatic
courtroom drama. Mary Bancroft
(Miss Ferguson), a lawyer, successfully defends a dancing girl accused
of murdering her supposed father.

Sweethearts on Parade
(Alice
White) (Columbia) Poor imitation

—

girl,
etc.,

Santa Fe Trail, The (Richard
Arlen) (Para) Above average Western of Spanish Southwest in Indian
days, with more real story, comedy,
and character interest than usual.
Movement slow and fairly convincing, yet with fine suspense and thoroughly adequate thrills.
Smooth
villain,
healthily detestable
hero
appealing though very amateurish

No

Three Faces East (Constance Ben-

—

show

Worthless

nett and Eric von Stroheim) (Warner)
Fairly good war-spy story for
those that like that sort
reminiscent
of
"Inside
the
Lines"
English girl posing as German spy

Exceedingly smooth, col-

Recaptured Love (Belle Bennett)
(Warner) The middle-aged husband

Sweet Mama (Alice White) (First
Burlesque actress falls in
with racketeers but manages to save
her lover from them and go straight.
Silly title for a rather trite and
stupid film.

of

orful action and character work of
hig'h class criminals, but the ethics
are badly distorted
only two honest characters, the young boy and
girl, lie like veterans to protect the
crooks.

first

kind

Natl.)

picture of Sherman's deft, artistic
creation, needing no sex, undue violence, or cheap thrill devices usually

but comes back to

its

jectionable sex element.

Law (Mary Nolan and Good

deserts his wife, marries

Good of

—

—

young

Owen Moore)

employed.

thrilling

—

from
newly wedded
—away
and succeeds
One
impertinent and unwholehis
entirely.

Perhaps too

thriller

Hackett.

out deliberately to win her

Mackail)

Good

Hardly

Sinners* Holiday (Grant Withers)
(Warner) Poor imitation of better
crook pictures
group of very common people and criminals trying to
cheat a living out of the Coney
Island public.
Usual wisecracking
dialog throughout, drawled through
the nose and the corners of the

done, with notable character acting,

Dorothy

Doubtful

Hardly

who

by

(

Perhaps

esting

—

of

boss
wife

etc.

(Milton

well

story

Inter-

For
Children
(under 15)

packed with fights and
cruelty
with particugrim ending. Best bits of real
acting and human appeal are when
the Sea Wolf is not in the scene.
Some good work by Jane Keith and

young people.

dull,

(15 to 20)

larly

and win an impoverished countess
who has run away from her fiance
Too sophisticated and risque for
Office Wife. The (Dorothy Mackail
and Lewis Stone (Warner) Rather
pernicious,
and otherwise rather

The

Wolf,

Raymond
(Jeanette

aid) (Para) A smart musical comedy
starring Jeanette
MacDonald and
Jack Buchanan. Good acting by cast
and clever direction by Ernest Lubitsch.
Plot concerns a rich count
who poses as a hairdresser to court

For
Youth

Adulto

Another super-brute meloof Eastern water fronts and

gratuitous

thrills.

Monte Carlo

Intelligent

Feud

Eng-lieh

and unusual camera work make

(Producers)

Sea God, The
Richard Arlen
(Para) Adventure of South Seas.
between hero and crooked
trader, who vie over one girl and
race in search of pearls. Cannibals
attack hero's ship, but when he appears in diver*6 suit natives worship
him as a god. Trader arrives, captures girl and treasure, but is killed
by natives. Full of excitement ani
romance.

Beyond

them

Title* of Films (Actors)

Verj-

good

No

Whoopee (Eddie Cantor) (U.A.)
Screen musical comedy at its near
best
all color, and pleasing color
lively, elaborate, varied
songs and
beautiful chorus dancing well done.
showing Ziegfeld's "taste" as director.
Ideal role for Cantor who supplies
in
some speeches the only
risque or vulgar touches.
95%
wholesome, and the 5% not offen-

—

sive.

—

Excellent
of its kind

Excellent
of Its kind

Amusinf;,
probably

harmless

—
)

!

!
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Theatrical Film Reviews for October
HOL'WAV

[329]

(Pathe^

Philip Barry's clever play about

a wealthy

New York

family and

young man who proposed

the poor

of
to break down the bulwarks
of
into
one
turned
their money, has
the finest talkies I have ever seen.

Ann Harding

is

one of the few real

beauties of the screen, and an actress of charm and brilliance. Mary
Astor suffers somewhat by comparison, yet her performance is

shows
of a

—

her own
And Robert Ames

decidedly above average
average, at that.

to distinct advantage. Others

vv;ell

include

chosen and capable cast

William

Owsley, Edward

Munro

Holden,
Everett

Horton,

Hallam Cooley, Hedda Hopper,
and Mabel Forrest. Certainly worth
seeing, if the talkie

true

entertainment.

is

your idea of
That is the

ever-present question in

my

mind.

Holiday and two or three others
that have recently been rated as
best represent the finest of every-

from director and cast to
mechanical devices, and still they
are not real. Holiday is neither a
movie nor a play. It is a photographic imitation, and artistic in
the same degree that a good phonograph record is.
If that is the
ultimate answer to the American
demand for good entertainment,
thing

then long live the talkies
{See Film Estiiiiatcs for September)

WITH BVRD AT THE
SOUTH POLE
(Paramount)
Two cameramen members of the

[330]

year's adventure

The
came
the

with his

eyes the creviced ice-fields, to

have

known

when

to lighten the ship,

moment

tense

that

two hundred precious pounds of food went
overboard,
have
to
watched through the trapdoor in

plunging
the

floor

of the plane while the

commander's
rade

tribute to a

fluttered

down

dead comthe

into

still

whiteniess of the Antarctic plain, to

have flown over the Pole
the final thrill that the

be a series of similar pictures, this
story of convicts, prison riots,
is,

The cameramen,

The

story lacks conviction, but not

Wallace Beery, Chester
and Robert Montgomery
carry the burden of the plot as, respectively, a wife-killer, a thief, and
a young man convicted of killing
a pedestrian with his car.
Beery
the action.

Morris,

takes the acting honors in spite of
stiff

competition. Others in the cast

are

Lewis Stone, Leila Hyams,
McDowell, and J. C. Nugent.

Claire

(See Film Estimates for September)

SAFETY IN NUMBERS

[332]

(Paramount)

Van-

W'illard

Joseph Rucker, who
worked under the most adverse

derveer and

Buddy Rogers and his smile impersonate a young man about to
inherit twenty-five millions.
With
this

conditions, have done tremendously

and beautiful photography.

thrilling

One

not

is

of the long awaited ship, the beautiful ice barrier,

or the stark peaks

Queen Maude mountains.
Emanuel Cohen who edited the film
and made it a real, living, dramatic
of the

deserves the highest praise

story,

for his work, as does Julian John-

son

for fine titling.

The

film

Admiral Byrd

himself,

and

the

voice of Floyd Gibbons during the

polar flight

essary in

hardly

—the

my
is

latter quite

unnec-

—but

so en-

opinion.

the story

conscious

of

that

the

one
lack

is

of

(See Film Estimates for September)

for a

uncle
little

when he does

money he won't be

tnicle,

get

too easy a

being wise in his generation,

selects not

three

one teacher, but three

chorus

girls

who

share

an

elegant penthouse apartment. Well,

is

except for an introduction by

New York

mark, the theory being that anybody with twenty-five or any other
number of millions would naturally
head straight for Broadway. The

could happen,

it

silent

guardian

mind, his

education so that
his

scenes as the blizzard, or the arrival

in

sends him to

to forget such

likely

mur-

in spite of its

oppressive atmosphere, well done.

—that was

movie cam-

and escapes

ders,

era had left for a jaded world

sound.

two

to

ible flight,

own

group on that incredhave seen with one's

little

( Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
Forerunner of what promises to

ap-

word

Byrd had flown across
south pole.
But to have been

selected approximately eight thou-

a tale of a

and

when

course,

that

grossing

tell

of

THE BIG HOUSE

[331]

quality.

its

wondered

world

])lauded,

at times

is

almost fairy-tale-like in

Byrd expedition came back to civilization with some thirty miles of
recorded film. From that mass was
sand feet to

that

1

suppose.

Mr.

Rogers sings at least three songs,
though why this should be, I know
no more than you, dear reader.

Anyhow, the setting is lavish and
gowns more so. Roscoe Karns
and Carol Lombard, to my notion,
furnish the greatest amount of
the

amusement.
(See Film Estimates for September)

)
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SWEETHEARTS AND WIVES

[333]

(First National)

One

of those

European romances

which a man runs away with
somebody else's wife, and steps into

is

an English detective, a mysterious
irate hus-

woman, and a couple of
bands on the

Dove,

Billie

trail.

Hyams, Sidney Blackmer,
and Clive Brook romp through this
Leila

I'm positive there never

comedy.

existed any such detective as Clive

Brook perpetrates with

straight

a

imagine he knew it all
the time and couldn't do anything
but

face,

about

I

was on the

it

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Molnar's The Sivan provides Lil-

Gish with her

who

the princess

vered into

is

ambitious mother.
as the tutor

who

probably

gives

being maneu-

'

loves the princess

best perform-

the

Rod LaRocque

ance.

do as

to

little

match by an
Conrad Nagel

rich

a

ma-

first talkie

gives her

It

terial.

is

horribly

Marie
Dressier overdoes the mother. O.
P. Heggie plays a minor role with

miscast as the prince, and

his usual

featuring one of those strong-willed
ladies

who

are just born managers.

She's an authoress, too. She comes

and manage the

to visit her cousin
latter's

wedding, and ends up by
with the groom her-

falling in love

Not bad

self.

Mackaill

in itself, but

skill.

Warner Richmond are adequate.

[337]

ture

Jack Oakie gets away with an-

Marie Dressier and Polly Moran

book, but

would be fairer to say
Miss Moran is an
expert at slapstick comedy, she is
not the character actress that Miss
Dressier is. Anita Page and Charles
Perhaps

it

although

that

Morton furnish the love

place

is

note.

taken

into an exclusive country club be-

Of

cause he can play polo.

he misunderstands
his position,

oughly put

the

and

is

in his place

course

situation

very thor-

by about as

nasty a crowd of movie snobs as
infested

a

picture.

his usual success,

and Mary Brian

cast.

{See Film Estimates for September)

THE MAN FROM WYOMING

[340]

the

as

silent

is

well in character

man from

the open

spaces who goes to war. There he
encounters a headstrong young

with no reason for being

woman

where she

is

except a firm deter-

rant

her strutting in uniform.

all

take

thought.

lines.

on second
button on
a
sew
She did
back,

that

coat.

{See Film Estimates for September)

(Paramount)

that really

moved

again, at last.

!

Fields,

Galloping horses and

The

creeping

—a

rescuer

Eugene

imprisoned
villain,

the

sure-enough

Pallette,

Stanley

and Jack

Holt represent degrees of villainy
shading from deep-dyed to very
pale, but justice is impartial in any
case.

Richard Arlen and Fay

Wray

are the lovers.
{See Film Estimates for September)
[339]

THE UNHOLY THREE

revival

finds his voice in a

of one of his

silent

I

LOVE AMONG THE
MILLIONAIRES

(Paramount)

remember saying

several years

ago

in

suc-

reviewing a Clara

ture, that she

Bow

was too good

pic-

to be

and after seeing her latest, I
She was. Talkies
have done Miss Bow little good to
date, and will do less if they continue to be as bad as this one.
Erwin Stuart and Skeets Gallagher
have been funnier in a better cause
before this. Mitzi Green as the
true,
still

think so.

be omitted en-

child terror could
tirely.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Lon Chaney

[341]

Here's action

western, and a good one.

Skeets

Gallagher teams with Oakie with

Lila

complete the

Mr. Cooper's

brawny

somebody please take

Linow as the
Lee and Elliott Nugent

taken by Ivan

is

giant.

again Echo,

Harry Earles

Victor McLaglen's

the midget.

is

interest.

THE BORDER LEGION

right this time,

Here, the village mechanic

is

the ventriloquist, arid

I'll

{See Film Estimates for June)

the

indefi-

Mr. Chaney

sion.

It's a good wartime romance, enJune Collyer is
tirely stereotyped.
attractive as the girl, even if she
didn't do one useful thing to war-

heroine,

it

seems

it

heavier share of making you laugh.

everything (I'm thinking of Elm-er
but he can't go on doing

gone,

is

to lack the interest of the early ver-

mination to get into the front

scenes.

nitely,

should

it

pic-

be said that Miss Dressier does the

outdoor

It's all

of a stock

market story based on Eddie Can-

who knows

the Great).

is

cause the novelty

CAUGHT SHORT

tor's hilarious

The

well done, but perhaps be-

(Paramount)

Shades of the good old movies

THE SOCIAL LION

other sweet dumbbell

ever

carried on a strange masquerade to

Gary Cooper

make rowdy comedy out

sideshow

ran a bird store and

who

{See Film Estimates for June)

[338]

(Paramount)

and

and

Blackmer,

Sidney

Johnston,

Dorothy

not well cast. Julanne

is

(Sec Film Estimates for June)
[335]

stage,

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT
(

lian

(First National)

Cousin Kate

freaks

cover their dark doings.

STRICTLY MODERN

[336]

cesses, the story of three

it.

{See Film Estimates for September)
[334]

hero on the rebound.

{See Film Estimates for September)

in

a peck of trouble at a deserted inn,
including a murder, missing jewels,

maiden who eventu-

the wistful

ally gets the

In fact,

this picture at

if

they hadn't

all,

I

could

made

still

be

happy.
{See Film Estimates for September)
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Picture No. 24.
International
Artprints Catalog. "The Healing
of the Blind." From the Original Painting by Hans Lietzmann.

GREA7

CHANGES
ARE TAKING PLACE IN VISUAL EDUCATION
of all
International Artprints
now
THE Latest Achievements
being put
with the
subscripare

the fine arts

to use in

the public schools of America.
Is Religious

Education keeping pace

we anof a new and
sixty photo-

In answer to this question,

remarkable

series of

chrome pictures from the paintings of
the renowned artist, Hans Lietzmann.

The

first

edition of these sixty art

pictures, in seven colors, has already

been

fully subscribed in

tion rights, the

first

Large and small

Europe.

American Edition.

sizes are available.

Send coupon

in this progress?

nounce the publication

exclusive

offering,

for full information

with subscription and price

list.

International Artprints
59 East

Madison Street

Chicago, Illinois

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS
59 East Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois
Please send me free information about your Religious Artprint Series, with subscription and price lists.

Name
Address
City and State.
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

I

i

Conducted by Dr. F. Dean McClusky
Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson, N. Y.

i

I

Visual Instruction in

THE work of the Board of
INVisual Instruction in New York

Director

have we actually gone in this direction? We had twelve film courses

Further, the topic must

require.

depends largely upon

tertainment

The func-

the individual principal.

Bureau

tion of the

in this respect

regulatory to a certain extent,

is

the field

New York

of actual teaching,

organized

has

We

technical.

too

had the experience

recently of rejecting about half a

on

flour because

many

the process of milling.
tional

they

students

details

of

For vocawould have

covers three basic points

graded.

and

Selection

1.

aids.

:

evaluation

of

material.
distribu-

tion of material.

Method

3.

in the use of material.

aids

the

following

have been stressed

First

:

We

study.

syllabus

visual

Definite

topics

of

much

trying to teach.

of slides tends to

in

each

While

it

the limitations of

26.

from a

Instruction

1930.

at

Motion Pictures
for

its

in Atlantic City,

Tenth
N.

J.,

Annual
Feb. 25-

Education

are

and

the

Entertainment

at

hand whether she
A small group
a lesson and away

or not.

lecture.

Lists are sent to the schools, not

merely of certain aids that

may

be

secured, but of visual material ar-

ranged

in lesson topics.

Lately

we

have gone so far as to send these
lists

Visual

PATHE

twelve

them,

All the

study.

teacher lacking in initiative at least

it

required

slides

16 millimeter

new syllabi are not yet published.
As they appear we adapt our old
film courses to them and trv to se-

The ambitious

supplements

teacher

has that

paper read to the National Academy

Meeting held

of our course of

few hun-

sets of ten or

adds to

it.

time and space must be taken into

A

lantern

for a given lesson.

might be interesting and stimulating and delightful to cover all hu-

1.

Our

the

projector and film and the revision

or fifty or sixty strip films on history.

not looking for

grade must be covered.

man knowledge,

to the schools a set of a

grouped into

and worked out from

we are
aids, we are

not enough to send

and fore-

have begun with the

Primarily,

It is

standards

most, correlation with the course of

of

—

of

dred lantern slides on nature study

In selecting and evaluating visual

Further, they are grouped and

combined.

and

Administration

2.

each

films,

introduction

is

it

been excellent. So our visual aids
must be carefully correlated and

visual

millimeter

be accepted by us because

be

This organiation, broadly speaking,

definitely

35

approximately twenty lessons, and

exceedingly interesting and yet not

they showed too
in

for

far

most of the lessons consisting of
two reels. Then two things happened almost simultaneously
the

proportion of our work.

hand

as to

may

bread-making, for instance,

set of lantern slides

the other

way

which the teacher
A film on
considers worthwhile.
stress that phase

but does not assume any very large

On

How

York.

material in

to these subjects which the schools

be presented in such a

Their supplemen-

New

consideration and our scope limited

entirely upon visual aids as a medium for teaching and as a means

tary use as a means of school en-

Instruction

Visual

of

City the stress has been laid almost

of instruction.

City

Hochheimer

Rita
Assistant

New York

with definite page references

to the syllabus.

This

is

the ideal

PATHE EXCHANGE,
35

West 45th

St.,

Inc.(ES1030)

New York

Please send information to

Name
Address

and plan which

forms the basis of our selection of

Projector.

35mm

or

16mm

..^

City

:
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RUSSIAN

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

of

easier

and stimulates

comprehension

The new nature study

syllabus

fort to obtain concrete material to
illustrate their lessons.

Department

Amkino Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

new

material,

peoples,

does with places,

methods of transportation,

remote from the e.xperience

As

yet our stress has been
slides available

true educational value.

nately

it

is

As

Representatives

meet

and
our hope

end of

It is

shall

this

school year to

then go on to the fifth

year and the upper grades.
Similarly

now

strip

film

material

is

being critically organized for

fourth year geography.

This,

how-

that

cir-

District
in-

mind, both 35

this in

16 inillimeter films

which teachers niay con-

selected

compare

a subject for which nu-

merous visual aids are readily available.
The use of these renders the

of

a general

have been selected for health edu-

monthly

results

in

cation and a sample set of posters

geography.
to

With

millimeter and

health

We

Fortu-

hygiene."

are using these in the fourth year

have the task of selection for the
fourth year completed and an approved set ready for city-wide use.

its'

Superintendent

employed for teaching

struction be

sult.

criticize the slides.

him

stress

"visual

be obtained."

more than any other subject in the
demands definite and

of the pupil in order to give

much

on health educa-

and

usu-

at the

accurate visual concepts on the part

The

tion.

schools

\m\.

Superintendents

slide,

of the pupils, geography, perhaps

curriculum,

being

structions to Principals

a

from
the New York State Department
of Education.
Five good schools

The geography

products, industries, climates generally

not

Along with the films we have begun to select lantern slides and strip

syllabus states
it

it is

New York

now

cular on health education sent in-

film.

"Dealing as

If

is

may

on the lantern

nature study.

fit

a stereo-

This
in

to

a good picture,

ally

being done in geography and

found

.Schools recently

films as well as 35 millimeter films.
is

Only a small group

has been

practical to present the object, then

graph, or a motion picture

16 millimeter

stillfilm

In

"Teachers should make every ef-

particulars from;
Educational Film

cure

of

our needs.

says:

Full

ever, has not yet been carried quite

so far along.

interest."

yet the

education

new

syllabus in

not available

is

and we are waiting for it in order
to correlate visual aids more closely
with it. Although there are a fewgood strip films, we have found that
visual aids in this field give in gen-

an undue emphasis on physi-

eral

ology and structure.

So

far as

we

have been able to discover there is
very little material in health educato the younger
Perhaps the Academy
or the N. E. A. can address

suited

tion

chil-

dren.

itself
itself

{•]tiiiiiiiiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifli,l,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,i,,ii,,i,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,i,i,,,l,,,iil,l,,li,jilijiliji,iiii,lll|f^

problem.

to this

Every Reader of
The Educational Screen

j

I

xuill

I

Y
I
I
i

\

Our

be interested in pages 61 to 64 of the

DENOYER-GEPPERT CATALOG NO.

So much for the selection of maBut education (visual as
well as other forms) is not static.
terial.

material

|

and geography maps, globts and pictures,
of which includes the Lehmann, Wachsmuth, Fraas, Tauber, Pichler and

I

list

i

other series.

§

BIOLOGY BLUE BOOK

ing a sufiicient elasticity so that

may

Also Ready

rectify

\

7B

substitute
|

errors

new

pears, or edit

of

material

when

and change

I

seems

Specimens

I

the schools are reported on

field,

catalog dealing with your
tncntioning The Educational Screen.
for

the

r

\

best.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION AIDS
5235-5257

Ravenswood

lllllllllllllltllllllllllllllll

Avenue,

Chicago

I

and

slides

time
case

I

|

•E)

it

if

apthat

All visual aids sent to

—

films

iinmediately after showing, lantern
strip film after they

been in the

Denoyer-Geppert Company

we

judgment,

Charts, Models, Slides, Bones,

Write

being

constantly

examined and re-evaluated
by those on the firing line in the
classroom. We are proud of allowcritically

Illustrates in full color history

Mlllllllllllllllllltlllllllllll

is

\

7

—a

How
?

a

have

reasonable

week or a nionth

may

terial

school

a;;

the

be.

do the schools receive maFilms are sent out on a

schedule, carefully prepared at the

:
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them.

We

need

not only

know

that

beginning of the term, and based

our teachers so that they

on the school's demands.

sider visual instruction a part of

teachers

sHdes are sent to a small group of

their work,

a stereopticon will not explode

schools on requisition of the Prin-

not

Lantern

approved by the District Su-

cipal,

Our

perintendent.

have

funds

been insufficient to meet the gen-

have been supple-

need, but

eral

mented by the Museums, the State
Department of Education and funds
supplied by the individual school,
parents'

year

a

supply
it

associations,
special

this

grow

so

that eventually school needs in visual
if

instruction will be

adequately

not completely met through the

regular budgetary allowance.

my

It is

mean

conviction that this will

a recognition of visual instruction
that

for

go far toward securing

will

recognition as an

rightful

its

Our

must know

this

student
field

aids

and integral part in school
There will always be room

organized

it,

the

their

if

do

they

properly the visual

which are being prepared and

Mu-

for auxiliary agencies like the

and enlarge the

enrich

to

prescribed and therefore necessarily

We
in

Slides

Marie Ganss
Garfield School,

For an excellent review, especially in

geography,

I

Forest Park,

III.

slides of the

find the use of

very beneficial. After a cergroup of states or a country
has been studied, I select the slides
which correlate directly with what

North Central

States,

the test questions and answers

slides

SLIDES

tain

we have emphasized in
As each slide is shown
identify

it

if

the

class.

the pupils

they have sufficient

Ohio

of

title

it.

There

is

a brief discus-

sion, the class taking notes.

is

131

132

Then a test is
The following is

list

of the

tire in

.^kron.

plant,

133

boots

shoes, Akron.

—Method

134

of

placing

material

ford.

135

— Inspecting
ishing,

139

—

plate-glass

after

Rossford.
Illinois

State Street. Chicago.

send out general suggestions

method

for the use of films

and

STILLOPTICON

With each film we
Once a term we

lantern slides.

send outlines.

hold a conference attended by representatives of

our service.
teachers

is

2i/2"xl0"
Objective,
4y," Con-

Also a small group of

assigned to the

By

for training.
vision

schools receiving

all

and school

Museums

densing
Lenses,
Pre-Focused

constant super-

visiting

we

the need for good teaching

stress

Base Lamp,

method

Reflector,

based on sound psychological approach.

Many

Clear Cut

Focus from

schools devote one

7 to

monthly conference a year to visual
instruction.
One Training School
for Teachers has definitely co-opering visual instruction into the

School.
this
in

It is

hoped

Model

can be used for
slides

—

BEST

hope of the future.

I

take

We

it,

must

is

the

train

—

CHEAPEST

IN

HIGH GRADE PROJECTORS

to co-ordinate

with presentation of methods
This.

film

or

STILLFILM

LATEST

$46.00
Absolutely

Guaranteed

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY

visual instruction in the theory

department.

80 Feet.

fflass slides,

ated with our Bureau in introduc-

STILLFILM, INC.
1052

Cabuenga Ave.

in

furnace, plate-glass works, Ross-

given.
a

for

Building

After

given to glance over the

coal

of

perior

the slides are shown, a limited

time

—Trainload
Lake Suconsumption, Conneaut.
— Crude Rubber, Akron.
—
up an automobile
rubber
—Manufacturing rubber
and

129

data, otherwise I give the class the

notes.

limited school curriculum.

With

Textual Lessons in Geography Reviewed

all

seums

if

who have

adjusted, but

is

awaits to be done.

essential

work.

lamp

for

who

mastered as well the pedagogy underlying its use.
I fear we have
made only a half-way start toward
this in New York.
Much still

teachers

they

as

other phases of education
are to utilize

instruction

will

upon

excrescence

teaching.

has been established and

list

an integral part of

This

etc.

visual

hoped that

is

an

will con-

Holl5rwood, California

pol-
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140

— Union

—

142

144

Stock Yards, Chicago.
and final inspection of hogs, Chicago.

—Making
—

link sausage, Chicago.

Building dikes. East

148

— Pouring

156

St.

molten

—Harvesting
—Assembling

celery,

—

161

Louis.

mobile, Detroit.

155

—A

laying drain

aftat last
er six years of scientific
labor
a series of silent
biological school films visualizing standard text

New

—

sented.
They illustrate biological facts
which cannot be visualized adequately either by lantern .slides
or

still

All

175

176

The

—
—

group of ten pictures
are now ready for distribution.

Shaft house, smelter and tailing
pile, zinc and lead mines, Joplin.

and
—
—Cowboy and

American Bank Building

DAYTONA BEACH,

FLA.

Man-

pens,

cattle feed-

slide.

—Lake
2—
—Making automobile
—Akron.
—Placing
—
—
—
Making
sand
— Building
—Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mich.
—
—One
— Pouring melted copper
Superior.

^Akron.

tires.

4

material in furnace.

soed cow.

the crude rub-

place

In

being

in the

4

mile.

—Digging

you
—What
works
—What done
you
—What
cago?
you remember
—
did

see

the

at

to

is

the

plate-

Ohio?

at Rossford,

glass

glass

street

did

all

three

slides

on

in

Chi-

about the

the stock yards,

of logs

being

is

11

plied with

the cop-

far

per

13

in

is

being

in the

copper slide?

the scene of the

I4

15

— What

—

16

of the

sorting and packing

Picking,

ap-

ples.

zinc.

19

horse holding a las-

soed cow.

children really enjoy a les-

son of this kind, and benefit by the
The questions
"picture review."

asked

recall

image of the
aid

excellent

to the

mind a
vifhich

slides
in

the

visual

are an

teaching

of

geography.

Recent Writings
Materials

"Visual

Schoolroom

for

Emmett Brown in
September Normal Instructor and
Use,"

by

H.

mary Plans

is

the
Pri-

a concise article on the

kinds of projection material available.

"Many persons have come

to

regard

visual education as merely the projection of still or motion pictures," states

did you see at Kettle River?

Describe the

power dam

of

power from dam.

—
—Lead and
—Kansas.
20— Cowboy and

the Cadillac

located?

plant

sled.

Fifteen large generators sup-

(2)

celery being harvested?

is

and

St.

in

Louis, III?

10

on

view

(1)

Chicago.

East
—What
done
—Where was
automobile
—Where
—How underground was
mine
Calumet, Mich.?
second
done
—What
— Describe
Wiscon-

9

into moulds.

tractor

of marshes.

—Load
— General

IS

The

see

with

laying drain pipe for the draining

after

polishing?

7

ditch

18

ing place?

Tell

Detroit,

12

17

ing of rubber boots and shoes tak-

bags.

dikes of

10

rubber

the manufactur-

place

back-bones

sausage.

(3)

16

plant in

8

(1) Cattle (2) Splitting

in the first slide?

3

6

State Street.

8

the trainload of

place

ber

5

7

14

was
—To what
going
was
— what
shown?
done
—What was
Ohio?
—At what was

2

Inspected for flaws.

13

TEST
1

6

11

horse holding a las-

sin slide.

Chas. F. Herm, Cinema
Biologist, President

Describe the last

9

feeding

Cattle

•

12

HERM'S BIO-CINEMA
SOUND PRODUCTS, Inc.

packing

and

apples.

hatten.

—

Rental Price: $1.00 per subject
per day, plus transportation
both ways.
Write for information in respect to nearest Distributor.

were the

3

sorting

Picking,

186

subjects

first

dam,

power

of

Kansas

183

pictures.

are printed on
standard Safety film stock; they
are available on both 35mm.
and 16nim. film material.

state

ANSWERS

Missouri

coal

Films are from 400 to
500 feet in length, each
representing a definite
unit lesson. They may be
projected in 5 to 7 minutes thus providing ample
time for careful discussion
between teacher and class
on the subject just pre-

—

20

5

— New

ers.

what

1

with power from dam, Keokuk.

—

dealing with high school
biology and hygiene.
Features
never beDevelopments
fore offered to the teach-

kinds of mines were show*

ing pens?

Fifteen large generators supplied

to

—

Completed

—-In

19

Minneapolis.

Nicollet

170

Biologists

—What

in the Joplin slide?

machine, Moor-

digging

one of the Minne-

head.

167

Message

three things were being done

18

of logs, Kettle River.

166

171

A

and

tractor

tile.

—Load
—Potato
—
and
Iowa
— General view
Keokuk.
—

162

mile underground, copper ore,

Calumet.

—What

17

sota slides?

Minnesota

Kalamazoo.

room, getting chassis
ready for engine, Cadillac auto-

150

into

to the apples in

Wisconsin
Digging ditch with

Michigan

149

copper

moulds, Linden.

Splitting back-bones

two

slides

Keokuk Dam

in

you saw
Iowa.

the

author.

borne

in

mind

"However,
that

much

it

should be

of the other

types of visual aid can, and frequently
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must, be developed by the teacher and
her students, even if a visual education

department

The

is

types

him are
and

treated by
lantern

:

widths)

film

projectors

slide

motion

;

slides)

and

mo-

;

narrow

and

(standard

lantern

;

pictures (glass

still

slides

pictures

lion

already functioning."
material
of 'projection

film

slide

machines,

picture

cation, with a director.

Some

of

the

teaching of observation.

The article concludes with the statement that visual education, as a vital

er with prices.

possibilities,

W.

Arnold

by

concept.-;

—

fancy but

Education,"

pedagogical

upon which visual education is based
:he stimulaare brought out, such as
tion of interest and imitation, and the

and screens. The advantages and disadvantages of each are given, togeth"Visual

Edu-

e^tablish a department of Visual

force

education,

in

"The Use

is

in

still

more educators

as

its

growth

will

its

in-

see

its

be rapid.

Helene
York State Educa-

of Visual Aid," by

Xew

Reitze, appears in the regular Depart-

Nichols

ment of Visual Education, the September issue, conducted by A. G. Balcom

an interesting account
of how visual aids were used in a project on animals carried out by grade lA
The project began with the discussion
of pets at home and other animals,
which lead to a visit to the zoo. Be-

New Jersey Journal of Education.
Defining visual education as "the effecin the

and

tive

efficient

use of those means

of teaching which are based primarily

on

the

sense

of

vision,"

list

tion

slides,

pictures,

the

writer

of those aids

gives a partial

models,

:

mo-

charts,

.specimens, flat pictures, excursions.

in the

tion for June,

fore

the

trip

is

pictures of various

Although visual aids have been used

the visit.

Further, the children

only quite

drawings

of

since

teaching began,

it

is

and imhave been recognized, as a
result
of which it has been found
worthwhile by a number of cities to

ani-

mals to be seen were put on the bulletin
board.
Slides of the animals
were also shown, both before and after
the

accompany

recently that their true value

studied

portance

writeups of the

to

particular
their

made
animal
simple

the

in

may

"Using Films and Slides in the
Teaching of History," by Rose D. Jehle

be purchased or borrowed.

The

writer also gives the following helpful
hints
slides.

as

to the procedure of using
Before the teacher chooses a

group of slides he must decide what
dominant ideas he wishes the students
from them.
The number
to obtain
used depends on how many ideas are
to be stressed in connection with each
slide.
The next step is to arrange the
slides in definite sequence for use. After

work
some sort
the

trip.

September issue of the Bulletin

of Iligh Points gives a number of
sources where suitable films and slides

there

should be

organization,

such as a

finished

is

of

{Concluded on page 253)
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PERFECT PROJECTION ASSURED
With These

CLASSROOM LANTERNS
Models
]

I

or

DA —for

iilmslides

—for
—
and
Model Q—
opaque material only
Model QA—
opaque material and
D
Model DC
Model

glass slides

for glass slides

filmslides

for

for

glass slides

These Sl'KNCER projectors have nil been desiKned especially for classroom use under resular conditions. You will find ONE ideal tor your
work.
A new catalog illustratinK and describing all outfits is now available. Send for it
K-69.

—

^^^ SPENCER LENS COMPANY
BUFFALO, N.
Branches:

New York

Chicago

San Francisco

Boston

^^^^^

Y.

Washington

Minneapolis

Los Angeles

-*
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Conducted by Dwight R. Furness
Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education

and basement circuses by children.
Movie shows, too, have a great appeal for youngsters. Well-meaning
parents have often bought for their

become valuable classroom accesThe price is low enough
and the equipment simple enough
so that groups of two or three students might be provided with a projector and given a few reels of
teaching films for them to run and
study by themselves.
Films and
projectors in laboratory work might

children toy projectors using stand-

be provided for individual groups

ard size

to

Toy
Boys and

Projectors

girls like to give

After the circus has

left

sories.

shows.

town there

usually a revival of back-yard

is

film.

These work fairly satisfactorily
and are safe so long as nonflammable film is used. However, the
young exhibitor soon gets tired of

supplement the study of the ma-

terial at

hand.

If children are ever

given films to take

home

for study

one might imagine

Tom

saying to

the films that

"Come on over
replying,
"Aw,
Joe

chine and a search for

got six reels of movie

made

is

—

come with the manew films
possibly some discarded

Joe,

work

to

construction of the projection machine
its

is

use

some

not non-flammable film and
is

risk

always accompanied by

when used

in

open pro-

jectors such as toy projectors usu-

short time ago the Q. R. S.-

DeVry
Corporation
announced
some toy projectors using 16mm
film and ranging in price from $6.50
to $33.00. Now the announcement
comes that the Eastman Kodak has
plated on the market a Kodatoy
projector also using 16nim film and
selling for $12.00.

This projector

uses an ordinary automobile head-

and is hand cranked. However, motors may be attached if one
desires.
Both of these concerns
light

is

no reason whv they should not

played as often as

may

be

you choose."

Maybe sometime in the near future
someone will put on the market a
phonograph with a recording attachment such as this that can be
synchronized with a movie camera

and then talking home movies

move

will

a step nearer.

Home Work and

Films

Just before the close of school

home work

one afternoon a teacher showed her
class a reel of teaching films hav-

Sound

for

bread-making.

Amateurs

was over she

With
pictures

the theaters
it is

showing sound

not surprising that the

movie makers' thoughts
toward reproducing
sound with his home movies. There
are already on the market various
amateur
should

down

put

When

the showing

told the children to

that night

on paper their

recollections of those things in the
film that

had most impressed them.

turn

turn-tables that

may

be attached to

The next morning

the children

returned bringing with them drawings,

paper cut-outs, and other

illus-

brought within the scope of ama-

and showing
things about wheat-growing and
bread-making that had been suggested to them from scenes of the
film.
The work done by the children left no doubt in the teacher's
mind of the effectiveness of motion

teur equipment.

pictures for teaching purposes.

projectors which allow one to se-

cure sound reproduction with

16mm

The

films

projecting

and

machines.

however,

records,

must

be

rented or purchased as the recording

of

sound

has

not

yet

been

trations supplementing

Sound recording outfits are
bound to come. How soon depends
on how far along different manufacturers are with their experiment-

A

home recording has been announced

introduced primarily as toys there

—

be immediately played and

I've

the projectors in

different lengths

—

can't.

I

ing.

from 30c up.
While these projectors have been

The an-

records.

and

are also providing rolls of film for

at prices ranging

own

tonight,"

at."

ally are.

A

his

ing to do with wheat-growing and

by a theater or a piece donated by
the professional movie man. Theater film because of the fireproof

make

nouncement states that "any sound
no matter by whom created may

step

in

the

direction

of

by the Victor division of the Radio Corporation this

introduction of a

fall

with the

home recording

phonograph which permits one

to

Movies of

Field Trips

Motion pictures are an excellent

way

of recording observations

made

permanent form.
The biology teacher knows by experience that some of the field material wanted for study is abundant
on

field

trips

in

one year and the next yeaf may be
hard to find or imsatisfactorv. Then
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encroaching

the

too,

of

the

seasons in which a particular plant

real

or animal

estate developments will often ob-

sections

literate

material
If

is

Then,

own

their

an

has

teacher

tion

amateur movie camera or can secure
one from a member of the class,
it is well to appoint the most expe-

tion.

flourished the best.

such a procedure will

make

films during their vaca-

and bring them back for study

by the class during the school year.

A

one-word

test,

anything

a

are found and other things of in-

gests.

the

terest in connection with

it.

Later

general

teacher's

or

discussion,

ingenuity

sug-

"Visual Aids in Geography," by

W.

reviewing the trip the teacher

M. Gregory, has been included among

can use these films for refreshing

the articles reprinted in the pamphlet
on Geography from the Proceedings of
Conference
the
Ohio
Educational
(Tenth Annual Session).
The points
covered are the General Relations of
Geography, the Course of Study and
the Visual Aid, the Types of Geographic Visual Aids
field trips, maps,

the minds of the students about the

things that were seen.
If this

is

done for a number of

many

years the records of

may

be combined

excur-

into

stereopticon

with
metal
case
complete.
OiTered
Cost, new— $70.00.
at $40.00
really extraordinary opportunity to obtain this excellent
equipment at a great
saving in price.
tion,

A

Call or write

The
Educational Screen

—

one

and so the students given the benefit of seeing specimens from those

wall charts and graphs, pictures, lan-

5

SOUTH WABASH, CHICAGO

tern slides, and motion pictures.

Your Pupils Can^t Spend a Day, Traveling
United States and Europe

in the

But you can give them Traveling Educational Movies, both sound and
country in the world, in their

own

FILMS
For

class

CHURCHES

on every

GIVE THEM
TRAVEL FILMS,
NATURE FILMS,
GREAT BOOK STORIES

Weaver-Tone

SCHOOLS

silent

rooms.

WS ARE BOOKING
The New

EDUCATIONAL

CLUBS

100% Talking

and Any Other Organization
Except Theatres

Educational Subjects

in Pictures

COMEDIES

DRAMAS
and

FREE FILMS

OUR NEW CATALOGUE JUST OUT, WRITE TODAY, DON'T DELAY
DEALERS
Acme

HASTINGS MOTION
PICTURES

IN

Projectors

LA VERNE WEAVER,

De Vry Projectors
Holmes Projectors

Hastings,

Film Slides

35

mm.

28

Branch

Offices

DETROIT,
YORK,

President

NEW

Michigan
mm.
16 mm.
-

LONG BEACH
and

Slides

Talking Equipment
Screens

in

practically perfect condi-

things

of

$15.00

Model "B" Bausch and

Lomb

(Concluded from page 251)

found, the locality in which they

sions

A

camera man for the expedirecord

Unusual Bargains

portable, fireproof (asbestos) projection booth.
In first-class condition.
Allows room for two
persons and projector.
Offered
Cost, new— $45.00.

School Department

Let this student make a pho-

tographic

in

Two

at

rienced photographer in the class as
official

life

too,

suggest to students that they

to be had.

biology

the

where interesting

WINDSOR,
*24

Hour Service, ask

us about

same"

CANADA
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their oivn words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

The

We

(Editor's Note:
tracted the following

have ex-

from a very
received

sales-circular

interesting

from Stillfilm, Inc., 1052 Cahuenga
It is
Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.
pammost refreshing to find in a

—

written

phlet

purposes

dence

expressly

for

sales

— such

unmistakable evi-

the

company under-

that

stands quite accurately what visual

education
the field

all

is

it is

about, and

trying to serve.

many

Doubtless

knows

teachers,

read-

ing the extract below with professional eyes,

may

find cause for criti-

cism here and there on academic or
But. such critiscientific grounds.
cism

is

quite disarmed by the

com-

pany's frank and ingenuous statement on the opening page of the cir-

—"The
cular

following lesson was
intended for the use of

originally

Stillfilm salesmen.

However, we had

many demands for copies that
we decided to print it for general
distribution. We make no pedagog-

so

Peru, children,

and

a

very interesting

has a most fascinating hishas ever heard of the Incas
(If any one responds,
Pizarro?

country.
tory.

is

It

Who

give him a

few minutes

to

tel!

al)out

Would you boys and

girls believe

me

say that this land of Peru was
once inhabited by one of the most civThese Indiilized tribes of Indians?
ans were called Incas. The Incas weri,

when

the ocean,

cities.

What

are these animals

here?

Yes,

llamas.

away out across
who had never heard of Euhad learned to make swords,

rope, but

These

build buildings, read and write.

people were very happy, until one day

landed on

Spaniards

the

the

and education. They lived
in cities which contained good streets,
They had
fine buildings, and temples.
a well organized government with an
emperor at its head. They had a system of writing.. They had well develculture

now

about the llama

we

won't

because

come across him again

coast.

their

We

we

see
talk
will

later.

Stillfilm 3

The Spaniards were led by a man
named Pizarro who, with his followThese
ers, was in search of gold.
Spaniards were greedy for riches and

most countries, has different activities,
depending on the nature of the country.
Men everywhere adapt them-

By

selves to the nature of their surround-

had

no

respect

the

for

and

Pizarro

trickery,

Incas.

handful

his

soldiers, with their cannon,

The

treasures.

ings.

If

they

mine,

made

Spaniards

of the natives, killed and mis-

slaves

them

treated

proud

became

and

tionless

the point

to

Incas

lost

where the
ambi-

indolent,

all

of

finer

their

qualities.

But, children,

it

today.

us get to the Still-

let

know Peru

Let us

film.

It

we

as

find

no longer a Spanish

is

province, but like our country,

it

is

a

republic.
Stillfilm

are all

1

with the map
Let us just look

familiar

South America.

ot

moment. Who
show us
in what direction we live from Peru?
Where is the Panama Canal? Would
outline

this

at

will

to

reach

through the Canal
Will someone else

pass

Peru?

run through

Peru

?

Stillfilm 2

"The Ancient Peruvians

built splen-

did palaces for their kings."
picture.

ace

of

many
castle

doesn't

It

a

king;

does

it?

how

Still,

of you have ever seen a ruined
?

there?

Not a great
The marvelous

these buildings in

Peru

difference,

is

thing

stones

is

about

the fact that

primitive people were able to

great

See the

look like the pal-

lift

these

and stand them one on

on

live

boys and

they

live

Peru, like

girls,

in

lumber,

cut

mountains

the
etc.

If

land they—^what?

fertile

they
Yes,

Peru is mountainous.
Between the mountains and
the sea is a plateau; farming is the
principal activity on the plateau. Here
we see the Peruvian farmers cutting
and carrying away the sugar cane. Notice the costumes of these people. Are
they like the costumes of our farmers?
These people live near the cities. What
does that mean? What are the cows
doing in the field? Of course; those
are oxen, not cows.
Are oxen used
for farm work in our country?

So

farm.

Peru.

in

is

it

Stillfilm 4

Read

a

pass to the screen and

we need
10

for

see,

armor and

horses took from the Incas their lands

and

You

of

I

Aztecs of Mexico, far above
the other Indians of the New World
like

in

of a race of Indians,

give us an idea as to where the Andes

these.)

did this
people.

Their costumes are those of the Peruvian farmer. As you will see later,
the people of the cities of Peru dress
very much like the people of all other

You

STILLFILM LESSON ON PERU

ele-

we have today. How they
work is a puzzle. Notice the
They are mountain people.

vators like

oped mines and worked the precious
metals into jewelry and decorations.
They knew nothing of the white race.
They had reached their high state of
civilization by themselves.
Just think

claims or apologies.")

ical

They had no cranes or

the other.

Teaching

"Stillfilm" in

the

title.

author

the

cotton
fibre

?

points

Why
out

do you think
Peruvian

that

is
noted for its long, strong
Yes, this kind of cotton is much

better than short fibre cotton.

teresting to notice that

a

It is in-

cotton

field

about the same as a
cotton field in Alabama or Imperial
Valley.
Cotton is a valuable product
and any country that can raise cotton
Why?
is indeed fortunate.
in

Peru

just

is

Notice the workers in this picture.
Their faces look somewhat like those
of

some other race of people.

race?

Yes,

probably

Chinese.

there

is

a

What

Well, children,
good reason for

Open your geography books to
map of the world. Find North

this.

a

-America.

Now

put

it

Put your finger on Alaska.
on the Behring Sea. They
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tell us that at one time Asia and North
America were joined by land at this
point.
They go further and say that
away back before history was even
on
wandered
dreamed of, people

down

through Alaska into Canada,
through the United States, through
Mexico and down into South America.
They settled in various places on both
continents,
When the white people
came, hundreds of years later, they
found this race of people scattered far
The
and wide in the New World.
white

people

them

called

Have you ever

Indians.

closely studied the pic-

Eskimo. Doesn't he look
something like an Oriental?
Maybe,
of an

ture

why

children, that explains

Russian

The

and

girls, to

people do weaving?

all

It

seems that wherever you go you find
that certain of the people are weavers.
Primitive
peoples
the
world
over
weaved cloth, baskets, and rugs or
shawls in about the same manner. The

shown

people

What

what part of Peru?

The man

man doing?
blanket

woman

the

like

live

in

this woweaving a

is

is

What's a poncho?

poncho.
a

picture

this

in

Yes,
is

it

Stillfilm 6

Here we

!

see this

title.

try has aroused

the

mm.

film,

of some of Amkino's best produc-

am

glad

to

know you will be inllama. Look well, now,

King Amanullah. Trav-

the ill-fated
el

humor and

interest,

educational

value are skillfully blended.

New

Film on Porto Rico

Although Porto Rico

a very

is

important part of the United States
there

an extraordinary lack of

is

information concerning

With

country.

it

idea

the

in

this

of

ac-

a two-reel picture, entitled
"Porto Rico," has just been produced, which gives a perspective on
try

these

new

releases

two-reel picture of life

among

a

the

Their

forest people, the Ussurians.

mode of

is

family tribes of a tiny,

primitive

the

island's

problems

getting a living by skillful

hunting and fishing, their social di-

past

future,

and the

tnust confront.

it

been made

Arrangements have

for distribution through the Y.

M.

vision of labor

C. A. Motion Picture Bureau.

It

and

may

finally

civilization

between the sexes,
the influence of Western
bringing

in

changes to

able

these

commend-

One

trayed.

ing

that of express charges.

New

Catalogs— with full color
reproductions of visual

of the most interest-

instruction aids.

moments shows the excitement
a native when he sees himself
the

in

movies for the

This

film,

which

is

socio-naturalist

first time.

entitled

"Tam-

and

films

be had without other cost than

backward,

simple people are arrestingly por-

The llama is a very valuable aniAs the title states they are
beasts of burden.
They are especially
valuable
for
mountain
work.
Of
mal.

forced-

tions.

ing the Taiga," ranks with the best

title.

the surprising

quainting our people with the coun-

of
I

widespread favor-

from American film
critics, educators, and the motion
picture world generally.
There are now offered by the
Bell & Howell Company one and
two-reel versions, on 16

and buffalo

draft of modernity introduced by

able attention

I

terested in the
at

are.

films

is

wearing

over her shoulders. Indians are very
fond of wearing blankets as wraps.
.\h

educational

elephant,

and, then,

thus far introduced into this coun-

Among

interesting, boys

it

and

camel,

also

transport; ruins of ancient temples

exceptional quality of Rus-

travel

sian

Stillfilm 5
Isn't

Educa-

these Per-

uvian cotton-pickers look like Chinese.

note that

and

Travel

tional Films Made Available in i6 mm.

is

of

Two new

Denoyer-Geppert catafrom the pres.s -History

logs just

—

Geography Map, Globe and

and

Picture Catalog No. 7 and Biology
Chart, Model, Specimen and Slide

7B

—are

compelling interest for home, school

Catalog No.

and church showing.

interest to teachers in these

need not tell you that this
taken in the high Andes.
Everything in the picture tells you

Another of these releases is the
one reeler, "Hunting and Fishing
in Siberia," which is of special in-

because of the

The llama is valuable for another reason. Who can tell? Yes, the
wool.

and

course,

I

picture

is

that.

terest to the lovers of

Everybody study the people in
picture.
Keep your hands down,

just

Now; who

will

only with a spear.

look
tell

at

the

people.

us what the picture

these people?

We

tells you about
want to hear about

ivcrything you see .... Fine.
Well, boys and girls, what do you
think of these pictures?
Let's look at the next one.
Now,
I'm not going to say a word except to

ask questions.
recite

to

me.

of the talking

TOU.

I

want you

folks

to

I've been doing most
and want to hear from

travel films

A

third

release

is

a one reeler

on "Afghanistan," reported

to

be

made
Afghan au-

—many

Among
of

These are

the

towns with their crowded baand busy handicraftsmen;

zaars

material

lines

catalogued,

might be made of the

wall

pictures

imported

offered.

instrttctional

presenting

scientifically

historical

and geographical infor-

is

primitive

—and descrip-

pictures

mation

The extremely

fields

illustra-

the very comjilete

special note

beautiful

with the consent of the

methods of agriculture are plainly
and interestingly shown, likewise

in color

uptodate

the only motion picture ever

thorities.

excellent

especial

tive text.

unusual sport

and which includes
the killing of a giant bear by a
native single-handed and
armed

this

tions

of

;

but the color lithography

exceptional in artistic effect.
If

you have not received a copy

of the

new Denoyer-Geppert

log pertaining to yotir
will

field,

be mailed upon re(|uest

to the

Company.

cata-

a copy

made

•
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HERE THEY ARE!
A

Trade Directory

for the Visual Field

I

FILMS
Amkino Corporation

New York

723 Seventh Ave.,

City

(See advertisement on page 248)

New York

City.

New York

130

City

W. Adams

Bldg., Chicago,

W.

New York

,

City

Producer of Social Service Films

111.

& Company

5235-7

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on Outside Back Cover)

Eastman Teaching Films,

James

New York

City

Acme

o-n

111.

Gold

New

St.,

111.

(See advertisement on page 251)

Inc.

Cahuenga

1052

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

(See advertisement on page 249)

University

Museum Extension

111.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 225)

W.

46th

New York

St.,

James C. Muir

City

10 S. 18th

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

City

&

111.

Keystone View Co.

•

Meadville, Pa.

Co.

(See advertisement on page 225)

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation

STEREOPTICONS

333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

111.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

0- R. S.-DeVry Corporation

N, Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

Lecture Bureau

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

New York

Co.

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Inc.,

St.,

90

&

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.

&

130

Pinkney Film Service Co.

32iZ

111.

(See advertisement on page 226)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

(See advertisement on page 247)

1028 Forbes

Chicago,

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

Stiimim

pasre 253)

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

St.,

Division,

Muir

C.

Quincy,

III.

City,
(see advertisement on Inside Back Cover)

(See advertisenpent on page 250)

45th

St.,

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

York

Herm's Bio-Cinema Sound Products
Daytona Beach, Fla.

W.

City

Sims Visual Music Co.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Bell

35

III.

International Projector Corp.

Hastings Motion Pictures
Hastings, Mich.

Pathe Exchange

Chicago,

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

(See advertisement

.-^ve.,

Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.

St.,

Ravenswood

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

Eastman Kodak Co.

46th

New York

(See advertisement on page 225)

(See advertisement on page 248)

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

W.

St.,

Keystone View Co.

MAPS, GLOBES, CHARTS
Denoyer-Geppert Co.

130

46th

Meadville, Pa.

46th St

DeFrenes

W.

26 E. Eighth

Carlyle Ellis
130

FILM SLIDES

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
300

and

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave.,

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.,

SLIDES

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS
Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

111.

Stillfilm Inc.

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

1052

Cahuenga

.A.ve.,

Hollywood, Cal.

(See advertisement on page 249)
St.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

James
10

Paul, Minn.

Bernard Sullivan Co.
360 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago,

III.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

C.

S.

SCREENS
111.

(See advertisement on page 226)

James

C.

Muir

10 S. 18th

St.,

&

Co.

New York

City

(See advertisement on page 251)

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sims Visual Music Co.
111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 226)

Philadelphia, Pa.

UFA-Films
1540 Broadway,

&

St.,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
Hi N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Quincy,
Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

Muir

18th

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St.. Buffalo, N. Y.
(See advertisement on pagre 251)

111.
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FILMO
School Projector

Your
Guide
to the Biggest

and Best
in Current
Educator! uitiu<:»y

It'

td-OPhonidtmonitralhn at Columbus N.E. A. Cotivmtion

Modern yesterday
and tomorrow
.

No

.

Motion
Pictures!

.

hastily conceived design

preceded Filmo's entrance to the

of school equipment. Painstakingly and deliberately,
some of the most accomplished cinema engineers in the world
worked for many months to design the Filmo Projector. The result
is that the first Filmo Projeaor ever placed in a school room is still
operating perfealy. Furthermore, the basic design of Filmo has

Write today for free

field

never been changed. A refinement here, a slight change there— but
never a major alteration which would render any Filmo model

non-theatrical Catalog 77 to
atrical

Non-The-

Department.

obsolete.

of "talkies", Filmo takes its position of
thoroughly tested mechanical principles.
Without a major change, Filmo became the projeaion unit in the
Project-O-Phone visual sound apparatus now so widely known to
schools. Thus, the first Filmo is, and will continue to be,as new as anything tomorrow may produce— both in point of design and service.

Even

in the

new

field

leadership by virtue of

its

Any Filmo

dealer will be glad to

onstrate Filmo in your school.

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
LAEMMLE.

dem-

(.CAKL

Or write

New

UFA

[

sound and silent, now available through
the Filmo library.
Filmo 57-fi. School Projector 2i0 Watt, } amp.
lamp; geared rewind, fixed resiitance, 45-30 condemer, and special case, $20}. Other mode Is tl9S up.

BELL &

HOWELL

FILMO
Professional ReiulU with

Bell

New

Amateur

Eaa

Howell Co., Dept. W, 1817 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago
York, Hollywood, London (B&H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907

&

Pre,.)

730 Fifth Ave.

today for folder, "Filmo in Schools and
Colleges", and for data on the famous
super-educational films, both

Producer* of

"ALL QUIET

ON THE
WESTERN
FRONT"

York City
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Ask

V* E. Motion Picture

for List of S.

Films in 16

P H

mm*

7
B

1

^^^^^^ft^^^^^

lK
m^
A

•

-.^-^ TP^
i-' .

-..^iaU/mS

w-r

f

Motion pictures teach Geography with tremendous effectiveness.
Think of the "movie" possibilities of History, Physics and Nature
Study.

Scores of films on these and other subjects can
purchased in 16 mm. or 35 mm. width.

Write for catalog of

Low

S.

V. E. Schoolfilms.

now be

Consult

it

rented or

frequently.

Rental Rates.

Give pupils in your school the advantage of the

latest

methods

of instruction.

ybciETY FOR

Yl/UAL EDUCATION

INCORPOBATtD

327 S.LaSaUe

Chicaiio, Illinois

St.

^
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The Scope

of Visual Education

Mabel W. Arleigh
University of California, Extension Division, Los Angeles

AS A DISTINCT

and super-

vised department, visual ed-

ucation

have

is

so

new

fortunately

What

fixed.

have so

line

that

not

its

limits

yet

been

the workers in this

done

far

is

almost

who

featured visual educa-

first

modern

tion in a

school,

he did not thus

name

one

in

interested

should

this

read Parker's

my

was

it.

entirely in the line of visual aids

years with this
thirty-five

what they have

subject

from memory other things asso-

books.

It

two
great man, some

years ago.

visually

just seen actually, to describe

privilege to study for

to education.

recall

though
Every-

Naturally

to ask questions

with

ciated

it.

about

The pupil needs
make conscious

to develop

effort

he did not have motion pictures,

education to signify motion pic-

essential to success in

grade

weak,

tures exclusively.
slides

ers

Others include

and stereoscopes.

Still

oth-

include in the idea, the

flat

picture,

museum

specimens,

field

and any other illustrative
material. All these and more are
comprised under visual aids. Contrips,

siderable progress has been

of this

visual

wider

material.

education

However,

covers

a

far

than the mere collection of such aids, although that
has necessarily been the first
field

step.

Many

educators are

now work-

ing on a second step, which involves the proper use of this material.
A technique must be developed.
tures,

Merely looking at picwhether flat or moving,

does not necessarily educate.
is

It

the reaction of the individual

child to

what he

sees that deter-

in his practice school,

normal

his

ualization,

He

had

pictures,

a

fine

visre-

library

of flat

mounted and catalogued,

to

This

the

power that needs

a

is

and

training

power

developing.

to recall

life.

is

It

is

When

absent or

can be developed thru

it

the use of various

modes of exWhile looking at natu-

pression.

ral objects, let pupils make representations or reproductions in any

convenient mediums, such as
drawing, painting, modeling. Such

for little folks, field trips, science

hand work focuses the attention
upon the appearance of the details,
and thus promotes the
growth of mental imagery. Some

work

pupils are able to reproduce from

possi-

all

ble subjects, stereoscopes, a pond,
a garden,

in

a grove, a laboratory

all

grades from kinder-

No

garten up.

lesson

was com-

memory

immediately, others only

plete

after years of training.

ever,

a pleasant

without the use of visual
aids indoors or outdoors. How-

what he emphasized was

not so
as

its

much

Parker and Dr.
for

itself,

connection

in

Col.

lasted

the material

proper use

with visualization.

This is just
needs
emphasis
today.
Parker's work was not universally accepted in his day for
he

topic of

little

years,

many

and printed.

Dewey had

altercation

and

which

was the

discussions, verbal

Parker emphasized

what

the

was ahead

mentary grades "for expression's
sake," and for purposes of developing visualization. Dewey's re-

now

of his times. His ideas

than ever before.

merely amusing or

and

museum specimens on

child must be actively seeking
certain definite information
from

is

classes.

correlation,

can

the picture

and

sponsibility.

mines the educational value. The

what he sees. This motivation
must be properly aroused and directed by the teacher. If
not, then

training

His three great words were

made

by manufacturers and supervisors
in the organization and distribution

in

powers

his

visualize.

but he had every other kind of
visual aid used today. These were
used in every subject, in every

interpret

it,

bring

to be directed to

visual

Most persons

it,

be

appreciated

more

Parker said that the use
lustrative material

must

of

il-

directly

follow a definite need for exact

information along a certain

Immediately after

this

diverting, but not educative.

two other

first,

Colonel Francis W. Parker of
Chicago, was one of the greatest
educators of America. He it was

tion,
first,

things,

must come
visualiza-

second, expression.
pupils

their eyes

are

line.

In the

asked to close

and try to

see,

or to

use of the arts in the ele-

buttal was "Art for art's sake."
Out of Dewey's side of this argument have developed depart-

ments
ual

for art,

training,

manual
totally

arts,

man-

separated

from each other, and from other
departments, and from other subjects of study, seeking solely to

develop artistic

skills.

Parker had

several art teachers, but they co-

operated

with other teachers.
{Concluded on page 273)

;

—

;

:
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School Journeys in England, Germany, France and Belgium
C. F. HOBAN
State Director of Visual Ediicatioti, Pennsylvc

SCHOOL

Journeys have an

es-

tablished place in the school

servations,

system of Great Britain and are

manship

subsidized in the city of London.

dren

School Journey practice

procedure

eral

Germany

of

secondary,

mies

a gen-

is

the schools

in all

— elementary

pedagogical

(teacher

Through

acade-

training

tions), colleges,

institu-

and universities.

medium

the

and

the

of

School Journey. British teachers

have
made their educational
methods very practical. In their
they proceed by the

in.struction,

most

much

not attempt as

as

but what

teachers,

take

They do

effective methods.

American

quality

is

quantity.

Their

rather

Wherever

than

possible, they

place their school children in direct touch with objects of instruction.

They make

instructional

central in their

procedure

the

fol-

lowing quotation from Pope
"Thus then to Man the voice of
Nature spake
Go, from the Creatures thy

in-

structions take

Learn

from

the

birds

what

sic of the field;

Thy

from the

arts of building

bee receive

Learn

of

the

Learn

the mole to plough,

worm

to

weave

of the little nautilus to

Spread the thin

oar,

and catch

During a recent summer visit,
was my good fortune to find
English schools

(They close

is

for the

in

very-

motivated.

is

and much
done on the outside and

re-

Work

in

also accurate

lated to

situations.

life

geography

the

it

is

done

largely

England

of

the

in

of

field

is

session.

summer

va-

was written

it

is that group of school children
beneath the Yew Tree's shade in
the churchyard at Stoke Poges.

depend to so
great an extent on the textbook
as is the case in America. Journeys are the channels through
which excellence in this subject

Germany

In

do not

teachers

is

the manuscript as

by Gray. In the afternoon, they
went to Stoke Poges and there
read the Elegy. The most impressive memory I retain of England

and
•

From what

I

past summer,

I

Germany

leads

saw during the
would say that
the

world

School Journey practice.

in

In that

attained.

country. Journeys are the medi-

English children have a thor-

um

ough grasp on

They study

it

their

literature.

the scenes that

in

and in the atmosphere in which it was written.
Journeys to the Shakespeare
country, Dickens and Tennyson
rambles, and visits to the manuoccasioned

script

it

section

Museum

are

the

of

common

British

Journeys to shrines, to museums, Westminster Abbey, and

marking transitions and

changes are fonts of inspiration
history teaching.

Authorities

Tower of London, British
Museum, and Runnymede told
me that this year more schools
visited and made systematic use
at the

of

the exhibits and information
in

my

visit

to the

British

a Saturday morning,

I

One had
from Newbury, fifty-six
miles from London, to visit the
manuscript room. They studied

counted twelve schools.

the

original

made notes

of

Gray's

Elegy,

of his signature, the

chil-

dren are getting definite and prac-

knowledge of Germany the
and the people
how
they live, what they do, and what
tical

;

—

country,

they are thinking.

used

in

connection

Journeys are
with every

subject to which they contribute

concrete elements, initiative,

self-

and worthy use
of leisure time. The country is in
the grip of a thoroughly organized
and adequately financed
youth movement, through which
the

health,

young people

are studying

all

great ideas, seeing firsthand the

country

and

in all

problems, and
wherever possible,
social and governits

participating,

types of

mental practice.

German

any previous year. At the

time of

through which school

activity,

practices.

come

the driving gale."

it

it

is

chil-

all

Arithmetic

this.

Museum,

sail.

the

It

than

;

purchased a photostatic copy of

practical because

in

Learn from the beasts the phy-

neatness of the manuscript, and

neat and legible. Teachers

to scenes

foods the thickets yield.

ob-

practically

of

on

insist

they under-

thoroughly done.

is

slogan

is

I

Among my

noted that the pen-

cation July 27.)

to

teachers are permitted

conduct local journeys at

their

discretion; and are encouraged 1o

make

two long journeys
While long
journeys are sometimes taken at
the Christmas and Easter recess
at least

during

the

periods, the

year.

summer

vacation has

become the preferred time

for ex-

—

;
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tended

These summer jour-

trips.

—

Republic

the

make

to

special

neys
a combination of school
procedure and the youth movement
have become so general

studies in art, geography, civics,

by such

especially anxious to learn, first-

—

a practice

and are

utilized

enormous numbers that Germany
today easily leads Europe, and
perhaps

world,

the

Journey

privilege to be in

Germany during

life

all

summer

it

really exists

The students were

or functions.

hand,

as

about Berlin and
the

German

lation

to

What

impressed

these groups, as

activities.

was my

It

School

in

and

history,

its re-

Republic.

me most

about

met them in
the city, was

I

different sections of

va-

their deep interest in the things

of

they were studying, their inde-

thousands of school children on

pendent investigations, and their
eagerness to develop discussion
with guides, teachers, and those

cation period.

the

saw hundreds

I

—at

definitely organized journeys

museums,

the railway stations, in
at historic

and

in the

cities,

literary shrines, in

country, at natural

and scenic spots. Always they were doing their work
in a thorough, systematic way.
To encourage these journey activities, the government and the
municipalities have either purchased or erected Youths' Houses
curiosities,

practically

in

every

large

city

where the school children may
have lodgings for ten to fifteen
cents per night; breakfast —
cents
and hot chocolate —for
and supper — meat, vegetables,
bread, and hot chocolate — for
rolls

five

twenty cents. Railways
and steamboat agencies cooperate
by granting a fifty per cent travel
fifteen to

rate.

the

School children are granted

same reduced

rate for admis-

and hismuseums, and to Shake-

sion to the opera, to art
torical

spearean productions.

That

I

might come

in

direct

touch with the student groups,

I

"Haus der Jugend,"
which has accommoda-

stayed at the
Berlin,
tions

for

800

students.

This

Youths' House, purchased by the
city, was filled to capacity every
night.

The

director told

me

that

20,000 different students were ac-

commodated

during

the

six

and that these
students came from all parts of

weeks' vacation

;

whom

they chanced to meet.

While on the

Baltic

Sea,

in

crossing

from

many,

talked with a group of

I

fifty-two

Finland

German

to

students

Ger-

who

war, opportunities for art and historical study,

and best

all— the

of

opportunity to meet and talk with
people and learn different points

This

view.

of

marks

cost but 50

trip

(about $12)

made

per

pupil-

possible through the hospi-

tality of the people, the interest

and cooper-

of the municipalities,

ation of transportation agencies.

A

group from Poland interested
me. "Why are you touring Germany?", I asked. "To see the
country, to learn

how

the people

what they do, and the questions in which they are most interested," was the reply. "What
have you seen and learned?" "We

live,

have seen beautiful scenery, glacuriosities,
and
ciers,
natural

we have

were returning from a four weeks'
stay in Finland. In answer to
query as to what they had learned

clean cities

during their

geography; we have learned much
from contact with people. It is
a great advantage to participate

'i

visit,

the leader said

"We

have lived in the homes of
the Finns; we have seen them at
work we have seen their coun;

and we have profited by their
culture. The Finns are a clean,
industrious, polite and hospitable
people. Their home life is beauand their patriotism very
tiful
try

;

genuine.
thusiastic

They
in

are intensely entheir

nationalism

and they give expression to it in
a most admirable way through
their music. Their singing of folk
songs is done with a deeper spirit
and with greater enthusiasm than
we have seen in any other peo-

A

secoml group that gave ex-

pression to practically the

same

had traveled from Dantzic
and had visited Hamburg,
Munich, Innsbruck, Berlin and
some rural sections. Their experiences are summarized in admiraGermany's beautiful
for
tion
scenery, a better knowledge of
civic practices, a deep hatred for
benefits

visited in-

and

have had practical experiences

home

their

in

dress,

toward

living; feeling
try,

war,

taxes,

how

learned

see

to

life,

in

their

customs, manner of

their

etc.

their coun-

we have
and how

;

to travel,

depend upon ourselves."
schools opened for the
fall term on August 7; and practically all German schools on the
to

Berlin

following Monday.
the second

day

On August

in

8,

saw
museums,

of school, I

groups at the historical

the art galleries, at the Reich-

stag,

in

the

Tiergarten

ple."

;

dustries, agricultural regions,

use

tory,

parks,

and

— studying
by

the

in

the

its art, his-

people,

etc.

While in this city, I was invited
to accompany a Berlin University
group on a journey to an institution

was

for

crippled

children.

a class in education

of students

countries.

It

made up

from several diflferent
Among the American

students were representatives of
the

following

states

:

Illinois,
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Michigan, Missouri, New York,
New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania,

I

retain

that

of

I

encountered

aided

sing points of interest that later

a daughter of the

My

ex-

tory, literature, nature

high as

Eiffel

periences with this cosmopolitan

science

group were the same as with the
elementary and secondary groups

through school journeys which
include both field work and edu-

also

making

described above.

cational

ists

who were

In Dresden I accompanied a
group of student teachers from

the Pedagogical

Academy on an

historic journey.

Their activities

same thorough, interesting nature which makes
school journey work so practical
and valuable in Germany's eduThe Dresden
cational system.
were

of the

schools had opened on
of the

On

Monday

visited that

I

the fourth day of school,

Zwinger Gallery I was
attracted by a group that was
studying a ])icture. Teacher and
students were sitting in front of
They
the "Sistine Madonna."
were searching for the angel
heads that Raphael had painted
so subtly in the cloud portions of
effort

and

study are required to locate them.
I had
Hohnstein at a
castle which had been purchased
by the German government in
the interest of the youth movement. Its capacity and regula-

Before reaching Dresden

spent ten days

tions are the

in

same

as the

Berlin.
and conferred with many

der Jugend" in

groups

—

all

"Haus
I

met

school

they planned to

When

num-

asked the teacher the

I

purpose

of

me

the

she

visit,

re-

to the children, saying

instruction they furnish the stu-

she wished them to speak Eng-

enthusiasm

the

dents,

young people

for the realistic ex-

periences, the facility with

they

discuss

these

which

objects

of this

of

and
having on

study, public questions, etc.
all

the

of

is

an)'

development and thinking.

—
— than

in

other country in the world,

the United

Kingdom

a

is

close

London, without doubt,
leads the cities of the world in
second.

the use of school journeys in con-

nection with instruction. European countries generally are copy-

ing Germany's successful

Movement,

Youth

which is
the school systems of all European countries.
On my tour
through Germany, I met school
groups from Austria. Czechoslocentral

whenever

dren told

in

and Poland, and
missed, by only one day, groups
from England, France, and Finland. All of which proves that
the long journey is becoming popular in all sections of Europe.
vakia. Lithuania,

During

my

visit in

met,

however,

France, the

groups here and there.
particular

aroused

my

they were getting a
lo-

the places they wished to visit.

"What do you
first?",

school

One

This group, consisting of teacher

plan

to

visit

asked.

"The Tomb of the Unknown
was the reply.
"What do you plan to visit

next?"

"The Pantheon."
"Why do you wish

to visit the

Pantheon?"
"Because the great men of
France are buried there."
I asked the teacher whether the
children had found interests other
than those mentioned.

"Ask the

children," she replied.

"What have you found

of

most

on your journey?",
asked one of the pupils.
interest

"The people," was

I

the answer.

"VV'hat people have

"We

have

met

you met?"
some people

from India."

"How did you know they were
from India?"
their
told

color,

us

they

and because
came from

India."

"Did you see people from any
other countries?"

"Yes, from South Africa, Ba-

in

interest.

I

Soldier"

they

private

chil-

cating the points of interest and

public schools were not in session.
I

The

birds-eye-view of the city and

"By
In France

rocks, historic shrines, so abund-

me

possible.

;

While school journeys are used
more widely in Germany
by
teachers and students

lish

deeply interested in

were constantly coming ancl going and their desire to. talk with
people and their seriousness of
purpose were some of the impres-

there in large

bers.

pressed in the practical type of

the trees, flowers, birds, insects,

ant in that region. These groups

They were

visit.

a study of the tour-

ferred

their

the

much

best ex-

I

many journey groups

the picture that

is

of

city.

doing certain definite school work.
In

and

The value

German journeys

these

galleries,

art

to

industries, historic

shrines.

the effect

week

encountered

visits

museums,
literary

effectively

is

in Paris

Martre, an eminence as

study and

art,

in

botany, geology, geography, his-

McMurry.

pupils,

Mont

Tower. Teacher
viewing the city
were
and pupils
from this eminence and discus-

instruction

late

Dr. Charles

and
at

German

Texas. The teacher was Dr. Ruth

McMurry,

memories

sive

region.

varia, Russia,

da

;

we

America, and Cana-

talked with

all

of them."

;
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These experiences give an idea
of the interests of the children.

learned

I

ly visited the

Minister of

the

in

Education's

school

that

Office

common in
may be

France;

journeys are

that local journeys

taken

at the option of the teachers

;

and

two long journeys per year

that

are permitted.

the

Journeys are likewise the practice in Belgium.
While in that

—

groups

met two

I

one at Waterasked the teacher

the

When

loo.

interesting

first

I

what the object of the visit to
Waterloo was, she replied that in
their history work they were
studying war. She was stressing
the human side of war.
She
wanted her pupils to know the
cost of war in human life, human
sufferings, and human sacrifice.
She explained that their village,
sixteen miles away, had lost more
than 100 men in the late war, and
that
an equal number were

maimed

for

The

life.

children

could daily see the

men who had

an arm, a

an eye
She brought

lost

many

cases

children

the

leg,

both.

—

Waterloo

to

in

filled

soldiers

with

those

who had been

martyr

driven to

horrible deaths that victory might

be achieved. Belgium, tired of being a

war cockpit

for Europe,

is

attempting to teach her children
the terrible cost the nation has
paid both in

money and human

sacrifice.

The second group was met

in

Courtrai, the center of the flax in-

dustry of Belgium.

The

were making a study
its

relation

to

children

of flax in

clothing.

I

stantly

They had now

see

harvesting

and curing of the crop. Each child
had a flax plant for study purposes. They were discussing, for
example,

number

the

of

which becomes
Their attention had

the

was

occasionally

onlj'

from

circulated

con-

are

that

Those that are

needed.

required

a

central

are
dis-

tributing point.

Museum A

European

part

etc.

materials

Great Influence

flax

museums

Art

and

Galleries

important

an

serve

been called to the harvesting process, the curing process, the hauling to the warehouses, and the

school need and are a great in-

placing of the

the vats

generously patronized and schools

Retting

make constructive use of them.
The same is true of museums.
The valuable collections in these

flax

in

or trenches for retting.
is

the softening process by which

the pulp disintegrates. Their next

was

step

to observe the beating

or breaking up process by which

the pulp

is

removed. The teacher

showed me the

outline of their

study procedure which was as follows
cultivation of soil
plant:

;

ing of seeds

;

harvesting

of

crop

cultivation of crop

crop

hauling

;

placing

the

trenches

beating

;

curing

;

warehouses

to
flax

in

or

vats,

the retting process
process;'

;

of

;

scutching

the
or

combing; spinning; manufacturing;

transportation; the various
services flax renders.

that

there, the picture of the historic

ditch

visual

the

the

Other Aids Used

museum

they might see, in the

region at the time

returned

to

Schools are well equipped with

cultivated and

flax seed planted.

linen,

In Belgium

was

soil

seeds,

country,

group had previous-

told that the

fluence not only in the school but
in

the adult

Art galleries are

life.

are attractively dis-

institutions

and so systematically

plaj'ed

ar-

ranged that they are making a
genuine contribution to educational,

scientific,

commercial
every

and

Practically

fields.

has

city

industrial,

gallery,

art

its

planetarium, flower and tree col-

garden,

lection,

zoological

Among

the types of

the

:

etc.

museum

are

national costumes, domestic

commercial,

industries,
military,

historic,

oceanographic,

traffic

engineering, hygienic, natural history, etc.

Greatly to be

commended

is

the

practice of maintaining complete

While the school journey is in
wide use, it is by no means the

displays of standard materials for

only visual aid used.

school authorities.

objects,

models,

Apparatus,

and
mounted specimens, charts, maps,
and pictorial materials play a
large part and have definite uses
preserved

the

inspection

of

and
For example,

teachers

Central Institute in Berlin,
has on display a complete collection of apparatus including prothe

preserved specimens, charts, and

models, preserved and
mounted specimens, charts, maps,
pictorial, and other illustrative

maps

materials.

in class

instruction. Models,

are of a particularly high

quality

They

room

in

European countries.
more gener-

are circulated

jectors,

for

An

expert

is

available

demonstrations and for ad-

and
America

vice concerning cost, sources,

ously and sytematically than in

uses of the

any other section of the world

could profitably pluck a leaf fron
the Central Institute's note-book.

This

is

particularly true of charts.

materials.
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Film Slides for Modern Visual

Demands

WiLLARD D. Morgan

DURING the last few years the

With

and
and

pictures

acceptance

widespread
of

use

cameras

small

the

making and prostill-pictures on thirty-

projectors

jecting

for

five-millimeter film has created a

fascinating field for the film-slide

For

worker.

long time there

a

has been an immediate

and more

for cheaper

methods

for

demand

improved

projecting

still-pic-

tures to supplement the excellent

common

advantages of the
has

now been

3'/^x

Such a demand

4-inch glass slide.

with the
film-slides, which contain twenty
or fifty pictures on only a few
feet of 35 inillimeter non-inflammable motion-picture film.
fulfilled

The immediate

may

film-slides

three

of

classed into

be

main groups:

(1) for use in

and

schools

public

the

application

similar

educational institutions to

tie

in

with special visual education fa(2) for use in advertising

cilities,

and

selling,

home

and

to the public, there is
developing an increasing demand
for wider applications of this
powerful visual medium. Books,
magazines, newspapers, adver-

tisements, and the

In

the

case

of

shows

many manufacturers supply

salesmen with small portable
projectors for
use in
craveling about the country when
introducing new commodities to
their customers.
Filmslides for
home-entertainment are a detheir

cided

innovation

interested in

for

making

everyone

pictures.

—

Editor's Note This article is presented
here as being of particular interest and
value to our field.
It ia reprinted from

Photo-Era
permission.

Magazine

(April,
'

1930)

by

a wide field in which
cameras and projectors
With the
film-slide work.

There

is

for

new

pictures

by the
world as the most

tures are being considered

educational

and economical substi-

positive

tute for real experience.
all

numerous

recall

We

can

dull lectures

and long study-hours which could
have been saved by seeing a few
dramatic and clinching pictures
thrown upon the screen during
our cla'isroom hours. Fortunately,
the progressive schools of today
are adopting the visual education
possibilities

in

all

their

depart-

ments.
Moderate Cost of Film-Slide Apparatus

This visual educational opportunity for the pupils in the class-

into the

film-slides

amount can be made with

the single-frame camera.

moving to the
Piceagerly consuming public.
of

room

that

reels in

that

price,

our theaters keep a constant flow

have been accepted to fill immediate needs for visual education
material. A survey of the second
of

news

from two to twelve
cents per foot, and with the Leica
camera eight pictures are made
on each foot of film, and twice

any

at

to select

public institutions, the film-slides

application

possibili-

(3) for use in the

entertainment or pri-

for

vate showing.

modern

making and presenting

of

ties

the

all

people
their

very easily carried over

is

home, where the young
allowed to express
ideas in preparing pic-

are

own

tures for projection, for their

ments. W' ith the cost of film-slide

cameras and projectors at such a
reasonable figure, there should be

no price barrier in obtaining
equipment. The camera for makis

also just as valu-

making any type of photograph for the family album or for
enlarging and using to illustrate a
able for

magazine

article.

The

m

used for making
Positives

regular

where

may

the

projectors,

e

and Sept cameras

may

be

the

negatives.

also be

made from

motion-picture

subjects

still-pictures

special

are

selected from the reels. In addition

to

the

single-frame

equip-

ment, there are the double-frame

cameras

and

projectors

manu-

factured by E. Leitz, Inc., of

New

York, who make the Leica camera and the "Uleja" projector. The
a
is
also
Lens Co.
Spencer
well-known producer of film-slide
and attachments. A
projectors

new

entry into the

field of

double-

frame cameras is the Q. R. S.-DeVry camera, which is much larger
and not so compact as the little
Leica camera. In selecting filmslide equipment, there are special
advantages to be considered in
every camera and projector.

own

pleasure or for special entertain-

ing film-slides

single-f r a

Memo

cost of film

is

so low that hundreds of pictures

can be made for one dollar or more.
^Motion-picture film can be obtained

For my own film-slide work, I
have been using the Leica camera
and projector as well as the special printing and developing apparatus sold by the Leitz firm.
My selection of this equipment
was governed by a number of
factors.

In the

first

place, with

the Leica projector, printer, and

"Reelo" developing tank, I could
use or prepare either the singleor double-frame film-slides, without having to duplicate my equipment. The double-frame positive
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mits twice the amount of light to

for the amateur as
well as the professional user of

pass through

film-slides. In

is

one inch by

1

it

/4 inches

and per-

during projection.

Consequently, the screen image

is

large and brilliant, especially so

when

the Bead Screen is used.
Another advantage of this
double-frame apparatus is that a
clear, well-defined image may be
projected either on a small screen
or on a large auditorium screen

twelve feet

in height.

Knowing
paratus

that the cost of ap-

and

operation

ex-

is

possibilities

modern

cational practice, there

visual edu-

a grow-

is

ing tendency to show only a fewwell selected pictures during a

many

In

period.

class

cases,

'

have visited schools and
talked with visual directors, only
one or two slides are used during
the ])eriod. With such a selective
demand on projected pictures, I
found that the long strips of film-

where

I

slides did not

fit

into the

program

of these special requirements

there

was

the immediate

for projection-slides

;

yet

demand

and appara-

Willard D. Morgan

1

picture

shows

the

Bausch

&

Lomb

double-frame film-slide attachment on the Baloptican projector. This
attachment may be turned vertically or
while

horizontally
slides.

projecting

the

film-

The lens-mount used jar fro-

jectina the standard 3l4 -f 4-inch tantern-slides may be seen adjacent to the
projector. Below are shown a number
of film-slide rolls which are used in
this projector.
special mat may also
be secured in this projector when singleframe film-slides are to be used.

of

thirty to sixty pictures on
Mexico, the temptation arises to

show too many

pictures at one

film-slide for additional

when the slides
many times.

are to

special slide-holder can eas-

made

be

to

preparing the projector for use

with the special slide-holder, the
glass pressure-plate

is

in

left

its

placed in position, a small card
inches in size can be
about 2 X

^

down

slipped
slide

in place of the

which was withdrawn.
lc)ng,

The

Individual Film-Slide

mat
The

6^

l}i inches high, and

thick.
Three grooved
wood-holders are fastened to a
thin metal strip of sheet steel

34-inch

wide.

More

rigid

all-

metal holders can also be made.
In using the

mounted

the Leica projector,

filmslides
it

is

pos-

In working out a solution for

have
2 x

I

from the start, provided the few
photographic essentials are ob-

mounting positive n o n-inflammable film-slides. A strip of filmslides can be quickly cut up and

served.

secured

have worked out a
special feature with my Leica
projector which gives many new

back of the

easily adapted to this change. In

in

or use the clear cover glass for

I

the

to

contain two of
these small slides for use in the
Leica projector, which is the only
film-slide projector which can be
ily

time.

Good

Film-Slide Development

A

j4-inch

part of the camera worker's art.

Recently

mounted
be used

may

protective varnish

protection

tures were presented. On the
other hand, with a long film-strip

3j4 X 4-inch glass lantern slide, it
is possible to cut the glass slides

A New

A

tion.

be applied

inches

For those who have
never tried developing their own
pictures, I may say that there are
no mysteries to this fascinating
expected

glass to insure complete protec-

only the required number of pic-

prepared an individual

be

the

to

double slide-holder can be

each case,

In

festivals.

tremely reasonable, our next step
will be to study the possibilities
of obtaining the finest quality

may

and

side

next

native

these specialized demands,

results

side

forward position and the film-roll
holders and the mat slide are
withdrawn. If any light shows
from below the slide frame when

A

film-slides.

emulsion

the

which would be inexpensive,
extremely light, portable, and allow for any combination of the
slides.
Thus a group who were
studying about Mexico could use
half a dozen slides on the costumes of the people and the next
day a selected slide group on the
tus

Figure
This

mounted on one

slide

1

slide

5/8 inches as standard size.

this size

into

is

As

just one-fourth of the

smaller sections and

make

positives direct on the glass slide

on

these

small

glass

mounts with the usual lanternslide binding tape. Only one piece
of glass 2 by 1 5/8 inches is requrred,

with

the

positive

film-

Figure

Willard D. Morgan

2

Showing

rolls, single
film-slide
film slides, and special film-slide carrier
for the Leica projector.

silile

to obtain

desired
trated

the

when

any combination
giving

an

illus-

lecture or when showing
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The Bausch & Lomb
Company makes an ex-

only a few special pictures in the

the purpose.

class-room or in the home. One
slide can be showing while the

Optical

other

may

changed. The

is

be

small slide

the projector for

left in

few moments or for half an
hour without any danger of overa

A

heating.

positive picture l}i

the largest size

by 1^4 inches is
which can be used in this Leica
although a slightly
projector,
longer picture can be used, if it
By removing
is made narrower.
the

mat

film-slide

in

the Leica

projector, the full aperture of the
lens

and consequently

utilized,

is

a slightly larger positive can be

projector
double-frame
attachment which is quickly interchangeable with the regular
lens-mount used for lantern-slide
projections. An added advantage
cellent

with

double-frame

this

ment

is

that the full

attach-

power

of the

light creates a brilliant

500-watt

image when

is

it

necessary

to

project the film-slides longer dis-

There

tances.

is

a special groove

Baloptican film-slide attachment for inserting the small
this

in

individual film-slides.
film-strips

lar

are

The regu-

easily

passed

through the projector by a turn

used.

making

In

l^^xlj^-inch

the

knob.

Another method

positives, process-cutfilm can be
used instead of safety motion-pic-

of projecting

the use of

picture film stock.

my

I

have pro-

8x10

5x7

and

camera.

If

the enlarging appa-

not available, good results may be obtained by using
the Leica camera and the special
reproduction stand for copying
ratus

is

photographs

or

objects.

small

The negatives can then be
verted

into

positives

contact printing.
tive

is

made on

emulsion,
varnish

it is

the

by

When

direct

the lantern-slide

necessary to either
slide

or

Willard D. Morgan
Figure 3
This picture shows the metal holder
for the small individual film-slides,

when they are to be projected in the
The
standard-size Baloptican lantern.
holder shown in this picture was made
for the Los Angeles County Visual
Education Department for use in their
Baloptican to demonstrate the possibilities of the smaller individual film-slides

place

a

A

to

dividual
jected

in

film-slides

the

to

project

same way

3%

x 4-

inch Baloptican projector by using regular attachments

made

for

same

illustration a

been made to show the relative
sizes of the standard and smaller
slides, all of which may be used

same

the

in

lantern-slide

pro-

jector.
Additional Advantages of the Single
Film-Slide

An

important feature of this

individual film-slide is that vertical as well as horizontal slides

the long film-strips are

when

the .^niall film-slides in the
that the larger 354 x 4-inch

film-slides

is

by

using special holders inserted in
the regular Baloptican slide carhold the smaller slides.
Such holders are easily made out
rier

of

to

sheet

metal

or

even

heavy

make

the

vertical

order

in

to

mounting

In

positives

the

on

glass for the Leica double-frame
projector, the exact position for

centering the picture can be obtained by

making

and using

it

a test slide first

as a standard for the

others.

order to test the breakability of these small individual
In

mounted on glass, I
handful of them and tossed

film-slides

took a

them across a fifteen-foot room,
where they landed on a hardwood

are shown.

individual

to

smaller

squeeze them into a fixed space,
as in the single- frame slides, which
are 1 by ^-inches in size and cannot be turned during projection.

floor.

the

can be pro-

standard

show

standard and smaller slides. This slide
holder can be made out of sheet metal
or cardboard. By having two of these
holders in the slide-carrier it is possible

.itides

Film-slide rolls as well as in-

is also made in this picthe relative si::es of the

comparison

ture

cleared piece of cutfilm over the
picture surface for protection.

county schools.

in the

con-

the posi-

program. I n this
comparison has

educational

pictures

motion-

negatives in the enlarging

in

possibilities

of the individual film-slide in the

necessary

of

clearest film-

duced some
slides by reduction from
of

projector

the

used with vertical and horizontal
In this way it is not
pictures.

This process permits

lantern-slide, cut-film, or

demonstrating

case

film or

any grade or make

Baloptican

their

be placed in the carrier and
projected without turning the
front lens-mount around, as is the

direct on the quarter-size lanternslide plate.

holder, as

may

Any negative larger
ture film.
than the Leica lxl>^-inch size can
be reduced in the enlarging camera and projected on the

The special film-slide
shown in the accompanying illustration, was made for
the Los Angeles County Visual
Education Department to use in
cardboard.

one

Strange as

slide broke.

mount

it

may

Even

did crack,

it

if

seem, not
the glass

would be a

simple matter to replace with a

new

glass

if

the positive

film part of the slide.

come from

is

on the

The

out-

a similar test with the

The Educational Screen
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3^ x 4-inch lantern-slides
would be a sad result with the

large

first toss.

Filing the Single or Strip Film-Slide

An

exellent filing system can

be arranged for these individual
film-slides by making or securing
small boxes to hold about 50 or
100 slides, together with special

index cards. Each index card contains a small contact print pasted

one corner and a number
which corresponds to the same
number on the slide in the set.
The remaining space on the front
and back of the card is used for
special notes about the particular
slide, such as locality, historical

in

data, or general description.

Some

educators.

these film-

of

which I have reviewed
were the most anaemic, washedout positives I have ever projected. Their main difficulty was
due to such a flatness when proslides

exposed positives. Such work
can be avoided, and it really
doesn't require an expert to obtain

Any

quality.

this

worker can produce
which will be a delight

careful

to himself

prepared

and a good

solutions,

printing and developing apparatus are the essentials for produc-

ing high-class positives on film-

Recently

I

had the opportunity

some film-slides
from Germany, where this type of
positive has become so popular.
The rich dark-and-light tone-

each card gives an excellent idea
of the slide, so that it is not necessary to handle every slide when

intermediate values so vital to a

making

excessively

a

selection

for

special

home-entertainment, in the classroom, or for some selling or advertising plan in the business
With such a filing-sysworld.
tem, students are encouraged to
arrange their own film-slide
series for presenting before the
class on some special subject or
report.
Quality

in

the

Film-Slide

projecting

gradations were clean and sharp
without any excessive loss of the
perfect

As

become more

projection-slide.

good

the Leica

a

200-watt

light, the illumination is utilized

with the
bead screen.
When comparing the silver and
linen screens next to the bead
screen, the illumination appears
fullest

its

from one-half to oneThus, with the bead

reduced
fourth.

the greatest tone-gradapossible in the projected

screen,
tion

facilities

reflecting

is

while with the linen

film-slides,

necessary to eliminate
some of the intermediate values
in the positive by using a more

screen

it is

contrasty developer.

film-slides.

Developing

to Fit the Projection

Screen

Before going into the developing details of film-slides, special
consideration should be given to
jection

purposes.

tremes

in

mon

The two

ex-

projection screens are

by the comand the

linen sheet screen

In
will

the

linen

necessary

be

bead

reflecting

using

to

contrasty film-slides
sible.

The ordinary

screen.

screen,

it

make most
in

order to

silver-coated

an intermediary between
the linen and bead screen and
produces satisfactory results.
However, by using the glass-bead
projection screen, your film-slides
screen

is

Willard D. Morgan

Figure 4

the type of screen used for pro-

obtain as bright an image as pos-

subjected to the visual educational demands of progressive

As

contains

when preparing

from the technical side as well
as from the composition and subject angle. There are many filmslide strips on the market today
which are practically worthless

when

for certain subjects.

developer

contrasty

are to be avoided

brilliant

ity

ef-

especially valuable

is

Over-

in every branch
and entereducation
of modern
likewise
an inthere
is
tainment,
qualhigher
demand
for
creasing

generally used

which

projector

of the

exposure, underexposure, and an

easily represented

the film-slides

fect

makes some

on a stereoscopic

slides take

a

gives

projected

the

to

picture which

stock.

of

to their finest ad-

screen

bead
depth

brilliant

as well as his friends. Clean, well-

By

a

The

to

film-slides

show up

slight

jected because of the thin, under-

convenient filingsystem, any slide with its accompanying description can be quickly found for any special purpose.
When running through the index
cards, the small contact print on
using such

will

vantage.

The Bead Screen is
use in the home or

for

room.

In

screen in
square
.

large bead
six feet
made especially for profilm-slides
double-frame
picture

this

.

the

background

the
.

set up
in the school-

easily

is

the
jecting
cither vertically or horicontally.
This picture was made at night with

a

\000-watt

rectly

electric

upon the

the screen

light

screen.

shining dipicture on

The

was projected by

the

Bausch

& Lamb

double-frame film-attachment
on a standard lantcrn-slidc projector
during the ten-second exposure of this
picture. This gives a very good idea of
the brilliance of the Bead Screen and
.

.

also the pozvcr of the 500-walt Baloptican projector.

In the foreground is a Bead Screen
the back is seen in the
being raised
picture. To the right is the Leica double
.

.

.

frame projector.

:
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Developing the Film-Slide

One

of the

most compact

sults with the borax D-76 finegrain developer when using the

film-

slide printing-and-developing out-

bead

screen

fits is

put out by the Leitz organization. Their "Reelo" developing tank and positive printer are

This

developer

carefully designed for the special

re gradation
o f
values, and the bead screen helps
to produce the best illumination.
For obtaining more contrasty
film-slides, the D-11 developer is

A

purpose.
reel

tank

reel

will

a

one-, two-, or three-

may be obtained. Each
hold nearly six feet of

thirty-five-millimeter

film.

during

projecting.

seems

to

give

mo

little

When it is necessary to give a
special lecture at the club, before
sales conventions, or in the classroom, the projected film-slides
will produce the clinching factor.
If the Leica double-frame projector

is

be

prepared

used, these film-slides

form or

strip

the

in

the

in

slides previously

may
film-

individual

described.

Sin-

double-frame film-slides
be purchased, covering in-

or

gle-

If

usual

possible, extra reels should be obtained, so that the film can re-

may

main on the spool from the time

the world.

printed, through the developing and fixing and final drying

tic
possibilities
available,
any
combination of pictures may be
obtained and used whenever the
occasion demands.

teresting subjects

it is

processes-

In

way

this

prints, scratches,

finger-

and dust-parti-

from

all

over

By having such

plas-

In comparing the costs of glass-

cles will be avoided.
Correct developing, clean, strained solutions,

slides

and thorough washing will produce the beautiful film-slide.s you

that one film-slide picture costs
y2 cent and one glass Z]/^ x 4-inch

When

desire.
a
is

realized that

is

it

small picture one inch square
to be enlarged on the screen to

five

or

care

ten

feet

during

film-slide

square,

each

making

is

special

process

of

essential

to

obtain perfect results.

Figure 5

Willard D. Morgan

The compact

good

and,

;

when making snappy

film-slides

Choosing a Developer

number from

tums

of

the

inner sanc-

several Hollywood

ing

velopers for positives can hardly
be improved upon. The D-16 de-

veloper for motion-picture negative or positive film is excellent,
is

prepared as follows

Water (about

125° F.)

.

.

.

.

Elon

Sodium Sulphite
Hydroquinone
Sodium Carbonate
Potassium Bromide
Acid
Potassium Metabisulphite.
Cold water to make

By

trast

few

well-tested

any degree

may

be

stick-

of

obtained

in

conthe

As
can

making

the

of

film-slides

be

done so cheaply, many
possibilities open for amateur and
professional workers.

By

using a

Leica or other small camera for
still-pictures

on

thirty-

17

grains

photograph and prepare filmcollections on any subject,
from the native birds of a special

2}4 ounces

locality

to

40

grains

trip

85

grains

A

1

gallon

play real

15

have also obtained good

possible

with

the summer-vacation

all

film-slide

its

rich experiences.

collection

will

dis-

dramatic interest and
produce a decided impact upon
the

re-

is

slide

grains

to

it

to

50

minutes at 65° F. (18° C.)

of

lightness

and unbreakability,
become even more

the film-slides

valuable for filling the particular
in
which they are used.
Those interested in sports will
field

find that pictures of special golf-

positions,

tournaments,

archery

new possibilities for study on
the film-slide screen. Microscopic
pictures are easily obtained with
on

Film-Slide Applications

five-millimeter film,

grains

it

forms, or even football plays, take

ounces

Average time of development 7

I

line-draw-

64

..350

.

maps,

positives.

making

.SM ounces

Citric

these

to

developers,

motion-picture studios, I have
concluded that the Eastman de-

and

of

ings, or printed matter.

After experimenting with several dozen developers, including
a

counting the time for preparing
and later binding. Then, coupled with the added conveniences

D-9 Hydro-

quinone-Caustic developer is the
ultimate.
This caustic developer
perfect

found

extremely contrasty

slides are desired, the

is

is

it

lantern-slide costs from 8 to 10
cents for the material alone, not

made by E.

if

film-slides,

and deLeits, Inc.

film-slide printing

veloping outfit

and

memory

of

all

who

see the

the Leica camera and projected
film-slides

"throw up the image"

dramatic proportions. For private entertainments and parties,
d special cartoon or pictorial feature may be presented with the
to

film-slide

may

The

outfit.

positives

be hand-colored to produce

more natural

The

effects

film-slide

when

desired.

taking a definite place in the home, business
house, or in the classroom, which
cannot be fulfilled by the motion
is

picture or any other
picture-projection.

medium

of

Conseqaiently.

pictures.

{Concluded on page 283)
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..

Surgical Movies Gain
Official Recognition

That the surgical motion

pic-

ture has arrived at a point not

only of widespread use but also
of oflficial recognition is the state-

William F. Kruse, head
of the Educational Department of
the Bell & Howell Co., Chicago,

ment

of

following

twentieth

the

annual

Congress of the American
College of Surgeons, held at
Clinical

days of this
motion
official

five

seven

meeting,

picture programs were presented

under the auspices of the College's
Committee on Motion Pictures.
Twenty-five different films were
included on these programs, six
of

them being

An

talkies.

audi-

ence of over 300 was always to
be counted on, and frequently the
roof garden of the Bellevue-Strat-

where the pictures were
shown, was taxed to far more
ford,

than capacity.

One

of

the

Congress

official

lectures over the radio
livered

by Dr.

P.

was

de-

E. Truesdale,

of Fall River, Mass.,

.,

,

who spoke

— —._.—
.

.._..

conducted a continuous showing
of approximately fifty operation
films made by surgeons, and conducted a

new

type of "clinic" that

becoming increasingly popular
at surgical, medical and dental
the motion picture
conventions
is

—

•

clinic.

The American Library AssociaCommittee on Motion

tion has a

selecting

films

its

members

in

provide

a

that

suitable opportunity for tying in

with Book Week, which is being
observed this year from November

16th

to

The

22nd.

general

plan of cooperation, as developed
by the Cleveland Public Library

and others, consists

of

keeping a

record of important coming films
that are taken

book,

deal

from a well-known
an

with

historical

character, or are illustrative of a
period.

"Stills"

obtained

are

which are used in an exhibit display along with attractive book
material bearing on the picture.
A list of books for correlated
reading is made up and bookmarks

education

of

medical

students.

Dr. William Ernest Miles, noted
British surgeon, gave the movies

printed.

splendid recognition in showing
his excellent three reel (16

the

Review

programs can be

ar-

ranged for Book Week.
Educational Activities of

Motion Picture Academy

The Academy

color,

light

scientists

Much

interest

was aroused by
shown in full

operation pictures

and made under artificial
by surgeons themselves with
amateur equipment. One booth

.

——
„

use in teaching. Contact between

Mr. Tolhurst, an Academy member who has done much excellent
work in the microscopic photographic

field, and the University
has been effected and Mr. Tolhurst has been invited to visit the
University during the present

The Academy has scheduled

a

"good will" tour to be conducted
by Clinton Wunder, executive
manager, who will address groups
in key cities.
He will tell the
story of the Academy's origin,
purposes and achievements to
service clubs, colleges, women's
clubs,

educators, film boards of

trade and exhibitors.

my's

college

successful

The Acade-

activities

already

Leland Stanford,
University of Southern California
and Iowa State University will
in

be further developed on the

trip.

Movie Engineers Discuss

New Developments
The four-day meeting

of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, held at the Hotel Pennsyl-

New York City, October
showed that unusual development work is being carried
vania,

ture Arts

technique

of

making micro-motion pictures

for

in

the

all phases of
motion picture engineering. The
list
of papers covered a wide
range of subjects, such as colored
photography, stereoscopic projec-

tion, international situation in re-

of Motion Picand Sciences has received a request from the University of Minnesota for assistance
instructing
in
some of their

in

bearing his name.

.

out in practically

Selec-

ted Book-Films, from which ap-

em-

cancer operation

of

list of

mm.)

film depicting the technique

ployed

The National Board
annually compiles a
propriate

.

20-23,

enthusiastically of the part play-

ed by the motion picture in the

— — ._.._. — .._,._.._.._. —

scholastic year.

Films and Reading

Pictures to assist

Philadelphia recently.

During the

— ._.— ._.

gard to sound pictures, and improvements in motion picture
equipment. Progress made in the
simultaneous recording of distant
sight and sound for motion pictures was explained, which improvement will do away with
recording the sight and soimd

.
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separately and putting them to-

gether in the laboratory on the
film to be exhibited.

the proposed adoption of the so-

larged

which can be en-

wide
without manifesting the
film,

disagreeable grainy or mottled effect that is evident

millimeter films
generally,

use are

in

believe the

would welcome the wide

public

film because

it

will

make

possible

pictures double the size of those

now shown.

On

tion the meeting

was held

at the

Bell Telephone Laboratories
where the members were given a
demonstration of Two- Way Television. Each of the 200 or more
persons present had opportunity
to talk with a person he could see.
Seated in booths two miles apart
they watched a spot on a reddish
glass, as directed

by an attendant,

few seconds while the necessary electrical adjustments were
made by unseen operators. The
head of the other person appeared and the two enjoyed a
for a

brief

conversation,

noting

inci-

now

dentally that television has

achieved
sion of
J.

I.

satisfactory

good

transmis-

facial expression.

Crabtree

was

re-elected

for Special

Days

Program material suggested

for

the use of schools in the celebration of Armistice
otic holidays,

the

may

and other

patri-

be obtained from

Women's

for Peace

International League
and Freedom, Pennsyl-

vania Branch, 1924 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia.

This source

list

of poems, stories,

prose readings, plays and pageants,
dances, songs, and topics for talks

or essays,

was

originally prepared

be

apiece

cents

in

The

paper for the Seine River.

made

wood and

are
painted green, while pins and
lieads represent the light posts.
The buildings are made of Ivory
trees are

of

The mixture of flour and
was placed on cardboard, and

soap.
salt

quantity.

while still wet, the trees, light
posts and buildings were placed

Soap Sculpture Aids Geography Study

in their

oped as a

medium

creative

in

proper positions."
carvings aroused

The

Soap carving has been devel-

local

much

and comments by
not, however, the

interest,

America for the past seven years
and notices of the annual exhibi-

visitors.

tion of small sculptures in white

tractive

soap for the Proctor and Gamble

portant, according to Miss Mil-

prizes have

frequently appeared

reproduction

buildings

is

famous

of

made

soap modeling and has

a

great contribution to the study

count of

how

An

interesting ac-

the seventh grade

geography pupils

in the

grammar

school of Darlington, South Carolina,

came

astic

to possess an enthusi-

appreciation

architecture,

of

through

old

the

world
crea-

Miss Jane Milford, has just been
received.

The students undertook to reproduce for themselves the most
famous buildings of Europe, and
as each country was studied, the
students modeled the principal
which the

city

is

Their collection included

such carvings as the Forum, the
Coliseum, St. Peter's church, the

method

in the at-

so im-

is

of arousing

tition

soap

in

Catalogue of Canadian

Motion Pictures

A

copy

blue

construction

new motion

of the

pic-

Canadian
Government Motion Picture Bureau has just been received. It
contains a complete descriptive
list of the "Seeing Canada Series"
now available for theatrical and
catalogue

ture

of

the

non-theatrical distribution, as well
as a

list

of special subjects pro-

duced by the Bureau for various
Departments of the Government

and

associated

and

"The foundation," Miss Milford
says, "is made of a flour and salt

Infor-

mation concerning this may be
had by inquiring from the National Soap Sculpture Committee,
80 East 11th Street, New York,
N. Y.

Their most ambitious project
was a carving of the city of Paris,

which included most of the principal buildings around which so
many memories of the history of
France cling.

has

sculptures

recently been announced.

Leaning Tower of Pisa, a typical
Venetian scene, and the horses of
St. Marks.

with

that

The Seventh Annual Compe-

Conditions

mixture

shown

exhibits

of the pupils.

tive teaching of their instructor,

noted.

is

ford, as the

a popular subject for

of geography.

It

concrete results

the creative emotions and intellect

our pages.

The

structures for

president of the organization.
Programs Available

two

or

copies,

in

the last day of the conven-

of

secured free of charge for single

the 35-

The producers

said,

is

it

when

now

greatly magnified.

now appears with the addition
much new material and may
It

Attention was concentrated on
called

by a group of teachers several years
ago and has had wide distribution.

may

films

organizations.

under

which

these

be secured and other

information relative to the work
activities of the

contained in the
the
is

catalogue.

drawn

films

16mm

to

Bureau are

first

section of

Special

the

fact

attention

that

the

can be secured on either
or 35mm size.

The catalogue has been compiled

in

looseleaf

form

and,

(Concluded on page 284)

as

—

:
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION

"!

LANPHIER

F.

i

+
The Living Age (September)

"As Others See
Us", "Byrd's Antarctic Movie" is
bitterly presented by London critics
In the department,

as being ruined by

American

bally-

The editor of this department
saw the film, accompanied by talkhoo.

ing,

during only the

It is

last reel.

true that the speaker's voice

is

the

swift, harsh utterance familiar to a

many

great
not

It

did

unduly, either by

its

radio listeners.

irritate

tone and quality or by the flippant

accompanied it. But, if the entire film had
been accompanied by such perform-

American language

that

ance one can readily agree with the

London

We

critic.

this side, to the

are used,

on

American temper of

laughing with roughest buffoonery
in

moments

Sometimes

sublime

of
it

is

less

activity.

objectionable

Very frequently it
American
audiences
is nauseating.
laugh when black murder surges in
than at others.

the heart of a sensitive witness of

But in the case of
the Byrd film, it seemed not a matter of this well known shabby humour, but simply a matter of the
As
essentially American manner.
the occasion.

a people

of

we

often jazz up the tune

whether

Therefore,

tragedy.

or not the habit be acceptable to

English temper, at least

it

should,

Pole can be vulgarized, but it has now
One
been done and done thoroughly.
would have supposed that the Antarctic
plateau would have rejected the atmosphere

proper proportion, be accepted as

part of the

an experience as Admiral Byrd's is to
keep
record what they see and to
themselves and their inventions in the
background.
The spectator should be
permitted to become in imagination a

member
he

American makeup.

of the party and to forget that

being personally conducted by a

is

guide

solemnity and facetious-

of

full

should be allowed, moreover,
to preserve his sense of proportion from
assault and not be continually asked to

Admiral Byrd's twenty hours

associate

courageous flying with the achievement and endurance of Amundsen and
Scott.
If the film had been made with
reasonable restraint, it would have been

of

of value.

The icy sea, the ship nosing her way
through it, the movement of the dog
teams against a white background, the
scenes in

masses
alone,

base

the

have made a good

positively invite mockery and it
was too much to expect the movies of
the Byrd expedition to the South Pole,
as presented in a Paramount film, to
Here is what the
escape attention.
Times critic thought of that epic of

heroism
It

is

:

hard to believe that the South

night

—these

film.

But the studios may be relied upon
improve upon Nature and not to
recognize austere beauty when they see
it.
It is not enough that an aeroplane
in the air

is

over a white continent.

A

must forever be striving to
'work up drama' by telling us that Byrd
is doing this and doing that while wc
are with our own eyes watching him do

talkie voice

the poor

man

cannot pick up a sextant or look out of a window without
his action being described in a tense and
;

dog, so

ploits

by

Just as,

when we were

was provided
are

at sea, pathos

in a close-up

and

also able to pro-

with evident complacency, enough

make even

petty vulgarisms to

the Ant-

Is not the article a criticism of

the talkies rather than a criticism

of American habit?

Surely there

are certain films, fiction and nonfiction,

that should be left to the

impressive quiet of the silent film.
Certainly the

Byrd

was one

picture

such.

The Motion
(September)
'Pussy- foot'

Harry

"Shall

Monthly

the

Screen

History", by

Elmer

standingly

Picture

Barnes,

progressive

an

Dr.
out-

sociolo-

and historian, demands that
biography be given to us authentically and unqualified by myth
and legend. The author points

gist

to D.

W.

Griffith's splendid selec-

tion of material
film,

of a seasick

now humor is needed. 'The men
eager to know how high was the

in

which

for his

it

Lincoln

Lincoln, the

is

man, rather than Liticoln, the
myth, who is depicted.

to

every possible occasion. From time to
American extime, however, certain

other

vide,

was

it

frozen

of

they had been left alone, would

breathless growl.

many

camp

illuminated

if

not surprising that the

all,

was proud of

He

ness.

after

is,

arctic ridiculous.

it.

The duty of those who set out to
make a cinematographic record of such

newspapers in
London, the Times does not go out of
its way to ridicule the United States on
Unlike

Paramount

but

studios,

has marvelously subdued

it

in

the

of

It

organization which permitted this

"The

truth magnifies the Lin-

coln personality and false teach-

ing breeds cynicism" states the
author.

Surely no more direct

challenge on this subject has ap-

peared anj'where
shouts,

print.

in

"Bravo!"

for,

as

One
Dr.

Barnes further says

"Because the movies are playing an ever more important part
in public education they should
set

forth

illtisions.

the truth

Nothing

rather than

I'.'hich

falsifies

really educational."

Pole,' says the screen,

is

this

The time for false and sentimental idealization has gone by.

and snickers. All
may, perhaps, be pardoned as mere
silliness, but one essay of the caption
writer is, at least in England, unpardonable.

A

necessary to
him.
says

dog has fallen ill. It is
take him out and shoot

'Another very gallant gentleman,'
the

screen,

'walks

his

last

mile.'

])articularly in facing the facts of

history, and a new type of appraisement and ideal building
We
will be the splendid result.
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exactly where and how
stand without fear
and
to stand,
of our judgments resting on beclouded and distorted concepwill

know

tions.

"Washington Prisoner ExMovie-C rime Myth",
plodes
"Looking at Pictures through the
Eyes of the Child", and "Setting

crux of the cinema's real powermay be
sheer documentation,
pointed out as of particular interest to our readers, if indeed,
any such discrimination can be

made.

The Scope of Visual Education
(Concluded from page 260)

was an essential feature in the
development of every subject.
Every lesson, or series of lessons,

"How

and

Came"

are

the

Junior

Matinee

discussions,

respec-

upon the influence of the
films in nucleating and vivifying
spectators' ethical and social relatively,

tions,

the excellent tie-up sugges-

by the outstanding In"Silent Enemy", and the

tions offered

dian film,

success

of

a

children's matinee

plan in a section of

New York

"Spanish in the Talking
Films", by T. Navarro Tomas,
and translated by Aurelio M. Espinosa Jr. of Stamford University,
is a pamphlet printed in the two
languages to place before the
English and Spanish speaking
readers the problem of preserving pure Spanish in the films as
over against American-Spanish
diction.

Movie Makers

(October)

Dr.

Hugh W.

modern education. Dr.
Washburne, attended
Carleton

manual

and then expression

partly a result of this early train-

though he may use

ing,

"Progressive School," and in the

we

now

are

returning to the point of view of

Having

Parker.

carried "art for

sake" as far as possible by
divorcing it from all other sub-

art's

we now

jects,

can

find its value

be greatly enhanced by correla-

which

tion,

we

another idea

is

owe Parker.

He

used a single

O'Shea,

scheme

It has never
from other subjects, as did manual training. It
involves an attitude toward life
and the environment, and the development of those inner powers

we

call visualization,

Unless there

are valueless.

being tried

to
is

in that line

it

as

nothing

now

that

The scope
to

be
1

2 to encourage visualization.
3 to

Bailey's discussion of the use of

fication

5 to

mm.

dividing

the sound and silent

topics

films,

and

"Documentation; the Basis of
Cinematography," presenting the

develop accuracy in the

expression.

The

idea

to

courses

and

the

limit,

sub-

of

study

into

subtopics,

under
different supervision. Parker said
there was but one subject of
study in the school room, and
that

was the

rounded by

all

child himself, sur-

his interests.

Modern

be

topics.

Parker

ago.

ends

themselves

in

to supply visual aids for all

imagination

years

these

mission seems

its

was not tested and developed by
forty

of

these

of visual education

broad, and

16

Close Up (September) "Continuous Performance", discussing

that

is

M.

our readers.

association

achieved, the aids

4 to

interest to

correlation of sub-

is

with

program often allude
something new. There

imagination,

thought, reason, and expression.

schools simply went off on another tangent, working the classi-

specific

itself

grades for a month. The work
in every subject was correlated

of the activity

it-

of education.

separated

so

The advocates

times

part of the whole

a

is

ideas,

This enabled the child
to think continuously and fluentIv. Interest developed in any line
carried over to all.

at

evident that visual educa-

It

all

it.

there

tion is not a thing separate in
self.

MacMillan's, "Films in
Teaching Anatomy", and Mr. Louis
in schools are of

were

giving lectures.

and

as a topic for

uncon-

Dewey, and other

Dr.

jects,

air,

it

sciously. Dr. G. Stanley Hall, Dr.

It is

"Modern School," the

"Activity Program,"

many

doubtless

is

art,

thru the arts or writing.

the

a small child.

work

His

educators
ualization,

when

several years,

of material, oral expression, vis-

word, like

City.

of art, or

involved discussion, presentation,

In

known advo-

of the well
of

times.

pubOne looks upon it with
lication.
suspicion because it issues from
Mr. Hays' quarters, but its contributors are not inhibited by
those quarters' methods.
National Board of Review Magazine (September) "A Sociologist Says", "Setting the Stage",

One
cates

His mother lectured there

Some form

in this little

view.

the practice school at Parker's for

the Fashion in Films" are other

splendid articles

education returns to this point of

promote

as

basis

a

activity

for

work and

correlation.

awaken

a recognition that

objective material

which connects
education

the bond

is

all

phases of

in a unity.

6 to direct attention to the fact
that

it

is

interests

the child and his
that

are

the

concern of education.

chief

)

—

1
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The Film Estimates,

in

whole or

in part,

may

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For
Youth

For
For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

IntelliKent

Adults
Fight. The
(Ralph Ince)
(SonoArt) Prize-ring ami gangster
stufi that ehoiikl entertain decidedly
those who enjoy prize-fighting and
Well enough acted
its atmosphere.
better, in fact, than when done
by Jack Dempsey in the original
stage play.
Big:

For
Youth
(15 to 20)

For

No

painfully

A

A

(Victor

than

bad

Interesting

Amusins:
but doubt-

Worth

Good

Seeing

unless too
strong

Mediocre

Hardly

No

melodramatic complicationB and
heavy drinking follow a murder
trial, with fairly good comedy situation toward the end.

Amusing

Feeble

Harmless

taste,

(Norma Tal madpe)

radio

Lupe Velez and
East is West
Lewis Ayres) (Universal) Notable
picture, with sordid and unwholesome scenes, but dominated by a
charming love-story of great sincerity and appeal. Five fine characters splendidly portrayed, the one
immoral character made thoroughly

Notable

(

"Adult Permit" seems unwise.

Extravagance (June Collyer) (Tiffany) Well-acted and richly dressed,
but merely sensational. Wife's extravagance brings herself and good
husband near bankruptcy and. after
she innocently accepts favors from a
smooth roue, to verge of divorce.
Another couple, also victims of the
roue, achieve murder and suicide—
which restores wife to husband and
happiness

Its

Thrilling

Too
Thrilling

that

As

fense.

very
amusing work of Ned Sparks as the
eccentric writer and crime detector.
Rather different from the usual run
of such films.
for

No

Cheap

By no
means

No

to

carefully avoids ofacting, only Charles

Ruggles worth mention.

Good of
its

Amusing

Amusing

kind

of the Lone Wolf (Bert
(Columbia) Romantic melomythical kingdom, with
Lytell escaping prison sentence by
his skillful recovery of the queen's

Hardly

Doubtful

Lytell)

drama

of

Sophisticated theme more or
ring.
less buried under fights, chases, and
the usual lively action.

alone.

chiefly

No

Risque farce for the uninStarts with Clara Bow getting married accidentally to two
men ends with three men and three
girls, mostly in pajamas chasing in
and out of bedrooms and beds. Overrich sets and costumes. Cheap eex
appeal

scenes are avoided. Enjoyable comedy, worth seeing for Amos 'n' Andy

notable

Mediocre

—

Fair ol
kind

made

but

Too mature

telligent.

visible and convincingly
in their typical,
wholesome
parts as a taxicab company. Inevitable society stuff and "love interest" are added, but the whole is
logically combined and objectionable

ing,

dis-

appointing

Evil appears repulsive,
repellant.
good attractive throughout, with
decidedly wholesome.
total
effect

Her Wedding Night (Clara Bow)

real

Conspiracy (Bessie Love) (RKO)
Mystery play, involving a gang of
dope peddlers, quite tense and thrill-

No

and

(Para)

!

(KKO) The famous

Unwholesome

(United Artists) The old play (so
done by Negri and Jannings)
jazzed up with highly wrought sexappeal in best Hollywood style
opens with cheap undressing scene
and plays up luxury, lawless wealth
and "love" at court of Louis XV.
Gorgeous sets, costumes, and good
acting hardly atone for cheapening
of the story.

Last

Andy)

Interesting

cheap wise-cracking and
but decidedly not worth

1

for her health, falls in love.
The
usual "misunderstanding" is devised,
she returns East and he follows.
Strangely enough,
the
misunderstanding is cleared up and they
are happily reunited {

'n'

No

egotistical

well

—

pair

Mediocre

bit

DuBarry

ful

disaster known to pioneers happens
here. Mostly impressive and of real
historical value. Scenically fine.

Double Check (Amos

Mediocre

seeing.

Big Trail, The (John Wayne and
Marguerite Churchill) (Pox) Eyepicture
of
covered-wagon
days, expensive, big, thrilling, but
not great.
Naive acting and oldfashioned, black- whiskered villainy
probably help realism, save when
illiterate hero waxes poetic.
Evei"y

Clieck and

For
Children
(under 15)

objectionable
less
the original in the matter of

vulgarities,

filling

!

Women,

with

(15 to 20)

McLaglen) (Fox) Pale imitation of
"The Cockeyed World", with the
setting.

—

(Helen Twelvetrees)
(Univ.) Another "Cat and
Canary" spooky thriller, quite unoriginal, with standard old devices
of dark lighting, clutching hands,
weird noises, grotesque masks, etc.
Built on the elementary formula of
"anything to get a shudder".

Adults

hard-boiled.

AmnBing

Cat Creeps, The

Intelligent

hero swaggering around in Mexican

Big
Money
(Eddie
Quillan)
(Pathe) Lively farce-comedy of incredibly "lucky" boy who quit bank
job and becomes rich ae partner of
professional gamblers.
But young
love,
and a card-ffame shooting
bring him to his senses and he marries the banker's daughter.
Very
amusing, slang and wisecracking at
their best,
engagingly acted but
gambling is made very alluring.

Call of the West (Matt Moore)
(Columbia) The hero is a westerner
and the cabaret dancer, coming West

Films (Actors) (Producers)

Devil

No

Hai-illy

—

Brotliers (Bert Lytell)
(Columbia) Opens with sordid life and surroundings of a cheap dance-hall,
with Lytell in another of his dual
roles.
He is twin brothers a cafe
pianist and a rising attorney. Stale

Titles of

Children
(under 15)

Good

Very
good

Very
exciting

Laughter (Nancy Carroll-Frederic
March) (Paramount) Lonely chorusgirl wife (Nancy Carroll) of moneycentered husband who made "eight
million dollars in one day" !) finally
(

divorces

him,

and

marries

former

(Frederic March) now an
over-breezy musician living a life of
laughter in Paris. Well acted and
amusing comedy, quite sophisticated
but without offensive scenes.
suitor

Amusing
of its kind

Perhaps

—
))
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For
(Producers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

Intelligent

Adnlts

LIHoro (Charles Farrell-Rose Hobart) (Fox) The interesting Molnar

Mediocre

For
Youth
<]5to20)
Hardly

For
Youth

For

For
(Producers)

Children
(under 15)

Titles of Films (Actors)

No

Silent
Enemy
( Indian
cast
Para ) An extraordinary picture
an epic of genuine Indian life in
Canada, splendidly acted and photographed against beautiful Canadian
landscape, showing with gr?at power
and convincing truth the racial
struggle of the Ojibways against
hunger and cold.

Excellent

Intelligent

Adults

(15 to 20)

Excellent
unless too
strong

(

play spoiled in screening. Its subtle
character values and combination ot
the realistic and fanciful are utterly
beyond the understanding- and capacity of both director and cast
(except Rose Hobart). Farrell pitiinadequate as Liliom. and
fully

mar some very striking
photography in the fanciful part.

For
Children
(under 15)

crudities

Lottery Bride, The 'Jeajiette MacDonald) (U,A.) Hodgre-podge of university students, cafe scenes, marathon dance engrineered by Joe Brown,
marriage-broker supplying wives to
Spltzbergen. a blimp crashing on

Useless

Perhaps

Perhaps

to North Pole, songs, a few
all against
striking color sequences
trip

—

very unconvincing Swedish background. Inane but harmless for anyone who cares to waste time.

Maybe

It's

Love (Joe E. Brown)

Stupid

—

movie

favorite

blonde

all

scenes

of

Its

Storm, The (Lupe Velez) (UniThe old situation again
two men and a girl snowbound in
mountain cabin good and bad intentions, the fight, and escape in

Ordinary

Hardly

Ordinary

Fairly

Not the

Not the

best

best

—

canoe down wild river. A bit stale
and much overdone the soundmachines and the snowslide become

pretty

—

powerful over men. AU-

American football players, some terrible singing, and featuring the silly
facial and vocal antics of Joe Brown.

ridiculous.

Swing High (Helen Twelvetreee)

Nothing objectionable except stupidity, crudity and bad taste.

(Pathe)

Realistic story of

Good

Old English (George Arliss) (Warner ) Fine screening of the stage
play. Arliss gives a flawless characterization of the indomitable old
Englishman who plots to provide for
his grandchildren. The picture contains humor and pathos, and a
thread of a love story In the backWell acted by whole cast.
ground.
Sophisticated in theme but an outstanding production.

Pardon

My Oan

(George Duryea)

tllOUEtl

Beyond
them

mature

marred

by cheap melodramatica,
some very ordinary acting and painful singing. Mostly unobjectionable
and fairly entertaining.

Those Three French Girls (ReginDenny) (MGM) Nonsense farcecomedy in Denny style with three
men and three girls in adjacent
prison cells in France to start, and
three engaged couples to finish.
ald

Rather
good

Very good

Renegades

(

Fox

Baxter

and

Hardly

AmusiDK

Amaslnff

Amusinc

Stupid

By no
means

—

played up as "sexy" in
but is largely harmless
Largely unintelligent, but
it is refreshing to hear some real
French spoken.

Up

(Warner

Perhaps

Foolishly

Only

fair

Amusing

Amusing

the

River

(

Spencer

Tracy

(Fox) Prison-life film refreshingly
different from all others.
Gentle

with thoroughly human
and amusing characters. Needs no
flst-fights or gunpowder. Excellent acting, thanks to a cast of
non-Hollywood actors.
Thoroughly
and wholesomely amusing of its
kind. This is a "prison" film worth
imitating by the industry.
burlesque,

riots,

Hardly

Super-violent
picture glorifying sheer nerve, heroic
agonies, and crass depravities of
four tough pals in the foreign legion
service in Africa. Particularly vulgar vamp has leading role. All five
die in the final house-cleaning that
supposed to make the film
ia
)

Hardly

publicity,
slapstick.

waiter in humble cafe. He inherits
wealth, is tricked by his boss into
keeping his job, but masquerades in
off hours as gay young bachelor of
the night clubs. Amusing complications, but much of the fun is too
crude and obvious to be worthy of
Chevalier's talents.

My rna Loy

travel-

ing medicine-man faker, rather interesting for some true glimpses of
circus life as it once was.
But

lively interest.

Playboy of Paris (Maurice Chevalier) (Paramount) Unobjectionable
with
Chevalier
faree-comedy

Perhaps

amusing

the old

wagon-show days, with the

(Pathe) A Western, different from
the ordinary, in numerous musical
comedy features and many novelties
that will delight children of all ages.
Barn dance, rodeo, relay race. etc..
more or less well tied together by
the story, add unusual variety and

Doubtful

kind

versal)

(Warner) Most absurd "college life"
funny to many containing

picture,

Squealer, The (Jack Holt)
(CoWell made and acted picture glorifying gangsterism.
Jack
Holt, devoted husband and father,
is also murderer
of big racketeer
rival and others.
His loyal wife
"squeals" to save his life. He suspects wife and lawyer- friend, but
learns better and deliberately walks
into death-trap, a super- hero -crook.

Good of

lumbia )

)

Unwholesome

By no
means

Way

for a Sailor (John Gilbert)
Another story of tough
)
and low waterfront haunts,
filled with incessant fights, risque
scenes and vulgarities, crudely acted
and spoken. Poor John Gilbert has
an absurd role in which he is pathetf

M-G-M

sailors

ically unimpressive.

"moral".
Scotland Yard (Edmund Lowe and
Joan Bennett ) ( Fox ) Crook meloof mistaken identity, straining credibility because of impossible
achievements of plastic surgery. No

Passable

Perhaps

drama

Our new

i6-page

circular

Educational Screen

objectionable sex stuff or violence,
but hero's crookedness remains unpleasantly chronic even when his
own interest and inclination invite
Well acted but of little
reform.
value.

Soap to Nats (Charles Winninger)
(Fox) Meaningless mixture of farce
and slapstick, built around a bankrupt but still genial German shopkeeper. Cheap dialog, intrigue and
hokum. Winninger's habitual cleverness only partially compensates.

Hardly

Hardly

Hardly

on

and

yours for the asking.

its

THE
pubu^

lications

is

also the

new Weekly Service of The Film

Estimates.

It

(describes
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[342]

known

Once

(Paramount)

on

and

stage

A

Pair of Sixes, it now
appears as one of those hybrid
screen as

things in which people sing un-

And

expectedly every so often.

you can

see that for the

who

they are people

about

much

most part
don't care

singing,

either.

Frank Morgan and Charlie Ruggles,

both able farceurs, find rath-

heavy going as the business
partners who quarrel and then
agree to stake their future on a

Bulldog

Drummond, taking

loses

of

the

Whichever

cards.

to serve for a year as the

is

Rogers and
Stanley Smith figure prominently
other's butler. Ginger

in the proceedings.

isn't

sound, for after

[343]

DOUGHBOYS

Buster Keaton has one or two
funny moments as the rich boy

who

army by mis-

enlists in the

Most

take.

of

the

situations,

however, are too labored to be
really good comedy.
And that's
too bad, because Mr. Keaton deserves

more

at the

talkies

than

this.

Cliff

hands of the
Sally

Eilers,

Edwards, and Edward Bro-

phy are

in the cast.

(See Film Estimates for October)

RAFFLES

[344]

(United Artists)

Ronald Coleman invests with
all his charm of personality one of
episodes

notably,

;

of

and with the

Kay

Francis,

the

appeal

would

the

of

be

to

like

fellow

good,

of

the

gay

who

but

is

forced into crime by circumstance.
{See Film Estimates for September)
[345]

THE SAP FROM SYRACUSE
(Paramount)

walked out on this one, and
that's
something that doesn't
happen more than once in five
years or so. I admit, I sometimes
I

lose

consciousness for longer or

shorter

under the im-

intervals

the

of

talkies,

but

I

can

usually stick until the final fade-

Jack Oakie, however, as the

Sap, simply

repeats

in

lished for himself

as

on the screen.
he is, he just

much repetition.
who stereotyped

won't bear too
.Stage favorites

timental play

themselves used to last a long
time because we didn't have to
see them oftener than once a year,
but the movies turn them out at

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer)

is

sen-

excellently acted

by Greta Garbo, Lewis Stone,
and Gavin Gordon. If only they
hadn't been so insistent on the
opera singer's being an
the

would

illusion

Italian,

have

been

more nearly complete. Ordinarily
the movie-makers hurdle these
little difficulties readily, and she
could so easily have been a Ger-

man

or a Swede, either of which

can be quite as temperamental as

However, this is a minor
drawback to a generally fine production. Miss Garbo improves

a Latin.

constantly.
{See Film Estimates for September)

WILD COMPANY

[347]

After

general

outline the routine he has estab-

And amusing

(

Edward Sheldon's gently

it

(Fox)

jumps the track

of in-

cident and plunges into the field
of lecture, this

Aimed

bore.

becomes a decided

who

at those parents

shirk the responsibility of guid-

ing their adolescent offspring in

way

the

that they should go,

it

up Frank Albertson as a
horrible example of what happens
to wayward sons, and H. B. Waroffers

the rate of one every six weeks.

ner ditto as a remorseful father.

And

Not bad

there's the

nutshell.

An

whole story

in a

inane story, in the

present instance,

is

badly handled

in spots.

{See Film Estimates for September)
[348]

THE DAWN PATROL
(First National)

and a few songs are dragged in.
Scenes on shipboard are supposed

Richard Barthelmess has a war
picture reminiscent of IVings, Li-

help,

to offer special opportunities for

lac

Fred

comedy

vides acting honors with Douglas

Kerr, and David Torrence, he almost succeeds in pulling it out of
the slough of mediocrity. It has

none

man

ROMANCE

[346]

laborious attempt at humor,

the least interesting of the Raffles

the

is a criminal just because he
wants to be one certainly lacks

out.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

all,

who

pact

(See Film Estimates for September)

itself,

on the contrary, very seriously
indeed.
And fundamentally it

er

turn

November

flippancy

of

in a

well

;

but you

that

if

know good and

passengers

really

Time. Journey's End.

Fairbanks,

acted that way, they'd be thrown

ton,

to the fishes the

best of

it

when

he

second day out.

{Sec Film Estimates for September)

di-

and Neil Hamil-

Jr.,

although

He

he has

much

the

dramatically in the end

goes

out

and

gets

—
November, 1930
himself

love

story

to those

who

a

of

recommend

it

country

his

for

killed

Absence

177

may

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer)

A most unpleasant title for an
unassuming story. Ramon Novarro

an

plays

aspiring

opera

and Dorothy Jordan a
convent girl who is so attracted
by his singing that she runs away
from the convent to join him. A
broken heart being necessary to

singer,

his

plot

consummation as a singer,
and characters conspire to

break

warbling singer.
bed, where he
practically expires of what he believes to be unrequited love, before his sweetheart comes back to
him. Several pleasant songs in
Mr. Novarro's characteristic manner add interest, and of course

He

for the

it

takes

there

is

his

to

"Vesti

Pagliacci's

la

giubba" for the climax.
{See Film Estimates for September)
[350]

MANSLAUGHTER
(Paramount)

Alice
sational

darling

Duer
story

Miller's once

the

of

who drove

Bebe Daniels

director.

sen-

pampered

her fast car

man

her

a

to

to

produced.

are sure to recall the silent

know

more

may

reassure you

that the talkie

is

much

satisfactory, chiefly in

but Mr. Sherman throws
whole thing of? balance first
by giving his own minor role undue importance, and then by
playing

as pure farce. If every-

it

body had kidded

man

believable,

but the chief
laurels go to Frederic March just
for being human. He knows how-

with complete naturalness
and consequent charm. For the

to act

—

rest,

Emma Dunn

is

his part as Sher-

delightful

and Richard Tucker spoils his
role by deli\-ering all his lines in
an unvarying shout.
(See Film Estimates for September)

melodramatic

old

thriller

have come to the conAnn Harding can do
no wrong, so it is my personal
opinion that The Girl, etc. is a
success.
James Rennie is satisstyle.

I

clusion that

Harry

factory as the bandit hero,

Bannister less so as the

villain.

{See Film Estimates for October)

[355]

LET US BE GAY
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Norma

Shearer again success-

essays

fully

the

colorless

wife

would have

who blossoms

into

been great, but as it is, the picture can only be classified as a

cated charmer.

After the neces-

what-is-it.

really amusing
which we are chiefly indebted
to Marie Dressier, Gilbert Emery,
and Hedda Hopper. Raymond
Hackett, Sally Filers, and Rod

does, the thing

{See Film Estimates for September)

[352]

MADAME SATAN
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

One

B. DeMille's flashy

of C.

treatises

how

on

to hold a hus-

—

band or at least, how to get one
back after he has drifted. It takes
a masked ball on a Zeppelin, bizarre sets, and freakish costumes

Kay Johnson,

to get this across.

Lillian

Reginald

Roth,

and Roland

for

Young

the

Denny,

are the princi-

Mr. Young, whose
is

much

I

was

{See Film Estimates for October)

WHOOPEE

(United Artists)

Eddie Cantor is really the
show, but in addition to his ca.

vortings,

Florenz

for

LaRocque

are satisfactory in the

order named.

why

You may wonder
young man like

a romantic

Mr. LaRocque would have married such a hopelessly unattrac-

woman

Miss Shearer
makes the wife, but you will enjoy the metamorphosis.
tive

as

{See Film Estimates for September)

[356]

THE SPOILERS

(Paramount)

In this case the talkie

is

cer-

no improvement over the
Gary Cooper and WilliamBoyd stage a terrific fight as
a climax, and there are some intainly

concerned.

dances,

sary dull introductory scenes, the

too sub-

practically

talkies,

saved the picture as far as

[353]

a

sophisti-

story becomes

the

matter of good taste. Claudette
Colbert makes the spoiled heroine
quite

Thomp-

An

played gravely in the traditional

the

tle

it

hus-

ness,

brand of humor

version, and

professional

son match Miss Daniels' serious-

three

You

loses

back by methods of her own.

liceman, and went to prison for
well

quite

Olive Tell and Kenneth

pal players.

is

is

who

band-snatcher, and then gets him

once too often, killed a motor poyears,

Sherman

Lowell

dramatic as the wife

CALL OF THE FLESH
(

which

In

proves himself a better actor than

{Sec Film Estimates for September)

THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN
WEST
(First National)

[354]

(R. K. O.)

other-

wise are tired of war stories.

[349]

LAWFUL LARCENY

[351]

there

are

choruses

some good

that

represent

well-known
standards of beauty, and gorgeous costumes. The whole thing
is in color, and you will probably
like it. providing you are still atZiegfeld's

tending the talkieS;
{See Film Estimates for October)

silent film.

teresting scenes of the rush to
Alaska and the mines. Aside from
that there is no interest.
Kay
Johnson is stereotyped as Helen
Chester. Betty Compson has little to do as Cherry.
Slim Summerville
does good character

work as "Slapjack", but James
Kirkwood as Dextry is outstanding.

{See Film Estimates for October)
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Healing of the Palsied Man
Religious Art Series No. 3

Write

rODAYfor

our

FREE CATALOQ

giving full information about the new four and seven
color religious art pictures in large and small sizes

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS

The Great Draught of Fishes
Religious Art Series No. 13

•

59 East Madison St,

CHICAQO,
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F. Dean McClusky
School, Scarborough-on-Hiidson, N. Y.
Scarborough
Director,

*

most
ONECollinwood
School

active clubs

of the

at

This

Metal Trades.

of the

is

that
clul>

boys were assembling the fusilage which is composed of strips
of veneer
boys were
few higher-

specializing in the field signified

trained mechanics.

The majority

by the name

of the operators of

machines were

restricts its

of senior high

to

who

school

are

of the club.Meetings

extended
home room period, on Tuesdays.
Therefore the excursions into the
during

held

are

th€

industrial activities of the city are

arranged,

this period.

a

to

possible,

if

The

few minutes

school
ride of

within

many
of

industries

the largest

is

include
of

Cleve-

land.

One

day, last year, the club had

the privilege of attending the
"National Metal Exposition"\vhich
was held in the Public Auditor-

ium.

More than one hundred

fifty

concerns exhibited their products
and demonstrated processes of

One

manufacture.

of

the most

impressive exhibits was that of a

machine which cuts
a

solid

bar

iron

in

one stroke

eight

inches

At one

the

plant,

surprised

to

women.

Several of the boys rea-

lized as

never before the advan-

tage which the trained mechanic

has in obtaining work.
Another excursion gave the
boys the chance to follow the enprocess of the manufacture
of sewing machines, from the
manufacture of the small parts to
tire

the machine operating as a

fin-

In this plant, the

ished product.

boys saw the process of the extraction of

wood

The

for veneer.

bark is removed, and the wood is
soaked in hot water. Next, it is
placed between two revolving
centers with a large, razor-edged
knife in front.
fed,

is

The

gradually,

from which

it

large knife

the

into

cuts large sheets of

a later date, the club attend-

ed the Machine Tool

Show where

several grades of tool steels were

displayed to demonstrate the ad-

vantages of various alloys. One
concern had a display of drills so
small that a microscope had to be
used to enable one to see the
"twist". These drills were about
the diameter of a hair-

When

the

club

visited

the

working

for

the company. These

educational

of

value.

Foremost, they have given the
boys a true comprehension of the
actual conditions under which
will be working within a
year or two. They make it possible for the boys to have firsthand observation for comparison
of different kinds of work which

a

great help

to

them when

planning for their own future. A
new and keener spirit of application to routine matters and to
classroom

activities

is

a

direct

outcome of these excursions.

—

Headquarters
Hotel, 408

Temple

25, 1931

Wayne

Fort

Street, Detroit,

European Plan.

Michigan. Rates:
$2.50 and up.

Committee and offimeet Tuesday morning at

Executive
cers will

7:30

Wayne

Fort

(Breakfast).

Hotel.

General

Sessions

—Tuesday

public)

The

o'clock.

visual

(open to the
10:00

morning

place of a bureau of

instruction in a city school

system.

Tuesday afternoon 2 :00 o'clock.
Training Teachers in the effective
use of visual aids to instruction.

Wednesday morning Round
Table— Breakfast 7 :30 A. M. Fort

Wayne

Hotel.

Progress

reports

for 1930-31.

— (For members
—Wednesday morning 10:00

Business Session
only)

and

Reports of recent surveys

studies in the field of visual

Business.

instruction.

Subscription

nesday

noon

Wayne

Hotel.

Delegates

the}'

is

Great Lakes Aircraft Company,
they were greeted by three former school friends who were

highest

the

February 24 and

o'clock.

These excursions have been

At

Detroit,

log

veneer.

square.

Annual Convention,
Michigan

11th

.

boys

find

membership

of

National Academy of
Visual Instruction

E. H. Christiansen, Cleveland Schools

By

Announcement

Preliminary

Metal Trades Club Goes Afield

Luncheon
12:30

— Wed-

o'clock

— Names

of

Fort

delegates

should be sent in advance of the
meeting to the Secretary, Ellsworth
C.

Dent,

University

of

Kansas,

Lawrence, Kansas.
Hotel reservations may be made
in advance through W. W. Whittinghill, Director of the Department of Visual Instruction, 9345
Lawton Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.

(Chairman of Local

Affairs.)
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Another Course Outline
Through

the courtesy

Abraham Krasker we

Dr.

of

now giving at Boston University,
School of Education.
Materials in Teaching

Introduction:

1.

guidance

in the

method

aid

use of this visual

in education.

cation.

of the course

is

some

of

mine

aids

deter-

to

their suitability for

The

Each teacher prepares a

of the available visual aids for

the teaching of a specific subject
or subjects in a given grade. This
material

is
correlated with the
course of study and methods for
the use of the visual aids are discussed and practiced.

PATHE
Motion Pictures
for

eria

school

application of these crit-

the selection of suitable

in

visual aid materials.

The

9.

use

of

the

pictures,

available pictures,

the

selection

of pictures for the specific school

subject taught, a consideration of
the methods used in teaching,

method

of filing,

and practice

in

the use of the necessary machin-

ery to project pictures.
10. The use of slides, the available slides, the selection of slides

the

for

school

specific

taught,

consideration

a

of

the

project slides.

The use

Education

of filmslides,

the

for
the
specific
school subject taught, a consid-

and
Entertainment

filmslides

eration

of

teaching,

If you teach or direct the teaching of
.Geography, you will want to investigate the JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY, an illustrated monthly magazine
owned by the National Council of Geography Teachers, and published espe-

cially for schools. It not only supplies
information to the teacher, but supplements the class work. It includes

excellent geographic studies of counregions, industries, cities, etc.;
actual illustrations of successful methods of teaching; sources of geography
material; discussions of the latest and
best advances that are being made in
the teaching of geography; and in all
a body of information that enables a
member to enrich his work in a manner that places him far in advance of
others less fortunate.
tries,

The Journal Gives You-Supplementai-y material that can be
used by students and teachers
Photographs, maps and diagrams for
class use
Illustrations of the best
teaching methods
so complete you
can use them
Sources of nunierour teaching
aids
such as
new
books, maps and pictures
Confidence by enabling you to know the
best and thus keep several leagues
ahead of the non-subscribers
Success to teachers and students who
.

.

the methods used in
method of filing, and

practice in the use of the neces-

sary machinery to project film-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12.

The use

motion pictures,
motion pictures,
motion pictures for
of

.

.

.

^'^'JouKNAL/ Geography

of

methods

If you teach or direct the teaching of
geography, pin this coupon to your letterhead, send it to us. and we will
send you a complimentary copy of the
Journal of Geography. See for yourself
how it wil help you in your teaching.

of filing,

PublUhed by

the specific school subject taught,

PATHE EXCHANGE,
35

West 46th

St.,

Inc.(ESU30)

New York

Please send information to

Name
Address
Projector.

City

a consideration

of

used

method

in teaching,

the

and practice in the use of the necessary machinery to project motion pictures.

35mm

or

16mm

13.

—

One Copy FREE

available

selection

The use of other

A.T.NY5TROM
& CQ
J
Qokts
fcaooL fUps. Globes, amd

Ciiicago,

visual aids,

collections, exhibits, posters, etc..

.

Prestige to you
sincerely want it
as a Geography Teacher.

slides.

the

.

—

.

.

available filmslides, the selection
of

Geography?

subject

methods used in teaching, method
of filing, and practice in the use
of the necessary machinery to
11.

Do You Teach

criteria for the selection

of available visual

to

prepare the teacher for the use of
the available visual aid materials
which correlate with the subject
list

consideration of

The

7.

8.

taught.

A

6.

subjects.

The aim

2.

Advantages and disadvannew method of edu-

5.

tages of this

need for

the

status of the use

of visual aid materials.

the problems arising from the use
of visual aid materials.

Visual Education

of

history of the use of vis-

The present

4.

are able to

present below the outline developed and used by him in the
course in visual education he is

The Use

The

3.

ual aid materials in education.

lUinoil

:

:
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other

available

the

aids,

visual

the selection of other visual aids,
for the specific school subject
taught,

consideration

a

the

of

methods used in teaching, method
of filing, and practice in the use
of the necessary machinery to

or

more

A

sible

fly.

intimate

world.

The man, even

The

and animal

contacts

civilized

having

a

larger

with

man can

and teachers.
But
and the moving
pictures can come to cities, towns, and
remote country neighborhoods, bringing
news of all the earth, of the heavens
above, and of the waters under the
earth. Every child can now be a world

by schools, books,

the sav-

in

now

travel all

the earth and with microscope
and telescope and other instruments can
come into touch with the infinitely small
and the infinitely great universe.

about

man

"Civilized

project other visual aids.
14.

swim or

age, excels plant

but

consideration of the pos-

of

individuals

schemes for using motion

so

vast.

The

"No

is

child

the pictures

millions

experiences

cannot have experiences
lack

pictures

still

traveler.

at his best has these

experiences,

far-reaching

the

supplied in part

should be denied sight of

which bring him nearer the
of

civilized

man

at

his

best."

pictures in the schools
1.

Advantages, disadvantages,
and specific use of each plan.

Assembly plan

2.

—for

Q"

'B

HOW GLASS BOTTLES ARE MADE

the

all

pupils of the school building.
3.

Grade plan

—for

the pu-

all

given grade.

pils of a

—

4.

Subject plan for all the pupils of a given subject.

5.

Class plan

—for

of a given

pils

the pu-

all

class.

methods for
motion pictures
How the method varies
with the type of visual aid and
with the type of motion picture
Comparative

15.

the efficient

use of

:

1.

No

2.

Prediscussion

Views from the Keystone "600" Set
Stereographs and Slides

preparation

3.

Discussion during projection

4.

Use

of

attention

pupil's

When you

impor-

to

7.

Discussion after projection.
For introducing a subject.
For teaching subject matter.

8.

For summarizing a

5.

As

A

Each view

is

a factory use the best view you can find

rich in content, reliable as to

details, interesting

subject.

graph or

slide

and helpful.

Each

stereo-

accompanied by free textual

matter suggestive of teaching

a University President

Puts

visit

How Things Are Made

Showing

tant points.

6.

cannot

directing

questions

possibilities.

It

recent bulletin

sent

us

by

Send for new literature on

our good friend Hugh Norman of
the Bureau of Visual Instruction,
carries a fascinating statement of
the worth of visual teaching by

General Science

English Literature

(For Junior High School)

(Covers C. E. B. requirements)

1

|

[

President Bryan of Irtdiana University.

We

are glad to pass

it

on

Keystone View Company

to our readers.

"Growth

in

living

things

means

for

one thing better and better adaptation
to a widening environment.

rooted to

its

place.

The

plant

Meadville, Pa.

|

is

The animal can run

Q
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before the lantern is to be used the
pupils prepare a theme for exhibition,
leaving the necessary margins to fit the

Recent Writings
"Visual Aids in Teaching Composition"— by Adelaid Crim in the October

number of the

lantern. These finished papers are corrected by the teacher with red ink and
then projected.
student, seated in

High Points

Bulletin of

of especial interest as it treats of a
subject in the curriculum which generis

A

front

of

the

screen,

reads the comand comments upon the corrections. When the work is discontinued,
the students comment upon the things
which they have reviewed or learned.

makes little use of the lantern.
However, the Far Rockaway High

ally

positions

School,
New York, has successully
used the projector and daylight screen
in teaching composition. A day or two

"The Use of the Excursion in TeachGeography"— by C. C. Crawford and
Roland Wells Grinstead in the Journal
of Geography for October presents
some experimental data on the value of

Science equipment should include the
opaque projector, which can be used for
projecting drawings and photographs.

the

by the

ing

A

Message

to

Biologists

—

Completed

aftat last
er six years of scientific
labor
a series of silent
biological school films visualizing standard text

—

dealing with high school
biology and hygiene.
Features
Developments
never before offered to the teach-

New

—
— New

ers.

Films are from 400 to
500 feet in length, each
representing a definite
unit lesson. They may be
projected in 5 to 7 minutes thus providing ample
time for careful discussion
between teacher and class
on the subject just presented.
They illustrate biological facts
which cannot be visualized adequately either by lantern slides
or

still

excursion or field trip as a
means of enriching the course in commercial geography and also offers a
class

few practical suggestions on ways of
making profitable use of the excursion
as a teaching procedure.

Tin"—by

Study of

Virginia Will-

cuts appears in the same issue of the
Journal of Geography. The sixth grade
decided to present the facts they had
found out from their study of tin to

and 16mm. film material.
The first group of ten pictures
are now ready for distribution.
Rental Price:—$1.00 per subject
per day, plus transportation
both ways.
Write for information in respect to nearest Distributor.

for

trations.

which to

DAYTONA BEACH,

FLA.

Chas. F. Herm, Cinema
Biologist, President

"Lantern

Plans

versity,

state

stage

evaluating

were brought before their audience, one
a time. Such work is very valuable

at

pupils,

learned but
best

not only

for

lesson

the

it

also inspires

them

to

in

composition

and

public

do

speaking.

"Projected

Visual

Teaching"— by

Aids

Orville

i

S.

n

Science

Walters

in

come
aids.

values

author,

is

supreme,"

"The mostates

makes

it

a valuable device

which field the pupils'
meager. Films also afford
a clear comprehension of many difficult
processes, and serve to enhance greatly
in

science,

is

in

is

useful

also

latitude

of

its

film slide

by virtue of the great
subject matter and the

case and low cost of
slides

have

easily

made and

greater

The

the

distances

operation.

advantages
projecting

than

the

of

Brown

as

of

slides

for consideration

in

In

and

conclusion,

the

sum-

are

films

marized.

"Marionettes
room''
fred

— by

Mills,

cation

Use

in the Class-

Dunn and Winiappearing in Modern Edu-

for October,

tribution
tliis

— Their

Louise M.

to

activity.

the

is

a

growing

welcome conliterature

ful

outlet

and

artistic talents of children

develop imagination

and

They

teachers of English, dramatics,

at

and they

self-control.

being

filmslide.

on

Marionettes are a delightfor the unbounded energy

Glass

clearly

gives

consider,

to

for

simple as

as

the

affording vicarious experi-

"in

ence," which

not

points

valuable

News

picture

are

picture also

tion

ing science with visual aids.

education

The standards

firms.

formulated by J. J. Weber.
Having secured the desired materials,
how shall the teacher use them to the
best advantage, the article asks and
answers with helpful suggestions. The
student-made lantern slide and motion
as

a brief discussion of teach-

state uni-

films

main

the

September issue of Visual Instrucis

from the

department of

those for slides, hence Mr.

the

tion

the

October

for

and leading

their

in

Lists are available

and then the illushad a topic on
write and as they gave their
child

they stood by their miniature
and explained the pictures that

the

Films

writer's first article

lectures,

to

and

Slides

Classroom"— by H. Emmett Brown in
the Normal Instructor and Primary

Each

selected the topics to be used

the interest of the class.

American Bank Building

Kansas, has been given
in our pages.
We
wish to call attention here to the new
attractive format and enlarged size of
this informative publication.
of

previously

lectures

first

their

experience

HERM'S BIO-CINEMA
SOUND PRODUCTS, Inc.

University

issued

Instruction,

follows up
the
on visual materials
which appeared in the September issue
of the same publication. This contribution deals with the procedure involved
in obtaining and using films and slides.

the fifth grade in the form of a movie.

They

Bureau of Visual

notice

"A Sixth Grade Movie Project on
the

pictures.

All subjects are printed on
standard Safety film stock; they
are available on both 35mm.

The Visual Instruction News,

afford excellent opportunities

languages, literature, history,

and the dance.

for

modern

art,

music
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EVE

9/lC

RALPH J. WYATT,
82
Pasadena Ave.
Stereographs — Lantern Slides — Prints.

Visual

"A Geography Marionette Show"
in

— by

the October Baltimore

of Education gives a concrete
account of a marionette show presenting life in Alaska and Hawaii, worked
Bulletin

out

by a

fifth

grade geography class

who were studying
The children wrote

these two countries.
their

own

selected committees for the

KEEPS

Pasadena, Cal.
Calif. Missions, a specialty

AND PRICES ON REQUEST

LISTS

Esther Black

IT-,
7AeMINI>^

Aids

S.

mi^

GETS

play and

work

to be

done, such as making and dressing the

marionet.es and building the stage. "In
to the pleasure they had in
planning the play and carrying it to sucaddition

H. Mills and L. M. Dunn, have written
an interesting book on "Marionettes,

Modern
Demands

Film Slides for

Masks and Shadows"(Doubleday,Doran

&

which tells the history of pupand their use by different nations.
The book also includes practical suggestions for producing puppet plays. "Puppet Plays for Children,"(Beckley-Cardy
Co., Chicago), by Florence M. Everson,
is
another helpful book of directions
and plays for marionettes which she
has prepared as the outgrowth of creative
English teaching in the lower
Co.)

(Concluded from page 269)

pets

it

should be considered as a diswith

tinct developtnent to tie in

lantern-slide

the

tion-picture

projector,

mo-

and

the

projector,

stereoscope. All are filling special
fields;

but the film-slide projector

opening a broader field among
individuals who do not care to go
is

cessful

accomplishment, the boys and
gained really broad experiences in

grades.

girls

trated from photographs of the various

to

geography

Other books on the subject are:
"Marionettes," (Stokes) by E. F. Ackley; "The Show Book of Remo Bufano,"
(MacMillan) by himself; and "Heroes
of the Puppet Stage,'' (Harcourt) by
Madge Anderson.

elaborate equipment

and history of these
countries. They had many opportunties
the

expression of their

for

the

and

talents together with

own

ideas

genuine growth

in English."

The authors

of

the

first

article,

W.

This

little

publication

is

illus-

plays.

Visual

the

factory

excessive
results

of

more

when

satis-

cost

can be obtained

with the smaller apparatus. The
is meeting a need which
is met in no other way.

film-slide

lO*
.^^'
[t<v»'^

vtvV

yO<^

i^''
,o^'
\o'

m

cine
PROJECTORS
I

:
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Photographic prints, film

RUSSIAN

United States," by William
H. Dudley of Chicago.
in the

strips,

lantern slides, enlargements and

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

transparencies of

all

kinds can be

supplied at a nominal cost and

Full

particulars from

Art

The

tion.

Educational Film

Art

Department
Visual

Amkino Corporation

Program

art

The annual convention

News and Notes

subjects are completed and

of

cussed were

by an up-to-date reference.

Education

School

of the

maintains a

variety

B

of

photographic

cover

Canadian

a

of

the

wide

subjects.

Index.

Slides illustrative

of all periods of painting, sculp-

Milwaukee.
:

The Visual

ture, architecture

tive arts are available.

In-

at 2:00 P.

The

topics

"Problems

tory and language teacher in

dis-

"Why Use

subjects
dent.

in

Hansen

more

The

living to the stu-

slides

supple-

are

mented by a collection of photographs and color prints, which
likewise may be borrowed freely
by teachers.

Pic-

Teaching?" by J. E.
Madison; "The Present Status of Visual Education
tures

mak-

ing epochs of history or literary

of Visual

in Small School Systems," by John A. Hollinger of

Pittsblirgh, Pa.;
still

teachers

material that will serve the his-

sent for insertion, providing there-

which

to

the chairmanship of O. G. GilJDert

week

released additional pages will be

large library of

subjects

met on Friday
M. under

1.

struction section
of that

negatives

Cincinnati

the

of

offers a special lend-

and the decoraArt teachers of the city have already begun
to use the service. There is also

29-November

{Concluded from page 271)

also

library

Museum

public schools, as reported in the

Wisconsin Teachers Association
was held in Milwaukee, October

The Bureau

Lantern Slides

ing service of lantern slides on

at

Wisconsin Convention

723 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

new

Museum

prices will be quoted on applica-

of

IIIIIIIKIII

•O

De m a nd

Fulfills the
For a

Reasonably Priced, Really

Efficient
Model

QA

DITIONS
film-slides

Gives

is

designed especially for

it

Projector

CLASSROOM CON-

and accommodates opaque material, glass
and micro-slides, interchangeably.

remarkably
and

easily operated

(Catalog K69 describes

Combination

brilliant
is

fully as well as all other

illumination

;

slides,

keeps cool

;

is

portable.

Spencer Classroom Equipment)

A

Filmslides

Projector

Available

for

for your

Every

regular

Purpose

subjects.

BRANCHES: NEW YORK. CHICAGO. SAN rRANClSCO. BOSTON, WASHINGTON. MINNEAPOLIS. LOS ANGELES.
l£jllll>llllll

llllllllllllllll
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Conducted by Dwight R. Furness
Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education

A

Good

The

Screen

importance

screen for the showing of

muslin stretched on a frame and
may be used as a foundation.
A large card that has been
shellaced and allowed to dry, then
])ainted with the preparation used
as a base for metallic paints may
also be used. The screen should
then be dusted with aluminum
powder and daubed with a piece
of cheese cloth cushioned with a
wad of cotton. Going over the
screen with the cheese cloth swab
after the excess powder has been
dusted off, gives a fine velvety
sized

teur films cannot be over-empha-

person who
has
purchased this equipment quite likely bought one of

The

sized.

recently

the newer screens

same

the

at

time.

Silvered or

aluminum

surfaces

and glass beaded surfaces are
most popular- In some cases sheet
aluminum is used and the surface
etched or ground to give the
proper surface.
It is the writer's

surface excellent for projection.

suspicion that

schools that have recently purchased motion picture projectors

many

are in

lantern screens that are not in

ic

the best of condition.

dull

white surface

may

be

which case a little
experimenting with flat paints
will show which is best.

"

Stereopti-

con images because of the large
picture area are not usually enlarged as much on the screen as
are those of 16
films. Then,

mm

Care of School Projectors

When

new

the

rives at the school

who

projector
is

ar-

the time to

the light sources for slides

decide

more powerful.

keeping it oiled and cleaned.
Unless one person is delegated to
the job the machine is likely to
go without oil longer than it
should and its useful life short-

too,

are

A

preferred, in

mag-

cases using old

coarse a sur-

slides can

stand

a

The small

screen.

So

less brilliant

size of

motion

picture images, the fact that

of the light

is

the

all

some

cut off by the shut-

ter in the projector, are reasons

why

a

mm

films.

good screen

is

vital for 16

frame or to

roll

The

shade.

up

like a

the important thing.
face

angle

is

window

reflecting surface
If

is

the sur-

too smooth the reflecting

is

small and spectators at

the sides of the

room do not

see

as brilliant a picture as those di-

to be responsible

is

for

ened.

The

instruction

book that

comes with the projector will
what parts are to be oiled.

The person delegated

The

making of the school
screen makes an interesting project for the manual training class.
It may either be made to fit in a

Movies

for

Mother

face gives a grainy picture. Fine

good
ama-

a

of

Too

rectly in front.

Vital

is

should

be

also

tell

to the job

responsible

for

keeping the lenses and condensers clean.
Wiping with an old
soft handkerchief does nicely.

—

Use oil sparingly a drop or
two is usually sufficient. Wipe
off excess oil
is

danger of

with a cloth or there
being thrown by

its

moving parts

of the

mechanism

on the film and condensers.

William
takes

Knudsen, president

S.

Chevrolet Motor Company,

of the

home-made motion

of his children,

his

mother

in

pictures

and sends them to
Copenhagen regu-

larly.

Knudsen 's mother came to
America first in 1917, but became
homesick for her grandchildren in
Denmark and went back. There
she became homesick for her
American grandchildren.
r

M

Knudsen sent experts to equip
her home with a projector and
sends her films of all occasions in
w hich the children appear.

"Grandmother", he says in the
American Magazine, "loves those
who most need her. Her sons
and daughters have grown up
and can protect themselves- But
the grandchildren are little and
need the same love and care that
she loved to give her

Women

dren.

own

chil-

love children be-

cause they are helpless and because
things.

they

And

promise

infinite

my

don't forget that

mother sees the little ones as they
are today and not as they were

when she
strictly

the

last

saw them.

up-to-date love.

picture

reels

over

It
I

to

is

send

my

mother and she is able to see her
children and her grandchildren
alive, laughing and waving their
love at her.
I
still
send these
several times a year and have an
experienced

operator

to

the pictures in her home."

project
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

Home

Talkies,
in

Home

One

And now comes

Movies, Phonograph and Radio
Combination Instrument
word

the last

Home

home entertainment!

in

home movies, the radio,
and the phonograph are all made
available in one handsome combitalkies,

instrument, the Filmophone-Radio, just announced by
nation

the Bell

&

cago, for

A

Bell

ranged that the turntable can be
operated at either the standard
speed for ordinary phonograph
records or thirty-three and a third
revolutions per minute when the
records for the sound pictures are
played.

bination instrument

&

talkies

Howell Filmo movie

projector, utilizing regular

16mm.

flexibility of the
is

new com-

Again,

sound can be projected.

may

the pictures

shown

with

radio or phono-

graph

musical

accompaniments
not synchronized

with

the

film.

Also, of course,

the radio

or

phonograph

i

s

available

each

by

if

itself

de-

sired.

A

large

talkie

subjects

now

can

num-

home

of

be r

be se-

cured from photographic
e r

s.

deal-

Among

these are the al-

w

a y s amusing
"Feiix the Cat"

cartoons as well
as

The New Combination Instrument

numerous

other
size film, is

the pictures, and a
sis

is

ture

Howard

the basis of the

—two

used for

products

fea-

famed

for

quality in their respective

A

phonograph motor

chas-

radio

is

fields.

so

ar-

entertain-

ing and instructional features, in-

of the famous UFA
sound pictures. It
was the growing size of this list
of available sound movies that
led logically to the development

cluding

with the movie projector
have long awaited a successful
solution.
This new combination
will unquestionably present the
units

many

educational

most

such that

and also movies without

be

home movie

involved in balancing the other

opportunity

Howell Company, ChiDecember 15 delivery.

The

and announcement of the Filmophone-Radio.
Radio and phonograph combinations have worked out satisfactorily but the additional problems

entertaining

of

home

critical

the

audiences.

Cinevoice Demonstration

A

demonstration of the CINEsound on disc "talking"
equipment made by the Hollywood Film Enterprises was given
by Mr. John D. Mertz, manager
of the company's Chicago office,
at a recent meeting of the Chicago Cinema Club. The machine
made a most favorable impression, both voice and instrumental
reproduction being very satisfactory.
The equipment can be attached to either a 16mm. or a 35

VOICE

mm.

projector,

and

operates

equally effectively at 33

or

1/3

78 R. P. M.

Teacher

Institute

Programs

In-

clude "Talkies"
Educational and teacher training talking pictures were included in the twenty-one New
Jersey County Teacher Institute
meetings held during October.
These programs were arranged
and the pictures selected by Dr.
William A. Ackerman of the
State Board of Education, cooperating with Electrical Research
Products,
ually

Inc.,

who

are

contin-

adding to their library of

educational talking films.

The
of

subjects

pre-school

included

age

studies

children

and
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grade school pufor Junior high

tests of

mental

civics

pils,

music, and
educational films. Three of their
latest productions are the followindustrial

schools,

ing religious films:
5.

"Catholic Education," a disof some of the major

Bausch and

tember

issue,

be interested
of the

model

and our readers
in

A

will

seeing a picture

here.

A

at $15.00

special fea-

ture of the machine

is

A
Lomb

Model "B" Bausch and

that the

Offered
$40.00
really extraordinary opportunity to obtain this excellent equipment at a great
saving in price.
at

A

schools and colleges. This is said
to be the first talking picture ever

Call or write

an actual Mass in a CathThis and the foreolic church.
going have been prepared for use
of

The
Educational Screen

in parochial schools.

"New Truths

5

is

SOUTH WABASH, CHICAGO

Old Gar-

in

ments," a demonstration subject
sponsored by the First Lutheran
Church of Los Angeles, and portraying what

case

new—$70.00.

Cost,

Nativity in Brooklyn, with
explanations of the meaning of
the Mass, for use in Catholic

7.

metal

complete.

the

made

with

tion,

Mass "Benedicproduced at the Church of

portrayal of the
tion"

in

stereopticon

practically perfect condi-

complete

a

Unusual Bargains

portable, fireproof (asbestos) projection booth.
In first-class condition.
Allows room for two
persons and projector.
Offered
Cost, new— $45.00.

Diocese.

"Benediction,"

6.

Two

placed on the market by Bausch
and Lomb was made in our Sep-

problems of Catholic Education
by His Eminence, Cardinal Hayes,

New York

I

Announcement of the new
Overhead Projector recently

cussion

of the

Lomb Overhead

Projector

said to be the first

talking picture church service.

The Overhead Projector

in

Use

operator sees the slides exactly as
does the audience and can point
out on the slide with a pencil

even the tiniest details with perThe sharp black
fect accuracy.
shadow of the pencil on the
screen replaces the long clumsy
pointer.

New QRS-DeVry Equipment
been

have

tures

QRS-DeVry prod
these

is

new

interesting

Several

fea-

added

to

uct.

One

jTmnLKN

the
of

Both-A

the wide range of speeds

new model of
35mm. automatic hand held

Picture and a Story

obtainable on the
their

camera which has a sliding "turThis
ret" holding two lenses.
will enable users of this

which

is

now on

Stillfilm

of

camera,

will

ing

of film

mm.

35mm.

film

is

slides

film

running,

to appear soon.

printed

on

while the 16
is

announced

A new

portable

35mm. sound on disc synchronizer, complete with projector, amloudspeaker and turntaplifier,
ble,

is

also promised to the in-

:erested public.

than

400

Consists
Sets

(Over 6000 Views)

Covering

new 16mm. projector, which
make possible the project-

safety

More

Now

the market, to

get slow motion effects.

A

Library

Geosraphy, History, Nature, Agriculture, Industries,

Primary, Primary Reading, Etc.

Write for Free Catalog

STILLFILM,
1052 Cahuenga Ave.

Inc.

Hollywood,

Calif.
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HERE THEY ARE!
A

Trade Directory

FILMS
Amkino Corporation

New York

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave., New York

46th St

New York

,

W. Adams

Bldg.,

Chicago,

26 E. Eighth

Inc.

Acme
York

New York

(See advertisement on page 282)

45th

City

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

W.

C.

Paul, Minn.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

46th

New York

St.,

Muir

18th

&

Ralph

Bernard Sullivan Co.
360 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago,

111.

Keystone View Co.

(See advertisement on page 282)

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 281)

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS
Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

111.

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 283)

la.

James
10

&

C. Muir
18th St.,

S.

Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

(See advertisement on page 283)

Sims Visual Music Co.

SCREENS
City

Meadville, Pa.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

UFA-Films

New York

Wyatt

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
(See advertisement on page 287)

(See advertisement on pa^e 258)

1540 Broadway,

J.

Co.

Cahuenga

Davenport,
111.

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

82 S. Pasadena Ave., Pasadena. Cal.
(See advertisement on page 283)

111.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Cahuenga

(See advertisement on page 287)

University Museum Extension
Lecture Bureau
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

City

Victor Animatograph Corp.
Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

1052

Stillfilm Inc.

1052

St.

111.

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.

111.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.
111.

III.

Stillfilm Inc.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 284)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

10 S.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
St.,

&

St.,

on Inside Back Cover)

(See advertisement on page 257)

James

New York

(See advertisement on page 280)

1028 Forbes

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

City.

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

111.

Inc.,

St.,

New

St.,

&

130

Ideal Pictures Corp.

W.

Gold

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Bell

City

Harm's Bio-Cinema Sound Products
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Chicago,

90

Division,

(see advertisement

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

35

Chicago,

(See advertisement on page 258)

Rochester, N. Y.

Pathe Exchange

Muir

C.

10 S. 18th

International Projector Corp.

St.,

St.,

111.

Quincy,

Eastman Teaching Films,

26 E. Eighth

City

(See advertisement on page 281)

(See advertisement on Outside Back Cover)

St.,

New York

Meadville, Pa.

James

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

Rochester, N. Y.

46th

St.,

Sims Visual Music Co.

Eastman Kodak Co.

W.

46th

Ideal Pictures Corp.

City

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

130

W.

Keystone View Co.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

& Company

FILM SLIDES

111.

City.

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

130

y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
300

and

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

City

Carlyle Ellis

W.

City

(See advertisement on page 257)

New York

(See advertisement on page 284)

130

SLIDES

Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave.,

723 Seventh Ave.,

for the Visual Field

James

C.

Muir

&

Co.

Quincy,

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 258)

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Spencer Lens Co.

Sims Visual Music Co.
Quincy,

111.

19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 284)

111.
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Your
Guide
to the Biggest

and Best

the James Wihon
Eiemeniary School, Phiiadelphia, with a
Fi/mo movie camera filming the Flag

Making school history at

Salute Drill.

Fl

in Current

LMO

Motion

no

IS
//

hickory limb" projector

Pictures!

—

•

Filmo School Projectors arc for use hard, conand often none too careful. Of the many
thousands of Filmo Projectors in daily use, not one
has worn out in more than seven years, and each is
as accurate and dependable as the day it was made.
When a school buys Filmo Projectors, it doesn't
stant,

Write today for free
noti'theatrical Cata-

put them away in the vault for safekeeping. It
puts them to work, day after day, fulfilling their
function of visual instruction efficiently and economically.

log 77 to

—

atrical

Filmo costs more, certainly just as steel and
more than wood. Your school building
might have been built for less, but it wasn't. Why?
Because real economy is based on endurance and
dependable service. You should demand the same
of your motion picture projectors a demand Filmo
is designed and manufactured to meet.

Non-The-

Department.

stone cost

UNIVERSAL

—

PICTURESI

Whatever your position,

let us send you the
folder "Filmo in Schools and
Colleges," or ask a Filmo
dealer to give you a free dem-

CORPORATION
LAEMMLE.
(.CAUL

onstration of the Filmo

730 Fifth Ave.

School Projector
school rooms.

New York

in

your

#

Fiimo ^7-E, School Projector. 2^0
wait, 5 amp. lamp; geartd reu'inti: fixed
rtsistance ; 4^-50 condenser: special case.
Price, t20i. Other models $198 up.

BELL &

HOWELL

FILMO
Professional Resutts with

Bell

New

&

Pre>)

Amateur Ease

Howell Co., Dept. X, 1817 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, 111.
York, Hollywood, London (B & H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907

Producers

of

"ALL QUIET

ON THE
WESTERN
FRONT"

City
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Ask

for List of S.

V* E. Motion Picture

Films in 16

mm.

Motion pictures teach Geography with tremendous effectiveness.
Think of the "movie" possibilities of History, Physics and Nature
Study.

Scores of films on these and other subjects can
purchased in 16 mm. or 35 mm. width.

Write for catalog of

Low

S.

V. E. Schoolfilms.

now

Consult

be rented or

it

frequently.

Rental Rates.

Give pupils in your school the advantage of the latest methods
of instruction.

ybCIETY FOR Yl/UAL EdUCATIOM
INCOPPOBATCO

327 S.LaSaUe

Chicago, Illinois

St.

^
Manufacturers, Producers and Distributors of Visual Aids
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The

Five Year Program
Laurence R. Campbell

MARK TWAIN once remarked
much was

that

weather
about it.

said about the

was

nothing

but

done

This seems to be the gen-

eral situation with regard to visual

education.

been

few progressive

In a

remarkable

centers

achieved

have

results

but

elsewhere

correct use of aids to realism

most

negligible.

motivate interest,

and enhance the

the

is al-

That visual aids
economize time,

efficiency of learn-

conceded by teachers, principals, and boards of education
but they remain apathetic and inert.
ing

is

Now
their

true that

it is

are

istrations

come

if

the children of

all

all

the

teachers

it

has a right to insist that

how

they learn

too long a time.

The

psychological

and the values of visual edu-

basis

cation, the operation of projectors,

and similar equipment,
and
classroom technique should be masbalopticons,

the other sources of material,

people are to have the opportunities

tered.

If teachers are unwilling to

The

make

the effort they will have to

afforded by visual vitalization.

most important problem

to face

is

the

the lack

of trained

second

the alleged lack of funds.

is

teachers,

Since these problems cannot be re-

moved

at once

why

should not the

be supplanted.

ties

have

we

will

and the

this training for very soon
have to consider television

talkies.

Probably

education

four or five year program of grad-

for a five year

up

imperative that

It is

our public and private school facul-

administrator develop a two, three,

"visual

to use visual aids

effectively within five years, really

fond of mentioning

schools'

program"

many admin-

term arrangements for the equipment, the administration, and the
scheduling of classrooms, days, and
hours should be completed. In
brief the visual aid should become
an integral part of the course, not
an external distraction.
There are two difficulties to over-

there

more reason

is

program

the needed visual aids.

in obtaining

and parents.
The voice is lowered and the words
are uttered with an air of mystery.

ually leading

Investigation

aids for his school within a period

some time to develop the curriculum in accord with such a program. While expensive band and

Thus by planning

orchestra instruments, athletic sup-

fact

to patrons

that

program
picture

usually

the

reveals

"visual

the

education"

an occasional motion

is

assembly,

at

a

series

of

shown to several classes
crowded in a dark room, or a set of
slides

well

illustrated

brary.

books for the

Yes, there

li-

a use of visual

is

aids but no visual education.

What

then must

we

him aim

have

to

a

teaching staff and
of

years.

five

Let

trained

fully

the needed

all

over a given length

time ar-

of

also to obtain the needed equipment.

the

needed visual aids. As a consequence it may be necessary to

are compelled to admit

spread the expense over a period of

Considering

we

teacher

the

the

plight

teacher-training

tions usually are to

of

institu-

blame for the
few teachers'

inefficiency.

have a thoroughly modern curriculum taught by competent teachers.

take a definite interest

Each course organized in accord
with up to date practice will then be

fail to

give

adequate

visual

aids,

laboratory courses in

Very
schools

or

colleges

of

education
iii

visual

Their methods courses

eduation.

attention to

based on a series of units or projects.
Duplication and repetition will be

the use of visual aids are seldom

reduced to the minimum. Provision

tunities

made

for supervised study,

and no additional opporare afforded in the demon-

available,

stration

school.

Nevertheless the

varied classroom procedure, scientific evaluation of results, adequate

conscientious teacher can find sum-

counselling and guidance, and

in visual education.

all

that goes with the forward looking
school.
let

the

To

complete the curriculum

us then add at the needed time

motion

maps,

field

aids needed.

picture
trips,

or

film,

charts,

other visual

At the beginning of the

and machine shop equipment

plies,

are usually purchased without ob-

school with a real program of visual
instruction ? To begin with, we must

will be

take

It will

rangements can be made to eliminate
incompetent faculty members and

that

expect in a

to the ideal?

mer

schools that offer good courses

evening

In some states

extension classes are ar-

ranged by the state university. The
whole problem of visual instruction can even be taken up in a series of faculty meetings.

Since the

community pays the

jection, the

same

not true of the

is

years, increasing the

several

bud-

get for visual aids each year.

Let

us

some

consider

means of

visual education.

cursion involves

experimentation

the

ex-

expense, so

little

with

The

begin at once.

of

The

that

can

collection of

posters, flat pictures, photographs,
etc.,

costs

Geography
numberbooklets and posters by
very

little.

classes can obtain almost
less travel

writing

for

them.

exhibits, specimens

Occasionally

and models can

be gotten cheaply, but provision for

museum or a place to keep them
must be made. They are of no value
if stored away in a dark closet.
Graphic and pictorial charts can
sometimes be made by the classes,
but like maps and globes, the most

a

(Continued on page 307)
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An

Educational Study-Guide and Oudine of the

Horn"

Photoplay, "Trader
William Lewin
+

FOREWORD

I

Mr. William Lewin has, it
seems to me, done an excellent piece of work in this

From

guide.

Many

means of

find

a

to

sounder understanding of the

Newark, N.
appreciation
THEmotion

of

pictures

new

theatrical

Not only

universities, but also in high schools,

movement

is

taking form with a

view to cultivating higher standards of taste

among

the rising gen-

be

directed

con-

outgrowth of
the

is

point of

this

following

suggestive

The

film.

questions

were prepared primarily for use

in

the

of

extra-curricular

activities

newly organized Newark CenHigh School Photoplay Club.
Some of the exercises, however,
will be found suitable for experithe

tral

mental
classes

use

English

regular

in

of junior and senior high

schools, either as composition assignments in preparation for so-

and discussions

eration of movie-goers.

cialized recitations

of photoplays

or in place of regular book-reports.

movement

is

This study
in line with the

and

to vitalize

secondary education, but

is

enrich
entirely

The

material

is

presented here for

the reaction of others interested in

newer trends of progressive

separate from the development of

the

the direct use of films to supple-

It is hoped that teachers
seeking modernized subject-matter
and fresher methods of approach

ment textbooks
It is

in various subjects.

a necessary and natural phase

of the training of young folks in
the right use of leisure
step

and

is

a

toward the realization of cer-

schools.

motion

of
will

performances

picture

inevitably

become a part of

school work.

In

this

connection,

progressive

teachers of English have, indeed,

a

point

much.
not

of

view

that

"Why," they

boys

and

girls

promises

ask, "should
in

our

high

A

Synopsis of the Motion-Picture

Story
of gorillas,

Peru
in
the mystery of Africa.
and we learn with him, something
about the Congo district of eauatorial Africa
as Horn and he found it in 1870.
schooled

interests

of

students

will

At the opening of the film we are introduced to a scene near the mouth of a river
on the West African coast, leading up into
the heart of the Congo. Some trading is being
carried on as Captain Horn and his party
arrange to proceed up-river.
At the landing
place a missionary woman tells Horn's party
that she is seeking her daughter, who was
lost in Africa as a baby.
Horn invites her
to join the party and agrees to help her seek
the girl.
They are suddenly interrupted in
their trading by a "ju-ju," or cannibalistic
festival of frenzy, which is started by the
Isorgas.
The natives alternate between the
madness to kill and the terror of being killed.
During this festival they will not trade. Some
of Horn's natives are captured and killed.
Finally the entire party is surrounded and
led

to the Isorga village.

Horn

brazenly to trade with the fat
All his party
of black boys are made prisoners, and Peru,
Horn, and Renchero, his giant black lieuten-

their

suggestions

and com-

ments to the writer.

How

the Film, "Trader Horn",

Was Made
In order to produce the film version of the
book by Alfred Aloysius Horn
and Ethelreda Lewis, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
sent a movie expedition from Culver City,
fascinating

California,
outfit

into

carried

a

the

heart

hundred

of

tons

Africa.

of

The

Western

sound equipment, cameras, lightparaphernalia, and other studio accessories, under the direction of W. S. Van Dyke,
who had already made While Shadows in the
South Seae.
Mr. Van Dyke'a company of

tries

king, but

scornfully refused.

is

ant and friend, are started back to civilization
to warn other whites away. Just as they have
left the village,
and are being followed by
fanatics

who would

slay

and eat them,

spite the king's orders, the missionary

de-

woman

discovers a white girl bathing in a pool, surrounded by black women attendants. Perhaps
this girl is her daughter.
They elude the

and resolve

return to rescue the
When they come to
the village under cover of night, they find
themselves
surrounded and
made helpless
prisoners.
The villagers pause in their orgy
natives,

The study

society.

the

to

send

tain ideals implied in education for

a democratic

months after

learns,

tertainment

which educators are
in colleges and

fields in

working.

may

outline for discussing a specific en-

one of the

is

of tropical fever for several

returning to Culver City.

and admiral of a cannibal fleet,"
while in his heyday (about 1870) is asked by
a business friend to take his young nephew,
Peru
Peru, on one of Horn's trading trips.
is a lovable fellow, strong and eager, but un-

view

J.

of the

remained seriously

Educational

An

Herzberg,
Supervisor of English,
Grades VII-XII,

extraordinary

members

Film Estimates, have
educational and aesthetic values
toward which the thinking of
structively.

J.

of the

Aloysius Horn, "trafficker in ivory, collector

people need such help.

—Max

ill

One

Miss Edwina Booth,

unit.

magazines ?"

The

by

children

Our young

art of the screen.

as

just

braved

technicians

films currently exhibited, as

Screen's

students

and

actors

physical dangers.

photoplays

newspapers,

plays,

the wealth of

alert teachers ought, without

to

for

ing and appreciating novels, stage-

indicated

stimulating

standards

taught

they are taught standards for judg-

suggestions that he provides

difficulty,

a

be

schools

appreciating

white girl

if

to

possible.

The blacks
and regard these new victims.
are about to do away with them, but are
suddenly driven to their huts by an approaching menace.

A

from the canwhich is alive.
Horn's party are discovered and herded back
Here they find
to the temple for sacrifice.
weird

procession

comes

nibal temple, seeking anything

Electric

that the mysterious white girl

ins:

The missionary woman speaks
to her in the native language, and finds she
is
her daughter Nina.
The girl orders that
the strangers be saved when her devotees
of the temple.

is

the goddess
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The natives start to
would sacrifice them.
demur, but the girl Ales into a terrible rage
She falls asleep iu
and drives them forth.
the missionary woman's arms and the whites
assume they are safe for the time being. But
that night a native steals into the temple and
In the morning
kills the missionary woman.
the girl discovers the murder of her mother.
To divert Nina's mind from the tragedy,
Renchero rouses her interest in the possibility

new

of a

life in

which he has marvelous

accepts

the

suggestion

away, demanding
thority

7.

taken

be

hard-

terrible

the

that

fact

men have fallen in love with Nina
and there is constant tension between the two.
At last, when the pursuers are closing in,
Horn sends the others one way and tries himself to divert the pursuit from them by goinj?
the opposite way. Renchero gets Peru and Nina
to a river down which they can float, and then
finds his master again. They are driven to a
river island at night and surrounded by the na-

tribes.

H.

who

are sure they will have their prey
During the darkness, Horn

12.

and Renchero construct a

little

raft

and

Describe Siuclair's trading post.

14.

Horn should be the
a trick coin, both sides
and so elects Peru. The
steamer for the world
that

one,

but Horn

(Grade VII.)
and Renchero
Tell what Horn, Peru,
see as they peer through the cracks of
the stockade.

19.

20.

in Description*
would you describe the western part

of equatorial Africa

(the

Congo

district)

—

2.

about 1S70 the setting of this story?
{Grade XII.)
Describe the articles you saw being received and being sent away at the wharf
at the beginning of the picture. (Grade
XI,)
Mention as many jungle animals as you

3.

can

I

(member from the

them

as

to

film.

appearance,

Describe

peculiar

habits

and

i.

near your home.

awake and

5.

6.

Imagine yourself lying

listening

to

every

sound.

7.

As shown in the film, describe a picturesque view of a typical African village
Imagine yourself
such as Horn visited.
from a tree or a hill-top.
looking

5*

(Grade X.)
*

The plan

i«"

meeting

to divide the

does Horn give the Ochiba chief
exchange for ivorj'? Explain why the
trader
is
welcomed by the Ochibas.
(Grade VIII.)
What incident explains why the African
huts are located in trees instead of on
the ground? (Grade IX.)
Why does the story unfold the approach
toward the cannibals in minutely detailed steps instead of having Horn come
without
the
savages
suddenly
upon
warning?
Would it be more thrilling
or less if we were introduced to the
cannibals at the very start? (Grade X.)
Explain how the film thrills you with a
sense of danger closing in on Horn
irresistibly. (Grade X.)

How

does

the
i

n

incident
the

tree

caused by the Isorgas?
Tell the story

the

of

show

t

he

9.

Tell

how Peru and Nina

Tell

their

story

the

first

tried

to

(Grade VIII.)

talk to each other.
10.

first

men.
Josh

(Grade IX.)

lives.

11.

Nina's recognition by

of

in
interest
of
Nina's
Likewise her interest in
Why does she suddenly
Peru's mirror.
lose interest
(Grade XII.)

Tell

story

the

Horn's watch.
;

12.

of

13.

the white

Tell

how

the story of

village

men and
and reach

the party, starved

and unarmed, drive the liou away from
his kill and take part of it while the
jackals
and the vultures wait their
(Grade XI.)

turn.
14.

Tell

story

the

how

of

the

starved,

and feverish party, as they
come upon the water hole, are charged
parched,

15.

Tell

the

of an experience
(Grade VIII.)

story
the
of
Horn's coin with
"heads" on both sides. (Grade IX.)

IG.

Tell

IT.

Tell

18.

terror

lion cub
Point out
(Grade VII.)

the

story.

assignments among members of the Photoplay Club according

to the

with

story

crocodiles.

how Horn managed
of

tribes

himself while

to

to

onrushing

attention

the

draw

the

man-eating

the others

made

(Grade XII.)

how Horn and Renchero
swarm of crococannibals, but manage tO

Tell the story of

are caught t>etween the
diles

and the

tscape.

(Grade X.)

how Horn and Renchero make their
way down the river on the raft and how

19.

Tell

20.

Tell

Renchero

killed.

is

how Horn

more and
{Grade VII.)
once

(Grade

finds

Peru

how

the

VIII.)

and
story

Ninu
ends.

Suggestive Exercises in Plot Study
1.

Enumerate the

leading to the clicrash and booming of
the Isorga drums, as Horn's party comes
face to face with the village stockade.

max

of

the

steps

full

(Grade XII.)
2.

At what point iu the story do the fortunes of Horn and Peru seem to be at
their lowest ebb? (Grade XI.)

3.

At

(Grade XI.)

Peru and

climax of the

how

Tell the story of

Nina leave the cannibal
the canoe. ( G rade IX. )

leopard

in the early part of the film.

the

white

the

when they are brought to the
House as prisoners and she safes

Suggestive Exercises in Narration
1.

feast.

episode of the

and

Nina

of

their escape.

crouchi ng

(Grade X.)

Nina,

what happens at the cannibal
(Grade XI.)

Tell the story of the

in

4.

of

by the big bull elephants. (Grade X.)

What

3.

story of the discovery

the

white goddess in the Congo jungle.

8.

XI.)

characteristic

as you saw
For
heard them in the theater.
example^ refer to the yipping of the
jackal, the laughing of the hyena, the
waiting of the jackal for the lion to finish
with his kill. Work your material into a
two-page descriptive theme. (Grade X.)
Write a theme of about two pages in
which you contrast the night sounds of
the African jungle with the night sounds

sounds, and

2.

Horn's approach to the
(Grade

(Grade VIII.)

the impression of

In a short paragraph explain the work
of a trader on the west coast of Africa
about 1870, as you observed it in the
film. (Grade XII.)
Explain the making of native African
spears as shown in the picture. (Grade

Suggestive Exercises

How

is

Suggestive Exercises in Exposition
1.

the death and burial
woman. (Grade X.)

of

Tell

(Grade VIII.)

chief.

Rtory

7.

of

returns to trade on the river.

1.

How

savage cruelty given? (Grade X.)
Describe the Josh House of the savages,
where Nina holds sway. (Grade VIII.)
Describe the appearance and actions of
the Devil Dancers. (Grade VII.)
Describe the African pygmies and their

18.

(Grade X.)

the

Tflt the story of

the

Describe the rhinoceros.

flips

which are heads,
happy pair take the
beyond, and Horn

the

shown in the film, pointing out
what makes it spectacular. (Grade XII.)
17.

into

Tell

terfall

16.

trate

her mother. (Grade X.)

appearance and habits of
(Grade VIII.)
Write a word-picture of an African wa-

15.

de-

XI.)

the crocodile.

mass, and Renchero is wounded mortally.
Later Horn reaches a trading post on the
river and outfits another expedition to go up

Before he
and search for Peru and Nina.
can start, the others come down and there
Horn insists that Peru
is a happy reunion.
must take Nina to civilization, for she will
make a wife well worth having. Peru insists

(Grade

finally

cannibal king and what follows.

(Grade IX.)

IX.)
Describe

float

past the natives without being discovered. But
one native hurls an idle spear at the floating

to trade.

13.

the morning.

in

5.

the

had begun

how Peru

of

with Horn and to penethe heart of the dangerous

of the missionary

Congo

canoes used by Horn's
party. (Grade VII.)
Describe the effect of the sound of the
distant ju-ju tom-toms on the actions
of the African villagers with whom Horn
Describe

both white

tives,

the

of

big ju-ju
(Grade IX.)

to

Tell

trad-

Sinclair's

stay

cided

jungle.

(Grade XII.)
the

story

the

Tell

6.

Describe

10.

The party of four undergo
made doubly hard by

3.

at

(Grads IX.)

ing post.

little

What is a native Congo drum called?
What figure of speech does this name for
Describe the drum.
a drum exemplify?

9.

is

ships,

the

X.)

dangerous, but the girl's auThe
enough to cover the start.

is

briefly

what happened

Tell

2.

4.

African children, mentioning some glimpses of their
domestic life, and point out some intimate details that interested you. (Grade
Describe

8.

that the party start at once.

Isorgas follow, however.

brief

(Grade XI.)

She

tales.

she

that

a

primitive

the great world beyond, con-

cerning

The leaving

paragraph describing the
African method, of making
flour with a mortar and sieve, as illustrated in the picture. (Grade XI.)
Describe briefly the first evidence of AfPeru saw.
rican savage cruelty that

Write

6.

what point do we first realize that
simultaneously
have
and Peru
fallen in love with Nina? (Grade X.)

Horn

grade of English the individuals are taking.
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How

Horn's conversation with
does
Nina through Renchero affect the plot

4.

of

story

the

occurs

How

6.

{Qrade

Horn

does

camp

XI.)

trick the willful girl into

through

following
suitable

What unexpected tarn

?

here?

2.

reach

they

until

8.

(Qradt

the night?

site for

a

X.)
of Peru's

What

7.

action in covering the "white goddess"
with his coat as she sleeps in the jungle?
What emotions pass through him as he
watches Peru fall asleep after covering
the girl and then covers him with his
own coat? (Grade XI.)
How does Horn reveal to us that he has

the effect

is

Nina and is jealous of
Peru's attentions to her? (Grade X.)
Why does Nina fight with Horn and
bury her teeth in his arm? What does

1.

What is the
to do?
Is it
turn on Peru?
true that people cease to reason when
What dithey reach emotional crises?

Horn,

2.

3.

9.

10.

Horn at the edge of the cliff? What similar temptation comes over Horn as he
lowers Peru down the cliff by means of

opinion,

What
at

is

are

in

Enumerate

point?

this

Horn's

point

Horn make

does

Is

fairs?

at this

juncture of

af-

6.

How

does

7.

What
What

What
If

is

8.

9.

Show how

this

characteristic

tive.

(Grade Till.)

What

contrast

at

is

suspense created while Peru is
decide whether to accompany
the

infested jungle?
2.

Why

the

into

river

10.

cannibal-

Peru and the

beginning of the
impaled head at
story create suspense? (Grade XI.)
How is suspense suddenly created while
Horn is bargaining with the Ochiba
natives? (a) What sounds are heard?
(b) What effect do the sounds have on
What news do the
(c)
natives?
the

messengers bring?

Would

the

the

as

story?

heighten

the

interest

in

and

cruelty

be

created

at

3.

de-

Horn show
in

his leadership

the

jungle

actions

when

alone

with

Nina and

Horn's

actions

when

alone

with

her

(Grade XII.)
does Horn's decision to let Peru
and Nina escape, while he diverts the
oncoming Isorga horde, show his eharacter? How does Horn's sacrifice affect
Peru? (Grade XII.)
is Renchero's
(Grade Till.)

outstanding

creating

in

a

(Grade

thrill.

is

the

of

effect

the

sound of the

as

details

the

being

girl

How

the

they

(Grade XII.)

situation of a beautiful

worshipped as a god-

this

is

the

actions

of the cannibals.

What makes

of

hear

the
after

to

and

before

and

thrill-

(Grade

emphasized?

XI.)
Contrast a jungle scene by day and by
night. (Grade Till.)

Word Study

Using a complete sentence, write a definition of the term trader. (Note: Con(Grade
sult an unabridged dictionary.)

Using a complete sentence, write a defi(Note:
nition of the term missioruiry.
dictionary.)
unabridged
an
Consult
(Grade Til.)
Define the term safari, and use it in a
sentence referring to the film Trader
Born. (Grade Till.)
What is a "bull roarer"? (Grade IX.)

Mention

2.

Humor

humorous incidents
and show how they tend

several

story,

in
to

suspense when it gets too
intense. (Grade X.)
How does Peru's guitar contribute a
vein of humor to the story? (Grade XI.)
the

Suggestive Discussion of Atmosphere
How is the atmosphere of terror built up
1.
in

the story?

to

this

effect?

What
What

incidents contribute
incidents build

up

the increasing sense of danger as Horn
moves toward the interior of the jungle?

How

is

horror created?

Can you men-

i

How

What

How

the

tion

Which man do you admire more? Why?

15.

effective

Suggestive Discussion of
1.

and

13.

does

how Peru's first sight of a
human head on a spike is introduced
into the story and tell why the method
Explain

relieve

guard, as the others sleep in the jungle,
increase your admiration for his character? (Grade X.)
Discuss the difference between Peru's

the

the

4.

to

12.

(Grade X.)

(Grade XII.)

would you

Nina's character! What is the
source of her power? (Grade XII.)
How does Nina's attitude while Ren-

immeafter the party escapes from
diately
the Isorga tribe? (Grade XI.)
How does Horn's action in standing

For what episodes does the introduction
of the human head impaled on the stick
Why should the impression of
prepare?
start?

How

Sinclair.

Yll.)
2.

when the
kill Horn

times a simple child and other times

resourcefulness

Suggestive Discussion of Motivation

horror

and

How

14.

1.

Nina's

her

and

Peru

on

Suggestive
1.

effec-

11.

well

jungle

revealed

7.

(Grade XI.)

story

constructed if the cannibals
were introduced at once? (Grade IX.)
Why does the dramatic conflict between
Horn and Nina after they escape into
be

4.

(d)

see

the story clear-

(Grade X.)

Contrast the effect of the cannibal drums

ing?

Trader

her reveal her perchero is
sonality? Is she teasing? Does she possess charm? Does she hold your interest?

the

8.

first

make

forceful?

dess by the blacks so striking

about to
Could the same person be

talking

(Grade X.)

does the incident of

6.

scribe

to

Horn up

between

there

is

a fiendish savage?

Suggestive Discussion of Suspense

More

natives

story

particularly

is

when we

and Peru?

this contrast

er?

white

this applies to

the

tom-toms intensified? What is
the atmosphere of the story just before
What is it just
the drums are heard?
after ^ What do we call this device in
story construction ? Mention some inti-

the story as a whole en-

her personality as
black spearmen are

does Captain Horn plan to do after
sails
away with
"white goddess"
Peru? (Grade Till.)

trying

About

(Grade X.)
How docs Horn's habit of smoking his
pipe in the midst of danger show his
character? Mention an incident where

personality

(Grade

Does

drums
about Nina?
(Grade IX.)

dis-

distant

Peru's character?

the leading characters in a

all

joyable?

What

How

5.

ad-

(Grade X.)

likable

is

the

from

of

coming

(Grade IX.)

mate

likable about

excitement

XI.)

(Grade Til.)
is

drums

the

ju-ju,

Horn's

of

their

Discuss the difference between the attitude of the natives toward Horn's party
when they arrived to trade and their
attitude as the party withdrew, after the
sound of the tom-toms.
interrupting

is

Renchero's char-

about

likable

is

are likable,

the

1.

up our

build

to

Renchero

of

attitude

the

Nina's mother?

XI.)
12.

4.

(Grade Till.)

decision

the dilemma solved?

does Horn's behavior at the sound
of the cannibal drums show his charHow does Peru's behavior show
acter?
his character? (Grade Till.)

How

behavior

and

on Horn and
(Grade X.)

I

(Grade VII.)

it."

acter?
6.

from

them

What

view.

of

river,

Horn.

the story, in your
the excitement most intense?
the complications or problems

what point

At

3.

Horn's:

of

a

trade

to

show

remark

trait

show Horn's character?
4.

good

this

is

2.

miration for the trader? How does the
attitude of Horn's black boys toward him

(Grade VIII.)

story-construction?
11.

Why

vine?

rope-like

the

start

I

cannibal

tant

jungle.

following

the

does

usual

the

boatmen

when they hear

so

(Grade X.)

toward Horn tend

Peru and Eenchero

while

bring up the rear? (Grade Xll.)
What incident brings the jealousy and
rivalry of the two men over Nina to a
sharp and bitter issue? (Grade X.)
What terrible temptation comes over
Peru as he stands with the club behind

How

Contrast
black

do Horn and Peru become enemies? How do they become reconciled?
Does the ending seem natural? Why is
(Grade IX.)
it so touching?

trade

lemma does Horn find himself in? Likewise Peru? In the end why does the girl
follow

1.

Why

"When

in

this

of

effect

Renchero

of

an important character

Horn

cause

this

death

the

Suggestive Exercises in the Study
of Contrast

Suggestive Study of Characterization

fallen in love with

8.

What makes
touching?

4.

upon Horn

6.

For what episodes does the discovery by
Horn and Peru of the ashes of the cannibal fire and the skulls and bones preDoes this help to
pare the spectator?
add interest to the story? (Grade XI.)

trmiti

2.

an example? (Grade X.)

Why

is

"the

dawn-maker"?

the gorilla called by the natives

(Grade IX.)

Suggestive Discussion of Symbolism
What does the grisly human head on the
spike symbolize

in

relation

to

the

story

Why is attention sharply
whole?
focused on this object at the beginsinj
of the story? (Grade XII.)
as

a

;

:

.

7^
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The

Effect of

Lantern Presentation on the Learning

Words

of Spelling

Claire Zyve

Fox Meadow

Principal,

APART

of

day

present

the

study was to measure the result

of different methods
presentation

visual

o

for

the

spelling

f

recall for the

with which

call

dealt will therefore

The

week, a
for

the

fourth week

;

In

teacher-directed

the

teacher, the

tences during study

using

for those taught in the third

In the teacher-di-

directions given in taking

For the

individual word.
individual

classes

the

study,

steps

in the

worked

were printed on a large piece of oak

but not in unison

tag and posted in the front of each

said the

room.

and

;

and

finally,

been

has

as

stated above, a comparison of the

blackboard and a

efficiency of the

lantern

projector

presen-

ual stud)', the actual experimenta-

was

tion

j)receded by a week's di-

the

tation of words.

might be familiar to

all

Data for the study were collected
from the Fox Meadow School of

dren.

Scarsdale,

school

the

In the latter case of indivi-

rected study, so that

for

New

York, during the
1928-1929 and
of

years

from

1929-1930

grades

through seven, including

three

ten

dif-

rooms and 250 children. The
words used for the experiments were grade lists from Pearson and Suzzalo, Essentials of
The initial word lists for
St^clling.
each class were taken from the
ferent

spelling

appropriate grade

lists.

five

weeks periods, four

with

in

it

the

groups

pupil

involved

The

;

word and

at his

own

same time

at the
i.

each child

e.,

spelled

softly

it

The

rate of speed.

words in
the preliminary test of the words
for the week were excused from
study. The words to be studied inchildren not missing any

cluded

all

teen-word

those missed in the sixlist

for the week.

In the individual-study plan the
child studied the words he himself

such un-

missed on the preliminary test. The
same study-method was carried

used throughout

the experimentation for the study-

out as that used by the teacher-directed groups, with the exception

ing of words were as follows

of a controlled division of time on

with the method,

ity

if

familiarity did exist.

The

1.

directions

Look

at

in the first

3.

An

word.

the

looking at

into eight

five spelling per-

rotation of the use of

eliminated the effect of unfamiliar-

year and four in the second, each

week having

The

method
the chil-

individual or teacher-directed study

2.

The study was divided

worked
uniform

a

presence of the class.

children

compared

review

turn by

amount

with the effect of teacher-directed

as

in

children

spending

together,

the

study,

word

taking up of each

board, as a whole and in syllables,

week, and so on.

review

and repeat the

1

study.

up each

recall

homework

single mistake be-

gin with step

rected study, the teacher used the

were teacher-directed study
compared with individual study
study of words solely from lists,
as compared with study from lists
combined with the writing in senthe effect of

you make a

of time on each word
missed by any individual in the
class. The word was written on the

factors

as

;

y.

results

They

recall.

fifth

it

were then a comand delayed
immediate
include
words studied in the
one week delayed rewords taught in the
a two weeks delayed

N

bination of immediate

words. The results of other factors
be only briefly summarized.

These

iod.

School, Scarsdalc,

it

closely

Say it
as you

pronounce it distinctly.
Close your eyes and recall the
word syllable by syllable as
you whisper it. Say the letters by syllables.
Look at the book (or word on

the various words.

Since this article

concerned

primarily

is

with the effect of lantern

presentation

as

compared

with

blackboard presentation, the results

from the use of the other factors
summarized
investigated will be
only briefly as follows

:

Teacher-

if

you

said

directed study proved to be more

initial test

the letters correctly.

If

not,

effective than individual study

ning of each

repeat steps

iods of fifteen minutes each.

was given at the beginfive weeks
period,
covering the next eighty words in
the spelling list.
Results showed
twenty-eight as the nearest

number

incorrect

final

dictation test

the

was given

covering the eighty words at the
lid

i

4.

mean

throughout

groups.

A

the board) to see

of the five weeks' teaching per-

and 2.
^Vrite the word and check to
see if you are right.
If not,
1

1 through 4.
Write it again and look to see
if you are correct. If you have

repeat steps
5.

written the
correctly,

word three times
assume that you

have learned

it

for the dav. If

use of a

list

;

the

context method was

more effective than the use of a
method in which the child studied
the words .solely from lists homework review did not improve results when the best method was
;

used, but helped

e(|ualize

results

with methods which were less effective.

:

:

:
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A method

was now used

which

in

words could

thrown

be

plaster

walls

ured of concentrating attention on
the visual form of the word by pre-

shades,

which were a semi-trans-

words with the lantern
wherever they had formerly been
presented on the blackboard. The
senting

now was
Monday: Present each word

plan for the week

in

turn with the lantern. Use the word
in a sentence or

have the children

give sentences containing

Dic-

it.

tate the list for the week.

Present

each word again with the projector

The

for correction.

100%

children with

are excused from study for

of

by the different methods used,

on the
room. The

the relative effect could be meas-

the

appear as follows

room

for the

When

a com-

sufficient light in the

children to write.

Words

darkened room was used,
the electric lights were left on for

same reason.

method .... 22

list-context

All lanterns for

View

Keystone

18

study,

Teacher-directed

study,

Teacher-directed

the experiment were obtained from
the

in lists, individual

study

pletely

the

Gain in
words

Method

parent linen, were drawn, leaving

method, lan-

list-context

Company.

24

presentation

tern

study,

Teacher-directed

Meadville, Pa.

word being studied

list-context method, lan-

had more than one syllable, two
slides were made, one for the entire word, the other with the word

tern presentation, teach-

Whenever

the

er-directed review
3.

26

The method

was advantagpoor, medium, and

the week.

divided into syllables.

cases

eous

for

Tuesday
The teacher teaches
the words according to the same

good

spellers, decreasing

presented

where the word was being taughl
the slide with the entire word was
presented first and pronounced. The
syllable slide was then put in from

with the lantern and exposed dur-

the left side of the lantern, so that

35 to 7 ])ercent

ing the time of study.

the

:

study plan used throughout the ex-

Each word

periment.

lable

word

is

If

a syl-

it is

the syllable slide

is

also

shown.

Wednesday
the class

The

children write

of words for the week

list

own

in their

:

They may

sentences.

use more than one word
tence

they care

if

words

in a sen-

The

to.

list

of

on the board during the

is

The

writing.

teacher presents each

word with the lantern for corre'-The teacher teaches the words

tion.

first

peared,

In

all

Thursday The teacher dictates
the words in the week's list in sen-

The

from

children correct these

the slides.

teaches

the

The

words

teacher re-

a slight

pause after each

teacher in charge

the children pronounced

Friday

on

all

the

The

:

sum-

of

the blackboard

words

showing

])ro-

when

method was used

gave

the

same

in other re-

spects.
2.

1

of

than

a

them.
5.

Of

the

methods experimented

with the plan of work for the

week which seems

to

combine

advantageous

the learning of
last

words

is

to
this

one used.

Monday: Teach half of the
new words for the week
(about 8), using the lantern
for presentation. Dictate the

Each of

the factors, the

context

method,

rected

results

best the elements found to be

the lantern for the

presentation

teacher gives a test

words missed are retaught, us-

from 33 to 9 percent.
method which combined
these favorable elements had
.\

statistically

words for the week. The

a class graph

be

marized as follows

The use of

to 10

method which did not include

better results than the use of

ing the lantern.

Keep

may

of spelling words

from 32

the best spell-

about 180,000 chances to

experiment as

results of the

among

giving better

.

of the lantern for the presentation

missed, again

group

in the

ers
4.

word three times, following the
method of study used

throughout the experiment

sj)ellers

percent;

Follow-

rt.

same

slides are presented for correction.

All

average

syllable, as

with the undivided word was again
projected and the children wrote

using the projector.

;

32 to 12 percent; among the

made

ing this procedure, the entire slide

1.

five

error the decrease was from

The

The

end of a

the

followed by the others in

order.

the

at

weeks' period of study from
with the highest percentage of

:

tences.

words

the

of incorrect

a])-

word

syllable of the

reported here, dealing with the use

missed, again using the slides.

mean percentage

study,

list-

teacher-di-

lantern

presen-

words just taught in a list
and reteach the ones missed.
Tuesday Teach the other half
of the new words for the
:

slides for her

and teacher
directed review seemed about

by printing the word on a

equally significant in increasing

gress on each week's work.

Each teacher made
classes

plain glass

slide

with a stub pen

and India ink. A vivid enough
was thus secured that the

contrast

tation of words,

mean number of words
But the mean gain
gained.
from the 28 unknown words.

the

week, using the lantern for
presentation.

Dictate

the

words just taught in a list
and reteach the ones missed.
(Coucluiicd on pane

310')
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AND
NOTES
NEWS
THE
CONDUCTED
STAFF

BY

Headquarters of the Conference
Committee of the Screen Adver-

Business Looks at the Films

MOTION

among

place

take

pictures

new

their

growth of short

standard

the

Federation

Advertising

America, which

announced

is

New York

and

29th and 30th.

The Exhibit

public

Conference

nection with the

mav

advertising

to

developments

profit

by

such

be

fully

dis-

will

cussed by recognized leaders in the
industry.

The Conference promises

to develop

a relationship between

the advertiser

will

bring to view recent innovations in

and the motion

ture industry that

equipment and materials, as well
data concerning organizations
available to the user
all of which
have contributed much to the present importance of industrial and

Some

—

How

of the topics outlined in the

recent

technical

improve-

motion picture production enhance the effective-

ments

interesting to recall, in the

in

ness of screen advertising.

The value of

history of motion picture develop-

a recognized

mark

ment, that the industrial film early

of authority and reliability in

took

screen advertising.

its

place

in

the

educational

Films produced to

field.

story of

The Government's

the

some particular product

among

were

tell

the

first

The 16mm. market

so-called

tions

to the

motion picture theatres and

nique, as regards

oflfer-

first

troduced

instructional

16mm

in

schools

programs inand colleges.

Education owes much to
of film, usually

made

the best efforts of the industry

were

library

many

of

such

devoted.

Upon

industrial

a school has built

its

represent a true cross-section of the

varied interests concerned in indus-

a

representatives,

visual

Although the industrial film has

Government
members of na-

tional

trade associations, advertis-

few paragraphs to the visual
that

are

rural schools

among

circulated

by county

libraries,

especially in California.

from

"Librarians
tures

;

country

79

report the loan of pic-

libraries
34,

lowing

one or more of the

types

of

fol-

aids

visual

and stereographs,
and lantern slides, and
picture
machines and

stereoscopes
lantern

motion

genunframed, are about the
first things that county librarians
provide
themselves,
following
films. Collections of pictures,

erally

books.

librarians

reporting the circula-

tion of such visual aids as stereo-

scopes and

lantern

and motion

fornia.

The two not

California

are

Burlington

the
in

Cali-

located in

New

Jersey

Brumback Library of
Van Wert County, Ohio. The

and

the

former circulates motion picture
and the latter stereographs
and stereoscopes."
films

Motion Pictures

in

Health Education

The Woman's Auxiliary

of the

picture producers will be present to

Medical Association of Georgia,
formed to extend the aims of the

modern

medical profession to the various

ers

and

discuss

among

leaders

phases

of

this

kept pace with production in other

means of presenting an

branches of the motion picture

message

art.

a

aids

motion pictures.

trial

instruction program.

libraries as

an outlet for advertising films.
is
planned to

.

Library

Service to Rural Schools" devotes

County Library

film-lending

it

films,

35mm. and

films.

The Conference

available free

of charge and to whose production

pictured,

16mm.

this type

C.

Bulletin, 1930, No.

"County

entitled

picture machines are from

Progress in sound recording tech-

ing material easily within reach for
the

as an outlet

for screen advertising.

feature film in early

M.

"All except 2 of the 34 county

nation-wide

survey of screen advertising.

"educationals", often run as addi-

located at

New York

Government
20

pic-

heretofore

has

prelimin ry announcement are

advertising films.

are

.jA-venue,

Visual Aids Loaned by Libraries

never existed.

as

It is

How

mind and pocketbook.

of

in con-

Association

tisers

420 Lexington
City, N. Y.

color, the

present day as an influence on the

January 28th,

City,

for

film

theatrical use, the

take place at the Roosevelt Hotel
in

length

advent of sound
development of the
16mm. film, and many other factors
are operating to give added importance to the motion picture of the

forms of advertising in the attention accorded to them by national
advertisers, as evidenced by a Conference and Exhibit on Motion Pictures as an Advertising Medium,
sponsored by the Screen Advertisers Association, a department of

the

the

channels,

distribution

to

motion

advertiser's

audiences everywhere.

women's
look

to

which

organizations

advancement

in

health

;
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and education, have resolved to
establish

a

health

Each county

library.

film

auxiliary

put

will

on during the year a health program, using one or more health
films, in cooperation with local
Parent-Teacher Associations and
women's clubs. These programs
be

will

in

charge

of

State

a

Health Film Committee which
shall make and keep a list of approved health films, both free and
rentable.

As

members

shall

far as possible the

preview the pictures, so that they can give a
personal recommendation.
Last year the Woman's Auxiliary sponsored fifteen health pro-

grams

in

different

parts of the

In addition, Mrs. John A.

state.

Selden, chairman of the film com-

throughout the
state on the subject of motion
pictures and health.
lectured

mittee,

School Children

Make

made

excursions

and collected
specimens, pictures and slides. As
the last step they planned and

ters,

wrote

stories,

constructed
theater in

classes

Army

The Army

men

enlisted

in various

the working out of "talkie"

primary

children in a Minnesota district

home

ture of Indian

tributed

to

life.

In the

pictures

strips of paper,

"movie boxes" were carried home
to their

parents

to

whom

Another similar project
on by a group of

carried

departments.

The Army has

just purchased

tions so that

it

;

production

will

for a setting.

and instruc-

The

make possible
commands

chose plain ropes

His

brilliant

assis-

the exacting art of acrobatics,

and

exhibition skipping, in order to help

with the films.

his original chief bring the circcus

to the theatre.

And

with the Iowa
State Teachers Association at
Des Moines, a n enthusiastic
group of educators met on November 14 to discuss visual inconnection

In

struction.
of

like

The program consisted
on "The Use of

the age

of thirty.
illustration

High School, Newand "Visual Education Ma-

dorf. Junior

Scott

was
fifth

Dean W.

F. Barr of

versity

by Dr.

Agriculture",

the

of

In

College.

presented

State

addition.

Drake Uni-

the

subject,

"Talking Motion Pictures in Education," which was accompanied
by a demonstration of synchronized motion pictures.

of ten

stage.

together with the

same gentleman's

and Stereographs in Visual
Instruction", by Ilia E. Poden-

in

most film people, on the

He has a joke about the museum
which shows the skull of Caesar at

Slides

ton,

the stage led to the film

for Eisenstein does not look down,

addresses

Winfield
Teachers

children

by

interludes

tant, G. V. Alexandroil, mastered

giving of actual

the

with

clowns, and he

pictures will give

descriptions

terials

grade pupils on the subject of
Industries. A survey of natural
resources of a given territory was
made,' and information gathered

on raw

Phases of Cinema
OSWELL BlAKESTON
S. M. Eisenstein was the director
of a small theatre in Moscow. One
of his first presentations was a
classical comedy
he planned the

service

and foreign

schools, corps areas

they

retold the lessons learned.

materials.

FOREIGN NOTES

Iowa Holds Visual Conference

on long
with a roller attached at each end, and placed
them in a shoe box, which they
used as a miniature stage. These
these

Lewis Milestone, its director, was
awarded for its achievement.

be dis-

the

"All

Quiet on the Western Front" was
voted the best production and

branches

will

all

for actor with "Disraeli".

pic-

study the children told the story
for the day, then drew and colored pictures of the phase of Indian life presented. They then
pasted

and

the service

of

Shearer received the ac-

award for her work in "The
Divorcee" and George Arliss that

announced that the filming of
their sound subjects will begin
next spring, all arrangements for
production and distribution having been completed. These films
will be used to train officers and

verbal

produced a moving

Norma
tress

Corps has

Signal

accompany the

school

and guests.

Plans Sound Films

interesting recent develop-

of

is an annual event, was attended by 500 Academy members

which

equipment for the recording of
the films. The lectures which will

"Talkies"

One group

their

and parents.

in the school use of visual

is

picture

"talkie" for the benefit of other

An

projects.

moving

a

which they gave

ment
aids

Academy Confers 1930 Awards
Awards of Merit for outstanding individual achievements in
motion pictures have been announced and presented by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. The ceremony,

industrial

to

museums, painted pos-

plants and

.

skull at the age

This he regards as an
of

the

relationship

which exists between the cinema
and the stage; our new art is
simply the old one grown up.
But it would be a mistake to
presume that he tolerates stage
Nobody
technique on the films.
realizes

more keenly than Eisen-

tremendous difference between each medium. He considers
stein the

that the golden age of the theatre

was the period when Meyerhold

;
:
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arranged for the actors to dress m
front of the audience so that the

whole

became deUberately
genuine dressing-up and

affair

artificial

;

does

he

painting,

not
that

feels

graphic art has found

A

very

was

at

older

be content to depict the outstand-

tempting to reproduce the rhythms

ing incidents in that man's life;

I

of the native dances, cut his scenes

intel-

with mere mathematical exactitude.

release

its

make

might be said,
that their final achievement must
be a blank screen across which

lectual

cinema

and,

light,

who

Painters,

light is passed.

look this

it

over-

to

full

use of the

his faith."

No

other director in the world

their time with architectural sketch-

could do this with the sure hand

ing.

of Eisenstein.

order

In

explain

to

Montage, as we

true

the

know,

all

the

is

function of the cinema he reminded

basis of Russian film construction

me of the Greek philosophers, who
combined philosophy with emotion.

but

The mystics separated

made

Therefore

the business of the

is

it

new cinema

two.

the

recombine the two
elements. A phase of purely emotional cinema is over.
It is
no
to

longer sufficient to

show a

pretty

weeping to arouse the spectator to a sensation of pity. Everybody will remember the famous
scene of the dead sailor in "Potemkin" by desolate atmospheric shots

girl

;

mood

Eisenstein induced the

before a close-up

of crying eyes

was glimpsed, and by
spectator was already

new

film

is

that time the

The

in tears.

teaching the audience

to think; the

intellectual film

lows the mass
"It

long

fol-

stein declared," to

easier," Eisen-

make

a revolting

cruiser grip the imagination of the

audience than

it

was

man-in-the-street

to

make

the

in

a

how

to

interested

nilk-separator."

To
to

the implements of a farm

dramatic he

his students an
gave to each one a
different novel by Zola, and then

instructed
analysis

taining

He

set

He

exercise.

the

of

studied,

class

Zola's

definite

word

a meaningless

four

principal

metric, rhythmic, tonic,
tonic.

When

a

until

He

it.

has

to

make an

method of

emotional

himself,

the

at-

effects.

way he

had cut ordinary scenes of pathos,

rhythmic.

is

because

spoiled

the

montage

Tonic

director,

with the

deals

greys and blacks.

This

at-

is

cutting

movements of the
brain rather than physical moveinfluenced by the

ments of the actors.
Siipertonic montage is the subtlest and most difficult. There is
a musical analogy. Debussy, and
other more modern musicians, have
sought to make symphonies with
the overtones of melodies, instead

divisions

of weaving the melodies themselves.

and over-

Eisenstein,

director

cuts

a

alone,

undrstands

the implications of this

moment

new

all

discov-

can

be

sequence with the aid of a tape-

ery

measure, paying no attention to the

claimed as a great step forward for

strips of

pictorial contents of the

he

celluloid,

montage.

is

using

metrical

Its possibilities are severe-

most happily used
for a march as all who saw Pudovkin's "Mother" will agree. Excitement can be worked up by lopping,
ly limited

:

is

it

accurate proportion,

in

shorter and shorter.

the

One

strips

point

is

the

at

;

sound

it

Supertonic

films.

cutting

permits the sound and film to be of

same

the

length, for the

somewhat

involved reason that overtones are

non-emotional.

Processes of cutting follow processes of thought. Abstract thought

can be paralleled
titles.

The

in

the

film

series of idols, in

of

"Ten

worth noting, that is that the proportions, which regulate the bal-

Days," exemplify the modern trend

ance of frames, should be simple,

thought.

two

he

work of Vertoff

frequently

employs

is

too

that

com-

plicated proportions (fifteen to sixteen.)

into ac-

A

two feet in length, may have
the same abstract value as a shot
of four; on the cutting room table
it would be impossible to account
shot,

lengths of celluloid,

after projection will
to the sympathetic

the

much quoted

at

Odessa,

changed

his

it

and

only

be obvious
skilled.

For

scenes on the steps

Eisenstein

constantly

camera angle for the

modes

of

Another

vital aspect

conflict

each scrap of film must

have

;

conflict

of montage

with the next.

The

theory of conflict can be observed
in

Rhythmic montage takes

for the

is

primitive

imitate

to

A

to three, three to four.

fault in the

count the subjects of the shots.

solve the problem of

make

is

Eisenstein has explained

as

film.

was so much

it

yet the effect

to teach the people

what the man stood for, what were
his doctrines, what the tenets of

are today wasting

fact,

suggested

I

should

up

he

"Supposing,"

impressionists

split

The

cinema.

in the

feet.

varies in duration in

praised film, about Mongolia,

scoff

the

descending

the

Each close-up

the finished version of "Potemkin,"

of agricultural tools.

me, "that

he

of

close-ups

wanted to make a film
around some celebrity. I would not

mummery.
Again,

and he employed, in "The General
Line," these forms for the shots

all

the arts.

a painting give

Opposing lines in
it dynamic force,

or contrasted colours are responsifor

ble

its

conflicts

;

life.

Poetry has

many

for example between the

form and the sense of the words.
conflict, between two fragments of film, can be heightened

The
to

an explosion.

Working

in

his

sensitive

Eisenstein finds that the

cannot,

way

scenario

by laws of montage, be
(Concluded on

pac)e 308)
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION

LANPHIER

F.

•4>

Review of EduCinematography (August, September, October) Every
teacher and parent should read
Marianne Hoffman's "The Cinema and Adolescence with Reference to Nervous Diseases," as

cation,

Fabio Pennacchi's
"Children and the Cinema." Madame Hoffman, an Hungariaji
Headmistress at Budapest, as the

issue discusses

International

cational

well

Dr.

as

note

editor's

us, "discusses

tells

the relations between the cinema

and crime" from

her

first-hand

on the other hand, apthe problem from a
psychiatric
point of view
purely
chiatrist,

proaches
as a

of the staff at the

Perugia Asylum.
quote parts from
discussion.

both

Suffice

It

futile to

is

scholarly

this
it

to say that

condemn

writers

for its strong

and

evil

and reports the

difficult to

comment

select

should be read from cover

which

to cover

by every serious-minded individual.
However, we must. There fore, from
the September issue we may choose

"The Cinematograph

as an

Im-

portant Factor in the Investigation of Occult Phenomena," by
Dr. Albert Hellwig, Director of
the Provincial Court of Justice,
Potsdam, "Should War Films be

Seen by Children," by E. Elie of
the Educational Cinematographic
Institute, "The Educational Film
at Rio de Janeiro," by J. Serrano,
Technical Vice-Director of Edu-

its

er

one of the weapons of defense
that the middle class has developed,
and no fear must ever shake its belief
ing

is

own

inviolable basis

of

this

longer

exist.

tation.

isters to this belief.

The Living Age (November)
"The Future of the Films" is one

the author proceeds to a

most important articles in
magazine publications.
Divided into two critical portions,
"Movies for the Middle Class",
l)y Bela Balzas, and "Talkies and
the Stage," by Prince Henry of
current

Reuss,

discusses

it

thoroughly

and splendidly the inspiration
forded

af-

Central Europe in es-

l)y

movies

the

tablishing

an

"as

Herr Balzas,

a theatrical direc-

tor of note, wrote his article orig-

Wcltbuhne, A Berlin
weekly, organizing his

inally for the

radical

comments under

.the familiar detall

cinema de-

Romanc-

everything outside romantic.

though

From

may

life,

al-

no
The happy ending min-

basis

actually

this general introduction

We

pres-

full

cannot

quote at
length nor is it a feasiljle plan to
attempt to select, from the article,
entation.

representative

parts.

It

exe-

is

German

cuted with that compact

method that makes such quotation

Suffice

difficult.

it

say

to

Herr Balzas proves beautifully and satisfyingly that the
cinema must be devoted to that
large lower middle class which
"never contemplates changing its
that

surroundings but creates a film

mythology

for itself

whose action

occcurs in polite old Vienna or

along the poetic Rhine, where no
mechanical tempo devours sentiment and spontaneity the class
which has become enlightened by
;

velopment.

in these col-

a publication

own limitaiions provide the lowmiddle class with a firm fortress.
Everything inside these walls is idyllic,

of

in its

rimental aspect of

always

umns from

the fact that the entire

to

sighted egotism with an eye only for
immediate surroundings. The barriers

use of cinematography in psychological study and experimen-

influence

balance".
articles for

tion

authentic art".

ulation and general nervous "dis-

is

Today," by F. Jacobs.
From the October issue we
shall not select any single title
but simp]}' call our readers' atten-

film

the

upon the adolescent and the
weak, its detrimental health influence upon the child in over-stim-

It

Influ-

of the

experience of the influence, direct
and indirect. The Italian psy-

member

and "Tremendous

-

ence of Films on Family Life of

Film production is a big industry and
must bear itself accordingly. It must
defer to the ideas of the greatest possible

number

of

people, without,

ever, surrendering
terests.

As

any of

its

how-

own

in-

a profit-making enterprise

must concern

with the lower
can only release
spiritual and emotional needs in such
it

social

a

way

class

orders,

itself

but

it

that the interests of the ruling

arc

not

imperiled.

It

is

thus

thrown back almost entirely on that
group of people who are the least
aware of their own interests, the lower
middle

class.

unassailalile

human

ex-

which must turn to
the film which expends all its artistry in assisting the flight from
consciousness, and the desire for
the

brave,

who

is

and can

girl

finds his

with her."

live

As we have
meal

hero

simple-hearted

happy when he
said,

quotation

ruins

this

piece-

the

close

continuity and whole meaning of

one of the month's most thoughtcomments upon the film.

ful

The middle-class outlook means that
narrow point of view induced by a life
devoid of social and political consciousness.

by

travel,

perience, and

It

is

a

'modest,'

short-

Prince Henry
young Hungarian

of

Reuss,

a

published his "Talkies and the Stage"
critic, first
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The

Liberal Daily.

writer feels

that the rapid development of the talk-

ing fihn has begun, to haunt theatrical

Of course the dangers

folk.

are often

exaggerated but they exist none the
less.
Silent films and the radio were
not able to damage the theatre. They
may have attracted audiences, but they
did not turn many people away from
the legitimate stage.

Now, however, the

theatrical

crisis

and is growing more intense.
Performances are being shortened, exreal

is

The opera

penses are being reduced.

and

drama are both on the de-

the

fensive and

mergers are beginning

Yet,

long run,

the

in

with

cannot

the

superb
defeated and

be

German

versatility,

its

everything

eventually will be rebuilt and reshaped
sensible fashion.
But
economizing may lead to a
form of artistic degradation that is
worse than complete collapse, and it
would probably be wise to have good
traveling companies play in cities that
can no longer support first-rate theatres of their own.

an

in

its

periority

eflfects,

in

lies

the

the vocal ones.

in

noise

The

real

real su-

not

strength

of the sound film perhaps lies in these

combinaand the impersonal which are leading it far from the
strange
tions

these

effects,

of

ihe

technique

intimate

queer

personal

of

orderly

incessant

The

Age

Living

abso-

conflict

Mr. Nathan's. It is
interesting, however, to receive
lutely with

the

commentary

two

of

guished writers who
on so vital a subject.

fail

distin-

to agree

legitimate

the

The Review

theatre.

therefore prophesy that good times
are coming to the theatre. The theatre
I

win out in the end because its elements are human and because human
beings never to the end of time will
be able to fathom other human beings.
will

of Reviews (Octo"Newspictures," reprinted
from the September issue of Fortune, is a newsman's account of

ber)

straightforward,

hunting

if

bold, picture-

news, either

for

the

in

daily papers or the film reels.

Vanity Fair (November) "The

to

occur.

theatre,

voice and other noises, but

Theatre", by George Jean Nathan, establishes in its introduction
the fact that the theatres of Eur-

ope have passed from the hands
of great writers and producers
into the doubtful and retrograde
management of second raters. The
author then states emphatically
that

Newspictures
another.

not a business

is

Basically

like

absurdly simple.
Something important happens and
is
recorded by the newscamera's cold

That

it

is

Except that imporin broad daylight,
storms, pitch-black night, leagues under
the sea, miles above the earth, in
eye.

tant

is

all.

things happen

planes, trains.

And

.

.

.

author

the

forthwith

the talkies have literally
nothing to do with the decline of

lustrates

the theatre.

vigorous fashion.

as well as for the legitimate stage

The European theatre has never depended nearly so greatly upon the intellectual peasantry as the American; its
call is to the more cultured element in

National Board of Review Magazine (October) "The Place and
Value of Motion Pictures in Edu-

production.

the population.

And

deserting

theatre

The

writer discusses the sound

film as a substitute for the opera

Of what value
tre?

value

Its

the

is

lies

German

in its

from central control,

thea-

independence

in the individual-

ity of each troupe.
How often is a
performance in some small town much
more intelligent than one in a big city.
But with the advent of the sound films
all this is to

to

is

be eliminated.

The

We

become standardized.

stage

are to

have nothing but master directors, master
singers,
masters everywhere, a
dreadfully boring state of affairs that
threatens to remove all intelligence
from the German stage.

Prince

Henry

feels

that,

in

every way, the sound film must
be confined to its own medium,
its

own

theatres,

and manners.
tainly,
its

it

own

to take

He

its

own ways

feels that, cer-

has a distinct power of

but that it has no right
over "successful operas

intact" as well as popular plays.

The

talking film

has the advantage

over the silent film of being able to reproduce both the sound of the human

the

that element, while

because of the
has been offering, has no comwith the screen yellers. In

junk it
merce

France, indeed, the talking pictures attract little attention from any quarter,
for all the statements one reads to the

contrary in the various newspapers and
trade journals.
In

England there

is

a

much greater

generalization

his

il-

in

Work," by William H.
Dudley, discusses at great length
the use of the motion picture as
one of the several visual aids used
in schools. For the film as a legitimate and essential part of any
cational

school subject. Dr. Dudley's article is

an encouraging

cation in

bit of

edu-

itself.

interest in the mechanical chatterboxes,

largely on the part of the pit and gal-

element which, despite
its
affection for the noise machines,
continues its previous affection for the
lery

theatrical

when
Germany

theatre, especially

the theatre

at its worst. In

there

is

much
among the
is

gabble about the talkies
lower classes who, since the war, have
pretty generally stayed away from the
theatre anyway, save
cialistic

tripe,

when

cheap

offers

So-

imitations

of

it

American jazz and vaudeville shows, or
some especially sinister view of sex.

Surely

the

critic

these assertions

is

perceptive capacity

man

critic

who makes
as strong in
as

the Ger-

whose statements

in

Close-Up (October and NovemFrom the October issue of

ber)

this splendid

English publication

we mention Herman

B. Wein"The Cinema and the Cenand Trude Weiss' "Motion

berg's
sors,"

Pictures in the Classroom" as of
particular interest to our readers.

From

the

November

issue

we

find

"Cinema Literature," Bryher's "Danger in the
Cinema" and Oswell Blakeston's

C. E. Stenhouse's

"Enough
sified

topics.

—No

list

of

More"

as a diver-

widely

different

—
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments

(The film Estimates,

in tvhole or in part,

may

of a National

Committee on Current Theatrical Films

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For
Youth

For
ChOdrni

(IS to 20)

(under 15)

Pernicious

Pernicious

Perhaps

Hardly

Hardly

Fair

Hardly

Tawdry

Better not

No

Very Good

Good

Enter-

Amusing,

Better not

tftining

but sordid

For
For
Titles of Films (Actors^

(Producers)

Intelligent

Adults

Bad Man. The (Walter Huston )(1 at
Natl) Bluntly sophisticated Mexican
thriller with little to redeem it save
Huston's engaging- acting as Robin
Hood bandit who settles Bummarily
both morals and finances by shooting rich husband to save ranch and

For
Yooth
(15 to 20)

Better not

For

No

—

Mediocre

slow-moving and unconAside from fine
vineingly acted.
scenery, merely an endless succession of gunplay and killings, bo long
drawn out as to be tiresome, with
"rube" eonietiy sprinkled thickly.

The

(Lois

(Ben Lyon and
Angels
Hell's
(U.A.) Magnificent
Jean Harlow)
air photography, breath-taking and

Fine in
spots

Just Imagine (El Brendel) (Fox)
Industry^ naive imagination tries to
sliow the highly mechanized world
of 1980 saturated with El Brendel's
elementary humor. Much novelty in
photographic efforts and fantastic
Mixture of
but little else.
sets,

Hardly

"sixties."

Dancers,

Adults

Rest is cheap sex stuff, the
heroine an offensive wanton, and
drunken necking scenes shown as
the normal reward for war heroes.

Pretentious western
doubased supposedly
ble width screen
on life of famous outlaw of the

—

Intelligent

costs.

wife go to man she loves. Largely false and feeble story, with Heggie painfully overacting the burlesque uncle.

BlUy the Kid (John MacK Brown)

(Producers)

giving
an irresistibly
beautiful,
thrilling and realistic picture of
great war.
So
in
the
air fighting
much for the reported $4,000,000

let

(MGM)

Titles of Films (Actors)

Children
(nnder 15)

affairs, scant clothuninspired wisecracking dialog,

futuristic love
ing,

Moran and

pseudo-science, and the inevitable
songs. Rocket trip, and grotesque
sounds and scenes on Mars, for
climax.

Doubtful

Phillips Holmes)
(Fox) Artificial
love-story of wholesome little cabaret girl in Canada, an unwholesome
little girl in England, and one fine
boy. In parts wistful and charming,
in parts cheap and sexy, showing
that whooi)ee is the only cure for
troubles. Lois Moran utterly inadequate. Mae Clarke and Holmes good.

Lailips in Love (Alice Day and
^Chesterfield)
WaJker)
Johnnie
Trite and ordinary story, but with
much human appeal, of the country
boy come to city to seek fortune in
songs but finds girl of his dreams.
His gold-digging village sweetheart,
and the city girl's rich, city-man
admirer, fail to thwart true love,
etc.

Danger Lights (Louis Wolhelm
and Robert Armstrong) (RKO) First
showing,
by new apparatus, of
double width picture in third dimension.
Crude railroad melodrama,
poor voice reproduction and dialog,
sluggish, movements and slow tempo

— faults

learn

to

easily corrected

Interesting

Interesting

Interesting
Life of the Party (Winnie LightfarceSlapstick
(Warner)
ner)
comedy near apex of bad taste. Two
gorgeous
brazen gold-diggers steal

burlesque Frenchman
York, and start
win rich husbands.
Cheap slang, wise-cracking, furniture smashing, and general vulgarity
at their best (or worst) and all in
Technicolor.

gowns from

modiste

when they

handle new camera.

for

Pic-

values and effects splendid,
worth seeing for their own sake.
tvvial

Derelict, The (George Bancroft)
(Para) More tough sailor life. Two
rival First Mates are promoted and
demoted in command of ships because of a cabaret girl who seeks
Cuba to Rio.
free passage from

Hardly

Not the

in

Havana

No

Man

best

to

New
to

Man

(Grant Mitchell and

Good

Holmes) (Warner) Wholesome and thoroughly human comPhillips

edy, appealingly played, of a charming boy yielding to a disgracecomplex because his humble but

Struggle based on nautical rivalry
rather than sex. Fist-fights, violent
storm, with usual Bancroft heroics
and hard-boiled dialog throughout.

worthy father 8erve<l prison term
for more or less excusable murder.
Chief flaw is that son's coldness and
antipathy toward his lovable dad is

somewhat overdone.
Feet First (Harold Lloyd) (Parafarce-comedy,
Excellent

Exc^ent

mount)

Excellent
not too

if

wholesome, in best
lively,
Lloyd manner. Old gags welcome,
new ones delightful, such as the
"two spoons" motif. More character comedy than usual, hence
called "slow" by newspaper critics.
Dizzy mid-air stuff at end almost too
clean,

thrilling

thrilling for sensitive nerves.

Heads Up (Charles Rogers) (Para)
Light social comedy, with seme fair
singing. Young ensign from Annapolis gets first assignment to trace
rum-running being carried on secretly by captain of yacht belonging to
After
mother.
sweetheart's
his
amusing complications, hero solvea
problem and wine girl. Rogers' role
fits him exactly. Helen Kane's also.

Passable

Amusing

Amusing

Min and Bill (Marie Dressier and
Wallace Beery) (MGM) Strong comedy, full of hilarity, vice, and violence, with Marie Dressier inimitable as keeper of sordid waterfront dive, tough and crusty, but
convincingly devoted to her little
ward (well played by Dorothy Jordan) formerly abaadoued by dissolute
mother.
Slapstick,
pathos.
vulgarity, and choice pantomime.

Oh, Sailor Behave (Olsen and
Johnson) (Warner) Cheap and stupid
hash, poorly acted and directed,
about wavering wives and fickle
fiancees
songs absurdly inserted.
and the largely vulgar buffoonery
of
Olsen and Johnson scattered
throughout regardless of plot.

—

theme

Stupid

Unwholesome

No

—
) i
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For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

Once a Gentleman (E. E. Horton)
Absurd
Wide World)
(Sono-Art
same "Horton
on
farce-comedy
formula of mistaken identity, redeemed and made largely "character" comedy by Horton's excellent
acting, with an able cast, Philadelphia butler masQuerades among his
employer's rich society friends as a

Intelligent

For
Yoath

Adalto

(15 to 20)

Amusing

Very Good

Good

Intellisent

For
Youth

Adalto

(IS to 20)

For

For
Children
(ander 15)

Titles of

FUms

(Actors) (Prodacera)

Sunny Skies (Benny Rubin)
fany)

(Tif-

Mediocre

Better not

For
Children
(under 15)

No

Another travesty of college

made up

white

trousers,
ukeleles. flappers, wild parties, and
the inevitable football game with
Benny as the last-minute hero and
life,

with

funny

Temple Tower (Kenneth
and Marceline Day)
More adventures of Bulldog
mond (this time. Kenneth

DrumMack-

all-around good
Jewish accent.

Colonel from India. If moviedom
only knew enough to furnish right
could
produce
Horton
material.
character comedy of the finest.

of

sport

enna

Mack-

Perhaps

Better not

(Fox)

enna)

Only Saps Work ( Leon Errol
(Paramount) Thin story containing
merely an ideal role for Errol's
comedy antics as a burlesque crook
and bank -robber who gets into an

Hardly

Harmless

Perhaps

Walthall

Amusing

Amusing

Worthless

Today (Conrad Nagel) (Majestic)

Ent*rtainins

Perhaps

Doubtful

of the story are all
here
the fence whitewashing scene,
the graveyard episode where Tom
and Huck witness a murder, the boys
walking in on their own funeral
after their families concluded they
had been drowned. Delightful and
refreshing entertainment.

—

(Anita Page and RobMontgomery) (MGM) Vivid and
realities of what war meant
to war nurses amid front-line hosSome
pital
shrieks and groans.
scenes absurdly false, and the whole
dialog
and
sexy
cheapened by brazen
the
presented
as
misdemeanors
proper and necessary compensation
for being heroic. Only June Walker's
acting is worth mention.

War Nurse

Modiocre

if

grim

who

not credibly.

Sin Takes a Holiday (Constance
Bennett)
(Pathe) To escape the
matrimonial ambitions of another
woman, wealthy and philandering

lawyer
ries

his

(Kenneth MacKenna)
secretary,

secretly

in

marlove

with him, and sends her immediately
ofT to Paris.
When she acquires a
lot of beautiful clothes and the
attentions of another man the busband realizes he loves her
Stupid
and silly, although well acted by a
capable cast.
I

Unwholesome

ert

controls whole action and wins out

happily

Excellent

The highlights

preposterous

scarlet past but high principles,

Excellent

him in such sordid fashion as
hardly to deserve the final reconciliation. Offensive situation but strongly
fails

Tom Sawyer (Jackie Coogan-MitGreen) (Paramount) Excellent
movie version of Mark Twain's immortal classic, with Jackie Coogan
remarkably fine as Tom Sawyer.

story.

Silver Horde, The (Evelyn Brent
(RKO) Another Rex Beach yarn of
Alaskan fisheries, with heavy villainy and violent fist-fights, cheap
sensationalism and false motivation.
Evelyn Brent good as heroine with

No

zie

—

highly

sophisticated

dramatic and well acted.

heiress' home,
shoot her. substitute the sister
and psychic power is called in to

the

Strong

picture actually

interest.
Fine work by
Nagel in fine role as rich young husband suddenly ruined in stock crash
but refusing to be beaten. His wife

The crooks rob
out

Too

Hardly

some

of

(Ist Natl.) Dual
for Loretta Young
one sister
raised among crooks, other an heir-

help

No

gaged to a wealthy and thoroughly
agreeable man but suddenly prefers
the w^eakling, who has merely to
finish his jail term before the wed-

An "Adults Only"

Koad to Paradise (Loretta Young

ess.

Better not

)

ocre story of weakling jail-breaker
reformed by 1 ove of a cabaretcashier, who happened to be en-

drama, with underworld life at its
seamiest, in which the innocent
heroine is supposed to put herself
in a very dubious position to save
her brother who was under sentence
of death for the murder of a police
oflicer.
Rather cheap attempt at
morbid thrill.

Ruth Roland seeks divorce from her
brutal and profligate husband so she
may marry her first love. Her child
appeal.
Film
sentimental
adds
achieves little but publicity for
Reno's "divorce mill."

and Jack Mulhall)

saves

Those Who Dance (Lila Lee and
Monte Blue) (Warner) Oook melo-

of divorce, neither convincing nor
because crudely done.
significant

role

and

ding.

Reno (Ruth Roland) (Sono Art)
Very ordinary melodramatic comedy

End (Charles Bickford)
The Northwest Mounted

foils

(

Remote Control (William Haines)

River's

Hero

Temptation
(Lois
Wilson and
Columbia MediLawrence Gray )

(MGM) Hero, with his usual breezy
and brazen conceit, gets mixed up
with crooks who have been directing
gang activities over the air from
studio where hero is announcer. He
lands the villain, with some help
from the police. Mild burlesque of
the underworld and harmless amusement of its kind.

(Warner)

!)

as usual.

exclusive health resort. Wooden acting by Richard Arlen and Mary
Brian leaves nothing but Errol's
clowning to look at.

Police get the wrong man in this
Fine
work of Charles
picture.
Bickford in the dual role of "Mountie" and fugitive and good supporting cast make this dramatic story
quite interesting screen fare.

in a regular-formula, mystery ecare-melodrama of trapdoors,
secret panels, watery moats, and
very heavy villainy (by Henry B.

Stupid

No

No

Widow from

Chicago, The

(Alice

White) (1st Natl) Crook thriller,
with well knit story but otherwise
mere hokum. Sister of N. Y. detective killed by gangsters gets revenge
after lively adventures in luxurious
cafes and apartments of "big shot"
Everybody has a gun,
racketeers.
everybody is in danger of his life,
and nobody can- speak English.
"Sex" is mainly in the publicity.

Cheap

—
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THE THEATRICAL ElELD
CONDUCTED BY MARGUERITE ORNDORFF

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

D.

demonstrates

Griffith

\V.

mastery of the screen, silent
or sound, in this remarkable biography of a great American. M'ith
only a brief atmospheric prologue,
his

he takes up the character of Lincoln as a youth in a country

and

store,

carries his

to its

life

end in Ford's theatre. The humanity and the greatness of Lincoln are

magnificently revealed.

Episodic, as

such a story must
it is held together

necessarily be,

by the firm thread of Lincoln's
determination to preserve the nation at all costs.

The

War

Civil

emancipation of the
slaves are treated not as events
in themselves, but as problems in

and

the

the

life of

the man.

There

is

sen-

pliment one can pay to Walter
Huston is to say his identity was
so lost in that of Lincoln that
difficult to remember that he

it is

was

an actor playing a part. Una
Merkel, appearing briefly as Ann
Rutledge, made the part memor-

and Kay Hammond as
Todd was excellent. Such

Mary

able,

his-

personages as Grant. Lee.
and Sheridan, are characterized
by the same humanness that
marks the production as a whole.
Tt is a picture to see and remember.

torical

{See Film Esllmates for October)
[358]

Modern

general

a

MONTE CARLO

(Paramount)

wealthy coimt

a

And
idea

spectacle of a cheap

songs
there you have

wants to be a lady.

with

of

have the leading roles, with Zasu
Pitts, Claude Allister, and John
in support.

It is well pro-

Miss McDonduced and
pleasingespecially
ald has an
Horizon.
the
Bine
Beyond
number,
which she sings from the window
of a railroad train. The music is
harmonized with the sound and
rhythm of the train, and the chorus is supplied by peasants waving
from the fields as the train speeds
It is a very clever combipast.
nation of sound and scenery, due,
no doubt, to the ingenuity of
Ernst Lubitsch, who directed.
tuneful.

{Sec Film Estimates for October)
[359]

(Warner Brothers)

One

of those talkies that talk

long and
involved, and has to do with a
too much.

The

plot

cashiered French

woman

A

running

away from

a

loveless

is

army

officer,

a

spy, the Foreign Legion,

the African desert, a nondescript
tribe of desert warriors, and the

other appurtenances usual in that

woman who
While

it

is

not particularly the kind of thing

one enjoys seeing her do, one has
to admit that Miss Chatterton's
performance is exceedingly good.
Paul Lukas gives his customary
flawless performance, playing an

unsympathetic part in a most
sympathetic manner. One balks
a little, however, at Clive Brook's
drunken gentleman. Whoever designed the sets did what he could
to nullify the efforts of the actors
at characterization.
(See Film Estimates for September)

DIXIANA

[361]

(R. K. O.)

.Stereotyped operetta
cal

comedy

—or

— whichever

musi-

you

like.

Behe Daniels sings some not particularly memorable songs, EverMarshall sings opposite her,

ett

RENEGADES

Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey do the clowning. The
production features some full

and

Mardi Gras fete,
and some ill-advised close-ups of
Mr. Marshall singing. Ralfe Harcolor scenes of a

work

olde's

as the villain

is

per-

haps the most interesting thing

in

it.

(Sec Film Estimates for September)

type of story. Warner Baxter is
the renegade-in-chief, with Noah
Beery, George Cooper, and Greg-

[362]

Merna
ory Gaye as assistants.
Loy is the only woman in the

late Holbrook
amusing stage piece

Blinn's

Mexican

bandit

cast,
is

and the only one whose part

not overplayed.

[360]

ANYBODY'S

WOMAN
(Paramount)

Ruth

THE BAD MAN
(First National)

The

the

whimsical

reaches

(See Film Estimates for November)

A

story based on the Beaucairc
penniless countess
model.

Jeanette

it.

McDonald and Jack Buchanan

Roche

matical chatter and offers us the

barber.

her

as

treatment,

and music.

—but

not sentimentality
and there is beauty, and there is
Perhaps the highest comtruth.
timent

and
masquerading
marriage,

(United Artists)

-I.

December

Theatrical Film Reviews for
[357J

—

Chatterton

forces

lovelv voice into a shrill

her

ungram-

the

screen

about

again

with

Huston as the redoubtable Pancho Lopez. Aside from
W'alter

the fact that everybody talks too

much and moves
wel'

done.

Mr.

too

little,

Huston's

it

is

per-
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good, and Dorothy
Revier, Sidney Blackmer, James
Rennie, and O. P. Heggie are
among a satisfactory supporting
forniance

is

cast.

(See Film Estimates
1363]

in

this issue)

THE PLAYBOY OF PARIS

A picture so
even Maurice

that not

stupid

Chevalier

can

Not even a tuneThere is no plot, but
ful song.
that, of course, would be no objection if there were anything
else on which to focus attention.
Mr. Chevalier was obviously
aware of the picture's shortcoml>righten

for

ings,

it

performance lacks

his

(See Film Estimates for November)

LITTLE ACCIDENT
(Universal)

Belasco's absurd

little

comedy

about the young man who finds
himself a father on the eve of his
wedding, emerges from the hands
of its movie manufacturers as
fairly amusing and only occasionOne's chiefmeaningless.
ally
impression is that it could have
been so much funnier than it is.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Anita

up to
rapid farce, and Sally Blane is
Zasu Pitts
pretty but aimless.
and Roscoe Karnes are the only
ones who seem to hit their stride

Page seem

at

to be not quite

all.

(See Film Estimates for September)
[365]

LET'S GO

NATIVE
(Paramount)

A

—

Holt and Ralph Graves this time,
with Dorothy Sebastian as the
FisticuiTs,
bone of contention.
loud words, and occasional shootUndistining are the features.
guished by either good acting or

[367]

IV

provocation.

Fairly funny.

A

friend

can donate

of the school

stereo-

graphs and a stereoscope, but it will
take complete files to make their
use worthwhile.

stereopticons,

and

motion

picture

again on the double-quick. Gloria
Swanson is amusing in her
quieter moods, and

is

not averse

to slapstick to put over the

moments.

Moore

rowdy

Lew Cody and Owen

are able aids to comedy.

Margaret

Herbert
Gregory Gaye
complete a satisfactory cast. Miss
Swanson plays her widow with a
lively inanity, and vacuity of face
and tone that make her performance delightful. This is hardly a
Livingston,

and

Braggiotti,

milestone in the Swanson career,
quite well worth seeing.
(See Film Estimates for October)

but

it

is

CHECK AND DOUBLECHECK
(R. K. O.)
The ubiquitous Amos 'n Andy

[368]

and their friends step out of the
ether and become visible to their
legion

of

palpitating

picture

is

nothing but a continuation

of the troubles, big

and

ture film,

used for this may involve much
more money than has been spent on
that kind of equipment before. The
16mm. projector will probably be

found most suitable for classroom
though the 35mm. projector
will be needed in the auditorium.
Unless the school is in a big city

use,

system or has access to a good
brary of films and filmslides
find

little,

that

the dauntless two from
day to day, with the comedy situations hanging entirely on their
inimitable characterizations. Mr.
Gosden and Mr. Correll come
fully up to expectations.
(See Film Estimates for November)

it

more

satisfactory

li-

will

it

own

to

such material than to rent it.
It
may take some time to get complete
libraries of film but

it

the best

is

way.

Even
ford to

if

the school system can af-

make

the necessary expen-

ditures at once, this

wise

if

would be un-

a careful study of the whole

situation has

not been made.

the final analysis

it

In

will not be the

equipment or the money involved
to consider, but the teaching tech-

nique involved in the correct use of

means

This

visual aids.

experi-

mentation and research both in the
classroom and on the outside.
Vitalizing by visualizing can be-

followers.

simply done and

marked by a restraint foreign to
most comedies of this type. It is
really

li

and motion picmuch judgment must be

braries of stillfilm

(United Artists)

harass

(See Film Estimates for September)

HAT A WIDOW

Demonstrating what can be accomplished by a young widov\'
with a lot of money, when she
starts out to have a really good
time. The action takes you from
New York to Paris and back

liam Austin, Kay Francis, and
James Hall. Pearls, oil wells,
and earth quakes are involved in
the goings-on, and there is some
singing, and much dancing with
little

useful must be purchased.

l^rojectors along with complete

The

concoction

Five Year Program

(Continued from page 292)

In the purchase of balopticons,

(See Film Estimates for September)

about a
theatrical troup shipwrecked on
an island. Among those cast away
McDonald, Jack
are
Jeaiiette
Oakie, Richard Gallagher, Wilfoolish

The

bad.

up.

spirit.

[364]

(Columbia)
HELL'S ISLAND
More Foreign Legion
Jack

[366]

come widespread
private

in

our public and

schools only by

planning to reach

definitely

objec-

definite

Very

tives within a certain time.

few schools have any aim

in their

use of visual aids.

Surely a survey
of their conditions would indicate
the need of a definite objective to

be

by

reached

Through a

five

a

definite

time.

year program this

period of adjustment could be ar-

ranged

in

a

way

that

would meet

;

;
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problems

the

of

personnel

and

equipment.

cators
their

must use every means within
power to meet the situation

The

twentieth century has placed

effectively.

in the

hands of educators a great

they must at once take

responsibility
tion.

The

to

the

new genera-

socialization of their po-

meet their immediate
and ultimate needs and duties in
life is made most difficult by the
complexities of modern life. Edu-

If they are successful
full

advan-

of

visual

tage of the possibilities
vitalization.

He

iron-clad.

does not use actors,

he finds

simpler to alter

it

deform the types

to

—

er six

labor

aftlast
years of scientific
a series of silent

—

biological school films visualizing standard text

dealing with high school
biology and hygiene.
Features
never beDevelopments
fore offered to the teach-

New

—

— New

ers.

Films are from 400 to
500 feet in length, each
representing a definite
unit lesson. They may be
projected in 5 to 7 minutes thus providing ample
time for careful discussion
between teacher and class
on the subject just presented.
They illustrate biological facts
which cannot be visualized adequately either by lantern slides
or

still

with

rough

a

montage

He

begins

makes

script,

on

script

with some

in

fit

preconceived situation.

Completed at

the least

;

things

him

in

they do not belong to the

immutable

essentials.

he argues,

is

Good

lighting,

just as psychologically

a

location, finally,

after seeing the rushes, he lets the

material speak for

from

it

On
store.

a

new

itself,

building

he

He made

quite clear to

it

sets

Stroheim's scenes of

come off they
was not reStroheim
failed because
and to the
background
lated to the
director
The
screen.
edges of the
his
hung
Gabbo"
of "The Great
hysteria do not quite

actor in space.
lated

a

to

leaning on

;

man may

piece of
it,

Russia they are establishing a fresh

—

is,

They

also,

are like

men

the cinema as an instrument to impress."
'

And

"If

knew

I

would do

I

and there is a table, somebody else must stand just here so
that he links up with the edges of

other, but the

becomes

One

pictures.

In this

way

the picture

that in-

my

time with the
thing will only

new

be born from experience with the

One

intellectual cinema.

time
I

self contained.

of the distinguishing marks,

intellectual

the

after

"cinema ?"
stead of wasting

here,

taking off their

They do not use

clothes in public.

'

by
an

"Will the

asked,

I

"But the avant-garde are funny,
from a Freudian point of view.

be re-

furniture

but there

Frivolously

avant-garde help?"

optical relation. If one actor stands

the screen.

in evi-

group of conditioned reflexes that
is all.
What matters is whether a
director intends to move on to the
intellectual cinema, or back, from
the mass film, to the time-worn

great

composition

A

much

which are being made in England and America.
He cited "The Four Feathers." In
in the pictures

triangle dramas.

plot.

me why Von

he rightly affirms, as

dence

the story to suit the types than to

Biologists

little

too,

{Concluded from page 301)

thus,

to

hand

the other

colour do not worry

Propaganda,
which is such a discussed element in Russian productions, is, as

Foreign Notes

he picks faces from the crowds

Message

On
like

significant as colour.

tentialities to

A

of tremendous importance.

is

enough,

step at a

think; although

I

trust that, in the distant future,

art will

who

work back

into life.

understand

the

Those

Freudian

All subjects are printed on
standard Safety film stock; they
are available on both 35mm.
and 16mm. film material.
The first group of ten pictures
are now ready for distribution.
Rental Price :—$1-00 per subject
per day, plus transportation

between the work of Eisenstein and
Pudovkin, is occasioned by the fact
looks
always
Eisenstein
that
through his camera while Pudovkin
at

In the past Eisenstein has suffer-

both ways.

the National Institute of Cinemato-

ed from a good deal of plagiarism
he is upset at the fact that people

Write for information in respect to nearest Distributor.

HERM'S BIO-CINEMA
SOUND PRODUCTS, Inc.
American Bank Building

DAYTONA BEACH,

FLA.

Chas. F. Herm, Cinema
Biologist, President

describes

lectures,

Moscow, Eisenstein inhim a situation which he would work out in
detail. What difference will it make

graphy

in

vited students to give

if

the

hair?

woman
Will

all

has black, or white,
the objects in

scene help the expression?

ate the fact that

word

to

a

I

am

happier

looking forcondition

of

humanity."

what he wants.

During a course of

theory of sublimation will appreci-

And

the
so

on till the very material, of which
an object is constructed, becomes

appropriate the ornaments and not
the system.

On

his

own admission

even more occupied with
])ioneering than with making good
film. He excuses himself by saying
he

is

that he has to turn out a
films

or

nobody would

his theories.

few good
listen

to

—

—

.

;
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F. Dean

McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hiidson,

each province.

Great Britain

ing installed

The London Times
though there has
crease in the

notes that

lately

been an

al-

in-

number of educational

Great Britain, the
use of the film as a means of education is still far from being generally

produced

in

In England and

adopted.

Wales a

survey recently undertaken by the
newly constituted National Commission on Educational
tural Films has

number of

shown

more than

Cul-

that the total

which to-day
no
is
The main stumbl-

schools

cinema

possess

and

268.

projectors

ing-block hitherto, according to the

Times, has been the fact that the
few companies which have pro-

duced excellent educational pictures
and want to produce more can not
get an adequate market for their
products, while educational institu-

which desire

tions

can not obtain

to use the film

the right

subject.

Only on rare occasions have film
producers and teachers been in
touch with one another.
stacle,

however,

moved

in

is

the near

This ob-

likely to be re-

future by the

schools

the

for

libraries

film

Educational Films in

films

thousands

by

and traveling

schools

organized

of

Projectors are be-

for

the

in

the

exhibitions
villages.

In

France there are already 16,000 to
18,000 projectors

in

and

schools

other educational institutions, and
there

also a national

is

ganization, of which
side

cinema or-

the

scientific

very highly developed.

is

Germany,

In

in addition to the Kiiltur-

forschung Institnt in Berlin, a
special cinema office has been es
tablished to approve artistic, educational

and cultural

The Times considers

as perhaps

the most interesting advance in con-

nection

with the educational film

the

foundation

Film

Institute, attached to

University.

of

the

Harvard
Harvard

is

$200,000.

United States there are 800,000 logical outlets for motion pictures in

countries

sion, points out that Italy, for ex-

ample, has divided up the whole
country into 19 provinces, with 19

"Marine Models," "Safety

Hid-

in

"The Daily Dozen at the Zoo"
and "The Flight Machine," a study
of the flight of birds as compared
with the flight of aeroplanes. The
ing,"

sixth film

is

another of Mr. Percy

Smith's studies of fungi and mush-

rooms.
Visual

Education,

has

Limited,

also been at considerable pains to

discover

how

new

the

service of schools

device of

and other

tions not in a position

institu-

to

install

elaborate souiid apparatus. Six of
their

best

nature

subjects

were

PATHE
Motion Pictures

places other than the cinema theater

for.

and the home.

Education

In England most of the pioneer

work on

the production of instruc-

tional films has

Woolfe is the
Over 10 years ago this

which Mr. Bruce
chairman.
firm,

more with

and

been done by Brit-

idea of immediate profit, set itself

no doubt that Great Britain
lags seriously behind them in the
use of educational film.
In commenting on the methods adopted by
other nations, Mr. J. R. Orr, the
assistant secretary of the commis-

"Sea Level," a picture
"which shows the serious traffic
problem that exists under water"

In the

tions concerned.

is

tions to this series are six talking

pictures

The foundation fund

of this institute

ish Instructional Films, Limited, of

Compared with other

N. Y.

talking films can be brought to the

films.

Commission on Educational and Cultural Films, which
has set up a special committee to
deal with the problem of cooperation between the various organizaNational

there

{.

Entertainment

faith in the future

of visual education than with
to develop this field

much

by producing

now well-known series of Secrets of Nature. To this series such

the

eminent experts in their various departments of knowledge as Mr. F.

Duncan, Mr. W. P. Pyecroft, Professor A. P. Newton,
Professor Maxwell Lefroy and Mr.
Edgar Chance have contributed.
Martin

Among

the

more recent contribu-

PATHE EXCHANGE.
35

Inc.(ES1230)

West 46th St., New York City
Please send information to

Name
Address
Projector.

35mm

or

16mm
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therefore chosen, and arrangements
for Sir J. Arthur Thomson to
lecture on them. {School and So-

made
ciety.

Visual Aids

in

Available

the teaching of

Geography, History, English, Oral
Composition, Elementary Science
and Nature Study are provided by

Home

Study

Department

of

Clark University, Worcester, Mass.

and shipping

important

hibits of

Ex-

material.

this

products

for

transporta-

classroom use can also be furnished
at nominal cost, prepared in con-

tion companies, manufacturers, im-

venient form for examination and

porters and other business houses,

study.

Clark University has assembled illustrated pamphlets, booklets, maps,

in glass tubes, sealed,

Appropriate literature

charts and posters of great variety,

most of the

and

plete list of the

tries,

)

Illustrative Material

the

Through the generous cooperation of government bureaus of the
United States and foreign counbureaus,

tourist

of immediate value to the class-

room
made

teacher.

A

nominal charge

is

to cover the cost of handling

The New
General Science Set

able,

The specimens

are placed

and labeled.
accompanies
For a com-

exhibits.

34 exhibits avail-

address Clark University.

A Home

Study Course in Visual
Aids in Teaching is offered which
should be of interest and value to
classroom teachers from the pri-

mary grades to
The lessons call

teachers' colleges.

for the reading of

recent literature in the field of vis-

and for the selecand use of visual

ual instruction

tion, preparation,

The materials used in the development of the lessons form the
aids.

beginning of a school collection of

of Lantern Slides
for Junior

visual aids for

High Schools

use

daily

in

the

Sample lessons of the

classroom.

home study course

be sent on

will

request.

Is

Meeting with Universal Success

Lantern Presentation
Learning
of Spelling Words
on
Effect of

(Concluded from

The

First of Its

Kind Offered

to

Teachers

Wednesday

of General Science

Fifteen Units of

Twenty

Slides

this

day

for systematic review of the

back week's words.

Each

Thursday

of Study Calls for

:

using the

Buy Each Unit Separately
As Your Course

paije 298)

Keep

:

week.
It

and

of the

using

the

reteach

the

Correct,

lantern,

sentences

Dictate

new words

words missed.

Send for Descriptive Leaflet

Friday: Dictate the words for
the

(Other Slides for English Literature, Geography,
History available)

week

in a list.

with the lantern.

It

Correct

Reteach

the words missed.
seems probable that some of

the reasons for the significance of

teacher directed study and the use

of the lantern as a means of pre-

Keystone View Co*
Meadville, Penna,

senting words are the same. Teacher direction brings with

it

increased

attentiveness to the immediate task,
in this case the learning of a

word,

while the use of the lantern means

an opportunity for

more

perceptual impressions.

intense
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Visual Aids for Geography
Classes

The New York

The
State Bulletin to

new colon Canada avail-

the Schools announces a
lection of slides

able through the Visual Instruction

Division of the State Education De-

partment.

special reference to the

done on Canada

work

in the fifth

to be

grade

according to the state syllabus in

geography.
of 302 slides
the

A
is

supplementary

titles

list

offered for general

Teaching notes

accompany

of the selected slides.

manner four other
countries of North America have
been covered
Panama, Central
America, Mexico, and Alaska. At
In

similar

:

present the Division
pictures

RUSSIAN

selection of

and the effective
such equipment is also the subject
of an experiment now being conducted by the Division. A circular
has been sent to

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

maps and globes
ways of using

all

Full

slides

and

is

organizing

making map

geography,

atically in teaching

viting

them

particulars from:
Educational Film
Department

those schools

that are using state slides system-

Eighty-two of these slides have
been selected and grouped with

use.

slides for the several regions of the

United States.

Amkino

in-

(Corporation

723 Seventh Avenue
New York. N. Y.

to participate in certain

experimental exercises in the use
of the globe.
other

It will

school

that

is

be sent to any
interested

The proposed

in

lively

;

able

and

to

what extent

it

advantageous

is

practic-

to

have

exercises

pupils handle the globe individually

are to constitute a part of the regu-

and to report their observations
what classes of geographic facts
can be gained by pupils in the

this study.

lar

program

in

teaching

fourth

grade geography.
These experimental exercises are
to be

conducted

for

three

objec-

The Division wishes to determine to what extent teachers can

tives.

become interested and

qualified to

use the globe intensively and effec-

.

;

grade more satisfactorily
from the globe than from flat maps
and other means. Another objecfourth

tive of the exercises is to

determine

the type of globe best suited for the

other purposes named.

—

:

—
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"During the past year the Museum
many requests from teach-

light

ers for assistance in the use of various

types

of

tion with

apparatus

which

rors,

Museum

III.

planned to make this course a
series of demonstrations with individual
laboratory work. The laboratory work

of

the

New York

to

territory.

teachers

A

course

now being given (from October
to

January

29,

1931)

in the

2,

simple

it

ity

The subject-matter

IV.

sessions

in

follows

constituting

B.

as

is

graph.

1930

I.

V.

Visual Instruction", under the
charge of Grace Fisher Ramsey and L.
Wales Holden. Sessions are held each
Thursday from 4 :00 to 5 :40 P. M. The
course is free to New York teachers,
and carries 30 hours credit from the
Board of Education.
Dr. George H.
Sherwood, head of the Museum's Department of Public Education, states
the purpose of the course as follows

Aims

and

outline

(b) India

the

of

its

uses

slides.

Principles

—

(a)

(d)

with stereopticon lantern
(b)

and position of each
lantern

of

in

faults

VI.

Simple magnifying glasses and
use of the compound microscope.

1

1

(a)

in

Ground glass with ink or
crayons
practical
demonstrations.

projection

slide

correction

part.

work

laboratory

on celluloid
demonstra-

—

Assembling a stereopticon lantern to show use

Practical

practical

tions.

lesson

Demonstration

glass

demonstrations.

Typewritten

(c)

Pro-

in

on

ink

practical

jection

II.

—

limitations.

(a) Photographic

Course.
B. Optical

of

its

Four types of

:

A.

Opaque projection
and

is

"Mechanics

and the stereo-

Stereoscope

fifteen

the course

stereopti-

A. Film strips or film slides.

C.

the

for

various

in

cons.

to use these visual

is

faulty adjust-

to correct

ments

aids in the classroom."

The American Museum of Natural
History of New York City offers an
opportunity

how

lens

projection.
Problems
in
still
Teachers to show their abil-

of the

course actually handling the apparatus,
thus giving them practical knowledge

Teachers Course in Mechanics
of Visual Instruction

interesting

members

consist chiefly of

objective

(e)

and focussing.

"It is

will

(d)

of slides,

their schools are sup-

offers this course.

adjust-

adjustment of slide
proper position

(c)

carrier,

instruc-

visual

In direct response for such aid

plied.

the

for

centering, (b)

ment of condensers and mir-

has received

(Concluded on page 316)
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SPENCER CLASSROOM LANTERNS
For Regular Classroom Use
Your Students Will Always
Understand What They See!
Model
opaque

QA

will enable
material, such

you
as

to use
charts,

drawings, pages from books,
as well as standard
etc.,
glass

The

slides.

price

is

very nominal indeed.

With Model DC you can take advantage of the wealth of pictures in
the Spencer Filmslide Library and you can also draw on the many
sources of glass slides.
A

A
LANTERN
FOR
EVERY
PURPOSE
Qi

WITHOUT SUCH AN OUTFIT

CLASSROOM

IS

INCOMPLETE.

sJ^U^v--w-^fex^^\w.^^^N^^^^
\<yM;x^\m\\\\\%\\\"'^
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO. BOSTON. WASHINGTON. hINNEAPOLIS, LOS ANGELES.

SPENCER
PROJECTORS
ARE
GUARANTEED

BRANCHES:
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FIELD
CHURCHJOHNSON
THECONDUCTED
BY

R.

H.

F.

I

men
THE
engaged

and women actively
in church work have

for a long time been noted for their

mo-

serious concern with regard to

They have
movements

tion picture problems.

taken a leading part in

encouraging

for

in

films

better

theatres, as well as for increasing

use

the

schools.

of

Now

distinct trend

motion
there

is

pictures

toward the

of motion pictures

in

discernible a
direct use

etc.

—

is

likewise part and parcel of the edu-

The Educational

cational field.

Screen

feels that

to help meet

the

should strive

it

motion

picture

which the educator
found himself up to five or ten
years ago. There is only a limited
tion as that in

amount of

strictly

religious

problems of the modern progressive

tle

church.

be had for the school then.

I

shall be pleased to

questions addressed to
nection with this

field,

interest to film-using

answer

me

all

in con-

and news of

churches will

film

was

available today, just as there

lit-

worthwhile educational film to

advent of

which

the

so

16mm.

completely

safety

The
film,

eliminated

most of the technical obstacles in
the way of the use of motion pic-

church

the

in

church clubs, scout groups,

itself.

This trend

many

letters

is

reflected

the

in

which have been

re-

by T H E Educational
Screen on the subject of the availability of religious films and of

ceived

^|ms

suitable for church gatherings

rom an entertainment or educa^^tional standpoint.
I^^h These letters have come to

^^^DUCATioNAL ScREEN

its

films

Non-

"1001

annual booklet

The

view of

and other

listing of religious
in its

in

Theatrical Films", and also because

of the wide acceptance of

Estimates" which

I

its

"Film

consider to be

about the ultimate in the

way

of

and intelligent film reviews.
j^B So marked has become the inter'^^st in the possibilities of the use of
motion pictures in churches, that I
am sure it will prove helpful to devote a- special department to this
field in the magazine, and I am glad
f air

to undertake the
ing

work of conduct-

likewise find place in this

partment.

Our many

new deamong

readers

the active church workers are cor-

it.

The schoolroom, and

the theatre

in its truly educational aspects,

do

not by any means exhaust the scope
of what

W. Fred Allen, Protestant Episcopal Chaplain of the Philadelphia Municipal
Hospital, taking a Filmo movie of the Star Players in a Pageant given by the
children. The film was used to show the success that the nurses and instructors
had in training the youngsters

Father

may

rightly be called the

"educational screen."

The

as an entity devoted to

what may be

church,

termed its strictly religious interests, and also in its closely related
the
social and charitable agencies
hospital, the Y. M. C. A., men's

—

dially urged to send in news regarding their use of motion pictures,

and

to

avail

themselves of

the services of the department in

meeting

may

whatever

encounter

problems

they

in

this interesting

may

be said that the

work.
In general,

it

churchman who
today

is

sets out to use film

almost in the same situa-

and church, has
emphasized the distinction between the strictly theatrical
picture and the type used in home,
school, church and similar institutures

in

school

definitely

tions.

As
rather

a

rule,

definite

only

films

meeting

requirements

of

wholesomeness are able to bridge
the gap within the non-theatrical
('16mm.)

field,

while a completely

independent type of really educa(Concluded on page 315)

—

-
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THE PRODUCERS
AMONG
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

New 16mm.

Radically

A

16mm. Talking Motion

ture Projector

—the

and

designed

and sound experts have shown perfect clarity and constancy of tone.

16mm.

constructed

sound projector

Pic-

especially

first

The automatic
disc

to enter the field

the high intensity 30 volt-165 watt,

"Talkie" Equipment

filter,

air governor, the

the speed adaptor, and

the pickup tension arrangement are

ander F. Victor, president of the

all

Victor Animatograph Corporation,

the inventor, Alexander F. Victor,

Davenport, Iowa, pioneer manufac-

and

turers of nontheatrical Motion Pic-

very largely to the future excellence

new

ideas conceived by

will vmquestionably contribute

ture Equipment.

of non-theatrical sound reproduc-

The Model 5 Projector and the
designed
were
"Animatophone"
and perfected together as a single

tion.

unit

—not the usual "hook-up" type

with

regular

a

in

—takes

alone for silent operation and later

film trip,

"Anima-

the addition of the

tophone", which includes

all

parts

sound

the

equipment of the Model 5 Projector. The attachment of these parts
is

will

off

Due

to

the

to track

break

properly, a

film

for fitting.

"Animatophone".

position

of

achieves a

pactness

the vertical in-

record,

the

new standard

and

in

which
com-

The

weight.

light

The "Animatophone" Equipment

In the standard Model 5 Victor

feature of the

is

Projector,

maximum

illumination

and universal current adaption are
provided for by a built-in transformer for 50-60 cycle A. C. operation.

The

current, however,

may

plane

be diverted from the transformer

parallel to the side of the projector,

with the result that the instrument

record

thus

revolves

in a

may

direct connection thereby afiforded,

be operated on either alternating or direct current, with or with-

minus

and the like,
have never

out Victor lamp rheostat. Thus, the

been obtained with separate, shaftconnected outfits. Preliminary dem-

permitting the use intermittently of

or at right angles to the screen.
flexible shafts

gives such results

onstrations before

as

motion

The

picture

in

which only the highest type of well

a Model 5 for use with the

into

the usual horizontal dis-

Both

units

It is

turning his projector to the factory

of

designed

projection in a Victor projector.

at a reasonable cost, be converted

stead

especially

cannot

be spared the expense of re-

"Animatophone"

are

or become mangled during

returned to the Victor factory and,

The outstanding

use with the Animatophone.

Victor

who

may

it

models of

which automatically cuts
power and light if the film fails

be easily

so simple that

Two

Amplifier-Speakers are offered for

import-

understood that any Victor
Projector, Model 3 or 3B, may be

accomplished by the owner

Amplifier-speaker.

tory splicing to prevent loss of syn-

possible to purchase the projector

necessary to complete

added

of damage, requires expert laborachronization.

make

on

two units—the Anima-

to

projector.
it

of only

tophone-equipped Projector and an

Victor

connection

silent

present arrangement makes

The

—

feature

damage

regarded

highly

a

ance in connection with the use of
synchronized film which, in event

which employs an auxiliary, shaftconnected turntable

against

Provision
films

This new "talkie" apparatus consists

has just been announced by Alex-

entirely

and the 20 volt-250 watt lamps.

equipment stands entirely alone
all

the popular projection lamps

in

—

the standard 100-110 volt 200 watt,

known

amplifiers and speakers are

Amplifiers and speakers are

used.

compactly and
in a cleverly

—the

efficiently

assembled

designed carrying case

No. 245 being about the

size

of the Projector carrying case, and
the

No. 250 about half again as

large.
It is

anticipated by the manufac-

Model 5 Pro"Animatophone" will
])rove extremely popular with commercial, educational, and religious
turers that the master
jector

and

-
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users of motion pictures

reason that

no

has

it

the

for

hmitations,

gives truly professional results, and
is

compact and

so

weight

light in

can be set up and operated
in about a third of the space ordi-

that

it

narily required for

and may

16mm.

talkies,

be transported with ex-

treme ease.

Biological Films Available

As

pages, a series of biological films

is

being produced by the well-known

Ten of

Charles

Dr.

these subjects, }4 reel each,

may be had in
16 mm. width.

are completed and

mm.

either 35

The

Herm.

F.

or

are: Micro-Organisms of

titles

a Hay-Infusion, Reproduction, De-

velopment, Parental Care,
roscopical
culation,

A

View of the Blood CirThe Blood and Its Con-

Flowers, Seeds and Seed-

The remainder

lings.

of the pro-

])osed series of 75 will be released

ing

Application should be

Products,

a

tentative

clergyman puts

on

bulletin

it,

an announcement

of movies

of the taking

the

at

Sunday School Picnic helps bring

sources of such film of

available

has already been pro-

this type as

duced.

free

issu-

As one

of their congregation.

ities

Of

course this

is

merely a

out the crowd to the outdoor

and then brings them

val,

preliminary step but the mere fact

when

of the issuance of this bulletin de-

the

notes a recognition of the impor-

The same holds

mo-

and

the films are

program

shown

in

festi-

again

as part of

an indoor function.

at

true of pageants

plays, as well as in the popular-

tion picture world.

izing of social service work.

Even aside from the use of ready
made religious films the projector
proves

its

worth by bringing whole-

This type of film

when

esting

tells

it

some entertainment films into the
church, building up congregational

one's

cohesion, satisfying social needs in

similar activities

a

modern manner, and helping

to

solve financial problems as well.

Furthermore, the making of 16
has been made

so simple

an

extent

of

either

of

local church, yet there is

this

on the screen
from other parts,
country or from

Board of Foreign Missions
Presbyterian Church, and
similar departments of the Metho-

as the

of

the

Church,

dist Episcopal

church

excellent

workers are availing themselves of

means of recording the

inter-

story

a thrill also in viewing

and so inexpensive that

increasing

most

the

abroad. Several central bodies, such

mm. amateur movies
to

own

is

now make

available

films

free

of

charge.

activ-

one subject a week.

at the rate of

Herm's

by

religious films to the fore

this

to

Howell Company has

been bringing the whole question of

Mic-

stituents, Inherent Characters, Precipitins,

&

Bell

tance of the church field in the

previously announced in our

biologist.

the

Bio
Inc.,

made

Cinema
Daytona

direct

Sound

-

Beach,

Increasing

Florida.

The Church

Educational

Field

{Concluded from page 313)
tional film has
special

reference to the needs of

the classroom.

Many

religious films offered the

churches today suffer by technical

and

artistic

comparison with curThis

rent theatrical releases.

is

be-

were frequently made
which is
half a dozen generations as the
cinema measures time. However,
cause they

—

eight to fifteen years ago

the

situation

overcome, and

Possibilities

been developed with

is

gradually

will

be

being

The

rapid acceptance by the nation's
schools of visual means of instruction
makes careful selection of projection
equipment imperative. Projectors are used
under many conditions, and the instrument must be suited to those conditions.
Bausch & Lomb Balopticons are made in models for every still projection requirement lantern slides, still film, opaque objects small classrooms, large auditor-

—

—

—

iums, daylight or darkened.
Model BDT Balopticon is the choice of many schools because it is a most efficient
lantern slide projector.
Write for complete information on B & L Balopticons for school use.

& Lomb

Bausch
688

Paul

St.

Optical

Co

St.

met more

rapidly in direct ratio to the extent

which the men and women interin church films make plain
their demands.
I am glad to note
that the educational department of
to

ested

BAUSCH 6 LOr^
M

a k g

f

s

o

(

Ofthogon Eyeglasi

L

c n

s

c

s

B

c

t

t

<
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Dwight

Conducted by

R. Furness

Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education

Some
The
to

and Figures

Facts

question

is

often raised as

whether a church

should

One

size.

organization

national church
distributes both

that

16mm. and 35mm. films has found
standard
for
that
the demand
35mm. prints exceeds that for
16mm. prints about five to one.
From recent report s from
churches where

shown
vary

it

its

films

have been

appears that the audiences

from twenty-five per-

in size

sons to several hundred.

In one

The

average

case

six

hundred.

audience mmibers about 105. About

two thirds run from 25 to 100 and
one third from 100 to 200 and over.
The fact that most churches have
standard equipment is very likely
due to the equipment having been
bought before the advent of 16mm.
projectors and the establishment of

16mm. libraries.
If two thirds of the church audiences number 100 or less persons
it would seem that 16mm. projectors would meet the demands of
the average church.

It

must

be

remembered, however, that in large
auditoriums there is a need for

35mm.
The

projectors.

showing films has
been estimated by this organization,
from a study covering five years, at
about nine cents per person. This
cost of

cost includes the production of the
film,

necessary prints, and distribu-

No

are for from

The average postage on

one-reel

58 cents each

way and

shipments

is

62 cents for

shipments.

two-reel

The average postage one way on
shipments, one to five reels,

all

is

67

cents or less per person seeing the
film than the postage

would be on a

mailing piece sent at the

minimum

own

organization

films

and

produces

finds the

its

cost per

reel including an extra print to run

about $500.00.

Now
Winter

is

is

the

for

Time

get

them

in

best

shape

About one

postage).

third ask for

is

the

development of the motion

Anyone having

cameras or projectors that
may have historical value should
communicate with Mr. John A.
Maloney, c/o Museum of Science
and Industry, 300 West Adams
old

Teachers Course in Mechanics
of Visual Instruction

VIII.

Principles of the motion picture

demonma-

including

strations

with

chine and

film.

16 inm.

IX.

Problems in use of classroom
motion picture machines and

X.

Laboratory work with various
types of classroom film pro-

films.

VII.

jectors.

Proper

handling

what

to

films

of

when

do

aiid

the film

breaks.

Some

ture.

number

312)

Micro-projection.
projector

attractiveness of the finished pic-

Indexing scenes from reels for
future reference is always a problem. One way of doing this is to
cut a frame or two from each

from page

{Concluded
VII.

XIII.

DON'TS.

practical

—Use

Synchronized films
nograph records.
A. Screens,

of pho-

opaque
Types best

including

and translucent.

adapted for specific uses.
B.

Most

methods

practical

darkening

room

for

of

projec-

tion purposes.

XIV.

Significance

of

Visual Aids

education and

how

in

they can

be used in classroom instruc-

of the

tion.

half of the requests

received are for one reel at a time.

One

(Old Field Museum)in Chicago

looking for accessions depicting

XI.

the scene and the

is

The Museum of Science and
Industry that will be housed in
the rebuilt Fine Arts Building

the
story
sequences so that
moves smoothly.
Titles are always interesting
to make. If illustrations are used
for backgrounds they add to the

way (outgoing

charge

Wanted

Historical Material

showing.

Almost any film is improved
by careful editing and titling.
When editing go over each scene
with the same care you go over a
paragraph you have written.
Leave out superfluous action.
Trim scenes to speed up action.
Take out poor ones. Arrange the

scene in a reel and clip or staple
Write
it on a 5 X 3 index card.
on the card the title or subject oi

rental

cards

the

or

by subjects.

Street, Chicago, Illinois.

made. This particular organization
pays transportation charges one

tion costs.

provided

filed

the time to go over

the films taken during the sum-

mer and

file

be

picture industry.

postage rate of one cent.

The

card

may

three to five reels.

pur-

chase a 16mm. projector or one of

standard

The remaining

time.

two

reels at a

reel in

which

it

appears. All the

may

be kept
together and a cross reference

cards for each reel

XV.

Examination of
best

ability to attain

possible projection with

apparatus

supplied.
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HERE THEY ARE!
A
FILMS

730 Fifth Ave.,

Sims Visual Music Co.

New York

Quincy,

City
(See advertisement on page 289)

New York

City

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
120 W. 41st St., New York City
300 W. Adams Bldg., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 311)

Bray Pictures Corporation

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

for the Visual Field

Universal Pictures Corp.

Amkino Corporation
723 Seventh Ave.,

Trade Directory

111.

SLIDES

FILM SLIDES

and

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

W.

130

City.

46th

St.,

New York

City

Ideal Pictures Corp.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

Carlyle Ellis
130

W.

46th St

New York

,

City

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

International Projector Corp.
Inc.

Acme

Rochester, N. Y.

W.

46th

St.,

New York

City

BeU

(See advertisement on page 308)

New

St.,

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

35

W.

4Sth

City

W.

46th

St.,

James C. Muir

(See advertisement on page 309)

1028 Forbes

St.,

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 312)

New York

1052

City

St.,

&

Chicago,

Cahuenga

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

University Museum Extension
Lecture Bureau
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

111.

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pinkney Film Service Co.

111.

(See advertisement on page 290)

Stillfilm Inc.

26 E. Eighth

New York

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

19

111.

Inc.,

St.,

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sims Visual Music Co.

111.

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Pathe Exchange

St.,

(See advertisement on page 289)

130

Chicago,

&

Muir

Spencer Lens Co.

&

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

Ideal Pictures Corp.
St.,

Gold

City,
(see advertisement on Inside Back Cover)

Herm's Bio-Cinema Sound Products
Daytona Beach, Fla.

26 E. Eighth

90

Division,

York

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

C.

10 S. 18th

Quincy,

(See advertisement on Outside Back Cover)

Eastman Teaching Films,

111.

(See advertisement on page 310)

James

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

Rochester, N. Y.

Chicago,

Meadville, Pa.
111.

& Company

Eastman Kodak Co.

St.,

Keystone View Co.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

130

26 E. Eighth

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation

Pittsburgh, Pa.

333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

St.

Paul, Minn.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

111.

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.
£.

J.

STEREOPTICONS

Cahuenga

Bernard Sullivan Co.
360 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago,

New York

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
111.

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 315)

Howard

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.
£.

James C. Muir
J.

10

S.

18th

&

St.,

Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Victor Animatograph Corp.

Sims Visual Music Co.

Davenport,

Quincy,

la.

City

James C. Muir
10 S. 18th

St.,

&

111.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

SCREENS

(See advertisement on page 312)

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

(See advertisement on page 311)

UFA-Films
1540 Broadway,

1052

15

(See advertisement on page 290)

IS

(See advertisement on page 310)

Stillfilm Inc.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Howard

111.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

111.

(See advertisement on page 290)

Spencer Lens Co.
Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 312)

111.
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Index to Volume
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The
FORMAL ARTICLES

No.
University
California
Extension
Arleigh, Mabel W.,
of
Division, Los Angeles, The Scope of Visual EducationNov.
Aughinbaugli, B. A., State Super risor Visual Instruction,
Oct.
Cohimbus, O., The Motion Picture and the School
Bragdon. Clifford S., Prin. Central Junior High School,
New Jtochelle, N. T., Motion Pictures in a Junior

High

Apr.
Dec.

School

Campbell, Laurence P., The Five Year Program
Chapman, Wolcott P., The Economic Aspect of Visual Education by Motion Pictures from a Parents Viewpoint .June
Showing How
Cook, Gertrude S., How We Are Sheltered
Oct.
Visual Aids Were Used by First Grade
Emery, James N., Prin. James C. Potter School, Pawtucket, R. /., The Motion Picture as a Classroom Aid. June
Glover, J. G., Department of Manarfement, New York University, The
Use of Motion Pictures in Business
Apr.
Courses
Talking Motion Pictures as an Aid in CoUoge Educa-

—

Page
260

228
103
293
167

230
164
104

Sept.

201

Jan,
London (II)
Visual Education in Europe
Berlin and Leipzig(III) .Feb.
Visual Education in Europe
Visual Education in Europe Jena, Nuremberg, Vienna, Budapest, Berne, Zurich (IV)
Mar.
Visual Education in Europe^ Munich (V)
Apr.
Visual Education in Europe
Paris (VI)
May
Gow, Konald, Altrinrham County High School, England.
Our Films
May
Ha worth, H. H., Supervisor Visual Education, Pasadena,
Cal., and White, Margaret S., Visual Instruction in
June
the City Schools
Hoban. C. F., Statf Director Visual Education, Harrisbur;/.
Pa., School .Tournevs in England, Germany, France and
Belgium
Nov.
Horn, Aaron, The Function of the Picture in Science
Instruction
Mar.
Lewin, William, Central High School, Newark, N. J.,
Where Does Progress Lie in the Development of
Jan.
Educational Talking Pictures
First Experiments with Talkies in American Schools. .Feb.
An Educational Study-Guide and Outline of the
Dec.
Photoplay, "Trader Horn"
MacLean, W. P., A Comparison of Colored and Uncolored
Sept.
Pictures

4

tion

Gregory.

W.

M.,

Director

Schools, Cleveland, O.,

Eductional

Museum,

Public

—
—
—

—

—

Gail, An Initial Activity that Functioned
Sept.
L. PauK, Director Visual Education, Scranton High
School, Pa., Teacher Training in Use of Visual Aids. Oct.
Morgan, Willard D.. Film Slides for Modern Visual Demands. Nov,

Mahoney,

39
68

100
132

Ramsaye, Terry, The Picture and Education
May
Redenbaugh, Wm. A., Supervisor Science, Seattle Schools, A
Jan.
Science Department and Motion Pictures
Angeles
Roach, Charles, Director Visual Education. Los
Schools, Theatrical Motion Pictures for the EducaFeb.

Field

Slgman, James

Director Visual Education, Philadelphia
Equipment for Visual
Feb. 43Mar.
Zj-ve, Claire, Principal Fox Meadow School, Scarsdale. N. Y.
The Effect of Lantern Presentation on the Learning
Dec.
of Spelling Words
Schools,

A
A

166
261
75

8
41

293
196
200

;

Cinematography)
Pentecostal

Films
of

the

Screen

{by

234
265
130
6

207
221
223

)

—

Midweek)
Close

Up

Educational Films {by L. M. Bailey in Movie Makers)
Byrd's Antarctic Movie (in The Living Age)
Nov.
Shall the Screen Pussyfoot History {by H. E. Barnes in
Motion Picture Monthly)
International Review of Educational Cinematography
Dec.
The Future of the Films fin The Livinfj Age)
The Theatre {by George Jean Nathan in Vanity Fair)
Newspictures (in The Review of Reviews)
The Place and Value of Motion Pictures in Educational
Work {by Wm. H. Dudley in National Board of Review Magazine)
.

.

.

.

238
238

239
239
239

240
240
240
241
272
272
302
302
303
308
303

BOOK REVIEWS
{Arranged in Chronological Order)

70

297

—The

Motion Picture Problems

Cinema and The League

and

J.

Warren

12
13
13
13

48

Mar.

Tilton)

—

Pagk

of

Feb.
Nations {by William M. Seabury)
Children and Movies {by Alice Miller Mitchell)
Motion Pictures in History Teaching {by Daniel C. Knowl-

Sound Motion Pictures {by Harold B. Franklin)
The Pageant of America Vols, 2, 14, 15 {by

the

Yale
Apr.

University Press)
May
Film Technique {by V. I. Pudovkin)
My Workbook in Phonics (by Marjorie Hardy)
Silent Reading Hour Series, Library Edition {by G. T.
Buswell)
Enriched Teaching of Commercial Subjects in the High
June
School {by M. N. Woodriny and G. Harold)
Sound Pictures and Trouble Shooters Manual {by J. R.
Cameron and J. F. Rider)
{by
Cameron's Encyclopedia of Sound Motion Pictures
James R. Cameron)
Oct.
The Film Till Now {by Paul Rotha)

49
51

79
8U

109
142
142
142
173
173

173
241

NOTES AND NEWS

48
(in Twentieth

Church Management
Academj' of Motion Picture Arts and Science Annual Report
The Crisis in the Movies {by Walter B. Pitkin in Parents'
Apr.
Magazine^
The Futile Exhibitor {by WiUiam M. Sedbury in The
Churchman)
Employment Problem of Motion Picture Industry {by Marian L. Mel in The Vocational Guidance Magazine) ....

206
207

{hy Barnet G. Braver-Mann in The Theatre Guild
Magazine)
Oct.
Motion Pictures Suitable for Children {by R. E. Sherwood
in McCalVs)
The Need for Moving Picture Theatres for Children {by
Ferrell Bolton in Penbody Journal of Education) ....
Children and War Films {by Cesar Santelli in The Living
Age )
A Tourist In Spite of Himself In Standard Land {by A.
Edw, Newton in Atlantic Monthly)
The Movies in Medicine (by Carl D. Clarke in Hygeia) ....
Now Pictures Come Out of Air {by John A. Maloney in

36

(Conducted by Marion F. Lanpiiikr)
(Arranged in Chronological Order)

{in Catholic
School Interests)
Mar.
Better Films {by Stella Levy in The Illinois Teacher)
The Talkies {in The Nation)

205
206
206
206

16mm in a Rural Church {in Church Management)...
Galsworthy on the Talkies {in The Living Age)
Talkies in Germany {in The Living Age)
Talking Pictures, The (ireat Internationalist {by Harold B.
Franklin in Journal of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers)
Federal Motion Picture Inspection {by Guy E. Shipler in
The Churchman)
Degeneration of the Movies or Regeneration {by Joseph
Darrow in The Rosicrucian Magazine)
Antique or Golden Oak {in The Nation)
Why I Left the Films {by Emil Jannings in The Living

The

ton

Jan.
International Review of Educational Cinematography
The Motion Picture Problem (by Maude M. Aldrich in The
League Scrip)
I Work with Charlie Chaplin {by Egon Erwin Kisch in Living Age)
The Extremely Moving Pictures {by Thomas Mann in Vanity Fair)
Feb.
Parents' Questions {in Child Study)
Visual Aids in Imparting Occupational Information {by
Grayson N. Kefanner in The Vocational Guidance

205

Pare Lorentz in Vanity

Fair)

Age

172
172

173
Sept.

The Freedom

172
.

John D. Clinton in Church Man-

{by

agement)

*.

AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS

Magazine )
The Crusade for Wholesome Motion Pictures
Century Progress)
Health Education in the Elementary School

141

Motion Pictures Move a Rural Church
Here is the
Answer(by George A. Crapullo in Church Management) June
Spanish and the Talkies {by Alfred Coester in Sierra Educational News)
Educational Films {by Diana Rice i?i The New York Times)
The Beginning of Amateur Educational Films in the U. S,
{by L. M. Bailey in International Review of Educational

G.,

No.

141
141

Churchman)
Will

Minimum Standard

Education

May

Charlie

137

Miller,

tional

A Children's Hour at the Movies {by Don C. Seitz
in Parents' Magazine
Letter and an Answer {in The Churchman)
Presbyterian Writes {by Maude M. Aldrich in The

Wanted,

{Arranged Alyhahetically by Authors)

{Arranged in Chronological Order)
48
48
78
78
78
79

Government Motion Picture Division Reports
New Museum Planned for Chicago
Using Movies to Train Army

Jan.

College Protests Against College Life Films

H

Fox Production Wins Photoplay Medal

New

Screen Advertising Bureau Formed
Hold Congress on Movies in Paris
New X-Ray Film Invented
Films Train Salespeople in Styles
Second Semester Visual Education Courses
New Little Theatre Openings
A New Radio Correspondence Motion Picture Course
Catholics

108
108
109

10

10
10
10

Feb.

11
11
11
11
45
45

45

31^

December, 1930
No.

Sound Films Urged for Psychology
National Academy of Visual Instruction
lantic

City

Meeting

Mar.

Film Bill Introduced
Catalog Available of Will Day Collection
Course in Talkies in New York City Schools
Round Table on Films at Rollins College
Mexico to Use Talkies in Education
of

Apr.

Surgical Talkies

The Ten Best Films
George Eastman Honored
Society of Motion Picture Engineers to Meet
Motion Pictures at Chicago World Fair
Motion Pictures for Shut-Ins
Army Making War Film
Visual and Radio Education
New Stereopticon Lecture on the Bible
New Device Which Uses Sky for Screen

May

Radio-Television Tests
New Picture Loan Library
International Film Congress to be Held in Brussels

on Slides

Talkies Aid Teaching in the Philippines
Visual Course at Clark University
Film Exhibition at American Fair
Study of Effects of Motion Pictures on Eyesight
Cameras Aid Anti- Aircraft Fire
June
Texas Visual Instruction Conference
Field Museum Expedition Returns with Native Talkies.
European Motion Picture Industry Report
Visual Instruction Directory Now Ready
Toy Calculators for .\rilhmetic
Congress Approves Historical Films
Program of the Department of Visual Instruction of the
National Education Association
Sept.
Puppet Projects for Children
Story of Motor City Filmed
Talkies to Teach Fire Salvage
Photography School on Cruise
Geographic News Bulletins
Films Instruct French Legislators
Oct.
Talking Pictures Demonstrations
Visual Exhibits in Pennsylvania
Society of Motion Picture Engineers Fall Meeting
Memorial to Motion Picture Pioneer
Talkies Preserve Indian Sign Language
Sound Films Make Movies a Most Complex Business
Surgical Movies Gain OflRcial Recognition
Nov.
Films and Reading
Educational Activities of Motion Picture Academy
.

Movie Engineers Discuss

New

.

.

Developments

Programs Available for Special Days
Soap Sculpture Aids Geography Study
Catalogue of Canadian Motion Pictures
Visual Program at Wisconsin Convention
Art Museum Lantern Slides
Business Looks at the Films
Visual Aids Loaned by Libraries
Motion Pictures in Health Education

Dec.

Make Talkies
Army Plan Sound Films
School Children

Iowa Holds

Vis\ial

19

America
Slides on Animal Life

76

Two Recent

20
22
23
24
51
55
56
57
85
88

77
77
77
77

New Film Strip on Safety
A New Di&covery in Photography

New Government Pamphlet

Jan.
Visual Instruction at Recent Educational Mtetings.
Decennial Dinner of the Visual Instruction Association of

4^
76
77

New

Showing

(Conducted by Dr. F. Dean McClusky)
{Arranged in Chronological Order)

46
At-

at

:

Record Exports of American Films for 1929
Systematic Use of Radio in School Work

A

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

Page
45
45
46

Life of George Washington to be Filmed
Transmission of Color Pictures
Radio Instruction in New York Schools

Conference

Academy Confers 1930 Awards

106
106
106
106
lOG
106
107
107
139
139
139
139
139
139
139
140
140
14C
140
140
140
170
170
170
170
171
171

Publications
Recent Writings
Evolution of Housing
A Classroom Proiect(6y ilae Gansii)Feh.
Children's Program in the Field Museum of Natural History
Audubon Bird Pictures and Leaflets
Recent Writings
Mar.
A Survey of Visual Instruction
Audible Moving Pictures
Slides on Basketball
Recent Writings
.Apr.
The National Academy of Visual Instruction Convention.
The Contribution of the Motion Picture Division, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, to Visual Instruction
I
(by Eugene I. Way)
Visual Instruction News
The Educational Work of the Commercial Museum (by
May
Charles R. Toothaker)
New Screen for Schools
Recent Writings
June
Slide Lesson in Reading
Educational Films from the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics (by May O'Callaghan)
Recent Writings
Progress of Visual Instruction in the United States from

—

.

.

171
203
203
203
203
203
204
235
235
235
235
235
236
270
270
270
270
270
270
271
284
284
299
299
299
300
300
300
300

47
47
107
204
204

204
221
236
237
300

1923

to

1930

Sept.

Department of Visual Instruction of the N. E. A
Revised Standard Equipment for Visual Education

Unique Service to Schools
Canned Education
Visual Instruction in New York City (by Rita Hochheimer) Oct.
Textual Lessons in Geography Reviewed with Slides (by Marie Ganss)
Recent Writings
.Nov.
Metal Trades Club Goes Afield (by E. H. Christiansen)
Preliminary Announcement of National Academy of Visual

—

FILM ESTIMATES
The number of films covered by Film Estimates for the year are as
follows: Jan. 34. Feb. 33, Mar. 33, Apr. 37, May 31, June 34, Sept.
85. Oct. 35, Nov. 31, Dec. 30.
Space forbids listing these films
Write to The EDrcATloxAi. Scrkkn for further information.

.

Outline

Course

As a University President Puts

It

Recent Writings
Educational Films in Great Britain

Dec.

Material Available
'.
Visual Aids for Geography Classes
Teachers' Course in Mechanics of Visual Instruction
Illustrative

88
89
115

11"
118

147
148
150
179
180
182

215
215
217
218
218
247
249
250
279
279
280
281
283
309
310
811
312

Film Reviews
Sept. 220
Power
Sept. 220 Sunshine
Power Farming in the South. 220 Under the Southern Cross May 150
.Sept. 220
World Wanderings.

Industrial

.

.

AMATEUR FILM MAKING
•(Conducted by Dwight R. Fitrnes.s)
(Arranged in Chronological Order)
Artificial

Jan.

Lighting

Taking Movies of Football

New Equipment
Feb.

Editing Films

Sound Films
Film Cement

,

Snow Pictures
A Real Church Movie
Summer Movies
An Interesting Hobby

Apr.

June

The Question of a Camera
An Aid to Editing
Toy Projectors
Sound for Amateurs
Home Work and Films
Movies of Field Trips
A Good Screen is Vital
Care of School Projectors
Movies for Mother

<

Oct.

Nov.

Some Facts and Figures

Now is the Time
Historical Material

Dec.

Wanted

,

26
26
26
58
58
58
58
119
119
119

186
186
186
252
252
252
252
285
285
285
316
316
816

AMONG THE PRODUCERS

THE THEATRICAL FIELD
Theatrical Film Reviews
Jan. 15, Feb. 50, Mar. 81, Apr. Ill,
Space
143, June 174, Sept. 210, Oct. 244. Nov. 276, Dec. 307.
forbids listing these films.
Write to Thk Educational Scrsen for
further information.

.

Instruction

Another

(Arranged in Chronological Order)

(Conducted by Marguerite Obndorff)

May

.

.

Silhouettes

Feb.

Films {by Osivell
Blakeaton )
Apr.
Germany, Bulgaria, Greece, Sweden
Turksib A Russian Film (by Oswell Blakeston)
Sept.
Argentine Promotes Educational Films
Germany Organizes Cultural Film League
Film Activities in Italy
Exhibition of Mechanical Aids to Learning (by Oswell
Blakeston)
Oct.
Something New In Marionette Films (by R. Bond)
Dec.
Phases of Cinema (by OhwpU Blakeston)

—

,

.

FOREIGN NOTES
An Announcement and an Invitation
Immense Program of New Cultural

.

Filmador

— New

Bell

& Howell

Jan.

Accessory

Government Adopts New Talkie Unit
Tone-0-Graph to Synchronize Ufa Subjects

New
New

Productions

Portable Sound Movie Equipment
Pathe-Harvard Series of Educational Sound Films
The Prince of Wales' African Expedition
Department of Agriculture Making Poultry Movies
World Congress
Harrington Group Vision Tester (by A. O. Potter)
Talking Pictures for Business and Industry

Feb.

Mar.

25
25
28
28
29
92
92

for

Apr.

92
120
120

320

The Educational Screen

Business Has a New Ally in the DeVry Industrial Cinetone
New Sound Films for Educational Use
May
Stillfilm Teacher Aids
New Eastern Exchange Opened by Rothacker
June
The Newest Thing in Home-Made Lantern Slide Material
Victor Announces New Model Cine Projector
A New Exposure Meter
Ufa 16mm. Educational Films Now Distributed by Bell &
Howell
Sept.
New Health Film Production
Sound Films Planned for Mathematics and Basketball....

New Bausch and Lomb
New Productions in the

Projector on Market
Science Field

The "Stillfilm" in Teaching
Russian Travel and Educational Films Made Available

16mm

New
New

Film on Porto Rico
Catalogs
with full

—

Oct.

120
152
158
184
185
185
185

222
222
222
223
223
254

in

255
255
reproductions

color

of

visual

instruction aids
Talkies, Home Movies,

255

Home

Phonograph and Radio in One
Combination Instrument
Nov.
Cinevoice Demonstration
Teacher Institute Programs Include Talkies

New QRS-DeVry Equipment
Bausch and Lomb Overhead Projector
Radically New 16 mm. Talkie Equipment

Dec.

Biological Films Available

286
28C
286
287
287
314
315

'

health

MISCELLANEOUS
Bibliography on the Use of Visual Aids in Education {by
Joseph J. Weber) Jan. 29, Feb. 61, Mar. 93. Apr. 123,

May 155

June
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Gradual Growth

Motion Pictures in Education

of

James G. Sigman
Director Visual Education, Philadelphia Public Schools

WHEN

some of the frailties and crudities of the
drama are discussed, either in clubs or
current magazines, writers and speakers are prone to

quick and permanent impression upon the mass mind

forget the youth of the motion picture.

many

screen

than a quarter of a century since this

It is really less

new

art,

or rather

combination of the arts, came into being, and it is still
afflicted with much of the awkwardness of youth in

many members.

There

is

no background of centuries

of culture and refinement, dating back to the Greek

drama, behind
its

acting,

this

and

its

new kind

ario, call for a distinctly

therefore

all

Both

of stage offering.

written composition called the scen-

new

type of talent.

It

has

beginning and

its

early history are not

the principal themes of this article, but a better under-

standing of

its

some references
Eastman, by
film,

is

educational value
to this

may

be obtained by

none too remote

past.

George

his invention of the flexible, continuous

worthy of recognition as the

really just as

man who made motion

pictures possible.

Frenchman, Lumiere, ten years

later,

in

The

great

1893,

com-

pleted his "cinematograph", including in one machine

the earlier discoveries of the disk shutter and inter-

movement together with this flexible film on
which the rapidly-flashed pictures were printed. Three
years later Edison had presented a better projector to
the American market, and had given steadiness to the
picture on its way through the projector by the use
of four sprocket holes on the side of each separate
frame instead of but one. These pioneers in the art
of projection worked upon these discoveries only a
generation ago, and two of them are still living. Nothing could demonstrate more clearly the youth of this
great and growing industry.

mittent

The

early years of the twentieth century

saw the

gradual adaptation of the motion picture to theatrical
uses, during

what was

pictures

After the armistice, motion

became a part of Y. M. C. A. work, and
church equipment, as

sections, of

its

called the "nickelodeon era".

At

were novelties, and comedies of the "pursuit" variety were beginning their popularity.
Most of the actors were
men, just as in the Shakespearean drama, and girls
were incidental. But both the production and the reproduction divisions of the motion picture industry
soon grew to become distinct industries giving employment to thousands, and bigger and better theatres
for motion pictures succeeded.
This new method of portraying human action and
that time features of three reels in length

emotion did not make a direct entrance into education
until the time of the World War.
Its possibihties for

in

great edu-

good causes were developed. If propaganda could be disseminated by this method, why
not correct and exact impressions ? The business and
industrial world next began to realize the value of the
motion picture as an excellent advertising medium, in
order to circulate the story of the production and uses
cational uses for

of

their

various

advertised

articles.

Finally

the

schools and colleges, about ten years ago, began to

adopt the motion picture machine as a permanent

the virility of youth.

Its original

then became appreciated.

fix-

and equipment programs, as
value for instruction became evident

ture in their building
vast potential

its

vo

educators.

These earliest educational projectors were theatrical
machines adapted for booth projection in auditoriums.
Because of their size and cost, these projectors were
later supplemented by portable and semi-portable types
of lower price, available, under proper protection, for
classroom use, in the standard or 35 mm. film. At the
same time quite a variety of sub-standard motion picture projectors appeared,
for 23

these

mm., and

some

many confusing
mm.

sizes,

it

mm. film, others
mm. or less. Out of

for 28

others for 16

still

gradually became evi-

type combined the qualities of

dent that the 16

economy, portability, and safety to the greatest degree,
and it has been adopted rather universally in the
United States for narrow-width film projection.
It should be remembered, however, that the standard
motion picture projector still has its uses in our schools
and colleges, particularly since the adaptation of sound
to film exhibition.

has by far the larger choice of

It

subjects for instructional and entertainment purposes.
It

opens the possibility of small theatrical benefits with-

in the after-school

good reasons.

of projection, and

extra-curricular periods for

and

excels in

It still
is

power and

brilliancy

the only type of machine which

throw across the great galleried auditoriums of
But many of these very
factors have also handicapped its use for truly instruc-

will

the larger city high schools.

tional ends.

A

survey of the sixty standard (35mm.)
public schools of Philadelphia in

projectors in the

had hitherand unorganized, due to a num-

1929, disclosed the fact that their operation

to been very irregular

ber of causes.

One

of these factors

standard (or 35

is

found in the very fact that
are housed in booths

mm.) machines

January, 1931

where they cannot be used to
advantage throughout the school day because of the
constant occupancy of the auditorium by classes in
in school auditoriums,

public speaking,

mass

study-period

for

purposes, or

for

instruction or forums in Civics, Oral English,

Hygiene, or Music.

At times

plemented by

but in general this instructional

demand

films,

these subjects are sup-

for the assembly hall restricts the use of pic-

morning assembly

tures to
activities.

gradually

It

periods

or

after-school

dawned upon educators

that

motion pictures would never take their rightful place
in the educational scheme of things until they were
placed right in the classroom, to be shown exactly at
in the course of study,

where

they would possess true and correlative value.

This

and place

the right time

effect is

very hard to obtain in the school auditorium
it is vacant for occupancy at the proper

even when

of operators, (particularly in the elementary schools)

and the rapid turnover of operators through the promotion of the young men of the faculties to principalships elsewhere or to high school teaching positions.
Practically

all

of the junior and senior high schools

were free from

handicap, however, because of

this

their possession of teachers of electrical

subjects,

who had

licenses before these tests

ators'

severe.

and

scientific

passed the examinations for oper-

became excessively

Since this survey the Board of Education has

employed two licensed operators as part of the personnel of the Division of Visual Education, for the service

of those schools which have no local licensed oper-

ators,

now

A

and

practically all of the standard

machines are

in use, periodically at least.

third

chines

was

drawback

to the constant use of booth

ma-

indicated in a reference to the danger that

lurks in the inflammable, or nitrate film.

mation of the film

In the for-

which the Philadelphia
schools have now begun, and which is located in the
offices and work-rooms of the Division of Visual Edulibrary

cation, recently organized, in that city, only acetate or

safety film

may

be purchased and stored.

Individual

schools were permitted to complete film schedules of

which had already been conBut beginning in 1930, all bookings from outside sources
will be discontinued and the sixty schools with standard machines will be serviced and supplied with film
and accessories from this central film library. All
booths have been constructed with exact fidelity to the
rules of the Fire Marshal, and recently equipped with
film cabinets for temporary storage of reels. As a result of this survey, and these changes and additions
to equipment, it is hoped that the fire hazard has been
completely removed.
But the fact that inflammable
film is frequently mixed in shipments with the safety
stock, and that local operators vary very widely in the
personal equation, makes eternal vigilance the price of
rental or loan sources,

tracted for in advance of this organization.

A

Class At

Work

Before the Screen

period, because of the massing of classes,

ture of grades included, with
spirit.

The

and the mix-

the resultant

best instructional approach

followup review of any film lesson are

holiday

and the correct

much harder

to

obtain under assembly projection.

Our survey

also

developed another drawback to

the best use of the standard or auditorium motion pic-

ture machines, along the line of operation and upkeep.

Since most of the theatrical film

is

of the nitrate or

inflammable type, the rules regarding the operation and
care of machines and booths are very strict in practically all states

and

cities,

and properly

so.

The exam-

inations for operators' licenses are therefore rigid,
it is

difficult for

requirements.

and

teachers to pass the commercial license

This

is

particularly true in those cities

where the educational or special license has been abolished, and the full, technical demands must be met,
even to a period of time as apprentice in a motion picture booth.
Teachers cannot meet these tests, especially ladies in

the high school faculties.

Over one-third

of the sixty machines in the Philadelphia schools were

found to be generally unused both because of the lack

comparative safety.

A

fourth and final factor which militates against the

sole use of standard

machines

in schools arises

the character of the film available.

It is

from

undoubtedly

superior in regard to the vast variety of subjects, especially in the field of historical film, although

the best of these are

now

many of

being printed upon the nar-

row-width stock. It has the advantage in the entertainment type, which has a place in after-school or extra-curricular programs, as before mentioned.
But
unfortunately the rental and purchase prices of these
higher grade films, notably the Yale

Chronicles of
America, have made their universal use a matter of
slow accumulation. Many of the smaller school units
(.Concluded on page 13)

The Educational Screen

Some Observations on

the Practical Value of Talking

Pictures in Visual^Education
L. B.

THE

old Chinese proverb

ten thousand words,"
it

is

this

is

"One

picture

true enough.

possible to have both the picture

truism takes on an entirely

Much

new

is worth
But when

and the words,

Leading

educators

throughout the country are pretty well in accord that
this

medium

new sphere

of instruction has opened up an entirely

of educational procedure.

No

one,

who

has

taken the time to investigate the matter, can gainsay

During the past year, the writer had the opportunity,
through actual experience and personal observation,
to study the reactions of students, educators

and the

general public to educational sound pictures.

Among

these observations, one experience stands

out quite

The entire student body of a well-known
private school was shown a program of educational
pictures.
On this program was a picture entitled
"Finding His Voice" which was an animated cartoon
definitely.

of a trip through a Hollywood studio showing and

explaining the various technical steps in the recording
of sound pictures.

Several days later one of the boys

got up before the class and read a paper which he had

prepared on

how

formation

contained had been acquired by the stu-

it

talking pictures are made.

The

in-

dent through having seen and heard the subject explained in this one picture.
picture could have been

It is

doubtful whether a

made from

his explanation,

machinery
had been set in motion, that he had been given a mental
stimulus and a basic foundation upon which to draw
his deductions.
A two or three hour lecture on the
subject would never have inspired this boy's paper. Tt
was only when he saw and heard the procedure exbut the significant thing

is

that his thinking

was able to grasp it.
Such experiences have not been confined solely to
young students. The superintendent of a large hospital was shown a picture by Dr. Truesdale on "Hernia
of the Diaphragm." He enthusiastically remarked afterwards that not only had he gotten a much clearer
plained that he

conception of the subject through having seen this

twelve minute talking picture, but that he had received

him

from

ment of the

reel

in the Northwest recently prosound picture tracing the develop-

The

electrical industry in that area.

shown

as

it

pic-

not

only portrays the enormous physical development and
detailed workings of this
in the

minds of

company

is

all

who

company, but also awakens

see

it

the important part the

playing in the growth and welfare of the

community.

Two

had some
During
Studebaker made sound pic-

large automobile manufacturers have

interesting experiences with their talking films.

this point.

ideas

company

large utility

duced a three

ture has created a sensation wherever

significance.

has been written on the value of talking pic-

tures for educational purposes.

Tyson

it

which would be of inestimable value to
which he

in establishing a public health clinic

plans in connection with the hospital.

Observations of the effectiveness of talking pictures
in the industrial field

have proven most

interesting.

A

a very severe road

test,

tures of their cars during the seventeen days of the

They afterward declared that this picture had
proven to be their most convincing and effective medium in actually showing the public what these cars
had done and what their achievement meant.
test.

At a recent automobile show in the Northwest, the,
Dodge agency showed a picture in which was demonstrated the staunchness of Dodge cars. A sedan was
purposely turned end over end a number of times
down a steep embankment to show the strength of
the body. The picture was proclaimed by the thousands of visitors as the hit of the show. The owner
of the agency declared it had done more to stimulate
buying interest than anything he had ever used.
In the many showings of educational pictures I have
witnessed, this one fact has stood out that as soon as
:

the lights are

off,

the attention of the audience

cused immediately on the screen and
the picture
pictures.

is

A

completed.

This

is

is

is

fo-

held there until

not true with silent

recent demonstration proved

it.

A

most

was shown on the same program with talking pictures. During the showing, the
audience was laughing and commenting on the scenes.
But, as soon as the sound pictures were shown, complete silence and attention was maintained.
This is
an important factor in considering the value of sound
interesting silent picture

pictures for educational purposes.

As

half of the value

accompanying

of the pictures

lies

them, silence

of course necessary that

is

in the explanation

all

may hear

and thus concentrate on what is being done and said.
Another interesting observation is the effectiveness
with which personalities can be portrayed upon the
talking screen. In the case of Bernard Shaw, for instance, most everyone has a different conception of
the man. As he himself states, people who only know
him through seeing his plays or reading his books
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But

often get a most unfavorable impression of him.

when they

and hear him

see

ture, they are

brought

a Hfe-like talking pic-

in

in intimate

man

touch with the

and thus get a keener insight into
The same is true of other inhis amiable character.
ternationally famous figures such as Mussolini, Hoover, Lloyd George, Ramsay MacDonald, and others.
and

his personality

The

entrance of sound pictures into the world of

sports has given a

new impetus

to this already active

Knute Rockne, the world-famous football coach
Notre Dame, quick to realize the utility of sound

field.

at

pictures

coaching football teams has prepared a

in

on

series of films

At

this subject.

a recent preview

of these films, witnessed by an audience of university

and high school players and coaches, the men came
away talking about the blocking, tackling, and the minute attention to fundamentals epitomized in the Notre
Dame system of play. The consensus of opinion was
that "Here is a welcome substitute for weary hours of
'skull practice'."

are

another

out-

standing example of the use of sound pictures in the

These pictures, covering practically the

entire range of sports, are

made

largely along the line

of character building.

The

many

writer's

dents, educators

and

talking pictures as a

industrial leaders

medium

with stu-

have

estab-

that the possibilities of

;

of education, advertising,

personnel training, and exploitation are without

Perhaps you are turning over

answer
lel

is

made with

in

your mind

limit.

why more
The

the silent pictures.

this: silent pictures, while valuable, paral-

too closely the illustrated printed word.There

was

The

addition of sound opened a

to the senses

see

not enough contrast.

new avenue

—one can now not only

but can hear, which makes a doubly indelible impression

and which greatly increases our

ilate factual

ability to assim-

knowledge.

Another reason why the

silent film particularly in

the educational field failed to reach

its

rightful place

was because of the lack of proper direction and supervision. By this I mean that there was no unified control of the

fit

like

Dr. Kilpatrick,

and others,
were formed. It was their duty to analyze and determine the units of instruction which appear most frequently in our school systems throughout the country,

and recapitulate these

working program. Gosound equipment called in the leading experts and authorities on
the units of instruction decided upon by the advisory
board and engaged them to supervise the actual production of the films which dealt with their particular
ing

still

into a

further, these manufacturers of

subject.

unqualified and inexperienced

obvious.

is

agencies

Instead of

making

country apparently never entered anyone's 'head.

we had

—

a crazy-quilt of educational

—

some good some bad but none of them
any coordinated plan for instruction.

Consilent
fitting

Fortunately those entrusted with the responsibility
of the talking picture educational programs are cog-

so-

we have

the leading educa-

tors themselves sorting, arranging

and choosing the

called educational pictures,

material to be incorporated in educational sound pic-

and actually supervising the production.

As

far as the writer has been able to determine, this
procedure was never adequately followed in the making of silent pictures for classroom use.

Thus we see that this plan of visual education has
been built upon a solid foundation. There has been
nothing hit or miss about it. Before any of the films
are released to the schools, they are carefully pre-

viewed and their worth established. Hence, the quality
of instruction must in each instance measure up to the
high standard set by school authorities themselves.
Will this

new medium

by our school systems?

of instruction be embraced
Unquestionably! Already a

number of the leading schools and colleges are
incorporating sound pictures as a very definite part
of their courses of instruction.
And the work has
large

just started.

It is

no

idle gesture to state that talking

pictures constitute one of the

most progressive steps

that have ever been taken in the educational field.

into

the curricula of the various schools throughout the

into

men

Dr. Mearns, Dr. Milliken, Dr. Kitson,

Whether

or not they were the kind of pictures that would

films,

country's leading educators,

type of pictures to be made, nor the typo

of material to be incorporated into them.

sequently,

Several large manufacturers of talking picture
equipment suitable for schools have undertaken the
production of educational films for classroom use. Before even a line of script was prepared or a camera
cranked, advisory boards consisting of many of the

tures
interesting contacts

lished one fact very definitely

progress wasn't

are wisely side-stepping them.

The wisdom of such a plan

Grantland Rice's "Sportlights"
sports world.

nizant of these shortcomings in the silent pictures and

The new

circular

on the

WEEKLY SERVICE OF
THE FILM ESTIMATES
is

now

ready

—

—
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Visual Education Project on the Life of

Abraham Lincoln

Howard Rothfuss
Thomas A. Edison

School, Cleveland, Ohio

article shows concretely the correlation that may be made between slides, motion pictures,
and the departments of Art, English, History and Shop, in teaching the subject of Lincoln.

This

THE

human powers of imagination,
and visualization make it impos-

limitations of

interpretation

sible to get the full significance of a written descrip-

While

tion.

in reading

we may accomplish much,

it

can only give the bare essentials that are necessary to
create a mental picture.
In presenting the life of Abraham Lincoln it was
our aim to write the whole story from beginning to

end upon the minds of the pupils. This we knew could
best be accomplished by visual means and by actually
seeing the characters and places as we found them

recitation

on certain interesting events, the pupils

curing

the information.

for us.

This started, what

is

given, a

Transit used by Lincoln, the surveyor.

Procedure

—"Public

Abe's

and Private Life of AbraLantern slides
ham Lincoln" were shown and discussed by the teachThey were
er while the pupils listened attentively.

comment
entire

or ask questions during the
period was used for this

material.

picture of the assassination of the President
while in a box at Ford's Theater brought up the fol-

The

What

2.

Who

4.
5.

:

kind of a play were they watching?

were the rest of the party in the

3. Is this

Ann

Rutledge.

The Gettysburg Address.
The Bixby Letter.
Second Inaugural Address.

were shown again the next period and
questions were asked by the teacher. Pupils talked on
the slides and many questions were brought out. The
period of discussion worked up interest and a desire

1.

law book.

Lincoln and Douglas debates.
The Emancipation Proclamation.

Type of hat worn by

slides

lowing questions

first

Lincoln's love letters to

presentation.

more

The

cabin where Lincoln was born.
Books Lincoln read when a boy.
Ax used by Lincoln and rails he split.
Flatboat on which "Abe" worked.
Store and Post-Office where Lincoln received the
name "Honest Abe".
"Captain" Lincoln's sword used in the Black
Hawk War.

time.

for

department.

were written out on how to represent the period.
following list was the result:

must accompany them. The
child can then tie up an auditory experience with the
visual, and thus retain the whole for an indefinite

These

in the art

the teacher had in mind, a desire

on the part of the students themselves to build an
exhibit of articles from the diflferent periods of Lincoln's life. The blackboard was set up and suggestions

lesson

One

make something

Log

lasting value if a short description or story

first lesson.

suggested that he could build a log cabin
This aroused the interest of others who stated

that they could

Since pictures have a greater meaning and more

not permitted to

se-

Some boy

occurring in the story.

well prepared

all

theater

still

box?

standing?

Did Lincoln have a secret service guard?
Could this happen to a president today ?

Attempts at answering the above questions were
made by various pupils. The majority of the answers

were not satisfactory. The Library had been consulted
and a list of. material available was given to the Visual
Education Department. This was used quite eagerly
by the boys in looking up the answers to their own
Reports were made during the following
questions.

Lincoln.

Ford's Theater in Washington, D. C.

The Lincoln Memorial

in

Washington D. C.

Shop teachers were told
of our project and immediate cooperation was given.
Assignments or rather permissions were given to enthused boys by the instructors and everywhere the
atmosphere was abuzz with the labor necessary to
make concrete illustrations from the life of Abraham
English, History, Art and

Lincoln.

A

Study Sheet was prepared by

the

Auditorium

teacher which covered the entire period of Lincoln's
Life. This study sheet was used following the lesson

from the

slides.

This sheet contained quotations from

These
were then recited to the class. A few sketches from
Two lessons
his life were dramatized on the stage.
were spent on the study sheet. One half of a period
was used in silent study on the part of the pupils and
the other half in questioning and establishing certain
dates, periods and characters in the boy's mind.

Lincoln's speeches which the class memorized.

I
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Harding County, Ky. on February 12, 1809. His
father was Thomas Lincoln his mother, Nanc)-

On January 1, 1863, Lincoln issued the Proclamation of Emancipation of the slaves. The war,
however, lasted over two .years longer, as the
Southern Army under Gen. Robert E. Lee, con-

Hanks

tinued to resist the Northern

Study Sheet on the Life of Abraham Lincoln
1.

Abraham Lincoln was born

13.

near Hodgenville in

;

2.

Lincoln, both pioneers.

When Abraham was three years old, his family
moved to Little Pigeon Creek, Indiana. At eight
ter

when he became

a

man he

nent a
equal

In 1819 Lincoln's

Sara

married

father

Lincoln loved her very dearly.

Johnston.

Bush
She

4.

Many

moved

God

four inches

While working

Ann

tall

He was

21 years old.

six

New

in

Salem he

fell in

love with

life.

All this time Lincoln

was studying and preparIn 1854 he was

ing himself to become a lawyer.

elected to the Illinois Legislature.
8.

He now become

engaged

he married on Nov.

4,

Mary Todd whom
They lived in

to

1842.

where Lincoln practiced law, having
from public life. They had four sons.
Robert, Edward, William and Tad.
In 1858 Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas met in
a joint debate. They were both running for U.
S. Senator.
Douglas was for the extension of
slavery and Lincoln against it.
Lincoln was defeated for the senatorship but
gained prominence which led to his election as
Springfield
retired

9.

10.

President in 1860.
11.

J.

Before Lincoln took his place

own government and had

in the

it

in

.

.

'"

in

class,

A

in the

back of the

died the next day.

themselves.
final test

sheet

was presented

to the

boys that

covered the study sheet and all other material presented to the class. This was used orally and the missing words were read into the statement by the pupils.

The same

test was given again at the next class assembly and the pupils worked individually in writing
in the blank spaces.
These were collected and graded.

Final Test on the Life of Abraham Lincoln
(Basis for Grade)
1.

Abraham Lincoln was born

in

on the
day of
His father's name was

Charleston

Sumter was
manned with Union soldiers, who were compelled
to surrender. War was then started between the
North and the South.
Carolina.

He

His body was moved to Springfield, HI. where it
rests today in Lincoln's Tomb.
19. A beautiful memorial has been erected on the
bank of the Potomac in Washington D. C. in
M'hich the statue by French of the Great Emancipator has been placed.
The articles of display were now coming in and certain boys were assigned to the library to work up a
report on each of the articles made. These were given
in each class and made a great appeal to the boys.
Thus we had a complete unit on the life of Abraham
Lincoln presented and motivated by the boys of the

White House

running order.

federates fired on Fort Sumter

South

us strive on to

18.

In April, directly after his inauguration, Con-

Harbor,

.

1865 General Robert E. Lee sur-

Wilkes Booth shot him

head.

seven southern states had seceded, set up their
12.

let

in

Six days later on April 14, Lincoln was at Ford's
Theater in Washington where, a§ he sat in a box,

and had gained a reputation

Rutledge.

the rest of his

8,

none,

rendered to Gen. Ulysses S. Grant and peace was
17.

They were engaged to be married when Ann died of a fever. Her death cast
a shadow of sadness over Lincoln that he felt
7.

work we are now

April

toward

with firmness in the Right as

Illi-

as one of the best athletes in the country.
6.

On

"With malice
all,

declared.

Abraham was now
feet,

and ded-

are created

1865 he delivered his second in-

gives us to see the Right,

finish the

to Coles County.
5.

4,

with charity for

near Decatur, then moving

nois, at first settling

men

all

..."

augural address.

16.

to

this conti-

nation, conceived in Liberty

and on Mar.

of these he read two or three times.

In February 1830, the Lincoln's

new

Lincoln was elected again for his second term

15.

urged him to go to school and learn all he could.
He read such books as the Life of Washington,
Pilgrim's Progress, The Bible, and Aesop's Fables.

1863 Lincoln delivered his famous

icated to the proposition that

mother".
3.

19,

ago our fathers brought forth upon

paid a very fine

mother with these words, "All that
or ever hope to be, I owe to my angel

am

charge of

in

Gettysburg Address. "Fourscore and seven years

tribute to his
I

Army,

S. Grant.

On Nov.

14.

Years af-

was motherless.

years of age, Lincoln

U.

Fort

in

the

year

and

name was
When Abraham was
years old his family
moved to Knob Creek and later to Little Pigeon
Creek in
and
Here Abe's mother

his mother's
2.

Harding County.

.

..
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10
in later

years he said the following about her

:

.

13.

On

the night of April.

.

.

.Lincoln attended.

3.

whom

Thomas Lincoln married
Lincoln loved very much.

him

learn and encouraged
)

I

4.

moved

work

splitting rails

Lincoln did

many

him down the

river.

14.

As he went about
and

he developed his

on a

He

money

as a surveyor

to

buy

that often took

clerked in a

He

he got the name "Honest Abe".

work

where
did some

and was even a

in the

While working

he

in

who

with

about to marry.

Some

gaged to
They had four sons
7.

Lincoln was

fell

in love

died before they were

years later he became en-

whom

he married

,

in 1842.
,

,

now running

public

bates on the extension of slavery.
it

and

defeated.
8.

9.

and

for the U. S. Senate

They had many

against

for

was against

it.

de-

was
Lincoln was

Lincoln immediately called for volunteers and

the

Nov.

19,

Union General,

tensively to

discussion,

proposition that

The Bixby

to subdue.

.

.

dress in which he spoke of the coming peace and

On

the

surrendered to
over.

Sandburg

Up

class

— Abe

Lincoln

Grows

—

—

—

—
America
— More than Conquerors.
Gordy — American Leaders

ers of
Gilbert

—
—
—
—
idays
Meader— Longshanks
—
MacKay

^Patriotic Plays and
Pageants for Young People
Carnegie Library School Asso-

—

Gordy^Abrahara Lincoln.
ciation
Washington and
Lincoln in Poetry
Lefferts American Leaders
Lodge
Hero Tales From Gordy Our Patriots
Sparks Men who Have Made
American History
The Nation.
Mabie Heroes Every Child

—
—
—

Should

—

—
Stewart — Adventures

Know

McMurray— Pioneers

of

the

in

Citi-

zenship, Literature for Char-

acter.
Mississippi Valley
Boy's Life of Abra- Bacheller
Ages
ham Lincoln.

—

Nicolay

1.

—A

day of April .....
and the war

The

students learned of the

an interesting

coln

in

own

interests.

way

Man

for

The

life

of

Abraham

Lin-

—motivated

by their

{Biology and Literature)

map and well
{Geography-Map

Places he lived were located on the
established in the pupils mind.

Study )
3.

4.

Type of Conditions, and the effect of environment on Lincoln's life and his overcoming of
same were studied. {Biology of Environment)
The real character of Lincoln, illustrated by his
A study of
dealings with others was revealed.
his speeches, his reactions to various conditions.

{History as

he delivered his second inaugural ad-

Gen

quite ex-

and

here given:

is

— Lincoln's Birthday
—Four Great Ameri-

—

years ago, our

was written by Lincoln to.
who had had
sons
in the war.
12 Lincoln was elected for his second term and on

reconstruction.

from the

drew

their special reports

—
—
—

are

all

Letter

obtained

cans
Smith Boyhoods of the PresBass Stories of Pioneer Life
idents
Bolton Lives of Poor Boys Steedman—When They Were
Who Have Become Famous Children
Brooks True Story of Abra- Stevenson Days and Deeds
ham Lincoln
Tappan Boy Scout's Life of
BuUard— Tad and His Father Lincoln
Couch Roll Call of Honor.
Johnston A Book of Plays
Davidson
Founders and
for Little Actors
Builders of Our Nation
Merington Holiday Plays
Foote Makers and Defend- Alcott Stories for Great Hol-

2.

brought forth upon this continent, a new
conceived in
and dedicated to the

was

work up

Schauffler

1863 Lincoln delivered his famous

"Fourscore and

11

material

Results

which freed the
slaves. The war continued however as the Southern army under
seemed too powerful for

On

reference

of

"The Union must be preserved". On

he issued the

10.

list

school Library, from which the boys

and Heroes
,

About this time seven southern states seceded
from the Union, elected their own President and
had their capital at Richmond, Va. In April the
Confederates fired on
which was compelled to
Thus was the war started
which was to run
years.
said,

A

He was buried in
and a beautiful
memorial has been erected to him in
He will always be remembered as the great
and preserver of the Union.

Baldwin

war.
6.

.

defeated states.

Abe was

to Illinois.

things to earn

He worked

books.

.

South especially suffered as his policy of reconwould have been most helpful to the

as he continued to read he developed his
5.

.

struction

years old and stood about .... feet ....

inches in his stocking feet.
his

to

books as

»

In 1830 the Lincolns

now

She helped him

to reach such

.

Washington where he was shot by.
He died the next day on
His death was a great loss to the nation. The

theater in

5.

The

Man Makes

It)

sympathy, tenderness, love of justice and hatred of wrong were an outgrowth of
his own sad and hard boyhood. {Literature)
stories of

{Concluded on page 19)
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White House Conference Discusses Movies

what the motion pictures are actually giving,

The White House Conference on Child Health
and Protection, which met in Washington, D. C,
November 19-22, was called by President Hoover

the

for the purpose of gathering reports of the various

"Eighteen women were asked to visit three theacovering every performance for a period of
twelve weeks. The women were selected for their
discrimination, education, and general interest in
public welfare. The theaters chosen were the two
most expensive and popular ones in town, and one
of the cheapest that features pictures of the western
The observers were given a questionnaire
type.
and each was asked to use it in reporting on four
performances.

committees on child welfare and making recommendations for the future. These committees, under the leadership of representative men and women
engaged in child welfare work, were organized a
little over a year ago to collect and study information on the problems involved.

The Conference, under the chairmanship of
retary Wilbur, was divided into four major
tions

:

Secsec-

EduUnder

Medical Service, Public Health Service,

cation and Training, and

The Handicapped.

the section devoted to Education and Training a

sub-committee on Motion Pictures and Theatres
was included as a part of the subject of Youth Out-

Home

and School. Dr. Lee F. Hanmer,
Sage Foundation, was chairman of
this motion picture division and the members of
the committee were all people of wide experience
in different fields of motion picture or better films
side of the

of the Russell

number

were presented dealing with
various phases of the motion picture problems, such
as The Legal Status of the Motion Picture, Public
Relations in Motion Pictures, Children's Likes and
Dislikes in Motion Pictures, Special Programs for
Children, Church Use of Motion Pictures, Youth
and the Theatre, etc.

The recommendations
1.

offered

by the group were

Parental supervision over the types of picture?
that children see.

2.

Special matinees or family shows.

3.

More

4.

5.

special production of films for ';hildren.
Continuation and extension of the work of local "better films" committees.
Further development of "public relations" activities between producers' and citizens' organ-

since

anything about

ters,

"Sixty-eight reports were returned and the percentages computed from these. According to these
reports children in the most impressionable and
formative periods of their lives attending these
theaters are influenced by entertainment in which 36
per cent portray murder, 35 per cent nerve-racking
scenes, 28 per cent crook scenes,

and 21 per cent

sensuality.
Picture

Maps

picture

ful

for Children

city libraries

maps

now have

a collection of color-

for children

which

some

in

in-

stances are hand-painted reproductions and adapta-

These lovely reproducthem to history

tions of very early maps.

tions appeal to children and attract

and books as no ordinary map does.

One

of these

new maps which

information to any child

is

"A

gives

much

Child's

Map

helpful
of the

Ancient World," on which are reproduced ancient
cities,
horsemen, "Hannibal Crossing the Alps,"
animals, ships, spears and other fascinating things
indicating the customs and tools of the period.

"Map

of

Adventure

for

Boys and

Girls

—

stories,

voyages, discoveries, explorations, places to
read about" shows the high points in the world's
trails,

Motion Picture Survey

geography and history and suggests some good
book concerning the place or event. The "Booklovers Map of America" is an interesting chart of certain landmarks of literary geography, showing de-

The question

tails of

izations.

A

tell

Child Welfare gives the following account of the procedure.

Many
of papers

are too misleading to

the picture.

activities.

A

titles

of

motion pictures and children was
by the

also given considerable attention recently

Parent- Teacher Association of Austin, Texas, when
they took as their major project for the year a sur-

vey of motion pictures

in their

own

city to ascertain

as

places particularly rich in literary lore, such

Mark Twain's

steamboat, the Great Stone Face,

etc.

"A Map

of Children

appealing to children as

Everywhere"
it

is

especially

depicts children

all

over

:
;
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the world in authentic costumes and active in their

most probable form

of play or occupation.

They

"Mother Goose Map," which
pictures famous Mother Goose characters, and "An

A New

will also delight in the

Ancient Mappe of Fairy Land," with its wonderland of castles, moats, walled cities, caves, forests
and enchanted characters.
Peru

An

expedition of five under the leadership of

George R. Johnson, a Fellow of the American Geographical Society and formerly chief photographer
Peruvian Naval Air Service, has sailed for
Peru to explore from the air relics of Inca civilization in the Andes.

of

the

to photograph, survey and map with
and motion picture cameras the territory around Lake Titicaca, among the Andean

They plan

still,

aerial

peaks at the Bolivian Border, the sparsely settled
gold country of the Maranon River watershed, Inca
ruins in southern Peru and other points of geologic
and geographic interest.

The

successful development of the experimental

Days

of Chivalry,"

to schools undertaken under the auspices of the

Academy

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, has
been reported during the last few months.

Thirty-two prints have been distributed to twenpublic schools and state university visual
education departments throughout the country.
Additional orders are being filled as received but
emphasis is placed on securing reports from the
ty

which Paul Robeson has
London by Pool

films.

"an attempt to make

Officially, this film is classed as

from an

intellectual

viewpoint

rather than that of entertainment angle with

nal cost

and

in

its

often

was made at nomia small studio and was photographed,

rudimentary simplifications.

It

directed and largely acted by British people."

Kenneth Macpherson directed. He is a novelist,
and editor of Close Up. Already, he has directed
one or two films which he has chosen to regard as
artist

personal experiments

was,

Foothills

;

probably,

the

most notable.

Although these films did not reach the
general public they were eagerly viewed by sensitive
critics, such as the famous G. W. Pabst, and deeply
appreciated for their intense qualities.

Indeed, Mr. Macpherson

He

able director.

School Film Experiment Success

distribution of the film, "In the

first film in

appeared, has been recently shown in

an interesting film

be Filmed from Air

to

Borderline, the

English Film

line

and

illustrated

is in

wrote his
it

own

every

way

a remark-

scenario for Border-

with about 1,000 small sketches

every angle and movement was planned, was pre-

Then, as there was only one
electrician in the studio, the director had to help with
the lights and properties. Moreover, he had to stand
tireless by his Debrie at the end of the longest day
charged with meaning.

for the scenarist, continuity writer, director, assistant

and property man was, also, the cameraH. D. has suggested that Kenneth Macpherson
is one of the rare modern artists to attempt the Leonardo ideal he is mechanic, artist, man, warrior.
electrician,

man

!

;

schools as to their experience in the use of the film
as

it

represents an outstanding experiment in visual

The

used only in connection with
regular classroom work and not for showing where
any admission is charged.
education.

Use

film

is

of the original negative of

"Robin Hood,"

scenes from which are included in the experimental

was given by Douglas Fairbanks with the request that the material therein be edited so as to
be of maximum usefulness to the school children
film,

studying the historical period. From the eight reel
photoplay, 885 feet of scenes were taken, centering
about the spectacular medieval tournament. A detailed writeup of the contact established between
the Los Angeles and the other southern California
city departments of visual education and the Academy appeared in the February, 1930 issue of Thk
Educational Screen, contributed by Mr. Charles
Roach, Director of Visual Education in the Los
Angeles Schools.

The

film

is

extremely psychic. Eisenstein has spoken

Mr. Macpherson has not wasted any
Throughout the film the story is told
rather by suggestion and longing than by over-synthesised action.
Camera tricks would have been ostentatious detail by sheer vitality of image selection and
rhythm Mr. Macpherson has achieved "a nightmare
and a dream." Thought and reality are hopelessly
mixed; just as they are in life. The film is, too, phyof overtones

;

time speaking.

;

sical

the beauty of the images being overwhelming.

;

Dark shadows on the sculptured

face of the

Negro

suggest unsuspected nuances. Dark heads against
the massed white clouds tree-tops with the wind in
them trees in avenues of Chirico perspective waterfalls as expressive symbolism
close ups floatingly
;

;

;

;

detached and revealing: these things will not quickly

be forgotten.

The scene

of the tale

valleys between steep
artist,

Thome, and

is

hills.

a tiny borderland village;

Astrid

Pete, a Negro,

is

married to the
married to Odah.

is

1

!
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Thome

drinks; Atrid plays on

nerve

the

strings.

expedition organized by the Leningrad

Threads get crossed they step over the borderHne.
Gossip, by white sub-types, makes mischief. It is not

Sciences and the

that the coloured people are finer than the whites

things.

;

.

.

Whites are shown
barmaid who can undulate her arms seductively; the manageress with her
regulated gestures and her cigars the pianist with his
bracelets and photos of Robeson. But, in the ordinary
sense of the word, there is no colour question, no
propaganda. Mr. Macpherson is an astist. Just Borthere

overtones.

simply,

are,

grouped

in a small cafe; the

;

Overtones and

derline types.

.

.

undertones

.

of

German Notgemeischaft.

This picture has no construction.

The

Academy

It

shows you

director keeps on thinking to himself,

"What can I do to keep the pot boiling?" He introduces a comedy shot of two mules licking one another,
or a shot of the cameraman's shadow on snow. Some
of the shots have been exposed for the background
and not for the faces which, in consequence, have be-

come black masses.

How
The

odd, too, to take a film of a mountain climb.

higher you get up a mountain the less there

is

to

see!

And Two New Russian Films
The

Earth,

OSWELL BlAKESTON.
Dovzhenko.

Alexander

by

directed

Production, Vufku.

Corn waving and sunflowers
the peace of the

quiet,

;

Apples mix to closer comthe drama closing in. Harvest of

soil.

White and beautiful an old man
Faces

asks for an apple to eat.

He

dying.

lies

are

standers-by

of

Images are static. Apples ripen,
sunflowers grow, but it all happens so slowly, so peacefully, that we see no movement.
Kulaks (rich farmers) are angrily fighting the new
One kulak would rather
order, the collective farms.
kill his best horse, gruesomely with a hatchet, than
friendly

and

quiet.

allow the proletarians to

commandeer

The impact

it.

of sudden movement, after static images,

is terrific.

Meanwhile, the village gathers to see the new tractor which will free the labourers from the tyranny of
the rich horse owners.

Young Communist

;

magnificent face in exaltation.

focus light

Peace of the evening. Richness of soft
and gentleness. A horse chews hay. Over-

come with

the tenderness of

Soft focus.

it,

man dances. In
down the long,

the

the twilight the dust dances with him,

white

Emotionally,

road.

Gradual Growth

it

superb

is

:

overtones,

though, might be condemned as arty.

of

Motion Pictures in Education

(Concluded from page

EARTH.

positions of apples

the

The

shining.

5)

and communities, as well as some of the larger

cities,

have turned to the free lists for their film, including
industrial, governmental, and commercial sources of
Without any disparagement whatever of
all sorts.
these splendid films, it must be conceded that in most
cases they are general information reels, made without
special reference to courses of study or specific instruction,

and frequently contain a marked amount of ad-

vertising material.

For all these reasons, in spite of their great value
mass instruction in special subjects in higher
schools, it was not surprising that schoolmen turned
for

with enthusiasm to the consideration of the narrow-

width film and projectors, commonly called the classroom or teaching type. These made their appearance

on the market many years ago, and gradually from a
variety of sizes, the 16 mm. became the favorite. Many
reasons may be advanced for their swift and increasing popularity. One of course arose from their lower
cost,

without the attendant expense of booth or similar

equipment.

They were even more

portable than the

so-called "suit-case" models of the standard machines,

An

angry kulak shoots the dancer. The murdered
man's father will not be consoled by the priests. His
son has died for the new and is worthy of a funeral

new way without priests or acolytes. A funeral
the songs of the new order! Apple blossoms and

These were not

accompanied by their portable booths.
permitted as legal in some

cities

because of the im-

possibility of installing the proper flues

and fans found

such complications

in the

in regularly constructed booths. All

to

were avoided by the adoption of the 16 mm. machines
for use in homes, churches, and schools, since only
safety film is made and sold for this type, and no

sunflowers brush the face of the dead communist.

The murderer runs amok.
the crowd.

"In the night

while he danced like this

no attention

;

He

I killed
.

.

."

cries his guilt

to

him./'^ln ^ip night
Biit the

crowd pay

they listen to the funeral orator

who

them of the future. Rain falls over the earth,
on the sunflowers, on the apples beautifying all.
Pamir, directed by V. Schneiderof. Photographic
tells

;

booths are required.
is

free

from technical

Instruction in their operation
difficulties

and examinations for
These 16mm.

licenses either are unrequired or simple.

machines therefore possessed
economy, and simplicity.

all

This article will be concluded

the merits of safety,

in the

February

issue.

:
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION
Journal of The Society of Motion Picture Engineers (December) In their "Progress Report", the
selected committee

and amateur, of the motion picture industry. Of

sional

is

the section entitled

Schober has reported that there are 14 permanent theaters
devoted to scholastic motion pictures in Vienna and 46
throughout Austria. The Scholastic Cinematographic League,
a subsidiary of the schoolmasters guild, is producing experimental films. It is planned to preserve copies of leading films.

A

group of 15,000 photographs and 500 film placards have
been catalogued in the National Library. A film culture
group was organized in Italy for the purpose of providing
technical and artistic training in motion pictures and their
applications. Motion pictures are finding increasingly greater

work in
Time recording

use in time study

industrial

Mogenson.

is

plants, according to
accomplished either by (o)
photographing a special time-clock simultaneously with the
subject being studied, or (&) using a constant speed camera
operated at 1000 frames per minute.
Several colleges are planning to institute a cultural course

on photo play appreciation during 1930-31. This course was
first at the University of Southern California.
Arrangements have been made to release the negatives of

presented

outstanding historical pictures
re-editing

made

for educational purposes.

several years

New York

ago,

for

University

reported to be giving a survey course in business which

consists chiefly in viewing industrial motion picture films.

A

sound pictures are to be produced by the U. S.
for showing such
pictures as well as many small lecture rooms in various
camps.
A Cinema Salon has been organized in Paris under the
Ministry of Fine Arts where a series of daily lectures will
be given illustrated with films to encourage greater public
interest and support of the motion picture industry.
To correlate efforts being made in different countries on
series of

Array, which has three open-air theaters

the production of educational films, Will has advocated that
the International Cinematographic Institute
tions)

prepare a

statistical

record of the

(League of Na-

demand

for such

plan,

for the preservation of

American

historical

films

having the endorsement of the President of the United States,
was announced by Hays at the Washington meeting of this
Society.

Ten
Clinic

presented

at

the

Sixty-Sixth

Meeting and

of the Chicago Dental Society were illustrated with

amateur standard

films.

making color motion

Tuttle has described equipment for

pictures of surgical operations.

A

brief

account of the use of such equipment for photographing a
skin grafting operation was published by Baker.
Gottheiner and Jacobsohn have reported on improvements

X-ray cinematography.
inexpensive motion picture apparatus for photographic

in their technic in

An

will be

made from hidden view-

police take part; the films will be used later for po-

a

Eighty per cent of the workers in
Russia are claimed to have been

instruction.

silicate factory in

taught to read by means of sound films.

Motion

pic-

tures of actual fire scenes are to be used by the Paris

Fire Department in instructing firemen.

Analyzing the mechanism of speech by photographing the vocal cords

is another use reported in this
comprehensive survey which, in a large number of

footnotes, indicates the sources of the original discussions of these developments.

Photoplay Magazine (December) Perhaps there is
no more fearless editor to be found in the realm of
fan magazine publication than James R. Quirk. His
integrity, in so far as one is ever able to judge that
quality from a writer's statement, is of a high order.
Certainly Mr. Quirk's "Close Ups and Long Shots"

comment upon various

frequently makes pertinent
aspects of the film

In the present issue he

field.

"Have you seen 'The White Hell

asks

of

Pitz

one answers in the negative he suggests
that you leave your "nervous Aunt Hattie at home"
and go.
Palu'?"

Here

If

is

one of the

awesome

into

Pitz Palu

finest miles of celluloid

ever transmuted

spectacle by the magic of the camera.

is

the

most fearsome and inaccessible of all the
is that of two men and

Alps, and the story of the picture

a
It

woman who

start out to conquer
has an epic majesty.

In

its

original

the

film

itself

most vividly

its

terrifying north wall.

version the bright lads

McNamee

who brought

it

to

pound your ear while
was smashing your eyes with some of the

country called

this

realistic scenes

in

to

ever photographed.

New York

newspaper critics. They all
gave the picture itself the magnificent notices it deserved but
let up a unanimous yell for mercy on the descriptive howling.

This department, not long ago, reported a devastating criticism of Mr. Gibbons'

reports

possible

public events in Vienna in which the

all

Praise be to the

films.

A

Motion pictures
points of

lice

"Applications of Motion Pictures".

is

work has been described by Woodhead which makes
the photography of biological subjects.

comments on every phase, profes-

particular interest to our readers

LANPHIER

F.

ruining Admiral Byrd's film.

we

oratorical
It is

success in

with pleasure that

are able, this month, to add the equally strong com-

ments of an American editor whose business
be tolerant of

many

it

aspects of film production.

is

to

He

says

The

utter futility of McNamee's attempt to be of assistance
an Alpine avalanche has only been equalled by Floyd Gibbon's vocal victory over Admiral Byrd's areoplane on its life
to

January, 1931
and death dash

15
to the

South Pole, where,

you couldn't

also,

Some day when

infantile production has

the rattle-novelty of the talkies,

grandeur

in silence as epic

the high, deep

we

shall

grandeur

outgrown
have epic

apt to be in

is

and mighty expressions of nature.

make Close Up,

sentatives should

—going

see the picture for the noise.

themselves and taking

so to speak, a "traveller"

with them to various coun-

it

where a systematic and useful analysis of work in
But monthly obviously that would
not be possible, nor, in view of the new policy, desirable.
A month here and a month there would not be sufficient time
There was also this to think
to study and see sufficiently.
of that enough relevant material would not be forthcoming.
More and more expenditure will be required on the part of
film executives, and the higher their costs soar, the more
wary they will have to be. Experiment will be confined to
technical change wide screen, stereoscopy, etc. Not to ideas.
They will see to it that the films remain sodden with banality
and popular appeal. And what will be the point of the indetries,

—

progress could be made.

:

Living Age (December) In the editorial columns
of this publication we find a coinment on one of the
latest will-o-the-wisp fancies of censorship. Although
we must confess that the comic reel in question has not
come under our observation, still we are constrained
to doubt the wisdom of censoring any of Mickey
Mouse's exploits. "One of his recent exploits has offended the Censors of Germany fully as much as the
teachings of Voltaire have outraged Boston's Watch
and Ward Society". The mice in French "kepis" and
the cats- in the steel helmets of

warfare

manner

such

in

Germany

as

to

—

pendent

cinematist

experiments on 35

work

for his

in

much

very

for

longer

his

no place

film stock, if there will be

any cinema?

BOOK REVIEWS

present trench

stimulate

continuing

mm.

old-time

Up

Close

"The

reports upon

New

feel.
One can not but feel that,
when the nations have survived the showing of any
number of serious feature films of war presenting one

Cinema", by

or the other side,

a bit far-fetched to think that

book, a bombastic book that wants celluloid to be whale-

the animated antics of Mickey's warfare could have

bone corseting Human Thought" is the writer's terse
and stimulating beginning sentence. He then discusses
this distinctly sociological book at great length. Other
books reviewed in this issue are, "Star-Dust in Hollywood", by Jan and Cora Cordon (Harrap), "Stars

hatreds the censors

any serious

it

is

results.

The Chicago Daily Tribune (Dec. 31) A report
by Eleanor Jewett indicated the consistent use of moArt

tion pictures in the art courses at the

Techniques are illustrated by the

Institute.

film.

drastic

change

in

publication's

this

of the Screen", by

Herbert

the

commencement

of the

New

film.

Year, Close

Up

and

Harrison

Smith

"Handbuch der Filmwirtshaft", edited
by Dr. A. Jason. The first review indicates a book
last,

The

serious students of the

all

others, with the exception of the last

named,

will

undergo several changes.

are of a popular nature, interesting only to those

are making

like

The principal one will be that we
a quarterly instead of a monthly. The second
change is in size and formation. It will be very much enlarged, printed on art-paper throughout, and much more fully
illustrated,

it

with sub-titles in three languages.

The reasons

this change have been apparent to the
some considerable time. With the establishment of the talking film, the world situation with regard
to films was completely altered.
Whereas, during the period
of silent films, world distribution was fluid, now films are
becoming more and more tied up within national limits. Circulation has to an enormous extent come to an end.

editorial staff

personal details of the

The German handbook

cinema world.

is

who

of the

reported as

being a comprehensive and well organized publication.

for

Newcomers

to the talking screen will be

where

their language

known

is

only

spoken.

Burton Holmes Travel

Stories, by Eunice TietWheeler Publishing Company, 1930.
This next book of a series of Informational Silent
Readers, edited by William H. Wheeler and Burton
Holmes, bears the title "China" in conformity with the

jens.

"China".

previous books of the series, "Japan" and "Egypt".

would be no point in
Close Up trying to continue as before, drawing together trends that were going further and further

The

apart.

reader.

was evident

The obvious

men and women

for

in those countries
It

the

Joseph, "Censored, the

Pare Lorentz (Jonathan Cape
Ed.), and,

of tremendous interest to

policy.

With

in

Private Life of the Movies", by Morris Ernst and

Close-Up (December) Most arresting of the pages
in this issue are those entitled "As Is", by the Editor,
announcing a

W.

Street,

Spirit

Huntley Carter. (Shaylor, 31, Gower
C, London.) "A big book, an enormous

solution

that there

was

that the editors

and

their repre-

author, Eunice Tietjens, as an authority on this

country,

its

people and

its

customs, has, in collabora-

tion with the editors, given

The

material

is

us

another

attractively

illustrations are wisely elected

delightful

presented, the

and arrestingly

titled.

—
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The Film Estimates^

in

whole or

in part,

may

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For

For
Titles of Films

(Acton) (Prodacen)

Intelligent

Adalts
Atlantic (Dir. by E. A. Dupont)
(British International) British filming of Titanic disaster elaborately
and Bometimes thrilUngly done. Instructive as portrait of modern great
ocean liner, its machinery and equipment, and striking in some mass
But seriously
panic.
of
scenes

For
Youth
(15 to 20)

Partly

Fairly

good

good

For

Perhaps

Entertain
ing

Doubtful

No

Good

of

Funny

Funny

kind

—

Among

Friends

(James

antics

of

Absurd

Worthless

Hardly

Perhaps
amusing

Probably
funny

Burlesque imitation of "The Aviawith nothing but the crude

antics of Joe Brown and his mouth
to compensate for the excellent acting of E. E. Horton iu the original.
Inferior also to Douglas McLean's

"Going Up" on same theme. Harmfunny to many.

less nonsense,

Amusing

Perhaps

Probably

Fair

burlesque love affairs included.
Excellent

Lash. The (Richard Barthelmess)
Natl.) A "Barthelmess" film
is merely a good "Western",
laid in days when Los Angeles was
a village and aristocratic Spanish
families were the "Califomians",
other Americans merely "gringoes".
The Spanish hero is just another
Robin Hood outlaw who does heroic

amusing

gun -work

to

resist

insults

and

wrongs to his people. The "talkies"
are not kind to Barthelmess.

Perhaps

Llghtnin' (Will Rogers and Louise
(Fox)
The stage-play
Dresser)
screened with much liberty but very

Unwholesome

good

taste.

eliminated.

melodrama,

Amusing

Very good

Mature
but good

Go(»d

Very good

Good but

Actual drinking wholly
Pleasing mixture of
farce

comedy makes good

and charactervehicle for Will

Rogers' unique type of wisecracking
humor. Heroine inadequate, but rest
of cast good, with Rogers and Louise
Dresser delightfully dominant.

Madonna

of the Streets

(Evelyn

Brent and Robert Ames) (Columbia)
Wholesomely sentimental and charm-

!

tor",

Perhaps

(Ist

Ed Wynn who

Going Wild (Joe Brown (Warner)

Hook. Line and Sinker (Wheeler
and Woolsey) (RKO) Utter nonsense
farce, with usual gags. puns, and
clowning by these "co-stars."
A
shade more "story" than usual and
somewhat less vulgar wisecracking.
As managers of the heroine's hotel
they m an age by sheer blundering.
to keep crooks from the hotel safe.

—

that

—

I

By no
means

intelligent.

the film as a whole.

jaw"

By no
means

Lind.
Fine historical values, fine
singing which really belongs in the
picture, and notable acting.
Grotesque Bamum episode only false
note.
Denny does finest role of his
career so far.
A picture for the

works very hard to be funny
throughout the entire eight reels.
Amusing in spots, but one must be
extremely fond of Ed Wyun to enjoy
Free Love ( Conrad Nagel and
Genevieve Tobin) (Univ.) Well acted
and directed comedy, amusing but
quite unconvincing as life. Highly
sophisticated and suggestive story
showing marriage as continuous battle to he avoided if one is to be
happy fights, reconciliations, near
and divorce threats
infidelities
whole situation being suddenly and
permanently cured when husband
knocks out wife with "sock on the

Good of
kind

Lady's Morals, A (Grace Moore
and Reginald Denny) (M-G-M) Outrageous title for worthwhile film
which pictures charmingly the career of the famous singer. Jenny

—

f amili ar

Doubtful

.

—

FoUow the Leader (Ed Wynn)
(Para) Hodge-podge. nonsense farcecomedy, with more or less music.
designed solely as framework for the

Perhaps
amusing

attempts both

thriller that

Phillips Holmes) (Pathe) Very well
acted and continuously interesting
but note the
picture of its kind
kind. Tough, sordid, debauched, depraved life in a Cuban waterfront
dive, without a single morally decent
Heroine a
character in the cast.
pickpocket born in the dive, of Iwsotted mother. TeiVific fighting for
climax. Some excellent comedy stuff.

Two

Hall and Lew Cody) (Warner) Stale,
crudely acted
childlike production
about a cheap couple
and directed
who find marriage one long battle
punctuated with truces dull, bromidic dialog with much fish-wife
language. Nothing particularly objectionable except inanity and bad
Laughter for the unintellitaste.
gent.

—

For
Children
(under IS)

Absurd

Lee)

Her Man (Helen Twelvetrees and

with Charles Uuggles an ideal choice
masquerading as
for the title rolt
Utterly and
the aunt from Brazil.
continuously slapstick, it gets the
exaggeration
maximum of laughable
with minimum of vulgarity. Wholehearted nonsense, more wholesome
than Syd Chaplin version.
Divorce

Gorilla. The (Joe Frisco and Lila
(Ist Natl) Slapstick burlesque

For
Tottth
(15 to 20)

to scare and amuse. The two elements largely neutralize each other.
Frisco and Gribbon try hard to be
funny, but have not the spark.
and undramatic,
Story confused
satire clumsy, acting crude.

English roue come to live with him.
Objectionable situation and considbut much
dialog,
erable risque
wholesome action and human interthe
between
est in the genuine love
three grown children and father.
original
Smith excellent as he was in
Belasco play. Davies very good.
Charley's Aunt (Charles Ruggles)
(Columbia) The classic, old English
farce screened as well as it can be.

Intellltent

Adnlta

mystery

marred by uneven acting, clumsy
direction, slow and sluggish tempo.
and absurdly false conduct of characters in time of crisis.
Bachelor Father, The (C. Aubrey
Smith and Marion Davies) (M-G-M)
Three illegitimate children of old

(Acton) (Producers)

Titles of Films

Children
(under 15)

Mediocre

Perhaps
funny

Funny

ing

little

story of mission

work

in

San Francisco slums. Girl sets out
to get by dishonest means a million
by her dead lover and benefacBut she meets a young idealist
whom the million could not swerve
from his idealism. Convincing love
story, with Brent and Ames excel-

left
tor.

lent.

beyond
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For

(Acton) (Prodncen)

Titles of Films

Intelligent

AdnlU

Men on Call (Edmund Lowe and
William Harrigan) (Pox) A pleasant little melodrama, wholesome

Pair

For
Tooth
(15to2t)
Fairly

For

Fair

Princess and the Plumber. The
Maureen
Farrell
and
(Charles
(Fox) Romantic comO'Sullivan)

good

human. An engineer, disapin a love-affair, loses his
position with railroad, but finally
another with Coast Guard.
gets

edy of

pointed

whose

induced

artificially
ings, and

misunderstand-

stupidly written dialog.
plays merely Lowe, Harrigan
plays a real role engagingly.

Lowe

(

For
Tonth

Children

AdnlU

(15 to 20)

(under 15)

Amusing

For

Very good

Good

Perhaps
funny

Probably
funny

Hardly

Perhaps

Better not

Mildly

Amusing

Fanny

Balkan kingdom,

mythical

lightness, fun and charm are
the least lessened by its

not
Human and appealimprobability.
ing, with choice comedy by the inEnjoyable
imitable Joe Cawthorn.
for anyone who is still amusable
by this type of story.
in

acting.

Marlene Dietrich,
Morocco
Cooper)
Gary
Menjou,
Adolphe

(Producers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

aud

Weakened by undistinguished

Intelligent

For
Children
(ander 15)

Excellent

Good

Beyond
them

(Para) Notable picture of Foreign
Legion life in Morocco, beautifully
genuine
and photographed
set
characters finely acted by Dietrich
No cheap villainy,
and Menjou.
violence, oi offensive sexiness in the
cabaret scenes. The restraint and
charm of Mies Dietrich's work
stamp her as an outstanding screen

—

Right to Love. The (Ruth Chatterton) (Para) An "Adult Only" production to catch the quarters, that
even Ruth Chatterton's fine acting

cannot

make worthwhile.

coherent series
inoia, Colorado,

of incidents

An

in-

in

ni-

Rather
dull

and China, playing up
the mis-step of the mother, whose
illegitimate child grows up and does
likewise. Miss Chatterton plays both
roles.

actress.

One Heavenly Night (Evelyn Laye
and Leon Errol Romantic, mythical
kingdom comedy, skillfully and
choice comedy by
beautifully done
Leon Errol. and Evelyn Laye prob)

Fine of
kind

Pernicious

Sea Legs (Jack Oakie) (Para)
Rambling farce, mostly unobjectionwith Oakie in the
navy of imaginary island-kingdom
in Mediterranean, on French warship where all speak both French
and English. Garbage emptied on
Inspector, hundreds of pies thrown,
etc.
Oakie incessantly present and
doing same old stuff. Amusing for
those fond enough of Oakie. Ele
mentary entertainment.
able

—

seen in such
ably best
philan
a role. Theme pernicious
reels trying
six
dering count spends
to seduce heroine, thinking her
notorious cabaret actress. Marriage
for moral ending, of course.
actress yet

Other Men's

Women

—

(Grant With

ers and Mary Astor) (Warner) Crude
melodrama that attains
railroad
nothing but falsity and cheap sensation. Withers overacts terribly, talkworst English.
the screen's
ing
Mawkish story of hero falling in
Far
love with wife of his pal.
more audience sympathy for the pal
who suffers and dies than for the

See America Thirst (Harry Langdon and Slim Summerville) (Univ)
Slapstick burlesque of gunmen and
gangs.
Two tramps mistaken for
famous killers get into endless absiu-d complications with two rival
gangs. Funny in spots, one or two
breath-taking
moments, but too
much of the same thing for too
long.
Langdon was better in the

hero or heroine

Outward Bound (Leslie Howard
and Beryl Mercer) (Warner) Excel-

Very

In-

teresting

Mature

Of no

but good

interest

lent screening of notable stage play
of same name. Seven persons, supposed to have died, are together on
Their
a steamer outward bound.
gradual reactions to the situation
make intensely interesting character

Soldier's
light,

picture

A

Plaything,

(Harry
title for

amusing

slapstick war-farce of happy-

go-lucky doughboys in France and
Germany. Not a shot fired and no
unwholesome sex stuff. Some uncouthness and vulgarity, but mostly
amusing and with pleasing little
love-interest.
Harry Langdon does
well with best role he has had in

Remarkable photographic and
sound effects. Whole cast splendid,
with Leslie Howard's work outstand-

A

"silents".

Langdon) (Warner) Absurd

play.

ing.

slapstick,

for the intelligent.

years.

Paid (Joan Crawford and Robert Good of
Armstrong) (MGM) Strong crook kind
Btory. on famous stage play "Within
the Law," well acted, with fine suspense and sustained interest. Sordid
underworld atmosphere, usual tough,
si an gy
wisecracking Engl ish, and
thoroughly spiced with sexy scenes
and shooting. Joan Crawford notable
in strong role. Marie Prevost in surefire comedy part. Sympathy all with

Third Alarm. The
(Tiffany)

(James Hall)
sentimental

—Excellent

Good

Very Good

Disappointing

Depressing

Interesting

Better
not

melodrama of the fine rugged devotion of two firemen to two waifs
(excellently played) whose fire-chief
father was lost at a fire. Asylum

.

fire very
tense and exciting but
probably not too strong.
Human
and wholesome film, appealing to all.

the crooks.

Part

and

Time Wife (Edmund Lowe
Hyams) (Fox) Another
title
for
wholesome

Amusing

story.
Starts like pictures now
prevalent of marriage as an eternal
wrangle, but soon becomes genuinely
human when the golf caddy begins
gently to reunite the separated couple. Lowe convincing, Hyams charming, dog appealing.
Little Tommy
Clifford in a leading role shows fair
skill and extraordinary charm.

Passion Flower, The (Kay Francis
and Charles Bickford) (MGM) Finely
acted problem play
wealthy, bored
wife (Kay Francis) promotes marriage between heroine (Kay Johnson) and chauffeur.
Two children
and poverty.
Kay Francis then
steals the chauffeur-husband
and
the picture)
gay life together in
Paris then wobbly husband returns
to wife for moral ending.
Shows

—

—

illicit

i

—

love well worth the cost.

(

Very good

Good

Tol'able

David

(

Richard

Crom-

well) (Columbia) Sound version of
old Barthelmess film. Human, grim,
appealing picture of Kentucky mountain life with fair cast but poorly
directed. Young hero's good acting

I^eila

misleading

hampered by too slow tempo at
times, some scenes too long drawn
out to be impressive, and Noah
Beery's overdone villainy and besti-

mar the
otherwise true.
ality

Fine of
k.nd

realism

of

picture

Virtuous Sin. The (Walter Huston
(Para) Finely
and Kay Francis)
acted story of the Russian war-machine, under an exceedingly hard
commander, that catches two hu-

mans

in

its

cogs.

Sophisticated

of wife who yields to the
General to save her husband's life.
Then,
when husband obligingly
walks out, she marries the General
Chief merit, acting by Huston.

theme

!

Too brutal
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THE THEATRICAL FIELD
CONDUCTED BY MARGUERITE ORNDORFF
Theatrical Film Reviews for January

LAUGHTER
An interesting and

[1]

story, with Frederick

honors.

(Paramount)
extraordinarily well presented

March

which "Dewberry" seems

as usual taking the acting

(See Film Estimates for November)

runs from high farce to deep tragedy in

It

HEADS UP

[SJ

telling of

a chorus

girl

married to a wealthy

elder!}'

man, trying unsuccessfully to forget her old friends,
finally rescued from her unhappy situation by a former
sweetheart.
Frank Morgan, Nancy Carroll, Glenn
Anders, and Diane Ellis complete a very capable cast.
Direction by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast is particularly

time,

seems

it

LOVE IN THE ROUGH
An old friend, Spring Fever,

Moore

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
joins the musical talk-

Rubin,

and others working hard to be
Benny Rubin actually succeeds. There are
but as nobody has any voice to speak of, they
J.

C. Nugent,

amusing.
songs,

come

to nothing.

{See Film Estimates for October)
[3]

A LADY SURRENDERS

The novel and

man

(Universal)

entirely unexpected idea of a gentle-

and

falling out of love with his wife

into love

The wife goes to Paris, has an afFrenchman, and decides to divorce
The amorous gentleman flits suddenly,

with another lady.
fair

with an

idle

her husband.

however, and she ruefully
vorced.

Her husband

goes

in the

back

—undi-

home

meantime, unaware of

her change of plans, has gone ahead and married the
other

girl.

It

complicates things badly, or would

if

the

show her sportsmanship by
withdrawing gracefully. The cast, composed of Rose
Hobart, Genevieve Tobin, and Conrad Nagel, makes
wife didn't eventually

it

worth while.
(See Film Estimates for October)

[4]

DU BARRY— WOMAN OF PASSION

A

comedy.

spirit

is

[6]

of one of the

almost wholly inadequate in the

Norma

title role.

William Farnum returns to the screen after years of
absence, only mildly interesting and extremely stagey
as King Louis. Conrad Nagel gives a good performance as does Hobart Bosworth. The garbled French
and English pronunciations leave much to be desired,
the most flagrant violation being the title name, of

first

Victor

Billy

Ma-

cast.

Film Estimates for December)

WAR NURSE

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

would have been fine if they hadn't talked so
much and so cheaply. The hospital scenes are terribly
real, but the effort expended on them is futile because
the rest of the story is so piffling. The group of nurses
includes June Walker, Anita Page, Zasu Pitts, Marie
Prevost, Helen Jerome Eddy, and Martha Sleeper.
They are all excellent with the exception of Miss Page
who is not actress enough to fulfill the requirements
of her role.
Robert Montgomery and Robert Ames
It

are satisfactory within the limits of their parts.
(See Film Estimates for December)

ONE NIGHT AT

SUSIE'S
(First National)
tawdry piece about a big-hearted woman who
runs a boarding house for crooks and gangsters. She
has an adopted son whom she has brought up in these
surroundings to be honest, though just how she did it
is not revealed.
The boy falls in love with a chorus
girl
a good girl who shoots a man in defense of her
honor. He takes the blame, goes to prison Oh, well,
go to see it if you like that kind. Billie Dove, Helen
Ware, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
[7]

A

—

—

—

FEET FIRST

[8]

world's greatest charmers comes to you intact.

Talmadge

Helen Kane, Margaret Breen, and

son are in the

Harold Lloyd's

(United Artists)

screen note admits that history has been trifled

with here, but assures you that the

the

a cigarette, in a mild enter-

the mainstay, with an original line of

is really

(^See

with Robert Montgomery, Dorothy Jordan, Benny

ies,

—smokes

and— for

tainment featuring the coast guard service.

Film Estimates for November)

[2]

(Paramount)

Charles Rogers dances, sings,

skillful.
(,See

to be the nearest approxi-

mation.

we can

that
stuff,

but

it

Not

(Paramount)
first in

a long time, and so welcome

forgive occasional old gags.

The

thrill

of course, follows the pattern of Safety Last,
is

still

good for plenty of gasps and chuckles.

so good as some, but better than most.
(See Film Estimates for December)

LIGHTNIN'

[9]

(Fox)

Will Rogers in a deft characterization of the Bill
Jones made famous on the stage by Frank Bacon. The
role

of

Mr. Rogers perfectly and he makes the most
His homely philosophy and timely humor are

fits

it.
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Louise Dresser does fine work,
Cohan,
Joel McCrea, Jason Robards, and
and Helen
as delightful as ever.

Frank Campeau

assist capably.

{See Film Estimates in
[lOJ

this issue)

THE SEA GOD

One

of John

about a young

It is

told.

(Paramount)

Russell's fascinating stories, rather well

man

searching for pearls,

He comes
believe
him to
and
they
upon them
him
accordingly.
and
worship
from
the
sea
be a god
How he is captured by rival pearl-seekers, and how
this strange disguise saves him from them and from
the natives, too, are the main features of the plot, exclusive of the love story. It works up to a nice climax,
which the director had the good sense to leave almost
Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, Eugene
entirely silent.
Pallette, and Robert Gleckler head a satisfactory cast.
who

encounters a tribe of island savages.
in his diver's suit,

Mm AND

A

crude

crude.

Dark

BILL

title

( Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer)

for a picture that

"Suggested," you are

Star,

it

told,

is

anything but

by Lorna Moon's

has developed into one of the finest char-

—

Marie Dressier that of the
owner of a water front saloon in a coast town. Miss
Dressler's portrayal of this frayed, rough woman and
acter parts ever played by

her love for her adopted daughter

is

little

less

than

Wallace Beery, too, has one of his best
roles and does ample justice to it; and with Marjorie
Rambeau in a third fine performance, the picture has
no chance to go wrong. Dorothy Jordan is worth
honorable mention as the adopted daughter.
magnificent.

HELL'S ANGELS
war

If one views this

(See Film Estimates for December)

SUNNY

[13]

The

But

if

it

is

one considers

it

it,

dians

an amorous weakling, but it really
something
when it sends the brothers on
amounts to
dangerous
mission
a
across the German lines in a cap-

the plans of the

They

allies.

are shot down, captured,
spies unless they reveal

The weak brother wants

to

and the strong brother shoots him to prevent his
telling. Ben Lyon has a few really good moments in
his death scene.
Otherwise his performance is mediocre. James Hall never comes up to what is expected
of him. Jean Harlow is provocative but unimportant

tell,

in the plot.

The

!

It

has no great distinction, but as an outdoor

story in contrast to the usual talkie,

air scenes are really magnificently

photographed, and except for being unduly prolonged

satisfactory

is

it

for a change.
(See Film Estimates for October)

Abraham

The

Life of

Lincoln

(Concluded from page 10)
6.

as

plane.

(Paramount)

Hal G. Evart's "Spanish Acres" comes to life with
Richard Arlen, Rosita Moreno, Eugene Pallette, Junior Durkin, and Mitzi Green.
Sheep, horses, and In-

The

duties

of

the

President,

his

worries and

cares, his enemies, political courtesies, office seek-

ers

and

finally Civil

War

illustrated the

enormous

tasks confronting the President and the price he

must pay for greatness. {History and Civics)

of establishing one brother as a noble minded soul and

and threatened with death as

—

THE SANTA FE TRAIL

[14]

its merits as a picture, it will be found to
have some very excellent points. The story does a
good deal of stalling around at first for the purpose

German

it is

—

purely on

tured

National

comedy for
completely demon-

and so thoroughly discussed in critical columns
hardly worth while to go into it here. Perhaps it is enough to say that except for a small a disappointingly small amount of dancing by Marilyn
Miller, Sunny has practically no excuse for being.
that

(United Artists)

a good sized disappointment.

other

reproduction has been so

talkie

picture in the light of the four

million dollars reported to have been spent on

the

(First

unsuitability of the average musical

Visual Education Project on

(See Film Estimates for December)
[12]

beauty loi

in sheer

strated

(See Film Estimates for October)
[11]

at times, more than compensate
weaknesses elsewhere.

7.

A

was arranged of the articles made in
Shop Departments and used
as a review and final summary of the lesson.
{Shop Activity)
display

the English, Art and

Moving

pictures at the discretion of the instructor

At Thomas A. Edison School we used
"The Land of Opportunity", a moving picture showing
can be used.

Lincoln in defense of the boy charged with murder.
In this picture a true story of Lincoln

is

portrayed,

especially his keen wit in proving false the chief wit-

ness of the prosecution

by moonlight.

Used

who

stated he

saw the crime

as a basis for story writing the

film has unlimited possibilities.
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THECONDUCTED
CHURCH FIELD
BY

—

,

How

R.

F.

JOHNSON

H.

H

Why We Made Our Own Church

and

By Rev.

B.

Film

H. Reinheimer

Executive Secretary of the Diocese of Southern Ohio
of the Episcopal Church

"The Kingdom That Must Be

Built"

of the activities and the needs of the Episcopal Church
in the

Diocese of Southern Ohio.

a quite gen-

It is

erally accepted practice of the Episcopal

well as of other Christian
raise the
local

communions

in

Church, as

America,

in

to

home and

an annual canvass

As

each year.

late

in

the

autumn of

the

it

is

year

of

be

most intensive and

far reaching educational

preparation.

So

as

far

we know

the first attempt to use

man,

Explaining the

moving

pictures

in this

was made
Diocese of

connection

by the
Ohio of the Episcopal
Parish
Church with headconnection
in
quarters in Cleveland. This was
with the annual canvass of 1926. The Diocesan
"Works" of His Camera to
Young Movie Fans in His

authorities engaged the services of a company making
commercial films, and a film presentation entitled "The
Budget Dollar" was prepared. There were about two
thousand feet of this, and standard film was used.

The

results

of the venture were watched with a

great deal of interest by other sections of the church,

among them

the Diocese of the Southern Ohio, and the

result of this study
in

was the

decision to use a film story

connection with the canvass in Southern Ohio in

November

1928.

The reasons

for turning from the commercial pro-

and the use of standard film
are important. As will be seen, there were considerations entering into both the making of the film and the
showing of it which prompted this decision.
fessional photographer

made

film

would

have cost us a dollar a foot, and our appropriation for
educational expenses placed such a professionally

made

film far beyond our reach.
But there was a practical consideration

fully as im-

portant as the financial one that pointed to the use of

16mm.

film.

In studying the earlier Ohio film

we

felt

he could get at that time.

each

voluntary

preceded by a period of

N. Stockton, CalMeihodist Clergy-

time, professionally

the actual solicitation of

pledges

W.

At the

utmost importance that

on

built

contributions,

Rev.

consideration in the making of the film was

was a striking defect due to the manner
which it was taken. The commercial photographer
had been engaged for a definite number of days at a
particular time of the year and he had to shoot what

the whole structure of church support

\is

ifornia

first

the cost.

funds needed both for the support of the

churches and for missionary work at

abroad

The

a film story

is

that there
in

more appealing

film

It was quite clear that a
would have to be accumulated

—

Also a
done if the
film was to depict the activities of the church which
in our case happened to be spread over 40 counties

over a longer period of time

at least a year.

good deal of traveling would have

in the

to be

southern part of the state of Ohio.

So in the preparation of "The Kingdom That Must
Be Built" we turned to the easily portable 16mm. camera and amateur photography, believing that any
weakness that might issue from these would be more
than compensated for by the more representative and
satisfactory material which we would gather.
When it came to the problem of having our church
members see the film, we again met considerations just
as compelling as those that arose in the making oi the
film and pointing toward the use of the 16mm. projector outfit.
In some of the smaller congregations
no standard equipment was available, and even ''n
some of the larger cities its use involved much inconvenience.
On the other hand there has been a wide
placement of domestic 16mm. projectors, coupled
with the possibility of sending out a portable projector

and screen to places where only a few people would
gather in some one's home.
We therefore invested in a Bell and Howell Filmo
Camera, equipped with an F 1.8 lens, a film splicing
unit, a title writing outfit and a Filmo projector. These'
were placed in the hands of the Executive Secretary of
the Diocese who was wholly without any previous
experience. His work carries him to all parts of the

—
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and he

diocese,

present on every occasion of special

is

members of the church, »uch as the dedof a new church or the ordination of a minis-

interest to the

ication
ter.

Beginning

in the early

winter of 1927 he began

making shots and kept at it for about six months,
cumulating about 4000 or 5000 feet of film.

ac-

social traditions, to their patriotic pride, to a sense of

This brought him to his vacation and the problem

romantic history, to their civic loyalty, to their sense of
human welfare and, basic to the home, their devotion

how

to select and build from this material a film
would interest the people of the church and at the
same time exert a compelling influence upon them in
the direction of making them regular contributors to
the support of the local church and the missionary

of

sequences aimed at the members of the church who
had now seen a more complete picture of the work in
their diocese than their imagination had ever held before.
In quick succession an appeal to their family

that

enterprise of the

communion

had

to be

really a sales talk.

However, part of his ministry had been spent in Dayton, Ohio, where he had witnessed what had been
done by the Welfare Department of the National Cash
Register

Company

in the matter of educational films,

and he went to work.

"The Kingdom That Must Be
in three parts.

Built"

Lord Jesus Christ and His Church. In concluwas called to the forthcoming an-

sion their attention

nual canvass as an opportunity to register by pledge
for the support of their local church and missions their

conviction that

"The Kingdom Must Be

Built."

Du

as a whole.

something more than a news reel
In facing this problem the photographer-editor did not get a lot of encouragement.
It

to the

became a

film

In the First Part he gathered together

Pont negative film was used so that in case there
was an excessive demand for the film a duplicate could
be made without the necessity of withdrawing the film
from circulation. Subsequently however a considerable footage of Kodak positive film has been incorporated as the editor discovered sequences that had
been taken by other people and which added to the
interest of the film.

After the film was put into circulation a good many
were made. As a result of watching the
audiences it was possible to discover some titles and
alterations

the historical, geographical and social sequences that

sequences that were too long, and to shorten them.

were gaged to exert an emotional appeal to the constituency of the church long vistas of the Ohio River
bending between its hills. Mount Logan near Chillicothe which is depicted on the seal of the state, th-;
sky lines of Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton, an old
church yard "where sleep the fathers", the Bishop, the

Throughout the autumn of 1928, and again in 1929,
was shown to large groups meeting in the
churches and to smaller groups gathered in homes

—

Rt. Rev.

Boyd Vincent,

the oldest bishop in point of

consecration in the Anglican

Communion throughout

the world.

The Second Part was

a

panorama of the activities
more an appeal to

—

the practical judgment than to the emotions.
This
covered the church's threefold program of Religious
Education, Social Service and Missions or Evangeliza-

For Religious Education

were

Sunday

Young

People's

there

Schools, Vacation Bible Schools, the

work among College Students. In the
was a chance to work in shots of the Stadium at Columbus with an Ohio State-Princeton football game in progress.
For Social Service there were
Society and

last there

shots of the church chaplain conducting services at the

home

New

throughout the diocese.
corporated into

some
ceed

At

it

from time

fine suggestions for

an

material has been into time,

entirely

and there arc

new

film to suc-

it.

the end of three years, although the film rarels'

leaves the office of the diocese for exhibition to church

of the Diocese at the present time

tion.

the film

for the blind with the patients using

printed in Braille

;

Penitentiary and

among

also shots of

work

hymn books

at the

Ohio State

the tubercular and the insane.

In the sphere of Missionary growth

it

was

possible to

we have stumbled on

a new and wholly
Clergymen move about considerably in the Episcopal Church from one state fo
another.
In our case we have from five to ten new
men coming into the diocese each year. In order to
get them acquainted with our plans and policies they
are invited to spend a day at the diocesan headquarters
soon after they arrive, and we have learned that a
private showing of the diocesan film gives them in an
hour a background and an understanding that otherwise they might spend months or years in acquiring.
gatherings,

unanticipated use for

it.

This account omits a report of the fun that the photographer-editor had from the very beginning.

If the

amounted to anything in the end it is conclusive evidence that modern 16mm. apparatus can produce good
film

results even in the

hands of amateurs.

One

cannot

include pictures of "before and after" where mission-

shoot several thousand feet of film without having a

ary gifts had been applied strategically.

lot

Part Three was intended to clinch the argument of
the entire appeal and consisted of a rapid fire of short

coveries.

of tragedies, and also a

lot

of thrilling surprise dis-

was so in the making of "The Kingdom
That Must Be Built."
It

:

:
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F. Dean

McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson, N. Y.

The New Jersey Visual Education Association
Newark
The New Jersey Visual Education Association
its

career seven years ago in connection with

Jersey State Teachers' Association at Atlantic City.
I well remember the first session held
in a classroom near the entrance to the Atlantic
City High School building and the expression of
"what is it all about?" on the faces of the straggling
few who attended that session.
The infant has developed into a healthy youngster as evidenced at the last session held

when

November

were in
attendance, by actual count, over a thousand
educators. An extensive program of addresses and
Round Table discussions was carried out and well
Atlantic

1930, at

10,

City,

there

received

Two men

of the State have done conspicuous
promoting the use of visual aids in teach-

work

in

ing.

First, R. R.

Zimmerman,

Principal of Lincoln

School, Englewood, has done outstanding work, in
his school, in vitalizing instruction, and, at present,
is

having a series of conferences with the teachers

P

ATHE

Motion Pictures
for

Education and Entertainment

and illustrative
Mr. Zimmerman gave

of pictures

instruction' to a large class of teachers in connection

with the Ocean City

Summer

the auspices of the State

School, held under

Department

of Education.

Mr. Lawrence R. Winchell, Supervising Principal

New

the

Englewood on the use

material in the classroom.

A. G. Balcom
Assistant Superintendent of Schools,

began

of

of

New

Providence, organized classes in visual

in-

struction for the teachers of the State at Rutgers
University, with college credits, last summer and

the year before.

Mr. Winchell has continued

this

work and now has one class at Rutgers, one class
in Newark, one class at Madison and a class at
Carteret. Most of these classes have an enrollment
of sixty

and over.

Perhaps, one of the most significant things, on
the program at Atlantic City, was the approval of
petitions, which have been well received by members of the State Board of Education and those associated with the State Commissioner of Education.
The petitions follow:

The New Jersey Visual Education
November

in session at Atlantic City,

Association,
10, 1930, re-

spectfully petitions the State Department of Public
Instruction as follows
1
That the State Department of Public Instruction emphasize to Superintendents and Supervising
Principals of schools and especially to Boards ot
Education the importance of having suitable elec-

—

outlets provided in each
schoolroom in all
buildings where such outlets are not now provided.
This is not an expensive matter, but just because it
is apparently a small matter it is continually overlooked or delayed. And yet it is useless to plan for
any adequate visual instruction program in any
school involving projected pictures where such outlets are lacking.
2 That the State Department of Public Instructrical

—

recommend

a suitable equipment of visual mafor the diliferent types of schools -possibly
suggestions for a minimum equipment, and for a
more adequate equipment. It is the belief of this
Association that encouragement in the way of some
State aid should be granted as an inducement
toward the more rapid installation of this much
needed and important type of equipment.
3
That the State Department of Public Instruction take measures to the end that instruction
regarding- the organization of visual work in
schools, and instruction in pedagogical methods of
using visual materials, should be given to all students in the Normal Schools, and that as fast as
possible such instruction be provided in all Summer
tion

terial

PATHE EXCHANGE,
8B

West 4Bth

Inc. (ES131)

New York

City
Please send information to
St.,

Name
Address
Projector,

36mm

or

16mm

—

—

—

;
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Schools, and be encouraged in local school districts.

they use

Perhaps it
least to a few

experiences.

will not be

amiss for us to refer at

of the reasons

which lead us

make

is

power; that many

is

All recognize, of course, that

problems, like unemployment and agricultural depression, are involved in world conditions
tional

that, therefore, there is an urgent and increasing
need for world-minded citizens.
It is

the conviction of this Association that one of

the greatest hindrances to the development of such
citizenship is the extent to which we are still depending in our schools on spoken and written language symbols as a substitute for experience. Dr.
Dewey states somewhere that two people can get
the same ideas in connection with the same words
only insofar as they have had the same experiences.
That is, whatever ideas people gain in connection
with language must be elaborated out of such experiences as they have had. It is not too much to
say, therefore, that the extent to which people will

use language, as well as what they will gain

New

of their

and na-

the great purpose, of our

of our apparently local

depend upon the range

a world

It is generally recognized, of course, that prepa-

schools; that today the United States

will

It is the conviction of this Association that the
systematic and pedagogical use of visual materi i!
offers the most effective means of providing those
wide experiences that the young need today if they
are later to develop into wise and efficient citizens.

to

these petitions.

ration for citizenship

it,

when

we cannot give full
preparation for citizenship in the schools. But we
can do much in awakening and broadening interests
that will count tremendously in developing effective

Experiences with the best pictures, like
experiences in travel, arouse interests that pay such
citizens.

lifelong dividends.
Helpful as such visual experiences are in the immediate school work, it is more
and more being recognized that the results of such
experiences can, in no wise, be fully estimated by

the ordinary school-room tests for such immediate
results.

This Association wishes to put on record
viction that until far

more extensive

its

con-

visual instruc-

is given in our schools, we shall not make a
wise use of taxpayers' funds through dependence on

tion

less effective

means

of instruction,

but,

we

shall

continue to send out prospective citizens far more

Visual Units

In General Science
By
DR. H, A.

WEBB

Peabody Teachers College

Twenty Lantern

Slides to

Each Unit

LIST OF UNITS
1.

The Air

8.

2.

Astronomy

9.

3.

Electricity

4.

Health

10.

5.

11. Clothing

6.

Light
Living Things

12,

The Earth's Crust

LEICA,

13.

7.

Animals
Living Things

pictures

14.

Food
Machinery

15.

Water

Plants

Sound
Weather and

For Better Pictures

Climate

Heat and

Fire

Additional Slides for nearly every school subject

J^j^^

For Better Projection
the "still"

. .

Uleja

camera used by foremost edu-

the vest pocket or purse, takes 36
on a single roll of cinema film (double
frame size) and screen reproduction from positive
film is wonderfully clear, sharp and distinct.
The Leica's double frame pictures require less enlargement than single frame film and, reproduced by
cators, fits

means

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.

of the Uleja projector, there is no distortion
nor loss of detail.
Descriptive pamphlet showing the Leica camera and
Uleja projector mailed upon request.

E.

LEITZ,

Dept. lES 60 East 10th

St.,

Inc.
New

York, N. Y.

:
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The Brooklyn

RUSSIAN EDUCATIONAL FILMS

The Brooklyn

Full Particulars from:

723

during the month

Anna

Billings Gallup,

many

whom

SEVENTH AVE^ NEW YORK,

wandered among its exhibits. The museum early outgrew its first home, a sunny, homelike Victorian mansion, and again needs more space.

N. Y.

in-

tional problems.

—

state.

have attended

from

skylights are in auditoriums,
some means be taken to shut off the lisrht as a part
of the plans for regular construction of buildings.
3
That owing to improvement in projectors only
semi-darkened rooms are necessary. Usually the
regular classroom shades will shut off enough light.
A
That where opaque projectors are used in
classrooms, dark shades probably will be needed.
5That the windows of auditoriums be provided
with draperies whereby the room can be semi-

—

—

—

darkened.

illustrated lectures as well as

children

if

admitted at

all

them learn on their own terms. Besides its lectures
and the service it offers in conducting visiting classes
let

it.

takes special pride in the after-

There is a laboratory where minerals
can be studied and tested and where any one can identify specimens; games are conducted in the geography
room, the zoology, mineral and bird rooms and nature
school activities.

;

training

is

provided for Boy Scouts

—the

Boy

headquarters for the Brooklyn

museum

Scouts'

New

program.

"These courses," Miss Gallup explains, "lead to
and medals and often qualify children to enter

Series of

SILENT BIOLOGICAL SCHOOL FILMS
Produced by

CHARLES

F.

HERM. Cinema

Biolosist

400 to 500 feet in length, represents a definite
lesson.
They may be projected in 5 to 7 minutes each, leaving ampip
time for careful discussion between teacher and class on the subject
presented.
All films are printed on standard Safety Film Stock they are available on both 35mm. and 16mm. film material.
film,

bein^r

^mriLFx
Both~A

Picture

and

a Story

;

GROUP

1.

2.

1

Micro- Organ isms of a Hay-Infusion:
Biological study of a day by
day hay infusion, visualizing the protozona fauna observed.
Sexual Reproduction :
Miscroscopic study visualizing the charac
teristic differences existing between sperm and germ cell of the
Atlantic oyster, method of fertilization, cell cleavage, cell division
illustrating means by which the fertilized ovum passes from the
one cell stage to the mulberry stage, thus reproducing a new
individual.

3.

4.

5.

Development: Microscopic observation visualizing the development
of the fish embryo (Paradise Fish) from the blastoderm stage to
the time of hatching.
A Microscopical View of the Blood Circulation: Microscopic and
stop-motion film illustrating the course of blood and lymph through
the human body, the action of a living heart (Turtle), the expansion and contraction of the arteries, the arterial, venous and
capillary flow of the blood, as observed in the vascular system of
the early chick embryo.
Inherent Characters :
Microscopic study visualizing the origin of
the heart beat and the inherent qualities of heart muscle contraction in the early chick embryo
fragments of heart tissues transplanted into a culture media are seen to function 45 days after
transplantation.
Precipitins:
Biologic observation illustrating the specific differences prevailing among animal and human proteins and their usefulness in detecting the relationship of various blood groups.
Flowers:
Botanical study visualizing the characteristic variation
existing among garden flowers,
Botanical observation illustrating the transSeeds and Seedlings:
formation of seeds to seedlings,
Floricultural film visualizing the bulb
Paper White Narcissus:
;

6.

7.

8.
9.

propagation in Florida.
Harvesting the Golden Fruit:
Horticultural film visualizing the
orange culture in Florida.
Rental Price: ONE DOLLAR per subject per day. plus transportation -charges both ways.

Stillfilm

Now

Library

Consists of

than

400

More

Sets

(Over 6000 Views)

Covering
Geography, History, Nature, Agriculture,

Irj-

dustries. Primary, Primary Reading, Etc.

Write for Free Catalog

STILLFILM,

Inc.

10.

HERM'S BIO-CINEMA SOUND PRODUCTS,
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

Inc.

is

nature

credits

Announcing a

got

were difScult
to understand, according to Miss Gallup, as quoted
In the Brooklyn Children's
in the New York Times.
Museum the whole effort is to arouse their interest and
their visit because the labels

about the building

where

its

museums

In the older
little

These petitions were approved by a motion which
was duly seconded and carried unanimously, and
the following amendment was also carried
1
That attention be given to darkening all classrooms and auditoriums in school buildings of the

Each

of

Amkino Corporation
unprepared than they need be for solving our

—That

Museum

the curator, has had 60,000 juvenile visitors,

creasingly complex local and national and interna-

2

Children's

of October, according to Miss

Educational Film Department

Museum

Children's

1052 Cahuenga Ave.

Hollywood,

Calif.

January, 1931
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Children from the

competitions for valuable prizes.

museum have
at the

ican

been successful in competing for prizes

American

Museum

Institute Children's Fair in the

Amer-

of Natural History."

The afternoon work

regarded by Miss Gallup as

i^

of highest importance at

all

times because

it

Model

attracts

LRM

Balopticon

children to active pastime of the highest educational

to

work with

this material

with the hope of success.

It

real things, ob-

vk^ith

beauty and great interest.

jects of

way

minds

It challenges their

value.

shows them a
and encourages them
rewards them with
It

But best of all it develops the child's
latent powers, gives him experiences that cause him
to respect his own work, offers him standards of
values and ushers him into a consciousness of the
worth of his own efforts.
tangible honors.

At

the

museum

the children hear stories of artists,
of mining engineers, of the growth of the cable and
the radio, of the experiences of insect collectors who

Building the

Mind

of

with

have become entomologists and saved national crops,
and so on. Nor does the use of the museum end inside
its walls.
There is a free loan division which sends
out natural history objects to schools, clubs and study
groups, dispatching the exhibits in a truck and there
is a loan service to individual children, through which

To

may

A

is

available for free borrowing.

loan service. Miss Gallup says,

made

educator.

The
There are

1,000,000 con-

still-projectors

made by Bausch

& Lomb

that overcome every classroom
projection di£BcuIty. There are project-

(School and Society)

tacts in 1929.

tells

in a

tures on a screen, consequently, is a
method of modern teaching that should
be utilized to the utmost by every

minerals and other natural history objects, carefully
in boxes, to their homes for study.
file of

8,000 pictures

mind a picture

moment than many pages of
reading matter. The projection of pic-

take small specimens, such as birds, insects,

mounted

PICTURES

the youthful

more

;

they

Youth

Recent Writings

ors for use in day-light, projectors for

—

"Boston's Use of Motion Pictures" by Joseph A.
Hennessey, Supervisor of Visual Education in the

small rooms, for large assembly halls, for

Boston Schools, appearing in the November 10th issue
of the Journal of Education, tells of the growing use
of visual equipment in the schools of that city. This
has not been a sudden demand, however, for the employment of visual aids in Boston dates back more
than 30 years with the purchase of sets of lantern

as strip film, slides or

all

The

same as

that of classroom instruction.

description of

_

*

*

"Principles Governing a Lesson in Objective Illus-

tration"

—by

Charles A. Tonsor

November number of

the

Jr.,

New York

is

projection material such

opaque

objects.

a combination instrument
either

opaque objects such

lantern

slides

as postcards,

ot

book

pages, floral specimens, etc.

Write for information on Balopticons for
education.

Complete

pictures are provided so that the
teachers can decide in advance how to use the film
which is, at its best, " a teacher's aid and not a
teacher's substitute."
all

*

LRM

still

for use -with

slides.
The author recommends a central agency for
the handling of motion pictures, the film schedule to
be arranged so that the subject-matter of the films is

the

kinds of

appears in the

Bulletin of

High

Bausch
688

St.

Paul

& Lomb
St.

Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

RAiKrHxiQya^
Mil<ers ol O.thogon Eyeglaii

Lenio

(or

Belter Vi

:
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Points.

"This

is

the age of visual aids," states the

author, but in order that a lesson based on visual material

be a real lesson

conform

Your

it

must be

to several principles

planned and

definitely

based on the three steps

making
few
points
the suggestions concrete, the author uses a
in Latin 3 as illustrations. Such a program as he out-

By way

Presentation, Fixation, Testing.

Guide

of

have great educational value as it gives the
away that has made a definite

lines will

pupil something to carry

impression on his mind.

to the Biggest

"Visualization in Teaching First-Term Bookkeep-

ing"

and Best

—by W.

E. Weinberger in the same issue of this

Bulletin treats the teaching of this subject in a novel

and valuable manner. To give the commercial student
a more intelligent understanding of business transac-

in Current

tions the use of ledger paper should be introduced at
once in the bookkeeping class. To visualize the ledger
paper, the writer has had especially prepared a black-

Motion

board which operates
this blackboard there

like
is

a

map

or

window

shade.

On

ruled, in appropriate colors, a

ledger account, omitting no details.

On

the

same black-

board appear four other smaller ledger accounts for the

Pictures!

recording by the students.

In the same

may

way

In this

be visualized.

way

the student

journals

is

able to

between the course in high
school and the actual work he may be called upon to
do in the outside world.

visualize the relationships

Write today for free

*

noii'theatrical Cata-

log 77 to
atrical

Non-The-

Department.

"A Puppet Show as a Method of Teaching Modern
Languages" by Bertha A. Ballinger in the December
and " 'Silas
issue of the Pennsylvania School Journal
Marner' as a Puppet Show" by Mildred W. Bolles in

—

PICTURES

CORPORATION
iCARL LAEMMLE.
Pre,.)

730 Fifth Ave.

New

York City

—

—

the

UNIVERSAL

*

*

November

issue of Bulletin of

High

Points, relate

how puppets are utilized in
The foreign language
these two subjects.
wrote their own plays (dramatizations oi tne

the fascinating story of

teaching
students

stories read in class), memorized their roles in French
and worked the puppets. Thus they developed a facility in speaking and understanding the language. The
same procedure was followed by the English class.
They dramatized the scenes selected from the book

and manipulated the

actors, using the teacher's desk as

the stage.
*
Producers

oj

"ALL QUIET

ON THE
WESTERN
FRONT"

*

*

"Visual Instruction in Rural Schools"—by William
O. Johnson in the New York State Education for December is a brief account of how one school carries on

—

program through the use of
The writer
films, slides, art pictures, and the library.
method
this
from
lists the advantages to be derived
which
they
from
sources
of instruction, and gives the
its

visual

instruction

have obtained

films.
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which was named the National
Academy of Visual Instruction. A meeting of the
Academy has been held each year and the present plan
pleted an organization

National Academy of
Visual Instruction

The

The National Academy of Visual

Instruction

more

organization interested in a wider,

is

is that it shall be held concurrently with the annual
meeting of the Department of Superintendence of the

an

intelligent,

the development of visual instruction as an art

The Academy

gave the

not engaged in promoting visual

is

commercially.

solely in those

educational,

or

membership

Active

Academy and
who are engaged

the control of the

its

and

actions are vested

who

are actual

and who are actual users of or directing the

fare work,

use of visual aids.

structional purposes.

executives

History of the Academy

Education

tional

enthusiastic

the executive council of the

and deliberate conference, a committee of

drew up

a constitution

active

Full

and com-

membership.

bership shall be $3.00.

Associate Membership shall be open to those indi-

This com-

who are not eligible to become active members
who are in sympathy with the aims and purposes

viduals

7,

and by-laws, and com-

but

f^llllltllllttlllllltMIIMIIIIItltllllllllltMllltllllltllllHMIIIMIIIIIIItMMIMlllltllMlllMlltlllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllKIIIIM

I

Academy.

Academy shall be vested in the
The annual fee for active mem-

plete control over the

nine was appointed to take the necessary preliminary

1920,

museum

in the educational de-

partments of industrial organizations. Admission to
membership shall be by vote of five members of

Superintendence of the NaAs the result of an

steps in organizing a national association.

school

active

Association.

mittee met at the University of Michigan, April

;

systems;

divisions, private or public school

between forty and fifty educators at Cleveland, Ohio,
February, 1920, at the time of the annual meeting
of the Department of

This will include teachers

directors of visual instruction in extension

;

workers; ministers; and those

beginning in a conference of

its

who

are engaged in educational, semi-educational, or wel-

users of or are directing the use of visual aids for in-

The Academy had

November

full

Active Membership shall be restricted to those

in educational, semi-

welfare work, and

for

program for the Academy's next meeting
at Detroit, February 24-25, in conjunction with the
N. E. A. Department of Superintendence.)
Types of Membership in the Academy

and

science.

instruction

(The Educational Screen

N. E. A.

in short, in

and more systematic use of visual aids;

llllllllllllllllllltMllf lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllQ

SPENCER CLASSROOM LANTERNS

|

For Regular Classroom Use
Your Students Will Always
Understand What They See!
Model
opaque

QA

1

you to use
such as charts,
drawings, pages from books,
as well as standard
etc.,
will enable

material,

glass

slides.

The

price

is

very nominal indeed.

With Model

|

DC

you can take advantage of the wealth of pictures in
the Spencer Filmslide Library and you can also draw on the many
sources of glass slides.

A

CLASSROOM
A
LANTERN
FOR
EVERY
PURPOSE

Q
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WITHOUT SUCH AN OUTFIT

IS

fc SPENCER LENS
BUFFALO.

N.

^ryg^^A

1
I

INCOMPLETE.

MCROSOOPES-MICROTOMES-DELINEASCOPES-VISUAL AIDS -OPTICAL HEASURIN6 INSTRUMENTS -ETC

^'

|

.

I

SPENCER
PROJECTORS
ARE

GUARANTEED

BRANCHES rNtw'YORK. CHICAGO. SAN FRANaSCOrBOSTON.WASMINGTONTMINNEAPOLIS, LOS ANGELES.
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of the Academy.

members may attend the
Academy, with the exception

poses of the Academy,

Associate

regular meetings of the

of executive sessions, and shall be accorded the usual
privileges of such membership. Associate

receive copies of

members

tributing

shall

Academy which may be
distribution. The annual fee for

the

available for general

members

membership shall be $2.50.
Membership. University

divisions

;

university, college or city bureaus or depart-

ments of visual instruction colleges libraries museums and other welfare organizations which are in
sympathy with the plans and ideals of the Academy
may become institutional members. They shall receive
copies of all publications of the Academy and such
;

clearing-house service as the

;

more, those on the

staff

be eligible to attend

emy.

The annual

all

of institutional

who

institutional

sessions.

shall receive printed copies of

Contributing
all

bulletins

are professionally active in the field of visual inbecome life members of the

Application for such membership shall be
approved by a majority vote of the Executive Com-

Academy.
mittee.

Further-

The

fee for life

membership

shall

be $50., pay-

sum or in five annual installments of $10.
each. Those who have been in good standing as members of the Academy for 20 years or more shall pay a
able in one

shall

regular meetings of the Acad-

fee for

executive

struction are urged to

maintain.

members

in all

have the privilege of attending
meetings of the Academy, with

;

Problems submitted by such members will be given
consideration by the Academy and every possible assistance in their solution will be rendered.

membershi]j

membership fee of $25. All funds received from
such members shall be placed in trust and only the
income used by the Academy. Life members shall

life

shall be $15.00.

Contributing Membership. Those organizations or
individuals

who

mem-

Life Membership. Those who are engaged in the
administration or distribution of visual aids those
who instruct in the use of visual aids; and all those

;

Academy may

contributing

and announcements of general interest which may be
published by the Academy. The annual fee for contributing membership shall be $25.00.

extension

Institutional

shall

of

exception

or other publications of the
associate

members

and participating

printed bulletins, announcements,

all

may become

bers by a majority vote of the Executive Committee.
Those who may be on the educational staff of con-

are engaged in the production and /or

have the same status as that of active members.

and equipment for visual instruction,
and which are in sympathy with the aims and pursale of materials

{Concluded on page 31)
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Conducted by

Dwight

R. Furness

Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education

Animation

To animate drawings

or figures requires time and

patience but the results usually are worth the time
spent.

First of

all

camera should be

the

the series.

picture to be

The

made

it

up and the

be constant

simplest things to animate are

To animate

titles

a

where one
up the

title set

card and print the first letter on it. Decide how long
you want the finished title. Say it reads "The End"
and you want it to be two feet long with all the animation in the first foot. There are twenty frames to
one foot of 16mm. film. There are six letters in "The
End". Divide twenty by six this gives three or the
number of frames to be exposed on each letter to bring
the title to one foot.

—

The card

up with the

"T" on

and three
single exposures are made of the letter "T". Now add
the letter "h" and make three more exposures and so on
until the title is complete then expose 20 more frames
is set

letter

it

;

to give the extra foot without the animation.

is

the

same

as

when

reel.

The

action in this case

the letters are

added one

at a

time.
If

be taken in light one

by a stop

it

means
strong

at f8

—or the exposure

time with a given light should be five times as long

with the f8 stop as with the

f3.5.

Teaching Dramatics
In the teaching of dramatics amateur movies have a

To

happy assignment.

particularly

school play movies offer an excellent

the coach of

way

a

of letting the

characters see themselves as others see them.
It

always interesting to note the reaction of a
first motion picture he sees of himself.

is

person to the

For the first time
what he looks like

much

in his life

he gets a good notion of

to others.

same way a player gets a better idea
work when scenes from rehearsals
are taken and projected for individual and group
In

the

of his or her stage
study.

Completed titles may be animated by turning the
camera or little card upside down and blocking out letters instead of drawing them in. Turning the camera
upside down is the same as running it backward. After
the film is processed it should be turned end for end
before splicing into the

may

fifth as

In practice

the lens opening as does at f8.
that a picture

at f3.5 than required

at a time.

appears at a time.

letter

set

all through
which
allows one
The camera must be one

lighting arranged so that

will

example you say you want to find the relative exposures of the stop f8 and f3.5. The square of 8 is 64.
The square of 3.5 is 12.25. Divide 64 by 12.25 and
the result is approximately 5. This means that at 3.5
about five times the amount of light passes through

Aside from supplerhenting dramatic coaching, motion pictures

may

also be the objective, as in school

teaches those

who

tomime and stage

take part in

The

action.

silent allows the player to

to his acting without

A

work.

film plays or classroom

it

school screen play

the elements of pan-

fact that the scenes are

devote his whole attention

having to perfect his voice and

speech at the same time.

drawings are to be animated the work

is

more

complicated as the moving parts have to be drawn 20
times for each foot of film and the drawings changed

each time to show progressive action.
jointed or flexible figures

them one picture

may

Dolls or other

Winter
Here are some things
do

in the

and moving them a little
between each exposure the amount of motion depending on the speed wanted in the result. Little change
between exposures gives slow motion, greater change,

Outdoors

Lens Speeds
areas of circles are proportional to the squares

To find the relative exposure between the stop on lenses square the "f" number. For
of their diameters.

winter
filters

sports,

on winter

subjects.

Indoors
films, edit

indoor subjects with

The

movie maker can

Photograph snow and -ice scenes,
storms, etc. Study the effect of light

Index

greater motion.

the amateur

winter time.

be animated by taking

at a time

Activities

Take animated

and

splice into reels,

artificial light.

subjects.

Make

title.

Write scenarios and plan fu-

Read up and make notes on movie subScreen and study films making notes on how

ture pictures.
jects.

Take

silhouettes.

they might have been improved in the taking.

:

::

—

:

:

:

:
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THE PRODUCERS
AMONG
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

The

neers in the manufacture of

"Stillopticon"

16mm. portable sound

combinations.

After studying over the pamphlet
Stillfilm, Inc., descriptive of its

issued

by

the

improved projector,

not surprising to learn that
even the producers themselves are astonished at the
reception this lantern has received at the hands ot
the Stillopticon,

it

is

educators who appreciate true values in visual aids.
Such a projector as the Stillopticon could hardly
fail to create a sensation in the visual education
field.

the statements of Stillfilm, Inc.,

regarding the Stillopticon

"The Stillopticon represents our endeavor to produce a high grade projection lantern that would
fill the established demands of visual education and
yet sell for less money. A comparison of the component parts of the Stillopticon with any conventional projector will show that quality has been up
held in every particular. Sturdy, rubber footed
base with receptable for glass slide carrier or Stillfilm carrier, readily accessible and easily adjusted
tilting device, lamp house that opens so lamp may
be reached without coming in contact with metal,
500 watt pre-focused base lamp, highest quality,
clear, piano convex and double convex condensing
lenses 4}i" in diameter, 23/2"xlO" focal length objective which gives a brilliant, evenly illuminated

and sharply defined picture, non-heat carrying handle and fifteen feet of detachable cord with switch,
make the Stillopticon equal or superior to any
school projector on the market."
is manufactured exclusively for
by projector manufacturers of nareputation, and it is distributed solely by

Stillopticon

Stillfilm,

tional

may

obtain additional in-

formation by writing direct to the company.

Silent Biological School

Films

"The progressive high school teacher, who recognizes that Visual Education by means of the screen
is becoming more and more essential to classroom
instruction, will find in our Silent Biological School

To quote from

The

Equipment manufacturers, and dealers maintaining film rental libraries,

Inc.

Additional

Stillfilm.

Stillopticon

may

information

regarding

be secured by writing

the

Stillfilm, Inc..

1052 Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

making

a survey

of the

16mm. home

instruction because they visualize biological facts con-

forming to the best of present-day biological thought
and teaching. They are authoritative, scholarly and
unmatched for accuracy, simplicity in terminology and
high artistic merits."

These productions of Herm's Bio-Cinema Sound
Inc. of Daytona, Fla. have received thit
earnest attention and active support of the most emiProducts

nent scholars throughout the civilized world, as well
as

the

whole rank and

down

executives

file

of teachers and school

to the grades.

They form a component

part in the film libraries of

the following leading institutions

Oregon State Agricultural
Territory

—Oregon,

:

:

College, Corvallis,

Oregon

Washington, Idaho and Mon-

tana.

State College of Iowa,

Ames, Iowa

—Iowa, Wisconsin and
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado;
Territory — Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Arizona and
Territory:

New

Illinois.

Mexico.

University of California, Berkeley, California:
Territory:

—North

and

Southern

California,

and

Nevada.

The University

A

Survey of 16mm. Field
Columbia Pictures Corporation of New York,

Films a solution of his most perplexing problems.
"These films are readily adaptable for classroom

Territory

of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas:

—Kansas,

Nebraska, Missouri and Okla-

homa.
is

talkie field, to

determine the advisability of establishing a 16mm.
synchronous film division.

Harry A. Kapit, who is directing the work for
Columbia Pictures Corporation, is one of the pio-

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Territory

—Minnesota, North and South Dakota.

American Visual

Service, 240

Madison Ave., Memphis,

Tennessee
Territory:
tucky.

—Tennessee,

Alabama, Mississippi, Ken-

:

:

:

January, 1931
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The University of Texas, Austin, Texas
Territory

—Texas,

Harrison Harries, 255 Franklin Ave. .Hartford, Conn.
Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Territory:

—

Massachusetts,
Prints

may

New Hampshire

microphone is released the record sound accompaniis resumed.
A notable advantage of this microphone arrange-

ment

Louisiana, and Arkansas.

and Maine.

ment

the fact that

lies in

many

possible to use

be obtained from these distributors at a

A

vantage.

it

will obviously

silent pictures to

make

it

good ad-

salesman, for instance, can talk into

rental price of $1.CX) per subject per school per day,

the microphone while showing a silent film and ex-'

plus transportation both ways.

plain his

New

Portable Talkie Reproducer with Special

Microphone Feature

A

new combination

Ijusiness, educational,

is

especially

audience can hear him easil}'.
marketed with the microphone attachment or it may be secured without the
microphone feature which can then be added, later.
ture, so that a large

microphone arrangement which will enable the operator to interject remarks relative to
any picture which is being shown and to have his
voice come from the loud speaker in entirely satisfactory volume, is hailed as a revolutionary feature
of the new Bell & Howell portable 16 mm. talkie
reproducer, the Filmophone.
special

This

company's product and have his voice acthe picture in a volume equal to that of
the Filmophone when it is presenting a sound pic-

company

valuable for

church and small theatre use.

The Filmophone

will be

Rothacker and Alexander Merge
Alexander Film Co., producers and distributors of
short screen publicity, and Rothacker Film Corp.,
producers and distributors of industrial educational
pictures, have combined their sales, production and
service in a deal involving exchange of the two
companies' preferred and common stock. The companies will retain their corporate identities and
function as separate units.
of

Rothacker Film Corp.

Directors and officers

will be

:

Douglas D. Roth-

J. Don Alexander, vice-president;
H. Rhea Elwell, secretary-treasurer D. M. Alexander,
R. A. Duncan. The new Rothacker board of directors will be controlled by Alexander Film.
Douglas Rothacker will become a vice-president of Alexander Film. Combined production, circulation and
service points will be maintained at Colorado
Alexander
Springs, Chicago and New York City.
at present has screening rights in 3,850 theaters.
Rothacker has a coverage of 1,500 theaters and 16,000 non-theatrical contact points.

acker, president;

;

School Department

Operator by Means of Microphone Arrangement Cuts In to
Give Oral Explanation

(Concluded from page 28)

Note

{Special

be warmly welcomed in the home.
Filmophone itself is absolutely portable in

It will also

The

the true sense of that word.
of approximately

equal

size,

It

comes

in

two

cases,

shape and weight,

to-

It employs a Filmo Projector for
showing pictures using 16 mm. amateur size film.
-Sound is obtained by a synchronized phonograph
type of disc, the same as used in theatres.
The microphone feature permits the operator to
plug in conveniently at any time, automatically cut
out the musical or verbal record accompaniment
and make any comments desired in order to emphasize points of a film which may need stressing
to meet a specific situation. When a switch on the

taling 88 pounds.

:

All

contributing and
will

active,
life

institutional,

associate,

members of

receive, without charge,

The

the

Academy

Edijcational

Screen, for which the annual subscription rate

is

$2.00.)

The Visual

Instruction Directory for 1930

available for distribution.

addresses of the leading users of visual

rectors of visual instruction, fully classified.

of the directory will be mailed to
tional,

all

postpaid.

Others

now

may

secure

it

Copies

Active, Institu-

Contributing or Life members of the

without charge.

is

names and
aids and di-

It includes the

Academy

at $1. the copy,

Requests for the directory should be mailed

to the Central Ofiice

of

the

Avenue, Lawrence, Kansas.

Academy, 1400 Oread
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HERE THEY ARE!
A
FILMS

Trade Directory

City
(See advertisement on page 26)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

City

300

New York

Motion Picture Bureau

C. A.

W. 41st St., New York City
W. Adams Bldg., Chicago, 111.

120

Bray Pictures Corporation

W.

130

M.

Y.

(See advertisement on page 24)

FILM SLIDES

and

New York

730 Fifth Ave.,

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

SLIDES

Universal Pictures Corp.

Amkino Corporation
723 Seventh Ave.,

for the Visual Field

46th

New York

St.,

City

Ideal Pictures Corp.

26 E. Eighth

St.,

Chicago,

111.

City.

Keystone View Co.
Carlyle Ellis
130

W.

46th St

New York

,

City

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

& Company

Acme

Division,

90

Gold

C.

St.,

&

Muir

10 S. 18th

St.,

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

New

York

City,
(see advertisement on Inside Back Cover)

Eastman Kodak Co.

(See advertisement on page 23)

James
International Projector Corp.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Meadville, Pa.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

III.

(See advertisement on page 2)

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on outside back cover)

BeU

&

Howell Co.
Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

1815

Eastman Teaching Films,

Inc.

Spencer Lens Co.
111.

19

Doat

(See advertisement on page 1)

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 27)

Rochester, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

New York

St.,

City

(See advertisement on page 24)

Ideal Pictures Corp.
St.,

Pathe Exchange
35

W.

4Sth

26 E. Eighth

111.

New York

James
City

C.

Muir

18th

10 S.

St.,

&

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

St.,

111.

Paul, Minn.

Society for Visual Education

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

111.

Co.

IS

Chicago,

111.

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

Meadville, Pa.
(See advertisement on page 23)
111.

STEREOPTICONS

1052

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

Cahuenga

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
(See advertisement on page 24)

E. Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

J.

(See advertisement on page 25)

60 E. 10th
J.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Davenport,

Rochester, N. Y.

E. Leitz, Inc.

Howard
15

la.

(See advertisement on page 28)

UFA-Films

St.,

City
(See advertisement on page 19)

New York

City

(See advertisement on page 23)

James

C.

10 S.

Muir

&

Co.

18th St., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Society for Visual Education

327 S. LaSalle

New York

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Victor Animatograph Corp.

E.

1540 Broadway,

Keystone View Co.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

(See advertisement on page 2)

Howard

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Stillfilm Inc.
St.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

327 S. LaSalle

Chicago,

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pinkney Film Service Co.
St.,

City

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

(See advertisement on page 22)

1028 Forbes

New York

St.,

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Chicago,

Inc.,

St.,

W.

46th

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

(See advertisement on page 24)

University Museum Extension
Lecture Bureau

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

Cahuenga

1052

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Herm's Bio-Cinema Sound Products
Daytona Beach, Fla.

26 E. Eighth

Stillfilm Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.

SCREENS

St.,

Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 2)

Spencer Lens Co.
United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

James

C.

Muir

10 S. 18th

St.,

&

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on paee 27)

111.

—
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There' s a

DA'LIXEi

Super Screen

TO BETTER MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT
Da-Lite Stiper Screens are the product of the
most extensive experience in screen

world's

building.

They

are the choice of the leading

professional exhibitors and of the majority of

theatre proprietors the world over.
It

is

only logical, therefore, that the screen

best suiting the needs of visual education w^ould

be engineered by Da-Lite. For it is only w^ith
such facilities as the Da-Lite Screen Co. has,
that such problems as reflection, absorption, and
diffusion angle can be scientifically reckoned
with and solved. You realize the significance
of Da-Lite engineering w^hen you make your

own

tests

and comparisons.

Illustrated

and described herein are three of

many Da-Lite models. We
make recommendations on any
the

will be glad to

sound

silent or

screen requirement.

The

New DA-LITE MASTER

The Model "A"

An

entirely new type of screen that admirably meets the
need for a large screen where a permanent installation

cannot be made and where a wall screen would be

diffi-

cult or objectionable.
Excellent for portable use in hotels, clubs, churches, lecture halls, etc.
The projection
surface is rapidly raised by an ingenious crank mechanism built into the trunk-type box.
The surface is then
brought to drumhead tightness by the Da-Lite stretching
device built into the roller.
No wrinkles. Sizes, up to
9x12 feet, and in a variety of surfaces.

The most famous
portable screens.

of alt

with

glass

nished

bead

or

Fur-

either

silver

surface.

Raises automatically
the flick of a handle,

at

and

returns to the box in the
same way. Equipped with
the Da-Lite stretching de-

Rear

CHALLENGER

vice that brings the pro-

View

surface

jection

A

portable
screen that
hfuished

t r

is

i

po

tension

li

distinordi-

gedly

from the

nary by a device that

It's

keeps

the screen surface in perfect alignment. No twiatinjr no
fuzzy corners in the
picture. Glass Bead or
Silver surface

class

—

and
and

the

rigid

Rug-

finely

made.

ideal

screen

for

room and home.

2"x30"
0"x40"
3 6"x48"
2

$20.00

3

25.00
30.00

REENS

Supe
THE DA-LITE SCREEN

to

flatness.

CO., Inc.

2721 N. Crawford Ave.,

CHICAGO
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FILMO

Projector

light intensity
AN ENGINEERING FEAT

J\^

A new

— 375 -Watt,

.

.

75 -Volt

with unexcelled
Illumination

of major proportions

gives to Visual Education the

new Filmo

At the Detroit Convention, N.

E. A., Department of Superintendence, visit demonstration of the new Filmo 57-GG Projector
and the new Bell & Howell Filmophone
portable sound movie outfit, presenting
UFA Educational Sound Films, Feb. ii-i6.
Booth No. 7. Also at Progressive Educa-

which employs the first
75-volt, 375-watt lamp ever to be used in projecting 16 mm. motion pictures.
The new Filmo 57-GG Projector will reproduce 16 mm. movies on the screen with a bril-

57-GG

.

Projector,

liance and a clarity scarcely to be imagined
without actually witnessing the phenomenon.
For as powerful and brilliant as is the z5o-watt
Filmo Projector illumination, that of the new
Filmo 57-GG Projector exceeds it by 41 per

cent (foot candle rating). This extra illumina-

recommends the Filmo 57-GG
where audiences are large and picture
tion

for use
size

and

tional Assn., Feb. 2.6-18,

Booth No.

37,

Book-Cadillac Hotel

important factors, as in the
auditorium or assembly hall.

brilliancy are

The new projector operates on

either alter-

nating or direct current, without the use of a
step-down transformer, converter or other
bulky equipment. The regulation Filmo safety
screen shutter and cooling system are retained.
The intense illumination of the new projector gives a startling brilliance to Kodacolor
pictures and permits projecting

them

to

a

larger than ordinary size.

A new

pedestal hinge lock and an entirely
type of carrying case designed to meet
school requirements, make their appearance
with the new Projector.

new

The new Filmo 57-GG Projector comes regwith variable voltage resist-

ularly equipped

ance and voltmeter, with case, at $i6o. Other
models of Filmo Projectors previously purchased may be equipped with this 375-watt,
75-volt illumination at nominal cost. The
Filmo 57-GG Projector may be had in a looo-ft.
model, which will show 40 minutes of pictures without change of reel. Write for complete details.

The new Filmo jyG-G

Projector

— offering

surpassingly brilliant illumination for auditorium, assembly room,

and

lecture hall use

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
181 7

New

Larchmont Avenue

York, Hollywood, London (B

Chicago,

&H

Co., Ltd.)

Illinois
Est. 1907
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Motion pictures teach Geography with tremendous effectiveness.
Think of the "movie" possibilities of History, Physics and Nature
Study.

Scores of films on these and other subjects can
purchased in 16 mm. or 35 mm. width.

Write for catalog of

Low

S.

V. E. Schoolfilms.

now be

Consult

it

rented or

frequently.

Rental Rates.

Give pupils in your school the advantage of the latest methods
of instruction.

ybciETY forYi/ual Educ^tioh
INCORPOiUTCO

327

S.

La Sane

Chicago, Illinois

St.

^
Manufacturers, Producers and Distributors of Visual Aids

i7
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Gradual Growth

of

Motion Pictures in Education

(Concluded from January issue)

James G. Sigman
Director Visual Education, Philadelphia Public Schools

AS A

result of the survey

and inventory

of vis-

ual materials in the Philadelphia schools, the

Visual Education Committee of the Board of Education met and decided to supply the last two Sen-

High Schools needing standard motion picture
machines by transfer of little-used projectors from
certain elementary schools, and to make a tryout of
the narrow-width or classroom projectors in other
schools which were interested. It was finally settled
ior

that sixteen of these projectors should be purchased,

eight of one standard make, and eight of

its

leading

Four other machines since secured by
other schools through private purchase or gift
brought the total number of these classroom machines used this past term in the Philadelpha
competitor.

of a circulating library of 16

mm.

film

was, of course, the next logical step for the proper
functioning of these new projectors in the schools.
About 120 reels covering 80 titles were purchased

from a half-dozen companies as an initial investment
Half of these were made up of required
subjects, closely connected with the course of stud)'
in geography, several prints of each title being ordin film.

ered.

The

other half of the circulating library in-

cluded supplementary subjects in the departments
of Health, Nature Study, Geography, and General
Science, only one print each. This second section
was intended to enrich the required curriculum, and

new

also to try out

titles

before their purchase on a

larger scale for required use in schools.

Since some months have now passed, this tryout
and experimental use of 16 mm. projection alongside the standard or auditorium type, has given us
an unusual opportunity to compare their respective
advantages and disadvantages. With all due allowance for the enthusiasm of teachers and principals
possessing a new and long-desired piece of apparatus, I

think

it

may

safely be stated that the 16

mm.

machines have justified their adoption. While the
standard machines have been serviced at the same
time, and supplied with an ample loan and permanently purchased library, under new organization
and operation, the use of the 16 mm. projectors has
been much more regular and systematic, and the

demand

for 16

of the film to all schools,

mm.

film correspondingly greater.

Since lesson plans are published with all reels of
classroom film, these have been sent regularly in

and instruction

classrooms has been directly connected to the
curriculum and the daily assignment. Reports from
principals indicate that a teaching technique has
in

been developed, particularly in the five practice and
demonstration schools where these projectors were
placed. Fewer roster complications occur in their
use, since the reels are supplied to each school for a
period of one week. Six of the twenty machines required minor repairs during the term, and one had
to be returned to the factory, which is a very fair
record in view of the fact that all were being used
for

the

first

time,

and by varied and unskilled

operators.

At

the

same

time, the 35

used with much more

schools to twenty.

Formation

advance

mm. machines have been
and many of the

regularity,

older models repaired and serviced for the first time
It must be noted, however, that these
in years.

standard projectors are largely in use for morning
assembly or after-school and club periods, and the
films requested are generally of the quasi-entertainment type; also scenic, commercial, and indusSeveral of the principals of higher schools
trial.

using these standard projectors have requested that
they be furnished with the 16 mm. classroom projector, in order to have the advantages of both
types.

Realization of the limitations of the audi-

torium type, together with due recognition of its
distinct value for mass entertainment or instrucThe
tion, must be responsible for these requests.
fact that many of the finest films, for example, the
Yale Chronicles of America, are now made in both
16 mm. and 35 mm. sizes, would seem, however, to
make such a duplication unwise when so many
schools are still unsupplied with any motion picture
equipment.

The

fact that

most

of the classroom or 16

mm.

realm of the
elementary or junior high school curriculum, seems

film as yet published falls within the

to indicate that this type of projector

is

particularly

adapted to these schools, while the standard machine is better for the senior high schools. This is
true because these secondary schools are able to
make better use of the industrial and commercial
film which is published in such profusion for their
highly specialized courses, and these schools also
are equipped with booths and auditoriums required
for standard film. Their faculties and also those ot
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the junior high schools, are fairly sure to include
electrical or other shop teachers who will give the

standard booth machines the care and repair that
they require, and who are also able to qualify as
local

operators

licensed

requirements

the

if

are

reasonable.

As

High School, with

High School and

their very highly spe-

cialized courses, will ultimately be the educational

centre of motion picture usage,

both

and auditorium models.

industrial

For

classroom

in

and mechanical courses nothing can equal the motion picture for supplementary instruction in all the steps
of the detailed processes of manufacturing. Motion
pictures are the best form of visual instruction
where action is to be portrayed. Their value for reproducing dramatic situations of all sorts will make
them just as helpful in the study of history and literature, provided that the great masterpieces can be
preserved and reprinted for school use, upon safety
stock at a price within reach of the ordinary school
In biology the processes of the growth of

budget.

plant and

animal

life

be available

will

classroom, while chemical

and

every
changes

in

physical

no doubt be recorded with equal fidelity. Picgames and sports, projected in slow-motion,
will supplement the work of physical and health
education, teaching posture, form, and the technique of athletics.

will

tures of

Many

new

op-

it.
The
The geog-

run

to

very satisfactory.

is

an

is

raphy films are most interesting and instructive, but

of these topics have already been treated and

mentary schools in some cases. Teachers report that
they find fifteen (15) minutes of good motion pictures bring better results than several regular lessons.
In the followup there

mm.

or classroom machine

is

needed to make

no

is

difficulty in getting chil-

dren to discuss the subject matter, and to read of

The question

in their books.

new time

not have a

arises

it

whether we should

allotment sheet to allow for these

I hope that the time will come
have good pictures taken from litera-

visualization lessons.

when we
ture

will

and history."

2.
"I think the new motion picture machine is
an excellent addition to our equipment. The children
love it, and so do I.
After each visit to the visual
room we have had a regular lesson on the same subject as the film. It is amazing how much the children
remember. They also ask if they will ever see the

same picture over

They seem to want to see
we have discussed

again.

the pictures again, especially after

The machine

them.

when

I

used

the better

it

not at this
fied

taught by the scenario method, but their application
to the 16

portable screen

H.)

It is easily

Every teacher has learned how

erated.

&

picture machine (B.

invaluable addition to our equipment.

the hygiene films are too advanced for pupils of ele-

a matter of fact, the Senior

the Junior

"Our motion

1.

3.

and

it,

I'll

ran beautifully on the occasions
I

like

moment

am

sure the

In

it.

more

fact, to

learn about

I

be honest,

give any criticisms.

I

I

am

cansatis-

with films, screen, and machine."

"Our experience with

screen,

and the

the Kodascope, the silver

supplied by your division has

reels

them of more practical and general service to schools.
Even in Teachers Colleges films have been employed
in the classroom for instruction in methods, and for
classroom illustrative material, notably by Dr. Herbert

been so extraordinarily profitable and pleasant that
there seems to be nothing in the way of constructive

Spencer, of the Frick Training School for Teachers

picture outfit an invaluable teaching aid because

in Pittsburgh.

The 16 mm. machine was

of projection employed.

and dental

clinics in

the

medium

for medical

Its availibility

demonstration work has likewise

use of the 16

mm.

stricted to elementary schools

projector has been refor the

greater

part

of the term, only two higher schools making any extended use of these machines.
The other eighteen

gave their greatest service to the fourth,
sixth grades.

There

it

was found

fifth,

and

that the unit les-

sons in Geography and Nature Study were the best in
quality

and the greatest

in quantity.

been remarkably good, and

may

The

results

have

best be appreciated

by the perusal of excerpts from the reports of the
principals of the schools using them.
These will be
noted by jiumber rather than by name, in the following paragraphs.

already

made on Form S

We

265.

comments

find the motion
it

imparts to impressions a vividness and reality not ob-

any way other than by immediate physical
So far as we can determine, the machine and

tainable in
contact.
all

been tested with success.

Our own

criticism to be offered in addition to the

the material used have been without technical fault.

The

school faculty

—

all

feminine gender

—

convenient to handle and easy to operate.
elated by their success in
4.

"I

am

its

find

it

very

They are

use."

pleased to report very favorably upon the

motion picture equipment recently placed in my school.
We receive our films on Tuesdays and a teacher-representative from each grade-section makes inquiry on

Wednesday morning concerning

the presence in the

school of films and slides adaptable to the coming

week's work.
a

maximum

Bell

In this
of

its

way

the material

usefulness.

and Howell-Filmo,

is

is

used up to

The machine

itself,

a

a simple, and at the same

{Continued en page 45)

:
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Visualizing Pre-Historic Life

A

Source List of Materials
Dorothy Loa McFadden

CONFRONTED

Social

Wall Pictures

which included a whole second grade
year in Pre-historic Life, we were appalled to find
how little teaching material there apparently was on

Note: After each title will be found
series and number, and publisher.

with

new course

a

of

Studies

We

wanted large colored wall pictures,
models and objects, suitable books with good illustrations, ideas for activity work, as well as slides and
motion pictures, -anything which would help us to

this subject.

—

course for the children.

vitalize this

we were
who found
and supplied us with appropriate films and slides. The
which we felt to
rest of our visual aids, however,
Like most other modern public schools,

whether colored,

size,

American
"Ancient British

AHP-1,

Lite",

Denoyer

40"x36", colored,

Geppert

5235

Co.,

Arnold's History

Ravenswood

Ave.,

Chicago.

"Cave Dwellers", 35"x21", colored, Bell's 1328, No. 9, A. J.
Nystrom and Co., 3333 Elston Ave., Chicago.
"Cave Dwellers of Old Stone Age", 3S"x26", colored, Lehmann's III, 3, Denoyer Geppert or Nystrom, agents, or F.
E. Wachsmuth, Kreuzstrasse 3, Leipzig, CI, Germany.

ably assisted by a visual education director,

"Children of Early Britain", 36"x27", colored, Philip's Children of History, PCI, Denoyer Geppert.

—
be equally necessary and important, —the school

"Crafts and Trades in

and acquire.
rious excellent surveys and

had

to seek out

terials for the

itself

Whereas there were valists of projection ma-

use of schools,

we soon found

that in

and less expensive visual mado our own research.

the field of the smaller

we had

terials

We

many

listed

plies, to

to

publishers and dealers in such sup-

and

be sure,

occasional

suggestions

from

To

magazines, books or courses in visual instruction.

choose and buy intelligently, however,

we

felt that

we

Lehmann's IH,
Wachsmuth.

S,

the Bronze Age", 35"x26", colored,
Denoyer Geppert or Nystrom, or F. E.

& white, eighty-one
(eleven of them pre-historic), portfolio and text.

"Early British History", ll"x9", black
pictures,

Black's Small History Pictures, 1332, Nystrom.
"Early British Settlement", (Lake Dwellers), 38"x27", colored, Black's Wall Pictures 1330, No. 1, Nystrom.

"From

Earliest Times to the Present", 36"xS9", colored chart,
Lehmann's 56190, Div. HI, No. 1-2, Nystrom.
"Lake Dwellers", 35"x26", colored, LH214, Denoyer Geppert

Co. or Lchmann S6185, Div. HI, No. 14, Nystrom.
"Neanderthal (Mousterian) Man", postcards, set of
togravure, Field

ten,

pho-

Museum, Chicago.

on all our submake our selections

"Natural History", magazine, several 1930 numbers, American Museum of Natural History, 77th Street & Central
Park West, New York City.

Concentrating on the subject which most needed en-

"Pre-Historic Animals", 7"x9", black and white photographs
from carefully made clay models, Sinclair Refining Co.,
New York. Free to schools.

should
jects

first

make comprehensive

of study, from which to

lists

for each one.

richment at the time, namely Pre-historic Life, we
spent the next four months at the work. This conof consulting various libraries and museums,

sisted

hunting through some fifty-odd catalogues, (which in-

many

cluded

European

we found the
and sending and re-

in foreign languages, for

field rich in material,)

ceiving innumerable letters.

The
low.

we do

hope

it

not consider

do they pretend
on this subject.

will

be understood, however, that

them complete by any means, nor

to be a selection of the best materials

They

PG21, Denoyer Geppert.
Times", 3S"x26", colored, Lehmann Russian
History, LH334, Denoyer Geppert.
"Restoration of Ancient Landscapes, Plants and Animals",
ip's

"Pre-Historic

postcards, set of fourteen, photogravure. Field Museum.
"Vertebrate Palaeontology", unrllustrated catalogue of photo-

results of this labor are given in the lists be-

We

"Pre-Historic Cut-Outs", outlines to be colored can be made
into large posters, see list of Activity Work.
"Pre-Historic Remains", 25"x20", black & white photo, Phil-

are merely suggested for the

graphs and lantern slides for sale, American Museum of
Natural History.
Foreign
"Four Pre-Historic Scenes", 25"x36" each, one color, 1, Home
of the Reindeer; 2, Bear Caverns 3, Mammoth 4, Pile Village Philip and Tacey, Ltd., 69 High St., Fulham, London,
SW6, England, 3/6d, each.
"Phoenicians Trading with Ancient Britons", 25"x30", red,
;

;

;

discriminating consideration and selection
schools,
historic

of

other

which wish to visualize their courses in PreLife, but have not been able to find the right

black and gold, "Royal Exchange No. 811", Fine Arts Publishing Co., 3

materials.

Wl, England.
Note

:

Foreign materials will come

in dutj' free to schools,

but prices listed do not include postage.

Burlington Gardens, Old Bond St., London
Education Edition to schools only, 7/6d.

"Stonehenge", 16"x20", from photo,
Philip and Tacey, 4/6d.

Aerial

Series,

No.

1,

——— —— —— — — —
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1

^^^^^^^
IF

1

HHg^V^

^^^kj'

'MSja

^i

i

IP

9

E
^

Ituli s

"Cavemen on The Hunt," from a Play Written and Produced by

the Second

Grade

'"^^^^^1

y

of Jefferson School,

1
I^H{

Maplewood, N.

J.

After Reading Dopp's "Later Cavemen."

"Stonehenge", 20"x2S", from photo,
No. 1, Philip and Tacey, l/3d.

Activity

New

Geography Pictures

:

Tree dwellers,
1
Cave dwellers, Hunters, Archers, Herdsmen, Sowers, Scene
I, of each.
Set 2: Tree dwellers, Cave dwellers. Hunters,
Archers, Herdsmen, Scene H of each, and Scene I Bronze
workers; Educational Publishing Co., Atlantic House, St.
Mary Street, Cardiff, Wales. Each set 2 shillings.
"Cave Dwellers", three sheets, colored; Hoehlenbewohner
Modellierbogen, No. 3501/3, J. F. Schreiber, Esslingen
A/N, Germany, Ml, 05.
"Lake Dwellers", three sheets, colored Pfahlbauten Modellierbogen, No. 3507/9, J. F. Schreiber, Ml, 05.
"Dinosaur Models", of three-ply wood, hand-colored on one
side only, (painted on both sides more expensive,) Ceratosaurus, 7" high x 15" long, 12 shillings; Polocanthus
8"xiy long, 12 shillings; Dimetrodon 7" high x 11" long,
9/8d; Hypsilophodon, 9" high x 7" long, 9/8d; BrachYcer-

Service Inc., 48 Melrose

St.,

Boston

atops, 5" high x 9" long, 6/4d; also others

"The Lost World" (5 reels)— From the novel by Arthur
Conan Doyle, combines the scientific reproduction of former
ages with romance. First National, or Kodascope Libraries,

:

;

more expensive;

Co., 1 Fleet Lane, Ludgate Circus, London EC4, England.
Note This firm is considering printing paper dinosaurs to
be cut out by the children, if there is sufficient inquiry for

Thomas Murby &
:

them.

Clay Modelling Suggestions:
"Hatching Dinosaurs", small size model, animals about 3"
long, on larger base, American Museum of Natural History.
"Plaques", about 3i/2"x6", Armored Dinosaur, Duckbilled
Dinosaur, Mastodon, Triceratops, Tyrannosaurus
Museum of Natural History.

;

Ameri-

can

Motion Pictures
"Monsters of the Past"— (part of a reel)— No.
politan Motion Picture Co., 108 West 34th St.,

156,

MetroYork,

New

"Romance of Life"— (one reel)— Origin of Life on EarthBray Productions Inc., Ed., Dept., 729 Seventh Ave., New

mm.

"The Animal World"— No. 1, Pre-Historic Animals— Standard Film Service, 600 Film Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio, 35 mm.
"The Cosmic Drama"— (5 reels) Formation of the Universe
and evolution of the species, directed by Dr. Raymond Dit-

New

York, 16 mm.
Varied types of our supposed ancestors. Wholesome Film Service Inc., 35 mm.
Inc.,

33

West 42nd

St.,

"Was Darwin Right?"— (one

reel)

—

Books
For Reading, Reference and Picture Study.
Title, Author, Publisher:
Ab, the Cave Man—A/'ido— (Adaptation for
Flanagan
Ancient Man Van Loon Modern Library
Beginnings Terry Row Peterson

Boy Through

the

1-3)

—

Ages (part only) Sd/ar/— Doubleday
Dwellers Holbrook Heath

Mound and Lake
Cave Boy of the Age of
Cave,

Grades

—

—

Stone

—

—
—Mc/n(yr?— Appleton

Perkins Houghton Mifflin
Childhood of the World— C/orfd—Macmillan
Children of Ancient Britain Lamprey— Little, Brown
Child's History of the World— Ht7/ycr— Century
Child's Story of Civilization King Morrow & Co.
Child's Story of the Human Race— Co^wan- Dodd Mead
Days Before History— Ha/( Crowell & Co.

Cave Twins

—

—

—
Early Agriculture— (Reader) — A^irfa- Laidlaw
Early Cavemen Dopp — Rand McNally
Early Farmers— Do/"/)— Rand McNally
Early Herdsmen Dopp — Rand McNally
Early Sea People— £)o/'/>— Rand McNally
Earth for Sam Reed — Harcourt Brace
Days Before Houses

Everyday Life
Everyday Life
Quennell

mm.

York, 16

Wholesome Films

mm.

—

Work

Materials for Sand-table
"Pre-Historic Cut-Outs," to be colored. Set

35

mars.
35

Mohr—Rand McNally

in the

Old Stone

in the

New

Bros.

Age— Qmciiuc'//- Putnam
& Early Iron AgfS

Stone, Bronze

— Putnam

—

Days of Knowledge Kummer Doubleday
First Days of Man Kummer Doubleday
Fleetfoot the Caveboy (Reader)— iVi'da- Laidlaw Bros.
Horses Now & Long Ago (One Chapter)— .1/i/c/i^//— Har-

First

—

court Brace

How
How

Came from the Past— H''c//j— MacMillan
World Began— H^o/—Rockwell Co.

the Present
the

———— ————— —— —— — — — — —
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— Rockwell Co.
Erlcigh — Doubleday
In the Days Before Columbus-Rolt Wheeler— Doran
Jawbreaker's Alphabet Tietjens — Boni
Later Cavemen Dopp — Rand McNally
Lodrix the Little Lake Dweller Wiley — Appleton
Brown
Man Before History Boyle—
How

World Grew Up

the

Heal

to

make

the necessary search for them.

(Part Only)

In the Beginning

"This

'Pre-historic Life,' a

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Editor's Note

—

J.,

because the principal found the second grade subject,

Man's Great Adventure (Part Only)— Som^AotoM— Longmans
Green
Og, Son of Fire (Pre-Historic Boy) Crump Dodd Mead
Once Upon a Time (Reader on Pre-Historic Days) Evans
Educational Publishing Co., Cardiff, Wales
Pre-Alphabet Days Ege Industrial Arts Coop. Service
Pre-Historic Man Henderson Industrial Arts Coop. Service
Primitive Life A Committee Industrial Arts Coop. Service
Stories of the First American
Animals Langford Boni
Story of Ab Waterloo Doubleday
Story of the Alphabet Clodd Appleton
Story of the Earth Washburne Century
Story of Mankind (Part Only)
VanLoon Liveright
Tales of the First Animals Walker Farrar & Rinehart
Taming Animals (Reader) Nida Laidlaw Bros.
Tree Dwellers Dopp Rand McNally
Tree Boys (Reader) Nida Laidlaw Bros.
When Mammoths Roamed the Frozen Earth Schuts Cape
& Smith

—

McFadden, "was compiled

says Mrs.

for the Jefferson Public School of Maplewood, N.

Little,

—

list",

particularly

difficult

one

for

which to find visual aids. Both the Newark Library
and the Newark Museum have asked for copies of the
list when completed, as they have requests for such
information which they are unable to supply. Even a
children's reading list on the subject does not seem to
have been made before."
Mrs. McFadden

making a

is

special study of sources

of such visual materials and will supply a series of
source

lists

printing in

The

for various elementary school subjects for

The Educational

Screen,

if

so desired.

would include wall pictures, picture maps,
posters and activity material.
"It seems to me that
such a series would prove helpful to other schools, as
many of them would use such visual aids to a much
lists

greater extent
topic

if lists

of suggested material for each

were available for reference."

terials available

on a specific subject. In our opinion,
Mrs. McFadden has rendered a great service to the
many teachers who have wished for such materials on

JVe agree most emphatically with the last statement
and would therefore urge teachers to let us hear from
them regarding such a series to be printed in forthcoming issues of The Educational Screen, with
suggestions as to what subjects they would like to have

"Pre-historic Life" but have lacked time and facilities

covered

It is a

pleasure to offer our read-

ers the above comprehensive selection of visual

A Comparison

ma-

of Colored

first.

and Uncolored

Slides (Part II)

Art - - Biography- - History

THE

class

W.

p.

and group arrangement described

in

Part I* of this article was continued for this ex-

periment.

The

pupil grade

and chronological age av-

eraged the same for the two groups and the average
Otis

I.

Q. was 109.1 for Group

I,

and 109 for Group

II.

The procedure for reporting on the slides was very
much the same as that employed for flat pictures.
Eight uncolored and eight colored slides were used.

There were eight identical scenes with a colored and
an uncolored slide for each scene. The first pair of
slides
was a scene from bible history entitled,
Part

appeared in the September,
cational Screen on page 196.
I

These

articles

1930, issue of

The Edu-

by Mr. MacLean are condensed from a

dissertation submitted to the graduate faculty of the de-

partment of education, the University of Chicago, in candidacy for the degree of master of arts prepared under the
direction of Doctor Frank Nugent Freeman.

MacLean
The Death of Abimelech.

The next two

pairs

were

copies of famous Italian masterpieces entitled.

King

David, and The Last

Communion of

St.

Jerome.

Five

were taken from pictures of events in the life
of George Washington and were titled, respectively,
Washington's Courtship, Lafayette at Mt. Vernon,
Washington at Fort Duquesne, The Peacemaker, and
Washington Entering New York.
As with the flat pictures, the manner of presentation was so arranged that for each boy who saw a
picture in color, a boy similar as to age, grade in
school, and I. Q. observed and reported upon the
pairs

identical scene uncolored.
Not over eleven boys
viewed the pictures at one time. Therefore there
were no advantages of position. The same room,
screen, and operator were used in each case.
Two days were consumed by the experiment. The
eight classes of Group I used the eight forty-five min-

;

ute periods of the

first

day, the parallel classes of

—
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Group

'II

taking the tests during the corresponding

periods of the second day.

As each boy

assigned him, he was given eight

Table II
Total Scores of 16 Slides by Groups

took the seat

4x6

Group

cards upon

which had been written the numbers and titles of the
slides for his group in the order in which they were
to be shown.

A

Washington
Washington

For,

All of the slides are copies of paintings.

All save one,

The Death of Abimelech, are

Fort Duquesne

at

A'cw York

Washington's Courtship

previous data would lead one to a prediction of unslides.

at

rich

in their portrayal of natural scenery.

Group

Only

one.

The Death of Abimelech,

is

rich in

architectural detail.

Table

I

Total Scores of 16 Slides in the Order of
Number of Statements
Score Group

Class

Slide Title

Washington at Fort Duquesne. .. .Colored
Washington's Courtship
Uncolored
Washington Entering New York Colored
.

.

Colored

Washington's Courtship

Uncolored
The Peacemaker
Washington at Fort Duquesne .... Uncolored
Colored
The Peacemaker
Washington Entering New York Uncolored
Colored
Lafayette at Mount Vernon
Uncolored
The Death of Abimelech
Uncolored
Lafayette at Mount Vernon
Colored
King David
Last Communion of St. Jerome .. .Colored
Uncolored
King David
.

Last

Communion

of St. Jerome.

The Death of Abimelech

A

glance at the Table

I

.

.

709

I

651

II

627

I

627

I

615

I

599

II

597

II

583

I

563

II

557

I

549

I

.Uncolored
Colored

507

I

505

II

492

II

492

I

454

II

herewith, however, shows us

periority in only one instance, i. e., Washington at
Fort Duquesne, which scored 709 correct statements
The flags,
uncolored mate.
as- against 599 for its
scenery, and variety of costumes account, in part at

The

Death

of

achieves an almost equal superiority over

mate.

This we

may

Abimelech,
its

colored

charge to the wealth of archi-

492

651

599
597
583
563
505

492
454

29.87
3.14

all

392

slide

picture experiment.

flat

507

239

Group

II scored the

pictures, while in the present sec-

tion of the experiment.

Group

of .393 per pupil per slide.

I

This

scores a superiority

may

be interpreted

Group II had the best pictures in the
and Group I in the second, all other

as evidence that

instance

factors being equal.

These
I

slight superiorities in the reports of

are attributed by the writer to the fact that

Group
Group

had the most desirable picture for presentation in
Washington at Ft. Duquesne, with its out-door
scenery, flags, decorations, and great variety of uniforms and costumes, and, also, the most desirable
scene for uncolored slide presentation. The Death of
I

colors,

Abimelech, with

its

fullness

of

architectural

detail.

Aside from these two scenes the differences are negligible.

Of

least, for this superiority.
slide,

In the

557
549

4444

Diflerence

highest total on

627
615

Score

Class

Average Difference per Slide
Average Difference for Pupil
Average Difference per pupil per

first

that the colored slide achieved any considerable su-

The uncolored

Total

709

Uncolored
Uncolored
Colored
Uncolored
Colored
Colored
Uncolored
Colored

Washington at Ft. Duquesne
Tlie Peacemaker
Washington at New York
Lafayette at Mt. Vernon
Last Communion of St. Jerome
King David
Death of Abimelech
Total score for Group II

ored materials.

627

II

Washington's Courtship

which were undoubtedly made of mani-col-

Score

4683

Title of Slide

All portray people of other times, in costumes

Class

Colored
Colored

Colored
Uncolored
Uncolored
Uncolored
Colored
Uncolored

The Peacemaker
The Death of .Abimelech
Lafayette at Mt. Vernon
King David
Last Communion of St. Jerome
Total score for Group 1

preliminary study of the slides in the light of

questioned superiority for the colored

I

Title of Slide

ored

a total of 9117 statements for
slides

achieved a majority

This means 6.37 per

slide for

all slides,

of

51

the col-

statements.

each of the eight slides

on the average, or an average superiority of

.34,

about

tectural detail if the findings of the previous studies

one-third of a point per slide per pupil better than the

referred to are reliable.

uncolored

A

study of Table II

is

interesting in that

it

reveals

Washington at Fort Duquesne,
Washington's Courtship, Washington Entering New
York and The Peacemaker get the best results from
either group no matter whether they are colored or
that the four pictures,

uncolored.

slides.

One-half of the pupils involved excelled with their
slides.
Of the others, 68 excelled with

four colored

their four uncolored slides

and 8 did as well with un-

colored as with colored slides.

Two Direct Questions Were Asked for Each Slide
The questions on The Death of Abimelech were

de-
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the fact that there were two
and
that the man standing over
horses
Abimelech had his hand on the hilt of his sword. The
questions in regard to King David were expected to
elicit a good description of the king and his clothing,
especially the fact that he. wore a crown, sandals with
straps wound up the calves and a loose, robe-like garment, and that he was not a very old man even though
he had a thick beard.
For The Last Communion of St. Jerome, the questions were to bring out the presence of the lighted
candles (two showed on the screen) and the columns
framing the open door-way of the temple.
The first question on Washington's Courtship, was
designed to learn whether the observer had noted the
scene through the window. The second question had
to do with the horses seen through the window, the
position and expressions of the people in the room,
and the fact that Washington was standing wih his hat,
gloves, and sword in his hands.
Any answer was
counted correct if the accompanying reasons were

signed to bring out

in the picture,

shadow or shading in
The second question of the last

of the heavy

the foreground.

pair was designed
were British flags and
British uniforms at Fort Duquesne, and American
flags and colonial uniforms at New York.
The colored slide of this pair came up to expectations by inspiring fourteen correct answers to nine for the unto bring out the fact that there

colored.

While there were twenty-nine more correct
sponses
slides,

the

to
this

questions

direct

not a decisive

is

were

for

victory

the

re-

colored

for this class

and
2432 answers. The notable results are that the
answers in regard to the flags at Fort Duquesne were about equally divided as to acceptability,
of

slide

there

since

sixteen

questions

and the uncolored produced nearly double the correct
answers credited

to the colored slide in regard to the

boys in The Peacemaker, since
answer was largely based on clothes. Bare-feet
may, perhaps, not be counted under the general classisocial standing of the

this

fication of clothes, but in St.

Jerome, five more ob-

servers of the colored slide discovered that the saint

logical.

In Lafayette at

was designed

Mount Vernon,

the great front porch of

Mount Vernon with

entwining vines, and

pillars,

the first question

whether the pupil recognized

to learn

its

its

large

flanking of a win-

was nearly naked.

The answer

to this situation lies

Peacemaker, the
and flowers of the scene, and the

in the probability that in the colored

beautiful trees, grass

color

and richness of the clothes of the other four

wall of the house on the one hand and lawns

boys, as well as the long, yellow curls of the youthful

and trees on the other. It is remarkable that several
were led to state the meeting took place between two

Washington, attracted so much attention that the observers, or a majority of them, failed to notice the

large buildings.

bare- feet.

dowed

As

to the second question, the ladies

There were

quite active.

tea things

on the

lady was busy with knitting or needle
other was reading a

letter.

were
table.

work while the
was designed

counted correct

large

hills,

if

word

There were

perception of arms and armor.

In regard to observing the horses out the
in

five

noting the blood on the ground from

Abimelech's wounds.

dominated the

background.

Some

in

an

An answer was
or,

by twenty

interested in arms and armor than in clothing.
Perhaps the lack of color of the clothing in the uncolored view freed the observer's attention for a better

letter

acceptable description appeared in lieu of the

Mountains,

Analysis of the Results

reports on the uncolored slide were superior

An equal number of items appeared in both reports mentioning Roman, Babylon,
or Bible times clothing. The boys appear to be more

question

things.
"Sewing," "knitting,"
counted correct answers.
In Washington at Fort Duquesne, there were two

"British."

The

One

and the tea
and the like were not

The

to bring out the presence of the

British flags.

An

really

boys visible

in

The Peacemaker.

of the observers of the colored pictures insisted

two onlookers were girls. One of the quarrelers was quite evidently more poorly dressed than
the other four.
He wore an old cocked hat and was
that the

barefoot.

For the

first question about Washington Entering
York, two dogs, and anything from three to five
in regard to horses, was taken as correct. Only five of

New

152 reporters got the two dogs and a sufficient number
of horses in the same answer. All of the observers
of the colored slide missed the little black dog because

window

Washington's Courtship, we have a case where the

colored slide excels the generally superior uncolored

one nearly two and one-half times.

and

The green

trees

grass, the flowering rose bushes, etc., attract the

attention of the observer to the

scene through the
window, while the observer of the uncolored slide
makes fuller observation and report of the room itself
and what is in it.

In the colored slide of Lafayette at
the feminine group with

its

colorful

and bonnets near by on the
upon the table and the tea things
stools

Mount Vernon,
clothing,

floor,

foot

cut flowers

set out, naturally

(Continued on taac 54)

;
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NEWS
AND
NOTES
CONDUCTED
THE
STAFF

BY

Some Figures on

We

Use

the

Motion Pictures

of

A

Schools

in

are indebted to the Industrial and Educational

Section of the Motion Picture Division, Department

first

of Commerce, for information pertaining to the rela-

prepared by

motion pictures as a teachand extra-curricu-

tive frequency in the use of

ing'aid in connection with ciirricular

517 representative public school units

lar activities in

in the

United States.

was
made in

the subject in which films played the largest part

40%

of the showings being

The second most popular
was Natural Science, represented by 26%.

connection with this
subject

The

fact that

66%

field.

of the showings was in these two

ture films that are available in these fields.

Other percentages were

Physical Education, 7.22

:

Industrial Arts, 4.87;

Home

Economics,

4.52; English, 4.13; Commercial, 3.89; General, 2.30;

Entertainment, 2.15; Agriculture, 1.72; Professional,
.63;

Mathematics, .52;

News

Reels,

.25;

.16; Clubs, .08; Safety, .02; Thrift, .00.

esting to note that only a

little

The percentage of showings
and extra curricular

ricular
72)

and

27.

Of

Language,
It is inter-

more than

shown were entertainment

subjects

of the outstanding dentists in the

five

United States and is of great scientific value, according to Dr. Fred B. Olds, president of the association
and convention chairman.

Owing

to

2%

activities

was

the curricular showings,

20%

with cur-

respectively

33% was

in

with Natural

field

of

ference that was announced for January 28th, 29th

and 30th

made of

the

New York has been
Due announcement will be

Hotel Roosevelt in

at the

temporarily postponed.

new

date.

With an enlargement of the Association a broader
and more comprehensive program will be prepared for

W.

Johnson, President of the Screen
Advertisers Association, foresees rapid developments

.the Conference.

in this

important

coming year.

He

medium
states

of advertising during the
that

the

Association

will

be very active in these developments.
George Washington Bicentennial

films.

in connection

connection with Social Sciences and

of the

important developments in the

commercial motion pictures and an enlarging of the
Screen Advertisers Association membership, the con-

subjects reflects the greater abundance of motion pic-

Manual and

This film has been

time during the conclave.

Conference on Screen Advertising Postponed

Their survey revealed that out of a total number of
44,186 showings in primary and secondary schools,
Social Science,

"The Relawas shown for the

technical motion picture film entitled

tion of Nutrition to Dental Health"

til

Beginning on February 22, 1932, and continuing unThanksgiving Day of the same year, there will be

observed throughout the United States a commemoration of the Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth

ricular purposes, with Social Sciences running a close

The celebration is sponsored
by the United States Government, and Congress has
created a commission charged with the responsibility
of formulating and putting into operation plans for

second.

the event.

Sciences.

On

the other hand, films in Natural Sci-

ences enjoyed the greatest popularity for extra cur-

Of

the total showings,

schools,

27.2%

40.6% was

in junior high schools,

in

and 32.1%

The most popular

senior high schools.

elementary
in

film subjects

elementary and junior high schools were those relating to Social Sciences
in senior high schools the
in

;

titles

that invoked the most use

to Natural Sciences

Motion Pictures Receive Attention

A

three-day program

scientific papers,

tures

were those

relating

.

of

at

Dental Convention

clinical

demonstrations,

technical motion pictures,

was held January

and

lec-

29, 30, 31 in the clinic build-

ing of the College of Dentistry of the University of

Southern California under the auspices of the S. C.
dental alumni association.

of George Washington.

The Federal Commission

is,

of course, responsible

for the formulation of plans for the proper observ-

George Washington's
birth.
However, the aid of each State and territory
has been solicited and it is expected that the Governors and legislative bodies of these units will appoint
state bicentennial commissions to outline the work in
their respective commonwealths.
The school children of America will have an im-

ance

of

the

Bicentennial

of

portant part in the celebration according to the pro-

gram now being

effected.

It is

planned to more thor-

oughly familiarize these boys and girls with the life
and character of George Washington. For this reason
a great deal of information is now being gathered and

:
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This material will very likely be placed before the

Gradual Growth of Motion Pictures
in Education

30,000,000 school children in the United States in the

{Continued from page 58)

checked

carefully

absolute

for

historical

form of programs, pageants and plays

accuracy.

to be given

on

dates of great historical interest.

time, a wonderfully efficient projector. We have had
no trouble with it, and eight or ten teachers now know

for the production in

how

Hollywood of a significant film on The Life of George
Washington to receive nation-wide distribution during
the bicentennial celebration. Foremost on the committee having active charge are Clarence Mackaye, Mrs.
Edward Bok, Samuel InsuU and Sen. Watson of Indi-

5.

Plans are also under

way

Various industry agencies have already pledged

ana.

their cooperation.

Educator Gives Illustrated Lecture

"What to See in Ohio," an illustrated lecture by
Mr. B. A. Aughinbaugh, State Supervisor of Visual
Instruction in Ohio, has met with marked success
all over the state.
One hundred and fifteen beautifully colored slides are

used with the lecture, which

treats the audience to first-hand information

on the

state that has passed the approval of the leading-

historians, archaeologists, geologists

and industrial

leaders of Ohio.

Mr. Aughinbaugh is an experienced guide since
he has not only been over the ground many times,
but has actually photographed over 600 scenic and
historic places in the state.

The "Ten Best" Films

for 1930 Selected

All Quiet on the Western Front has been awarded
place by newspaper, trade paper

first

and fan magaThe Film

zine critics in the annual poll conducted by

Daily, which represents the ninth contest in this series.

The other

selections are:

Journey's End,

Anna

Abraham

The Big House, With
The Divorcee, Hell's Angels

Christie,

Byrd at the South
and Old English.

Pole,

A New

Map-making

Technique

in

Lincoln, Holiday,

teachers and pupils of Hodge School, Clevehave developed a new map technique which de-

creases expense.

Pupils focus lantern slides on a cardboard sheet, and trace the part of the outline needed

amount of

detail.

this

The

If the class

is

avoid

a

studying

confusing

trails

of the

United States, pupils draw maps showing only that
feature.

If they

want the products of Africa, Ihe map

shows them without indicating the territorial divisions.
Cardboard is two cents a sheet so that the class is
able to have maps on every conceivable subject.
At
the end of a study pupils view a regulation map showing
the

the features in order that they may "tie up"
knowledge gained on the more specialized maps.
all

much

pleased with

Eastman Motion Picture Machine.

which we have had have been most

reels

factory.

A

satis-

sharply defined picture has been splen-

We

didly developed in each case.

experience no dif-

whatever with excess of light in rooms with
northern exposure, but those with southern exposure
should be equipped with dark shades. I hope that the
ficulty

time will come when every classroom will be

fitted

with an outlet so that the work will not be interrupted

when any room
any

is

needed for visual work. Are there
which would be suitable

films of historical plays

for our history work? A historical novel gives a
knowledge of background, atmosphere, color, and life
to the study of history which can be obtained in no
other way."
In concluding this group of typical reports from
principals it seemed only fair to present letters from
the two higher schools where the 16 mm. machines
were used this term. Both these schools are also
equipped with standard auditorium machines and
booths, and therefore have had an excellent opportunity to compare the two types of projectors, the 35
mm. and the 16 mm., in actual operation under the
same educational and mechanical management. They

write as follows

—

Higher Schools 1. "The teachers of the Normal
School faculty as well as those of the Stevens School

mm. machine with enhave even found it fairly satisfactory in rooms not equipped with dark shades. We
expect to extend the use of this material as fast as we
have opportunity to instruct our teachers in its use,
and as the number of film subjects is extended. The
of Practice have used the 16

teachers

We

who have used

the

new equipment

are en-

thusiastic over the results obtained."
2.

process

without assistance."

it

teachers have been very

the operation of the

for a particular study.

Maps drawn by

"My

tire satisfaction.

The
land,

to operate

films

"I

am

which

not longer.
alogical

glad to report favorably upon the 16
I

have been using.

We

It is

mm.

too bad they are

could also use more films on miner-

and geological

subjects, such as a reel on the
formation of limestone caverns of the Luray type. A
good library of films on Latin America would appeal

our language department, too."
be observed from the foregoing that no comparisons'are directly drawn between the two types of
machines. It therefore appears that the classroom or
to

It will

{Concluded on page 54)

:

:

:
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION

LANPHIER

F.

I
Your Garden and Home (January) "The Educational Museum of the Cleveland Public Schools", by
Harold T. Clark, reports in detail the purpose, history
and development of this educational experiment in
furnishing a collection of materials and objects for use
schoolrooms of Cleveland.

in the

The author then

museum

discusses the future of the educational

idea,

and inestimable value of such institutions,
comment upon the specific needs of
Cleveland's museum.

the need

with

Of

further

particular interest to our readers

the author's

is

report on the visual aids furnished by the

The

visual material

Museum.

from the Educational Museum

is

to schools for one week, the deliveries being regularly

sent

made

by tvifo trucks devoted entirely to this service. Materials are
ordered through the office of the Principal. They comprise
sets of lantern slides, motion picture films, mounted pictures,
charts, and traveling exhibits of all kinds, and include as well
stereopticons, motion picture projectors and silver screens for
use therewith. The Museum owns and keeps in circulation
tens of thousands of the finest lantern slides and a half a
million feet of films of such high educational valuq as the

Yale Series of Chronicles of America. The number of lantern
slides alone used in a single year is over three quarters of a
million. When one learns that between 13,000 and 14,000 public
school classes are served from the Educational Museum every
the school year, that each of these classes may

"School Journeys and School Journalism" by L. Paul
Miller.

The Literary Digest (January

17) In the depart-

ment of "Science and Invention", the Literary Digest
presents a lengthy discussion of "Industrial Efficiency

by Amateur Movie" with many excerpts from the
original source material as it appeared in the November 1930 issue of Movie Makers, written by Louis M.
Bailey.
bligs'?"

The Digest

We

article begins,

"What

are 'Ther-

discover that these mysterious elements

are those essential

movements and motions of an op-

erator in an industrial process, and were

named

after

Mr. Frank G. Gilbreth. Turn that
gentleman's name about and reverse the first two letters and you have "therbligs," those fundamental motions that must be studied by the amateur 16 mm.
machine to discover "the one best way" of accomplishing the operation under observation.
To make a micromotion study, the operation to be analyzed
their investigator,

photographed, including a microchronometer, a clock havhand making twenty revolutions per minute and a dial
with 100 divisions. Thus time may be recorded to within
one-two-thousandths of a minute. The small unit of time
recorded has been designed by the Gilbreths as a "wink." Mr.
is

ing a

month of

Bailey goes on

contain forty to fifty pupils, and that almost the same number
of requests could not be filled, he will realize what a stupendous project the Museum has now become.

'The clock may be done away with by running the film
through the camera at a cpnstant speed. Thus, if the film
passes through the gate at the rate of 1,000 frames per minute, the elapsed time between any two frames is .001 minute.

Junior-Senior High School Clearing House (December) This number of the publication sponsored
by the New York University School of Education is
devoted entirely to the subject of visual education.
Mr. John H. Shaver edited the number, which is issued under the chairmanship of Ralph E. Pickett.

The

list

by each

is

of contributors with the

titles

of the articles

as follows

"The Place of

the Motion Picture in a

Program of

Visual Instruction" by Daniel C. Knowlton, "Educating the Twentieth-Century Youth" by Anna Verona
Dorris,

by

J.

"Why We

"When

the operation to be studied has been photographed

and processed, the work has
the skill of the analyst

is

really just begun.

It is

here that

demonstrated.

"Using a small screen, the

film

is

projected frame by frame.

The motions of the operator are broken down into fundamental motions known as 'therbligs'. There are seventeen of these
elements, and

it

all hand motions
Thus it is possible to sepacompare them under vary-

has been determined that

may

be classified in this group.

rate

and measure these units, to
conditions,
and arrive at an

ing

evaluation

of

human

endeavor.

"Once the 'one best way' has been established, the motion
camera also affords the best method for training new
operators, and in the formation of proper habits on the part
picture

Should Use Pictures

in

Teaching"

E. Hansen, "The Administration of Visual In-

struction in the Public Schools" by Frederick

Dean

McClusky, "The Organization of a Department of
Visual Education" by James G. Sigman, "Administration of a Department of Visual Instruction" by Harry
H. Haworth, "How the Movies Talk" by Harry E.
Butler, "Sunlight Printing" by Arthur M. Seybold,

of the old workers.

A

complicated operation that defied defi-

and description can now be photographed, and the
run over and over again until the operator has grasped

nition
film

the fundamentals."

Some unusual

uses to which this

method of study may be

Says Mr. Bailey
"To determine the space in which a high-speed elevator may
come to a stop without causing discomfort to the passengers,

put are noted

in conclusion.
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a time-and-speed problem is one of the unique uses to which
Mr. Bassett Jones, life-member of the League, puts his ama-

He

discusses the

teur movie apparatus.

"Concerning

employment

the

of

the

cinematogrametric

method of obtaining records of airplane speeds in flight and
on landing or take-offs, Finch and Bennett of the Aeronautical Safety Rating Company, say
'This method appears to
eliminate most of the errors of methods commonly used, its
:

unique advantage being that the pilot is left free to concentrate on flying, so that instrument and personal errors are

done away

with.'

"The U. S. War Department has announced a method by
which motion-picture cameras are used to study the effectiveness of antiaircraft

"In

fact, so

solution of
industrial

fire.

valuable

various

plant,

amateur equipment

is

industrial

efficiency
its

employment of

size,

this

in

aiding in the

problems,

may

that

issue presents one that should be read

and also very expensive.

the question of material chosen

is

twentieth century child

.

.

.

.

ent and teacher, as well as every individual interested

proper type of entertainment film for the child,

First, there

for the

.

.

should the traditional

form be used of 'beautiful princesses, wicked queens,
handsome, strong and virtuous princes', or shall the
Then
story be based on present-day situations
comes the question of captions
prose or
.

.

verse

...

romance and

To

make

to

.

...

unfold

Wonder-

a beautiful

dream-picture of

calls for quite exceptional gifts

they are not to be bought cheap

.

in

create the unearthly atmosphere of

cardboard and plaster
.

.

.

continues with the difficulties of scenery

casts, for "fairy-tales

land

.

."

.

.

The author
and

by every par-

fairy

writer then passes from the concrete ex-

cultural films

well devote in-

medium."

making

amples to the theory of fairy film making. "It is more
difficult to make fairy films than most dramatic and

any

International Review of Educational Cinematography (December) Of the list of always fascinating
articles appearing in this publication, the December

in the

The

films.

and

picture, the silhouette,

.

regardless of

vestigation to the

shadow

the use of puppets and marionettes in

should fairies wear

.

.

.

.

the producer

.

.

What

must devise

dresses and draperies which will stimulate the imag-

whether in the school, church or theatre. Translated
from the German, we find its author, Herr Erwin
Wolfang Nack, telling us with frankness just what

yet not be film

But clothes must be worn with digmust fascinate and bewitch,
For our enlightened children
stars.

modern

would recognize

in the

the job of producing fairly-tale films for the

"The

unimaginative illu.stration
The first experiments were
made with scissor-cut figures (nowadays coloured silhouettes) and the first fairy-tale film (by Rochus
Gliese) consisted of filmed figitres moving upon a
glass plate lit from underneath."
Materlinck's "The
child involves.

.

Blue Bird",

New

"Culture Matinees"

first
.

thing

is

to banish

.

York's

"Baby

in the Berlin

Matinees",

Ufa's

"Mozartsaal", United

"The Thief of Bagdad" are among the efforts
and productions which have been made along this line
with outstanding excellence and success. The author
discusses certain old tales like "Little Red Riding
Hood" and "Hansel and Gretel", as well as the need

Artist's

ination
nity

.

.

.

.

.

.

the players

in a highly-realistic

enchanted prince the chief actor

love-drama

.

.

.

This would

destroy illusions."

Space does not permit extensive
this excellent article.

quotation

The author goes on

from

to point out

employment of a dog
human' for a real bear (be-

that certain makeshifts like the

for a wolf, a dressed-up

cause animals are too expensive for film production)
are acceptable to the child

who

quickly clothes such

elements with the imagined real wolf and real bear.

But

in these other matters,

allowed.

"Fairy-tale

films

no sham, no

slip

of

...

a

the camera gifted with an artist's vision
fairy-tale film

can be

demand past-masters

of real worth can only be produced

for adaptation of their detail and background to the

with the best actors, highly gifted scene-painters and

customs and traditions of various nations. If "Hans
in Gluck" becomes an American cowboy, and Turkey
and Czechoslovakia leave little of the original German

photographers, omniscient producers (versed in fairy

very deep insight into a child's mind.

Red Riding Hood

a lot of

visible in their particular

produc-

and Alberto Cavalcanti and Jean Renoir preFrench Red Riding Hood on a bicycle, in
motor cars, and eventually in an air balloon with a
Prince, we must not expect to be surprised.
Fairytales must deal with the images and concepts possible
for the respective land in which the film is to be shown.
This depends on national and racial customs, traditions and habits.
Thus, the fairly-tale film must always have a limited distribution. The author distions,

sent the

cusses

many

foreign productions of excellent standard.

lore, the history of dress

and architecture) having a

And

this costs

money which explains the scruples of the film
industry." The "Marchenfelm-Prodktion" of Berlin,

under the direction of Alt Zengerling, is the only firm
working on fairy-tale films only and with the high
standard indicated in this discussion. The author
closes his paper with a warning against the use of the
voice in fairy films, confining sound to certain natural

sounds such as rain on window

glass, rippling of brook
water or the rush of a water-fall, providing these
sounds are excellently reproduced. He includes, also,

the possibility of using the guitar or harp.
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THE THEATRICAL FIELD
CONDUCTED BY MARGUERITE ORNDORFF
Theatrical Film Reviews for February
[IS]

MOROCCO

One

(Paramount)

more curious of

of the

all

the curious habits

of producers, as soon as they get hold of a dramatic
actress, is to

make her

sing.

The much-heralded MarMiss Dietrich plays

lene Dietrich sings in Morocco.

a frozen, .languorous lady with a faint smile,

motives are impossible to detect.

whose

Adolphe Menjou

[18]

THE RIGHT TO LOVE

(Paramount)

Ruth Chatterton plays a mother and a daughter in
a somewhat uneven scenario based on Ellen Glasgow's
Brook Evans. It is the story of a country girl whose
struggle against the conventional

prejudices of her

Her

parents makes her love affair a tragedy.

Heavy emphasis on

American screen as a simple-hearted
Frenchman who would like to marry the lady, but is,

the backbone of the story.

notwithstanding, willing to give her up

of the daughter's struggle, spoil the picture.

returns to the

if

she prefers

man. Naturally, the other man being Gary
Cooper, she would. A legionnaire with a terrific past,
as regards women, Mr. Cooper is interesting, but only
If one
slightly less mysterious than Miss Dietrich.
characcould only penetrate the awful reserve of the
ters who people this story, one might no doubt enjoy
How much of this
it, might even say it was good.
unsatisfactory condition is due to story and how much
the other

to the direction of Josef

von Sternberg

to

is difficult

say.

{See Film Estimates for January)

PAID
Made from Bayard

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

[16]

Within
you like melodrama.
The cast is excellent, including Joan Crawford, Kent
Douglass, John Miljan, Robert Armstrong, and George
Cooper. Miss Crawford is most convincing in serious
Veiller's old stand-by.

the Law, and very well done,

if

deter-

mination to give her daughter freedom to love forms
the

mother's romance and tragedy, and a hasty sketching

Miss

Chatterton's performance, however, leaves nothing to

be desired.
in

The handling

of the double-exposed scenes

which she plays both parts

at once, is so skillful that

of two different
which
is
it
should be. David
women
as
thoroughly
satisfactory
Manners and Paul Lukas are

the spectator has the

on the screen

impression

—

in support.

(See Film Estimates for January)
[19]

ONE HEAVENLY NIGHT

(United Artists)

Evelyn Laye, a newcomer from the stage, is a
charming partner for John Boles in a romantic musical production.
The locale is Vienna and a fanciful
country where anything might happen. The plot is
the familiar one of the fiery heroine to be tamed,
scorned, and finally fallen in love with by the royal
hero. Pleasing songs
not too many and the absurd

—

—

comedy of Leon Errol help

to

make

satisfactory en-

dramatics, but as usual, conveys the impression of

tertainment, not to be taken too seriously by adults,

being half -fed.

and not

to be taken at all

[17]

THE WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALI]

A

German

(Universal)

picture produced in Switzerland under

Arnold Fanck. It is a silent picsome excellently synchronized
music.
The story is simple almost no story at all.
Two men and a woman are trapped in the ice canyons
the direction of Dr.

ture

with,

however,

—

of Pitz Palu, one of the most perilous peaks of the

Mountaineers search for them, an aviator

Alps.

at-

tempts to drop food to them, and eventually two of

them are rescued.

Scenery and photography are the

magnificent features of the picture
feats

— those

it

For sheer beauty and

sinister fascination,

has never been equalled.
(See Film Estimates for June)

(Fox)
JUST IMAGINE
you yearn to know what the world will be fifty
years hence, and how the inhabitants of Mars will ap[20]

If

pear, here
spots,

I

it

is

still

your answer.

Far-fetched and

silly

in

has a few moments of real amusement,

and demonstrates that somebody's imagination is hard
A few songs are featured, and Maureen
at work.
O'Sullivan, Marjorie White, John Garrick, Frank Albertson, and El Brendel carry the burden of the romance and the comedy.
(See Film Estimates for December)

and the

of the intrepid mountain climbers during the

search.

think

by the children.

(See Film Estimates for January)

(See Film Estimates for January)

[21]

DERELICT

(Paramount)

The robust George Bancroft and the no less robust
William Boyd struggle for first honors in a drama of
the sea.
They come out about even. Both are first
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mates on freight ships, and both love the same girl.
One is promoted to a captaincy, and the other in the
hope of causing trouble, smuggles the girl aboard his
new ship. Sure enough, trouble results but then these
gentlemen thrive on trouble, and the audience seems

Welcome

;

to like

it.

Jessie

Royce Landis

pleasing

is

as

the

to this Inn

oF Hospitality

heroine.
(See Filvi Estimates for December)
[22]

New

in

TOM SAWYER

(Paramount)

York

-^fjftrJ

Jackie Coogan in the process of growing up, does a

very workmanlike job of acting
classic,

but even

Junior Durkin,

so,

he

is

who makes

a

in the

little

Mark Twain

overshadowed by

a thoroughly real

Huck

PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL
28th

Finn. Mitzi Green is satisfactory as Becky Thatcher,
and Jackie Searl delightful as Sid, with Clara Blandick as Aunt Polly. The best of the book is incorporated in the picture, and everyone goes away satisfied.

Si.

&

5ih

Ave.

Alburn

Rooms

1,000

No

M.

Gutterson, Mgr.

with Bath
cot-bed or

Charge for
Crib for Third Person in a

Room

(See Film Estimates for December)
[23]

REMOTE CONTROL

The romance of

$2.50
$4.00

Single

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

the radio, combined with the activi-

Double

of a gang of bank-robbers, seasoned with the allpervading humor of William Haines. How he can
ties

it

I believe

Near

much

action being sacrificed to the

OUTWARD BOUND

Made from
years ago.

MAN TO MAN

(Warner Brothers)

Previously released as "Barber John's Boy," this

It

(Warner Brothers)

Sutton Vane's stage success of a few
opens on a mysterious ship whose pas-

sengers cannot quite remember how they came aboard
nor why. One curious circumstance follows another.

picture brings Grant Mitchell to the screen as a village

The mystery

barber who, after a term in prison for murder, seeks

without leadership.

to re-establish himself in the

regard

of

his

fellow

townsmen, and in the love of his son. It never reaches
any great heights, but it has a little drama, a little
comedy, and some homely philosophy that will be appreciated by a good many people. Phillips Holmes i^
pleasing as the son.
(See Film Estimates for December)
[25]

all

antics.

(See Film Estimates for December)
[24]

Department Stores and

Transportation Lines

[26]

Haines

largest

!

but isn't very, too

to

All with bath

up year after year is one of those mysteries.
somebody must encourage him Mary Doran
is the long-suffering heroine, and the cast includes
Charles King who sings "Just a Little Closer," and
John Miljan. The story was intended to be thrilling,

keep

$4
$6

to

CHARLEY'S AUNT

A hardy perennial,

Helen Chandler, Beryl Mercer, Alison Skipworth,
and

Jr.,

Montague Love, Dudley Digges, Alec Francis,
Lyonel Watts compose the rest of the cast.
(See Film Estimates for January)

(Columbia)

funny no matter
who's in it. Charlie Ruggles, however, seems to be
just a little bit funnier than anybody else, so the audience has an awfully good time. Does anyone have to
be told the story of the two Oxford students, entertaining two girls under the chaperonage of an aunt who
fails to arrive, and the last minute substitution of a
friend whose weakness is amateur theatricals?

and bound

The ship seems to be drifting
Then the passengers discover that
they are dead! A new and interesting treatment of
the idea of the after-world. Heading a good cast is
Leslie Howard from the stage.
Douglas Fairbanks,
deepens.

to be

(See Film Estimates for January)

THE BAT WHISPERS

[27]

Our
ter

old friend.

The Bat

(United Artists)
is

Morris and a competent

now
cast,

talking.
it

still

is

With Chescapable of

making your spine tingle; and what time you are not
annoyed with the actors for walking so trustfully into
traps, you are chuckling at the comedy.
A soulful
plea

is

made

to the audience not to reveal the identity

of the Bat.
(See Film Estimates in this issue)

—

)
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments

Committee on Current Theatrical Films

of a National

!

-^
(The

Filfn Estimates^ in

whole or

in party

may be

reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For

For
Titles of

Films (Actors} (Prodacers)

IntelHsent

Adalta

Along Came Youth (Charles Rog:and Frances Dee) (Para) Wholesome and funny farce-comedy, with
Two American
some slapstick.
youths go to England for horseers

Inane but
laughable

For
Youth

For
ChUdren

(15 to 20)

(under 15)

AmuHing

Amusing

broke, lake jobs as cooks
hero's
g^irl.

admirers will love the picture

ers

Films (Actors) (Prodacers)

InteUiffent

AdttlU
Costello Case, The (Tom Moore)
(Sono-Art) Unpretentious but lively
and thoroughly amusing crook melodrama, with well-tangled plot and
Wholewell mixed with comedy.
somely thrilling without excessive

For
Tooth

ChOdrm

(15 to 24)

(under 15)

Rather
amusing

For

Good

violence. It replaces the usual sexelement with genuine human appeal,
especially in
the shrewd, genial
policeman who solves the crime.

go
horse wins steeplechase
but
—
Buddy Rogand hero wins the
racing",

Titles of

though he overacts considerably.

Are Yoa There (Beatrice

A

(Fox)

lady

Lillie)
detective thwarts ef-

Amusing

Amusing

Probably
good

forts of international crooks who are
trying to prey upon British royalty.
Deft farce with slight plot, but
played with restraint and consum-

mate skill by Miss LilUe. Even the
slapstick elements are handled with
considerable subtlety.

Good of

Good of

Perhaps

with
familiar devices and creepy efclues
and
usual misleading
f
i,
Thoroughly
relief.
mi. h
comic
breaking
ijiv tifles.
but largely by
Xo' iamental laws of the detective
f-K 'y.
Good and unobjectionable of
its kind, especially for those fond
of Chester Morris in brave and
brazen roles.

kind

kind

too exciting

Blue Aneel. The (Emil Jannlngs
and Marlene Dietrich) (Para) Powerful, realistic and convincing pic-

Notable

Bat Whispers, The (Chester Morris)
all
.

•

(UA)

thriller,

Artificial

'

Criminal Code, Tlie (Walter Huston and Phillips Holmes) (Columbia) Best prison-life picture to date,
powerful, convincing, harrowing at
times
but achieves it through tense
character struggle finely played, not
by brute violence or maudlin riot
scenes.
Clean, strong love-interest
and sound conclusion. Another great
role from Huston, and Holmes not
far behind.

Fine of
kind

Devil to Pay, The (Ronald Colman
and Loretta Young) (U.A.) Sophisticated character-comedy of the finest,
deftly made, finely acted, charmingly
done without risque speeches or
cheap sex scenes. One of Colman's

Entertaining

Amusing

Beyond
them

Good of

Better not

No

Better not

No

grim

—

Better not

Doorway to Hell, The (Lew Ayres
and Robert Elliott) (Warner) Far
above average crook melodrama,
tense, grim and thrilling, with logical tragic-ending.
Notable acting
by Lew Ayres as the boyish but
ruthless

break

kind

gang-leader, who tries to
the racket but

away from

cannot.

Elliott fine as the detective.

The

hero's wanton wife furnishes a
thoroughly offensive sex-element.

The (Constance BenAdolphe Menjou. Robert Montgomery
MGM ) Elaborate and
glamorous story of ups and downs
of the "kept" girl.
Heroine from
lowly home, rich man "not the
marrying kind." years of luxury
then true love comes, and goes
unhappy ending. Choice seems to be
between marriage and poverty or
love-nest and wealth.
Easiest Way.

intrigue,

Unwholesome

No

nett.

otherwise dull

Depends
on taste

(

)

and absurd.

Ex-Flame (Marian Nixon)

(Lib-

Stupid

Modernized and much cheapened version of East Lynne, with
Marian Nixon charming and conerty)

Cohens and Kelleys in Africa, The
(George Sidney and Charles Murray)
Another farce-comedy adventure of the friendly enemies, now
in Africa after ivory for piano keys.
Humor derived as usual from slapstick antics, exaggerated dialect and
Perhaps fewer
wisecracks.
crazy
touches of vulgarity than usual.

Hardly

Perhaps
funny

Perhaps

vincing

(Univ.)

Lovers ( Marian Kixon
Exaggerated school comedy but light, harmless and more or
Heroine is adored by
less amusing.
two rival football players whose
game is demoralized by their affecCollege

(1st Natl)

tions.

When

they find she

impartial, the trouble

is

is

cui-ed.

quite

Probably
too strong

roles as
gay, irresponsible
scion of English wealth, who finds
serious love at last. Story and dialog
both delightful, thanks to Frederick
Lonsdale
instead
of
Hollywood
"talent."

Boudoir Diplomat, The (Ian Keith
and Mary Duncan) (Univ) Cheap
story with he-vamp hero. International diplomacy between mythical
kingdoms attains its victories by
having hero make love secretly to
wives of officials whose approval
must be obtained. Hero must philander for the glory of his country.
sex

if

not too

finest

ture of the fatal possibilities of love
for the wrong woman. German-made,
witti fairly good sound reproduction
and English dialog. Jaunings portrays masterfully the German High
School professor whose infatuation
for cabaret girl of scarlet past brings
character degeneration, degradation
and death.

Much

Good

as

the

wife

at

the

start.

Then picture turns false and absurd.
Husband unjustly suspects and divorces her. She turns to debauchery
and plays mistress to various men
around the world. Finally, back to
husband and adorable child she left.

Mildly

Mildly

amusing

amusing

Fast and Loose (Marion Hopkins)
(Para)
Breezy
farce-comedy
of
son and daughter of the rich

spoiletl

who rebel
chorus-girl

and decide to marry a
and an auto mechanic.

A f ter much booze and many complications parents prevent both
riages, etc, etc.
Sophisticated
thin.

marand

Hardly

February, 1931
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For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

Intelligent

AdalU
Gang

itu8ter.

The

(Jack Oakie)

(Parat Thopoug-lily amusing-, burlesque story of gaiiffland, well fitted
to Oakie's characteristic line as the
naive, super-self -satisfies! hero who
blunders into success. This time he

Good

of

For
Yoath
(15 to 20)

Amusing

For
Children
(ander 15)

grang-sters

(15 to 20)

One Night

at Susie's

(Billie

Dove Hardly

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr. ) ( Ist
Natl) Exciting melodrama of the
underworld, well actefl and achieving much suspense, with Helen Ware
playing a somewhat unusual role as
friend of the under dogs and the
heroine in particular.
and

—

best.

llUvit

For
Yoath

AdnlU

For
Children
(under 15)

Amniiiing

boss,

James

(Prodacers)

kind

to sudden grripa with tough
beats them, saves the
and wing his daughter. Lively,
healthily exciting-, with Oakie at his

comes

Intelligent

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

(Barbara
Stanwyk and
(Warner) LightRennie)

Not the
best

Pernicious

Resurrection

weigrht but well-acted story showing
that marriage kills love. The boy

(Lupe

Velez

and

Only

No

fair

Boles)
(Univ.) The Tolstoi
story done quite faithfully, even to
grimly tragic ending, and with some
striking photography.
Russian nobleman seduces peasant girl and tries
vainly to atone at the end. Fairly
well acted by whole cast except
Boles, whose attempt at the strong
emotional role is so pitifully inadeQuate as to be absurd.

John

and girl patter Hollywood "philosophy" and are happy while their love
Genial, approving, but
is illicit.
equally modern father gently induces marriage. Years of unhappiness and separation. Film then long
enough, and they decide they love
each other though married.
Inspiration (Greta Garbol (MGM)
Exclusively '"sex" and Garbo. Life
just cocktails and "great luf."
marriage unknown. Heroine seduces
weak hero after having been mistress and model to every other man
in cast. Finally, with the air of doing something heroic, she leaves him
to his fiancee. Sex stuff carried to
point of monotony.

Pernicious

Pernicious

is

Love

in

tlie

Ring (Max Schmel-

Rogue of the Rio Grande (Jose
Bohr and Myrna Loy) (Sono-Art)
Dull though rather fantastic melodrama of a Mexican "Robin Hood"
bandit,

Hardly

(All-Art) Rather drab little
story of lowly life in Germany showing Max Schmelling's rise to pugilistic fame. His progress is threatened
by his infatuation for a wanton but
he discovers her in time. Largely

Not the

No

best

Royal Bed, The (Lowell Sherman)

but some good German songs

Back, The (Chas.
Gaynor) (Fox)
The industry does it again! The

and Janet

co-stars of many charming pictures
now U8e<] for cheap sensation. Farrell. as spoiletl son of wealth, is disappointetl and becomes continuous
drunkard Janet, as his cabaret

—

is

Royal Family, The (Ina Claire
and Fredric March) (Para) Thoroughly delightful screening of the
stage comedy, depicting the all-pow-

disappointed and hence

becomes dope

addict in Shanghai
dive.
By strained coincidence they
meet again, father relents and cures
all.

No Limit (Clara Bow) (Para)
Far-fetched crook story of theatreusherette who stumbles into control
of luxurious gambling joint. Her
sweetheart is a crook, but she discovers him. he reforms appropriately
before going to prison, so she will
wait for him.
Plays up gambling
instead of the usual sex.
Of little
worth to any audience.
Oil for a Man!
(Jeannette Macdonald and Reginald Denny) (Fox)
Lively well-acted comedy with bo
preposterous a situation that It is
too ridiculous to be amusing. Finely
cultivated opera prima-donna adores
and marries a crude, illiterate burglar.
Much intended comedy and
"spice"', but too much unintended

Amusing

Very en-

Amusing

Hardly

No

time

mature

Good of

Doubtful

kind

He turns disagreeable, she runs off to Paris, narrowly
escapes a new lover
then former
lover intervenes to make everything
right and proper again.
Gorgeous
sets and costumes. Money and sex
attractive hero.

—

make gay

life.

Pernicious

Sunny (Marilyn

Miller) (Ist Natl)
vapid picture, only fairly
played by cast but the old
musical comedy theme pleasantly
told. sung, and danced. Little Swiss
circus-girl
stowaway on ship to
America manages to bring her love
affairs through happily. Much rather
efficient
cometiy. but marred by
some objectionable lines and scenes.

Rather
well

Too
strong

and into prison for life. Anticliniactic, for it does not carry the
characters through. Well acted by
Kay Francis. Clive Brook, and notably by Bancroft.

Depends
on taste

Probably
too

erful influence of the actor-strain in
the family blood.
Splendidly acted.
set and directed, with sparkling dialog far above average. Needs adult
appreciation for fine character play
but quite amusing for all.

Scandal Sheet (George Bancroft)
(Para) Powerful, gripping, though
exaggerated story of the newspaper
editor, whose one creed was to print
what is "news" no matter whom it
hurts.
He holds the creed consistently, even tho it brings him to
murder his wife's would-be abductor

Waste of

tertaining

burlesQue.

Once a Sinner (Dorothy Mackaill)
(Fox) Another heroine "kept" by
charming man leaves wealth and
pleasure to marry thoroughly un-

Good

king who can be humble or commanding as occasion demands. Witty
and satirical, aimed somewhat at
the QUeen of Roumania.

Man Who Came

sweetheart,

Enjoyable

(RKO) Silly title, stupidly assigned
to this version of the delightful
stage-play, "The Queen's Husband."
Light,
clean,
wholesome comedy
deftly directed and playetl by Sherman, who gives a flippant but masterful portrayal of the wife-ruled

and dialog.

Farrell

benefiting the

poor against the rich and his love
affair with the heroine.

liiigt

silent,

his activities

No

Perhaps
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THECONDUCTED
CHURCH FIELD
BY

R.

JOHNSON

H.

F.

I

THE
Sunday

vexing problem of securing punctuality in
School attendance has been very well

solved at the Avondale Presbyterian
Cincinnati.

Here,

we

Sunday School,

are told, children

may

be seen

actually running to be on time.

The reason
in the fact that

for this eager punctuality

on Sunday mornings promptly
opening the Sunday School.

Some

is

at 9 :30, the

is

Boy Scout and Camp

on the
screen. Movies of short playlets given by the Sunday
School children are frequently shown.

cipal figure in these

movie

He

activities.

is

a prin-

states that

further information relative to this whole matter will

Presbyterian Sunday School, Lee Place and Reading

Road, Cincinnati.
C. A.

BRADLEY,

a trustee of the Methodist

Episcopal Church at Long Hill, Conn., reports
very gratifying results from showing pictures on Fri-

day evening of each week. He says the movie programs have brought in the young people" and have
given the church a much better grip on the junior
situation than ever before.

picture

de-

an-

able for 16

mm.

projection.

I want to call especial attention to the fact that such
development opens up a tremendous new field for the
use of 16 mm. film by churches. Sixteen millimeter
projectors, when so equipped, show black and white

pictures in greatly increased size, with entirely ade-

quate distinctness. This means, as
16

tion, that

mm.

pictures can

I

now

hardly need menbe used for show-

ings to larger audiences in the church auditorium as
a Cincinnati dentist,

be gladly furnished to any one writing the Avondale

MR.

THE current issue of this publication, in the
INpartment
headed "Among the Producers," are

to increase greatly the light brilliance previously avail-

hour for

also have the pleasure of seeing themselves

Hugh MacMillan,

inter-

lie

Fire Girl groups closely allied with the Sunday School

Dr.

Amos' very

]\Ir.

later.

shown

of the pictures presented are of banner classes

filmed the previous Sunday.

more of Rev.

tell

work

nounced two new lamps of higher power (one 20-volt,
250 watts, and one 75-volt, 375 watts) which are said

said to

a program of motion pictures

hope to

1

esting

and a one or two

A

well as for smaller groups.

appears to

me

to

mark

by churches. The comparatively low-priced 16 mm.
projector, which uses non-inflammable film exclusively
and which requires neither a fire booth nor licensed
operator, can now be satisfactorily employed for general services in large churches.

A

point which must be carefully watched in con-

nection with such lamps

such

they

brilliance,

amount of

heat,

efficient cooling

is,

that being

necessarily

possessed

generate

quite

of

an

which must be taken care of by an
system for the

film.

five or six reel feature

reel

comedy are shown

DISCUSSION

new lamps

of these

other important subject

weekly.

REV. WALDO AMOS,

It

a turning point in the whole matter of the use of films

—

lead into an-

that of "talkies" in the

churches.
rector of St. Peter's Epis-

copal Church, Pittsburgh, has had a very successful experience with movies in building up a

Sunday evening service. In a church with scarcely
more than fifty active members, and which had discontinued Sunday night services, he hopes soon to
have a Sunday night audience which will fill the auditorium to capacity, which is 700.
says, "pictures that convey their

"We
own

prefer," he

message, that

moral principle, or that discuss some
For example, we
philosophic or economic question.
set forth a great

have used Sorrell and Son, Quo Vadis, The Patriot,
Tale of Two Cities, The Light That Failed, The Wife
of Stephen Tremholt, and a number of other pictures
that fell within our purpose."

Several months ago
outfit

using 16

volume
that

mm.

sufficient to

a

portable

film

fill

talkie

reproducer

was annovmced as having

a large church auditorium.

new lamps have been

Now

perfected which allow of

satisfactory auditorium projection of the films used
in

such reproducers, the 16

candidate

for

careful

mm.

becomes a
by progressive

"talkie"

consideration

churchmen.

There is no question but that "sound" will be
It is the modern thing.
adopted by the churches.
While thirty-five millimeter sound reproducing outfits
are necessarily expensive, now we have the little 16
mm. "talkie" reproducer, very reasonably priced, ready
and able

to serve.

February, 1931
It

may

S3

surprise

many

to learn that there is already

available a quite satisfactory library of 16

Among

subjects.

these are

more than

I

mm. sound

fifty

For those who

like to

know

reproducers

is

the

"how" of

things,

in practically all 16

from a phonograph

generated

worked out for 16 mm.
it

use.

However,

will not result in obsoleting the

Screen and

it

J

mm.

but

it

is

ex-

nevertheless very helpful

I shall

have

it

sent to you without cost.

LIST one more matter and then
this month.

am

I

through for

have recently received a highly indignant

from a

film distributor

this

department.

soundticular

on disc equipment, since both types of sound producers are today used side by side in even the largest

who

He

who

letter

conducts a film rental

complains of one clergyman in par-

kept a valuable film for weeks after

it

was

supposed to have been returned and paid no attention
to letters from the producer until the latter was forced

theatres.

THE

its field

religis

I have just made arrangements by which I can send
one of these monographs free of charge on request.
Simply write to me in care of The Educational

disc.

if

monograph on sources of

not claimed that this monograph

indeed.

I

does come

It is

haustive in

Sound-on-film reproduction has not yet been satisfactorily

glad to say that a prominent projector-manu-

ious film.

of the

famous educational pictures produced by Ufa which
have been given sound accompaniments in the form of
There have
lectures by noted American educators.
also been produced a considerable number of highgrade entertainment and musical 16 mm. sound subjects, and much more excellent material willbe constantly added to the libraries, I am sure.

might be stated that the sound

am

facturer has issued a

to enlist the eflforts of the chief of police in the clergy-

man's home

matter of the availability of film for showing

in churches,

or

connection

in

with

always a tremendously
for information on this matter than on all other church movie
subjects combined.

closely allied to churches,

important one.

I

receive

city.

Such negligence

eminently unfair

is

not only to the producer but to this clergyman's fellows everywhere, for it is just such practices that
might conceivably compel distributors to add heavy re-

activities

is

more requests

strictions to the renting of films

and even justify an

increase in rental fees.

Write Today
for the

New

and Fully
I llustratea

Catalog of
the Religious

Art Print
series.

Please send free

Catalog

to:

Nam e

Address

City

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS

•

59

and Stale-

east madison street

•

Chicago
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Gradual Growth of Motion Pictures
in Education
{Concluded from page 45)

16

mm.

projector

is

about to enter and open up a

new

line of educational method which will include distinct

classroom topics more directly, will be operated by

more readily, and will
the
field covered by the
upon
not encroach seriously
some
time to come. The
35 mm. machine, at least for
following results are very evident, even from the limited use of one term in the schools of this city, as reported by the foregoing and many more letters of sim-

many

ilar

teachers of both sexes

import, in regard to the 16

a.

mm. machines

the merits of safety, economy,

They have

and

simplicity.
b.

They approach
by

the ideal of proper pedagogy

their use of lesson plans,

within the classroom
c.

They
and

d.

e.

As

when

In the flat pictures water seemd to show
up better than in the colored pictures, but there we
had no tree-bordered rivers.
An unusual outcome in the scene of Fort Duquesne,
is that, of the many and varied costumes, there was
just about as much mention in the reports from one

green trees?

and projection

class of slides as in those of the other.

needed.

relieve the school of practically all booth

of the uncolored

This

slide.

may

be

of the uncolored slide because attention

touched by motion pictures.

self the equal of the colored in the
it is

hoped

may adopt a three-year or a fouryear program of gradual installation of 16 mm. maPittsburgh has already carried such an exchines.
that Philadelphia

from the

flag

In The Peacemaker, the uncolored slide shows

It

is

tail,

so another reason

way,

is

building.

The

Potomac

in the

background of the uncolored slide ? Because the foreground in the colored scene held too much of the attention?
Because the contrast of white water with
black trees is greater than that of blue water with

Nearly

fifty

per cent more of
made note of the

fact that uncolored pictures

will scarcely

seem

to

In the colored picture, the

apply here.

eye probably selects the colorful foreground for the
its

attention.

The pair of slides "on Washington Entering Nezv
York fully agrees with what we have been led to exThe "decorative detail" items have to do with
pect.
the flags and the sign board. "People wave flags" was
seen better in the uncolored slide because the people

were seen better

to the tree,

the placid

This, by the

be generally superior in presenting architectural detail

slide of this pair.

more note

slide.

the observers of the uncolored slide

the colored slide

did five

to account for

obviously a school house, a fact which few of

tween the two groups, the attractiveness of the feminine group and the scenery, in color, may be held responsible for most of the superiorities of the colored

Why

must be found

on the uncolored

greater part of

Although the attempts
were about evenly distributed be-

to con-

the fact that this statement appears ten times oftener

should any public-spirited Parents Association care to

(Continued from paye 43)

somewhat

small house in back", as architectural de-

the observers deduced.

invite considerable attention.

it-

matter of costumes.

stretching the imagination

"A

ceive

begun the same process of experimentation. At the
same time our sixty 35 mm. machines will be serviced
and supplied from the best possible film library, but
it seems unlikely that any new standard machines will
be purchased except for new high schools. These will
probably be fitted for the addition of sound eflfects,

A Comparison of Colored and Uncolored Slides

released

other features of the scene.

in the reports

at a later date.

is

and the flame for concentration upon

pansion program to two-thirds completion, while New
York City and Newark, other near neighbors, have

to describe clothing

the

Human action and spatial
fire.
more remarked upon by observers

are

fewer roster complications, and
better correlation with courses of study.
They develop greater interest and direct motivation in instructional material hitherto unoflfer

add such equipment

because

the red flame of the
relationships

a result of these favorable criticisms

course,

white clay of the pipe makes a better contrast against

license problems.

They

Of

were more descriptions involving color from reports of the colored slides, but to say a man is wearing a "British" uniform is just as valid as reporting
that he wears a "red" uniform.
There is little doubt that color is best for a detailed
description of a flag although more observers of the
uncolored slide were successful in classifying the flag
More observers of the colored slide saw
as British.
the pipe in the woodsman's mouth than did observers
there

there.

The

descriptive attributes for

have to do with color. E. g.,
"White horses," "red lining," "blue uniforms," etc.
all

Because the colored picture attracted more attention
ported

men

more

reporters for the colored slide re-

in the tree.

It

took the uncolored

slide,

however, to show that those in the tree were boys, not
men. As a matter of fact, no one was in the tree.
The boys are on a wall under the tree, and one of

them

is

leaning against the tree.

:
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Summary
The

1.

colored

of

slides

Announcing a Ne^v

of Findings
this

History-Art-Biography

set

showing natural scenery, season, decoraand fire.
The uncolored proved superior in showing people, mawere superior

in

tive detail, costumes, physical qualities, animals,
2.

terials,

architectural

detail,

equipment,

human

spatial relationships, furniture, cut flowers,

action,

and blood on

the ground.
3.

As

to

4.

human

people and

superiority

the

action,

is

so

Descriptive items

are in the majority for the colored
because a great majority of the physical qualities

A

was given

big lead in calling attention to materials

Even with

Death of Abimelech.
items,
five

the

The
armor

doubtful

uncolored slides have a superiority of only

the

statements in regard to materials.

With

exception

the

The Death of Abimelech and

of

Washingloii at Fort Duquesne, the sixteen slides were

on a par

in their

production of accuracy and range of

report.

As many of

the 152 boys participating in the experiment

excelled with their four colored slides as did not.
9.

1.

The

colored and uncolored slides were especially close

to equality in their comparative production of range in
report.

The

greatest difference in the

number

1

Micro Organisms of a Hay-Inf asion : Biological study of a day by
day hay infusion, visualizing the protozona fauna observed.
Sexual Reproduction
Miscroscopic study visualizing the characteristic differences existing between sperm and germ cell of the
:

Atlantic oyster, method of fertilization, cell cleavage, cell division
illustrating means by which the fertilized ovum passes from the
cell stage to the mulberry stage, thus reproducing a new
individual.
Development: Microscopic observation visualizing the development
of the fish embryo (Paradise Fish) from the blastoderm stage to

one

the uncolored slides by stone walls and armor in

8.

;

and flowers.

mentioned in these reports have to do with color; e. g.
golden crown, white horse, green foliage, white house,
red cloak, blue uniform, etc.

7.

F. HERM. Cinema Biologist
Each film, being^ 400 to 500 feet in length, represents a definite
lesson.
They may be projected in B to 7 minutes each, leaving ample
time for careful discussion between teacher and class on the subject
presented.
All films are printed on standard Safety Film Stock they are available on both 35mm. and 16mm. film material.

The only disagreement between this summary of findings
and the summary of findings for flat pictures, is in the

slides

6.

Produced by

CHARLES

2.

items, materials, physical qualities,
5.

SILENT BIOLOGICAL SCHOOL FILMS

GROUP

slight as to be negligible.

Series of

of differ-

3.

the time of hatching.
A Microscopical View of the Blood Circulation: Microscopic and
stop-motion film illustrating the course of blood and lymph through
the human body, the action of a living heart (Turtle), the expansion and contraction of the arteries, the arterial, venous and
capillary flow of the blood, as observed in the vascular system of
the early chick embryo.
Microscopic study visualizing the origin of
5. Inherent Characters :
the heart beat and the inherent qualities of heart muscle contraction in the early chick embryo; fragments of heart tissues transplanted into a culture media are seen to function 46 days after
transplantation.
Biologic observation illustrating the specific differ6. Precipitins:
ences prevailing among animal and human proteins and their usefulness in detecting the relationship of various blood groups.
Botanical study visualizing the characteristic variation
7. Flowers:
existing among garden floKvers.
Botanical observation illustrating tha trans8. Seeds and Seedlings:
formation of seeds to seedlings.
Floricultural film visualizing the bulb
9. Paper White Narcisana:
propagation in Florida.
Horticultural film visualizing the
10. Harvesting the Golden Fmit:
orange culture in Florida.
Rental Price: ONE DOLLAR per subject per day, plus transportation charges both ways.
4.

HERM'S BIO-CINEMA SOUND PRODUCTS,

Inc.

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

ent correct statements produced by a colored and a similar uncolored slide being 17, the superiority of

the un-

colored slide Lafayette at Mt. Vernon.
10.

Of

the 12 highest individual scores on a single slide, 8

were on uncolored

Of

slides.

the IS lowest individual

were on colored slides.
On producing correct answers to direct questions, the
colored slides showed a superiority of 29 correct answers
scores for a single slide, 8

11.

of a possible 1216.

Conclusions

and repeated,
I.

flat

which the dominant visual experience desired is natural scenery, or a combination of natural and artificial
II.

When

a distinct advantage.

spatial relations,

where

ing of the scene and complete appreciation of

termine whether

all

of

its

place

it

to be presented in color or un-

is

colored.

detail,

is

mainly

or people

in action or in repose, color is of little value.
III. In certain instances color

away from

and thus emphasize

the

than being either

all

colored or

all

seems to attract the
main features of the picture

important details at the expense of the central theme.
less

IV. It seems that it would be advantageous to present certain scenes in color, for the sa'<e of the su-

uncolored, should

be mixed, the nature and purpose of the scene which

each slide

is

to present determining

be colored or uncolored, or whether

the visual experience desired

one of spatial relations, architectural

attention

and

VI. Sets of slides for educational purposes, rather

In presenting to high school boys slides from

is

architectural detail

these experiences are important to the full understand-

V. The nature and purpose of a scene should de-

comparison of unpictures are here confirmed
at in the

viz

scenery, color

and

decorative detail, and without color, for the sake of

in the lesson.

The conclusions arrived
colored and colored

perior experience of natural scenery, costumes

whether
it

it

should

should be pre-

sented in duplicate.

VII.

More study needs

color in attracting

to be given to the role of

and holding the attention of the

observer.

VIII.

It

seems that

color appropriately

a slide on which
the observer, by

it

and
is

way

it

might be advantageous to

artistically those

features of

desired to fix the attention of

of an accent or

italics,

leaving

extraneous matters in black and white or the grays.

:

:
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F.

i

Dean McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarhorough-on-Hudson,

N. Y.

i
Three State Conferences on Visual Education

Superintendents of Schools, Purchasing Agents and

Conventions of teachers interested in visual instruction have been held recently in Pennsylvania, Connect-

with the devices used in up-to-date art departments.

Supervisors of Art Education to

and Massachusetts.
of the growing interest

Such meetings are

icut

in the visual

indicative

method.

of the visual education round table
Pennsylvania State Educational Association

The program
the

held

last

of

December

Williamsport,

at

Pa.,

follows
President's Address

High

—

J.

T. Shriner, Taylor Allderdice

School, Pittsburgh.

—

Address School Journeys in European Countries, C.
F. Hoban, State Director of Visual Education.
Address

—The

New

School Museum, Mrs.

Dam, University

of Pennsylvania

Loring

J.

Museum,

Phil-

Improvement of
Company.
Slide

—W.

Making

Pictures

Relation to

in

Instruction,

Western

the

Electric

terested in particular apparatus.

In the afternoon there was a continuous program of

motion pictures and lantern slides on art, made possible through the cooperation of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the University Film Foundation, Eastman Teaching Films, Keystone View Company, Trans-

Lux

Address

Pennsylvania

A. Broyles,

State

Inc.,

of Hartford, Conn.

Massachusetts Forms First State Chapter of the National
Academy of Visual Instruction

the able leadership of

—The

Necessity

of

Teacher-Preparation

in

tors

met on Saturday, January

setts

and

it

is

burgh Schools.

national organization.

This meeting was the second in a series of three
such conferences on visual instruction to be scheduled
for the school year 1930-31.
dealt

with visual

health

;

aids

in

The

first

physical

The

slides,

mm. and

35

mm.

influence

Massachu-

stimulated

in

the

its affiliation

State

with the

Academy

National

of Visual Instruction.

Other ad-

dresses on the program were the following
1.

"The Purpose of This Meeting"
ker, Director of Visual

—Abraham Kras-

Education

in the

Quincy

held in the

Public Schools, and Instructor of Visual Educa-

education

and

tion,

machines,

2.

setts
3.

schoolroom decoration and picture appreciation, Japwood block prints and other things too numerous

"The Visual Education Work of the State Department of Education, University Extension" Miss
Helen Garrity, Assistant Supervisor, University
Extension classes. (Represented by Miss Maclntyre.)

anese

This exhibit presents an imusual opportunity to

Teachers Federation.

—

safety stock, lantern

colored reproductions of paintings suitable for

to mention.

Boston University School of Education.
"The Need of This New Organization, From the
Standpoint of the Massachusetts Teachers Federation" Mr. Hugh Nixon, Secretary of Massachu-

—

opaque

picture projectors, motion picture apparatus, art films

printed on 16

felt in

The principal speaker of the day was F. Dean McClusky of the Scarborough School, President of the

exhibit consisted of books, plates, portfolios,

stereopticon

a

of Visual In-

fall

the third on visual aids in science will be held

material,

been

through the local chapter and by

May.

illustrative

to organize

the hope of the officers that interest in

visual instruction will be

The Connecticut State Board of Education held a
"Conference and Exhibit of Visual Aids in Art Education" on January 16th and 17th at Hartford, Conn.

17th,

Academy

The need of such a coordinating

struction.

Techniques of Visual and Other Sensory
Aids, Ben G. Graham, Superintendent of PittsConnecticut

Mr. Abraham Krasker

of Boston University a representative group of educa-

in visual instruction has long

the

in

Daylight Picture Screen Corporation, and Harri-

son Harries,

State Chapter of the National

College.

Illustrated

literature will be available for distribution to those in-

Under

— Sound

ask for a demonstration

of any piece of apparatus displayed on the floor in-

adelphia.

Demonstration

may

actual contact

cluding motion picture machines and films.

Pennsylvania

of the

Visiting school officials

make

4.

"The Visual Education Work of the City of Boston" Mr. Joseph Hennessey, Director of Visual

—

:

—

—

:
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Joseph Hennessey, Director of Visual

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^

Education, Boston Public Schools.
5.

"The Visual Education Work of

6.

Film Foundation" Mr. H. C. Mills.
"The Motion Picture in Religious Education"
Professor Howard M. LeSourd, Boston Univer-

—

the University

sity.

"Visual Aids in the Study of Art"— Miss Elizabeth Ward Perkins, Woodbury School in Applied
Observation.

"The Visual Education Program of

8.

the

Home

Study Department of Clark University, Under the
Direction of Dr. Douglas C. Ridgley"

—Mr.

Eu-

gene C. Belknap.

JAMES

I
I
B
I

and

FITZPATRICK

A.

GAINSBOROUGH PICTURES,
Present

"The Lady of The Lake"
Founded upon the Poem by

Douglas C. Ridgley, Secretary, Professor Howard LeSourd, Treasurer, Mr. Joseph Hennes.sey.
The Boston Post (Jan. 18, 1931) in reporting the
meeting made the following statements
"That the best possible use of motion pictures is
classrooms was the principal point brought out
by Abraham Krasker, newly-elected president of the

Academy

Walter Scott

Percy Marmont and Benita Hume
I
g Lovers of literature as well as children will find
this to their liking.
It's a well done and sincere
portrayal of Sir Walter Scott's Poem enacted

fine cast.

45 Minutes of Clean Screen Entertainment
Scotch Melodies played by Nathaniel Shilkret
and his famous Victor Symphony Orchestra

NOW BOOKING
FitzPatrick Pictures, Inc.
729

SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

in the

Massachusetts branch of the National

Sir

featuring

B

by a

The meeting was attended by seventy-five persons
who elected the following officers
President, Abraham Krasker, Vice President, Dr.

Ltd.

illllllllllllllllllillliiiiiillllllllllllilillillliiiillllllliillllllllllllllllllllllill^

of

Visual Instruction, in his address before the organization meeting of that body in the Boston University

School of Education building,

Newbury and Exeter

New

Streets, yesterday afternoon.

"The newly organized body representing

this State

the first of its kind in the country. Its meeting yesterday was attended by about seventy-five persons in-

Visual Units

is

In General Science

terested in the development of visual aids as a factor
in education. Membership is limited only to educators

and the Massachusetts group has attached

itself to

By
DR. H. A.

the

WEBB

Peabody Teachers College

national organization."

Twenty Lantern

Film Reviews
The Lady

of the

Lake (6

reels) Fitzpatrick Pic-

our readers' special attention
to a new production that is very nearly ideal for edu-

and non-theatrical use.
The Lady of the Lake is a feature-length film, built
faithfully on Walter Scott's famous poem, and presents this classic with the dignity, restraint and beauty

cational

that the subject deserves.

The

picture

was made where

the actual Highlands of Scotland.

Loch Katrine

— not some

The

were chosen on

locations

jarring

depicted by the poem.

The Air
Astronomy

1.

Loch Katrine

is

8.

9.

Sound
Weather and

3.

Electricity

4.

Health

10.

Heat and Fire

5.

Light
Living Things

11.

Clothing

6.

12.

The Earth's Crust

13.

7.

Animals
Living Things

14.

Food
Machinery

15.

Water

Climate

Additional Slides for nearly every school subject

substitute California lake.
its

shores to eliminate

modern notes and to show the native wildness of the country as it must have been in the period
all

2.

Plants
should be made, in

it

Each Unit

LIST OF UNITS

tures Corp.
It is a pleasure to call

Slides to

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.
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s pencer

s

M essage

To You
The Educators of the World
and foremost desire is to serve YOU. In an effort to
to this desire, -we offer you only such projection and
microscope equipment as is designed especially for you, as
teachers.

Our

first

live

up

In the

SPENCER

line

you can always

find an instrument to

ideally answer your ow^n individual requirements.

Our

staff of experts are

always on hand, ready to

working out your problems, great and

The Spencer

Service

is

assist

you

in

small.

a Friendly Service, yours to

command.

Each month we

w^ill bring to you, thru this publication, a new^
item of interest. If, in the meantime, you w^ish to take advantage of our services, your requests w^ill receive immediate and

careful attention.

A full line of our latest products will be on display Booth 262,
during the National Education Association Convention in DeWe hope to have the pleasure of
troit, Mich., February 21-26.
a|t

meeting you there.

Spencer Lens Company
Buffalo,

N. y.

1

:
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Professional quality

is

attained in the picture, as

has seldom been true of such productions in the past.

RUSSIAN EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Marmont (once so prominent on the American screen) who plays Fitz James,
with the lovely English actress, Benita Hume, as Ellen.
Costumes, sets and photography combine to make a
film of real beauty and cinematic charm.
The castle

Full Particulars from:
Educational Film Department

i.

interiors are as true and interesting as are the exterior
background and Scottish landscape.

a-plenty but over-emphasis on violence and bloodshed

The

able cast includes Percy

The

and smooth, carried by the
and by the generous reading titles, all quotations from the poem itself. There
is no spoken dialog, but the sound accompaniment is
excellently done, consisting of famous tunes and songs
selected from the
Scotch music, and
much of it comnarrative

is

clear

fine continuity of the picture

posed especially for

^'^A

the picture by

%M-

thaniel

in

mood

and spirit. This
charming musical

pi
The Lady of the Lake and
James Fitzjames
the

Lake

is still

enough

have

sound

equipment.

But

run

as

silent

film.

The Lady of

a

—producers

also of

famous Music Master Series and other

films of

— for

a notable pro-

is

be enjoyable for

will

its

happy

May

others follow fast.

commends

the pic-

ture in the following terms

"But perhaps the best of the western adventure
tures
ing,

up

is

Universal's

new

serial

which so far excels the

to date as to place

first episc.de is titled

Call to

Arms.

action.

it

serials that

in a class quite

we have

by

itself.

(

.\

Serial in

12 parts)

Universal Pictures Corp.
This is unusually satisfactory as a Western "serial".

But here, there

And

when

is

verve and dash

JTILFILKN
"Both--A

Picture

and

a Title"

Library

Consists of

than

400

More

Sets

(Over 6000 Views)

Covering
dustries, Primary, Primary

Reading,

In-

Etc.

Write /or Free Catalog

wagons were still thumping
toward California gold and

the covered

adventurous way
through a wilderness

still

infested with hostile red-

skins.

The
ing,

STILLFILM,
1052 Cahuenga Ave.

characters of the story are

with more air of reality than

human and
is

appeal-

achieved in the

The

the continuity keeps one held

deals in chapter-style with western life of frontier

days,

seen

Pals in Buckskin and the second

impatient suspense for the next installment.

Now

pic-

The Indians Are Com-

Geosraphy, History, Nature, Agriculture,

The Indians Are Coming

ro-

Picture Chairman of the International

gi.ving the field so fine a

screen version of one of the English Classics.

their

thrills

groups

social

fortunate

and will be particularly enjoyed by students who have finished their reading and
study of the poem.
Congratulations are due to the

It

The Motion

in

field,

high educational value

and

retains the vigorous

it

Federation of Catholic Alumnae

the

This picture should have wide showing throughout

the

It

Stillfilm

Fitzpatrick Pictures Corporation

lively action

is

school

for

delightful.

the non-theatrical

N. Y.

mance, swift action and picturesque scenery.

The

o

kind in that

its

youngsters.

and swift

t

There

YORK,

and
wholesome thrills without the exaggerated elements
that have made most serials objectionable fare for the

the

and

^&(^

duction of

enhance
enjoyment of
picture

NEW

AVE.,

The Indians Are Coming

avoided.

is

accompaniment
will

SEVENTH

average "serials".

Na-

Shilkret

Scottish

the

Amkino Corporation
723

Inc.

Hollywood,

Calif.

We
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have rated

'Very Good' and suitable for

this picture

family audiences as well as children of various ages."
Universal Pictures, producers of The Indians Are

Coming, have made a

Your

silent version also of the film

for the special use of the non-theatrical

The National Academy

field.

of Visual Instruction

Meeting

Guide

Concurrently with the Department of Superintendence of
the N. E. A.
Detroit,

Michigan, February 24th and 25th, 1931.

Wayne

quarters Fort

to the Biggest

Programs

Temple
the East Room.

Hotel, 408

will be held in

Street.

Head-

All Formal

0£Scers
McClusky, Director, Scarborough
Vice-President, Mrs.
School,
Scarborough, New York;
Charles Joe Moore, Director of the Bureau of Visual InstrucSecretary-Treastion, University of Texas, Austin, Texas
urer, Ellsworth C. Dent, Secretary Bureau of Visual Instruction, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
President,

and Best

Dean

F.

;

in Current

Executive Committee
Arthur G. Balcom, Assistant Superintendent of Schools,
Newark, New Jersey; Charles Roach, Director of Visual Instruction, City Schools, Los Angeles, California; John A.
Hollinger, Director of Science, Nature Study and Visualization, City Schools, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; William H. Dudley, Editor, Yale Pageant of America Educational Lantern
Slides, Chicago, Illinois
C. F. Hoban, Director of Visual
Education, State Department of Public Instruction, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Daniel C. Knowlton, Associate Profes-

Motion
Pictures!

;

Write today for free
non-theatrical Catalog 77 to
atrical

Non-The-

Department.

New York

sor of Education,

W. W.
tion,

Head

Whittinghill,

University,

New York

City;

of Department of Visual Educa-

Public Schools, Detroit, Michigan.

Program
Executive Committee and officers will meet Tuesday morning at 7:30 (Breakfast). Fort Wayne Hotel.
First Session
Tuesday, February 24th at 10 A. M.
Round Table Topic The Administration of Visual In:

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
iCARL LAEMMLE.

struction.

1.

C.

—

Pa.
Visual Instruction in the Philadelphia Public Schools.
2.

730 Fifth Ave.

York City

Edwin

adelphia,

Pre,.)

New

Dr.

—

Topic
Broome, Superintendent of Schools, PhilThe Organization and .Administration of

Discussion Leaders

E. R. Enlow, Director, Visual Instruction, Atlanta, Geor-

—

Cost Standards in Visual Instruction.
T. Shriner, Taylor Allderdice High School, Pittsburgh,
Pa. The Administration and Organization of Visual In-

gia
3. J.

—

struction in a Large City
4.

High School.

Abraham Krasker, Instructor in Visual Education, Boston
University The Organization and Administration of Vis-

—

ual

Produc9Ts Of

"ALL QUIET

ON THE

Instruction

in

the

Quincy

Massachusetts

Public

Schools.
5.

Alfred

W. Abrams,

The University

WESTERN
FRONT"

Director Visual Instruction Division,
New York—The Rela-

of the State of

tionship of a State Bureau of Visual Instruction to the
Organization and Administration of Visual Instruction

School Systems.
Daniel C. Knowlton, Associate Professor of Education,
New York University— Problems in the Administration
in City

6.

of Visual Instruction.
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5000 educators

shoii^ed us
talking pictures to maiie

lirhat

'^Powerful force'*— new
teaching ntediunt is called
Power and vividness make this medium

Electrical

Research Products, and sub-

for talking

fields

where the need seemed

films

fast

Its

becoming

the

greatest.

pictures possible.

For breadth of view
To

assist in the production

leader

picture.

talking

the very
pictures,

start

of each

recognized educational

selected

who

prepares the sub-

and usually appears

in the

Authorities from every part of

the country give a breadth of view as well

of educational

was sent

country. ''What subjects do you consider
best adapted to talking picture presenta-

experience and facilities

The

educators

in every part of the

results of this investigation
staff

Electrical Research Products.

done by the standard

is

is

in use

.

sound

films.

For the presentation of these educational talking pictures.

Western Electric

portable reproducing apparatus assures
results of the

same

and best equipped

quality as the largest
city theatres.

Yours for the writing
booklet listing and

classroom instruction.

Hack

of every "Erpi''
talking film,
antple

were weighed by a

Telephone Labora-

describing

training and for supplementing regular

First of all, a questionnaire

tion?"

Western

of

facilities

Bell

our talking pictures available for teacher

group judgment has

5000 educators

and

—a

guided our decisions.

to

The

of experienced

permanently maintained

by

—

The educators chosen have worked
hand

in

directors

hand with our talking picture
and scenarists

— long

experi-

you can show them

at

It tells,

too,

how

your school.

In Detroit at the N.E.A. convention,

February 21 -26th, see and hear educational

talking pictures.

Exhibited at Recreation
Hall,

booths

72-73.

Department of Educational Talking Pictures,
ES

Etectrkal Research Products fnc

250

57lh Street,

Please send

Western Electric
PICTURE

W«t

me

a copy of

Modern Education."

Name

EQUIPMENT

New York

City

Gentlemen:
in

TALKING

2-31

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS

Distributors of

EDUCATIONAL

At

knowledge,

by the leading producers of theatrical

as a depth of specialized knowledge.

nation-wide survey
From

a

film
is

ject matter

Guided hy a

equipment and

the

all

Western Electric Process which

talking

7???

disposal are

tories

hands of

sidiary of Western Electric, the organiza-

made talking

in talking picture production.

their

The recording

Electrical Research Products Inc., a sub-

tion that

enced

'''

^"^^

_^

great possibilities are

realities in the

in

Electric,

a new vitalizing force to aid teachers in
their work.

chosen

jects

,

Address

.

"A New Force
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—Experiments

with

16

or

35 mm.

7 .30 A. M.
Breakfast Meeting, Fort Wayne Hotel, $1.00
Round Table Topic: Progress in Visual Education in 1930-31.

Spoken
Educational
Lectures

or

1.

Films

Classroom

with Living Micro-Organisms.

Third Session
Wednesday, February 25th at

Titles

2.

Music

—

William H. Dudley, Chicago,
Reports of Delegates.

111.,

in

charge.

Fourth Session

Second Session

Wednesday, February 25th

Round Table Topic

Tuesday, February 24th at 2 P. M.
Round Table Topic Training Teachers in Effective Visual

1.

—A

State

Program

for

Training

Teachers

cation,

the

dent of the National Council of Geography Teachers,
Worcester, Massachusetts The Teacher Training Program in Visual Education at Clark University.
Grace Fisher Ramsey, Associate Curator of The American
Museum of Natural History, New York City The Museum's Contribution to Teacher Training in Visual

4.

—

Wednesday, February 25th at 12:15 P. M.
Luncheon Meeting, Fort Wayne Hotel, $2.00
Address by the President.
Address
Dr. Willis Sutton, President of the N. E. A.

Instruction.

Dr. George Roemmert, Biologisches Laboratoriuni,

I.
Way, Chief, Industrial and Educational Section,
Motion Picture Division of tlie U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. Motion Pictures and Their
Use in Primary and Secondary Education.
H. W. Wilson, President of the H. W. Wilson Publishing
Company, New York City An Annotated Compilation
of Motion Picture Films.

E.

Fifth Session

—

5.

Sherman Welchons, Chairman of Visual Education, Cheltenham, Pennsylvania An E.tperimental Study of the Effectiveness of Visual Aids in Teaching Eighth Grade

—

Summer School and Director of
Study Department of Clark University; Presi-

—

4.

Meadow Elementary

E.xperimental Study of

Science.
3.

Director of the

Home

of the Fo.x

New York— An

—

Mildred Smith, Professor of Education, Detroit Teachers
College, Detroit, Michigan Training
Teachers in the
Effective Use of Visual Aids in Primary Education.
Dr. Douglas C. Ridgley, Professor of Geography in Edu-

—

3.

Principal

the Effectiveness of Slides in Teaching the Drill Subjects.
2.

in

Visual Instruction.
2.

Claire Zyve,

School, Scarsdale,

John Hollinger, Director of The Department of Nature
Study and Visualization, Public Schools, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

at 10:00 A. M.
Reports of Recent Research in Visual

Instruction

:

Instruction.
1.

;

—

Mun-

f^>'

cot .^&-

^rvCrf-

.

.tO-C^*

\0-

x^^

.^^'.o*"^

cine
PROJECTORS
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Conducted by

Dwight

R. Furness

Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education

Composition

Once

Tripods

the novelty of his first pictures wears off the

A

known to every artist. The amateur
movie maker can gain much through the study of
famous masters, current art exhibits, photographic
salons, and the higher type of motion pictures seen in

anyone wishing to
the knack
of holding a cine camera steady but a hand held
camera is never so steady as one supported on a tripod.
An ordinary camera tripod does very well as the
screw sockets on amateur movie cameras take camera
tripod screws. The advantage of using a movie tripod
is that most of them are equipped with panoraming
and tilting heads. These allow the camera to be
turned horizontally and vertically. In selecting such
a tripod be sure to get one that is smooth in action
and that does not jerk.
If you have not used a tripod try using one and see

theatres.

how much

average amateur beings to cast about for ways of
getting

more

interesting

Interest in a picture

subjects

is

and more pleasing

pictures.

secured by selecting interesting

and then photographing them from

interest-

ing viewpoints or under unusual lighting conditions.

The composition

of a picture has

securing a pleasing result.

To

much

to

do with

secure good composi-

tion requires careful attention to the fundamentals of

composition

After a knowledge of composition has been secured
then comes the task of securing the

desired

effect

For special effects the amateur
movie maker has to depend largely on lighting. If
artificial light is used the arrangement of lights and
shadows is entirely under control of the operator.
Outdoor scenes require a study of lighting conditions
during different hours of the day and a choice of harsh
sunlight or diffused light depending on the result
cinematographically.

special effects.

tion

and study

Here

is

a whole

Some persons have

Care In Loading
Never load your movie camera in direct sunlight. If
in the open load in the shadow of your body.
If possible

load indoors or in your car.

Keep
spool.

the black paper leader pulled tight on the
If

it is

and fog the

loose light will leak in

film.

After the film

is

around the edges
processed this

is

apparent in white flashes from the blank film on the
screen.

your camera jams while running and

may

be used to secure

you cannot get to a dark room, there

field

for experimenta-

to do but open the camera and rethread the film. Get
in as dark a spot as possible, or throw a coat or blanket
over your head to cut off direct light. After the film

in itself.

Boy Club

A

essential to

steadier your pictures will be on the screen.

If the film in
special light filters

is

get satisfactory movies.

desired.

Sometimes

sturdy tripod

Activities

group of boys between the ages of 12 and 16 at
the Austin (Illinois) Y. M. C. A. have organized a
"Reel Movie Club". In the two and one half years
the club has been in existence it has been entirly selfsupporting and has handled funds totalling more than
$1500.00. This represents dues paid in by members
and money raised by shows.
Not only does the club hold weekly meetings but
through what they call their "program service" they
put on shows for the Y. M. C. A., churches, Sunday
schools, and various groups of this kind. Recently they
started a school in motion picture photography with
regular classes two nights a week.
The club started with a 9 mm. projector. Next it
purchased a 16 mm. projector and then a standard
35 mm. The latest purchase has an attachment for
sound pictures.

is

is

nothing

left

threaded again and the camera ready to operate run

through about
tion out of the

five feet

of film to get the fogged por-

way.

Hold Your Camera Steady

One

maker
camera steady. The temptation to panoram the camera is a hard one to overcome, but the best pictures result where the camera is
of the

has to learn

is

first

things the amateur movie

to hold his

held steady.

Many beginners use a camera as they would a paint
brush and go methodically over a scene with the finder
The

no
and the action in it because
the whole picture itself is moving around on the
screen.
Best select the point of view that takes in
what you want to show and then hold the camera
until all is covered.

chance to take

result is that the eye has

in the scene

steady, or better yet, use a tripod.

—
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

Victor Builds Special Projector with Powerful
250 watt-20 Volt Lamp (16 mm.)

With

mm.

the almost universal adoption of 16

and motion picture projectors for
a feature of

vital

importance

become

more highly

in the

de-

veloped equipments.

The Lamp manufacturers have expended every
toward devising a projection lamp of the greatefficiency.
A late accomplishment in
this direction is the 250 Watt-20 Volt, T-10 size lamp
which was just recently placed on the market.
This low voltage lamp can, however, be satisfactoreffort
est

possible

to the projector,

making

it

a very attrac-

tive as well as highly efficient instrument.

New

film

practically all non-

theatrical uses, intense screen illumination has

and character

Film Productions

Eastman Teaching Films, Inc. has produced six
more excellent 16 mm. films for classroom use which
are now available. These are: Refining Crude Oil, a
sequel to the previous film. Producing Crude Oil,
showing the refining of petroleum and its various byproducts; The Behavior of Light, which provides an
excellent introduction to the study of light in physics

WashThe Capital City, portraying the city with maps
and plans and two films on health Fruits and Vegetables, and Milk.
Gold, showing the industry from mine to user;

ington,

;

used only in connection with a special transformer
for 100-120 Volt, 50-60 Cycle, A. C. operation.

ily

The New Model 3-G Victor Cine-Projector

has a

transformer built into the base, which permits
the 250 Watt-20 Volt lamp to be used with the utmost
special

efficiency,

To
in

and with

maximum lamp

change

life.

provide for use of the 3-G Victor Cine-Projector

communities where 50-60 Cycle Alternating Current
not available, a

is

"Change-o

v e r"

system

wiring

of

been

has

utilized

which permits the
transformer to be
cut out by remov-

The

may

projec-

then

be

housed.

*

16

now

mm.

*

'

Metropolitan Sound
made more than twentyfive talking industrial pictures last year, is now producing the most pretentious picture to be made thus
far.
The film is an eight-reel feature for Standard
Division

Industrial

of

Studios, Hollywood, having

A

Fair Exchange.

bution and sale of Fleischman's Yeast, Chase

on

any

Volt

Di-

Gelatine.

The No.

Victor

Lamp

is

a highly per-

much

as possible

In appearance, the

3 only in that

it

has, in place

which the
This new b?se adds beauty
base

in

titled

It will

Much

of the action of the picture centers around the distri-

100-130

Another feature of the Model 3-G

is

*

operated

fected optical system which utilizes as

transformer

mm. and

is

which gives a com-

plete story of the history of sugar manufacture, is

available in both 35

born's

also be attached to permit use of the

of a pedestal base, a receptacle

film,

through various sales and distribution agencies.

165 Watt-30 Volt, high intensity lamp.

from Model

This two-reel

the location of an-

10

differs

Cane Sugar.

The

Ex-

cooperation with Harvard University,

plug and changing

Current.

3-G

in

Brands, temporarily

rect or Alternating

of the light emitted by the source.

subject to be released of the series of edu-

be used throughout the country for organization work

tor

may

first

ing one attachment

other.

Rheostat

The

cational motion pictures being produced by Pathe

Coffee,

Royal

Baking

Powder and

&

SanRoyal

Two of the talking productions already completed
by this studio are Making the Grade, made for the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, which
visualizes the hazards attending the duties of a lineman; and a three-reel picture dealing with the manufacture of piston rings by the Perfect Circle Company,
of Hagerstown, Ind. Factory scenes have been photographed with natural sound and the descriptive talk
is further enhanced by musical backgrounds.
Recording of these productions is by the Western
Electric Svstem.
:
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26 one-reelers, known as the Vocational
by the National Film
Publicity Corp., which is celebrating its 25th anniversary, has been acquired for distribution by Howe-Stevseries of

Voices Series and produced

ens Service.

The

shorts constitute a "tour of various

The

basic industries".

first is titled

Our Daily Bread.

a manufacturer

always on the

is

their

own

Stillfilms. Stillfilm,

Incorporated will gladly

furnish, free of charge, complete information on this

Service to Teachers

When

connection with the Activity or Unit of Study Pro-

gram now so popular among educators. They, offer
this medium in the form of the improved Stillfilm
Construction Kit. The Construction Kit aflfords children a practical means by which they may construct

tening in" to the needs of the teachers,

alert,

it

"lis-

shows an

them

innovation to

all

Home

1052 Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cali-

Office,

persons

addressing

their

at

fornia.

exceptional spirit of cooperation.

There
ment.
their
fit

Pageant of America Slides

one such manufacturer of projection equipThis house does not build instruments to suit
is

own

all

velop

plans and then try to

conditions.
is

make

the instruments

Every Delineascope which they de-

the direct outgrowth of a particular need of

the teacher in the classroom, the one

who

actually uses

the instrument day after day.

The

success of the "Spencer Classroom Lanterns"

proves that they meet the

demand

An

excellent series of 500 lantern slides depicting

America, its progress and institutions, has been prepared from originals of the illustrations made for the
fifteen volumes of The Pageant of America, published

by Yale University Press. Much time has been devoted
by members of the Department of Education of Yale
University
t o
the

for which they are

work

of se-

lecting, classify-

designed.

Another of these classroom lanterns
been developed

—a

combination

has

ing and

recently

the

for projecting

outfit

editing

series,

and

post cards, photographs, compositions, drawings, etc.

the first offering

as well as glass slides, under. ordinary classroom con-

of 500 slides, se-

The room may be

ditions.

left light

lected

enough for the

taking of notes, and yet a brilliant screen picture

is

insured, quite a remarkable achievement with opaque

outfit is

Fleet Passing Fort

Morgan

Literature, History,

Science,

the general subjects in which such slides are

Industry,

Music,

Geography,

reports

as

Transportation, Agriculture, Sports, and

The Drama.

to

qual ty

of

A

i

and per-

is

under-

stood that this

understand that there is another
scope to be introduced at that time.

new

Delinea-

It will be well worth your while to keep this in mind
and look up the Spencer Lens exhibit. There is a

classroom lantern for every purpose.

Construction Kit for Stillfilms
to be a

Among

tic

and all the other Spencer Classroom lanbe on display at the N. E. A. Convention in

Incorporated of

As

very enthusias-

QA

what appears

consti-

offered are the following: Art,

It

Stillfilm,

r e s

battles."

formance.

offers

u

users
new
outfits give
these

results

We

t

to education.

one educator has said of the series, "they touch the high
points of history without unduly stressing wars and

of

terns will
Detroit.

most important contribution

tutes a

known as Model
QA. The
present

Model

I

of

over 11,000 pic-

The Union

material.

This

from

collection

Hollywood, California,
worthy medium for use in

Citizenship,

manual, designed for the use of teachers giving
information about each of the subjects, is supplied.

Complete reference material can be further secured
from the fifteen-volume publication, which has been
reviewed in previous issues of The Educational
Screen.

The

slides are available for sale in sepia or

handand classified
lists of the titles will be furnished upon request, as
well as an additional supplementary list of 55 new
colored sets.

A catalogue giving detailed

subjects available.

The production and distribution of these slides have
been placed in the hands of William H. Dudley, who
for seventeen years has had charge of the Department
of Visual Education in the University of Wisconsin.
All inquiries concerning this material should be ad-
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dressed to the Yale Pageant of America Educational

Lantern

736

Slides,

S.

Wabash Avenue,

Chicago.

New Type Lamp Achieves Unprecedented
Light Intensity for Amateur Movie Projection
The first 75 volt 375 watt lamp ever perfected for
16

mm. movie

Bell

&

projection has just been announced by

Said to achieve a light intensity more

Howell.

than 40 per cent greater than was previously available

depends primarily for its
unusual results on a tremendous light concentration
interestingly exemplified by the accompanying ilfor this type of projection,

it

lustration.

In the picture one of these powerful

little

lamps

is

placed alongside of six 60 watt electric light bulbs

home. When one considers
lamp is actually only
about one-third as large as one of the 60 watt bulbs
and yet furnishes more illumination than all six of
the latter combined, he can appreciate something of
what has been accomplished.
Repeated scientific tests, made under widely varying
conditions, are said to justify the statement that Filmo
such as are used

that this

new

projectors,

in the

type projector

when equipped with

new lamp, can

this

and white pictures 12 feet wide
with entirely satisfactory distinctness and can attain
excellent Kodacolor projection on a larger than ordieasily project black

nary screen.
The problem presented to the illumination engineers
in developing this new lamp was to concentrate the

maximum permissible amount of light upon the small
16 mm. film. Not only was it desirable to increase the
amount of

showing a
must

illumination so as to permit

large picture of sufficient brightness, but the light

be concentrated

in as small a

source as possible to fo-

cus properly with the optical train of lenses employed
in

projection,

all

of

which has been

successfully

accomplished.
It

is

stated that naturally the

of the great concentration of

amount of
efficient

heat,

new lamp, because

light,

generates a fair

but a projector equipped with an

fan cooling system satisfactorily takes care

of this situation.

This new 375 watt lamp has opened up a tremendous field for the 16 mm. film. The perfectly safe
little 16 mm. projector can now go into the auditorium
and assembly hall and show pictures of entirely adequate size, clearness, and brilliance. This great step
forward will be especially welcomed in the church and
educational fields. Home movie projectionists will also
appreciate the possibility of securing theatrical

ance on a larger screen.

made

The

notable

possible in Kodacolor projection

of the triumphs scored by this

is

brilli-

improvement
not the least

new lamp.

16 mm. Projector Lamp
(next to ruler). Recently Perfected, Packs into its Small
Compass More Brilliance than the Six 60 Watt Ordinary
Light Bulbs, Shown Near It, Combined. This Does Not Take
into Consideration Any Possible Loss of Light due to the 60
Watt Bulbs Being Frosted.

Powerful Little 75 Volt 375 Watt

Real "News" About Sound-Recording
The entire visual field will be keenly interested in the
announcement that H. A. DeVry, the founder of The
DeVry Corporation and originator of portable moving
picture projectors, has resigned from the QRS-DeVry
Corporation, and has started a new and independent
organization. He has in production a new sound-recording machine for portable as well
installations for

schools and

as

colleges,

permanent

broad-casting

stations, executive headquarters, studios, etc.

Record-

ings are made on special alloy aluminum and may be
reproduced instantly and hundreds of times. They
may be played back instantly. The quality is equal, if
not superior, to regular wax recordings. The equipment may be connected to standard camera for talking
movies. The cost of records is infinitesimal compared
to old time

wax

records.

Orders are being received from movie studios, departments of dramatic art, and music schools for recording vocal progress and stimulating the interest of
Mr. DeVry believes that, because of thu
the pupil.
low cost of records, it is going to become a fad to
talk to mother by sending her a record rather than to
write.
The sales manager will deliver his message
with the original "kick"

in

it

to

his

organization

throughout the country, instead of the weekly "pep"
letter

which

is

mostly unread.

H. A. DeVry's new address is 55 E. Wacker Drive,
Chicago, where many of his old friends visited him the
past week to offer congratulations and success which
H. A. says is invariably the result of a good idea and
hard work.
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Comrades

in

Visual Experience
.... tbe ideal relationship
a substitute, either for the teacher
or for long established classroom

between teacher and pupil
of a
ONE VIRTUE
makes the

field trip is

that

pupils and
teacher partners in discovery. Incidents of the trip arouse the children's interest. They come eagerly
to the teacher for explanations.
They form their own ideas and are
anxious to express them.
it

Every teacher realizes the value
of this partnership attitude in instruction. Field trips, however, require a vast amount of time and
effort, and the exploring attitude is

methods and devices. School au-

to create under ordinary
classroom conditions.
Eastman Classroom Films serve
the same purpose as field trips, for
they bring the world's knowledge
to the classroom as visual experience.
They stir the interest of pupils.
inspire them with original, logical
ideas. .create a desire for self expression. .foster the growth of a
significant vocabulary.
difficult

.

.

.

.

*

*

^fc

lie

9|e

Eastman Classroom Films are not

thorities

are beginning to realize

more and more the

significant value
of these films in supplementing other
teaching devices in the modern
classroom. They are now used in
more than 200 cities and towns of
the United States, and in thirty
foreign countries.

For
tive

full

information and descripaddress:

literature,

Teaching Films,

Eastman

Inc. (Subsidiary of

Eastman Kodak Company), Rochester,

New

York.

Eastman Classroom Films
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HERE THEY ARE!
A

Trade Directory

FILMS

James

Amkino Corporation

New York

723 Seventh Ave.,

New York

W.

SLIDES

New York

,

City

& Company

C. A.

W. Adams

300

Bldg., Chicago,

Co.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Acme
York

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

26 E. Eighth

90

Gold

St.,

57th St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 36)

111.

Doat

19

St.,

New York

26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,
St.,

Pathe Exchange
35

W.

45th

Chicago,

James

111.

C.

Muir

&

Co.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Inc.,

New York

(See advertisement on page 57)

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation

City

333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes

St.,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Stillfilm Inc.

St. Paul, Minn.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

(See advertisement on page 58)

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

Howard
IS

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
(See advertisement on page 59)

E. Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

la.

(See advertisement on page 62)

E.

SCREENS
Da-lite Screen Co.

New York

City

(See advertisement on page 62)

James

2723 N. Crawford Ave.
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Trends In Visual Education
E. R.

Enlow

Director Visual Education, Atlanta, Ga.

MANY

will not agree

with the writer in this diagAt times he

Better Understanding of the Breadth

2.

undoubtedly fail to discriminate between his own
"arm-chair" theories and an objective estimate of prevailing practices and thoughts. If this discussion prowill

vokes demonstrations and reply, so much the better.
Perhaps airing our own views will help in the long run

harmonize them.
If there be any logic in the order of presentation,
it is that the first statements have to do mainly with the
physical growth of the movement, while the succeeding
statements represent changes in view-point and conto unify or to

sequent practice.

Some

the writer, are
1.

Increasingly Wider Dissemination of Information

The spread of any new

many

its

idea or of the revival of an

The

old idea requires time.
especially

a natural corollary of citation No. 1. Teachers are learning that "visual education" does not mean
merely picture shows on a screen. They now know

This

that the

last decade,

and more

declining years, has served to acquaint

Dorris' excellent book^ for the classroom teacher has

any individual teacher to tune in
on the new program. Dr. Weber's latest book- admirably sums up the important researches to-date, notabl}'
possible for

work of McClusky at Chicago, of Wood
and Freeman in the famous "Eastman Experiment'',
of Knowlton and Tilton at New Haven, and of Weber
himself at Columbia University and elsewhere. The
Educational Screen^ has attained a well-merited
the extensive

place of pre-eminence through

its

many

years of cir-

from January to
June, 1930, contain the latest revision of Dr. Weber's
comprehensive bibliography on the subject of visual
Incidentally,

culation.

the

issues

Courses

aids in education.

teachers were offered at

in

visual education

some seventy

for

institutions of

and university rank during the summer of
These are some of the evidences of increased

is

very extensive^, and that

They are begin-

greater pupil activity or participation.

ning to realize that activity programs have a strong
visual emphasis

realism

and that

instruction.

in

is

must give way to
emphasis on
German
The

artificiality

beginning to prevade the conscious-

ness of our teachers, especially in the lower grades.

Our teachers are coming to understand the great
scope of the visual appeal and to vitalize instruction
through this channel does not demand subscription to
any specific formulae of presentation nor allegiance to
any one or few predominant schemes.

with the renewed emMrs.

in the educational field

it

of visual aids

list

often the simplest and the least expensive devices are
the most effective, particularly when they involve

3.

phasis on the use of visual aids in education.

made

is

school journeys

of the outstanding trends, in the opinion of

Movement

of the

nosis of trends in visual education.

Less Dogmatism About the "Most Important"
Visual Aid

when those most concerned
movement come to a better
understanding of the breadth of the movement then
there is less focusing on any one particular aid. The
time has passed when adherents of visual instruction
It follows naturally that

in the visual instruction

attempted to reduce

all

visual aids to a

nominator such as the glass

slide, for

they presented strained analyses

common

de-

example or when

or

;

experiments

to

all

was the acme of excelothers should be considered null and void.

They now

realize that the inclination of the teacher,

show

that

lence

and

some

favorite device

the type of student group, the nature of the subject,
the accessibility of the visual aid, as well as the doc-

make for the
number of visual aids.

trine of variety, all

of a wide

acceptable utilization

The

earlier

narrow-

collegiate
1930''.

dissemination of information.
iDorris,

Ginn

&

2Weber,

Anna

V.,

4.

J.,

is

evaporating.

Numbers of School Systems Having a
City-Wide Visual Instruction Program

Increase in

Visual Instruction in the Public Schools,

Concomitant with the wider spread of information

Co., 1928
J.

ness of vision

Visual Aids in Education, Published by the

regarding visual aids

is

the increase in the

number of

Wa-

with a department of visual education ("visual
aid department" would be a more accurate name) and

*See Visual Instruction Directory, 1930, Published by
National Academy of Visual Instruction, Office of the
Secretary, 1400 Oread Ave., Lawrence, Kan.

SSee splendid scaled list given in Weber, J. J., Picture
Values in Education, p. 127. (Published by The Educational Screen).

cities

author, Valparaiso, Ind.

^Published by

The Educational

bash Ave., Chicago,

Screen, Inc., S So.

111.
:
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a

director

The 1930 Visual Education

charge.

in

Directory'' lists approximately

Nowadays

the

"library"

notion

largely

prevails.

200 officials in charge
of city, district and county departments of visual instruction, 26 officials in charge of museum visual

Films, as well as other visual aids for circulation, are

instruction service, 27 officials in charge of state visual

use at the time

instruction service,

and 13 pages of names of unclas-

sified visual instruction

The tendency is not
instruction work to city-wide

workers.

only to expand the visual

proportions, but also to have a central department with

a full-time director and

Of

staff.

course the smaller

and towns cannot usually afTord a

cities

full-time

teacher desires to use a certain film he requests

member

it fits

a

for

it

Another teacher

his needs.

may not care to use the
how helpful it may seem to

regardless of

all,

film at

others.

In short, the visual education

department does not
formulate film programs and foist them on the unwill-

ing teacher.

Thus

the

of

principle

Lehrfreiheit

is

preserved.
Uncertainty About the Future of Film Projection

6.

for the direction of a visual

when

of the same course

director, but they are increasingly placing the responsibility

When

purchased or secured on long-time loan.

program on some

of the school administrative or teaching force.

This

is

a problem which the director of visual edu-

Certainly every city of 100,000 should have a full-time

cation faces. Just at present no one seems able to dis-

and some cities of lesser proportions will
have director and staff.
Incomplete returns from a questionnaire circulated

cern positively which route
tinued

among seasoned

jection replace silent projection and,

director,

directors of visual instruction through-

out the United States would seem to indicate that they
staff of from one to two members per 10,000
though there would be a decrement in the ratio
For cities in the 100,000 to
for very large cities.
300,000 class, with something like 15,000 to 50,000
pupils, the above figures seem very acceptable and

want a
pupils,

mm.

film to be discon-

for educational purposes?

Will sound proso, will

if

it

be

"synchronous disk" or "sound-on-film"?
Will the
proposed wide film (70 mm. for example) find its way
first

into our theatres

and then

Will
?
motion picture

into the schools

natural color eventually prevail in

all

projection?

Will stereoscopic projection place

demands on

film size or film-projecting

new

equipment?

televisual projection make other unpredicted
demands ?
These and other problems make for uncertainty in
the realms of film acquisition and of film production.

Will

reasonable.

This same group of directors would like to have
from 30c to 90c (middle "zone") per pupil per year
with which to carry on a city-wide program of merit.
They want an average (median) of $1,000 worth of

equipment

Are 35 mm.

take.

to

projection equipment and 35

in

—although

each school building

there

7.

is

Less Emphasis on Special Technique and Formality
of Presentation

an extreme variability ranging from $225 to $2500 per
building, part of which is due to differences of opin-

There was a time when experimentalists were endeavoring to find the one specific technique of presen-

ion in regard to central depository versus individual-

tation for each visual aid,

building allocation.

pictures

The next few years

will very likely see considerable

progress in the establishment of tentative standards
for city-wide

programs administered by central de-

partments.
5.

Shift

and especially for motion
and lantern slides. Then when that special
technique was discovered it would be a pattern for all
teachers

for

The matter of

time.

all

would be mechanized

presentation

to routine formality so that even

the poorest of teachers could read the directions or

from Wholesale Circuit Routing

imitate the standard performance, and, presto, the film

to Selective

would be cajoled

Optional Call

Concurrently with the growth of city-wide programs

into revealing its otherwise latent

A

contents to a passive or pattern-active optience.

has been the virtual abandonment of the earlier method
of circulation, particularly of motion pictures. In the

part of the standardized procedure would be the appli-

pioneer days the films used were largely "free" films

sure that the child had memorized

furnished by some industrial
"rental" films.

or

In either case

tive that the films be

shown

it

other

concern

was thought impera-

to as

many

pupils

possible in as brief a period as possible, in the

case to

and

make a good showing

in the

or

to the

as
first

generous lender

second to reduce the rental cost.

cation of an "objective" subject-matter test to

Cit., pp. 6-10.

make

peculiar

expressions in the sub-titles and had thoroughly assimilated the dessicated inconsequentials.

Today

the emphasis

is

film or other visual aid

own

sake but

total teaching

is

upon superior teaching.

is

The

not studied minutely for

its

introduced at the proper time in the

(or learning) process for the motiva-

tion, vitalization

60p.

certain

and

clarification

which

{Concluded on page 95)

it

may

render.

!

!

!
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How We
What A Head

of

Wheat Now Means

to the

IB Boys and

Gertrude

THESE boys and

girls

came

directly

some were not yet

There were

six.

This project started the

first

from Kindersix and

Some were

garten in February, 1928.

thirty-six of us.

March and

of

compiled in book form, thus giving them their first
reading book composed of experiences within their
intimate knowledge.

One day a child brought to me a head of wheat. 1
asked the children what we got from the wheat. -V
discussion followed as to how flour was made from
wheat. I had pictures from the Geographic Magazine,
(Rand

Beginners

& Mossman),

McNally),
and

(Knowlton),

Geography

Geography for

First

Lessons

How We

(Chamberlin) to show them how

in the

in

Fed

Are

older days

here and in foreign countries they ground the wheat

by hand, using the mortar and

into flour

The next

step in advance

round and round

where

pestle.

and

is

the principal

this point we took a trip to the Pasadena MillCompany's Flour Mill, where we saw the whole
mill.
We were given samples to put on our Nature
table of each process through which the grain passes.

From

we went

there

Model

to the bakery in the

Grocery Company. Here we were shown the immense
bread mixer and the troughs in which the bread rises,
the large ovens, how heated and the paddles by which
bread and cake are placed in the ovens. The bread

most

interesting

school

the

wrapping machine proved

to

the

children.

When we

reached

the

children

"Let's write a 'thank you' letter to everybody

Which we

been kind to us."

said,

who has

We

composed a
and
gather on the

did.

lovely reading lesson about our trip to the Mill

one about our trip to the Bakery. We
rug when making up these stories and each contribute
his bit to the story or letter we are composing.
The Flour Mill Story

Z

modern

of the boats from the elevators, the

tipping freight or grain cars were discussed.

-

Z

-

Z

See the wheels!
See the belts

1

Around they

had many pictures from the Geographic Magazine.
filling

so abundantly

ing

step in advance, the old mill with

with the grain elevators to store the grain.

The

grown

rice is

food used by the Japanese.

was using a horse going

the water wheel by the stream, next step, our
mills,

Cook

to pull a stone over another to grind

Next

the wheat.

S.

Edison School of Pasadena

Girls of

At

lasted the

whole semester. Through the great interest aroused
by the trips we take, the reading that is a result, comes
These lessons are typed and
as a spontaneous joy.

Industrial Arts (Bonser

Are Fed

We

new

go.

are in the flour mill.

Choo-Choo.
Ding, dong!

Pictures

of these were shown.

Toot, toot!

asked them to see how many things they could
Many
find made from wheat, also the other grains.
things were brought, bran, macaroni, shredded wheat,
I

Listen to the train.

whole wheat flour, whole wheat bread,
white bread, and many kinds of breakfast food, twenty

white

flour,

At

this time in

our study

we

took a tumbler,

on

the

children watched the seeds swell, roots push
the water,

among

and

finally

the children

They
They

then

The

planted wheat seeds on the edge of the cotton.

down

into

we

in to find a little

We

kept on our nature table and watched for

then discussed

and cared

for.

how

other grains are grown,

Rice was discussed quite

fully.

How it is planted and grown in water and cultivated
by a water buffalo, thus ensued quite a study of Japan,

soon be loaves of bread.

wrapped

in

wax

paper.

In they go.

Out comes

We

several weeks.

planted,

will

will be

See the big trays of bread.
Push, Push

green shoot coming up from one of our wheat seeds.

This

for the flour.

See the big ovens.

one morning great joy reigned

when they came

come

W^e went to the bakery.
See the big sacks of flour.

filled it

top,

a freight train.
train has

The Bakery Story

in all.

half full of water, placed cotton

It is

The

At

the paddles.

had such a good time

were each given a cookie
were given candy by
The children
a lady demonstrating "fudge" making.
were shown the lovely cakes and pastry in the show
the bakery the children

freshly baked.

Down

stairs they

:

:
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cases, which had been made upstairs
through which we had just been.

Some very

in the

bakery

One day

clever books

(composed of drawings to
trip) were made.
The chil-

our flour mill
dren have built the flour mill with the blocks several
illustrate

They wanted

times.

to

know

if

they couldn't go again

and the bakery.

to the mill

I
a most interesting way.
on "Wheat" and the children
through three times.

assembled of our
for

a

trip in

Stillfilm

made me run

it

These are the "thank you letters" dictated by the
children.
I wrote them and they mailed them themselves.

To

1.

Dear

Manager of

the Flour Mill:

Sir:

Thomas Edison

School.

Mr. Anderson, Model Bakery

Dear Sir:

Thank you very much for showing us everything.
Thank you for giving us the cookies. They were
very good.
Will you please thank the lady
candy.

who gave

us the

We
also

discussed

how

butter

all

it.

the things

we

get

and cheese are made.

from the cow,
We took an

trip to Chicago to visit the stock yards. We
have discussed what the cow gives and how every part

imaginary
is

used.

I

sent to

Armour & Company

for literature

and received very instructive information. I planned
a trip to the Hillcrest Dairy on the Foothill Boulevard,
Pasadena. Four mothers readily responded to my call

We

sincerely,
Girls,

School.

Great joy reigned among the children a few morn-

when

they came in and found on the Bulle-

letter

reached the school

made some

we churned

from Mr. Anderson which follows

dear Miss Cook:

Your kind

letter of appreciation from the boys and
IB Class was a happy surprise and I wish
to assure you that not only the children enjoyed their
visit but the Model Grocery Company enjoyed it as
well.
It was a pleasure indeed to show the children
and the teacher through the store and bake shop.
Kindly remember me to the boys and girls of the
IB class.
Sincerely yours,

girls of the

Hugh

S.

the

cream

it,

for each child.

I

We

spread a graham

Many

exclamations

were heard, such as "My Miss Cook, you surely
know how to make good butter." "M-m-m, it tastes
good". We all had a sip of the butter-milk.
!

They immediately wished to write
and to make up a story for the

letter

This

is

a "thank you"
chart.

the letter.

Mr. Summers.
Dear Sir:
Thank you very much for letting us milk the cows,
and showing us all the cows.
Please thank Mr. Watson for showing us all around.
We had a very nice time looking at everything.
Thank you for giving us the ice cream cones and
for the cream.

We

made

butter with

Very

it.

sincerely,

IB Boys and

Anderson,

Vice-President.

and

delicious butter

:

IB Boys and

Board a

When we

cracker with

Thomas Edison

ings after

Some of the children had never seen a cow. We
were shown everything. First taken to the barn where
a gentle cow had been put in the stable. The man
showed the children how the cow is wiped all over to
prepare for milking. He allowed some of the children
to milk. We were then taken out into the corral where
the other cows were. We were shown the food given
the cows and how it is mixed. Then we were taken
into the bottling room, then to the ice-house through
the big refrigerator, into the room where the big electric churn was making butter, where the ice cream is
frozen and last of all as a lovely treat the children were
all given ice cream cones. We came home a very happy
lot of children.
When we were leaving we were gfiven

into butter, each child having a turn at churning.

time.

Very

My

said, "Milk and eggs".
I said,
"Where does milk
come from?" They answered almost in unison "from
the milkman." Then I got the answer desired after

a half pint of cream.

Please thank everyone for being so kind to us.

had such a good

tin

asked the children what their mother

for automobiles.
the

Thank you for being so good and kind to us. Thank
you for showing us everything and giving us samples.
We have put them on our Nature table.
We had a very nice time.
Very sincerely,
IB Boys and Girls,

2.

I

used with the flour to make her cake and cookies. They

asking where he got

In our primary assembly which occurred a few
days after this trip to the flour mill, Warren told all
sent

Dairy Project

This

is

Girls.

the reading lesson or story as they called

it

—

!

!
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Our Trip

to the

Dairy

it is

Moo! Moo!
the cows!
milked a cow.

The cows give good
The bottles are full

milk.

of milk.

has butter in

We
We
Some

me

to us, because sometimes malted milk
it.

chocolate and sometimes

it is

plain.

is

combined with

This brought out

had ice-cream cones.

quite a study of the cocoa bean

made

factured into a usable product for market.

creative

butter at school.

poems have been made.

Billie

gave

this

"Moo"
It is

said the

cow

"Dairying".

One

a study of sugar.

I

manu-

sent for

our principal,

interested in our study, brought

Said the black and white cow.
the food value were discussed.

is

it

who had become very
me two reels on
These were very much enjoyed by all.

this point

"Come with me"

this led into

and how

an exhibit from Bishop & Company, also from the
Hershey Chocolate Company.

At
much

a dairy cow*.

The care of milk and
As milk contains sugar

etc.

Next we discussed how chocolate and cocoa came

See the churn!
It

the food value,

Then we found out how they made condensed milk
and how Mr. Borden first came to discover that such
a thing could be made. I sent to Borden's for literature.
Some very instructive books were sent me.

Hear

We

how made,

composed,

showed the

bottles all packed in ice ready
asked the children if they know how
ice is made and what ice is? They answered, "Frozen
water." I asked if they would like to go to the ice
plant and see it made. They answered, "Yes" in uni-

picture

for shipping.

son.

I

made arrangements

I

to take the children to

Company. Three mothers and two
helped me take them down in autos.

the Pasadena Ice
fathers

It was a most enjoyable and instructive trip.
When
we returned to the school room the children wisfied to
make a story of our trip which follows.

Our Trip

We
We

to the Ice-Plant

went to the Ice-Plant.
saw them making ice.

Z-Z ding, ding, ding.
Around go the big belts
They go very fast.
We went up stairs.
See the steam.
Pupil Activity of the Finest Kind, as developed at the
Edison School. These youngsters are very busy on the
project, "How We Are Sheltered"

From what we get white sugar, brown sugar, molasses,
etc.
One of the children asked, "Let's go to a sugar
mill."

I told

were situated

her

I

couldn't take them to one, as they

Here

used
many illustrations from the Geographic Magazines
and from "How We Are Fed" by Chamberlin.
I got another Stillfilm called "Hulda of Holland",
because the dairy business is such an industry in Holat too great a distance.

I

This was most interesting to the children as it
showed the country and the dress of the Dutch chil-

land.

dren.

Many cows were

delight of the children.

in the picture,

This led

to

much

the

to the

study

of

Holland.
Later, one boy brought a bottle of "Malted Milk."
This brought up a discussion of malted milk, of what

Oo-oo-oo,

how

cold

it is

In goes the water.

See the

ice in the cans.

Out comes
Bang! goes
It hit

the

the

ice.

ice.

the wall.

Paddle, paddle, paddle, goes the board.

pushes the ice down into the store-house.
In go the blocks of ice by themselves.

It

They push

the door open.

This trip was taken just a few days before school
A keen interest was enjoyed by all
up to the very last day.
closed in June.

Our "First Book" composed of all our chart stories
which had been made from our trips or interesting
things we had been doing, had been bound and carried
home many weeks before this last story was composed,
so I had it typed and bound in a neat folder for each

—
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and this they proudly took home as a last reminder of our very pleasant semester's work.
Our last primary assembly occurred a few days
before the close of school, and Dorothy proudly stood

child

up and read our story

beautifully, to

The Use

assembled.

all

of Visual

Aids

This closed a most happy and instructive semester for
everyone.

—

Editor's Note
This is the second article of the series by
Miss Cook. The first appeared in the October 1930 issue
under the title "How We Are Sheltered."

Subnormal Child

for the

Jean Parnes
Burnet Street School, Newark, N.

DURING a recent discussion of the new curricula
and sub-normal

for traditional

classes, the

one

—

to

what types of pictures can be shown

if so,

—do visual aids

In considering the second question (what types of

find the

answer

new teaching

this

to

our

first

question

— for the outstanding quality

in the boldest affirmative

of visual aids is in its positive values.

This

is

especially

needed in teaching the sub-normal or retarded

With

is

talking about.

success which he attains in his

first

—and

the

effort en-

almost any topic or

courages him to talk
activity with which he has had any contact or experifreely on

Furthermore, sub-normal children after several
years of retardation in the grades develop a suppresence.

sion for oral expression,

and

again

we

witness

a

triumph for visual education. Visual aids offer the
very best opportunities for freedom of speech, encouragement of conversation, and speech correction.
asked to tell what he sees in the picture before him. This does not necessitate any great
amount of previous information and even the dullest

The

child

is

child

is

not afraid to

opportunity to
child can

meet

make

as

tell

what he can

see.

With

made by

The

activity.

illuminated spot

the picture machine serves as a collector

his classmates
is

not prepare the class by building up an interest in the
topic or subject at hand, the lantern becomes only a
toy

on an equal basis and

many

diversion,

and

im-

Study through
upon all the
calling
need nicely by

as

an

educational

is a most important task in the
and the teacher often finds it exceedingly
Cleanliness in body cleanliness of clothes

Health education
special class,
difficult.

—

proper regulation of hours for play, hours for eating
and sleeping must be taught. Proper sleeping and eating habits must be inculcated. Even what is proper
in foods must, in

are frightfully

some way, be

deficieiit

—

instilled in

minds

that

yet governing every action

of the child from waking to sleeping; as the majority
of these children are without proper home guidance.

With this project in mind, the following situation
was set up at the beginning of the new school year in
September.
In our classroom, there

New York
wheat

is

an exhibit of various cer-

grow

in the fields of Central

Not one child present had ever seen
form before. In fact, it is doubtful if

State.

in that

they could recognize any cereal in any form. After
several questions had been asked voluntarily by the

pressions to help clinch a thought.

pupils,

pictures meets this

cussions.

Note: This paper is the result of an experiment tried by
Miss Parnes in the use of pictures for the instruction of subnormal children, and was read at the meeting of the New
Jersey Society of Visual Education at Atlantic City, No-

value

its

is lost.

eal grains as they actually

well begun.

Children of low mentality need a great

—a

agency

this

a contribution to his group every

competition for success

vember, 1930.

all

focused on a given point. However, the lantern must
be brought in at the psychological time. If you do

It is startlingly realistic.

This realism gives a slow child confidence
little

child.

visual aids the child actually sees the picture of

the thing he

is,

of stray thoughts and keeps the interest of the group

Let us consider, momentarily,

and we

shown?) the answer obviously

types of pictures can be shown.

Light arouses mental

overcome

in education help to

personality disorders?

device,

the children can be taught to correlate their

pictures can be

such children?

Third

slide,

ideas.

First can visual aids in education be used to advantage in the special class for very slow children?

—

senses to help create impressions, and, moreover, since
several subjects may be discussed in the teaching of

fol-

lowing questions were raised

Second

J.

we brought

these cereals into classroom dis-

It grew around
wheat especially because we learned from one little girl
that the Little Red Hen planted some wheat. The cruWheat must be planted,
cial point had been reached.
it

Interest

must grow from

grew and grew.

seed,

it

must be

cultivated, reaped,

thrashed, milled into flour, and baked for our food, and

—
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here at once visual aids in education became teacher.

We

got a few stereopticon slides which showed the

diffierent

kinds of wheat.

We

saw the various types

of machines used in the planting and cultivation of

We

saw acres and acres and miles and miles
fields.
We learned how tall it grew
and saw it in shocks as high as big boys and girls.
These same slides were used for several days and
each time we discovered something new, and talked
about some of the things that we had already learned.
The next big event was to see the complete process of
raising wheat as shown with stillfilms.
These stillpictures were flashed only as fast as the class was
wheat.

ing to read and write, thanks to visual education which

was the
have
to

ready to receive them, allowing plenty of time for disAfter the children were familiar with the

cussion.

various steps in growing wheat, they saw the story

of wheat on a 16

mm.

machine.

This, of course,

was

natural in sequence as well as in action.

its

Our third question is by far the most interesting in
human aspects and undoubtedly the most far-reach-

ing educational problem with which the Special Class
teacher

is

called

upon

to deal.

Personality disorders

and each inmore glaring personality disorders,
the solving and correction of any one of which by
whatever agency may be commanded, is sufficient to
entitle that agency to an undisputed place in teaching.

brought each child into

this special class,

dividual has one or

Among
The

these agencies the lantern
social attitude that is

son with pictures

who

is

is

most valuable to a subnormal child
unadjusted to his every-day surroundings. This
is

attitude, if properly guided, very often will help a child

find his place in the social world.

To

Let us take Tony, an 8-year old boy
with a mental age of 5 years.
He is undersized, malillustrate

:

and a delinquent.
character, known for his extreme
nutritions, dirty,

Tony was

He

stupidity.

his teachers very little trouble, since

a school

gave

he seldom came

to school.

With

and mother, we succeeded

in getting

Tony

to school,

one Wednesday morning, only to find him gone again
that same afternoon. What to do to get Tony to come

was the

teacher's big problem.

The next day one

Tony to
Tony came and was for-

of the other boys invited

see the movies in school.

tunate enough to be assigned the job of caring for the
lantern.

away.

—

made Tony

it

WANT

came

first

to the special class,

was

who

-ordination,

could neither read nor write.

His

speech was infantile and with a mental age of barely
four years, there was very

work

The only

with.

for the teacher to

little

spot in an otherwise

bright

pathetic little figure were a pair of large bright eyes
and it was through these that the world became a
happy place for that little fellow.

The

made with a lanterii seemed
Amerigo. Opportunity for free discussion made
him less conscious of his speech defect. His eagerness
to contribute something to the lesson helped him overilluminated picture

real to

come being

fearful.

same room and so near a machine that
and flickered and made bright pictures on a
screen awakened in that little soul a desire to find out
more about the mystery of the little back box and he
did. In a few weeks, Amerigo was known as the chief
operator.
The speed and accuracy with which he
could set up a stereopticon, with all its attachments,
or a 16 mm. machine is worthy of comment.
Sitting in the

clicked

—

is

igo's voice, for
is

never lonesome for the sound of Amerwith the flicker of the

eager and ready to

tell

what he

first picture,

he

sees.

Visual education has been the means of growth for
this youngster.

It

has

made a

And, most important of

all,

place in the world, since

it is

it

vocation will follow along this

leader out of a misfit.

found for Amerigo a
assume that his

safe to
line.

He

will not be a

drain on society.

The use

of visual aids in education, whether con-

fined to the special classes or covering the entire field

of educational endeavor actually staggers the imagina-

the combined efforts of teacher, truant-officer

to school

is

to school.

The room
les-

do and that

failed to

come

a shy, fearful, undersized boy, with poor physical co-

supreme.

developed through a

agency in bringing this boy to school.Visdone for Tony what all other agencies

Amerigo, when he

of wheat in far-off

—

sole

ual aids have

That is, he was taught to set it up and put it
His contribution to the group established a

position of importance for him, with the result that for

months this delinquent has been absent
but five days and those were for sickness.
Today, Tony is clean in appearance and he is learnthe past nine

tion.

It

seeems to have no limitations. Likewise, in
months of experimenting with visual aids,

these past

no limitations have been placed upon our activities,
and it is a matter of great personal pride to have been
surrounded by so sympathetic a group as the principal
of our school, Mr. Henry S. Hulse; our Binet Department Head, Dr. Meta L. Anderson, and Assistant
Superintendent of Schools Arthur G. Balcom, who
have given us their fullest co-operation and all the
resources of the Department of Visual Education.
Professor Carroll recently said, "Education
itself."

To what

teaching device

may we

is

life

turn to bet-

ter illustrate life, in its varied activities, than pictures

—whether lantern

slides, still-film or

movie?
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NOTES
NEWS
AND
CONDUCTED
THE
STAFF

BY

Bureau

of

rescuers

Grow

The world's
tional

made
The Bureau

Mines Motion Picture Film Collection

Continues to

motion

largest collection of industrial educa-

grow during

United States Bureau
Commerce, continued to

lilms, that of the

of Mines, Department
1930,

of

more than 400

reels

with a footage

of approximately 400,000 feet having been added dur-

The

ing the year.

films visualize the

Nation's great mineral industries.

just

of Mines

makes no charge

for the use

of the films for exhibition purposes, although the bor-

rower

is

asked to pay transportation

costs. The

movies

are available in the regular size used by theaters, and

some of them may be had

in the 16 millimeter size for

smaller projecting machines.

workings of the

They show

their appearance.

Further details regarding the distribution of these
educational motion picture films

may

be obtained by

where, these minerals are found, the methods by which

addressing the Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the

they are mined, the means by which they are trans-

United States Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ported,

how

they are fabricated or refined into useful

everyday products, and how
utihzed by mankind.

in the final stage they are

The Bureau's films were shown during the year on
more than 10,000 occasions before a total of more
than two and a quarter million people. At the beginning of 1931, the Bureau had more than 700 sets of
films, totaling

approximately 2,100,000 feet in length,

and representing an investment of about $1,000,000,
the expense of manufacture having been borne by cooperating industrial concerns.

The Bureau

of Mines films, covering nearly sixty

subjects pertaining to the mineral and allied industries,

are being widely used by the

educational

principal

institutions in connection with mining, engineering,

chemical

of

courses

Engineering

instruction.

and
and

and business associations,
clubs, churches, miners' local unions and the various
service schools of the Army and Navy are also making
wide use of the films. Numerous copies of the films
have been purchased by foreign governmental agenscientific organizations, civic

cies for circulation abroad.

The making of

these films has at times been attended

with considerable
hazard.

difficulty

The shooting of

and

even

with

human

scenes in close proximity to

metallurgical furnaces has required

asbestos clothing by the film makers.

wearing of
Dizzy trips have

the

been made in aerial tramways strung across yawning
valleys.

Entire hillsides have been lifted into the air

Course Offered in the Making of Sound Pictures

The New York Institute of Photography, 10 W. 33d
New York City, has recently installed equipment
for the making of sound pictures and now offers perSt.,

and

sonal-attendance

home-study

courses

instruction of those wishing to enter this

the

for

new

field

of

sound photography.

Sound

is

recorded on celluloid records mounted on

a turntable synchronized to 1,440 frames of film per
minute. Under the system employed, a "play-back"
is

possible within thirty-seconds after a conversation

has been recorded.

A

miniature theatrical

set,

complete in every detail

with regular motion-picture studio lighting,
tained for the use of the students,
practically the

same conditions

is

main-

who work under

as face the

cameramen

in the professional field.

The National Board

Some

of Review Holds Its Annual Meeting
of the topics discussed at the seventh annual

conference of the National Board of Review, held
January 22-24 in New York City, were "The Community and the Motion Picture in the Theatre," "Cultural Uses of the Unusual Film by the Community,"
"The Community and the Motion Picture for Children" "The Community and the Motion Picture in
Visual Education."

William N. Doak, Secretary of Labor, paid tribute
motion picture as an aid to education and a

to the

He

"con-

by the discharge of tons of explosive. High smokestacks have been climbed and choking gas fumes en-

means of entertainment.

countered in the filming of various scenes.

development of the people."
The value of motion pictures in the classroom was
treated by Lawrence R. Winchell of Rutgers University, who maintained that films should be regarded as

The

saving of five lives in a Utah coal mine disaster

year is directly attributable to an entombed miner
having viewed one of the Bureau's pictures which
demonstrated the erection of barricades underground
for the purpose of conserving fresh air until the mine
last

stitutes a great

declared that

it

force for the cultural and civilizing

a supplement to good teaching.
discriminate use of films

shown

He recommended

the

in the regular theatres
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means of education and as a help toward develop-

ing the students' judgment of values.

Mr. A. G. Balcom, of the Newark public schools,
spoke of the value of motion pictures as a means of
assisting the pupils toward a formative attitude, thus

Value of Motion Pictures Tested in Spanish Schools

helping them to become conscious of themselves as

make

Experiments are being conducted

in a

number of

schools in Spain to determine the contribution films
to instruction.

part of the life around them.

Mr. Ashley

Miller,

who

many

has had

years' exper-

ience with films and juvenile education as director of
the Heckscher Foundation Theater in

New York

stated his belief that the culture of the

The

children to see.

kind of pictures

it

of the sort which

recommend

community

in

and geography of

different provinces.

is

to parents for their

power to get the
away from those

more important points in order to permit the teacher
When the exhibition is
to explain and to comment.

This he

over, the pupils are asked to write a second essay on

wants by staying

disapproves, he said.

gave as the reason the public should go about

"shopping^

films dealing with the art, industry, folk-

lore, history

Before the film is shown to the children, they are
asked to write an essay on the province in question.
The film is then projected, stops being made at the

public has the

it

number of

City,

ahead of the pictures at present, and that that is why
the conventional commercial picture is not of a character that he likes to

The tests are undertaken in collaboration with the
National Touring Association, which has prepared a

its

movie

On

the province.

the comparison of the essays written

before and after the children have seen the film, the

an enlightened way.

educational authorities are basing their deductions.

Movies

in Business

The Administrative and Research Corporation

of

New

York, sponsors of Corporate Trust Shares, is
probably the first firm to utilize the talkies in the
merchandising of investment securities.

The

shows the offices of an investment broker
to whom a client comes for advice in handling a
sum of money. The broker explains the set-up
of this investment trust and shows a movie picturfilm

ing the 28 corporations comprised in

The

its

portfolio.

views processes in steel manufacturing,
banana plantations and other scenes of the operaclient

The experiments have shown that children vary
widely in their reaction to what they see on the films.

Some remember

all

the peculiarities of certain details,

others are impressed by totally different aspects of the

Some

picture.

work

inferior

children have actually produced
after seeing the film than

more

when they

wrote their essay before the exhibition.

The

principal difficulty observed appears to be that

of giving the correct
the film.

Too much

amount of

oral interpretation to

interruption

is

found to disturb
Perhaps the

the thread of the children's thoughts.

tions of industry.

advent of the talking film will eventually solve this
problem. It has also been found inadvisable to allow

How One

the children to take notes during the showing of the

A

Church School Uses a Blackboard

blackboard, a taken- for-granted piece of church

school equipment,

is

to the kind that will
tribution.

often selected without reference

make

the greatest classroom con-

Not only should

it

be carefully selected,

but also properly placed in the room.
er uses this visual aid to help vitalize

room procedure

How
all

One

told

of the board's greatest value in her

been in class discussion as

it

work has

places vividly before the

group the summaries and conclusions reached.
lical

history

and locating

it

In classes where

are interpreted and used,

with the picture.

It

many

pictures

the blackboard visualizes

such facts as the name of the
son,

In bib-

helps in tracing geographical journeys

places.

artist

and picture along

contributes to the Scripture les-

worship service, pre-session work and review

lesson.

to concentrate

on the task of

writing to the exclusion of the subject in process of

being shown frequently leads them to miss important
parts. {Christian Science

Monitor).

one teach-

types of class-

by Florence Martin in the International Journal of Religious Education for January.
is

The tendency

film.

Awake

Russia

An

to

Value

o{ Visual

Aids

indication that not only educators of the United

States

and Western Europe are awakening

of visual aids

is

from Russia by

to the value

manifested in a letter recently received
Stillfilm,

Incorporated of Hollywood,

California.

The

which traveled across half of Europe,
Ocean and the full breadth of our
own country, arrived in Hollywood, bearing a request
for catalogs and other information dealing with Stillfilm.
The letter is an official communication from the
Central Corporation of Photo-Cinematographic Industries, U. S. S. R.
letter,

the entire Atlantic
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION

F.

LANPHIER
+

Atlantic Monthly (February) In "Mr. Arliss
Makes a Speech", that estimable gentleman discusses

English speech

.

He

finds that there are three kinds of

English, that which he hears in England and char-

America
which betrays "sloppiness", and that of the telephone
operator which he discounts as being created for its
own individual and restricted usage. He passes presacterizes as betraying "snippiness", that of

good

ently to the function of the actor in setting a

example by speaking

clear, well enunciated English
without the affected distortions of Oxfordian English or the mumbled and self-conscious indistinctness

of American slovenliness.

He comes

detailed statement concerning

finally

to his

tremendously

the

in-

creased responsibility of the actor since the advent of
the talkies.

And

with the advent of the talking pictures our responsi-

becomes far greater than ever

bility

person

who

was before.

it

For every

sees an actor in the regular theatre, a thousand

him when he appears in a "talky."
years and more as an actor and remained
see

I

worked for

thirty

unknown
made
can seldom walk many blocks

to a very large section of the public

practically

now

;

that I have

two or three talking pictures I
without someone coming up to me and saying, "Excuse me,
ain't I seen you in the movies?"
In

my

to speak; but

young people are

inclined to be very imi-

particularly of those actors and actresses

tative,

whom

they

Mr. ArHss then describes the care taken
studio of the speech in every scene.

The "playback"

gone over immediately after a scene has been

The

actors retire to a perfectly quiet

director

and recording mechanics.

produces

its

As

own

in his

shot.

room with

the

the "playback"

record they listen to every word.

end of the second hearing there is the slightest
difference of opinion, we all troop out and do the whole
scene over again which of course has to include photography
If at the

—

as well as voice in order to get perfect synchronization.

any rate give the actors an op-

will at

why some
of

talking pictures should not be made with the object
using them in schools and universities as examples of

perfect English and desirable diction.
to

commend

I

the idea

your directors as being perhaps worthy of their consid-

eration.

The Journal of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers (January) "An Estimate of the Present
Status and Future Development of the Home Talkies",
by J. B. Carrigan, Editor of Movie Maker^ and Russell C. Holslag, Technical Editor of the same publication and Technical Consultant of the League, is
an interesting and comprehensive reprint of a paper
presented at the Fall 1930 Meeting in New York.
Although written from the standpoint of the home
and entertainment therein, this discussion of the possibilities in this field is

and

largely applicable to the school

The amateur

to the church.

talkie will

become

an indispensable supplementary source of material for
teachers, religious

workers and industrial leaders.

Quotation from so detailed and scholarly an
is

We

unwise.

article

shall include, therefore, only the

mary with which
cussion.

mm. home

talkie situation

ered from the viewpoint of the amateur.

is

consid-

The nature and

mm. apparatus are discussed.
concluded that only a modest distribution of sound equipment among the amateurs will be realized, and that wideinterests of present users of 16
It is

spread use of this equipment will be found in a new group
looking more for a source of entertainment than for a hobby.
Available 16 mm. sound apparatus and subject matter are described.

An

estimate of possible developments in apparatus

and appropriate subjects

is

given.

There

is

also a discussion

of the amateur's requirements in regard to sound apparatus

from the technical viewpoint.

There is no doubt that it is quite possible to reproduce, almost perfectly, the voice and diction of an author, and it
would be a great satisfaction to me if the stage and screen
could be so far improved that they could be regarded as the

mated Cartoon Pictures", by Alice Ames Winter,

recognized standard of pure English.

tastic

unfortunate, in this respect, that most of the plays
to-day are concerned with characters which compel the actors

such cartoons as speaking a universal language.

It

is

to reproduce in their speech the worst faults of the average

man.

But

have reason to hope that the time is approaching
have more and more classical plays. I believe
that the detective play has about had its day, and that we

when we

sum-

the authors have prefaced their dis-

In this paper the 16

especially admire.

is

have plays that

Although I have said that I do not think it would be a
commercially sound venture to send a company on the road
with the object of teaching the masses, I can see no reason

opinion the value of the talking screen in the im-

provement of the diction of the masses cannot be over-estimated. Not that the masses wguld go to the movies to learn

how

shall

portunity to speak better English.

The Motion

Picture

Monthly (January)

interesting account of the "secrets of

comedies are produced".

do, indeed,

and yet the time

how

The author
is

"Aniis an

these fan-

accepts

all

They
coming when the

censors had better turn their attention to these car-

I

shall

toons, for

mime.

some of them contain rather coarse panto-
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Medical Economics (January) "35 or 16 mm?", by
Carl D. Clarke, Director of Art and Photography at
the University of Maryland School of Medicine, is, as
sub-title

its

sizes,"

indicates,

and a reply

in a recent issue of

16

mm.

"a comparison of movie film

to the article

by R.

Fawn

Mitchell

helpful discussion of this important subject.
eral

interest

teresting, again, to

article

touches briefly on the history of motion

Army

from

Museum

Medical

their

nical errors of

the

during the World War, their

decline during the years 1920-1927 due to

and

by

production

many

tech-

photography and use of poor equipment,
two or three years. In the

their rise the past

early days

of medical

film-making, the

cameraman

seldom saw the medical point of view and took a picof an operation from a spectacular point of
view, which was not what the physicians wanted.
ture

"The cameraman", says the author, "must not only be
a photographer, but must have a fair working knowledge of his medical subject as well."
In making comparison of costs between the 16 mm.
and 35 mm. film, at the University of Maryland, where
they develop and print their own film as they want
negatives on everything they take, they have found
that

it

costs less to

make 35 mm.

film than

it

would

make 16 mm. film and have it developed and printed
elsewhere. As for cameras and projectors, the 35 mm.
are more satisfactory for their purposes as they posto

sess

more

essential refinements

power, which

is

necessary

if

and greater projection

the film

is

to be

shown

In conclusion, Mr. Clark says
in

"The use of cinematmedicine has a future.
Sound motion
:

pictures will have a broad use in teaching medicine.

There will have to be many refinements in 16 mm.
equipment before it can be successfully used. Tho.se
refinements are already to be had in standard equip-

ment."

Movie Makers (February) This

issue

is

particu-

larly interesting to all persons interested in the

home,

church, and school use of the talking picture. "Sound
Ahoy", by J. B. Carrigan and R. C. Holstaag, is a
shorter and

more

is

Are

specifically in-

Louis M. Bailey's

Book Reviews
The New

Spirit in the Cinem.\, by Huntly CarLondon Harold Shaylor. Price 30s. net.
Moving pictures, somebody remarked the other day,

ter.

:

have reached a stage of general excellence so that they
resemble classical Italian paintings in so far as it takes
a good deal of energy to go to see any of them. Hollywood, having laboured for over twenty years, is now
able to produce first-class entertainments of drama or

comedy

order!

to

Huntly Carter believes that the re-birth of cinema
will

come with

the introduction of new subject mawould, as a socialist, like to see the cinema
"an organic part of human life;" he wants energy
economics substituted for money economics.
With

He

terial.

extraordinary patience he has

built, rather than colan amazing number of press cuttings into a
bulky volume, facts suggesting theory and not being
amassed merely to support it.

lected,

It is true that

more and more,

we

—the

the machine

are living in a machine age, and,

find that
artist,

we have
for

to tie ourselves onto

instance,

may have

to

paint his pictures for posters.

But Mr. Carter would
limit cinema.
Take the case of Soviet Russia which
has fascinated him with "the return to fundamental
things of human life upon which to place a scientific
reality."

to a large group.

ography

our readers

More

gen-

By Oswell Blakeston

site

The

Jr.

Of

Talkies

"Talkies in Education".

Photo Era Magazine on the use of
Mr. Clarke takes the oppo-

pictures in medicine

Professional

Made", by Karl A. Barleben,

film in medicine.

stand w'Mh. the statement that "in the greater majority of cases where 16 mm. has been used, the picture is defective in many ways."

"How

is,

direct account of the subject than

the paper these authors prepared for the Engineers'
meeting referred to in a recent issue of The Educa-

tional Screen. "Music for Silent Films", by Leon
Falk, is a most thorough listing of compositions fitted
to varying emotional and dramatic tone, and might be
of tremendous aid to teachers of dramatic art. "Tests
for Titles", by Aurthur L. Gale, is a verv clear and

Early Russian films ivere moving because they spoke
of the people's experience, because they touched the
moments the actors and technicians had actually lived

On

through.

the other hand, there

several lines of development.

nation

must always be

The cinema has

imagi-

can achieve more than documents of the
actual.
Present conditions have to change if the medium is to remain vital: it is madness to try to use
them for a basis of theory. Mr. Carter's own example
will betray him. All cineastes know that Russian films
have shot their bolt as they ignore so many values and
:

it

one line of development.
Montage, the mathematics of cutting, was the terrific contribution of the Russian cinema
strips of films
were welded together so that new conditioned reflexes
persist in

;

could be substituted for the old. Intestinal rumblings
of parliamentary representatives warned that such
forceful screen pedagogy was dangerous. At the mo-

ment of writing, though, most of the new programmes
of the Russian companies might be taken over, with

:
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perfect equanimity, by welfare societies and distrib-

Heller of the Maryland Board.

uted through the machinery of needlework meetings

distinguishing features of the book

and Saturday night

Montage has become an

socials.

way

"... A

acceptance of limitation; while the scenarios concern
the evils of drink and smoking or the anti-social sins

its

outspoken

fanatic

a positive force.

is

He

is

ac-

he

this picture

cause he has gained strength and has the dignity of

Mr. Carter is worried by the neglect of
read current events into "the best pictures".

"Why was

is

to the mast.

happens that fanaticism reaches an epitome
of organization in movie censorship. The movie censor
not only because he has flagelis a curious exhibit,
lated life and courage from a promising craft, but be-

of novel reading.

sees a talkie he asks himself,

Names

of nailing

Indeed, one of the

critics to

When

It

tive.

produced today and what significance has it for our
time?" Maybe, therefore, he is not so worried that
the Russian film is now synonymous with boredom.

law, salary, mothers and churches by

As

personal genius of the censor that makes him import-

"has a message".
However, there can be no doubt that Mr. Carter is
courageous. During the Great Black Famine he went
searching for film material, although "you discovered
long as

it

.

.

.

peasants eating each other, parents their children, husbands their wives, wives their husbands." And there

can be no doubt about his conscientiousness.

To prove

a creative movement outside human beings which acts upon them as a means of inspiration,"
he spent months by the sea taking photographs of

that "there

shells

and

is

stones.

And

there can be no doubt that he

About the Quota

often hits exact nails on the head.

he writes,

"You might

as well try to force a

member

of a University crew to catch English measles instead
of

German

:

know a

witty gentleman

who

gaily insists

on

seems as
wilful, at this saturated time of day, to write a book
about visits to a studio. But Jan and Cora Gordon
give a little more. As a sample there is a description
of the violin and
of the silent days

It

—studio

harmonium duet

—as the

eflfort

and a melodious wart-hog."
meant for a special public.

orchestra

of "a musical hyena

The book

is,

anyway,

more of Hollywood from Morris
L. Ernst and Pare Lorentz's Censored (Jonathan
Cape. 7/6.) published in a pasted up cover of censored scenes.

There are those who fight censorship on principle
and those who are content to oppose its follies. Heywood Broun, in a foreword, says that he would not be
incensed to receive films licensed by Havelock EUis

To argue

"It

is

the law, not the

any cheap movie. "If the public leaves the
theatre shocked by the vulgarities of the screen then
the censor is to blame." But the American censor is
a political job holder: he does not worry about
Taste. Neither does he worry about the feelings
of Turks, Bulgarians, or others who have no vote. The
authors sum up the question by saying that the censors
are selective sadists "bearing no grudge against evidence of man's bestiality but merely directing its use."

—

Had

the censors lived in the days of street whippings,

public hangings and stocks, they

would have allowed

pictures of horse stealing only "if handled delicately."

think that the large companies would,

have learned just what the censors cut.
However, the authors of Censored point out that the
seventeenth deadly sin on the official list is headed,

by

this time,

"Unclassified

A
ered

!"

side of the censorship
is

if

is

not often consid-

a business for the censors.
are hired to cut would feel unfaithful

the fact that

The men who

which

it

is

they did not use their scissors.

The book ends with a reflection on
The censors, having gained control of

the next war.
the press, air,

theatre, will have power to say "Yes" or "No".

Really, one learns

and John Dewey.

But these abuses

cuts.

reject

One would

calling his enemies, "Dirty pro-Boers!"

side."

gives the censor power, in America, to

The law

ant."

measles."

Star-Dust In Hollywood, by Jan and Cora Gordon. George G. Harrap & Co. 12/6.

We

Follow the usual cases of
are becoming cartoon stencils.

its

that a foolish censorship

is better than a wise one, since fools will soon destroy
themselves, "would be true only were cutting done
Well, Ernst and Lorentz have achieved
openly."

something by publishing portraits of the holy-ones
in their book one may inspect pictures of Evan Chesterman of the Virginian Censors or of Dr. George

.

.

Finally, there are a couple of new photographic
books from Germany. Photo and Advertising is
another book of commercial photos collected by J.
Pecsi (Josef Singer, Berlin.) The professor of phoin Budapest makes a splendid case for the
modern, commercial photo and shows how type and
pictures are marching ahead as allies.

tography

Neue Foto-Kunst Kalender
Berlagsbuchhaus. Dresden)

is

less

1931

(Deutsches

formal than the

photos which emanate
old friends, but are not
meet
from Paris.
becoming too sucphotographers
the big names of art
Is
it churlish to ask
encouragement?
cessful to need
chance
?
given
a
for youth to be

tousled portfolios of

loose

It is nice to
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Theatrical Film Reviews for
[28]

THE ROYAL FAMILY OF BROADWAY

[30]

(Paramount)

THE CRIMINAL CODE

(Columbia)

who

Dealing with a prosecuting attorney

in

the

With a few minor changes, the Ferber-Kaufman
comedy arrives on the screen as one of the best entertainments we've seen in weeks. Mind you, it's not a

course of his political ups and downs finds himself

movie. It's a stage play, screened. But what a gorgeous lot of fun it is, any old way. It has been dinned
into our ears that the Barrymores are the prototypes
of the Cavendish family, and if that increases your
Certainly Frederick
interest in it, all well and good.

background for the romance
the warden's daughter.
Walter Huston is effective in the role of the warden.
Phillips Holmes is good as the young convict. DeWitt
Jennings as a prison guard, and Constance Cummings
as the warden's daughter do good work.

March's

mad

burlesque of the eccentric John of that

an air of verity to the claim. Ina Claire's
Cavendish, however, smacks of nobody but herself.
With a charm and imagination all her own, she has
created a most pleasing personality in Julie, who hav-

warden of a

life to

are
life

more desirable, only
and she can't give

to realize that the stage
it

up.

is

her

Each member of the

clan tries to turn his back on the footlights, but each

one finds in the end that the call is too strong. Only
old Fanny, the matriarch, is loyal to the last. Henrietta
Crosman is splendid in the latter role. Mary Brian as

Gwen, the youngest,

is

more than

But

satisfactory.

the high spots in the whole thing, of course, are the

performances of Miss Claire and Mr. March.
miss them.

LITTLE CAESAR
The gangster picture par

All about the

excellence.

racketeering on a magnificent scale.

It

pictures the

pleasures of the underworld and also the dangers.

In

row of little holes
neatly bored into him by a machine gun in the hands
of the police. It isn't pretty. Those of you who contemplate a future of crime, see this and reconsider.
the end, "Little Caesar" dies of a

excellent characterization

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. is somewhat less
satisfactory as a young dancer who inadvertently becomes entangled with Ricco's gang and has a hard
struggle to break away from him. Stanley Fields and
Sidney Blackmer give good performances.

proportion

Film Estimates for February)

REDUCING

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Marie Dressier and Polly Moran again demonstrate
their ability to
is

make

The

us laugh.

setting this time

a beauty shop, which offers plenty of opportunity

for mechanical

comedy and

The
when Miss

slapstick.

scenes, however, are the incidents

funniest

Dressier

New York, the trip, and the arrival.
something so human in Miss Dressler's un-

takes her family to

There

is

aided comedy that she

rendered by Lucien

is irresistible.

Filers,

Able assistance

The

Littlefield.

by Anita Page, Sally
William Collier, Jr.

cast

is

is

-completed

William Bakewell, and

{See Film Estimates in this issue)

THE

The

sub-strata of society, and a detective sergeant with a
drawl copied from the one in The Racket. It sets forth
the career of one Ricco, called by his associates "Little
Caesar", and depicts his rise from petty banditry to

Edward Robinson does an

[31]

[32]

(First National)

[29]

as Ricco.

(_See

Don't

{See Film Estimates for February)

in large

Rioting and murder

of a youthful prisoner and

the stage, believes for

a brief time that marriage and the security of wealth

whose inmates

figure in the story, as a

tribe gives

ing devoted most of her

prison,

are there because of his efforts.

NEW MOON

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Romberg operetta about early French
settlers in Louisiana is now disguised as a Russian
piece a more or less credible tale about a princess
who falls in love with a lowly lieutenant. After the
tuneful

—

usual

misunderstandings,

course

the

of

straightens itself out to the tune of "Lover

true

love

Come Back

Me," sung by two gorgeous voices, those of Grace
Moore and Lawrence Tibbetts. Heavy villainy by
Adolphe Menjou, and whimsical comedy by Roland
to

Young, both of whom give good performances. Emily
Fitzroy, Gus Shy, and others complete a pleasing cast.
{See Film Estimates
[33]

in this issue)

CIMARRON

(R.K.O.)

Possibly the well-worn "epic"
tive to apply to

but

it

comes

Edna

is

too large an adjec-

Ferber's chronicle of the west,

fairly close to describing

it.

Those who

have read the book will know the satisfaction of seeing
it faithfully produced in all but the most unimportant
{Concluded on page 86)

—
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The film Estimates,

in ivhole or in part,

may be

reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For
For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Prodacen)

Intellisrent

Adolts

For
Youth
(15to2»)

For

Titles of Films (Actors)

(Producers)

Adnlta

Children
(under 15)

Dnde Wrangler, The (George DurAloha (Ben Lyon-Kaquel Torres)
(Tiffany) Cheap re-haeh of South
white man's struggrle
Seas stuff

Trash

—

against

sex-temptation

tive."

Dark-skinned

Intelligent

yea) (Sono Art) Combination sociof
trials
of
story
ety-western

—

Unwholesome

For
Yonth

For
ChUdren

(15 to 2*)

(under IS)

Amnslng

Amaslng

Hardly

Perhaps

Perhaps

Klxcellent

ExceUent

Fair

Entertaining

Depends

Funny but Doubtful

Mildly

amusing

wealthy young Easterner who tries
to run a dude ranch under heavy
handicaps. Light, unpretentious and
unusually pleasing comedy of the
Western type.

to "go na"bride"', not

acceptable to hero's American parents, so she jumps into a volcano,
as her mother did before her
1

Body and Soul (Elissa Landi and

Fair Warning (George O'Brien)
(Fox) Ordinary Western, with usual

Interesting

hero-girl-villain-horse-dog stuff, lively action and artificial thrills. Kidnapping, big fire, shooting, riding,
etc. Unobjectionable as Westerns go.

Charles Farrell) (Pox) Interestinr
and quite human war-story notably acted by Elissa Landi. and probably Farrell's finest work to date,
except for his futile attempt to act
drunk in one scene. Unfortunately,
the g'enuine love affair is made to
appear illicit through most of film.
Good plot, fine suspense and sur-

—

Father's Son (Lewis Stone, Leon
Janney. Irene Rich, John Halliday)
(1st Natl.) Outstanding picture

human and entertaining for all.
particularly thought-provoking for
StUl better than "Boy o'
fathers.

prise.

Captain Applejack (John Halliday Perhaps
and Mary Brian) (Warner) Whim- amusing
sical crook thriller about treasure
hidden in old mansion now owned by
descendant of famous old pirate.
Hero, tired of easy life, wants exciting adventures and finds them at
home. Acting good, especially by
Halliday, but he seems uncertain at
times whether to try to be funny or

AmuslDK

Fairly

amusing

bilities.

convincing.

Cimarron (Richard Dix and Irene
Dunne) (RKO) Powerful and convincing presentation of Oklahoma's
climb from frontier conditions to
Strong hustatehood in 40 years.
man appeal, sweep and vigor of
value.
historical
high
action, and

Excellent

Excellent

Exdtins
but good

Damaged
(Sono-Art)

I^ove

Cheap

wayward husband

Fighting Caravans (Gary Cooper
and Lily Damlta) (Para) One more
"covered wagon" attempt, with bigger wagons and rougher roads. Pretentious, costly, crowded with cast,
clogged with detail, ponderous humor from two old gin-soaked scouts,
crude dialog, and with an aimless
hero woodenly acted by Cooper.
Damita good, scenery wonderful,
much thrilling action, and consider-

Finn
(Para)

and

Collyer)
sex-picture of

(June

By no
means

Depends
on taste

Unwholesome

No

cheap

Poor

Poor

(John
Virginia Cherrill) (Fox)
Another story of impossible "college
with hero trying to get CO
life"
eds ousted from the institution. But
so he mar
the heroine fights back
ries her. Perhaps a shade more silly
and absurd than most other "college" pictures have been.

Stupid

Dull

Great Meadow (Eleanor Boardman and John Mack Brown) (MGM)

Excellent

Excellent

—

—

—

poor acting, and
Girls

Don't Bet on Women (Edmund Lightly
Lowe. Roland Young, Jeanette Mc- amusing

artificial thrills.

Demand Excitement

Wayne and

—

—

ending.

Merkel.

taste

role to

Fourth Alarm, The (Nick Stuart)
(Security) Rather cheap and sensaheroine locked in
picture
storage room with nitro-glycerine,
building on fire, hero saves her, etc
blatantly attempting to glorify
American firemen. Much hokum

by very modern young brother and
sister, until father dies, ruined by
Second half, heavy
stock market.
gangster melodrama, with brother
as murderer, caught by sister turned
reporter. But still perfectly happy

Una

humor on

taste.

tional

husband to shake his
wife's loyalty even to the extent of
a kiss. Delightful comedy work by

—

Errol)

wealthy smalltown American doing Paris with his
Mixture of hokum, nonfamily.
sense, slapstick, with many laughs
Brazen
and the usual vulgarities.
precocity and risque speeches of two
example
of bad
fine
lOyearoIds is

his
by Charles Starrett
Collyer
ings with a siren.
and siren.
singer
fully Inadequate as
A crude and unwholesome producit.
redeem
tion with nothing to

self-satisfied

(Leon

hilarious
his best

date, as the gullible,

played
——miserably
cavortand
woeJune

Donald. Una Merkel) (Fox) Light,
rather clever character-comedy, without hero or villain, sophisticated but
Lowe as cynical and
inoffensive.
supposedly irresistible lothario. is
challenged by Roland Young as the

Battle

Erroll's

dominates whole

se-

Dance, Fools, Dance (Joan Craw(MGM) Strong mixture of
ford)
sex and shootings. First half, high
society life of dance, booze and
led
"love tried out on approval"

Good if not
too exciting

able historical value.

Falls short of its highest possibilities because subject-matter is finer

than the acting, and dramatic
quence is too often broken.

Mine" made years ago from same
Whole cast exTarkington story.
Janney notable. Halliday
cellent.
does minor role exquisitely. Splendid example of screen's finest possi-

Amusing

Of

little

interest

Fine,

some

vivid, convincing picture of
travels
real American history

—

trials of pioneer emigrants from
Virginia into Kentucky in Daniel
Boone days. Shows much suffering,
dangers and violence, but constantly

and

humor and human ap
Genuine historical value.

relieved by
peal.

Good if not
too strong

—
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For
(Prodacers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

InteUiffent

For
Tonth

Adalto

(15 to 20)

Jane Moon (Jack Oakie and Fran-

Hardly

For
Titles of Films (Actors)

Hardly

enemies of the

songr-writer who comes to New
expecting: a fortune from his
Gets involved with blonde
"lyrics."

town
York

morals,

still

Kept Husbands (Dorothy Mack(RKO) Improbable and cheaply

Unsuitable

No

He

is

it

——

fall

—

etc.

Fair

Perhaps

Hardly

Trash

Unwholesome

No

own

—mother

to console

still

is

managing

Interesting"

Heavy

No

of its kind

as

mistress

while

wife

is

Hardly

Pernicious

No

in

Tibbetts,
Excellent,

Good of

Doubtful

kind

Funny but

Funny but

doubtful

doubtful

Fair

Better not

Depends
on taste

Cheap and
funny

See it and
think

Pernicious

Fair

Perhaps

No

Pair

Good

Fairly
suitable

—

—

much

of

Cheap and
funny

of sure-fire hokum,
with Winnie as "Doctor O'Neill"
running health resort and training
wrestlers, and Joe as blatant, wouldbe wrestler and adorer of Winnie.
Perhaps less objectionable than their
previous pictures, but the usual
bellowing dialog, wisecracks, vulfarce

Heaven (Nancy Carroll and
Holmes) (Para) Street girl

Trath about Youth, The (Loretta
Young and Conway Tearle) (1st
Natl )

Much

sex element,

haps wholesome.

Good of

Good

kind

Exciting
but good

yet

per-

Charming young

heroine
engaged
thoroughly
to
worthless young hero who leaves
her for cheap cabaret vamp. Exit
hero, logically. Heroine turns gladly
to hero's uncle (finely played by
Conway Tearle) they have been in
love with each other from the start
as refreshingly sane and satisfying ending.

—

—

—

Not unduly

exciting.

—

—

She Got What She Wanted (Betty
A Russian peasant couple
take boarders in New York. The
wife, thirsting for romance, tries
several divorces and marriages with
boarders, but finally finds her real
happiness is with her first husband.

Stolen

violence.

Range ( Produced by Ernest
Schoedsack) (Para) Splendid picture, with charming prologue, showing life of native father and son in
Sumatra jungle home friends with
the teeming jungle life, but sworn

Depends
on taste

Marie

(heroine)
inveigles
young thief
(hero) to her room. With his stolen
$20,000. they pose as married at
gay gambling resort for few weeks
of riotous joy and expenditure. Then,
after a little perfunctory punishment, they have won happiness for
life.
Distorts all ideals of honesty,
marriage, and normal living.

—

exciting complications.

with

Right of Way. The (Conrad Nagel
and Loretta Young (1st Natl.) Hopeless hash of stale Gilbert Parker
story of Canada. Monocled hero is
brilliant lawyer and po8e\ir. also
a
married man. Then, drink
barroom fight
amnesia
northern
wilds
enter heroine,
but death
saves hero from bigamy.
So farfetched and unconvincing as to be
more or less silly and ridiculous.

Phillips

musical comedy of swashbuckling romance laid on Russia's
military frontiers
with fine singing
by the principals and fine acting by
Roland Young. Heavily spiced with
risque lines and situations, and with

Painted
Desert,
Tlie
( William
Boyd) (Pathe) A Western unusual
for its sentimental element, its character appeal, and some uncommon
and beautiful scenic backgrounds.
Two frontier pals find a waif
Quarrel over him and become mortal enemies
but the child, grown
up as hero, ends the feud after

and
slap-

(Marie

garities and bad taste. Joe probably
at his funniest to date.

colorful

some scenes of gruesome

amusing

Dressier
doing great work in a vehicle unworthy of her power. As the poor
and crude country sister she saves
the day for her city sister grown
rich and snobbish by her beauty
parlor.
Involves a seduction, much
sentimentality, riotous humor, some
human appeal and plenty of bad

riotous

cooperation from all concerned restores ex-mistress as wife to hero.

New Moon (Lawrence
Moore)
(MGM)

Dressier

farce,

Sit Tight (Winnie Lightner and
Joe B. Brown) (Warner) Raucous,

Europe, but drops her on wife's return.
Heroine then transfers her
love to hero's gxey-haired boss "who
has always been like a father to
him." This makes it awkward for a
while, but divorce and big-hearted

Grace

Probably

financial
in
incredible
feats
and resistless as

Burlesque of easy divorce,
really funny.

herself with other son's success as
architect.

oine

Amusing

it

electrosister

My Past (Bebe Daniels. Ben Lyon.
Lewis Stone) (Warner) Hero has her-

Entertain-

—

Compson)

Becomes top heavy

interest.

with woe when one son
cuted for murdering his

all.

Moran (MGM) Hilarious

—

ad nausea.

hnman

For
Children
(onder IS)

taste.

—

Mother's Cry (Dorothy Peterson,
Helen Chandler, David Manners)
(Ist Natl) Heavily tragic story of
mother love and sacrifice, but with
much genuine realism, humor, and

—

Reducing

will fail. The old hokum
in water
deserted cabin
drying clothes seduction
marriage
false pretense of baby coming

of

typical

stick

able.

Hence

(15 to 20)

usual in his pursuit across ocean
first girl he ever loved. Usual
speedy tempo, with one or two regretable minor touches needlessly

Polly

tian)

Many a Slip (Lew Ayres and Joan
Bennett) (Univ.) Another good cast
wasted on worthless, stupid "Adult
Only" picture that depends on its
cheap sex stuff alone for success.

For
Toath

Adalto

suggestive.

finally

—

humiliated enoug^h to revolt
pets
sudden wealth for himself and all is
solved. Dorothy Mackaill does well
playing* opposite an impossibly dull
hero. Heavy humor here and there.

Ladies Mast Play (Dorothy Sebas(Columbia) Personable young
stock-broker (hero) takes commission to get his stenographer (heroine) married off to some millionaire
After
of the "400" at Newport.
amusing complications they marry
Thin, but
each other, of course.
more or less amusing, and probably
too flippant to be at all unobjection-

InUUifftiit

of the

a"ll)

her.

of

as dynamic

doing
money-making,
genius

sensational romance of rich girl who
dazzles poor but rising- youngr mill-

marry

enemy

Keaehlng for the Moon (Douglas
Fairbanks and Bebe Daniels) (U.A.)
Fairbanks in very modern role but

with neither scruples nor
but marries sweet heroine
after all, of course. Inane, but funny
in Oakie style.
grold-digg-er

to

tiger,

(Prodacers)

Beautiful scenery and photography.
Intensely interesting and thrilling,
genuine and convincing, high in both
educational and entertainment value.

(Para) Tin-pan-alley story,
with Oakie in typical wise-cracking
role as crude but conceited small-

ces Dee)

worker

For

Children
(nndcr 15)

Interesting

Excellent

Fine
unless too
exciting

Vnder Suspicion (J. Harold Murray and Lois Moran) (Pox) A mild
Western of the Canadian Northwest
Mounted, without objectionable elements, with some misplaced singing,
of considerable human interest. Emphasizes
honor
and loyalty, is
smoothly told, and well acted against
beautiful mountain backgrounds.
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its part.
The hero proceeds undaunted through
a world of pictures that hang crooked on the walls
and have to be straightened, of leaning ladders that

plays

Welcome

to this Inn

have to be walked around, of wood that has to be
knocked on. William Boyd, and Francis McDonald
are the rival gangsters, and Jean Arthur the pretty girl

oF Hospitality

who

has to be won.
{See Film Estimates for February)

New

In

York
[35]

THE PASSION FLOWER
Kay

Charles Bickford,

PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL
28th

St.

&

5th

Ave.

Rooms

1,000

No

M.

Alburn

Charge

For

to

largest

Department Stores and

is

cousin, a

woman who

bored with her

Kay

Francis

is

disin-

has married for
appropriates

life,

the most part intelligently written,

The

and

is

story

is

the
for

intelligently

handled by director William de Mille and the cast,
which includes Lewis Stone, Zasu Pitts, and a small
boy who has some clever lines.

$4
$6

{See Film Estimates for January)
[36]

THE DEVIL TO PAY

(United Artists)

Ronald Colman as the black sheep of a conservative
London family is just about as charming as he can be
and still live. Not that I don't like Mr. Colman. Quite
the contrary. But I just don't want them to overdo
him.
Movie producers, you know, have that fatal

all

Transportation Lines

The

Her

chai:fTeur-husband after a long siege.

All with bath

Near

Johnson, and

triangle in the story of a wealthy

marries her father's chauffeur and

money, and

Room
to

who

herited.

with Bath
cot-bed or

$2.50
$4.00

Double

girl

Guttcrson, Mgr.

Crib For Third Person in a

Single

form an interesting

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

The

weakness.

Theatrical Field

story

is

one of Frederick Lonsdale's

clever nothings, depending entirely on witty lines and
{Concluded from page 83)

the personality of the star to put

The progress of Osage, Oklahoma, from a
raw boom town of the 'eighties, to the big, bustling
details.

city of

1930

is

I have ever
Richard Dix as Yancey Cravat

as well handled as anything

seen on the screen.

does his finest work in years.

can do well.

Irene

Dunne

It is the sort of part

equals

him

in

he

her admirable

character drawing of

Sabra Cravat. George Stone
and Roscoe Ates contribute two fine performances, and
Edna May Oliver's comedy characterization is thoroughly delightful.

Others

clude Eugene Jackson

in a well

who makes

balanced cast in-

a real character of

the colored boy, Isaiah, William Collier,
Fields,

and Estelle Taylor.

Direction

is

Jr.,

Stanley

by Wesley

{See Film Estimates in this issue)

THE GANG BUSTER

Jack Oakie

insurance salesman
cently gets

not a line

hour

later,

moment.

(Paramount)

has his favorite role as the small

who

mixed up

invades

New

town

York, and inno-

gang war. There's probably
or a situation that you will remember an
but that won't prevent your laughing at the
Superstitions, always good for comedy,
in a

is

it

Loretta

over.

a beauty and intelligent to boot, plays

Frederick Kerr, whose crusty old gentlemen

opposite.

are becoming a screen tradition, gives one of his best

performances.
rier

who

the

show

And

there

is

a small wire-haired ter-

with some assistance from Mr. Colman, steals
for a whole scene.

Loy, Crawford

Kent, and

In the cast are

David

Torrence.

Myrna
Good

entertainment.
{See Film Estimates for February)
[i7]

ONCE A SINNER

Dorothy Mackaill

who

(Fox)

is

distinctly miscast as a

woman

She
him everything, but he indulges in the
grand gesture and refuses to listen. He invents something, and his success takes him to the city. When his
with a past
intends to

Ruggles.

[34]

Young, who

marries a country boy for love.

tell

wife drops back into her old circle of friends, he allows himself the luxury of jealousy. Quite a routine
story with no distinction in acting unless

case of John Halliday

who

is

Joel McCrea is the
Henry Gordon is the villain.

a story.

it

is

in the

regrettably wasted in such
guileless

husband and C.

{See Film Estimates for February)
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THE CHURCH FIELD
CONDUCTED
BY

"Mechanical" Church Service
The "mechanical" church

service sponsored by the

R.

Kingdom of Heaven, Jesus and the Temple, Blind
Leaders, The Hours of Trial, The Living Christ.
They

Presbyterian Board of Christian Education has re-

much

the country,

interest

As

in other parts of

Trial,

was aroused and consider-

cured

cently been presented in Chicago.

able newspaper publicity resulted.

This service, consisting as
of talking movies,

and

slides,

silent

hymns

it

does, almost exclusively

illustrated with stereopticon

movies with musical background, is
much to arouse

a distinct novelty and will certainly do
interest in religious movies.

The value

without question coming into discussion,
able price are being

now

is

that

reproducer outfits at a reason-

made

available together with an

increasingly satisfactory library of sound subjects.

The modern clergyman
is

is

interested in putting his

looks very

much

all

in

and wide awake. He
"job" over, and he gives

as though he would soon

become

"sold" on the possibilities of sound movies for church

work.

a two-reel episode.

both 16

mm. and

am

six

missionary subjects have

non-sectarian organization which,
into existence largely

I

understand,

through the efforts of the
These

Presbyterian Board of Christian Education.
films can all be secured

on a rental

settings include

wor-

sermon

subjects. It is hoped that such programs will
be of use in assisting pastors to show the films to the

best possible advantage and with the best results.

In order that the pictures might be as nearly perfect
as possible, an advisory committee for editorial coun-

on religious subjects was formed. Those who
have given their services are: Arlo Ayres Brown, D.
D., Lit. D., L. L. D., Madison, N. Y., Harold I. Donsel

ton,

N.

Harold McAfee Robinson, D.
Sidney A. Weston, Ph. D., Bos-

J.,
;

Mass.

pictures dealing with the life of Jesus are listed

tended for use as a part of any church service, or in
Sunday School and Bible study meetings. They carry
no denominational message.
subjects are as follows

:

When

Jesus

Missionary Pictures
The

Was

Born,

The Boyhood of Jesus, A Young Man of Nazareth,
The Day of Decision, Jesus Gathers His Friends, A
Ministry of Healing, A Country-Side Teacher, The

six missionary subjects are all one-reelers

are available in both 16

mm. and

35

and

mm.

These pictures, we are told, do not stress the activiof any one denomination. In building up the program both for the present and with the future in mind,
ties

it

basis.

under the general heading of / Am The Way. In this
series the thirteen reels have been so arranged that
they may be used individually or in groups of two or
more. They are all silent, although sound accompaniment will probably be added. The pictures are in-

The

These

ship themes, hymns, organ and choir selections, and

been an-

nounced by the recently organized International Film
Service, Inc., of Philadelphia. This is a non-commer-

The

Laufer, of Philadelphia, has

particularly glad to be able ta report that thir-

Christ and

came

W.

created a setting for each.

teen reels of motion picture material on the life of

cial,

mm.

Since the value of these pictures will assuredly be

D., Philadelphia, Pa.

I

35

greatly increased by the atmosphere in which they are

nelly, Princeton,

Nineteen Religious Films Announced

The Hours of
They can be se-

one-reel pictures except

is

The pictures include some unused negatives from
the King of Kings, together with Palestinian scenes
from the Ohio Film Company.

alert

every evidence of welcoming effective aids to that end.
It

are

which

presented, Dr. Calvin

of the talking picture in the church

efficient portable talkie

JOHNSON

H.

F.

is

stated, the six missionary

the Right Reverend Francis

J.

"Human Needs and World
as a basis.

requirements cited by

McConnell

in his study,

Christianity," are used

These are: better

health,

more

wealth,

sounder knowledge, larger freedom, closer fellowship,
and the vision of God.

Each picture deals with one of these points, showing the problem in a particular locale, and telling the
story of

what

tions to relieve

The

is

being done by individual organiza-

it.

six subjects

in Jndia, Christian

sions in India,

now ready

are The Word of God
Education in India, Medical Mis-

The Word of God

:

in Africa, Christian

Education in Africa, Medical Missions in Africa.

;
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It is felt that

while

it

Requests for Film Source List

has not been possible at the

work that
is being done in foreign fields, this present program
The mawill allow of unlimited future expansion.
present time to give the whole scope of the

terial is

A

dramatically interesting, up-to-date, well photo-

Sunday school or mission study group

who have

seen

any time,

at

for

making

The

this service possible.

yet an exhaustive one but

give the inquiring

it

it is

list

sufficiently

churchman a good

is

not as

supply
church.

when he embarks upon
If

ment, this

you

list

complete to

start to

an under-

way

of a film

standing of what he can expect in the

:

;

for

list

it.

might be as accurate and valuable
as possible, an advisory committee for editorial counsel
on missionary subjects has given its services. The
members of this group are Walter Getty, New York
Harry S. Meyers, D. C. S., New York; Frederick R.
Thorne, New York H. G. Conger, Chicago Enoch F.
Bell, D. D., Boston; John Irwin, New York; A. V.
In order that

number of requests have been received

which we mentioned last
month as being offered free by a prominent motion
This firm is the
picture equipment manufacturer.
Bell & Howell Company, and we wish to thank them

graphed, and carefully edited for use in any church,

according to those

large

the tentative film source

a movie program for his

will write to the editor of this depart-

will

be sent you at once free of charge.

Pamphlet on Motion Pictures and the Church

;

Now

Casselman, D. D., Philadelphia.

form is the 1930 "Report
Use of Motion Pictures for

available in pamphlet

of the Committee on the

Oscar M. Miller, general director of the Publications
Department of the Presbyterian Board of Christian
Education, is general manager of International Film
Service, Inc., and H. Paul Janes, director of the Division of Visual Aids of the Board of Christian Education, is assistant manager of International Film

Religious Education."

Service.

School of Religious Education, Boston University.

In some 60 pages are contained the most comprehensive survey

and summary of the present

tion pictures in the church field that

status of

we have

mo-

yet seen.

For copies of the Report address the Chairman of
Committee Professor Howard M. LeSourd,

the

—

Write Today
the

for

New

and Fully
I llustratea

Catalog of
the Religious

Art Print
series.

Please send free
Catalog to:
Name

Address

City

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS

.

59

and State^

east madison street

•

Chicago
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F.

Dean McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson,

N. Y.

Real Educational Talking Pictures
Silent

motion

pictures

were

running

for

some

twenty years before film-production for educational
purposes was seriously

Talking motion
two years for recogni-

attempted.

pictures have waited scarcely

Production of

tion of their educational possibilities.

educational "talkies"

is

Tests for Babies, Classroom

Grade

well under

The
is

I

to

last

Demonstrations

from

Grade VI).

named group, planned

of particular significance.

It

for teacher-training,

should do

much

to

speed up the slow rate of progress obtaining in the

way and amazingly

high quality has already been achieved.

The productions of

the Electrical Research Products

examples of this new material.
and finish distinctly extraordinary
for what is still pioneer work. Some 40 reels of onereel and two-reel subjects are already announced as
Inc. are outstanding

They show a

completed.

quality

They

include 5 subjects for use in Ele-

mentary Science (Plant Growth, The Frog, How Nature Protects Animals, Mushrooms and Other Fungi,
The Dodder) 15 subjects for High School Grades

—

One

of the

Accomplishment Tests for Babies

visual field for a decade past.

This sluggish growth

has been due largely to teacher-ignorance of what visual materials can do and how they are handled. Thou-

sands of teachers are friendly to the idea of visual
instruction but hesitant about attempting a start beof meagre personal experience of the new
methods and materials. These E R P I films (Electrical Research Products Inc.) should be vastly en-

cause

lightening to this

An

from the film, "The Creative
Approach to Education."

Illustrative Situation

(Symphony Orchestra Series, Acoustic Principles,
Finding the Right Vocation, The Builders, The Play
of Imagination in Geometry, Fundamentals of Football,

and others)

—and

10 subjects designed expressly

for the instruction of parents and teachers

Learning, Diagnosis

of

(Dynamic

Any

teacher

—

The uniform

plan of the teacher-training films

about as follows.
is

With

is

careful research the subject

chosen, scenario or working script composed, and

the spoken text prepared in manuscript form.
text

Teaching of Reading, Guidance in Public Schools, The
Elementary Teacher as a Guide, The Creative Approach to Education, The Testing of Child Intelligence,
The Study of Infant Behaviour, Accomplishment

film

in

of the timid.

such material upon even the adult mind, and the relative simplicity of mechanical projection operations.

Arithmetic,

Difficulties

army

viewing these pictures will have quick and convincing
evidence of two points the instructional power of

is

This

then delivered as sound accompaniment to the

by an eminent scholar, who appears in person
during parts of the picture and whose voice only is
heard during other parts. With the fine quality of
voice reproduction

achieved,

the

personality of

the

The Educational Screen
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great teacher

brought vividly and tangibly to the
matter.
The one

is

audience along with the subject
essential

chosen

would seem

who

to be that only those scholars be

are also pleasing and effective speakers.

Unfortunately, scholarly eminence

is

no guarantee of

rhetorical charm.

Two

whereby the normality of a child during every month
of his first two years can be determined by graded
The little subjects themselves, from
experiments.
three months to 21 months old, come before the camera,
submit to the tests and show beautifully the exact
reactions established as correct for their ages.

of the subjects

may

be

mentioned here as

examples not only of educational value but fascinating
In The Creative Approach to Education
interest.
Dr. Hughes Mearns of New York University gave a
comprehensive and intensely interesting expose of the
fundamentals of "creative education".
Professor
Mearns' exceptional charm of manner and delivery

enhanced greatly the effectiveness of the
erous scenes and bits of action illustrated
various points in the discussion

Num-

film.

tellingly the

—the repressing

Teachers should not fail to write the Electrical
Research Products Inc. for full literature and information.

Philadelphia

The
versity
service

Offer

New

Service

Museum and the Uniof Pennsylvania Museum are organizing a new
for schools whereby teachers and pupils may

establish school

work.

Museums

Philadelphia Commercial

museums

as visual aids to classroom

For the present school year membership

in the

effects

of adult restrictions upon children, what adults can do

association

is

city limits of

limited to twenty schools, outside the

Philadelphia, but this

number

will in-

to the child's native truth-telling instincts, to his nat-

and even poetic utterance,
and the supreme need of allowing the child to develop
"himself as himself, not as a standardized copy of
someone else." In Accomplishment Tests for Babies
Dr. Charlotte Buhler of the Psychology Institute of
Vienna puts before the eyes a series of fascinating
age-tests developed with elaborate care and accuracy,
ural tendencies to original

crease as the association develops.

According to the announcement, plans for the development of these School Museums include:
"A. Installation in the school of collections, now in the
Commercial and University Museums, for use in
school work.
For example, reproductions of

Pompeian bronzes for use

in teaching Latin,

Announcing a NeTV
flllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

An-

Series of

SILENT BIOLOGICAL SCHOOL FILMS
Produced by

I

STILLFILM CARRIER

CHARLES

I

Each

F.

HERM, Cinema

Biologist

400 to 500 feet in length, represents a definite
They may be projected in 5 to 7 minutes each, leaving ampl*»
lesson.
time for careful discussion between teacher and class on the subject
presented.
All films are printed on standard Safety Film Stock they are available on both 35mm. and 16mm. film material.
film,

bcins;

;

GROUP

1.

2.

1

Micro -Organ isms of a Hay-Infusion: Biological study of a day by
day hay infusion, visualizing the protozona fauna observed.
Miscroscopie study visualizing the characSexual Reproduction:
teristic differences existing between sperm and germ cell of the
Atlantic oyster, method of fertilization, cell cleavage, cell division
illustrating means by which the fertilized ovum passes from the
one cell stage to the mulberry stage, thus reproducing a new
individual.

3.

With this simple attachment you can equip your present
projector to

make

use of the more than 400 sets of

4.

the human body, the action of a living heart (Turtle), the expansion and contraction of the arteries, the arterial, venous and
capillary flow of the blood, as observed in the vascular system of
the early chick embryo.
Microscopic study visualizing the origin of
Inherent
Characters:
5.
the heart beat and the inherent qualities of heart muscle contraction in the early chick embryo; fragments of heart tissues transplanted into a culture media are seen to function 45 days after
transplantation.
Biologic observation illustrating the specific differ6. Precipitins:
ences prevailing among animal and human proteins and their t«efulness in detecting the relationship of various blood groups.
Botanical study visualizing the characteristic variation
7. Flowers:
existing among garden flowers.
Botanical observation illustrating the trans8. Seeds and Seedlings:
formation of seeds to seedlings.
Floricultural film visualizing the bulb
9. Paper White Narcissus:

jmriLFN
(Over 6,000 views)

ALSO
[

jStillfilm
Stillfilm

Construction Kits
Carrier cost but $7.50

STILLFILM,
_ 1052 Cahuenga Ave.

Inc.
Hollywood,

Development: Microscopic observation visualizing the development
of the fish embryo (Paradise Fish) from the blastoderm stage to
the time of hatching.
A Microscopical View of the Blood Circulation: Microscopic and
stop-motion film illustrating the course of blood and lymph through

propagation in Florida.
Horticultural film visualizing the
Harvesting the Golden Fruit:
orange culture in Florida.
subject per day, plus transportaper
ONE
DOLLAR
Rental Price:
tion charges both ways.
10.

Calif.

|

HERM'S BIO-CINEMA SOUND PRODUCTS,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiw

DAYTONA BEACH. FLORIDA

Inc.

;
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examples of
and crafts from ancient peoples and primitive
peoples, for use in teaching Industrial Art, Geography, and History of the country represented
modern commercial materials and industrial speccient History, Design, etc.; original

Full Particulars from:

Educational Film Department

Amkino Corporation

imens, such as are difificult for schools to gather
for themselves, for use in Geography, Commerce,
and Industry samples of minerals and rocks for
use in Nature Study.

72S

The development each year of one Museum Prowhich the pupils of

C.

grades will contribute in connection with their school work, and
to which the Commercial and University Museums will contribute with information and illusject, to

all

AVE.,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

of a permanent museum library
photographs and lantern slides
(twenty of each to be sent to each school by the
Museums each year) related to the selected year's
project, but applicable to the teaching of other

The foundation
mounted

of

trative material.

The Development of Records has been chosen

SEVENTH

1

;

B.

J.

RUSSIAN EDUCATIONAL FILMS

art

subjects as well.
as the
at the end of each year's membership in the
association the member-schools will possess an increas-

"Thus

project for 1930-31.

In the development of the project throughout the
school year, Geography, History, and Language classes
will collect information and examples of writing and
writing materials. The museums will supply: (1) instructions for contributing projects to be developed
by individual grades, as for example, how to make
Indian picture writing on skin, how to write on palm
leaves, how to make clay tablets, how to make and
write with quill pens, how to make paper; (2) original
specimens for incorporation in the finished project, as
for example, a Babylonian clay tablet, a piece of Egyptian papyrus, an example of Egyptian hieroglyphs, a
leaf from a palm leaf book, a leaf from an Arabic
manuscript, etc.

ingly comprehensive

and valuable

collection of visual-

Museum

standard in quality, and directly applicable to the study of subjects in the school
curriculum. Each school will have a real nucleus for
a permanent helpful School Museum.
aid material, of

"It

is

the hope of those responsible for the initiation

of the plan that through the cooperative development
of these School Museums the children may obtain a
realization of the scope and function of the modern
museum, as a means of both instruction and inspiration for the understanding of man and the world in
which he lives."

ffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Just as a Matter of History:

HA

T\V \7X>
V made the First Practical Portable
iXi

I

^^* -"-^^ V

Projector. H. A. DeVry made the
H. A. DeVry made the First Practical
Automatic 35 mm. Motion Picture Camera. H. A. DeVry
made the First Amateur Talking Motion Picture Projector,
and now, H. A. DeVry makes the
First Suitcase Projector.

FIRST PRACTICAL PORTABLE
SOUND-ON-FILM PROJECTOR
The unit consists of two items- -the Projector, and the Amplifier—each weighing only about 40 pounds.

The DeVry Sound-on-Film Projector uses full standard theatre size 35 mm.
film, for big pictures and loud volume.
The sound track recorded on the film

I

by the photo-electric process, runs along side the pictures, so that non-synchronism is impossible even should the film break.
Solves the Problem of Auditorium Entertainment
students are more inter-

—

—

Interior

ested in "talkies" than in silent films.

DeVry Sound-on-Film

Projector (portable)

—

And In The Class Room master lessons given with the actual voice of the master teacher, explaining
every detail of the motion picture without the chance of a blunder in lesson plan or delivery.

A Radical Reduction

YOUR

in

Size,

GUARANTEE

Weight and Cost Over Other Models
THAT DEVRY MADE IT

IS

Also disc recording equipment for schools, movies and broadcasting
Public address systems

For full particulars, write

H. A.

DEVRY LABORATORIES

55 E.

WACKER

DRIVE, CHICAGO
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topics

with

16

or

35 mm.

Spoken
Lectures

Classroom

The Administration

or

Titles

Visual Educators Meet
The Eleventh Annual Convention of the National
Academy of Visual Instruction was held in Detroit,
Michigan, February 24 and 25, meeting concurrently
with the Department of Superintendence of the

international flavor

The convention was opened with an address by
Superintendent Edwin C. Broome of the Philadelphia
public schools, newly elected president of the Depart-

ment of Superintendence, and closed by Superintendent Willis Sutton of Atlanta, president of the N. E.
guest speaker at the luncheon program

on Wednesday.

number, were unusually well

sessions, five in

attended and enthusiastically received.

Stenographic

records were kept of the discussions, which coupled

with

many

the

papers

enable

the

the proceedings of

the

presented,

will

Instruction,

Visual

Instruction,

was Dr. George Roemmert's dem-

the micro-projection of living micro-

Dr.

Roemmert who

Laboratorium

in

every biology teacher in this country.

The membership

in the

Reports from

N. E. A.

The

Visual

is from the Biologisches
Munchen, Germany, has a remarkable
method of presentation which should be studied by

cosms.

history.

who was

of

Effective

Research in Visual Instruction.
An outstanding number which gave the program an
onstration of

A.,

in

Progress in Visual Education in 1930-31, and Recent

Educational
Films

:

Training Teachers

visual instruction

lantern slide

is

in the talking

is

Academy

all

is

the largest in

The home-made
is shown
and many are wondering

growing rapidly.

popular now.

motion picture

Much

interest

what its contribution will be in the educational field.
Teacher training in visual methods and bringing the
visual aid closer to the work of the classroom teacher
were two points stressed throughout the convention.

The officers elected for 1931-32 were: President, F.
Dean McClusky, Director of the Scarborough School,
Scarborough, New York; Secretary-Treasurer, Ellsworth C. Dent, of the Bureau of Visual Instruction,
University of Kansas and the Executive Committee,
Daniel C. Knowlton, Associate Professor of Education, New York University and Rupert Peters, Director of Visual Instruction, Kansas City Public
Schools, Kansas City, Missouri.
;

Academy

to publish

in

full

convention.

The meetings were organized on
basis,

the

discussion

the round table

being centered

in

these

large

School Maps
For Better Pictures

<JU^^^

For Better Projection . Uleja
the "still" camera used by foremost edufits the vest pocket or purse, takes 36
pictures on a single roll of cinema film (double
frame size) and screen reproduction from positive

LEICA,

cators,

'

wonderfully clear, sharp and distinct.
The Leica's double frame pictures require less enlargement than single frame film and, reproduced by
means of the Uleja projector, there is no distortion
nor loss of detail.
Descriptive pamphlet showing the Leica camera and
Uleja projector mailed upon request.
film

is

E.
rt<._<-

Tcc

LEITZ,

/cn p.,

1

ntU Qt

Inc*
Mc

Ynrk

Globes and Charts
you teach or direct teachers, you should have a
copy of our latest catalog. Interestingly written and
marketplace for
fully illustrated, it is a veritable
geography, history, and biology visual aid material.
Separate catalogs of imported material are also available.
Write for catalog K3 which describes:

IF

REGIONAL MAPS
PHYSICAL MAPS

POLITICAL MAPS

HISTORY MAPS
GLOBES—ATLASES
BIOLOGY CHARTS

A.T.NY5TROM
J
School Maps. Globes,

XT.

Y.

its

over the country show that

3333

ELSTON AVE.

& Co,

and Charts

CHICAGO,

ILL.

March, 1931
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In
I'/

Distinguish^;
now

lueators

Pietures

in Tall^fl

Let them supplement

r='(-=Ti;4

/\

and

/,\

enrich the work of your own
faculty in Teacher Training

HERE are famous educators at
your beck and

tures

produced by master teach-

Bring

ers in cooperation with Electri-

their stimulating personalities to

cal Research Products. There are

your school. The talking picture
is the means.

talking picture courses of study
in the fields of music appreciation,

A

glance at the

call.

titles

elementary school science, physi-

shows the type of distinguished
educators whose cooperation
Electrical Research Products is

cal education,vocational guidance.

list

of

obtaining in its production of
educational talking pictures for
use in teacher training work. To
the specialized knowledge of such
educators is added the knowledge of scenarists and directors
long experienced in talking picture production.
For regular classroom instruction, loo
there are talking pic-

—

All these audible films are recorded by the standard Western
Electric process, and are reproduced in the school on Western
Electric sound systems. This

equipment is available under several financing plans designed to

meet school requirements.
Let the coupon bring you
particulars regarding this
vitalizing force in

full

new

Some of the teacher training
films

and the educators wiio
appear in them

"Dynamic Learning"
Dr. W. H. Kilpatrick
Teachers College, Columbia University
"The Creative Approach to Education"
Hughes Mearns, New York University

"The Study

of Infant Behavior"
Dr. Arnold Gesell, Yale Psycho-Clinic

"Diagnosis of DifTicullies in Arithmetic"
Dr. Guy Thomas Buswell
University of Chicago
"Guidance in Public Schools"
Dr. Richard D. Allen
Lecturer Harvard, Brown

"Teaching of Reading"
Dr. Arthur L Gates
Teachers College, Columbia University
"The Elementary Teacher as a Guide"
Dr. B. H. Bo<le,

modern edu-

And many

Ohio

State University

others in preparation.

cation.

Department of Educational Talking Pictures,

Electrical Research Products Inc.
Distributors

of

Western Electric
EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS INC.
250 West 57th Street, New York N. Y.
Gentlemen — Please send me further information regarding educational talking pictures,
and how I can use them.

NAMEADDRESS
CITY

STATE.
ES3-31

—
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The Educational Screen
Such a comprehensive

sources.

valuable to the

Have You Booked

the Journal of Education, 654

"FOUR SONS"
—36 mm

(4 reels

A

or 16

real photoplay story of

Reprints

field.

York City.
The next

mm)

power fanning.

and
col-

This Committee

SAINT PAUL,

MINNESOTA

is composed of the following memMr. Martin V. McGill, Lorain High School, Lorian, Ohio, Chairman, Mr. Louis A. Astell, Mr. Clarence
E. Baer, Mr. L L. Nixon and Mr. R. C. Runkle.

bers:

*

*

Such is the title of an article which appeared in the
December issue of the Journal of Chemical Education,
the fourth of a series from the Committee on Visual
Aids in Chemical Education of the American Chemical
extensive

list

of films on subjects closely

which the article contains, has
been compiled by the Committee, who state that every
related to chemistry,

effort has

possible.
film,

been made to present as accurate a list as
The information includes the title of the

number of

reels,

kind of stock,

terms and

size,

—

nite suggestions are given

tion

map making

slides,

from which

also

come

slides

New

Twenty Lantern

2.

The Air
Astronomy

3.

Electricity

THIS TYPE.

5.

Health
Light
Living Things
Animals
Living Things

6.

Brilliant Screen Pic-

VA

and

YA.

SPENCER LENS COMPANY
N. Y.

film

pupil

drawings

projects

can

WEBB

Slides to

Each Unit

LIST OF UNITS

4.

K-71E-

still

Visual Units

OUTFITS OF

describ-

and

Peabody Teachers College

1.

Send for

Maps, globes and

in for their share of attention.

By
DR. H. A.

Projectors

completely
ing Models

mo-

material,

In General Science

Now
Offers 2 New

Low.

pictures,

museum

films,

organized.

spencer

tures Insured.
Price Remarkably

on the use of

still

History can be interpreted through

Ended

THE ONLY REALLY PORTABLE

pictures,

blackboard, charts and diagrams.

Search is

Combination
Classroom

*

"Teaching Aids and Activities for Junior High
School History" by Harriet McCune Brown, in the
December issue of The Historical Outlook devotes a
few paragraphs to "How to Use Visual Aids." Defi-

YOUR

BUFFALO,

to appear in this

lected.

Films Available for Use in Chemistry Classes

The

New

chemistry which they have

illustrative material in

-FREE-

Society.

secured from

Madison Avenue,

by the Committee

article

exceedingly

is

publication will give sources of slides, film-slides
Educational, Historical, instructive,

Ray'Bell Films, Inc.

list

may be

7.

Plants

8.

9.

Sound
Weather and
Climate

10.

Heat and

Fire

11. Clothing
12.

The

13.
14.

Food
Machinery

15.

Water

Earth's Crust

Additional Slides for nearly every school subject

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.

be

—
:
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"Putting Science Across"

—by Alene McCall

gressive Teacher for January, gives
to children in science classes

in Pro-

some helpful

hints

on inexpensive wrays of

making postcard projectors, portrait attachments,
and double exposures.

self-

portraits

*

*

*

"Learning Through Seeing in Hawaii's Schools"
by Mrs. Etta Washburn, in the January number of
Visual Instruction News (issued by the Bureau of
Visual Instruction, University of Kansas), tells of the
splendid work being done by the University of Hawaii
Visual Education Service through their film distribu-

The account should be

tion service.

est to teachers of history

as

it

of especial inter-

relates

the

Your
Guide
to the Biggest

and Best

results

achieved with the "Chronicles of America Photoplays".

in Current

Trends in Visual Education
(Concluded from page 72)

Of course certain common-sense dicta need to be
observed in any type or method of teaching, but latitude and spontaneity are more in order than in the
days of rigorous pattern making. At the same time

Motion
Pictures!

the superior teacher will study the findings of experi-

mentation and the records of experience of others

in

maximum benefit from any
program which he may conduct.

order to give his pupils
visual-appeal

Write today for free
noti'theatrical Cata*

Incieased Appreciation of the Part Played by
Visual Aids in Simultaneous Learnings

8.

This

is

log 77.

a logical consequence of the shift in em-

phasis in the educational world

from the narrower

NON-THEATRICAL

to

DEPARTMENT

the wider problem of method. Educational philosophers
are beginning to

too

make us

much emphasis on

UNIVERSAL

realize that there has been

the primary (subject-matter)

PICTURES

learnings and not enough concern about the concomit-

ant learnings

(attitudes,

appreciations,

ideals).

reader will note that Kilpatrick's'^ terminology
used and that the whole viewpoint here is his.

Therefore, since

we

is

CORPORATION
iCARL LAEMMLB. Pn.)

The
being

730 Fifth Ave.

New

are realizing that some of the

York City

highest objectives of education cannot be measured in

terms of subject-matter acquisition,
ingly

placing

less

stress

on

relative

we

are accord-

subject-matter

increments produced by visual aids as a measure of
In the absence of objective scales of value

their value.

for the less tangible, but none the less important, sim-

ultaneous learnings,

we

are looking to the teacher for

observations regarding the larger effects of the use
of the visual appeal. In short, we are attempting to
evaluate results

more

in

terms of the new aims of

education.

^Kilpatrick,

Wm.

Macmillan, 1926

H., Foundations of

Method

—New York

ask about

4^**

OF THE

4rWEST^
historicdt

taining
-

-

-

5-Reele

Teacher's

outlin*

lailed on appli-

Pro3uc»r* Of

'ALL QUIET

ON THE
WESTERN
FRONT"
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Conducted by

Dwight

R. Furness

Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education

Lenses

What
The

lens

to

best for an amateur movie

is

camera?

variety of lenses available are indeed bewildering

to the beginner.

make

a few practical suggestions as to taking cam-

era and film to foreign countries.

With regard

to the

camera

Most cameras come equipped with

that lens

which

the manufacturers have found to give the best results

The beginner

for average use.

do best to accept

will

ture

good

many

he begins to find out the limitations of a particular

One

lens.

the price being nominal.
principal differences between lenses are speed

A

focal length.

lens with a speed of

f

3.5

was con-

it, leaving a slight
with the possibility of

This seems an unimportant point, but

results.

a dirty lens can spoil

and

precautions

very apt to condense upon

is

deposit which will interfere

the manufacturers' judgment until through experience

The

itself, special

are necessary in taking care of the lens, because mois-

dollars

worth of

film.

firm manufactures a special lens cleaning outfit,

Other than the matter of

keeping the lens clean, no special precautions as to the
care of the camera are necessary beyond the actual

sidered standard on movie cameras until Kodacolor

instructions issued with every instrument sold, excei)t

came along and now f 1.8 or f 1.5 are common.
addition to more speed these lenses may be used
Kodacolor when properly mounted.

to avoid getting sand, dust or

An

f

3.5 lens

is

a very satisfactory

Since exposures in good sunlight are
f

8

most work.
that works

A

around

made

The

fastest lens

on the market

at f 11 or

is

focal lengths

a scene or

moving

is

is

usually supplied

Focal lengths up to six inches

The advantage

words get large images without

closer to an object.

This

vantage when taking wild animal

where one must work
If

may

of lenses of longer

that they allow one to take in less of

in other

is

of decided ad-

life

or in situations

at a distance.

one can afford two

supplementary lenses of

longer focal lengths than the one inch standard lens

they will be

usually the

found helpful occasionally and when

needed are invaluable.

However,

opment of

travelers are taking

amateur movie

cameras with them when they go abroad. They are
doing this because they find that these little instruments enable them to capture foreign life in action

—

just as

it

is lived.

is

United States plus an im-

films can be purchased at almost

any of

supply houses abroad, and devel-

their particular

make

of reversal film

is

undertaken without additional cost at numerous laboratories maintained in foreign countries by film ma.iufacturers.

use but,

if

ticipated,

All film

is

adequately packed for normal

a prolonged stay in a tropical area

At

is

an-

film should be purchased in special export

packing for which there

is

a slight additional charge.

is a duty on amateur
motion picture film and equipment entering certain for-

the present time there

eign countries which, in the case of travelers

a record of their tours,

is

making
The

not often enforced.

experience of the great majority

is

•

in the

is

that a small supply

of film for personal use, together with their cameras,

When You Take Your Movie Camera Abroad
More and more,

same as

port duty.

the one

are standard equipment and longer focal length

wanted.

cause the price in the various foreign countries

many photographic

lens of one inch focal length

if

water in the mechanism.
Film can be bought in this country and taken
abroad in fact, it is generally cheaper to do so be;

lens.

at f .99.

on 16 mm. cameras.
be had

for

be seen that the lens has ample speed for

will

it

all

In

And when

they return to their

homes, they have only to throw their movies on the
screen to relive the joys of their travels over and
over again.

Because of the increasing vogue of travel movie
making, we are sure that it will be found worth while

admitted practically everywhere without restriction.
In

some countries the

traveler

is

occasionally re-

quired to deposit an amount on the movie camera and
film approximately equal to the import duty.

amount

is

refunded

if

the material

is

This

taken out within

a specified time, usually six months.

The United

States Tariff Act of 1930,

now

a law,

motion picture film exposed abroad,
whether developed or not, if of American manufacture and if not to be used for commercial purposes,
may be brought into the United States duty free.
This free entry mav be made into the United States
provides

that

97
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processed at a domestic laboratory with whose

possessions overseas as well as the mainland, with the

have

exceptions of the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Is-

work they are

American Samoa and the Island of Guam.

lands,

Before leaving

this

country on a trip abroad,

it

ing, all film
is

by the Bell & Howell Company
your camera, lenses, film, etc., with

especially suggested

that

you

register

the customs office at the port of departure, using

No. 4455.
ican origin

This

argument as

will save all

when you

to

mm.

Rome

return.

your paper carton or

metal sealing case but do not reseal.

If

tion

it

will help

wonderfully

in

recommended

that

all

preventing deteriora-

travelers have an occa-

sional roll of film processed abroad if possible, so as
to afford

you have

an opportunity of checking
film processed abroad,

avoid mailing

and

it

their results.

If

advisable

to

is

across international borders, as delays

difficulties invariably occur.

fer to bring

it

most of

their film

Many

At the date of

writ-

if

This

is

a long

possible by having

In general, the experience of the majority of travelers

is

that no trouble or restrictions are encountered by

The laws

evidently are not intended to op-

erate against the amateur

admitted free providing

therefore, film

;

it

is

is

generally

carried in the owner's

personal baggage.

you wrap

from moisture.

It is

:

film processed after leaving Italy.

Cameras

the entire package in several layers of ordinary news-

paper

Note

before leaving the country.

travelers.

film, place the case in

familiar.

processed in Italy must be censored in

procedure and should be avoided

Form

Amer-

After you have replaced your exposed film in the
round black metal case which is furnished with all
16

it

travelers pre-

home with them

to

to*

motion picture camera
may choose one using one of three widths of film. The
narrowest is the 9.5 mm. film such as used in the

The amateur

Pathex.

in selecting a

The amateur standard

the most popular.
cameras taking 35

A

Many
mm. film.

or 16

mm.

is

possibly

amateurs use standard

size

few years ago there was a 28 mm. film on the
market but it has been a long time since the writer has
run across anyone using a camera taking this size.

c»»'*

wvtft-

M«^* feX»^
Vtv^°^^

.^^^'
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

New Eastman
A

new

"Fast" Film

candescent lighting

type of motion picture film, about three

times as "fast" as that previously in use, was an-

nounced recently by the Eastman Kodak Company.

The new

film

expected to work marked changes in

is

freedom

studio technique, by permitting greater

in

making sound pictures and by cutting down the necessary amount of lighting, thus reducing heat, glare,
and cost.
The faster film is described by motion picture engineers as the greatest advance in motion picture materials

since

introduction

the

eighteen years ago.

of panchromatic

The motion

film

picture industry, sub-

sequent to that development, went over almost entirely

panchromatic

to

film,

which, in monochrome, portrays

colors in their proper tonal relation to each other in-

stead of with distorted values.

was announced

The new

type of film

Increased

speed,

means simply the
image with

cameras.

cinematographic

in

ability

to

terminology,

expose a photographic

Kodak Research Laboratories
have experimented in the direction of developing a
film to meet present conditions in the sound studios,
where the substitution of incandescent lighting for

years ago, the Eastman

electric arcs presented

diminished the range within which the actors could

importance because

it is

When sound came
became of increasing

irritating to audiences to hear

a clear voice coming from an out-of-focus actor.

A

further characteristic of supersensitive panchro-

matic film

the greater ability

is

cameramen

to

make

it

newsreel

will give

pictures under difficult conditions,

both at night and in daylight insufficient to

make

clear

pictures on film of the speeds previously in use. Prize
fight

taken under incandescent

pictures,

lights,

will

be better, and previously impossible indoor action
scenes like hockey

become

games and basketball games

will

has been learned, used the

new

possible.

Astronomers,

it

emulsion recently

in

making observations seeking

discover whether there

to

water in the atmosphere of

is

The necessary time

Mars.

for exposing plates in the

spectroscope was reduced from ten hours to four in

a

new

photo-chemical problem.

the observations in question.

This appreciable speed-

ing up of the exposure time

naturally of great value

New

The increased speed and extraordinary color sensinew film are expected to be of particular

usefulness in natural color photography,

where the

necessary

has

Among
bound

an increase

to

the

many important

subjects treated

come

as a matter of fact

;

tells

how

it

is

in the possible

"depth of

The use of

in-

is

that

Sound

is

here now.

the sound picture can be profit-

ably and economically introduced into actual every-day

use in school and college.

"Finding Films for School Use"

is

the

title

modern education

films are as necessary to

of an

Teachirg
as text-

books and wall maps, and helpful suggestions are given
as to how to secure a worthwhile supply of educational
films.

How

practical advantage claimed for the superis

"Filmo Motion Pictures in Visual Education," just
& Howell Company.

of the use of sound movies in education.

been a drawback.

focus" in sound film photography.

to read the

especially valuable section of the booklet.

tivity of the

sensitive film

want

issued by the Bell

Incandescent light contains a higher proportion

great concentration of light hitherto

motion pictures
new book-

in the use of

in the educational field will

This booklet

of red than does the light from arcs.

Filmo Educational Booklet

Everyone interested

was specially made for use with the
Hollywood calls incandescent lights, and
has a sensitivity to red and green hitherto undreamed
hand,

"inkies," as

is

to astronomy.

let,

Another

remain in focus.

yet

to the movies, depth of focus

The panchromatic film heretofore in use was developed for exposure with arc lighting. When the change
to incandescent illumination swept over Hollywood,
the film was adapted to the new conditions so far as
that was then possible. The new type of film, on the

of.

additional light into the

less light.

Since the advent of sound in motion pictures three

other

desirable the wider opening
let

This, in turn, by a law of optics, greatly

move and

as possessing increased panchromatic

qualities in addition to its greatly increased "speed."

made

of lens diaphragms to

schools can

extremely

vital

make

their

topic that

is

own movies

also the important subject of

as

is

16

mm.

films.

is

another

interestingly discussed,

how

to

care for

March, 1951
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section entitled "Pointers for Projectionists"

sure to be of great usefulness.
tion

Included

is

in this sec-

a valuable table showing picture sizes obtain-

is

able on the screen by Filmo projection lenses of different focal lengths.

Copies of the booklet can be had free on request

& Howell Company,

to the Bell

another note of smoothness to the projection nicety
for which the

Ampro

is

The

noted.

instant the pro-

jector is connected this pilot light goes on and illuminates the sprockets, the gate mechanism, the reel
spindles, the reels and the control panel. The instant
the projector is started in operation the pilot light goes
off.

Educational Depart-

The Ampro De Luxe "B" employs the 250 watt 20
by Ampro and developed to the

ment, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

volt lamp, pioneered

U.

Department of Agriculture Starts
Sound Production

S.

point of standard perfection by the Research Laboratories of the

Ampro

the

The United
common with

States

the

Department of Agriculture, in
and Navy Departments, has

War

begun the production of synchronized
plan

is

jects

now

lecture

to issue a series of the
in their library

films.

Their

most important sub-

with a recorded descriptive

and added scenes taken with

actual

sound and

General Electric Company.
system, which

optical

due to the rotary type shutter used exclusively
by Ampro, gives as great screen illumination as is
efficient

possible to obtain

from a lamp of T-10

useful life of at least 50 hours.
fact that the

bright

Ampro "B"

De Luxe "B"

or

Some

of the silent subjects released recently by this

department are: IVhy Moths Leave Home, one reel,
which shows various methods that housewives may

projects as

not brighter picture than any other 16 milli-

if

reasons

having a

size

Tests substantiate the

meter projector available today, which

effects.

This lamp in

extraordinarily

is

why

Ampro

the

is

is

one of the

making such rapid

strides

of visual education.

in the field

New

Portable Screen

use to protect themselves against this pest; Forest

—or Gamef, one

showing how protected forests provide homes for game birds and animals and
other wild life and how forest fires and destructive
logging methods destroy these homes; How Forests

Fires

The Da-Lite Screen

reel,

and

Co., Inc. of Chicago, the oldest

largest manufacturers of theatre screens in the

world, announce an entirely

new

type of screen that

meets a requirement never before adequately provided
for.

Serve, one

ways in which protected
forests serve by providing work in the woods, in mills,
at factories, and in buildings; Food Makes a Difference, two reels, shows that food does make a difference,
by contrasting undernourished and well-nourished
reel,

depicting the

children.

The new Da-Lite Master is a portable screen made
upward from three feet and especially con-

in sizes

structed for use by traveling lecturers and others
whose needs are for a large portable screen that can
be erected in an instant and that will give results thor-

oughly comparable with those obtained

women's clubs, organizations and
individuals wishing to borrow these films should apply
to the Office of Motion Pictures, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. There are no charges
except for transportation on the film from and to
Schools, churches,

Washington.

manent screen

This new screen
of a crank-operated,
the crank
full

Features in

Ampro

16 mm. Projectors

of Chicago announces a
de luxe projectors embodying certain features

in addition to the already pretentious list that

abled the

Ampro

ever since

its

line to

has en-

Y.
M.

new

is

pilot light

room

threading
lights to be

contained

means

gear mechanism.

As

clever stretching

is

supplied in glass bead, silver,
It is

likewise available

M.

C. A. Films Broadcast

Arrangements have been completed whereby the Y.
C. A. Motion Picture Bureau of New York City
supplying

of this

DeForest

be done without requiring
turned on, thereby adding still

W2XCD,

may

roller

erected by

with the perforated Da-Tone sound surface.

—

the

is

is

The Da-Lite Master

An automatic pilot light not an added accessory,
but built into the side of the projector housing, is the
By means

worm and

or standard white surfaces.

occupy a most unique position

feature of particular interest to those using pro-

screen

turned the screen rises from the box to
operating position. The surface is then brought

advent.

jectors for educational purposes.

a per-

device

The Ampro Corporation
line of

mounted on a

The

drumhead tightness by means of a
made integral with the roller.

to

New

is

a trunk-type case.

in

with

installation.

motion

Radio

picture

Company

service
television

for television broadcast.

started with the

week of February

daily

to

the

transmitter,

The arrangement
23rd, 1931.
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HERE THEY ARE!
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Trade Directory

FILMS

918 Chestnut

New York

723 Seventh Ave.,

City

(See advertisement on page 91)

New York

City.

Carlyle Ellis
130

W.

46th St

New York

,

City

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

C. A.

W. Adams

H. A. DeVry Laboratories

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Acme

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Eastman Teaching Films,

W.

57th

St.,

St.,

City

New York

W.

46th

Chicago,

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

James

111.

Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 94)

&

Muir

C.

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 70)

Spencer Lens Co.

Doat

Muir

C.

&

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Stillfilm Inc.

1052

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Cahuenga

(See advertisement on page 90)

New York

St.,

Ideal Pictures Corp.
St.,

111.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

(See advertisement on page 90)

St.,

(See advertisement on page 94)

Rochester, N. Y.

130

City

Meadville, Pa.

&

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

(See advertisement on page 93)

New York

St.,

Keystone View Co.

Eastman Kodak Co.

City

46th

City.

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

New York

W.

26 E. Eighth

19

Herm's Bio-Cinema Sound Products
Daytona Beach, Fla.

26 E. Eighth

Gold

130

Ideal Pictures Corp.

10 S. 18th

New

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Electrical Research Products, Inc.

250

90

Division,

York

BeU

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
St.,

111.

FILM SLIDES

and

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

James

Dr., Chicago,

(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.

46th

Wacker

International Projector Corp.

Rochester, N. Y.

W.

111.

(See advertisement on page 91)

Eastman Kodak Co.

130

Bldg., Chicago,

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES
55 E.

& Company

SLIDES

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Motion Picture Bureau
347 Madison Ave., New York City

M.

Y.

300

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.,

Brown and Earle

Williams,

Amkino Corporation

for the Visual Field

City

University Museum Extension
Lecture Bureau
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Brown and Earle

Williams,

918 Chestnut
111.

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes

St.,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

St.

111.

Paul, Minn.

St.,

Chicago.

E. Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

Howard
15

New York

City

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

(See advertisement on pa^e 92)

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

City
(See advertisement on page 95)

St.,

New York

City

(See advertisement on page 92)

James

C.

10 S.

Muir

&

Co.

18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, lU.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 70)

Spencer Lens Co.

James

C.

Muir
St.,

&

Co.

19

Philadelphia, Pa.

Universal Pictures Corp.

New York

60 E. 10th

SCREENS
10 S. 18th

730 Fifth Ave.,

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
E. Leitz, Inc.

J.

(See advertisement on page 97)

Williams,

and

Rochester, N. Y.

E.

J.

UFA-Films
1540 Broadway,

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Victor Animatograph Corp.
Davenport, la.

Howard
IS

Cahuenga

111.

(See advertisement on page 70)

(See advertisement on page 94)

STEREOPTICONS

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Society for Visual Education

Meadville, Pa.

OPAQUE PROIECTORS

Stillfilm Inc.
(See advertisement on page 90)

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
327 S. LaSalle

111.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

1052

(See advertisement on page 94)

Keystone View Co.

Williams,

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St..

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 94)

Williams,

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Drawing From Motion Pictures
Elizabeth

Ward Perkins

Woodbury School of Applied

WHEN

parents

first

began to take motion pic-

tures of their children's activities, a teacher,

interested in drawing,

was watching a group of boys

before a daylight screen in a private house.
children's keen interest in the horses and dogs,

and

girls

The

and jumping

the running

figures in the games,

was

the source of the idea that motion pictures could fur-

nish

new

material as well as a

new

point of view for

Drawings representing records of firsthand observation and memories of motion could be
kept over a period of time and finally read as a measure of improvement in the power of attention and

drawing.

individual growth.

Observation, Boston

was equally successful

Summer

Mr.

at

Woodbury's

Charles

School in Ogunqui, Maine.

The pioneer art school to introduce drawing from
motion pictures was the Massachusetts Art School in
Boston, under Royal Farnum, Director, in 1927. The
results were so satisfactory that a course in Mental
Training through Drawing was established, based on
and
at

by drawing from motion pictures. In
method was initiated in all of the classes

illustrated

1929, the

Art

the School of the Chicago

This

Institute.

drawing was also used in connection with life classes;
the living model appeared in the film before more
intimate study was attempted.

Most people do not feel capable of drawing from
Nature but no one is afraid of a moving picture.
Children and adults can all be surprised into trying
to draw from an exciting episode on the screen. They
forget the convention that drawing is "art" and needs

ing in the arts and in coordination with other school

nutch training of the hand.

motivated by interest, anyone can draw, according to

Before this, the motion picture had been established
the classroom as a potent means of focussing interest and gaining information but the student did not
participate in the activity at the time and the only
way of recording the extent of the knowledge gained
in

was through

oral or written tests.

A

few small groups of various ages began to draw
from films of animals and people in motion. The value
of personal records of things seen and considered was

The

results,

with able teachers

charge, were of

in

far-reaching importance, both for a continuous train-

subjects.
in

was proved

It

that talent

his capacity to think clearly

is

graphic

a

order to be able to use

language.

about what

other words, the hand follows the alert
full

not necessary

is

seen.

If

In

mind and the

weight of the training should be placed on mental

development, whether

in

kindergarten or art school.

After practice, when the fear of trying to draw a
moving figure or animal is overcome, it is found that
students of all ages can draw from a wealth of origwith the dynamic approach of the professional artist. The necessity of seeing wholes rather

inal material,

order to get motion

soon established, not only in the teaching of drawing,
the foundation of all art, but as a basis for clear
Lest this
thought and sight in general education.

than parts of a moving figure

should be considered too large a claim, teachers of

focussed on the essential lines of action, the habit of

all

and not one could deny
records that would
were
progress,
if
such

subjects were questioned

the value of accurate, objective

measure

the

students'

obtainable.

Films of many animals from the Zoo were obtained
and dancers, workmen, fishermen, and people playing
athletic games were added to the small library.

The

which the films were used
was at the Children's Art Centre, in Boston, with boys
and girls of all races and ages under a competent
teacher. Drawings were made from the films and.
later, from moving animals in the Zoo, that would
first

drawing

class in

have been impossible under any other conditions.
-V

class

of adults,

never drawn and art students trained

in a static

With

start.

structural

elimination of detail and the attention

drawing

is

established.

Art students and painters, trained in the convenway, are under the same handicap as beginners.
Their fundamental knowledge and skill are tested

tional

The result brings an increase of confidence for the inexperienced and loss of dry technique
legitimately.

for

the

experienced.

wav,

Clearer

forceful, accurate expression
cases.
is

thinking

result

in

and
all

more
normal

In pathological cases, the less normal outlook

often dramatically revealed in the record and the

clue

is

given that aids in solving the

To most

difficulty.

people the thought that drawing can be

used as communication

composed of people who had

in

forces the student to take the larger view from the

is

a

new

idea.

The head

of

the music department of a large university refused to

accept

it

as being the universal language.

He

retorted

—
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indignantly that to music alone could this term be

had forgotten that Chinese music may
be a mystery to us but a drawing of a cow would be
understood by people everywhere.
Drawing from
motion pictures restores a direct means of communication which is not dependent on so-called talent.
Forty drawings from a class demonstrate in their
likenesses and differences what every lawyer knows,
that testimony in words of something seen is unreliable in most cases. Words are only generally accepted
symbols
the connotation varies with each person.
With every telling of the tale, major events alter their
applied, but he

;

relations, or a different detail

Records

tion.

one

is

To

know and

indelible

we

a large extent,

The major advantages of drawing

own
what we

see

from

motion

the development of selective obser-

first,

vation; second, the development of the power to

moving

any position

objects in

in the personal estimate

draw

third, the rapid gain

;

The emphasis on

and action primarily, with better proportion growing out of
a genuine need, solves many problems with no break
life

Proportion

self-expression.

without loss of the living quality.
is

Since the

is

Memory

gained
training

Is the

man

football film.

with the ball run-

ning fast enough to make a touchdown?" are a few of
the questions asked when the drawings are put up.
The class itself makes all comments and a hot discussion

sure to follow.

is

of the figures

may

quality, or they

From

their

do

own

Although the proportions

let,

not,

player

he so

is

a

that fellow with the

than the other stay

move

way?" "Could
crooked legs and one arm shorter
on the team?" Improvement in

that he could

in that

own

sake, heretofore accepted as the

drawing,

is

not a waste of energy

when

the subject can be so definitely assured.

way

to begin

full interest in

process

the

in

up

to

the

of

present,

may now

made

for the

be obtained, with a teaching pamph-

Any moving

and continuity of action must be considered.
made up of one episode repeated several
times to give opportunity for comparison and repeated
observation. In some of the athletic films the episode
film is

given

as

is

first

in

The

slow motion, to allow for

fast then

depend largely on the teacher,

results

inevitable in the case of all visual aids.

how

idea of the scope of

Some

the films can be used

is

suggested by the following summary:
1

—

How directly can you turn
your powers toward what you are doing?
To Prove Observation How fully can you clear
your thought in order to make a clear record of
what you have seen?
To Make Quick Choice of Essentials Can you
choose the larger things instinctively and add deTo Focus Attention

all

2

3

—

—

tail in its relative

— To

A

proportion follows of necessity after the action has

been secured. The gain for the student is so rapid,
if motion comes first, that all teachers of drawing may
well question whether the teaching of proportion for

been

films used

from the Eastman Teaching Films.

Each

The

seen to be performing a certain action. "Is

made

The

subject

and the boys are keen judges.

discussion on proportion will inevitably develop.

experiments, the technique of taking

first

picture will not do, since background, position of the

be inaccurate, they possess a living

attention to the action involved,

weight,

from imitation

in this spirit are far

obtain the results indicated films

purpose

is

drawing from a

own

under the body?"

legs

solution of psychological problems.

analysis.

dramatic example of the procedure might be a

the

though far from perfect, have been of service in
determining the best adaptation of the means to the
desired objective.
They have been used in museum,
art school, public and private schools, and colleges, for
self-expression and measurement and as aids in the

another result of this method.

"Is that a good tackle?

weight equal to his
fit

drawing have

development.

A

typical class of boys,

its

for

To

necessary to

it is

grasp essentials rapidly and express them in the quick

in continuous

to

to be doing.

it

each student into some perception of the

initiate

films

of space relations.

In drawing from a moving object
choice of a few lines.

how ought you
Drawings made

to
is,

either as moving, or lifting, or

pulling, or carrying a

Every-

the expression of this knowledge by draw-

:

man

to represent a

That

you should consider who
If you have

figure,

and what you wish

is

it

master's point of view.

with

ing gives a definite record.

pictures are

when you make your

drawn

questions in short order.

"Make your work

be in keeping with your purpose and design.

and

forced to a final statement representing his

mental condition.

,

urged, follow Leonardo's advice

dominates the imagina-

when

in line,

many

pencil, settle

The students in any class of this kind soon fall to
drawing from life itself, people in the street, dogs and
cats at home, or animals in the Zoo. They look at a
moving figure with a purpose and without being

5

6

order?

Gain the Power of Feeling and Expressing
Motion Can you carry through your drawing
and keep the expression of life and action in
moving forms?
To Prove and Improve Memory What do you
remember first? Can you express the essentials.
To Gain a Standard In Proportion Is your figure or animal a unit? Could it move if made in
that way? Where does your weakness in estimat-

—

—
—

ing proportion lie?

—

—

—
;
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—

To Improve Quality of Line Does your line flow
and express your personal thought and feeling?
To Demonstrate Lack of Information Have you
seen clearly in your record where your attention,
observation and memory have failed ?
To Remove the Fear of Drawing in Beginners
Are you gradually overcoming your inhibitions

7

—

8

—

9

10

To Bring

To Advance

11

Will be as

Through

Phase

is

one thing, to comprehend

We may

quite

is

how much does
thing that we are

ask ourselves

the pupil really comprehend the

How much

trying to teach him.

is

the subject really

mastered so that it contributes definitely to his
thought-power? Then after we have lead the pupil to
comprehend the subject, do we make it appeal to his
imagination so that the subject
in his

H
sit

mind

we

inspiring

is

and

lives

as a continual source of pleasure?

are to

under our

make

tuition, the

more we

In

fact,

it

really comparatively small.

is

illustrative material

often resorted to

is

when

next in value and the written or spoken description

is

the least effective. Discussion

and explanation must,

of course, accompany the study of the object or pic-

less

amount needed

is

is

immensely reduced.

foundational

time taken for

power of the

descriptions,

more time for stimulating the thinking

pupil.

One

great fault of our schools

the spending of precious teaching time in imparting

bare facts and neglecting

power of the

The

to

develop

the

thinking

pupil.

possibility of teaching

ited; for the object or

with the object

phenomenon

obtainable and the school schedule

admit of a

trip outside.

On

is

not

will

not

the other

is

lim-

always
always

hand the

field

pictures is almost unlimited. The teacher of
geography cannot take her pupils around the world
but she can achieve a good substitute through pictures.

of

Someone has
it

is

you do not know how to .see,
Burton Holmes travelogues than

said: "If

better to go to

yourself."

will

many

show you how to see, and enwould never see for

things you

In nature study, for example, the teacher

should take the children to

stream and

field,

forest,

but because of the schedule under which most teachers

work

the possibilities in this line are limited. She can,

however, bring a large amount of animal and plant
material into the school room, especially in favored

For

all

material

unobtainable by

direct

methods, pictures must be the great substitute.

tion than

for the teacher to depend

go to the trouble

—to

—and

upon descrip-

the trouble

not a

is

most
do not use
enough illustrative material, and continually talk about
a host of things which they never illustrate and which
little

teachers

In gen-

subject.

is

the teacher has

rec-

Va.

get

are

illustrative

Probably

material.

along this

negligent

the students therefore

eral, the object itself is the best teacher; the picture

With

making and interpreting

line,

understand.

fail to

could be used to attain a better

and clearer comprehension of the

ture but the

to see

It is easier

as this phase of

have been the advances which have been made in this
line, yet its place in education is far below what it
lengthy verbal description

you

able

W.

illustrate the subject

Much

educational procedure has been discussed and great as

should be.

—
Themselves—

Education

For he

to travel.

localities.

who

things vivid for the pupils

the easier will be the task.

A

Classroom

Time When Expression in Line
as in Speech and Writing

the

Common

interest in

of Visual

G. H. Bretnall
Shepherd College, Shepherdstown,

apprehend

into the

ords of personal experience through drawing.

A Neglected
another.

World

Acquiring a universal language.
To Force Students To Think for

12

through interest?

TO

the Living

—Enriching the curriculum.

The

most teachers, grade,

difficulty in the case of

high school, and even college,
cient illustrative material.
tive sources has

is

One

the obtaining of

suffi-

of the most produc-

been lantern slides and there are a

host of slides to choose from.

However, each teacher

has his or her distinctive methods and matter of teach-

two

ing.

This variation

first,

the teacher's individuality, and second, the dif-

is

ferences in the pupils
is

due primarily

whom

to

she teaches.

factors

If a teacher

a real teacher and not an automaton she will

teaching to those

whom

fit

her

she teaches. This will depend

on the location of the school, whether city, town or
rural, on the industries of the community and on the
social classes from which the children come.
Such

and conditions make it not easy
fit the need.
Again lantern
slides are expensive, especially the colored ones, and
officials seldom buy all that is needed
This is largely
from lack of funds though sometimes it is from lack
diversity in teachers

to find lantern slides to

.

of appreciation of values.
their

own

slides as desired,

Some

institutions

make

and such are fortunate

:
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but for most schools

lantern

inadequate

are

slides

are thrown

from an expense standpoint.
Because of the

obtaining lantern slides

difificulty in

the stereopticon side of teaching

method of opaque projection

the
is

removed.

With opaque

common

or

printed picture

is
is

neglected.

But

if

used, the difficulty

projection almost any kind

The

of picture can be shown.

light is

thrown on to a
and the

object,

actual

by mirrors through the leris of the
Since the light
stereopticon and on to the screen.
does not need to go through the picture, as in a lantern slide it matters not what kind of picture is used
postcards, prints, even book illustrations. A colored

image

reflected

is

—

upon the screen with all its color values,
cost, whereas the cost of colored slides
may be prohibitive. Tlie machines vary but most of
them show a picture six inches by six inches. If it
picture goes
at

is

no extra

desired to use a larger picture

around and different parts of

These opaque

reflectors

stereopticon firms.
last
is

a long time.

it

are

it

may

be

moved

is

Sometimes good apparatus already

room apparatus.
in the school is not

understood or appreciated. Opaque

projectors in the schools are comparatively few. Often
there

but one machine to a building and

is

classrooms are not

all

the

fitted for its use, so that getting the

machine and room ready or the transferring of the
class to another room would take all the time available
for the exercise which is planned. Our purpose is to
emphasize the universal adaptability of this method of
instruction and the wide and extensive use to which it
can be put. Thus used it will increase immensely the
efficiency of the instruction and create an immense
increase of interest on the part of the pupils.

Objection

is

often

made

the pictures lack strength

to

and

opaque projection that
clearness.

Of

course,

nothing can equal good lantern slides for projected
pictures, and you get along with less darkening of the
room when lantern slides are used. But you can get
good, clear, well focussed pictures with opaque projection

if

effective

the apparatus

means

is

rightly used.

The

for adequate darkening of the

cost o{

room

is

very soon offset by the abundance of material available without cost by opaque projection.

The

available

material

for

opaque

is

So many kinds of pictures or even
things can be used. Maps and illustrations from the
text books can be utilized and the recitation can be
carried on from the screen. Children can be encouraged to bring pictures illustrating their school work and
almost unlimited.

and available private

libraries.

Fur-

ther, excellent pictures of usable size can be purchased

few cents each and there is a vast number
of these available, both colored and uncolored.
In regard to equipment a few more words should
be said. Most projection apparatus has provision for
lantern slides also, and thus any slides available in
for a very

school collections or in loan collections can be used.

Usually attachments can be had so that film slides as

However, the amount of material
the form of pictures and objects for opaque pro-

well can be used.

is

so

many

times greater than that available for

far transcends them
projection can
opaque
Properly used,
in importance.
schools.
visual
work
in
part
of
be made a major
enthusiasm
and dreams.
world
of
A child lives in a

other kinds of projection that

it

His dreams can be made to come true to a considerable extent and his enthusiasm can be markedly
increased by the proper presentation of the subjectmatter in hand.

A

large factor in this

extensive

is

His whole future happiness and
use of projection.
success may be dependent, and often is. on the proper
Every method
utilization of his early enthusiasms.
that contributes to this end should be used.

You Need This
you use motion pictures in school, church or community work, or contemplate their use, you need a copy
of the famous "1000 and One Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films"
a complete directory of educational and
entertainment films, listing available 35 mm. and 16
mm. silent and sound subjects, with full information as
Price 75c.
to where they may be obtained.
If

—

25c to subscribers of

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

Use the coupon

The Educational
64 E.

Lake

Chicago,

for your order.

Screen

St.,

111.

I enclose my check for $
please send me item indicated
Copy of "1000 and One"
Year's subscription to Educational

for which
.75

D

2.25

Q

$

Screen

and copy of "1000 and One"
projection

pictures

—

the school library

made by

sometimes due to the fact
and not class-

own

public library or libraries besides the teachers library,

in

that the machines used are really toys

screen.

their

machine it is not necessary to tear out the
Thus borrowed material can be used. Then.mj
pages.
too, there is available for your stereopticon work the
into the

jection

the leading

upon the

when

Pictures from books and

magazines present a vast and varied amount of maThe book or the magazine can be put directly
terial.

explained in turn.

Good ones are not cheap but they
The opaque method of projection
This

used limitedly.

they thus have double interest

Two

years' subscription to Educ.'^tion.xl Screen
and copy of "1000 and One"
Please send also special circular on The Educational Screen and its other publications

Name
Street Address
City

State

3.25

D
D
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How One

School

Makes
William

MANY

Own

Its
F.

Teaching Films

Kruse

of

for a solution, only to run into a new complex of
problems centering around the obtaining of just the

the motion picture as a teaching tool in order to get

kind and quality of films needed for his big, highly

schools in special fields have found that

requires

under way a

more than a

decision to

it

teaching film program

effective

really

make use

fitted to their particular needs.

Even

equipment has been acquired, there

after adequate

is still

the problem

of a film supply precisely co-ordinated to meet the
despite the fine progress
schools' individual problems

—

recorded by university extension divisions,

already

departments of visual instruction and local and

city

national film distributors in

making educational

film

His solution was on a scale commensurate with his
a department of visual instruction was organized, consisting of four teachers and a technical asacapable girl who is still a part-time student
sistant
Each of these
in the institution in which she works.
school

Milwaukee Vocational School faced the
problem of securing film to carry on a daily program
fitted to its field, the difficulties were at once recognized and a vigorous far-sighted solution resolutely
determined upon the school would make its own
This is a solution which is of interest to all
film
schoolmen whether their institutions deal primarily
the

—
—

charged with the task of making a 600 foot
two weeks to fit his section of
pre-determined curriculum. These pictures are

teachers

mm.

16
a

available.

When

specialized institution.

shown

is

picture every

in

the auditorium,

two a week, not for the

purpose of intensifying regular classroom work, as

is

—

!

with special or with general educational problems.

This school and the work of
L. Cooley,

is

too well

known

Suffice

to require description.

noted Director, R.

its

world

to the educational

to say that

it

it

is

a

mighty big school, one of the largest in the world,
with a student and faculty population greater than that
of most universities. The junior school is comprised
of boys and girls between the ages of 14 and 16 whose
education has been diverted from the normal line by

economic necessity or other cause and who go to the
vocational school half days.

tended by boys and

who

attend one

girls

full

The

from 16

senior school

day a week.

student body here that

is

is

at-

Mr. S. O. Opsahl "Shooting" Animation
General Science Film

to 18 years of age,

never the

Thus there is a
same in personnel

—

the

Work

in

aim in most classroom use of film, but to give culbackground in broad sweeping strokes to make

tural

two successive days a student body with a specneed for training in specific trade skills, yet able to
devote only from one-half to one-fourth the customary

up, as far as possible, for the loss these 15,000 young-

school time to the acquisition not only of these special

devoted to the two films of the week and this is followed by a twenty-minute review and quiz period con-

for

ial

skills

but also the cultural background that should be

the heritage of every man.

Time

Copy-book methods cannot be
relied on. This is one of the most modern of schools,
run by modern schoolmen, so a modern solution was
found. The principal, Mr. Wm. F. Rasche, had an
opportunity, when engaged in research work in the
interest of apprentice training in Chicago some years
jigo, to look into the many benefits offered by the
motion picture as a means of captivating student
interest and thus teaching more deeply and broadly
in a shorter time.
To the motion picture he turned
is

of essence.

sters

sustain through their inability to complete the

regular courses of the week.

A

forty-minute period

ducted by the respective craft teachers

when

is

the stu-

dents get back to their various departments.
Incidentally,

this

arrangement

solves

the

capacity problem of the cafeteria which can

The boys

number of students

at

one

enter the auditorium at 11 :25 A.

M.

date only 50 per cent of the
time.

seating

accommo-

and see the first picture, whereupon they are joined
by the girls, who have finished -their lunch, and the
second film

and the

is

The boys then

leave for their lunch
run a second time to complete the
youngsters express themselves as

run.

first film is

program.

The

!

Page
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Will The Movietone Motivate? ^

with the arrangement, and tentative tests
real educational gains are being

indicate that very

Laurence R. Campbell

registered through the films.

The head

of the Visual Instruction Department

Colin G. Welles,

who

also

makes the

His co-workers and their

films

is

on biology.

of film activity in-

fields

clude: Mrs. R. H. Rodgers (Personal Problems), Mr.
S.

O. Opsahl (General Science), and Mr. John A.

Shaw

(Safety).

Since

last

May, when the

first steps

were undertaken, the department has produced 18,000
feet of 16 mm. reversal film and 10,000 feet of titles
and animation work.
The equipment of the department includes a Filmo

70-DA camera with lenses ranging in focal length
from 15 mm. to 4 inches, another model of the same
make of camera which is used mainly for titles and

—

Pllmo projectors two with
250 watt lamps and one of the new projectors with
375 watt lamp and a 1000 foot film capacity. The
projection throw is over 80 feet, from the first balcony
of an auditorium with 2200 seats to a large beaded
screen on the stage, and the eight-foot wide picture
can be seen satisfactorily from all parts of the hall.

animation work, three

The 375 watt

projector proves just the thing to pro-

vide a final solution to the exceptional projection

diffi-

culties here encountered.

Like the average beginner, the department started
out with utterly inadequate lighting equipment the
1000 watts
first order included only two lights of

—

each.

These two are now doing duty on a home-made

animation stand where large material is photographed.
For general work they are now supplemented by a
fine outfit of Kleig lights, four portable flood lights of

1500 watts each, and two spot lights of 2000 watts
each.
fixed

The

school's

flood

lights,

movie studio

has, in addition, three

making an
and the work that is
consequence, measures up well

each of

1500 watts,

available total of 16,500 watts,

being turned out, in

with the best of professional-made industrial films.
Not so long ago a professional producer called with a
view of taking over (he thought) their production

work. A script covering the reel on Weather was
just ready for the cameraman, so it served as a basis
At regular commercial rates the
for an estimate.
salesmen quoted $2500 to $3000 for the

reel,

only to

learn that the school cost did not run over $200.
The department, of course, works hard to turn out

the high quality of material demanded, as well as to
meet the remorseless schedule. Thus far not only has
it

kept even, but the department

The

is

a

little bit

earnest workers develop and dry their

ahead.

own

titles

and animation work, and photograph all their scenes,
indoors and out, themselves. It would be impossible
(Ccticludca jn pai/e 128)

WILL

Will the vita-

the movietone motivate?

phone

vitalize?

Will the talkie accelerate and

increase learning in our schools by adding to the visual

Today progressive

appeal the auditory impression?

educators are seeking the answers to these questions
For the talkie is no longer an innovation in the entertainment world

;

it is

an accepted

factor.

Years ago a far-seeing leader in education added
"M's" of teaching (muscles, minds, and
morals) the fourth "M" the movie. Today we must
make the fourth "M" the movietone. Already experi
mental research indicates that the time is coming when
every up-to-date school will be equipped with a talkie
just as every school today should have its movie proto the three

—

and other

jector, balopticon

Since education
that

pupils

is

visual aids.

preparation for

What

face realities.

I

life, it is

greater realism

possible than through the use of the talkie

Sight

the visual and auditory appeals.

voice and vision unite to

make

essential

?

is

combines
and sound,
It

vicarious experiences

on the screen more true to life, indeed, life itself. With
the improvement of natural color films even greater
similarity between the screen product and life is assured.

Amazing

opportunities

room may

are

evident

for the

and hear the national
leaders in statecraft, literature, music, business, and
He may see and hear birds from Afsocial reform.
rica, plant life from India, animals from the Andes.

child in the class

see

in the school house on the hill he can take a
through the jungle, in the Alps, or to the polar
Where once the facts of life seem vagu2,
regions.
confused, and uninteresting to the child, the motiva-

Right

trip

tion of the
it

more

movietone will popularize education, make
and extend its influence.

effective,

But let us not think that the purchase of equipment
and a few reels of film will result in an educational
Careful study over a period of yearss
talkie program.
will result in the development of equipment and ma
terials

adapted to

all

i

ages, classes, subject matter, and{

community needs. Problem of method and techniqu
must be solved, but it is already a certainty that the'
movietone

will

motivate.

May

the value of this innovation in

educators recogni

making a

better society

—

*Note Our readers will understand that the writer of the
above article is using the word "movietone" freely as a
generic term for a talking or sound picture. The name "Movietone," of course, is an exclusive trade name for a particular
sound-on-film product of the Fox Film Corporation, and is
actually the property of that

the property of Eastman.

company much

as

"Kodak"

is

:

::
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ANDTHENOTES
NEWS
CONDUCTED
STAFF

BY

Pennsylvania Visual Education Instructors
Hold Annual Conference

The

2.

All Pennsylvania colleges, accredited in the field of

second Visual Education Conference held
Department of Public Instruction, Harrisburg,
February 20th, to consider the several phases of the
visual education program both with respect to its present use and future development. The Conference was
attended by 42 representatives, divided as follows
tives to the
in the

16; State teachers' colleges,

13;

department, 8; visual education directors and super-

normal schools, 1.
The following communication from ]Mr. Klonower,
Director of the Teacher Bureau, was read by his assistant, Dr. Yeager:
"Visual education and all that it means may save us from
visors, 4; city

educational dry-rot.

Schools

behind in the matter of

fall

A

as aids in the presentation of content material.

Visual educa-

must become a mandatory part of every school program
and teachers must be provided with adequate preparation and
a profound knowledge of the philosophy that underlies learning through the senses.
"The time is quite ripe to insist on a course in visual
tion

an applicant for a license
to teach. A teacher of English as well as every other teacher
should be familiar with the mechanical aids in the learning
process.

The

is

sequential steps in the proper use of visual aids

that the course

descriptive basis
five lessons

any

of

decidedly laboratory

is

nature and never should be conducted on the

in its

;

;

that

it

should be divided into forty-

that the course

three

the equivalent in value

is

hour

semester

course

in

teacher

preparation.

Standard
of the Minimum
and of the Course in Visual and
other Sensory Techniques showed that both were
highly satisfactory.
Many suggestions were made,
all of which were noted and will be included in the

The

appraisement

Equipment

set-up,

•

revised set-ups.

and holding the interests of children because those
responsible for them do not take advantage of new devices

who

presented by Dr.

outcome of the meeting was the unani-

significant

mous opinion

attracting

education for every teacher

set-up as

The Photography outline as presented by Dr.
Waldron.

3.

teacher preparation, were invited to send representa-

accredited colleges,

Making

Slide

Broyles.

A

portion of a motion picture film in the field of

was projected for the purpose of showing the
need for a definite technique in the use of films for
instructional purposes.
This developed animated dishistory

cussion.

A

general feeling prevailed that a definite

Conwas postponed for the

film technique should be undertaken this year.

sideration of the sound film
present.

New

of a lesson should be as well known as
the formal Herbartian steps in learning.
While it may not

Process Invented for Enlarging Photographic Prints

in the presentation

be necessary for the English teacher to have the extended
a teacher who devotes all of her
time to the handling of visual aids, the position is taken that
every teacher should be familiar with the use of the mani-

preparation required of

fold

make

devices which

near, the

the

abstract concrete, the

distant

complex simple."

With reference to the Summary of the Techniques
of Visual and Other Sensory Aids for Teachers in
Service and Teachers in Training it was decided that

Enlargement of one-half-inch negatives

who was formerly chief engineer for Thoinas A. EdiThis new method of film processing eradison.
cates the basis of distortion that follows enlargements

and

is

tives

Visual Education

should

be

a

separate course

practical for both

still

and motion picture negastock, whereas

when made on panchromatic raw

heretofore enlargements other than those limited to
three

1.

into perfect

photographic prints 48 times their original size, has
iDeen accomplished by Dr. Miller Reese Hutchinson,

and one-half times the

been possible on slow acting

original size have only
film.

rather than combined with another course.
2.

3.

It

The course should carry

Dr. Hutchinson cites as one of the important re-

three semester hours

credit.

sults of his discovery, the

The course should be mandatory.

sound recorded on

was decided

1.

widening of the range of
present limit of sound

The

vibrations possible to record on a foot of standard film
that the following should be included
is

in the

film.

course

The Museum Technique
Mr. Sigman.

4,000, but according to Dr.

Hutchinson the new

invention will permit the recording of 12,000 per foot.
outline as presented by

This

will

clearly.

enable

recording

of
•

-.

high

soprano tones

—
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An Opinion

The

on Screen Advertising

question

the pattern has not antagonized house managers or

advertising

of

films

has been

fre-

quently discussed in the last few months, with some
theatrical

producers

declaring

themselves

be

to

favor of them and others denouncing them.

in

Now we

hear from a representative of the advertising

field,

public

evidenced by reports from theatres where

is

These are
tising

is

all

taking the same view

—that

if

the adver-

limited to sponsorship, neither exhibitors nor

public will be antagonized.

Since these comments are

from the motion picture industry

itself,

which ob-

Newell-Emmett
Company, who made the following pertinent remarks

viously risks the largest stake in this venture,

at a demonstration of "Talkie Advertising" presented

that

Richard

Strobridge,

Secretary

of

by the Motion Picture Group of the

New York

Adver-

tising Club.

"Every new medium that is decent and economic
adds to the stature of advertising and increases its
public acceptance.
The radio did this and I believe
that motion picture advertising,

if

oped, will have the same effect.

it

is

wisely devel-

Neither the radio

nor the screen has diminished the amount of newspaper and magazine advertising nor the value of that
advertising.
On the contrary, they have furnished

new

opportunities and new angles of interest for the
newspaper and magazine advertiser.
"The printed page and the motion picture screen are
so vastly different that any attempt to compare them
statistically would be futile.
The screen has very
definite limitations as an advertising medium.
It is
dedicated, and rightly so, to the duty of entertaining
those who pay their admission at the box office. Therefore,

it

can offer nothing but entertainment

to keep faith with the public.
it

if

it

is

This fact alone places

at once in the category of secondary advertising

media, for
bars

its

its

sole

purpose

—that

of entertainment

use for direct advertising or sales appeal.

It

would be a shortsighted policy for advertisers to concentrate expenditures on a medium just because it is
new, and slight the long-proven values offered by the
printed page.
I am voicing no new thought when I
state it is my conviction that the screen can in no
way be substituted for newspapers or magazines.
"This inviolable screen requirement for entertainment brings about a very special condition with regard

motion pictures. Strictly speaking, there
is a distinct line of demarcation between straight advertising films and films sponsored by an advertiser.
In the advertising film, we find a certain play on the
advertised product itself -it appears in some way,
In the sponsored
subtle or otherwise, in the picture.
to advertising

—

mentioned only in
it does not appear in the picture,
the credit titles
which is 100 percent entertainment. Except for the
titles, such sponsored pictures might be the output of

picture the advertised product

is

;

any

film producer.

"Our current
by Chesterfield

series,

'Movie Memories,' sponsored

cigarettes, follows this pattern.

That

it

has appeared and from reviews in the trade press.

we can

properly accept

its

we

judgments as

feel

well

founded."

Some Figures on American Motion Picture Equipment
and Film Exports Buring 1930

I

Preliminary figures compiled by N. D. Golden, As-

Motion Picture Division, Bureau
Commerce, show that during
American motion picture
worth
of
1930, $9,172,824
equipment was exported to various regions of the
world as against approximately $5,000,000 worth of
similar equipment during 1929.
Our exports of motion picture equipment for 1930, therefore, show an
sistant Chief of the

of Foreign and Domestic

increase of approximately $4,000,000 over the preced-

ing year.

A

2160 American motion picture projectors
type were exports to all foreign markets during 1930 having a declared value of $599,046
as compared with 1989 projectors valued at $592,319
during the year 1929. Europe was our best customer
buying 1052 American projectors compared with 837
projectors during 1929. Second in importance is the
Far East importing 628 American machines during
total of

mm.

of the 35

1930 as against 399 of our projectors for the year
1929.
Latin America is our third largest purchaser,
importing 263 projectors during 1930 as compared

Canada

with 348 projectors during 1929.

is

next,

importing during 1930, 134 American projectors as
Near East and
against 330 projectors during 1929.
Africa

is

the last region of importance.

During 1930,

83 projectors were exported
pared with 75 projectors during 1929.
to this

section as

con^

"^

During 1930 there was a drop
mm. projectors amounting to 677 projectorsDuring 1930 we exported to all markets of the world
in

our exports of

16

a total

of

1634

substandard

projectors

valued

at

$148,266 as against 2311 American projectors with a
value of $212,947 during 1929.
There is a slight decline in the number of 35 mm.

cameras exported during 1930 as compared with 1929.
During this year 946 cameras were exported to all
countries as compared with 1038 during 1929. While
the quantity of our camera exports has dropped during 1930, the value has increased. Value of cameras
exported during 1930 amounted to $405,906 as compared with $364,544 during the year 1929. Exports
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35 mm. have
46 per cent during 1930.
The year 1930 is the first in which a separate clasDuring
sification for sound apparatus has been made.

FOREIGN NOTES

of motion picture cameras less than
fallen off nearly

1930 a total of $7,736,059 worth of sound equipment
and parts were exported.
Preliminary figures covering American motion picture exports for the year 1930

from the year 1929.

show a

slight decline

This slight falling off in our

motion picture exports should not be viewed with any
During 1929 which was the
great degree of alarm.
motion picture exports, American expictures generally had their sound
motion
porters of

peak year

in

positive films printed in this country, as foreign labor-

were not as yet equipped for sound printing.
until late in 1928 that sound pictures really
Negative film
got under way in foreign countries.
exports for 1929 amounted to 8,443,197 feet with a
value of $1,120,602. During 1930, which is more or
atories
It

was not

less

12,355,358 feet of

a trend toward the normal,

negative film valued at $1,331,606 were exported to

This

countries.

is

all

an increase of nearly 4,000,000 feet

of negative film for 1930, over the year 1929 which
will bear out the contention that

are being printed abroad

more

positive films

from the negative now than

during 1929.
Exhibit of
S.

M.

New

Apparatus to Feature
Meeting

P. E. Spring

One

Educational "talkies" are being promoted zealously

England through the efforts of the
Commission of Educational and Cultural Films. It
is reported that programs of news films will be issued
to schools as the result of an agreement concluded between British Movietone News and an American
sound equipment manufacturer.
in the schools of

The Middlesex

schools are to have talking pictures

as part of their regular educational program. Exhibifor educational purposes
term of the present year, each program filling a period of 40 minutes. The first subjects
will be principally "general knowledge" material.

talking

of

tion

started

on the

pictures

first

The Board of Education and

Society of Motion Picture Engineers to be held in

Los Angeles May 25-29th inclusive, will be an exhibit
of new motion picture equipment developed within
the last year, according to announcements by the
Program Committee. The Board of Governors has
also announced that the convention will be extended
over a period of five days to permit ample time to
visit studios and all other points of interest.
The equipment exhibit will not be in the nature of
a trade exhibit since there will be no booths for
exhibits, although definite free space will be allotted to

Rules regulating the exhibits require

is

to be published

on the value

A

exhibitor

will

be

permitted to display one small card giving the name
of the manufacturing concern and each equipment

with a plain label free from the

of the manufacturer.

A

if

any

—of sound

name

films

supposed that more than
committee is
reported to have established contact with a large number of organizations both in Great Britain and
throughout the empire. Information is to be sought
one

set will

be used.

is

it

A

special research

Britain possess projectors, the

number of

in

Great

schools that

have exhausted the list of educational films on the
market and were asking for increased production, as
well as supplies held by producers.

them

It is

hoped by

that these developments will lead to a great in-

crease in production on lines approved by the teaching
profession.

An Invitation to Producers of Motion Picture
Apparatus and Educational Films

The Trinidad Government

is

investigating the pos-

of the motion picture as an educational aid,

sibilities

according to the Motion Picture Division of the U. S.

last

shall be labeled

—

portable sound set has been placed at the disposal

of the Committee, but

Department of Commerce.

;

From

in the schools.

tion of Trinidad

equipment be new or developed within the
twelve months no pamphlets or advertising lit-

Each

other education

a questionnaire given to teachers and children a report

that the

erature will be permitted.

all

authorities are awaiting the result with interest.

by the commission as to how many schools

of the features of the Spring Meeting of the

each exhibitor.

Talking Pictures in British Schools

and

films

is

The

Director of Educa-

inquiring into the cost of apparatus

and the general

use in the local schools.

suitability of

When

apparatus for

the information de-

sired has been obtained, the Education

Board

will be

consulted.

explaining the technical features of the apparatus will

It is suggested that American manufacturers of
motion picture apparatus, and educational films of a

be required to be present during the exhibition.

general character suitable for use in British colonial

technical expert capable of

exhibition space will be furnished gratis

paratus

to

be

exhibited

will

Apparatus Exhibits Committee.

All

and the apbe censored by the

schools,

communicate with the Honorable Director
Town Colony of Trinidad and Tobago,

of Education,
British

West

Indies.
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION
Medical Economics (February) "Medical Talkies",
by Louis M. Bailey, discusses the work of Dr. J. E.

DeLee of Chicago.
Two years ago, Dr.
and a pioneer

when

tion,

heads

of Chicago, an obstetritian

in the field of medical

motion picture produc-

new Lying-in Hospital which he
stated, "We are wiring our new hospital

building the

in that city,

the left side of the film for the future sound track) and then

this

DeLee
method

medical

and

recording

rapidly be adopted by the foremost

instruction

members of

would

the medical

profession.

At

the present time there are

two methods of talking medi-

before the 'mike' and, as the opera-

a previously prepared script.

In

my

film I did both

and

was partly done while I listened to a script
which was carefully worded in advance. The operation fitted
the script and later the same script was read and recorded
as the operation appeared on the screen.''

The future of

evidently realized, as time has since proved, that
of

down calmly

sit

the operation

for the eventual talkie."

Dr.

on

later

tion unfolds itself, talk about the various steps or even read

from

DeLee

B.

J.

LANPHIER

F.

the medical talkie

was most enthu-

espoused by Dr. Truesdale, over the radio,
later by letter to the author, and also in an address
before the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. In
siastically

his radio address Dr. Truesdale told of the part

which

One,

that

talking motion pictures are playing and will play in the

employed by the many physicians who have long made

silent

education of medical students in presenting the need

film

cal

physician.

recording available to the

mm.

equipment, consists of the
usual production of an operating room subject which is then
sent to a professional laboratory where a lecture, prepared
films with their personal 16

by the producing physician to fit the data included
film, is recorded on a phonograph disc.

The second method

the

in

sician's

direction.

Duplicates

such

of

records,

however,

whether they employ sound on film or the disc method,
be made for use with 16 mm. projection equipment.

may

discussing

silent

film in

sound and
the writer found that the

preferences

instruction,

talking film received the larger

The methods most
*of operations

A

desirable

concerning

number of votes.
for making sound

films

demonstration with charts, models or
apparatus can easily be filmed with the voice and also some
clinical lecture or

operations that do not require the intense application of
the faculties of the Surgeon, in Dr.
I

know," he

says,

Lee's opinion. "But

would be impossible for many
work under the camera in the glare of

"that

operators to do their

De

all

it

and heat, amidst the possibilities of errors by their asand nurses (and their own) and at the same time
keep up a consecutive running discourse into a microphone.
"I feel sure it would not sound right to them as they
coldly watched and heard it on the screen. Further, the paThe cameraman and sound engitient has to be protected.
neer must have time. It is much easier and more satisfaclight

sistants

tory to take the picture in the usual

way

(leaving

room

at

in various

Thus

far he

scientific exhibits

at

and

before

many

medical societies.
Dr. Truesdale

further declared,

in

regard to the

distribution of personal medical films, that this matter
is

being temporarily held in abeyance by the leading

medical societies of the country but that as soon as
ical

films

is

defined the production of such med-

very probably take place on a larger

will

scale.

Dr. Truesdale further emphasized the tremendous

advantage of bringing, by the talking

film,

the post-graduate student of medicine,

who

much

to

could not

immediately sustain the expenses of traveling to for-

The

eign hospitals

for such observation.

velopments

surgery can, furthermore, be accessible

in

to every practicing physician in city,

were summed up by Dr. DeLee.

and

sanitation

has produced four talking motion pictures, which have

a general policy

Demonstrating the practicability of making personal talking
medical records and the great value uf this medium in
teaching, a notable achievement in the surgical and medical
fields has recently been accomplished by Drs. W. F. Windle
and H. B. Kellogg of the Northwestern University Medical
School at Chicago. These two surgeons, who are connected
with the medical school's Department of Anatomy, took
16 mm. motion pictures of dissection.

In

manner of securing

other matters relating to public health.

been shown

whereby the physician engages
the facilities of a professional sound producing company and
with their technical assistance, the film and sound record of
the desired operating technique is produced under the phythat

is

of and

latest

de-

town or back-

wood community.
Movie Makers (March) "Motion Pictures and the
M. Bailey, afi'ords an excellent

Minister", by Louise

source

reference

for

suggestions

"manifold uses found for film

in the

concerning

the

modern church."

National Board of Review Magazine

(January)
Film Usage" presents George
of
J. Zehrung, Director of the Motion Picture Bureau
the Y. M. C. A., and his work in the field of supplementary usage of films in the "Y", in Americanization

"A

Pioneer

work,

in Practical

et cetera.

In this

same

issue

we have

a discussion of

Birth of a Nation as a sound film."

"The

—
;
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International

Review

tography (January)

An

Educational Cinemaexcellent resume of Japan's

past motion picture education
tion, a vital discussion

ema and

(from

and the present

situa-

the Italian) of the cin-

the theatre, an exposition of the need for

sound

international co-operation concerning the

film,

the second installment of "Cinema and Visual Fa-

from the Horace Mann School, New
York City, on "Children's Responses to the Motion
Picture, The Thief of Bagdad," are the main content
tigue", a report

of the January issue of this always splendid publication.
As has been heretofore stated, we avoid quotations

from the pages of

Current History (March) George Kent, -in "The
Crisis in the Motion Picture Industry", appraises

of

this

magazine, as

we

feel that

New

the undesirable results of the talking film.
The art of the cinema may or may not have profited by the
coming of the talking picture the controversy still -goes on
but it cannot be disputed that civilization, temporarily at least,
has suffered. The silent movie constituted the most potent
possible instrument of propaganda for the international spirit.
The old silent motion picture was understood by all people,
no matter what their language. It was international in appeal

—

message, such as

its

was, reached a greater number of

it

known means

of communication.
This propaganda has been the most powerful unifying force

people than any other

modern

in the history of

now

are

times.

The movies, become

audible,

national in the narrowest sense.

preferable to indicate the contents briefly and
trust that our readers will avail themselves of the
opportunity offered in reading the material at its

The author then discusses the riots in almost every
country in Europe, the ridicule, even in England, of

source.

in seeing films in other languages in greater

it

is

the

American language, the petty

jealousies of nations

numbers

than those produced in their own, coming finally to

The Living Age (February) The Educational
Screen has commented upon the German censorship
of "Mickey Mouse".

This censorship came close upon

the heels of the trouble over "All's Quiet on the

ern Front", one of the relatively few war

West-

films to

cause so distinct a riot in film censorship. Now The
Living Age reports further trouble with "Hell's An-

"On

ground that it is breeding ill-will between England and Germany", Herr E. A. Dupont
describes it as "one of the most anti-German pictures
ever made." The Berlin Correspondent of the London
Observer sums up Herr Dupont's case as follows:
"What Dupont objects to in 'Hell's Angels' is the fact
gels".

that every

the

German

is

the caricature of a military type,

and that where German is spoken it is a mixture of
The English
broken German and English.
censor has cut several of the more offensive details,
which, it is presumed, are shown everywhere in America.
But since nothing tangible is said against Germany the insidiousness of this propaganda lies in the
cleverness with which those who do not know Germany and the Germans in their entirety are sent home
with an impression of them which shows, to use Dupont's own words, 'no tact and no conscience' ". Herr
Dupont is the man whose own production of "Two
Worlds" irritated compatriots by its presentation of a
Jewish heroine in a favorable light and Austrian officers in an unfavorable one! Justice in the matter is
difficult to establish, particularly when one remembers
the American habit of harmless, if crude, buffoonery
in portraying any nationality.
But, although understood well enough in our own country, such understanding could not be expected abroad. And, even here,
is it not perhaps a question of only an enlightened few
.

.

.

recognizing this caricature as buffoonery?

the one possible solution.

The only ray

of hope in this storm of nationalism

growing tendency

is

the

minimize the importance of speech in
Eisenstein, the Russian director of "Potemkin,"

the film.

may have

to

started the

movement when he

stated that for the

remain pure cinema speech must be drastically reduced
and sound employed only to enhance the effectiveness of the
pantomime.
art to

The

writer then reviews the expenses involved in

turning the. studios of Hollywood from silent to sound
studios,

and the additional expense incurred by paying

off the contracts of

silent

stars,

useless in the

new

medium. He then traces the adjustment affected by
American Companies.
The Paramount Company has invested $2,000,000 in a Paris
studio, where its successes in the United States are made
over in twelve different languages. These films are made with

swiftness, two weeks to a version, and, while
workmanlike affairs, have only been moderately successful.
Only three languages French, German and Spanish assure the film makers a profit; in all the others the number
of theatres and the cinema-going populations are' so small
as to preclude a profit on the production of a film in the
native tongue. Germany and France for the time being are
incredible

—

—

leaders in multi-lingual production, but virtually every country in

Europe

is

attacking the problem.

It

is

not unlikely

that a nationally subsidized studio will be the possession of

every country

much

as

the

national

theatre

and opera

is

today.

in

Science Education (January) May Weber Smith,
"The School Museum", urges all schools to

establish

tion the

teacher

museums for
museum may

is

"in this age of visual instruc-

be a valuable aid."

A

usually well fitted to supervise the

science

museum

program since the "wide range of interests included
in any science course reveals almost unlimited sources
of museum material which can be well utilized in
other classes." The writer cites several cities which
supply this particular kind of visual aid.

—
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The film Estimates^

in

whole or in part, may be reprinted only by

special

arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For

For

FUma (Acton)

Titles of

(Prodacers)

Intelligent

Adults

Bad

Sister

Charles

(

Conrad

Wiiiniiiffer)

(

Nagel

Univ.

)

and
Very

For
Yonth

For
ChUdren

(IS to 20)

(ondor 15)

Rather

Good of

Good

kind

Little
interest

Futile

No

No

Trash

Better not

No

satisfactory screening of Tarking:Well-acted, real
ton's "The Flirt."
character -comedy of ordinary middle
class family life in small town. One
sister pretty and liateful, the other

homely but good. Though the good
sister

film

more

is made too charmless, the
is good enough to deserve a
fitting title.

Beau Ideal (Ralph Forbes) (RKO)
Loudly touted as "mighty sequel to
Beau Geste" and with same subject
matter and atmosphere of Foreign
Legion. Complex and clumsy plot.
bad dramatic construction, artificial
thrills, and much mediocre acting
make it merely pretentious hokum.
with some unwholesome spots. Some
good photography cannot redeem the

Titles of Filma (Actors)

(Producers)

Intelliaent

AdnlU
Conquering Horde* The (Richard
(Para) Fine Western, with
historical value in its vivid
picturizing of the grave problem of
the Texas cattlemen in early days
heroically solved by driving herds
northward through Indian -infested
country to reach the nearest railroad
at Abilene. Kansas.
Thrilling and
wholesomely stimulating.
Arlen)

Fine of

For
Youth

For
ChUdrea

(15 to 26)

(under IS)

Excellent

Excellent

Kind

much

Drarula (Helen Chandler and Bela
Lugosi) (Univ.) Very successful effort at a super- thriller, with exaggerated chills and horrors.
Main
character is a grewsome vampire
supposed to spend his nights in
quest of human blood on which his
supernatural existence depends. Thoroughly revolting theme made grimly
real by good acting and skilled photography.

Depends
on taste

Drums of Jeopardy (Warner Ol(Tiffany) Hectic melodrama,
crowded with noise and villainy,
wherein Oland as the weird crazy
doctor attempts to wipe out a whole
royal Russian family as vengeance

Mediocre

By no
means

bash.

(

Caught Cheating (Murray-Sidney)
The Irish-Jewish comTiffany )

again, in a thoroughly
bination
risque and frequently vulgar story.

Simple Jewish merchant, supposed
to "have an affair" with a gunman's wife, sets all gangland astir

for his daughter's death. All the
usual devices for thrill and horror.

and his life is threatened. Much that
funny and more that is cheap and

is

off -color.

Captain Thuuder ( Victor Varconi) Stupid
(Warner) A very unskillful attempt
at burlesquing the Mexican bandit
Tries hard to be funny,pictures.
but largely fails. Plenty of action
and acting of a sort but both characters and plot are too unconvincing to be of interest.

Dull

Hardly

Good

Exciting

—

Charlie Chan Carries

On (Warner Good

Oland) (Fox) Above average murder
mystery adapted from Earl Diggers'
well-known story. More probable
than most of the type, with no stock

of

kind

Amusing

Amuaing

Amusing

Depends
on taste

Better not

Good of

Doubtful

No

Unwholesome

No

pair.

Cheap

stuff,

but done
laughs

Many

Gentleman's

Fate

and Louis Wolheim)

(

John

Gilbert

(MGM) Above

kind

average crook-play on the boozerunning racket, well acted by Gilbert and with Wolheim doing best
Hero, brought
role of his career.
up as gentleman, is thrown into the
racket when he learns suddenly that
father and brother were bootleggers.
No objectionable sex. much shooting
'

accompaniment and some amusing
satire on the talkies. Various mild
but film as
another proof of Chap-

vulgarities regrettable,

and heavy drinking, tragic ending.

greatness.

Connecticut Yankee, A (Will Rog(Fox) Delightful screening of

ers)

Mark Twain's famous story with
Rogers excellent in role ideally
suited to him. Lively combination
of nonsense, absurdity, humor, and
witty satire. Thoroughly wholesome
except for grewsome hanging scene
end. which was quite needless
and mars the film.

at

Fifty MiUlon Frenchmen (Olsen
and Johnson) (Warner) Hilarious,
more or less idiotic farce, built to

for all those demanding neither taste
nor intelligence in their amusement.

—

is

Doubtful

wholly in Technicolor!

—

a whole

Interest Ins

ville

force.

lin's

Beyond
them

East Lynne (Ann Harding, Clive
Brook. Conrad Nagel ) (Fox ) The
famous old play excellently done in
costume by fine cast, with Ann
Harding at her loveliest as charming, spirited wife of rigidly formal
English country gentleman who.
with his domineering sister, represses her until she revolts and flees
with old lover.
Interesting continental scenes during Franco -Prussian
war.
Depressing but strong.

exploit \the typical antics, wisecracks, risque humor and general
vulgarities of the well-known vaude-

Many moments of
scare devices.
suspense. Pleasing little love story
Warner
Oland gives
background.
in
good characterization of Charlie
police
Honolulu
Chan, pride of the
Chaplin)
Lights
(Charlie
City
(U.A.) Chaplin masterpiece, showing trials and triumphs of wistful
rich in pathos.
little city tramp
nonsense, slapstick, and human appeal
done in exquisite pantomime,
silent save for sound and music

and)

Amusing

Amusing

Mostly
good

Honor Among Lovers ( Frederic
March and Claudette Gribert) (Para)
Exceedingly sophisticated charactercomedy, superbly acted and with
dialog.
Exploits lavish
wealth and shows illicit love as
preferable to marriage. Husband a
contemptible cad. Life appears as a
pleasure-hunt where moral considerations are ignored. Very interesting
of its kind.

excellent

Fine of
Us kind

—
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Intellivent

For
Tooth

Adnlto

(15 to St)

For
Titles of Films

(Acton) (Producen)

Ho( Curves {Benny Rubin) (Tiffany> A baseball story, the hero a
pitcher who wins a thrilling- ninth
inning-, more or less amusing and

Perhaps

Perhaps

Fair

Amuslns

Amusing

.\

ma sine

ful

Doubtful

Of no

interest

interest

or value

Enjoyable

Probably
harmless

victims and she with him; confesses;
plans new life with girl; final renunciation provides logical, though
Free of suggesunhappy ending.
tiveness.

ay around' freely. Menjou
as the genial and understanding roue, and Norman Foster
and Leil a By ams as hero and
"pi

lieroine.

*

Perhaps

—

Single Sin, The (Kay Johnson and
Bert Lytell) (Tiffany) Cheap stuff,
built on the favorite old question
"Should wife tell husband her past."
with Kay Johnson sadly miscast as
the crook heroine. Her heavy drinking scene with Lytell, till both are
maudlin, is not only offensive but
very poorly done. Worth no one's

Mediocre

Very Good

Excellent

Amusing

TaUor Made Man, The (William
Another typical
( MGM )
Haines )
Haines picture, better than usual
and with none of the ordinary risque
touches. Haines does the improbable
role very smoothly and effectively.
The Egotism is less painfully exaggerated.
Rather amusing story of
young pants presaer's swift rise to
social eminence and wealth.

less

amusing

Of no
interest

Unfaithful
Paul
Lukas)

(Ruth
(Para)

Chatterton.
Excellent

More or

Interestins

Too
mature

society- problem -dram a. of American
brother and sister married to two
members of English society. The
liaison between the English husband
and wife lead to dramatic complications.
Ruth Chatterton splendid as
faithful wife, and Lukas as her
devoted and understanding lover. Not
an offensive scene or action, merely
good, intelligent drama.

indiscreet Americans in Paris. Falls
in love with niece of one of his

'

Passable

Much
the fine film "Father's Son.
spontaneous laughter for everybody,
and thoughtful laughter for the
grown-ups. The two juveniles do
notable work, evidence of fine direction as well as genuine talent.

By no
means

by Powell

and

idiotic.

"

ell)

excellent

largely

Skippy (Jackie Cooper and Robert
Coogan) (Para) A real achievement.
giving Percy Crosby's famous character a living, breathing form that
Very human
is quite convincing.
story, with elements borrowed from

—

—

Hardly

time.

this fine actor.

incessantly of infidelity and divorce,
show utter contempt for each other,

Batli (BusCharlotte Greenhilarious
Cheap,

—

—

Love (Adolph Men-

)

Seas Beneath (George O'Brien)
(Fox) Dramatically poor and rather
purporting to show
film
heroic part played by American
"mystery ships" against German
submarines in great war. Love story
Nothing obclumsily attempted.
interesting
jectionable. Only value
shots of workings of ships, guns and
submarines. More like a newsreel
than a feature film.
colorless

Amasins

It

and

but doubt-

Lonely Wives (E. E. Horton)
(Pathe) Deft farce, swift-moving,
and clever—of a philandering lawboth skillfully
yer and his double
played by Horton. It is a continuous sex-chase, deliberately risque
and brazenly suggestive marked
contrast to previous roles played by

Men CaU

Bedroom and

(MGM

amusement.

Abusing

—
diplomat's daughter.

(MGM) Largely a cheap expose of marriage as a futile institution
three
blase
couples
talk

)

'

Lion and the Lamb, The (Walter
Byron and Carmel Myers) (Columbia)
Very ordinary mystery yarn
about titled Englishman who gets
drawn in with a gang of jewel robbers
and drawn out again by a

jou)

Hardly

too

'

Hardly

of the World (William Pow(Para) Further excellent work
as a smooth, skillful
blackmailer, preying upon wealthy

—she does

cheats

farce and slapstick,

lav-

Man

No

Keaton's first 'sexy' role. He is
represented as a man of many conquests over women, and his efforts
to live up to his reputation furnish
plenty of broad comedy and vulunintelligent
Exceedingly
garity.

—

oriental

— he

Keaton

wood

Kismet (Otis Skinner) (First Natl)
Skinner gives brilliant screen performance of his famous stage role
with gorgeous costumes, sets and
poor.
pageantry
supporting
cast
The buoyant, cynical, unscrupulous
tliief. lover and murderer goes from
beggars rags to wealth and power
and back to rags in one day. Exotic
plot,

By no
means

series

to

Parlor,
ter

ing refreshingly sane.

complex

Hardly

When one
of men.
of her old lovers goes after her own
17-year old daughter, heroine shoots
bim. Trial, acquittal and happy
ending. Unwholesome sex exploitation throughout, hardly a decent
character in cast.

(MGMt Very human

dialog,
ishnesB.

Millie (Helen Twelvetrees. Robert
Ames. John Halliday) (RKO) Cheap
heroine marries rich young college

tress

date.

a Wise Child (Marion Davies)
and amusing
comedy, excellent cast, with Marion
Davies doing one of her finest roles
as the merry-mad daughter in a con
servative home. Amusing complications arise from the false suspicion
that heroine is about to become a
mother.
Highly sophisticated but
deftly and inoffensively done. End-

For
ChUdreo
(nnder 18)

Int«Uic«mt

AdnlU

classmate

ing.

It's

(Frodacers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

-^becomes heavy drinker and mis-

not at all objectionable as the title
so carefully suggests. Rather unintelligent stuff, but funny to those
who like Rubin and his wisecrack-

It rays to Advertise (Skeets Gallagher)
(Para) Light but lively
faree-eometly. unobjectionable, about
a quick-witted son competing with
his father in the soap business.
Gallagher does his best work to

For
Tooth
(IS to St)

For

For
Children
(under U)

Hardly

By no
means

Viennese Nights (Vivienne Segal
(Warner)
and Alexander Gray)
Elaborate musical operetta, wholly
In technicolor, with notably good
reproduction of pleasing music and
songs. The heroine, in the first generation, marries the rich man of
father's choice.
Same heroine, as
grandmother, finds modem youth
chooses for itself. Dialog dull, hero's
acting poor. Quite unobjectionable.

Of

little

interest
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THE THEATRICAL FIELD
CONDUCTED BY MARGUERITE ORNDORFF
Theatrical Film Reviews for April
REACHING FOR THE MOON

[38]

(United Artists)

Casting aside the cares of the producer, Douglas
Fairbanks, actor, goes back to the type of story which
first

Even

brought him to the screen.

the

He

reminiscent of some of his early pictures.

modern

clothes,

that he has lost
story,

it

is

when he wears
none of

title

is

wears

any, and lets us see

As a
we

his athletic prowess.

nothing, and that's too bad, because

have learned to expect a good deal from Fairbanks.
But it does have rapid and sometimes clever dialog,
handsome and luxurious settings, beautiful clothes,
and that air of sophistication we seem to like. Doug,
of course, bounds all over the place in his irrepressible and inimitable fashion.
Bebe Daniels is beautiful
blonde,
not
very
appealing
as the girl who
and
but
deliberately ruins a confirmed

mind and

leads

him

a

mad

peace

bachelor's

Edward

He

liner.

Everett

evidently afforded the cast as

much

amusement as he does the audience, for the rest of the
show usually stops while he does his stuff. Well, as
I say, Fairbanks being what he is, the picture is a
disappointment, but it would take a hardy soul to deny
entertainment value. It has plenty.
(See Film Estimates for March)

its

[39]

NO LIMIT

Clara

Bow

has, for a change, a

from

old editor,

his

months."

(Paramount)

somewhat more

in-

upon the reluctant usherette to "take care of" while
he is gone to sea. The "apartment" proves to have
been a gambling establishment, and suddenly with no
running a
finds herself
effort on her part, Clara
"joint".
An attractive young fellow whom she marThere is a surprise endries, turns out to be a thief.
Norman Foster, Stuart Erwin,
ing, and all is well.
and Harry Green are capable in support.
(See Film Estimates for February)

Jack Holt and Tom Moore as friends, a policeman
and a newspaper reporter, are in love with the same
The war comes
girl, plaved by Constance Cummings.

"come back

told

to

and

broke,

he

in

drops

six
into

and in spite of the efforts of his pal and
comes to a bad end. I thought the story could
have ended long before it did, but probably that was
just my optimistic hope for a happy ending.
In the
interests of realism, the authors take you right up the
racketeering,

little

[41]

The

green door.

and Robert

factory,

players

Ellis is

named

are quite satis-

good as a gangster.

THE BLUE ANGEL

The first German
The sound recording

(UFA- Paramount)

talkie released

to.

this country.

in

far inferior to

is

audiences are accustomed

what American

interest,

Its

however,

the fact that the chief players are Emil Jan-

nings and Marlene Dietrich, and the director Josef

The
German

von Sternberg.
English in a

story concerns a professor of
school,

who, investigating the
falls under

forbidden night pursuits of his students,

the doubtful enchantment of Lola, a cabaret singer.
It

unpleasant, morbid, tragic, but well acted and

is

well directed.
(See Film Estimates for February)

DRACULA

(Universal)

Stoker's

from book

morbid

thriller

finishes

its

course

good deal
of its force in the last step. Tod Browning was apparently the logical one to direct it, but he wanders
often from the main issue in his passion for horrid
detail.

to stage to talkie screen, losing a

And

certainly he ruins his ultiinate effect with

The

the facetious curtain speech at the end.
in

case you are unfamiliar with

vampires, or what the author
rise

from

blood of

their graves at

human

victims.

A

it,

calls the

sundown

story,

deals with those

"undead",

to

pretty idea.

feast

who

on the

Bela Lugosi,

Count Dracula of the stage, is convincingly fiendish, and Helen Chandler and David Manthe original

ners satisfactory as the victims.
(See Film Estimates in
[43]

(Columbia)

is

Disillusioned

returns to his job and a

expecting a glad welcome

reporter,

the girl,

Bram

She plays an
usherette in a movie palace, beloved by a seafaring
person who has inherited a Rolls Royce and an apartment house from a mysterious uncle. These he presses

[40]

the

[42]

teresting story than hers usually are.

THE LAST PARADE

;

of

Then, there is that delightful zany,
Horton, thoroughly at home in the part of the instructive valet.

enlist.

promotion

lies in

chase on an ocean

The cop

along; they

this issue)

CITY LIGHTS

(United Artists)

After three years Chaplin gives us another picture,
one that he labels "a comedy romance in pantomime."

There

is

a good deal of fuss being

critics as to

whether

made among

the

this is a challenge to the talkies.
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and what

will be

eflfect

its

on

and

this

that.

After

and there
Peris no reason for him to abandon that medium.
sonally I believe that most people will go to see his
picture, regardless of sound or silence, because they
like the sad little clown and are glad to see him again
Chaplin does burlesque sound
after a long absence.
in some of the sequences and he does employ a musical
Chaplin

all,

is

a master of pantomimic

.accompaniment, but he himself
always, too, his story has

art,

silent as

is

As

always.

sober side as well as

its

low, anxious to please, nervous at the sight of a blue
coat and brass buttons, and forever getting the worst

Virginia Cherrill

the girl in the story,

is

and Harry Myers an inebriated
(See Film Estimates

[44J

A
and

millionaire.

in this issue)

INSPIRATION

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

modern Sappho,

set in the

midst of the student

Not very convincing. The
Robert Montgomery,
badly put together.
does little with his part, Greta Garbo seems

artist life of Paris.

story

is

miscast,

whole business, and the rest of
the cast, which includes such good actors as Lewis
Stone,
John Miljan, Marjorie Rambeau, Beryl
to be bored with the

Mercer, and Judith Vosselli,

is

eonsequently at a

loss.

Film Estimates for February)

(_See

and fall in with
She has a map, however, which they plan to take away from her.
But
you know how these bad men are susceptible. She
charms their wicked intentions out of them, and they
end by being her protectors. Comedy and drama
nicely blended.
Fay Wray is the girl, and an old
friend, Robert Warwick, bobs up as the villain.
a lone girl on the same errand.

—

[47]

EAST LYNNE

FATHER'S SON

costuming and production are concerned. Ann Harding, Clive Brook, Conrad Nagel, Cecelia Loftus, Beryl
Mercer, and O. P. Heggie are all splendid. The story
has been changed and takes on a martial aspect with
the Franco-Prussian war playing an important role,
but the beautiful heroine suffers just as much as she
suffered in the novel, perhaps more, for she ends by
going blind and falling over a cliff.
(See Film Estimates in this issue)

[48]

FINN AND

The

H ATT IE

Booth

appealing

Tarkington's

about

story

the

twelve-year-old whose father didn't understand him.

There's no sex and no crime in this picture, a circumstance that will, no doubt, materially reduce the size

of

who

But everything

audience.

its

are left

may

enjoy

it

if

remember

Their

especially

Mr.

just is a

Stone's,

is

as the boy has no need to
normal boy of twelve years, and

John Halliday is pleasingly
young doctor who befriends the boy.

that's all that's necessary.

human as
You don't
as this, but

the

often see as simple, refreshing a picture

when you

of poor stuff,

do,

it

makes up

for a

good deal

and you have hopes for the screen

once more.
(See Film Estimates for March)

NOT EXACTLY GENTLEMEN

Victor McLaglen,

make

Another

wanted by the

is

that

it

gullible

are
ac-

revolves around the hack-

American

treated just as that idea always

in

Paris and

is

—with

a

treated

is

dressy blonde siren and a suspicious wife.

Leon Errol
and Zasu Pitts struggle mightily with this opus and
elicit a few dreary grins.
Mitzi Green and Jackie
Searle are the obnoxious children, Lilyan Tashman
and Regis Toomey the villains.
(See Film Estimates for March)
[49]

DON'T BET ON

A

spritely,

(Fox)

sheriffs of

WOMEN

(Fox)

inconsequential piece about a gay gen-

tleman with a small opinion of women, and a grave
gentlemen with a great respect for them. The grave
gentleman's wife is the subject of a wager between
them, with a kiss as the chief factor.

The

wife, a lady

of discernment and humor, contrives to win the

wager
husband and the kiss for herself, setting both
gentlemen in their places with decided success. The
story and dialog are well written, and the cast acquits
for her

itself

Lew Cody, and Eddie Gribbon

a fine trio of bad men,

that the kind

Ogden Stewart writes about
much more amusing on paper than they are in

so

the
[46]

is

cor-

Leon Janney

excellent.

He

work,

comedy

of children Donald

Lewis Stone and
I

they once played the same parts in the silent

versfon.

act.

for the best; those

in peace.

Irene Rich are the parents, and
rectly,

is

(Paramount)

chief trouble with this

tuality.

(First National)

(Fox)

Whether you laugh or cry at this earnest rendering
of an ancient shocker will depend on your age and
your viewpoint. It lacks nothing so far as casting,

neyed idea of the
[45]

join a land rush with

the expectation of finding gold,

its

Beauty and vulgarity
screaming comedy moments.
go hand in hand. But it doesn't matter what he does
or where he goes, he is still the same shabby little fel-

of things.

They

various western counties.

unusually well.

woman

the staid

Edmund Lowe

is

attractive as

Roland Young gently amusing as
husband, and Jeanette McDonald thoroughly
hater,

pleasing as the wife.
(See Film Estimates for March)
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A

Unique Evening Service
Arthur

THE

Reformed Church

First

in Cincinnati,

Ohio,

has tripled the attendance at its evening services
in the last

two years through the use of

suitable

mo-

tion pictures.

On my coming

to Cincinnati in the fall of 1923, eve-

ning services which had been dropped

for

a year,

were again begun with an attendance of about fifty.
Efforts were made to interest the people of the community by various means but these were unsuccessful.
The fifty people who came were mostly faithful members who had been present in the morning, who came
out of loyalty to their pastor and church.
Every year about thirty of our members move from
the church neighborhood which makes it still more
difficult to keep up our evening services.
At present
only one third of the
of the church.
the neighborhood

members

New

live

within a half mile

people have been coming into

who

are strangers and

who would

not enter a church for a regular service, partly be-

cause of timidity and mostly because of lack of interest.

To

attract these

people and at the same time to

render them a Christian service the use of motion
Immediately
pictures was begun in November 1928.
the attendance doubled and tripled, and has been fairly
constant

now

for

two

years.

Our average

for thirty-

nine Sundays in 1930 was 148.

Now

a word as to the type of service we use. The
service is opened with an organ prelude during which
several slides are thrown on the screen containing a

welcome and requesting silence then some slides with
scripture passages and prayers are shown, sometimes
with beautiful scenes from the life of Christ interThen there follow an illustrated hymn, a
spersed.
short scripture reading and prayer, a sacred solo, announcements and offering. The motion picture is now
presented and may be from two to eight reels in
length, depending upon the subjects we can secure.
The pictures shown are non-theatrical and are obtained from various sources. The pictures are selected
as carefully as possible with the thought in mind that
each must be a sermon in pictures. Some films teach
Bible history, others patriotism and American history,
some temperance and others are just dramas filled
;

I

P.

Schnatz

human suffering relieved by Christian mercy.
Others that are very well liked are biographical. For

with

we showed the film Martin Luther,
His Life and Times, Deliverance or The Life of Helen
Keller, The Life of St. Patrick and an incident in the
instance, recently

of Dr. Russell Conwell during

life

which led
short talk

his

to
is

conversion.

the

Civil

War

After the pictures a

given by the pastor to drive

point of the picture, an illustrated

hymn

is

home

the

sung and

the service closes with the Lord's prayer, the bene-

Invitations to join the
and the Doxology.
church and accept Christ are frequently given.
diction

All of the essentials of a church service are here.

The

spirit of worship has been created during the
opening service, the Bible has been magnified, and
the presence of God has been impressed upon the

audience.

The only

difference

of

instead

that

is

preaching to the ear with a sermon the preaching

is

done through the eye which is a far better gateway to
the mind than the ear.
How de we meet the cost of these pictures? Our
initial

cost for a standard

screen and both

was $550.

35

millimeter

So

far,

projector,

although the pic-

tures usually cost $2 per reel for rental, the cost of the

picture

has

always been defrayed by the offering.

Even Palm Sunday of 1930 when we showed King of
Kings which cost $50, our offering was sufficient to
pay all expenses. We showed King of Kings again
this year on Palm Sunday night.
What has been our gain? While we have gained
some new members through this service and hope to
gain more, yet other things have been accomplished

Every Sunday
members present who
have already been present in the morning we have
from 150 to 250 people mostly from the neighborhood
which we

feel are just as important.

night instead of having fifty

no church. Many of
mothers of large families who
bring several children with them. Their husbands are

who

otherwise would attend

them are poor
unemployed
all

in

tired

some

cases.

the diversion they get

For some of them this is
week and yet they are

all

also getting spiritual refreshment.

We

feel that

we

are rendering a real service to these people and that
we are impressing upon their minds lessons that they
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Half of our audience is made up of children
people and these are far better oflf in
young
and
church with a clean wholesome picture than they
would be running the streets or attending a cheap,

Little Italy

possibly harmful, movie.

Rural Industrial

need.

"The poor have

them, for ours

is

and used unusual methods
their interest.

He

to

win

their attention

of the Jewish church handed down for centuries. Too
often we tread the paths our fathers trod, thinking
that their
sciously

methods must be preserved, and uncon-

we

attach a sacredness to them.

to

situation confronting our downtown churches? After
all, what we want to do is not to preserve some particular method but convey the message of righteous-

Logs and

sible

and

in the

it

really reaches as

many

as pos-

Methodist Episcopal Church Free
Loan 16 mm. Films
From either the Board of Home Missions and
Church Extension of the Methodist Episcopal Church
1701 Arch
Street, Philadelphia, or from
at
Rev. H. G. Conger, World Service Methodist Episcopal Church, 740 Rush Street, Chicago, churches may
secure the free use of the following films in 16

mm.

The Open Door (5 reels). A comprehensive survey
of the work of the Methodist Episcopal Church
throughout the U. S. A. and its possessions.
(1 reel).

Summer

conducted by Mor-

gan Memorial (Boston) and Fifth Street Tem-

An

District of Georgia.

Work

in Chicago

an Industrial Community (1

in

(1 reel).

Work

in the

Western Wash-

mond.

A

City

Which Has Attained

Its

Majority (1

reel).

Gary, Indiana.

In the

Woods and Mines

of Northern Minnesota (1

reel).

Work

Hawaii, ike Beautiful (1 reel).
dist Church in Hawaii.

of the Metho-

Hawaii's Boys and Girls (1 reel). Mission work.
A Trip to Porto Rico (1 reel).
Sunday in the City of the Angels (1 reel). Showing
the work of the Plaza Church and Community
Center in Los Angeles.

Some Impressions

of

Morgan Memorial, Boston

(1

Adventures in Evangelism (1 reel). A number of
special pieces of work conducted by the Department of Evangelism.
From the Board of Education of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, 740 Rush Street, Chicago, the following films may be obtained in 16 mm. width, on free
loan except for return postage:

Methodist Educational News No. 1. (1 reel). A screen
magazine devoted to school and general activities.

News No.

2.

(1

reel).

As

above.
It's

a Grand Old
football

young
Dreiv

to

Game

(1 reel).

appeal

to

Picture of college
athletically

inclined

student.

Theological

Drew

the

Seminary

(2 reels).

A

trip

to

Forest, showing life at this great theological

school.

(Philadelphia).

Investment In Negro Youth (1 reel). Recreational
work in Dillon, South Car., and in the Griffin

Mission

District (1

activity in Lowell, Massachusetts.

Methodist Educational

width, paying transportation only:

ple

Church

Men

Redwood-Shasta

northern California.

in

reel).

most impressive manner.

Summer Camps for City Children
Camp work, particularly that

(1

ington Logging Camps, near Aberdeen and Ray-

ness and mercy which the Bible teaches and which
Christ taught, so that

Western Pennsylvania

in

the

of

Work

reel).

When we

examine the history of their methods, we find
that these were new methods in their times. It is not
time that we too adapted our methods to suit the

come

done by

of the Coke Mission in the mining

Facing the Problem

and

did not follow the traditional forms

Work

Work

in the Boys' Court.

fields.

The Challenge
reel).

Jesus in His day went where the people were

tudes.

Church

Work

reel).

of Cincinnati.

Instead of closing up the church on Sunday nights
because of dwindling attendance the church should
learn to pioneer in new ways of reaching the multi-

York's crowded Italian

in Chicago (1 reel).

the Methodist

them" in a
which
manner
a

a poor tenement section

Work

Boys' Court

the Gospel preached to

that they understand best and in

way

will attract

New

reel).

(1

quarter.

(1

reel).

Halsted Street

Church and other work on Chicago's great West
Side.

Where Cross the Crowded Ways of Life
The Church of All Nations, New York

(1 reel).
City.

The above information is taken from the listing of
"Sources of Religious Films" compiled by the Bell
& Howell Company, which will be sent free of charge
on request to Mr. R. F. H. Johnson, The Educational Screen. Requests of this listing have been
numerous indeed, showing the intense interest which
exists in the whole matter of the use of motion pictures in the church field.
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Making Lantern

Slides
William A. Broyles

Professor of Agricultural Education,
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa.

ALLon

standard American lantern slides are

3^" x 4"

thin glass

in size

much

of as transparencies in as

made

and are spoken

as the rays of light

It is

that purpose.

and not check, and

known

pass directly through them to a surface called a screen,

where the shadows from them form enlarged pictures.
A temporary lantern slide may be made by smoking
over a candle a piece of glass and writing upon it with
the point of a sharpened match.
Such a slide could
be used over and over when projecting election returns, for example. But there is little occasion for the
use of such a slide since other quick slides can be
that give

much

better definition,

made

and are not subject

to

being smudged and spoiled by a touch of the finger.
It

possible to write directly

is

on glass with India

ink and get a projected legend or picture, but the ink

may

Glass

be treated with photographic

retouching varnish. This will give a

A

face.

better sur-

good surface for both ink and color may be

made by taking an
off the

much

silver

old lantern-slide dry plate, clearing

salts

by running

The

bath and washing.

coated with the gelatin,

it

through the hypo

surface will then be

glass

perfectly

transparent,

and

is

used extensively for the

making of lantern slides. It can be purchased from
I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Ariington,

the E.

N.

J.,

in large sheets.

typewriting well, and

When

It is
is

transparent, takes ink or

inexpensive.

using cellophane in the typewriter

cut in strips 3j4 inches

wide,

placed

it

can be

between

two

sheets of carbon paper with the carbon side of the

paper facing, and the legends thus written upon the
The two carbons give an impression on
cellophane.

is

a "stereopti-

a small envelope with the field

for writing defined, and contains a strip of cellophane

with carbons.

It is

very convenient.

The Keystone View Company,

glass or cellophane re-

one limits his efforts to cartoons or to bold outlines,
much of the fine detail. Print should be
large

and not too much of

lengthy print
it

is

is

better to

say 20"

x

tograph

required or

make with

it

plate.

When

fine detail

needed,

on one

much

India ink, a large drawing,

on a good grade of drawing paper, photo lantern slide size, and then make a con-

24",

it

tact positive.

Photographically there are two ways
lantern slides

negatives are

—by

making

of

contact and by projection.

made

to

fit

Meadville, Pa.,

sells

a special ink in colors at 25 cents per bottle which

When

the lantern slide plate the

may be placed directly in conwith the sensitized surface of the lantern slide dry
plate and exposed in the same manner as one would
gelatin of the negative
tact

expose photographic paper when printing pictures.
The plate is developed and finished in the same manversed from the negative

it

is

all

re-

called the lantern-slide

positive.

The second method of making lantern slides is used
when the negative does not fit the lantern slide plate
and hence must be enlarged or reduced in size. It
now becomes necessary to use a special camera for
projecting the image from the negative to sharp focus
on the surface of a lantern slide plate. When proper
size and shape focus is secured from the negative the
sensitized lantern slide plate

is

con bulletin", which

drawn on

omitting

prepares what they

call

is

when magnified
many times are conspicuous. Fine crow-quill pens
may be used. One is likely to be more successful if

is

Illinois,

especially for

as lantern-slide ink.

Pictures of print

both sides of the cellophane with better opaque qualities.
F. S. Webster Company, 14 N. Franklin St.,
Chicago,

stick

ner as a negative, but since the shadows are

with enough body to absorb both color and ink.

Cellophane or pyralin

will

It

quire great care because small errors

check and crack, making ragged edges and ugly

will

definition.

made

can be used directly on glass.

is

made, and the plate treated

One

inserted, the
in the

exposure

ordinary way.

of the best lantern slide plates for the amateur

the Barnett Contact Gaslight dry plate.

It is

made

England and sold by Ralph Harris & Co., Boston,
Mass. It is a slow plate of wide latitude and can be
handled the same as ordinary printing-out paper.
Lantern slide positives permanent in nature are
matted, covered, and bound with adhesive paper or
in

1

;
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Mats may be purchased the

cloth.

size of the lantern

ready cut as frames with various sized and

slide plate,

shaped openings, or on pads shaped, so that by using
two pieces of paper any sized opening may be made.
After the positive is matted it is covered with a piece

known

of thin glass

as a lantern slide cover glass,

which must be carefully polished before placing on
Adhesive binding paper or cloth

top the mat.

be purchased in a
practice

many yards

it

in length.

may
Some

needed to apply successfully the narrow

is

binding strips for

smoothly

roll

cut in

is

strips proper length for binding one slide or

required to

skill is

make them

stick

Lantern

should be labeled and thumb-marked.

slides

hold the lantern slide positive with the

gelatin facing you, right side up, just as

mark

as the

thumb

is

the

Unless

spot.

Lantern

much enhanced

slide plates are

An

secured by stains

—

even,

.solid

Mr. Hays submitted an analysis of the feature pictures
produced in 1930. Comparisons were made not only with
the previous year, but with the production of films during
This analysis indicated, according to
more feature pictures were produced
of outstanding merit, not only from the entertainment but
from the standpoint of community value, than in any previous
past nine years.

the

The

educational themes,

it

was

asserted.

More than

and other
thirty such

child audience in the United Stales with pictures based

by

being

so

as the

recognized literary classics, he
of the

Tom

declared.

upon
Four productions

Sawyer type were made and released during that

period.
sells

a

stain

as

When

Tr Pictures

4

true colors are required, transparent water

and applied with small brushes directly
to the gelatin on the shadows of the picture corresponding to their colors in the natural setting. Here
colors are used

again considerable

skill

is

to get

are dry on paper, perforated as stamps, so a small

quantity of the paper can be wet at a time.

may be

1
r'

iiiliihiaiKzr-

T.

'aiHI

Liquid
-'

r

Advance of

,

added.

c"^

cally correct.

which appeared

in the

March

to be very encouraging.

public opinion

is

It

31st Netv

^^^^

c
c

York Times
'

^

.^
is

rapidly tiring of films dealing

If.
'^^A

^'X Bh^o
^^r,
^^^^ar-^>---i[

—

'

forcing the

picture public

-'

continually

pedagogi-

For your copy of Filmslide
Catalog
K64E
fill in and

—

•

lk.i^--^'

—

mail.

^trtt

Name
Address
City

ilWfr
i^PjM^""'"-=^r.S*

to recognize the importance of the educational field.

The motion

All pictures

''^^^1'"^

report

shows that the pressure of
moving picture industry

<.K1I'W
/b«th AmjMcaB,;^,

'^Ih£^ ^^Ho
ck!^

Educational Films
following

^
IB

New subjects

P'^

mm

obtain-

610 educational films,
25,968 authentic pictures
5c per picture

y^'i

1

be presented eflfectively by lantern slides.

Are you taking advantage of
the valuable pictures
able on filmslides?

1'^-:

'c:

'

a

understanding

universal

iSj^K

<«i

the

1

^'•t:

•o m^v

find

-.

<~^

-L

Stresses

.;

'"~HI» kr

of the instructional content for most teachers that can

will

i

C-T' ""•'

t-—

•j~

.D|
fcl

educators

_,

bwHi
' 1^

The making of lantern slides is fascinating and offers many possibilities in instruction. There are parts

Visual

Live

_(

and produce

purchased.

Hays Annual Report

""

.-

required to get the colors

them the right strength of tone, and to
apply them exactly where they belong. Water colors
run and spread unless rightly applied. Eastman Kodak Company sells a set of water colors known as
Velox Transparent Water Color Stamps. The colors

colors

production of fea-

be

and some-

many

slide positives.

true,

in the

were released during the year,

films

times as

Burrows Wellcome's Solois, which may be
used over and over on either printing paper or lantern

known

saw a new record

past year

ture films based on historical, sociological, travel

by

green, red, blue, orange,

much improved
Eastman Kodak Company

year.

may

color tone

times landscapes are
treated.

subjects.

in value

the projector reversed or upside down.

the use of color.

board of directors at its annual meeting here yesterday.
Mr. Hays pointed out as signs of a new day in popular
entertainment appeal the success of movies produced in 1930
dealing with famous epochs in American history, with themes
of prison and civic reform, and with outstanding biographical

it was said, over three
number released during 1929.
The year 1930 marked an important development from a
production standpoint of the movement to serve the vast

thumb-spotted they are likely to be fed into

slides are

Distributors of America, Inc., declared in his report to the

you would

look at any picture the lower left hand corner
correct place to

with crime and gang rule and a new era of entertainment
stressing romantic and educational themes is dawning, Will
H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and

the report, that in 1930

at all places.

When you

123-

r^^^^^^^^l

^H ~

Bo

Spencer Lens Co.
Buffalo.

N. Y.

:
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RUSSIAN EDUCATIONAL FILMS

receives

tion

Full Particulars from:

Amkino Corporation

Button

SEVENTH AVE^ NEW YORK,

favorite

N. Y.

of

Audubon

nounces that through the generosity of

friends

it

Every
who

again enabled to furnish large numbers of colored

in

of

of the United States and Canada.

more

The

teacher

may

a

explain to the pupils that they are

teacher

successful

is

bird pictures and leaflets to school teachers and pupils

is

in
is

ship in the Club.

Societies anits

bird

badge of member-

Aids to Bird Study Available
The National Association

some

of

which

color

a

Audubon

beautiful

Educational Film Department
72S

Ev-

plate.

ery child in addi-

forming a club

a

twenty-five

or

receives free

subscrip-

year's

going to form a Junior Audubon Club and have a few
lessons, from time to time, about some of the more
common North American birds, and that each child

tion to

wishing to be enrolled must bring a fee of ten cents
which he will receive a set of six beau-

world's leading, popular periodical devoted entirely to

in return for

made

z

i

n

e,

the

maga-

Bird-Lore.
u
i u

•

birds.

•

original

National Association

paintings by America's leading bird-artists.

Accom-

Broadway,

colored

bird-pictures

*"

Further information

from

tifully

Some Cedar Waxwings

u
whichisthe

panying each of these pictures, there also will be a
leaflet with four pages of text, written by well-known
authorities on bird-life, and an outline drawing of a
bird which the pupil may fill in by copying from the

of

New York

iriay

be secured from the

Audubon

Societies,

1974

City.

Announcing a

New

Series of

SILENT BIOLOGICAL SCHOOL FILMS
Prodiic«d by

CHARLES
Each

F.

HERM. Cinema

Bii^offist

400 to 500 feet in lengrth. represents a definite
They may be projected in 5 to 7 minutes each, leaving ampl*»
leeson.
time for careful discussion between teacher and class on the subject
presented.
All films are printed on standard Safety Film Stock they are available on both 35mm. and 16mm. film material.
ftlm,

beinsr

:

GROUP

1.
2.

School Maps
Globes and Charts
you teach or direct teachers, you should have a
copy of our latest catalog. Interestingly written and
marketplace for
fully illustrated, it is a veritable
geography, history, and biology visual aid material.
Separate catalogs of imported material are also available.
Write for catalog K3 vkfhich describes

IF

REGIONAL MAPS
PHYSICAL MAPS
POLITICAL MAPS

HISTORY MAPS
GLOBES ATLASES
BIOLOGY CHARTS

—

A.T.NT3TROM
J

& Ca.

School Maps. Globes, and Charts

3333

ELSTON AVE.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

1

MicroOrffanismB of a Hay-Infusion: Biolosrical study of a day by
day hay infusion, visualizing the protozona fauna observed.
Miscroscopic study visualizing the characSexual Reproduction
teristic differences existing between sperm and germ cell of the
Atlantic oyster, method of fertilization, cell cleavage, cell division
illustrating means by which the fertilized ovum passes from the
one cell stage to the mulberry stage, thus reproducing a new
:

individual.
Development: Microscopic observation visualizing the development
of the fish embryo (Paradise Fish) from the blastoderm stage to
the time of hatching.
Microscopic and
4. A Microscopical View of the Blood Circulation :
stop-motion film illustrating the course of blood and lymph through
the human body, the action of a living heart (Turtle), the expansion and contraction of the arteries, the arterial, venous and
capillary flow of the blood, as observed in the vascular system of
the early chick embryo.
5. Inherent Characters :
Microscopic study visualizing the origin of
the heart beat and the inherent qualities of heart muscle contraction in the early chick embryo
fragments of heart tissues transplanted into a culture media are seen to function 45 dajrs aft«r
transplantation.
Biologic observation illustrating the specific differ6. Precipitina:
ences prevailing among animal and human proteins and their usefulness in detecting the relationship of various blood groups.
Botanical study visualizing the characteristic variation
7. Flowers:
existing among garden flowers.
Seedlings:
Botanical observation illustrating the trans8. Seeds and
formation of seeds to seedlings.
Floricaltural film visualizing the bulb
9. Paper White Narcissus:
propagation in Florida.
Horticultural film visualizing the
10. Harvesting the Golden Fruit:
orange culture in Florida.
jwr subject per day, plus transportaRental Price:
tion charges both ways.
3.

;

ONE DOLLAR

HERM'S BIO-CINEMA SOUND PRODUCTS,
DATTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

Inc.

—
April, 19}
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UUPILS

that

over

Words

Need Visual Experience
to Inspire Vocabulary...
OFTEN

they are pupils with quick,
active minds. Yet for some reason they are surprisingly inapt with

picture and action

Classroom Films

remember them with

words

crete

other teaching devices in the modern
classroom. They are now used in
more than 200 cities and towns of
the United States, and in thirty foreign countries.
Full information and descriptive
literature will gladly be sent on request. Address: Eastman Teaching
Films, Inc. (Subsidiary of Eastman
Kodak Company), 343 State Street,
Rochester, New York.

— baffled

minor

by even

in-

tricacies of vocabulary.

ing.

Hazy word conceptions

are

quently the cause of faltering
expression.

Reading

experience is

freself-

a definite, conunderstanding of their mean-

He

will use

them more

and more accurately,
his

own

in

easily,

expressing

ideas.

and

listening
the pupil familiar with

have made
the words themselves

of the teacher's discussion defined in
on the screen. He will

— but the visual

lacking to give them the

definite significance that

makes them

easy to use.

Eastman Classroom Films

are not a
substitute, either for the teacher or
for long established classroom meth-

ods and devices. School authorities
are beginning to realize more and

more the

significant value of Eastman
in supplementing

EastmanClassroom Films
do more than merely inform the pupil. Bringing
the world's experience to
the classroom in vivid visual presentation, they inspire original thinking
the motive force of selfexpression.
The pupil is thus encouraged to search for words to
tell

his story.

He

sees the

words of the text-book and

Eastman Classroom Films not
only supply pupils with a wealth

of information, but
visual experience

also with

— the

motive
force for self-expression and
the acquiring of a meaningful
vocabulary.

Eastman Classkoom Films
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Growth of Visual Instruction in New York
The following figures have recently been received
from that well known visual educator, A. W. Abrams.
This report shows
cellent

statistically the results

"Motivating Geography"

the

New

Visual

Instruction

York.

makes

discusses

67017
73640
70572
65712
90671

1927-8

1928-9

1929-30
1930-31

The
is

visual material

is
is
it

to

January 1st
282002
305712
356380
392426
427486

increase in loans for the current year and date

The

increase for the five years

51 per cent. Further, the use of slides at the present

doubtless

was

much more

five years ago.

visual

material

Classes were

was presented.

systematic and eflfective than

*

:¥

*

"Visual Aids to Education"
the February

Education,

is

number of

—by

Silas B. Tobey, in

the Wisconsin

Journal of
a concise article showing the advisability

of equipping schools with visual aids.
the equipment

recommended

and

The author

the

lists

directions to

teachers on their use.
*

*

nearly 9 per cent over the record for the correspond-

ing period of last year.

contribution

the

to the teaching of geography.

Total for year
1926-7

Stanley S. Smith, in

tested with obvious results in favor of those in which

Record of Loans of Slides

December

—by

the January issue of the Pennsylvania School Journal,
briefly

work being done by

Division of the State of

of the ex-

Recent Writings

*

—

"Borrowing Visual Aids for School Use" by Edith
A. Lathrop, appears in the February issue of Normal
Miss Lathrop, who

Instructor and Primary Plans.

is

assistant specialist in School Library Service of the

ANNOUNCEMENT
International Artprints

opening of

announces the

Department. The

a Slide

famous Seemann Slides which include

100/OOOsubjects dealing with science,
art, industry,

and

all

branches of edu-

cation and research, have

been secured

for distribution.

WRITE TODAY
asking

how

to

slide catalog

obtain an

for

your

illustrated

own

field

of

interest.

Name

Add ress
City and State
Subjects desired

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS
59

East

Madison

Picture of "Sasltifl"

St.

Chicago,

by Rembrandt.

Four Color Artprlnt Series No. 78L

Illinois
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On

sound films.

comes to

it

LIFE
Music now

"The

steps

— "The

pictures

Brasses,"

.

"The Woodwind Choir,"

and "The Percussion

you show these talking

Group"— all

Inc.,

make

provided

artists

of the various

Close-up photography shows playing technique,

lasting appreciation

entire presentation helps build a

of music.

An

aid to the teacher

Electrical Research
in this

Produas

offers

produced by Elearical Research Products. There are

you a complete

complete teacher's guide in units of

struction developed for each picture.
tures.

service

modern method of supplementing the work of the

teacher. It offers a

It

supplies standard

Western

equipment designed especially

Such subjects are only a small part of the educational pictures

education, physics, mathematics, vocational guidance,

teacher training.

playing.

learn to distinguish the tone quality

and the vividness of the

cal

this possible.

instruments and the place and funaion of each in the orchestra.

pictures for use in elementary school science classes, physi-

pictures in the classroom,

your pupils hear and see finished

They

.

from the pages of a text-book. Music

String Choir,"

by Electrical Research Products

When

.

and auditorium.

how

to

r.ELECTRICAL RESEARCH

reproducing

school

full

show them

in-

provides the pic-

Electric

the

Send the coupon for

and information on

Department of Educational Talking Piaures,

for

It

classroom

Ust of subjects,

in your school.

PRODUCTS

INC.

Dept. of Educational Talking Pictures,
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen Please send me further information regarding educational talking pictures,
and how I can use them.

—

Electrical Research Products tnc
Distributors of

Western Electric
EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

i

city

stats

ES431
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United States Office of Education, informs teachers
where they can borrow aids of a pictorial nature. In

which do not maintain, departments of visualinstruction, the schools may usually
borrow pictures,
slides,
films and stereographs
from local public
libraries or from state agencies, such as departmentscities

with

16

or

35 mm.

Spoken
Educational
Lectures
Films

Classroom

of education, county or state libraries, educational institutions

Titles

and museums.
*

*

*

—by

Al-

lan Nicol in the February

American Teacher (the

or-

gan

Federation

"Visual Instruction in Vocational Classes"
of

or

the

American

of

Teachers),

advocates the use of picture material

in slide and film
form in shop classes to give the pupils the necessary
background of varied experiences.

on Radiation of Heat, Conductance of Heat, Hoiv
Water Carries Heat, Expansion of Gas, Liquid, and
Solids.
Mr. Shaw has made films on Fire, The Destroyer; Pedestrian Safety, First Aid (in two parts),
Industrial Safety. Mrs. Rodgers had made a two part
film on Money, and is engaged in making a film on
Posture. Other subjects cover historical and aesthetic
topics.

How One

School

Makes

Its

Own

Teaching Films
{Concluded from page 110)
to find

more

enthusiastic devotion

of teachers anywhere.
spirit

—

call

Among
ment

it

what you

The

among any group

creative urge, the pioneer

will-^it

is

there strong.

the films produced thus far by the depart-

chief,

Mr. Welles,

is

a series on

The Business of

Living, with separate reels devoted to animals, flowers,
birds,

and

bees.

These

films are being

of the school

Mr. Opsahl has made

fine one-reelers

with occasional
lation

produced solely for the use

They will be repeated, perhaps
changes, when a changed school popu-

itself.

warrants.

While, under existing budget con-

ditions, not every school in the

United States

able to enuilate this ambitious program, the

Vocational folks are blazing a

trail

will be

Milwaukee

and accumulating

experiences that will be invaluable for those of their
fellow educators who feel that teaching films are best

made by

the teachers

who

are to use them.

.0*

\0-i<i^

.cine
PROJECTORS

•
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING
Conducted by

Dwight

Furness

R.

Director of Publicity, Methodist Episcopal Board of Education

When

Developing and Printing
By far the largest number of amateurs using 16
mm. cameras use reversal film and send their exposed
rolls

manufacturer to be processed. A small
film
develop it and print from

to the

—

number use negative

—

simplicity

and economy

of reversal

film

gether with the excellent results secured from

reasons for

its

popularity.

It

If

is

to-

are

it

has a surprising latitude

of exposure but the best results are secured

exposure

when

the

own

own darkroom and buys

or

negative and making his

when

own

much

film

is

is

possible

this is

used because one length

is

needed for the

and

before scraping and

action.

a scene so that the action

is

back-

the camera upside down.

and turn end for end and

the film

is

moistened

mm.

splicing 16

film,

which

is

all

it

to

safety stock

or acetate base, a suitable cement must be used.

formulae suitable

for

stock

nitrate

will

Some

not cement

you buy cement already mixed and after a time
work get a fresh bottle. If you mix your
own cement mix a fresh batch and keep it in a tightly
If

it

refuses to

stoppered bottle pouring out a

little

into a small bottle

for your working supply.

To this add a short length of 16
which has been thoroughly cleaned of emulsion.
This thickens the cement slightly and makes it
work better. The amount to be added depends on the
amount of the cement mixed at onj time. About a
foot of film to each eight ounces may be added as a

it

Cut

trial.

Do

has been processed

splice into the roll again.

film

not add nitrate film to cement to be used for

splicing acetate film.

of a projection lamp depends on the brilwhich it is burned. Most projectors are
equipped with ammeters indicating the proper current

add greatly

that should be used.

the lens

life

Projectors should be oiled regularly.

much

parts

left

not wiped dry afterwards the

cement brush picks up moisture and transfers

Fade-ins and fade-outs are easily

liancy at

too

is

the bottle.

mm.

Speeding up a motion picture camera slows down
down the camera speeds up the

the scene out of the reel after

is

of

ingredients

absorbed from the air

is

When

this causes trouble.

The

If the stopper

glacial acetic acid.

the action. Slowing

To photograph

cement absorb water.

A cement formula satisfactory for 16 mm. film is
one part amyl acetate, one part acetone and one part

Notes

ward or reversed turn

film

happens a number

acetate film.

negative and another for the positive print.

The

most

this

prints.

done because
the most can be secured from the negative by developing it separately and errors in exposure can be partly
compensated for in the printing. Of course twice as
^^^ider control

When

may have happened.

of things

For

builds a printer he will enjoy experimenting with de-

veloping his

Film cement sometimes becomes temperamental and
splices refuse to hold.

accurately judged.

an amateur has his

Won't Hold

out of the bottle, moisture

the negative onto positive stock.

The

Splices

oil,

however.

and onto the

It will

Do

not use

be thrown off moving

film.

results.

This

is

also

lens clean if

you want

made and often
To fade-in stop

down as far as possible. Start the camera,
then open the lens to the working aperture. To fadeout at the end of a scene gradually close the diaphram
until the light

is

entirely cut off or the stop so small

no image

is

secured.

that

Keep your camera

to the effect of a scene.

brilliant

true of projection lenses

and

condensers.

The Educational Screen

Hold your camera steady or use a tripod. Don't
panoram any more than absolutely necessary and
never too

moves

Dust out a camera before reloading.

info

new quarters

Building.

fast.

L

this

month

Our address

64 East Lake

in the DePaul University
hereafter will be

Street,

Chicago
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, wthin
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

"Magnacolor" Is Introduced by Consolidated
Film Industries, Inc.
"Magnacolor," the new natural color film perfected
and introduced by Consolidated Film Industries, after
years of experimenting and consideration of many
other processes,

hailed as the really superior

is

and

satisfactory color process that the Industry has long

been waiting

for.

It

provides color pictures that can

be produced and processed with the same facility as
black and white.

chrome

Anything that

is

possible in

mono-

equally possible in "Magnacolor" with no

is

other change than the use of "Magnacolor" films and

tive service to

tion

which desires

Picture Industry has long

the need

felt

for a practical commercial color process that

would

taking and projection equipment, give

utilize existing

satisfactory reproduction

and on which standardized

production and patent protection could be assured.

"Magnacolor," as perfected and backed by the resources of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., has
been greeted as meeting the Industry's requirements
in all these particulars.

It is

The

white photography.

as sharp as black and

and pleas-

colors are natural

ing and can be held absolutely uniform in quantity

Not only can any

production.

make

qualified

but he can use any technique known
and white photography such as light effects,

this film,

in black

double exposures, changing of lights

and

cameraman

trick

during

scenes,

Camera manufacturers have

effects.

ar-

ranged for the adaptation of black and white cameras
to color at a small expense, making the cameras available for both color

Not only

is

and black and white work.

technical

knowledge of film processing

essential to successful color production, but

it

is

just

as necessary that the producers of color film have a

complete mastery of laboratory machinery.

also in industrial

These

more about the technique
in their pictures.

it

is

a great future for

and educational pictures

—two

fields,

the possibilities of which have not yet been developed.

"Magnacolor"

is

especially useful in the educational

Certain subjects taught by means of motion

field.

pictures

demand

color.

Agriculture, horticulture, bot-

any, ornithology, biology,

Bible teaching,

Certain

others.

sented at
ural

all

color.

demand

subjects

contemporary

geography,

many

laboratory procedures

chemistry and other

these courses which

some of
There are many

fields are

color.

can not be properly pre-

without the demonstration being in nat-

"Magnacolor" now comes

the

to

front

with this simple, easy to make, color film which

meet

will

of the educational needs.

all

In addition to the regular laboratory

"Magnacolor",

Consolidated' will

have

service

on

a

of

staff

cameramen with full equipment ready to do
photographic work for such clients who have no
trained

equipment of their own. In the case of educational
and industrial picture producers. Consolidated is prepared to offer its service and advice in the writing of
scenarios to give the

work dramatic

flavor, as well as

on technical subjects.
Consolidated Film Industries have equipped an upto-the-minute plant at 959 Seward Street in Hollywood for the exclusive production of "Magnacolor".
This new plant is ready to give complete service and

prompt

York

delivery.

The company

will also use its

laboratories in connection with the

partment,

Consoli-

fifteen years represent an accumknowledge gathered by the welding together of the most representative laboratories in
Such
the country into one large, single organization.
a combination of units into one organization has resulted in a vast body of technical knowledge executed
and administered by experts. All of these factors
combined to give "Magnacolor' its outstanding suin this field.

to learn

color films not only in theatrical motion pictures, but

particularly

for

industrial

QRS-DeVry Corporation

dated has the advantage of fifteen years' experience
ulation of technical

prepared to offer co-opera-

Consolidated believes that there

in metallurgy,

The Motion

is

any cameraman or producing organiza-

of color photography and to apply

history,

a slight adjustment of the camera gate.

Consolidated

periority.

"We

New

Color De-

color

pictures.

Writes:

know, of course, that visual education is rapcoming to the fore as a means of conveying
information to the receptive minds of our school children. Now comes word to the effect that a combinapossible,
is
tion of television and motion pictures
which immediately draws a mind picture of school in
the living room.
On March 11th and 12th the DeForest Radio of Passaic, New Jersey, thru its station
idly

—
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televised the following

Live

By The

People

IVho

Thomas

Jefferson and

The

DeVry

School Films:

Sea, American

Ideals,

New

Journalist.

"Johnny may hate the idea of getting up in the
morning in tfme for school but he certainly likes to
listen to the radio and the field which has thus been
pioneered seems to have marvelous potentialities. We

Visual Units

In General Science
By
DR. H. A.

are confident that this bit of pioneering will not have

been entirely wasted and look forward to the devel-

opment with a good deal of

interest."

Twenty Lantern
Bell

&

Howell to Erect New Building
for Hollywood Branch

Bell

&

Howell Company's Hollywood branch

housed in a spacious new building, construcwhich will soon be started, according to an announcement recently made by J. H. McNabb, president of that organization.
The new building, which
will be located on 240 feet of recently acquired property on Le Brea Avenue, Hollywood, will be two
stories in height, topped by a distinctive tower, and
constructed of reinforced concrete and stone.
Both professional and amateur motion picture makers will be well served by the facilities and personnel
is

to be

tion of

of the
seating

new

structure.

A

2.

The Air
Astronomy

will

Each Unit

8.

9.

Sound
Weather and
Climate

3.

Electricity

4.

Health

10.

5.

11. Clothing

6.

Light
Living Things

12.

The

13.

7.

Animals
Living Things

14.

Food
Machinery

15.

Water

Plants

Heat and

Fire

Earth's Crust

Additional Slides for nearly every school subject

Keystone View Company

standard projection theater

more than 100 people

Slides to

LIST OF UNITS
1.

The

WEBB

Peabody Teachers College

MEADVILLE, PENNA.

be a feature of the

Victor Provides for Use of 375 Watt-75 Volt

16 mm. Projection

Lamp

The Victor Animatograph Corporation, Davenport,
Iowa, announces that the new 375 watt-75 volt lamp
can be used in any Model 3 Victor Cine-Projector,
equipped with the No. 10 Victor

that

is

stat,

by having a

slight

Lamp Rheo-

change made in the Rheostat

Resistance.

only necessary to return the Rheostat to the

It is

factory as no change

charge of $5.00

and several Filmo projection rooms will be
among them a sound proof room for showing 16 mm. sound pictures and another room for
showing Kodacolor pictures.
Service, display, and
building,

provided,

sales facilities will be

16

complete for both 35

mm. equipment.
An engineering division which

dated in the

mm. and

be

accommo-

new

After the revision

made, the Rheostat

can

be

Also, the Rheostat

Volt lamps in the same Projector.

offers the widest range of

Victor Projectors.

stated that no expense will be

is

can be disconnected to permit the use of 200 Watt-100

of the industry.

is

A

for changing the resistance in

and 375 Watt-75 Volt Lamps.

any manufacturer

It

required in the Projector.

operated with 250 Watt-50 Volt, 165 Watt-30 Volt

building will collaborate with motion
and laboratories on the coast in still
further advancing the phenomenal technical progress

picture studios

is

made

the Rheostat.

to 120
will

is

It

is

made

spared in making the engineering laboratory one of

who

the finest in the country.

lamp.

in the field.

interesting to

know

that provision has been

Watt-75 Volt lamp in
There are doubtless many users
not be satisfied until they have tried this new

for the use of the 375

will

Victor thus

lamp interchangeability of

1
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HERE THEY ARE!
A

Trade Directory

FILMS

Williams,

723 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

(See advertisement on page 124)

New York

W.

46th St

New York

,

City.

City

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

Motion Picture Burean

C. A.

W. Adams

300

Carlyle Ellis
130

M.

Y.

New York

City

BIdg., Chicago,

International Projector Corp.

York

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Division,

90

Gold

New

inside

baclt

cover)

Eastman Kodak Co.
(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Eastman Teaching Films,

W.

46th

New York

St.,

W.

57th

New York

St.,

130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth

St.,

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Co.

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

111.

Safety Projector Co.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

StiUfilm Inc.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

m

111.

St.

Paul, Minn.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

(See advertisement on page 131)

Cahuenga

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

STEREOPTICONS

Howard
15

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

E. Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Victor Animatograph Corp.

Davenport,

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
E. Leitz, Inc.

la.

60 E. 10th

111.

Williams,

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Howard E. Thompson
UFA-Films

James
City

C.

Muir

&

James

New York

Citj

327

S.

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St..

111.

LaSalle

St.,

Chicago,

111.

and

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

FILM SLIDES

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Doat

Williams,

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

City

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 123^

Universal Pictures Corp.
City

Co.

(See advertisement on page 104)

SLIDES
(See advertisement on page 101)

&

18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Society for Visual Education

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Williams,

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Muir

C.

10 S.

(See advertisement on page 128)

New York

St.,

0- R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

SCREENS

Ave., Trenton, N. J.

New York

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

J.

(See advertisement on page 128)

(See advertisement on page 104)

730 Fifth Ave.,

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

America

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

1540 Broadway,

Ave., Hollywood, Cal

Cahuenga

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

III.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Newkirk

Buffalo, N. Y.

111.

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

1052

15

St.,

Stiimim Inc.

Williams,

&

James C. Muir

Chicago,

Duluth, Minn.
St.,

Doat

University Museum Extension
Lecture Bureau

City

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes

Spencer Lens Co.
(See advertisement on page 123)

City

(See advertisement on pagre 124)

of

111.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

(See advertisement on page 127

Modern Woodmen
Rock Island, 111.

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Society for Visual Education
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago,

1052

City

Herm's Bio-Cinema Sound Products
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

&

Muir

C.

10 S. 18th

111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Electrical Research Products, Inc.

250

(See advertisement on page 131)

Rochester, N. Y.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

III.

Meadville, Pa.

Eastman Kodak Co.

(See advertisement on page 125)

Chicago,

Keystone View Co.

19

Rochester, N. Y.

St.,

(See advertisement on page 104)

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Inc.

111.

(See advertisement on page 126)

&

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Bell

59 E. Madison

James
St.,

Chicago,

St.,

City.

(See advertisement on

Rochester, N. Y.

26 E. Eighth

International Artprints

111.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES
Acme

& Company

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

347 Madison Ave.,

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.,

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

Amkino Corporation

for the Visual Field

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Ask

for List of S.

V. E. Motion Picture

Films in 16

mm.

(^B^^^ 1

Motion pictures teach Geography with tremendous effectiveness.
Think of the "movie" possibilities of History, Physics and Nature
Study.

Scores of films on these and other subjects can
purchased in 16 mm. or 35 mm. width.

Write for catalog of

Low

S.

V. E. Schoolfilms.

now be

Consult

it

rented or

frequently.

Rental Rates.

Give pupils in your school the advantage of the

latest

methods

of instruction.

ybCIETY FOR

Vl/UAL EDUCATION

INCORPOaATCD

327

S.

La

Chicago. Illinois

Salle St.

V
y[.amiiaciurexSi Vroducexs and, Distributors of Visual Aids

-
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The Learning Value

Some Motion

of

l3"5

High School

Pictures in

Physics and General Science as an Illustration of a
Simplified Technique in Educational
Experimentation
Ralph K. Watkins
University of Missouri

THE immediate
tation

object of the piece of experimen-

undertaken was that of determining the

value of certain selected moving pictures in learning
facts in high school physics

particular experiment

is

and general

science.

This

considered as only a part of

a much larger project.
The larger project is that of
attempting to determine whether or not certain widely

advertised techniques of instruction and schemes of

common

description of the

Are we

text-recitation procedure.

assuming that we are all talking
about or investigating the same phenomenon if we
use this term ?
The second common weakness of many current investigations is that of assuming that the complicated
processes compared do work and that the prime question is that of which works better.
The writer is
justified in

organization in high school teaching produce results.

willing to take the position that in educational experi-

Most of the experimentation undertaken for the
evaluation of various teaching procedures and learn-

mentation the primary question about many teaching
procedures and learning exercises is not, "Are they

ing exercises has been of the type which has sought

better?" but

two or more contrasted procedures or learning exercises.
Such experimentation, in most cases, has been surrounded by
a maze of technical and statistical red tape.
These
technical experimental procedures seem necessary as

better

to determine the relative merits of

safeguards in attempts to

scientific

isolate,

control,

and measure factors in such extremely complicated
social and biological situations as that of learning in
the usual school situation.

we have sometimes

The

result has

failed to see the

been that

woods

for the

We

"Do

means of

we had

better prove that teacher lecturing, in the given

produces any

situation,

moving

In our haste to prove which of two teaching procedures might be the better we have neglected, most
often,

two very simple fundamentals.

We

have failed
to describe the tilings compared.
Is an automobile a
better means of transportation than a horse? You assume that everyone understands horse and automobile.
But suppose that not everyone does. Suppose that the
experimenter himself may not. How can we proceed
with an investigation before we have defined both
horse and automobile as means of transportation? As
illustration, most of the investigation concerning the
relative

merits

of

individual

laboratory

is

The general

should

thesis,

here proposed,

is

that in

of knowledge of educational

the

experi-

and

teaching

organizations

we

attempt to demonstrate that each one of
these proposed does produce results in terms of measfirst

ured effects upon the learners. It is suggested also
that it should be possible to set up much less complicated techniques for arriving at such results than those
which have been used in most educational experimentation.

Following

is

an attempt to outline such a simplified

technique of experimentation:
1.

A

clear cut description

factor,

—

exercise,

weak

e.

g.,

or

teaching

teaching

of

the

experimental

procedure,
organization,

enough defined that some person

Are we sure that everyone concerned
knows what is meant by the laboratory work or the
demonstration investigated? In most of this
work there is no adequate description of the things
compared. It is difficult, even, to find a clear-cut

status

mentation for the evaluation of teaching procedures,

just here.

lecture

or that the selected

learning results that are measurable.

instruction

and' lecture demonstration in science teaching

results,

the given situation, produces any

picture, in

learning exercises,

tool.

the

portation.
Silly, is it not?
But, is this any sillier
than trying to prove that motion pictures are better
means of instruction than teacher lecturing. Perhaps

we

do with the

is

Obviously the first question is one of proving that a goose gets any results as a means of trans-

jM-esent

started to

Which

at all?"

goose?

have neglected the center of investigation
in our concern over the machinery of investigation.
In our delight over a new tool we have forgotten what

trees.

work

they

transportation, an automobile or a

learning

—

not

clearlv

imme-

diately concerned in the experiment might be

able to carry out the process as described.
2.

An

enumeration of the effects which are expected to be produced by the experimental factor in the learners or subjects.

:
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description of the subjects to which the ex-

perimental factor

is

The construction of a test or tests which will
presumably measure the extent of the existence

4.

5.

6.

and the beginning

accompanied the showing.

film itself

ing a few minutes were allowed for pupils to ask

application of the test or tests to deter-

mine the extent of the existence of expected

questions about the film.

results in the subjects before the application of

answer

these.

the experimental factor.

given.

The

The

test

isolation of the experimental factor in so

re-application

of

the

measure

to

the

factors other than the experimental factor, but

most probably

The experiment

to the experimental factor.

in the evaluation of

moving

pic-

final

were those which could be ob-

A

of subjects were at

selected than

Wood.

experiment to dem-

was

The

University of Missouri.

Computation of gains in the subjects, presumably due to the experimental factor, as measured by the differences in scores on the two
Sufficient repetition of the

first

He

way

it

of information upon the

point at issue, but as an illustration of a technique of

experimentation which might be used to throw some

upon the darkened and entangled maze of edu-

light

The
Mr.

experiment described was carried on by
H. Wood. The immediate problem was to

first

Wm.

determine whether or not boys and

girls

in a high

These were discarded.
used were home-made objective tests
based upon the facts and ideas contained in the film
used. The test would seem to be valid, therefore, for
for them.

The

tests

films selected

tributed through the various

units

in

were

course and shown at those times at which

it

seemed

they might contribute most to the unit of instruction
at hand.
I.

II.

III.

The

films used

were as follows

—

Temperature Control,
Taylor Instrument
Company.
Magnetism,
Society for Visual Education.

—

How We

IV. The

See,

— Bray.

Magic of Communication,

—

South-

western Bell Telephone Company.
General Electric
V. Wizardry of Wireless,
Compan}'.
General ElecVI. Revelations of the X-Ray,

—

—

tric

Company.

The physics

class

was moved

test

tests

The tests used
Magic of Communication, are appended

to this paper as a

the same test

sample of the

testing.

was given before and

In each case

after the showing

of a film.

Table No.

I

Maximum Mean Mean
Score

dis-

physics

the

In case of question conitem, that item was

test

the reliability of the measures used.

school class could learn facts of physics as a result of

The

a

and its score omitted from the
were short due to the small
number of items of information contained in some
of the films. This fact probably has some effect upon
thrown out of the
tabulations.
Most

viewing available films of supposed educational value
in the field of physics.

Mr.

importance to the physics olass to justify
upon the film. In this review
and listing of facts, it was found that some films contained so little that suitable tests could not be made

for the film,

cational procedures.

finally used.

their inclusion in a test

cerning the scoring of

contribute in the

were

for all films by

sufficient

the teaching undertaken.

considered significant not only because of what

made

the

ran each film slowly and listed items of

physics followed the simple technique outlined above.
It is

of

number

considerably larger

preliminary showing was

tures as instruments for teaching facts in high school

may

teacher attempted to

teacher did not quiz the class.

films selected

A

onstrate that results are not due to chance, or to

The

other lecture or explanation

tained through the visual education service

subjects.

tests.

No

After the show-

was given immediately.

The

application of the experimental factor to

The

10.

lecture, ex-

of the expected results in the subjects.

the subjects.

9.

No

of the general nature of the content.

The

The

8.

was shown

film

planation, or discussion other than the subtitles in the

far as possible.
7.

The

test given.

without further introduction than an announcement

to be applied.

Film
Temperature Control
Magnetism

How We

36
31

See

Magic of Communication
Wizardry of Wireless
Revelations of

X-Ray

Data from 16 pupils

High School,

40
47
40
20

Initial

Final

Score

Score

23.37
13.73
27.26

35.25
25.26
35,00
34.00
22.50
16.33

16.43
16.62
8.73

%

%

Gain Gain
11.88
11.53
7.74
17.37
5.88
7.60

50
78
28
106
37
87

in high school physics class, University
1929-30, University of Missouri.

The results secured from showing the six films to
one class of sixteen pupils in Physics in the UniverPercentsity High School are shown in Table No. I.
age gained is determined by computing the percentage
of improvement based upon the beginning test scores.
The gain was determined by subtracting beginning
scores

from

final test scores.

This gain was used as

the numerator in computing percentage gained.
to the projection

room

This type investigation was repeated

this

winter by

May, 1931
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Miss Mary Allen Parker with two general science
Kansas City, Kansas Junior High School.
Miss Parker has used two general science classes, one
of 25 pupils and one of 35. She has used the same

.

.

.

technique of experimentation and the same types of
tests as those used by Mr. Wood.
The films used

secured by Miss Parker are shown in Table

Score

and Moths

Life

Mean

%

%

Score

Score

32

21.00

28.14

7.14

33

25

10.21

17.56

7.35

72

pupils in the physics class used

by Mr.

28% to 106% on the tests used, as a rewatching moving pictures. Miss Parker's general science pupils gained on the average froiji 33 to
146%. Undoubtedly these pupils learned something
from watching films on science topics. It seems prob-

final scores

down with

It

is

ing

is

shown concerning the

teaching

Noth-

superiority of films as

over other possible teaching proFurther repetition of the technique of investigation employed, with other classes, other motion
devices

cedures.

pictures

and perhaps

are needed to

moving

in other fields of subject-matter

fully estabUsh

the teaching value of

pictures.

It is hoped that the simplified investigative procedure illustrated by the study may be of service in making a small beginning in determining the worth of the
various parts of the unknown world of teaching pro-

cedures

now

in use

and those

to come.

a telephone
14.

+

before each true statement; place a

—

be-

15.

A

photo-electric tube

16.

A

three element

17.

oflfer

little

them

re-

in

circuit.

The telephone

receiver contains sensitive electro-

The

electron stream flowing in telephone wires

in the sound
waves striking the transmitter diaphragm.
The electrons flow back and forth once for every
vibration of the diaphragm in the transmitter.

The electron flow in a long line is weakened
toward the receiving end.
19. Telephone
transmitters contain copper grains
through which the electrons flow.
20. Telephone transmitters contain a rigid diaphragm.
21. Negative charges attract the electrons thrown off
from a hot filament.
22. Telephone transformers have two coils on the
same core.
18.

Long distance lines have mechanical relays to
boost the current in the lines.
24. Air molecules travel in one direction only during
the progress of a sound wave.
23.

When

the current

is increasing in one coil the
flowing in the opposite direction in the
other coil of the transformer.
26. Closely packed carbon grains offer high resistance
is

to the electrons passing through them.
is

used

in

the

27.

telephone

A

negatively charged grid in a repeater tube will

increase the plate current.

vacuum tube

28.
is

used

in the tele-

phone "repeaters".
29.

Prepared by Mr. VVm. H. Wood, Graduate School, University

elec-

varies according to the variation

repeaters.
2.

more

magnets.

fore each false statement.
1.

lines.

positively charged

Loosely packed carbon grains oflfer little resistance to the electrons flowing through them.

current

True and False
Place a

is

sistance to the electrons flowing through

25.

Magic of Communication*

the grid

Closely packed carbon particles

the

ally contained in the subject-matter of the film.

When

13.

probable that

and percentage gains tend to go up and
amount of material to be learned actu-

Sound waves travel over telephone wires.
Three element vacuum tubes are necessary for

Sound waves travel over telephone wires.
Telephone transmitters contain copper particles.

would learn from watching well

selected films on science topics.

positively charged the plate cur-

12.

11.

sult of

able that other pupils

is

trons flow toward the plate from the hot filament.

Wood

gained from

the grid

long distance telephone
10.

Air
25
9.85
16.75
6.90
70
Volcanoes
24
7.04
17.35
10.31
146
Data from 60 general science pupils In two classes in the
Junior High School of Kansas City, Kansas, 1930-31.

The

9.

Gain Gain

Final

Film
Butterflies

II.

Initial

is negatively charged.
grid controls the flow of electrons between the
filament and the plate.

A

Small variations in the grid charge of a "repeater" tube produce large variations in the plate
current.

results

8.

Table No. II
Maximum Mean

filament.

plate of a repeater tube

rent decreases.

:

The

The

When

were Butterflies and Moths, Life, Air and Volcanoes.
These four films were secured from the visual education service of the University of Kansas.

Negative charges repel the electrons thrown off

from a hot

classses in

When the grid is not charged there
current in the plate circuit.

is

Telephone transformers have only one
central core.

of Missouri.

(Concluded on page 156)

a varying

coil

on a

—
^
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Experiment in the Teaching of Reading in the
by Means of Stereographs and Slides

1

A

Grade

Helen M. Riordon
Public Schools, Washington, D. C.

January 1927
conducted an experiment to help
INdetermine
the value of the use of stereographs and
I

slides in the teaching of reading in the

As

a preliminary step,

I

lA

HI

grade.

Materials
1.

Stereoscope

2.

Stereographs

—

No. 173 Sheep in Pasture, No.
Sheep on range. Keystone, 600 Set.

investigated various sources

of information to find out what had been done else-

where along
cate very

this particular line,

little

but

I

was

help of a specific nature.

able to lo-

3.

Slide projector

my

4.

Slides

based

I

experiment mainly on the information given in the
Teachers' Guide to the Keystone Primary Set, 1925,
which was compiled by Miss Laura Zirbes who was
at the

Education

tary

Teachers'

at

in

College,

The experiment was planned
grade classes, X,

first

the reactions of
teaching.

I

all

and

from

and

whose

whom

I

helpful

first

5.

Sample of
combed.

6.

The blackboard.

Lesson

received

at their tables.)

greatest

"Would you

best reading group in each of these classes

was

tle

His name

days at approximately the same hour each day. Each
lesson consumed about twenty-five minutes. The following plan gives the details of these lessons as they

talk to

were carried

deal of grass

in
I

n

Subject

Aim

Three Lessons Given

lA Grades

of

stereographs

3.

and

2.

To

3.

keen observation and study of pictures.
To enrich the vocabulary by connecting the
objects shown in the picture with their writ-

teach the child to obtain information by

ten symbols.

To

make and read

his

own

story about

the picture.
Specific
1.

To
its

teach the appearance of the sheep and
particular value to

fleece for clothing.

of his friends.

He

eats a great

has found the answers by observing the stereExplanatory Note

— The

stereoscope

and

stereograph

best emplo5'ed as an aid to individual study.

The

are

best pro-

cedure would have been to place the stereograph on the table

stimulate interest in reading by having

the child

many

*Pass stereoscope containing stereograph "Sheep
in Pasture" from child to child. Play the game,
"Find out but don't tell". After each child

slides as an aid to the teaching of reading
and the stimulation of oral language.

4.

lit-

country?

What Baa-Baa is
Where he is
What he is doing

1.

2.

evaluate the use

lives out in the

and enjoys himself very much.
Would you like to see a picture of him with
some of his friends. Look to find out

— Sheep and Their Use

To

hear a story about a

me

ever so

— General

1.

who

is Baa-Baa and although he cannot
he is very friendly. All day long he
wanders about in the fields and meadows with

out.
for a Series of

like to

friend of mine

given a series of three lessons on three consecutive

Lesson Plan

1

(The small reading group to be used varied in
from 8 to 12 children. This group came
together in one part of the room while the remainder of the class continued with their work

might experithe

had been cleaned and

size

grade

cooperation.

The

fleece that

IV Procedure

suggesting

in

classes I

— (same

Sheep on range

Shearing sheep by hand

method of

possible groups to this

who was most

supervisor,

pasture.

Z, in order to observe

consulted Miss Clara Hickman,

teachers in the field in

ment

Y

to cover three types of

in

pictures as above stereographs)

ElemenColumbia

University.

—uncolored

Sheep

time Investigator in Reading at the Lincoln

School of Teachers' College and Lecturer

190

man

in the

use of

its

and put the three things to find out on
the children would have studied the
pictures at leisure and have been prepared when the time
came to have the lesson. This was impossible because only
one of each stereograph was available and some of the lessons in the various schools were given the same day. This
in the class library

the blackboard.

necessitated that
ials

needed

at

Then

the

instructor carry with her the mater-

each lesson.
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The

ograph he shuts his eyes tightly and waits.

children had been instructed previously in use

of the stereoscope so

When

it.

Who
How
How

all

knew how

to

manage

We

did he look?

would he feel? (Use sample of fleece)
Have you heard of Baa-Baa before?
Where was Baa-Baa?
What was he doing?
Was Baa-Baa alone?
What do we call a number of sheep together? (develop "flock")

What do we

call

Z

{Unit developed by

Baa- Baa?

is

feet.

Baa-Baa has a warm wool

are ready discuss the picture.

all

Baa-Baa is a little sheep.
Baa-Baa has a black head and four black

Baa-Baa's coat? (develop

"fleece")

Could you draw a picture of Baa-Baa and
show something he likes to do?
Would you like to see Baa-Baa again?
(Project on the blackboard the slide which

see a flock of sheep.
are
a field.

m

The sheep
The sheep

are eating grass.

In each group the story was developed one
sentence at a time and read.
a time read the entire story.

child at

the children

would.
Lesson 2

work

Would you like to find out more about BaaBaa today? Sheep are very kind and gentle

(Child points to a particular sheep and teach-

animals and they need to be taken care of.
When they live far out in the country they wander all about eating the fresh green grass. To

Have

have just studied.

the children

with the projected picture)

Who

can find Baa-Baa?

name on

er prints

the projected picture of

Baa-Baa)

keep them from harm they usually have two

Show

protectors.

us the flock of sheep.

(Teacher prints "flock of sheep"

on

pro-

jected picture)

What do we

call

the place where they are

(Teacher prints "in

?

on projected picture of the pasture.) (Phrases underlined in each of the following units show
pasture"

the

the words written on projected picture dur-

ing discussion).

Would you
Baa and

like to

have a story about Baa-

tell

will see

who

Unit developed by

We

can read

it

to us.

X group)

see a flock of sheep

and four black

a black head

We

Y

Who
What
What

are the two protectors?
is

the

man

called?.

kind of dog

is

that?

ever seen one like him?

How
How

does the dog help Baa-Baa?

Shall

we

we

does the shepherd help?
write a story about this picture as

did yesterday?

(Project on blackboard the slide corresponding

and discuss the picture be-

{Unit developed by

X

group)

Sometimes Baa-Baa and
far away.

The sheep

his flock

wander

are looking for grass in a larger

The shepherd goes to take care
The shepherd dog goes too.

group)

{Unit developed by

see a flock of sheep.

The flock
The sheep

protectors in

pasture.

likes to eat grass.

(Unit developed by

their

fore writing.)

feet.

He

find

(Use same procedure as in Lesson I. Stereograph shows sheep grazing on range with man
and shepherd dog in foreground.)

to stereograph used

The sheep are in a small pasture.
The sheep are eating green grass.
Baa-Baa is a friendly sheep.
Baa-Baa has

Can you

the picture?

Have you

what you have seen in this picture?
You tell me what you would like your story to
say and I'll write it on the blackboard. Then

(

Then one

When

were reading the parts of the story the lantern
was snapped oflf so that the slide would not
crack from overexposure to heat.
At the end of the first lesson the children
were asked if they would like to talk more
about Baa-Baa on the next day. All said they

corresponds to the stereograph the children

we

coat.

group)

of sheep are in
are eating grass.

a

meadow.

Y

group)

Sometimes the sheep wander

The sheep

of the sheep.

far away.

are looking for grass.
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shepherd goes to mind the
The shepherd dog goes too.

{Unit developed by

Z

in

group)

The sheep are in a big field.
The shepherd takes care of
The shepherd dog helps him.
The

the showing of the three slides and the
reading of the entire unit, creating a splendid
audience situation.

flock of sheep.

V

herd, and the shepherd dog.

made with cuttings.
Scrap book containiJig pictures cut from
magazines and various sources showing articles
made

3

Project the slide showing sheep being sheared
by hand and discuss carefully. Answer questions raised by the children and stress the fact
not hurt but his fleece

is

we have our

Work

hair cut.

is

Why

are the

cut

3.

his coat?

fort

was
ter

group)

4.

Y

Men

warm wool

coat to

make

1.

We

warm wool

coat to

make

the

the

slides

warm woolen

clothing.

entire

again

unit.

so

the

They
three

asked
slides

were projected and the children pointed out
things in each in which they were particularly
interested.

The

X

that

Z groups were very meager but
much help could be given such

means of

this type of teaching.

in

conjunction with slides

valuable device in teaching reading and moti-

2.

Z

all

three types of chil-

groups).

These two aids are very valuable

in giving cor-

3.
Children of slow and average groups will be
helped in specific ways and accelerated groups will be

cut the coat off the sheep.

through

see

bet-

rect concepts.

inspired to do their best with added pleasure.
4.

to

felt

dren (X, Y,

group)

use his coat for

much

projected picture

interesting to note that the reading

vating language expression with

In each class the children went back and
read

was

Stereographs used

make a

woolen clothing.

Men

the

General Conclusions Regarding the Experiment

summer time.
The men use big shears.
The men do not hurt Baa-Baa.

Z

It

children by

are cutting Baa-Baa's coat.

{Unit developed by

I

group)

use Baa-Baa's

of

veloped by the

It is

We

the children responded

stimulus

and Y groups were
about the same in length with but slight variation in choice of words. The reading units de-

summer

time.

{Unit developed by

the

units developed by the

The men use big shears.
The sheep are not hurt.
use Baa-Baa's
woolen clothing.

felt that

to

than to any other means previously tried by the
several teachers of these Z groups.

others.

We

Z group although the children
and were interested much more efwas expended by the teacher. However, it
In each

participated

Discuss woolen articles children are wearing

cut off Baa-Baa's coat in the

in the third lesson

the reactions were quite spontaneous.

do such things feel to us ?
do we use things made of Baa-Baa's
wool?

Men

Z groups and

except in the

How
Why

X

showed lack

2.
The participation and responses of the
children increased greatly in the second lesson

men doing?

What is his coat called?
What do we make out of

lesson

first

and the material used.

with the

are they using?

{Unit developed by

In each class the

1.

of spontaneity on the part of the children probably due to their un familiarity with the teacher

are they cutting Baa-Baa's coat?

and any

of wool.

VI Comments

projected picture and discuss.

What
What

Poster

3.

4.

Baa.

just as

Cuttings of Baa-Baa, the flock, the shep-

2.

was left
on the board so that the children went back
and read thru the two units. They all agreed
that they would like to hear more about Baa-

that the sheep

Crayon drawings of various phases of

1.

the unit colored.

unit developed in the first lesson

Lesson

Work

Follow-up

the sheep.

entire class usually participated

Children of average or accelerated groups can

•study stereographs in their free time to discover an-

swers that have been assigned.
5.
Children of the class who are not in the working
group are not disturbed by the use of the projector
after the novelty has worn off.
6.

The

teacher can readily learn to

manage

the

;
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work with

projector and
7.

the children at the

same

time.

Children must be taught to study both the ster-

projector

placed within

is

10

thus giving a smaller picture.

ft.

It

of the blackboard

must be kept

in

mind,

eograph and projected picture but they can learn a
study technique very readily.
8.
It is feasible to project on the blackkboard in
Good projection can
order to write on the picture.

however, that the best projection is obtained when a
white opaque screen is used. It is suggested that the
picture be projected on a screen for study purposes
and the story written on the blackboard beside the

usually be obtained without drawing the shades

screen.

if

the

The Cinema

England

in

OSWELL BlAKESTON
Part

WHEN

I^The Avant Garde

to be incorrectly exposed

wrote my first article in The Educational Screen I promised at a later date to
review the film situation in England. I made the
promise in December 1928 and, since then, I have
been waiting for some more hopeful data to add to
an accumulation of rather grim facts. Englishmen

Luckily, Robert Graves,

I

allow clever foreigners to make all manner of jokes
about England but, when British films are dragged
into the question,

it

is

thought to be a

little bitter.

However, within the last twelve months, London
has begun seriously to nurse a filmic avant-garde.
For years young men, with shirts wide open, have
flocked to private screenings of generally dull and
almost invariably dated pictures on a Sunday afternoon. (One must not exclude their occasional
girl-friends clad in black velvet jerkins). Taking
into consideration the fact that these exalted folk

never attend a performance at a commercial cinema, the observer cannot be surprised that they
have simple tastes, cooing with satisfaction at the

Norman

poet,

Cam-

and several other members of London's

eran,
ati,

and had to be reshot.
the

came

to the assistance of the energetic

liter-

New

Zealander.

Life cells form the actual motifs of the diagrams

biology

is

their inspiration.

Throughout the greater part of the picture the
screen is divided into two parts
one black, the
;

The blackness

other white.

however, prone to
be sucked from one panel to another, or to jump,
dramatically, from right to left. The size of either
panel

is

no way

in

is,

arbitrarily fixed.

Symbolism

can be interpreted as a depictment of an outside element which attacks the true spirit of the artist.

There

is

similate

which develops into a primiattacking element attempts to asshape but, in so doing, is itself

a self shape

The

tive totem.

the

annihilated.

Composition is reminiscent of Kandinsky.
During the first section the screen alone is considered there is no montage, superimposition, or
tricks with the camera
everything grows, before
the eyes of the spectator, from the original dot
theme. The second section, on the other hand, deals
with plastic figures; figures of the earth and sea.
Layer upon layer the earth builds up; while the
sea corrodes, washes away.
A climax is reached
;

slightest

evidence of sophistication in the provided

entertainment.

thought of

that,

Naturally,

mean

;

(How clever
my dear!)

there

is

bound

of

to

that the genuine artists felt

them

be

a

bqund

high-brow dilettantes exactly how vital
ful a medium is the cinematograph.

Len Lye,

to

have

reaction

;

I

show the
and power-

to

with a great laugh, came
first.
He planned a film in three movements, to be
called Tusalava, which is the Polynesian for "eventually everything is just the same". So far the prologue only has been completed a section consisting
of a series of animated line drawings such as are
usually employed in comic cartoons.
The labour
involved in the conception of the dynamic designs
took the artist two plucky years. At first things
went wrong; he tried to get his ideas over by wriggling jointed wooden figures. When he found this
method unsatisfactory and jerky he rushed on to
take a lot of film unfortunately it was discovered
a great fellow

;

;

when

the earth figures turn into palpitating light,
recessed circles of vibrations.
In its eternal role
as destroyer the sea figure forms a contact and,

again, there

is

annihilation in a violent series of

electric sparks.

A
tion;

ballet

movement
moment

at the

is

planned for the third sec-

it is

rather nebulous.

It will,

be a solution to the problem of part one and two.
I hope that Len will have the pluck to finish his
splendid project. Of course, audiences in London
were too slow and stupid to regard it as a burlesque
of the educational film.
Neither could they comprehend Light Rhythms; an essay in pure light
exhibited at the Shaftesbury Avenue Pavilion.

;;

;
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Frances

Bruguiere,

who

photographer,

the

is

a

painter and sculptor, directed.
F. B. has an absolutely individual approach; he

interested

is

Let others

painting with light.

in

take pretty-pretty landscapes, and pools of oil (in
moments of inspiration), it is all very admirable.

ema

it is odd that it should come from England, in
which sleepy country it has the distinction of being

the

;

native abstract.

first

It is, also, the first

film could be completed.

journalism.

with a

reaching the subconscious; they

instant re-

for

call

directly

sponse in people with any sensitivity. This is because
his light is controlled; a high light placed here, a

shadow

definitely

there.

Light has been used as a

has been intensified at wish; light has been made
into a form. There can be no talk of happy accident
his camera patterns being his own as he sketched
fluid,

Nature should be given the credit
which are snapped by the
Bruguiere owes nothing to
average photographer
Nature. His world is one of warmly ravishing ab-

them and

lit

them.

for most of the pictures
;

He

chose to experiment with still photography because he realized that he could obtain nuances of
shade impossible with mere pigments. He knew, too,
that there

was something

periodically

on

reflectors

to be said with light falling
;

therefore,

he

turned

to

cinema.

have written much about Light Rhythms in Close
Up (the English review, devoted to the art of the
cinema, that is edited by the brilliant writer, Kenneth
Perhaps the best thing I can do here
]\Iacpherson).
I

is

to quote a couple of paragraphs.

"Light sweeps the screen slowly.

The

darkness of

expands and contracts; that is another way
of looking at it. Light becomes complicated; definite
forms merge while pattern is lifted (by light) ofi"
Diagonals and horizontals are at war; are
pattern.
parts of a machine working in perfect accord. Forms
come back and are recognized; light peeps from bethe. screen

hind

quiet, boldness balances

Light takes wings, flutters
screen

;

breathlessly

indecision.

across

famous.

fragments have
Although dealing

type of movie, story subject,

it

gave a precedent to the masters of super-imposition
who dazzled the world in the golden age of Ufa.

The

A

scenario concerned various physic states.

man, born naked into the world, entered a cafe. He
became amused by the garments worn by the men,
removing them from their owners' frames and trying
them on in peacock happiness. He met a woman;
joined a circus; pictured himself dead; had a phase
in which he lusted for power; set himself on a mock
throne as a

mock emperor.

of a religious complex.

fell

sets,

bodies were

artistes'

victim

shapes of

woven

Fringes of cheese muslin (out

of focus) were

moved

when

was unimportant

the action

he

Finally,

Instead of

and parts of the

light

so that their speeds increased
;

they served as sta-

tionary vignettes at the time of the strong scenes.
C. O. D. a skit,

by some young men

.

.

.

at the StoU

was accepted by certain critics as evidence of
intelligence.
These young hopefuls got together to
Studio,

fabricate

the above-mentioned in

order to pass the

time while their studio was being equipped with sound
apparatus. George Jean Nathan first thought of the
wonderful phrase, "The producers found themselves

with their aesthetic pants down."
Should I mention my own short, I do love to be BeA joke about directors favoured
side the Seaside?

by Parisian cineastes a joke that was too local. Anyhow, what can be more burlesque than a film itself ?
Other would-be highbrow films will be dealt with in
;

where they

the commercial section,

Part II

light takes the shiny scales of a fish,

from the

screen, a small

triangle

swims,

alone

re-

maining, yet returns to riot over the black spaces;
light becomes thoughtful, building cones and pyramids,
stating their outlines coldly, with the clarity of a

Eu-

then juggling with them like a spangled lady at
the music-halls light is held like a sword, to slash
light becomes rotten, like a medlar, and dissolves in
clid,

;

own

sweetness."

Light Rhythms

is

SURVIVAL of the

rightly belong.

—Commerce

unique in the annals of the cin-

fittest is

the law which governs

the British commercial cinema

the

in blurs, beneath the sea of the theatre; light is ban-

its

work world

less stimulating

Existing

light.

"Speed follows

ished

miade this

into the background.

stractions.

died before the

bastian Droste, the principal actor,

Bruguiere creates, he does not record; his works are
poems. Those of the others are good, or excellent

His studies have an astonishing quality of

complete

by Bruguiere. Historically one can recall The
Way, an earlier effort, never finished, because Se-

film

those

not

fittest to

a grubby,
clothes

Street

dealers

A

is

the survival of

the hive of the British industry

mean thoroughfare

whan

pretense

full

of

second-han'd

and heavens-knows-how-many hand

classical

springs open

No

;

Certainly, the survivors are

for anything else.

fit

Wardour

tarts.

survive.

is

joke relates that every
a voice calls out "Samuel!

solemnly

made of

window
!"

celluloid being

anything beyond a lucrative form of business. Luxurious offices, cloaking the shabby transactions of the
New York film merchant, have no place in honest
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Wardour

Street; mellow phrases of the art critics are

not bandied in selling the wares.

Among the characters parading in this charming
neighborhood is the ex-American cutter, who always
wears a bowler hat, cotton gloves of soiled whiteness,
and a cigar (the ash is knocked, while he is at work,
jauntily into the film bin).
Hollywood gave him a
tearless good-bye,

years ago, yet the moguls of the

The

English cinema world, believe him immaculate.

nabobs

—those who hold the purse

strings

—trust that

they will win a universal market for their films by

A

virtue of this derelict's antiquated slickness.

glimpse

may

lish star,

rare

be had, around these parts, of an Eng-

an ageing lady,

cameraman

face (get the

I

with a pock-marked

fear,

to speak

on

this topic),

and

on the owners of theatre chains. The boss of an
extensive chain of theatres, working in co-operation
with a renter possessing a couple of supers in his
office, can make a potent enemy for the independent
man with a year's booking of better class pictures.

The

renters get rid of the tins in their cellars by giv-

ing a trade

ticular renter, with their editor.

After
in other

The

proper apparatus.

ish studios will possess

ture

is

to see

pres-

all

press interest has been lost in a picture,

words months after the trade show, the picreleased. Those English men and women flock

it

who

would, themselves, have produced a sim-

ilar abortion.

The

There is no need, while such people are to be found
in the cushy jobs, to enquire whether, and when, Brit-

in

show is recruited from relatives; exhibitors always have relatives who would attend free shows even
if they were not
relatives.
Exhibitors, themselves,
rely on the judgment of "viewers" who write in the
trade papers. Their facile good opinion is based on
the amount of advertising matter placed, by the par-

Producers can collide with the unwary
stranger; they rush hither and thither arranging for
their next production but one. They are distinguished
by their black hats, all the colour of their appeal being
concentrated in the tartan of their plus-fours.

men

to the exhibitors (the actual

In practice the audience at a London

trade

eyes that cross for a whole day after she has spent a
hectic night.

show

the theatres).

modern writers have made no move to
Kenneth Macpherson, the most significant English author of the
epoch, whose Gatint Island and Poolref lection rank as
alive,

negotiate with the commercial firms.

ample explanation why The
Marquis of Bolibar was held to be an artistic film for
the simple reason that it was impudently dull, and
High Treason hailed as original because it was a

simply turned his
back on the trade. His faith in films was so phenomenal that he retired to Switzerland to make his
own. His brother writers have not had the inclination

As

or the capital to make this magnificent gesture.
Likewise, real musicians have been cold shouldered

ence of these nit-wits

is

Metropolis in woollies.

long as script girls are

dames with Kensington faces, cameramen
are drunken rakes, and assistants boys who have
flat-heeled

failed to pass

their examinations,

British films will

the best contemporary literature,

by the four sharp organists of Wardour Street. Edmund Meisel, a visitor on British soil, contrived to
dope, or sand-bag some supervisor into alloting him

remain the laughing stock of Europe.
I am conscious of having been cheaply sarcastic in
this vein many times before.
It could be argued that
Hitchcock made Murder; a credible talkie using

his services, at a fat salary, they put countless restric-

sound, and distortion of sound, in a really pioneering

tions

way. It could be seconded with the fact that The
Lost Patrol had a virile grip of the art of yarn spin-

the country in disgust.

The answer
of intelligence make

the other avant-garde

ning.

this article

is

that these

dim manifestations

the abuse worth-while

;

otherwise

would be as epigrammatical as a manifesto

which declared that pseudo-tudor houses are ugly.
Were things a little less lost I would be the first

make

a noise about

would welcome some new copy about those
procuring tame joys for the

nalist,

I

whose

lives are spent in

respectable bourgeoisie

the cinema,

I

;

obviously, being a lover of

would be prepared

The truth is whatever
Wardour Street will persist.

order.

I

to greet the
say,

do,

Crimson

new

or write,

Films, under the present system, the present Wardour Street system, are "handled by renters", men
who undertake to foist blocks of American quickies

Finally,

Circle.

when

on him, thwarted him
William

Berlin).

at every turn,

(He

The

they had purchased

till

he

left

died, the other day, in

Walton, Constant Lambert, and
English composers could not

afford to lose time and dignity trying to obtain a
similar experience.

Young
to

Obviously, being a film jour-

it.

the job of synchronising the British masterpiece.

artists are not lured,

by up-to-date

officials,

Old
knocked into shape for picture after picture.
Should the setting be specially constructed the
furniture will be borrowed without reference to the

to join the art-departments of British studios.

scenery

artist's

is

scheme.

Posters are in the hands of publicity agents

;

a tribe

There are
exceptions, just as there was Blackmail. Mabel Lapthorn managed to get some excellent work on to the
hoardings. Her posters were built up on geometrical
recognisable in any corner of the earth.

(Concluded on pane 151)
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The Future

of Talking

Motion Pictures

"Talking motion pictures are the medium of uni-

ized by a group of churches has recently been
opened in California for the purpose of making re-

versal opportunity and an instrument that will pro-

ligious talking pictures exclusively."

foundly influence economic, political, cultural, and
religious thought in the future," J. E. Otterson,
President of Electrical Research Products, Inc. declared in a recent radio talk on "The Future of
Talking Motion Pictures." The talk was broadcast

"There are few fields of education or training in
which talking pictures have not already been used,"
Mr. Otterson said, "and no conceivable field to
which they cannot contribute. The talking motion
picture not only creates a permanent record but
makes it possible to distribute this record throughout the world, and to present it at convenient times

City on the Halsey, Stuart & Co.
radio program, the fourth in the series of addresses
on present business problems and conditions by

from

New York

leaders of industry, business, and

In the course of his talk Mr. Otterson pointed
out the interesting fact that motion pictures are

He also showed
which the talking

the product of telephone research.
that the entertainment

field,

in

pictures have been of primary importance, is only
one of many fields in which the pictures will be

used

in the future.

A

as frequently as

may

be desirable for purposes of
We are concerned
not only with the acquisition and accumulation of
knowledge but with the spread of knowledge, and
for these purposes we require a medium that will
at once establish a permanent record and make it
available to those of this day and to posterity. Their
value lies not only in the eflfective presentation that
can be made but in the wide distribution that is
instruction or entertainment.

finance.

close student of the indus-

Mr. Otterson visions the talking picture as a
factor of outstanding importance in the fields of
education, religious teaching, politics, and industry,

possible.
is a philosophy which teaches that we live
make life better for the generations to come, and
when I contemplate the opportunities that lie be-

"There

to

trial training.

fore the children of the next generation to

"Silent motion pictures have been used in the
The addifield of education for a number of years.

rich in learning

supplements the instructional quality
of the picture itself and makes it possible to bring
to the classroom the personality of great teachers.
Instructional material is presented in a form that
is at once entertaining, understandable and imAlready several hundred educational
pressive.
talking pictures have been made and their number
Experience
is constantly and rapidly increasing.
with these has been most encouraging. They have
tion of speech

been presented to pedagogues and pedagogical
gatherings throughout the country and have been
received with universal approval and enthusiasm.
"In the
tion

field

pictures

of religious teaching, talking

make

it

possible

for

the

mo-

sermons of

great ministers to be faithfully reproduced in, even
the smaller churches in rural communities and for
the small church to have the music of fine organs
and of great choirs. They oflfer a medium for the

dramatic presentation of Bible stories and teachThey have received the approval of leaders
ings.
of churches of all denominations. A studio organ-

become

and knowledge, I envy them the
opportunity for a broader and fuller life than has
been made available to you and me."
Visual Instruction Emphasized at Childhood
Association Meeting

Some 2000

kindergarten

and

primary

school

teachers, attending the annual convention of the

Childhood Education Association in Cleveland the
discussed changes in methods of
schoolroom instruction, stressing the importance
of visual methods. It was the conference opinion that
children in the primary grades should spend less
time in their classrooms and more time exploring
last of April,

firsthand their surroundings, these trips to be sup-

plemented by classroom instruction. Talking pictures should also be utilized as one of the principal

modes

of instruction.

Dr. Beryl Parker, assistant professor of education

in

New York

University, asserted that the

toward visual education foreseen for this
country already has taken in Europe, particularly
in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia
and Denmark.
trend
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Wisconsin Launches Pictorial History Project

Plans are being made for a very complete pictorial history of the state of

Wisconsin as a whole

and also of each local community as well. The
work is being undertaken by the Bureau of Visual
Instruction of the University of Wisconsin, in cooperation with the State Historical Society,
will supervise

A

—

and help

three-reel citizenship film, entitled

Its

Government

Work,"

at

who

direct.

"Wisconsin

for the use of

Wis-

consin schools has just been completed, as part
of the project.

We

hope to present an extended
an early issue.

account of this film

in

The Conservation Commission has just announced the release of a new reel on the outdoor
phases of Wisconsin's history, entitled "Out-ofDoors in Wisconsin," giving pictures of historic

mounds, Indian scenes and outdoor

"mechanization of ideas," which makes use
and motion. "No other institution," said Professor Weschler, "is doing just the
same type of work as the Office of Exhibits of the
Department of Agriculture. The problems they
meet are unique." He suggested to the department certain commercial machinery that would produce various effects economically and conveniently,
and materials for lighter and stronger structures,
both important factors in exhibits that must be
in the

of light, sound,

transported frequently.
Television Motion Picture

has been successfully

The

local laboratory.

of Agriculture

which have been shown at many fairs and expositions, have striking elements of appeal and persuasion and are based upon principles of good psychology and the mechanization of ideas, according
to Dr. F. A. Moss, psychologist of George Washington University, and George A. Weschler, consulting engineer and professor of engineering of
Catholic University, both of Washington, D. C.

At a recent conference
ment and representatives

of officials of the departof the International

As-

sociation of Fairs and Expositions, these specialin

two widely

different

fields

discussed the

were

in

Electric Co.

another part of the

The company

"talking hen" and the "talking cow," action

Department

made by General

originals of the images

test transmission of

exhibits of the U. S.

Made

has just been announced that a motion picture
film of images appearing in a television receiving set
It

The

activities.

Department of Agriculture Exhibits Analzyed

ists

Professor Weschler pointed out that the department's educational exhibits show the modern trend

also has succeeded in a
images across the sea by television.

International Educational Film Conference
to be

Held

in

Vienna

According to the Motion Picture Division of the
S. Department of Commerce, it is planned to
hold an international conference on educational films
in Vienna, May 26 to 31, under the patronage of
the Federal Minister of Education and the mayor
of Vienna. Prominent experts and men of science
U.

will attend the conference to discuss the ever increasing problem of the use of instructive and cultural films in schools and centers of public education.

Nine commissions

will be

appointed to deal with

principles an'd

the individual aspects of visual instruction such as

exhibits.

pedagogics and psychology of the educational film,
the film in service of science, the comparative value

tion

Washington studying the exhibit mabeing prepared by the Office of Exhibits of

were

terial

many details entering into educational
The representatives of the fair associa-

in

department for use at fairs and expositions
throughout the country next summer and fall.
They represent about 2,000 fairs in the United
States and Canada, and it is expected that the discussions by the specialists will aid not only those
the

who

are preparing exhibits but also those

who

will

use them in educational programs.
"Exhibits," Doctor

Moss reminded the

must possess
the power to arrest the attention and persuade to
action." He said that the Government exhibits fill
these requirments and are fundamentally right in

some

He made

several suggestions for

of the exhibits even

more

making

striking and con-

sequently more easily remembered.

of teachers,

A detailed program is being worked out jointly
by the Vienna Committee and the International
Chamber of Educational Films in Basel, Switzerland.

confer-

ence, "to be psychologically correct

principle.

and 35 millimeter films, film testing, training
and the film as a factor in adult instruction. A special committee will be appointed to study
film problems of the day, such as sound films.
of 16

The conference

will be accompanied by an exhiequipment at which time special
films, recommended by the individual comriiissions
of the various countries, will be shown.
Information may be obtained from the General
Secretariat of the International Chamber of Educational Films in Basel, Switzerland, or from Dr.
Hubl, Uraniastrasse I, Vienna I, Austria.

bition of film

:
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION
The

Historical Outlook (March) "The

the Pageant of America", by
D.,

Making

of

John Allen Krout, Ph.

During the
tributions

the

number

of con-

American history have been

of

literature

the

to

result

forty years an increasing

last

of co-operative effort.

Some

of these ventures,

unfortunately, have borne the stamp of the counting-house
rather than of the study, while others have reached only a

Within the decade,
however, there have been two notable exceptions, both published by the Yale University Press, The Chronicles of AmerEach series was written
ica and The Pageant of America.
and edited by experts who realized that the record of the
past should be as interesting for the reader as were the actual
small circle of professional historians.

events for the participants.

The author then

discusses, at length, the scholarly

and comprehensive manner

in

which

this big task

volumes of the Pageant art

fifteen

No

trated.

Within

in

many

respects

other history has ever been so profusely illusits

covers

are

more than eleven thousand
from a total of thirtymuseums, art galleries and

pictures, selected with discrimination

thousand drawn from the

archives of seven countries. To collect, arrange and
reproduce artistically this vast collection of Americana required a common understanding and a careful co-ordination
of effort among research workers, authors, historical scholars,
editorial assistants and publishers.
That the complex organization responsible for the project functioned smoothly and
official

eflectively

will be

series in classroom

casual readers

evident to the students

and public

who enjoy

its

who

consult the

library, as well as to the

more

pages in the quiet of their

own

homes.

The

"

'Blackmail', the first all-British talkie

method and content of the Fifteen Volumes. It
should be listed by every general and school librarian.

the

The

The Living Age (April) "Britain's Talkies Come
To" presents Mr. John Maxwell's assertion that the
have turned out to be a great boon to his

concern.

As President

tures his

statement, that "up to the time

of British International Pic-

when Al

Jolson in 'The Singing Fool' revolutionized the entire movie industry overnight, British films had

been going from bad to worse,"

The

.

.

writer then discusses at length the certainty

of

English dramatic tradition, English wealth

is

an authoritative

idleness that followed in his studios, the

threatening monopoly by American talkie production were disheartening aspects to the British pro-

in

numbers of trained actors, English nearness to
European centers, enabling the importation of native French and German actors at a smaller expense
than that sustained by such importation to Hollywood. The writer quotes the springing up of nationalistic feeling against bad American substitution, a mongrel Spanish or French or German uttered by poor linguists.

j

The silent film was, indeed, a tremendous influence in developing international thought, feeling,
and general friendliness, whereas the "talkies" are
nationalistic in influence.

'

However, as

the writer concludes, no art can remain national
istic

and

live,

and England can afiford to import
added cost of only 60% to pro-

entire casts at an

duction totals.

Movie Makers (April) Of particular

interest to

our readers are the following articles appearing
this issue:

one.

.

Said Mr. Maxwell, "What a relief to hear pure
English on the screen again". English audiences
remarked, "What a fine language we have." Much
as one may ignore some precious familiar figure
and appreciate it only when, suddenly, it has been
stolen from you, so, the writer suggests, "the English language suddenly came to them as a new and
exciting discovery" after they had had "to strain
forward, listen to every word, puzzle over the new
idioms, and try to enjoy the twang."

definitely

form while the Yale
University Press, which had just published The Chronicles
of America, was experimenting with the presentation of the
drama of American history through the medium of the
motion picture.
This extensive review gives a very thorough idea of
idea underlying the Pageant took

talkies

of .American slang,

that Britain will dominate English talkies because

unique.

five

difficulties

a great success".

was

inidertaken.

The

However, the

ducers.

"particularly in the provinces" soon turned the tide,

leaving

Columbia University, suggests that

LANPHIER

F.

"Laughs from Leftovers", "Notes

Cine Naturalist", by Dr.

Raymond

in

of a

L. Ditmars, and

"The Medical Movie Speaks", by Louis M. Bailey.
The first article is rich in suggestion as to the manear at hand for shorts of both an educational
and entertaining nature. The second ofifers help
to the teacher of botany and zoology who may be
supplementing his classroom work with amateur
films of his own making.
The third article is an
account of how the surgeon is embracing the eduterial

cational talkie.

In the department of "Educational Films", Mr.

J

—

:
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Louis M. Bailey quotes Dr. Harry Kitson's summary of those points in favor of schoolroom use of
the talking film.

The reporter then gives his readers an interview
with the puppeteers from which we do not quote
but on two interesting points.

prove a useful supplement alike to textbook and to
It can,
It will not wholly take the place of either.
however, bring the textbook to life and it can relieve the

prisingly like

teacher from the retailing of information, leaving his energies

feature and proportion either

It

will

teacher.

free for the higher role of guide in the learning process

and

giving him more time for attention to individual pupils.

At every point
It will improve the quality of instruction.
where the talking film proves at all usable, it can present
instruction by the masters instead of by the mediocre upon
which we must all too often lean.
It will make possible frequent repetition of materials, where
desirable, without consuming the teacher's time for such repetition, and insure that the repetition shall be exactly the same.
It

will

make

possible a widening

of the curriculum

that

might not be possible if teachers had to be hired and expensive equipment bought.
It will enable pupils to learn through the eye as well as
through the ear the former sense not always being adequately employed in learning.

—

Yale
Films

in

Review

Xumber)

(Spring

"Books

Russia", by Prince D. S. Mirksy,

The

is

and

a fas-

Puppets, I think, are primarily instruments of satire.
They're a sort of tri-dimensional cartoon.
They are sur-

human

beings.

And

—

it's

not mere likeness of

and
movement. Chaplin saw that. He stayed one night nearly
an hour after the show, and his comments on pantomime and
puppetry and acting were worth listening to.
it's

a likeness of gesture

Book Review
Censorship of the Theater and Moving Pictures, by Lamar T. Beman. The H. W. Wilson Co.,

New

York, 1931.
This volume presents the pros and cons of
presenting,

ject,

first,

its

sub-

briefs for the affirmative

and

negative sides of "Federal Control as a solution to this

problem,"

following these outlines with a complete

The bulk of the Handbook
comprises quotation from periodical, press, and book
list

of reference sources.

literature

on the subject.

the problem

it

It

does not attempt to solve

presents, but simply to lay before

its

Slavic view-

readers a comprehensive survey of what has been said

particularly as evidenced in the modern
Russian literary and cinematic fields, is rich in artistic and spiritual challenge.
Quotation from the article is difficult.
We are content, therefore, simply
to recommend it to those of our readers who are
looking far ahead in the development of film art.

and claimed for both aspects by those who think
clearly and authoritatively on their respective sides of

cinating discussion of the subject

.

point,

The New York Times (April 12) "Clever Puppet
Show Pleases Los Angeles" reports for us a delightful "last

word"

in the

use of puppets.

Carved out of the busiest section of Los Angeles, in the
its historic mission and abode buildings, is a miniature Mexico just one block long.

old Spanish Plaza, with

The people who
picturesque scene

mill about this little street are actors in a

— Mexicans

in

— in

unique

among

the puppet theatres of

Amer-

which the Yale Puppeteers play to full houses of the
elite in the theatre, the moving pictures and the arts.
The puppet orchestra opens with a selection which by its
delicate movement and character design creates the mood.
The master of ceremonies, George Arliss, a faithful likeness
in appearance and mannerism, introduces
his
colleagues
Marie Dressier, in a witty song; Jetta Goudal, in a crying
Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and Greta Garbo.
fit;
Each of them indulges in persiflage, the scene being aptly
named "Belittling Hollywood."
The puppet show breathes sophistication, but none of the
numbers surpass "Mister Noah," This is an up-to-the-minute
satire in which Professor Albert Einstein is the first mortal
whom Noah meets after landing and who, indifferent to the
world and even to the temptations of Los Angeles real estate
agents, smiles benignly and goes on studying the stars.
ica

An

Indispensable Directory

If you use motion pictures in school, church or community work, or contemplate their use, you need a copy
of the famous "1000 and One Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films"
a complete directory of educational and
entertainment films, listing available 35 mm. and 16
mm. silent and sound subjects, with full information as
to where they may be obtained.
Price 75c.

—

native costumes, sightseeing

Americans and soap-box orators trying to outshout the native singers and banjoists.
Here is the thief's market, the
antique shop, the street food vendor and the quaint fortune
teller's den.
They form a striking foreground for the "Teatro Torito"

the controversy.

25c to subscribers of

Use

the coupon for your order.

The Educational
54 E.

Lake

Chicago,

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

Screen

St.,

111.

enclose my check for $
please send me item indicated
Copy of "1000 and One"
I

for which

Year's subscription to Educational
and copy of "1000 and One"
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Two
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years' subscription to Educational
and copy of "1000 and One"
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Conunittee on Current Theatrical Films

(The film Estimates^

in

whole or

in part,

may

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For
Titles of

Fttms (AetonJ (Prodncen)

Int«llicint

Adalta

(Kenneth
Harlan)
Air
Police
(Sono Art) Mediocre thriller much
excitement but little sense about
two buddies in border patrol air
service who fight smuffglera and
fall in love with same girl.

Hardly

Bachelor Apartment (Lowell Sherman and Irene Dunne) (BKO) Gay.
naughty little play, suavely played
and deftly directed by Sherman in

Depends
on taste

—
—

For
Youth
(IStoaO)
Hardly

For

No

By no
meane

No

Cheap

Pernldoua

No

—

Strong of
kind

Better not

Of no
intereet

but more or less falseness in other

Good of

City Streets (Gary Cooper) (Para)
Elaborate portrayal of racketeer life kind
Heroine's father
and atmosphere.
big beer-runner jaU term for heroine
hero, a super-shot from the
West, joins racket against heroine's
wishes, but "he loves it.'*
He rises
to top of business, saves and marries
heroine.
Vivid and thrilling glorification of gangsterism.

Better not

No

—

Feeble

Poor

No

concoction built around two Brooklynites supposed to be rival claimants for throne of mythical king-

Too
mature

Kg

Doubtful

Better not

Stupid

No

No

Good of

Better not

Ko

Interesting

Flood, The (Monte Blue)

(Colum-

bia) Cheapest sort of old-time melodrama of the innocent small -town
girl, the city slicker, the hero, the
flood, the rescue.
Dull dialog and

Front Page, The (Adolphe Menjou and Mary Brian) (U. A.) Fast
and furious newspaper story, greatly
exaggerated, much vulgarity and
burlesque, but quite continuously
thrilling
and picturesque. Blase,
wisecracking newspapermen represented as supreme powers making

and mayor ridiculous.

new

kind

Men-

role of hard-

unscrupulous newspaper
"chief." Plays up lure of newspaper
life as stronger than "love."
Passable

Better not

No

Dirigible (Jack Holt, Ralph Unusual
Graves.
Fay Wray)
(Columbia)
Good propaganda for U. S. Air Serv-

Gun Smoke (Richard Arlen and
Mary Brian) (Para) Crude western,
supposed to show fighting superiority of Western yipping cowboys
over Eastern city gimmen, who try
to seize a Montana ranch and work
its new-found gold vein.
Childlike,
naive, cheaply sensational, and Arlen' s acting and voice are pitifully

No

Mediocre

inadequate.

I

but extravagant story of South Pole

Doubtful

boiled,

situations, but rather stale after picsame vein by same "stars."

Human

Doubtful

kind

Finger Points, The (Richard Bar- Good of
thelmess and Fay Wray) (Ist Natl.) kind
Above average newspaper-racketeer

jou excellent in

tures in

thrills.

Doctors' Wives ( Warner Baxter
and Joan Bennett) ( Fox ) Hature theme of groundless jealousy of
doctor's wife, its folly and consequences, presented with strength and
dignity, fine acting especially by

sheriff

dom. Thin and feeble story, tries
hard to be funny with wisecracking
dialog and ridiculous costumes and

with extraordinary air photog-

Good of

mediocre performance.

sey)

ice,

Dishonored (Marlene Dietrich and
Victor McLaglen) (Para) A "warspy" story, smoothly though slowly
told, of a Viennese spy (Dietrich)
and a Russian spy (McLaglen) as
antagonists in love with each other.
Unusual camera effects. Dietrich's

ing by hero.

character-portrayals.

raphy and continuous

over-long-

—

—

—

—

told with convincing realism
and achieving fine dramatic suspense
without extravagant methods. Green
reporter from country learns "dty
game" fast, grafts on the racketeers
but heeds heroine's advice too late
and dies by gangster guns. Clean,
pleasing romance, but glorifies graft-

captain supposed

Daybreak (Ramon Novarro and
Helen Chandler) (MGM) A picture
like dozens of others.
Gay Austrian
army officer knows but one use for
women and. when he falls in love
with heroine, seduces and leaves her.
She
has
to
commercialize
her
charms. When hero returns, drawn
by "real love." she laughs at him.
Nevertheless
happy ending Helen
Chandler appealing.

and airplane
to both

story,

—marries

Cracked Nuts (Wheeler and Wool(RKO) Another cheap slapstick

dirigible

Disastrous

idiotic recklessness,

tion.

wealthy
dead heroine
Englishman.
Captain reappears
divorce, but mother allowed to see
child only at its death
sad clinch
by lovers for ending. Bennett good,

—

by

CUldrM
(ondsTtS)

Baxter. Largely avoids sex exploitaWife's infidelity made dear
but not offensive. On the whole, an
intelligent picture of real interest
for adults.

his secre-

temporarily to rich rounder.
Then booze, Altantic City hotel, and
from
seduction.
narrow
escape
Largely sex exploitation.

Illegitimate child

some

For
Toath
(15 to It)

suave, restrained acting particularly
appropriate for this type story and
rest of cast is good.
Grim ending
with heroine shot by firing squad.

tary

Born to Love (Constance Bennett)
(RKO-Pathe) Complex, slow-moving
war-romance of two Americans,
nurse
and captain, in England.

expedition,
in rivalry.

InteUlssBt
Adnlts

rival heroically surrendering heroine
to the other for love.

as sort of super-secretary,
makes young boss president of firm.
Stupidly unaware of her worth and
love for him, he becomes engaged

and loses

(Aetors) (Producers)

—

oine,

to society girl

FUma

drawn-out sufferings
fantastic rescue
and usual ending with one

his usual vein. Wealthy, philandering bachelor uses his rich apartment
for habitual rendezvous, which affords unlimited risque situations,
innuendoes, suggestive dialog, etc.
Thoroughly sophisticated play for
those that like the kind.

B^ind OflSce Doors (Mary Astor
and Robert Ames) (RKO) The her-

Titles of

Children
(under 15)

Exdtin?

Very
exciting:

Hot Heiress (Ben Lyon-Ona Munson )
( First
Natl ) Broad comedy
about a humble hero marrying rich
heroine who first tries to raise him
to her social level, but finally accepts

him on
amusing
spersed,

own. Many lively and
moments,
songs
inter-

his

but

not

very convincing.

Perhaps

Hardly

Doubtful

)
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For

TitlwofFUau (Acton) (Prodnccn)

IntoIUvoat
Advlto

Swanson and Good of
Mature theme kind
Ben Lyon)
done with decency and charm, mostly human and true, with few false
notes and largely avoiding objecIndiscreet

(Gloria
(U. A.)

stuff.

(IStoM)
Better not

For
ChUdren
(uidwll)

Titles of Films (Actors)

No

to

Fair of
kind

Better not

No

Man

(William Powell and
(Para) Thoroughly
unwholesome picture about mostly
unwholesome people leading very

unwholesome

.

lives.

Hero

is

Hardly

Passable

No

ThriUlng

Entertaining

and good

Enter-

over the line" for the
fields beats Cimarron.

Prodigal, The (Lawrence Tibbetts
and Esther Ralston) (MGM) Musical
above average value in
songs, story, and character interest.
Hero is wealthy Southern scion, but
hobo by choice. His stay-at-home
brother Is contemptible hypocrite,

of kind

tainini:

Too
mature

Good

Exeellent

Amiuiiif

Good of

Pemicioua

No

Very

ffood

cruel to his lovely wife, who deserves the divorce which brings
happy ending. Tibbetts sings and
acts hero part splendidly, and looks
it except in physiognomy.
Excellent

Shipmates

Perhaps

Hardly

(

Robert Montgomery

lively,

wholesome com-

edy, thoroughly amusing and giving
particularly vivid and true portrayal
of life in the navy. Narrative con-

struction is uneven and

some of the

comedy seems labored

at first, but

there are many excellent moments
of character-play, genuine drama,
and legitimate thrills. Montgomery
notably good.

Depends
on taste

PemldonB

No

Strangers
May Kiss
(Norma
Shearer) (MGM) Highly spiced sexplay, showing marriage worth nothing except as last resort.
Heroine

kind

glamorous life in Mexico for
lover.
When he
leaves, she tries other men in Paris
lives

months with her

and elsewhere. Robert Montgomery
delightful as blase, devoted, but al-

ways tmsuccessful suitor. Arbitrary
"happy" ending fixes everything.
Amusbiir

(RKO) Fairly amusing domestic comedy, of very funny boarding-house lady with kindly but lazy
husband, and daughter who loves a
poor inventor. After laughable complications, husband's oil stock investment and sweetheart's invention
prove successful and bring hap-

Amnslnt

Oliver)

Tarnished Lady (Tallulah Bankhead and Clive Brook)
(Para)
Brazen heroine with gold-digging
past gives up lover to marry wealth
(Clive Brook)
can't stand it
goes
back, but finds her lover in liaison
with one of Brook's former cast-offs.
Then, booze and promiscuity for a
while but her baby by Brook restores the marriage to good standing.
Cheap story well acted.
Ten Cents a Dance (Barbara Stanwick and Ricardo Cortez
Columbia) A cheaper version of "Honor
Among Lovers"
heroine refuses
improper proposal of wealthy lover
marries spineless cad Instead, to

—

Unwholesome

—

—

piness.

Good of

Better not

No

kind

)

No

Mediocre

(

—

—

—

whom

glorifies gangsterism.

ExceUent

Excellent

Good

of retired business executive does
a little business "on the quiet" for
the good of himself and the hero.
Excellent
dialog,
fine
characterwork, and an able supporting cast
make it a notable picture.

she is incredibly devoted.
When husband is caught stealing,
wealthy lover generously solves
everything and now offers -marriage.
Could not. of course, have offered
marriage at the start or there would
have been no film.
Three Girls Lost in Cliicago (Loretta Young)
(Fox) Very lightweight story about three country
girls coming to Chicago to make
good.
Adventures of two mildly

amusing
Stupid

Better not

No

and

harmless.

But

—

No

No

Doubtful

Notable

Notable

Doubtful

the

picture
vivid portrayal of grimness
and cruelty of life as Africa lives

both human and animal. Wonderful photography, scenery and animal action far more Interesting than
the melodramatic and artificial story,
though the three chief actors are
good. Thrilling too strong in parts
it,

Cheap

Cheap

tliird.
a cheap wisecracking golddigger, goes to the bad and nolK>dy
cares, not even the audience. Hardly
worth anyone's while.

Trader Horn (Harry Carey and
Edwina Booth) (Para) Remarkable

situations.

Xaoghty Flirt, Tlie (Alice White)
(First Natl) Cheap and feeble story
about rich girl who goes the gay
pace till supposed "real love" comes

"start

(MGM) A

super-

Mr. Lemon of Orange (El Brendel)
(Fox) Crude attempt at burlesquing
gangster plays with the elementary
acting and child-like humor of El
Brendel as its only assets. He plays
dual role ( where one is usually
enough) as silly Swede and tough
gangster,
and
mistaken identity
brings about the supposedly funny

Exactly

cast.

having affairs with a mother
and daughter at same time, but
drops both for the heroine and dies
before he can marry her. Usual excellent acting by Powell.
Laugh and Get Rich (Edna May

Millionaire, The (George Arliss)
(Warner) Another delightful picture
from Arliss. an expanded version of
his former charming comedy "The
Ruling Passion." Very human story

(andor IS)

comedy

gigolo,

Little Caesar (Edward Robinson)
(Ist Natl.) Above-average gangland
play, with excellent work by Robinson as the tough, fearless Rico who
rises from gutterdom to the top of
gangdom and back to the gutter
and death by police bullets. Grim
struggles, ruthless shootings, gangster dialog throughout. Thoroughly

(15 to 21)

Dakota gold

leaving out the *'It" in this
Clara Bow picture and there seems
to be little else left.
She and her
husband are both reformed crooks
trying to go straight, but detectives
make It difficult by constant hounding and suspicion. Happy ending,
but otherwise hardly above ordinary.
Klkl (Mary Pickford) (U.A.) The
Belasco stage-play made into lively
farce, with Mary Pickford playing
hoydenish chorus-girl who means to
marry
the
manager
( Reginald
Denny) at all costs. So full of slapstick
that character values are
mostly lost and it is xmconvlncing.
Mildly risque in spots.
Hardly an
important production.
Ladles'

Adnlti

mately thrilling, with human appeal
dominant over the exciting action.
crook,
Three leading characters
gambler and horse-thief
are convincingly humanized by heroine. No
cheap sex-appeal or vulgarity, and
the

tried

-

For
ChOdr«i

——

digging wife until the very end.
Excellent acting of Ayres and Armstrong wasted on such a picture.

Kay Frances)

For
Toath

Gentlemen
(Fay Good of
Victor McLaglen) (Fox)
kind
melodrama
of
many
good
Western
qualities,
thoroughly and legiti-

prize-ring

Kick In (Clara Bow) (Para) They

r»r
IntaUivmt

end her wildness and the picture.
Bases its appeal almost wholly on
sophistication and sex.

Not

champion whose
success makes him snub his able
and devoted manager, and whose
dumbness keeps him ignorant of the
nasty conduct of his cheap goldyoung

(Prodocen)

Wray and

Much

whimsical
comedy and good dialog. Heroine
deceived
by rounder, desperately
saves her young sister from same
man. Excellent work by Gloria
Swanson and Ben Lyon.
Iron Man (Lew Ayres and Robert
Armstrong) fUniv) Trashy story of
tionable

For
Toath

—

for sensitive children.

Good

if

not too
strong
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THE THEATRICAL FIELD
CONDUCTED BY MARGUERITE ORNDORFF

May

Theatrical Film Reviews for

RANGO

[50]

(Paramount)

A

most unusual jungle picture whose chief actors
Ernest Schoedsack
are an old ape and his son.
spent months in the jungle with his camera, and by
some magic, photographed at close range such
thrilling events as a fight between a water buffalo
and a tiger, and the wild, headlong rush of monkeys

He

has caught the
fundamental principle of life in the jungle strugvigilance. He never
gle, and its necessary adjunct
forgets to picture the bright eyes that are always
watching. The episodes are linked together by the
to the treetops after an alarm.

—

—

voice of Claude King,
the happenings

named because

we

who

explains to a

see on the screen.

boy
Rango, so
pronounce

little

{See Film Estimates for March)

with a

jail

record and

a few other blots on her past, reforming, and mar-

rying an upright husband.

A

shadow from the

past arises in the form of a fellow criminal

threatens to

tell all.

two old friends

who

In great anguish she turns to

of her

shady days, one of

whom

obligingly crowds the villain's roadster into a ditch.

This

is

fatal

somewhat
Bert

Lytell,

Matthew

This masterpiece is
by Kay Johnson,
Herbert, Paul Hurst, and

to the villain.

indifferently presented

Holmes

Betz.
(See Film Estimates for April)

[54]

THE CONQUERING HORDE

Richard Arlen, buried with Fay

(Paramount)

Wray in the

usual

western, nevertheless gives a good account of himself.
Claude Gillingwater and Ian MacLaren add
luster to the cast,

hut.

(Tiffany)

woman

Presenting a young

little

boy can't
orang utan, is the little, wobbly ape who wins our
sympathy with his first pilferings from the hunter's
the

THE SINGLE SIN

[53]

and then there are the

cattle, of

course.
(See Film Estimates for April)

PARLOR, BEDROOM, AND BATH

[51]

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
is passably funny as the bill-poster
pressed into service as a great lover, by a
harrassed bridegroom-to-be. Reginald Denny starts
things, Charlotte Greenwood helps the comedy

Buster Keaton

Avho

is

own particular brand of fun, and
Dorothy Christy, Natalie Moorhead,
Edwards are present for good measure.

along with her
Sally Eilers,

and

Cliff

(See Film Estimates for April)

JUNE MOON

[52]

(Paramount)

Ring Lardner furnishes the character and Jack
Oakie plays him in his own fashion the smalltown simpleton with an overload of conceit. Between the combined efforts of Lardner and Oakie,

—

the supply of small-town simpletons should be running short very soon now, and that will be a blessing a minor one, doubtless, but still a blessing.
Mr. Oakie so completely fails to endow his hero

—

with any particularly lovable

qualities,

that

the

heroine's desperate pursuit of him is annoying and
incomprehensible, because she looks intelligent, in
spite of her mother complex. However, it's just a
picture.
(See Film Estimates for March)

[55]

ILLICIT

(Warner Brothers)

An illuminating treatise dealing with a young
woman with a theory that marriage ruins love;
wherefore, why marry ? Pressure is brought to bear,
so she finally marries her man, and then triumphantly demonstrates her theory. Only, of course, it

Barbara Stanwyck, James Rennie,
Ricardo Cortez, and Claude Gillingwater give good
performances.
One hopes, however, that Miss
Stanwyck is going to overcoine a tendency to slovenliness of speech which allows her supposedly
cultured heroine to make such remarks as, "I love
um, I want um, I won't let um go!"
doesn't work.

(See Film Estimates for February)
[56]

BEAU IDEAL

The

(Radio)

Wren's trilogy involving the
Geste brothers to one degree or another, is by far
the least effective. Of course, you remember Beau
This is
Gcstc, and you may recall Beau Sabreur.
announced as a sequel to the first, but as it obliges
us to go back and revise mentally some of the conclusions of Beau Geste as it was filmed, it starts off
with a handicap. The main thread of the story
hangs on the surviving brother, John, who is serving a sentence in the penal battalion of the French
third of P. C.

;
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Foreign Legion for killing his officer. Then Otis
Madison arrives on the scene. He is an American
in love with John's Isabel, who with quixotic heroism though not so convincingly as the idolized
"Beau" joins the Legion in search of John. There
are battles in the desert, plenty of sheiks and sand,
and in the end, John is found and saved for Isabel.
The story has little of the appeal that the first one
had. Lester Vail as Otis declaims with oratorical
fervor, and Ralph Forbes seems to rest on his laurLoretta Young and Hedda Hopper
els as John.

—

—

play the only other parts of importance.

UNFAITHFUL

With

the husband out, the actor in, the wife returning unexpectedly, and the mother-in-law locking them in their room, a wild time is had by all

Mr. Horton's metier,
Others
in the cast include Laura LaPlante, Patsy Ruth
Miller, and Esther Ralston.
concerned. Farce, of course,

but he

(Paramount)

Ruth Chatterton giving a beautiful performance
a woman who
of a somewhat incredible character

—

goes to unusual extremes of self-sacrifice for her
brother, but who is eventually rescued by a man
with a better sense of proportion than she. Beautiful clothes, beautiful settings, and the smart society of London as a background, do much for the
picture. Paul Cavanagh gives highly skillful treatment to an unsympathetic role, and Paul Lukas'
cleverness is a little swamped by a too sympathetic
one.

funny

is

is

this time in a vain cause.

{See Film Estimates for April)
[61]

(See Film Estimates for April)
[57]

band, and the actor who impersonates him so he
can get out and enjoy himself while his wife is
away and his mother-in-law acting as watch-dog.

TODAY

(Majestic)

Conrad Nagel and Catherine Dale Owen are here
the victims of the most atrocious plot that ever
came out of Hollywood. Not only is the story silly
and badly constructed, but the direction misses its

mark so widely that the audience, when it is not
disgusted with the inanity of the thing, is in gales
of laughter over

its

pathos.

The Cinema

in

England

{Concluded from page 143)
simplifications

her drawings being in different

;

to keep the groups separate, giving the eye

material over which to wander.

Most

foci,

abundant

posters, as can

be imagined, are akin to the brochures issued by the

(See Film Estimates for April)

publicity departments.
[58]

DOCTOR'S WIVES

What
is

(Fox)

the doctor's wife does while her husband

being sympathetic to a

very solemnly
falls in

made

clear

lot of pretty

women,

by Joan Bennett.

love with the doctor's' best friend.

As

is

She
this

has been done before on numerous occasions, it is
no longer any novelty. But at least. Miss Bennett
is

pretty,

and Victor Varconi

is

satisfactory as the

One bold man, Stuart Davis, revolted. He ran the
Shaftesbury Avenue Pavilion on the lines of the Ursulines, offering good. Continental pictures. He introS. Sandy, Man Ray, Jean Epstein, and
Rena Clain into his programmes. His reputation grew
and grew his clientele became smaller and smaller.
Two ingenious men worked the most useful lever
in a snob country they made the most of their social
assets.
In consequence, Mr. Anthony Asquith romps
about at Welwyn Studios, turning out slightly humor-

duced films by

;

;

friend.

Warner Baxter

is

the

romantic

doctor

himself.
{See Film Estimates

m

this issue)

ous subjects photographed with the arty touch of nine-

(Paramount)
[59] H0.\ OR AMONG LOVERS
A modern, sophisticated story of a wealthy business man and his secretary and the man the secretary marries.
Frederick March and Claudette Colbert keep the picture on a high plane of intelligence,
and even make it credible after it develops into melodrama. Monroe Owsley as the drunken husband
simply transfers his performance of Ned Seaton
from Holiday but as it's a good job, we don't mind
much. Charles Ruggles plays the humorous, sympathetic friend much as usual, and Ginger Rogers
plays nicely a part of no consequence.
{See Film Estimates for April)

LONELY WIVES
One of those husband-wife-mother-in-law

[60]

Edward Everett Horton

plays two parts

teen twelve.

And Mr.

Ivor Montagu succeeded in

manufacturing some comedies on suggestions of H.
G. Wells transpositions of music-hall playlets which
were politely clapped by genteel souls.
In the August of nineteen twenty seven I wrote
"The people now in the movies try to keep a closed
;

circle.

Each

fancy boy.

Money and

boosting his

own

child,

mistress, or

(Maddening web of petty

jealousies).

is

influence

are

the

determining factors

brains and education dead weights against the competitor."

These

words

might

have

been

penned

to-day.

(The reader
and to

is

at liberty to turn

start again.

The

back to the first
completed;

(Pathe)

section

things.

the avant-garde and the commercialists are revealed

—the

hus-

on the same mental

level.)

circle is
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LIST

OF

Illustrated Catalogues
OF THE SEEMANN LANTERN

SLIDES

Containing more than 100,000 half-tone reproductions. The catalogues 'w^ill be loaned to
responsible parties for one "vveek, for use in selecting slides for purchase.

A.

PREHISTORIC RELICS
2 albums

Collection Georer Ko&sinna-Berlin

1946 slidea

ART OF ALL EPOCHS AND PERIODS
A-ncient Orient

:

Babylon. Assyria, Syria, Phoenicia,
Cypress, Persia, Crete

2 albums

1293 slides

album

581 slides

C

VII

C

VI

C

V

C
C
C

IV
III

C

I

French Revolution and the
Empire of Napoleon I
Era of Louis XIV in France

The Renaissance

in Italy

Islam
Ancient Rome
Ancient Greece
Ancient Egypt, Babylon-

II

Assyria, Persia
A.noient

Egypt

Greek and

1

Roman

Architecture, Sculpture, Paintine*

Applied Arts

Middle Ages
Architecture

(Early

12 albums

Christian,

8277 elides

Spain)
6 albums
Sculpture (Stone, Wood, Ivory)
3 albums
Painting (Mc»aic. Fresco, Oil Painting).. 1 album
Miniature Painting (Irish, Carolingian,
Ottonian, Early French, Early English,
Italian)

1

Renaissance, Baroque and Rococo Styles
Architecture
(England,
France,
Germany,
Italy,
Netherlands,
Russia,
Scandinavia, Spain)
Sculpture (England, France, GermanyAustria, Italy, Netherlands, Russia)
Painting (Germany, France, Spain, England, Denmark, Russia, Austria)
Netherlands

...

album

1265 slides

VIII

A

IX

A
A

X

Chivalry up to Maximilian II
Monasteries and Monastic
Life in the Middle Ages
The Knights of the German

albums

2655 slides

3

albums

1837 slides

albums
2 albums

3807 slides

The Hansa

XI

Life in a Mediaeval

Town

Era of the Discoveries up to the Congress
XII The Era of Inventions and
Discoveries (16th and 16th

the

A
5

of

Vienna

centuries)

3

1380 slides

1

8857 slides

Leonardo da Vinci

1

album

239 slides

album

312 slides

Architecture, Sculpture, Painting (Futurism, Expressionism, Tendencies of
2 albums
the Present))

A
A

Luther and the Reformation
Counter Reformation and

XIII

XIV

the 30 years*

A
XV
A
XVI
A XVII
A xvin

A

War

Absolutism in Germany
The Era of the Great Elector
Frederic the Great
The Era of Rationalism during the 18th century

XIX Weimar and

the Epoch of

Goethe

A

XX

The Wars of Deliverance from
Napoleon's yoke

983 slides
982 slides

2865 elides

Day Art
657 slides

Graphic Arts
Engraving, Etching, Woodcarving
Designing, Drawing, Sketching

2 albums
1

album

Applied Art

3

albums

India

1

Eastern Asia

1

album preparation)
album
440 slides

The Nineteenth Century

A

XXI

A
A

XXIII

Restoration and Revolution
(1816-1848)

XXII

The Era of Bismarck
The Era of Imperialism
Europe

A XXIV

in

Development of Research and
Technic during the 19th
century

Asiatic Art

788 elides
768 elides

The Great

A

War

XXV

1880 slides
/jn

England and the Era of
Queen Elizabeth and
Cromwell

A

Order
320 slides

7 albums

VIII

and Mediaeval Epochs in Europe
I
Prehistoric Times
II
The Migration of the Nations
III
Romans and Germans
IV Charles the Great and the
Carolingian Era
V From King Henry I up to
King Henry IV
VI / VII The Crusades and the Age of

740 slides

Italy

HISTORY

A

From

Nineteenth Century Art
Architecture (America, Austria, Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Scandinavia)
2 albums
Sculpture
1 album
Painting
5 albums

C.

2625 slides

Rembrandt

Present

A
A
A
A

Islamic,

Romanesque, Gothic styles in England,
France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands,

Total
625 slides

album

Prehistoric

A

Arta

1

A XXVI

(1914-1918)

Maps and

Historical

Events

from the beginning up to
the end of the Great War
The Theatres of the Great

War

A XXVII War
A XXVIII War
A XXIX
A XXX
A XXXI

Technic: Infantry
Technic Artillery and
other arms
Sea and Air War
Germany during the War
The World after the War
:

ToUl
1

album

721 slides

;

1
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Mechanical Weaving
Mechanical Lace and Ribbon Manufacture

Bitlory of Religion

K
R

XXI Buddha
XXII

The Masteries

Textile Piles

in Ancient

Greece

Cigarette Manufacture

R

XXIII

Religious Cults in Ancient

K

XXIV

Religious Cults round about
Early Christianity (Isis and
Osiris ; Adonis Kybele and
Attis
Sabazios ; Mithras ;
Cults of the Jews, early
Christian Cults)

Glass Manufacture

Egypt

Beet Root Sugar Manufacture
Limestone Quarries near Rudersdorf
(Germany)
Engine Tools
Coal Mining
Iron and Steel Manufacturing
Locomotive Manufacturing
Amber Mining in Eastern Prussia
Margarine Manufacturing
Bread Manufacturing
Gas Manufacturing
Butter Manufacturing
Ale ("Bier") Manufacturing
Steelpen Manufacturing
Ore Mining
Potash Works
Wood Manufacturing

;

;

D.

B

XXV

Religious Cults in Ancient
Assyria and Babylonia

•R

XXVI

Religious Cults of the Germanic Tribes

GEOGRAPHY
I

ToUl
1

album

400 slides

21 albums 12270 slides

Europe

Germany

4

East Alps Countries

2

albums
albums

2520 slides
1523 slides

(Austria, Adriatic coast. Dalmatia,
Bosnia, kerzegewina, Croatia, Slavonia, Galicia, Hungaria, Transylvania, Carpathian Mts.)

Switzerland
Poland, Russia

Greece
Italy

Scandinavia

II

East Asia (Japan, China)

IV

India

VI
VII
E.

England and France
Spain and Portugal
Africa (incl. Egypt)

III

V

album
2 albums
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1 album
1

t

North America
Central and South America
Air Views

4

albums

1067 elides

400 slides
1112 slides

J.

RELIGION

336 slides

Palestine and her Holy Places

518 slides

The Vatican (The Pope's Residence)
The Bible Illustrated by Schnorr and

487 slides

Carolsfeld

783 slides

Pictures from the Life of Our Saviour
The Lord's Prayer illustrated by 16 pictures
by Ludwig Richter

206 slides
163 slides

664 slides

The Passion of Our Saviour illustrated by
woodcuts by Durer and paintings by famous Italian and German Masters
The Ecclesiastical Year

221 elides

1912 slides
620 slides

(a)
Catholic Edition
Total
(b)
Protestant Edition
2 albums
670 slides
History of Religion (Buddha; The Mysteries
of Ancient Greece
Cults in Ancient
Egypt: Cults round about Early Christianity
Cults in Babylon and Assyria
Cults of the Ancient Germanic Tribes).... 1 album
400 slides

327 slides

GEOLOGY
Geology and Physical Geography..^.

TMal
2 albums

;

1850 slides

;

F.

NATURAL SCIENCES
Astronomy

1

Micro Photographs
Botanical Geography
Meteorology

1

Palaeontology

1

Zoology

2

Botany

1

—Birds

1

1

album
album
album
album
album
albums
album

Biology
G.

720 slides

K.

480 Elides

:

812 elides
393 slides

Illustrations of

1005 slides

6

albums

2584 slides

1

album

462 slides

1

album
album
albums
album

530 slides

TECHNICS
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Textile Industry
ning, weaving,

(tissues,
etc.)

Scripture, Printing and

1

Iron and Concrete Building

3

Modern Wood Structure

1

TECHNOLOGY
Manufacture of China
Rock (Kitchen) Salt Mining
Linen Industry
Paper Manufacture and Newspaper Printing

220 slides

Famous Poems

Manufacture

of Bells (25 photographs
taken in the Manufacture of Schilling,
Apolda, Germany)

340 elides

1420 slides

205 slides

255 slides
L.

I.

250 slides
50 slides

Ludwig Richter)

methods of spin-

Book Industry

album

Nibelnngen Lied (32)
Dante's Divina Comedia (by Botticelli,
Genelli and Dore) (76)
Lessing's Minna von Barnhelm (12) (etchings by Chodowiecki)
Goethe's Faust (32 cuts by Delacroix)
Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea (12 cuts
by Ludwig Richter)
Schiller, Lay of the Bell (16 cuts by

AGRICULTURE
albums

1

History of Theater (by Albert Koester)
Portraits for a History of Literature and
Music (German, English and French
Writers; Composers of all nations)

316 slides

2

LITERATURE AND MUSIC
GOETHE His Life and Works
Weimar, the Town of Goethe

88 slides

102 slides

Agriculture

H.

327 slides

FAIRY STORIES, FABLES, ETC.
Fairy Stories
Reinecke Fuchs (Raynard Fox)
Till Eulenspiegel
The Adventures of Baron Munchhausen
The Fables of Lafontaine

2

albums

542 slides
35 slides

28 slides
80 slides
16 slides

For further information regarding loan of these catalogs address

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS
64 EAST LAKE

ST.

CHICAGO
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CHURCHJOHNSON
FIELD
THECONDUCTED
BY

R.

H.

F.

What One Church Has

Accomplished
With Movies
R. C. Adair

TRINITY

Church, in

St. Louis,

has just completed

her eightieth year of consecutive service in the
same community. Most churches move as their people

move, but Trinity has believed in staying, withstanding the storms of changing economic conditions and
serving the people in the neighborhood.
Trinity Church started as a church that

was min-

group of log cabin settlers. Later this
group changed to a group of very wealthy and aristocratic folks living in the large mansions and estates.
Gradually these estates gave way to the two and
four family dwelling, which in those days were the
apartment houses of their time. These gradually deistering to a

teriorated, until

now

Trinity Church

is in

the center of

Within its parish
a great tenement house district.
are 27,000 people, and there is only one other Protestant church of recognized standing in this district.

Upon coming

Church eight years ago this
that a Sunday eveinformed
was

to Trinity

next fall, our staff
ning church service was out of the question in this
neighborhood that no one cared to go, and no one
would go, and that if the Sunday morning church

were kept going, and the Sunday School, with
the children organized, that a great plenty would have
The organization had
been done in the community.
only a few over
there
were
where
point
reached the
only thirteen atSchool,
Sunday
the
hundred
in
one
service, and
church
morning
Sunday
first
the
tended
twelve young people came to the Epworth League
meeting in the evening. No evening service had been
service

neighboring church had no service in the evening
all,

at

so that certainly could not be the competition.

We found, however, that the neighborhood theatre
and the downtown theatres were receiving a tremendous patronage from our people. We visited these
different theatres to try to find why they were able
to draw crowds and we were not.
We noticed that
they had beautiful bright lights in the front of the
theatre.
The entrance was well-lighted, the seats
were comfortable ,and that beautiful lighting effects
were arranged on the inside of the theatres. One felt
truly that he was in a fairyland. All of the surroundings worked upon the individual's emotions to such
an extent that after the theatre program was done he
went out with a longing to return again.
We discussed this in our staff and we wondered
why these same emotions could not be played upon in
very much the same way, to get people to come to
church, to learn what the church had to offer them
in helping them to live
better lives. This was mentioned to the church members, but the cry went up,
"We never will have enough money to finance such
a program."
We asked for the privilege of trying
this idea and asked if we could have the loose collection from the Sunday evening services to help
A few of us got some money together
finance this.
out of our

own

pockets,

we

presented the idea to the

young people of the church, and they were enthusiastically in favor of
it

financially,

and

it.

Their organization got behind
power.

in recruiting

to get

W^e continued with our services very much as they
we turned the lights on and off several
times during the service, making the house practically
dark during the time of the prayer. We had some
This
music, of hidden quartettes and solos, sung.

immediately opened
touch with these people.
a Sunday evening church service, with exactly the
few of the faithful
results that had been forecast.

began to attract attention and more people came, and
When we had a little
there was more loose offering.
nest-egg we bought a moving picture machine, with

came, out of a sense of duty, but not because the service was interesting, nor because they felt they needed
it.
They had received all the religion they needed in

a small

attempted for some time.

were, except

Seeing the vast group of people that there were in
Community, the majority of whom were un-

the

churched,

we

felt

that something

must be done

We

in

A

the morning.

The

some
where the

service struggled along for

felt they must find
There were people in the neighborhood, why were they not coming to our church? The

time,

when

the staff

competition was.

down payment and more payments covering a
We spent some money in advertis-

period of a year.
ing.

Several benefit performances were put on to

help pay for the machine and at the end of the year,
with some contributions from people who were be-

ginning to believe in the idea, the machine was paid
for.
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This did not
that

we

all

come

at once, but

upon the evening

celebrated our 80th birthday there were 1,052

people in our auditorium.

This was

in the

community

where everyone said it couldn't be done. Our staff
had watched with a great deal of interest the work of
William Stidger in drawing crowds. We knew the
churches which he served were largely the well-to-do
churches.
We also watched the very spectacular
growth of the work of the Rev. Roy L. Smith, of
We
Minneapolis, in the Simpson M. E. Church.
noticed that this work was with the middle class, the
office folks, who were getting fair salaries, and people
of that type. We were wondering if something could
be worked out that would help the poor people in the
same way. We feel that now we have come to this
solution.
Not to a permanent solution of the problem, because the problem is ever changing, but as our
program is ever changing, we are hoping that we have
come to the permanent solution.
I would not want to give moving pictures the entire
credit for bringing in this larger crowd, because there

have been other churches

in other

neighborhoods that

have absolutely failed in the same attempt, all because
they did not have the proper surroundings for the
picture.

At

the present time

types of services.
ferent.

Each

They follow

is

we have

varied,

four general

and each

is

dif-

after the general line, however.

fine

program our church

are one of the best
is

is

putting on and

While the

following by the collection.

being taken a beautiful solo

These

This is
an introduction to the picture.

nights.

The

picture comes next, and right at the close of

words "The End" are snapped
come on suddenly, the
place in the pulpit, and is speaking.

the picture, before the

upon the screen the
pastor

in his

is

lights

In other words, the picture

—

is

merely a part of the

sermon
the pastor talking and fading out of the
scene, and the picture coming upon the screen, and,
as the picture comes to an end with its high climax,
the pastor must be well prepared enough so that he
can carry on to even a higher climax than the picture
has taken the audience.

Then, as the house
on, the organ

comes
hymn.

lights are
is

dimmed and

The people join together in
many of them take

standing, and

starting the Christian

The auditorium

is

life,

singing this hymn,
their first step in

at this type of a service.

kept dark most of the time, so that

the shabbiness of one's clothes will not be noticed.

Then,

if

a person

is

not well-dressed, he does not fear

coming down to the altar, because the lights are dim
and no one can tell the difference, anyway. Colored

and color contrasts are worked out

tion of the type of service

we

have.

Another

slide

follows, with the sentence sermon.
We then have
two songs from the screen, one of the popular gospel
hymn variety and the other one of the great old hymns
of the church. Have you ever noticed that when looking down into a song book your windpipe is generally
forced into something like a kink, because your chin
is against your chest, and there is no free passage for
the air from one's lungs to be forced out? When one
is looking up at a screen this kink is removed and he
can sing a great deal better. With our piano and pipe
organ, and sometimes additional instruments accompanying, with dim light in the auditorium so that, if
someone makes a mistake no one will know who made
it,
even the most timid will throw back their heads
and will sing as though they were in a soundproof
room, a mile away from anyone else. This gets the
folks to participating in the service.
While they are
still

standing, a prayer

is

offered.

The

lights are

still

dim and the big illuminated cross is turned on.
Following this come the announcements, which always close with a short pep talk, telling about what a

the cross

already playing the invitation

one a wonderful work of art and the other an explana-

is

is

have

alternate

the exception of the four center lights.

1

We

who have volunteered
on the different Sunday
followed by a short sermon, which

fine contralto soloists

to help.

used in connection with a long feature picture.
We start with the organ prelude, with
We then have two
the lights in the house all dim.
atmosphere slides which are placed upon the screen,
Service No.

This

collection

rendered.

is

two very

is

how we

in this line in the country.

lights are placed in all the sockets of the church,

with

Color schemes
in

these lights.

Also, flood lights are used, merely taking good goose-

neck desk

lights,

light so that

it

with cup shades, and placing the

does not shine in the eyes of any of

upon the object
Palms are beautiful
of this kind upon them. A floor
bulbs, gives a beautiful effect and
ways necessary.

the audience but

which needs to be

illuminated.

with a green flood
lamp, with colored

A

a pulpit light

is al-

second type of service we have is to be used with
from four to five reels in length. This starts

pictures

with a prelude, next has an atmosphere

slide,

a beauti-

two slides announcing the type of service,
then a prayer upon the screen. This is followed by
two songs, which in turn are followed by a pulpit
editorial.
Following this, comes the story of some
great composer and at the close of this story the
organist plays some great overture which this comful picture,

We

have been using largely overFollowing this come the
announcements, with a pep talk at the close. Again
comes the collection, with a beautiful offertory solo.
Following this, the story of some great hymn is told.
poser has written.

tures

from great operas.

—

!
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during the telling of the story the organist

When

softly playing this song.

the story

is

is

finished,

the soloist sings the first two verses, the house lights
becoming dim and the great cross coming on. When
finished, the pastor leads in the

the second verse

is

audible prayer.

When

third verse of the song
in the Lord's prayer.

he finishes his prayer, the
is

As

sung, after which

unite

all

the Lord's prayer ends,

all

come on brightly, making a very
marked contrast. This is all done to change the atmosphere from that of enthusiasm to that of the
of the house lights

Following this

worshipper.

is

the sermon, with the

picture as an integral part of the sermon, with the
invitation, the benediction

and the postlude as

in the

previous service.

Among

greater control over the editing and titling than
you had to depend on professional assistance.
"As to whether or not a church will tolerate repeat
performances of its own film, don't you think this
rather depends upon the film itself and upon the
if

—

Some

church ?

subject matter undoubtedly bears repe-

while other material has

tition

only

interest

for a

single showing."

To

the above letter

should like to add that

I

many

churches are doing a splendid job in making topical
films.
It is distinctly practical to have weekly church
film

news showings.

Think of the

arouses in the day-to-day

life

interest that this

of the individual church

Also another method of securing film close to the
of the individual church is for the pastor and

life

(To be concluded

When

much

a

Churches

members of

in the June issue)

Make

Their

Own

Film

the letters recently received on the use of

the congregation to

make

and vacation experiences.

travel

this sort

never

films of their

Motion pictures of

arouse great interest, not only

fail to

because of the value of the subject matter

itself

but

one on the subject of the
making of 16 mm. film by individual churches a letter which raises questions of such general interest to
churchmen that I am quoting below from my answer

also because of the personal element due to the fact

to the inquirer:

attention.

movies

"The

the church,

in

is

—

from the experiences of a considerable number of churches engaged in this field, consists in making a film record of the activities of the
congregation

—

example, a corner-stone laying, a

^for

Sunday School entertainment.
draw a larger crowd to the original

picnic, or a

to

because

Please Note
ters

—

principal function of the church-made film to

date, as gathered

is

cameraman is one of the church's own.
-We are always pleased to receive letof inquiry and all such letters will be given prompt

that the

it

has been

made known

—and then

The

The Learning Value
in

30.

31.

at a

subsequent interior function where

it is

A

telephone receiver amplifies the sound waves

When

it.

the grid

is

positively charged

few

elec-

trons leave the filament and go to the plate of the

crowd
announced

to increase this original

be taken,

Pictures

High School Physics and General Science

coming from

that motion pictures

will

Some Motion

(Concluded from page 137)

effect

function,

of

tube.
Multiple Response

that the pictures will be shown.

"The

desire to 'see yourself in the movies'

why

is

a very

the church

widespread one, and there is no reason
should not take advantage of it.
"Aside from this, the church uses film of a religious

Place the number of the statement that best completes the sentence in the blank space at the right.
1.

or an educational nature for educational and entertainment purposes. On this point I am sending you

A

body giving

off a

sound causes the

travel in the one direction

vibrate back

and forth (3)

to

without vibrating.
2.

The

3.

(2) carbon (3) telephone diaphragm.
telephone transmitter contains
(1)

such as films presenting
have been very rare. In fact none

4.

strictly religious film,

Bible stories,

etc.,

have come to our aftention. The pictures made by
churches are topical rather than of the feature type.
"The expense of making films in 16 mm. width is,
of course, very much less than 35 mm. and you will
realize from your own experience with your own
16 mm. outfit, that by using this type of film you retain

(2) to

revolve rapidly

a monograph, prepared by the Bell & Howell Company, giving sources of such film, a copy of which can
be had free by any one of our readers on request to
The Educational Screen.
"Successful attempts by an individual church to

produce

air mole-

cules to (1)

air molecules strike the

(1) copper grains

A

copper

grains (2) carbon grains (3) balls of carbon (4)

broken cork.

The

electrons

from the battery

in the telephone^

through (1) the diaphragm (2) the
mouth piece (3) the carbon (4) the copper

circuit flow

grains of the transmitter.
5.

Closely packed carbon balls or grains allow (1)
weak current (2) a strong current (3) no cur-

a

rent to flow through them.
6.

Loosely

packed

carbon

particles

allow

(1)

a
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strong current (2) a feeble current (3) no current to pass through them.
7.

Variations in the sound waves coming into the
telephone transmitter cause (1) no variation (2)
a proportional variation (3) a cessation of the
electron stream through the carbon in the transmitter.

8.

electrons flow through wires

The

trans-

a

to

former in the central office when the current in
the transmitter circuit increases the current flows
through the line current in ( 1 ) the same direction

Your
Guide

;

(2) the opposite direction.
9.

10.

For every vibration of the diaphragm the electrons (1) flow in one direction only (2) flow
back and forth in the line circuit.
transmitter and the transformer in a telecircuit change the vibrations of the air

The

to the Biggest

and Best
in Current

phone

molecules into (1) a pulsating flow of electrons
(2) a continuous non-pulsating flow of electrons.
11.

Motion

receives the sound

The
(1)
wave from the wire (2) changes
telephone receiver

the

electron

flow in the wires into air molecule vibrations (3)

Pictures!

amplifies the sound waves.
12.

Electrons at one end of a long line start those
farther

away and

may

the receiver diaphragm

Write today for free

not respond, or may respond too weakly to give
sound because (1) the electron

stream

is

weak toward

noii'theatrical Cata*

the far end of the line

log 77.

(2) static may lessen the current flow (3) the
current flows toward the transmitter rather than

toward the
13.

The

NON-THEATRICAL

DEPARTMENT

receiver.

"Re-

essential part of a long distance circuit

UNIVERSAL

a (1) sensitive mechanical device (2)
photo-electric tube (3) vacuum tube similar to a

peater"

is

PICTURES

CORPORATION
(CARL LAEMMLE.

radio tube.
14.

15.

A

wire heated white hot by electricity gives off

Ptwi.)

(1) electrons (2) protons (3) neutral charges.

730 Fifth Ave.

Electrons are repelled by (1) negative (2) posi-

New

tive

(3)

neutral charges, and attracted by

negative (2) positive (3) neutral charges on the
plates of the tube used in these repeaters.

ask about
vOt*

We

announce that clubbing arrangements have been made whereby readers may receive both
are

pleased

to

(3.00 a year)

and

($2.00 a year)

at a special price of $4.00 a year.
in

Boston,

is

the

magazine in the field of general education. The
Educational Screen is the only magazine in the country
devoted to the special field of visual aids in education.
oldest

linuSLdUy

historical
-

The Journal of Education, published

OF THE

4r WEST^
dl's

The Journal of Education
The Educational Screen

York City

(1)

-

cntei

5 -Reel*

Teacher's

outlir

Producer* or

"ALL QUIET

ON THE
WESTERN
FRONT"

—
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F.

Dean McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson,

Visual Instruction Activities In

About
The Visual
City held

its

New York

New York Museum

at the

City

Instruction Association of

April meeting on

220 East 42nd

And
New York

Wednesday

of Science and Industry,

Street.

with the National Academy of Visual InstrucBy taking this important step the Visual Instruc-

America has united its membership
with that of the Academy and will be known as the
New York Branch of the National Academy of Vistion Association of

One

Instruction Association of

America was

organized by Dr. Ernest Crandall, formerly Director
New York City schools.

of Visual Instruction for the

of the Association

is

Dr. Daniel C.

Knowlton; Miss Rita Hochheimer is Chairman of
the Executive Committee; Mrs. E. L. Berg is Corresponding Secretary and Mr. Don Carlos Ellis is
These officers will continue as officers
Treasurer.

presentation

is

fully described in the following para-

1.

2.

One

Exhibits

of the world's largest spectrographs.

Photography of the "invisible." Pictures taken by the
waves or heat waves, when all the visible light wds excluded, through the use of specially senlight of infra-red

sitized plates.

The machine

3.

by

Superintendent of Schools in

work of visual
New York City.

tlie

course,

seen.

that

is

sharper than the

human

The

eye.

detector of defects and strains, in glass objects, unseen

Committee of the Borough of Queens
held a dinner on Saturday, April 25th in honor of
Dr. Eugene Colligan, recently appointed Associate

many

Among

Certain Highlights

Of

bulletin.

must be

to be appreciated, this exhibition

4.

Citizen's

Dr. Colligan's

Mu-

seum of Science and Industry in the City of New
York located at 220 East 42nd Street. The entire
exhibition was centered in the science and art of color.
It has attracted hundreds of visitors and was the
main part of the April program of the Visual InstrucThis remarkable method of unified
tion Association.

of the affiliated group.

The

of the finest examples of Visual Instruction in

graphs taken from the Museum's

ual Instruction.

The President

of Teachers College, presided as the chairman.

unit presentation has been on exhibition at the

affiliate

The Visual

"The Use of Visual Material in Teaching Safety. A
Review of Some Experimental Studies." Dr. Herbert
J. Stack lead the discussion and Dr. Edward Reeder,

the 29th

Miss Rita Hochheimer presided over the business
session at which time it was unanimously voted to
tion.

N. Y.

New York

City.

Among

ultra-microscope. This instrument permits us to see

in which molecules bombard specks of pigment
suspended in water.

the

way

5.

Opportunity for

6.

The mutochrome,

take a color vision

all visitors to

a machine which

makes

it

test.

possible to

paint pictures in colored lights.

duties will be that of directing the

instruction in the public schools of

the eye.

The

7.

A

painting reproduced from
What the color blind see.
the original by a color blind person using the identical

pigments.

The May meeting of the New York City Branch of
the National Academy of Visual Instruction was held
Scarborough School. Scarborough-on-'uospuH
on Saturday afternoon, May 9th. While
at the school the group viewed the annual exhibit of
work by the pupils and teachers of the school. The
excursion closed with a basket supper held on the
beautiful Vanderlip estate where the Scarborough

at the

8.

is

9.

The booth which
and

10.

will

throw your shadow

The disappearing

pictures,

showing how

New

—of

May

Society for the Experimental Study of Education held
a meeting on Friday May 8th at the College of the

1.

Greetings by the President

2.

Greetings from the

City of

New

York.

The

topic

for discussion was,

red,

green

ultra-violet

and

Club

New

Jersey

Newark on

Satur-

held by the

day,

the

in

Jersey Visual Meeting

New York

Visual Instruction

by

other lights will bring out or hide certain substances.

Visual Instruction Association at
Section 36

fluids

blue.

The following program was

located.

of colored liquids simi-

from three basic

mixing.

New York

school

The chemical rainbow; a range
lar to the rainbow, obtained

9.

— Mr.

New

—Mr.

Karl Ritter.

Jersey Schoolmasters'

Preston H. Smith, President.

—
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3.

"The School Journey"

— Dr.

B. Hoban,

C.

rector of Visual Education of the State of

Diwith

Penn-

16

or

35 mm.

sylvania.
4.

"The

Spoken

State's Attitude

to Visual Instruction"

Toward Giving

Publicity

—Mr. John A. Spargo, As-

Educational

Lectures
Films

Commissioner of Education.
"Teacher Training in the Use of Visual Aids".
Extension Courses Mr. Lawrence R.
a. In

sistant
5.

—
In City School Systems — Mr. Roy R. Zimmerman.
In State Normal Schools — Mr. Andrew L.
Sloan.
In State Teachers' Colleges — Miss E. WiniWinchell.

b.

c.

d.

"The Advantages of

a

assroom

realistic

State Affiliation

with the

—

Academy of Visual Instruction Dr.
Dean McClusky, President National Academy
National

All in the

Two American Farm Bureau

it

treats interestingly

The American Farm Bureau Federation
in

is

very ac-

producing films covering various aspects of

of viewing two

On Time

is

and we recently had the pleasure

more of

their subjects.

rural

and vividly the economic causes

—

cilities,

feast days,

The hero

cold storage fa-

employment conditions,

finds plenty of

etc.

romance as well as eco-

nomics, for a lake boat trip brings him on the scene
of an accident he saves the heroine from an over-

—

Productions

and

life

Same Boat is a 2-reel picture made in
Armour and Company. In story form

turned speed-boat

their extensive field,

country

TitI es

cooperation with

F.

of

Visual Instruction.

tive

genuine

of

bit

<

economics.

of fluctuations in the price of meat

fred Crawford.
6.

,;

—

is

drawn

into a party at the stock-

—

yard executive's lake-front villa naturally thinks her
his daughter, and therefore beyond his hopes
learns
next day she is merely his secretary, and his hopes

—

One suspects at the close that he is going to
do something about said hopes. Altogether it is a
pleasing picture that not only informs but entertains.
revive.

a 2-reel picture produced in cooperation

with the International Harvester Company.
terest

Story indominates the picture, the "advertising" being

of the unostentatious kind that

lightful

backgrounds

and even welcome.

charming,

set

in rural Indiana,

and

the- picture

Pictorially,

not only unobjec-

is

tionable but thoroughly agreeable
is

against deit is

notably

well acted.

—

a "road-building" story of an old farmer and
daughter through whose little farm the preceding
Conmiission had planned to run the highway. Pleas
for a change of route were refused in high-handed
It is

his

—but a new authority comes

into

person of the young engineer-hero.

He

fashion

power

in the

seems to see
justice in the old farmer's side of the case, and is no
less willing to see it after glimpsing the charming
daughter. To change the blue-prints the Commissioner's signature is required, and the hero starts off over
the State to locate him.

The

villain,

job and with a degree of authority,

.

to

sorts of

and a focal plane shutter permitting exposures of 1/20 to 1/500 of a second.
See it at
your photographic supply dealers or write for
catalog
186.
lens

—

roads

returns in triumph with the precious signature, and

"on time".
will enjoy.

Then, the kind of happy ending everyone

On Time

is

not only entertaining but

is

—

Leica, the universal camera.
Leica is no trouble
to carry. This remarkable little camera fits the
vest pocket or purse and takes 36 pictures on a
single roll of cinema film, double frame size.
Equipped with the famous Elmar Anastigmat F3:5

rush

—

all

Camera for

you want to take pictures during your vacation
for visual instruction use afterward
pictures
that are clear, sharp and distinct, take them with

—

auto over

the Ideal
If

through the job of tearing up the farm before the hero
can return but he failed to reckon on the spirit of
the farmer, shot-gun in hand. The old fellow's threat
])ostpones the danger vmtil the hero
after a fast and
exciting race in his

.

VACATION TIME

foreman of the
tries

.

—

I

E.

LEITZ,

Inc.,

Dept.

5E.S.,

60 East lOth Street,

New

York, N. Y.

—
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Suggestions For Teachers' Outlines For

"Winners Of The West"

For these elements are kept within
bounds contrary to the practice in most
"Westerns" and are thoroughly legitimate thrills.

rational

—

—

Far more important, however,

is

the rich histo-

rical content of the picture on early frontier life in
the great West. It is packed with material of this

therefore a distinctly educational film,

kind and is
deserving wide circulation in the school field for use
The following
in the hands of progressive teachers.
valuable conthe
idea
of
"suggestions" give a clear
tent

of the picture and

its

adaptability

for educa-

tional purposes.
Notice stage coach and general appearance of the Illinois
town. Rattlers explain the terms and give children concept

—

of animals of the western plains

and the

desert.

Stress

Reasons for its reduced numbers
concept of the Buffalo.
and means of conservation affected by the government.
Notice types of transportation, customs of the time and
types of people shown in the picture. Do these men look

Are the women healthful,
good sports? Substantiate your an-

strong, learned, bookish, gentle?
tender, brave, maternal,

swers by reference to

the

—

Universal's feature picture, entitled Winners of
the West, is more than a thoroughly entertaining
picture of the "Western" type, replete with excit-

ing moments.

humor typical of the Yankee and especially
rawboned Westerner. Typical American humor of
bragging and exaggeration (."This is where I killed fourteen
Lead children to observe evidence of it
Indians in '49";.
in the titles (episode of children with bow and arrow).
Notice the rude

of

film.

Compare with

Lincoln.

Stress the kindness to the horses and care of them. Consider the economic importance of the horse as a means of

but call attention also to close feeling of
fellowship for the horse and the settler's tender care.
What dangers did the new settlers encounter as shown in

transportation

What other dangers might have been shown in
What were the ages of the people in this group

the film?

the film?

(Picture shows young infant, children, boys and
young man and woman, middle aged and experienced
leaders and old couple).
of settlers?

girls,

Notice especially bones of an earlier e-xpedition, killed on
way West. Connect the story of history with the geog-

the

raphy of the country, explaining the section of the country
which this refers vastness of the plains and desert. Connect this with the importance of sending a young man to
fill the water bottles and the craving and need of the older
man for water, comparable with his greed for gold. Need
for physical endurance to withstand hardships.
(Love of their
Indian Warfare How is this motivated?

—

to

—

own

hunting grounds and native land of which,
to them, the white man was robbing them).
If the class is sufficiently advanced and mature

it

seemed

this

may

lead to a consideration of the whole problem of our treatment of the Indian and the status of the Indian in this

country today. Creation of the Indian reservation. Bureau
of Indian affairs. Justice and injustice of both sides.
Notice especially Indian Warfare. Circle surrounding the
white encampment. Indian shooting from ambush. Stealthy
approach. These Indian tactics developed methods of warfare among the white people such as would meet the Indian

method.

Lead the children

from the

side of the saddle.

the

to

observe

Man

the

man

shooting

standing on the side of

saddle in order to secure better view of the country.
Lead children to
see this in the circus as tricks.

We now

understand difference in purpose then and now.
Contrast hostile Indian with the friendly Indian met by
Buffalo Bill. Lead the children to consider why this Indian

having their imaginations play upon the preBiill and how his sense of justice
re-acted to the Indian problem. This may well in some cases
lead to a consideration of Custer and Sitting Bull.
Buffalo Bill's part in our history:
2. As forerunner of the trans-conI. As pony express.
Explain that Railroad could be built only
tinental railroad.
Buffalo Bill's modesty
so far as the workers could be fed.

was

School Maps
Globes and Charts
you teach or direct teachers, you should have a
copy of our latest catalog. Interestingly written and
marketplace for
fully illustrated, it is a veritable
geography, history, and biology visual aid material.
Separate catalogs of imported material are also availWrite for catalog K3 which describes:
able.

IF

REGIONAL MAPS
PHYSICAL MAPS

POLITICAL MAPS

—

A.T.NY3TROri
md
SawoL
3333

Maps. Globe^s.

ELSTON AVE.

when

told of

Stockade
stockade.

future greatness.

— explain
Its

and

amplify

rudeness, strength.

this

concept.

Need

for

Increased companionship

and feeling of interdependence inevitable as the result of
housing many people in these confined quarters. In stockade
notice feeling of relaxation, story telling, fortune-telling, etc.

HISTORY MAPS
GLOBES ATLASES
BIOLOGY CHARTS

•J

friendly,

vious meeting with Buffalo

& Co.

Charts

CHICAGO,

Indian peace pipe. Indian war
This picture presents a splendid opportunity to make
the children feel that the Indian had a definite social organFeeling of loyalty to each other and
ization of the tribe.
Its war dances were not merely
obligation to the tribe.
Notice the type of teepee.

dance.

entertaining but like the ceremonial pipe smoking, music,

ILL.

were part of the

tribe ritual.

etc.,

—
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Recent Writings
"Visual Aids

:

Their Use and

Abuse"—by

RUSSIAN EDUCATIONAL FILMS

C. R.

Full Particulars from:
Educational Film Department

Preble in the March issue of The Journal of Geography, gives suggestions concerning the selection of

Amkino Corporation

globes, maps, pictures, slides, exhibits and local materials. The writer makes the significant statement,

that "of

all

strongest in

types of memory the visual is the
children tested in our school."

all

Hf

"Why

^

Hf

—

72S

SEVENTH

AVE.,

NEW

YORK, N.

Y.

esting aid in learning foreign languages.

ing characters and events in stories are

Outstand-

drawn on

the

Use Pictures in Teaching History" by
Charlotte W. Eastman appears in The Historical Out-

book reports and lesson reviews, and
these are accompanied by other slides descriptive of

look for April, telling of her use of pictures before
the school owned a lantern because she believed the

the pictures.

I

addition of visual presentation added "interest, color,

depth of impression, and permanency of possession to
any event or situation." The vi^riter declares the dayher "treasured possession" and
she arranges her visual work with as much care as she

light

lantern

is

slides to vitalize

"Slides as Part of a California Activity," by Ella
C.

Hickman,

the pupils

is

an account of another project in which
their own slides on explorers.

made

*

now

*

"Visual Aids to Instruction"

—by

W.

G. Beattie in

The High School (University of Oregon

gives to the study of the literary part.
*
*
*

for February,

"The Use of Visual Aid" Series, which are being
published in the Los Angeles School Journal, include

March 23rd number.
"Foreign Language Work by Visual Aids," by Henrietta Way, relates how French, German and Spanish
classes have found in the making of slides an inter-

the following two articles in the

New

*

series

is

the

on the visual

author.

The two

title

of the

field

which

first
is

publication)

contribution of a
to appear

by

technique in specific high school subjects and recent

expansion
schools.

in the field of visual instruction in public

In this

first article

Mr. Beattie

lists

the var-

{Concludcd on page 163)

Visual Units

In General Science
By
DR. H. A.

PROJECTS

4

WEBB

Peabody Teachers College

Twenty Lantern

Slides to

DISTINCT

TYPES

Each Unit

OF

PICTURE

LIST OF UNITS

MATERIAL

2.

The Air
Astronomy

3.

Electricity

4.

Health

10.

Heat and

5.

11.

Clothing

6.

Light
Living Things

12.

The Earth's Crust

slides, film

13.
14.

Food
Machinery

in

7.

Animals
Living Things

15.

Water

Folder K-74-E completely describes the many other
features of construction that make this lantern
ideal for the school classroom. Write for It today!

1.

Plants

this

others to follow will consider visual

8.

9.

Sound
Weather and
Climate
Fire

Additional Slides for nearly every school subject

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.

COMPANY now presents the new
Model VAC Delineascope. This combination classroom lantern will project four distinctly different
opaque copy, glass
kinds of picture material:
SPENCER LENS

weight

slides
is

and microscope slides. So light
that anyone can carry it
about with ease.

this lantern

Spt4ir£/?J^m(/miikmu
BUFFALO

NEW VO R.K
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AMONG
THE PRODUCERS
—

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have <m important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

•*

A Universal

Camera

rated

The Leica Camera, distributed by E. Leitz, Inc.,
60 E. 10th St., New York, is undoubtedly one of
the most universal cameras now available for the
educational

field.

cine film,

is

With

camera, which
takes double frame pictures on standard 35
this small

mm

it

microscope,

possible to photograph through the

make

copies of small geological speci-

mens, catch insects in action in their natural environment, make stereoscopic views, panorama pictures, or prepare film slides on any subject for

March 9 when

Station

W3XK,

the Jenkins

television transmitter near Silver Springs, Md., put

on the

air,

The Cougar Hunt, a Biological Survey

picture.

She's Wild, sponsored by the Forest Service, and
showing cowboys of western cattle ranges in a
rodeo, was shown the week of March 16.
This
went through particularly well because it has large
images, photographic contrast, and plenty of movement, three essential requirements of motion pictures that are to be "sliced" for radiovision broad-

according to radio broadcast engineers.

lecture or record purposes.

casts,

Fast action such as football plays, track events,
subjects may be secured when using
the Leica Camera with focal plane shutter set at
1/200 or 1/500 second intervals. With the use of
the Leica Model C with interchangeable lenses it
is possible to have a wide angle or telephoto lens
ready for any requirement.
The telephoto lens
is especially valuable when photographing birds in
flight, or other animals in their own territory.
The Leica Camera is especially valuable in educa-

Carry On, sponsored by the Extension Service
and showing Tom West's experience at the national

or general

tional

work when

used by the students for
For example, the
history student will find that he can take the Leica
Camera and the portable copying stand right into
libraries and copy valuable old manuscripts, maps,
or photographs which are too valuable for general
illustrating their

circulation.

is

it

own

projects.

The biology student

will

make

actual

photographs relating to his particular subject. The
journalist will use the Leica

tures which will

the school

go

papers.

Camera

for action pic-

into the annuals, or even into

With such

takes 36 pictures at one loading,

encampment of 4-H clubs, was shown the week of
March 23, and The Horse and Man, the week beginning March 30. This 1-reel film, sponsored by the
Bureau of Animal Industry, shows the horse's part
in the conquest of the New World and in modern
American life. Scenes of Indian ponies, cow horses,
plow horses, cavalry mounts, race horses, hunters,
truck horses and bucking bronchos lend themselves
to radiovision broadcast.
The Cow Business was
broadcast the week of April

camera, which

a
it

is

QRS-DeVry Announces

possible to

up a valuable negative library at a very small
expense.
This camera takes 8 pictures per foot
of fihn, which may be secured in daylight loading

Radiovision Broadcasts the Latest

Farm Movies
Throughout most of the month of March, U. S.
Department of Agriculture motion pictures have
been on the air. Weekly broadcasts were inaugu-

Release of

Sound Equipment

build

spools or in large 100 foot reels at the rate of four
cents per foot.

6.

These motion pictures are broadcast in half-tone,
direct from the film on a wave length of 145 meters and can be seen as far west as Minnesota, Kansas and Missouri. Reception is very good in Ohio
and Michigan. Letters reporting good television
reception have come from as far south as Athens,
Georgia, and from as far north as Connecticut, Massachusetts and New York.

The
of

Q R

S-DeVry Corporation, manufacturers

DeVry motion

who

picture equipment, with which

all

are interested in Visual Education are familiar,

announce two new visual educational aids.
The success of motion pictures in the educational
field has been assured
however, modern progress
now brings a supplement to the visual aid by introducing equipment for the reproduction of talkies.
The DeVry Sound-on-film outfit, and the DeVry
DeLuxe Super Sound outfit are now readv for re;

Page 163
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These outfits are truly portable, economical,
and powerful machines, incorporating
the customary DeVry quality, performance and
durability.
Write for further details.

in

each instance.

attaches to a standard

lease.

oft'set

simplified

thread small camera tripod by means of the regular

International Projector Corporation

to the gauge's

on a precisely machined tool steel track resembling

Animatograph Corporation

recently

The Filmo 70-DA camera then attaches
sliding block by a thumb screw.
The block on which the camera is mounted slides
screw.

Three accurately placed holes

a lathe bed.

Distributors for Victor

Negotiations have

It

been completed,

in the

bed cause automatic locking in viewfinding, focusing, and photographing positions.
Thus the view-

whereby the International Projector Corporation
distribute the products of

will

the Victor

Animato-

graph Corporation.
In this connection a non-theatrical department

has been established in each of the thirty-one
branches of the National Theatre Supply Company.

This enables the camera and projector owner for
the

time

first

stead

of,

to

get

prompt,

service

efficient

in-

as heretofore, returning his apparatus to

the factory for adjustment.

This step
of the

is

the result of the belief on the part

management

of the International Projector
Corporation of the extreme importance of the nontheatrical motion picture field.
Establishment of
these branch offices is the outcome of the desire of

Using Focusing Alignment Gauge

the International Projector Corporation to render
as complete and immediate a service to

projector owners as that which

is

camera and

given to the pro-

fessional projector field.

Advanced amateur cinematographers and scientific research workers, including surgeons and doc-

who

require precision results in their close-up

motion picture work, will be particularly interested in the Focusing Alignment Gauge, just announced
by Bell & Howell as an accessory for any Filmo 70

70-DA camera,
new device is only

or

especially for the latter.

head

is

critical

the

On

the other side of the

a critical focuser

70-DA

which permits

later the critical focuser,

may

be cen-

will be

when

taken.

trick title

new

due to

is

where the lens

work involving double exposures

accessory will be found particularly useful,

ability to line up different shots so that
they will center perfectly and be focused accurately.
For surgical and medical photography, for indusits

photography particularly of small objects, in
work where accuracy of alignment and
focusing is desired on close subjects, this new device is sure to prove its worth.
trial

fact for all

The

turret

of hyper-

focusing on an area in the exact center of
picture area.
The focusing position is

total

removed from the lens photographing position than is the viewfinder.
The Focusing Alignment Gauge takes care of the

necessarily even farther

1

For
the

School Department

six inches long

by three wide.
On the Filmo 70-DA, with which the new accessory will be found most useful, the spyglass viewfinder is set to one side of the photographic aperture.
While the finder has been placed as close as
possible to the aperture, still there is enough offset
to hinder accurate framing in extremely critical
closeup work.

and

tered and used exactly

the picture

Focusing Alignment Gauge for Precision
Movies With Filmo

tors,

finder,

(in white circle)

(Concluded front page 162)
ious expressions which have been applied
instruction,

which

"is

to

almost as old as the eye

and the provisions necessary

for

effective

visual
itself",

picture

projection.
*

"History

Plimpton

is

Through

*

*

Marionettes"

— by

a fascinating account in the

Margery

March School

and Home of the making of a marionette play on
Columbus, which stimulated a sixth grade class to the
study of his hardships, aspirations and discovery of
the New World. The project also called for them to
do much reference work in history at the same time.
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HERE THEY ARE!
A
FILMS

Trade Directory

Williams,

for the Visual Field

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

26 E. Eighth St, Chicago,

111.

Amkino Corporation

New York

723 Seventh Ave.,

City

Y.

M.

Motion Picture Bareaa

C. A.

New York

347 Madison Ave.,

(See advertisement on page 161)

W. Adams

300

City

Bldg., Chicago,

New York

City.

Carlyle Ellis
130

W.

New York

46th St,

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

Acme

90

Division,

Gold

St.,

New

City.
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Eastman Kodak Co.

Eastman Teaching Films,

New York

St.,

St.,

Modem Woodmen
Rock

Island,

James
Chicago,

of

46th

19

C.

St.,

&

Muir

10 S. 18th

St.,

Chicago,

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

111.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 161)

Stillfilm Inc.

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

Cahuenga

St.

Paul, Minn.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

111.

STEREOPTICONS

15

E.

J.

Newkirk

Ave., Trenton, N.

60 E. 10th

UFA-Films
1540 Broadway,

New York

City

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 159)

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

C.

Muir

New York

CitJ

&

James

C.

10 S.

Muir

&

Co.

18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

SCREENS
James

St.,

(See advertisement on page 159)

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

J.

Rochester, N. Y.

la.

Howard E. Thompson
IS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
E. Leitz, Inc.

Victor Animatograph Corp.

Williams,

and

OPAQUE PROIECTORS

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Davenport,

(See advertisement on page 134)

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

111.

Howard

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
111.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

1052

Buffalo, N. Y.

University Museum Extension
Lecture Bureau

City

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

St.,

Cahuenga

1052

111.

America

Doat

Stillfilm Inc.

New York

St.,

26 E. Eighth

City

Spencer Lens Co.

III.

St.,

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 161)

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes

W.

130

City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth

St.,

Society for Visual EdncatioB
327 S. La Salle St., Chicago, IlL

Eastman Kodak Co.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

New York

Electrical Research Products, Inc.

S7th

111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

W.

Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Rochester, N. Y.

Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.

2S0

&

Muir

Co.

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

St.,

& HoweU

1815

Rochester, N. Y.

46th

C.

10 S. 18th

(See advertisement on page 134)

BeU

W.

111.

(See advertisement on page 161)

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

130

Chicago,

Meadville, Pa.

James

York

& Company

St.,

Keystone View Co.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES
International Projector Corp.

City

59 E. Madison

111.

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.,

International Artprinta

111.

Society for Visual Education

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

327 S. LaSalle

St.,

Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 134)

Williams,

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

SLIDES

St..

and

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

FILM SLIDES

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 161)

Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave.,

New York

City

(See advertisement on page 157)

Williams,

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

City

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Your
Guide
to the Biggest

and Best
in Current

From Mathematics

Motion

to

Pictures!

Mandarins
.

.

.

.

.

every subject can be presented

.

to your pupils more interestingly, more

Write today for free

When

graphically with a Balopticon.

non-theatrical Cata-

you teach

log 77.

visually

your instruction

delibly imprinted in the

is

in-

minds of your

students.

NON-THEATRICAL

DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
LAEMMLE.
(.CARL

The

LRM

for

the

is

a combination Balopticon

projection

slides or

opaque

ment

available

is

of

either

lantern

An

attach-

objects.

whereby

strip

films

Pre>)

can be used.

730 Fifth Ave.

New

York City

Other Balopticon models cover every
requirement of the school for
jection apparatus.

still-pro-

Write for complete

information.

Producers

of

'ALL QUIET

ON THE
WESTERN
FRONT"

Bausch
688

St.

& Lomb

Paul

St.

Optical Co.
Rochester, N. V.

BAUSCH &LOMiiJ

Makers

of

Ofthog<
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Some Tentative Standards

City

for

Visual Education Programs
E. R.

WHAT

ought an adequate visual instruction

program

for a city to cost?

What

visual

aids should be circulated from a central de])ository
and which should be permanently located in the

school

individual

building?

How

large

a

staiT

man the city department if
and what are the various prsitions on the staff? How much, on the average, vvdl
a satisfactory amount of visual equipment in each
individual school building cost? These and othvr
questions have been answered by a group of experienced and outstanding directors of visual instruction, through a special committee of the Natioi;al
Academy of Visual Instruction, of which the writer

Enlow
department

an empirical equation for average number of
members, based on the data submitted by

The

following

conclusions

are

X
30,000
in

4-

.03x

which,

Y =
X =
The

curve,

number

number

ranging from

The curve

lation.

members

which can be plotted from the above

equation, shows the
cities

of staff

population of city

of

100,000 to
is

staff

members

1,000,000

read as follows: For a city of

300,000 ]>opulation, as indicated on the base

city directors.

margin,
of opinion of the visual education

experts, based on a

summation

of all

needed ex-

jjenditures, ])roposes an average cost for a city-wicic

visual instruction program of 60c jier pupil per
year with a conservative range* from 30c to 90c
])er i)upil per year.

These figures, tentative as they are. afford at least
some semblance of a basis of estimate. The superintendent who already has a director and city program may make comparisons of his own actual
costs with these figures adjudged reasonable by the
experts.

the

number

Table

period of (say) five years.

The

size of a full-grown

to the range -1 SD to -f 1 SD.
treatment for nine cases was statistico-inspectional.

Corresponding roughly

I

Staff

Members for
in

Position

the

to

mind regard-

a City Visual Education

Order of Frequency of Mention
Range in Number
Times
Mentioned
Wanted

Secretary
Truck Driver
Director

9

Clerical
Slide Custodian

8

1-2

9
8

.

Film Custodian

7

Asst. Director

Projectionist

6
6
6

1-4
0-1

0-40
0-3

8

Supervisor

0-1
0-2

0-6
0-4

Photographer

6

0-1

Asst. Projectionist

5

Mechanic
Laboratory Assistant
Teacher

4

0-3
0-2
0-3
0-6

.

4
1

This list of staff members is offered, not as an
index of the relative value of the positions, but as
It
a suggestion of the range of ])ers()nnel needs.
must not be inferred that a staff of seven members,
for example, would consist of the first seven names
on the list.

The
tain

The

left

is

Department

In beginning a city-wide program of visual in-

it might more accurately
advances and expands,
program
be styled. As the
gradually
build
will
up a staff which
the director
the
end of an initial
full
size
its
by
should reach

is

of mention.

departure.

visual aids department, as

This

integer).

line,

one regarding the various positions
on the staff. The different ])ositions named by the
experts are listed in Table I, in order of frequency

from 30c to 90c per pupil per year certainly affords
a rather wide zone within which he may adopt a
figure consistent with his local circumstances. And
even if he chooses to step out of the conservative
limits in either direction, he at least has a basis for

director for the department of visual education or

(nearest

The next question which comes
ing the staff

The superintendent who is planning a
program may sit down and count
The range
before he builds his tower.

struction the superintendent will logically select a

seven

is

members, indicated on the

average number of staff members which might be
regarded as adequate for carrying on a full visual
education jjrogram in a city of 300.000 ]>eople.

visual instruction

the cost

of staff

for

])opu-

in

based on nine completely-filled questionnaires, representing a generous projjortion of the seasoned

The consensus

the

Y ^

visual instruction

chairman.

staff

ex])erts.

should be required to

was

on the size of the city as well
The following is

de])en(ls

as on the extent of the program.

duties of the various staff metnbers

all

per-

to carrying out the functions of the depart-

ment.

One

of these functions

is

the circulation of

;

:

The Educational Screen
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visual aids
is

:

from the central depository; another

the servicing of visual materials permanently

To

lo-

After the

"maturation" period of (say)

initial

five years, the

proportion of the annual budget re-

cision as to

quired for personal service (staff costs) should be
about 50%, with a conservative range from 40%
to 65%. During the "maturation" period the propor-

his formal

tion for staff salaries

cated in the individual school buildings.

the

director belongs the final responsiliility in the de-

which of the visual aids included in
program are to be circulated and which
The bar graph, Figure 1,
are to be "located."
shows the extent to which the experts would have
some of the more formal visual aids circulated or
located.

The clear portion of the bar
number of judgments in

tive

represents the rela-

favor of circulating

the indicated visual aid altogether; the black portion represents the

same

and the shaded area

is

of

permanent location
is, some units
the given visual device are to be circulated and

some
ment

for

(1)

The

considerably

is

two good reasons

are at least

personnel

staff

not reaching

less.

There

for this, as follows

accumulated gradually,

is

the end of the five-year

full size until

(maturation) period.
(2) A larger proportion of the funds is needed to
]jut permanent equipment in the school buildings

and to build up the central "library" of visual aids
during the early years of the department. This

for both, that

l^e noted that the arrangesuch that the most-circulated
aid is at the top and the most-located is at the
bottom. The interpretation of any one bar is as
follows
The stereograph, for example, received
about 22% (relative fractional length) of the votes
of the experts as a device to be circulated only,
about 56% for both circulation and location and

located.

will

It

of the items

is

:

;

must
remembered that there are other visual aids
such as maps and gloljes, laboratory apparatus,
charts and graphs, which have not been considered
about 22%; for permanent location only.

It

be

on this formal list because they are standard equipment even for the school system which has no formal visual aids program.

As
what

cited above,

visual

Figure

equipment

1

is

shows

in

a

rough way

considered most neces-

sary for permanent location in the individual school
building.
How much money is needed to provide

adequate visual equipment for the average school
The
building, widely variable unit though it is?
average expert judgment is $1,000, with a conservaIt was assumed
tive range from $600 to $1400.
that the acquisition of this building equipment

was

distributed over a period of five years, expenditures
after this initial accumulation period being largely
The figures given
for replacement and revision.

do not include the expense of darkening rooms or
Also, these figures
installing electrical outlets.

assume that each school draws on a central depository for visual aids which are circulated therefrom.
depository be not available, then
inference
is that a greater expenditure
the logical
In the
building
would
be desirable.
per school
extra
such
circulation
center,
however,
of
a
absence

CirtulMtioo

Figure

To summarize,

in the

nature of an annual allotment

for rental, transportation, etc.

,

then,

we might

say that tenta-

up by the consensus
of opinion of those most competent to judge in
Among the more
the field of visual education.
tive standards

have been

set

important of these are the following
(1) The average cost for an adequate city- wide
visual instruction program was adjudged to l)e
60c per pupil per year, with conservative lower and

upper figures at 30c and 90c, respectively.
(2)

An

empirical equation

was derived

for ade-

depending on size of city, or, as it
might have been deduced, on the number of pupils
served. This equation is
quate staff

size,

X
Y =

If such central

funds might be

1

proportion (for additional materials) becomes less
and less as the point of saturation is reached.

30,000

-I-

.03x

plotted for cities up to a million in Figure 1.
average cost of adequate visual equipThe
(3)
ment for each school building was found to be

and

is

$1,000, with conservative range

from $600 to $1400.

1
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(4) Various visual materials were classified according to the extent to which it was thought best

them

to circulate

individual

shown graphically
(5)

or to locate

school buildings.
in

Figure

The proportion

adequate for

them permanently

in

This information

is

department averages 50% with a 40% "low" and
"high".
These figures are for the matured

65%

departments.

A

(6)

of total expenditures

staff salaries in the visual

The Motion

deemed

education

in

large

number

of possible staff positions

which may be of some service
planning the building up of a department of vis-

is listed

1.

Table

in

I,

ual education.

Picture in the Classroom

of a Study to Determine the Best Methods of
Pictures to Mixed Elementary Groups
Motion
Presenting

The Report

Irene Poole

SINCE

educational motion pictures have been

established in the elementary curriculum, much
discussion has prevailed among teachers in regard
to the

most

effective

way

to present the pictures.

This study, conducted in 1930 in the Auditorium of
Rankin School, Akron, Ohio, with film subjects
provided by the Akron Board of Education, makes
no attempt to settle these discussions, but if it
offers helpful suggestion to other teachers in their
visual presentations, or challenges further studies,
its purpose will have been served.

In approaching the study,

educational pictures

and purpose to

it

at least

in subject

matter

one of three general

classi-

fications:
1.

2.

Those which illustrate certain definite facts
and processes.
Those which present new experiences to the

varied with the

Most educational

films present facts, develop

new

would depend largely upon which
of these purposes the teacher recognizes as the aim
of her lesson. For each purpose, as well as for each
age of. children, there would also be variation in
approaching the subject.
For the tests in this study, only children from the
Only
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades were used.
It is obviously
retention of fact was considered.

group

were given to all groups, under similar
conditions, approximately one week following the
viewing of the film.
fact only,

An

individual's score

is

the total

number

of cor-

on his paper for each test. The
same person checked each set of papers, so that the
•chances of discrimination between responses of
equal value would be reduced to the minimum. Correct responses

rect spelling

was not considered

as a factor in cor-

rectness of response.

1.

2.
3.

5.

six possible

methods were used

Informal discussion by children while viewing film.
Lecture by the teacher during the presentation.
No talking or discussion at any time in the classroom.
Discussion of the film subject, directed by student chairman or teacher, preceding the presentation of the film.
Discussion of the film, directed by student chairman or
teacher, after the presentation.

of children

not impossible, to tabulate the degree of
entertainment, appreciation, or new experience

The time required for the tests
number of questions and the size

Additional uniform tests, including questions of

4.

experiences for the children, and entertain at the
same time. The method of presenting a film to a

;

group taking the test. Questions in the tests
were stated so that they could be answered by one
word, one number, or a single phrase.

These

Those which entertain, either by narration,
amusement or aesthetic appreciation.

:

of the

observer.
3.

to

twenty minutes.

was assumed that

may conform

routine, five minutes filming,
twenty minutes; discussion, fifteen to

imately as follows
fifteen

6.

Combination of these last two. Pointing out things to be
noted and discussion of the subject before the filming,
with

discussion

of

the

material

presented

the

after

filming.

The

results obtained

eighteen

seem

different

from the

situations

as

five tests,

covering

tabulated

to indicate that facts observed in

tures are better retained by children

if

below,

motion
there

pic-

is

no

difficult, if

introduction to the subject of the film, but a review

attained.

and discussion of the material presented after the
film has been shown.

Discussions and presentation of the films took
place within a forty-minute period, divided approx-

For the tests of the first two methods, control
groups having no discussion whatever in the class-

;

:
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room were

used.

The

were overwhehiiingl)-

The

children

who

by the

results

first

method

favor of the control group.

in

talked freely during the filming

had no really clear idea

what they had

of

seen.

Tabulation of Results
JL.

^

•o

V
Conditions of Test

ho

o-o

U

discussion

5B1

4A1
6A1

after picture

4A2
6A2
5B2

discussion

4A2
6A2
4A1
6A1
Test C
Discussion

6A1
5A1

after picture

4A2
4A1
6A1
6A2
5A2
4A1
4A2
6A2

Discussion
before picture

Test D
Discussion

6A1
SB2
4A1

after picture

Discussion before

6A2

and after

SBl

picture

4A2

o

u
60

5

3
13

7

15

12

4

24
29
28
28
27
24
29
28
28
27

12
15

10
14
14
11

12
10
10
11
4

23
22
32
27
20
23
22
32
27
20
21
17
21
21
17
21

12
12
12
15
15
12
12

9

>

<

.95
.45

124

5.6

1

97

4.9

3

116
238

4.8

8
11

5

401

14.3

3

98

3.4

7
3

189

5

7.

99

4.1

1

155

S.3

8

4

218
27
92

7.8

1

IS
12

14

6

2

10

7

1

12

9

4

15
15
15
12
12
IS
15

12
14

5
10

1

9

6

2

7

3

1

8

4

14
12

6
8

30
30
30
30
30
30

24

18

21

15
14

17
15
14

1

3

8
9
4
6
7
1

172
162
137
143
173
135
76
125
140
160

400
233
286
353
210
257

1.

3.1

7.4
7.3
4.2

5.2
8.7
5.4
3.4
3.6
5.1
8.

19.

13.7
13.6
16.8
12.3
12.3

Test E
Lecture during
picture

5A1-6A1

38

25

21

12

2

431

11.6

5B1-6B2

38

25

24

17

8

633

16.7

Discussion after
picture

Discussion before and

5B2-6A2 38 25 24 16 6 563 14.9
(Test E was given several weeks after the previous tests as a
control of the highest ranking methods in the first tests)
after picture

If

we

several weeks
groups of approxiinately
the same age and grade were used.
One of the
classes in this grouping had not been included in the
previous testing. Notwithstanding this disadvantage, and the difficulties of a longer test than the
former ones had been, the discussion following the
film brought an average of 16.7 of a possible 25
correct responses, as compared with 14.9 and 11.6
in the groups controlled by the other methods.

8.1

5

3

19
21

u

21

1

8

20
24

CO

3 H

15
15
IS

15

bo

o

X

22

O

2

•S

was conducted

after the other tests, three

c/5

eu'>

5A2 20
6B2 22
5A1 20

Test B
Discussion

No

(J

u
o

1-

J3 ^-

«
in

No

o

.S

1-15

6B1

the combination of the two methods in
D,
gives not as satisfactory result, since with
Test
a possible 90 as a perfect score, the combination
method rates an average score of 41.4, and the
group discussing only after the viewing, rates an
average score of 46.3.

In Test E, which

^

1/3

Test A
Informal talking
during picture

Even

consider the totals in Test B, of a possible

score of 66 in the five tests, the average child in
these grades would have received a score of 37.6

he had discussed the film after having seen it,
while an average child of the same age and grade
in the no-discussion group, would have scored only
if

The

lecture

by the teacher during the picture

clinched a few of the facts stressed in the lecture

but the facts shown in the part of the picture
immediately following the ones stressed in the lecture were completely lost in nearly every case. The
per cent of correct responses for the facts stressed
The
in the lecture was high throughout the group.
children evidenced an unusual feeling of restless-

ness during these lecture periods, as though the
lecture was breaking the train of thought, or there

were too inany things to think about at once.

The

method should prove efficient in a
wherein the projection machine can be
slowed down or stopped while the lecturer explains
some point. Such a procedure is possible with
most of the newer projectors, but on account of
the time element, could not be einployed for these
lecture

situation

tests.

In pairing the classes for the tests, in addition to

age and grade, general reading ability was considered, in so far as it was consistent with the class
organization within the school.
As it happened,
the organization provided as fair a pairing as could

be expected.

Reading

ability

to the results of the Stanford

is

rated according

Reading Tests which

were given throughout the school shortly before
this study was begun.
An interesting feature of the first test was that
the students having the highest reading quotients
in the no-discussion group fell in the medium class
of correct responses to the test questions.

medium and

just above

dren with

Of a possible perfect score of 69 in Test C, an
average of 32.8 prevailed in the group which discussed the film after it had been presented, as
against 25.9 in the group that discussed the subject

quotients stood highest in the tests.

before seeing

it.

seem
is

Chil-

medium reading

21.3.

This would

to indicate that the reading matter in the film

a lesser factor in

understanding

the

essential

facts of the material presented.

Several groups of children, whose opinion the

:
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1

who conducted

these tests considers

able, expressed their preferences regarding

reli-

ways

of

viewing films. The verdict was particularly unanimous with all ages against any discussion, or even
slight introduction of the material to be presented
in most pictures before they were shown.
This

judgment rather disturbed the teacher, since her
usual practice prior to the tests had been to point
out certain things to look for when the picture
should be shown. Reasons as they were given by

more

facts than the sixth grade groups in situations
involving introductory discussions.

Some
grades

"movies" are primarily
They prefer no
discussion of the picture whatever in the classroom.
Their reactions, in their own statements follow:

don't

know what

to

talk

about before

we have

"It

makes movies work instead of

"We

think that we will

"If

For certain pictures, however, the children do
be warned in advance so that they do not
miss the significance of something they would not
notice.
For example, in a news reel that was not
used in this test, Mussolini was shown speaking to
a large assembly of soldiers before the monument
to Victor Emmanual II in Rome. No mention was
made of the monument in the film. But the children were glad to know that they were looking at
the most costly memorial in the world erected in
honor of a single public character, that it is the
gift of the whole Italian peoples, that it contains
like to

specimens of the rarest kinds of Italian marble, that
the figures of horses on the top are of pure gold
and the gift of Italians in America, that the monument has been forty-five years in construction and
is not yet completed, and that at its base rests the
body of Italy's unknown soldier. These facts were
presented to the children before the picture was

shown.
If

we

al-

Opinions

in

favor of detailed discussion of the

pictorial material,

from

all

ages, include these

"We remember things better."
"We learn more about things than

the picture showed."
"Other children notice things we have missed."
"It is always interesting to learn what other children think
about things, and sometimes other children know a lot
more about them than the picture showed."
"Discussions give us a chance to ask questions about things

we

don't understand."

danger of overlooking important points."

"It saves the

Whether

man —a

the discussion

is

led

capable one, of course

ters little

in

by

a student chair-

—or the teacher, mat-

the opinions of the children, except

that:

"We

sometimes waste a lot of time by repeating or talking
about things that are not very important."
"The teacher can ask better questions."
"The teacher has been places and can tell us more about
them."
"If a chairman knows a lot about the picture, he can have a

good discussion."
If a

chairman does the work, we

may

consider

educational pictures to serve another purpose
tice.

—ma-

speech and parliainentary pracBut the obvious advantage of wide reading,

terial for drill

in

varied experience, and broad travel, to a teacher of

the children are to receive the fullest benefit

of the

are going to discuss the topic,

things."

"It

"We'd rather have things explained afterward, when we know
how they look. Then we know what questions to ask."

we

that

ways watch for good questions and answers while we're
seeing the picture, and we miss other interesting little

the picture."

we know what it's going to be about, it spoils the story."
never sounds as interesting as it looks in the picture."
"If we know what's coming, we don't want to pay attention."
"We're always looking for certain things, and don't notice
other interesting things."
"It's always more interesting if it is secret."

in arithmetic."

we know

"If

play."

from movies, but we don't like to
be held responsible for them like home

like to learn things

work
seen

like to feel that

for the purpose of entertainment.

the children seem to have valid foundations:

"We

older children of the seventh and eighth
still

moving

picture,

we must assume

teacher shall have previewed the film

visual education

evident in these observations.

and made
Legislative Interest in Visual Instruction

herself thoroughly familiar with the subject matter

Then it will rest with the arbitrary decision of this teacher whether or not any
mention of certain outstanding facts is made before
to be presented.

the children view the film.

Doubtless, reactions in favor of some introduction to the subject matter of the picture

is

that their

would be

evident in groups of younger children. The tests
described gave no conclusive evidence that fourth
j^rade children were able to grasp proportionately

The

legislature of

lowing resolution that

California has passed the
:

fol-

"In view of the great import-

ance of radios and

motion pictures as educational
media the Legislature authorizes the appointment of
a special commission to report at the 1933 Session how
the schools may properly utilize these two new means
of

])ublic instruction.''

The

Legislature of Wisconsin

is

also investigating

the value of motion pictures in education
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Visual Education Program at the N. E. A.
Charles Roach

ANGELES

LOS

summer

the

will

be hosts to the N. E. A. at

meeting. Every effort

is

being

made by

committees to give royal welcome and warm
reception to the 30,000 guests who are expected to

local

visit

Southern California next summer.

The

Shrine Civic Auditorium

is

the center of

all

Here is the location of elaborate
exhibits from the Los Angeles City Scools as well as
Here also is the location
all the commercial exhibits.
of all the general convocations and meetings of the N.
E. A. The special group or section meeting will be
held both on the Campus of U. S. C. and at the
Exposition Park, located within two or three blocks
from the Shrine Auditorium. The facilities of the
University and the beautiful surroundings of the Exposition Park are contributing factors toward a most
happy and i)leasant week of diversion, instruction, and
N. E. A.

activities.

recreation.

The
for

first

Monday

at the

Exposition Park

hibit Hall
will

Visual Education program
afternoon, June 29.

is

scheduled

The group

will

meet

Museum Auditorium and Ex-

where several demonstrations of visual aids
At this meeting

be in progress simultaneously.

Mr. C. F .Hoban, of Harrisburg, Penna., will speak
on "The Responsibility of Teacher Training Institutions for the Preparation of Teachers in the TechMiss
niques of Visual and Other Sensory Aids."
Marion

Israel,

of Los Angeles County, will talk on

"Picture Helps for Smaller Schools."
session will include reports of the

The business

Committee on Re-

search and Guidance, the presentation of by-laws.

Tuesday, the annual Visual Education Breakfast
(price $1.00) will be held at the Mayflower Hotel Grill

There

an informal roll call discussion
department
heads will be introat which time various
tell what they conminutes
given
two
to
duced and be
work
they have done
bit
of
interesting
der the most
rooms.

will be

during the past year.

be very in-

A

held at the

This meeting will
noon-day luncheon will be
Student Union Social Hall on the U. S.
Immediately after lunch, the second main
be held in the Exposition Park Museum
formal.

C.

Campus.

meeting

activities of the small city or rural school.

Mr.

Wm.

and

that of

Mr. Dent's address

Gregory, Director of the Cleveland Eduand Mr. E. C. Dent, Secretary,

Museum,

Bureau of Visual Instruction, Lawrence, Kansas, will
be the principal speakers. The title of Mr. Gregory's
address is "The Teacher's Guide to Visual Instruc-

is

"Relations of

Com-

Publicity to the Visual Instruction Program."

mittee reports and the annual election of officers will

take place, followed by a trip through the Exposition

Park Museum.
On Wednesday, the local committee working with
and through the Visual Instruction Association of the
California Teachers Association, Southern Section,

is

planning an excursion to one of the Hollywood mo-

hoped the visitors may
Mr. Charles Stalling, of
the Caddo productions on the United Artists lot will
tion ])icture studios

see

how movies

where

it

is

are made.

be host to the party.

Wednesday evening, the world famous Hollywood
Bowl will be the center of N. E. A. attraction,, when
the wonderful Mission Play, by John Steven McGroarty, will be staged especially for the visitors. Admission will be free for all members of the N. E. A.
who show their membership cards. The Hollywood
Bowl is a civic enterprise, located in a canyon immediately north of the

main part of Hollywood.

It

is

a natural open-air amphitheatre with acoustical properties equal to a

roofed auditorium.

the center

It is

of the world famous "Symphonies under the Stars"

programs which are played annually by the Los AnThe Mission Play is
geles Philharmonic Orchestra.
a Southern California tradition. The play is presented
each year in the Mission Play House at San Gabriel,
and while the season is closed, the play is being especially presented for the benefit of the N. E. A. guests.
For Thursday afternoon, the local committee has
arranged an excursion to the Huntington Library and
Art Gallery, at San Marino. Busses and private automobiles will conduct the party to the beautiful Athan-

aeum on

the

Campus

of the California Institute of

Technology where a preliminary explanation of the
art treasures and historical documents will be given,
with lantern slide illustrations. This will be followed
by a personally conducted tour through the Library

and Art Gallery.
The Huntington Library and Art Gallery contains

will

Auditorium,

])receded by visual demonstrations directed toward the

cational

tion,"

the finest collection of

paintings

Here

is

in

eighteenth

English

century

the world, besides 820,000 manuscripts.

the Ellesmore Chaucer, Illuminated

Books of

the Hours, the Gutenberg Bible, a "First Folio" of
Comedies, Historic and Tragedies by one William
Shakespeare, the autobiography of Benjamin Franklin,
and cases of Cosway miniatures, all of which Mr.

Huntington collected before
{Continued on

his passing,
pac/c

177)

and

left

to

June, 1931
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION
The Journal of Geography (April) Mr. Alfred W.
Abrams prefaces his article, "Visual Instruction in
Teaching Geography," with the
aids as

definition of visual

reproductions and graphic repIn considering the relation of such

"pictorial

resentations."

aids to the teaching process, he states that there are

which

just five classes of facts

sent visually

What

:

size,

it is

possible to pre-

form, position, color, and motion.

the pupils get from a picture depends upon

the previous experience, analysis and interpretation
for "teaching

Only

is much more
commonly supposed

by visual aids

jective process than

it is

a sub-

a few pictures should be used in one class

standing of a subject they should be used less often.

Mr. Abrams gives considerable attention to maps,
which he believes are among the most essential of
visual aids in learning geography.

The Wisconsin Journal

News (May)

of

In his article on "Visualiza-

Penmanship," Mr. T. L. Bryant, Head of
the Commercial Department of the Southern Illinois
State Normal University, states that "the handwriting student who expects to accomplish skill
must visualize the letters separately and in combination. Correct copy should be kept before the student
tion in

as he studies his character, letter,

The
the

of the
is

Historical Outlook

Social

a

Studies

International Review of Educational Cinematography (February) "Censorship of Films for the
Young" and the second installments of "Children's
responses to the motion picture. The Thief of Bagdad"
and "Cinema and Fatigue" will prove valuable to

our readers. "The Aeneid."
be of interest as well.

(For March) This issue

word

of sentence."

(May) "Slide-Making and

Laboratory," by Annette Click

in

is

scenario form,

mav

of vivid interest to

those using educational film material.
The third
installment of Mrs. Abbott's study of the children's
responses to The

Thief of Bagdad is. of course,
important to our readers. But the March number
adds some valuable informative subject matter.
"Film Censorship and the School", "The Cinema

and Civilization," and

Education (May) "Vitalizing the Teaching of Science Through Photography" reports the experience of a teacher of science,
Mr. Clyde Stewart, in applying photography to
teaching.
He asserts that "the study of science
demands more pictures and diagrams than any other
subject taught in high school." Classroom work can
often be stimulated by pictures of local scientific
apparatus that is unavailable on a field trip.
School

and supply of material for the making of lantern
She gives some very helpful directions on
improvising screens and slide-making.

slides.

to be."

period and as the student advances in his under-

LANPHIER

F.

Life

last,

—German

"The Cinema and

Social

introductory course on the systematic use of films in schools and popular educationscientific

films"

suggestions about,

offer

as

well

as discussion of, their respective subjects.

(For April) "Films in School", by Ronald Gow.
gives the writer's views on the functions of the
school cinema, especially its power of stimulating

some

imagination, and

experiments.

Other

"Application

of

matography

and

in

details of

articles

in

one of
this

his earliest

number

are

Cinema to Teaching," "CineCulture" and "Teaching by Film

the

Norway."

Journal of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers (A])ril) This issue is a particularly rich
source of discussion and information for our readers.

"The Talking Film" should be of great value to the
"Sound and Speech in Silent Pic-

teacher of science.
tures"

is

a stimulating discussion of "the

in the talkies

— sound

for

its

own

new

factor

sake and not speech,

Los Angeles Visual Education Department,

speech having found

comprehensive

essential

captions of silent films. "Study", says the author, "of

discussion

of

the

its

place long ago in the printed

for a social studies laboratory.

these old subtitles quickly defines screen dialog, while

understanding." says Miss Click,
"there seems nothing more important for equipment than those means of graphic representation
which visual education has made possible." The
preliminary equipment she advises consists of a

pure sound, no longer confused with spoken words,

lantern-slide projector, necessary electrical

sented at the

equipment needed
"In

securing

outlet,

becomes a great

artistic

force".

Mr. Chaplin's

Cit

\'

Lights was, of course, an excellent example of this

working

principle.

"Visual Aids in Teacliing", by C. E. Baer, was pre-

New York

Section Meeting.

Mr. Baer
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used three of the Eastman Teaching Films as an

The

troduction for his lecture.

article

Book Review

in-

A

GuiDE-BooK FOR Safetv Education. With a
Foreword by William John Cooper, United States

an

presents

exposition and, also, a discussion printed in dialog

A

form.

very distinctive and enlightening

The May

issue contains

articles of especial

"Teaching Health with

interest to the visual field.

Pictures," by

two

Commissioner of Education. Educational Series Volume V. National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters, New York, 1931. Price 50 cents.
This book should prove to have a wide usefulness

article.

Turner, gives an account of
the health films produced by Eastman Teaching
Films in cooperation with the Department of Biology and Public Health of the Massachusetts
"Industry Adopts the
Institute of Technology.
Motion Picture Camera," by Allan H. Mogensen,
C.

E.

in its field as

education

Among

more
tion

reports

that

of

(April)

science

instruction

schools.

shadow

pictures,

plays, as "visual

Motion pictures and lantern

impression."

them with

titles

and sources

slides are

and a

list

included in the Bib-

is

liography.

The

Science Teaching", by

intendent

secondary

also effective in supplementing class work,

"The Use of Visual
Lynn C. Bailey, is a
discussion of the visual equipment owned by the
Horton High School and how it is used. The Superin

and

pantomimes, puppet
images are especially important in childhood and usually make the most lasting

shows and

in industry.

The Kansas Teacher

Aids

provides a course of study in safety

elementary

the devices suggested for stimulating interest

in safety are

shows how the camera provides an important tool
by means of which the study of motion is today
being widely applied

it

for

in

material contained in this volume

three separate editions,

all

tained in quantity lots at printing cost.

the same as

has been

V

Volume

published

is

may be qbVolume VI is

of which

with Secondary and Vocational
Volume VII has the Ele-

School portion omitted.

effective since the beginning of the visual instruc-

mentary School portion omitted.

program.

ANDTHENOTES
NEWS
CONDUCTED
STAFF

BY

i
Statistics

A

on the Use of Films

previous issue of

in

Schools

the accessment of a laboratory fee, 1.37 per cent in any

The Educational Screen

car-

ried a brief report on the first of a series of bulletins

issued by the Motion Picture Division of the U. S.

Department of Commerce as to the value and practices in the use of the motion picture as an educational
medium by 517 representative school units.

possible manner, and 0.68 per cent by local business

men.
Using

280

school units as a basis of calculation,

the average cost

j)er

98%

rental films.

showing reported was $2.01 for

of the schools in this group have

not purchased their films outright.

bulletin in the series gives further find-

Further figures show the number of school units

was found that 53% of the

using entertainment films and the purposes to which

were directly related to the
work of the curriculum, 43% indirectly related and
4% were adapted by the teachers to the work at hand.
The channels through which visual instruction is ad-

they are put, the number of teachers in various sys-

The fourth

ings of the Division.
film

showings

It

in schools

ministered are reported as follows

:

visual education

departments 37%,, teacher projects 36'/^. clubs and
supplementary organizations 3%, parent -teacher associations

As

1%, no

to the

definite plan

23%.

financing of motion

school, nine different

methods are

pictures
in use:

for

the

48.51 per

cent are by boards of education, 17.32 per cent through
revenue from entertainment, 16.63 percent by use of

school funds, 6.16

i)er

cent through contributions, 4.33

per cent through extra curricular activities, 2.73 per
cent by parent teacher associations, 2.27 per cent by

tems
poses,

who

use motion pictures for instructional purand how many schools have film libraries or

plan to have.
Talkies Revolutionizing Education

Writing in a recent issue of Forbes magazine, James
Rorty says of talking pictures, "There is a new voice
in education.
From the patient hands of hundreds of
experimenters, has come a perfected tool of almost
incalculable

power and

social significance.

Educators

are applying this tool to changes in the structure

method of American education

which

are

and

nothing

short of revolutionary."

Education, which Mr. Rorty views "as the hope of

democracy,"

will

have a new blooming, he predicts. At

I

:

:
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leading educators dare to believe, he points out,

last

Education Association

and Dr. Willis A. Sutton, At-

;

new generation
trained and equipped to deal with the new scale and
The specpace of the bewildering modern world.

Association of the United States.

tacular rise of talking pictures for entertainment, he

of the United States and numerous foreign countries

that

will

it

be possible to bring up a

foreshadows a similar course

states,

in education.

will

vention of the
ciations,

Present indications

point to an attendance that will run well into the

The homeward

thousands.

the N. E. A. convention at

World Federation

is

presi-

of Education Associa-

and Dr. Charles H. Williams, University of
is secretary.
The list
of committee chairmen includes the names of edutions,

Missouri, Columbia, Missouri,

cators

known

throughout' the world.

trek of teachers attending

Los Angeles

will be inter-

Set of Slides on Leisure

A

rupted at Denver by this second great convention of
the

on display.

Dr. .A.ugustus O. Thomas, Augusta, Maine,

World Federation of Education Asso2.

from various school systems

Educational exhibits

dent of the

be the scene of the fourth biennial con-

July 27 to August

Georgia, president of the National Education

will be

World Federation of Education Associations
To Meet in Denver

Denver

lanta,

accompanied by a lecture on

set of lantern slides

Use of Leisure" has been prepared by

the "Right

summer.

the

National Recreation Association, 315 Fourth Avenue,

The World Federation of Education Associations
came into existence in San Francisco in 1923 at the
time of the summer convention of the N. E- A. at
Oakland. Out of this beginning grew the first bienThree thounial convention at Edinburgh in 1925.
sand educators were in attendance. From Edinburgh
to Toronto in 1927 where eight thousand convenfrom Toronto to Geneva in
tion guests registered
three
thousand
delegates joined in the
1929, where
deliberations; from Geneva to Denver in 1931, where

equipment supported and administered by cities, counties and townships are also pictured.
These slides are
of especial interest during vacation time and should

an attendance of four thousand persons representing

be particularly appropriate for

;

or more countries

fifty

the story of the

—

expected

this in brief tells

World Federation

so far as conven-

is

and numbers present can

tions

tell

a story.

New York

City, for the use of parent-teacher asso-

They may be borrowed upon payment of

ciations.

transportation charges.

The

set consists

of 51 slides showing swimming,

home play and
Modern playgrounds

music, drama, nature study,
recreational

activities.

summer

other

and

meetings.

Vocational School Sees Industrial "Talkie"

A

moving and talking

picture of a group of visgoing through the River Rouge plant of the
Ford Motor Car Company was shown at the Automotive Trades school in Cincinnati. Mr. John F.
itors

The organization of
of

interna-

the association into

committees reveals, however, an amazing story

tional

effort

in

following

the

attaining

"Friendship, justice, and good will

World"; "Tolerance of

of the
tions"

;

objectives

among

the nations

the rights of

all

na-

"Appreciation of the value of inherited gifts

of nations and races."
tees are at

Toward

work throughout

these ends commit-

the world at

all

levels

of public and private school organizations.

The

:

the Parent-Teacher Association, health

education, educational crafts, preparation of teachers,
international aspects of library service, education

and

the press, rural life and rural education, pre-school

and

kindergarten,

elementary

education, the international

education,

aspect

of

and

program
Angus Roberts, M. C,
National Union of Teachers

nizations will appear together on one general

are

:

London, president of the
of England and Wales
Count Hirotaro Hayashi,
Tokyo, Japan, president of the Imperial Japanese
;

vocational

of

education,

said

time a talkie has been used for
educational purposes in the Cincinnati Public
Schools and marks a high spot in the effort to make
first

instruction of practical worth to the pupils."

A

special Ford truck with complete equipment
movie and sound mechanism is about to tour the
Cincinnati territory and through the cooperation
of the industry with the Automotive Trades School
the five hundred boys had the opportunity of en-

joying the film before
smaller branches.

it

started the tour of the

Talkie for Deaf

What

Presidents of three great national educational orga-

They

director

the

is

secondary

colleges

universities.

of the Federation.

"This

of

association includes the following departmental

organizations

Arundel,

is

and dumb
It is

believed to be the
is

being shown

first talkie

in

of a sermon being preached entirely in signs by

Father

W. Hayward,

Manchester,

produced the film

labeled

it

the

only

totally

Roman Catholic priesthood.
at his own expense, and has

deaf Englishman in the

He

for the deaf

the English provinces.

"Deaf Talkie No.

1."
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THE THEATRICAL FIELD
CONDUCTED BY MARGUERITE ORNDORFF
Theatrical Film Reviews for June
[62]

MAN OF THE WORLD

William Powell,

in

his

(Paramount)
starring picture, is

first

an American expatriate in Paris who gouges a
living out of innocent tourists by blackmailing
them. A villain, naturally, but a charming one. A
lovely girl comes along, whom he is about to marry,
but his associates explain to him that he is not
good enough for her. So he gives her up like the
gentleman he is, and makes a big play for your
sympathy at the end, when he tears up the check,
and sails away into the sunset without the girj.
All very smooth, and very sophisticated, practically
the type of thing Mr. Powell
all talk and no action
is likely to find himself doing from now on. if he
Carole Lombard and Wynne Gibson
isn't careful.

—

—

are attractive in the feminine roles.
(Sec Film Estimates for April)
[63]

A CONNECTICUT YANKEE

(Fox)

famous Charlie Chan, Marguerite Churchill,
and John Garrick.
the

(Sec Film Estimates for April)

SKIPPY
One of the

and

This old standby must
comedy-makers, because

tunities for interpolating

the main plot.

The new

it

new

offers

such oppor-

ideas without losing

gags that this time have

found their way in among the old, are the one
about the radio, the fleet of Austins, each manned
b)- two huge knights in armor, and the service
station where the same knights can get themselves
Will
oiled and polished at a minimum charge.
his
with
dialogue
Rogers, of course, points up the
King
plays
Farnum
humorous comments. William
Arthur with true Shakespearean gusto, and Brand-

on Hurst

is

Myrna

van.

.splendid as Merlin.

Maureen

O'Sulli-

Loy, and Frank Albertson shine in the

[64]

father.

gems.

CHARLIE CHAN CARRIES ON

(Fox)

unusually interesting murder mystery, whose
novelty lies in the fact that the murderer, as well
as the victim, is one of a party of round-the-world
tourists.

thing

Yard

I

should have said victims, for before the

over, several people, including a Scotland
All the dedetective, are mystefTSusly shot.
is

tectives can do

is

hoping to
every one
convention,
True to

the last

moment.

is

not revealed

Good work by Warner Oland

till

as

it

Robertson hardly

One

less

than that as his

two scenes between them are real
Robert Coogan (I suppose I must add
or

—

i

|

performances, and Enid Bennett is charming as
Skippy's mother. Most of the credit should go, I
think, to the half dozen or so people concerned

with writing the adaptation and

script.

(See Film Estimates for April)
[66]

A

DISHONORED
somewhat

(Paramount)

disjointed narrative based

on the

and activities of a famous woman spy. It stars
Marlene Dietrich who gives a more satisfactory
performance than in her earlier pictures. The story
involves a woman, a German spy, with a Russian
officer, also a spy.
She falls in love with him,
aids him to escape after capture, and in so doing,
life

forfeits her own life.
A notable cast includes
Victor McLaglen, Gustav von Seyfertitz, Warner
Oland, and Lew Cody. Direction by von Sternberg

who

is

fusing,

A

also responsible for the story,

is

often con-

though on the whole interesting.
(See Film Estimates for May)

DRUMS OF JEOPARDY

(Tiffany)

concerning a Russian
Hairjewel that brings bad luck to its owners.
raising adventures and gruesome revenges, and a
troubled love story compose the not altogether
credible plot, taken from one of Harold McGrath's
novels.
Lloyd Hughes, June Collyer, and Warner
Oland head the cast satisfactorily.
wildly thrilling story

(See Film Estimates for April)

to follow the party,

spot the criminal.
is suspected, but the criminal

story of a boy,

brother of the well-known Jackie) pipes sweetly
in the shrillest treble ever heard, and wins your
heart.
Mitzi Green and Jackie Searle give good

[67]

An

The simple

and a dad who had forwas to be a little boy without a
Jackie Cooper is perfect as Skippy, and

dog!
Willard

lesser parts.
(5rc Film Estimates for April)

best!

his love for his dog,

gotten what

be a continual temptation

to

(Paramount)

[65]

[68]

THE MILLIONAIRE

George Arliss
likes to play, is

(Warner Brothers)

one of those whimsical parts he
quite delightful as a wealthy autoin

J

i

I

:

i
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mobile manufacturer whose doctor orders him to
Like many other busy
quit work and take a rest.
people who have suddenly become idle, he gets the
fidgets, and so with elaborate subterfuges to deceive
his solicitous family, he sneaks out and buys a half
Part of the fun is in
interest in a filling station.
deceiving his family and his partner, and part is in

making the business venture succeed

spite of

in

What few

complaints there are
on the score that Mr. Arliss' accent never belonged
to any American automobile manufacturer, will be
forgotten in the charm of his performance. Excelunfair competition.

given him by Mrs. Arliss, Evelyn
Knapp, David Manners, and Noah Beery.

lent support

is

May)

(See Film Estimates for
[69]

TEN CEXTS A DANCE

(Columbia)

wealthy lover, and Monroe Owsley in his usual
a drunken, weak-willed clerk who steals
from his employer. You will perhaps be surprised
role as

name

of Lionel

Barrymore attached
May)

(Sec Film Estimates for

THE SIN SHIP

The

last

work

of

the public as his contribution for the culture of suc-

Since

ceeding generations.

it

is

an established policy

with the Library to limit the number of visitors each
day, admission is by ticket only. Opportunity will be
given to obtain tickets at the

Only 100 are

meeting.

The Los Angeles

Monday and Tuesday

available.

City Visual Education Division

and the Los Angeles County Visual Department will
keep open house for all N. E. A. visitors who may
care to examine the materials, the methods of preparation, handling, shipping, and the services extended to
the schools.

are:

The

Schools

;

interest to

Visual

instructionists

Los Angeles City
and the Casa Adobe,

Classical Center, of the

the Southwest

California

a typical

Museum

Museum

home

of the early

days; Pony

Pasadena
the Los Angeles
Plaza, with the old church and de Paseo in Olvera

Express

at

;

street adjoining the Plaza, gives a picture of the old

Mexican days before the coming of the Yankee LaPits, the ancient tar trai)s in which thousands of
prehistoric animal remains have been found and the
skeletons of which are located in the museum at Ex;

Brea

to this opus, as director.

[70]

(Continued from page 172)

Other places of

Just about what the title implies. Barbara Stanwyck as the taxi dancer, Ricardo Cortez as the

to discover the

Visual Education Program

(Radio)

Louis Wolheim,

who

(Concluded on page 179)

directed

and acted in this story of the regeneration of a man
and a woman. He plays the brutal captain of a
tramp ship of some sort. He takes a minister and
his wife as passengers to a remote j^ort. and the

him

girfs influence causes

to reform.

Then

the

and the minister turn out to be crooks fleeing
from the law. Not very successful, although the
acting of Wolheim, Mary Astor, and Ian Keith is

girl

very good.
(See Film Estimates
[71]

STRANGERS MAY KISS

in this issue)

(Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr)

Shearer, and the good acting of

Xorma
Robert Montgom-

ery and Neil Hamilton, and the

handsome

Without

tion

it

the

sparkling

i>resence

of

])roduc-

has been given, this could easily have been

one of the cheap pictures of the year. Unvarnished,
it is the story of a girl who goes to South America
with her lover, is abanor maybe it's Mexico
doned by him, goes from there to Europe, and
there indulges in numerous affairs with men. Later
she meets her former lover, ])ut he refuses to take
her back because of her indiscretions.
Mr. Hamilton is the self-righteous lover who. by the way,
had a wife all the time and Mr. Montgomery is

—

—

—

the rejected suitor

who

—

trails along.

(See Film Estimates for

May)

School Maps
Globes and Charts
you teach or direct teachers, you should have a
copy of our latest catalog. Interestingly written and
marketplace for
fully illustrated, it is a veritable
geography, history, and biology visual aid material.
Separate catalogs of imported material are also avail-

IF

able.

Write for catalog K3 which describes

:

REGIONAL MAPS
PHYSICAL MAPS
POLITICAL MAPS

HISTORY MAPS

GLOBES—-ATLASES

BIOLOGY CHARTS

A.T.NY3TROM
md
•J

3333

School Maps. Globis.

ELSTON AVE.

&-

Ca.

Charts

CHICAGO,

ILL.

—

)
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments

(The film EstimateSj

in

whole or

in part,

may

of a National

Committee on Current Theatrical Films

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

For
For
Youth

For
Films (Actorsj (Prodoce«)

Titles of

Intelliffetit

AdolU

(15 to 20)

For

Titles of

Films (Actors) (Prodacers)

Children
(onder 15)

Laughing
BiK Business Girl (Loretta Young
Natl
( 1 8t
and Ricardo Cortez )
Cheap, trashy story of two vacuous
young people, devotedly in love, but
business ambitions keep them separated for enough reels to develop

Worthless

Pernicious

Army

too strong hero and heroine
suddenly announce their marriage of
a year before.

jazzed

some flashbacks

together.

Mediocre

done.

RaJich
Palletle)

(Jack

Oakie

(Para.)

and

Farcical

and

enlists.

—

Depends
on taste

Funny
its

of

kind

More

or

less

amusing

and burlesque on Western
melodramas that develops into conflict between Eastern gangsters and
Oakie's crowd who are posing as
wild Westerners to entertain guests
at Dude Ranch. Much wisecracking,
hokum. Quite unobjectionable and
funny for all who like Oakie in
ypical "sap" role.
satire

love.

Maltese Falcon, The
Cortez and Bebe Daniels)

(Ricardo
(Warner)
mystery play, about small
but supposedly very valuable Chinese statue, too involved to be convincing.
Gets suspense by making
characters appear anything but what
they are. Hero, for example, seems
to be an irresistible gigolo concerned much more with his "women"
than with his job, revealed at very

wild son

away

Hardly

Unwholesome

Good of
kind

Unwholesome

Better not

kind

acting.

Hero

dis-

Secret

Six,

The

(Wallace Beery,

Fine of

Very

kind

doubtful

Very good

Probably
good

low) (MGM) One of the best gangland pictures, finely made and acted,
tense, thrilling, with genuine drama
and suspense. But it offers liberal
education in
gang manners and
methods, makes the "alky racket"
fiuite fascinating, and the conflict
against law and order is won by
the hoodlums most of the way.
Seed (Lois Wilson and John Boles)
Human and appealing story.
Home ties hamper hero's writing
(Univ.)

He

cools toward his lovely

—

and both father and son fall
in love with her. She solves a murbut her honest motives
der tangle
are questioned and she turns back
to old life. Sordid sex-drama well
done.

—

acted.

Fine of

wife and five fine children, warms
toward the "other woman' who
wins him away to Paris for ten
years
and financial success bui
reunion
and reconciliation.
then
Interesting and convincing save for
stolid and rather bovine acting by
the hero.

ceeds,

well

old free-

Lewis Stone, Clark Gable, Jean Har-

career.

win his
She suc-

Last Parade, The (Jack Holt and
Tom Moore) (Columbia) Opens with
grim war scenes and two heroic pals,
One returns
a cop and a reporter.
to his old job. but other is refused.
He turns crook, rum-runner and
becomes big gangster, until pal is
obliged to arrest him and electric
Grim, thrilling,
chair ends story.

No

integrates as usuaJ. "goes native"
for the major part of picture, then
climbs out of depths to be forgiven
by his original fiancee who appears
in the South Seas at the proper time.

.

street girl to
from siren.

(MGM) The

Howard)

Howard's excellent

gangster's "moll" and her unwholeShe tires of her
some troubles.
racketeer lover, hooks a rich young
society man without telling him her
newspaper
publicity
But
past.
the gangster
nearly spoils it all
lover nearly kills heroine, which
nearly prevents happy ending.

Emery), hires

Hardly

love-in-the-South-Seas theme resurrected, with the great advantage of

Amus-

Lady Refuses. The (Betty Comp(RKO)
son and Gilbert Emery)
English nobleman (finely acted by

Hardly

Artificial

lie

ing in spots but hardly worth anyone's time.

Good Bad Girl. The (Mae Clarke
and James Hall) (Columbia) Another gang picture, chiefly kbout a

No

Meets

Never the TwiUn Shall Meet (Les-

falls really in

Pernicious

end. of great detective.

God's Gift to Women (Frank Fay
(Warner)
and Laura La Plante)
Another of the "gigolo" films which
become
epiare probably about to
demic. Light nonsense farce, about
hero
who
lady-killer
irresistible
finally

Depends
on taste

For
Children
(undsr 15)

character.
Innocent man suspected,
convicted, and nearly executed because lawyer (Brook) cannot betray
client's confidence and client (Buddy
Rogers) is such a yellow coward
and cad. Merely sensational.

life

of four men concerned. Some notable photography and good comedy
from Gleason, but most of the picture is labored, clumsy and over-

Dude
Eugene

Craw-

The
(Olive
Secret,
Lawyer's
Brook) (Para) Crook-murder-gambling concoction, with good "boxoffice" cast, but too complex, falsely
motivated, abnormal in situation and

Hardly

Tire-

previous

tell

captain

—

gets

thoroughly

(Joan

For
Yoath
(15 to 20)

relapse
old lover, now marrieti
respectability
regrets
back
to
thanks to good captain's care and
assurance that everybody "slips"
and recovers alright. Joan acts and
dances well, but also sings!

Bome unsavory episodes. Wholesale
kissing and petting, public and private lovemaking. and when situation

Beyond Victory (Bill Boyd) (RKO)
Crude and hashy war drama, with
terrific war scenes and endless noise

Sinners

ford)
(MGM) Traveling-salesmaniover deserts cabaret -dancer-heroine
Heroine
to marry boss' daughter.
saved from suicide by Salvation

No

IntelHecnt
Adults

Good of
kind

Doubtful

Sin Ship. The (Louis Wolheim
and Mary Astor) (RKO) Wolheim's
last picture, cheaply titled, opens
old sordid high-seas stuff, the
hero a sensual vulgarian and heroine
a crook masquerading as minister's
wife.
But really human situation
develops, regeneration is made fairly
convincing, and the conclusion more
or
less
counteracts objectionable
elements.
like

Hardly

Little
interest

——

)

))
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For
(Prodocers)

Titles of Films (Actors)

Spencer
Love
Cylinder
(Fox) The wholesome theme
of family trying to live beyonfl its
means has real comedy posBibilitiee
but this is one of the stupidest
films of season. Painfully amateurbanal dialog, labored
acting,
ish
effort to be funny, slow and clumsy
and
of character
falsity
action
Six

Tracy

(

Intelligent
Adaltfl

For
Yoath
(IS to 20)

Hardly

Stupid

—

.

—

some

are

Rather

Strong

Too
strong

interesting

Out

Stepping

(

Green-

Charlotte

Express

Holt)

(^Jack

murder -deshowing commission

Cheap

Belter
not

Merely
sensational

John Barrymore and
(Warner) Finely
Marsh)
staged, set, photographed and acted
picture of Du Maurier's famous
(

Interesting

Strong

Beyond
them

hypnotizing charming young girl
into a prima donna, and crashes
down again when strength falls and
Strong,
convincing
power goes.
drama with inevitable tragic ending.

Swanee
(Sono Art)

(Claudia
Warner) Screen version of
Dell
the famous old Belasco costume
play, done with much expense and
Color is splendid, but
little ability.
the action is slow, characters vague,
and much of the singing is terrible
)

Kitty

Bellslrs

Little
interest

(

Tabu

(

Directed

by

(Lila

Lee

and

By no
means

Trashy

No

—

into

Cheap and amateurish repetition of
moviedom's favorite old theme.

Women of All Nations (McLagien
and Lowe) (Fox) Perhaps the last
attempt to cash in on the LoweMcLaglen-hardboiled-Marine formula.
Mere rehash of previous gags,
wisecracks, and blatant bawlings at
each other, with El Brendel's wouldMore or
l>e comedy adding nothing.
less vulgar, always cheap and liresome and pitiful.

Trashy

Young Sinners (Thomas Meighan)

Rather
good

(Fox) Opens with jazz, drinking,
and thoroughly improper conduct by

adopted for that purpose.

Sweet

cen-

—

Hardly

River ( Grant Withers
Mediocre melodrama

fights, man-hunt, bloodhounds, villain, "papers." negro chorus, etc..
which will pull extra admissions by
title

keep

manages

clutches of a friend's
gold-digging wife and a licentious
old rounder who employs the husband and tries to "get" the bride.

the great musician, living
attains heights by

in squalor,

to

thoughts completely

yet film

Women Men Marry (Kenneth Harmnd Randolph Scott) Stupid
attempt at modern-marriage sex
dumbly acted about young
stuff
country couple coming to New York.
falling

— who

character

interest

maiden" and an impossibly modest
hero whose conduct is based wholly
on a series of post-dated, posthumous
his prudish mother.
letters from
Objectionable acts and scenes are

—

—

Svengall

No

Stupid

lan

of crime and its entire solution
taking place in a subway train. Not
very well done—confused and slugwith Jack Holt not
gish in spots
over successful in his efforts to be
Impressive as the detective.

Marian

Much

reconciliation.

Woman Hungry

(MGM)

Sensational

For
Children
(nnder 15)

Sidney Blackmer) (1st Natl.) Cheap.
sensational version of the Great
Divide, with gaudy color throughout
Unto bolster up its weakness.
healthy sex scenes played up unduly,
ordinary.
Gorgeous
very
acting
mountain scenery is the only redeeming feature, but this hardly suffices
to justify the picture.

about husbands and wives that "play around."
but not with each other.

Subway

—

(15 to 3»)

tered on sex.

Cheap use of
in trivial slapstick farce

(Columbia)

sell

audience

Greenwood and Denny

tective-thriller,

stories

avoided,

true.

wood and Reginald Denny)

Adults

Virtuous Husband, A (Jean Arthur and Elliott Nugent ) ( Univ.

.

if

Intelligeat

Farcical and overdrawn portrayal of
love-affair and marriage of "modern

of the reasons.

Johnson. Neil
( Kay
Spy, The
Hamilton) (Pox) Grim, tragi-comMly. of considerable human interest
Pictures Russia
and well acted
under the dread Tcheka. the social
disintegration and its awful effect
on orphan children. Vivid, strong.
convincing picture of life in Bolshevik Russia, which is important

Films (Actors) (Prodacen)

Titles of

drunken dialog and wisecracking
from Gallagher and Lilyan Tashman
make the "humor."

J

situation

For
Tooth

For

For
Children
(onder IS)

Pretentious

P^hapB

spoiled children of the rich, including hero and heroine. Then comes
the outstanding wholesome characfightter
Meighan
as
veteran
trainer
whose job is turning flaming youth into real men. Hero cured

——

human and convincing style.
Probably wholesome for most young
people. Parents must decide.
in

Murnau

(Para) Charmingly acted by native
cast, music and sound only, beautiful ecenically and photographically.
this simple, direct, strong love-story

Visual Education Program

of the South Seas is genuine, apInteresting
pealing, and wholesome.
for primitive life and customs. Tragic
ending fine, for hero's death is far
less important than the heroic devotion and true love that made it
inevitable.

{Concluded from page 177)

Park

position

Wilson
School,

Loretta Stupid
Too Young to Marry
Young and Grant Withers) (Warner)

;

the astronomical laboratory at

the History Laboratory, at

;

is

unique

in its use

and

Mount

Belmont

High

adaptation of visual

(

devices.

Stupid and uninspired production
acting by Withers and overabout domineeracting by Heggie
ing mother who relentlessly opposes
daughters marriage to grocer's boy
and manages to keep everyone unhappy, even the audience. Poor attempt at realistic domestic comedy.

dull

I

—

——
—

opportunities for recreation and di-

version are found in nearby mountains or on the wide

—

lip Tops the Devil (Carole Lombard and Skeets Gallagher) (Para)
Young marriage problems again
they agree to separate after one year
she "works so
if either desires it
he can "write"
he revolts at being
separation threatens for six
"kept"
months—suspicions but then his

Ample

expanses of ocean beaches.

The
Ordinary

Perhaps

of Los Angeles,

teachers

in

particular,

and

Southern California, in general, are exercising great
effort to make the N. E. A. guests comfortable and
happy during their entire visit. Elaborate prepara-

'

tions are being

ing

made

crowd which

is

to

accommodate a record-break-

expected to attend.
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THE CHURCH FIELD
CONDUCTED
JOHNSON
BY

R.

H.

F.

What One Church Has

Accomplished

With Movies
(Concluded from

May

issue)

R. C. Adair

A

THIRD

type of service we use is in conneciion
with the one or two reel picture. This likewise starts out with a prekide, and has the pictureatmosphere slide. It is followed by two slides explaining the service.
The prayer again appears
upon the screen, and is read by the entire audience.
There is a congregational song. Then, we have a
special selection by our Junior choir, which now
contains over 75 voices and is doing some splendid
work. This is followed by another congregational
song, then followed by a pulpit editorial.
After
this, 15 minutes to half an hour is given over to a
guest artist, or a group of guest artists, college
glee clubs, noted quartettes, instrumental solos,
players of unusual instruments, such as glasses,

are pleased to term a mass opinion-forming.
These are services which are filled with propaganda
opposed to war, favoring the brotherhood of all
mankind, and other great Christian and ethical
principles which we wish to sponsor.
Now, where do we get these pictures? The
places we book our pictures can be divided into
two groups, non-theatrical and theatrical groups.
The non-theatrical group contains some houses of
high standing that are willing to work with you
on any program that you are trying to put on and
will cooperate with you to the limit. You will also
find some non-theatrical houses that are out entirely for the last penny they can get and will give
you poor pictures at an exorbitant price. One

them

should be very careful in picking his non-theatrical
house. In the theatrical business, you must know
When you have once
the pictures you want.

accordion, xylophone and so forth.

All of

volunteer their services. None are paid. Following this we will have a short pantomime, illustrating the same theme that we are illustrating

throughout our entire service. This is followed
by an announcement, which also has the pep talk.
Again comes the collection, with the offertory solo.
At this time, instead of having the prayer hymn.

we

as
that

beautifully

upon the
position,

the

have

previously

is

screen,

sings

prayer,

ing in the

and

this

and
Ltjrd's

had,

illustrated

the

song.
the

we
by

soloist,

have

from

Following

entire

a

hymn
thrown

slides

a

hidden

this

comes

congregation

Prayer at the

close.

unit-

Another

song, and then the sermon, with the picture as an
integral part of this sermon, l^eing only alwut
reels

long.

Then, the invitation, the

two

l:)enediction

and the postlude.

The

fourth type of service

is

used when pageants

or full length plays are given, or

when

artists of

extremely high standing come to us. An entirely
different set-up is then made, and no two are alike.
There are two things done in these services. The
first is to create an atmosphere which is very conducive to personal evangelism, encouraging the
person who feels the individual call to respond to
the pastor's appeal. The second, to achieve what

we

decided upon these pictures, the regular booking
houses, as a general thing, will allow you to have
the picture for the minimum price and will be very

courteous in handling

all

They

details.

will

do

because the business is desirable. They
do it, second, because it gives their profession considerable of a boost, to be able to say that a church
this, first

is

showing moving
as to some

Now,
in

the past year.

])icture,

pictures.
of the pictures

Let us

first

which, of course, are

all

we have shown

take the theatrical
feature pictures:

Picture

Exchange

Type

Four Sons
Les Miserables

Fox

The Enemy

M-G-M

Anti-war
Brotherhood
Anti-war

Evangeline

United Artists
Pathe

Kindness

Fo.x

Social Justice

Pathe

Brotherhood
Anti-war

Angel of Broadway
Tale of

Two

Cities

Heart of Lincoln
Noah's Ark

Mother Machree
Wings

Universal

Warner
Fox
Paramount

Faithfulness

Sacrifice

Anti-war

King of Kings
The Sky Hawk

Pathe

Fox

Christ, the Example
Overcoming Obsta-

Four Feathers

Paramount

Courage

cles

June, 1931

We Americans
The Fourth Commandment
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we have for
make an average

Brotherhood

Universal
Universal

Mother Love

Western Front
The Richest Man
in the World

Universal

Anti-war

M-G-M

Social Justice

Journey's

End
Barbed Wire

Tiffany

Anti-war

Old Ironsides

Paramount
Paramount

War
War
War

that

Courage

Up

the River

The Dawn Patrol

First National

we expect

of well

;

United Artists

Brotherhood

religious pictures for this purpose, trying for such

M-G-M

Justice

pictures as are

Warner
Fox

Mother

We

Justice

First National

War

recommended

for the entire family.

always follow the Film Estimates very closely
and never show anything that is not full approved
these estimates.

in

I

also try to see as

This is a list of pictures which I either have used
or have in tny program to use before this year is

these pictures as possible in advance.

out.

good time,

As

to the non-theatrical pictures

one can get a very

which are used,

because
these pictures, as a general thing, are built with the
idea of bringing out the religious theme in them.
These pictures carry a title that will bring out what
is in the picture, such as A Brother's Sacrifice, and
so forth. Another very fine group of pictures are
fine

religious

result

propaganda pictures, which have
These are well
acted and are exceptionally fine pictures.
There
are a limitless number of short feature pictures, and
of one and two reel pictures, that these non-theatri-

the prohibition

been put out by the Shield group.

cal
in

houses put out. The Ideal Pictures Corporation
Chicago is the one that I have used to very good

advantage.

this

is

many

of

However,

The idea is to have a
from objectionable smut, that ap-

not always possible.

pears so

free

many

times in our pictures.

There are three purposes
of these purposes

is

in this

One

service.

to satisfy the need in the

life

middle of the week.
The second is to form new contacts with individuals
who would not come to our regular church service.
The third is to take a group of people who are worfor a period of devotion in the

and are tired, many of whom are wondering
where the money is going to come from to pay for
the next meal others where there is sickness, who
have been able to steal away from the sick room
for a while, bring them together into a happy atmosphere, where they can forget themselves for a
while, and where they can really laugh. One lady
ried

;

Wednesday night services told
was the first tiine she had
Sickness and unemployment
laughed in weeks.
had been worrying her, until she was about to become sick herself from the nervous strain and
worry that she was going through. She came
there and laughed at a good comedy and when she
went out she looked like a new woman. It hapat the close of our

But, Sunday evening is not the onl}' evening on
which we use moving pictures. While we were
trying to solve our problem of getting into the
community, we had our regular Wednesday night
prayer meeting. This was fine for about six to a
dozen j)eople, but it was hard to ever get more
than the twelve. Then, the idea of church night
was started and classes of instruction, with a supper, and other things of this type were given. We
found that the poor people could not even afford
the price of the supper. Because of economic force
this was given up.
We had had a Community
night for some time in which we invited all the
people to come in, where there would be one or
two songs, a few announcements and a good rollicking picture.

to

above seven hundred. This
service is carried on with a half-hour to forty-five
minute religious program
songs, prayer, sometimes some special music, a scripture reading, and
a strong evangelistic message, after which the invitation is given. Any converts which coine forward
are taken to the Inquiry Room.
Following this,
comes the picture of the evening. We do not seek

All Quiet on the

Lilac Time
Abraham Lincoln
The Big House

the immediate future

Our

staff

decided to try to unite

two on one night with the hope that we might
reach a hundred people at our mid-week service.
This plan is a little over a year old and we are
averaging well over four hundred in attendance at
these

our Wednesday evening services.

With some

plans

me

she thought

it

pened to break the

Of

course, our

strain.

Sunday night

ported by free-will offering.
services are evened off, as

services are sup-

Our Wednesday night
we call it. We notice

some

folks were putting in 50c in the collecand others were not putting in anything. So,
we suggested that if every adult would put in 5c

that

tion,

as his voluntary contribution as he

came

in

the

we would be able
to meet expenses, and would do away with the colSo, we have an usher
lection during the service.
who stands at the door and collects a nickle from
door, and every child put in 2c,

each adult and 2c from each child.
the service.

This supports

;
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There

more

than
these
two
and as our program
grows we are planning on working them out. Saturday morning educational classes, with a news
reel, one comedy, to make things interesting, and
some good industrial pictures will not only be in-

things in

are

moving

possibilities

pictures,

Weekday

teresting but will be instructive.

mental meetings

in the

depart-

department of religious edu-

cation, for the children of different ages, are

made

very interesting by the showing of a one reel Bible
picture which is in connection with the lesson, and
at the close, a one or two reel comedy, either the
animated cartoon or the regular comedy type. At
our banquets we nearly always take time off somewhere or other for a good two reel comedy. It
surely does make the program worthwhile. So, you
can see with your Men's Club, and the Women's
Club, there is a wonderful educational opportunity
of presenting child problems, health and so forth,
as well as having a good time, with comedy.

The moving

pictures have done a great deal for

Trinity Church.

We

feel, to a certain extent,

that

we have

solved the problem of securing crowds.
Additional advertising with more variety is going
to bring bigger crowds,

and gradually, as the

we are going to branch out
As we do branch out into these

has strength,
fields.

fields, I will

be glad to keep you

in

into

staff

more

additional

touch with the

development.

Interest

Grows

in

in the work of the church.
As a matter of fact,
progressive clergymen and lay leaders are everywhere welcoming the movies as an opportunity to
build up interest in group meetings, such as meet-

ings of men's clubs,

showing how the money sent to other lands is exMotion pictures of mission work have
already done especially good service.
pended.

Vacation Movies for Church Showing

Now

is a good time for the clergyman to suggest
any members of his congregation owning movie
cameras, that pictures made by them on vacation
might well be taken with an eye to having the films

to

shown before some

list of

religious film sources so

kindly offered free of charge by the Bell

Company

continue to come in.
in the availability of such film

The
is

&

interest

Howell
shown

surely indicative

of a wide-spread consideration of the place of

movies
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various church
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The idea is for the movie makers to plan on sharing their vacation experiences with others in the
church when they return home. It may be possible
work up

to

the
will

fall,

in

show

quite a program of vacation movies in
which various members of the church

their

summer

pictures.

Also don't forget that the Sunday School picnic
presents a fine opportunity for making an interest-

The

fact that pictures are to be filmed,

announced ahead

of time, is sure to stimulate
attendance at the picnic, for everyone likes to be in
the movies.
Later when the pictures are shown,
it goes without saying, there'll be just as large a
if

Requests for the

people's organizations,

church services, especially Sunday night services.
Missionary organizations are not slow to appreciate the fact that movies of missionaries at work
in foreign fields offer an exceptional medium for

ing movie.

Church Movies

young

as well as for increasing attendance at regular

etc.,

crowd

to see for themselves

how

the camera "shot"

them.
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F.

Dean McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson,

Grade Reading with

First

thoughts pictured

Slides

Irene Carlson

story,

"The Sly Fox", was presented

to

on
blackboard. The story, new to the children, was
veloped by the pictures with some clues given by
teacher.
The new words were written directly
class with the aid of slides, projected

the object pictured, then as the

words were written
Later on,

and a

I

at

a

the

dethe

on

progressed,

lesson

one side and the

first

copy

the picture of the object.

After

The review words were
was given
was mimeo-

this lesson, a multiple choice test

new words.

The

test

graphed with an outline picture of the fox
at the top of the page.

Of

the pupils.

was

The

picture

in a

was colored by

4.
5.

two

one.

five of these

Nine papers were

correct, three

tests follow

The Sly Fox
Draiv a

under the right ansiaersWhat
did
the
sly
fox put into the sack first?
(1)
a bug
a bumble bee
a bird
(2)

What

(3)

How

(4)

What

did

line

the curious ladies do?

all

opened the door
did the lady save the

opened the sack
little boy?

put cookies into the sack put a dog into the sack
did the dog do to the sly fox?

chased him

ate

(5) In the last picture

him

why was

the

hit him
dog "licking

his

chops"
because he had eaten the fox

because the fox ran away

Humpty Dumpty
( 1 )

(2)

Humpty Dumpty sat on
Humpty Dumpty had a

(3) All the King's

(4) Cannot put

a
great

and

all

Humpty Dumpty

the King's

together

color the picture as

you wish.

As the demand for visual aids grows there is also
an increasing need for supplying teachers with care-

Humpty Dumpty
Where the mouse ran
Where the cow jumped

Whom

the dish ran

fully annotated lists of the sources of visual aid
terials.

away with

The

of Mother Goose was
and some child pointed to Moth-

picture

and likewise with the other directions.
In this way, a check on understanding reading con-

was given with the

attention

thought, which was pictured so that

The

word

Only

Visual Aids for Elementary Schools

er Goose,

stand.

and

Mother Goose

flashed on the screen

tent

The

errors.

Yon may

placed the pointer under the direction and then under

number

Humpty

at the top of the page

to be made.

words were required.

Point to a picture of,

3.

was pre-

of

papers contained one error, and one paper contained

with these directions

2.

test

illustration

Eight words were written on the

was

for each blank

the sixteen papers, thirteen were cor-

and three papers had one error. A copy of the
test will be found at the close of this article.
Another lesson was on Mother Goose rhymes presented with rhyme and appropriate illustration in color
on the same slide. When the picture of Hunipty
Dumpty was projected on the screen, we read the
rhyme together, a child holding the pointer under the
lines as we read.
Then I asked, "Who can find the
line where it tells where Humpty Dumpty sat?" Some
child was called on and he pointed to and read,
"Humpty, Dumpty sat on a wall." This was done
with the other rhymes. Then a slide was projected

1.

comparison

blackboard, from which a choice of the correct

wood

rect

I

An
was

the wall

to be colored.

new words
this word on

written by the children.

using most of the

Dumpty on

pointed to one of the

would come up, and write

child

in

After the visual lesson, a copy of a

III.

sented to each pupil.

THE
1-A

these

greatly reduced

is

with the variations from words alone.

Garfield School, Forest Park,

erased.

N. Y.

centered
all

on

the

could under-

latitude for variation of interpretation of

The Lincoln School

recently published as one of

monograph which
and lantern

lists

The
1-

first

its

research studies, a

the motion pictures, film strips,

slides available

the elementary school

ma-

of Teachers College has

for visual instruction in

field.'-

fourteen pages of the monograph discuss

H. Emmett Brown and Joy Bird, Atotion Pictures and
Lantern Slides for Elementary yisual Education. Bureau
of Publications of Teachers College, Columbia University, Lincoln School Research Studies. 1931. Pp. VII-105.

—
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Film Reviews
with

16

or

Two more

35 mm.

Spoken

produced by

Educational
Films

Classroom

or

acterizing

Titles

all

the

This

is

its

and

characteristics

materials.

followed by a bibliography on the use of lan-

and motion pictures and on the making
of films and lantern slides.

tern

slides

The second

part of the

monograph

is

This section, which
the monograph, contains an annotated
pages

in length.

pictures, lantern slides,

and

seventy-eight
the

is

list

body of

of motion

film strips to be used in

teaching civics, elementary science, geography, nature

and nursery stories.
An appendix listing the sources of motion pictures,
lantern slides, and strip films and projection equipment concludes the monograph. It has an index which
study, physical education,

adds greatly to

its

usefulness.

Elementary school teachers should find

The authors

grajjh to be of service.

this

mono-

teachers an opportunity to become familiar with visual
material and to

purpose of

make

it

self.

—

easily available for use

this booklet.

is

the

p q McC

He

DR. H. A. WEBB
Peabody Teachers College
Slides to

Each Unit

LIST OF UNITS

The Air
Astronomy

3.

Electricity

4.

Health

5.

6.

Light
Living Things

7.

Animals
Living Things
Plants

W. H.

Kilpatrick him-

—

and lights, illustrate vividly
meaning
of "to learn" as it is
the wider and deeper
structing electric switches

conceived today.

The Elementary Teacher As A Guide, by Dr. B. H.
Bode and Dr. Laura Zirbes of Ohio State University,
finely portrays the modern teacher's role in stimu-

minimum

with a

of

"directions." the pupil's

own independent thought and
results of this method are made

The enriched

effort.

very clear

8.

9.

Sound
Weather and
Climate

10. Heat and Fire
11. Clothing
12. The Earth's Crust
13. Food
14.

Machinery

15.

Water

Additional Slides for nearly every school subject

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.

by shots of

a history class thinking instead of merely reciting
of a group solving for themselves a problem in candle-

students learning use of library material,
etc.

Such

material

be

will

in-

valuable to every Normal School and Teacher Training course in the country.

The White Hell of Pits Pain is one of Universal's
notable feature pictures, long, since reviewed in this
notice.

It is

a strong picture, not for the kindergarten, but whole-

somely

thrilling for all

minds reasonably mature.

by a foreign cast and

laid

among

It is

the ac-

tual Alpine peaks.
Its story

content

bitious to climb the

simple-— a young couple in the
honeymoon but unfortunately ampeak of dangerous Pitz Palu. The
is

Alps, happy on their
1.

modern

by Dr.

new

scholarship defines

with the
memorization and verbatim repetition
child
learns
not
new dynamic process whereby the
physically
at the
only mentally but emotionally and
the
goal
same time. Meaningful conduct, therefore, is
shown
intently
of the new learning. Two class groups
at work, one building a toy house and the other con-

finely acted

2.

a masterful lecture on the

magazine but richly deserving repeated

By

Twenty Lantern

educational films.

learn", as

reference indexes,

In General Science

and value char-

interest

•

—of

Visual Units

Series,

contrasts the old static process of "learning"

dipping

New

is

tellingly delivered

it,

lating,

state that to give

ERPI

D\namic Learning
meaning of "to

instruction,

visual

from the Teacher Training

Electrical Research Products, Inc., main-

same high standard of

tain the

Lectures

films

mountain cabin is a
whose wife perished on the same

third of the party in the lonely

half-insane doctor

mountain.

Seemingly antagonistic

at first,

the grim

doctor finally saves the rash couple from the results of
their rash attempt, but loses his

airplane flight

own

amid the peaks and

life.

A

thrilling

a sturdy old guide

also figure in the rescue.

however, are dwarfed into mere
against the background of the grim, re-

The human

actors,

dots of

life

lentless

mountain,

howling storm.

wrapped

Pitz Pahi

piece, enfolding the little

in
is

ice

and

snow

and

the vast villain of the

human

destinies within his

(Continued on page 187)
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AMONG THE PRODUCERS
—

Where the commercial firms—vihose activities have oh important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

Ampro Corporation Extends

its

inch records and the necessary connecting cords,

Service

The Ampro Corporation of Chicago, with offices in
Hollywood, New York City, and Toronto, has extended

service to the trade by taking over the dis-

its

tribution of Cine Art Films,

Splicers and

Thalhanimer

The

An

resulting

ing,

ments

is

new Ampro sound

Perfect synchroniza-

automatic, and there are no speed adjustcontend with.
Exactly 24 frames per

to

second, or 16, by simply pulling out or pushing

meritorious products concerned.

company

built.

interesting feature of the

tion

Ampro's position

is

outfit is its utter simplicity.

unified effort in the direction of sales

and advertisshould give even greater prominence to the

other case contains the pro-

and has an instantly detachable section into

which the turn table unit

Ray-Flex Screens, Craig
Trijiods.

The

extra lenses, etc.
jector,

has

in the silent field

made

that

the center of expectant interest for those

concerned with the development of portable sound
equipment. It is only logical, therefore, that the

in

a knob, are assured regardless of line fluctuation

between 90 and 120

volts.

Likewise, the turn

talile

operates automatically at exactly 33 1/3 or 80 turns

per minute, at the operator's choice.

Any adult can carry the complete Ampro outfit,
with balanced ease. Anyone can set it up in a
moment's time, and anyone, regardless of his
knowledge
operate

it

of

sound

picture

projection,

Pupil-Made Lantern

An

may

with assurance of perfect results.
Slides

additional interest in the visual instruction

movement has been aroused by

the appearance of

Keystone Pupil-made Lantern Slide Outfit with
which pupils and teachers can make their own
slides without special individual skill or previous
the

experience.

Teachers would have made a wider and better
if there had been some simple and
practical way of putting their own ideas into form
for slide projection.
Pupils, too, have a natural
pride in seeing their work projected and used as a
use of lanterns

Ampro Sound Equipment
of Ampro 16 mm. sound is being
attended with more than ordinary enthusiasm.

announcement

The equipment
bears

all

truly

is

innovational in that

it

the ear marks of the same originality that

so quickly and so firmly established the

Ampro

line

No more

need be said for the
results obtained from the outfit, than to simply
of silent projector.s.

state that its screen quality, fidelity

and volume

of

reproduction are thoroughly up to theatre standards.

The Ampro sound

outfit

comprises two com-

pletely re-designed units in the

made and

finished cases.

to

form

of beautifully

case contains the

dynamic speaker, and has compartaccommodate six 400 foot reels, six 16

amplifier, the

ments

One

basis for class discussion.

F.ach

may now work

out illustrations, diagrams, charts, maps, arithmetic
problems, music devices, art studies and typed English exercises by using the materials from this Keystone Pupil-made Slide Outfit.

By

placing a special quality of etched glass over

it may be outlined and filled
with the Keystone Colored Pencils that were
especially made for this purpose.
Beautiful colors
are brought out on the screen and pictures previously hidden in a book may be enjoyed together

a picture or diagram
in

by the entire

With

class

when

projected on the screen.

the various colors of ink in the outfit, the

more ambitious can make

beautiful color reproduc-

;
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RUSSIAN EDUCATIONAL FILMS

tion

Educational Film Department
|

Amkino Corporation
SEVENTB

AVE.,

NEW

YORK,

\

N. Y.

One 500 watt lamp

practically

maps and

announcements,
daily events, questions and English exercises may
be typewritten on the cellophane and special carbon
paper and filed for future use after the lesson.
short

stories,

Cover glass to preserve the work, binding tape
and complete directions are a part of the outfit. One
of the very attractive features

is

any

outfits.

It

permits the use of

size book, projecting a 6"

square area

one time.

While the instrument shown here

art

work.

poems,

provides more illumina-

}

that the slides

may

be washed oflf and the glass used over and over
again. Its field of usefulness is not limited to any
one grade or type of school. First grades transfer
the pictures in their primers to the screen

;

other variations

there are

lantern,

Songs,

It is light

:

than can be secured from twice the illuminant in

ordinary combination

at

tions of birds and flowers, product

has several special features

weight and easily portable, equipped with carrying

handles.

Full Particulars from:

723

VAC

Model
in

a four-purpose

is

—Model

glass slides in combination

opaque and
for opaque illustrations only.
portant

series the price

is

get and, strange as

is

well within the most
it

may

for

In this new
modern bud-

seem, quality has not been

and prices may be
from the manufacturers, Spencer Lens

Detailed description

.sacrificed.

obtained direct

Company,

Price

selecting equipment.

factor in

VA

and Model V
always an im-

Buffalo, N. Y.
is Equipped to Meet
Requirements of Users

Portable Cine Speaker
All

inter-

The Victor Animatograph Corporation's

portable

mediate grades make Geography product maps
Junior High pupils illustrate many General Science
in
facts; Senior High students find it useful
Normals
while
Mathematics,
Physics, Biology and

manufactured especially for
16 nmi. Talking ProAnimatophone
with
the
use
jector, is surprisingly complete in every detail, and

and Colleges with their wider range of interests find
opportunities for use in almost every department.

anticipated.

A

Lantern

for

Post Cards, Glass Slides,

Filmslides and Micro-Slides
Classroum Combination Lantern is
designed especially for the teachers' convenience and
performs remarkably well in the classroom. This is

The very

latest

the Spencer

Model

dent

as

charts,

post
stu-

compositions

or drawings, pages
in

books and other

similar material. In

addition

to

the

many

types of

paque

illustrations,

this instrument

o-

al-

so accomodates the

standard American and English size glass
mm. filmslides and the 3" x 1" microscope

slides,

35

slides.

To change from one type of material to another is
.so much so, in fact, that all four types
of illustrations may be u.sed in one lecture, should
it.

of

the

user

has

been

While it is possible to operate the Animatophone
with any good Amplifier-Speaker or radio, use of
the special Animatophone Cine-Speaker is recom-

mended

for best results.

istics of

carefully

The

electrical

character-

the input transformer of the amplifier are

matched

with the electrical characteristics

of the impedence of the Animatophone Pickup, in-

In it one may use
any opaque mater-

such

is

practically every need

ments.

cards,

demand

it

suring

ial

occasion

in

(Illustrated).

VAC

very simple,

Cine-Speaker, which

perfect

harmony

between

the

two

instru-

A three-stage, 5 tube audio amplifier and a special
model of one of the world's best known ElectroDynamic Auditorium Speakers make up the equipment of the Cine-Speaker. The Cine-Speaker has
an

acoustical

tone

control

permit

to

adjustment

any room. Also, it
has a volume switch with which to reduce the amplification for small rooms, as excess volume in a
small room produces objectionable hum.
for the acoustical ])roperties

of

A

Microphone may be attached with which the
user may "cut-in" on the sound reproduction with
personal remarks at any time desired. In addition
to the Acoustical Tone Control and Volume Switch
on the Amplifier, Tone and Volume Control Dials
are provided on the projector base.

Executives of the Victor Animatograph Corporation, Davenport, Iowa, credit the Cine-Speaker
with being largely responsible

for

the

excejnional
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and naturalness

clarity

of the

Animatophone sound

reproduction.

Phototone Offer Sound Equipment
The Phototone Equipment Corporation

of

Amer-

Cla ssroom

has available 35 millimeter sound equipoffer two types of portable projectors,
ment.
35
mm. film, one a portable which can
using
both
from classroom to auditorium
around
moved
be
ica

now

LANTERNS

They

for projecting

with great ease, and the other model a semi-portable that can be installed in the booths of the audiThe school
toriums or used in the classrooms.
that does not have projection equipment at the
present time can now have projectors and sound
attachments at a reasonable cost, which in the past
has been quite prohibitive, as these machines
manufactured by The Phototone Equipment Corporation incorporate the professional type equipment

type

still

pictures of every

be exhibited at our booth

will

at the N. E. A. Convention.

You

are invited to consult us on

your projection problems at Booth
E-19, Shrine Civic Auditorium, Los

Angeles.

ideas in construction.

The equipment
is

is

made

not of the toy type, so

to stand hard usage

commonly found

and
Visit us at

in port-

our Booth E-19

The film runs through a straight
new innovation in portable equipment.

able projectors.
feed, another

This eliminates

flutter

and variation

in

the repro-

duction of the sound.

SjlcMctAj^m Compmuf
NEW

BUFFALO

YOR.K

mately 25 releases monthly for the next twelve
months. Of the sound subjects now listed, practically two-thirds are especially suitable for

use,

and the same percentage

will

home

undoubtedly ob-

coming year."
well-known producers, including
Pathe, Universal, and Ufa, have been quick to
see the possibilities of the home talkie market, and
tain in the releases scheduled for the

A

number

of

have made professional subjects available
mm. sound reproduction.

A

number

of progressive

retail

for

16

dealers are al-

ready building up comprehensive sound libraries
for renting to owners of home reproducers, and
All models

may

or carbon arcs

throw
used

;

be had with either

therefore no matter

of the picture, this type of

in either large or

Mazda lamp
how far the

equipment can be

small areas.

Home

Talkies Right at Hand
States Bell Ss Howell Head
"Home talkies are right at hand, and soon all
over the country people will be enjoying talking
an advance
j)ictures in their own living rooms

some

dealers have even announced a rental plan

ordinary development in the use of 16 mm. talking
pictures for industrial and educational purposes.

Film Reviews

—

which has been attained much earlier than was anticipated by even the most sanguine," states J. H.
McNabb, president of the Bell & Howell Company.
"Already our company is offering over 200 16
mm. sound subjects, and it has in sight approxi-

by

which people who are giving a social function at
home can rent both reproducing outfit and subjects
Along with the advance in
at a reasonable fee.
situation,
there has been an extratalkie
the home

(Coitlinucd from page 184)

power

in almost certain tragedy.

As a

true

and vivid

picture of conditions in high altitudes, of the danger
and fascination of mighty mountains, the picture
offers great possibilities

teachers

who

in

educational

can handle such material.

values

for
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HERE THEY ARE!
A

Trade Directory

FILMS

Williams,

for the Visual Field

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

26 E. Eighth

Chicago,

St.,

111.

Amkino Corporation
723 Seventh Ave.,

New York

(See advertisement on

pjij^e

City

186)

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
347 Madison Ave., New York City

W. Adams

300

Bldg., Chicago,

W.

46th St

New York

,

City.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

City

Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

Division,

York

90

Gold

St.,

New

City.

1815

Rochester, N. Y.

(See advertisement on pafje 184)

James

Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Inc.

Rochester,

W.

46th

St.,

W.

S7th

New York

St.,

St.,

Modern Woodmen
Rock Island, III.

St.,

St.,

26 E. Eighth

City

James

Muir

C.

Doat

19

New York

St.,

&

St.,

111.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Cahuenga

1052

University Museum Extension
Lecture Bureau

City

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago,

111.

Williams,

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

Co.

of

111.

Q. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

America

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

III.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

0- R. S.-DeVry Corporation
iZi N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

1052

(See advertisement on pajje 184)

Cahuenga

Howard
IS
St.

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.
E.

Paul, Minn.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

STEREOPTICONS

111.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

111.

J.

Victor Animatograph Corp.

Williams,

918 Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

UFA-Films

New York

James
City

(See advertisement on page 184)

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buflalo, N. Y.

C.

Muir

&

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

and

James
10

Muir

C.

S.

18th

New York

St.,

&

St.,

Citj

Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

111.

Society for Visual Education

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES

(See advertisement on page 165)

0. R. S.-DeVry Corporation
333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

SCREENS

J.

Rochester, N. Y.

60 E. 10th
Inc.

Howard

E. Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

E. Leitz, Inc.

la.

Brown and Earle

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Davenport,

(See advertisement on inside baclc cover)

1540 Broadway,

Chicago,

Spencer Lens to.

Stillfilm Inc.

IS

St.,

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago,

Pinkney Film Service Co.
1028 Forbes

46th

Salle

Stillfilm Inc.

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth

W.

130

City

Electrical Research Products, Inc.

250

N. Y.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

New York

La

(See advertisement on page 187)

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

Co.

Society for Visual Education

Eastman Kodak Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

&

Muir

C.

(See advertisement on inside back cover)

BeU & Howell Co.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Meadville, Pa.

327 S.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

130

111.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

International Projector Corp.

Acme

& Company

Eastman Teaching Films,

Chicago,

St.,

Keystone View Co.

New York

Carlyle Ellis
130

59 E. Madison

III.

Bray Pictures Corporation
729 Seventii Ave.,

International Artprints

FILM SLIDES

327

S.

LaSalle

St.,

Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on inside buck cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 187)

Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave.,

New York

City

(See advertisement on pajfe 165)

Williams,

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

City

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St.,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Motion
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16 mm.

Motion pictures teach Geography with tremendous effectiveness.
Think of the "movie" possibilities of History, Physics and Nature
Study.
Scores of films on these and other subjects can now be rented or
purchased in 16 mm. or 35 mm. width.
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Ethical Dynamite
I.

THERE

only one

is

ready exists.

And

way

Attack

moreover, attack

it

an

to cure
at

evil that al-

very root.

its

humanly make

it.

Witness, for instance, the recent miraculous exter-

mination of the Mediterranean

fly

as an evidence of

possible concentrated expeditiousness.

Unfortunately, however, through popular ignorance

and lack of dynamic courageous leadership, social diseases are pitifully shelved, and billions of precious
dollars are allowed to filter through the sieve of neg-

ligence into institutions, not of criminal prevention,

but of criminal correction.

And

yet

we know

irrefutably that

more economic

cheaper,

in the long

run for our ex-

chequer to prevent crime than to cure it.
Now personally I should diagnose the
crime to be a quadruple one

(Most

1.

vital

cise of the

cause

of

The

4.

of ethics"
if

we

human
It

first

we

it

But

shall find this the cor-

not true, for instance, that the United States

the best-nourished country in the world?

more

is

That we

and bigger if not better colThat the American
workman receives the highest wages and that the
standard of living is higher than in any other known
country in the world?
boast

free schools

leges than any other country?

And

yet figures glaringly

show us

that there are

have reached man's

learned

undernourishment which
it is,

is

the

in palpable fact, not so

first

cause of

much

a lack

he will have ineradi-

to

live

ethically,

act

In other words, he
ethical training

and

ethically

in

have
turn

legislate ethically.

Thus will society find the biting question of moral
undernourishment automatically solved and the inhuman scourge of war, which man is heir to, more
;

easily prevented.
I

am

aware, of course, that a certain

ethical instruction

But

that

estate,

extreme moments of emergency.
will by virtue of early intensive

being as

;

that the

to ethical impulses in his diurnal life as well as in

seventeen crimes committed in the United States to

•-rime

common knowledge

as absorbent as a sponge, as inflammable

cably acquired the habit of responding automatically

every one perpetrated in "unemployed" Great Britain.
Hence it is evident that it is not so much the condition of

is

For this reason the moral muscles of
young impressionable plastic mind of the child
must be systematically trained so that when this child

rect order.
Is

elementary and

mind

the

shall

and "undernourishment" second.

values.

is

as dynamite.

"un-

question the placement of "lack

investigate the facts,

less

For ethics are the spectacles of the
mind through which we get a corrected vision of

happy marriage between temperament and

may

and incidentally far

can nation today.

force of an overwhelming combina-

readers

gency.

perhaps as the most important issue before the Ameri-

temptation."

Some

causing the disintegration

Now causes 3 and 4 are perhaps not so easily removable as we could wish them to be. They are too
complex in their origin. But there is no question
whatsoever that the first cause of crime, that is, the
ethical vacuum, is modernly caused through lack of
religious training in the churches, homes, and schools.
This vacuum should be remedied immediately and
imperatively, for it is upon ethics that the whole superstructure of society is built and depends, ethics being
And
the kernel of every religion and every creed.
moral
muscles
without the systematic exercise of the
of the mind, these moral muscles will become flabby
and fat, and will stubbornly refuse to function,
whether in their daily duties or in moments of emer-

child

resulting in an

is

expensive, the question of ethics in the schools looms

society.

tion of circumstances

which

will,

(social as well as medical)

moral muscles of the mind.

sulting in habits noxious to both the individ-

and

you

of a disease

all.)

2. Poor physical health (which often undermines mental stamina) caused by undernourishment.
3. Unsuitable
vocational occupation, re-

ual

if

of our social ethics.

Hence, since we have recognized that the prevention
is infinitely more scientific than its cure

Lack of foundatraining and proper exer-

of

tional early ethical

infinitely

is

it

of food for the body as a lack of food for the mind,
or soul,

so surgically, so scientifi-

cure will be as expeditious as civilized

cally, that the

society can

it

Vera Vincent

it is
it

is

now

being given

common knowledge
is

—the

that the ethical period,

—

and driest of them all is
over by both teacher and pupil

dustiest

slurred and slithered

modicum of

in the schools.

alike.

My

suggestion, therefore,

is first

and foremost that

:
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new Ten Commandments

are de rigueur, absolutely

imperative to the ethical curriculum, which might be

we

worded as follows
1.

I

2.

I

3.

I

4.

I

5.

I

must not lie.
must not steal.
must not kill.
must not be jealous or envious.
must control my temper and overcome temp-

I

must love

cute
7.

8.

9.

10.

and have the courage to exe-

justice

must always keep a promise and value the
honor of my good name.
I must consider my neighbors as well as myself
and help them to the best of my ability.
I must love my parents as much as possible.
I must love all things beautiful and try to make
this world a more harmonious place to live in.
I

These Ten Commandments must be, above all, modern, concise and easily assimilable for the child as well
as the adult.
They might even, in fact, be set to
music and chanted. And better still they should be

—

dramatized to achieve their
Also, and this

is

an extremely

now

mental indigestion

and pupil, must be recognized as the
most important periods of the day.
to both teacher

For the colossal mushroom growth of the economic
supremacy of the United States, our colossal economic
scandals, as well as our staggering increase in juvenile
all

demand

cryingly

that

questionably holds equal rank with

But modernly we seem
Besides, not only

is

have

to
it

ethical

this

Mens sana

stared in the face.

corpus

un-

sanum.

lost sight of this fact.

an issue of eliminating our

ignominious criminal supremacy, but precisely because
of our economic supremacy
of noblesse oblige.

For

is it

debt to the rest of the world

Rushing back

to our

also a spiritual issue

not this our reparation

is
?

muttons,

therefore,

feel

I

strongly that there should be not only one, but

The
when the

periods of ethics daily.

and the

last,

from school authority and
tity

or independence in his

will these

feasible,

two

is

first,

upon

child

is

arrival

two
at

being released

social world.

Thus

ethical periods, as nearly as is at present

correspond to the morning and evening pray-

ers of the last generation.

We
billion

billion.

irre-

Educators, therefore, should tear a leaf out of the

Psychology of Advertising.
The balance
sheet, of course.
They should scientifically recognize
its success by the prompt, nay, the immediate appliPractical

Or,

ethics.

if

you

be so palatable in

will, see to
its

method of inculcating
it

that the ethical pill

sugar coating that the results

be as miraculous as those obtained in the shrewd

will

business of advertising.

Now

this

urgent success could best be achieved,

it

seems to me, by using the forms of amusement which
are perhaps dearest of all to the children of today.
Namely, the screen and the drama.
Stories for the ethical periods, therefore, should be

executed cleverly in
graphical, yes,

fable,

narrative, historical, geo-

and even musical form, according to

For,

And

what.

me

let

repeat, in having rendered these ethical

periods so dramatically and dynamically attractive that

they are irresistible, the results

will,

of necessity, be

nothing short of miraculous.

But above all must the educator bear this slogan
emblazoned on his mental banner
The children of
today are the men and women of tomorrow. Hence,
nothing but the best is good enough for the child
mind.
In this way alone can we hope to stem the dangerously increasing surge of juvenile criminals. For these
ethical movies will, if the best of brains and execution
go into their making, serve to combat the vicious
commercialism of the modern movies for children, or
rather, the overwhelming dearth of good and suitable
ones which they can enjoy.
Bigger and bigger, higher and higher, our skyscrapers rise into the air. Deeper and deeper, firmer
and firmer, must be their foundations. Nor do we
dig these foundations any longer with our hands. We
For speed is
use dynamite constructive dynamite.
:

—

important.

Since
crime,

it is

let

the ethical

vacuum which

is

the root of

us as educators use ethical dynamite,

lest

all

we

be accused that our minds crawl while our bodies fly.
In other words, speed up our social machinery so that
it

expend the annual stupendous sum of over one
dollars for advertising, some authorities even

contending the figure to be three

scientifically

sistible to the gullible public.

about to resume his en-

own

So

commodities advertised seemed apparently

the

vital point, the ethical

classes in the schools, instead of being as they

vacuum be frankly

!

so artistically developed, however, that

late,

the moral to be illustrated.

fullest effect.

are, so deadly dull that they cause a

school,

and, of

cation of a scientific and artistic

it.

delinquency,

the seemingly miraculous secret of success

is

Nothing but thought suggestion

tation.
6.

ask,

of this colossal business?

is,

will
if

keep modern pace with our mechanical. That
are indeed genuinely interested in building

we

the solid

foundation of a

new

alone in millions but in morals.

generation, rich not

:
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The Application
of

Motion Picture to the Problem
the Rising Cost of Education
of the

B. A.

AUGHINBAUGII

State Supervisor Visual Instruction Ohio State

Department of Education

THERE

is

a growing disposition to object to the

With

these factors constantly increasing the

would be absurd

num-

ever rising cost of education and to complain
that taxation for school purposes is too heavy.
Ap-

bers in school,

parently few of the objectors realize the underlying

has extended to private as well as public institutions

causes of this increase, and fewer offer any acceptable

shows most conclusively that it is not due to graft or
Such a tremendous increase in the
numbers of students has naturally called for larger
and ever larger buildings, and more and more teachers.
The public has also become very demanding in
the type of teaching that is done, and this in turn has
called for a higher grade of teachers, and more skill

plan for staying this rising cost, not to mention re-

ducing

it.

Some

of the principal causes for the increase are

these
( 1 )

That time has passed when education

a cultural development

for rich

children,

is

merely

providing

them with a background which will fit them for exclusive society. A hundred years ago this was largely
the case, and even fifty years ago the cultural idea
But a great change
continued to hold great sway.
has taken place since that time. The masses have come
to regard education as a means to extend their possiEducational
bilities for making a better livelihood.
objectives therefore, to meet this demand, have become vocational rather than cultural, and consequently
the masses have voluntarily sent great numbers of
their children

(2)
labor,

The

through the portals of the public schools.

labor unions have been combating child

not merely on altruistic grounds, but because

such labor

Through

is

a serious

competitor

of

adult

labor.

the efforts of organized labor the upper limit

of the school age has been gradually raised thus keeping children in school for

more years than was once

would not

it

rise.

The

to expect that costs

fact that this increase in costs

extravagance.

always demands more pay. Colleges require that their
instructors be Ph. D's, and high schools call for A.
M.'s
Still

another factor enters into the problem.

time has passed

when one may read law

in the office of a successful lawyer, or doctor,

accepted into these professions.

The

or medicine

and be

Similar increases in

have extended into all fields.
No one
wants a poorly trained carpenter to botch a well
planned building, or an unskillful painter to spoil it
after it is erected. Therefore the necessary information which one must possess to succeed in any given
career has increased a thousand fold. This increase
means more preparation, and the greater share of this
burden falls on the educational institutions. So it is
qualification

overwhelmed by tremendously increased numbers and faced by an equally
that the schools find themselves

the case.

increased task in the

(3) Better school facilities, both rural and urban,
have had a decided tendency to encourage children to

given these numbers.

amount of preparation to be
were to suggest that the

If one

activities of the public schools

fore-

be limited so as to bar
a single child from a share in the benefits of these

fathers.
Comfortable quarters, excellent equipment,
and extra-curricular activities have all done their part
to make John and Mary loath to part with happy school

schools, or that young Americans should pay for the
preparation for their private careers from their personal funds
that person would be assailed as un-

There
were few tears shed in the old times when the end of
school drew near, but we have seen graduation classes
in the present day break down and weep copiously
when the last diploma was handed out. The fact is
significant.
Twenty years ago rural schools which
had but two graduates now have forty and fifty, and
city schools, which handed diplomas to one hundred
now pass them out in six hundred lots, and do this
sometimes twice a year.

American, and a foe to the public welfare. This being the case there remain but two things to do.
(1) Cease complaining about the rising cost of education and "pay the fiddler for the dance."
(2) Find
some way for imparting this mass education by mass
production methods.

remain

in school years longer

days for the

than

did

less attractive life of the

their

world.

—

When

automobile

manufacturers

discovered

that

motor vehicles had suddenly become popular, and that
where once ten cars were built they now must build
a hundred or more, they attempted to meet the situa-
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The

tion by increasing the size of their plants.

schools,

inology shows a thinking akin to the African savage

who

of structural area did not solve the automobile prob-

one of Livingston's books in order to be "as
There would be no need to
discuss this phase of the matter were not both the

lem, so next the automobile executives increased the

public and

facing an increased enrolhiient of over fourteen million in fifty years, tried a similar plan.

number of

workmen.

their

The

The expansion

schools have done

same to meet their similar problem. Then the
manufacturers demanded more skill on the part of

the

their vv^orkmen as the

The

continued.

demands

for increased outputs

have tried

schools

this

also.

The

next step in the evolution of the automobile industry
called for a complete

Power

cesses.

change in manufacturing pro-

revolving tables, (instead of fixed

tools,

benches), moving conveyors, and other alterations cal-

many teachers awed by the majesty and
magic of spoken and printed words. The motion pic-

])ositive

many

that over-production has been the result in

The

cases.

schools however are using the

same

"production" tools and methods they have used for
ages!

realize that

who

into an academic discussion of the

objectives of public education,

work

the matter,
to

we may

say that the

of the school, as the layman, and tax-payer views
is

to

convey useful information effectively
Let us see how this has been

oncoming generations.

done.

The media of conveying information in the school
have been chiefly the spoken and printed word, the
elementary factor of the latter being the alphabetical
symbol. The alphabet is nearly 3000 years old and
the printed page runs close to 500 years. So long have
we used these tools that we have come to regard them
the sine qua non of our
as indispensable fixtures

—

civilization,
fail

education, and general well being.

to realize that the alphabet

was born

We

in travail,

—

and has been ever accepted as a makeshift a mere convenience. The race had to convey information, and it
lacked the

skill to

In sheer des-

recreate the events.

peration the alphabet

—

was

devised.

Call

it

a boon to

mankind, if you will so was the oxcart so was the oil
lamp but neither of these were fitted to the tasks of
mass production. We have mocked the spoken and
printed word with such phrases as "One picture is
better than ten thousand words," "When will hearing
ever be like seeing," "Seeing is believing," "I'm from

is

it

in

wont

do, are rather

rather than hail

communication.

it

to

condemn it for audacity
from cold, symbolic

as a deliverer

The

habits

and prestige of the ages

are back of written communication and, as with the

buttons on men's coat sleeves,
glories without

The motion
have had

in

veloped.

we pay homage

to past

knowing exactly why.
picture

the

is

first

qualitative gain

we

communication since the alphabet was de-

The

telephone, telegraph, talking machine,

and radio are but new distributors of the spoken word.
The spoken word can hardly be called "new." The
printing press is but a means of more rapidly doing
the

Without entering

words is so new that few
any way a competitor, and those

ture as a competitor of

culated to decrease the time occupied in production

were introduced. This was industry's final answer to
This answer was so
its mass production problem.

ate

learned as his master."

work of

scribes

—

it

created nothing

new

so far

communication per se was concerned. Not so with
the cinema.
The cinema has, by recreating events,
been able to return us to thati realism for which the
spoken word and printed page are but symbolic substiIt is the time-saver par excellence.
tutes.
Experience
experiment
and
have shown that one reel of motion pictures may convey more information in fifteen minutes
than printed volumes could ever convey. Not only does
it convey this information more quickly but more accurately. Its message is independent of what we have
hazily called "imagination, "^Imagination which has
too often proved "damnation" to the learner unposas

sessed of a brain-closet

full

of information gained

through past sensory experiences.

Its ability to

save

and escape the foils of vague "imagination" have
stamped the cinema as the most efficient media of communication yet devised by the human mind and it
seems likely to remain so for all time. Only jjurely
physical drawbacks prevent it from brushing aside all
time,

—

competitors, but restless

;

at

work on

this

problem.

human ingenuity
We may yet see

is

already

projectors

;

pass out of the picture.

We

are not contending that the motion picture will

displace the teacher.

Missouri, show me," "That's merely hearsay evidence."

We

These things are not pointed out with a desire to beof the spoken and
little the value and importance
We are
printed word as media of communication.
merely indicating that there is no justification for an
attitude toward these things such as prompts us to

the spoken

call

an educated

man

a "well read

man !"

This term-

The

turn-table and

veyors did not disjilace the

workmen

moving con-

in the factories.

are not asserting that the cinema will supplant

word and printed page. Bench work and
hand tools continue to be vitally essential in the most
modern of mass production methods. But the motion
picture offers a facile tool of communication for conveying information on a mass production basis and

—

(Concluded on page 197)
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September, 1931

A

Sixth Grade School Activity--

The Making

of a

Miniature Acropolis

Stella E. Myers and Winifred

Whitmore

Forest Park, Illinois

LIVING

things are characterized by needs, efforts

successful part according to his ability.

and the resulting satisneed impHes that the organism is in un-

said that the school

to satisfy these needs,

A

factions.

stable equilibrium; with the effort to satisfy the need,

demands are made upon
isfaction

is

the environment

achieved, there

is

when

;

sat-

a recovery of equilibrium.

This equilibrative interaction, involving both the or-

ganism and the environment,

is

life.

With the lack of equilibrium between the organism
and the environment, thought arises to produce action
to reduce the disturbance and to re-establish equilibrium.
Hence, biologically and psychologically, the
environment and our relation to it are all-important
Thought requires the test
in full and vigorous living.
of action, otherwise eccentricities and vagaries result.
Thinking implies an objective of action, or it is unproductive thinking.

The

appropriate conduct.

For these

prominence

purposeful

act,

This, also,

would have a

"I

test

of thinking

given

is

is in line

child say not,

to

who

with Plato,

T know,'

but

'I

said,

have

experienced'."

Reactions are pleasant

if

The emotional element

act.

for which th^ organism

A

growth.

is

the organism
resulting

ready

ways go
sitional."
in

ready to
activity

is

life.

As

Kilpatrick

learned has three aspects which

together, a mental, a physical

Thayer

says,

which the learner's

"Learning

is

activity

in

impvilses, interest

school

affair,

and desires

should provide

functioning of the pupil's learning.

most important

The
tion

for

Functioning

the test of the validity of our thought and
its

al-

and a dispo-

an active

engage with the environment as active partners."
physical

is

A
the
is

usually

activity in the present case

Making

spirit of play in

it,

ever been achieved.

was a re-presenta-

a miniature has something of the

without which no great result has
Expression of the work of other

by means of the hand, gives a social understanding and hence a respect for the prototype.
A
people,

situation

Our

Acropolis

in difficulty

project

gave the children's present

setting, not cut off by single
day assignments. The pupils had the "freeing attitude
of assurance" and the "feeling of personal significance" that Rugg says education must give.

interests a

comprehensive

Miss Winifred Whitmore, in charge of the group
making the study, thought that she would like to test
the power of recall after a lapse of a two-year period.
This she has done, tables and graphs of the results being included in this account, later on.
She will now
tell some of the features of her work as it progressed.
(Another account is to be found in The Educational
Screen for November, 1929.)

was

set up, in

The Experimental Class was in my room two years
They were then in 6-B, but now they are scat-

ago.

two seventh grades and the 8-B.
Before the Experimental Class entered my grade they
were guests of my preceding class and heard them
tered throughout the

explain a project-lesson on Egypt.

which each pupil could do a

The

Nile River,

the pyramids, sandy desert, obelisks, caravans, temples,

and

statues,

on the big sand table along with talks

given by the older children, produced an atmosphere

which the new

aspect.

of the Acropolis with the temples and statues

thereon.

Here was furfrom the carving of the
Parthenon to the forming of simple trees, and ample
opportunities for the study of form and proportion
from pictures or by reading. Thus, opportunities
were available for individual effort, work in subgroups from two to four, and in the group as a whole.
The child's effort, however, had to fit into the whole
when assembled, and be approved by the group, as
individual work in life must fit into a social scheme.
for the treatment of the individual.

nished hand-work

sound individual requires an integration of

"What

it,

has been

a vital factor in

is

the intellectual, emotional and active

puts

is

from an

It

flexible technique

is

modern

reasons, in

dynamic power,
whole-hearted experience, and creative

education,

expression.

final

must provide a

When

class

seemed eager

they opened their

day, they asked

me what

new

to enter.

history books the

first

they were going to make.

I

had -decided upon the subject I wished to use for the
next project but only told them that I would see first
how they got along and would like their help in making the decision.

kept reminding

As we progressed

me

the studv of Greece.

of

my

promise.

in

our study they

Then we began
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Selection of the Project

we

First

textbook.

we

ing

is

was presented in our
Along with our map study and map drawstudied Greece as

how

discussed

it

the geography of the land af-

fects her people.
We studied the difference between
Athens and Sparta and used lantern slides to show
the beauty of Greek art. The children again asked to
work out a project and we finally decided to erect a

small Acropolis.

made

and for assigning work to
each child. I asked for volunteers and as nearly as
possible gave each child the part he wished to do. Several wanted to work on the Parthenon so a class vote
was taken to select two. Children of this age are unselfish in their recognition of another's ability and they
seem to take group pride in any achievement of a classmate. The two boys who had done the most outstanding work in art were chosen.
lesson

was used

for this

The Acropolis was

who were

built first so that the children

carving temples from soap would have some

Since that time he has not been particularly

the largest and

relief

John

for his nervous energy in this type of work.
likes basket-ball

He

is

carved the other temples

had a hand

in patting

and he could do

hill

this

without

much

Analysis of Individual Pupils
at the

bottom of the

list

ac-

Q., but George was second highest
I should like
in the test and John was third highest.

cording to their
to take each as
:

them

Here are
all

his

together as

erratic in

does not strive to accomplish his best."

A

few weeks ago marked the end of the two years
which has passed since this class began the study of
Greece.

It

was then

that the recall test

was given to
About

both the Experimental and Control Groups.

two weeks after

that test the following questions

were

presented to both classes along with questions relating to other major subjects
I.

a.

What work

your History did you

in all

like best?
b.

Why?
you could choose just one subject
study, what would it be?

II. a. If

b.

to

Why?
What

did you like best in any History

you have had?
was not presented to
them until the other questions were finished as we were afraid of influencing
them in their answers.)
project that

(This

last question

These questions were made out in an effort to diswhy or how the group activity had evidently
helped some and at the same time had seemed to hinder others. Why did John, low in intelligence and
an incompetent pupil, come up in his test; and why
did Henry, with a high I. Q. and with one of the
most responsible tasks in the project, go below the
cover

John and George were

John

shall write

careless

mache. One big boy, over-age and sub-normal, was
given an extra amount of this to do as he was incapAll he had to do with
able of doing anything else.
the papier-mache was to make it stick to the boxes we
used for the

I

— high-strung — very nervous —
—poor study habits
—attention wanders—wastes time— untidy—
work
very talkative —questions authority—

out the papier-

assistance.

at it."

"Can't concentrate

own

furnished their

and does well

departmental grade.

easily discouraged, not persistent

III.

child

in a

they were given to me.

I had no idea how much it
would weigh but gave the dimensions we needed and it
was especially moulded at the factory. The children

Each

now

was carved from

soap.

difficult

manage though he has an uncontrolled temper. He
likes to work with his hands and seems to find some

a ten-pound bar of soap.

who

Boys he was a behavior problem.

for

to

idea as to the size and the proportion of their models.

The Parthenon was

Before attending the Glen-

not equipped to do so.

wood School

teachers' opinions.

wrote on the board the things that were to be
One entire
as the children thought of them.

I

—

:

:

8-B

I.

an individual case.
I.

Q. 86

I.

(Possible Score 33)

The following

by Mabel A.
Schwarz, the Principal of the building he is now in
"John is an extremely nervous type. At one time
he suffered from chorea. He does not recite fluently,
but jerkily, stuttering, repeating, and often stopping
is

a

report

altogether and answering,
real trouble

seems to be a

and muscular

control.

ticular effort to

'I

written

don't know,'

difficulty in

The

overcome

when

the

speech mechanics

school has

Here

average?

Score 23 on Recall Test

made no par-

this physical difficulty as

it

is

a part of John's test:

a.

"the greeks

b.

"because

and

it

told about the art the science

athletic of the greeks

and

their

ways

about building
III. a. "the

Parthenon of Greece because

it

shows

the art of Greece
c.

"and

their science

and

it

showed how we

can make things out of soap"

John was not assigned anything difficult in the lesson on Greece because of his seeming lack of muscular

:

—

:

September, 19)1

He

control.
I

let hini
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volunteered to do some soap carving and

try

but

it,

I

He was new

his model.

we were unable

believe

in the class

allowed him to work

tive so I

first

and very

helped with reference work.

more
have

Perhaps

sensiII.

He

to take part in several activities than

would choose History, it don't mean
you just love to read your History
but you can travel and find History all
over the world see strange things mines
caves building water air trees all them
things show some history.
that

finally

it

would

he had completed one creditably by himself.

if

It broadened his scope and probably gave him an advantage over the others.
He enjoyed his work and

did not have to be urged to do

George: 7-B

HI.

"I like best the acropolos because the time

a.

we took with it and made a success out of
we had to soke paper and put clue on it
and I know it was good because they took

it.

it

Q. 87 Score 26 on Recall Test

I.

(Possible Score 33)
This boy should be in the same class with John but
he has been retained several times.

a moving pictur of

have done that

Principal's report:

did with George.

his interest in the

commonly used

athletics very

"He

work but he

likes

much.
in-

clined to carry off with an air of bravado his school

His ambition

failures.

is

to

draw or make things

(He

to be a jockey."

me that in 6-B also).
"He likes any type of work

told

drawings for
and at present writing, as he
working for the Palmer award."
;

for geography, art work,
is

Teachers' opinions

"Not

interested in school

boisterous

work

—

careless,

—

untidy,

poor study habits, doesn't make an immediate attack on work, attention wanders very poor
student because of indifference and laziness
poor
foundation as a result of last two characteristics
childish

—

for age

He

him.

required more than the incentives

—responsive

to

The

to appeal to children.

who

of

spirit

above the average, but George felt that he was unable to compete
with the better pupils. He sometimes worked for the
approval of the group and enjoyed the admiration of
the class

him a chance
hygiene, maps

that gives

and they wouldn't

kept his attention, but other things just didn't in-

terest

competition appeals to the child

an active boy, happy, light-hearted and

is

ity

it

was not good."

if it

have never worked harder with a pupil than I
Anything that required some activ-

I

"George has always been a slow pupil, not succeeding well at school. He seems indifferent rather than
incapable of getting the work. It is difficult to arouse
regular school

in class.

"I

a.

helped him

it

Because of the new ways of

working

with one pupil and

then with another until he became adjusted.

"Why ?

b.

to use

He

when

his

is

maps and drawings were displayed.
work along this line. Boys

frequently did extra

We

of his type are not really lazy.

simply did not

reach them.

The two boys who were at the top of the scale according to their Intelligence Test are of equal interest.
Next month

who

boys

I

shall continue

make

helped to

with an account of the

the Parthenon.

(To be continued in October)

— —
encouragement — neg-

The Application

of the

Motion Picture

ligent in preparation of lesson."

George

to the Rising Cost of Education

an extremely lovable boy.
He is natand works hard at what he likes. Bestarted on the Acropolis he drew an excellent
is

urally active

fore

we

map

of Greece.

The following morning

after

we had

discussed the possibilities in soap modeling he came
to school with a beautifully carved model of "The
Discus Thrower."
were all delighted. He had

We

carved

it

out of dark laundry soap and

w^ould look better
it

again but broke

if
it

it

were white.

on the way to

we thought it
The boy carved

.school.

He

carved

the third time before he succeeded in bringing
us in the form he thought we should all approve.
it

George's answers to the
I.

a.

"I liked

last test

this

is

the basis on which schools

to

all

the

must operate

duce costs, or even to hold these costs

To

face of such increased demands.

dence of this
of

pictures

Work

let

me

say that

level,

to rein the

give concrete evi-

have known one

1

made by Dr. Atwood,

of Rivers", to take the place

of

reel

"The

entitled

succesfuUy

of

The

of

four chapters in a Physical Geography.
pictures required fifteen minutes

it

given

making the acropolos and

buildings.

(Concluded from page 194)

reel

the class time

the four chapters of the book required ten days to

discuss and digest.

Draw your own

more

same

results in the

less time.

conclusions.

time, or the

What manufacturer

same

It's

results in

facing even a wartime

pressure for increased output would ask for more?

:
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NEWS AND NOTES
CONDUCTED
THE
STAFF

BY

Nation-wide Test of Educational Talking Pictures

tests therefore

In response to an invitation of the President to the
governors of the Various states, a teacher, a boy and

are exactly twice as effective as silent ones in educational work.

a girl of eighth grade rank were selected from every
state in the

Union

to participate in a nation-wide test

of the value of sound motion pictures in school instruction, held in Washington from July 6 to 10. The

seems to indicate that sound pictures

But even more

startling figures are recorded

only the increase in knowledge

ranged from 42

is

cent in the test

jier

Monarch Butterflies. The
was 115 per cent. In

per cent in the test on

were conducted by a committee of educational
experts appointed by the United States Commissioner
of Education in cooperation with George Washington

average gain on

University.

boys and

At the solicitation of educators all over the country,
Mr. Harley L. Clarke, President of Fox Film Cor-

these subjects as they did before.

tests

if

onstrated that they would be of as

it

could be dem-

much

education as their advocates claimed and

shown

that

benefit to

if it

could be

they would be welcomed by Boards of

The Visual Education demonstration held
in Washington was to determine the answers to these
two questions. Educational films have long been a
hobby with Mr. Clarke, who founded the Society for
Education.

Visual Education in 1920 and maintained
with his personal fortune.

The

it

for years

day the boys and girls were given examwhat they had already learned in certain subjects.
The next three days the pupils were
shown educational talking pictures on these same subjects and examined to determine how much they had
added to their knowledge.

The

first

subjects

covered

were

Monarch

Volcanoes,

Butterflies.

Glaciers,

These

pic-

made by Dr. W. W. Atwood, President
of Clark University, Dr. Clyde Fisher of the American Museum of Natural History, and the Fox Film
tures were

Corporation.

The

announced

by the
United States Commissioner of Education, have far
surpassed all expectations. The report shows that the
results of this effort,

as

two hours and four minutes, the

for a total period of

knew more than twice

girls

In summarizing

its

"This pure gain

report, the

in

girls, from the District of Columbia and 47
answered correctly, on an average, 19 more
questions out of 50 on each test after seeing the sound
educational pictures, than they, did before.
This is
an average gain of 38 per cent. The only other test
comparable to this, but using silent film, was conducted
by Dr. David C. Knowlton in 1928 and showed an
average gain of 19 per cent. A comparison of the two

as

much about

committee

information

is,

states

of course, in

addition to any of the other values usually ascribed
to visual aids, such as increased interest in the subject, better

ships,

understanding of time and place relation-

development of

ability to visualize details,

and

so on."

In order to compare the increase in knowledge of
children of diflferent degrees of intelligence, the

Terman Group Test

mittee gave the
ity to the

boys and

girls.

that the greatest gain

inations to see

Rivers, Toads and

five tests

all

other words, after seeing five pictures on five subjects

poration, has agreed to produce educational talking
pictures for the school curricula

when

These
on Glaciers to 607

considered.

age intelligence

;

com-

of Mental Abil-

This classification showed

was made by

the girls of aver-

while the boys of the most intelligent

group were a close second.
Copies of the report giving a detailed report of tho

may be

demonstration
poration, 850

obtained from

Tenth Avenue,

Fox Film Cor-

New York

City.

At the conclusion of the tests, the National Visual
and Sound Educational Group was formed to further
the work.
This new organization, embracing the
educators and teachers who accompanied the children
Washington, adopted resolutions endorsing the
demonstrations and urging that similar film be prepared as rapidly as possible for school use.

to

American Red Cross Produces Film

The American Red Cross has prepared a one reel
entitled The Symbol of Mercy, which

motion picture

boys and

will

States,

during the

be released theatrically throughout the country
fall as

a part of the nation-wide observa-

tion of the fiftieth anniversary of that historic orga-

nization.

In a general
the

Red

way

the film deals with the history of

Cross, showing

horrors of war.

The

how

it

was born out of the

battle scenes, depicting

ican troops in action during the

World War,

Amer-

are from

September, 19}

Page 199

I

the archives of the

War

Department and have been
official
government

seen before only by persons in

Ready October

capacities.

The
In

picture

fact, the

which the

is

by no means devoted

war sequences are
audience is shown

brief, if exciting, after

still

in

government

"1000 and One Films"
listing several thousand films for education and entertainment, with full information on number of reels,
summary of contents and sources distributing the film.

There follow

hospitals.

several sequences of the greatest interest, including
historic pictures of the

San Francisco

fire in

mm. and

Lists available 35
films.

1906.

excellent scenes of the
tion for life-savers

aster relief

;

in

water sports there are some

Red Cross methods

also

many

by the Red Cross

silent

and sound

of films published.
of motion pictures in school,

church and community work.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!

of instruc-

PRICE

exciting scenes of disin

mm.

16

The only complete directory

Indispensable to users

For those interested

Edition of

the aftermath, in the

shape of the care given to the disabled soldiers, some
of them

First

The eagerly-awaited Eighth

entirely to war.

75c (To Subscribers 25c)

peace times, in such

great calamities as the Mississippi floods, the Florida

hurricanes and the more recent drought.
All in

all,

The Symbol of Mercy

otic film, but a film of

is not only a patrigenuine educational and enter-

tainment value, carrying no appeal for funds. There
is a voice throughout the picture, with a background
of music, rising at times to a dramatic intensity.
Courses in Visual Aids Urged at Meeting

At the Los Angeles meeting of the Department of
Visual Instruction of the National Education Association, considerable attention

of training teachers

now

was given

training, in the use of visual

As

to the necessity

in service, also teachers in

and other sensory

of equipment are invited to display their newly developed products at the convention and are urged to

communicate with regard to this with the EditorManager, at the General Office of the Society, 33 West
42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
The convention is scheduled to open with the elecEveryone
tion of new officers for the coming year.
is invited to attend regardless of whether or not he
is

struction of the National Education Association earn-

recommends

estly

that a course in visual

sensory aids in teaching be required of
preparing for the profession of teaching

and other
all

persons

and

that

Teacher Training Institutions in every state be requested to organize and offer such courses beginning

of the Society.

and

Information concerning
hotel rates may be ob-

Motion Picture Teaches Beach Safety

"Beach Safety Don'ts"

a result of these discussions, the following reso-

was unanimously passed in the Department
meeting on June 30th.
"Resolved:
That the Department of Visual In-

member

tained by writing the Society's Headquarters.

aids.

lution

a

railroad schedules, fares,

creditable

16

mm.

is

the

title

of a particularly

safety film which has just been

produced by the Los Angeles Playground and Recreation Department. The picture has for its purpose the
promotion of complete safety at the Los Angeles
Municipal beaches, and was taken by members of the
department with a Bell & Howell Filmo movie camera which was recently purchased together with a
projector for showing this and other 16 mm. pictures
on subjects having to do with the department's activities.

with the scholastic year of 1931-1932."

"Beach Safety Don'ts" consists of three

New

Ofiacers to be Elected at S.

M.

P. E. Convention

four hundred feet of film each.

Following the success of the convention held by the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers in Hollywood
last May, the Society is planning to make the approaching convention at Swampscott, Mass., October
5th to 8th, just as interesting and extensive as the
previous one.
The Papers Committee is working
hard on an attractive program of papers and thirtyfive

or forty technical papers are expected

presented, in addition to various interesting

An

meeting

last spring, will

exhibit at the

be held.

of

first

one of the local stores which carried a display ad-

vertisement in the Los Angeles papers announcing

was

that the picture

to be seen free of charge in its

exposition hall.
It is the intention

tion
it

Department

to

of the Playground and Recrea-

show

this

and other

films,

which

plans to produce, in the thirty playgrounds main-

be

tained by the department in various parts of the city.

These playgrounds have community houses in connection with them, and pictures will be shown in these

to

exhibition of newly developed motion picture
similar to the

reels

was shown

demon-

strations.

apparatus,

in

It

Hollywood

All manufacturers

houses.

Plans are being made to show
(Continued on page 214)

"Beach

Safety
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION
Vanity Fair (July) "Tales from the Hollywoods",
by John V. A. Weaver, by the subtitle statement is
"a few stories of a slightly acid character done on the

As may be

spot in the capital of the cinema."

ex-

pected they strike at the familiar evils of this good
and evil fairyland. It may be harmless enough for
publicity writers to furnish food for the gaping and
moronic fan public, it may be amusing and disgusting
at a stroke to collect your own Xmas gifts to insure
excellent ones

maligned.

;

supervisors

It

may

or

general, serves to re-emphasize

those sad facts of

all

which we are so cognizant and yet before which we
seem so helpless.

Vanity Fair (August) "Mother Hollywood", by
Mr. John Weaver tells us in verse, a lullabye, the
facts that he discussed in his article of the previous

month.

Certainly the child, Hollywood

bound, has

little

born

and

chance to become a decent human

being.

not be fairly

comments on
world are most distressing.

But, the author's

dren of the film
and

may

LANPHIER

F.

Vogue (June) "Hollywood Goes

the chil-

goes without saying that children delight to show off
if they were encouraged in exhibitionism, they take

that

tion

Refined", by Cecil

somewhat cryptic comment on the evoluof certain Hollywood personalities from "some-

Beaton,

is

a

thing to something else" as one might say in gentle

their best
advantage of every possible opportunity to put
When first I came into
feet forward in the worst way.
contact with the little beasts of the miming industry, I found
myself becoming constantly horrified and in some cases
definitely sickened. They strutted, they bragged, they talked
shop incessantly, they knew what their pictures grossed in

and ambiguous phrase. The importation of such persons as Herr J. von Sternberg, Madamoiselle Chanel,
Lady Maureen Stanly, and Mr. Frederick Lonsdale
"to raise Mr. Ronald Coleman's dialogtie to a better

were complacent, smug and hyper-profesThey were
sional, they were snappy dressers on and off.
small in stature, and yet they were not, by any definition,
children. Their quality was that of middle-aged midgets.
As I came to know them better, the nausea they evoked
became mixed with a deep and sincere pity. I began to
sizzle with fury at the true culprits, the parents who, with
one eye on the aggrandizement of their bank accounts and
the other on the maximum of their own self-esteem, robbed

ter refinement in the film colony.

Syracuse,

they

their babies of the birthright of childhood

— the

right to think

and romp, to be naive, ingenuous and
childish <he
and sensitive and

like a child, to play

naughty,
parents

ignorant

who

.

trained,

cajoled,

.

—

.

or frightened their offspring

becoming relentless cute miniature hams.

into

The few exceptions
in

to

this

my memory.

sad rule have always stood

And

the

most noteworthy

me back to a day, five years ago, when I played golf
a foursome containing a pleasant-faced lad of eleven.
He comported himself with poise, yet he had no tinge of
complacency; he was lively and enthusiastic without loudness or silliness; he was respectful, but in no way subservient; self-reliant, but in no possible sense a smart-aleck;
In brief, he was a
inischievous, but in no way annoying.
normal, attractive boy.
Since then, with increased admiration and pleasure I have
watched that boy, Jackie Coogan, pass with honors through
the difficult interval between retirement as a baby star, and

takes
in

his

triumphant return

to the screen in

Tom Sawyer.

Mr. Weaver discusses the Supervisor,
does not permit further quotation.

The

but

space

article,

in

Also, such swift

Witness Miss Joan Crawford, Miss White, Miss Shearer, and this bold author
even goes so far as to include Greta Garbo in this
list
Clara Bow and Cecil deMille are cited respectively as the greatly "smoothed out" and the capable
changes

in

personality!

!

"Smoother". All that the
one wonders whether these
the film world.
After all,
of the film business remain

author says

is

true,

but

evolutions are peculiar to
the withering vulgarities
pretty

much

as they were

Whatever individuals may be imported
do specific things, however individuals grow with

years ago.
to

These are the future adults of this filin world.
IVhat can we expect of them or the art in which
they will have a large share.
out gratefully

level" point significantly to the serious attempt to fos-

their

own boundless

opportunities, the spirit of Hol-

and underlying principles of
Hollywood procedure are quite as always. They func-

lywood,

the

essential

tion in bigger sums, in larger productions, in tremen-

dous and amazing technical perfection, yet the film
industry is still an industry and not an art.
Journal of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers (July) "The Latin American Audience Viewpoint on American Films", by C. J. North and N. D.
is a paper presented at the Spring meeting
Properly titled in CasHollywood, California.
tilian language or the
Spanish peculiar to LatinAmerica, as the case may be, the American films are

Golden,

in

more popular with the Spanish than their own native
The writer feels, however, that native

production.

production should be encouraged.
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Medical Times and Long Island Medical Journal
(August) "Improving Public Health with Moving
Pictures," by Dr. J. F. Montague, is a comprehensive
simimary of the use and value of films in imparting
health information to the public.

The

article includes

Interesting articles on
and industrial films appear in the June issue,
and, while they do not bear directly upon the school

tainment for school children.
scientific

an even larger
manner, the value of the film educationally.
interest, they serve to substantiate, in

a helpful classification of health films compiled by the

Survey (June) "Mr. Chaplin Abroad" is a not too
commentary on the comedian's European

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, and the va-

ways

riety of

in

which they are made available

to the

public.

pleasant

Perhaps time

visit.

The author

stresses the importance of

story to carry the message of the film

overloading with a moral

and warns against

—a common

The need

tional productions.

an interesting

fault in educa-

for accuracy

is

also a

much

will furnish a fairer perspective

happened to Mr. Chaplin abroad,
yet one feels that where there is so much smoke there
must be some blame, and Mr. Chaplin has made no
of

official

that has

defense of his behavior as yet.

point too often overlooked. Small inaccuracies detract

from the value of the story, thus weakening the ends
aimed at. Next in importance is photographic quality.

Visual Aids," by Laurence

A

four steps which

thick,

cloudy picture, poorly lighted or taken from

wrong viewpoint cannot but be repellant.
The writer is of the opinion that although there has

the

been an improvement

in quality, "too great

siasm, combined with too
in the

production of

small help but often

little

much
is

money,

an enthuresulting

is still

material that

is

not only of

hurtful in creating in the public

mind the impression that the health movies are boresome and to be avoided. One or two programs of
indifferent value may serve to keep the spectator from

School Executives Magazine (May) "Introducing

visual

program

may

R.

in schools.

Campbell,

outlines

inaugurating a
First, there should be

be taken

in

a study of the literature on the subject and of the

practice in typical school systems.

Then, the ad-

ministrator

own

local

least

can undertake a survey of his
system, which should be followed by at

a 3-ear of experimentation.

Finally, the results of

these three periods of discovery, exploration, and

experimentation should enable those in authority
to prepare a constructive program to be developed.

the later showing of a really meritorious picture."

Hygeia (June) "Making Medical Movies," by R.

Fawn
in

Mitchell, treats of the use of motion pictures
another aspect of the medical field, namely, the

professional.

For

instance, surgeons are

making wide

use of films, which enable them to see operative procedures as often as they wish and to analyze every

Medical

students and nurses are
by means of movies. Dentists have also been quick to appreciate the value of
motion pictures and are using them extensively.
detail at leisure.

trained

more

OVER 100,000
SEEMANN SLIDES
.

.

effectively

In all

subjects of Science, Art, Religion,

Literature, Music, Technic, etc.,

Review of Educational Cinematography (May) The May issue of this periodical is,
International

again, in

its

entirety, of rich value

to

our

"The Cinema House as a Centre of International Political Education", "Cinema Technique
and School
Films", a discussion of language teaching
talkies

tion in

and the
"Grammar", and "EducaReality through Sound Movies" are splendid

under the

title

are offered to

readers.

Schools, Libraries/ Churches/
Universities

and Collectors

of

expositions of their respective subjects, packed with

Send for free

List

and information.

suggestion for the proper use of films in the school

room.

The continuation of those
(June)
which have been currently reported in
furnish

further material

film
this

studies

magazine

for the serious student of

the educational film and the fiction film used as enter-

INTERNATIONAL ARTPRINTS
64 East Lake

Street, Chicago,

III.

—
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The Film

Estim-ates, in

whole or

in part,

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Intellisent

Adults

Affairs of Annabelle, The (Jeannette MacDonald) (Fox) The Kummer stage-play made thinner, more
complex and more trivia! in screen

Hardly

may

For
Youth
(15 to 20)

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educatinal Screen)

For
Children
(under 15)

Better not

No

Fairly

Beyond
them

Roland Young's skillful
drunken scenes are perhaps its only
recommendation, but decidedly not
enough to save it from mediocrity.
version.

(

Always Goodbye
Fox
Light but
)

(Elissa

Landi)

Passable

good

detective

lively

(Phillips

Strong:

Better not

Probably
good

Probably
good

Passable

Better not

No

Dull

Dull

No

Ex-Bad Boy (Robert Armstrong)
(Universal)
Quite unintelligent
about a heroine who insisted
that her future husband must have
a "past," so they try to furnish
Armone for the decent hero.
strong miscast, but that is the least
of the trouble with this film.

Stupid

Mediocre

No

Fifty Fathoms Deep (Jack Holt)
Another film on the
(Columbia
Holt-formula^ ^here he is an exdiver,
and
has
tremely
heroic
brought up his boy pal in same
line.
Boy marries a cheap street
girl
she is brazenly unfaithful
Banal
and her death solves all.
dialog, crude story, cheap charac-

Mediocre

No

No

Good

By no
means

No

Feeble

Harmless

No

Stupid

Perhaps

Trash

Pernicious

(

Common

cient

Worthless

Bad Girl (Sally Eilers) (Fox) An
picture, notably acted by
Sally Eilers and James Dunne, with
fine humor and intense human in-

Very good

—

(

Constance

concoction

By no
means

No

it

manner, and

his voice

makes

This should be the last

worse.

of the

of

Fu

series.

stuff

unusual

Mature
but good

Beyond
them

opens with some cheap

sophisticated dialog but becomes a
realistic
story of young married
love that is gripping and convinceffect is

The

previous Fu
Manchu stuff, mediocre acting exSessue
cept for Warner Oland.
Hayakawa acts exactly in his an-

Arizona (Laura LaPlante) (Columbia)
The old sexy stage play
jcreened^ -highly improbable and unwholesome throughout, with considerable mediocre acting to make
the hash even worse.

total

Law,

Daughter of the Dragon (Warner
uninDull,
Oland) (Paramount)

—

The

For
Children
(under 15)

Light

Children of Dreams
Margaret
Schilling) (Warner) Sort of musiabout
"fruit
romance
cal comedy
pickers" who follow harvest seasons
Both
voices
around the country.
and music good. One needless but
not offensive scene, where boys
watch girls undressing in lighted
tent,
but otherw^ise wholesomely
amusing in a light way.

spired

unless too depressing.

ing.

(15 to 20)

No

—

It

For
Youth

Adults

Bennett)

Strong picturization of Dreiser's well-known
novel finely adapted, directed and
Stark, grim tragedy of misacted.
placed love and trust interesting

terest.

Intelligent

which

—

An

Films (Actors) (Producers)

(RKO) The old stage-play,
startled
and shocked the
public of twenty years ago is relatively tame sex-stuff for the presThis version
ent blase generation.
well enough acted but hardly
is
worth screening for a third time.

rather deftly played by Lewis
Stone as the English gentleman
befriending the heroine in distress.
She was tricked into helping the
villain steal the diamond
but marries the leading character instead.
stuff,

American Tragedy^
Holmes) (Paramount)

For
Titles of

I

thoroughly

wholesome.

—

—

Black Camel, The(Warner Oland)
(Fox) A mystery-detective story of
Thoroughly
above average merit.
baffling, and with excellent work of
detective
addOland as the Chinese
ing enormously to story and char-

Good

of

kind

Good of

Good

kind

unless too
exciting

Free Soul,

acter interest.

Broadminded (Joe E. Brown)
(Warner) Another stupid attempt
to make the Joe Brown brand of
humor last through a full length
and
feature.
Thoroughly
cheap
vacjous farce suitable for
laugh easily enough.

all

A

(Norma Shearer and

Very
Lionel Barrymore) (M-G-Mf
adult melodrama of sex, booze and
jrangsterism.
Story weak, but cast
extraordinary
so much so, that
Norma Shearer's acting rather suffers by the contrast.

—

Stupid

Hardly

Hardly

Girl Habit, The (Charles Ruggles)
(Paramount) Nonsense farce about

who

Caught (Louise Dresser) (Paramount) A western with Richard
Arlen as the star, and nothing to
recommend it but the splendid

ters.

bachelor who decides
His
to calm down to get married.
troubles in so doing are made fairly
amusing by Charles Ruggles, in his
first starring role, but the flimsy
story is not enough for feature

a

Hardly

Hardly

No

flirtatious

length.

character acting by Louise Dresser
the notorious
as Calamity Jane
woman - cattle - rustler of pioneer

—

Gold Dust Gertie (Winnie Lightner) (Warner) Very weak effort at
slapstick farce loud wisecracking,

—

days.

cheap humor, crude situations, and

Chances (Douglas Fairbanks

Jr.)

(First Nat*l) War story of two
well-bred English brothers, devoted
to each other, until struggles over
the same girl almost disrupt the
relation.
But one brother dies and
the "right one" lives, which gives
the surprising solution.

Fair

Passable

Hardly

more or

less

vulgarity

throughout.

Goldie (Jean Harlow) (Fox)

Tw>

spend all their efforts chasA
ing women all over the world.
very cheap, vulgarized version of
the Quirt-FIagg idea, worse than
worthless.
sailors

By no
means

—

THE FILM ESTIMATES
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For
Titleg of Films (Actors) (Prodacers)

Great Lover, The (Adolph Men(M-G-M) Suave, sophisticated

jou)

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(IS to 20)

Fairly

Better not

For
Children
(under IS)

No

good

of the well known Dietplay, with notably good
Typical Menjou story he is
the philandering opera star, who
at last meets the "one woman"
(finely played by Irene Dunne) but
he sacrifices his personal desires to
hand her over to the man she
richstein

For
Youth

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Man

The Robert
(M-G-M)
Risque

Possession,

in

Montgomery)

(

Intelligent
Adnltfl

(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

Clever

By no
means

No

Pleasant

Very good

Good

No

No

No

No

Intereet*

tng

Little
interest

Amusing

Amusing

Am using

Hardly

Doubtful

No

Worthless

Pernicious

No

Mediocre

Passable

Perhaps

farce, lively, fast-moving, and good
dialog.
Montgomery at his best as

screenint^r

—

cast.
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clever

By
English
put in charge of a
the mistress pays a

philanderer.

custom, he
house until

is

debt.
Then follows situation carefully designed for maximum sex
thriU.

really loves.

Hands (Lionel Barrymore)
Thrillingr murder - melo-

Gailty

(M-G-M)
drama,

skillfully

built

Good of

No

No

Doubtful

No

kind

Bayard

by

and finely acted by Barrymore and cast. Some improbable

Veiller

motivation,

and

but

powerful

suspense

thrilling climax.

thrills,

Good of
kind

ordinary human interest and convincing romance.
Carrillo does exceptionally fine work.

Holy Terror, A (George O'Brien)
(Fox) A passable Western, with

Woman.

The (Barbara
(Columbia)
Minister's
with oratorical power,
falls
into hands of unscrupulous
promoter rnd becomes fake revivalMiracle

Stanwyck)

daughter,

more than

with

but

(Gaynor and
Very sentimental,
comedy of the
type expected from
tbese
stars.
Charming romance of a little English
boarding-house
slavey,
and
young composer, who fall in love,

separate, but find each other again.

Hell Bound (Leo CaniUo) (Tiffany) Above average gangster melodrama, with all the usual violence

and

Mary Ann

Merely

(Farrell) (Fox)
sweet, wholesome

and big money-maker. Full of
notes and unconvincing act-

ist

Hardly

Fair

Fair

false
ing.

and

Satirizes
religion
clumsily,
will offend the church field

gravely.

usual ingredients of hero, heroine and villain, and minimum of
objectionable element.

all

Honeymoon

Lane

(Paramount)

ing)

mental,
musical

human

(

A

little

Eddie

Dowl-

Murder
Tashman)

Hardly

by the Clock
(Lilyan
(Paramount)
Labored,
full
of hokum,
secret panels.
tunnels.
cemetery
tombs and vaults with an impossibly wicked woman as the cause
artificial

Doubtful

simple, sentifilm of the

—

comedy type about a reformed gambler who took over a
country hotel and made it pay

of

all

built

largely spoiled by too much
vulgarity mixed with its humor.

—
—

thriller

Story poorly

the evil actions.

and no suspense.

but

Huckleberry Finn (Junior Durkin
and Jackie Coogan) (Paramount)
Thoroughly enjoyable picturization
of Mark Twain's famous story
done with accuracy and fidelity to

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

character.

Excellent cast, finely
One could not disapprove
picture unless one disapproves of the book.
directed.

of

the

Hash Money (Joan Bennett) (Fox)
Story of a girl that managed to
break away from a gangland environment, and stay away. Rather
well done and convincing. A gangster picture that "says'' decidedly
more than the ordinary.

"scholarly"

Perhaps

Rather
good

Too
mature

Fair

Beyond
them

with
else

checkered past, but nothing
"magnificent" about the film,

or even very convincing.
She impersonates the blind hero's sweetheart
then, sight restored, and
she marries him. Fine example of
bad taste in the mockery of the
blind man by people who would

know

(Paraa thoroughly

may

be called good
for everybody.

wholesome fun

a

tertaining.

Magnificent Lie, The (Ruth Chat-

(Mitzi Green)
title for

Nisht Norse (Barbara Stanwyck)
(Warner) Rather absurd story of
nurse who saves two starving

adapt herself to the new
of living.
Serious and en-

terton) (Paramount) Miss Chatterton excellent as cabaret entertainer

Hollyachieve.

well acted by
various
especially
by
Mitzi.
Edna May Oliver delightfully funny.
The kid "gangs" do
nothing objectionable and the film

to

Lover Come Back (Betty Bronson) (Columbia) Baby vamp heroine lures hero into marrying her.
While he travels on business, she
plays around with his boss, until
caught with him in a hotel room,
etc.
A cheap concoction, with the
usual "happy ending as cure-all
at the finish."

as
to

story,
juveniles.

—

type

Newly Rich
mount) Silly
amusing kid

Take This Woman (Gary Coop- Fair
(Paramount) A Western with
some character-content of a rich
young society girl from the East,
who marries a ranchman and struggles

production

wood could be expected

I

er)

Mystery of Life, The (Clarence Mildly
Darrow) (Univ.) Long, elaborate, interesting
and very elementary expose of animal evolution. Patched with many
old shots, but achieving good continuity nevertheless.
Very instructive for the uneducated or half
educated general public.
Darrow's
numerous speeches and appearances
add much appeal.
As near to

children,
victims
wealthy
of
a
mother and a scheming
crook doctor, with help from the
bootlegging hero. Much wise-cracking and cheap comedy. Thoroughly

drunken

Cheap

Passable

Unwholesome

Perhaps

No

unintelligent suft.

Little
interest

Pagan Lady (Evelyn Brent) (Columbia) Tough sea- front life, with
Charles Bickford perfect as the
tough hero and Evelyn Brent as the
scarlet cabaret heroine. Very strong
sex stuff.
Only reputable characters are two ministers who are
satirized and
burlesqued as "reformers."

Phantom of Paris. The (John Gil(M-G-M) Pretty poor murdermystery play, long drawn out, complex, and of uneven interest. John
Gilbert as the magician hero is not
over impressive, nor is anything

—

bert)

better.

else in the picture.

{Continued on page 205)
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Theatrical Film Reviews for September
THE PUBLIC ENEMV
(Warner Brothers)
he entirely unvarnished tale of a hoodlum's progress, from the time when, as a small boy, he stole sips
of beer, to the moment of his death in approved gang[72]

I

James Cagney, playing the gangster, Tom
Powers, strips him of everything that might create a
spark of sympathy for him. This is hard boiled stuff.

ster fashion.

and the

home
cuse

final

scene

is

not calculated to send anyone

The Warner Brothers ex-

to pleasant dreams.

it

on the grounds that

it

points a moral, and they

intimate in a final note that the

and the public

The

cast includes

hoodlum

is

a menace

have to do something about him.

will

Leslie

Fenton,

Edward Woods,

Donald Cook, Beryl Mercer, and Jean Harlow.
(See Film Estimates
[73]

A
as

in this issue)

BORN TO LOVE
war

its

(Pathe)

American nurse in London
Employing most of the tried and ap-

picture with an

heroine.

proved situations,

does fairly well until

it

its

authors,

for want of a suitable windup, allow its most satisfactory character to blow up, and become incredibly

melodramatic.

The

finish

is

about as

illogical as

any-

thing you could imagine.

Constance Bennett not
being actress enough to overbalance such a lamentable
want of sound plot structure, the thing is more or less
a failure, unless you count a very good performance

by Paul Cavanagh up to the point where the authors
failed him.
Joel McCrea, appearing somewhat inexperienced in contrast to Mr. Cavanagh. is the leading man.
{See Film Estimates for May)
[74]

THE FRONT PACE

(Caddo)

That bawdy melodrama by Charles MacArthur and
Ben Hecht, toned down ever so slightly, is good as a

—so

talkie

good

that

of the best ten, or

it

will doubtless join the

maybe even the

ranks

best five, of the

year. Pat O'Brien as Hildy Johnson, the star reporter

who

break away from the newspaper game
and Adolphe Menjou imagine! as
the iron-hearted boss who descends to any trickery to
keep him, are top-notch.
Menjou, however, appeals
tries to

to get married,

—

—

to us more because we know him, and are surprised
and delighted to see him step from his suave gentleman part into this rowdy role. Mary Brian is the
long-suffering sweetheart. Matt Moore and Edward
Everett Horton are two of the reporters, and George

Stone as the escaped convict, gives a splendid characterization.

(See Film Estimates for
[75]

May)

SEED

(Universal)

Curiously enough, the title is the same as that of
Charles Norris' exhortation on birth control.
Some
of the characters even have the same names, and the
story does deal with a woman who loves to have children, has five, and would go right on having them if
her husband didn't feel them a handicap in his struggle to

become a

This, no doubt,

Here, the resemblance ceases.
going to be another of the best ten,

novelist.
is

though not with my consent. It has been so thoroughly done before. Lois Wilson, Genevieve Tobin,

and John Boles offer beautiful performances, not to
mention the children, though one balks a little at the
casting of Raymond Hackett as the oldest son, in the
ten-years-later sequences.
(See Film Estimates for June)
[76]

SHIPMATES

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Robert Montgomery steps off into stardom in the
type of role he can do best— the flip young feller who
gets his girl by pretending to be what he is not, and
who keeps her by proving to have some of the real
stuff in him.

Neither so offensive as William Haines
nor so harmless as Harold Lloyd. The navy assists
nobly in this enterprise, adding that indispensable

touch of the red, white, and blue. Dorothy Jordan
a dainty heroine with a sense of humor
she needs

—

is
it.

Hobart Bosworth and George Irving are A credit to
and Cliff Edwards, Ernest Torrence, and
Edward Nugent contribute to the general effect.
(See Film Estimates for May)
the navy,

[77]

TARNISHED LADY

The

disillusioned

(Paramount)

young lady reared

the lap of
luxury and then unceremoniously dumped out of it
the one who accepts poverty very ungracefully indeed,
and has to marry a rich man to avoid it. Casually

considered,

in

might appear smart and sophisticated,
Bankhead and
the polished Clive Brook as its chief performers. But
actually it is a little shoddy, not worthy of the talent
we know Mr. Brook to possess, and suspect Miss
it

particularly with the fabulous Tallulah

Bankhead

of.

Elizabeth Patterson,

Osgood Perkins,

(Continued on page 208)

—
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For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Intelligent

Adults

Politics (Marie Dressier (M-G-M
Riotous slapstick comedy, full cf
lauKhs for those who laugh easily
and especially for those who think
funny.
Miss
Polly Moran
also
Dressier runs for Mayor of a small
town
The Dressier touch is felt
throughout the picture, but little
f

i

For
Youth
(15 to 20)

Perhaps

Good of

Probably

kind

amusing

Perhaps

Enter-

Good

tainingr

unless too
exciting

!

Defender,

Public

inhood"

The (Richard
with the "Rob-

as a rich
idler,
enter (incognito)
the fight to bring justice to certain
guilty higher-ups who have let the
He
innocent suffer in their stead
not only succeeds but marries the
banker's daughter.
motif.
decides to

Dix,

Intelliffent

For
Youth

Adults

For

(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

else.

DixKRKOi Comedy
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Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

No

Smiling Lieutenant, The ChevaParamount Free version of
the old
Waltz Dream, skillfully
done, with the usual verve and
sophistication of Chevalier pictures,
but not so good as previous ones
and far below what Chevalier could
do.
He is a character artist wasted
Miriam Hopkins
on gigolo roles.
does finest work in the picture.
(

lier

(

)

)

Ramon Novarro)
Son of India
(M-G-M) Improbable but charming
(

and

For
Children
(under 15)

Unusual

Probably
good

Entertaining

Thrilling

Probably
good

Interest-

Probably
good

No

ing

Very good

Excellent

Excellent

Mediocre

Doubtful

No

Depends
on taste

Pernicious

No

By no
means

No

story of English
girl
and fabulously rich Indian
prince.
Ardent but free from offense.
Played with fine conviction
and restraint by Novarro and
exotic

love

Madge Evans.
Blood

(Clark
Gable)
horse - racing
the horse
and shows beautifuUv and convincingly
affection
between
the
man and these fine animals. But
the crookedness of the racing game
is played up for thrill, which largely vitiates the value of the film aa
healthy propaganda for horse-rac-

Sporting

Public Enemy, The (James Cagney t (Warner) A strong gang picture, notable for its grim and gripping portrayal of stark gangsterism at its real worst, unglorified
and unsoftencd, its bloody triumphs
and final fall. Cagney does an exceptional piece of acting.

Good

of

No

No

kind

Charming

(M-G-M)

that

picture,

glorifies

ing.

Millions (Spencer Tracy)
(Foxt Inferior gang story, of very
uneven interest, about young truckdriver who develops a flourishing

Quick

Mediocre

No
Street

(U.A.

Nothing
racket and becomes rich.
to recommend save some good acting by Tracy.

Rebound
Una Claire) (Pathe) Good
Much smartness and clever dialog

No

)

Scene
Unusually

(

Sidney

Sylvia

fine picturization

of a stage play.
Realistic character study of the various occupants
of a single New York boardinghouse, and the interplay of motive,
impulse and action in the group.
Grim tragedy strikes the house suddenly as a logical climax.

breezy, sophisticated society
cometly.
Heroine marries on "rebound" a man who has broken with

(RKO

sweetheart,
and her
struggles to hold him begin. Finely

healthily thrilling race track story,
fast in tempo, human in appeal.

handled by Ina Claire.

A more wholesome and enjoyable

in

this

his

Sweepstakes (Eddie Q u
Ian)
Thoroughly amusing and
i

former

I

)

racing

picture

hardly

could

be

made.

Hour,
The
(Dorothy
Reckless
Mackaill
First Nat'l) More sex
stuflf
about the poor young girl
believing the rich young man the
hospital
disillusion
enter the
good young man and happiness.
Father, a lovable and understanding
old bookseller, also helps the so-

Hardly

No

(

)

—

—

Their
Mad Moment (Dorothy
Mackaill)
(Fox) Husband-hunting
on the Riviera, mother and daughter
English
find two candidates,
rich old English lord and masterful
young Basque. Usual nutcome. The
Basque also is rich. Eleanor Mercein's charming book "Basquerie"
is pitifully mis-handled in this medi-

—

lution.

Secret Call,

(Paramount)

The (Richard Arlen(
Political
melodrama,

with heroine seeking vengeance on
crooked politician who caused her

Hardly

Hardly

No

1

ocre filming.

This Modern Age
Joan Crawford) (M-G-M) Typical stuff— with
Joan as gay but virtuous daughter
of an
abandoned wanton of a
mother whom she embarrasses by a
(

With success at
hand, her determination weakens
father's

)

I

suicide.

so politician has to reform himself
instead of die.
The telephone is
a chief actor.

visit
to
her love-nest in Paris.
Glorifies jazzy youth, blase to point

brazenness and unconventional
to point of commonness.
Heavy
drinking, much talk of sex versus
marriage, etc.
of

Secrets of a Secretary (Claudette
Colbert) (Paramount) Complicated,
pretentious,
unconvincing.
Opens
with young people running wild at
night clubs, marrying on a dare

Hardly

By no
means

Three Who Loved (Betty Comp(RKO)
Cheap
hash
compounded of promiscuous love affairs, bank pilferings, and double

when drunk, etc.. Then some serious, human drama
spiced
with

8on)

murder, a gigolo, and more night
clubs.
Claudette and the English
lord

crossing

do some excellent work in the

of

friends

by

friends.

Waste of able actors like Nagel
and Ames on a story not worth

mess.

screening.

(

Smart Money (Edward Robinson)
Warner
Small-town
barber,
)

blessed with
"luck", breaks into
big city gambling circles and reachSuccumbs to a blonde
es the top.
temptress and lands in jail. Thrilling gambler film typical box-office
.'tuff.
Sympathy wholly with the
gambler and against the law.

—

Hardly

No

Too Many Cooks (Bert Wheeler) Passable
Frank Craven's old stagemade into a light wholesome
comedy that has many funny mo-

(RKO

)

play

ments.

It

satirizes

relatives
fairs of

of
a

young

with

the habit of
interfering in the afmarried couple
almost serious effects.

{Concluded on page 208)

Fairly

good
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THE CHURCH FIELD
CONDUCTED BY

R.

"A Michigan
The Film Story
in

FROM

W.

Rev. Ralph

rounded program of

has put a group of

churches on an entirely new level. Mr.
Edwin E. Sundt, National Director of Rural and Village Work of the Northern Baptist Convention, New
fifteen rural

York,

an

in

this rural

article

"A Michigan

Miracle," outlines

church situation as follows
is

churches of Michigan.
sibility

parently declining rural churches needs to see the St.

Joseph Valley rural parish. ... Here ten or more
defeated rural churches are staging a most remarkable
comeback. ... A few years ago half these churches

Not a single
were closed. Others simply held on.
church in this area, with the exception of the church
at Three Rivers, the largest population center, could
Meeting houses
aflford to have a full-time worker.
were in a dismal state. Membership was declining
in a word
it was a typical setting of what is generally
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

found

The

many country communities."

in

introduction of

resulted in an entirely different picture only a year
Fifteen churches were combined into cooperalater.

eral active lay executives.

of

by four pastors and sev-

Charles G. Morse, Director

Town and County Work,

Baptist, as follows:

writes in

The Michigan

"There are four pastors

.

.

.

.

on the

ball

.

the regulations on this point being quite as rigid as

those in the so-called Big Leagues."

Rev. Leisher is now recording the activities of his
"Larger Parish" on motion picture film in order to
preserve a dynamic story of its actual growth and
development, as well as add another modern entertainment weapon to the arsenal of his churches. He
writes "I lately purchased a Filmo 70-D Camera,
with F 1.5, F 3.5 and 4 inch telephoto lenses. I expect

some wonderful work as a

with this

result of

my

labors

outfit.

will be interested to know that we are shootmore than a mile of film on our greater parish,
composed of fifteen churches. We have five workers
on our staff, and cover three counties. In addition

"You

ing

to our

church work,

we

labor in thirty public schools

and country communities. We have twenty baseball
teams in our department of athletics.
"We are making up a picture entitled 'A Michigan
Miracle,' which will show every phase of our work.
This film, when complete, will be shown throughout
our state, and then will be sent on to our New York
Missions Society to be used throughout the
United States to show what can be done in the counIt will be shown at our Natry for the rural folk.
tional Convention at San Francisco, next year, in
July."

We

are looking forward to a detailed story from

Rev. Leisher

in the

in this

Each pastor does his share of the Sunday
preaching, which means considerable driving and
speaking three or four times oh Sunday. Each church
has its own regular hours of Sunday worship, prayer
An orchestra or band has been ormeetings, etc.
ganized in nearly every church. The combined band
of the entire parish is composed of about eighty
young people. Athletics have a prominent place in
the program of the summer and a great deal of happy
rivalry has been enjoyed between the young people
field

a condition for eligibility on any of the teams,

is

Home

modern methods and hard work

tive activities ministered to

Sunday school and other church

regular attendance at
duties

:

dawning a new era for the country
Anyone who doubts the posof reviving and successfully maintaining ap-

"There

Achievement

Work

Rural Parish

Leisher, Director of the St.

activities that

Miracle"

of a Notable

Joseph (Mich.) Valley Larger Parish of Baptist
Churches, comes word of an extremely interesting
use of the motion picture in connection with a well-

JOHNSON

H.

F.

.

teams of the various churches. Incidentally,

near future.
*

*

Church and Cinema:

And
"There

is

*

A

Statement

a Rejoinder

no more

justification for the

—an

church

industry that someone
else developed at tremendous cost and in the face
of religious opposition all along the line to be
utilized for the advancement of their ends, however worthy, than there would be in expecting the
railroads or the utilities of the country to do the
to expect the screen

—

same

thing.

"When

the motion picture was struggling to
of itself, the churches were

make something

—
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among

those

who

booted

around from

it

pillar

to post.

"Now
annex

its

that it is somebody, they are anxious to
Gillette in Film Daily.
influence."

—

The Film Daily

a publication devoted to the in-

is

terests of certain phases of the theatrical motion pic-

The above

ture industry.

is

assuredly a forthright

statement on the part of at least one individual as to

what the

theatrical

motion picture owes to the church.

Without laying claim to an undue endowment of
it would seem to us that Mr. Gillette does

perspicacity,

pictures for

not feel that the church has a justifiable reason to

—

much

expect

at least in the

way

its

aims as an institution

we might

is

fairly difficult to conceive of the

add,

it

non-theatrical

of propaganda de-

signed to further

;

^ubiti^BL

although,

church as an institution in just the precise manner in
which Mr. Gillette seems to view it, that is, as a single,
fixed,

in

homogeneous

entity.

However, millions of churchmen and churchwomen
this country and the world at large are feeling that

they have reason as individuals

who

cherish religious

colcmbFa

herence to the ideas of decency and right living, which

PICTURES CORP.

are generally accepted even in a modern, ever-chang-

729 SEVENTH AVBNUE NEW YORK CITY

ideals to ask of the theatrical screen a fairly close ad-

ing world.

The

churchman would expect

c^sA.

that theat-

latter is patently

all

fairmind-

The churchman

not essaying the role of Delilah.

the Screen Estimates published monthly in

I feel

in accordance with these norms.
with great good sense, it seems to me

which
and

They

—make

If the theatrical

that

The Edu-

cational Screen take tremendously sane ground.
These estimates are based on the ordinarily accepted
standards of good taste in morals and religious essentials.
They approve showmanship which displays itself

library of films

also

many

Fortunately,

man

or

woman

as to the adolescent boy or

earnest

men and women

So far so good. But there is a field in which
churchmen as such have every right to interest themselves
and also an obligation. This is the field of
movies for church use. Here the churchman should
give attention and careful thought to help build up a

—

field.

are be-

They

but as filling a distinct field which must be cultivated.

We

marked proThe perfection

are glad to chronicle the fact that

gress

is

being

of the 16

made along

mm. motion

these lines.

picture cameras

and projectors

has aided tremendously to this end. Clergymen and
active laymen are everywhere accomplishing fine results

with both 35

work and now
;

mm. and 16 mm. movies in church
mm. sound records and sound

that 16

reproducers are available so that talkies are practical
for church showings, the advance

girl.

this

see church movies not as a rival to theatrical movies

;

grown

movie takes the position of remov-

stowing attention and energy upon

tinction

and religion but also on those of nervous excitation.
Movies that are productive of deleterious excitement
on the part of a child may conceivably be safely
viewed by the more stable adult and there are also
moral situations which are not so subversive to the

also definitely

religion.

ing itself from the field of such instruction, churchmen
cannot be expected to remain all the day idle.

a dis-

between plays for adults, for youth, and chilnot only on principles having to do with ethics

and

will entertain

instruct in ethics

In this very vital realm of showmanship

—

tiecUer

a sine qua non to the existence

edness Samson should keep his locks.

dren

your

ubout our l6Mm. films

productions should be shorn of showmanship.

of a professional motion picture, and in

is

•

This does not mean for an instant that

the right thinking
rical

•

be

still

We

more

have not

at all

ultimate results, but

wards.

may

be expected to

gratifying.

reached even a beginning of the

we

are going ahead and not back-

This department,

augurated to give

all

it

may

be added, was in-

possible assistance in this field.
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For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Transatlantic (Edmund Lowe)
Skilled direction and cam(Fox)
era-work give fine impression of
whirl and variety of life on an
ocean liner during a single trip.
Lowe excellent as arch-crook who
fundabut
is
outwits the rest,
mentally human and sympathetic
sophistiThoroughly
underneath.
cated but not offensive for sex is
a very minor element in the plot

For

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

Children
(under 15)

Doubtful

Possibly

ing

Woman Between, The (Lily DaRKO Hollywood's idea of
mita
an interesting "triangle." Son of an
(

)

their

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

No

Cheap

1

For
Children
(under 15)

No

)

American millionaire

falls

love

in

father's second wife, a
young Parisian manikin. The loving pair learn each other's identity
only when they arrive in father's
Poorly acted
presence at home.
and overacted.
his

Woman of Experience (Helen
is
Heroine
Twelvetrees
RKO
Viennese woman of the streets who
Perhaps

first

is

No

By no
means

No

Worthless

)

(

)

drummers away from

rejected for

war

service be-

cause of her past, but then taken
on as war-spy for a vamping job.
Falls in love with trustful young

wives.

—

serious complications over
her past finally overcome etc., etc.
Mediocre acting and direction.
officer

Proper moral
whoopee.
ending when the fun is over. Good
acting by Evelyn Brent and one or
Glorifiep

two

Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

with

interest.

Traveling Husbands (Evelyn
Brent) (RKO) Thoroughly unwholesome picture of the gay life of

Intelligent

For

Intelligent

Interest-

The Educational Screen

others.

—

Love Once (Eleanor
(Paramount) Feeble
"Daddy's Gone a-Hunting" so ably played on stage by
Marjorie Rambeau. Artist husband
of good wife is lured away by rich

Women

Mediocre

No

No

Amusing

Amusing

Amusing

Boardman)

Viking, The (Capt. Bob Bartlett)
Striking scenes
Frissell
sealers in Arctic seas, convincAmateuring, realistic, authentic.
(

Varick

Fair

Informa-

Fairly

tive

good

)

of

making

woman

to

Paris.

this film is loudly exploited

boost attendance.

to

of

develop his "talent" in
Tflent isn't there, "love"
cools, and hubby returns for the
moral ending.

melodramatic plot is dragged
The tragedy that occurred in

ish,
in.

version

Young

Bridge
(Mae Clarke)
Strong, convincing picture
(Univ.
of tragic love affair between young
English scion of quality home from

Waterloo
)

the
of

Interest-

Good

ing

unless too

Beyond
them

mature

gay sons.

fine

girl
quality forced to
walker in London

himself with

the

practically

steals

Mack Brown, Paul

Rambeau, Jean Harlow, and

cast

are Jean

Harlow, John Miljan, and Ned

Sparks.

and Alexander Kirkland are wasted on small parts.
(Sec Film Estimates for May)
( Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer)
[78] THE SECRET SIX
So named from the secret tribunal of six prominent citizens who unite to stamp out the gangster and
the racketeer. Inasmuch as the six do not appear in the
story until the last five minutes or so, you may disregard the title and concentrate on Wallace Beery who
is strictly up to form as Scorpio, the gangster, and

jorie

d'Orsay to guide

Fifi

hand.

Film Reviews

who

works

path. Soon
the sons are duly worried, and
father has the situation well in

(Concluded from payc 204)

Stone,

and

him along the primrose

Finely acted
by leading characters, and two
minor roles notably played by Enid
Bennett and Frederick Kerr.

Lewis

lives

—

become a street
under war conditions.

Clark Gable, John

He

alone, they play in much company
until father decides to step out

war and young American
equally

as You Feel (Will Rogers)
Rollicking fun and characteristic humor from Will Rogers as
a lonely widower with two very

(Fox)

the

picture.

QUICK MILLIONS
Have patience It's the gangster
!

that

it is

interesting for a

again.

Aside from

modern and dynamic method

of direction, one that keeps you alert and gives you

the unaccustomed mental exercise of filling in details

After your
Spencer Tracy,

for yourself.
like

it.

first

of

shock and surprise, you
never

whom you may

have heard up to now, plays the lead, with Sally
Eilers, Marguerite Churchill, John Wray, and others
in support.

Hurst, Mar-

half a dozen others

(Fox)

[80]

(Sec L'ilm Estimates
[81]

in

this issue)

BEYOND VICTORY

(Pathe)

and since Robert Armstrong plays

So far as I could understand it, this seems to be
propaganda against war, centering as it does around
the romance of an American and a German girl during the world war. But it also includes the life stories
of Lew Cody, Russell Gleason and James Gleason,
with Marion Shilling, Zasu Pitts, and Mary Carr as
sidelights
and the battle scenes, very noisy and in-

the part of his manager, who should garner all the
The more
laurels for acting but Mr. Armstrong!

terminably dragged out, are interrupted every time
somebody is hit, so that he can gasp out his sad tale

add greatly

to the interest.

A

good

picture, unless, of

course, you're tired of crime, in which case, avoid

as you

would the

it

plague.-

(See Film Estimates for June)

[79]

IRON

MAN

(Universal)

Since Lewis Ayres

champion

fighter,

especially as his

the story.
less

As

is

is

obviously miscast as a world's

the only likeable character in the

for the

than the usual tale

nothing more nor
of success and its pitfallls. In
latter,

it

is

;

Lissi Arna and Bill Boyd are
Nothing very convincing about this.

with his dying breath.
the lovers.

(See Film Estimates for June)
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F. Dean

McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-H iidson,

colleges

Visual Aids in Teaching K-

their

sense visual education

a technical

INapplied

that term

is

to a large variety of teaching materials

hundreds of courses of study

literally

list

N. Y.

voluminous catalogues.

in

of the critics of

point with alarm to this tremend-

modern education
ous increase

Many

number of

in the

subjects taught in our

such as moving pictures, stereopticon slides, exhibits,
et cetera which function mainly through the sense of
Visual education should not be thought of as
sight.

schools.

a method of instruction, for the materials used in visual education are valuable only as they aid the in-

in an intimate way and thus saves
them an enormous amount of time in building a
broad background of experience. It also enables the

The main distinction between
and other instruction is a matter
The former emphasizes the value of
of emphasis.
concrete imagery in the learning process. The latter
process.

structional

visual instruction

stresses the importance of verbal imagery.

Visual instruction has a distinctly valuable role to

modern

play in

It

life.

furnishes a facile and efficient

Visual instruction

modern curriculum.

may
It

be used to synthesize the
enables students to quickly

survey the world
for

student to

make extended

detailed studies of particu-

and processes. School men are coming to
realize the economies and great possibilities in increased instructional effectiveness which may be obtained by visual instruction. It is safe to predict that
lar objects

the school of the future will be thoroughly visualized.

— F. D. McC.

method of enriching man's experience with objects
and processes. A person may sit in his library and
travel

and

through the medium of the photograph,

The

in motion, to all parts of the world.

pageant of the universe will parade
Birds, beasts, fishes, water

eyes.

oceans, mountains,

cities,

torial concepts of the

form ad

lib

itself

falls,

all

be

and

made

pic-

to per-

Phowonderful

before the interested on-looker.

tography has made a
lamp.

reality of Aladdin's

Science has given us a multitude of
processes,

before his

rivers, lakes,

peoples, machines

unseen can

still

entire

new machines.

No

longer

new
is

a

ideas,
first

new

knowledge of the world centered in a few wisemen.
Nations are becoming world conscious.
The people
are becoming informed. Modern youth must quickly
acquaint itself with a multitude of things and objects
if it is to intelligently understand the world in which
it

The

hand

Leica, the "still" camera used by foremost educators, takes 86 pictures on a single roll of cinema film, double frame size. Leica pictures
require less enlargement than single frame film and reproduced by
means of the Udifa projector, images are clear, sharp and distinct.
Equipped with two lenses 80
for
for use up to 20 feet, 120
use up to 35 feet and there is an attachment for the projection of
the two inch square glass slides.

—

The

necessity

—

mm

mm

WRITE FOR CATALOG 1190
Describing Leica Camera and Udifa Projector

'lives.

powered

Perfect Combination

for visual instruction

for educating the masses in a high

civilization

such as

mendous pressure upon

is

ours has brought tre-

modern school curriculum.
Formerly, the curriculum in our secondary schools and
colleges was described in a booklet of relatively small
size,

the

whereas today the larger secondary schools and

-Summary

of paper read before Division of Chemical EduAmerican Chemical Society, Buffalo, New

cation, of the

York, Sept.

2,

1931.

E.

LEITZ,

Inc.,

Oept.

E.S..

60 East

1

0th Street,

New

York. N. Y.

'
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Premier of Cotton Motion Picture
at Harvard
The premier showing

Summer

commerce and industry was held

at the

Session of the University in the auditorium

new Geography Building, Cambridge, on July
The subject of the film is Cotton from Seed to
Cloth. The program also included the first film in the

of the
28.

Series, Cane Sugar, and the audio version
of the
series,
Earthquakes.
While
Pathe-Harvard
the
showing was intended primarily for those attending
the Summer Session of the University, it was open

the growing, picking, ginning,

the supervision of

Chairman, Department of
Geology and Geography, Harvard University, who
also delivered the lecture on Earthquakes recorded in
the audio film of that name.
Dr. Kirtley F. Mather,

The

cotton and sugar films are part of a sertes on

made

the basic American industries being

in

coopera-

on cotton under
the sponsorship of the Nashua Manufacturing Company of Boston, one of the oldest manufacturers in
tion with leading manufacturers, that

the complete

and manufacture,

to

The completed products
are shown in natural colors. The film is replete with
animated maps showing where cotton is grown and
animated charts showing the amount produced by
various countries. The first animations showing the
and blankets.

finished cloth

the

of

intricacies

drawing,

spinning

and

weaving

processes are used in these films and contribute greatly to their instructional value.

"The

made under

"tells

story of cotton from the planting of the seed, through

to the public.

All of these were

;

"This film," said Dr. Mather,

of the second of the Films

of Commerce-Harvard University Series of motion
pictures on

and the mill scenes were photographed at the mills of that company in Nashua, New
Hampshire.
the United States

film

on cane sugar follows the production of
from the planting of the cane

the sugar step by step
in

Cuba

to the completion of refining in

New

York.

views taken of sugar cane growing in
parts of the world and animated maps showing

It also contains
all

how

is grown and moving charts showing
produced and used. This film was sponsored by the National Sugar Refining Company of
New York and the portions of the film showing refining were taken in the plants of this company at
Yonkers and Long Island City, New York.

the cane

quantities

"Other

films of this Series," continued Dr. Mather,
is

now

preparation and will be released during the

fall

"will be released
in

months.
being

and

Its

made

Pacific

from time

subject

is

to time.

Food

The

third

Distribution and

it

is.

in collaboration with the Great Atlantic

Tea Company.

Other

will include pictures .on other

films in the Series

food products, such as

and chocolate, fish and meat;
on clothing and shoes on mineral produce, such as
petroleum, iron and steel; on prominent examples of
manufacture; and on communication, transportation
and public service.

cereal, beverages, cocoa
;

School Maps

"These films are being produced by Films of ComNew York and distributed by them to

merce, Inc., of

Globes and Charts

schools,

or direct teachers, you should have a
latest catalog. Interestingly written and
marketplace for
fully illustrated, it is a veritable
geography, history, and biology visual aid material.
Separate catalogs of imported material are also avail-

you teach
IFcopy
of our

able.

Write for catalog K7 which describes:

GLOBES—.ATLASES
BIOLOGY CHARTS

A.T.NY5TROM
xw
ELSTON AVE,

centers,

etc.,

"The

talking version of these films

is

also to be

prepared under our direction for distribution to institutions having sound reproducing equipment and for

series

HISTORY MAPS

3333

community

"These films," continued Dr. Mather, "are the third
on Geography produced under the supervision

POLITICAL MAPS

ScHooi Maps. Giobes.

clubs,

special exhibitions.

REGIONAL MAPS
PHYSICAL MAPS

-'

churches,

throughout the United States.

& Co.

Charts

CHICAGO,

ILL.

of Harvard University, the others being ten reels each

on physical and human geography produced by Pathe
Exchange, Inc., when Films of Commerce was a Division of that company. These films constitute a part
of the general extension work of the Department of
Geology and Geography and are also used in our
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They are considered by educators as making a new mark in education and are being used in
courses.

schools throughout the country which are using

many

visual instruction."

The

Projected Picture
A. G. Balcom

Assistant Superintendent of Schools,

By
light

back of

and

it

mean

Newark, N.

J.

which has a
thrown or projected upon a re-

the projected picture I
is

that

many times larger than its original
Such a picture may be from a slide, film slide,
surface

flective
size.

motion picture film or a flat picture in an
opaque projector. It has an inherent attractiveness to
stilltilm,

the learning

mind

Our

understood.

that

not generally appreciated or

is

eyes are directed to a bright

illu-

A

minated spot in the classroom or auditorium produced
by the electrical impulse given the tungsten filament
it

signs

Well here

is

in

terest of

a more impressive manner.

Has

oil

jected pictures,

ory of the student.

Bausch

Slides,

pictures, charts, strip film

can

ity

(reproduction of the sun's

of sunlight in curative measures, employed

hospitals

all

clar-

brilliance.

BAUSCH & LOMB

and sanitariums, and the discovery of

CO., 688
N. Y.

"ultra violet rays," suggest that there are other ele-

unknown to us. Probably they
will be revealed by the onward march of science and
used to create new types of life hitherto undreamed of.

ments

and

maximum

Send today for complete literature
on Balopticons for Schools.

of animate creation.

The use

Lessons are

& Lomb make Balopticons

be projected with

heat and light) marked man's supremacy over the rest

in

mem-

for every schoolroom use.

the abode of man.
fire

ex-

really learned.

In the beginning all that we were and hoped to be
was bound up with the sun. It has been shining for
millions of years and its sunbeams with their heat,
light and color have produced a marvelous world for
of

Pro-

properly

plained, are retained in the

lamp, only

the reproduction

of the light of the sun, in connection with the projected picture, any significance to the teacher?

The discovery

thrill and inwhen
they are
show
a

presented with a Balopticon.

the light of the sun reproduced just as

surely as in the case of the tallow dip or

at School

Lessons take on the

mazda lamp in a projector. We are attracted
just as we are by the flash of many electrical
as we walk along a city street by night.

of the

by

Show

in the sunlight

St.

Paul

OPTICAL

St.,,

Rochester,

Luther Burbank once stated: "All life always has
will be based upon sugar obtained

been and always

by means of the sunlight.

men

shall

make sugar

The time

as the plants

is

at

make

deserts will sooner or later take first

hand when
it and the

place

among

food producing areas because of the extraordinary
amount of brilliant sunlight that falls upon them."

The present day projector with its mazda bulb is a
marvel of workmanship and efficiency. It is a contribution of many minds and the result of long hours
of untiring

The

work

teacher

dium of

in the

who

experimental laboratory.

uses the projected nature has a

instruction that has inherent attractiveness

.value not

)-et

BAUSCH

fully appreciated or understood.

meand

6

LOMB

:
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Film Reviews
From

Woods

the

Mill

the

to

Thrift
reel)

(1

mm.

Tractor Co., San Leandro, Cal. 16

Caterpillar

what similar picture from the same company
ging, which is also free.

Lumbering

in the Pacific Northivest (1 reel)

is

Log-

Eastman

Teaching Films. 16 mm. For sale only.
film which presents the complete story from the

A

laying of the railroad preliminary to the logging operations to the final preparation of lumber for market.

A

teacher's

The

manual accompanies

Trail of the

For

Electric.

this film.

Long Leaf Pine

reel)

(1

of School Savings Visualized
N. E. A. Meet
Recent
at

Los Angeles Plan

Free.

This film shows logging operations as carried on at
the Red River Lumber Co., Westwood, Cal. A some-

Western

One

of the most frequented sections of the Educa-

tional Exhibits

arranged by the Los Angeles teachers
summer meeting of the

for educators attending the

N. E. A. in Los Angeles, was the School Savings secPerhaps the reason for the popularity of the
School Savings exhibit was because it was worked

tion.

out according to visual principles.

The purpose
the

of the exhibit was twofold: to explain
Los Angeles Plan of School Savings and to show

the

work

of the children as a result of the plan.

The

exhibit of the children's work, most excellent to begin
with,

sale only.

Through Visual Education

was so

attractively arranged

by Mr. Gray, Di-

was

This subject contains splendid scenes of these forest
kings as they totter and fall, and views of the lumber

rector of School Savings, that the exhibit space

camps with men at work and play.
It may be borrowed in 35 mm. width from the same
source or from New York Telephone Co.

such worthwhile results could be secured. Instead of
attempting to explain the plan of school savings in

at

filled

all

times with teachers eager to learn

how

operation in Los Angeles, Mr. Gray showed them by

means of a

Stillfilm

especially

constructed

for

the

purpose.

Savings in the Los Angeles
was made from actual photographs
furnished by Mr. Gray. These photographs showed,

The

$4»o

City

Stillfilm ."School

Schools",

step by step, the plan of thrift education as developed
by Mr. Gray in Los Angeles during the past five years.
As each picture was preceded by a descriptive caption,
Mr. Gray's purpose, i. e., to explain the Los Angeles

All

Complete

Plan of School Savings, was attained more quickly
and more effectively by means of the Stillfilm than it
would have been by any amount of verbal explanation.
The Los Angeles Plan of School Savings is probably one of the most unique and more inclusive plans
for teaching thrift in operation any place in the counThis plan is not confined to the mere teaching of
try.

money

saving,

it

includes the saving of time, materials

and effort as well. The Los Angeles Plan does not
add another subject to the already overloaded school

Nor does this plan of thrift education remake regular or irregular collecmoney to be deposited for or by the child.

curriculum.

CAMERA

RAPID
ENSIGN
The

first

214x314

six-exposure

from each
finder aim

—

matic
feet.

tirely

new camera
film
it

lens.

A

in the last 20 years.
but it shoots
film,

instead

like a rifle

6.

A

positive

tions of

Also, and this

Uses the regular
pictures
fine
12
quick-action range

and time— large achro— instantaneous pictures
close as 3

—

as
extra sharp
feature like expensive foreign cameras.

Extra clear

fold-up

of

quire the teacher to

En-

automatic in action.

ThU
"PT? T'lnQT'
r-iA.lili
I 1-/J 1
and address.

"^""y

—

^*ii^

"^^ camera

before you buy

it
send $1.00 deposit with your name
Shipped at once by parcel post on a week's apMail one dollar deposit. Order No. K6.

proval to test and try.

is

important, the Los Angeles Plan

of banks has a monopoly on school savings in Los

Angeles.

A

in the city

and

child
still

may

place his

45

CLINTON

ST.

H.

HILTON
NEWARK,

J.

in

any bank

Superintendents planning to inaugurate school sav-

would do well to write
Gray, Los Angeles City Schools, asking that
j
he lend them his Stillfilm showing the operation of

Mr. A.

N,

money

be a "School Saver."

ings in their school systems

ROBERT

is

a cooperative arrangement between the schools and all
of the banks of Los Angeles. No one bank or group

J.

thrift education in his city.

.
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Small, compact, the

new

16

mm.

equipment can go right on your desk

Electrical Research Products

announces

a

16 mm.

Western Electric Sound System
TALKING PICTURES FOR THE CLASSROOM:
Now, with the new 16 mm. equipment, educational talking pictures — which facilitate

brings quality reproduction of talking pic-

and enrich learning — may be shown in any
classroom. Set-up in a few minutes, easily
operated by the teacher, the 16 mm. is

and scene as the Western Electric equipment in 8,000 theatres throughout the
world. Into the 16 mm. equipment has

always ready for action.

gone the same quality of design, material
and workmanship that has made Western

FOR THE SMALL BUDGET: The low
this

apparatus

fits

tures to the individual classroom. It achieves

the same lifelike reproduction of sound

cost of

smallest school

— and enables larger schools

to use not just

number

one but a

room

of equipments.

cost of educational talking pictures

on 16 mm.

from
room

Easily carried

the budget of even the

Lower

film

still

further reduces expenditures.

to

Electric the standard.

THE PERFECT COMBINATION:

The educa-

by Electrical Research Prodmm.
Western
Electric Sound System
new
16
ucts and the
are a perfect combination. Used to supplement regular
tional talking pictures offered

teaching methods, they intensify and vitalize instruction,

WESTERN ELECTRIC QUALITY: The 16 mm. equipment

bringing a

Department of Educational Talking Pictures,

Electrical Research Products tnc

new

teaching tool to the field of education.

r ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS, INC.
250 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen Please send me further information on the new 16 mm. equipment. Also on educational talking pictures, and how I can use them.

—

Distributors of

Western Electric
EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

CITY

STATE
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News and Notes
{Continued from page 199)

Your

Don'ts" in the Los Angeles county schools and also in
the

San Diego

city schools.

It is of interest to

Guide

note that safety films have not

schools comparable to movies
on other subjects, although safety lends itself admiraby to the making of films which would be distinctly
worth while for school use. According to a recent
report, issued by the U. S. Department of Commerce,
less than .03 of one per cent of the motion picture
showings in schools are on safety subjects. In 517
schools, of 44,186 movie showings, only 12 had to do

enjoyed shovi'ings

to the Biggest

and Best

in

with safety.

in Current

Possibly one of the principal reasons for this

is

the

volume of safety films has not
been made available in 16 mm., but activities like
those in Los Angeles may point the way to a remedy
fact that a sufficient

Motion

of the situation.
Film on Nursing

Pictures!

A

"The Forgotten

six-reel film,

Frontier," tells

the dramatic story of the courageous nurses of the
Frontier Nursing Service, which is maintained to

Write today

for free

non-theatrical Catalog 78.
NON-THEATRICAL

DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
LAEMMLE.
{CARL

Pres.)

730 Fifth Ave.

New York City

provide care for the isolated mountain regions of
Kentucky. More than 100 actors appear in the film
as mountaineers and nurses. The film may be obtained in both 35mm and 16mm from the Frontier

Nursing Service, Security Trust Building, LexingKy.

ton,

Film-Strip Prices Unchanged

three years, according to an

READY NOW
Evolution

vVt*

OF THE

•r WEST^

Made

Plain in

Clarence Darrow's

"MYSTERY
OF LIFE"
7 Reels

Write for
Information

Department

announcement recently

issued by the Office of Cooperative Extension Work
of the United States Department of Agriculture.

The

ask about

prices for United States

The same low

of Agriculture film strips will prevail during the fiscal
year 1931-32 as have been in effect during the past

prices for film strips until June 30, 1932, will

range from 35

number of

to.

71 cents each, depending upon the
The majority

illustrations in the series.

Department has available will sell for 35 and 44 cents each. Film strips are
available on such subjects as farm crops, dairying,
farm animals, farm forestry, plant and animal diseases and pests, farm economics, farm engineering,
home economics, and adult and junior extension work.
of

the

Lecture

120

series

notes

are

that

the

provided

with

each

film

strip

purchased.

During the fiscal year 1930-31 the sales of Depart-ment film strips increased considerably over the previous year.

The

popularity of film strips

among ex-
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Pupil'Made Lantern
Slides

I

THE

Spencer Model

VA

Classroam Lantern

reasons
1.

why

this

Portability

Model

—Model

VA
VA

a

definitely

better are:

is
is

is

Three of many

better lantern for use in the schooJ room.

so light in weight that any-

one can pick it up by its convenient handle and
carry it to another room or building with ease.
2.

Keystone Pupil-Made Lantern Slide Outfit

TEACHERS OR PUPILS CAN MAKE
MAPS, CHARTS, GRAPHS, DIAGRAMS,

3.

PRIMARY

READING
STORIES, TYPED ENGLISH EXERCISES

ILLUSTRATE

—

Illnmination A highly efficient reflecting system together with one 500-watt lamp and the usual high
quality Spencer objectives, give greater illumination
than is obtained with the average classroom lantern.

Lack

of

Heat

—The

special

design of the Model

VA

gives thorough ventilation so that a ventilating fan

is

not needed to keep opaque material from overheating.

Folder K-74 gives other reasons

Materials Used in All Grades,

VA

Primary to College Departments.
Write for trial offer.

is

why

a better lantern for your use.

Spencer Model
Write for it now!

this

Keystone View Co.
MEADVILLE,
Qui

PA.

Kllllllllllllllltllltl

IIMIIIIIIIfllllllllllllllllllllltlll
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tension workers, teachers, and others has been due

titles

primarily to the reasonable prices charged for them,

in

the convenience with which they can be handled, and

Guidance," "Music

their

effectiveness

in

may

A

work.

and instructions on how

available film strips

chase them

educational

be obtained by writing to the

list

of

included in the

list

of lectures are

Education," "Making
in the

"New

Forces

Real," "Vocational

Civics

Making," and "The Life

Processes of Animals and Plants."

to puroffice of

Cooperation Extension Work, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

"The

talking picture brings to the classroom not

only the greatest minds in the

Watkins

said,

field

of education," Dr.

"but also the most recent results of

experimental research in the arts and sciences.
Pioneer Course on "Talkies"

The University of

I

am

confident that educators everywhere will welcome our

California at Los Angeles offered

during the summer session the

first

course of

its

kind

experiment

in the larger field of visual aids to

edu-

cation."

conducted by any institution, according to Dr.
Watkins, dean of the summer school in which it was
to be

offered,

when

the possibilities of talking pictures in

various fields of education were discussed and demonstrated.
to

The enrollment included many

the convention of the

delegates

Save $19.50 on Brand New
*^
DeVry

National Education Asso-

Stereopticon

ciation.

"The technique of talking
education

Complete

pictures in connection with

developed along sound
Marvin L. Darsie, dean of the

$25.50

courses has been

scientific lines," stated

Each one

original factory carton.
Takes standard lantern
watt Mazda bulb, brilliant, fine illumination.
A
wonderful bargain. Order yours today.
The Bass Bargain-gram No. 207A is ready. Send for your copy
full of bargains in motion picture apparatus and supplies.
slides.

college of education.

The course of
embraced

instruction offered by the university

stibjects

from grammar school

those of the professional grade.

Among

interest to

the

many

179

in

400

BASS CAMERA CHICAGO.
CO.

W. MADISON

ILL
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AMONG— THEPRODUCERS

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
are free to tell their story in their own words.
The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

Announces
Talking Picture Equipment

Electrical Research Products

16

mm.

New

A

connection

is

made from

the projector to any con-

venient light socket and wire connects the projector

and loud speaker
ment operates on 110 volt A. C, 60
to the amplifier

Electrical Research Products
tion of a 16

ment

mm.

announces the introduc-

sound-on-disc talking picture equip-

to its line of

Western

Electric

Sound Systems.

The new equipment has been designed
schools

and

is

especially for

intended for use in the individual class-

room.
Its introduction fills

a long

felt

need in schools for

small equipment, simple enough in operation to permit
the use of talking pictures in the classroom as a definite part of daily instruction.

It is

believed that this

va.lue to schools
equipment
because
pictures
talking
unable
use
which have been
to
portand
sufficiently
small
of the lack of equipment
operating
and
excellent
reproducing
able yet having

will be

found of exceptional

The

unit.

equip-

cycles.

It is designed for operation in any type of small
classroom or auditorium and has a volume sufficient

for an audience of approximately 100 people.
Since
an acoustic screen is not necessary, any type of motion
picture screen may be used and pictures may even be
projected on a smooth wall.
.A.ccording to the company, the equipment is a result
of more than two years of research and engineering
work to produce a small machine of this type which
would give reproduction of talking pictures of a quality of sound and picture comparable to that obtained
in the larger Western Electric Sound Systems used in
more than 8,000 theatres throughout the country.

qualities.

New

In making this equipment available, Electrical Research Products has also provided 16

mm.

sound-on-

Speed Film

for

Photography, the science of

16mm Cameras
light pictures,

has taken

disc versions of all educational talking pictures which
it is now offering to schools. These pictures are of two
those intended for use in teacher colleges and
types
The
second, for elementary and secondary schools.
music
appictures cover subjects in teacher training,
preciation, natural science, physical education and vo-

another step in the conquest of darkness.

With the combination of the
Western Electric Sound System and these pictures
which have been sponsored and made in cooperation
with many leading educators, a supplementary tool

scenes at night, and even "close-ups" of a face illum-

:

—

cational guidance.

to regular teaching

methods

is

The new 16 mm. Western

available to

all

schools.

Sound System
consists primarily of a sound projector and combination amplifier and loud speaker. The sound projector
Electric

fits in a case 23 inches high by 21 inches long by 10
inches wide. The loud speaker and amplifier are en-

A

new type

"fast" that

with as

it

little

of film for

home movie cameras,

so

can take indoor motion pictures at night
as

two 100-watt bulbs for

has been perfected by the Eastman
Sporting events in

illumination,

Kodak Company.

artificially lighted buildings, street

inated by a single match, have been successfully taken
in tests of the

new

film

for movies within the

;

but the increased possibilities

home

most important result.
The new "Cine-Kodak
matic" film represents

an

are expected to prove the

super-sensitive

application

of

panchroprinciples

already used in manufacturing film for astronomy, for
press photography, and for professional motion pic-

size.

The problem was complicated in the case of
amateur motion pictures by the fact that this film is

and the

"reversed," in developing, to turn the actual negative

loud speaker and amplifier weigh 55 lbs. The equipment is rigidly constructed so that it may be trans-

from the camera into a positive for projection. This
announcement marks the successful adaptation of the

from classroom to classroom or carried in
taxi cabs and other conveyances without damage. The
small weight and size of the equipment make it easily

super-speed material to reversal film.
already in use by amateur movie makers.

applicable to such uses.

speed, in technical terminology,

closed in another case of approximately the same

The sound reproducer

in its case

weighs 75

lbs.

ported

The equipment

has been simplified in every respect

so that anyone can operate

it

efficiently.

It

may

be

set up and put in operation in a few minutes' time.

tures.

By

daylight, the

new

film is twice as fast as that

(Increased

means simply the

abil-

expose a photographic image with less light.)
incandescent lighting, however, the increase in

ity to

By

speed

is

between three and four times.

The reason

is

•

J
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1

the great sensitivity of the

new

film to red

and orange,

colors which predominate in the composition of ordi-

nary

Are Ethiopians Negroes?

electric light.

See the

Columbia Opens Non-Theatrical Division

new

German

Republic,
Equatorial Africa and 15 other new
educational subjects.

Because of the great number of inquiries received
from the non-theatrical field in regards to Columbia
Pictures, both silent and sound, a new division has
been inaugurated to take care of the demands of this

new

on

Stillfilms

Ethiopia. Soviet Russia,

field.

This department
division

and

will

will be

known

as the non-theatrical

be headed by S. S. Liggett, well-

known sales executive. Headquarters will be at the
home office and distribution of films to non-theatrical
organizations will be handled through the various Columbia exchanges.

Mr. Liggett brings

to

Columbia a thorough knowl-

edge of the non-theatrical

field,

having recently sev-

ered a connection with Pat Powers Organizations all
over the country. Previous to this Mr. Liggett was
associated with Universal for ten years, branch man-

FROM STILLFILM "ETHIOPIA"
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

New Haven, Conn., sales manager short prodthe New York exchange, and for the past six
sales manager for all product, also at the New

ager of
uct at
years,

More than 400

subjects in

all.

STILLFILM, INC.

York exchange.

1052 Cahuenga Ave.

Hollywood,

Calif.

Reaper Film Most Widely Used Industrial
The Romance of the Reaper, a five-reel sound picmade for the International Harvester Company,

ture

now acknowledged

is

to

be the most widely used

cal,

featuring a specially arranged theme song.

film

may

There

the film or recorded on discs.

industrial talking picture ever produced, reports the

each print has

Metropolitan Sound Studios.

versations.

In the United States
124 sound prints have been made, thus establishing a very unusual record.

The

be had with the musical score printed on

titles

is

no talking;

describing scenes and giving con-

alone,

Commemorating
the, invention of the

the production

one horse

reaper by Cyrus Hall McCormick,

affair,

The

original machine, a one-man,

has gradually been developed into the

combined harvester and thresher of today, in
general use on the large wheat ranches in the United
States, Canada and foreign countries.
The picture
shows the old McCormick homestead and demonstrates the original reaper and its meagre yet revolugigantic

tionizing accomplishments.

In addition to the 124 prints made for use in the
United States, prints have been made and exported
following languages: Spanish, Greek, Danish,
Swedish, German, Italian, Portuguese, Latvian, Turk-

in the

ish,

Brazil-Portuguese,

as

well

as English

versions

exported to South Africa, the Philippines, China, India, Japan, Australia, Canada and France.
The musical score accompanying the film is classi-

Leica Developing Booklet

Developing, Printing and Enlarging Leica Pictures

the one hundredth anniversary of

shows the development of the machine
model invented and perfected by Mc-

from the first
Cormick in 1831.

New
is

the

title

This

Inc.

of a

new

booklet just issued by E. Leitz,

publication

gives

methods, speed of various

formulas,

films, use

developing

of color

filters,

methods of enlarging, the making of film slides
and glass slides by contact printing and lists of Leica
film available and Leica photo finishers.
Several
new fine grain developing formulas are included which
will be of immediate value to all who are interested in
producing the finest negatives with their cameras. On
the center spread of this booklet is an ingenious chart
diagram showing the ten important points to observe
in developing Leica negatives.
There are so many
thrilling picture possibilities open for the user of the
camera that it is of great interest to know that a bookbest

let

is

now

available giving the complete developing

technique for securing perfect fine grain negatives on

A

motion picture

film.

veloping Leica

pictures

copy of

may

be

quest by writing to E. Leitz, Inc.,

this booklet

secured

New

on de-

upon

York.

re-
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"Corpus Imaginum"

A

Great Lantern-Slide Foundation
Ella Wheeler Forkert, M. A.

^HE

^
I

*

distribution of the

famous Seemann Lantern

Slides,

which has recently been established and organized

United States, has called forth such great
cators throughout the country, that

interest

seems

it

in the

among edu-

fitting to give a

brief review of the development of this unusual slide collection.

was an almost

It

the well-known

cial Slide Institute, in

accessible to a

AIRVIEW OF PARIS
From AL II. Geography, France

development that E. A. Seemann,

inevitable

Art publisher of Leipzig, should create a spe-

make

order to

larger

still

his great

educational

Art

collection

many

In the

field.

hundreds of color master prints and the thousands of originals
used

many

in his

publications, there

basic stock of picture materials

was already

available a

As

for lantern slides.

the

next logical step, therefore, Seemann opened his Slide Institute in 1911 with his

now famous

collection of

"The History

of Art throughout the Ages."

There

a general belief that this

is

collection

first

subjects has remained unchanged until now.

twenty years since

it

was

instituted, neither

of art

But during the

expense nor labor

has been spared in supplementing and completing the work,
so that today the

Seemann

Slide

Collection

over

includes

100,000 subjects dealing with

all

research, covering the sciences

and industries as well as the

aspects of education and

arts.

It

of Insects and

sincere

aim of the founder of

create an original "Picture Vault"

FOOT OF A SPIDER
From "The Body

was the

Weavers"

as he called

—where

establish order,

—or

into

and

ideals,

was made

to leading scholars

more widely

accessible to

in spite of great difficulties,

Slide

He worked

Institute

embracing

all

for the profit of Science

regard for his

own

"Beethoven's World"

movement of
ar

all.

and

sci-

their special pic-

With

the highest

Seemann worked

for

branches of learning.

and Education, without

personal gain or loss.

Seemann's name has never received

From

make

years on this broad-minded plan of creating one great

central

EAR INSTRUMENTS OF BEETHOVEN

ma-

one great centralized reservoir.

of Europe, inviting them to

ture materials

"Corpus imaginum,"

available sources of pictorial

where only a chaos of material had be-

fore existed, an appeal
entists

many

all

would flow together

terials

To

it

this institution to

visual education.

endowed with an eminently

its

proper place in the

The man

himself, as a schol-

scientific

and

artistic

mind.
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never inclined to talk

much about

his

own work. But

ering this extensive mass of visual materials from

he has incidentally created for himself a great
the field of

Through
cialist

modem

we

own

in his

subject,

it

was

possible

from the very

the

in

Seemann

contributed their best findings to the

Berlin,

Geography; Dr.

Prehistorics

in

Berlin,

Pritzel,

Prof.

;

in

be-

In looking over

world-famous experts and

find such outstanding authorities as the

Kossina,

monument

the collaboration of leading educators, each a spe-

names of some of

who

sources,

education.

ginning to assemble only authentic material.
the

in gath-

all

scientists,

Collection,

Dr.

following:

Scheu, Leipzig,

in

Plant Geography; Prof.

Krenkel, Leipzig, in Geology; Dr. Heinroth, Berlin, in Orni-

HARMODIOS AND ARISTOGEITON
From

C

II.

Greek History

thology; Dr. Reukauf, Weimar, in Microscopic Photography

of Zoology and Botany; Dr. Bergner, Leipzig, in History of

Art

;

Prof. Freund, in Technic and Technology.

This

vincing evidence of the systematic procedure which

adopted

The

who

is

con-

Seemann

in the creation of his Slide Institute.

present director of the Institute, Dr.

himself

Edward

a recognized professor in Leipzig,

is

is

Crass,

carrying

on the original program of making the treasured materials
world-wide

cessible to the

hardt,

who

is

widely

field

known

Dr. Karl Leon-

for his activities in the field of

visual education, undertook the
texts for the slides;

of education.

ac-

work of

editing authoritative

and there have thus far been published

about 75 volumes of the "Bibliotheca Cosmographica," covering

some 20,000

of Cheese,

From

AL

III.

Geography

subjects.

In the technical processes of slide making the
stitute has kept

ALKMAAR, HOLLAND
Loading

pace with the

many

Seemann

inventions, both in

of photography and in color process work.

In-

methods

Hundreds of sub-

now available in the original colorknown as Uva-Chrom. By means of a

jects, especially in art, are

photography process,

special chemical treatment the diapositive

and cover

glass are

protected against heat.

To

selection of subjects,

facilitate the

of catalogues has been worked out.

an extensive

series

There are 125 albums,

containing photographic reproductions of the entire collection

of slides, arranged in expertly classified groups.

These cata-

logues are loaned to responsible parties, for use in selecting
slides for purchase.

Lists of these illustrated catalogues will

be sent upon request to International
partment, 64 East

Lake

Street, Chicago.

Artprints,

Slide

De-

OLD AND YOUNG
Spoon-Bill Crane,

From

"The Bird World"
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HERE THEY ARE!
A

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

FILMS
Bray Pictures Corporation

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,
Carlyle Ellis
130 W. 46th

(See advertisement on page 215)

Acme

Columbia Pictures Corp.
729 Seventh Ave.,

City

(Set advertisement on page 207)

Division,

York

90

Gold

New

St.,

City.

(See advertisement on inside back cover)

&

Howell Co.
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

Bell

New York

Meadville, Pa.

International Projector Corp.

New York

St.,

Keystone View Co.

City.

City
Producer of Social Service Films

DeFrenes

Trade Directory for the Visual Field

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Spencer Lens Co.

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on outside back cover)

W.

46th

New York

St.,

26 E. Eighth
City

James

Electrical Research Products, Inc.
250 W. S7th St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 213)

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

111.

Island,

University

C.

10 S.

St.,

&

Muir

Chicago,

111.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Co.

18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Safety Projector Co.
Duluth, Minn.

1052

Cahuenga

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

(See advertisement on page 217)

111.

Pinkney Film Servce Co.
1028 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

Howard £. Thompson
15

Newkirk

(See advertisement on page 215)

Ave., Trenton, N. J.

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.

Museum Extension

Lecture Bureau

Stillfibu Inc.

Modern Woodmen of America
Rock

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Cahuenga

(See advertisement on page 217)

City

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

W.

New York

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.

130

46th

St.,

advertisement on page 215)

Stillfilm Inc.

1052

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

Eastman Teaching Films,

Doat
(See

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

111.

(See advertisement on page 190)

Rochester, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Co.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

19

Eastman Kodak Co.

&

Muir

C.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

III.

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

& Company

James

817 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Williams,

Brown and

James
E.

C.

228 Franklin

New York

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
(See advertisement on page 211)

&

St.,

Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Brown and

918 Chestnut

St.,

(See advertisement on page 214)

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau
347 Madison Ave., New York City
300 W. Adams Bldg., Chicago, 111.

New York

City

James

Muir

C.

&

Co.

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES
City

E. Leitx, Inc.
60 E. 10th St.,

Earle, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave.,

111.

(See advertisement on page 209)

J.

and Films Corp.

St.,

Muir

10 S. I8th

Williams,
TTnited Projector

Chicago,

Ear/e Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

SCREENS

(See advertisement on page 190)

15

St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

Thompson
Newkirk Ave., Trenton, N.

W. Madison

179

(See advertisement on page 216)

918 Chestnut

Howard

Bass Camera Co.

Victor Animatograph Corp.
Davenport, la.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

and

FILM SLIDES

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

111.

(See advertisement on page 190)

City

Spencer Lens Co.

Ideal Pictures

Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo. N. Y.

111.

International Artprints
59 E. Madison St., Chicago,

(See advertisement on page 215)

111.

(See advertisement on page 201)

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

—
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RCA Photophone,

Presents To The Educational
World The Smallest, Lightest And Simplest Operated
Inc.,

PORTABLE SOUND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT
THE THEATRE IN A SUITCASE

EASILY

The small schoofhouse
the great cH/ college,

educalional

force

remote from the world's highways

now have

since

teaching

the arts are theirs through the

TRANSPORTABLE

ai their

command

began.

or

the greatest

Science, literature,

medium af RCA PHOTOPHONB.

A SMALL AUTOMOBILE

IN

new RCA PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing

This

Equipment

the culmination of years of engineering

is

toward the perfection of a PORTABLE apparatus designed especially to meet the needs of schools,
leges, churches, institutions

and the

col-

lecture hall,

in

the perfect presentation of talking motion pictures.

"The Theatre
to install
size film

loud

and
.

.

.

in

.

.

.

accommodates standard

.

complete with

speaker,

cables,

projector,

connections,

— weighs

amplifier,

tubes

and

less than

200 pounds

Power obtained from an A-C

light socket.

carrying coses
.

a Suitcase" requires but 15 minutes

project

LOWEST PRICE FOR STANDARD EQUIPMENT
RCA PHOTOPHONE

Portable Sound Reproducing Equipment embodies all the superior qualities,
unmatched tone value and realism that identifies RCA PHOTOPHONE performance in more than 3,000 leading theatres. Now available through authorized c-i r\-T rQQ
dealers and company representatives. Price
I
acoustical principles,

...

...

Amplifier

SEND FOR BOOKLET, "THE THEATRE

PHOTOPHONE
^i'l'IZlJIJ

U/ J

Loudspeoker

IN

A SUITCASE"

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY
411 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
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DeVry

het Us Equip Your

Projector

for Talking Pictures
RECENT

developments in the art of reproduction of sound from 3 5
film have indeed
ushered in an era of
SOUND. The
Ashcraft sound system is so compact and rugged
that its adaptation to light portable projectors has
met w^ith instant favor. It is of such perfection
and low cost that the immediate introduction into

mm
NEW

and homes is made possible. Hands
which have never touched talking picture equipment may now^ project talking pictures 'with per-

schools, churches

fect success.

These developments are embodied in the Ashcraft Sound System for DeVry portable projectors
using 3 5 nun film. The complete equipment comprises your present DeVry projector with the addition of one carrying case of about equal size and
w^eight. This light and compact sound equipment
may be carried from one schoolroom to another,
attached to the light socket as in ordinary practice
and is instantly ready for the presentation of
talking pictures. No disc nor record is used, the
sound is reproduced directly from the film sound
track as in our largest theatres; yet anyone who
is accustomed to threading a DeVry machine for
silent pictures may w^ith no more difficulty accomplish the presentation of perfect talking pictures.
No trained operator nor expert sound
attendant is required.

The

mend

simplicity of operation and low^ cost recomequipment to the home, church and

this

school.
Fill out and mail the card below; detailed information will be sent.

Ashcraft Sound System Division

Universal Photo Cell Laboratories

Hollywood, California

COMPLETE
ASHCRAFT SOUND SYSTEM
with
The

lightest 3

DeVry

Projector

Smin sound film reproducer made.

WEIGHT
DeVry carrying case 44 lbs.
Ashcraft Sound System 44 lbs.
Simple, rugged, low in cost,
light weight, long life.

Gentlemen
Kindly furnish me with complete information concerning
ASHCRAFT
SYSTEM for use
with DeVry Projector pictures.

THE

N ame
School

Address
City
State

SOUND
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Ask

for

List

of

S.

V.

Films in

E.

Motion

Picture

16 mm.

K^^^^^^WTM

Mot on
Thinl

:

pictures teach Geography with trem endous effective ness.
of the "movie" possibilities of hlistory Physics and Ncature

Stud yScor es of films on these and other subjects c an now be rente d or
pure nased in 16 mm. or 35 mm. width.

Writ e for catalog of
Rent al Rates.
Give

Pupils in

S. V. E. Schoolfilms.

Cons ult

it

frequently.

Low

your school the advantage of the latest methc d of

instr uction.

ybCIETY FOR Vl/UAL Ed^UCATIOM
INCOfiPORATCO

527 S.LaSaUe

M.anufacturers/

St.

Chic,i&o, Illinois

Producers and Distribute rs of Visual

A ids

!
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EDITORIAL
As

Artemus Ward used to drawl forth
admiring audiences, "Time passes on
Some of you may have
It's a way time has
We notice it parnoticed that time passes on."
The coming December issue
ticularly just now.
will complete Volume X of The Educational
Screen. It is a bit startling to realize that we are
approaching our tenth birthday, and with scarcely
more than a beginning made on what we aim to
do.
We find it some slight satisfaction merely to
when so many more
have kept going for a decade
in a field so very
auspicious ventures have not
young and new that false starts, premature undertakings and endless failures had to be the rule. We
have sought to be helpful, and invariably hopeful,
at each new birth of effort, plan or dream regretfully we have watched the many deaths that had to
But the high percentage of pioneer failure
follow.
rapidly now, and the limitless possibilidropping
is
the visual movement were never more
ahead
of
ties
There is something, therefore
clear and certain.
that interests us vastly more than the past ten
years. It is the next ten years
rare old

to his

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
—

;

equipment is the vital essential for visual teaching.
Without equipment there is no market for visual
material.
Without a market there can be no production of material.

From now

on, therefore,

The

Educational Screen will devote more effort
toward the specific end of "Visual equipment in
every school and church".

OUR
new

readers

may

note certain indications of

policies in this issue.

The

last page, for

example, carries an extended list of equipment
items needed by schools contemplating new buildings, new installations, or merely modification or
increase of their present equipment. We shall be
glad to refer subscribers to reliable sources for such
material upon request.

"Film Production Activities" is a new departto keep the field informed of new

ment planned

films as they are produced, of special value for edu-

There

cational and non-theatrical use.

erable production of this kind now.

is

consid-

be

It will

in-

creased enormously as fast as the field multiplies
its installations of projector equipment.

nel of the field that should be concerned over these

The Film Estimates have now completed five
years of continuous appearance, and their unique
value seems thoroughly proved. The one difficulty
of "timeliness" is unavoidable in a monthly list.

ideas has to be stimulated, interested, convinced.

Theatrical films are

Winning

monthly

NEW

ideas need propaganda, argument, theory,
research and glorifying generalities. The person-

the attention and faith of

its

public

is

the

supreme task of any new movement in its early
But the "early period" of visual education
period.
is about over, the need of the field is changing, and
The Educational Screen proposes to change with
it.

Acceptance of the visual idea

now become

in

education has

country
and abroad. It is obvious waste to continue argument and evidence when the case is proved. The
next step is to transform passive approval of the
idea into nation-wide activity. Perhaps nine-tenths
of the educators in the United States are still in the
practically universal

in

this

stage of mere lip-allegiance to the great idea.
task immediately ahead

is

to get action

The

from that

list

late, inevitably.

released' every

week.

The

therefore from one to four weeks

The new weekly

service on these

same Estimates brings subscribers

six or seven
reviews each week, while the films are still running
This up-to-thein metropolitan first-run theatres.
already
minute service has
proved the solution of
family
problem"
for many a thinking
the
"movie

same

magazine subscripmagazine subscribers will be allowed a special combination rate for
both.
The weekly service is so superior to the
monthly list in timeliness, especially with the
ready-made card-index feature, that we are seriously considering omission of the monthly list in
the magazine and supplying only the weekly

parent.

Its cost is the

as

tion to the general public, but

90%.

service.

Education will keep up with our modern machine
It must
It must, or fail in its mighty job.
enlist machine efficiency on its side, as is done in
every other phase of our national life. Mechanical

WE

age.

is

of

Yes,

shall be keenly interested in the reactions

our

readers to the above suggestions.

we mean "Write

to us!"

Nelson

L,

Greene

•
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Visual Aids Used As a Means of Teaching
English to Foreigners
Harry Jay Mehr

TEACHING
foreigners
lightly

Americanization and English to

is

a task that

is

entered upon too

When

by the beginner.

the opportunity

was given me,

to teach in the evening school

I

also

entered with the prevalent supposition that there

was nothing
zation came

was not long before the

to

it.

It

to

me

that conditions for the teaching

were not so

of the subject

reali-

ideal.

True, the pupils were all adults coming to the
school with the ambition to do something definite

and concrete. They came with the craving to read,
write and speak the language of this new country
of their choice.
This meant that I did not have
to supply an artificial stimulus as is the case in the
day school. It was honest-to-goodness, straight
from the heart, natural motivation. What more
could a teacher desire.
everything was perfect.

presented

itself.

How

From

that point of view

But the

could

I

real problem then
bridge the gap, inso-

far as they could not understand a word of my
language and I was just as helpless in theirs. The
answer should be in the use of a modernized text,
having supposedly, concrete material that would

lend

awaken something that they had

itself to

ex-

perienced and so be comprehensible to them.

The books in use I found were somewhat antiThe methods in them would not pass the
censorship of modernized educators. At first I took
quated.

had an advantage over the children as they could
connect each object in a foreign tongue and with
a material thing.

Then

ers.

still
I

passed that the members of
could read

few weeks had
the class as a whole

after a

Questions gradually acquainted me with the fact that they had no conception of what they were reading.
Something had
to be done.
New books were scarce. Publishers,
feeling that immigration was restricted, were unwilling to publish unmarketable text books.

One day

beautifully.

as

material that

day school,
solution
classes

to

to.

were

I
I

my

use religiously to clinch lessons in
that here was the
evening school problem. Primary

successfully

using

stereopticon

teach a workable vocabulary,

similar

method

in the foreign class.

why

number

of slides that pre-

and motion pictures. Of the two latter,
subsequent articles review my experiences

slides

not use a

They

at

least

—

The slides I used depicted the following scenes
Building a house, house painters at work, factory
:

workers going home, an American mother preparing a meal, delivering milk to city homes, American family life, etc. They were so arranged as to
give a continuity to my lessons. Each slide gave

me
me

number

a
to

use

of

the

Over

diflferent

same

for

a

My
Of

number
was

averted.

that they had something tangible to

next step was to write a story for each

these

member

I

of

self-consciousness, a condition found

so trying in teaching foreign classes,

They saw

enabling

situations,

slide

mimeographed

of the class

work
slide.

forty copies so that each

had his own individual read-

ing material.

The following are sample lessons planned for
Keystone slide P 276. This slide depicts a scene
of an American family sitting at home.
In the
picture is a man, two women, a boy and a girl. They
all sitting in

the living room.

visual aid

dawned upon me

it

it.

and findings.

are

was looking over some

to

films

will in

and develop.

me

selected a

I

farm

discovery came to

do would

name

sented the situations that the minds of my foreign
group could most easily assimilate. I used slides
most exclusively at first but later branched over to

lessons.

The

to

Determining to strike while the iron was hot, I
immediately set about to gather my apparatus and
material. This material, I felt, in order to be of the
greatest value, had to be in the daily experience of
my pupils. I inquired of them and listed the occupation of every member of the class. This acquainted me with the type of object they would be
able to recognize.
In this group there were carpenters, painters, factory workers and house keep-

the easiest path and taught as the others, using material that tasted. of an agricultural age.
For the
text books were written from the point of view of
life.

would have

All I

be to teach them to attach an English

Lesson

1.

Word

Drill

lady

grandmother

sister

man

children

read

girl

mother

knit

bov
baby

father

old

brother

far
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That
That
That
That

is

a lady.

is

a man.

were actual objects they were talking about, not
meaningless words that were so hard to say. This

an old lady.

easily took care of

is

a

only requirement

girl.

The lady is the mother.
The man is the father.
The old lady is the children's grandmother,
etc.

.

.

stereopticon would then be turned

my

The lady is the
is the man?
The man is the
etc.

.

.

haps the objects in the room.

and reading were synchronized.

Word

2.

answer the questions that were outlined at the
bottom of the page of their teaching material.

to

What

Drill,

I actually gain by this method of preAttendance was not only regular but
my classes were crowded. Before I had connected
the visual, oral and written lessons by means of

did

sentation?

window

curtains

birdcage

fireplace

chair

candlestick

pillow

rocker

stereopticon slides,

rug

furniture

the written

is

sitting in the living

mantle

room.

The room has two windows.
The windows have curtains on them.
That
That
That

a birdcage.

is

is

a rug on the floor.

etc.

.

.

ration

etc.

.

.

the presentation of the lesson, would

they see in the picture.

man and

window

a

lad}'.

Mr. S. might say, I see a
Mrs. G. perhaps recognizes

Another might become audible
And so on until enough
words were gleaned from the class to carry on my
intended lesson. The words received from them
would be then written on the object named so that

the

shade.

because of the birdcage.

for the uninitiated, a visible impression

Following this I would then encourage a free
discussion about what they thought of the things
Heretofore, their lack of
that were being shown.
ambition to speak because of being afraid of saying
the wrong thing was easily dispelled. Did they not
have these same things in their own country? These

thought.

All

I

Visual impressions are lasting impressions; and'
I soon discovered that they were re-

as a result

taining the

little

knowledge

the evening's work.

newcomers

I

was giving them

in

Visual aids in teaching the

to our shores will bring us nearer to

that panacea in education toward which

we

are con-

tinuously striving.

Pennsylvania Requires Visual Courses

was im-

mediately made.

new

had to contend with when I had previously
presented ideas in a language which to them was a
foreign tongue.
Now they were no longer afraid
to get up and try to use the new language as they
could visualize what they were talking about.
these

be flashed upon the blackboard. The members of
the class would then be encouraged to tell what
boy, a

;

idea association to connect each

.

slide, in

experienced difficulty in tying

;

.

Where is the family sitting?
The family is
Where is the bird?
The bird is in the
The

I

work with the oral work. Each evening's
work was a complete new experience to them with
no actual fact to attach itself in their own life. Keep
in mind these were adult Italians who were physically tired from a hard day's work and therefore
had no time outside of the class to spend for prepawho associated their life's experience and
knowledge in a foreign tongue who had no English

a rocker.

is

can be seen that all
word or vocabu-

After a tour of the class listening to the reading
of the individual members they were now ready

the lesson would deal with per-

Lesson

It

different subjects, oral work,

lary building

.

The next night

shades
The family

and

This was excellent material for a word
Without any interruption they were ready

for their reading lesson.

Lady?

the

is

oflf

there upon the black board would be the words of

drill.

Who

I

The

I

the lesson.

.

Writing lesson based on the reading lesson.

Who

my

The
oral English lesson.
emphasized was that all discussions must be made in complete sentence form.

is

The important announcement was made at Harrisburg the past summer that courses in visual education
hereafter be required instead of elective in all
Pennsylvania State Teachers Colleges. New courses

will

went into

effect in

September, in

all

of which visual

education appears in the fifth semester as a required
subject in the core curriculum.

|
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A
The

Sixth Grade School Activity-Making of a Miniature Acropolis
(Concluded from September issue)
Stella E. Myers and Winifred Whitmore
Forest Park, Illinois

preceding
INthetheAcropolis
project

(September) I described
and gave detailed reports on the two boys (John and George) in the
project group who had the lowest I. Q. There now
follow some details on four other pupils of the
project group (the names are assumed), together
with some comment on the value of results of the

even when in the
kind of work he likes, and seldom gets any work
done on time. While Dick undoubtedly possesses
great talent along the lines mentioned above, he
does not seem to possess a balanced personality.
He is very erratic, getting 100 every day in arithevery day for the next
metic for a week and a

project as a whole.

week.

article

Dick 7-A

I.

Q. 128

Score 16

Dick has always been a problem pupil.
not adjust himself to situations easily.

He

does

"His intelligence is high, yet he has failed to make
grade several times. He has a great talent
for drawing and will spend hours drawing parts of
machinery or inventions of his own. He likes and
succeeds with any kind of art work but is especially
his school

interested in the mechanical side of

it.

He

likes to

make

things with his hands and has achieved several
very good works, a model of Robert Fulton's steamboat in the 5th grade, and carved the Parthenon

from a ten pound bar of soap in the 6th grade.
enjoys mending broken radios, machinery, etc.,

He
for

his playmates.

"He

he ought to be allowed to spend all
He is very indifferent to
such subjects as technical English, notwithstanding
which, because he reads widely, he is able to express himself very well orally.
feels that

of his time in this work.

"He

is

irresponsible and inclined to quibble about

knows are not right, yet he tries to
them by illogical reasoning. He often does

points that he
justify

think out a matter clearly but does not do

so, as

a rule,

unless urged."

Dick likes to be the center of attention, even if
he achieves it because of misconduct. He likes to
be the clown of the class, attracting attention to
his little inventions, as a whirligig, a dart, a new-

combination of pencil and pen,
in a mouse.

He
self a

etc.

or by bringing

He

feels that

for a lesson,

Dick is very popular with the boys of his own
age because of his mechanical ability. He seems
to have no interest in athletics. He lives in a dream
world of his own, where he is the bravest knight,
the most daring robber, the quickest cowboy, the
great inventor.

Dick seemed so interested

it

simply

isn't

necessary for him to make preparation for all of
He very seldom has prepared the
his classes.

in his

work, which was

difficult than the task of any of the others,
thought he had assimilated more than his test
indicates.
It may be that his part in carving the
Parthenon stood out too prominently and left all
else in the background, but he deserves no more
credit for the work than James, the boy who helped

more

far

that

I

him.

1

on James other than
the fact that he is now in 8-A;— (he made up a
grade in summer school to avoid a mid-year graduation) has an I. Q. of 108, and made a score of 23.
Although he has a lower I. Q. than Dick, he has
I

shall not record the reports

learned to apply himself.

school

work James was

a

Besides doing well in his

good pitcher on the sixth

grade ball team, and also took piano lessons. He
and Dick are bosom friends. I am not sure that
the project helped James, but it surely didn't hinder

Did it hinder Dick?
Here is another boy who did not come up

him.

ir
to our

expectations.

Lawrence 8-B

I.

Q. 121

Score 18

Principal's report:

"He

good student and likes school
work but he needs the guiding hand and has to be
is

a fairly

helped to accomplish as

thinks rather well of himself, fancying him-

second Edison.

whole assignment

doing.

He

much

as he

is

capable of

does well under supervision but he

is

inclined to be dependent.

"Lawrence seems immature
likeable."

for his age.

He

is

—

—

:

—a

:

:
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Principal's report

Teacher's opinion
"Wants to succeed

so

—very

for

—makes great
to do
conscientious — asks many questions and
effort

—fairly

many

good study

explanations-

habits,

does not apply self steadily, needs supervision,
—inclined to be somewhat erratic anxious to get
ahead often asks for extra work."

—

—

Lawrence carved one of the smaller temples,
was interested and seemed to understand the work

we

did in the sixth grade.

He

did well on the tests

His immediate recall
was usually good. I think he has always worked
more for his grade than for what he would know.
He and a little girl, Louise, had charge of the lantern.
Louise's L Q. was 131 and her score is the
She was the more dependable of the
highest, 27.
two, and her extra work seemed to help her. In
the motion picture film made of the project, the fact
that he was before the camera made Lawrence very
self-conscious and his quick, bird-like movements
He
give him the appearance of being "flighty".
wasn't always dependable when left on his own
resources but had to be told each move to make.
The reason for making him one of the operators
of the lantern was that he always got his lessons.
His test score is a surprise to me as I expected it
to be much better. Possibly his preoccupation with
the mechanics of the lantern accounts for it, though
this factor seemed to have no effect on Louise.
that were given at the time.

Marian 8-B

L

Q. 94

Score 22

Principal's report:

slow mentally and does not grasp
She has a speech
defect which was especially noticeable in the lower
grades.
She shows emotional instability, is easily
angered, is sulky, pouts, and weeps often."
Teacher's opinion
"Very inattentive dislikes school dreamer
puts
poor study habits
no immediate attack
things off not punctual discourteous— emotional

"Marian

is

subject-matter easily nor quickly.

— weeps

—
—

—

—

—

—

easily."

Marian's part in the project was a very minor one
as nearly all of her time was needed to keep up

her regular daily work.
did not assume

some

She was the only

girl

definite responsibility.

who
She

helped to bring the materials out of the closet for
use or put them away at the end of the period.

She assisted
take

much

in several simple tasks that did not

time.

But, with

all

these disadvantages,

note Marian's excellent score.

L Q. 135 Score 25
carved one of the smaller temples.

Betty 8-A
This

little girl

—

"Betty possesses a keen, searching mind liking
to find the reason for things. She is very capable
not only carrying her school work easily but making a very efficient editor of the school notes
responsible position. She is steady, reliable, methodical and is able to carry out directions exactly
without supervision. Her aim is to take up journalism.
She greatly enjoys using her mind to
Betty has a more
solve a problem or situation.
mature and sophisticated mind than the ordinary
child of her age."

—

The

teachers' opinions are very similar.

Betty

who showed

a high

an example of a high L Q.
score on the tests.
is

Here are some

L

answers to the

of Betty's

I

liked 6-B history best.

I

liked

learned

it
it.

last test

because of the clear way we had
We learned about Greece and in

addition to that

we

all

had parts

to

make

out of soap in regard to the Parthenon,

n.

I

think

made
HI.

it

would be history because

it

was

so clear to me.

making

Parthenon best beclearly, and it
was very interesting because of the motion

I

liked the

cause

it

explained

of the

my work

picture taken.

have written a brief history of only six of the
children.
They are all interesting and I should
like to include every one but in order to give an impartial view I selected the two boys with the highest I. Q. and the two with the lowest. Since there
were only four girls in the group, I selected one who
had the highest L Q. and one with the lowest.
Dick and Lawrence, with Intelligence Quotients
of 128 and 121, disappointed us with scores of 16
and 18 but they only make our case study more inTheir attitude tests as well as their reteresting.
call tests, show that the study of Greece made little
impression on them.
Lawrence's work with the
lantern, unfortunately, gave him the center of the
stage and his mind was completely taken up with
His actions in the film register his feeling of
it.
importance. Dick did beautiful work on the Parthenon. In fact, either because of his actual work
or his assistant's modesty he received most of the
credit.
Most of the Parthenon was carved at home
so I do not know how the labor was divided. His
work was good it deserved praise and he received
it; but with some people too much praise is not
wholesome. The general lesson faded into the
background bcause these two boys considered their
I

;

;

—

;
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all-important.

In the future,

avoid allowing any child to be too

I

much

shall try to
in the lime-

light.

The

other four

all

selected Greece as the part

An

of history that appealed to them.

reason

by

given

George,

similar to that of Betty,

way

Q.

I.

I.

87

Q.

interesting

— Score

26,

is

135— Score 25—they

was developed. George, a
failure in much of his school work, liked it because
it was a success.
Both girls mentioned the fact
that each pupil had a hand in the project.
That did
not mean so much to the boys who were engrossed
in their own particular work.
liked the

the lesson

"Group projects provide an opportunity for cultivating various habits such as cooperating, leading
or following, dividing up labor according to fitness,
deciding disputes by appeal to authority or practical test, etc.,

which are essential

enterprise."

Thorndike and Gates.

The

to

any cooperative

work together, and to
one another. I did not have to select
leaders for they grew out of every situation. There
children did learn to

respect

was work suitable for each type of child and there
was a chance for him to adapt himself according
to his ability. They learned to make good use of
reference books which we borrowed from the library and from various rooms in the building. The
question of the trees of Greece, the story of Theseus,

an argument in regard to the proper placing of the
caryatid porch on the Erechtheum, the question as
to whether or not the Discus Thrower belonged on
the Acropolis;

all

these questions

of

others had to be settled by
ference books.

means

who

of slides or re-

The Discus Thrower was placed

the foot of the Acropolis in a
the boy

and many

still

it

but

moving picture as
The recall test, given

after about two years, was
an objective one and consisted of 33 units. Twelve
units were directly associated with the study of
the Acropolis and the building of the miniature
the remaining twenty one units pertained to the
period of Greek History centering about the Acropolis.
Space forbids presentation of full scores
and tables, but results may be summarized as follows: The project used with this group of pupils
helped the girls decidedly, but did not help the boys
as a group, judging by their retention of historic
facts after a two-year period. Former investigations
have indicated that boys rank higher than girls in
The whole group, having the project,
history.
2.9
percent
rated
above the group without the pro-

indicate

some

interesting lines

for further investigation.

Time is
Our study
six weeks.

be considered in any undertaking.

to

of Greece with the project lasted about

We

finished those chapters in our text

book much sooner, and we did not work on the
project every day. Perhaps only one report would
be given a day, either at the beginning or at the
I taught my own art and was
given permission to use two art periods on the

end of the period.

history project.
The last twenty minutes of the
day was a make-up 'period for children who had
missed problems in Arithmetic or words in spelling and was a library period for children who had
completed their work. Reference work was often
done at this time. Most of the soap carving was
done at home but some of it needed finishing
touches when it was brought to school.
In order to keep the minds of the children on
their regular work and to keep the room tidy, all

movable objects

that

away between work

weren't

were put

completed

periods.

Projects take thought, time, work, and plenty

enthusiasm on the part of the teacher.

of

pectant attitude of the children

and the interest created

is

particular case,

I

I

believe

The

ex-

her inspiration

is

her reward.

In

could say that the

thii
in>

terest has been sustained, but since the other pro

groups have not been tested,

ject

I

the statement any broader than that.

can not mak^

A

real teachei

wants to be human, and project work gives ample
opportunity for personal contact that means much
to both teacher and child.

at

picture to please

we took it away for the
we knew it did not belong there.

carved

The study may

ject.

More
Mr. R.

W.

Steps

Ahead

Arnold, a shop teacher in a San Antonio,

Texas, Junior High School,

is

making a study of the

effectiveness of motion pictures in teaching Industrial

Art

subjects.

^

Mr. Ronald F. Holt, another Industrial Art Instructor, in the High School at Brocton, Massachusetts, is
preparing to use visual aids in his classes and is scheduling films weekly on industrial subjects.

An

interesting

announcement

comes

from

the

Flandreau Indian School, South Dakota. They are
organizing a department of visual education and, as a
first step, have installed a new talking motion picture
machine.

^

The

St.

Francis Hospital, LaCrosse, Wisconsin, re-

port their recent purchase of complete

equipment.

35mm

sound

October, 1951
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The Talking Picture in Education
As England Sees It""

WE

are living in a mechanical age.
Is full
advantage being taken of new inventions
for educational purposes, or do our educationalists

shut their eyes to these inventions?

who

are

refuse to see any

good

in

Some

there

them because,

for instance, they heard a talking picture in the

days of its infancy, and have refused to listen to
another since. They might just as reasonably still
ride in stage coaches because the first train ran
over Mr. Huskisson.

But the recent Exhibition
to learning did,

it is

believed,

The Power

of the

of

Mechanical Aids

make many

trayed.

of entertainment, surely

such a great medium
not beyond the powers

is

it is

of our educationists to adapt

it

to their

own

needs.

Nothing, of course, can ever take the place of the
personal influence of the gifted teacher in a classroom.
Mechanical aids to education can never
supplant the teacher, but they can supplement his
ing

is

for the principal

to discover

how

aim

of the science of teach-

the child can derive the full-

measure of knowledge from the lessons taught
him, and understand their inner meaning with the
est

greatest ease.

He

the

already accustomed to seeing

is

and hearing a sound
all

cannot be

performing operations

number

film, and, therefore,

more receptive

should be

of an educational film.

With the coming of the
new field in the world

vast

;

hitherto only a very limited

movement

the patient to see every

of education

Reprinted from the British magazine Education.

is

opened

of the surgeon's

hand, but by means of the talking picture not only

can every

movement be

seen by thousands of stu-

dents, but the surgeon can be heard explaining in
his

own

voice every stage of the operation.

In the

Civics

field of

it is

now

possible for every

meet on the screen,

members

the

flesh, all

of the

if

not in

Government who may

describe in simple language the functions of their

various departments, and give

some

idea of

how

complicated a machine the Government of a great

country really

is.

In geography children may be taken round the
world by men and women who have visited far
distant countries of the earth and can, therefore,
give an eye witness description of the places, the
peoples and the customs.
In science, in history,
in economics
but why go on? Anyone with vision
and imagination must see how great are the

—

possibilities.

One

advantage that the talking picture

great

is

is

that the child's attention

riveted by the addition of sound as

The Chinese have

riveted before.

one seeing

is

worth a thousand

it

was never

a proverb that

tellings,

but

when

the two are combined the most lasting impression
possible

is

obtained.

By means

of the talking picture, the leading per-

and teachers of the world, whose
audiences were of necessity limited, can now be
brought face to face with millions.
Their individualities and all their mannerisms of action and
speech are portrayed with the utmost fidelity. From
them teachers will themselves gain inspiration and
wil) have a valuable aid to their teaching efforts,
sonalities

therefore, a far

talking picture, such a

no

There are

utilized.

for their pupils will receive a far

Every Subject Treated on Sound Film

really

of students could be sufficiently close to

has over the silent film

the talking picture

eflForts,

it

child in the land to

Xo one can fail to realize the enormous hold the
cinema had on children three years ago, nor can
one fail to realize that that hold had been tightened
a hundred-fold by the introduction of the talking
film, as is proved by the box office receipts of cinemas throughout the country.
That the British public are interested in talking
pictures which are not solely of the entertainment
type, is proved by the great success achieved by a
theatre in London which has recently devoted its
entire programme to topical and current events
gathered from the whole world. This is in reality
a weekly illustrated journal, but with the additional advantage of the actual voice of the various
speakers and the actual voice of the events porAs

subject in which

is

already in existence several silent films of surgeons

converts.

Cinema

There

up as staggers the imagination.

more

more

living voice of a talking picture than

word

vivid, and,

lasting impression from the

of a printed book.
(Continued on pane 246)

from the dead
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FiLM PRODUCTION ACTIVrTIES
The aim of this new department is to keep the educational field intimately acquainted with the
increasing number of film productions especially suitable for use in the school and church field.

Seven

New
In

With seven

Educational Pictures

Production

Lewis Carroll's fantastic story of Alice

educational talking pictures in the final

and to be completed before the
end of October, the Department of Educational Talkstages of production

ing Pictures of Electrical Research Products has for

more than

distribution

sixty reels of educational sub-

jects.

pictures

now

production include four

in

mm.

version can be secured either

each reel a complete chapter,

in six 100-foot subjects,

or in five 400-foot subjects, which

of which have already been completed, and three sub-

the complete story.

in

the

Social

Studies

Modern

series.

and

Development of Industry,

Transportation,

Interdependence of

Life.

All of the pictures are originally produced on 35

many have

film stock, but

already been

Work

stock with sound on disc.

ing rushed to produce 16

mm.

versions of

all

is

be-

pictures

so that they may be used with the new 16 mm. sound
on disc equipment which the company will soon' have
on the market. With this equipment educational talk-

may

ing pictures

be used

in

conjunction with regular

Plans are underway

increased production in

for

of education and research

fields

carried forward to determine

of study

may

what

work

is

being

additional courses

be developed in talking pictures.

Pictures produced and available for use are as fol-

lows
five

:

—ten

subjects in the Teacher Training Series,

on Music, one on Physical Education {Funda-

mentals of Football), two on Vocational Guidance
{The Builders and Finding the Right Vocation), one

on Mathematics {The Play of Imagination in Geometry) and fourteen on Elementary School Science.

Talking Industrial Picture
Metropolitan Industrial Pictures has been engaged
to supervise

Wonderland

is

the

first

and

direct production of

what

all

production of a ser-

made

of talking picture features to be

cording to Mr.

make

together

especially

Unique Foto Film, ac-

Hugo Maienthau, president. Others
Rip Van Winkle and Through

in the series will include

the

Looking Glass. They will be released both theatand non-theatrically.

rically

Universal Produces Football Series

Many

game are presented

interesting phases of the

Notre Dame Football stories, written by Knute Rockne and produced by Universal Pictures Corporation. Each reel, combining slow motion
picture photography with normal speed cameras,
should provide coaches and players with invaluable
in the five one-reel

courses of study in the individual classroom.

many

Alice in
ies

for juvenile entertainment by

mm. sound on
put on 16 mm.

Wonder-

film by
Unique Foto Film under the direction of "Bud" Pollard and with Ruth Gilbert as the child heroine. It is
available in 35 mm. film with sound, and in 16 mm.,
either sound or silent.
For the convenience of those

reels in the series of natural science subjects, fourteen

jects

in

land has been produced in feature length

concerned, the 16

The seven

Wonderland" Filmed

''Alice in

will

be

made to date, a ten
More Power To You, which is to
Dodge Motor Car Company.

the largest industrial production

Camera work
arms of a plunging back or

material for study.
ball in

long or short forward passes,

is

in

following the

in the air

during

particularly meri-

torious.

Coach Hunk Anderson fully explains each play beit is executed by two teams of Notre Dame stars
of the 1930 season.
Each player is identified with
lettering on chest and back to show position played,
which gives students of the game ample opportunity
to watch functions of each position in every type of
fore

play.

First of the series.

Various Shifts,

explains

the

reel talking picture,

several basic shifts

be produced for

country.

employed by noted coaches of the
Plays are run off from each shift, with plays

mixed up

to provide plenty of variety.

The
actors

picture will include a cast of thirty professional

and the action

will

fifty sets and. locations.

take place in

more than

More Power To You

is

be an organization film portraying various phases
retail

to
o*'

automobile dealers' activities and sales methods

relating to the

Dodge and Plymouth

lines.

Second,

Notre

Dame

Offensive System,

presents

famous Rockne system for scoring
plays and general offensive of the Notre Dame team
on the gridiron.
the inside of the

Famous Plays

of 1930

is

third of the series, with

:
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Anderson explaining, and the two teams running
through the most spectacular plays of last year staged
by various teams.
Backficld Play

men

the backfield

a highly illuminating display of

is

in action

;

sub-section of motion pictures, meeting under the auspices of the League of Nations at the International

Educational Cinematographic Institute.

with plunges through the

mixed up with lateral and forward passes.
Carry On, fifth of the series, opens with brief introduction of Jess Harper and Notre Dame stars of

Fox Visual Education Activities

line

Then

the past 20 years.

reel

goes into general ex-

position of offensive and defensive plays as executed

by the Note

Dame

squads in regulation games.

and Howell

Bell

Add 100 Films

to Library

mm

An

educaeven hundred highly endorsed 16
Howell
Bell
the
&
been
added
to
tional films have just
film library, marking a notable advance in the number
of worthwhile motion pictures available

school

for

Movietone School Series is being prepared by the
Department of Fox Film Corporation,
under the direction of prominent educators, each the
These sound on
best known in his respective field.
film educational pictures are on 35 mm. non-inflammable stock for standard equipment. Dr. Ellis U. Graff,
representing a group of
school
superintendents
throughout the country who are interested in visual
Educational

education,

is in

use.

charge of selecting subjects.

the educators on the production staff are

W. Atwood,
raphy films

;

devoted to an outstanding national character such as
Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, and Lincoln. Thir-

University, History subjects.

teen subjects have to do with as

many

literary notables

or their works, and in this group are films on Poe,

Holmes, Irving, and other famous writers.

Nine films are given over to geographical subjects
and seven to industry and agriculture. Among the
other films are eight on outdoor life and a five-reel
picture on the Life of Christ.
16

mm.

400

hundred subjects are now available

silent versions in film lengths of

feet per

prepared on

in

approximately

Synchronized sound discs are being
majority of the subjects to permit of

reel.
a.

sound presentation, and some of these discs are
ready completed.
Fil

m

on

al-

Among

Dr. Wallace

President of Clark University,

Forty-two of the subjects relate to science and naand six are listed under what is called the American Statesmen Series, each film of this series being

ture,

:

films

Mu-

Dr. F. R.

;

Moulton, formerly of the University of Chicago, As-

tronomy

films;

and Dr. Henry Johnson of Columbia

Mrs. Grace Allen Bangs has been appointed director

Women's Bureau of the EduDepartment of Fox Film Corporation, thereby
being one of the few women to direct an important division of a film corporation.
Mrs. Bangs also is a
vice-chairman of the Exposition of Women's Arts and
Industries and is a member of the Board of the Child
Welfare Association. It is not her first affiliation

of the recently created
cational

with the industry, however, as back in 1924 Mrs.
Bangs, in co-operation with others, sought to en-

courage better

work

films.

Her

early activities in this

will be the organization of a national

new

committee

of representatives of the national women's club groups
which are taking an interest in visual education.

The Educational Department

of

Fox Film Corpora-

tion participated this year in the Exposition of

Iron

Geog-

Dr. Clyde Fisher of the American

seum of Natural History, Science

All of the

Women,

screened before the International Council of

Wom-

for distribution to schools describing the manufacture

and Industries, held at the Hotel Astor, New
York City, from September 30 through October 6.
At that time the advantages of the use of sound mo-

of wrought iron pipe through the various stages, be-

tion pictures in education

ginning with the melting of iron

sponsorship of a committee of

en's Arts

The Reading Iron Company have

a motion picture

ore

in

the

blast

furnace.

social

Short Subjects

Shown Under Auspices

of

League of Nations
Spring Training, the

first in

Tiffany's

new

Football

For the Fan Series, and Vagabond Melodies, a new
Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge, were selected as
representative American Short Subjects productions.
Prints of both these films from the Educational Film
Exchanges were sent to Rome, Italy, where they were

and

were

set

forth under the

women prominent

in

civic affairs.

new work, Mrs. Bangs said
"Everyone admits the educational value of sound
motion pictures, and the problem has been how to get
the greatest values from them and the best methods
In discussing her

for securing these benefits.

I

feel that,

through the'

co-operation of prominent educators and a major pro-

ducing company, with the best technical information
in its possession an ideal combination has been effected."
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NEWS AND NOTES
CONDUCTED
National 16

BY

JOSEPHINE

Two New York

mm. Exchanges Planned

The first national 16mm motion picture conference
was held September 21 to 26 at the Hotel Victoria,
New York City, under the auspices of the 16mm MoMore than 100 prodtion Picture Board of Trade.
ucts in the 16mm field were on display, including cameras, sound projectors, film, screen and other equipment.

important announcement was made at the conference by Mr. A. D. V. Storey, Executive Secretary

An

exchanges
opened in key cities at an
Five equipment manufacturers are schedearly date.
uled to finance these exchanges, stated Rudolph
Mayer, President of International 16 mm. Pictures.
Mr. Storey gave some interesting data on the 16mm
He stated that fully 300,000 projectors have
field.
been sold in the United States, exclusive of another
100,000 of smaller type movie machines that are termed
As quoted by The Film Daily, Mr. Storey says
toys.
that there are now more than 1000 versions of silent
films, and more than 400 of talking films, that have
been reduced from pictures that have appeared in the

of the

Board of Trade,

handling

theatres,

16mm

now

to the effect that ten

film will be

available for the

16mm

market.

from the Woodbury Training
Boston, Massachusetts, includes a course of 20 lessons on the "Art of
Seeing," in which the students make drawings from
circular

School in Applied Observation,

This practice has proved effective in
that it leads to improvement in motion and proportion
and removes fear and hesitancy in drawing.

motion pictures.

Stage Puppet Play at Safety Congress

"Our Gang",

of

movie fame, were portrayed

The increasing importance and interest in supplementary aids in teaching has been pointed out
by innovations to be adopted in the new Port
Chester High School, Port Chester, N. Y. and the
Brooklyn Technical High School of Brooklyn where
arrangements have been completed for the installation of Western Electric Sound Systems, Public
Address Systems and radio distribution.
In both schools the talking picture reproducing
equipment will be in the main auditorium to allow
for visual and oral education through the speaking
film and for the showing of subjects of special pedagogical, historical or industrial value.

The Public Address System, in both schools, will
be placed in the auditorium for sound amplification
and to assure the

intelligible transmission of

sound

to all parts of the hall.

Radio distribution

will

be made to

all

classrooms.

In the case of the Brooklyn institution this involves
130 distribution points and in the Port Chester

By

means of this
announcements can be
made from any central point to all rooms of the
building at the same time or special radio programs can be broadcast to one or more classrooms
at any time.
At the Port Chester High School two
School 67 distribution points.
distribution

special

receiving sets are being installed allowing for the

broadcasting of two separate programs in different
classrooms according to varying educational needs.

A

double turntable to run special records that can

be broadcasted from the main auditorium to all
classrooms is also being installed in the Port Chester
school.

in a

puppet play at the Home Safety session of the
Twentieth Annual Safety Congress and Exposition
held>at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, October 12-16.
The great mechanical strides made in accident prevention were also visualized in an equipment expoThe United States Navy provided one of
sition.
the features of the exhibit with its extensive display of life saving equipment. The Bureau of Mines
also was represented with an interesting and educational exhibit.

Schools to Install Radio, Public

Address and Talking Picture Equipment

radio

Art Course Makes Use of Motion Pictures

The 1931-32

HOFFMAN

Geographic

Bulletins

The National Geographic Society's weekly BulleThe Geographic News Bulletin

tins for teachers

—

News

—

be issued again this year, beginning in early
October. Teachers who wish this Bulletin service
should send their applications to the Society's headquarters in Washington D. C, as early as possible.
The Bulletins are issued weekly, for thirty weeks
of

will

the school year.

facts for classroom

They embody

the pertinent

use from the wealth of geo-
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graphic information that pours into the Society's
office and are illustrated with splendid photographs.

A request for the Bulletins
by twenty-five cents

should be accompanied

to cover the mailing costs for

the thirty weeks.

Visual Instruction Directory Ready

Announcement has

made

just been

Instruction Directory for 1931"

of the National

Academy

invaluable publication

is

that

"The Visual

—a publication

New

ready

by

Publications and Activities

This

of Visual Instruction.

lists

Continuous Projectors," by J. L. Spence and J. F.
Leventhal of the Akeley Camera Company; "16mm
Optical Systems," by Allan Cook of Bausch and
Lomb; "Advantages of 16mm Super Panchromatic
Film for Educational and Medical Films," by
Schwartz of the University of Rochester and Tuttle
of Eastman Kodak; "16mm Sound on Film Dimensions," by R. T. May of R. C. A. Victor.

Extension Divisions

names and addresses

the

of more than 1,600 of the leading

officials

in

Museum

of State, City, County, District and

charge
Depart-

Mr. H. L. Kooser, in charge of the Visual InstrucIowa State College, Ames, announces

tion Service of

new

catalog of visual aids

ready for

ments of Visual Instruction and visual instruction
workers throughout the United States. It includes,
also, a list of the directors of University Extension

that their

Divisions and of institutions offering courses in Vis-

Service a large collection of motion picture films, both

ual Instruction.

35mm

members of

All

the National

directory without charge.

To

Academy
others

it

receive the
at the

sells

nominal charge of $1.50, postpaid. All requests should
be addressed to Mr. Ellsworth C. Dent, Secretary of
the

Academy, University Extension Division, Law-

rence, Kansas.

Sound Visualized

The

Christian Student for

account of a

new

waves upon a

screen.

August

and they

lease

one

who

vvhich projects sound
This recording instrument
has been designed and constructed by three students at Mount Union College under the direction
of Professor F. J. Schollenberger, head of the
Physics Department, who has interested officials of

device

new motion

which

that

which
in

field.

film

this

slides,

picture

Education. Correlation work has also been done to
some extent in the courses of study on Social Science
and in Health work in connection with the State Department of Education. Mr. Norman is again conducting a course in visual education this year.

"Visual Aids" for 1931-32, a catalog of 16mm and
educational motion picture films offered by the

consin, Madison,

be used to supplement the usual instruction

sides,

from

with the general science state course of study,
is being printed by the State Department of

use in the realm of teaching and have agreed to
work with Professor Schollenberger in producing
will

available

is

and lantern slide catafrom the Indiana University Bureau of Visual Instruction at Bloomington. Mr.
H. W. Norman, Secretary of the Bureau, writes that
they are expanding the 16mm service and have moved
into new and larger quarters. Further, they have just
completed correlating motion pictures and lantern
Copies of

35mm

films of laboratory experiments in physics,

There

re-

logs have just been received

Eastman Kodak Company in the invention.
They have been impressed by its possibilities for
the

it.

and 16mm, glass lantern
mounted prints, and exhibits.

slides

carries a brief

asks for

is

send a copy to any-

will be pleased to

Bureau of Visual

new

Instruction,
is

now

The University of Wis-

available, as well as a

lantern slides and the

Bureau's monthly bulletin.
reveals an increase in their

list

of

September issue of the

A

study of the catalog

16mm

film library.

They

plan to discontinue distribution of filmstrips and stere-

ographs and to concentrate their efforts upon glass
slides and motion pictures.
Work is going forward

Symposium on 16 mm. Sound Film

'

An extensive symposium
16mm sound films was one

on

the

problems

of

of the features of the

Fall meeting of the Society of

Motion Picture En-

New Ocean

House, Swampscott,

gineers held at the

Massachusetts, October 5-8.

Some

of

the papers given in this

rapidy on building up a better collection of lantern
slides, states Mr. J. E. Hansen, Chief of the Bureau,
the first field to be covered that of Geography.

The

first fall

number (September) of

of Kansas publication,

symposium

were: "Description of the Educational Film Experiment in Washington," by Glenn Griswold of
the Fox Film Corporation; "Advantages of 16mm

contains

many

"Visual

pertinent articles,

the University

Instruction

News,"

among them "Prob-

lems in the Administration of Visual Instruction" by
Dr. Daniel C. Knowlton, and various news items of
interest.
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AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
CONDUCTED BY MARION
High Points (September) This
ular interest to us this

month

it

issue is of particcontains three arti-

education.

cles treating of visual

tory,"

as

by Julian Aronson,

is

"Music and His-

a teacher's plea for the

adoption of music in the classroom for the study of
The writer endorses visual instruction but
history.
believes

teachers are inclined to disregard the pre-

dominance of the heart over the visual centers of the
"The life of memory," he says, "is emotional
brain.
and not intellectual, and retentivity, when it gestates
in the emotions, flourishes in behavior."

The technique

F.

LANPHIER

School Executives Mazagine (September) "Research in the Field of Educational Talking Pictures,"

by H. A. Gray and M. R. Brunsetter, reports fully
and effectively upon the various experiments concerning the use of both the silent and the talking film in

The

the schools.

has been pretty

silent film, as stated,

the talking film remains in the

well tested and proven
experimental stage, but has, theoretically, even more
;

promise as a supplementary aid in schoolroom method,
than had the silent

film.

of such emotional instruction includes music annotated

The New
6) This paper
presents a column of discussion concerning the use

with historical text.

of films in the

In "Visual Material
Classes,"

Charles

Its

:

Use

A. Tonsor

in

Jr.

Secondary School
discusses

the

two

Incidental material, one type,

types of visual material.

introduced for entertainment and general interest
Integrated material, on the other hand, is maonly.
is

terial

which

definitely

is

given grade and

is,

"The Excursion

related to the

work of

a

therefore, of greater value.
in

the Teaching of Geography,"

York Times (October

New York Schoolroom. The report,
"300 films available," is far more cheerful in
tone than the actual facts warrant. But those of us
interested in developing this field are always heartwith

its

ened by genuine and sincere publicity in the press.

The Churchman (September 19) "Is There No
Remedy," subtitled, "The Movie Menace," by Carl
E. Grammer, Rector of St. Stephen's Church in Philadelphia,

is

the usual bitter denunciation of the "im-

an interesting paper on the
Varihistory, kinds and organization of excursions.
ous examples of typical physical and economic geo-

moral-woman-roue-hero" film and the usual accusation against the Hays campaign for better films. The

graphic excursions are cited.

we

by Roland C. Geist,

is

writer does not identify the film he witnessed, so that
hesitate to accept his sketchy

material

Journal of Education (September 14) "Visual
Aids may be used eflfectively in any subject, but more
so in such subjects as Commercial Geography," states
In his arP. Gabriel, an instructor in that subject.
ticle on "Visual Aids to Instruction," he lists such aids
as mounted pictures, lantern slides and motion pictures,

and quotes some leading educators on the value

of such material.

Review of Educational Cinematog(August) Agricultural cinematography is
emphasized in this number, carrying three feature ar"The Cinema and the School"
ticles on such activity.
is a continued account of replies received from teachInternational

raphy

ers on such questions as the respective value of lan-

tern-slides

and

film is useful

films,

subjects in which teaching by

and the most

eflfective

method of

use.

The Living Age (September) The

reprint of a
Dr. Rudolph Frank's peace film "to be
recommended to the international jury which will

portion of

award a

prize for a peace film in

be of especial interest to teachers.

December" should

for

resume as

further commentary.

We

sufficient

are willing,

however, to repeat again, if somewhat wearily, that
the "menace of the movies" does exist, but that it has
been greatly over-emphasized, particularly by members
of the cloth.

Teacher (September) "A Visual EduDolph Lain, Director of the
Visual Education Department in the Moline Public
Schools, accounts clearly the experience and method

The

Illinois

cation Department", by

of that department.

He

reports that slides are not used so extensively

seem to prefer
which are much better than a few years

as motion pictures as the instructors

the latter,

ago from the standpoint of being usable as real visual
Their plans for this year include additional
aids.
equipment so that visual aids will be used in each classroom.

The

testing-results in the senior high-school

Geography department are particularly encouraging.

Movie Makers (September) "The Educational
Film of Today," by Louis M. Bailey, surveys the field
of available material for the class room, giving sources
as well as classified reviews of specific films.

)
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Theatrical Film Reviews for October
THIS

[82]

MODERN AGE

(

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

It will be interesting to see what Joan Crawford
can do with a new story when somebody finds one for
her.
She has been playing the same one so long that

she

driven to such

is

trivialities as

enough in comedy other than the Captain-Flagg variety, and Andre Beranger is skillful in a minor part.
(See Film Estimates for September)
[86]

changing the shade

A

of her hair in an effort to create a semblance of nov-

The

elty.

fact that her clothes are not

hair, or the

well designed, gives her a hard look that

unbecoming..

is

decidedly

Paulinfe Frederick, playing the part of

THE FLYING FOOL
moving

fast

(British International)

thriller filmed

the Paris-London air lines.

It

with the assistance of

has one of those lacka-

and apparently aimless

daisical

young

proves to be a keen detective, a

villain

heroes

who

of the tradi-

than the role appears to merit.

Paris,

and a most appealing heroine. London,
and the air lanes between them, furnish the

the self-righteous lover,

locale,

not forgetting the Paris sewers.

an erring mother, devotes to

more

the drunken

it

more

histrionic zeal

Neil Hamilton is again
and Monroe Owsley is once
Not, on the whole, so hot.

trifler.

any

DADDY LONG-LEGS

(Fox)

Probably no actress could have done better by this
well-beloved old bit of sweetness than Janet Gaynor.
She succeeds admirably in being just not quite too
sweet.

Warner Baxter

guardian, and

comedy

is

Una Merkel

is

an enormous help

[84]

is

DAUGHTER OF THE DRAGON
American screen

detail the

return to

after long absences, in a contin-

uation of the revenge of

Fu Manchu.

This circum-

stance constitutes the sole claim of the picture on anyone's interest.

Mr. Hayakawa seems

distinctly Oriental,

whereas Miss

to have remained

Wong

picture.

There are a
it

is

plausible

and that is really all one should ask of
I see no reason for Americans to look

their noses at British talkies

good as
[87]

lasts,

main

spots, but in the

when they

are as

this.

THE MIDDLE WATCH

(British International)

name has been
an American actress,

Ian Hay'? stage play of the same
filmed with

Owen Nares and

Jacqueline Logan, heading the cast.

It

has to do with

two young women who attend a party on a British
warship, miss the boat ashore, and are obliged to spend

(Paramount)

Anna May Wong and Sessue Hayakawa
the

in the

it

down

satisfactory as the adored

no need for me to
plot of a story everybody knows.

There

scenes.

few incredible
while

(See Film Estimates for September)
[83]

tional type,

has become

the night on board in violation of regulations.

Com-

with sudden orders to proceed to
sea, and the unexpected arrival on board of the admiral, and you have ample material for laughs which
are developed in Hay's characteristic style.
One re-

plicate this situation

grets to have to admit that

Miss Logan's performance

lacks finish in comparison with those of the British

predecessors, and ends in the final ex-

fast

Mr. Nares and his associates keep the action
and make the picture thoroughy enjoyable.

house of Fu, but not until after it has
produced unutterable boredom in most of the audience.

[88]

GUILTY HANDS

thoroughly cosmopolitan.

ous

trail

of

its

The

story follows the devi-

tinction of the

actors.

{See Film Estimates for September)
is

[S5]ANNABELLE'S AFFAIRS

MacDonald improves
comedy parts. As Annabelle, the
Jeanette

husband lurking
is

in

(Fox)
constantly
girl

in

light

with a caveman

her matrimonial background, she

particularly effective

and amusing.

Roland Young

has one of those tipsy roles, in which the inebriate never quite loses sight of the fact that he is a gentleman.
Victor MacLaglen seems to find his

way about

easily

(

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Lionel Barrymore, who, I have always maintained,
the best actor in his whole family, does brilliant

work

who murders a man to proand then, with his knowledge of
law and court procedure, skillfully lays the blame on
someone else. The audience, aware from the start, of
his guilt, is interested primarily in whether or not he
will be found out. The denouement is novel and thrilltect

ing.

as a -criminal lawyer

his daughter,

An

excellent cast includes

Kay

(Concluded on page 239)

Francis,

Madge

—
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The film Estimates,

in

whole or

in part,

Intellieent

For
Yonth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Bad Company (Helen Twelvetrees(RKO) The gang-

Ricardo Cortez)

ster thriller at its worst

may be

Trash

Better not

reprinted only by special arrangement with

For
Children
(under 15)

No

—super-ar-

—

Bis Gamble. The (William Boyd)
Crook melodrama of the
usual stripe, with nothing in the

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Intelligent

For
Yonth

Adults

(15 to 20)

I Like Your Nerve (Douglas Fair- Hardly
First
banks Jr.-Loretta Young
National) Rather thin and feeble
story about young bookworm suddenly inspired to go after woman

For
Children
(under 15)

Perhaps

No

Perhaps

Doubtful

Probably

Funny

(

)

rogant, super-rich hoodlum here
machine gun massacre ^utterly overdrawn and main situation false and
unconvincing.
Absurd
waste
of
Helen Twelvetrees in stupid role
and unpleasant story.

The Educational Screen)

—

in
a big way saves a Central
American official's daughter from
being married off to a rich old
roue for crooked political purposes,

No

No

No

etc.

(RKO)

way

of

direction or acting

to

Bonght

(Constance

(Warner) Cleverly

Bennett)

built story, finely

thelmess)

Rather

Doubtful

No

interesting

—

and
a little girl-friend Nikki
much, much drinking. Three die,

Heroine is illegitimate daughter of
an adoring old father. She spurns
the fine young writer hero next
door, to climb into higher circles.
Deceived by a rich young waster,
the old father engineers the proper

the fourth is left for the heroine.
Well acted and directed, very entertaining at times and far less
objectionable that the description
Quite unconventional but
sounds.
not offensive or vicious.

finish.

Caught Plastered (Bert WheelerCrude obcomedy stuff wise-cracking
stale jokes and a shade less vulgarity than ordinarily in Wheeler
and Woolsey pictures. More plausible story than usual, and amusing

Hardly

Perhaps

Perhaps

Robert Woolsey) (RKO)

of

its

Monkey Business (Four Marx
Brothers)
Paramount)
Typical
mixture of wisecracking, slapstick
furhorseplay
fast
and
and crazy
ious unobjectionable except to good
taste
and common sense many
laughs for all who enjoy crude
comedy and nonsense humor. Prob-

—

{

mount)

Waste of
time

By no
means

No

ably best

May
Excellent

Good

Beyond
them

humorous

Robson

Murder

but unobjectionable, suave, smoothly
played, through Mae Murray's overacting and adenoidal baby-talk are
A charmi ng minor
serious flaws.
role is played by

Karen Morley.

—

Thrilling

Perhaps

—

at
Midnight
(Aileen
(Tiffany)
Decidedly above
murder-mystery
that

kind

too

and suspense
without the usual hokum and scare

achieves

Worthless

fine

No

thrill

objectionable sex scenes

nor undue violence, though four
murders, an unconventional loveaffair and a final suicide are in-

No

volved.

My Sin
Frederick

(Tallulah

March

Much
(Lowell Sherman)
Another deft production
by Lowell Sherman, as both actor
and director, that is light entertainment of the best. Sophisticated
Stakes

Good of

splendid as the
who brings up

average

tality, and faked photography. AnyWaste of Rose
thing for a thrill.
Hobart and Bickford.

(

Good

her children in Spartan style which
estranges them, but in the end they
discover her real goodness and love.

devices.

High

is

wizardess

Pringle)

tirely.

(RKO)

Excellent

Brothers picture to

Mother's Millions (May Robson)
Dramatic,
on life of Hetty Green.

picturization of the famous case
that stirred the world a generation ago, done with notable skill
and dignity by the British InternaFilm Company. Fine retional
throughout,
yet powerful
straint
English cast endramatic values.

of Borneo (Charles Bickford) (Universal) Artificial thriller
Preposterous
carried to absurdity.
improbabilities.
ridiculous
itory,
Endless jungle terrors, cruelty, bru-

Marx

(Liberty)

financial

East

Good

—

story, based

and wholesome.

Dreyfus Case, The (Cedric Hardwicke) (Columbia) Excellent, strong

funny

date.

ture, about a wronged Freshman
girl
in
love with a philandering
An illegitimate
fraternity
boy.
child furnishes the complications.

False, cheap

Depends
on taste

—

—

kind.

Confessions of a Co-ed (Sylvia
Sidney-Phillips Holmes)
( P a r^
Waste of Sidney and
Holmes in so-called "college" pic-

Rather
good

against war.
Four boys, after airplane crashes,
for any
incapacitated
utterly
become
effective work and live out their
lives making merry in Paris with

argument

an

fect

acted,
that handles objectionable
material very delicately and deftly.

vious

Flight. The (Richard BarIn ef(First National)

Last

re-

deem it except some good comedy
work by the veteran James Gleason.

Fine of
kind

its

Probably
good

Hardly

better

and notable

than
for the

)

its

Bankhead(Paramount)
cheap

title,

work of Bank-

head and March. Opens amid sensuality, and debauchery of a Panama
dive,
with hero and heroine as
down-and-outers. Their struggle up-

ward

New York

in
ficulties in

—

circles
the difpast^ are in-

burying a

—

convincing.
and
Moral effect is probably preponderattngly good.
teresting

quite

Rather
good

Doubtful

No

strong

—
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For
Tenth

TitUs of Films (Actors) (Prodacers)

(15 to 24)

For

For
Children
(ander 15)

Titles of Films

No

mount)

Silence

Days

Palmy

(Eddie

Cantorj

Fast and furious slapstick

lU. A.
musical comedy
»

—

Depends

oc

taste

Decidedly
not

execution
his

daughter

Her

last

will

now

Smart

bathroom embarrassments, and Cantypical brand of "comedy"
tor's
Funny, silly, boring
throughout.
or offensive according' to intelligence and taste.

Sam (Leon Janney-

IntcrestiniT

Excellent

Excellent

A

Unwholesome

No

acteristic

society
society

convincingly.

—

—

etc.

with

Cheap

Decidedly
not

No

tries to retract and atone.
All is
straightened out in the best movie

role.

Nell
old

(Ralph

Graves)

See

it

Pemicioofl

jection

—exploits

wholesale

hood-

leading

boy, well played by
Phillips Jr., is trained to
and urged to murder all

Norman
steal

supposedly

—

humorous.

Beyond
them

Good

Doobtfnl

Hero's taking of a
delicately

and

Good

Department

Moran.
{See Film Estimates for September)
[89]

SECRETS OF A SECRETARY

{Paramount)

Claudette Colbert as the once wealthy young
Hardly

Hardly

No

woman,

reduced to the position of social secretary in the family of an old friend of her father's.
Her indiscreet

jumps up and smites her in the face, and she
some undeserved blame to save her employer's
daughter from the breath of scandal. Miss Colbert is
very good at this sort of thing, and Herbert Marshall,
past

—

lumism by tough slum-children, and

Probably
good

Evans, William Bakewell, C. Aubrey Smith, and Polly

—

(

No

(Concluded from page 237)

less
husband suffers endless indignities from him until he goes
to jail and she into the Salvation
Army. Finally, sudden reform and
reconciliation.

)

Perhaps

cast.

Theatrical

melodrama done

Sidewalks of New York (Buster
Keaton
M-G-M ) Disappointing
Keaton film which tries hard to be
funny but is mostly riotous horseplay and silly burlesque. Chief ob-

with excellent

No

and think

over again but hardly improved in
which the heroine loves her worth-

—

Hardly

fearless
revelations.
"Chic"
Sales has a sure-fire character part
which is highly transpicuous.

in the tropics, so the
heat can be blamed for everything.
The "good" husband is so thoroughly
caricatured that the blonde and
lonely wife elopes with the irresistible and moralless gigolo without the bother of divorce and with
full audience approval.
Unwholesome atmosphere carefully maintained
throughout,
and
certain
situations very objectionable. Waste
of the fine abilities of Kenyon and
Powell.

The

LiUle
Int««st

thriller.

Star Witness. The ("Chic" Sales)
(Warner) A gangster picture containing much hokum but of some
value as propaganda against gangsterism.
It portrays the terrorizing of witnesses to prevent their
testifying in court, the District Attorney's struggle against them, and
the old Civil War veteran's last
minute discovery of evidence and

per-set-stuff

Salvation

Amusing

his

manner.

the

mere

squaw wife done very

woman — meets insults from
men — forced to take sleep-

(Tiffany)

Astor-John

Warner Baxter's work outstanding.
Western melodrama at its best. Roland Young delightful in a char-

ing girl who sighs
for
higher
things so becomes maid to a rich

Road to Singapore (Doris Kenyon-William Powell) (Warner) Su-

confession clears

Woman (Mary

photographed,

Maid (Nancy Carroll) Cheap
(Paramount) Again the poor work-

Ran-Aroand. The (Mary Brian)
(RKO) Mary Brian as gold-digging
chorus girl tries tricking a wealthy
non-marrying man into marriage,
but falls in loye with him and

No

than reveal that
committed murder.

Man. The (Warner BaxFine of
ter) (M-G-M) Fine picturization of
iU kind
old stage classic, beautifully set and

Personal

filled

Doubtful

Siinaw

max.

carefully
suggestiveness.

Hardly

For
Children
(ander 15)

rather

moment

Hallidayt (Radio) Human and interesting
little
problem -comedy,
deftly written and directed, worth
seeing for the acting by Halliday,
Mary Astor and E. E. Horton— about
very devoted
young couple but
hubby thought he wanted a divorce
^but his loving and determined
wife, and her friends, bring him
to his senses convincingly.

sionally.

plot.
Preknit continuity and
sents merely four interesting episodes in succession, with too little
cumulative dramatic value and cli-

and

,

(15 to 29)

faces

Spider. The (Edmund Lowe) (Fox)
Hair-raising
mystery
melodrama
about a great magician sleight-ofhand master, with murder and
theatre panics thoroughly mixed in
to produce violent action.
A colorless heroine is also present occa-

the principles, all of which could
have made a far greater picture
with more subtle and understandFaster
ing direction and writing.
tempo needed at times, and better

Cheap

who

For
Tooth

AdulU

—

Juntor Coughlin) (First National)
Very wholesome, human and amusing close-ups of boy life, with some
acting
from
extraordinarily
fine

ing car trip with one of them

(Paramelo-

depressing

Intelligent

up the situation and he tragically
walks away leaving the girf with
her supposed father.

follow.

"Palmy Days" aims at cheapest
possible appeal by usual methods
risque situations, brazen vulgarities
feminine anain dialog:, scores of
tomies in all degrees of deshabille,

Penrod and

Brook)

(Clive

Grim,

the daily press as a masterpiece.
Doubtless an epidemic of musical
films

(ActorsXProdacers)

drama of crook hero

a sure-fire moneymaker, and hailed by Hollywood and

comedy

Page 239

takes

Mediocre

Hardly

Unwhole
some

an English actor,
Metaxa, French,

is
I

splendid opposite her.

Georges

believe, contributes to the inter-

national aspect of the cast, and plays the bad egg very
well indeed.
Mary Boland and Betty Lawford add
competent performances.
{See Film Estimates for September)

:
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THE CHURCH FIELD
CONDUCTED BY
Movies and Character Education

R.

Let the story be developed to the point where the
is forced to make a decision between right and
wrong or better what we conceive to be right and
wrong. At this point the film should stop. It is
then up to the study group to determine what the
solution to that problem should be.
hero

H. Paul Janes, Director Visual Aids
Presbyterian Board of Christian Education

This
cent, in

is

my

Everyone
used
ter

in

response to the article by Vera Vinfor September.

The Educational Screen
realizes

that

moving

pictures

character education courses, or what

known

lessons in

as

be

to
is

bet-

conduct, are in greater

and schools than any
For years speakers have been
saying and writers have been writing that we need
this film, and yet today we seem to have as few of
them as we had when the first motion picture was
dem.and both in churches

other type of film.

built.

An

interesting study of the reactions of

people to a motion picture
that whereas

many

drama

young

discloses the

of the children will

that the villain suffers because that

is

fact

conclude

the end of

crime, and the hero profits because that

is

all

the end

indeed the hero be virtuous), as a
matter of fact there is a portion of young society
which often looks upon the villain that gets caught
of all virtue

boy who made a mistake, and who
imagine themselves under the same conditions getting by with what he failed to get by with.
It is

obvious that the most active minds are those
\Mierever we find a youth

of the latter group.

who

is dissatisfied w-ith these movie solutions to
problems we find a leader and one who is going to
set the pace for a certain portion of his generation.

It

seems

to

cal education

me
is

therefore that the problem of ethi-

to help students to build their

own

code of morals and, if in the end we find that they
have constructed one which is in harmony with
what has been found to be the best practice, we
shall succeed as good educators.

have suggested that what is
needed in a lesson in conduct is a situation built
into a motion picture scenario and film for use in
the classroom. The situation, as I view it, should
not be developed past the crisis in the story. The
problem in all its details should be presented and
the characters in the story put through the normal
temptations and submitted to the normal moral
and immoral forces common to such an experience.
In order to do this

I

—

Under such conditions

the teacher

is

a referee,

a guide to keep the discussion within the channels

problem to be investigated. My own experience indicates that under such conditions, where a
problem is presented which is common to the life
of the

experience of the group studying it, youth can be
trusted to work out the proper solution.
It is my own opinion that, if we face the
our conclusions would be about as follows

(1)

facts,

to have some idea of what
some cooperative movement among

we seem

Since

we want

to do,

educators both in the church and school should be
inaugurated to introduce the use of film in the
moral education curriculum.
(2)

(if

as a smart

JOHNSON

H.

F.

Since

it

is

obvious that no financial support

movement from the
from any other money-making institution, it therefore behooves us as educators to find philanthropists with sufficient vision
and cash to build the programs.
Distribution of materials is as important
(3)
as building them. At present there are no adequate
distributing facilities available to supply a market
which we all know exists.
whatever

will

come

to this

theatrical industry or

Revised Religious Film Directory
There have been so many requests for the

list

Film Sources prepared by the Educational Department of the Bell & Howell Company,

of Religious

that the

company has prepared another

this directory, considerably amplified

up

to date.

This will be the

fifth

edition of

and brought

edition of this

by any interon request to The Edu-

particular listing and can be secured
ested person, free of charge,

cational Screen.
As we have stated many times in these columns,
the success of any church motion picture program
is advanced decidedly through access to suitable
films.
We are happy to say that such films are
becoming more and more available, as will be seen
by the latest edition of this film list.
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Conducted by Dr. F.

Dean McClusky

Director, Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Practice Teaching in the Use of Visual
Aids: Bucknell Plan
L.

Paul Miller

worked

eflfectively

out.

One

feature in this class

a journey to Reading, to study the

museum conducted

of the

there by the Reading school
under the direction of Dr. Levi Mengel, a

district

Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Penna.

was
was
splendid use made

of visual materials in teaching visual education

pioneer in the country in the use of objective

Training teachers in the use of motion pictures
and other visual aids, by directing their use of such

was one
of the novel features of the Bucknell university summer session which closed there August 14.
materials in actual high school classrooms,

one of the few colleges in the eastern
part of the country, which offers opportunity during
Bucknell

the

is

summer

for prospective teachers to get full credit

for the practice teaching reqviired for their teaching

A

certificates.

completely organized high school

Courses are given

conducted.

high school major subjects.

in all junior

is

and senior

Training teachers,

who

during the rest of the year serve as heads of depart-

ments

in large city school systems,

The student

actual classes.

demonstrate to the

how modern methods

student teachers

of these methods,

are applied in

teachers then practice use

under careful supervision.

Fre-

The equipment used at Bucknell during the intensive
summer course in visual education included motion
picture cameras, 16mm. and 35mm. motion picture
:

and verand attachments, opaque

projectors, glass slide projectors, horizontal
tical,

film

projectors,

slide

projectors,

daylight projection

equipment,

slide equipments of all types, a wide vaborrowed and purchased sound films, silent
films, glass slides, and film slides for teaching science,
history, geography, civics, English, and vocational
guidance, physical apparatus for teaching the mechanics of projection, including lenses, mirrors, and electrical devices, and a comprehensive library of visual
education books, magazines and newspaper clippings.

riety of

One

project in the visual education class of experi-

training teacher working with only five or six student

Pennsylvania State course of study

large class of practice teachers also

meets daily for group instruction and discussion. A
manual for student teaching has been developed at
Bucknell, which aims to bring together modern educational theory and real classroom practice.

The

stress

on use of visual aids

tion school, during this last

in the

summer,

is

demonstrareported by

types

homemade

enced teachers, was the

The

all

of screens, sound picture projectors in a local theatre,

quent conferences are held with training teachers, each
teachers.

ma-

classroom teaching.

terials in actual

to be published.

listing of visual aids for the

in chemistry,

soon

Another project was the correlation

of visual aids with the teaching of vocational guidance,
a combination of two

Original

new

fields in

modern education.

motion pictures
Motion pictures were taken of
the demonstration school, and then pro-

scenarios

for

educational

were also prepared.
the pupils in

jected in the high school auditorium.

those in charge to have been a very successful ex-

periment in

many ways.

Visual Education Meetings

Demonstrations of the use

of apparatus, mechanisms, exhibits, museums, school

Miss Lelia Trolinger, Secretary of the Bureau of

journeys, charts, graphs, models, dramatizations, news-

Visual Instruction, Colorado University, Boulder, has

paper and magazine cut-outs, stereographs, glass slides,
film slides, 16 mm. silent motion picture films, and
sound motion picture films, were given in the teach-

Regional Visual Education Conference held July 26
and 27 at the Wyoming Summer Camp in the beautiful

all major subjects in the demonstration school.
Student teachers were instructed in the making of

furnished us with an account of the Rocky Mountain

Bow

ing of

Medicine

these materials, including

Mr. Rupert Peters, director of Visual Instruction in
the Kansas City Schools, opened the informal pro-

films.

session

A

special class

students

homemade motion

was conducted

who

are

daily for

experienced

teachers,

which more advanced instruction was given
techniques of using visual aids.

picture

summer
in

gram with a

Mountains.

discussion of the function of visual in-

struction in a large city school system.

Miss Trol-

the

inger described the service offered by the University

In this class the use

of Colorado Visual Instruction Bureau and announced

in
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Symposium, Demonstration and Exhibit of
Visual Aids in Chemistry

m^

At Buffalo, on September 1-4 last, was held a
four-day conference devoted expressly to the use of
visual aids in the teaching of chemistry. The meetings were under the auspices of the Division of
Chemical Education of the American Chemical SoThe Society has been giving much study and
investigation to visual methods for years past, and
most gratifying results appeared at the Buffalo
ciety.

pictures for

The growing interest that the
commands from such distinguished groups
conference.

non-theatrical
exhibition

American Chemical Society

Chairman McGill,

COLtlMBIA
PICTURES CORP.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

•

•

o^sA. your cCe€iler
uhout our IGNItn. films

gram

of a

The

sound evidence
the visual movement.

the future ahead of

Visual Education

subject
as

is

of

Committee on Aids to
Chemistry, reports the pro-

of the

in

dozen sessions most interestingly.

These

were about evenly divided, half being demonstrations
and half addresses, with attendance reaching 300

some

Every address was illusof the sessions.
by slides, film-slides or motion pictures, and
"sound" demonstrations played, an important part
in the program. From the screen Dr. Millikan lectured on some of his work; Dr. Gordon and Dr.
at

trated

Baker, of the College of the City of

New York

lec-

tured and experimented on "Water" before the eyes
of the interested audience
and Dr. Gordon, who
appeared twice on the conference program, stressed
especially in his demonstrations the possibilities of
the "sound" film in the particular field of chemistry.
;

that an Extension course in "Visual Aids, Their Value

and Some Methods of Use"

is

offered to teachers in

Miss Davis- of the Colorado State Teachers
followed
with an excellent discussion of the
College
films
in the classroom, and Mr. Perry,
definite value of
College, spoke on the value
Teachers
also of Colorado
training.

of visual aids in industrial education.

The use of

the

Yale Chronicles in Junior High School was the sub-

covered by Dr. Fertsch of Yale University.

ject

Klemm, Superintendent
lustrated the use he has

Mr.

of Colby, Kansas, schools,

made

il-

of the motion picture

One mornwas devoted to photography and cameras,
many projectors being on exhibit.
in

keeping a record of school

activities.

ing's session

A

complete report of the meeting

is

contained in the

A. L. Pouleur, of Wheaton College, discussing

"Atomic and Molecular Structure as a Visual Aid in
the Teaching of Chemistry," emphasized that
chemistry students can be assisted in orienting
themselves into the chemical point of view by suggestive models which aid visualization of chemical
structure and the electron theory. Types of models
suggested after tested classroom use

1.

time there

22

at the

first

Indiana

Indianapolis.

meeting

on October
Extension Building,

will be held

University

to

show atomic

structure with

any atom

Models representing outer

3.

with transferable electrons to show compound formation with electron transfer.
Elemental models with electrons to show valence exchange, molecular and compound formation and weight proportion in inorganic

shell of

chemistry.

authorities of the State Association have approved the

and the

Frame models

2.

is to be a section on visual education at the State
Teachers Association meeting in Indianapolis. The

section

secondary

attachable electrons.

September issue of the Colorado School Journal.

It is interesting to note that for the first

in

schools and colleges are:

4.

Flexible models of Hoff tetrahedronal carbon

benzene forms of Baeyer, Armstrong, Vaubel, and Sachse.
in
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"Verbalism

in

Elementary Chemistry Teaching"

A

by G. Wakeham in that it presents
the theories of chemistry upon an inadequate basis

was

criticized

This drives the student to
"verbalism".
It is suggested that an elementary
chemistry course should begin with an empirical
study of the common elements and their compounds in an observational way. Visualization of
factual material is a fundamental protection against
of factual knowledge.

Filmslide

Library for

Your Use

"verbalism".

ILLUSTRATE

your lectures in Latin,
geography, history, art, literature,
nature study, science, health and hygiene, and primary subjects with a film
from the Spencer Lens Library.

"Visual Education in Elementary College Chemistry" was the subject treated by B. S. Hopkins
and H. G. Dawson, of the University of Illinois.
In a comprehensive study of the value of visual
education in elementary chemistry it has been
found desirable to edit the films rigorously and to
display appropriate sections in the regular chem-

To be

istry lectures.

ture

must be adapted

With proper

Our catalog

moving

lists

only those filmslidea

which are of highest quality both pedagogically and photographically. Descriptive manuals containing pedagogical information relating to the pictures in the
film, are included with each film.

effective the style of the lec-

to the use of

.

The

cost

is

but a fraction of that of

The
glass slides or other illustrations.
Booklet K-64 lists all film-slides includ-

pictures.

modification of the lecture plan, mov-

ing the cost, and gives complete information on this service. Write for it

ing pictures and slides permit more rapid progress

today.

than without these devices.
ties

come from

may

be

too

pressions;

greatest difficul-

the fact that (1) the presentation
to permit clear-cut mental im-

rapid

(2)

notes; and

The

(3)

there

is

no opportunity

to

take

students regard movies as enter-

tainment and not as serious instruction.

Certain ad-

vantages are quickly revealed: (1) students show
a keener interest in their chemistry lectures; (2)
chemical processes become

much more

definite; (3)

formed a well-defined link between the
classroom and the industries.
The difficulties encountered can be readily overcome and visual education can be adapted to the
situation found in teaching elementary chemistry.
The greatest needs now felt are concerned with a
suitable collection of slides and films selected for*
there

is

the educational value in chemistry.

Dr. Irving E. Muskat, of the University of Chicago, spoke on "Visual Methods in Expositions and

Museums,"
slides

illustrating his subject copiously with

on the coming World's Fair

in

Chicago.

He

presented a brief outline of the chemical exhibits
and the methods of displaying these exhibits as
they are planned for
position.

The Century

The aim was

of Progress

Scranton High School; "A General Overview
of Visual Aids in Teaching," by F. Dean McClusky,
Director of Scarborough School and President of
the National Academy of Visual Instruction.
ler,

Further demonstrations were given as follows:
"Film on Silver," by C. E. Baer of Eastman Teaching Films; "Slides on Chemistry," by F. C. Byrn
of Keystone View Company; "The Eyes of Science," by G. H. Leffler of Bausch and Lomb;
"Showing of Chemistry slides on new VA and B
lanterns," by Spencer Lens Company.

Save $19.50 on Brand New
DeVry
k..
il
Stereopticon

Ex-

Complete

to arrive at a comparative

study of the various methods of display, stressing
in particular the type of experiments which may
best be displayed by visual methods.

Other addresses of the meetings were: "Visual
Aids in Chemistry Teaching from the High School
Standpoint," by Louis A. Astell and L. Paul Mil-

$25.50
Takes standard lantern
original factory carton.
slides, 400 watt Mazda bulb, brilliant, fine illumination.
wonderful bargain. Order yours today.
The Bass Bargain-gram No. 207A is ready. Send for your copy
full of bargains in motion picture apparatus and supplies.

Each one

179

in

CO.
BASS CAMERA CHICAGO,

W. MADISON

A

ILL

;
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The Los Angeles Meeting, and Visual
Education in the West

ingly true throughout the country, that a school sys-

William H. Dudley

A

tem must have its own visual materials immediately
and with trained men and women in charge.
A visit to the St. Louis Educational Museum, under
the direction of Miss Meissner would easily repay
at hand,

good birdseye survey of the present

status

and

making a thousand-mile

trend in visual education in the western half of the

one's

United States was obtained by the writer in June and
July during an extended trip through the Southwest

cut pedagogical administration of Director Peters of

to the Pacific Coast,

The

trip

sities

and a return by the

had a three-fold purpose

:

Kansas City

equally interesting; while the inspir-

ing enthusiasm of Miss Walter in Dallas, the well-

univer-

organized and surprisingly well-stocked and finely-

especial!}'

equipped departments in charge of Miss Marian Evans

To

visit

—

San Diego, W. W. Haworth

those that are depositories for the Yale Chronicles of

in

America Photoplays;

merman

what

see; the clear

central route.

carrying on visual instruction service
to see

is

trip to

cities

have active

departments of visual education; and to attend the
meetings of the Department of Visual Instruction of
the N. E. A.

Space will not permit of a full account of all visits
and observations. Rather detailed studies of the work
in the Universities of Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Texas, Arizona, California, Utah, Colorado, Nebraska
and the State College of Iowa were made, in most of
which institutions good work is being done.
The
trend seems to be more and more towards a self-sustaining policy through the establishment of rental fees.

Roy

Berkeley,

in

Miss Marian Israel

in

in

Pasadena, Mr. Zim-

T. Granger in Oakland,

Los Angeles County, H. F.

Hughes in Fresno, George T. Cass in San Jose and
O. G. Cummings in Sacramento only to mention a
few

city

departments visited

—
—convince me that

visual

education as a needed and properly supported aid in

work

school

all

said of the

prisingly

few

large

For what has been
named is equally true of a surnumber of smaller cities that were
is

established.

cities

where a budget has been established for its
maintenance, and a competent director is in charge of
visual instruction service and teacher training in the
visited,

school system.

Both large and small city visual instruction departments seem to be developing rapidly, and in an educationally sound way
they recognize, as is increas-

the most able direction of Charles Roach, stands out

E

as one of the country's highly efficient visual educa-

;

Q. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiti

lilt IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

Mil

llllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Pupil'Made Lantern
Slides

Of

course, the

Los Angeles

tion organizations.

who

A

staflF

city

department, under

of over thirty

members

study and know the courses of study, with an

unsurpassed collection of visual aids of all kinds,
testing grounds of the

makes Los Angeles one of the
nation.

But a brief account of the meetings of the visual
must conclude
this short review of westward expansion in the visual
instruction department of the N. E. A.

field.

Because of

illness,

W. W.

Whittinghill of Detroit,

president of the department, was unable to be presthe sessions being in the hands of Mr. Charles
Roach, the vice-president, under whose leadership an

ent,

unusually fine program was presented with clock-like
Keystone Pupil-Made Lantern Slide Outfit

TEACHERS OR PUPILS CAN MAKE

dispatch.

Three features only

will be

mentioned here

—the ad-

MAPS, CHARTS, GRAPHS, DIAGRAMS,

dress of Miss Marian Israel of the Los Angeles Coun-

ILLUSTRATE

department the strong plea made
by Dr. C. F. Hoban of the Pennsylvania Department
of Education for required courses in visual education

STORIES,

PRIMARY READING
TYPED ENGLISH EXERCISES

Materials Used in All Grades,
Primary to College Departments.
Write for trial offer.

Keystone View Co.
MEADVILLE,
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllil

PA.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriiliniiiniillilllliliiiiiniimiliiinillj*!

ty visual education

in

;

the teacher-training institutions

of the country

and the unique supervised exhibits so splendidly arranged by Miss Annette Glick of the Los Angeles city
department of visual education. Miss Israel stressed
the growing importance of mounted pictures in class-
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Natural science taught more

by

effectively

TALKING PICTURES

Leading educators en-

Nature Protects Animals," "The Frog,"

new medium

persal," "Butterflies," "Moths," and "Ani-

"Root Function and Growth," "Seed

dorse the

Dis-

mals of the Sea."
Pupils

may now

see the actual growth

Products

offers

talking pictures for use also in mathe-

At the same time, they hear a vivid run-

matics, music appreciation, physical edu-

ning description from the screen. Time-

cation, vocational guidance

and teacher

up movements

training. It gives the teacher a complete

otherwise so slow as to be imperceptible

guide in units of instruction developed

to the

human

for each picture. It supplies the pictures

eye.

but one of a remark-

and with them standard Western Electric

able and striking series of natural science

reproducing apparatus for classroom or

"Plant Growth"

films

is

designed by Electrical

Research

Products to supplement the work of the
science teacher.
grows— right before their eyes-~
thanks to time-lapse photography

Research

of a plant via classroom talking pictures.

lapse photography speeds

It

Electrical

Among

"The Dodder," "Fungus

other

titles

Plants,"

are

"How

Department of Educational Talking Pictures,

for auditorium use.

Send the coupon for entire

list

of talk-

ing pictures available, and data on

you can show them

in

how

your school.

n

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS INC.
New York, N. Y.
ESlO-31
Gentlemen — Please send me further information

250 Weal 57th Street,

Etectrkat Research Products Inc.
Distributors

of

Western Electric

EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMENT

regarding educational talking pictures, and
can use them.

how

I

'

|

I

;
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room work, giving

own

service

;

excellent

illustrations

from her

as a result of Dr. Hoban's address the

Department passed a resolution requesting every teacher-training school and college of the country to include a course in visual instruction, as a prerequisite
to graduation.

The ten or twelve teaching exhibits were in the
hands of classroom teachers each exhibit different
from the others, but, under the skillful guidance of
Miss Click, properly knit together so that collectively
they presented a most emphatic argument in favor of
an abundance of the best of visual aids in all schools
and all grades, and in the hands of teachers trained

—

in their

proper use.

Side lights of the convention were the complimentary reception and luncheon at the

Fox Sound Studio

the visit to the Huntington

Art Gallery, and the dinner given to the delegates by the California Commercial Visual Education Association.
These added much
to the enjoyment of the members of the Department
and not a little in the way of suggestion for the
future.

The Department voted unanimously in favor of
Academy of Visual Instruc-

uniting with the National
tion, in recognizing, as

it did, the strength and oneness
of aim such a union would bring about.

Lectures on Visual Education

The following

the schedule of lectures dealing

is

with Visual Education to be given at the

New

Paltz

Normal 1931-1932, as organized by Mr. John J. Jenkins, Chairman of Visual Instruction, Bronxville
Public Schools, Chairman in Charge of Arrangements.

Lecture

I

—Tuesday,

The Place

October

1931.

6,

of Visual Instruction in the

Modern

School, by Dr. Daniel C. Knowlton, Associate Professor of Education,

Lecture II

New York

—Monday, November

University.

9, 1931.

The Application of Visual Instruction to the
Modern Curriculum by Dr. Edwin H. Reeder, Associate Professor of Education, Teachers College,

Columbia University.
Tuesday, December 2, 1931.
Teaching Geography and The Social Sciences
with Stereopticon Slides, by Dr. Alfred W. Abrams,

Lecture III

—

Director Visual Instruction Division,

The

State

Education Department, The University of the State
of New York.

—

IV Monday, January 11, 1932.
The Value and Use of the Object Specimen and

Lecture

Model, and the School Journey in the Work of the
Modern School, by Dr. C. F. Hoban, Director of the
State

Museum and

of Visual Education, the Penn-

sylvania State Department of Public Instruction.

Lecture

What About
The

Stillfilm

Russia?

"Soviet Russia"

V—Tuesday,

The Application
structive

February

9,

1932.

of Visual Instruction in a Con-

Teaching Program, by Dr. F. Dean Mc-

Clusky, Director of the Scarborough School, and
President of the National Academy of Visual Instruction.

consists of

The Talking

RECENT VIEWS OF PEOPLE AND
OCCUPATIONS

U.S.S.R.
STILLFILM

this

(Continued from page 231)
Historical Value

And of what historical
What would we not give

of

For description of

greatest of

all

and 400 other

is

the talking film?

Demosthenes, the

orators, declaiming to the Athenians,

ing Hamlet's soliloquy

would never have

sets, vi^rite for free

—the

Baconian controversy

And what will not future
the age we are living in from
such men as Mussolini and

risen.

generations learn of
seeing and hearing

Marconi? No one can fail to have been poignantly
moved by seeing and hearing, after his death, a
talking picture of Lord Birkenhead making one of

Stillfilm Inc.
Hollywood,

value

to hear

or Cicero pleading a cause, or Shakespeare speak-

copy of Catalog 31-A

1052 Cahuenga Ave.

Picture in Education

Calif.

his typical speeches.

One

objection put forward to using mechanical

aids to education

is

that they will tend to standard-

October, 1931
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(^Announcing a vivid^ authentic motion picture

portrayal of the LIFE OF WASHINGTON
.films that will
give LIVING REALITY to his name and deeds in the
.

.

minds of millions of ^Americans

To

most children, and adults too,
George Washington is an almost mythical figure dimly seen in
the

shadowy

aisles of history.

Now
his

Washington lives again. In
own Virginia, and at other his-

important events of
his life are being reenacted and
filmed, so that he may become an
toric places, the

inspiring reality to millions.

The motion pictures are being
made by Eastman Teaching Films,
Inc., at the

urgent request of the

George Washington Bicentennial
Commission. They are the only
films on Washington's life that are
being made with the Commission's
approval and cooperation.

No eflx)rt is

being spared to

them authentic,

vivid,

and

make

interest-

both children and adults.
Prominent historians have collaborated on the scenarios. Leading
ing to

dramatists are assisting in the production. The films will be outstanding in quality, and will include much
material never before presented.

Four fifteen-minute

reels

are in

preparation:

(l)

Conquering

the

Uniting the Colonies; (3) Winning Independence;
(4) Building the Nation. They will
be available in both 16- and 35Wilderness;

(2)

millimeter widths.

Production of the films will be
completed by January 1, in ample
time for school programs and general public meetings in connection
with the 1932 Bicentennial. For
prices and complete details, address: Eastman Teaching Films,

Eastman Kodak
Company), Rochester, New York.
Inc. (Subsidiary of

On
Custis

IVashington
—a scene re-enacted
the screen:

and Martha

at historic

Ken-

more^ the home oj Betty Washington Lewis in
Fredericksburg^ Virginia.

Troduced by EASTMAN TEACHING FILMS, INC.
(Subsidiary of the Eastman t\odak Qompany^ at the request of
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
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ize

Surely this

education.

a vain contention;

is

nobody expects Broadcast lessons to be turned on
and the children left to listen alone; the teacher

Your

is,

or should be, present to explain or enlarge on

any doubtful point; and, after
School system absolutely devoid

Guide

all,

our Public

is

of standardization?

England's Opportunity

England

behind other countries

far

is

and talking,

of films, both silent

to the Biggest

it

is

in the use

for education, but

encouraging to learn that a Commission has

recently been set up to consider the whole question

and Best

of

Cultural and

represented

Educational
the

all

learned

On

films.

Societies

this

are

and many
to the good
Commission

Government Departments; that is all
and it is sincerely to be hoped that this
will devise some means whereby a library

in Current

cational films of the first order

Motion

may

America now leads the world

Let England see to

of theatrical talking pictures.
it

Pictures!

that she takes the lead and holds

cational

non-theatrical Catalog 78.
NON-THEATRICAL

DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
(CARL LAEMMLE,

Pres.)

730 Fifth Ave.

New York City

it

in the edu-

field.

The Vicious

Write today for free

in

of edube established.
the production

Circle

A vicious circle has existed, and still exists, which
has hitherto frustrated all serious attempts to use
films for educational purposes.
Film producers' will not produce educational films
such time as they are assured of an outlet for
them Educational Authorities will not invest in
talking picture equipment until such time as they

until

;

are assured of a sufficiency of educational films.
It is

hoped that

this circle

can

now

be broken by

the periodical issue of films, specially edited for

amount

schools, from the vast

of material

which

over the world for
news-reel
shown at the
topical
ordinary
weekly
the
cinemas.
is

regularly collected from

The

availability of

all

special

programmes

of this

kind, together with the fact that for an inclusive

dsU about

READY
Evolution

4V^

OF THE

4r WEST^
)r.cdl

5 -Reel.

cacKer's

outlir

NOW
Made

Plain in

Clarence Darrow's

"MYSTERY
OF LIFE"

cd on appli

7 Reels

Write for
InformatioH

fee they can be

establishments

paratus

shown

on

a

periodically in educational

portable

talking

picture

ap-

—hired for the occasion—constitutes a great

step forward toward solving this problem.

It

not

only provides an assured source of films, but also
enables Educational Authorities to delay the in-

vestment of a necessarily rather large sum of money
in equipment until the time arrives when such an
investment can be justified.
Portable sound film equipment can now bring
suitable pictures to the children in every classroom, instead of the necessity of taking children to
the cinema.

i
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AMONG— THE PRODUCERS

—

Where the commercial firms whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within
are free to tell their story in their own words.
necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

by

electrical control which
motors and generators.

RCA

Photophone Portable
Sound Equipment

RCA

Photophone engineers have produced a new

portable sound reproducing equipment, designed pri-

marily for the educational and industrial

manufacture has begun on a large

The

fields,

and

scale.

an
and a carry-case for film,
making four cases in all with an aggregate weight of
2163^ pounds. It operates standard 35 mm. film and
reproduces sound on film, using alternating current
of 110 votes, 50 or 60 cycles, single phase.
entire unit comprises a projection machine,

amplifier, a loud speaker,

The

projector consists of a steel case with

two doors

eliminates

synchronous

No royalty payments are involved, the title to the
equipment residing with the purchaser upon completion of the purchase price.

New Products from Bausch and Lomb
The new X-Ray Stereoscope developed by
Bausch and Lomb has improvements which are
making possible a more extended use of this valuIn
able technique than was ever hoped before.
this

new

instrument,

is

it

relation to the other

in

said, "third

dimension"

two dimensions

is

abso-

In consequence, pathological con-

lutely accurate.

film magazines, one

ditions or foreign bodies can be located with an

mounted on the top and the other on the lower front
uses 1000-foot standard reels, a 1000

Other advantages claimed
are greater diagnosic value, no eyestrain, easier and

lamp and a

swifter film change, "automatic" centering of films,

the full size of the case, and

of the case.

It

two

watt, 110 volt, prefocused base projection

no mirrors to adjust, and even illumination. Ask
for the new, illustrated booklet "Optical Science

7y2 ampere, 10 volt exciter lamp.

Slides

perfects the

on Great Paintings

The National Studios

offer a set of slides compris-

ing 59 of the masterpieces in the Jules S. Bache collection

of paintings,

Raphael and

Botticelli

which includes

among

assurance of precision.

Bellini,

Titian,

The

the Italian Schools.

—Flemish, German,
—are also included

X-Ray

Stereoscope".

The new Super Cinephor
both standard and wide

Projection Lenses for

film,

now

offered to motion

picture projectionists, are fully described in a booklet

that

may

be had on request.

great paintings of other Schools

Spanish, French and English

in this

collection.

Lantern

The
slides of the

Henry Clay Frick

collection of

paintings, consisting of an original set of 85 slides

and

a supplementary set of 44 slides, are also available.

A
A

Free List of Medical Motion Pictures
extent to which motion pictures are already

serving the medical profession, as well as lay audi-

ences

interested

the study of physiology and

in

health and hygiene subjects,

is

revealed by an in-

teresting survey, entitled "Medical Films and their

Portable Sound Recorder

new development

in

studio

and

location

Sources," prepared for free distribution by

sound

recording which has the advantage of being portable,

announced by Electrotone Corporation. This is a
sound on film system and is made up of the following
units
sound recorder, electrical synchronizer, the amplifier, storage batteries, microphone
with a total
weight of 640 pounds. The advantages of this equipment are said to be
complete portability, elimination
of the glow lamp and light valves, recording by variais

—

—

:

ble area system, independent recording of

sound on

separate film, and absolute synchronization obtained

Kruse of the Educational Department
& Howell Company.
Over 450

titles

safety film are

formation

is

comprising 538 reels of

listed

and

described.

also given as to

where

Wm.

F.

of the Bell

16

Definite

the films

mm.
in-

may

be obtained, with the rental or purchase price asked

by

their

tions

owners or

list

distributors. Separate classifica-

medical-surgical films intended for pro-

and hygiene films
from
university extension divisions and intended pri-

fessional use exclusively, health
for lay audiences,

and similar

films obtainable
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marily for school use.

A

special

supplement

two picture halves independent

the

charge, by any medical, surgical, dental, or similar

of the opening
This is accomplished by a
two-fold use of the border of the total reflection
on two prism surfaces. It is even possible to utilize

school or society; by hospitals and public health

all

lists

dental and oral hygiene films.

Copies of this survey

authorities;

may

of the lens diaphragm.

be obtained, without

by any active practitioner; or by edu-

cators or school administrators interested

in

the

the optical qualities and characteristics of the

objectives

when making

stereo negatives under bad

light conditions, close-up views, or for time expo-

use of motion pictures in the

sures and small diaphragm stops.

hygiene.

same with or without the
attachment in place. It will fit either the Model
A or C Leica Cameras equipped with the 50 mm.
Elmar or the 50 mm. Hektor F:2.5 lenses. The

field of health and
Applications should be made direct to
Educational Department, Bell & Howell Company,

1801

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

time

is

The exposure

practically the

Universal Markets Sound Projector
The latest product brought out by Universal Sound
System, manufacturers of Sound devices, is a portsound on film 35 mm. projector, which is designed
throw a picture 9 ft. by 12 ft. at a distance of 60
to 70 feet.
The equipment is arranged in two handy
carrying cases weighing 82 pounds and includes a projector, sound on film mechanism, full A. C. amplification, dynamic speaker, all tubes and a cable
from
able
to

speaker to amplifier.
ficient
is

The

amplification supplies suf-

sound for audiences numbering 50 to

1,000,

it

claimed.

New

Leica Stereo Attachment

Many new

photographic thrills can now be experienced in three dimensional form when using
the new Stereoly attachment for the Leica camera

Using the Leica Stereu

and viewing the positives in the Leica Stereo Viewer.
Here is an attachment which will greatly ex-

attachment

tend the applications of the Leica.

in position or

means

Heretofore the making of stereoscopic negatives
required special cameras, special printers for the
transposition of the negatives, and the inconvenience of not being able to photograph everything,

removed

which is quickly placed
moment.

in a

The instantaneous type
service rendered

of

by Royal

many fields.
having records made for

are

purposes,

made

advertising

their

electrical

recording

Recording and

Studios serves

which weighs only 8

use the

fastened in front of the objective by

Instantaneous Recording Service

including speed subjects just as in ordinary photography. However, with the Stereoly attachment,
ozs., it is possible to

is

of a special bracket

Industrial
sales

Film

concerns

and educational
Recordings

product.

Leica Camera interchangeably for regular or stereoscopic photography.
The pictures are photo-

are

graphed in transposed positions on the double
frame negatives, thus giving two single frame pic-

systems, hotels, clubs, theatres, colleges and schools.

tures of the

For

same

subject.

types of professional, educational, or amain presenting visual impressions of street
scenes, travel subjects, animals, people at work or
teur

all

work

play, geological formations, medical subjects,

many

other pictures, this

will find
It is the

new

and

stereo attachment

immediate acceptance.
only device which divides and transposes

speeches,

One

of

and

personal

messages,

announcements

of the specialties offered

is

sales

talks,

for public address

the cueing of silent

motion picture productions with dialogue, music
and sound effects, which can be reproduced on phonographs without the necessity of
apparatus.

installing

special

To cite one specific case of such recording, the
minutes of a regular meeting were recorded on a
metal disc when members of the Advertising Men's
Post of the American Legion met.

,
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HERE THEY ARE!
A
FILMS

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa..

Bray Pictures Corporation

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

Trade Directory for the Visual Field

City.

Y.

Carlyle Ellis
130 W. 46th

M.

C. A.

St.,

New York

City

W. Adams

300

Producer of Social Service Films

Columbia Pictures Corp.

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

City

(See advertisement on page 242)

DeFrenes

Motion Picture Bureau

347 Madison Ave.,

& Company

New York

111.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

York

64 E. Lake

St.,

Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 244)

327 S. LaSalle

St.,

New

City.

Hollywood,

(See advertisement on page 247)

St.,

Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 224)

Spencer Lens Co.

Boat

19

Ashcraft Sound System Division
Universal Photo Cell Laboratories

Inc.

111.

Society for Visual Education

(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Rochester, N. Y.

Chicago,

Keystone View Co.

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 243)

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Eastman Teaching Films,

St.,

International Artprints

Meadville, Pa.

Eastman Kodak Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Corp.

26 E. Eighth

City

Bldg., Chicago,

International Projector Corp.
Acme Division, 90 Gold

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Ideal Pictures

Stillfilm Inc.

1052 Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Calif.

(See advertisement on page 246)

(See advertisement on page 222)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

City

Bell

Ideal Pictures Corp.
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

Modem Woodmen
Rock

Island,

of

111.

America

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Eastman Kodak Co.
(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Pinkney Film Servce Co.
1028 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

W.

46th

New York

St.,

City

Keystone View Co.

Ideal Pictures Corp.

26 E. Eighth

RCA
Paul, Minn.

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

St.

111.

St.,

Chicago,

Meadville,

111.

Photophone, Inc.

411 Fifth Ave.,

New York

City

STEREOPTICONS

Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood,

Cal.

(See advertisement on page 246)

Society for Visual Education
^27 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
(See

advertisement on page 224)

United Projector and Films Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bass Camera Co.

W. Madison

179

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Williams,

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Stillfilm Inc.

1052

Pa.

(See advertisement on page 244)

(See advertisement on page 221)

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island. City, N. Y.

Museum Extension

Lecture Bureau
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Rochester, N. Y.

111.

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.
817 University Ave.,

Co.

Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

1815

Electrical Research Products, Inc.
250 W. S7th St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 245)

University

& Howell

Brown and Earle

918 Chestnut

St.,

Inc.

St.,

Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on page 243)

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.
E. Leitz, Inc.

Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave.,

New York

60 E. 10th
City

SCREENS

(See advertisement on page 248)

Williams,

Brown and

918 Chestnut

A. Joseph Grobarick
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
and 16 mm. Films
Motion Picture Equipment

35" nun.

St.,

Earle, Inc.

St.,

New York

City

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

III.

(See advertisement on page 224)

Philadelphia, Pa.

Spencer Lens Co.

SLIDES

and

FILM SLIDES

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

St.,

New York

City

19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 243)

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE BUREAU
THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

offers

on

this

page a helpful service.

tion on the items listed belo'w will be furnished our readers on request.
coupon and mail.

Pictures, Prints

Fireproof curtains
Flares
Footlights
Fuses

Accoustical installations
Adapters, mazda
Advertising projectors
Amplifiers
Arc lamps, reflecting
Arc regulators

Posters
Projectors, lantern slide
Projectors, motion picture
Projectors, opaque
Projectors, portable, (16 mm.)
Projectors, portable, (35 mm.)
Public Address Systems

Generators
Globes

B

Informaout the

Fill

Graphs

Gummed

Batteries

Blackboards

R

Labels
Rectifiers

H

Booths, projection
Bulletin boards, changeable

Records
Record cabinets

Horns

Recording, electrical
Reflectors

Cable
Cabinets

Ink, pencils for slides

Cameras
Carbons

Lamps, incandescent projection
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, reflecting arc

Cases, film shipping

Cement, film
Charts

Screen paint
Screens

Lenses

Chairs, theatre

Lights, spot

Condensers

Loud Speakers

Volume

Controls,

Dimmers
Draperies

Dynamic Speakers
Electrif

Slide mats
Shades
Shutters, metal

projection adapters
regulators

power generating plants

Stage lighting equipment
Stage lighting systems
Stage rigging
Stage scenery
Stereographs

Motors, electric
Motor generators
Motors, phonograph

F
Film cleaning machines
Film rewinders
Film slides
Film splicing machines
Film strips

fire

Speakers, dynamic
Spotlights

Microphones
Microphone attachments
Microscopes
Micro projectors

Exhibits

Films,
Films,
Films,
Films,

Slides, lantern (glass)
Slides, film
Slide making outfits

M
Maps
Mazda
Mazda

Regulators, mazda
Reels
Reel end signals
Rheostats

Stereopticons
Stereoscopes

Motion picture cable

N

Stillfilm

Needles, phonograph

O

Educational

Talking equipment (35 mm.)
Talking equipment (16 mm.)
Title Writers

Opaque projectors

Religious

Entertainment

Tone Arms

Sound

Filters

Phonograph turntables

Tripods

Fire extinguishers

Photo-electric cells

Turntables, phonographs
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The
more

made

teacher^s vocation

and

interesting

effective

•

•

•

by

TALKING PICTURES
Interest runs high,

where profes-

knowledge — that of sceand directors experienced in

specialized

sional educational talking pictures

narists

supplement the work of the teacher.
teachers and

talking picture production in the
educational field.

And this interest grips

pupils alike in the vivid effective
sound film presentations offered by

What Talking

Pictures can do in

System to meet every school need
for showings in the largest auditorium or the smallest classroom.

The new 16 mm. ecpiipment is

ideal

for individual classroom use.

It is

your classroom

Electrical Research Products Inc.

Besides bringing stimulating personalities of great teachers right
into your classroom, talking pictures
for music courses show "Close-ups"

Many are the fields served. There
are units of instruction for teacher
training, natural science, music appreciation, vocational guidance to
mention just a few.
Films are results ofprofessional
group judgment

Working with Electrical Research
making these talking

'•'•©ducts in

of playing technique at the same
time the tone quality of the instrument can be studied. In natural
science films, time-lapse photography speeds up movements otherwise so slow as to be imperceptible
to the human eye, as in the picture
"Plant Growth."

pictures are recognized educational
leaders. All pictures are the result

Western Electric Equipment for

of professional group judgment.
To the specialized knowledge of
these men is added another kind of

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS.
250 West 57th Street,

New

INC.

every school use

There

ES

is

a

Western Electric Sound

set up in a few minutes, operated
by the teacher, carried easily from
room to room.
With Western Electric, you are
sure of the same lifelike reproduction as Western Electric equipment is giving in 8000 theatres

throughout the world.

A

perfect combination

The professional educational talking pictures offered by Electrical
Research Products and a Western
Electric Sound System are a perfect
combination. They intensify and vitalize instruction when used to supplement regular teaching methods.

Department of Educational Talking Pictures,

11-31

York, N. Y.

Electrical Research Products tnc

—

Please send me further information regarding
Gentlemen
educational talking pictures, and how I can use ihem.

Distributors of

Western Electric

\

EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE EQUIPMEN'

;
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EDITORIAL
-|B-HERE

is

plenty of "faith"

in this field.

(There

H

is also widespread ignorance about the real naure and method of visual instruction, but ignorance
still meet occasionally a
is never a bar to faith).

We

who

[eacher or principal of nineteenth century vintage
is

proud of

movement.

An

minority seems to be a fundamental

irreconcilable

element

the

in

human

But the time
race, no matter what the subject.
:omes when the opinions of these perennial objectors
The procession
ire more pitiful than important.
moves on, leaving them shouting at an empty street.
Visual instruction has reached this
point of practically no rhetorical op-

First, Faith!

But "faith without works"
today as when Paul utmemorable dictum nineteen hundred years

Then, Action!

position.

as

is

futile

igo.

-Action

is

the supreme remaining need in the visual

Action, of course, began long since, and on a

field.

But there are gratifying signs that

substantial scale.
it

Pennsylvania

spreading.

is

!

the achievement to date of their

The

other States by requiring

its

is

leading the

way

training schools to give

of visual materials. Slide-

on a State-wide schedule in indigiven by the State Director of Visual

illustrated lectures

Instruction

—

—are

skillfully

designed not only to bring

more intimate knowledge of
pils

their

own

State to the pu-

California for years, through such agen-

Visual Instruction Division at Berk-

cies as the efficient
eley,

and

history

possibilities

achievement, and considers

its

along these lines hardly more than started.

Wisconsin long since developed a State-wide circulation service of slides and films from the Extension
Division at Madison that has been a conspicuous example of success for the central-bureau plan.

dating them
ice

of

all,

New York

lantern slides to

and

there

its

scientifically,

is

And

ante-

famous distribution servwhich supplies educational

the

State,

cooperating schools, systematically

from the immense

collection of the

State Visual Instruction Division at Albany, and

this

grow with each school-year.
The above are not the only States where splendid
visual service is already established. The list could be

great service continues to

by hun-

already action

is

and individual

schools.

Thousands of American classrooms are proving daily
the values of visual teaching, obtainable in no other
way than by visual aids. In mere size, .the visual field
is already impressive
but it is far from the ultimate.
To foresighted educators, both scholastic and ecTo foreclesiastic, what is the coming visual field?
sighted commercial firms what is the coming visual
It is more than two hundred thousand
market?
churches, more than two hundred thousand schools,
more than a million classrooms. It is at once an edureaching it will
cational goal and a commercial target
be worth all the eflfort it will cost and the rewards

—

—

will

—

be equally rich for the educational, the religious,

and the commercial

PROBABLY
this

schools.

fields.

It is

much

both easier and

perhaps

by

action

as

On

harder.

of

individual

one

the

far less machinery to be set in motion in

is

order to take a forward step.
is

growth

nothing will stimulate
so

field

hand, there

On

the other hand, there

working funds,

less likelihood of visible

the individual school, than in a school-system.

The age-old
money". The

is

—"no

has

been

cry of education has been and
painful fact

is

the

that

cry

in

from the days of Socrates" to
1931.
A still more painful fact is that
centuries of reiteration of the cry have

largely true

"No
Money"

made

has been developing pictorial collections on Cal-

if ornian

be-

It

would be "sooner".

if it

Within each State there

but to supply finances necessary for the great cen-

tral project.

sisters.

later.

for

making these courses
:ompulsory for teachers in training. Ohio is leading in
another and novel direction by using visual methods

vidual schools

progressive

sooner or

will follow

dreds of city-school-systems

:ourses in visual instruction and

to build the State collection

48

rest of the

gins to look. as

his valiant stand in the "last ditch" of the

apywsition to the visual

tered his

more than doubled. But there are 48 States in the
Union
There is educational tonic for all of them in

field

it

The

a habit of thought.

school

has the habit and hugs the thought.

The

business of commerce

The

material progress.

make

is

make money, and

to

business

of

education

is

When

to

character, and
commercial firm needs capital for expansion it goes
and gets it. When the school needs capital for a new
move it sighs, and remarks that it has none. The two
intellectual progress.

procedures have come about naturally in the two

the

fields

but the unfortunate result has been that the "go

and

get it" sense has been developed to the peak in the for-

mer

field,

and has dwindled almost

to

the

vanishing

point in the latter.

A

transfusion of this sense from

other

is

needed.

Any

faculty

is

one

likely to

field

to

the

have a "live

The Educational
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among

members, or at least a wire noticeably
liver than the rest. The commercial firms.in the visual
field and the live wires in the schools should make conIf the firm and the wire are both sound, a curtact.
rent can be set up which should sooner or later overcome the lethargy and galvanize the subject into action.
wire"

its

has been learned that our great scholars are

it

certain "short subject", called

I

Am

I

we would urge our
The industry calls

picture theatre,

and think.

look,

We
is

would not be misunderstood.

Am

I

it

a "travelogue",

It is

doubtless that

—

and we

even surpasses the industry's fondest hopes of

The film deserves it. But, incidentally, / Am
lucre.
from Siam has most of the earmarks and many of the
for genuinely "educational", films.

qualities essential

Here are a few of them.
Excellent choice of material to show the

customs of Siam,
see

in

palaces of kings

An

life

We

in their floating

homes and

—costumes of the
of
—prosy

and of the poor
commercial strucstreets
tures and masterpieces of famous
a prize-fight
Siamese architecture
of distinctly national character and a
coronation of gorgeous pomp and
rich

—

Unintentional
"Educationar'

Film

Not merely

elaborate ceremony.

physical aspects of

Siam appear,

but

much

the

of

thoughts and habits of the national mind are
:

and

wide and deep cross-section.

humble river-dwellers

manifest

the

made

the philosophic; religion, the love of ritual,

the innate sense of dignity even in their dances.
practically universal practice of cremation

nificance are strikingly impressed

and

The

its sig-

by the actual picture

of the cremation of an eminent personage of royalty.
And elephants Singly and in military mass What the
!

!

elephant means in Siamese
fare and for pageantry

and accurately

life

—was

— for

work, for war-

never before so vividly

told.

Congratulations

to

threaded along the film

the
!

speaker

He

whose

voice

should be mentioned

is

—

it

Garden, editor of the Bangkok Daily Mail.
The movie press says he is "breezy and graphic."
They underestimate, he is "intelligent". He appears at

is

D.

from

Siafu

not a scientific masterpiece of educational film pro

duction.
less

It

could be better.

merely a more o

It is

fortuitous by-product in this direction, notabb

we

The

are inclined to say.

This mucl

possessed by the average American

many

years of "schooling" in

concept of Sian

total

—after

his

Geography—is

few o

pitifull;

vague and fragmentary beside the concept he wil
away after 15 or 20 minutes of /
from Siam

Am

cirry

it

theatrical box-office.

hope

readers to enter,
it

merely as a promising "short" likely
more than the average revenue through the

and thinks of
to bring in

from
motion

Siant, chances to appear at a convenient

tooi

often our most somniferous speakers.

good for our present stage of development.

[FA

Screeii

S.

the opening of the film with an introductory talk on

—

Siam and its people fine voice, straightforward deand with something terse, informative and interesting to say, refreshingly free from mawkish senti-

livery,

ment, cheap humor, and elementary attempts at elegance such as usually stream from the talking screen.

Mr. Garden's talk is much the type of vocal accompaniment that future educational films will use when

—

€'
,

N" the other

misses.

hand

point with equal
-A.

—the

producer can miss th

He

facility.

pathetically vast

They know nothing of

with him.

not alone in hi

is

number of educators ap
the actualities o

visual instruction, merely "believe" in

it

by hearsa;

rather than for any good reasons personally known t(
themselves. Such are likely to share the widespreac

and

idiotic notion that visual

(A

education means films.

State Director of Visual Instruction reports th

distressing

number of "educators" who greet him
his travels with the

A Waste

tion that they

Of Film

tion

machine"

Here

company has

just

is

triumphant

now have

oi

in forma;

a "visual educa

in their schools).

the point missed.

announced a

series

A great filn
of

a

dozei

"Travelogues" on various corners of Europe. The;
are made by an eminent travel-lecturer, a veteran an^
an artist in his field. Unquestionably the series wil

have high educational value as a whole.

One of the titles, however, indicates that the reel i
devoted to picturing famous "paintings, tapestries am
sculptures in various museums throughout Italy." J
It is even worsmotion picture of motionless objects
!

These works of Art draw their whol
charm and power from being still. They must be kep
motionless for study and appreciation. Why defeat thi
value with movie film? As educational procedure the
might as well set Venus de Milo on a merry-go-roum
for the class to watch go by. The eminent travelogue
maker should have saved his celluloid and improve^
than that.

his series

by reducing to

eleven

reels.

Fine

lanteri

and sculp

slides of those same "paintings, tapestries
tures" are the perfect visual aid for those subjects, a
for millions of other subjects. Whatever the educa

motion picture film may accomplish in the fu
ture and no one can name the limits of its comin:
achievements it can never aflfect the immense value
tional

—

nor

—

threaten

the

permanence of

lantern

slides

education.

Nelson

L. Greene.

i;
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Picture Helps for Smaller Schools
MARION LOUISE

ISRAEL

Director of Visual Education, Lot Angeles County, California

~|B~HE
11
II

up as its
and the com-

educational program of today sets

objectives not only the knowledges

men

which have been stressed for years, but also

skills

the cultivation of attitudes of mind, the formation of
1

^1

awakening of the emotional life as a basis
and enhancement of future experiences, the development of tastes.
This broader and deeper purpose in education is
working changes in classroom procedure. We are no
habits, the

for the enrichment

amount of sub-

longer satisfied with assigning a given
ject

we no longer believe that
Instead, we strive to awaken

matter to be memorized

;

information is education.
jand to foster an eagerness on the part of the child to
find out facts for himself, and to show him how he may
search into the subjects he wants to

know

about.

We

endeavor to lead him into experiences, suited to his
own age-interests, the successful outcomes of which

depend on such types of conduct on his part as shall
be desirable for him to practice in later life. Incidental
to these experiences, he acquires a good bit of information on subjects which he really should know something about. And, in acquiring those facts, if the experience has been properly planned for him, he also
acquires a disposition to investigate a subject for himself, the knowledge of how to go after information,
facility in using reference works in comparing statements for authenticity, in reporting information found
skills, these, which may save him from blundering
blindly through circumstances, the victim of information, passed on to him by some blind mortal like him-

ances, books, machines,

all

over the world, from the

beginning of time until today

This illustrative matter

!

be the objects themselves, or it may be pictures,
For the majority of things, it
charts, and the like.

may

obviously must be pictures.
But, as

we

get

away from

tion of information for

its

the notion of the acquisi-

own

sake,

of the value of the picture purely as a

veying information.

we
we need

are using books in

Just as

non-traditional ways, so

we lose our sense
medium for con-

to develop

ways of

using pictures by the students themselves, which shall
contribute to the development of understanding rather

than to information, of habits of observation and in-

growing appreciation and taste. It is
only as we hold these ends steadily in view that we
can develop a technique of using and criteria for se-

terpretation, of

lecting pictures.

In considering subjects for the development of the
Art,

appreciations, I do not refer to pictures as Art.

so it seems to me, should not be thought of as a subject
of itself, as a special department of like or knowledge,
and should not be studied as such unless one is an
artist,

a

critic,

or a collector.

For the

lay person,

and

emphatically for the school child, there should be no

such thing as Art with a capital A.

That

an ab-

is

straction.

—

There are things of surpassing beauty and power,
which stir something within us which but for them,
would not be stirred; there are things which make us

self.'

their loveliness,

These new classroom procedures demand a wider
range of materials of instruction than textbook and

map and

;

are most apparent in the

periences.

raw materials for

We

—

Appreciation

newer types of books,

time and in a pleasurable way.

We

need

a

great

industrial activity ex-

need materials expressly designed for
(records),

in

and in art (reproAnd we need much, very much, illustra-

Our

children will

to find out about the appearance, the construc-

and the uses of houses, furniture, tools, weapons,
wearing apparel, musical instruments, convey-

utensils,

Address

—

And
sponse to sunshine and green grass and skies
will be if the pictures are presented at the favorable

tive matter for the social studies.

tion,

Pictures

these things, these experiences.

perhaps these possibil-

literature (real books, not readers),

want

contemplation of

and rest us in unsome pictures
are

of such pictures should be as spontaneous as the re-

developing the appreciations in music
ductions).

in

satisfy

need of

feel the

less of

of unfailing delight to children.
diversity of

explainable fashion.

among

moment

and which

motivating or

more or

interest-arousing possibilities
ities

We

paper and copybook.

materials that possess

forget ourselves for the

before the Visual Instruction Section of the N. E. A.

!

may

learn to appreciate Life.

But through Art we
Perhaps I can best get

my thought by concrete illustration.
For the six- or seven-year-old child, the picture of
"Mother and Children" by Elizabeth Nourse is valuable
for the emotions which it stirs, for the mood in which
it presents family life.
This picture would contribute
to a child's appreciation of home life and the eternal
values there incarnated, would it not? Contrast with
this the mood in which the creator of the Gumps porover to you

trays family life!

Summer

Meeting, Los Angeles

"
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How

we use

Nourse picture to achieve this
analyzing it.
by
We need not
end?
like
this
picture
? Why
children
with
"Do
you
bore our
colors
in
it?
What
like
it?
What
you
see
do you
do
doing?",
and
on.
That
procedure
mother
so
is the
would be deadening to a natural emotional response
to the picture itself, and the concentration on the elements of the material picture would distract from the
shall

the

Certainly, not

appreciation of the real values implicit in

Better to hang

it.

on the wall and let it accomplish
is done when you have
selected a picture appropriate to a given purpose and
to the capacities of the class, and hung it effectively.
silent

its

it

Your work

work.

Don't frustrate your
ing.

If

you put

it

on

own purpose by

careless hang-

the bulletin board, don't insert

book jackets, calendars,
Of
course,
you wouldn't, but I
charts,
etc.
health
in
some schoolrooms.
tacked
seen
pictures
so
up
have
While the picture is on the bulletin board, can't the
other things come off? If you hang it from the moulding above the blackboard, see that it is not immediHang it low
ately surrounded by writing or figures.

Do

ture.

at

little

not have

the same

time.

folk to look straight into the pic-

many

When

other pictures in the

room

several persons talk at once,

his message over. Pictures have something
Let them be heard, one at a time.

no one gets
to say.

Framing the

picture not only adds to

from

its

attractive-

immediate environment. "But," you say, "we can't afford to frame
Yes, you can, if you don't frame
all our pictures."
ness, but serves to isolate

them

all

at once.

This

it

little

made with a removable back
One
place by turn buttons.

its

frame costs $1.75.

It is

of fiber board, held in
picture

is

easily

and

The margins, of
will

course, will vary.

Some

of them

be decidedly unconventional, and some pictures

will present

unusual margin problems.

The mounts

are of mat board, which comes in

vari'^

ous colors and in both plain and embossed surface
White, gray, and cream will give all the colors you wi|
need to harmonize with the dominant tones of diffei
ent pictures.

your school can afford it, a dry-mounting pre^
prove a most satisfactory investment. Such
press is almost necessary for a district collecting a li
If

will

brary of pictures.

The
prints

pictures themselves

and magazine

pensive color print!

good.
is

And

may

be inexpensive cole

illustrations.

The

But not any ines
quality must
magazine illustratic

printing

only the distinctive

appropriate for this sort of picture.

Early in the grades we begin to give the children

knowledge of other lands than our own and of til
people who live in them. Without pictures, we shouli
be sadly at a loss to convey to them more than til
vaguest and most erroneous motions of those people
But this knowledge, I suspect you are thinking, is
mere information, not one of those spiritual values
which pictures were to yield. Beyond knowledge lies

We seek not only to know something
about peoples, but to understand why they are different from ourselves, to be able to see these differences
understanding.

as difference, not necessarily as inferiority, to recognize

the things they have in

common

—the struggle

with us

to get along, to rear their families, to bring into being

some beauty, of painting or

quickly changed for another.

of ceramic or song or dance.

Perhaps you would be interested in the details of
Some pictures
meeting some mechanical problems.
are horizontal, others upright. The frame should be
provided with staples or screw-eyes for hanging both
ways, and the wire can be easily changed. The moulding should be neutral that is, selected to harmonize
with and bring out pictures of almost any dominant
tone. All pictures are not the same size. But all must
go into one frame. Therefore all pictures must be
mounted on a mat of uniform size. Pictures not in use
in the frame must be kept in a file. Files come in stock
sizes.
So, we first select a file, the size of which will
determine the size of the mounts. Nearly all manu-

their quota of beauty to life.

;

al-

most any shape.

it

in the midst of printed notices,

enough for the

rectangle of pleasing proportions for a picture of

fabric or marble tomb,

All people have added
It is for

us to discover

honor the creators of it. We must be able
to see the maker behind the thing made we must not
adore the thing and despise the maker. We give children a knowledge of these things, in the anticipation
that one of their responses will be a changed attitude
toward other peoples, some appreciation of how life
feels in an environment different from the one they
know.
As a concrete example, we have in our collection a
it

and

to

;

picture

entitled,

"Village

Maiden

Dreaming

of

a three-drawer vertical unit,

a Japanese print (another magazine illustration, by the way).
It looks very queer, to average American child eyes. It is really a wistful little

Jumbo, which is about 18j4
wide inside. So far as I know, this is the largest stock
Mounts for this file will be 18" one way, and a
file.
dimension of 13" the other way which seems to make a

poem, about a village maiden dreaming of horses.
She has been gathering faggots, and, weary, has seated
herself at the base of a gnarled old pine and gone to
sleep, bending over her load of sticks. Just one of the

facturers of

files

make

called the oversize, or

Horses."

It is

|
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daily details of her poor,

of horses

narrow

But she dreams

life.

Like the horses of the splendid

!

whom

she has seen riding through the

derella

dreaming of the prince!

village.

Cin-

A

A

dreaming of world conquest!

Samurai

young Corsican
village maid dream-

"When

is

you

Certainly,

the wall at

May

ask.

a child to

picture?"

—

life

Feeling

formation, in facts.

in

A

understanding.

is

I

meaning out of

that

all

modify the question?

understand better

get all that meaning out of this
we cannot hang this picture on

any time and expect

"to accomplish

it

More

picture for
feeling,

inseparable

sympathetic feeling
So,

its

attitude,

ing to raise a flower in sterile

its

select a

influence on

be sure you are not tryIn other words, do

soil.

hang your pictures for appreciation prematurely.

not

its

(To be concluded

December)

in

^

Statistical Interpretation of

"l\\z Knowlton-Tllton Experiment
E. R.

from

lead one

when you

emotional appeal, for

on mood, on

may

understanding invariably

;

intensifies or modifies feeling.

a child to get

is

this picture?"

—

requisite.

to seek to

ing of horses!

"But how

work." Some knowledge of Japanese life is preAppreciation of pictures, of literature, of
itself
is a flower which has its roots in knowledge,

silent

A.e
i

^^

ENLOW

Director of Visual Instruction, Atlanta Public Schools

WHAT

about Dr. Knowlton's claim of 19%
enrichment? This is the essence of a query
recently received by the writer from another visual

Not alone

educationist.

writer's inordinate curiosity regarding the

meaning of

dis-

cussion.

was found

It

were taught
American history by

that four classes, which

five carefully outlined units of

methods of instruction, plus the use of ten

the usual

while history concepts, than did four matched classes

terms of school marks or

taught in similar fashion, by the same teachers, ivith-

believes that the types of tests de-

The average initial
out the use of the photoplays.
scores of the experimental and control groups on the

He

still

in

veloped and used up to the present time measure but
a small portion of the value of visual aids. They

touch so

little

realization,

the realms of inspiration, motivation,

and subsequent

and achievements.

attitudes

differential evaluation of the Chronicles of

ica in seventh grade history

stood by the school

upon school grades.

man

is likely

in

Hence

ing" attempts to translate a

Amer-

to be best under-

terms of possible

effect

Knowlton tests, each given just prior to its corresponding unit of instruction, were 32.2 and 32.3,
five

The average

respectively.

tively.

This makes an average gain of 12.6 points for
group and 10.6 for the control. It

the experimental

19%

gain in enrichment

is

on

the

usual

at

once apparent that the experimental group made

an average of

0-100% scheme.
Drs. D. C. Knowlton and
ished, in

J.

W.

book form,** the story of

By

perfectly valid statistical treatment, as far

as the present writer can ascertain, they have arrived

—

*EnIow, E. R. "Statistically Speaking A Flagrant Misinterpretation" The Educationai, Screen, Vol. VIII (October,
1929) P. 228.
C.

History Teaching"

and Tilton, J. W., "Motion Pictures
Yale University Press 1929.

—

2

10.6

10.6

their elaborate ex-

Troup Junior High School of New Haven,

*Knowlton, D.

12.6—10.6
Tilton have pub-

periment with the Yale Chronicles of America photoplays in the

same

the corresponding unit, were 44.8 and 42.9, respec-

"search for mean-

based

scores on the

final

each given immediately after the completion of

tests,

this

into increase of subject grade

Conn.

these

writer has proposed elsewhere* an evaluation of

is

Eastman experiment

grades.

The

Among

of the Chronicles of America, made a 19% greater
gain on the Knowlton tests, designed to measure worth-

findings,

pretation profifered.

The

significant conclusions.

which forms the basis of the present

the following attempt at inter-

statistical

the

the one

is

response to this request

in

for exchange of ideas, but also to satisfy the present

number of

at a

in

or

19%

in

excess of the gain

made by

the control

group.

This immediately brings up the question of inter-

mean that a group, the quality
was improved by the Chronicles
of America, would make an average grade which
would be 19% above the grade of a group without the
films? To be more specific, does it mean that a pupil
pretation.

Does

this

of whose instruction

:
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who makes

American history without the

51 in

could be brought up to 70 (that

Or

use of the films?

does

mean

it

that a pupil

instruction could be

19%

of 59=70) by film-

brought to 70 (since 59 plus

Enrichment by us-

ual teaching plus
films

ual teaching

seem

means

neither

in fact, the statistics

;

to indicate that the non-film grade

least 66.5 in

order that

means of the

may

it

This seemingly

films.

must be

at

be brought up to 70 by
slight

grade

in-

i^yo mals have

50

been dropped)

Enrichment by usual teaching alone

Of
it

(Approximate-

alone

—

66

enriched instruction?

Apparently,

(66—50)

Enrichment by us-

who

makes 59 by the usual methods of

—

(70—50)

films

51 plus 19) by the

is,

course,

must not be forgotten that

it

all

school

may

be raised by the use of the photoplays
and not merely those in the danger zone. For exgrades

who receives 90 for results accomplished
with the photoplays would likely have merited but
ample, a child

crement may be disappointing to those who are relying on "objective" testing in its present state of per-

90(|||-)=86, without the use of

fection for evidence of superiority of visually-aided

Likewise, a grade of 90 without films might be raised

But

presentation.

it

may

American history was

0,

then a pupil

who had

gained a degree of excellence measured by a grade of
59 (from up) by good instruction without the Chronicles

of America might be expected to

19%

greater

(19%

of

make a gain

59=11; 59 plus 11=70),

that

a final grade of 70, if the instruction

by the Chronicles.
initial

were enhanced
But the Knowlton tests showed an

stock of history information-culture represent-

ed by average scores of 32.2 and 32.3, respectively,
for the

two groups.

resents a gain of but

Hence a gain of

39%

12.6 points rep-

for the experimental group

and a gain of 10.6 points represents but

Of

for the control group.

course,

it still

that the experimental group gained

39%

did the control group, since

33%.

is

33% gain
remains true

19% more
19% greater

than
than

becomes apparent, however, that the final
attainment of the experimental group is but 139% of
It

the initial level
control group

;

is

while the corresponding figure for the

133%.

Accordingly, a grade of 70, with films, represents
an original wealth of history conception (informa-

70

=50.

tion-culture status) of

If

50 represents

G=f(J||-) and

(33%

of 50) =66.5 represents the final average

grade which might be expected (in the light of the
experiment) without the use of the photoplays. Therefore, the

average chid whose notions of history (tem-

poral, spatial, biographical,

and

inter-relational)

have

been enriched by good teaching, without the Chronicles
of America photoplays, to the extent indicated by a
school

mark (grade) of

66.5,

would have gained an

enrichment measured by a school mark of 70 if these
photoplays had been used along with the other good
teaching procedures.

Here again the 19% gain

richment produced by the films

still

holds good.

in en-

are

films

F=G

In

used.

(j||-), where

F

is

G

is

general,

the usual

the grade with

films.

Several comments are pertinent here. It must not
be assumed that results duplicating these would be obtained in other history classes, unless the following
conditions obtain

The

(1)

used to enrich the history teaching

films

are the Chronicles of America photoplays

(or other

history films of equal merit.)

The teaching to be enriched by the photoplays
(2)
already superior teaching.

is

This superior teaching is under the direction of
(3)
a specialist of the ability and experience of Dr. Knowlton (another quest for Diogenes).

The children being taught have approximately
same capacity for history assimilation as those
who were subjects of the Yale experiment.
The extent and organization of the instruction
(5)

(4)
the

are similar to those of the Yale experiment.

More

same units of instruction and the same
accompanying films, or materials carefully equated

specifically the

ten

to these, are used, with equivalent time periods.

The

the original body of information or original level, then

if

grade (mark) without films and

139%
50-1-

90 (|||-) =94,

to

If the initial information-culture status of the pu-

is,

photoplays.

be justified by the following

simple mathematical demonstration:

pils in

the

under

writer does not even suggest that the results
less favorable conditions

On

ing.

the other hand,

of less superior quality or
is

less,

there

is

if

In conclusion,

good reason
in the

we

are

we

total

to

suppose that the con-

would be proportionately

minded

to say

but

on,

let

—Let the good
us not forget

are probably measuring but a fraction of the

permanent

gain.

That

"objectivity,"

present scope and method of measurement,
to be

is

Yale experiment.

work of measurement go
that

less gratify-

the capacity of the pupils

tribution of the history films

even greater than

would be

the ordinary teaching

if

synonomous with

with the

may

tend

"superficiality" even with the

most scholarly experimentation.
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A Suggested

Plan for a City Department
of Visual Aids
ARNOLD W.

A

SUGGESTED

^-^^

visual aids

is

plan for a city department of

presented herewith.

based

It is

on the data secured from more than 150 school systems, which were used in the preparation of the author's thesis*. The suggestions given are those which

seem

to be the best

The

under average conditions.

plan is presented, in outline form, with only the high
points of organization, functions, and administration

of a visual aids department brought out.
be worked out

to suit each city.

It is

REIT7E
should be started gradually.

also gives time

and opportunity

tion for future

expansion of the department.

The

plan, as set up,

must

schools ranging from primary schools to senior high

Details

There are also a number of

most of the plan

plan can be used as the basis for setting up a
in a city of

any

size.

should be remembered that such a plan could not

be set up within two or three months.
quires a period of years.

I.

A

Rather

it

re-

visual aids department

ORGANIZATION
A. General
1.

low

in his report,

1.

Aim

A

2.

1.

A

2.

center at which teachers can
and try out visual aids and

exam-

Method
Department truck.
System

a.

Five school

b.

Each

A

center at which aids can be made
up and equipment repaired.

a.

Director's

b.

General file, office, and reference room.
Conference and demonstration room.
Picture, print and chart file room.
Film and slide file room.
Receiving, shipping and repaid room.
Photographic laboratory.

f.

g.

office.

*"The Organization, Functions, and .Administration of a City
Department of Visual Aids". (Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Arts in the
School of Education,

districts.

district service

on a certain day

New York

has not yet been printed.

University).

This thesis

Study and try-out at visual aids center.
Try-out in test schools.
Function of committees of teachers and
supervisors.

E.

Location
Central location.
b. In a building no longer suitable for
teaching purposes.
Space needed

d.

3.

e(|ui])-

a.

e.

1931,

D. Selection of Equipment

ment.

c.

Costs,"

each week.

center from which to distribute cer-

ine

3.

Instruction

a.

tain aids.

2.

"Visual

C. Collection and Distribution of Aids

Purpose

c.

applicable to a city of any size, the

Atlanta, Georgia.

cooperate with all teachers and departments by supplying the proper visual aids
when they are needed.

b.

is

number of persons on the staff may obviously be either
too small or large. The size of the staff here given is
based on the empirical curve prepared by E. R. En-

To

a.

special schools

such as the continuation school and the hospital. While

B. Establishment of a Visual Aids Center
1.

for a city with a population of

a plan which

varying certain factors, to meet conditions within a

It

is

It

to lay a firm founda-

approximately 350,000 which includes a pupil populaThis means some forty
tion of approximately 50.000.
schools.

department

will give the teach-

pare adequately to meet the needs of the teachers.

should be used as a guide and not as a final plan for
any particular city. It is believed, however, that by
city, the

This

ers a chance to become acquainted with the work of
the department and the department a chance to pre-

Loan Period
1.

One week.

F. Types of Aids to be Circulated
1.
16 mm. motion picture film.
Glass lantern .slides.
2.
Filmslides and stillfilm.
3.
4.
Mounted charts, pictures and prints.
Exhibits.
5.
G. Printed Material Needed
1.
General catalog in loose-leaf form.
Handbook on use of aids and equipment.
2.
3.
4.

Suggested lesson plans.
Required forms.
b.

Requisition form.
Booking form.

c.

Shortage notification form.

d.

Exhibition report.
Slide check form.

a.

e.

g.

Shipping and packing
Film and slide report,

h.

Receipt form.

f.

labels

and

tags.

—

—
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H. Mitiimum Equipment to be Placed in Schools
1.
Junior and senior high schools
Booth with standard projection equipa.

Publicity
For school activities.

a.

For use with
(2) For use with
(3) For use with
(4) For use with
( 1 )

ment.
b.
c.

mm.

Six lantern

e.

Two

g.

projectors.
slide projectors.

10.

film slide projectors.

Establishment of a Photographic Section
a.

Six portable classroom screens.
One standard auditorium screen.

c.

Four

d.

One

e.

Four

b.

11.

to six portable classroom screens.
screen.

Continuation schools.

One auditorium

Domestic Science.
Guidance.
Health.

In sets directly related to subject and
maximum of twenty-five indigrade.
vidual pieces in a set.
J. Filing Aids

A

2.

II.

Industrial arts.
Industrial and vocational schools.

Music.
Sewing.

subject.

subject and grade.

All other regular and special classes

and

FUNCTIONS
A. Primary Function
1.
To supply any teacher from the kindergarten through the high school with the
proper visual aids at the time when they
will be most helpful and effective as a
teaching aid.
B. Specific Functions
1.
Teacher training in the proper technique
of using aids and equipment.

Through demonstration classes.
Through lectures.
Through teacher training courses.
c.
Study of Aids and Equipment

III.

b.

a.

b.
c.

3.

A. Status of the Department
1.

b.

1.

c.

d.

2.

5.

By

a.

6.

7.

Distribution of Aids
By department truck.
Care and Repair of Aids and Equipment
Schools responsible for damage caused
a.
by carelessness.
b. All repairs made by department.
Relating Aids to Course of Study
By committees of teachers and supera.
visors.
b.

8.

1.

Through

try out in test schools.

Supervision
Should be general.
b. Co-operate with regular supervisors.

all

situations.

aids

Simple and

brief.

Director
Chief Duties
General organization

and administra-

tion.

Study, evaluation and selection of aids
and equipment.
Demonstration of proper technique of
using aids and equipment.
Supervision of members of staff.
2.

Secretary
Chief Duties
Regular secretarial duties including cori
e orespondence, telephoning,
graphing, preparation of lists, re-

m m

test schools.

a.

Detailed enough to meet

Borrowing

C. Personnel

Standardizing and Selecting Equipment
By study at the center.
a.
b. By committees.
c.

General
a.

visual aids.

By purchase.
By renting.
By courtesy of manufacturers.
By making them at the center.

Directly responsible to the superintendent
of schools.

B. Rules and Regulations

Acquiring Aids
a.

4.

By department of
By committees.
By test schools.

subjects.

ADMINISTRATION

a.

2.

To prepare photographic material for]
teaching aids and publicity.
Art.
Classes for foreign born.

1.

By
By

duplicate any material which can
be reproduced by a photographic pro-

Co-operation with School Departments

to six lantern slide projectors.
film slide projector.

Arrangement of Aids

1.

To

cess.

Elementary schools
One or two 16 mm. projectors.
a.
b. One opaque projector.

f.

I.

16

opaque projectors.

d.

f.

2.

Two
Two

pupils.

parents.
civic organizations.
others.

ports, etc.
3.

Booking Clerk
Duties

Book

i

aids requisitioned, issue delivery

orders to shipping clerk, keep records
of all aids used.
4.

Shipping Clerk
Duties
all aids ordered, prepare materfor chauffeur, check incoming material and return to its proper place.

Gather
ial

a.

(Concluded on page 271)

—

—

;

—
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FILM PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
new department is to keep the educational field intimately acquainted with the
number of film productions especially suitable for use in the school and church field.

The aim of
increasing

New

this

Eastman Teaching Films announces
three

motion

more classroom

pictures

Shark Fishing, Bolivia, and Spiders
which have also been completed.

—

the release of

(16 mm.)
synopses for

concluding scenes of typical shark leather products.

marked progress made by the

people of that country in developing the resources of
the country under conditions which render travel and
communication difficult. Animations and actual photography point out the major geographical regions and
main routes of travel from Bolivia to the Atlantic and
Rural life is portrayed by scenes of
Pacific coasts.
native Indians herding llamas

;

cultivating cocoa, pota-

toes and barley making adobe and pottery spinning
and weaving wool. The copper, silver and tin districts
are located by map animations.
;

;

American

flag.

Save

sound.

E.

Vitaphone Subjects

M. Newman, famous globe-trotter, author and
is making a series of thirteen one-reel travel
for Warner Brothers, which are entertaining and

lecturer,

talks

educational subjects good for school children, teachers
and family audiences. The three following are an-

nounced as being ready for release. In Little Journeys
to Great Masters, Mr. Newman has photographed the
priceless works of art in the great galleries of Italy
tapestries, paintings and sculptures by the old masters.
Southern India protrays the characteristics and cus-

—

toms of that country the caste system, cities, temples
and colorful religious ceremonies. The Road to Mandalay, made famous by Kipling, presents scenes taken
on Mr. Newman's trip through Sumatra to Burma.

Warner Brothers

distribute also a series of twelve
title of Advenfrom the amazing wild ani-

two-reel episodes, under the general
tures in Africa, assembled

on Spiders should provide excellent mater-

mal sequences filmed by Wynant D. Hubbard during

presents the struc-

ture of spiders, successive steps in spinning an orb-

a two-year expedition into the veldts and bush of upgraduate
per Rhodesia and Portugese East Africa.

web, rearing of the young, and characteristics of sev-

of Harvard University, Mr.

eral species.

fession of mining engineering for a time in Labrador,

The
ial

film

for natural history studies.

Movietone

It

They

state that these

two types those with content based directon the course of study, and auditorium films which
are related to the curriculum but are of a more genfilms are of

:

ly

eral character.

instruction.

They

fit

Mention should be made also of the Believe It or
series, material for which was gathered by Robert
L. Ripley on his recent expedition through North
Africa and the Near East.

Not

Two

a definite place in the course of

include natural sounds where there

are any and also whatever

comments may be necessary

to explain the subject matter.

The

first aroused his interest in filming the habitats and
customs of wild animals and led to the expedition.

In either case the films are properly

graded and made to

his pro-

Greenland and South Africa, where he revived his
and began to capture,
tame and train them. It was the picture, Chang, which

Series

of those that are in preparation.

A

Hubbard followed

early interest in wild animals

Fox Film Corporation have issued a catalog of their
Movietone School Series films which lists, with brief
description, the subjects already completed and a few

.

Off, a story of the

a Life, illustrating method of resuscitation, and Magic
Carpet of Movietone, world travelogues in natural

Instructive

Shark Fishing is a useful subject for nature study
and geography classes. It shows fishing for shark
bait, setting the trawl line and landing the shark, with
close views of its large mouth and numerous teeth
cleaning, skinning and tanning shark leather, with

Bolivia depicts the

Hats

entitled

Eastman Films

subjects already available are as follows

:

seven

on Physical Geography, two on Occupational Geography, ten on History, eleven on Science and three on
Economics and Commerce. The auditorium films are

Paramount

will

Family Films

soon release

Sooky,

a

sequel

to

Skippy, by Percy Crosby.

As

Coogan and Jackie Cooper

will

in this continuation of the

boyhood adventures of two

pals

who

live

Another

in the first story,

Robert

have the principal roles

on opposite sides of "the tracks."

film

which holds promise of furnishing exour readers is Mrs. Wiggs of

cellent screen fare for
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Cabbage

the

Patch,

classic of fiction.

the

signed to Junior Durkin,

Finn

sentimental

adult- juvenile

who

created the Huckleberry

and Charlotte V. Henry, stage child player

role,

Travelogues and Sports Reviews

Chief juvenile roles have been as-

who made her film debut in Huckleberry Finn
girl who won Huck's heart.
Series of Historical Travel

Adventure

as the

Recent releases

in the

Romantic Journeys

series of

talking travel pictures, produced by Educational Film

Exchanges, include Outposts of the Foreign Legion,
said to show parts of Morocco which have never been
photographed before; Dreamworld, portraying the missions of Southern California; Across the Sea, scenes

and

of Hawaii

Pictures

;

and Peasants' Paradise, a study of

Germany.
Educational Exchanges

inter-

esting places in

Talking Picture Epics offer fourteen series of onewidely diversified in theme and setting,

reel subjects,

many

of which are educational as well as entertainand excellent material for non-theatrical showings.
These include two Lowell Thomas series of six each,
entitled Drifitin' Around in Latin America and Driftin'
Around in the Far East; six Character Studies of
Strange People and Places; thirteen Wandcrlttst subjects
six on Great American Cities, including New
York, Washington, Boston, Montreal, Philadelphia
and Chicago twelve Ghosts of Other Days, a unique
ing,

also

have a new

series of

Sports Reviezvs, with brisk comment by Bill Cunningham, famed sports columnist of the Boston Evening

No

Post.

Holds Barred,

first

release of this group,

during

a collection of shots taken

actual

is

wrestling

Inside Baseball shows, at regular speed and in
slow action, a game between the Boston Braves and St.

bouts.

Louis Cardinals.

;

;

of

series

historical

episodes in the nation's history

photographed by the famous Argus-Lancaster Expedition; and twelve wild life short features photographed by the Allen Brothers under the direction of
Bill Lucas and Elmer Clifton.

There

is

also available

from Talking Picture Epics

the short African travel film. Hell Belozv Zero,

made

by the explorer, Carveth Wells, who was sent by the
Milwaukee Museum on an expedition to the Mountains of the Moon in Central Equatorial Africa. This
is said to be an accurate record of Africa with many
rare shots of jungle animals, accompanied by Mr.
Wells' humorous and satirical recital in which he belittles the danger of lions.

Mew

Health Subject

National Motion Pictures

Company announces

release of their newest production.

Willing to Wash.

This

in narrative form, the
liness.

It

can be secured

The value

the

Was

Willie

a one-reel subject showing

importance and value of clean-

Shows Value

Film

is

Why

in either

16

mm.

or 35

mm.

o\ First-Aid Training

knowledge of first-aid
emphasized in a new one-reel
educational motion picture film entitled. Learn and
Live, prepared by the United States Bureau of Mines,
Department of Commerce, in co-operation with an

methods

is

of a

practical

strikingly

industrial concern.

Daily occurrences in the

life

of a mine

official

and

his family are picturized to impress the lesson of safe-

ty first

and the value of

first-aid training.

The open-

Columbia News

ing scenes illustrate the dangers incurred in reckless

Columbia Pictures has acquired for distribution during 1931-32 a group of six single-reelers entitled Football Thrills, which are entertaining presentations of the
epic plays of twenty-three famous
football games.
Ford Bond, the well known NBC football broadcaster,
announces the plays, several of which are shown in
both normal and slow motion.

automobile driving and the advisability of taking safeMembers of the
ty precautions in this connection.
family attend a first-aid class of miners, conducted

by the Bureau of Mines instructors, where interesting
and valuable first-aid methods are illustrated.
Copies of this practical safety film
free for exhibition purposes
es,

Twenty-seven of the leading college football teams
in the

country contributed the outstanding plays of
Knute Rockne's 1930

these gridiron games, including

Southern California, Northwestern, Navy, Pittsburgh, Carnegie Tech, Pennsylvania,
Southern Methodist and Drake. Among some of the

team

by

may

be obtained

clubs, schools, church-

business and safety organizations,

miners'

local

unions, and others interested by applying to the Pitts-

burgh Experiment Station of the United States Bureau of Mines.

in plays against

Producers

—Be

other teams appearing in the series are Yale, Harvard,

OH your mailing

Dartmouth, Holy Cross, Army, Princeton, Syracuse,
Illinois and Drake.

your productions

sure
list
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NEWS AND NOTES
CONDUCTED

Ohio

BY

visual education will be carried forward,

expense to the

state.

that

and with no

This decision was reached by a

group of representative school men called together
September 29th by B. O. Skinner, Director of Education, to discuss the subject of visual instruction and
the possibility of a state collection of visual aids for

Ohio schools along the lines set up in
The group was unanimously in favor
of such a project and equally unanimous in its belief
in the values to be derived from visual instruction.
distribution to

the other states.

The

on Wednesdays, alternately, dramatizations of famous
literary works for the intermediate and upper grades
and art appreciation talks on Thursdays children's
dramatizations of well-known works, also talks on
;

nature study and instruction in manual arts and crafts

them, as well as teacher's manuals.

Silent Talkies

The new

by Mr. Skinner to this
group and approved by them, provides for Mr. Aughinbaugh to give his illustrated lecture, "Know Ohio," in
the various Ohio schools at a nominal cost to provide
funds for the purchase of a state library of moving
pictures, glass and film slides, photographs and other
plan, presented

visual aids to be available for
state.

This fund

is

to be in charge of the

men

attend-

who have consented to become
Board of Control sponsoring the movement.
The

the

a

questionnaire

will

sent

styled "silent talkies," at least as far as the congenitally

deaf are concerned, for the latter receive no sen-

sation of

sound as they view the

to

be

decided

all

vipon

participating

schools.

Ohio State University has been conducting

of the Air began
to

its

&

fective hearing.

Talkies in which

lip

motions and other

schools

facial

move-

ments, together with body gestures,' are introduced

according to a carefully determined plan are produced
in the laboratory studios. Then the pictures are shown
for lip reading study.

By means

of 16

can

be

mm. motion
conveniently

terpreted.

A

third sea-

over

the

Columbia Broadcasting System November 9th. During the season of 1931-32 the American School of the
Air will present each Monday dramatizations of American and ancient history for the upper grades and high
schools on Tuesdays geography travelogs and music
;

interest-

ing experiments along these lines, according to the Bell

shown over and over again until every speech movement and emotional expression has been correctly in-

School oF the Air Starts
son of educational broadcasts

though they

of the talkie characters.

picture projectors the movies

The American School

picture,

readily learn to "hear" with their eyes the conversation

to give increased lip reading facility to those of de-

penses of the project, shall invest the balance in visual

through

And now they're making talking movies for the deaf
and hard of hearing. These movies might rightly be

ways

which the cost of the lecture can be met, terms on
which schools will be able to secure visual material,
and other details. The Board, after meeting the expurchase of which

Their Eyes

determined propor-

in

aids, the

//

direction of Dr. G.

general plan set up by the Board outlines the
to be paid for the lecture,

H ear

ii\

Howell Motion Picture News Service. Under the
Oscar Russell, chief of that institution's phonetics laboratories. Miss Marie Mason has
been working with talking pictures especially designed

tionately by the enrollment of schools, various

'

Teach Deaf to

With

the schools in the

all

ing the meeting

amounts

'

Mr. B. A. Aughinbaugh, was abolished by

state officials in their recent drive to reduce expenses
in state departments.

;

on Fridays vocational guidance talks. The second half
of each Friday program will be devoted to current
events and an interpretation of the week's news.
Visual aid books for the music progrrams will again
be available for the teachers and pupils requesting

State Visual Education Department, formerly

in charge of

INEHOFFMAN

appreciation for the upper grades and high schools

Plans State Visual Service

The important announcement comes from Ohio

JOSEPH

talkie

sound record,

speech movements,

when
ily

is

synchronized

the

film

made on phonograph type

discs

the pictures are filmed,

and

this is

to

used primar-

as a control on the validity of the original film to

enable the instructors to assure

the correctness of
every speech movement used by the talkie characters.
Frequently, for example, the characters in a talkie
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may make

motions with their Hps without uttering a

means of the

detected by
is

Visual Programs at Meetings

Instances of this and similar characters are

sound.

talkie record,

then re-edited or retaken so that these

and the

may be

film

elim-

At

the October meeting of the Mathematics Section

of the

New York

Society for the Experimental Study

inated and hence not confuse the learners and have

of Education, the educational talking picture, The Flay

them "hear" sounds that were never made.

of Imagination in Geometry, was given its premiere
showing to an enthusiastic audience. As quoted from

Catalogs oF Visual

The Mathematics Teacher,

Aids

"the

and charm of the

thrill

rector of the Department of Visual Instruction in the

mathematics can not be realized fully
until the picture is seen."
Professor David Eugene
Smith, whose voice accompanies the film with clarify-

Public Schools of Kansas City, Missouri, the pamph-

ing comments on each problem presented, spoke after

on "Teaching Aids" available for loan to schools
The collections comprise some 45,0(X)
of that city.
lantern slides, 250 reels of 16 mm. classroom motion
picture films, 12,000 mounted photographs, about 100
history charts, and considerable miscellaneous material.
The pamphlet gives some helpful suggestions for using
films, and lists the slides and motion pictures available
which are suitable to each grade.

the showing.

We "have

recently received

from Rupert

film to a lover of

Peters, Di-

let

The

bulletin of. the Visual

Education Service of the

University of Missouri, of which Charles H. Williams
is

Director,

slides,

is

films,

and exhibits

also at hand.
film

strips,

It is

charts,

a catalog of lantern
prints,

stereographs

by the Division to schools, colleges, churches, farmers' clubs and other educational
groups, giving the terms upon which they may be obtained. Attention is called to the 16 mm. film and the
film strip service, to which additions are being made
ofifered

as rapidly as funds are available so that the needs of
the schools for these aids can be adequately

35

mm.

films

and glass

met as

in

slides.

Visual education also had a place on the program
of the thirty-ninth regular meeting of the Association
of Mathematics Teachers of

New

Jersey, held October

18th at the State Teachers College,

Upper Montclair.

Mr. Aaron Bakst spoke on "The Use of Motion Pictures and Models in Mathematics Class Rooms."

The State Education Association of West Virginia
Meeting, held October 29-31 at Charleston, devoted
one morning's session to Visual Education, under the
chairmanship of Cecil* R. Gates of Morgantown. Miss
Eva Pinkard conducted a lesson in Geography, which

was then evaluated and discussed. Dr. R. A. Olney
spoke on "The Field Trip as an Educational Aid."

Wisconsin Produces
Brief mention

was made

The Educational Screen

Instructive Film
in a

previous issue of

of the three-reel film pro-

duced by the Bureau of Visual Instruction of the
University of Wisconsin, entitled

The "Announcement

of Visual Aids" for the school

year of 1931-32, published by the Bureau of Visual
Instruction, University of Kansas, is being distributed

now

without cha'rge to

all

those requesting

it.

The Yorktown

Yorktown Celebration

was held October 16-19, at Yorktown, Virginia, to commemorate
the surrender of Cornwallis one hundred and fifty years
ago, employed appropriate films to recall to the AmerMotion
ican people the significance of Yorktown.
picture programs were promoted in every community
by a National Committee to depict the outstanding
events in the War of the Revolution. The films particularly recommended for the purpose were Vincennes
and Yorktown from The Chronicles of America Photoplays.

Sesquicentennial, which

—

Its

In planning the film the Bureau had excellent

cooperation

Films Contribute to

Wisconsin

Government at Work, for the use of Wisconsin
schools. This film is an excellent educational subject for the teaching of state government.

from

the

various state departments,

the officers of the State Legislature and the Governor.

The

ofiicials

project also served to acquaint the state
with the work of the Bureau.

may be used alone,
complete picture of the
legislative procedure in enacting laws, including the
Governor's part in approving such laws. The third
If desired,

as these

reel

two

the

first

two

reels

reels give a

portrays the

work

of the

Department

of State,

State Treasury, Department of the Attorney General,

tive

Department of Public Instruction, Administraand Regulatory Agencies, and the Judicial

Branch.

;

;

;

:

:
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A

schools,

Pennsylvania School Reports on

Use of Film
of 16mm movie film

Its

since

have passed
through one projector in the Aliquippa, Pa., High
School in the last two school years, according to
Lambert E. Broad, head of the school's science de-

Over 100 miles

partment.

While

projection

record,

we

are deeply interested in the sound film

as an educational factor both for children and adults,

this is not set forth as a school

it

provides the only possibility of acoustical ob-

"The congress

ject lessons," said Dr. Gunther.
is

also

interested in practical questions," he further stated,

"especially insofar as concerns the kind of films

apparatus wanted

in

schools.

It

and

will thus serve as

that

an intermediary between producers and consumers
and be able to suggest to educational film manufac-

schools are keeping accurate count of their film

turers just which production programs have exploita-

activities.

tion chances.
It is also a task of the congress to
bring about a close connection between science and

it

interesting

is

to

note

The Aliquippa High School has only ten reels
of film in its own library, but it makes good use of
them and is also a generous user of free films.
Films are used in the geography, science, industrial history and health classes of the high school.
Also during the last two football seasons, slow motion pictures have been taken of some of the early
games, and the films have been used to show the
players their faults.

"The use

of these films, in

connction with chalk talks, has been a big help to
the coach in the development of the players," says

Mr. Broad.

The Third

practical film

scientific

nection with film professionals."

The second day
the question of

of the conference was devoted to

narrow

The

film stock.

sizes

used as

a rule are of 16, 9>4, 17J/2, and 24 millimeters. The
majority insisted on an immediate decision concern-

ing the unification of the film size to be used, and
this latter
It

motion was carried.

was further decided
(1) To institute sound

film informational courses

for teachers;

International Educational

To arrange for sound film apparatus to be
purchased by schools
(3) To appeal to the sound film apparatus manufacturers to turn out a good, cheap-priced
sound film reproduction apparatus which
could be used by schools and educational

(2)

Film Congress

The Third

work, so that new means of

research can be found by scientists working in con-

International Educational Film Confer-

ence was recently opened in Vienna under the honorary presidency of the Austrian Minister of Public

There were
Instruction and the mayor of Vienna.
330 members present, representing 21 diff^erent states,
reports the Motion Picture Division of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
Following the greetings of the president and of rep-

organizations
(4) Educational films should be produced in both
silent and sound versions
(5)

To

intensify the sound educational film prop-

aganda

resentatives of various countries, Dr. de Feo, Presi-

in agricultural circles;

dent of the International Educational Cinematographic
Institute in Rome, outlined the various problems be-

(6) AN'ith regard to the education of adults, it
was decided to establish a close connection

longing to his institute, especially in technical and
pedagogic questions. Among other things, the institute is endeavoring to obtain the abolition of all im-

between cultural film stages of various coun-

port duties and taxes on educational films.
tion has been submitted to the
it

is

This ques-

League of Nations, and

expected that the latter will

call

a diplomatic

conference to study the ways and means of bringing

about
release

this

abolition.

educational

The
film

institute

catalogues

further plans to
for

international

regards

its

significance of the conference

were

then outlined by Dr. Walther Gunther (Germany)
and Professor Imhoff (Switzerland). The principal
aim of the educational film move was stated to be
that of aiding school lectures.
"Although even in
future we would not like to miss the silent film in

sound

attitude to the

film, the

fol-

lowing motions were carried by the congress
(1)

The

should be

improvement

technical

favored in principle;

educational purposes, especially

of

(2)
in

aspects, should be sponsored; (3)

sound

films

Their use
its

for

pedagogical

This does not ex-

clude the development of the silent film which will no

more be supplanted by

use.

The aims and

tries.

As

the sound film than

supplanted the use of
factors

has

its

own

slides.

it

has ever

Each of these three

significance

in

the educational

domain.

At the suggestion of the

German

delegates,

the

fourth International Educational F'ilm Congress will
take place in Berlin in 1933-34.

)
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments

(The film Estimates,

in

a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

whole or in part, may be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

Intellisent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

of

For
Children
(under 15)

Age for Love, The (Billie Dove)
(U. A.) Absurd title for innocuous
but confused story about whether
heroine should continue business career after marriage or hero should
marry domestic type or remarry
each other. Hero miscast, and action drags.

Mediocre

Hardly

No

Alexander Hamilton (George ArKenyon) (Warner) Exliss, Doris

Interesting

Worth

Beyond
them

—

—

while

cellent picture of high
and character charm, but
dramatic conflict weakened by subordinating all to Arliss. Hero wins
His admitted infidelity
too easily.

(15 to 20)

Fine of
kind

Doubtful

No

Lily

jou,

Damita

)

(

Ordinary

Better
not

No

Good of

Doubtful

Doubtful

Mediocre

Hardly

No

Good

Excellent

Good

Cheap

Unwholesome

No

Fail

Thrilling

Too

RKO-Pathe

it

killed,

some

same woman. Husband is
paramour wins.
Unwhole-

is

but

situation

no

offensive

scenes.

Barsrain, The (Lewis Stone, Doris
Clean,
(First National )

Interestins

Good

Beyond
them

story, slow-moving
acted, about genuinely

human-interest
finely

happy married couple.

Son would

quick money
mistake father had
Devoted wife's solution not
made.
wholly convincing but interesting.

sacrifice art to
same
to marry

—

make

Bachelor

Beloved

(Paul Lukas)

Paramount Charming work by
Lukas in light but delightfully hu-

Entertaining

Enter.
taining

Fair

Cisco Kid»

The (Warner Baxter,

Rather
good

Amusing

Poor

Not the

Dangerous Affair. A (Jack Holt,
Ralph Graves) (Columbia) Laughable crook-mystery melodrama, with
usual hokum and scare devices, but

Too
mature

movie traditions.

Heartbreak (Charles F a r r e 1 1,
Madge Evans) (Fox) Charming love
story of fine American boy and
Austrian girl separated by America's declaration of war. By tragic
coincidence he kills her brother in

—

—

airplane

No

duel.

War

story

but

not

too much so.
Notable acting by
Madge Evans and the two boys.

best

—

"In

Graft (Regis Toomey, Sue Carol)
(Universal) Dirty politics and gangsterism in a mayoralty election,

to best

(Fox) Feeble imitawith
Old Arizona"
Baxter as M"xican bandit Robin
Hood, Lowe as Sergeant out to catch
him.
A stale story of cheap romance, sticky sentiment, labored
wisecracking, threadbare bravado.
Unprofitable to a'.l concerned.

Edmund Lowe)

kind

with much newspaper stuff thrown
in. One candidate "good", other an
unscrupulous villain. They act accordingly, and result in according

appealing love story, with
inimitable comedy by Charles BugInteresting situation in little
gies.
ward's ardent love for her benefactor who is long unaware of it.

man and

Brat. The (Sally O'Neil) (Fox)
Novelist rescues orphaned waif from
slums to use for "atmosphere" in
his next book. Complications arise
but Cinderella ending solves all
pleasantly. Plenty of comedy.

Get-Rich-Qu'ck-Wallingford (William Haines) (M-G-M) Funny, fast,
lively crook farce, no objectionable
sex stuff, Haines in much better
role than usual, but all standards of
honesty distorted. Lying, swindling,
double-crossing made to seem utterly natural and very amusing.

Expect sequels.

)

(

of the Family (Bebe Dan(First National)
Cheap intrigues of a contemptible heroine
of no principles or character, with
her gigolo lover and swaggering
military rival, for the main purpose
of swindling her doting old benefactor. Mere sex stuff and hokum,

Honor

iels)

Light and

Amusing

Funny

aiiiusing

not only stupid but unpleasant.

Homicide

Noah

Beery)

Squad

(Leo Carrillo,
Rather
(Universal)
police - vs - gangster

strong

we!l-knit little
story built for thrill at any cost.
High tension and strong suspense.
Shootings galore, usual romance in-

Graves,
entertainingly burlesqued.
as big-cit" reporter, commits theft
to give h-s pal, suburban policechief, a chance for glory. Refreshingly different from their usual vio-

serted,

and

convtncingly

sinister

villain.

lent love-triangle.

Devotion

Howard)

For
Children
(under 15)

and direction.

Friends and Lovers( Adolphe Men-

find

climax—which
Fine sets and

Kenyon)

of

For
Youth

Adults

—

costumes.

tion

Intelligent

Lonely wife of unscrupulous blackmailer unfaithful with one officer
and loved by another, nearly wrecks
friendship of the two when they

value

but

Five Star Final (Edward Robinson) (First National) Strong, breezy,
fast newspaper story, violent arraignment of unscrupulous tabloids.
Near ruin of daughter's future and
suicides by both parents are result.
Some very vulgar dialog supposedly
needed for "truth". Fine cast, acting,

historical

to wife is used as
will displease many.

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

(Ann

(RKO)

Harding,

Charming

Leslie
film,

old-fashioned plot but superb character work by three star actors and
Mature but delicate and
a child.
genuine love story that will give
only most wholesome reaction and
thrill to average youth of today.

Excellent

Too
mature

Left-Over Ladies (Claudia Dell)
trash
Sophisticated
(Sono-Art)
about social empty-heads, who chat"know all the
ter cheap dialog,
answers", hence need no conventions.
Continuous booze and sex in
luxurious settings. Travesty on marriage, concerned with divorce, and
"playing around" same evening.

Trashy

Pernicious

—

) t
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For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Mad Genius. The (John Barry(Warner)
more.
Marian Marsh)
Similar to but better than "Svengali". wth dancer instead of singer

maestro's

eccentric

as

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adalts

(15 to 20)

Good of
kind

For
Children
(nnder 15)

Sin of Hadelon
Claudet,
The
<HeIen Hayes, Lewis Stone) (M-G-

Better
not

ent-chosen

protege.

famous

to play.

Parade. The (Evelyn Brent)

By no
means

Silly

Certainly
not

the

end.

charming

Fine of
kind

No

Fairly

good

Better
not

Good

Good

Good

Trashy

Unwholesome

By no
means

Unpleasant

Unwholesome

No

By no
means

No

Good

Good

Little
interest

Dull

Better
not

No

No

marriaKe,

becomes mis-

American painter, then

to

(Hardie Albright, Thom-

Meighan» (Fox) Boy on a barge

played by Albright) with
skyscraper dreams, is helped to his
goal by his unkown father, a builder.
Lively, not always credible action, many thrills, and nasty situation involving boy and father's for-

Unpleasant

By no

mistress.

No

means
Spirit

—

Ayres)

of
Notre
(Universal)

Dame
Fine

(Lew
football

and excellent propaganda for
Notre Dame, her football system,
and the beloved Rockne. Well acted,
and the Four Horsemen are there.
stuff,

—

at

For
Children
(under 15)

(finely

an role, with Miss Chatterton as
Russian adventuress loving much,
with and without marriage suffering heavily from caddish, snobbish
husband and losing all happiness

—

(15 to 20)

croolt,

Skyline
as

mer

Once a Lady (Ruth Chatterton)
(Paramount) Another scarlet-wom-

For
Youth

Adults

then degraded prostitute to raise her son to success
not knowing his mother. Wealt as
"truth". Finely acted but thoroughly unpleasant.

Easy, sure-fire, moneymaking stuff that Barrymore seems
to prefer to normal ro!es more dif-

Mad

to

tress

element.

(Paramount) Loud, sensational and
largely absurd story about women
in the great war, running canteen
in midst of shells. No man in east.
Crazy hash of artificial heroics,
hard-boiled
dialog, sensational
weakness, and moral deterioration.
War as it never was.

Intelligent

M) Heroine runs away from par-

Highly spiced with unwholesome sex

ficult

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Offensive situation of
and "cocotte"

daughter

Hollywood's crude insertion of supnecessary "romance" mars

mother.

posedly

whole with sheer
Fine
Pardon Us (Laurel and Hardy
(M-G-M) Laurel and Hardy, in pris- kind
on and out, in fine mixture of slapstick and real character comedy,

of

Excellent

Susan Lenox, Her Fall and Rise
<Greta Garbo, Clarke Gable) (M-GM) Sordid string of sex episodes
opens with attempted
attack
on
heroine by fiance she meets hero
and "falls" in 24 hours
then
"kept" by series of men
finally
finds debauched
hero in Panama

without resort to labored wisecrack
or cheap sensation. First full lengh
film by these stars is deft, clean,
human and amusing comedy.
Parisian. The (Adolphe
Elissa Landi
Security
)

(

)

—

Menjou.
Labored

Poor

dive.

farce, showing American business
does not fit into gay Parisian life.
Practically
unobjectionable,
but
otherwise no merit.
Flimsy plot,
mostly dull, poorly photographed

and

acted.

that

it

Unfortunately

so

/ eight

They marry for "rise" after
reels of "fall".

wasted on a morbid story of
very seamy social life.
Marriage
has failed, so husband and wife
take on mistress and lover. Heavy
drinking orgies in night clubs and
apartments, murders, trial, narrow
cast

Very good

Platinum Blonde (Robert WilJean Harlow)
(Columbia)

of kind

liams.

Probably
good

Hardly
suitable

Lively story about a realistic, engaging, breezy, whimsical and interesting newspaper - reporter.
Played by Robert Williams whose
recent death is a great loss to the
screen.
Some sure-fire hokum
drunken party, socks in the jaw,
cheap dialog
but mostly wholesome fun.

escape, etc.

—

Unholy Garden, The (Ronald Col-

~

man)

(U.

A.)
Farfetched crook
overdone to absurdity.
Super-thieves, super-murderers, living together outlawed in desert
ruin, ruled
by super-criminal as
hero. Thrilling but mostly ridiculous,
with very cheap sex stuff.
Waste of Colman.

melodrama,
See

Road to Reno. The (Lilyan Tashcnan) (Paramount) Cheap and sensational love stuff at its worst. Vulgarian mother plans fifth marriage
with a rounder, who tries to seduce
her daughter and is shot at the altar by her son, etc.
Offends every
ideal of home relationships.

it

Pernicious

No

Violent

Better
not

and think

Hardly

Shanghaied (Noah Beery, Richard
Cromwell) (Columbia) More toughness, booze and brutality on shipboard. Fair plot and agreeable little
'ove
story
buried
under endless
lights and bludgeonings.
Life on
high seas is always terrible, ac-

Wicked (Elissa Landi, Victor McLaglen) (Fox) Landi fine as young
mother, wrongly imprisoned, fighting to keep her own baby. Agreeably different in its scenes in modhumane prison, officials who
human beings, and McLaglen
as wholesome, convincing, invaluable hero, instead of "tough".

ern
are

carding to the movies.

Hardly

Side
Show (Winnie Lightner,
Charles
Butterworth
Warner
y
Minnie as right-hand-man to drunkn circus-owner gets the "barker"
phe has loved and lived with, in

Doubtful

Women Go On

(

of complications caused by
Ler kid sister's competition. Much
slang and rough house, but less
cheapness, vulgarity and risque in-

of

boarding

house

thrills,

acters,

—

life

(Clara
Feeble

—cheap

plot
dull chardialog, and

artificial

common and

mostly

stupid

humor to save it. Merely
a lot of cheap crookedness from
cheap people. Acting fair.
too little

t

(Tiffany)
"Street Scene"

imitation

and

Forever

Young)

Kimball

spite

tent than usual.

—
—

Twenty-Four Hours (Clive Brook,
Kay Francis) (Paramount) A line

poor

win hurt Menjou.

)

drivel.

Excellent
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Some
IBIIOR

Christmas Film Suggestions
who

the convenience of our readers

are plan-

ning Christmas film programs we have culled
the following list of subjects from our 1000 and One
Orders should reach the distributors well
film book.

I

in

advance of the showing date.
at the end of each film-subject refer
the distributors listed on the following page.)

(The numbers
to

mm.

35

The

Christ Child,

Subjects

(6 reels)

Inspiring religious

Christmas Carol,

A

and

(1

3 reels)

From

23)

(8,

Christus (7 reels)

Story of

the

Holy Land.
Holy Night (1 reel) Presentation

Christ

of

life

filmed in the

(6)
of the Nativity.

(14)

King
life

of

Kings (12

Superb spectacle

reels)

Available also in

of Christ.

Knight Before Christmas,

mas

SOUND.

The

(1 reel)

of the

(20, 22)

A

Christ(19)

story.

From His

Life of Christ (6 reels)

Who

Believed in Santa Claus,

The

(1)

(19)

World, The
boy who carries the spirit of Christmas to the

(1) Story of a

Little Friend of all the

animal world.
Little

Available also in

Match

tale of the

Girl,

ragged

SOUND.

(1 reel) Hans Andersen's
with a happy ending.

(8,19,21)
Madeline's Christmas

reel)

(1

Modern

playlet of

Christmas time.

(19)

Magic Hour, The (1 reel) Shows a little boy'.s
dreams of toys coming to life.
(5)
Night Before Christmas, The (1 reel) Famous
children's poem.
(7, 19, 23)
Old Scrooge (3 reels) Characterization of the
miser

in

A

Christmas Carol.

On

Christmas Eve (1
Christmas story.
Passion Play (5 reels)

(20)

reel)

Santa

(19)

Christ.

life

of
(5)

Playthings of Childhood (1) Showing the manufacture of toys.

Pilgrimage

Christmas.

Palestine

Series

(1

reel

each)

Scenes of biblical lands. The reels on Bethlehem
and Nazareth are particularly appropriate for Christmas.
(20)

23)

(19)

Both 35 mm. and 16 mm. Subjects
Christmas

—from

the American Holiday Series (1

SOUND.

reel) Available also in

(9)

Jesus the Christ (4, 5 and 7 reels) Passion and
life of Christ; scenes in actual Holy Land setting.
Available also in SOUND.
(17)

The

Life of Christ,

Dramatic picturiza-

(5 reels)

tion of Passion Play.

(23)

Life of Santa Claus,
tually filmed in

The

Fantasy ac-

(2 reels)

Northern Alaska.

mm.

(IS)

Subjects

Christmas Among, the Animals

(1 reel)

How

zoo people celebrate.

the
(3)

The

Christus (7 reels)

life of

Christ.

Life of Christ (5 reels) Passion and

(2)

life of

Christ.
(3)

Church Around the Corner (6 reels) A
showing the triumph of supreme Christian

Little
classic

Faith.

Nativity,

(16)

The

reel)

Extracts from the 7-reel

Wooden

Soldiers (1 reel) Pictorial

(1

film Christus.

(2)

Parade of the

interpretation of this

famous musical match fantasy.
(3)

Passion Play (5 reels) Depicting the entire
Our Lord.

Santa Claus

(1 reel)

life

of

(11)

Christmas story for children.
(3)

Santa Claus'

Toy Shop

(1

reel)

Santa and his

Brownie helpers.

(3)

Story of Santa Claus, The (>4 reel) Old St. Nick
at his toy shop: his trip with his tiny reindeer.
(1, 12, 18)

(23)
to

(8, 14,

Claus in a

Visualizing the

of

(23)

7a)

(4,

The

child,

SOUND.

After Dickens' story.

16

Appropriate Christmas subject.
little

(1 reel)

(14)

Condensed version

reel)

'Twas the Night before Christmas (1 reel) Picturization of the poem.
(14)
Winter Christmas (1 reel) Story of a little boy at

(19)

Boy

Scenes of Nativity,

(3 reels)

Available also in

of Christ.

Scrooge

(1

Birth to Resur-

rection.

Little

life

Charles

Dickens' story.

The

Prince of Peace

(10, 14, 23)

scenes.

•

Prince of Peace,

Passion, Crucifixion and Resurrection.

Toy Town

The Circus {%
come to life.

Follies,

hut's circus figures

'Twas the Night before Christmas
turization of famous poem.

reel)

Schoen(13)

(>^ reel) Pic(12, 18)

—
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List of Distributors
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

7a.
8.

Ampro

Corporation, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago
Arc Film Company, 630 Ninth Ave., New York City
Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
Bray Productions Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York City

H. W. Brown, 804 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Church and School Film Exchange, 315 Polk Bldg., Des
Moines, la.
Church Film Company, 28 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
Columbia Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City
Edited

York
9.

System,

Pictures

Inc.,

W.

130

46th

St.,

RKO-Pathe Distributing
New York City

21.

Standard Film Service, 508 Film Bldg., Cleveland. O.
Talking Picture Epics, Inc., 11 W. 42nd St., New York

22.

Wholesome Films

11.

A. Joseph Grobarick, Trenton, N. J.
Hemenway Film Company, 37 Church

12.

Hollywood Film Enterprises,

\3.

Hollywood, Cal.
Home Film Libraries,

of Visual

New York
14.
IS.

6.

16.

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 26 E. 8th St., Chicago
Captain F. E. Kleinschmidt, 220 W. 42nd St., New York

Libraries,

Inc.,

33

W.

42nd

St.,

New York

18.

—

all

aids other than

Photographer

Taking and making up of

Michigan Film Library, 15745 Rosamont Rd., Detroit,
Mich.
National Motion Picture Company, Holliday Bldg., In-

all required
photographic material, preparing lan-

tern slides.
8.

Chauffeur
Duties
Delivering and collecting

dianapolis, Ind.
19.

Repair Man
Duties
Repair and care for

Duties

City
17.

Projectionist

hibits, charts, etc.
7.

Kodascope

Aids

motion picture film and projectors.
Mounting of pictures, preparing ex-

City

City

Boston,

all projectors, training of
others in their use, project inaterial
review and inspection, repair of films.

Grand Central Term.,

1845

St.,

Duties
Repairing of

-

Inc.,

Service, Inc., 48 Melrose

(Concluded from page 262)

New York

St., Boston, Mass.
6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Inc.,

St.,

Suggesteci Plan for a City Department

City
10.

45th

Mass.

5.

Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,

Corporation, 35

City
23.

New

City

W.

20.

Pinkney Film Service, 1028 Forbes

St.,

all

material.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Chicago's

Morrison Hotel
Clark and Madison Streets
Centrally located.

Nearest

ofRces,

theatres

to

stores,

railroad

and
Guest

rooms are

side with
Ice

water,

ing

lamp

Garage

stations.

bath,

all

out-

circulating

bed-head readand

Servldor.

Facilities.

2500 Rooms
$3.00

Up

pictures for
non-theatrical
exhibitia
ie for free
ccttato^ IIIB

COLCMBIA
PICTURES CORP.
729 SEVENTH AVBNUE NEW YORK CITV
•

•

The World's Tallest Hotel

LEONARD HICKS
Managing Director

Stories

High

your
dbout our
c^sk.

eiealer
IGNItn. films
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AMONG

THE MAGAZINES

CONDUCTED

BY

MARION

The Historical Outlook (October) "Slide Making
and the Social Studies Laboratory. 11". by Annette
Click. Assistant Director. Visual Education Division, Los Angeles City Schools, is the second installment of this very valuable and practical article
on the use of and the making of slides in the

The

schools.

first

installment appeared in the

May

F.

AND BOOKS
LANPHIER

New York
Fundamentals

State

Education

tures

successfully.

"Since pictures represent

objects-

the ceramic pencil, and the

motion."

are

discussed clearly, with specific directions for the
application of the principles developed.

"The Use

Cartoon (Made by the Pupil) in
Mary Hall, appearing in
presents a method of approach and

of the

the History Course", by
the

same

issue,

the development of a

working plan

dramatic visualization

for this type of

in the history class.

Perhaps history as a subject lends itself better than any
other to "visualization," one of the aims of education today.
This visualization may be a purely inner conception (not very
strong or lasting with most students), or it may express itself
outvi^ardly in the cartoon, the imaginative story, the dramatization, etc.

The aim of visualization is to create an
men and times possibly remote from the

ability to see again

student, to re-live

with other peoples their experiences and to reconstruct their
lives and environment.

Making

the

cartoon encourages the students to assemble

and to give them his own
Sometimes the result is a single picture, simconception and execution, or it may be a complicated

facts in a discriminating fashion

interpretation.
ple in

drawing,
sense of

exhibiting great

drama

is

wealth of detail— usually a keen

involved.

Miss Hall then

tells, in

numbered paragraphs, the

results of her experimentation.

the

modern newspaper cartoon,

She begins with
calling for a col-

first of

by Mr. Alfred W. Abrams which
magazine on the subject of visual instruction.
In this installment Mr. Abrams
gives some suggestions on when and how to use pic-

replace the expensive typewriter slide, the use of

screen

the

a series of articles

chiefly to subjects that are

daylight

is

are to appear in this

mention of which was made
in the June issue of The Educational Screen. The
making of cellophane and carbon paper slides to
issue of this magazine,

"Some

(October)

of Visual Instruction"

di-

rectly only things that are objective", he states, "it

should be obvious that their usefulness

— facts

of form,

is

confined

concerned with material
position,

size,

color

and

The

Parents' Magazine (October) "Are Movies
by Fred Eastman, Litt. D., Professor of Religious Literature and Drama, Chicago Theological
Fit?",

Seminary, states stoutly that
The movies have become a hot issue where they touch children.
Three questions are pertinent: What are the facts?
Who is responsible? How shall we remedy the matter? To
attempt answers to these questions

is

the purpose of this

and

a succeeding article.

The Doctor then

appraises the situation with a

nice fairness, although such appraisal lands us only

same familiar and discouraging truth concerning the great industry, which has faced us for
a good many years, with little, if any, improvement.
at that

Certain assumptions can be taken for granted.

One

is

that

the movies are here and here to stay.

Another is that they
are potentially the greatest force for recreation and for education that the world has yet seen. Another is that the movies
have made marvelous progress in perfecting the mechanics of
photography and projection and sound reproduction. Moreover, they have turned out some very good and great pictures.
If the pictures were all of this sort or like the delightful cartoons of "Mickey Mouse" and "The Silly Symphonies" or
those rollicking comedies usually associated with the names of
Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd and Harry Langdon, there
would be no need of any inquiry, for such pictures start no
trouble.
They provide only the warm glow of a fireplace
around which the whole world can find cheer and the fellow-

lection from the class, accompanied by their ideas
concerning their selections. With such a stimulus
question, "How would you have treated the subject
had you been the artist?" she frees the students'
thinking along these visual lines. Her itemized re-

Unfortunately pictures of this sort make
ship of laughter.
up a small proportion of the 500 and more feature films produced by Hollywood every year.

work, together with the surmounting

gether with an array of factual proof that, despite
Mr. Hays, the number of undesirable pictures has

sults of her

such difficulties as that of technical perfection in
drawing, furnish a most enlightening and stimulating article for our readers.
of

The author presents the intelligent criticism of
women like Miss Dora Stecker of Cleveland, to-

increased rather than decreased.

Miss Stecker im-

(Concluded on page 274)
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THE CHURCH FIELD
CONDUCTED

Motion

pictures

with sound accompaniment

are featured at a series of

R.

JOHNSON

H.

F.

Sound Accompaniment Used

Pictures with

HOTION

BY

Sunday evening de-

votional services being held at the University of Penn-

sylvania Christian Association under the direction of
that body's Department of Religious Education, headed

by Rev. Monroe G. Everett, Presbyterian university
pastor.

Nicholas Williams

of Cambridge,

'33,

of Rahway, N.

'32,

J.,

Md.,

and

student chairmen

of the entire series of visualized programs,

are

attracting large weekly gatherings.

They

6 :30 and closes

The
in

devotional service

who

time for those

begins

at

care to do so to

attend the regular evening services at nearby churches.

is

Missourian Circles Globe ''On Dimes''—

state that

Now

with no special advertising being presented, attendance
at the services

prelude,

and other musical parts of the service are reThe scripture selection
produced organ selections.
and prayer are offered by university students, and stuFrom
dents have had a part in planning the series.
5 :30 to 6 :30 a light buffet supper is served to the stupo.stlude.

en-

which

thusiastic about the success of the venture,

The

of the theme closes the hour's service.

dents attending.

Stanley Jones

Devotional Services

in

Shows Movies

Aid Missions

to

has increased more than 80 per cent

of His Trip,

in five weeks.
The programs present motion pictures
on various aspects of the life of Christ.

over twenty years for

These services on the university campus are the first
in which a completely balanced visual and musical program has ever been used, according to Rev. H. Paul

going around the world on the money he could save
by putting away any and all dimes that came his way.

Janes, director of the Division of Visual Aids, Presbyterian

Board of Christian Education, who has arranged

and

is presenting the series.
Several advantages are
conspicuous in the use of the mechanized service, according to Mr. Janes.

"The auditorium

is

in

Here's a church motion picture story that goes back
its inception.
In 1910 Oscar L.

Bodenhausen of

"Darkness means that visual distractions are
Mrs. Green's new hat or Stanley Brown's
pursuit of a glove under a pew two aisles ahead cannot detract from the power of the service theme. The
usual inhibitions which keep people from expressing

Joseph, Mo., conceived the idea of

No matter how many or how few coins of this denomination might come to him, he spent none of them.
At the close of each day he segregated: his "takings"
in dimes, and periodically he put them in the bank at
compound
The

semi-darkness from the be-

ginning until the end of the visualized program," he

St.

first

interest.

day of his dime-saving plan netted him 40
week $2.10. In August, 1930, his world-

cents, the first

fund totaled $2700, the interest for the

states.

trip

eliminated.

being more than the deposit for that period.

themselves emotionally are also removed.'
gation sings

more

ing the words of a

important of

all,

A

congre-

enthusiastically in the dark, follow-

hymn

centrated on the subject at hand.

Like moths,

beings are attracted to a bright spot.

long in a darkened motion
looking at the screen.

Most

flashed on the screen.

the attention of the audience

picture

It can't

Try
theatre

is

con-

to sit for

without

be done."

Rev. Harold F. Carr, pastor of the Asbury MethoChurch, near the university campus, speaks on the

service

theme following the motion picture presentaSunday night, and an informal discussion

"A

come

the time had

year

to circle the

tour of the world on dimes," he called his

With a Filmo moving picture camera he
westward from San Francisco visiting China,
Japan, India, and twenty-three other countries before
landing in New York. And everywhere he made interesting movies on his trip.
adventure.
sailed

human

dist

tion each

Then he decided
globe.

last

What

is

the connection with the use of motion pic-

tures in church

work?

Simply that

try

and decided

On
to

tell

his return

to

make

he became

in that

coun-

a contribution to the cause.

home he arranged

the story of his trip

would give

in India

work

intensely interested in missionary

and

illustrated lectures,

to Indian missionary work.

So

his motion pictures
announced that he

donating the proceeds
far, his

audiences have

:
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numbered nearly
dimes

is

ten thousand people,

paying dividends

behalf

in

and the
of

a

trip

on

splendid

contest to decide the best movie scenario closes

movie.

activity.

The

A

soon and the winning plot will serve as a basis for the

point of course

type of story to

tell

is

this

Not everyone has

:

this

Mr. Bodenhaus-

via movies, nor

Actors and actresses will be selected from among
the

members of Gamma Kappa Delta, young people's
The play will be directed by Mrs. Rubel,

background of dime saving activities, but in many
churches are men and women who have taken interesting travel movies. Possibly a showing of their movies might result in a fine social evening with the admission receipts devoted to some worth-while church un-

organization.

dertaking.

plies, as

en's

Own

Church Films
The young people

Movie

of St. Michael's and All Angels'

Episcopal Church, Berwyn,

111.,

go "on location"

will

moving picture in the near
announcement by the Rev. Henry-

for the filming of a real
future, according to

Scott Rubel, rector of the church.

Bridging

a

Great Gap
The Hour Has

formerly Dorothy Deuel of the Ziegfeld "Follies."

Among

the

Magazines and Books

{Concluded from page 272)

we must

all

Can

Fill

Your

Church with

Sound

A

Pictures

Great DifRculty Has Been Overcome

As now used SILENT PICTURES are D E A D. The people want
Sound Pictures, but the supply of suitable Sound Pictures is
exceedingly limited.
Very few churches, high-schools, colleges,
universities and other institutions have the expensive equipment
for Sound Pictures.
However, many do have Projectors for
showing Silent Pictures.
The great question has been and still is. How to make use of
Silent Pictures and Silent Projectors?
It is answered by the

"Off-Stage Voice"
marvelous

scientific equipment, recently perfected,
Silent Picture can with your present Silent Projector, no matter what make, be made into a Sound Picture.

This

is

whereby

a

ANY

This wonderful equipment will enable you to give life to your
Slides and Motion Pictures, and put personality into your programs. It will pep up your meetings and enable you to put over
to large crowds
In a modern, up-to-date, dignified manner
which will appeal to both old and young whatever message you

—

—

wish to present.
Take advantage of this for your Fall and Winter work. Upon
receipt of your inquiry, we will be pleased to send you, without
charge or obligation, full particulars. Address

SACRED SERVICE BUREAU
26 East 8th Street

CHICAGO,

ILL

if

we

projected into adult

is

think clearly, that the

life

to attend the movies.

tion

adult indulgence.

But, since he

is,

and

since, for the

time being, there seems to be no other solution at hand,
the child should be protected against the adult

movie by some means or other.
Dr. Eastman's article is fairly written, making
none of the exaggerated accusations that are apt to
appear

in the

comments

of the clergy.
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
CONDUCTED
Director,

Visual

Aids

in

BY

DR.

DEAN

F.

McCLUSKY

Scarborough School, Sc«rborough-on-Hud$on, N. Y.

Chemistry Teaching from the High School Standpoint

3f

L PAUL MILLER
Science Director, Central High School, Scranton, Pa.

N THE

IM

teaching of high-school

chemistry,

the

I most valuable visual aids always have been, and
doubtless always will be, chemicals and chemical apparatus.

No

objective materials

could

possibly

be

used more effectively, for the teaching of most of the
chemistry than the sub-

units of secondary school

stances and processes with which the units are con-

most

effectively

fective, (1) in classroom demonstrations, (2) in laboratory exercises, units, or contracts, (3) in exhibits,
and (4) in properly conducted journeys.

When

(B)

In the secondary schools, chemistry teachers, as well
aids to give meanings to text-book words, ever since

sciences have been included in high school curriculums.

Laboratory procedures by pupils, and lecture-demonstrations by teachers, are essentials in chemistry teach-

teaching particular units in

in

(A) Real things, (chemicals, chemical apparatus,
and processes,) whenever available, are the most ef-

cerned.

as teachers of other sciences, have been using visual

used

high-school chemistry?

real things are

not available, the next

best aids are projected or non-projected photographic

representations of real things: (1) text-book and ref-

erence-book illustrations, (2) cut-outs from newspapers and magazines, (3) stereographs, for third di-

mension
or

effects, (4) projected still pictures,

homemade

from stock
mo-

glass slides or film slides, (5) silent

mm., when motion is an
and (6) sound pictures, when both
animation- and accurate accompanying explanations
tion pictures, preferably 16

ing.

essential

Chemistry teachers are setting examples,

in fact, in

factor,

the use of sense realism in education, which teachers

are requisite.

major subjects are finding to be worth following. High-school chemistry teachers have also been
among those making the most extensive use of projection equipment, and of homemade slides and films, to

ful: (1) charts, (2)

(5)
colored chalk, and (6) dramatizations, as, pupils rep-

provide additional illustrative materials.

resenting ions in replacements.

in other

lic

In 517 pub-

school units in the United States, there

were

re-

(C) Non-photographic symbols are frequently usemaps, (3) graphs, (4) diagrams,
blackboard sketches and outlines, preferably in

(II)

What

visual materials can best be correlated

ported 4,336 film showings in natural sciences, including chemistry, in the senior high schools, exceeding the

with units in high-school chemistry courses?

numbers of showings in all other senior high school
subjects. There were reported also, more natural science films adaptable to school use, and therefore most
satisfactory for teaching purposes, than films in any
other subjects.
(Way, E. I.. "Motion Pictures and
their Use in Certain Primary and Secondary Schools
in the United States, U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Mo-

they are to be used in any chemistry course, according

tion Picture Division. 1931.")

High-school chemistry teachers must decide when
to use visual aids, what aids to use, and how their
use can be stimulated.
(I)

When

able materials

be

classified, in the

order

Availin

which

BARGAINS FOR CASH!
Money
ticun,

Act!

Talks!

$125.00 value brand

Save!

new DeVry Automatic Film

motor operated or manual as

desired,

Slide Stereopforced air cooled.
$35.00

$45.00 brand new DeVry Lantern Slide Stereopticon, 400 watt
Ma7^a bulb, light weight, well made, guaranteed. Each
$25.50
$105.00 brand new DeVry Model G 16 mm.
Projector, 200
watt Mazda, motor driven in leather covered case. Each $45.00
,

FREE
can the various types of visual aids be

ON

REOUEST
^

•

•

**^®

monumental Bass Bargain-

gram No. 208

loaded

with bargains.

Send for your copy.

BASS CAMERA CO.

*Summary

of paper read before the Division of Chemical
Education of the American Chemical Society, Buffalo, New
York, Sept. 2, 1931.

may

179

W. MADISON

CHICAGO,

ILL
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to the following

scheme

with sub-divisions.

Units in course

( 1 )

:

listed,

(2) Types designated, of visual

materials considered most effective for each unit, ac-

Your

cording to evaluations based on Part (I) above.

Names

of materials, or

titles

(3)

of slides or films, given.

(4) Materials designated as free loan, rental for fee.
or sale. (5) Materials distinguished: for specific instruction in classrooms, for general instruction in class:

Guide

rooms, or for general information in classrooms, or
science clubs.
(6) Sources of materials indicated, by
code numbers referring to numbered list of distribu-

to the Biggest

and Best

when

(7) Approximate dates entered,

tors.

be studied, to guide in scheduling of free

units will

loan

and

rental materials.

(HI) What are some constructive ways

in Current

which

in

chemistry teachers can stimulate use of visual aids in
high school chemistry?
mercial production of

Motion

(A) Co-operation

new

change of homemade exhibits,
terials

com(B) Exand films of main

materials needed.

and processes found

slides,

in

only certain

localities.

(C) Editing of available or prospective commercially
produced films. (D) Establishing of centers of dis-

Pictures!

tribution for low-cost rental materials, in geographical
divisions.

(E) Urging use

chemistry sub-

in college

ject-matter courses, for prospective high school teach-

of

ers,

Write today for

free

noii'theatrical Cata-

log 78.

visual

which are useful

materials

Research

may

be most effectively used, in

and

assignment, presentation,

DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
{CARL LAEMMLE,

high

needed, to find more definitely which

is

types of visual aids

NON-THEATRICAL

in

schools.

Work

review.

needs to be done, in devising the

most

also

satisfactory

techniques in the use of visual materials.

Emphasis

should be placed on adequate training, in colleges, of
future high-school chemistry teachers, in using visual
aids.

Pres.)

730 Fifth Ave.

The Use of Films and Other Visual Aids

New York City

in the

Teaching of Composition
WILLIAM LEWIN

ask about

READY
Evolution

4^^'

OF THE

4rWEST^
Univerjal'i

histOfKal

taining
-

jnusudlly

-

-

cnlc

5-Rceli

TtdcKcr's

outlpr

NOW
Made

Plain in

Clarence Darrow's

"MYSTERY
OF LIFE"
7 Reels

Write for
Information

Films and other visual aids are useful chiefly as
motivating devices in the teaching

of

composition.

Pupils must have something to say, rather than the

problem of what to say

The

use of

in order to

blackboards,

bulletins,

fill

up the page.

pictures,

charts,

objects, exhibits, journeys to interesting places tends
to

fill

up the

child's

mental vacuum when he

is

faced

with the necessity of writing a theme.

Recent improvements in portable projectors have
made the use of motion pictures, film slides, and glass
These aids enslides convenient for the classroom.
able the teacher to give the pupils concrete experiences
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in a vicarious

way.

They bring

the world into the

Interesting pictures stimulate lively class

classroom.

discussions, which, in turn, prepare

written compositions.

Of

intelligent

for

course, the better the pic-

ture, the better the discussion.

Teachers should there-

fore select pictures with care.

A

if built,

well-organized lesson plan,

for example,

around a fifteen-minute motion-picture

should

reel

begin with a private preview of the film for the pur-

Before the film is shown
on the board.
While the film is being shown, the sub-titles should be
read aloud by selected pupils or by the class in unison.
Significant points should be emphasized by the teacher

pose of making an outline.
to the class,

it is

well to write the outline

while observation
serve

is

going on.

The

dramatize the outline and

to

FACE

picture should

drive

to

home

After the showing of the film, the
outline on the board may be examined again briefly
and erased. The class should then reconstruct the
outline from memory and discuss each point rapidly.
point after point.

If the picture has been a worth-while one,

it

—place the
—and project

your class

lecture table

QB Delincascope on your
both opaque material and glass
behind the lecture table, in

Model

slides onto a screen hung above and
full view of every class member.

This Spencer Model QB is the only instrument ever designed
which will project both opaque material and glass slides.
The teacher at all times faces his class, the image being projected over his head onto the screen. Model QB may be left on
the lecture desk permanently ready for use at any moment.

Folder K-69 completely describes this Model
lineascope and its use. It is free write for

—

will pro-

QB
it

De-

now!

voke discussion, perhaps argumentation. If interest
runs high, an impromptu debate can be arranged. AfTopics
firmation and rebuttal lead to real thinking.
for written themes, as suggested by the reactions of
The
the pupils, may now be written on the board.
film has served to motivate the assignment.
IBlmmtiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii

A Film
Mystery of Life (7

reels)

Review

Corporation with an eye on both the theClarence
atrical and non-theatrical field, and gives
Darrow an extraordinary opportunity to exploit his

iiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiQ

Pupil'Made Lantern

was produced by Univer-

sal Pictures

iiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Slides

I

j

well-known enthusiasm for the principle of evolution,
It is distinctly a serious production and is full of
material of genuine educational value quite apart from

elements inserted for theatrical appeal.
It

should prove a very valuable film for the educaproperly handled.
Because of its
if
field

tional

frankness and completeness,

biological

it

should in-

variably be viewed in advance by the teacher before

may seem deand age-groups.
The picture gives a review of the animal kingdom
from the lowly one-cell amoeba, the simplest form of
animal life, to the highest mammal and is followed
by a summary in the form of an animated Tree of

showing

Certain omissions

to classes.

Keystone Pupil-Made Lantern Slide Out&t

sirable for particular audiences

Life.

On

the branches appear in

their

proper

TEACHERS OR PUPILS CAN MAKE
MAPS, CHARTS, GRAPHS, DIAGRAMS,
STORIES,

Materials Used in All Grades,

se-

Primary to College Departments.
Write for trial offer.

quences from bottom to top the amoeba and the sponge,
the jelly-fish and

its

relatives

;

the

worms,

first ani-

Keystone View Co.

mals to develop a head and a sense of direction, and
related to them, the jointed animals like the lobster

nd centipede; the mollusks, represented by the clam,

i

PRIMARY READING
TYPED ENGLISH EXERCISES

ILLUSTRATE

MEADVILLE,
On

PA.

iiiitniniiinHiiiiinHiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiipl
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the spider and the insect, highest
snail and octopus
development of instinctive life then the vertebrates
represented first by the fish, and the amphibians like
the newt, the salamander and frog the reptiles and
the birds, which are closely related to them and very
high up the mammals, from the most primitive to the
;

;

;

;

kangaroo, the elephant, the bat, the only mammal that
can fly the ape, most intelligent of the lower animals
;

and

man.

at the top,

much

They

smaller.

illustrate evolution as change,

and the survival of the fittest, the monsters of old
with extremely low mentality gradually being exterminated by mammals with small bodies but with comparatively high intelligence and much greater cunning.

Graduate Theses
Mr. Frederick C. Gruber of Wildwood, New Jersey,
planning a doctor's dissertation upon a very specific subject, namely, the results of an experiment to
determine the value of the lantern slide as an aid to
is

In strata millions of years old, exposed by streams

wearing away the land and the rocks, scientists find
the remains of fossils which are entirely different
species than those

are

now

some

seen in the world,

which are shown on the screen.

A

thrilling

in the film is a reproduction of the time

of

sequence

when

all

vege-

grew rank and luxuriant and giant prehistoric
monsters roamed the earth. Reconstructions cleverly
made mechanically and scientifically reliable show
tyrannosaurus rex, the greatest and most ferocious
fighting animal the world has ever known huge dinosaurs in mortal combat, and others of the ponderous
brood, including the pterodactyl, last of the monster
flying reptiles. All these are compared with the giant
turtles, kangaroos and fantastic lizards of our day,
tation

the teaching of English Literature in the elementary
school.

Mr. Gruber expects

to use

36

sets of slides,

3,000 pupils (grades 3 to 8 inclusive), and 100 teach-

The study

ers.

is

to be supervised

by the Department

of Educational Research and the Division of Visual

Education of Philadelphia, and by a committee chosen
from the Department of Education of the Graduate
School of the University of Pennsylvania.

;

.showing

how

like in

anatomical construction they are,

though the present day relatives of prehistoric animals

Mr. Arnold W. Reitze of Jersey City, New Jersey,
has recently completed a master's thesis, which has
been accepted by New York University, on "The
Organization, Administration and Functions of a City

Department of Visual Aids." This study is the refrom 148 persons in all sections

sult of data obtained

The Perfect
Equipment
Visual

Announcing

for

Instruction

The Improved

tMnwcra
The LEICA

Is

the Best

and Most Economical

Stillf

COPYING

CAMERA

Mm

Carrier

With the LEICA you can
make reproductions of manuscripts, photographs, paintings, drawings, maps, etc.,

as

well

as

the

make

it possible to photodifferentsized areas at close range

graph sharply 39

with the LEICA. However
with the new LEICA focusing copy attachment it
possible to photograph
is

any object from

A

close-up

photography of small specimens. Three Front Lenses

%

of an

inch in diameter up to any
and completely fill the
LEICA Negative.
size

THE LEICA CAMERA and

accessories also make
its
Slide«,
perfect
Projector
Stereoscopic Pictures, Photomicrographs and all other
types of pictures.

Used By Foremost Educators
The LEICA

is

famous for

its

its

LEITZ,

Inc.

Oept.

damage

to film.

For further information write

views, telephoto pictures, action shots,
color photos, are only a few of the
many types of pictures you can take
with the LEICA. It is an indispensable

educational aid.
Equally
and out of doors.

efficient

in

Write for Catalog
Describing the Leica Camera
II-ES

60 East lOth

St..

New

Stillfilm Inc.
1052 Cahuenga Ave.

and Equipment.

E.

resisting glass that eliminates all possible

versa-

convenient size and weight,
and its scientific accuracy. It takes up
to 36 pictures on a single roll of cinema film, double frame size. With its
five interchangeable lenses, adapted for
every purpose, this one camera does the
work of a dozen others.
Wide-angle
tility,

die-cast metal carrier containing heat-

York,

Hollywood,

Calif.
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of the United States, as well as from available literaPrevious reports have been made
ture in the field.
they generally considered but one
but
this
subject
on
or two phases of
Reitze's study
activities

a

department.

Mr.

inclusive, covering the

many

visual

more

is

aids

of such a department and treating all types
slides, still films, photographic prints,

of visual aids

—

charts, models, exhibits, etc., as well as films.
to publish parts of this thesis in

We hope

an early issue

c5f

The

Educational Screen.
Mr. L. C. Hinckley of Marfa, Texas, has been
working on a graduate thesis at Colorado State Teachers College the past summer, the title of which is
"Visual Materials to be Used in Teaching High School
Biology."

^

"Some
Science"

^

Possibilities

Teaching of General
the choice of Mr. Reynold Johnson, Iron-

Visual Aids in the
is

wood, Michigan, for his master's
on which he is now planning.

Courses

thesis, research

work

According to the

Teachers Association.

developments

circular, the

in the use of visual aids are stud-

medium of model lessons, with special
made to the course of study of the ele-

ied through the

references

Bausch

slides,

chines,

As

and the making of

on

"How

is

to Establish

a Visual Instruction Department in
article will consider

different

ma-

and

still

still

Balopticons are

made

in

projection requirement

film,

models

—lantern

opaque objects^small

class-

BDT

Balopticon

because

it

is

is

a

the choice of

most

efficient

many
slide

projector.

slides.

part of the course, Mr. Sullivan

detailed treatise

This

of

conditions,

rooms, large auditoriums, daylight or darkened.

schools

Individual instruc-

& Lomb

for every

vantages of such aids discussed.
also given in the operation

many

the instrument must be suited to those conditions.

Model

is

equipment imperative.

Projectors are used under

mentary school, and the educational values and adtion

rapid acceptance by the nation's schools

ful selection of projection

Visual Instruction

in

npHE

of visual means of instruction makes care-

"Methods and Use of Visual Instruction Material"
is the name of a course being given to New York City
teachers by Joseph V. Sullivan at Morris High School,
under the supervision of the Bronx Borough Wide
latest

Increasing Educational

writing a very

Write for complete information on

and Supervise

ticons for school use.

Your

School."

Company, 688

St.

B&L

Balop-

Bausch & Lomb Optical

Paul

St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

everything necessary for the

beginning and operating of a school Visual Aid Department.

Mr. Louis

J.

Fish

is

conducting a course for teach-

ers at Boston University

on "Visual Aids

in

mercial Education" and expects to do research

Comwork

concerning this important phase of commercial edu-

4

cation.

A

new course

^

motion picture production is being
Incoroffered at the University of South Dakota.
porated in the course will be a short history of photographic processes, technique of talking motion pictures

and

in

lighting effects.

Mr.

J.

4

H. Eisenhauer

^
is

conductor of the visual aids

course at Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa.

BAUSCH
£

LOMB

;
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AMONG
—

where

THE PRODUCERS
—

whose activities have an important bearing on progress in the visual field
the commercial firms
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, -within neeestary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

An

Encouraging Sign
E.

"["O BRING

U

visual instruction to

in the field of

ROBERTSON

rightful place

its

education requires the close co-

operation of at least three agencies
cially visual instruction directors

—and

D.

:

educators

—espe-

—producers of visual

beginning to show a real interest in the basic principles of education as applied t» visual instruction.

an

products to a higher educational

An

Such

producer and his

interest will tend to bring the

level.

outstanding example of an organization that

is

Educators naturally must be looked to to set the pace.
Though editors and producers may come forth with

making every effort to adjust its products and
methods to strictly modern educational standards

its

and suggestions, these ideas and suggestions must be based on strictly educational principles and, in the final analysis, must pass the judgment

This organization has
been in operation for several years and has produced

aids

editors

of visual instruction publications.

original ideas

publications are important

in the

factors

promotion of visual instruction. They serve as a
medium of exchange for activities in visual instruction
programs in operation in various cities they offer opportunity to individuals with new and progressive
ideas to place these ideas before those most interested
they make it possible for producers to bring the merits
of their product to the attention of educators and to
;

secure information that tends to keep

touch with the

latest

them

in close

and best ideas and practices

in

Visual educators and visual instruction periodicals

have always strived to bring visual instruction to its
The purpose
rightful place in the field of education.
of these two forces is to make visual instruction an
integral part of our educational

program

—not

an

in-

dependent, separate division of instruction, but an in-

The same can hardly be
However,

it

is

said of all visual aid pro-

encouraging to note that progiving more time and

gressive organizations are

thought to making their products meet the requirements of education than, as in the past, to attempting
to adjust the educational standards to
ucts.

fit

their prod-

Visual instruction magazine editors are largely

responsible for this change of attitude on the part of

Magazine editors are encouraging educapresent helpful suggestions to producers and

producers.
tors to

—

But due to the fact that their prodthough highly satisfactory, has not been one hundred percent fool-proof and could be damaged if not
Stillfilm has reoperated according to instruction
cently spent a large amount of money and effort in
bringing its product to the fool-proof stage. This action of the Hollywood organization comes through its
uct,

—

announcement of an improved Stillfilm Carrier. The
new model is of die-cast metal and contains a single
piece of high class heat resisting glass that makes damage to films impossible, no matter how varying weather
set the

To

are allowing producers opportunities to

tell

of their

products and to express opinions through the columns
of their publications. As a result, many producers are

may

lamp

be or

how

out of line the operator

may

in his projector.

bring visual instruction to

the field of education

its

demands the

of the three agencies mentioned

rightful place in

close co-operation

—educators,

editors

The

professional and forward looking

attitude of educators

and visual instruction publication
The same attitude on the

and producers.
editora

tegrated factor thereof.

is

of Hollywood.

materials that have proved highly satisfactory through-

conditions

the field of visual instruction.

ducers.

Inc.,

out the country.

of educators.

Worthy

Stillfilm,

is

to be expected.

part of producers
tors

is

essential.

and editors encourage

part of Stillfilm Inc.
in this connection

is

it.

come if educamove on the
of what can be done

It will

The

indicative

recent

where producers give attention

to

the educational as well as the commercial aspects of
their endeavors.

International Projector

Sound

Markets

Projector

The Acme 35 mm. portable projector with sound-onfilm reproducer is now being marketed by International
Projector Corporation, manufacturers of the Simplex

and Powers projectors, which are used

in practically
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cess to the projector for threading, focusing and

of the motion picture theatres in this country.

all

While designed primarily as a portable unit, the
machine has a complete professional optical system
which permits its use in moderately-sized auditoriums.
It is simple in operation and sturdy in construction.
The dynamic speaker and amplifier used with the
equipment are products of RCA Photophone. They
are completely AC-operated, recjuiring no batteries of
any kind.
This machine and sound unit complete
tributed through the National Theatre

will

adjusting speeds

hand side of the

is

case,

gained by opening the right

which

is

hinged at the bottom.

be dis-

Supply

Com-

oany.

The "Off-Stage Voice"
Among

the latest sound inventions to appear

recently perfected equipment called

Voice," whereby any silent picture can be

With such a

a sound picture.

choral director, the teacher,

woman,
put

the

is

"Off-Stage

the

made

into

device, the pastor, the

the

clubman

or

club-

the salesman, or the institutional director can

life into his

otherwise silent and lifeless slide and

The

"Blimp"' Animatophone

motion picture program.
This equipment consists of

five

parts

:

a double-

turntable phonograph, an amplifier, a microphone, a
right loudspeaker,

and a

left

While designed primarily for use with silent motion
pictures and projectors, it can also be used with sound
pictures and projectors. Part of it can be used too as
an Addressing System for amplifying the voice, when

Further information

may

pictures

or

be secured from the Sac-

red Service Bureau, 26 East 8th

St.,

Chicago.

A New Model o\ the Animatophone
The Animatophone 16 mm. Talking Projector,
which several months ago added a Vertical Turntable and other unique embodiments, has been
made more attractive, compact and efficient
through the acquisition of a "blimp" type case
which encloses the projector while it is in operation.
Another major improvement is a vertical
tone-arm which operates on the pendulum principle.
an interesting fact that the very first units
"Blimp" animatophone to be manufactured
were initially demonstrated before officers of the
U. S. Navy Recruiting Service, with the result that
36 complete units are now in use in Navy RecruitIt

of

is

the

ing Stations thruout the country.

The design

of the "blimp" case is such that the
attached from the outside to the shaft
which protrudes thru an opening in the side. Ac-

turntable

is

is

closed and the picture

projected thru a slot in the front.

sound of the projector motor and

loudspeaker.

simply a loud speaking system, without
music, is required.

During operation the case
is

film

Thus, the

movement

are rendered practically inaudible.

The new Animatophone

is

much more compact,

has smaller case dimensions, and several pounds

have been removed from its weight.
The vertical tone-arm is a radically new idea.
It is extremely simple in principle and construction,
yet it accomplishes its purpose in a highly gratifying manner.
This

is

believed to be the only

pickup

in

use

which reproduces sound on the same principle that
is employed in the original recording of the record.
Inasmuch as the needle retains relatively the same
position in the groove, laterally and vertically, from
the very beginning to the end of the record, it eliminates entirely the distortion which is so common
to other types of pickups

when

the needle

is

in

the

extreme outer or inner grooves of the record.
The tone-arm proper is pivoted from the top of
a rocker-arm.
As the needle is advanced by the
record groove, the tilting of the rocker-arm compensates for the lateral movement of the pickup
head and keeps the needle on a straight line acro-ss
the record.
The pendulum principle employed in
the pickup keeps the needle constantly at right
angles to the line of travel.

A

push-pull Pilot Light to aid in properly setting

the needle on the record

is

among

the several other
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new

New

features on the "Blimp" Animatophone.

The Animatophone

is

a product of the Victor

Animatograph Corporation, Davenport, Iowa, and
wholesale distribution in the U. S. is through the
branches of the Nontheatrical Division, National

31

A

Filmo Projector

new Filmo

Announced

Model

projector, the

announced

J, is

&

Howell, with a picture brilliance asserted to
be practically 30% greater than that afforded by even
For months, we are informed, enthe Filmo 57-GG

by Bell

.

Theatre Supply Co., 92 Gold Street,

New York

City.

for

With

of operation claimed for

Distribution of Talkies

Home

150 non-theatrical motion picture film exchanges for

mm.

pictures

in

the

New

home, International 16
York City, through its president Rudolf Mayer, recently announced the opening of the organization's first
three exchanges in New York, Boston and PhiladelPictures, Inc.,

of

but

The model

of line and finish.

extensive plans calling for the establishing of

the national distribution of talking

it,

has

it

and ease
handsome,

a

mark

luxurious appearance and sets a high

Planned

pro-

superlative performance

Not only are

jector.

Wholesale

new

gineers have been engaged in perfecting this

beauty

in

with

a
J
large base designed to afford desirable stability, as well
as

low-built

is

making for beautiful proportions.

The new

projector

is

dispenses with

all belts

fully encased.

This

gear-driven 16

The

mm.

and hence

entirely gear-driven

and

The gears

chains.

are

is asserted to be the first fully

projector.

notable increase in picture brilliance, which

is

have been

phia.

said to

This move is seen in business circles as the opening
gun in a nation-wide campaign for the introduction

exhaustive tests,

of a

new and

entirely different type of

home

demonstrated

entertain-

tainment," said Mr. Mayer,

"it

new form

375 watt lamp,

new Cooke 2
F.

of enter-

was necessary

improved con-

denser, a large re-

first to

and a

re-

reflector

ad-

flector,

turers and film producers since neither could succeed

fined

on the part of

all

By

it

there

possible to distrib-

ute nationally both the equipment and the film product

on that equipment.
not end with the sale of the equipment since every machine sold must be serviced with
film indefinitely and it is the purpose of this organization to make possible the distribution of such entertainment. Three of the leading manufacturers of home
.talking pictures equipment have loaned not only their
moral but financial support. These companies are the
Sparks-Withington Company of Jackson, Michigan,

light

The problem does

Projector Company of New York
and the Sprague Specialties Company of North
Adams, Mass.
"This new industry," continued Mr. Mayer, "is not
The
to be taken as being in conflict with the theatre.
big first-run movie palace, as well as the corner movie
house, will always have

its

place in

American

enter-

tainment."

by these exchanges, it was learned,
and other dealers handling talking picture equipment who, in turn, will lease an evening's program to the owners of such machines.

The

film stocked

will be leased to radio

novel

a

is

trap

purpose

to be used

the International

And

justment.

co-ordination of effort only,

concerned, was

a

inch

projection

1.5

lens,

bring about a gigantic union of both radio manufac-

without the other."

secured

by an improved

ment.

"In order to make possible this

been

has

Various radio manufacturers who have seen
the possibility of home talking movies have already
entered into the production of suitable and comparatively inexpensive apparatus for this purpose.

in

is

whose
to pre-

vent the escape of
stray illumination.

Other important
innovations include
a completely auto-

matic rewind; airModel

J Projector

pj^^ie

type cooling

which supplements the well-known Filmo tornado fan
cooling system and an adjustable built-in pilot light,
which can be slid back in the base when not needed
and which goes on when the projection lamp is turned
Conveniently spaced and clearly
off, and vice versa.
;

marked controls and switches facilitate operation.
Along with the many new features we are told that
"The Model J retains such basic Filmo Projector
principles as the nine-to-one, side-tension film movement mechanism with its automatic framing of steady
flickerless pictures

;

the powerful direct lighting sys-

tem controls for reversing and stopping for
jection and adaptability for Kodacolor."
;

;

still

pro-

»
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HERE THEY ARE!
A Trade Directory
FILMS
Bray Pictures Corporation

(3, 6)

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

S3

Hamilton Terrace, New York City
Producer of Social Service Films

Columbia Pictures Corp.

(3, 6)

New York

&

& Company

(3, 6)

(4)

Rochester, N. Y.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Inc.

W.

46th

W.

57th

New York

Mac

Chicago,

132 S. ISth

St.,

(3, 6)

America

(1, 4)

4)

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.

6)

(3,

4)

(3, 6)

Keystone View Co.

City

Meadville, Pa.
Inc.
St.,

(3, 6)

Photophone, Inc.

411 Fifth Ave.,

Sacred Service Bureau
26 E. Eighth St., Chicago,

(3, 6)

(1, 4)

Williams,

Brown and

Cal.

Earle, Inc.

(1, 4)

60 E. 10th

(3, 6)

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

New York

St.,

City

(See advertisement on page 278)

&

Co.
C. Muir
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

James

327 S. LaSalle

St.,

Chicago,

III.

(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Brown and

918 Chestnut

Earle, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Doat

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 277)

SLIDES

and

FILM SLIDES

(3, 6)

Philadelphia, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau

New York

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 279)

City

Bldg., Chicago,

111.

Society for Visual Education

(3)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

W. Adams

Chicago,

E. Leitz, Inc.

SCREENS

4)

(See advertisement on page 276)

347 Madison Ave.,

St.,

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood,

1052

Williams,

300

W. Madison

(See advertisement on page 275)

*

Stillfilm Inc.

918 Chestnut

111.

Universal Pictures Corp.

St.,

Bass Camera Co.
179

111.

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

City

(See advertisement on inside baclt covers

918 Chestnut

STEREOPTICONS

(2)

New York

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

United Projector and Films Corp. (1,
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

New York

(See advertisement on page 277)

Philadelphia, Pa.

4)

(1,

Society for Visual Education

730 Fifth Ave.,

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

111.

(See advertisement on page 2781

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

Chicago,

Museum Extension

10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 274)

817 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

St.,

University

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(1,

Chicago,

St.,

New York

St.,

132 S. 15th

RCA

Philadelphia, Pa.
of

90 Gold

Mac Callum,

III.

Pinkney Film Service Co.
(1,
1028 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

327 S. LaSalle

City

International Projector Corp.

City

Callum, Inc.

Modern Woodmen
Rock Island, 111.

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Lecture Bureau

(See advertisement on page 254)

(1, 4)

St.,

Cahuenga

(See advertisement on page 278)

(1, 4)

Ideal Pictures Corp.

26 E. Eighth

New York

St.,

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
St.,

City

Electrical Research Products, Inc. (2, 5)

26 E. Eighth
46th

(1)

New York

Buffalo, N. Y.

Stillfilm Inc.

1052

St.,

St.,

(See advertisement on page 277)

(1, 4)

Rochester, N. Y.

W.

Doat

19

(4)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

250

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

111.

Spencer Lens Co.

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

130

Eastman Kodak Co.

130

(6)
III.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Eastman Teaching Films,

Howell Co.
Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

1815

Rochester, N. Y.

City

(See advertisement on page 271)

DeFrenes

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Bell
4)

(1,

729 Seventh Ave.,

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

City.

Carlyle Ellis

for the Visual Field

W.

46th

New York

St.,

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

City

(1, 4)

City
111.

REFERENCE NUMBERS

Ideal Pictures Corp.

26 E. Eighth

St.,

Chicago,

111.

supplies 35

mm.

indicates firm supplies 35

mm.

(1) indicates firm
silent.

(2)

International Artprints

A, Joseph Grobarick
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
35

mm. and

16

mm. Films

Motion Picture Equipment

64 E. Lake

St.,

Chicago,

sound.
111.

(3)

indicates

firm supplies 36

sound and

Keystone View Co.

(4)

mm.

silent.

indicates firm supplies

16

mm.

silent.

Meadville, Pa.

(5)
(6)

James
10 S.

&

C. Muir
Co.
18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

supplies

16

mm.

indicates firm supp ies

16

mm.

indicates firm

auund.

(See advertisement on page 277

sound and

silent.

:
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THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE BUREAU
THE EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN offers on this page a helpful service. Information on sources of supply for the items listed below will be furnished our readers on
request. Fill out the coupon and mail.

Fireproof curtains
Flares
Footlights
Fuses

Accoustical installations
Adapters, mazda
Advertising projectors
Amplifiers
Arc lamps, reflecting
Arc regulators

Pictures, Prints

Posters
Projectors, lantern slide
Projectors, motion picture
Projectors, opaque
Projectors, portable, (16 mm.)
Projectors, portable, (35 mm.)
Public Address Systems

Generators
Globes

Graphs

B

Gummed

Batteries

R

Labels

H

Blackboards
Booths, projection
Bulletin boards, changeable

Rectifiers

Records
Record cabinets

Horns

Recording, electrical
Reflectors

Ink, pencils for slides

Cable
Cabinets

Cameras

Lamps, incandescent projection
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, reflecting arc

Carbons
Cases, film shipping

Cement, film
Charts

Lenses

Chairs, theatre

Loud Speakers

Controls,

Screen paint
Screens

Lights, spot

Condensers

Slides, lantern (glass)
Slides, film
Slide making outfits

M

Volume
Maps

Map
Dimmers
Draperies

Dynamic Speakers

projection adapters
regulators

power generating plants

Exhibits

Motors, electric
Motor generators
Motors, phonograph

Film cleaning machines
Film rewinders
Film slides
Film splicing machines
Film strips

Motion picture cable

Films,
Films,
Films,
Films,

fire

Speakers, dynamic
Spotlights

Microphones
Microphone attachments
Microscopes
Micro projectors

E
Electrip

Slide mats
Shades
Shutters, metal

slides

Mazda
Mazda

Regulators, mazda
Reels
Reel end signals
Rheostats

Stage lighting equipment
Stage lighting systems
Stage rigging
Stage scenery
Stereographs
Stereopticons
Stereoscopes

N

Stillfilm

Needles, phonograph

Talking equipment (35 mm.)
Talking equipment (16 mm.)
Title Writers

Educational

Opaque projectors

Religious

Entertainment

P

Sound

Tone Arms

Filters

Phonograph turntables

Tripods

Fire extinguishers

Photo-electric cells

Turntables, phonographs

SERVICE BUREAU, The
64 East Lake

Gentlemen

:

I

St.,

Educational Screen,

Chicago,

Date.

111.

should like to receive reliable information on sources of supply for the following items

Remarks

Name

Business or Profession.

City

State
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RCA PHOTOPHONE SOUND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT
RECOMMENDED-^,

.•ES«S^

^XTJUOy'
IN

the educational field

PHOTOPHONE,

RCA

the perfect

in

and

presentation of sound

talking

motion pictures,

is

duplicating the

enjoys

in

more than 3,000

success

it

of the world's leading theatres as

well as

and

the recreational

in all

educational activities of the United

Navy and Marine
Corps on land and sea. Among

States Army,

hundreds of endorsements on
in

file

our offices Frederick Luther

Gamage, Headmaster of the
PAWLING SCHOOL, Pawling, N.Y.,
says: "We find the RCA PHOTOPHONE equipment to be entirely
satisfactory ... no criticism what-

ever to offer," while H.

F.

Patterson,

Superintendent of the

THEODORE

ROOSEVELT SCHOOL,

U. S.

of

the

Interior,

at

RCA PHOTO-

equipment has been giving

complete satisfaction
is

clear

Apache,

Fort

Arizona, writes: "Your

PHONE

Dept

and

.

.

.

the tone

'

distinct.

RCA PHOTOPHONE Sound Reproducing Equipment

is

available either for permanent installation in halls and
PORTABLE MODEL designed
auditoriums or in the
especially to meet the needs of schools, institutions and
the lecture hall.

NEW

PHOTOPHONE

WRITE FOR BOOKLET, "A THEATRE IN

•»'"— J^"'*'"TKy

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC

RADIO CORPORATION
(

OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY )

411 FIFTH

AVE.,

A

SUITCASE."

NEW YORK
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EDITORIAL
,^~NNE
II

of the strong

men

He was

in the visual field is gone.

prominent in the
young movement, and an
the field to the day of his death.
is now just old enough to begin
J

We

beginning days of the
outstanding leader in

The visual movement
losing its pioneers.
are privileged to print elsewhere in this issue

—An Appreciation".
by William
—himself a veteran of veterans
the
—who knew him as few others

"Charles Roach

It is

H. Dudley
Charles

Roach

in

field

knew him.

Mr. Dudley's fine tribute to his
fellow-worker will be eagerly read and
warmly approved by thousands who knew Charles
Roach.

We

too knew him, and could see him from a vantagepoint that gave perspective to our view of the man and
the field he served so signally. Not merely for his
achievements in developing visual teaching, not merely
for his success as organizer and administrator, but for
his stimulating personality and charm as a man will the
name of Charles Roach be written permanently mto
the history of visual education.

"~j»-HE BRADLEYS"

and their "Africa" have
II long been a famous and harmonious combina-

tion. From their last trip they have brought back,
as usual, the best possible records
pictorial ones
in
slides and films.
(What would it have meant to Eur-

—

—

if Marco Polo could have brought back trunkfuls
of negatives along with his 80,000 words, or even without the words

ope

!

A

recent first showing of these fascinating records
furnished a vivid demonstration of the distinctive virtues of slides and films. The Bradleys
Films, Slides are perfectly aware of the obvious
and the
truth which still has far to percolate
Bradleys
in the educational field
that "movement" in the subject is a primary factor in selecting slide or film for the recording. It was
a long and delightful evening of still and moving pictures in alternation, a reel or two of film in black and
white, then a series of slides mostly in charming color.
The audience enjoyed the periodic changes. It was
thoroughly pleasing to have the motion cease and the
stills come on, and equally agreeable, after a series of
slides, to have the film resume.
But this alternation
was not the significant point of the showing.

—

—

The question of "film or slide" had been determined
very properly by the subject-matter. For jungle landscape, distant typography, sweeping vistas, billowy
mountains of green, village huts tucked into a clearing
of the forest, domestic interiors, costume studies of
kings or humblest natives, close-ups of young and old
faces and figures of different tribes, revealing portraits
of genuine pygmies all these and many more in slides,

—

!

—

—

On the other hand, the laboring motor trucks threading the jungle roads, struggling through and across
rivers, animals moving in their native habitats, village
market activities, native dances of peace and war, the
binding of baby heads to make them fashionably
peaked, the busy clinic fighting sleeping sickness, the
utter dignity of native African gesture and salute
these are some of the subjects that demanded film, and
got it!
Accompanying and enhancing all the pictures, still
or moving, fluent comment, explanation, narrative by
the Bradleys, Mary Hastings and Herbert, standing
beside the screen.
It was an evening of stimulating
"education" for the grown-up audience. And the
Bradleys are not "teachers"

"IBTHEATRICAL

movies can be "Art" whenever
make them. Otherwise, the favorite phrase of motion picture publicity, "The Art of Motion Pictures," is merely unconscious humor.

11 moviedom

will allow artists to

A

recent film. The Guardsman, is a delightful bit of
adult art, for the exceedingly simple reason that it is
the work of artists.
These include the
Movies
writer of the original stage-play, at least
and "Art"
three of the actors who play the picture,
and doubtless to a considerable extent
the director in charge. The original play was an unmistakably artistic and financial success.
By happy
exception the producers of the screen version respected
this artistic excellence, and refrained from exercising
their own omniscience and authority to distort the
original.
Even the same title was retained
Great
credit is due to some person or persons unknown in
the producing organization for permitting the achieve!

ment.

The general movie public will like the picture contentedly, vvithout knowing or caring exactly why. They
will hear the three finely trained and modulated voices,
watch the deft and delicate acting, and be blissfully
imaware that probably no three screen-trained "stars"
in all Hollywood could possibly have done with these
roles what Lynn Fontanne, Alfred Lunt, and Roland

—

Young

of course!

We noted but one important slip
^h<oice of medium. The "palace" of

remote inland tribe was shown by moving film
Aggravatingly brief and shifting. This primitive but
unusual king had never glimpsed civilization in any
form, yet had designed his own palace with such amazing originality and charm interior and exterior staircases of unique lines, quaintly arched doorways, balconies and balustrades dreamed out by himself that
it deserved the name of architecture.
But this strange,
rare subject, that the audience would have gladly lingered over, fluttered by and vanished, its values ruined
and costly celluloid wasted.

in

this

logical

the "king" of a

did.
The general public will like the intelligent public will enjoy and appreciate The Guardsman.

Nelson

L. Greene.

;

:
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Charles Roac

WITH

the passing of Charles Roach,

vember

6, 1931,

No-

many heads were bowed

sorrow not merely the heads of those
most closely associated with him, or his immediin real

;

ate relatives, but
this

man was

who knew

all

him, for to

know

to love him.

h

— An

Appreciation

two others being W. M. Gregory
J. V. Ankeney of the University
of Minnesota.
We were all impressed with

that committee,

of Cleveland and

Charles

Roach's clear thinking, his complete
grasp of the various problems involved, and his

sound educational practice.
Then,
eight years ago

—

some of us knew Charles Roach intimately
enough to appreciate his great heart and sterling

field

worth as a man as well as

having been selected

Still

ership

the

in

Roach was a pioneer
field

his outstanding lead-

Mr.
comparatively young

of Visual

field

in this

Education.

of Visual Education, his experiences going

back nearly 20 years, or to the beginnings of ac-

He was in
same company with Gregory of Cleveland,
Crosby of North Carolina, Reynolds of Utah,
Hays of Chicago, Condra of Nebraska, Scroggs
of Oklahoma, Balcom of Newark and Hollinger
of Pittsburgh. They were all his friends and admirers and they, with the rest of us, are now
mourning his untimely death.
tive interest in Visual Instruction.

the

When

the National Acac^mey of

struction held

its

Visual

In-

organization meeting in Madi-

Roach was one of

son, Wisconsin, Charles

its

most active and enthusiastic promoters; he was
first on the ground, and his name, I think, the
first to appear on the roll, of charter members
he became the Academy's first Treasurer, and
throughout the

first

years of

its

tributed in no small measure to

Mr. Roach's

first

work

existence con-

its

deliberations.

in visual education

was

as chief of that department in the State College

Iowa

of

Ames.

Here he built up a
ranked among the two or three

at

that easily

departments

in

the

country.

background enabled him

His

service
leadint.

educational

to appreciate in full the

needs not only of the public schools that were
served by this department, but the great field of
informal education that the State of Iowa pre-

Indeed he seemed

sented.

to

realize

that

the

and organizations outthe public schools constituted his most im-

service to various groups
side

portant work.
In the
still

in

summer

of 1919, while Mr.

Roach was
.-

committee to spend a few weeks at the Henry

Ford plant

his

Los Angeles, California,
from many then available

of operation to

charge of the visual education department

to take

of the Los Angeles public schools.

In that ca-

pacity he built up a service to the schools of

Los

Angeles second to none in the entire country.
A large and admirably trained staff of colleagues,
one of the richest collections of educational lan-

and classroom motion picture films
envy of any school system in

tern slides,

that might be the

many

the country, not to mention

other features

of his organization or elements of his administration, will for

monument

to

a long time stand as

a!

fitting

Charles Roach and his inspiring

work.

Those who had the privilege of meeting with
Mr. Roach, last June, at which time he presided
over the meetings of the Visual Education Department of the N. E. A., will long remember his
unfailing courtesy, his sunny and infectious smile,
and his courageous heart, although we knew he
was then standing in the shadow of death. In a
letter

"I

am

received shortly after that time he said
still

whistling, trying to frighten the buga-

—and the end—with a

He met

boos away."

life

song.

The

heritage of those

in the great

work of

who

are

still

pushing on

visual education

is

the in-

comes to us from one who apparently knew where he wanted .to go and made
straight for the goal. J. Arthur Thompson has
spiration that

written

:

''As life

the art of living,

and

is

short,

we should

all

too short to learn

criticize

our

activities

select those that yield the greatest return in

wisdom and happiness." Charles Roach's
must have been ordered on some such plan.
It was a short life; he was cut off in his prime,
yet it was a full life; indeed he "lived in deeds,
not years," and above all was a man in every
health,

life

Iowa, the writer was invited to select

Ford films for
Mr. Roach was a member of

in Detroit to edit the

educational work.

— he transferred

true sense of the word.

William H. Dudley.

!
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Picture Helps for Smaller Schools
(Concluded from November issue)

MARION LOUISE
Director of Visual

IU
I

N SELECTING

pictures

for

Education,

we
we grown-ups

appreciation,

should be governed, not by what

think a child of a given age or grade ought to appreciate,

but by the background of factual knowledge which

he has actually acquired.

Regarding the Japanese

ture discussed in the preceding article (Part I),
tried to account for

my own

me an upper

class, in

symbol has developed

this

I

interpretation of the pic-

in

my

we hang them on

the wall, or post them on the
and talk about them? Shall we project them on a screen, for discussion and explanation?
Let us look again at our purposes, the ends we are

Shall

bulletin board,

trying to achieve

—

to

stimulate children to find out

facts for themselves, to see

press themselves.

and explained

consciousness as the

airplanes, pottery, children

I

;

to interpret, to ex-

an audience situation

in

Children

these ends.

and

shown

Clearly, a series of pictures

found that horses
any civilization that

ture as a human-interest document,

symbolize to

pic-

when

ISRAEL

Los Angeles County, California

who

making

are

who

fails to

achieve

tepees, canoes,

are trying to follow

result of facts gleaned in a

wide range of reading, involving many mental images of nobles, of warriors,

the industrial revolution as exemplified in the textile

of peasants, of servants,

need of referring to certain pictures over and over
again, of studying them, poring over them. They need

eralization that the

contributing to the gen-

all

upper classes rode the horses.

Out

industries or in

modes of

transportation, will feel the

of the generalization came the symbol.

pictures to use as they use their books. Study pictures

I drew from my stored informaSamurai and life in the feudal age of
Japan, and from my conceptions of village life in

will justify

Japan and China, the poor

study prints, accessible to every school.

I

The paper

found, too, that

tion about the

the back-breaking

customs.

little

houses, the frugal diet,

the tiny wage, the hide-bound

toil,

was the

Illuminating, too,

incidental knowl-

who was a
who knew all the hardships of his humble
neighbors, who must himself more than once dreamed
edge that the print

is

ground

Not

!

that

I

consciously drew on this back-

in interpreting the picture, or consciously tried

to interpret the picture at

all.

The

interpretation of

the picture came, not as intellectual meaning, but as

pure feeling, a participation in the world-old yearning of the poor.
But without this background of
knowledge, there would have been no emotional response.

A

I

And

commend

to

its

usefulness

there

is

its

collection

in

large

a profusion of material for

you the magazine

Once again

illustration,

as

a

How

can

form

able

we put magazine

for study prints?

out of the magazines.
ject

from several

illustrations into desirFirst, let us take

them

Then, pictures on a given sub-

different

numbers and from several

magazines can be assembled in one group.
But, you say, in removing the illustrations we should

different

Just so. You need
your magazines intact for reference books,
and you need to organize your pictures in little groups
according to topics, or you will be forever hunting a
needed illustration. The solution is
subscribe to two
copies of the magazine
one to keep for binding, and
one to cut up. Unbound magazines will inevitably get
dog-eared and torn if much referred to. The expense
of binding at the end of each year is small, and you
will be building a permanent
library of reference
works for your school.
sacrifice valuable reading matter.

to keep

:

Japanese print

is

perhaps an extreme example.

We

Consider, instead, the pictures of Millet.
feel
with his peasants to the extent that we know the facts
of peasant life. They may be to us just thick-set,
stolid figures,

more clod than human, or we may be

conscious of the wearying
the baking sun

—the angelus

the cold, wet, earth,

toil,

bell

!

For the

social stud-

our children have equal need of both factual and
emotional materials, in reading matter and in pictures.
ies,

And

the factual and the aesthetic materials must be

used

in judicious alternation.

—

The

which you have cut from the magazines
dog-eared and torn, unless they are
mounted. The size of these mounts, like those for
the wall prints, will be determined by the filing facilities.
Most magazine illustrations will come within the
will

prints

also

get

inside dimensions of the letter-size vertical

What

and study,

source of study prints.

attributed to Hokusai,

peasant,

—of horses

numbers.

print, for individual reference

by

pictures can

what form

shall

we

we

get for information,

present

them

to

the

and

in

children?

file.
Such
mounts from 8x10" to 9x11 J/^". But
do not put mounts of all these sizes in one file, because

a

file

will take

The Educational Screen
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when you
your mount and vary
Single weight mat board, in a gray tone,

the smaller ones will be difficult to pick out

Adopt one

want them.
the margins.

size for

smooth surface, makes a pleasing mount for
(Don't ever use tagboard or jute;

prints.

and warp

it

all

study

will curl

But, probably because we
have always associated projected pictures with the illustrated lecture or the moving-picture show, there is

as materials of instruction.

a tendency to throw accepted procedures to the winds

when we

we do?

of the things that

projector.

pictures to an entire class.

—

There

is

way

but one

to

study.

—

them so

that they will

have
study, as you would let them have a book to
But studying does not mean looking through

serve their real purpose

them

to use

to let the children

a bunch of fifteen or twenty prints at a time.
to call

them study

(I like

prints rather than seat prints, be-

cause the latter term might be construed as prints to
be looked at in the seats.)

The

child should learn to

What

get these tools in our hands.

you can do to it.)
And a caution about files don't have the carpenter
make you some filing drawers of wood, even in the
form of a vertical file. Drawers of mounted prints
are very heavy and hard to pull, unless they have a
roller or ball-bearing transmission, such as you find
on the better manufactured files.
There are several ways of using study prints in the
classroom so as to defeat the purpose for which they
are designed.
One of these ways is to string them
on the wall. Another way is to put them on a table
and let the children pass up to that table and look at
them. Another is to pass them from pupil to pupil
in a class period, allowing each pupil about a minute
to a print. Another way is to show them in an opaque
in spite of everything

We

different classes at one time,

show a

classes.

We

show the

some

regardless of the fact

that this film cannot contribute to the class

subject being studied at the

are

film to several

moment)

of

work

(the

these

all

secure a film, thread up the projector,

film to the class, return the film to the dis-

Sometimes we do ask the children
some questions about the film later. We show from

tributing center.

twelve to thirty lantern slides in

the

class

period,

sometimes turning ourselves into lecturers while .showing them. Sometimes we do a little better we let each
child memorize in advance a short paragraph about
each slide and recite that paragraph when his slide is
on the screen. In short, we accept the audience situation as the natural and satisfactory way of presenting
;

I

suggest to you that the audience situation

natural situation for normal children.

spontaneous comment,

ing,

these things
situation

come

may

investigation,

naturally to a child.

be traditional, but

it

is

is

not a

Eager questiondiscovery,

The audience
neither natural

nor satisfactory.

moment the common ways of using
maps sprinkled throughout the textindividual study, and the wall map for ex-

Recall for a

maps

—the small

use one or two pictures at a time, for intensive indi-

book for

vidual study, in the endeavor to find an answer to a

position by the children or check-up by the teacher.

question, as

:

What

kind of shoes do the Japanese

wear ? or a solution to a problem, as How can I make
the wall of my Japanese room slide back and forth?
:

It is

important, you see, that the question or the prob-

who have been studying books and pictures
have findings to report. These reports may be
well illustrated in one or two points hard to make
Children

will

clear

by words alone.

A

child reporting his

lem be clearly set up, before the child gets the pictures.
With this problem in mind, he refers to a picture in his
effort to find an answer.
Not the same type of thing

ings to the class, however,

at all as looking at pictures.

self,

I

have been offering suggestions as

if

you were

in-

You
may have a lantern or a motion-picture projector, or
you may have funds with which to buy them. If you
terested only in inexpensive types of pictures.

haven't, don't feel that

you are hopelessly handicapped

supplying pictorial helps for your children
wealth of print material available not only costs

in

;

the
little,

most perfectly adapted to those classroom procedures which we recognize as desirable. If you have
projection equipment, do not think for a minute that
you do not need the paper prints as well your projected pictures may supplement these but they cannot
but

is

;

take the place of them.

Lantern slides and films are pictures, serve the same
broad purposes as prints, but carry very definite values

child reciting a

is

own

find-

not the same thing as a

few memorized

facts.

The

latter pro-

ceeding has no values, in outcomes for the child him-

more than if he had been assigned a paragraph
from the geography to be learned and recited word for
word to the teacher. The fact that there is a slide on
the screen while he is talking and that his memorized
paragraph applies rather closely to the elements of the

make the process of repeating memormatter any more valuable in the development of

picture do not
ized

that child.

The

teacher, too,

may

use a slide to accomplish cer-

She may show a slide and
it, to make sure that the
few
questions
about
ask a
children have been getting what was intended from
their books and study pictures.
Now, obviously, if you know that these are the ways
in which you are going to use slides, you will not try
tain purposes of her own.

{Concluded on page 303)

—
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Industry and Education

Hands

Join

L

A.

P

IB

ON

the top floor of a building in

New York

called in to determine standards

City

human

can make them.

skill

Every piece of

niture in the room, every book,
to the sound effect of

its

is

placed with regard

As

location.

fur-

no adenoidal or palateless noises are
emitted from the sound equipment, and the persons
depicted on the screen talk like human beings, with
even more sonorous voices. In this little theatre, to
the favored few or rather, it is to the many now, for
the attendants of the theatre are kept busy all day
is being demonstrated the use of sound equipment and
audible motion pictures are being tested for educa-

—

tain

is

to

make

it

possible for educators to ob-

sound motion pictures that meet the requirements

of the highest standards of modern education
truly

educational,

not

merely

—

informative.

pictures

These

standards are being established by means of a series
of test sound pictures,

made with

the advice of lead-

;

of other teachers everywhere, the master teachers

—not

only their appearance and words, but the very

persons themselves, surrounded by their working tools,

pictures

mentation.

An

advisory committee of prominent educators was

With

formed.

the counsel of this advisory committee,

standards have been, and are being, worked out for
educational sound pictures,

motion pictures thoroughly acceptable for use in classrooms, thus avoiding as far as possible waste effort in
production.

As

a preliminary in the general program of research

an effort was made to determine the

testing,

A

pictures.

shown

twenty-minute demonstration picture was

at training courses for teachers of eleven uni-

In

versities.

sities,

fifty-six demonstrations were given
thousand students, officers of univer-

all,

to nearly seven

and faculty and

the

college officials.

At each showing questionnaires were
and of the teachers who answered,

seven expressed themselves emphatically in favor of
use in teaching, on the following grounds
picture
it

makes the subject stimulating and

gives information

classroom

it

;

not

otherwise

medium
:

;

for

the talking
interesting;

available in the

excels in revealing personalities

and leaves a more

;

it

de-

lasting im-

pression.

There never has been any idea

—that these

sound equipment, which can be furnished only by the

can supplant the teacher.

take the place of text books,

appeal of skilful scenario continuities, which must be

many

done by the producers of motion pictures. The combination of these two may make a good informative
sound picture, but not necessarily one that would be

assist the teacher

For such acceptance
the third requisite is pedagogical value, and this can
be supplied only by educators. Thus industry and education must co-operate in order to produce a good
educational picture, up to modern standards. To gain
this complete co-operation, leading educators were

ualize the subject

They

other instructional aids.

the subject

;

at

least

there

are not expected to

reference

They

works,

and

are planned to

by stimulating the pupil's interest in
by inciting the pupil to use his own initi-

ative in outside reading;

Under

—or

educational talking pictures

engineers of the manufacturers; then, the dramatic

acceptable in educational circles.

distributed,

except thirty-

all

the sound motion pictures as a valuable

should not be

first,

atti-

tude of educators toward the use of sound motion

cational purposes, there are three requisites

:

which should give promake sound

ducers a guide which will enable them to

mocratizes education

;

the three elements nec-

were brought together by a business organizaand experienced in research and experi-

and with the background of their
classrooms and portray in a vivid and live way to
parents, school boards and others interested in school
matters, what is now being done in our schools.
For making sound motion pictures suitable for edutheir equipment,

Thus

tion, trained

ing educators, and approved by educational groups.

These sound pictures will bring the world to the
boys and girls in the classroom show, for the bene-

sound pictures.

essary for the production of useful educational sound

and

tional purposes.

The aim

cational

a result of this

perfection,

fit

on which to base edu-

I

is an auditorium which has been converted
I )
into a theatre for the demonstration and testing of
sound motion pictures. Its acoustics are as perfect

as

WHITE

and

its

and by helping him

to vis-

relation to his everyday

life.

the supervision of the advisory committee of

was made and
and approved by educational groups.
Throughout the whole proceeding of establishing
standards for sound motion pictures suitable for use
educators, a series of test sound pictures
later

tested
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have been made with

in educational work, the films

the assistance of experts in whatever subject

being

is

set forth.

These

pictures were

first test

shown before groups

of educators and some of them in parent-teacher associations.

to

From

the reactions of the various audiences

which they were shown,

cators are very

much

was evident

it

that edu-

sound pictures and

interested in

favorably inclined toward their use for educational

A

purposes.

number of

schools throughout the coun-

try have put in portable audible motion picture pro-

which may be

jection equipment

room or auditorium

in

up in the classa short time and taken down
set

after the showing.

The

success of the test pictures

was followed by

the

subjects as health, physical education, social science,

drama,

guidance,

vocational

teacher training, and nature study.

music,

art,

In each case the

planning of the picture was supervised by specialists
in the various lines,

and

all

of these pictures are de-

signed not only as test pictures, but also as films for
general distribution and showing.

Some

of the most remarkable films are

nature study.
the pea

One

from seed

those

of

of these shows the development of

to flower

and back

to seed.

Through

the use of the talkie, during the unfolding of the picture, a talk is given

by an expert, explaining each de-

The process by which

velopment of the plant.
picture
film

was obtained

is

such pictures.

this

Each photograph had

to be taken at

the various stages of development of the plant, then
the whole

was put together

up for projection so
plant through

By
frog

in

one film and speeded

that the true development of th'

many days

in the course of a

and international figures, the great leaders of thought
and action in industry, politics, science, religion, and
not only the individuals, but their

performance and their inventions. In short, sound
motion pictures bring the whole world right before the
pupil no matter where he may be, in a large city or a
small country school.

The

audible motion picture combines

all

the thrill

from a long distance hookup over the
radio with the intimacy and permanency of record of

The radio is doing much to spread information and to project personality as expressed by the
voice.
But the radio is limited by its inability to appeal to the eye and its impermanence of impression.
The motion picture, too, has great value as an informathe movie.

medium, but it lacks the words, the little intonaand characteristic gestures that help to impress
personality upon an audience.
The audible motion
picture incorporates the good points of each. With it,
action may be clearly demonstrated and have the
added advantage of explanations by an expert. Then
the combination of demonstration and explanation may
be exhibited anywhere for the benefit of large groups
at any time and for all time.
tive

tions

is

revealed on the screen

This plan for co-operation between

!

and

industry

education to produce non-theatrical sound motion pictures with the continuous advice of the leaders in education,

and by means of an organized headquarters

establish standards,

—

is

has

its

own

to

being paralleled in other lines

in the medical, industrial,

field

and religious

fields.

Each

problems.

few minutes.

The

the same process of photography, the life of a
is

And

education.

particularly interesting, as the

the result of years of experimentation in taking

is

edge have been inaccessible in a vivid and personal
way, now the "talkies" will bring before the eyes and
within the hearing of everyone the prominent national

to be obtained

production of other educational talkies covering such
literature,

metropolitan districts, they are even more so in the
rural. To the places to which the fountains of knowl-

shown, beginning with the protoplasm, through

the tadpole stage to the full

grown frog

As

in the

story of the pea, so in the picture of the development

of the frog, the film contains a short talk explaining

each stage. Another nature study picture reveals the
growth of fungus.
Through the use of sound pictures, pupils everywhere will be enabled to profit by the best trained and
most forward-thinking teachers. In fact, many remote

application of such a plan to the production of

types of non-theatrical sound

all

for those pictures based
t,ests.

upon careful

raise- the quality of

in the use of

and

tend

to

In the work that has already been done to develop
the use of sound motion pictures for education a good

beginning has been made.

But much is still to be doneand wisdom, it may revo-

lutionize the world, but give

mitted for general use.

a precocious one such as
the

will

sound motion pictures.

which experiments are being made, because only the
methods which are tried and found to be valuable will
be recorded in the sound motion picture and transin

lead

production and to increase interest

As

While sound motion pictures are valuable

will

research

The establishment of standards

schools will be better off in this respect than the classes
in

pictures

rapidly to the development of standards of excellence

the "talkie"

grows

in age

it

time.

Remember it is
much

altogether only about four years old, and too
all

at once

cedents,

must not be expected of a young
this,

child,

even

with the best of ante-

a

;
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An

Industrial

Birthday

First

its

Theatre Celebrates

KASKEL KALLMAN
New

'HE

ir

to

Theatre of Science and Industrj-, dedicated
industrial and scientific processes,

modem

celebrated
It is

its

first

anniversary on October 20th

the only theatre of

last.

kind in the entire world

its

showing only industrial and scientific films to the pubDaily between noon and 2 P. M.
lic free of charge.
both silent and sound motion pictures are exhibited.
It accommodates 150 persons at a time and is operated
by, and housed in, the New York Museum of Science
and Industrj- at 220 East 42nd Street, New York Citj'.

from all
on professional business have visited the theatre daily to acquaint themselves with new manufacturing methods, and the types
Gradually, also,
of machinery which do the work.
news regarding the mechanical wonders shown in pictures has spread through the populous Grand Central
Zone with the result that crowds of office workers,
searching for noon hour* diversion, often tax the capacity of the Museum's theatre and fill it to overScientists,

inventors,

and

technologists

New York

parts of the world in

flowing.

York

Museum

of Science end

Industry

uled for that particular period allowing a person

comes
til

day

in every

at, say,

who

12:40 P. M. and stays un-

A

one P. M., to see the entire nine pictures.

table' schedule is distributed

'time-

free to the public indi-

cating the times at which the various pictures will be

shown.

During the one year

jjeriod

ending October 20 ap-

proximately 42,000 people visited the Theatre of Sci-

These people saw and heard over
and sound pictures. About 35 of
were sound presentations. These pictures

ence and Industry-.

190 different
these films

silent

include well over 100 different subjects, limited entirely to science

and

industrj'.

Most of the readers of

The Educational Screen

are f)erhaps already familiar with the sources of nontheatrical films.

should be

It

seems appropriate

made of 1000 and One,

has helped the

mention

that

the directory which

Museum present a program of so many
Of the 125 sources of films

different industrials.

drawn on by the Museum, for the information of those
General
interested, a list of the main sources follows
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Y. M. C. A.,
New York, N. Y. Western Electric Company, New
York, N. Y. Visugraphic Pictures, Inc., New York,
N. Y. U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. U. S.
:

two standard size Simplex projectors with Western Electric sound-on-film

The equipment

consists of

Instead of the usual exponential

pick-ups attached.
t*'pe

loudspeakers found in the regular playhouse, two

small cone dynamic speakers were used due
limited space in the auditorium.

sound-on-film equipment, an

to

the

In addition to the

installation

made of two non- synchronous phonograph
At the present time these are not used, but

has

been

pick-ups.
will

soon

supply the audiences with music while a silent picture
is

being screened.

of nine pictures

is

changed.

The majority of

these

pictures are one

and two-reels however, some that are

used contain as
lowed for each

many

;

;

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Rothacker Film Corporation, Chicago, 111. American Museum of Natural History, New York, N. Y. American Telephone and Telegraph Company, New York,
N. Y. Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co., East
Pittsburgh, Pa. Stone and Webster, Boston, Mass.
New York
Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Film
Central Railroad, New York, N. Y.
Laboratory, Chicago, 111. All of the films obtained by
;

;

;

;

;

;

the

Museum

are "free" films except for transportation.

;

as six reels.

reel since the

Ten minutes

is al-

speed of the sound pro-

90 feet per minute on silent
complete shows are run each day

jectors sets the rate at

projectors.

;

;

;

Every two weeks the complete program which consists

;

Two

from noon to one P. M. and from one P. M. to two
P. M. This allows the oflFice workers who lunch from
one to two the same advantages as those who leave
their offices from twelve to one P. M. Each day a different combination is made from the nine films sched-

The Museum does not charge
In a word the whole program
is

a fee to see the pictures.
of the

Museum's theatre

educational.

In addition to the regular daily programs, the Theatre of Science and Industry frequently arranges sp)ecial

screenings for scientific groups and classes of stu-

dents ranging from elementarj" schools to the colleges,
within the metropolitan area.

more and more by

This service

the teachers of the

is

New York

used
pub-

-

-

-
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lie

school system

ties for

An

whose schools do not have the

facili-

New York Museum

motion pictures.

comes to mind of a science teacher who
tried to answer a student's question of "How did the
talkies work?" During the summer months the teacher happened to visit the Museum when a picture called
"Finding His Voice" was being shown. This particular film shows by animated drawings and synchronized
sound just how the picture and sound are recorded
on the film. It also explains (without reference to
technical terms) the theory of photoelectric cells and
the manner in which sound is reproduced in an auditorium. The entire class saw the picture and without
instance

exception every pupil has a concrete idea of the

in industrial

.

is

ex-

nizing this

its

new form

of education which, without ques-

surpasses any other method of teaching.

tion,

only does the

Museum

visitors see

operated" exhibits covering such
tries, textile,

and operate
fields as

Not

"visitor

food indus-

housing, highway, railroad, marine, and

air transportation,

communication, and machine

tools,

but also he sees their practical applications in relation
to his social welfare

and the betterment of

his

working

conditions.

modus

A

the start of the second year of

motion pictures as evidenced by the larger
The public is more and more recog-

daily attendance.

operandi of "talkies."

With

of Science and Industry

periencing even greater interest by the general public

theatre, the

sample of the announcements issued on the serv-

ice is

given in

full

below

:

DAILY PROGRAMS
(Nov. 7th to Nov. 20th inclusive)

Code

A
B
C

D
E
F

G

H
I

Type

Title

Coal Dock & Dumper Plant
Magic Circle

(Silent)

1

(Sound)

1

Just "Write"

(Silent)

1

Oxywelding and Cutting
Behind the Lines
Mountains of Copper

(Silent)

2
2

Four Corners
Story of Dynamite
Charms and Tooth Brushes

The

Explanation:

in

Date

Title tells

it.

1

1

From where and how

(Silent)

2

Use and manufacture of dynamite.

(Silent)

1

Tooth brushes, how they are made.

radio tubes are made.

following table shows the dates and approximately the times at which the various pic-

tures above will be shown.

number of dashes

Methods of handling coal.
Manufacture of piston rings.
Manufacture of fountain pens.
Shooting trouble on telephone lines.
An open cut copper mine in Utah.

(Sound)
(Sound)
(Sound)

Earth's

Subject

Reels

Each

reel takes ten minutes.

A

two or three

reel picture is

designated by the proper

next column to right.

Time

Saturday, Nov. 7th

Monday, Nov. 9th.
Tuesday, Nov. 10th.
Wednesday, Nov. 11th.
Thursday, Nov. 12th.
Friday, Nov. 13th.
Saturday, Nov. 14th.

Monday, Nov. 16th.
Tuesday, Nov. 17th.
Wednesday^ Nov. 18th.
Thursday, Nov. 19th.
Friday, Nov. 20th.

12:00

12:10

12:20

H
A

—

C

D

—

F
B

C
E
G

I

—

H

F
B

A

H
I

A
F

D

B

—
F

D
G

—

G

12:30

12:40

H

—
D
—

G

E

—
—

B

A

G

F
F

E
I

D
E

—
—
—

A

C

D

—

C

G
E

—

I

B

C

E

12:50

—

I

H

H

C
I

1:00

1:10

F
B

H

A

A
C

"

1:20

1:30

1:40

—

E

—

C

G

I

D

^-

H

—

G

E

—

B

A

G

F
F

F
B

C
E

—
—

H

G

B

E

—
—
—

A

C

D

C

D

I

D

I

1:50

I

—
—

H
I

F

A

D

G
E

H

B

—

—

—
—

A

F

G

I

B

C

A

—

D

—

—

E

—

H

B

—
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FILM PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
of this new department is to keep the educational field intimately acquainted with the
increasing number of film productions especially suitable for use in the school and church field.

The aim

Special Patriotic Subject for
Washington 6i-Centennial

compilation and editing.

George

"Traveltalks", five

Production has just been completed on Washington,
The Man and the Capital, the special historical tworeel subject

made by Warner Brothers

early next year in conjunction with the

for

release

Washington
by

the

Washington Chamber of Commerce, which will
February 22nd and last until Thanksgiving day.

start

Bi-Centennial Celebration being

Clarence Whitehill,
baritone,

was

sponsored

title

role because of

George Washington and
because of his great ability as a character actor. Mr.
Whitehill, himself, was most anxious to play the part
because practically all his life he has had a deep interest in the life of Washington, an interest that grew

his

striking resemblance to

with the years.

Lyon Mearson,

historian

and authority on the

life

of

Washington, wrote the story for this patriotic short
subject, in collaboration with Burnet Hershey, one of
Direction is by Arthur
the studio's staff writers.
Hurley.

Many

of the scenes were filmed in Washingfton, Mt.

ductions of the buildings as they looked

days of 1776 and 1789. The production
authentic in every detail.

more

to be completed before the

Subjects presented in the

eral striking reels of wealth, poverty

toms

and native cus-

It is

Mr.

Fitzpatrick's aim, the producer declared,

salient facts

and striking form as possible
and intimate glimpses of the world's most

interesting spots.

He

has spent the greater part of the

past year in a round-the-world trip assembling

and fresh material for the series.
Conditions in England in the picture

field

new

are bet-

Mr. Fitzup to the

ter than customarily supposed, according to

patrick.

Attendance at good pictures

mark of

past years and the industry appears to be in

a generally sound condition.

is

In Ireland the people

are great moviegoers but films are handicapped by the

excessive censorship restrictions.

A New Film Company
Announces Product
Pictures Classics, Inc., have a

films

Men. Other
Out West Where the

All the King's Horses and All the King's

North Begins,

Completes

ies

Back in New York from a six weeks' trip through
England and Ireland, James A. Fitzpatrick, producer
of the popular Fitzpatrick "Traveltalks," has completed two new releases in the series of thirteen short
subjects designed for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release
during the 1931-32 season.
"Traveltalks" are

series

in India.

:

a 1-reel novelty

on the Canadian Rock-

with music by the Victor Orchestra, the

Series of Musical

latest

numbers of the

first

include impressions of Bali, life on Madeira and sev-

2-reel versions, the title for the second chapter being

is

"Trave Italks''

The two

Mr.

season

of the year.

first

pictures so far produced are

Two

new

said to be

the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio and are exact repro-

Fitzpatrick

releases

during the

one of his military headquarters and in the livinghis Mt. Vernon home, were made on sets at

room of

James A.

new

number of sound
which should be brought to the attention of the
educational and non-theatrical field.
I Am from Siam, in 4 reels, has already been commented upon in the November issue of The Educational Screen. This subject can also be secured in

Vernon and Georgetown on the exact historical spots.
The interior scenes, showing Washington surrounded
in

these

to present in as concise

Company

Metropolitan Opera

selected to play the

With

Fitzpatrick will have delivered eight of the

Poems; Sightseeing

with Nick and Tony, in 2
terest in the city with

bies

;

reels,

in

first in

New

a

York

showing places of

in-

humorous comment by two cab-

Kiddie Genius, a novelty series

of

six

1-reel

subjects portraying child prodigies in individual skits.

Films planned for future production include Puss
by Nathaniel Shilkret,
3 reels, and a series entitled Seeing the United States

in Boots, a juvenile operetta
titled

:

London,

in

by States, comprising forty-eight 2-reel subjects. The
two, Georgia and Maryland, are expected to be

City of Tradition, and Ireland, the Melody Isle. They
will introduce certain innovations of treatment and will

first

represent about ten weeks of active

ready for release January

location

work,

1.

;
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Eastman Teaching Films Produce

Washington

A

new

our

;

;

Series

series of four one-reel films

on the

life

President, entitled George Washington,

first

workings of the electrical storage battery the manufacture and care of spark plugs and the making of
lubricants and lubrication of the automobile.
One
film emphasizes the hazard of the deadly carbon mo-

of

His

noxide emitted

exhaust gases

in

;

another

tells

the story

Life and Times, will be ready for distribution by East-

of the wonderful alloy steels so extensively used

man Teaching Films January

the manufacture of

in time

1,

for use in

connection with the Washington Bi-Centennial pro-

grams.

The

Conquering the Wildertitles of the reels are:
which portrays Washington's stirring experiences
as an aid to Braddock in the French and Indian War
Uniting the Colonies, in which he is shown as Comin

produced under the direct super-

films are

Custer,

;

These

reels,

which are available

in

both 16 and 35

widths, should be of unusual appeal to children

and adults

They are loaned

alike.

free of charge

Bureau of Mines,
and are being used

by practically all leading educational institutions, automobile clubs, engineering societies, and civic, military

and religious organizations.

Many

Chief of the Virginia troops, married to

and finally appointed Commander \v
Chief of the Armies when war is declared; Winning
Independence, which depicts the outstanding events of
the Revolution, the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown and Washington's farewell to his officers Building the Nation, which picturizes Washington's work
as first President of the new nation and his return to
Mount Vernon after refusing a third term.

mm.

in

vehicles.

vision of the technical staff of the

ness,

mander
Martha

These

motor

of the bureau's films are used as a permanent

feature of instruction in the larger colleges
versities,

and the

War and Navy

as an integral part of their courses at the

Army

and uni-

departments use them

Army War

and the Motor Transport School. The following subjects' have been produced up to the present time, and this list is continually being added to
The Story of a Gasoline Motor,
The Story of Gasoline, The Story of a Storage Battery, Heat Treatment of Steel, Along the Firing Line,
The Story of Lubricating Oil, Carbon Monoxide, the
Unseen Danger, The Power Within, and the newly
released Automobile Lubrication, which explains the

College,

Industrial College

:

various operations involved in a complete lubrication

Stark Offers Free Films

job.

Spicy Travels, a two-reel film showing the story of
from early days of man to the present time, may
be obtained free in either 35 mm. or 16 mm. from

1

—

spices

The

Stark-Films of Baltimore.

one-reel film, Battle

of Baltimore, produced by Stark-Films,
able free
ies

from the Mayor's

office.

It

is

also avail-

shows ceremonFort

attending the opening of the re-constructed

McHenry, where Francis

Key got his inspiraThe routes covered by

Scott

tion for our national anthem.

the British invading forces are retraced with the official

delegation.

The whole

film

is

part of Baltimore's

A

All these films, with the exception of Automobile Lubrication, appear in the eighth edition of "1000 and One, the Blue Book of
Non- Theatrical Films."

New

Talking Industrial Film

General Electric

Lamps

the release of

Mazda

Preferred, dealing with the manufacture of in-

candescent lamps.

While quality manufacturing
picture, with

official history.

Company announces

a four-reel talking motion picture film entitled

many

is

the theme of the

"shots" depicting busy departments

of the Nela Park research laboratories at Cleveland,

Automotive and Allied
Portrayed

in

a historical background

Industries

Edison and Francis

Series of Films

The most comprehensive

series of educational

mo-

and allied
industries ever assembled has been prepared by the
United States Bureau of Mines, Department of Commerce in co-operation with various manufacturing con-

incandescent

lamp

Henry Ford's
Mich.

of

at

Dearborn on the night of
These views were taken at
of Menlo Park at Dearborn,

replica

Detailed close-ups never before attempted of

lamp making are a feature of the

The speaking

petroleum and the refining and treatment of the gasoThey show in greatest detail
line derived therefrom.
the gasoline motor; the
care
of
operation
and
the

Young, popular

films picturize the production of

member

Light's Golden Jubilee.

crude

The

supplied by scenes showing

Edison's original laboratory assistants, re-creating the

tion-picture films depicting the automotive

cerns.

is

Jehl, only surviving

available in 35

sound-on-disc.

film.

voice in the film

NBC
mm.

is

that of

radio announcer.

John

The

film

S.
is

safety stock, sound-on-film and

:
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NEWS AND NOTES
CONDUCTED

A

Report from Chicaso

Visual education, as developed in the Chicago public
schools by Director Dudley Grant
years, holds great possibilities for
tion,

Hays for so many
economy in educa-

and third Tuesdays of each month. Illustrated lectures on a wide range of subjects, dealing with the
appreciation or the history of art, and with the pracapplication of the principles of art, are oflFered

tical

on Sunday afternoons.

according to Paul G. Edwards, recently appointed

Director of Visual Instruction to succeed Mr. Hays,

who

HOFFMAN

JOSEPHINE

BY

resigned the

first

cago schools visual instruction

is

given from the

There are in each school
between 600 and 1,000 lantern slides on basic subjects.
Last year an additional 750,000 slides were circulated

from the

At

central bureau.

make

the laboratory teachers

slides required for special purposes,

There are 150 portable motion
the schools and about 100 educa-

such as outline maps.
picture projectors in

The

city of

in

Massachusetts

Quincy, Mass.,

is

first

grade through the twelfth.

are taught to

Visual Progress

In the Chi-

part of this year.

outstanding in

ual instruction work, carried on under the

its

Mr. Abraham Krasker. Most of the
own motion picture projectors and
visual materials and, in addition, the Department of
Visual Education itself has 4 16 mm- projectors, 1
of

direction

schools

own

mm.

35

their

projector, 55 reels of motion picture films,

filmslide machines,

102

rolls

All of the schools have a Director of Visual
Little Pigs" for

slide sets of the

"Three

primary children to films explaining
The annual cost

the intricacies of gasoline engines.

was budgeted

last

year at $65,000, making

Mr.

Edwards,
the variety and extent of the work.
expensive,

according to

it

very

in-

considering

cation

who

receives and distributes the supplies, keeps a record

of their use, and instructs teachers in the handling of

equipment.

Teachers interested in improving their own ability
and in leading photography clubs
are offered a course in the elements of photography
conducted by an expert.

A

Colleges

new

catalogue describing the visual aids available

from Mr. Krasker's department
According
letin issued

Visual

Edu-

plans the schedule of visual aids to be used,

to take better pictures

Wisconsin Urges Visual Courses
in

4

of filmslides and 9 sets

of slides.

tional films are circulated daily.

The equipment ranges from

vis-

full-time

to the latest issue of Visual Aids, a bul-

will be

ready for dis-

tribution very soon.

by the University of Wisconsin Bureau of

Instruction,

teacher

training

is

holding the

movement. Indicaare that several of the Wisconsin Teachers' Col-

Motion

Pictures

and the Eyes

spotlight in the visual instruction
tions

leges are contemplating giving their students training
in the use of screen pictures.

Instruction

is

also planning

The Bureau of Visual

its first

course in that

field

Viewing motion pictures entails less eyestrain than
reading a book for a corresponding length of time,
says Dr. Park Lewis, of Buffalo, N. Y., Vice-President of the National Society for the Prevention of
Blindness.

this winter, a course of possibly eight meetings.

Discussing "The Cinema and the Eye,"

Dr. Lewis says

Activities at

Museum

of

"Under normal

Art

physiological

conditions,

pictures do not cause serious eye fatigue.

The New York Metropolitan Museum
log of "Lectures, Gallery Talks,

of Art
Study-Hours

Story Hours" for 1931-32 has just been released.
special interest to our readers

is

cata-

and

Of

the schedule of pub-

showings of the motion pictures produced or disMuseum, to be given each Thursday
afternoon in the Lecture Hall.
The Chronicles of
America Photoplays are shown at 2:30 on the first
lic

tributed by the

1

ing

moving

mand

pictures

so great

is

distant vision,

an ocular

effort as

it

does not de-

near vision

as reading for a corresponding length of time.
eyestrain

is

moving

Since view-

caused by moving pictures

it is

—such

When

due to one

or another preventable condition, such as too prolonged fixing of the attention on a single point, or defective visual function, to a

bad position of the ob-

server in relation to the screen, to poor films, improper
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manipulation of the apparatus, to faulty projection or

sage of conservation to the rural communities of the

With these reservations
to improper illumination.
there is no more harm to the eyes in viewing the moving pictures with modern improved methods than there

State.

is in

any other normal use of the

eyes.

"In a recent inquiry which was instituted by Professor

De Feo

of Italy and presented to the League of

opinions

Nations,

were

secured

physicians throughout the world.

from leading eye

The agreement was

There are four elements to be considered in an inquiry as to whether moving pictures can in any degree be injurious to the eyes
of the observer. These have to do with the quality
of the film, the effectiveness of the lighting, the mechgeneral in the views expressed.

anism of the motion, and the position of the observer.
The final and important requirement is that his own
eyes shall function normally.

U. S. Agriculture Film Record
Out of the Shadows, a film used by the U. S. Department of Agriculture in the fight against bovine
tuberculosis, has ended its career after 10 years of
service. In all, 40 copies of the picture were made and
the last of the 40 has reached

No

end of the

trail.

other film circulated by the department has

made

such a record.

It

the

has been used in every anti-tubercu-

campaign waged since 1921, and has been shown
in almost every rural community in the United States
where dairy cattle are important. Released in 1921,
17 prints were put into circulation that year; in 1922,
12 more prints were put into circulation; and in 1923
as many more. These have been shipped into the field
losis

1,644 times, bookings for a single print frequently run-

ning several weeks.

Report of Children's Fair Exposition
The

third

American

Institute Children's Fair,

ar-

ranged by the School Nature League and held December 4-10, 1930, at the American Museum of Natural
History in

New York

City,

showed such improvement

over previous years that reports on them
have been gathered together and published in a 64-page
pamphlet by the American Museum of Natural Hisin the exhibits

tory.

The

Children's Fair

is

planned to help teachers and
by giving an

students enrich their scientific interests
incentive for carefully completed work,
in

such a

way

iting

it

may

find suggestions

and by exhiband teachers

that other students

and

inspiration.

The

exhibits

foster scientific interest in agriculture, gardening, na-

ture study and conservation.

More and more

schools

have exhibited their work until, in 1930, ninety-seven
schools were represented and improvement has been
so great that there can be no question that the student
exhibitors are visualizing their science problems more
clearly and presenting them more forcefully than ever
before.

The

plans of the projects at the 1930 Fair are pub-

from
mechanwhich students and teachers may find ideas or
ical devices that may prove useful in the development

new

ica

and Great

Britain.

Library Activities
No. 20 from the United States Office
"The Biennial Survey of Educathe United States 1928-1930," in Chapter XIX

Bulletin, 1931,

of Education, entitled
tion in

on Library Service, reports that because of the demand
on the part of schools for visual aids, libraries have
developed collections of pictures, films and slides.
Libraries are also showing increased interest in the
exploitation of films based on books from which they
have been adapted and which have definite related
value to library material.

The

Book Films", published by

the National

projects.

list

of 125 "Selected

Board of Review each year, offers an opportunity for co-operation
between the library, school and theatre.

Motion

Picture

Selections For

Academy

1931

The Annual Awards

lished for the purpose of offering suggestions

of

Sixty-one prints of this film have
been sold for use in foreign countries, including Uruguay, Belgium, Guatemala, the Union of South Amer-

of Merit have been announced

by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
to be as follows: Best Performance (actress), Marie
Bill (M-G-M)
Best Performance
Barrymore in A Free Soul (M-G-M)
Best Direction, Norman Taurog for Skippy (Paramount) Best Produced Picture, Cimarron (Radio)
Best Original Story, John Monk Saunders for The

Dressier in

Min and

;

(actor), Lionel

;

;

Films

Help

The North

State

Work

Carolina Department of Conservation

and Development has secured and now operates a motion picture truck for the purpose of carrying the mes-

Dawn

Patrol (First National)

;

;

How-

Best Adaptation,

ard Estabrook for Cimarron (Radio)

;

'

\

Best Photog-

|

Floyd Crosby for Tahu (Paramount)
Art Direction, Max Ree for Cimarron.
raphy,

;

Best

i

\

—

:
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AMONG

THE MAGAZINES

CONDUCTED

BY

Educational Method (November) "Are Pictures an
Aid in the Teaching of Geography", by Mildren Meador, Principal of the North Fairmont School,
Effective

MARION

is

AND BOOKS
LANPHIER

F.

the question of economy.

more

tures prove themselves a

method of education

"Until educational pic-

and economic

effective

than that

in certain respects

now

upon a study made (1) to
determine the real value of pictures as an effective
aid in teaching, and (2) to determine the method of

current, they can hardly be expected to appeal to pru-

presentation best adapted to secure the greatest gain in

medium and experiment

Cincinnati, Ohio, reports

knowledge.

The method

of procedure, together with data and

results, gives readers

and

a clear conception of the study

implications.

its

The data

collected from the present investigation indicates

that the use of the

still

picture

is

a very effective aid in the

teaching of foreign geography in the elementary school. The
writer recognizes certain weaknesses in the present study.

dent school boards and to worried tax payers."
also urges teachers to begin carefully to study the

He
new

in its use.

The High School (October) "The Use

of Motion

Pictures in Social Studies Instruction", by Arthur L.
Schoeni, History Department, Senior High School,

Medford, Oregon, discusses the pros and cons of this
muted question
What values and what disadvantages do motion pictures
offer for teaching purposes?
Those who deny their advan-

At the same time we wish to direct the reader's attention to
the fact that objective studies in the teaching of geography

tages say they are "incidental and cultivate intellectual sloth-

are relatively scarce.

imagination," "amuse and

This investigation, however, points out very clearly that
pictures are an eflfective aid in the teaching of geography in

the elementary grades, that the verbal

instruction

supple-

mented by the visual impression is of greater value than the
verbal alone, and that the visual impression contributing to
and forming the basis for the verbal is the most effective

way

of teaching geography.

on "Sound Motion Pictures and Education" Gordon
S. Mitchell writes that instructive sound motion

bound to take their place in the educaprogram of the future, providing possibilities

pictures are
tional

betterment

in

savings in costs.

teaching

methods

and

material

Therefore, their coming should be

anticipated and adequate preparation

made by

—

permanent

instal-

and gives definite directions on how to obtain
sound equipment and secure the best technical re-

lation

sults with

it.

issue of this publication contains an-

other article on this same subject, entitled "Education-

Sound Motion Pictures," by Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith. He makes the statement that although educaal

much

thinkers,"

"do

make education

not

stimulate

too easy," "are

ing device insist that

Upholders of the film as a teachstimulates interest, aids the dull stuactual and proved additions to pupil

it

dent in learning, makes
learning,

and improves

class recitations.

The

writer then presents a thorough and scholarly
account of experimentation and resulting conclusions.
lists

the sources for Social Study Film material,

a very helpful procedure to those interested in this
specific

group of

studies.

The Living Age (October) Again this publicafrom the German Public which finds
the Mickey Mouse cartoons a satisfying experience,
but from the National Socialists, who deem the fation reports, not

miliar animations a decadent cult.
Blond,

free-minded youths

strings of Jewish finance

Mouse

is

emotions

I

of

Germany on

Youth, where

is

the

the most miserable ideal ever revealed.
tell

every independent young

leading

thy pride? Mickey

man and

Healthy

every honor-

able youth that the dirty and filth-covered vermin, the greatest bacteria

carrier in the

ideal type of animal.

animal kingdom, cannot be the
better to do than be-

Have we nothing

minds because American business Jews want to make
Away with Jewish brutalization of the people
with Mickey Mouse!

foul our

money?

The November

tors are

superficial

all

concerned educational authorities, motion picture
producers and exhibitors, sound and projection
equipment installation engineers. He advises educational institutions to plan for a

"make

an unjustifiable expense."

He

Projection Engineering (October) In his article

of

fulness,"

interested in

sound motion

pictures, rela-

Down

I

While we agree that some of the rodent's
are frequently a breach of good taste,

still

antics

these car-

toons offend no more and no less than the average
feature film.
Certainly, the entire subject should be

tively little

concerned with brutalization at the hands of stupid

ably one of the reasons for the

and inferior individuals, not with

happens as a result of such interest. Probslow acceptance of
sound motion pictures in the educational field, he says,

this

CConcluded on page 308)

avowed

de-

—a
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THE FILM ESTIMATES
Being the Combined Judgments of a National Committee on Current Theatrical Films

(The Film Estimates, in whole or

in part,

Ambassador

(Will Rogers)
(Fox) Royal family of Roumania revamped into loose artificial farce
as vehicle for Will Rogers' typical
homely humor. As American consul

he

solves

troubles

mother.

some

all

for

Bill

social

boy

and

king

Much human

be reprinted only by special arrangement with The Educational Screen)

Intelligent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Children
(under 15)

Amusing

Amusing:

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

may

Funny

political
his

and

Flying High (Bert Lahr, Charlotte
Greenwood) (M-G-M) Musical com-

edy hash at

fun.

The
(Wallace
Beery,
Cooper)
(M-G-M) Jackie
does probably finest child
role ever screened as adoring and
devoted son of drunken, gambling
father, once prize-fight champion.
Sordid situation relieved by father's
genuine love and final sacrifice for
the boy. Depressing but appealing.

Well to

Very

see

doubtful

it

Marriage

(Irene

No

Unusual

Probably
good

No

Corsair (Chester Morris, Thelma
(U. A.) Morris has his pet
role of roughneck hero hijacking the
bootlegging ships of his former big
Mixture of wealth
business boss.
toughness, brutality and hectic romance with the sophisticated heroHighly improbable.
ine.

entertaining romance, fine
Unobsinging and ample comedy.
jectionable in specific scenes and
actions, but central situation presents illicit love as the worthwhile
thing— marriage as prosy and dull.

—

About Town (Kay Francis,
Tashman)
(Paramount)

Girls

Lilyan

Enter-

Good

Hardly

taintniT

Hardly

Hardly

No

Hardly

Perhaps

No

Cheap

Pernicious

No

Excellent

Fine but
doubtful

Beyond
them

Passable

Doubtful

No

Waste

No

No

Hardly

No

No

Funny

Good

Good

of how skilful
"party girls" make big money hiring themselves out to entertain outof-town buyers so the boss can close
sales.
Brazen
sophistication
in
lavish surroundings. Thoroughly unwholesome and largely false to
character.

picture

Guardsman, The (Lynn Fontanne.

Hardly

Doubtful

By no
means

Alfred Lunt)
(M-G-M) Excellent
screening of famous stage success,
superbly done by the original actors.
Lunt's occasional over-acting doubtless due to first appearance before
camera.
Roland Young gives fine
third

By

role.

artists

instead

of

"movie stars".

Woman

His
ette

Fine of
kind

Unwholesome

No

(Gary Cooper, Claud(Paramount)
Very
comedy, with a delightfiguring largely through

Colbert)

human

vivid,

little

baby

much of the story. Heroine, of
very shady past in sea-front cabarets, tricks captain into giving her
passage home as nurse. Complications but marriage at end.
of

—

course.

Rio Grande (Leo
(Universal) Another westthe Mexican border
Ranger hero, a bad man, and a
bad girl who turns good, supposedly.
Knives, guns, booze fights, storm,
stampede, some terrible singing, and
a happy ending quite improbable.

Lasca of the

Carrillo)

ern

Expensive Women (Dolores Cos(Warner) Mere continuous
love-making in luxurious settings.

Better
not

deff) (Radio) Pretentious but stupid
stuff about war-spy-intrigue in Russia and Roumania.
Hero is supposedly irresistible to women, but
his
wooden speaking and heavy
foreign accent make his achievements rather incredible.

ful

Cuban Love Song ( Lupe Velez,
Lawrence Tibbett) (M-G-M) Fast,

Worthless

For
Children
(under 15)

and quite naive.

Glamorous

noting. Two people, jilted by their
fiances, marry each other for consolation, and find that it is genuine
love instead.
Well acted, with delightful dialog.

Todd)

(13 to 20)

poorest.

Gay Diplomat, The (Ivan Lebe-

Cooper

Consolation

its

Frankenstein (Colin Clive, Mae
Clark) (Universal) Loudly touted
super-thriller keeping all grewsome
and horrible elements of old story,
losing almost all character and dramatic values. Seeks only to "scare"
with outlandish mechanisms, noises,
shrieks, and agonizings.
Creepy,
fantastic

Jackie*

Dunne, Pat O'Brien) (Radio) Human, wholesome and quite convincNo objection worth
ing romance.

For
Youth

Adults

Tries hard
succeeds occasionally
to be funny
—but consists mostly of stupid
hokum, crude comedy and general
vulgarity.
Laughter for the unintelligent.
Typical antics by Lahr

family."

Champ,

Intellisent

and Greenwood.

appeal, whole-

Are These Our Children? (Eric
Linden) (Radio) Exploits wild youth
to limit.
Continuous drunken orgies.
Insolent hero reels home at
dawn, spends night in sweetie's
room, murders old man for booze,
is
tried and sentenced to death.
Touted as great "sermon for whole

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

Cheap

Pernicious

No

telio)

Rich, idle heroine enjoys series of
liaisons and finally returns to propose marriage with first lover. Un-

—

hash—of

Men in Her Life (Lois Moran,
Charles Bickford) (Columbia) Glorifies boorishness of tough American
racketeer in Europe in love with

relieved sex-stuff, without even logic
or truth to justify it.

of time

—

Fanny Foley Herself (Edna May
Light but
Oliver
( Radio
lent character comedy, wholly in
technicolor, of the struggle of a
wealthy
and
mother
vaudeville
father-in-law for possession of two
Edna May Oliver does
daughters.
the leading part delightfully. Very
)

"different".

)

excel-

Amoaingr

Amusing

Amusing

society heiress and wanting to become a gentleman.
His devotion
is

— he
—wins

genuine

faces trial

when her

kills

blackmailer

acquittal and girl,
fiance flees before scandal.

Misbehaving:

Ladies

(Lila

Lee,

Ben Lyon) (First National) Clean,
human comedy very well acted.
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Intelliirent

For
Youth

Adults

(15 to 20)

For
Titles of Films (Actors) (Producers)

For
Children
(under 15)

about small town pirl returning
from Europe as widow of a prince.
Mistaken for seamstress, she carries
through the role with amusing complications.
Some minor roles notably

good.

Possessed (Joan Crawford, Clark
Gable)
(M-G-M) Outstanding
achievement in sex exploitation.
The country girl rebels succeeds in
becoming rich city man's mistress
in luxurious penthouse— and after
seven reels, marries him. Good acting, luxurious sets, but some terrible singing by heroine.

Depends
on taste

Reckless
Living
(Mae Clarke,
Ricardo Cortex) (Universal) Cheap-

Cheap

Pernicious

—

sensational

ly

story

a

of

lot

Do
Trashy

of

IU
I

common

people making a living by
bookmaking and bootlegging. Police

Rich
croft)

etc.

drama with Bancroft

Very

Good

Bood

Probably
good

unusually
fine role of hard, powerful, moneyloving ship-builder, crushing rivals
but his own ani family's happiness as well. Finely played and directed, with strong, convincing, cliin

al

teach or direct the teaching of Geography, you will
to investigate

t

it.

you are not familiar with this splendid magazine pin this ad
to your letterhead and the next copy will be sent to yon FREE
of charge.

Good of
kind

Probably
good

No

THE JOURNAL OF GEOGRAPHY

very human underneath, who tries
to renounce game for his charming
daughter's sake, but dies by machine he built too big to control.
Good picture of kind but a waste
of such an actor as Huston.

Secret
Service
(Richard
Dix)
(Radio) Good screening of William
old stage play, with Dix
as the spy sent by Gen. Grant. Both
war and love complications within

.

If

conclusion.

Ruling Voice. The (Walter Hus(First National) Fine portrayby Huston of ruthless racketeer,

material for students and teachers . .
confidence by enabling you to know
the best and thus keep several leagues ahead of the non-subscribers . . - success to teachers and students who sincerely

want

—

ton

want

THE JOURNAL GIVES YOU—Supplementary

Man's Folly (George Ban(Paramount) Strong, clean

max and

F you

The Journal of Geography, an illustrated
monthly magazine owned by the National Council of GeograTeachers,
phy
and published especially for teachers.

All wisecracking dialog
out of the corner of the

raids, etc.

spoken
mouth,

Teach Geography?

No

3333 Elston Ave.
Chicago, 111.
C-9

Good

Very

Good

good

Gillette's

Confederate territory make for exciting romance.
Acting good, and
story convincing.

Sob Sister (James Dunn, Linda
WatkinaJ (Fox) Another newspaper story, with the usual slang and
sophisticated trimmings, becoming
hectic melodrama, with gangsters,
narrow escapes for heroine and last
minute rescue by devoted hero.

Depends
on taste

Suicide Fleet (Boyd, Armstrong,
Gleason) (RKO) Three Coney Island
chums enlist, and furnish
much rough and ready fun as sailors on U. S. destroyer in Great
War. Wholesome thriller, with interesting shots of naval life, thanks
to cooperation of U. S. Navy.

Fair

Tip-Off, The (Robert Armstrong,
Quillan)
(RKO) Supposed
"life" as lived hectically by tough
prizefighter,
hard gangster, and
their sweeties. Gutter English, guns

Mediocre

Eddie

on

every

Quillan's

hip,

booze

No

Chicago's

Morrison Hotel
Amu^insr

Amusing

Clark and Macdison Streets
Nearest

to

theatres

stores,

offices,

railroad

stations.

Guest rooms are
Worthless

No

side with
ice

water,

ing

lamp

Garage

young

role as
entangled in the

Centrally located.

and

everywhere.

engaging

innocent
only
redeeming

Doubtful

bath,

all

out-

circulating

bed-head read-

and

Servidor.

Facilities.

mess,

Mostly

feature.

trash.

Touchdown (Richard Arlen, PegParamount) Strong,
gy Shannon)
wholesome football picture with
plenty of action and genuine char(

Good of

Very

kind

good

Good

2500 Rooms

acter interest. Arlen's limited acting ability fails to hold sympathy
for hero who shows unsympathetic
traits at
times. Otherwise, roles
well taken and story is appealing.

Yellow

Ticket

Landi,

(Elissa

Barrymore) (Fox) Strong
melodrama of Czarist Russia. Con-

Lionel

vincingly

virtuous

heroine

accepts

Yellow Ticket to reach her imprisoned father.
She defends herself
against lecherous Chief of Police by
killing him and escapes with devoted hero. Excellent acting.

$3.00
Fine of
kind

Unhealthy
theme

Up

No
The World's Tallest Hotel

LEONARD HICKS
Managing Director

—46

Stories

High

:
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THE CHURCH FIELD
CONDUCTED

BY

R.

JOHNSON

H.

F.

Filmins ^^^ Story oF a Parish

nH~HE

first

public presentation of a motion picture

"By

this

Thomas Aquinas

parish

was

giving a pictorial history of St.

II

parish,

Binghamton, N. Y., took place recently

in the

parish hall of that church.

According to the Binghamton Sun, an interesting
lies behind the production of this picture, and
we are sure that readers of this department will be

Name

was decided to produce such a film. Daniel
J. Clancy was placed in charge of production and Kenneth F. Space was secured to direct and photograph
it

it.

Write Scenario

pleased to read the Sun's recountal of this history, inas it affords a very concrete idea of how to
proceed in producing' a movie-portrait of an individ-

written,

ual parish or church.

Numerous

asmuch

minds of the committee,

and, at a meeting of the pastor and the Holy
Society,

history

time the idea of a pictorial history of the
crystalizing in the

"After weeks of research and study a scenario was

and early

in July filming

was

commenced.

photographs were filmed to pick up the
starting thread of the story, which begins with views

Says the Sun

still

of the combined rectory and church, formerly a tea-

"The

pastor, desiring to adapt sixteen

mm. motion

pictures to parish use, appointed a committee consist-

ing of Michael Cullen, Francis J. Mulvaney, and Daniel
Clancy from the Holy Name Society to investigate.

room, in which the

"The

first

film continues

services

were

down through

held.

the purchase of

a large tract of land and the erection of a

new

parish

June on the filming of

Views of the interior of the church follow, including views and close-ups of the altars and shrines,

short informal movie close-ups of individual children

as well as individual scenes of the Stations of the Cross

"Work was

started early in

Kenneth

photographed these
scenes under the supervision of Daniel J. Clancy who
kept a card index record of each child, using details

of the parish.

Space

such as age, height, color of hair, and eyes,
separate card was

made

etc.

out for each child and eacl

numerical order.

This system besides being a means

of identification also provided a
tests'

which

will

series

of

in order.

'screen-

determine the selection of casts for

future children's movie plays.

"More than 250
Soon

after this

at

bell is

Camp

children were filmed in this way.

was completed, the parish camp season

began, one week for the

girls, another for the boys.
This camp, located near Deposit, on the shore of the
beautiful Delaware River, provided ideal surroundings

seen ringing, followed by scenes

Two-Hour Show
"Following

comes individual close-ups of the
and formal
and informal scenes of both the Rev. Thomas J. Hannon and assistant Rev. Thomas Leonard. Next are
this

officers of the various parish organizations

views of prominent members of the parish in portrait, with their families, concluding with a view of
St.

Views

The

of the congregation at worship in mass.

A

card was numbered, the children being photographed
in

hall.

bell

Thomas Aquinas and a

scene of the cross on the

tower, silhouetted against the clouds.

"The production when

edited

and

titled consisted

with the previous pictures, makes a picture lasting over

two hours.
install

In the meantime Mr. Clancy arranged to

a ten by fourteen-foot screen upon the stage of

and equipped the booth with two pro-

for producing

the auditorium

was used

jectors to insure a continuous picture-

camp movies. About 400 feet of film
camp life and activities of
the children. Since the money was obtained to sponsor the camp by a children's minstrel show, it was decided to film portions of this showMost of the
in

recording the

dancing acts and novelty numbers were thus photographed on the auditorium stage. This required some
""00

more

feet of film.

of

nearly 2,000 feet of film which, used in conjunction

"Sound equipment has now been

Thomas Aquinas

installed.

St.

parish can lay claim at this time to

have the first sixteen mm. sound equipment in Binghamton.
More productions have been planned and
under the sponsorship of the Holy Name Society, are
soon to be started."

—
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Picture Helps For Smaller Schools
(Concluded from page 290)
to acquire a

slides affording a

group of

any
carefully a few

slides

complete ex-

Rather, you will select very

subject.

position of

which will serve for
and the like.

which they had not anticipated, and things which they
may not clearly understand. In short, slides and films
may be presented in what we may call a conference
situation, in which the children participate freely, and
in which the teacher participates least.

pupils' re-

ports, review questions,

This technique indicates for any school more lanterns and fewer slides. The mechanical problems inseparable from the presentation of slides tend to lead
the teacher into disadvantageous methods of using
a lantern circulates among many classes,
natural to have a definite period for using it by

is

each

class,

and for each teacher

slides as she
is

who

believes

When

them.
it

EVERY TEACHER

to

can during that period.

almost purely "audience."

Some

show

as

many

should read

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

This situation
schools have a

room for showing the slides, to save the troumoving and setting up the lanterns for each
Teachers sometimes look at us in surprise and
class
say, "Why, one or two slides are not worth setting up
the lantern for!" An attitude which indicates that
they have forgotten for the moment what they are trying to do for their children and how it can best be ac-

modern methods of

in

instruction

The authoritative voice

special

EVERY ISSUE

ble of

torials;

contains
inspiring

helpful,

and experts

in

visual

in

the field of visual education,

stimulating,

edi-

thought-provolcing

by aclcnowledged leaders

articles

work, the various departments offering

!

complished.

To

range and variety of material that ensures

a

covering of the field

steer clear of

a motion picture

an

may appear

at first glance

more

diffi-

thorough

Here are some valued recent comments:
"After reading the current issue of The Educational
Screen I am furltier convinced of the magazine's inestimable value to all who are interested in the problems
Paul C. Reed, Board of
of visual material use."
Education, Rochester, N. Y.
.

audience situation in presenting

a

respects.

in all its

.

.

"I am pleased with the forward-looking notions exYour Film Production
pressed in your editorials.
Activities are another step in the right direction."
W. M. Gregory, Educational Museum, Cleveland, Ohio.
.

.

.

.

The adherence to a few fundamental practices
cult.
will help to keep us in the straight and narrow path
the limitation of the film to the class studying the subject illustrated; the preparation of the class before
showing the film the showing of the film in small sections at a time, according to natural divisions of sub;

immediately after the showing

ject matter; discussion

of each section

A

;

;

final

motion-picture film

perience to an excursion.

showing of the

is,

prepare your children

them about the things
which they may see and giving them an idea before
they go of what they are to look for specifically. Often, this sort of discussion is an exceedingly good way
A brief resume
to prepare a class for seeing a film.
of what the class already know about the subject will
yield a list of certain things which they will want to
look for in the picture. These things may be listed on
Probably they will be listed as questions
the board.
or problems rather than as names of things. For instance, a class expecting to see a film on an airport
may raise the problem: How do they get the planes
After the showing of the
in and out of the hangar?
for an excursion by talking with

film,

.

.

"We

or of a section of

it,

the children should

tell

.

consider

The EducationaIi Scbeen

.

.

.

Sample copy on request
Subscribers are entitled to a copy of the famous "1000 and
One Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films" for 25c. This annual publication, the standard reference work for film users,
lists several thousand films for education and entertainment,
classified and arranged in 136 numbered subject groups, with
title, nutViber of reels,
full Information given on every film
brief summary of contents and sources distributing the film.

—

Includes 35

mm. and

USE THE

16

mm.

silent

and sound

COUPON BELOW AND

of such questions they found answered in the

film.

They should

also discuss things seen in the film

films.

SUBSCRIBE

NOWl

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 East Lake

One

St.,

Chicago.

year $2.00

D

two years $3.00

(add 25c for "1000 and One"
Please enter

my

if

Name
Street

City

desired)

subscription as checked.

how

many

most

the

Only with such work
important visual aid we have.
as this can we stride along more rapidly in the visual
Vernett E. Peterson, Principal, Junior High
field."
High School, Eau Claire, Wis.

entire film.

perhaps, the nearest ex-

You

.

"Its general worth becomes more and more indispenWith its aid I am able to keep abreast of the
sable.
times."
E. A. Hyldoft, Dept. of Biology, High
School, Huntington, West Va.

further study of the subject, as stimu-

by each section

lated

.

State

D
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
CONDUCTED
Director,

BY

DR.

McCLUSKY

DEAN

F.

Scarborough School, Scarborough-on-Hudson, N. Y.
'

1

The Meed

of

Maps
C.

THE

A.

the

in

stand the dependence of economics on geographical

Schoolroom

BURKHART

home

political

man. All that he has
ever accomplished, or may hope to accomplish,
earth

has some

is

the

of

Every event which has affected the
parts of it.
lives and destiny of peoples has had a geographic
setting.
In many cases, the geographic factors involved have controlled the trend of events. Lowlands, plains, highlands, mountains, rivers, seas,
rainfall, temperature, winds, ocean currents, have all
political

and economic history

Few

pupils have seen

and

it

physical

features,

cli-

resources.

—"The study
environment" —the pupils

In geography
his

of

man

in relation to

are dealing directly

with questions and problems which require maps
Maps furnish a
for their answers and solutions.
great amount of geographic information which can
be found in no other way. To solve problems in
geography, recourse must be had to maps showing
the outlines of land and water bodies,

relief,

drain-

age, natural regions, location of places, climate, soil,

of nations.

face,

the

organization,

matic conditions, and the distribution of the natural

relationship to the earth or to certain

had to do with the

must have maps which present the

relationships,

is

much

of the earth's sur-

an exceptional adult

who

has visited

becomes at once
obvious that pupils, if they are to comprehend the
geographical significance of events and to underthe greater part of the world.

distribution of natural resources, products, trans-

portation lines and population.

Modern geography teaching

It

soning.
pupil

To

requires

much

rea-

solve problems through reasoning, the

must have

at

hand various maps which

enable him to secure the necessary data,

will

make com-

parisons, check his statements, and test the validity
of his conclusions.

formation

is

sions based on

The need
is

Without maps, the

pupil's in-

lacking or inadequate and his concluof

unsound reasoning.

maps

for the teaching of history

only slightly less than that for geography.

Every

subject to certain geographic

phase of history is
Nations have risen or fallen according to
their natural geographic advantages or disadvancontrols.

pictures for

tages.

non-theatrical

maps, a large part of the history text

Much

of

history

is

locational.

more

clearly seen,

and the logic

of the

COLIJMBIA
PICTURES CORP.

great

•

your cle<iler
about our IGNInu films
c^s/k.

sequence of

events will be inescapable, if teacher and pupils
have always before them wall maps which present
clearly the historical situation or

•

Without

meaningless

to the pupils. As a recitation moves along, necessary information can be found, relationship will be

e^liibitiojaVJriie for free
ccUclCo^ 111B

729 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

is

movement under

discussion.

History

is

best taught by considering as units

movements which have profoundly affected
mankind, and the application to these movements
the logic of cause and effect. It is only when pu-

can see these important changes in sovereignty
and the essential geographic relationships of nations and their neighbors on maps, that the real

pils

significance of events

is

revealed.

!
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Classrooms where English and foreign languages are taught should be equipped with political and physical maps.
Classics abound with
descriptions of a geographic nature. Narratives are
conditioned by the physical features of the scenes
]\Iuch of the beauty and understanding
of action.
of the world's masterpieces is lost without reference
to the geographic basis of the theme.
Superintendents have,

many

in

cases, failed

equip the science rooms with maps
chemistry,

botany,

zoology,

maps

science and physiography requires

and special character

Many
place

—but

agriculture,

much

to

general

of general

for reference.

administrators in the past have failed to

wall

maps

equipment as

in

same category of

the

textbooks,

books, chalk, paper,

reference

essential

books,

note-

But today, most school

etc.

For Everyday Use

of

1^0 preliminary preparations are necessary to use the
Spencer Model DC Delineascope.
It is ideal for
general work in the classroom. Simply insert the material to be shown, snap on the switch
and the illustration appears on the screen or blackboard.
No need
to heavily darken the room.

—

Model DC will project glass slides, film slides and
microscope slides. It can be placed on a sloping school
desk and picture "squared" on the screen by a horizontal control. It can be used on a chair or desk and
tilted to any vertical height.
A non-h«it conducting
handle makes it easy to carry. It is "just right" because it was designed particularly for the teacher to

executives are realizing the vital necessity of the
information to be gained from the visual aid of

Folder K-69-11 completely describes this Model

wall maps and are putting these on a par with textbooks.

Spencer Classroom Lantern.

Write for

it

DC

today

Series of Film Programs
The Film Bureau is presenting a series of twelve
motion pictures on History and Literature Saturday
mornings at 11 o'clock at the Little Picture House, 151
E. 50th Street,

New York

City.

The

BUFFALO

NEW

VOR.K

films are chosen

for their accuracy in following history, or the classics

One

of literature of various countries.

subject will

be selected from each of the following groups:

—

American History Red Skin or Old Ironsides or
Rough Riders or Cimarron.
English History (Subject still under consideration.)

French

—
History— Winners

(French and Indian Wars) or

German

History

of

the

Wilderness

Mme. Pompadour.

—Freedom

(Life

of

Russian History

—Ivan The
(Mad Czar

In

Martin

The

paintings reproduced in their original
with introductory texts, in beautiful loose'

leaf bindings.

Paul).

—

Oriental History
China's Old Man River,
Shanghai Document, Land of Long Ago (Old China)
or The Taj Mahal.

—
—

LEONARDO
RAPHAEL

hi«AN/ HAIS

VELASQUEZ

JAN VERMEER

REMBRANDT

RELIGIOUS ARTPRINT SERIES

American Literature The Virginian (Wistar).
English Literature Ben Hur (Wallace) or Lady

"The

Life of Jesus", sixty pictures in color,
large and small sizes.

Send for free Lists and information.

of the Lake (Scott).

—

French Literature
Mysterious Island (Jules
(Verne) (underseas picture) or Adrienne Lecouvreur
(Scribe) or Les Miserablcs (Hugo) or Man in the
Iron

subjects of Science, Art, Religion,

Famous
colors,

Terrible or Peter

all

Literature, Music, Technic, etc.

Luther) or Beethoven.
Great or The Patriot

Over 100,000
Seemann Slides

International Artprints
64 East Lake

Street, Chicago,

111.

Mask (Dumas).

—Niherliingen.

German Literature

<iJ>W<!)

(i.J>^)i^%J)

<i.J^^>>A^<U^W<5)

(LJHft/<i^

C!,>4^«s>5
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—

Russian Literature The Station Master (Pushkin) or Crime and Punishment.
Miscellaneous Literature Don Juan or Decameron Nights.

—

Two
A

Visual Instruction Programs

Visual Instruction program was presented

vember 13th

in connection

No-

with the Iowa State Teach-

According to Mr. H. L.
Association meeting.
Kooser, the meeting was well attended in fact, there
was the largest group that has ever been at any of the
ers

—

meetings.

The subjects discussed by the speakers were: "The
Use of Visual Education in the Primary Grade,"
"The Possibilities of Visual Education in the Music
Field," and "The Use of Visual Education in Teaching

Home

Landscaping and the Simple Preparation of
A demonstration was given on sound

Materials."

Jersey Visual Education Association met
November 28-30. The program con-

in Atlantic City

sisted of addresses by Dr. Daniel C. Knowlton, who
spoke on "Bridging the Gap between History and
Geography with Visual Aids," Kenneth A. Woolf, who

illustrated his talk

pictures.

Film

Review

Beach and Sea Animals

(1 reel) Electrical

Research

Products, Inc.

and big invertebrates appear in their nathabitat
alone and collectively
intimately in close-up, and further off to include their full background. Throughout, the picture
is accompanied by the agreeable and authoritative voice
of Dr. Clyde Fisher of the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City. His illuminating
comments and concise explanations make utterly clear
the meaning of every movement by the strange little
Little

—

under-water

ural

The Perfect Copying Camera
The Perfect Stereo Camera
The Perfect Micro Camera

HI
11

BLl^^P

^^^^1

^^.^1

ft.

B^^
^^^p

VK^Ki^ttn
Admiral Byrd giving
in

final instructions to

all

Camera

of these and more
are yoora with

the amazing

and

its

5 Interchangeable Lenses

The Indispensable
Equipment for
Visual

Instruction

— Endorsed

Mr. Walden

The Byrd Antarctic Expedition
IN LANTERN SLIDES
Descriptions by Captain Ashley C. McKinley
Official Photographer of the Byrd Expedition

—
—
—
—

Clinical

by

Foremost
Educators

charge of the base laying party.

— 30

Five Units

The Perfect

Jl

|^^&d.i-;

Slides

To Each Unit

Unit
I
The Ships, and the Buildings of Little America
Unit II Life in Little America and on the Trails
Unit III—The Flight to the Pole and Other Flights
Unit IV The Dogs and Antarctic Animal Life
Unit V Ice and Icebergs
Detailed List Sent on Request
PRICE $15.00 PER UNIT

—

"The Administration of a Visual Program

Elementary School," Arthur G. Balon "Harnessing the Camera to the School Program" with still and motion pictures, and Dr. C. F. Hoban, the title of whose address
was "The School Journey as a Visual Aid." Miss E
Winifred Crawford gave a demonstration on "Using
the 16 mm. Camera in Developing an Activity Program."
At the breakfast meeting held Monday morning,
November 30th, several short talks were given, including an evaluation of the radio and talking motion

who

com,

—

motion pictures.

The New

discussed

in a Progressive

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY
MEADVILLE, PENNA.

The

LEICA

famous

for

is

its

versatility, its convenient size and
It takes up to 36 pictures
weight, and its scientific accuracy.
on a single roll of cinema film, double frame size. With its
five interchangeable lenses, and its wide range of accessories,
adapted for every purpose, this one camera does the work of a
dozen others. Wide-angle views, telephoto pictures, action shots,

color photos, projection slirfes. are only a few of the many
It is an
types of pictures you can make with the LEICA.
indispensable educational aid. Equally efficient in and out of doors.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
D^cribinff the Leica Camera and Ekiuipment.

E.

LEITZ, Inc.

Dept.

12

6O East

1

0th

St.,

New

York.
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Now

Available for
Educators

H~-Ji larles of

sound motion picturai

for educational use

^

Va Ic ana

Lity e

in ihe Classw^aam

The Washington conference on Visual
Education disclosed 38% average gain
in

knowledge. In this case

all

pictures

were shown on the New Acme Projector
and subjects were selected from the
Movietone School Series.
The following gives a slight indication of the subjects, and the authorities
responsible for preparation of the films.

PHYS CAL GEOGRAPHY
2 and 3 reels by Dr. Wallace W.
Atwood, President of Clark University.
1,

OCCUPATIONAL

GEOGRAPHY
3 and 4 reels by Dr. Wallace

W. Atwood.

AMERICAN HISTORY
1, 2, 3 and 4 reels by Dr. Henry
Johnson, Professor of History, Teach-

ers' College,

Columbia University.

GENERAL SCIENCE
1, 2 and 3 reels by Dr. Clyde Fisher,
Curator, American Museum Natural
History, and Dr. Forest Ray Moulton,
well known Astronomer.

GOVERNMENT AND

CIVICS

6 reels by Professor A. N. Holcombe,
of Harvard University.

AUDITORIUM FILMS
1 to 7 reel films on general educational

subjects by Dr. Henry Johnson and
Dr. Wallace W. Atwood.

Educational Executives!
The book "Professional Projection of Sound Motion Pictuers for Non-Professional Uae" is a sound
pedag:oKical discussion of the use of sound motion
pictures in schools. The booklet, "Cataloj? of Visual Educational Sound Pictures Specially Prepared for
Schools," explains the development of the Movietone
School Series under the direction of the National Advisory Committee on Sound
Pictures in Education. A request on your letterhead will
brinK both books.

•

Volcanos had never before been anything more in the
of this typically normal eighth grade boy than other
peninsulas, islands, valleys,
dry-as-dust geography facts
mountains, rivers and lakes. Gee, how he hated geography!
Then one day he saw Vesuvius spouting fire and smoke,
gushing great torrents of white hot lava
saw and heard
it right in the classroom. ..A dozen "hows and whys"
flashed through his mind and then... onto the scene stepped
Dr. Wallace W. Atwood, President of Clark University,
distinguished geologist and geographer, to explain in
simple, clear words what made volcanos, why they erupted,
their part in forming the earth's crust. Thrilled!... He
said after class that he wanted to become a seismologist.
He wanted to know about rivers, about the ocean, what
made lakes... Geography had come alive for every boy
life

—

—

and

girl in that class.
Write for the
the best type

latest facts

about the use of new visual aids, about
subjects for educational use.

of equipment and film

New Acme 35inni Portable SOUND-ON-FILM Projector
The type of pixijector demanded by the new type of educational sound-on-film
pictures. Made by International Projector Corporation, the largrest manufacturers of professional equipment to deliver the same quality of projection
The

and sound reproduction. Suitable for classroom or auditorium use. Talking
pictures up to 12' x 16' can be clearly projected. Easily moved from one room
to another
can be set up in fifteen minutes. All safety requirements met.
Easily operated by any one. No batteries
plug into A. C. light socket. Sepa.

.

.

. . .

rate, non-interchangeable

plugs

make

it

impossible to connect electrical sys-

tem improperly. Automatic lubrication. Threaded in a few seconds with utmost
One simple, quick change adapts it to silent motion pictures. Whole
equipment rigidly and unequivocally guaranteed.
ease.

Educational Division

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
92-96 Gold

Street,

New York,

Office* in all principal cities

N. Y.

—
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subjects on the screen^the life habits

lems of
fish

and others.

We

OF

THE CLASSROOM
The

VICTOR

mm

16

intense illumination

protection

"JUMPY"
The

a

and grave probshrimps, scollops, crayfish, crabs, star-

snails,

suspect that

number of new

many

bits of

teachers themselves will glean

knowledge from the picture

Projector with

—

positive film

— perpetual freedom from
pictures.

choice

of
educators the
world over. It has been thoroughly
tested and found to be one of
the most efficient and easiest to
operate of all school projectors. It is
the only 16 mm silent projector that
may be converted into a self-contained Talking Projector.

y^^

--VJ

Sea Crabs
for example, exactly
tion.

As

how

at

Home

a scollop achieves locomo-

Beach and Sea Animals will
source of vivid knowledge about these

for the pupils.

be a delightful

humble creatures busy

Among

the

at their job of living.

Magazines and Books

(Concluded from page 299)

gradation at the hands of the Jezvs specifically.

movies are vulgarized and brutalized, the
the door of poor and cheap representatives of the Jewish and other races, not to the character of the Jewish race.
Has not this trite statement
been made often enough? We all know that the cinema is in the hands of plumbers, bricklaj-ers, and extravelling salesmen, who have sacrificed efficiency in
those lines to become leaders in a medium for which
they were not trained. That some of these individuals
are Jewish is true; that the financial and executive
power lies vested largely in the hands of the Jews is
also true.
But to lay the cheapness of the Mickey
Mouse movies to a specific race seems to us a step
backward in sound thinking and humanistic principle.
If the

cause

THE ANIMATOPHONE FOR "TALKIES"
A combination of projection and "Talkie" features
in

a single master instrument that provides the

finest theatre-quality performance.
V/rite for full information

FREE

— Valuable

Buy, Rent and

Directory

BORROW

which

16

mm

and

tells

"Where

to

lies at

films."

The Dance Magazine (September) This
Manufactured by
VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPOR'N.
DAVENPORT, IOWA

•
by
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
Distributed

Branches in All Principal Cities

fascinat-

two discussions in this issue
relative to the use of visual appeal and visual aid in
dancing entertainment and teaching. "Dancing to
Color", by J. A. Greemberg, discusses the use of
the Wilfred Color Organ as a background for the
dancer. "Film Your Dances" by Louis M. Bailey,
ing publication

oflfers

discusses the aid of the motion picture in the teach-

ing of dancing.
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WASHINGTON
reenacts stirring history before your classes

1ET
-'

Washington,

pictures,

come

.

,

.

tn motion pictures

motion
your class-

in

to

tell his own story and
the story of the birth of the

rooms,

United States.

An authentic dramatization of Washington's life has
been produced by Eastman Teaching Films, Inc., at
the request of the George Washington Bicentennial
Commission. It represents the only motion pictures on
Washington's Hfe that have the Commission's official
approval and cooperation.
Accurate
settings

many

of the

these films will be a

major

in historical detail, filmed in

Washington knew,

source of inspiration to children and adults during the
Bicentennial, and for years to come.
be released January first. There are four
fifteen-minute reels, available in both 1 6-millimeter

Films

will

and 35-millimeter widths.

The Bicentennial date is near. These films
much to make your program a success. Write
tails

and

Rochester,

prices.

New

will

do

for de-

Eastman Teaching Films,

Inc.,

York.

Washington in command

'Produced hy

The return

Resisting the tax collector

EASTMAN teaching

(Subsidiary of the Eastman

to

Mount Vernon

films, inc.

K^dak Qompany, at

the request of

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
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AMONG
—

THE PRODUCERS
—

whose activities have an i-mportant bearing on progress in the visual field
where the commercial firms
are free to tell their story in their own words. The Educational Screen is glad to reprint here, within necessary space limitations, such material as seems to have most informational and news value to our readers.

Commercial 16 mm. Sound-On-Film
EARLE W. JONES
'~jB~HE Jones Research Sound Products, Inc., with
headquarters in New York City, have recently
placed upon the non-theatrical market a new 16 mm.
sound-on-film process, under which process the sound

H

track

is

is in

every respect an exact miniature of

mm.

the standard 35

sound-on-film.

that the following basic principles

must be adhered

to

strictly.

Nothing but standard 16 mm.

film must be emmust be used.
of perforations must be re-

ployed, and sound-on-film, not disc,

That a double set
tained, and no split frames allowed.
That the sound track must be photographed on
3.
exactly as is done in 35 mm., and that said
film
the
track must not reduce picture space more than in the
2.

35

mm.

as in the 35

mm.

film

film.

That all pictures to be photographed must be
taken on 35 mm. and optically reduced to 16 mm. so
that sharpness of detail and reduction of film grain
6.

be obtained to allow for projection of 16

upon a

mm.

sufficiently large screen in auditoriums,

seating at least 300 to 400 persons, so that

all

present

can see the picture clearly and without strain on the
eyes.

That the recording process and apparatus must

be so refined and commercialized that trained operators can consistently turn out the highest standard of

work.

That simple, well-made, sturdy projection apparatus must be perfected, together with suitable am8.

constitute

a

ready

All of the above features have been achieved in our
completed process. Our development of a new process
of photographing the sound variations made it possible

harmonics and music usually reis used, within as small a width
track as ten one-thousandths (.010") of an inch, whereas the standard 35 mm. sound track, measures onefor us to record
corded where 35

all

mm.

We

(.100") inch, or ten times as wide.

tenth

standardized our 16

mm. sound

have

a width o
twenty thousandths (.020") of an inch, our reproductrack, with

inch, thereby allowing for (.0025")

2^

thousandths of

which makes our total 16 mm. sound
track one-fifth the width of standard 35 mm. track.
an inch
It is

must be regulated to
5.
run at 36 feet per minute, which would give exactly
the same number of frames, namely, 1440 per minute
That the speed of the

7.

and equipment must

price of apparatus

to reasonable figures, so that schools,

and amusement interests might
market for the 16 mm. picture.

mm.

pictures

down

ing aperture set at fifteen thousandths (.015") of an

That the sound track must be capable of reproducing all frequencies found in 35 mm. recording
with as fine a fidelity, clearness and volume as the 35
4-

may

That the

9.

be kept

churches, clubs, and other such educational, industri-

Before commencing development work upon its 16
mm. process some three years ago, the Jones interests
made a careful survey of the field, and determined

1.

ful persons, project

printed alongside the picture exactly as with

mm. and

35

which would, in the hands of careboth sound and picture consistently and give satisfactory results, under most difficult
and trying conditions.
plifying apparatus

to 16

and

cut-off,

well .known that optical reduction of 35

mm.

finer grain, than contact prints.

of

35

16

mm.

mm.

gives prints of far greater sharpness, detail

mm.
It,

will

optically

reduce

A
to

therefore, remains only

to

900 foot reel
360 feet of
record

the

sound track upon 360 foot of positive 16 mm. film

to

match, for contact printing, with said optically-reduced
35

mm.

picture.

Apparatus powerful enough to fill a hall, seating 300
or 400 persons, with screen 7x9 feet, or even larger,
giving a picture clear and distinct, with sufficient amplification, to give a full, clear reproduction, powerful
enough to properly (voice) fill such auditoriums, has
been perfected.

It is

expected that

it

will be available

for installations within the next four months.
entire process, including

The

method of recording, record-

ing apparatus and projection apparatus is protected
by patents owned by Jones Research Sound Products,
Inc.
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Produces

Leitz

who

All

New

Lens

are interested in the Leica

Camera

will wel-

come the announcement by E. Leitz, Inc., New York,
of a new 90 mm. F 4 Elmar lens. This new 90 mm.
lens is especially useful for making portraits and also
for making all types of medium telephoto pictures.
Newspaper and sport photographers will welcome this
camera in crowds or where it is impossible to get close
:

to the subject.

famous 50 mm. Elmar F: 3.5 lens the
new 90 mm. F: 4 lens will undoubtedly be used for
photographing most subjects. Construction of the lens
mount is similar to the 135 mm. Elmar F: 4.5 telephoto lens for the Leica Camera. A depth of focus
scale is provided for on the focusing mount. All distances from 3 ft. to infinity may be covered.

Next

to the

When
field

using the

new Universal View Finder

covered by the 90

mm.

lens

is

the

deter-

instantly

same time comparisons are easily made
for the wide angle, the standard and the telephoto
lenses.
Each of the five interchangeable Leica lenses
has its corresponding rectangular field marked in the
Universal View Finder.
All former universal view
finders which do not include the 90 mm. lens area can

mined.

At

who

Guide
to the Biggest

and Best
in Current

Motion

the

be remodeled to include the
All

Your

field

of this

new

Pictures!

lens.

Write today for

are interested in this lens should write im-

free

non-theatrical Catalog 78.

New York, N. Y., for a
copy of their new Pamphlet No. 1198, Leica Photography With the New 90 mm. Lens.
mediately to E. Leitz, Inc.,

NON-THEATRICAL

DEPARTMENT

Stop Watch Image Photographed on Film
in Time and Motion Study Work

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

&

CORPORATION

Howell Company has developed an ingenious micro-motion attachment for Filmo 70 motion
picture cameras for use in time and motion study by
industrial engineers, production managers, and all others interested in the efficient production of manufac-

The

Bell

(CARL LAEMMLE,

Pres.)

730 Fifth Ave.

New York City

tured articles.

The new attachment permits of photographing the
image of any standard stop watch together with the
image of a data card on each frame of film exposed
in making movies of a manufacturing process
or, of
course, of other processes which are desired to be studied from a time and motion standpoint.

—

In

manufacturing

operations

been registered on the film

itself

ask about

READY
Evolution

^V^

OF THE

NOW
Made

Plain in

Clarence Darro'w's

"MYSTERY
OF LIFE"

time

records have
by placing a time

clock in the camera field near the worker, but often

has made him "clock conscious," and his motions
have not been normal and natural. This new device
this

{Concluded on page 316)

7 Reels

Write for
Information
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HERE THEY ARE!
A
FILMS
Bray Pictures Corporation

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

Producer of Social Service Films

Columbia Pictures Corp.

(3, 6)

New York

729 Seventh Ave.,

(See advertisement on page 304)

111.

Howell Co.
Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

(6)
111.

Spencer Lens Co.
19

Doat

(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Eastman Kodak Co.

(4)

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 305)

Stillfilm Inc.

Cahuenga

1052

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Eastman Kodak Co.

(4)

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Eastman Teaching Films,

&

1815

Rochester, N. Y.

City

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Bell
(1, 4)

Hamilton Terrace,

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

City.

Carlyle Ellis
S3

6)

(3,

Trade Directory for the Visual Field

Inc.

(1, 4)

University

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

W.

130

New York

St.,

City

Electrical Research Products, Inc. (2, 5)

W.

250

Rochester, N. Y.

46th

(1)

S7th

New York

St.,

City

Museum Extension

Lecture Bureau
10 S. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 309)

Ideal Pictures Corp.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

(1, 4)

New York

St.,

26 E. Eighth

Mac

Mac

(1, 4)

Chicago,

St.,

St.,

Callum, Inc.

132 S. 15th

St.,

(3, 6)

Philadelphia, Pa.

(3, 6)

Philadelphia, Pa.
of

America

(1, 4)

RCA

(See advertisement on page 285)

(3, 6)

United Projector and Film Corp.
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Rowland Rogers Productions
74 Sherman St. at Harris Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

(1, 4)

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

(1, 4)

Brown and

918 Chestnut

New York

Madison

.300

W. Adams

(3, 6)

&

Muir

C.

10 S. 18th

St.,

Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Society for Visual Education
327 S. LaSalle St., Chicago,

111.

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
Williams,

Brown and

Earle, Inc.

19

Doat

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y,

(See advertisement on page 305)

Stillfilm Inc.

SLIDES

and Earle, Inc.

Ave.,

City

(3)

(3, 6)

Philadelphia, Pa.

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau

.W

New York

St.,

(See advertisement on page 306)

James

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

City

(See advertisement on page 311)

St.,

Earle, Inc.

SCREENS
918 Chestnut

Universal Pictures Corp.

60 E. 10th

la.

111.

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y.
E. Leitz, Inc.

(6)

(See advertisement on page 308)

Williams,

(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Brown

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
(1, 4)

Victor Animatograph Corp.

Davenport,

and

OPAQUE PROJECTORS

City

(1, 4)

817 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

918 Chestnut

STEREOPTICONS

Pittsburgh, Pa.

St.,

Ray-Bell Films, Inc.

Williams,

(See advertisement on page 306)

(2)

New York

Pa.

(3, 6)

Photophone, Inc.

411 Fifth Ave.,

Pinkney Film Service Co.

730 Fifth Ave.,

Meadville,

National Theatre Supply Co.
92 Gold St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 307)

Modern Woodmen
Rock Island, III.
1028 Forbes

Keystone View Co.

111.

Callum, Inc.

132 S. ISth

STEREOGRAPHS and
STEREOSCOPES

III.

City

Ideal Pictures Corp.

26 E. Eighth

(1, 4)

Chicago,

St.,

New York

Bldg., Chicago,

(1, 4)

City

FILM SLIDES

and

Edited Pictures System, Inc.
130

W.

46th

New York

St.,

City

1052

Cahuenga

Williams, Brown and Earle Inc.
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ideal Pictures Corp.

26 E. Eighth

St.,

Chicago,

REFERENCE NUMBERS

111.

111.

(1)

International Artprints

SPECIAL

64 E. Lake

BRAND NEW

$298.00 Zenith semi-portable Model E 110-volt (35 mm. 1000 ft. camotor driven, 1000 watt
projector,
pacity)
Mazda illumination, completed with Stereopticon Attachment, in original factory
packing and boxing, ready to use. SacriAddress:
tice for quick sale at $165. UO.
A. Joseph Grobarick, Motion Pictures
Trenton, New Jersey

Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

St.,

Chicago,

silent.
111.

(See advertisement on page 305)

Keystone View Co.

Muir

10 S. 18th

&

St.,

sound.
(3) indicates

firm supplies 35

sound and

indicates firm supplies 16

sound.
(6) indicates firm supplies

Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

sound and

mm.
mm.
mm.

silent.

(4) indicates firm supplies 16
(5)

(See advertisement on page 30Q)

C.

(2) indicates firm supplies 35

silent.

Meadville, Pa.

James

indicates firm supplies 35

silent.

16

mm.
mm.
mm.

:
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THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE BUREAU
THE EDUCATIONAL

SCREEN offers on this page a helpful service. Information on sources of supply for the items listed belo-w will be furnished our readers on
request. Fill out the coupon and mail.
A

Pictures, Prints
Posters
Projectors, lantern slide
Projectors, motion picture
Projectors, opaque
Projectors, portable, (16 mm.)
Projectors, portable, (35 mm.)
Public Address Systems

Fireproof curtains
Flares
Footlights
Fuses

Accoustical installations
Adapters, mazda
Advertising projectors
Amplifiers
Arc lamps, reflecting
Arc regulators

Generators
Globes

Graphs

B

Gummed

Batteries

R

Labels
Rectifiers

Blackboards
Booths, projection
Bulletin boards, changeable

Records
Record cabinets

Horns

Recording, electrical

I

Reflectors

Ink, pencils for slides

Cable
Cabinets

Cameras

Lamps, incandescent projection
Lamps, high intensity
Lamps, reflecting arc

Carbons
Cases, film shipping

Cement, film
Charts

Lenses

Chairs, theatre

Loud Speakers

Controls,

Maps

D

Map

Draperies

Dynamic Speakers

Slide mats
Shades

slides

Mazda
Mazda

Dimmers

Electrip

Slides, lantern (glass)
Slides, film
Slide making outfits

M

Volume

projection adapters
regulators

Shutters, metal fire

Speakers, dynamic
Spotlights

Microphones
Microphone attachments
Microscopes
Micro projectors

power generating plants

S
Screen paint
Screens

Lights, spot

Condensers

Regulators, mazda
Reels
Reel end signals
Rheostats

Stage lighting equipment
Stage lighting systems
Stage rigging
Stage scenery
Stereographs

Exhibits

Motors, electric
Motor generators
Motors, phonograph

Film cleaning machines
Film rewinders
Film slides
Film splicing machines
Film strips
Films, Educational

Motion picture cable

Films, Religious
Films, Entertainment
Films, Sound

Opaque projectors

Filters

Phonograph turntables

Tripods

Fire extinguishers

Photo-electric cells

Turntables, phonographs

Gentlemen

:

I

St.,

N

Stillfilm

Needles, phonograph

O

Talking equipment (35 mm.)
Talking equipment (16 mm.)
Title Writers

P

SERVICE BUREAU, The
64 East Lake

Stereopticons
Stereoscopes

Tone Arms

Educational Screen,

Chicago,

111.

Date.

should like to receive reliable information on sources of supply for the following items
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No.

FORMAL ARTICLES
(Arranged Alphabetically by Authora)
No. Paob
Aughinbaugh, B. A., The Application of the Motion Picture
to the Problem of the Rising Cost of Education
Sept.
193
Blakeston, Oswell, The Cinema in England
May
141
Bretnall, G. H., Shepherd College, Shepherdatown, W. V., A
Neglected Phase of Visual Education
Apr.
107
Campbell, Laurence P.. Will the Movietone Motivate !
Apr.
110
Cook, Gertrude S., How We Are Fed
Mar.
78
Enlow, E. R„ Director Visual Education, Public Schools, At
lanta, 6a., Trends in Visual Education
Mar.
71
Some Tentative Standards for City Visual Education
Programs
June 167
More Statistical Interpretation of "The Knowlton-Tilton
Experiment"
Nov
259
Israel, Marion Louise, Director Visual Education,'
Los Arigeles County, Cal, Picture Helps for Smaller Schools
Nov. 257-Dec.
289
Kallman, Kaskel, New York Museum of Science and 'industry \n Indu.strial Theatre Celebrates its First
Birthday Dec.
293
Krusc, William F., How One School Makes Its Own Teaching Films
Xdt
109
MacLean, W. P., A Comparison of Colored and Uncolored
Slides
Art, Biography, History
Peb
41
McFadden, Dorothy Loa, Visualizing Pre-Historic Life
"peb
39
Mehr Harry Jay, Visual Aids Used as a Means of Teaching
English to Foreigners
Oct
226
Myers, Stella E., and Winifred Whitmore, A Sixth
Grade' Activity
The Making of a Miniature Acropolis. .Sept. 1950ct
228
Barnes, Jean, Burnet Street School, Newark,
N
J The Use
of Visual Aids for the Subnormal Child
Mar
76
Perkins Elizabeth Ward, Woodbury School
of Applied Observation, lioslon. Drawing from Motion
Pictures
Apr
105
Poole, Irene The Motion Picture in the
Classroom
June 169
Eeitze Arnold, A Suggested Plan for
a City Department of
Visual Aids
-M261
Kiordon, Helen M., Puhlic Schools, Washington^
'd.' C
An
llxperiment in the Teaching of Reading in the lA
Grade
by Means of Stereographs and Slides
Mav
Rothfuss, Howard, Thomas A. Edison School,
Cleveland, O
Visual Education Project on the Life
of Abraham
.

—

—

,

'

,

Lincoln
Sigman .Tames

G Director Visual Ed'u'caii'o'n, p'hil'a'd'eiphia
Schools, Gradual Growth of Motion Pictures
in Educa-

y

'

'

Tyson, L. B., Some Observations on the Practical
Value of
Talking Pictures in Visual Education
:
Jan
Vincent, I. Vera, Ethical Dynamite
Watkms, Ralph K., University of Missouri, Columbia. The Sent
Learning Value of Some Motion Pictures in High
School
Physics and General Science
May
^'idustry and Education Joins Hands.
,'^: ^Dec
Ihe lalking Picture in Education
As England Sees It
(Reprinted from Education)
Oct.
.

.

.

'

mm
.

—

'.

'.

'.

'.

'.

'.

!

6

191
135
290

231

FILM PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
(Arranged in Chronological Order)
Seven New Educational Pictures in Production.
Talking Industrial Picture
"Alice in Wonderland" Filmed
Universal Produces Football Series.
Bell and Howell Add 100 Films to Library
Film on Iron

.

Oct

.

.

.

Short Subjects

Shown Under

Fox Visual Education
New Eastman Films

.

Auspices' of

Activities.

.

'Lea'g'n'e'

if N^tiiis

.

«„„

Movietone Series
Instructive Vitaphone Subjects
Two Family Films
Series of Historical Travel and Adventure
Pictures
Columbia News
Travelogues and Sports Reviews
','
New Health Subject
Film Showing Value of First-Aid Training. ....[..'.'.'.'.'.['.
Special Patriotic Subject for George Washington
'.

.

.

'

.

.

*

'

'

.

.

.

.

[

Bi-Centennial

James A. Fitzpatrick Completes two "Traveltalks"
A New Him Company Announces Product
Eastman Teaching Films Produce Washington Series
Stark Offers Free Films
Automotive and Allied Industries
Films
A New Talking Industrial Film

Portrayed in

Dec,
.

....
Series of

233
232
232
232
233
233
233
233
263
263
263
263
264
264
264
264
264
295
295
295
296
296
296

(Arranged in Chronological Order)
Jan.

Maps

for Children
Filmed from ."Vir
School Film Experiment Success
Some Figures on the Use of Motion Pictures in Schools

Picture

Peru

to

Grow

Course Offered

Mar.
in the

The National Board

Making

of

of

Sound Pictures
Its Annual Meeting.

Review Holds

.

.

Movies in Business

How

One Church School Uses a Blackboard
Pennsylvania Visual Education Instructors Hold Annual
Conference
Apr.
New Process Invented for Enlarging Photographic Prints
An Opinion on Screen Advertising
Some Figures on American Motion Picture Equipment and
Film Exports
Exhibit of New Apparatus to Feature S. M. P. E. Spring
Meeting
The Future of Talking Motion Pictures
May
Visual Instruction Emphasized at Childhood Association
Meeting
Wisconsin Launches Pictorial History Project
Department of Agriculture Exhibits Analyzed
Television Motion Picture Made
International Education Film Conference to be Held in
.

.

.

Vienna
Statistics on the Use of Films in Schools
Talkies Revolutionizing Education
World Federation of Education Associations

June
to

Meet

in

Denver
Set of Slides on Leisure
Vocational School Sees Industrial "Talkie"
Talkie for Deaf
Nationwide Test of Educational Talking Pictures
Sept.
American Red Cross Produces Film
Courses in Visual Aids Urged at Meeting
New Officers to be Elected at S. M. P. E. Convention
Motion Picture Teaches Beach Safety
Film on Nursing
Film-Strip Prices Unchanged
Pioneer Course on "Talkies"
National 16 mm. Exchanges Planned
Oct.
Art Course Makes Use of Motion Pictures
Stage Puppet Play at Safety Congress
Two New York Schools to Install Radio, Public Address and
Talking Picture Equipment

Geographic News Bulletins
Visual Instruction Directory Ready
Sound Visualized
Symposium on 16 mm. Sound Film
New Publications and Activities by Extension Divisions
Ohio Plans State Visual Service
Nov.
School of the Air Starts
"Silent Talkies" Teach Deaf to "Hear" with Their Eyes...
Catalogs of Visual Aids
Films Contribute to Yorktown Celebration
Visual Programs at Meetings
Wisconsin Produces Instructive Film
A Pennsylvania School Reports on Its Use of Film
The Third International Educational Film Congress
A_ Report from Chicago
Dec.
Wieconsin Urges Visual Courses in Colleges
Activities at Museum of Art
Visual Progress in Massachusetts
Motion Pictures and the Eyes
Report of Children's Fair Exposition
Films Help State Work
U. 8. Agriculture Film Record

Library Activities
Motion Picture Academy Selections for 1931

FOREIGN NOTES

A New

English Film (by Oswell Blakeston)
Jan.
And Two New Russian Films (by Oswell Blakeston)
Value of Motion Pictures Tested in Spanish Schools
Mar.
Russia Awake to Value of Visual Aids
Talking Pictures in British Schools
Apr.
An Invitation to Producers of Motion Picture Apparatus and
Educational Films

AMONG THE MAGAZINES AND BOOKS
(Conducted by Marion F. Lanphiee)
(Arranged in Chronological Order)

NEWS AND NOTES
White House Conference Discusses Movies
A Motion Picture Survey

Motion Pictures Receive Attention at Dental Convention ....
Conf^^nce on Screen Advertising Postponed
George Washington Bicentennial
Educator Gives Illustrated Lecture
The "Ten Best" Films for 1930 Selected
A New Technique in Map-Making
Bureau of Mines Motion Picture Film Collection Continues

to be

Feb.

11
11
11
12
12

44

Progress Report (in the Journal of The Society of Motion
Picture Engineers)
Jan.
Close Ups and Long Shots (by James R. Quirk in Photoplay Magazine )
Editorial on Mickey Mouse (in Living Age)
As Is (by the Editor in Close-Vp)
The Educational Museum of the Cleveland Public Schools
Feb.
(by Uarold T. Clark in Tour Oarden and Home)
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ing House)

(in the Junior-Senior

High School
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Clear-

Industrial Efficiency by Amateur Movie (in The Literary
Digest )
International Review of Educational Cinematography
Mr. Arliss Makes a Speech (in the Atlantic Monthly)
Mar.
An Estimate of the Present Status and Future Development
of the Home Tailzies {by J. B. Carrigan in the Journal
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers)
Animated Cartoon Pictures (by Alice Ames 'Winter in The
Motion Picture Monthly)
85 or 16 mm? {by Carl D. Clarke in Medical Economics)
.

.

Movie Makers

46

(Conducted by M.^EOfERiTE Orndoepf)

48
47

Theatrical Film Reviews
Jan. 18, Feb. 48, Mar. 83, Apr. 118, May
150, June 176, Sept. 204, Oct. 237.
Space forbids listing these films.

80

FILM ESTIMATES
80
80
81

114

Movie Makers)
Pioneer in Practical Film Usage (in National Board of
Revieio Magazine)
International Review of Educational Cinematography
Hell's Angels (in The lAtring Age)
The New Crisis in the Motion Picture Industry {by George
Kent in Current History)
The School Museum {by May Weber Smith in Science Edu-

114

A

114
115
115
115
115

cation)

The Making

of the Pageant of
in Historical Outlook)

America {by John Allen Krout

May

Come To {by John Maxwell in The Living
Age )
Movie Makers
Books and Films in Russia (by Prince D. S. Mirkty in Yale
Review )
Clever Puppet Show Pleases Los Angeles (in The New
Tork Times)
Visual Instruction in Teaching Geography {by A. W.
Abrams in The Journal of Geography)
June
Vitalizing the Teaching of Science through Photography {by
Clyde Stewart in The Wisconsin Journal of Education)
Visualization in Penmanship {by T. L. Bryant in School

146

Britain's Talkies

Neil's)

„

.

Magazine)

man)

146
146

147

147
173
173
173

Slide-Making and the Social Studies Laboratory {by Annette
*
Glick in The Historical Outlook)
International Review of Educational Cinematography
Journal of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
The Use of Visual Aids in Science Teaching {by Lynn
Bailey in The Kansas Teacher)
Tales from the Holly woods {by John Weaver in Tanity
fair)
„
Sept.
Hollywood Goes Refined {by Cecil Beaton in Vogue)
The Latin American Audience Viewpoint on American Films
{by North and Oolden in the Journal of the Society
of Motion Picture Enyineers)
tniproving Public Health with Moving Pictures {by Dr. J. F.
Montague in Medical Times and Long Island Medical
Journal )
Making Medical Movies {by R. Fawn Mitchell in Hygeia).
International Review of Educational Cinematography
Mr. Chaplin Abroad (in Survey)
Introducing Visual Aids {by Laurence R. Campbell in School
Executive Magazine)
Visual Material:
Its Use in Secondary School Classes (b^
Charles A. Tonsor Jr. in High Points)
Oct
Visual Aids to Instruction {by P. Gabriel in Journal
of
Education)
The Cinema and the School (in the international Review of
Educational Cinematofiraphy)
Research in the Field of Educational Talking Pictures (b^
H. A. Gray and U. B. Brunsetter in School Executives

A

Remedy {by Carl E. Grammer

173
173
173

200
200
200
201
201
201
201
201

236

236

The Church236

M

236

'

Movie Makers)
Making and the Social Studies Lnborator'y I'l' (bvAnnette Ghck in The Historical Outlook)
Nov
The Use of the Cartoon {by Mary Hall in The Historical

236

Some Fundamentals

272

Slide

Outlook)

of Visual Instruction' '{by A. 'w. Abrams
State Education)
Are Movies Fit? {by Fred Ea.ilman in Parents' 'itigaz'in'e) '"
Are Pictures an Effective Aid in the Teaching of G.'ography

272

'

New Tork

272
272

{by Mildred Meadon in Educational Method).
Sound Motion Pictures {by Gordon S. Mitchell in Projection Dec
i/iif/meering)

'

299
299
299

"

zine)

299
299

Educational Sound Motion Pictures (by Dr. Alfred N.Ooidsmilh in Projection Engineering)
The Use of Motion Pictures in Social Studies instruction
{by Arthur L. .Ichoeni in The High School)
Mickey Mou.«e (in The hiring Age)
Film Your Dances (by Louis M. Bailey in The Dauce Maga-

{Arranged in Chronological Order)

Beman)

15
15
81
82

Mav

Education {National Bureau of
Catvalty and Surety Underwriters)
June
for

No.
and Why We Made Our Own Church Film {by Rev.
B. H. Reinheimer)
.Jan.
Various Experiences of Churches with Movies
Feb.
Mechanical Church Service
Mar.
Nineteen Religious Films Announced
Missionary Pictures
Requests for Film Source List
Pamphlet on Motion Pictures and the Church
A Unique Evening Service {by Arthur P. Schnatz)
Apr.
Methodist Episcopal Church Free Loan 16 mm. Films
What One Church Has Accomplished with Movies {by R. C.
Adair)
May 154-June
When Churches Make Their Own Film
May
Interest Grows in Church Movies
June
Vacation Movies for Church Showing
"A Michigan Miracle"
Sept.
Church and Cinema: A Statement and a Rejoinder
Movies and Character Education {by H. Paul Janes)
Oct.
Revised Religious Film Directory
Motion Pictures with Sound Accompaniment Used in Devotional Services
Nov.
Missourian Circles Globe "On Dimes"
Now Shows Movies
to Aid Missions
Church Films Own Movie
Filming the Story of a Parish
Dec.

How

—

Paok
21
52
87
87
87
88
88
120
121

180
156
182
182
206
206
240
240

273
273
2*74

302

(Conducted by Dr. F. Dean McCluskt)
{Arranged in Chronological Order)

The New Jersey Visual Education Association
Balcom)
The Brooklyn Children's Museum

Safety

174

(by

A.

G.
Jan.

Recent Writings
Three State Conferences on Visual Education
The National Academy of Visual Instruction Meeting
Real Educational Talking Pictures

Feb.

Mar.

Philadelphia Museums Offer New Service
Visual Educators Meet
Films Available for Use in Chemistry Classts
Making Lantern Slides {by William A. Broyles)
Apr.
Hays Annual Report Stresses Advance of Educational Films
Aids to Bird Study Available
Growth of Visual Instruction in New York
Recent Writings
Visual Instruction Activities in and about New York City.. May
New Jersey Visual Meeting
Suggestions for Teachers' Outlines for "Winners of the West"
Recent Writings
First Grade Reading with Slides {by Irene Carlson)
June
Visual Aids for Elementary Schools
Visual Aids in Teaching {by F. Dean McClusky)
Sept.
Premier of Cotton Motion Picture at Harvard
The Projected Picture {by A. G. Balcom)
Thrift through Visual Education
Practice Teaching in the Use of Visual Aids: Bucknell Plan
L. Paul Miller)
( by
Oct.
Visual Education Meetings
Symposium, Demonstration and Exhibit of Visual Aids in

22
24
25
56
60
89
90
92

94
122
123
124
126
126
158
158
160
101
183
183
209
210
211
212
241
241

Chemistry

The Los Angeles Meeting and Visual Education
{by William H. Dudley)
Lectures on Visual Education

in the

West
244
246

Visual Aids in Chemistry Teaching from the High School
Standpoint {by L. Paul Miller)
Nov.
The Use of Films and Other Visual Aids in the Teaching of
Composition {by Wm. Lewin)
Graduate Theses
Courses in Visual Instruction
The Need of Maps in the Schoolroom {by C. A. Burkhart) .Vec.
Two Visual Instruction Programs
Series of Film Programs
'

275

276
278
279
304
30.5

300

FILM REVIEWS
All in the

Book Reviews from Close I'p
Jnn
Burton Holmes Travel Stories (by Eunice Tietjens)
The New Spirit in the Cinema {by Huntley Carter)
Mar
Star-Dust in Hollywood {by Jan and Cora Gordon)
Censored {by Morris L. Ernst and Pare Lorentz)
Censorship of the Theatre and Sloving Pictures {by Lamar
T.

THE CHURCH FIELD
(Conducted by R. F. H. Johx.son)
{Arranged in Chronological Order)

308

_

BOOK REVIEWS

A GuideBook

of films covered bv Film Estimates for the year are as
follows:
Jan. 30, Feb. 29, Mar. 32, Apr. 30, May 33, June 29, Sept.
63, Oct. 26, Nov. 33, Dec. 27.

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

236
in

Visual Education Department {by Doiph Lain in The ithnois Teacher)
The Educational Film of 'ToAiy '{by Louis
Bailey' in

in

The number

81

Medical Talkies {by Louis M. Bailey in Medical Economics) .Apr.
Motion Pictures and the Minister {by Louis M. Bailey in

Is There no

—

Same Boat

May

Beach and Sea Animals

Dec.

Dynamic Learning

June

Elementary Teacher as a Guide, The

From

the

Woods

to the Mill

Indians Are Coming,

The

:

Sept.

Feb.
Feb.

Lady of the Lake
Lumbering in the Pacific Northwest
Mystery of Life, The
On Time
Trail of the Long Leaf Pine

.Sept.

White Hell

June

of Pitz

Palu

Sept.

Nov.

May

159
306
184
184
212
59

57
212
277
159
212
184

—
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AMATEUR FILM MAKING

Among

(Conducted by DwiGHT R. FuRNBSS)
(Arranged in Cht'onoloyical Order)
No.

Animation

Jan.

Lejis Speeds

Teaching Dramatics
Winter Activities
Composition
Boy Club Activities
Tripods
Care in Loading

;

.

Feb.

.

.

Mar.

Hold Your Camera Steady
Lenses

'.

When You Take Your

.

Movie Camera Abroad

Cameras
Developing and Printing
Notes

When

Splices

;

.

.

.Apr.

Pagk
29
29
29
29
63
63
63
63
63
96
96
97
129
129

129

Won't Hold

overcomes

The device attaches to the base of the movie camTo the rear of the camera is a lamp house with
era.
40
watt
lamp. At the end of the lamp house fartha
from
the
camera is one compartment to accommoest
date a stop watch and another for the data card upon

which

Jan.

.

30
30
30

New

Portable Talkie Reproducer with Special Microphone
Feature
Rothacker and Alexander Merge
Victor Builds Special Projector with Powerful 250 watt
20 Volt Lamp
Feb.
New Film Productions
Service to Teachers
.

.

.

Construction Kit for Stillfilms

Pageant of America Slides
....
New Type Lamp Achieves Unprecedented Light Intensity for
Amateur Movie Projection
Real "News" about Sound-Recording
New Eastman "Fast" Film
Mar.
New Filmo Educational Booklet
U. S. Department of Agriculture Starts Sound Production..

New
New

Features in Ampro 16 mm. Projectors
Portable Screen
Y. M. C. A. Films Broadcast
"Maguacolor" is Introduced by Consolidated Film Industries, Inc
Apr.
QRS-DeVry Corporation Writes
Bell & Howell to Erect New Building for Hollywood Branch
Victor Provides for Use of 375 Watt-75 Volt 16 mm. Projection

A

Lamp

Universal Camera
May
Badiovision Broadcasts the Latest Farm Movies
QRS-DeVry Announces Release of Sound Equipment
Internationa! Projector Corporation Distributors for Victor

Animatograph
Focusing Airgnment Gauge for Precision Movies with Filmo
Ampro Corporation Extends Its Service
June
Pupil- Made Lantern Slides
A Lantern for Post Cards, Glass Slides, Filmslides and
Micro-Slides
Portable Cine Speaker
of Users
Phototone Offer

Home

New

Equipped

to

Meet

all

Research Products Announces

66
66
98
98
99
99
99
99

multiples thereof.

130
130
131
131
162
162
162
163
163
185
185

.

ing Picture Equipment

Sept.

Speed Film for 16 mm. Cameras
Columbia Opens Non-Theatrical Division
Reaper Film Most Widely Used Industrial
New Leica Developing Booklet
RCA Photophone Portable Sound Equipment
Slides on Great Paintings
A Portable Sound Recorder
New Products from Bausch and Lorab
Free List of Medical Motion Pictures
Universal Markets Sound Projector
New Leica Stereo Attachment
Instantaneous Recording Service
An Encouraging Sign (by E. D. Robertson)
International Projector Markets Sound Projector

Oct.

.

Nov.

The "Off-Slaee Voice"
A New Model of the Animatophone
Wholesale Distribution of Talkies for Home Planned
New Filmo Projector Announced
Commercial 16 mm. Sound-on-Film {by Earle W. Jones) ,. ..Dec.
Leitz Produces New Lens
Stop Watch Image Photographed on Film in Time and Motion Study Work

800 Watt "No Resistance" Lamps for Victor
The "Chicago" Sound-on-Film Equipment

216
216
217
217
217
249
249
249
249
249
250
250
250
280
280
281
281
282
282
310
311

311
316
316

MISCELLANEOUS
The National Academy

of Visual

—

Pennsylvania Requires Visual Courses

Oct.

More Steps Ahead
Some Christmas Film Suggestions

Nov.

—

.An .Vppreciation

(by William H. Dudley)

As a preliminary
camera

condition of proper timing, the

frames per minute or

calibrated at 1,000

is

300 Watt "No

Resistance" Lamps

for Victor
Victor Animatograph Corporation

new G-E Mazda

a

Projection

Lamp

announces

that

of 300 Watts rat-

ing which does not require any form of lamp resistance

now

Model 3 and 5 Victor
The Lamp may be
obtained in voltages of 105, 110 and 115.
Initial tests indicate that this new 300 Watt lamp
may closely approach in intensity of illumination some
of the highly efficient low voltage lamps which employ
is

available for use in

all

Projectors and Animatophones.

rheostats or transformers to reduce the line voltage to
that of the

lamp

rating.

This new 300 watt lamp

T-10 Size and
focussed base.

is

It

is

of the regular 16

mm.

equipped with the bayonet type pre-

may

be obtained from Victor dealers

or direct from the Victor factory at Davenport, Iowa.

The ^Xhicago'^ Sound-on-FlIm Equipment
Contained in a case that measures 17x17x7 inches
and that weighs only 35 pounds, the "Chicago" soundon-film projector, manufactured by H. A. DeVry, is
easily portable.
The machine is equipped with a DeVry photocell and the complete sound unit is an integral part of the projector itself.

35

mm.

film with or

without sound track can be used, due to an adjustable
film gate.

Instruction
Jan.
Legislative Interest in Visual Instruction
June
Visual Education Program at the N. E. A
Imaginum"
Great
Lantern-Slide
"Corpus
A
Foundation (by
Ella W. ForJcert)
Sept.

Charles Roach

with

lamp house and located directly beneath the camera.
The matching of two focusing dials insures the
sharp registration of the watch and card images on
the

the film.

186
187
187

& Howell Head.
New 16 mm. Talk-

the watch and data card pass through

a series of lenses in a tube connected horizontally

64
64
65
65
65

Requirements

Sound Equipment

Talkies Right at Hand, States Bell

Electrical

31
31

186
is

written a brief description of the operation

The images of

Field
Silent Biological School Films

:

is

being filmed.

AMONG THE PRODUCERS
.

pacu' 311)

inasmuch as the worker does

this defect,

not see the watch.

(Arranffed in Chronological Order)

The "Stillopticon"
A Survey of 16 mm.

the Producers

{Concluded from

.

.Dec.

27
171
172

218
227
230
27

Two

small cases contain

the

projector,

any

loud speaker and cable necessary for

showing.

The loud speaker

is

amplifier,

ordinary

built into the top of the

amplifier case, which weighs 39 pounds,

^ight of 74 pounds for the complete

making a

outfit.

total

'^'s:.

/'vl/

t/v;;r,;,M;

i>- •''.':;<'.

J

